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Foreword 
 

I am very happy that the Bhagavad-Gita Home Study Course will now be 
available in interactive CDs with searchable text, separate Gita Verses, 
Audio and video clips. I want readers to be aware that this is not 
another book on the Gita. Being an edited transcript of classroom 
discussions, the material is presented to the reader as a program for 
self-study. If this is borne in mind, while reading, one can enjoy the 
same attitude of a student in the class listening to the whole process 
of unfoldment of the content of the words of Bhagavad-Gita. The study 
will then prove to be as rewarding as directly listening to the teacher. 
This attitude would prove to be aatmakrupa. Once the krupa is there, 
the other two, sastra-krupa and isvara-krupa would follow. 
 
I thank J. P and Sarla Gupta for their donation of money and time in the 
creation of these CDs in memory of their beloved parents Shri Sohan 
Lal ji and Srimati Ratan Devi. 

 
 



 



 
 
 
Sri Swami Dayananda Saraswati is a distinguished, 
traditional teacher of Vedanta. His depth of understanding 
and nuanced appreciation of Western culture makes him 
that rare teacher who can communicate the vision of non-
duality to modern listeners. He is able to make one see, 
with immediacy, the truth of oneself as the whole.  
 
Swami Dayananda has been teaching Vedanta in India 
for more than four decades, and around the world since 
1976. In his public talks abroad, Swamiji has spoken at 
many of the most prestigious American universities, and 
has addressed international conventions, UNESCO and 
the United Nations, where he participated in the 
Millennium Peace Summit. 
 
A teacher of teachers, Swami Dayananda designed and 
taught six resident in-depth Vedanta courses, each 
spanning 30 to 36 months. Four were conducted in India, 
and two in the United States. Each course graduated 
about 60 qualified acharyas, teachers, who are now teaching around the world. More than one 
hundred are now swamis and are highly respected as scholars and teachers throughout India 
and abroad. 
 
Under Swami Dayananda’s guidance, numerous centers for Vedic teaching have been founded 
around the world. The two main centers in India are the Arsha Vidya Ashram in Rishikesh and 
the Arsha Vidya Gurukulam in Coimbatore. In the U.S., the main center is the Arsha Vidya 
Gurukulam at Saylorsburg, Pennsylvania. At present there are at least sixty centers in India and 
abroad that carry on the same tradition of Vedantic teaching.  
 
In addition to teaching, Swami Dayananda has initiated and supported various philanthropic 
efforts. The All India Movement (AIM) for Seva, inaugurated in November, 2000, brings medical, 
educational, nutritional and infrastructure assistance to villagers in the remote areas of India. 
This movement enjoys the blessing of all traditional Hindu spiritual leaders who have united as a 
single body, the Acarya Sabha, through the coordinating efforts of Swami Dayananda. In 
November 2001, Swami Dayananda convened the first World Congress for the Preservation of 
Religious Diversity in Delhi, inaugurated by the Dalai Lama and the then Prime Minister 
Mr.A.B.Vajpayee. An important outcome of the Congress is the formation of a Global 
Commission for the Preservation of Religious Diversity, spearheaded by Swami Dayananda. 
The Commission had its inaugural meeting in Bangkok in June, 2002. Swami Dayananda was 
also active in forming and participating in the Women’s Global Peace Initiative, which convened 
at the United Nations in Geneva in October 2002. 
 
For more information about Swamiji’s teachings / lecture schedule, go to www.arshavidya.org.  

www.arshavidya.org
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KEY TO TRANSLITERATION AND PRONUNCIATION

Sanskrit English Read as in Sanskrit English Read as in

3q a but kh' blockhead

3 a calm T g gate

i sit gh 4* loghut

i beet - i sing

3 u put c' chunk

u pool ch* catch him

Sr rhythm 7 j john

-r - elongated s jh* hedgehog

e tape ii bunch

ai high Z t* start

So toe s th* anthill

Sau loud d* dart

k skate dh* godhead

" These do not have an equivalent sound in English.




Sanskrit English Read as in Sanskrit English Read as in

T n* under 7 y young

St p ath r d ram a

th* thunder 1 luck

Sd * th a t v avert

Sdh * brea th e sh ove

Sn ' n u m b B s bush el

"" p spin s so

Sph' loop h ole h h u m

b bin 3f 2

T bh* abhor : h3

m much

SThese do not have an equivalent sound in English.

This has no equivalent in English. It is a palatal. It should be pronounced as in
'Sarikara.'
2 This is called anusvara, a nasal, derived either from a t or a - independent, but

incapable of being pronounced without a vowel preceding it. Hence, it is shown above with
3T although its form is only a dot above the line.
3 This is called visarga. The word visarga literally means letting out the breath from the
mouth. It is pronounced as an aspirated sound. Like the anusvdra, the visrga is incapable
of being independently uttered. Hence, it is written for convenience as 3T: although its form
for writing purposes is only two dots ( : ) after the vowel preceding it.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE BHAGAVADGITA

It is said that a human birth is not easy to achieve. If we look at it from an
evolutionary standpoint, there are millions of years between the ape and the human
being. In other words, the monkey did not become a person overnight. Even from the
standpoint of reincarnation, where human birth is said to be a result of one's own past
actions, karma, it is not easy. And once you have this human body, whether it be due to
karma or to the natural selection inherent in evolution, you are no longer in the hands of
nature. You now have the rare capacity, called free will, to initiate a further process of
evolution. The whole process, then, is in your own hands.

An animal, on the other hand, is fulfilled once it survives a few years and produces
an offspring. The cow, for example, need not do anything more than reach physical
maturity in order to be an adult. It need not do anything to be evolved emotionally. There
is no such thing as an emotionally mature cow. The only goal of a cow's life is to survive
to adulthood and, as an adult, to survive as long as it can. Once it has become an adult,
the cow is mature in every way.

A human being also has to become an adult physically. Otherwise, one's life is
unfulfilled. To become an adult physically, you need only survive by appeasing your
hunger and thirst and avoiding fatal accidents and diseases. You need not do anything
special. The process is a very natural one, made possible by the survival instinct
common to all living beings. Hence, after a few years, you find that you have become an
adult.

Until you are a physical adult, you are in the hands of nature. Nature takes care of
your physical growth until you can no longer say, 'I am a child.' Emotional maturity,
however, does not happen in the same way. Unlike physical maturity, emotional growth
is purely in your own hands. Unlike a cow, one need not be mature just because one
happens to have an adult physical body. Inner maturity is a process that you have to
initiate because you are a human being enjoying a faculty of choice.

THE HUMAN PURSUIT

Whatever is fundamentally sought after by every human being is called
purusdrtha in Sanskrit. Although each individual seeks something peculiar, there are
four ends that everyone seeks, whether he or she is an Eskimo in Alaska or someone
living in a remote village in India. The universal ends most commonly sought after are
security and pleasure - artha and kAma. The remaining two purusarthas - dharma
and moksa, to be explained below - can also be accomplished by a human being.
B.G. Vol. I - I
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That which gives you any kind of security - emotional, economical, or social, is
called artha in Sanskrit. Artha may be in the form of cash or liquid assets, stocks, real
estate, relationships, a home, a good name, a title, recognition, influence, or power of
any kind. Such accomplishments boost ones ego and therefore also provide some
security for the ego And although each person seeks various forms of security at a given
time, that he or she is seeking security is common to all.

Seeking pleasure is another purusdrtha, called kdma in Sanskrit. It, too, takes
many forms. For instance, sensory pleasures may be anything from seafood or ice cream
onwards. Examples of intellectual pleasures are those derived from playing certain
games, solving puzzles or riddles, and studying certain bodies of knowledge. Thus, we
have varieties of pleasures.

Anything that satisfies your senses, that pleases your mind, that touches your heart
and evokes in you a certain appreciation, is kama. Any form of pleasure you derive from
your home, for example, or from a relationship is k5ma. Music and travel are also
kama, not artha; because, by pursuing them, you are seeking pleasure, not security. You
do not go to Hawaii or the Bahamas to seek security. In fact, you lose some security, in
the form of money, when you go to these places. Because you happen to have some
money, you travel for pleasure, not for security.

There is another form of pleasure derived from seeing the stars on a beautiful
night, enjoying the sunrise, a flower, a playing child, or a beautiful painting, for
example. Because this pleasure is neither sensory nor intellectual, I will call it aesthetic
pleasure. Even though such pleasures go beyond one's senses and intellect, they are still
kama.

DHARMA AS A HUMAN END

There is a third purusdrtha, dharma, that is neither artha nor kama. Dharma is
a word with many meanings, as we shall see. Here, it refers to the pleasure born of
harmony, the pleasure derived from friendship, sharing, helping another person, and so
on. For example, when you are able to relieve someone's suffering, you experience a joy
that is not kama. This form of pleasure is different from both artha and kama in that
you do not usually seek out a person in pain in order to pick up some pleasure. It is not
the same as going to Hawaii or to a concert. You happen to come across someone in
pain, you are able to alleviate the person's discomfort, and you feel happy.

A doctor who does not work purely for financial gain enjoys this kind of pleasure.
Charity works in the same way. Those who are able to discover joy in such work do so, I
would say, because there is inner growth and understanding, a certain sensitivity on their
part. This sensitivity is also required to understand love, for to love another person
thoroughly is to understand the other person, for which one should be educated, cultured.
If a person has not learned through experiences, if a person is not cultured, what kind of
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joy can he or she get out of life? For such people, there can be only sensory pleasures,
eating, for example. But many simple joys are lacking in their lives. Thus, the gain in
one's life is commensurate with what one knows.

It seems that a certain professor of medicine, in his introductory class, said, 'What
your mind does not know, your eyes do not see.' What be meant was that, without
medical knowledge the cause for a disease would continue to elude a person, even
though the symptoms are everywhere. The eyes may see the symptoms, but the mind
does not know. In life also, the more I know, the brighter life is, because I cannot see
more than what I know. This is not to imply that I should necessarily get more out of
life, only that my life is to be lived properly, fully, which implies a lot of understanding.

Living does not simply mean dragging yourself around from day to day - from
bed to work, back home and to bed again. The whole process repeats itself until the
weekend comes. Then you drag yourself to some recreation in the hope of forgetting
yourself - which is why recreation becomes so important. In fact, your whole life can
be a recreation. Someone once asked a Swami, 'Swamiji, do you not take any holidays?
You seem to be working every day.' In fact, the Swami's life is one long holiday.

If you enjoy what you do, life is very simple. If you do not enjoy what you do,
then you have to do something to enjoy, which can be very costly. On the other hand,
any pleasure that comes out of one's maturing process is a different type of joy. Not
hurting someone, or doing the right thing at the right time, for instance, gives you joy -
if not immediately, later. Suppose you have postponed doing something, like the
laundry, vacuuming, or letter writing, the day you decide to do it - and do it, you find
that there is a joy in finally having done it - a joy that is neither pleasure nor security. It
is just doing what is to be done; it is dharma, a very big topic that we will discuss later.
For now, it is enough to know that as you grow in your understanding, your dharma
also grows.

These, then, are three of the four purusarthas - artha, kama and dharma.
Because of the importance we place on dharma, the order can now be reversed -
dharma, artha, and k3ma. Dharma accounts for your maturity. The more mature you
are, the more dharmika you are. In order to be mature, an understanding of dharma and
conformity to it become of prime importance in ones life. Thus, dharma occupies the
first place among these three human ends. Without violating dharma, doing what is to
be done, you pursue artha and kdma, security and pleasure. This is how these three
universal human pursuits are to be understood.

MOKSA: FREEDOM FROM WHAT?

Even though it comes last, moksa is a very important purusartha, as we shall see.
Moksa is recognised as a pursuit only by a very few people in any given generation.
Because a certain appreciation, a certain maturity or insight, about life and its struggles
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is required to understand moksa, people do not discerningly pursue it, although everyone

is in fact, always seeking freedom in one form or other.

Although we think of freedom in a very positive way, the word moksa is actually
defined in a negative sense. There is something binding you, from which you want to

become free and that freedom is moksa. We say, for example, that a man who is not in

jail has freedom, whereas if he is in jail, he does not. Because he cannot choose to come

out, he has lost his freedom of mobility and wants to gain it. He wants freedom from the

shackles of jail.

If you are using crutches because of a leg fracture, you want freedom from the

crutches. Similarly, an infant requiring the help of the wall or mother's hand in order to

stand wants to be free of the wall or the hand and therefore strives to stand on his or her

own. Freedom, then, is always freedom from something.

Moksa means freedom from something I do not want. And because moksa is a

purus.rtha, a human end common to all, wanting to be free is not peculiar to me alone.

Everyone wants to be free from certain things that are common to all. That I am attached

to particular forms of security, artha, reveals a certain fact about myself - that I am

insecure. That I also seek pleasures, kdma, reveals that I am restless, that I am not

satisfied with myself. I have to do something in order to please myself, which means that

I am displeased with myself.

If you are always seeking security and pleasure, when will you make your life?

When will you really be able to say, 'I have made it! You can say that only when you see

yourself as secure and are pleased with yourself. Then you are free; you have moksa.

Moksa does not mean salvation. In fact, there is no word in Sanskrit for salvation,

which is just as well, since salvation implies a certain condemnation of yourself. It

implies that someone has to salvage you, has to save you, which is not what is meant by

moksa at all. The word moksa refers only to the freeing of myself from certain fetters.

The basic ones are the notions that 'I am insecure' and 'I am displeased with myself.'

I must see myself as secure and be pleased with myself as I am. Only then do I

have moksa. If I am secure and pleased with myself, what situation is going to change
that? I require no security or a situational change whatsoever to be secure and at peace.

This should be understood well. You spend your entire life manipulating the world

to please yourself. In the process, you find that two hands and legs, five senses, and a

mind are not enough to contend with all the factors involved. There are just too many
events and situations, as well as natural forces, over which you seem to have no control.
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FREEDOM IS FREEDOM FROM SEEKING

With my limited powers and limited knowledge, I find that I can never measure up
to the demands of gaining the securities and pleasures that I seek. This is why life seems
to be a problem. Only when you reach thirty-nine or forty, when you undergo what is

sometimes referred to as the 'Mid-life crisis,' do you begin to understand this. Even
though you may think your marriage or your job is your crisis, actually you are the crisis.

Your crisis has nothing to do with marriage or any of the other situations in your life.

Your tendency, however, is to find a scapegoat for every problem you have and the
immediate scapegoat available is often your partner in life.

When we look into our various pursuits - artha, kama and dharma, we find
that, what we really seek is none of these. We seek only freedom from being a seeker.
Everyone is a seeker pursuing artha and kdma mainly and, to some extent, dharma.
But, ultimately, everyone is seeking only moksa. Therefore, moksa alone is the real end.
In other words, freedom from being insecure is what we seek when we seek security.
When I seek certain securities, I am not really seeking the securities themselves. I am
seeking freedom from being insecure. This distinction should be clearly understood.

The shift in emphasis that this distinction represents is what we call learning.
Seeking security is very natural. For an uninformed person, one who does not think

about or understand his or her own ideas and urges, security is a particular thing and is
always taken to be outside oneself. That - 'I am insecure' - is a totally accepted
conclusion for such a person, a conclusion that is never doubted or questioned.

Various philosophies have arisen from this insecurity. One person says, for
instance, that money will not give you security, while another person says it will - but

only here on earth, not later. Later security, we are told, can only be gained by doing
certain prescribed acts. Thus, we have varieties of religions and philosophies, all of

which have been born out of accepting that, 'I am insecure' and that, security is
something outside of oneself.

Even as a child, one's security depends on the constant availability of protection,
love, and care of one's parents. On the other hand, once the child has grown up, the

situation is reversed. Now the parents' security depends on the attention of the child.

Parents often feel neglected by their grown up children who are now occupied with their

own lives. Once a child has grown up, security is no more in the parents; it lies

elsewhere.

THAT I LACK IS THE PROBLEM

As a child I was insecure and now also I am insecure. There is a constant shift in
what I take to be securities, which is considered to be a normal life for everyone. No one,
however, deserves to have this problem. Security is not the problem. That I lack
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something is not the problem. The problem is that 'I' lack. This difference must be seen
clearly.

What I lack is always variable - I lack iced tea; I lack children; I lack a house.
What one lacks is always peculiar to the individual at a given time and place in one's life.
This differs from individual to individual, from culture to culture. However, this 'I lack'
is common to all arid is entirely different from what I lack. I may lack a healthy body, a
taller body, a thinner body, a turned-up nose, longer eyelashes, or a different skin colour.
And this may only be the beginning of an endless list! But the fact that I conclude that 'I
lack' is universal.

For instance, what can you do if your height is less than you would like it to be?
The most you can do is to wear high-heeled shoes, which does not really make you any
taller. In fact, in the eyes of others you may be shorter. It is only when you are being
recruited for a basketball team that anyone else thinks about your height. Height is your
complex. I do not think about your height until you get into high-heeled shoes and try to
walk. Only then do I see your height because you have drawn my attention to it; and I
immediately cut it down by a few inches. I may actually reduce it more than the actual
height of your heels. You not only fall short of my expectation, but also you become
shorter than what you really are!

Thus, if you have a complex with reference to your height, you are stuck. If you
were a wire or something stretchable, your height could be increased but, here, no
stretching is possible. Similarly, there are a lot of things that you are stuck with because
the things you are not, known and unknown, are countless. And what you lack you can
never totally fulfil. The more you go after what you lack, the more you breed what you
lack because what you lack has a knack of multiplying itself. It is like going to the
supermarket to pick up a few things you lack and coming home with a few more desires
to be fulfilled when you get your following week's paycheque. This is why we say desire
is like fire that leaves a black trail after itself. No matter how much you feed it, fire never
says, 'Enough!' Similarly, human beings can never say 'Enough!' to securities and
pleasures.

INSECURE PLUS INSECURE IS NOT SECURE

When, then, are you going to completely fulfil your arthas and kamas? I am not
saying you should not seek out security; that is not the emphasis here. We are only trying
to understand the very pursuit itself. Money definitely has its value. But, if you think that
there is security in money, or in anything else, the process of seeking becomes endless.
The insecure me, the one who wants to be secure, does not really become secure by the
addition of what I consider to be securities. No one can say, 'I am secure,' even with all
possible securities.
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As long as I require crutches, the sense of insecurity centred on me will remain
with me. Feeling secure because I have crutches does not mean I am secure. I feel secure

only because of the crutches, whereas the sense of insecurity centred on me remains.

Suppose I am insecure and what I think is secure is as insecure as I am. For

example, if one insecure person marries another insecure person in order to be secure,
the result is not security. All that results is a marriage between two insecure people. Can
there be a greater hell anywhere? When two such people come together, it is a problem
because insecurity plus insecurity do not make security, only double insecurity.

There is a story about a man who, as he was bathing by the side of a river, slipped
and was swept away by the current. Because he could not swim, he prayed, 'Oh! Lord,
please help me!' Just then a log came along and, catching hold of it, the man said, 'My
God! God is great!' Then he realised that the log had fur on it - and hands also. He had
thought he was holding on to a log, but now he realised that the 'log' was holding on to
him. Still he thought that the Lord was saving him. He found, however, that the Lord
was a grizzly bear that, having fallen from a tree, had also been swept up by the current.
Once he realised he was holding on to a bear, he wanted to escape, but the bear already
had too tight a hold on him.

WHO HOLDS ON TO WHAT?

Similarly, you do not know which holds what or who holds whom. You may have
thought you were holding on to something, only to find that you cannot give it up, which
means that it is holding you. This is a problem. Any habit is the same. An alcoholic was

once a free person. When he or she took the first drink, the person poured the alcohol

into the glass and, then, holding on to the glass, drank from it - no problem. However,
after some time the person finds that he or she does not drink at all. As soon as 'Happy
Hour' arrives, the bottle tells the person, 'Come here,' and he or she goes like a zombie.

Then the bottle says, 'Come on, pick me up!' And the person picks it up. It says, 'Come

on, pour me into the glass! Drink!' And the person drinks. Then, it says 'One more, one

more.' And the person takes more and more alcohol without his volitional control. Who

is this person now, the one who was previously free? Does he or she drink? Or does the

drink, drink the person?

In so many situations, no one knows who holds on to what. I see no difference

between the grabber and the grabbed, the holder and the held. Even inert things like

drinks, cards, or dice, have the capacity to grab me - to say nothing of relationships,

since people are equally insecure. Therefore, an insecure me plus anything in this world

that happens to be within the framework of time is not going to make me secure. This we

I The time in a bar when drinks are served at reduced prices.
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should understand well. We are not trying to develop a particular attitude here, just a

simple appreciation of the facts.

THE FACTS OF INSECURITY

That I am insecure is a fact and that I seek securities is also a fact. That which I

consider secure is not secure because it also is finite. This, too, is a fact.

You may think that, by giving away whatever securities you have, you will

become secure. One man did this. He gave away his house, his business, and his bank

balance, and went to a Swami. But the Swami was also insecure and wanted to have a

following of disciples. Previously, the man was on a husband trip, a father trip, a

business-money trip, and now he is on another trip - a Swami-atma-trip minus a house,

wife, children, money and so on. To think that subtraction is going to help, when

addition does not, is nothing but a lack of understanding. And if artha is like this, kama

is the same.

No pleasure is going to be lasting. Take music, for instance, You buy a recording

of a hit song. Why is this song a hit? Because, like a hit man, it knocks off all the other

songs out of the running. Last month's hit song has been hit and is no longer a hit song. It

only gathers dust on your tape deck. No one bothers about it any more.

Similarly, your attitude is always changing. What made you happy before no

longer provides the same joy. You get tired of everything. Even if God were around you

all the time, you would eventually want some privacy. This constant changing is natural

because you are basically displeased with yourself. Therefore, you are pleased only now

and then. The only silver lining in life is one's hope. This is all that keeps you going.

Perhaps hope is nature's way of enabling you to survive so that you can discover nature

herself.

Suppose those moments of pleasure, which are so few and far between, were

denied to a given person, suppose they were not there at all, do you think a

self-conscious human being, the displeased human being, would want to live? He or she

would surely commit suicide. And, in spite of these moments of pleasure, if a person

thinks there is no possibility of being happy, either because of a loss of some kind or an

apprehension of some great calamity, the person would choose not to live. This is the

thinking behind all suicides.

Therefore, moments of pleasure are worthwhile because they keep you going. The

hope is that you will discover that you do not need a mother-in-law to be displeased; you

need only yourself. If you close the doors, put aside the world and sit in an easy chair

and try to be with yourself, then you will understand whether you are pleased with

yourself or not. You will find that you do not require a world of perception, a world of

books or anything to be displeased. All that you require is yourself. After just a few
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minutes of sitting with yourself, you want to get up and go out or take a shower -

anything other than sitting with yourself.

THE WORLD IS NOT THE CAUSE OF YOUR PROBLEMS

To be displeased, then, requires nothing but yourself. It is not the world that

displeases you; you are displeased witli yourself. And whatever pleases you is going to

be time-bound, all of which we will see as we study the eighteen chapters of the

Bhagavadgita.

Because any kdma, any pleasure, you pick up is limited by nature - in terms of

time, content, and degree, the one who is displeased remains in spite of occasional

moments of pleasure. Therefore, we have now discerned the problem to be the

conclusion about myself that, 'I am displeased.' This is a fact that is not going to be

altered just because I pick up moments of pleasure. That I am insecure does not change

merely because I acquire or give up certain securities. Thus, the only solution is to see

myself secure and pleased with myself. But how is it possible to do this?

If, with all these securities and pleasures, I am displeased with myself, how am I

going to see myself pleased without them? This is where the teaching called Vedanta

comes in and tells you that your problem is not one of lacking something, but of not

knowing that you do not lack anything. It converts all one's pursuits into a pursuit of

knowledge.

In the vision of Vedanta, there is no reason for you to be displeased with yourself

because you are totally acceptable to yourself - not in terms of attitude, but in reality. It

is not a belief; it is a fact, a discoverable fact. Only something that can be discovered is a

fact; and the discoverable fact here is that you lack nothing. You are totally free. This is

a vision of you and this is the heart of Vedanta, the heart of this teaching. The problem

that 'I lack' is thereby converted into ignorance, the cause of which I do not know for the

time being. Until I come to know, the vision assumes the status of a promise.

YOU ARE THE PROBLEM; YOU ARE THE SOLUTION

Vedanta defines the problem as not what you lack, but that you lack, and says that

you are the solution because you are the problem.

There are two types of problems. One has its solution outside the problem and the

other has its solution within the very problem itself. The solution to the problem of

feeling cold, for example, is outside the problem in the sense that you have to cover

yourself, go to the fireside, or go out into the sun. You may even decide to go to the

Bahamas. When the solution to a problem is outside, it means that you have to do

something to solve the problem. If hunger is your problem, you, have to feed the hunger

by eating food, which is also outside. The solution to a jigsaw puzzle, however, is within
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the problem, within the puzzle itself. Because the solution is within the problem. There is
no problem, in fact. The only problem is you and the solution is also you. When you do

not understand something, it is a problem for you, whereas when you do understand,
there is no problem. The understanding is the solution. In the vision of Vedanta, you
have no problem, in fact.

Then, you may ask, how can I recognise that I do not have a problem? This seems

to be one more problem to add to the ones I already have. But is it? One problem is not

there - the problem of self-non-acceptance. Because, in the vision of Vedanta, the self

is acceptable. What else do you want really? The only problem any human being has is

self-non-acceptance. Therefore, you are the problem and you are the solution. Now your

pursuit becomes one of knowing yourself and it can be a game - fun, all the way. This,
then, is the teaching.

A discriminative analysis of dharma, artha, and kama leads one to a certain

fundamental human problem. Once this human problem has been discerned, you will

take special steps to resolve it, even though you may continue to pursue artha, kdma,
and dharma. The solution to this original fundamental problem is called moksa.

MOKSA IS NOT SALVATION

Moksa, as we have said, is not an equivalent to salvation, as is commonly thought.
Nor is it some kind of accomplishment other than yourself. As freedom from something,
however, moksa could be considered a negative accomplishment of sorts. Nevertheless,
there is nothing more positive than moksa.

Once we say 'freedom,' the question is, 'Freedom from what?' and the answer is

simply, 'Freedom from something I do not want.' No one wants freedom from what he

or she wants. Therefore, no one wants freedom from artha or kimra, securities and

pleasures. We want artha, kdma, a little bit of dharma plus moksa.

Moksa is not freedom from artha or kama. That, which artha provides, moksa

cannot provide. But that which moksa prpvides cannot be provided by artha, kama, and
dharma combined. A person who has moksa also has the freedom to pursue the other
three human ends, artha, kama, and dharma, if he or she so chooses. This, then, is real
freedom and not freedom from these pursuits.

And who is it that undertakes these pursuits? The person, called purusa in
Sanskrit, meaning any person young or old, man or woman, Indian or American. This
purusa, the person, is the one who is after artha and kama.

ALL ACTIONS HAVE A PURPOSE

A human being never undertakes a deliberate activity without it having a purpose.
Even involuntary actions have a purpose, but here, we are talking only about those
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actions that are voluntary. Voluntary, deliberate actions always presuppose a desirer,
whose desire is never for the action as such, but for the result, the object of desire. There
is always some end in view.

An object that you have cannot become an object of desire if you know you have
it. However, you may have something and not recognise that you have it and, therefore,
it may become the object of your desire. Thus, the clause 'if you know you have it,' is
important here. For instance, you cannot desire a head over you shoulders, since you
already have one. Even if you have such a desire, no one can fulfil it; not even the Lord.
If you were to ask him why, in spite of all of your devotion and prayers, he has not
fulfilled your desire, he could only say, 'I cannot give you what you already have.'
When I tell you that I cannot give you something, there are only two possible reasons for
my response. One is that I am incapable of giving it to you, due to my lack of
knowledge, power, or resources. The other possibility is that I can give it to you, but you
do not deserve it, you are not qualified to receive it. Therefore, either you are not
qualified to receive it or I am not qualified to give it to you.

Here, however, the incapacity to give you a head over your shoulders is because
you are asking for something you already have. How, then, can even God give you one?
If you want one more head, being God, he can give you a second head, although I do not
know how a second head is going to help you, if the one you already have has not helped
you. But he can give it to you. You will have to tell him, of course, where you would like
it put. But do not ask him to give you a head over your shoulders. What you have, he
cannot give you.

Although you cannot desire an object that you know you have, you can always
desire an object that you do not have. There are many things that you do not have, like a
green card, a new house, another job, a promotion, a wife, a husband, or children, a trip
to a particular place - anything you do not have, you can desire. Thus, what you do not
have can become an object of your desire.

Without a purpose, there is no effort, no deliberate activity. Therefore, the purusa,
the person undertakes activities for accomplishing different ends - mainly artha and
kama, but also dharma. If this is so, there is a very important question to be asked, 'Do
I want artha and kdma for the sake of artha and kama themselves?' The answer to this
question is what distinguishes the entire Vedic vision of human life from one's usual way
of looking at it.

WHY DO I SEEK OUT SECURITIES AND PLEASURES?

Is kama for its own sake? Is it for the sake of pleasure? Is it just for fun? If so,
then with it or without it, you are the same. You go for it just because you go for it. In
other words, it is nothing more than a fancy. But is this really the case? Are artha and
kama, which we are seeking in life, for their own sake or are they for myself? The Veda
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says that every object of my desire is for my sake alone - dtmanastu kdmdya sarvam

priyam bhavati.'

We only desire that which we know. No one can desire an object that is unknown

to him or her. None of you has a desire for 'Gagabugan,' for instance. An unknown

Gagabugan cannot be an object of desire. In fact, there is no such thing as Gagabugan.

No amount of coaxing will cause you to get into your car and go to buy Gagabugan. But,

you always have a reason for getting into your car. Some desire is always being fulfilled.

Thus, an unknown object does not become an object of desire.

Only known objects become objects of desires. There are of course, some known

objects for which I do not have a desire - scorpions, cancer, etc., for example. In fact,

the more I know of such objects, the more I want to be rid of them. Also, an object that

has been known and loved by me need not always be desirable to me. I may have no

desire for it whatsoever a few years down the road. No one performs an action or

undertakes a course of action without an end in view. Whether the end is right or not can

only be discovered later. One may change one's view, or give it up altogether, for a

variety of reasons. We have all done this. But what is desirable now, I will definitely

seek out. Therefore, one who desires a particular end, any artha or kdma, does so for his

or her own sake.

Suppose you say, 'No, Swamiji, it is not for my sake; it is for the sake of my son.'

This only means that your 'me' has become a little extended, but it always reduces to

'me.' Your 'me' can extend to the community in which you live, to your religion and to

your nation also. It is your ego - an extended ego - and the more extensions, the

healthier the ego. Still, the end is always for your sake alone.

PRAYER IS ALWAYS FOR ONE'S OWN SAKE

Even if you offer a prayer, for whose sake is the prayer? For God's sake? Is God in

such difficulty that you have to pray for him also? If God requires our prayers in order to

survive, then to whom should I pray? If you are praying to God for God's sake, then for

God's sake, please give it up! When one says, 'For God's sake,' it is only an expression.

You do not do anything for God's sake.

It is also often said that one should 'Serve God.' Is it that, God has too much work

to do and therefore needs our help? Of course not. Your service and your prayer is for

your sake alone. There is nothing wrong with that. If you pray for your mother, father,

children, humanity and all living beings, you do so because you can only be happy if

others are happy. How can you be happy if everyone else is unhappy?

We see this in games, for instance. In tennis, you always start with love - like

marriage! - and then fight to the bitter end. One person wins and the other loses. The

1 Brhad&ranyakopanisad 2.4.5
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one who wins, throws his or her racket into the air and says, 'Wonderful! I won!'
Whereas, the one who loses, never throws his or her racket into the air, although it may
be thrown to the ground in a gesture of defeat! And when the winner approaches the net,
still ecstatic and gasping for breath, to shake hands with the loser, the elation subsides a
little, because every human heart knows what it is to be on the other side. Thus, when
others are unhappy, you cannot be happy.

Desiring arthas and kdmas, then, I make certain efforts; and if these efforts do not

seem to be enough, I make another effort called prayer. Prayer is neither an artha nor a

kdma; it is dharma. Through prayer, you want to gain some invisible result which will

give you artha and kdma. Although spiritual seekers do not pray for artha and kdma,
they do pray for knowledge and maturity, which again is for one's own sake alone. This
aspect of the human personality is very important and is basic to the vision of Veddnta.

When you know that, whatever you do, is for your own sake, everything becomes
meaningful. You find that what you do has its place and everything falls into place.
Nothing is more efficacious than anything else; no one action is more important than
another. Each action becomes important in its own sphere and is meant for producing its
own result. Can we say that the ears are better than the eyes or that the eyes are better

than the ears? No, we require both. If I see you shouting at me but cannot hear what you
are shouting, I cannot respond to you properly. Eyes have their own sphere, as do the

ears. Similarly, each organ - the kidney, liver, heart, lung, and so on - has its own

sphere, each one as important as any of the others.

But in order for everything to fall into its place, the starting point must be proper.
Here, the proper starting point is knowing that any action I perform is always for a given
end and that end is for my sake alone. Veddnta takes this statement one step further to
cover certain important relationships. A wife is dear to her husband not for her sake, but

for his sake. Similarly, the husband becomes dear to his wife for her sake, not for his

sake. If I understand that everything I do is for my own sake alone, then even my
relationships would be very objective. I will not go about saying, 'I did so much for you'
- the starting point for all kinds of trouble.

FREEDOM FROM BEING A WANTING PERSON

That I want artha and kdma reveals that, I am an insecure and unhappy person
from two different standpoints. What do I really want? Do I want the actual artha and
kdma, the objects themselves or do I want security and happiness? Because I want

security and happiness, all arthas and kdmas are reduced to security and happiness

alone.

If I am insecure, I naturally seek security and if I am unhappy, I seek happiness.

However, it is not the security itself that I want. What I really want is freedom from

insecurity. In terms of security, I am wanting. In terms of fullness and happiness also, I
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am wanting. Therefore, I want freedom from being a wanting person and, in order to be
free from being a wanting person, I have to see myself as secure. I have to see myself as
one who does not lack anything and I can see myself in this way alone when I have no
sense of lack.

If I am insecure and unhappy, and l see myself as secure and happy because of
some kind of self-hypnotism, for instance, then I am under yet another delusion. It is
better to be insecure than to be deluded into thinking that I am secure. If I know I am
insecure, then at least I can be objective and thereby understand my problems.

Thus, one has to be secure in order to see oneself as secure. To be able to say, 'I
am happy,' one has to be happy to understand the happiness we talk about. I can
therefore see myself as secure and happy either by becoming so or by already being so. I
am using two different words here, 'becoming' and 'being' for a reason. We generally
see ourselves as insecure and unhappy and then try to become secure and happy. The
whole process of living, the struggles in our lives, are all a process of becoming - being
insecure, we seek to become secure.

In the final analysis, people are all after the same thing. One may seek this and
that, but over the shoulders of seemingly different ends, we see two common ends -
being secure and being happy. My hope is that one day I will become secure, that one
day I will become happy. Therefore, even when we are seeking artha and kdma, we are
all seeking freedom from being insecure and unhappy. This must be clearly understood.

MOKSA AS THE END IN LIFE

Given that everyone wants freedom from being a wanting person, everyone wants
moksa. When it is put in this way, it looks as though moksa is just another end. In fact, it
is not another end; it is the end, the end behind all ends. We refer to moksa as another
end, another purusdrtha, only because people do not recognise it as the only end, even
though they seek freedom from insecurity. Recognising this end is the culmination of
one's life; the end of samsara - insecurities and unhappiness.

The culmination of one's life is not ageing; it is the ability to discern yourself as
one who is secure and happy. This discerning is part of growing up. Once the fact that
you are secure and happy has been discerned, even though you may continue in your
various artha and kdma pursuits, you have taken the necessary step for moksa.
However small the step, the step has been made. Having 'stepped into' this teaching, the
necessary step has been taken.

You should not be alarmed by the word moksa. You need not worry about what
will happen to your family if you study and become enlightened. Believe me, your
family will be happy because they will no longer have to deal with your insecurities and
unhappiness. Also, by trying to gain enlightenment, the pressure you were feeling will
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definitely be less because you now have something better to accomplish in life.
Otherwise, life is a problem.

Marriage, for example, cannot be an end in itself. If it is, there will be problems,
and the marriage will end. Marriage is a means, not an end, whereby husband and wife
each seek freedom from insecurity. Freedom from insecurity is their common end and
they help each other. Together, as companions, they make the journey. This most
significant aspect of marriage is acknowledged in the seven steps of a Hindu marriage
ceremony. Only when these seven steps have been taken has the marriage taken place.
Each of the seven steps represents one aspect of the couple ' journey, for which there is a
destination, mok.a.

Discerning moksa as the end in life and seeking it make one's life meaningful.
They do not prevent a person from seeking artha and kdma. In fact, without them, life
is just a rat race. One should always remember that the truth of the rat race is that, even
after the race, the winning rat continues to be a rat. The vision is now clear; freedom is
seeing myself as a secure and happy person, free from being insecure and unhappy.

The whole struggle in life stems only from insecurity and unhappiness. One thinks
that by adding some security, one will become secure. In this way, life is one of
becoming; and, in the process, one becomes hurt, aged, and has all kinds of things
happen to him or her. If the fundamental problem is not discerned, one's life is wasted.
All that is achieved is that one human life has been spent. The good thing about all of
this is that, the Veda says you always have another chance - and another and another!
While this may provide some satisfaction, it is not a solution to the fundamental
problem.

Now, if there is no 'becoming free,' and I have to be free, then I must already be
free. Moreover, if I am already free and I seek freedom, then I am seeking something
that I already am. I know that I want freedom, but I do not know that I am free.
Therefore, not knowing I am already free is the problem.

If there is ignorance of oneself, in order to know oneself, there should be a means
of knowledge. And it is a fact that what can be known by one means of knowledge
cannot be known by another means of knowledge. For example, what can be known by
the eyes, in terms of colour and form cannot be known by the ears, in terms of sound.
Similarly, what can be inferred can only be inferred at a given time and place.

The basic means of knowledge available to me for knowing things other than
myself is perception. But the self, myself, cannot be an object of perception like sound
(Aabda), touch (sparga), a form or colour (rupa), a taste (rasa), or a smell (gandha).
Only those objects which have the attributes of sound, form or colour, smell, taste, and
touch can be known as objects of my senses; whereas the self is the one who uses this
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means of knowledge, perception. Therefore, I cannot employ perception as a means of

knowledge to know myself.

One's perception can be enhanced by microscopes, telescopes, and various other

instruments, thereby gathering better data and increasing one's capacity to make more

accurate inferences based on perception. These better data definitely question one's

previous understanding. For instance, because you see the sun rising in the eastern sky

and setting in the west, you conclude from your perceptual data that the sun rises and

sets. And the earth is stationary. However, seeing the sun move does not mean that it

moves. The sun can appear to be moving but, if you go to the North Pole, you will see

that the sun does not move from east to west. You now have better data because of

which you revise your earlier conclusion. This new conclusion then becomes the basis

for additional data and inferences.

Similarly, if we put a stick in a glass of water, the stick looks bent. You may think

that the water has the capacity to bend the stick, but when you pull it out, you see that it

is not bent. Your conclusion or knowledge now is that it does not bend, that it only

appears to be bent while in the glass of water. Perception is negated by conclusive

knowledge. That the stick appears to be bent when it is not is now understood as an

optical illusion. Conclusions based on better data are all valid and all conclusions are

arrived at through a means of knowledge, pramana - inference in this case.

The question now becomes, can the self, myself, who uses inference and

perception, become an object for either of these means of knowledge? It cannot. And

yet, at the same time, 1 must know myself.

WHAT MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE IS THERE FOR KNOWING MYSELF?

I do know that I exist and, to know this, I do not require a means of knowledge, as

we shall see more clearly later. All I need to know is what I am. Am I as I conclude? Am

I insecure? What are the reasons for concluding that I am insecure? We will also see all

of this more in detail, later. But, for now, it is enough to know that ignorance is the main

reason that I see myself as insecure.

Ignorance is the main reason for any error. But, here, the error is typical and

wherever an error is typical, there are other incidental reasons that make it so. Suppose

you mistake a rope for some other object. What kind of a mistake do you make? You do

not take the rope to be an elephant. Such a mistake is not possible. But you could take

the rope to be a snake or any number of other similar-looking objects. You cannot,

however, mistake it for something totally dissimilar.

Similarly, there is self-ignorance leading to certain typical conclusions on the part

of every being - that 1 am insecure, unhappy, and so on. There are, thus, incidental

causes for such conclusions as well as the prime cause, ignorance, which we are dealing
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with here. Knowledge alone can dispel ignorance and knowledge cannot take place
without a means of knowledge - even knowledge that is picked up accidentally, like the
knowledge of Penicillin, for example.

Knowledge picked up accidentally does not preclude a means of knowledge. In
fact, there was a great deal of knowledge leading to the accidental discovery of Penicillin
- the greatest discovery of the century, I would say, since it has revolutionised the
quality of human life. Infections that were once fatal succumb to this wonder drug and
certain innovative surgeries, such as heart transplants, can now be performed, thanks to
Alexander Fleming, who stumbled upon this particular knowledge.

'Stumbling upon,' serendipity, is also a means of knowledge. If the scientist who
discovered Penicillin had not been qualified, he would not have had the knowledge to
question why the strain of bacterium he was culturing had been destroyed by a particular
fungus. When he found the bacteria dead, he would have just said, 'They died. Better
luck next time.' Instead, he had the capacity to look into the whole situation and, using
the proper means of knowledge, experiments, and so on, he concluded that, this
particular fungus destroys bacteria.

Knowledge itself is never stumbled upon. All that is stumbled upon is a particular
situation leading to the knowledge. For knowledge to take place, you have to recognise
the situation and this recognition is what is meant by knowledge. But, the self can never
be stumbled upon, even if you remove all your thoughts, as some people maintain.
Which self will you stumble upon? Who is it that is stumbling and what is it that is being
stumbled upon? If you are ignorant of your self and remove all the thoughts you
previously had, what will you be? You will still be ignorant - without thoughts. Then,
if you conclude that you are enlightened because you have removed all thoughts, the
conclusion will be a thoughtless conclusion.

THOUGHTS NEED NOT BE ELIMINATED

This you must know. The enlightened mind is not brought about by the elimination
of thoughts. Knowledge always comes because of an appropriate means of knowledge.
There is no way of altering knowledge and there is no replacement for a means of
knowledge. Therefore, what can be known by a given means of knowledge can be
known only by that means of knowledge. There is no accommodation here. If you have

to see a colour, what accommodation can there be? Only the eyes will see colour; your
nose certainly will not. There is no other means for knowing colour except the eyes.

Because I cannot stumble upon my self, will I not remain ignorant in spite of
anything I might do? And if so, might one not also ask, 'is it not enough just to be a

devotee? Why should I study all these books? Why should I have this knowledge? As a

devotee, will I not gain moksa when I die?'

B.O. VL I -
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You may think that, because of your devotion, you will go to heaven and sit with

God. However, you will still be ignorant. In addition, how long will it be before you
become bored there and want to come back? On the other hand, the reward for all your
prayers, offered either in this life or in previous lives, is stumbling upon the means of

knowledge for knowing the atma or even understanding what a means of knowledge is.
This is all stated in the Vedas. What is the means of knowledge to know the self then?
We have seen that it has to be other than perception and inference and, therefore, can
only be external means - words. For facts that I cannot know by perception and
inference, words, Sabda, can be a means of knowledge. And those words are called
Veda. They are with us, meaning that they are with humanity. We refer to them as
'revealed' and look upon them as a means of knowledge for truths that can be neither
inferred nor perceived.' This acceptance of the Veda as a pramana is what is meant by
Sraddhd.

THE VEDA AS A MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE

Suppose I were to say, 'The Veda says that there is such a thing as heaven,' can
you prove it? Can you disprove it? If it can be proven, it is not knowledge exclusive to
the Veda. Since we cannot prove or disprove it, the Veda is the pramana for knowing
about heaven.

Anything that cannot be proved or disproved is the sphere of the Veda and is its
definition as well. That there is a heaven, that there is an afterlife, that there is not an end
of everything and everyone, cannot be proved. Nor can you prove that, for all your
actions, right and wrong, there are invisible results, accrued to your account, called
punya and papa.

The Veda says that punya is the result of good action and pdpa is the result of
wrong action. The Veda also says, along with some supporting logic, that pdpa accrued
to our account has to be paid for with pain. This is called the law of karma. Can you
disprove such statements? Can you prove them? You can neither prove them nor can you
disprove them.

There are a number of other things mentioned in the Veda. For instance, we are
told that by performing a certain ritual, we will receive a specific result, either
immediately or later. Suppose you perform a ritual for the sake of having a child, called

z qiWr * r wouý *n wFri
pratyaksenanumityd va yastipiyo na budhyate
etam vidanti vedena tasmad vedasya vedatd - Rgveda-bhdsya
People know through the Vedas that which cannot be known through perception or

inference. Therefore the Vedas are a means of knowledge.
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Putrakdmesti. You have made every effort possible and the best medical advice
available has assured you that there is no reason for you not to have a child. But, then,
something is denying you this particular gift. Since you are dealing with an unknown
factor, and you want a specific result, you perform a specific prayer, not a
broad-spectrum prayer. This specific prayer takes care of the unknown factor that is
denying you the gift of a child - and a child comes to you. All of this is stated in the
Veda. Because this ritual and its result is given by the Veda, you accept it - along with
all the other statements made therein. The spheres covered in the Veda are only those
that are not available for perception and inference.

The first portion of the Veda deals with various rituals, prayers, karma, punya,
papa, and so on, and is called the pirvabhdga or the karmakanda. The end portion of
the Veda deals with certain facts about the nature of the self that cannot be stumbled
upon by any other means of knowledge at our disposal. This is called thejii4nakdnda or
the Vedanta or the uttarabhaga.

When we say that something is beyond one's inference or perception, we do not
mean that it is beyond the mind. We mean that, it is not available for one's inference or
perception. Still, it has to be known and any knowledge takes place only in the mind.
Therefore, where does self-knowledge take place? Only in the mind - manasd eva
anudrastavyam. Because all knowledge has to take place in the mind, you cannot go
'beyond the mind' to gain self-knowledge.

Self-knowledge is a peculiar knowledge in that, it is not knowledge of an object. It
is knowledge of myself, for which the means of knowledge is the last portion of the
Veda, in the Upanisads, collectively called Vedanta. Any statement that reveals the
truth of oneself, the nature of oneself, with all fallacies removed; is Vedanta, whether it
is in Sanskrit, some tribal dialect, or any other language. Although the literal meaning of
the word 'Vedanta' is 'the end of the Veda,' the word 'Veda' itself means 'a body of
knowledge.' This body of knowledge is available for the humanity. All that one has to do
is make use of it.

REVEALED KNOWLEDGE - APAURUSEYA-PRAMANA

How has this knowledge come about? We can say, that it has come about by
revelation. But, to do so, requires a certain understanding of the word 'revelation.'
Anyone can say, 'I had a revelation yesterday.' God always comes in dreams, it seems,
and tells certain people all sorts of things. I can also say I had a dream in which God
came; but, in my dream, God said, 'I never come in dreams!'

The statement that 'The entire Veda and hence Vedanta is a revealed knowledge'
is not an immature statement, as we will come to understand. The entire Veda is a body
of knowledge that was not authored by any person. It was revealed to the rsis directly.
"That is why the rsis are not the authors of the Veda. They are the seers of the mantras
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- mantra-drastarah and not mantra-kartdrah. Therefore the Vedas are considered to
be apauruseya, not born of human intellect. They are considered to be a pramana
because, they reveal some thing that is not available to us through perception or
inference be it the knowledge of various ends and means in the karma-kanda or the
knowledge of the self in the end portion of the Vedas. Thus my definition of Vedanta is
that, it is a means of knowledge, a pramana in the form of words. The sphere of this
means of knowledge is 'you.' It talks about 'you.'

You now have a means of knowledge, which you did not have before. Originally,
you had only inference and perception, which you cannot press into service to know
yourself. Naturally, then, you look for an appropriate means of knowledge and find that
there is none available to you other than the one that is outside of you.

An appropriate means of knowledge must tell you something valid about yourself.
In other words, it cannot be fallacious. When something is said about you, it can either
be true or untrue, something that is subject to personal validation. The word 'revelation'
here is to be understood in terms of an appropriate means of knowledge. The first step
towards self-knowledge, then, is accepting Vedanta as a revealed means of knowledge.

How do we know that, Vedanta is a means of knowledge? What is the proof? Is
there a proof for a means of knowledge? If Vedanta is a means of knowledge for the
self, it requires neither inferential nor perceptual proof. All that is required is that it
should not contradict what you know inferentially or perceptually.

HOW DO YOU PROVE THAT VEDANTA IS A PRAMANA

Vedanta cannot be disproved as a means of knowledge and it requires no proof
other than self-validation. Let us suppose that a man who was born blind undergoes a
new surgical procedure, at the age of thirty-five, that will enable him to see. The surgery
is considered to be a success, there are no complications, and the doctors are convinced
that the man will see. After removing the bandages, the doctor says, 'Please open your
eyes.' But, keeping his eyes closed tightly, the man says, 'Doctor, I will only open my
eyes when you prove that I can see.' What can the doctor do now? He is being asked to
prove that the man's eyes are a means of knowledge, that they are capable of sight. But
how can he do that? He can only say, 'I think you will be able to see. The surgery went
very well and there is no reason why your eyes should not see.' Even if the doctor forces
the man's eyes open, the only proof that he will be able to see is the sight registered by
the eyes themselves.

Vedanta says that you are the solution to your problem and that there is no other
solution. You have already tried to resolve the problem in a number of different ways.
Vedanta does not promise anything. It does not say you will become the solution; it says
you are the solution. To become the solution, implies a certain commitment and
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investment, meaning that you may find it or you may not, since every 'becoming' is
fraught with uncertainty.

In the Vedic vision of the reality, everything that is known and unknown is
Brahman, and that Brahman you are - tat tvam asi. Gaining this vision, one finds
oneself free from all the limitations imposed upon oneself due to ignorance and error.

TWO COMMITTED LIFE-STYLES

To gain this vision, the Veda prescribes two committed life-styles. One is a life of
activity - pravrttimdrga and the other a life of renunciation of activity -
nivrttimdrga. Sahkara introduces his bhdsya to the Bhagavadgita with the exposition
of this two-fold dharma as it is revealed by the Veda. Here, dharma can be understood
as a religious or as a spiritual pursuit.

The Veda talks about action or activity - karma, meaning not only religious
activities, but also those that we consider as secular. All activities, whether religious or
secular, are considered to be dharma; and thereby become duties. This is what is meant
by the life-style of pravrtti, whereas the life-style of nivrtti is called renunciation -
sannydsa.

The life-style of pravrtti is two-fold; a pravrtti for achieving security and
pleasures, here and in the hereafter, and a pravrtti for the purpose of one's own maturity,
for the purification of oneself - antahkarana-iuddhi, as we shall see later. The same
acts of prayers and other religious activities are done for both purposes.

There are, therefore, two types of people who follow the pravrttimarga. Both the
types follow the Veda, but one group does so for the purpose of gaining immediate
pleasures and securities. This group also follows the Veda for the unseen results of good
deeds to be converted into better forms of security or pleasure later, either here or in the
hereafter. The second group of people follow the Veda and engage in various actions for
the sake of antahkarana-huddhi with moksa as their end in view. People belonging to
both these groups accept the Veda as a means of knowledge - pramndna, and are called
vaidikas. And because they are vaidikas, they are referred to as believers - dstikas.

BELIEVER AND NON-BELIEVER

In English, we use the words 'atheist' and 'theist' purely with reference to whether
or not a person believes in God. It is not so in vaidika-dharma. Here, one may believe
in the Veda and not believe in a personal God at all. Such a person interprets the Veda in
such a way that there is no such Iivara, no creator at all. Thus, there can be a vaidika,
one who accepts the Veda as a pramdna, who is an dstika, a believer, who believes in
the Veda, but does not believe in God as a person.
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For us, then, astika means someone who believes in the Veda as a pramana and
ndstika is one who does not. Given this definition, there are many nastikas, people who
do not accept the Veda as a pramana and who are religious. For instance, a follower of
Buddha, although a ndstika, should not be dismissed as irreligious. Such people are
religious in their own way. However, in our view, a Buddhist is a ndstika based on our
definition of astika and ndstika. Similarly, a person who follows Mahavira, a Jain, is
also a ndstika. The Sarikhya philosopher, Kapila, and his followers, on the other hand,
are dstikas, vaidikas. They accept the Veda as a pramdna, but they do not accept
Isvara. One who follows the Vedic rituals, but who does not accept an Isvara, is also an
astika.

Although Buddhists and Jains are nastikas, they both believe in karma. They
believe there is an afterlife and that there is such a thing as nirvana, liberation or moksa,
which is gained after a number of births. That is their belief and they have their own
arguments to support it.

When moksa is the end in view, the two committed life-styles - pravrttimdrga
and nivrttimarga must be properly understood. They are stated very clearly in the
Vedas and are again presented in the Giti as well as by Safrkara in his opening
commentary.

ALLOWING THE MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE TO WORK

If I am the solution, I have no reason either to deny what Vedanta says or to prove
that it is correct. Just as, in our earlier example, the man had to open his eyes to prove
that he could see, so too, the only proof that Vedanta is a means of knowledge is in
allowing it to work. I should let the words do their magic on me. 'Words' refers to a
certain knowledge born of the words. Words are not just words. They can reveal and
thereby remove my ignorance.

The words need not always give rise to indirect knowledge; they can also give
direct knowledge. When the Veda talks about heaven, the knowledge is definitely
indirect. In fact, it is a belief. There is a description giving you some indirect knowledge
about heaven, if indeed there is one. Every tradition has its own description of heaven
and we understand it from that description.

The Veda, then, reveals the self by saying that it is beyond words and, at the same
time, uses words to make you see the truth of yourself. Therefore, the self is not 'beyond
words' in the usual sense of the term. It is something entirely different, highly technical,
as we will see, and may take some time to understand.

When words are about an object away from myself, the knowledge is indirect and
when they are about an object around myself, the knowledge is direct. Suppose I hold up
an orange. You know it is a fruit, but suppose you do not know what kind of fruit it is.
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Then I tell you it is an orange. You now know that it is an. orange. Then you want to
know how it tastes and I tell you how it tastes. That is not enough. You have to taste it
actually. You also have to taste some other oranges as well. Only then you come to know
more or less, all about an orange. When you smell an orange, peel it, and eat it, not
knowing that it is an orange, and I say, 'This is an orange,' the knowledge is direct
knowledge, immediate knowledge.

Now, I ask, 'Do you exist or not?' 'I exist. I am,' you say. Then I ask, 'Who are
you?' To this question, there are many answers - all of which reveal, 'I am insecure.'
However, I say, 'you are secure.' This is not just a statement. I have a whole
methodology of teaching. I take you through all the steps logically and then I say,
'Therefore, you are secure.' Is this knowledge immediate, direct, or mediate, indirect? It
is immediate, direct knowledge. Vedanta is therefore a pramana, a means of
knowledge, and you have no other way to proceed except to expose yourself to it, taking
it as a means of knowledge. You need to understand exactly what Vedanta is saying.
And if you do not understand, if you have questions, then you should make an effort to
understand.

If what Vedanta says is untenable, I should see how untenable it is and examine
the untenability. Perhaps it is my understanding that is untenable and what is said is
tenable. If that is the case, then, I correct my understanding and keep on correcting it,
thereby seeing what Vedanta has to say.

THE GITA AS A MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE

The Gita, of course, is not as ýoluminous as the Vedas, which contain all the
Upanisads. The Upanisads are the olginal source book which is understood with the
help of books like the Gita, since these books present the same material very cogently in
an easily understood form. This is why the Gita is referred to as the gitijdstra.

There are seven hundred verses in the Gitd, contained in eighteen chapters, the
first chapter and the initial few verses of the second chapter providing the context. We
have, then, the entire gittadstra in seventeen chapters wherein the two-fold dharma of a
committed life-style for moksa is unfolded.

Because the Glta is a book (grantha) that unfolds this dharma, it is looked upon
as a pramana-grantha, even though the Upanisads are the pramdna, not being born of

a given intellect. The Upanisads, meaning the Vedas, form the means of knowledge.
But the GitI is also looked upon as a pramana because it upholds and unfolds what the
Veda (Aruti) says. If the Gitd said anything not in keeping with the Aruti, it would
definitely not be considered a pramnina-grantha. The Giti would not be studied, nor
would Sahkara have written a commentary on it.
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The Gita is accepted as pramdna-grantha because of its affinity and fidelity to
the Veda. Lord Krsna himself confirms in the Gita that, what he is saying has already
been said in the Veda. Further more, the Gita is presented by Vydsa who is considered
to be the editor of the Vedas.

The four Vedas, collectively referred to as the Veda, existed even before Vydsa.
He was the one who grouped them properly so that a designated person in a given family
could study one particular Veda and then hand it over to each succeeding generation.
Because Vydsa knew the Vedas so well, he was considered to be all-knowing
(sarvajiia). In the middle of the vast, beautiful word tapestry of his epic, Mahdbhdrata,
Vydsa presented the wisdom of the Vedas, in the form of the Gitd. It shines in the midst
of the much larger work like a pendant jewel. These eighteen chapters are therefore
considered to be an authentic pramana.

The first argument for the Gitd being a pram� na, then, is that it does not
contradict what the Veda says. It expounds and illustrates what the source book says.
The second argument is that it is presented by Vydsa. Thirdly, Vydsa presents Krsna as
an avatira of the Lord. Therefore, Krsna is looked upon as an avatdra, a particular
form the Lord has assumed for achieving certain limited ends.

If the concept of avatdra is accepted, Krsna as an avatdra is Lord Nardyana,
iSvara himself. Therefore, when Krsna talks in the Gitd, isvara, the Lord, is talking.

What is said is the word of Bhagavdn (bhagavad-vacana) and Bhagavan is telling us
what the Veda says. This again makes the Gitd a pramdna-grantha for the believers.
When Bhagavdn himself is talking about what is said in the Vedas, what else do we
want? Because the Gita is bhagavad-vacana, the word of Bhagavan, it is a pramdna.

THE MEANING OF BHAGAVAN

Bhagavan' is the one who has bhaga, the six-fold virtues in absolute measure.
These are: all knowledge, jhina; total dispassion, vairdgya; the capacity to create,
sustain, and resolve, virya; absolute fame, yagas; all wealth, grl; and overlordship,
aisvarya.

The one who has bhaga is called Bhagavan. It is said in the Visnu-purana:
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aigvaryasya samagrasya viryasya yagasah Sriyah
jhana-vairagyayoScaiva sannam bhaga itirana

(Visnu-purdna - 6. 5. 74)
Total and absolute overlordship, power, wealth, dispassion, fame
and knowledge are known as bhaga.
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To have all knowledge, jhina, is to be free from all ignorance. Thus the one who
has all jihna does not require a mind, perception, or a means of knowledge with which
to know. If we require a mind to know, there is always ignorance. Thus, whoever is
endowed with a mind in order to know cannot be Bhagavdn. We will see later how it is
possible to be one with Bhagavan. Bhaga, therefore, isjii&na, all knowledge.

Total, absolute, dispassion is also called bhaga. The one who has total, absolute
dispassion, vairagya, has no longing, no insecurity. He or she is full. Virya is absolute
power or Aakti meaning the capacity to create, to sustain, and to resolve. The one who
has this absolute power is called the Almighty.

Absolute fame, yaAas, means all fame, including your own or anyone else's. This
is also bhaga. One who is endowed with the ability to sing, for example, may gain some
fame, a ray of glory, but that fame belongs to the Lord, the one who has all fame. The
Lord also has all wealth, all resources - Sri. Any wealth you may have really belongs
to Bhagavon, the Lord, and you are only a trustee of whatever resources you happen to
have.

Finally, the one who is not caused, who is not ruled by anyone, who is not subject
to the laws of someone else, has the bhaga called aisvarya - overlordship. We, as
individuals have to go by the laws of nature; we cannot go against them. Even an
engineer who is responsible for planning, commissioning, and running a thermal plant
cannot touch a live wire without facing the consequences. In other words, the engineer
cannot behave as he or she likes merely because he or she caused the electricity to be
generated. It was because of the laws alone that the engineer was able to generate
electricity in the first place.

The one who does not subject himself to the law or laws of another is the Lord. If
the Lord is ruled by someone else, then that someone else becomes the Lord; and it is
this Lord that we are talking about. These six absolute virtues, then, constitute bhaga
and the one who has this six-fold bhaga is Bhagavun.

BHAGAVADGITA; THE LORD'S SONG

There are a variety of Gits - the Anugite, Uttaragitd, Kdmagit� ,
Pdindavagitd, Hamsagita, Siddhagita, Rdmagitei, Uddhavagitdi, Ganegagitd, etc.;

but the most popular one is the Bhagavadgiti.

The title Bhagavadgitei means the song (gitd) of the Lord (Bhagavdn). It is
considered a song because it is in the form of verse and therefore pleasing. It has only
two meters - anustubh and tristubh, making the Gltd easy to recite and remember.

The Gita is also pleasing because it has a subject matter that is highly desirable to all.

The word Bhagavadgitai is feminine in gender because the Veda, the word 4ruti,
is feminine, further revealing that, what is said in the Gitd is said in the Sruti. And who
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is Bhagavdn here? Krsna is Bhagavdn. Krsna is the one who has proved that he has
the six-fold bhaga and is therefore looked upon as Bhagavan. Once you understand the
meaning of Bhagavan as the one who has bhaga, Krsna being Bhagavdn presents no
problem at all.

One can look at the title Bhagavadgita in an another way - as a song that has
Bhagavan as its subject matter. This is similar to saying 'electronic knowledge,' -
knowledge whose subject matter is electronics. Therefore, we can take the title,
Bhagavadgita, to mean either Bhagavdn's gita or a gita (song) that has Bhagavdn as

its subject matter.

THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE GiTA

This Bhagavadgtid, with Bhagavdn as its subject matter, actually has two
aspects, because both a life of activity and a life of renunciation are presented. One is
yoga-Adstra in that it talks about karma-yoga and the other is brahma-vidya,
knowledge of Brahman. Its subject matter, therefore, implies both activity and the
renunciation of activity.

Since both the life-styles are meant for brahma-vidya, brahma-vidy6 is its real
subject matter. It is this brahma-vidyd, that is pursued by a sannyasi to the exclusion of
all else - a sannydsi being the one wh9 has given up all karmas.

While a sannyasi pursues only brahma-vidya, a karma-yogi pursues brahma-

vidya plus karma. How does a karma-yogi pursue karma? With a certain attitude
whereby the karma that is done becomes yoga for him or her. Because both brahma-
vidya and karma-yoga are found in the Gita, its subject matter is two-fold - brahma-

vidya and yoga-idstra.

BRAHMA-VIDYA: KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT IS

Brahma-vidya means, the knowledge of what is. What is Brahman? What is
1ivara, the Lord? What is the reality of the world, jagat? What is the nature of the
individual, jiva? What is the truth of oneself, atmd? What is the relationship between
the jiva, the jagat and Isvara? What is the reality of each of them? Is there anything
common among them? Are they all one or are they separate entities? Brahma-vidya,
knowledge of Brahman, reveals all of this.

To gain this brahma-vidya, there are certain qualifications mentioned, which
karma-yoga alone can provide. To help one gain these qualifications, karma-yoga is
discussed in detail in the Gltd. Because both karma-yoga and brahma-vidya are dealt
with, the Gitd is considered complete and referred to as gita8dstra.

This is what is meant by one particular verse praising the Gitd: gita sugita
kartavyd kim anyaih Sastra-vistaraih - the Gltd has to be studied well; what is the
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use of studying other elaborate works? The completeness of the subject matter unfolded
by the Gita is highlighted here.

People always say that whenever they are in trouble, they go to the Gita and their
problem is solved. Maybe they do find answers in the Gtii because one can read into it
whatever one wants. Be that as it may, the Gita has something of its own to give. Do you
want what it has to give? That is the question.

UNDERSTANDING THE GITA

To know what the Gita says requires inquiry, vicdra. In the introduction to his
commentary on the Glta, ,arikara says:

tadidam glitdAstram samasta-vedartha-sdra-saigrahabhutam
durvijieyartham

The sense of the git•d-ssatra, which is in the form of the essence of the
meanings of all the words of the Vedas, is difficult to grasp.
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tadartha-dviskarandya anekaih vivrta-pada-paddrtha-vdkyartha-nydyam
api atyanta-viruddha-anekarthatuena laukikaih g.rhyamdnam upalabhya
aham vivekatah arthanirdhdrandrtham sahksepatah vivaranam
karisyami.

By many commentators, in an effort to clearly expound its meaning, this
has been expounded in the form of treatises that deal with the words of
this text, the meanings of the words, the meanings of the sentences, the
logic involved, etc. Seeing that they are fraught with vagueness and
contradictions, in order to ascertain the correct meaning with due
discrimination, I am writing this brief commentary.

The essence of any knowledge is sometimes expressed too cryptically to be
understood. Because the Gita is the essence, one naturally has to know the entire idstra
to fully appreciate what the Gita is saying. Even though Arjuna had a certain
background, it was not easy for him to understand. He had to ask questions. If it was not
easy for Arjuna, it is definitely not going to be easy for someone in our own time who
does not have the same background, being so far removed from both Arjuna and the
Vedas. For such a person, the Gita will be as difficult to understand as any other text of
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Vedanta. The knowledge of oneself is in the form of words. But since the subject matter

is something very unique, the knowledge is not easily accessible through words. At the

same time, words are employed to reveal the self immediately. Therefore, one requires

not only the teaching, Vedanta, as a pramdna, but also a teacher, a guru.

THE NEED FOR A TEACHER

There are two letters in the word guru, 'gu' meaning darkness or ignorance, and
'ru' meaning the one who removes it. Thus, a guru is one who removes darkness of

ignorance by teaching the sdstra. The teaching is the sdstra and the teacher is also the

dastra. As a teacher, then, I do not use the dastra; rather, what I teach is sdstra.

What does this mean? The teaching itself comes to life when it is handled in a

certain way. Otherwise, all you have are so many dead words. Even though the teaching

is a pramana, there is a methodology employed for unfolding the words. A teacher, a

guru, is one who is able to unfold the meaning of these words. The words are already

there and their meanings are already there. They need only to be unfolded for your

comprehension, just as an artist unfolds his vision on the canvas.

WHO IS THE FIRST GURU?

The problem then is - who is the first guru? I answer that question by asking,
'Who is the first father?' When you tell me who the first father is, I will tell you who the

first guru is. Either way, it is the same. Thus, if you say that the Lord the creator is the

father, then, he also must have a father, which means that he cannot be the Creator.

Therefore, there is no father for the one whom you call the Lord.

Someone claimed that the first father was a monkey, which is an inferential

conclusion. You will find, however, that this monkey also had a father, who had a father,

who had a father, until finally you give up. Because you are into infinite regression, you

had better give up! Or you may decide that the first father was one who was not a son.

He was only a father, one we call the Lord.

Thus if we assume that the first father is the Lord, then, the first guru is not going

to be different from that Lord. And, from the Lord downward, there is a teacher-student

lineage, called guru-Sisya-parampard. The entire parampard is praised in the

following verse :

saddaivasamdrambham arikardcdryamadhyamdm
asmaddcdryaparyantam vande guruparamparam
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I salute the lineage of teachers, beginning with Siva, the Lord, (linked
by) Sahikardcdrya in the middle, and extending down to my own
teacher.

Thus, when you salute the teacher, your salutation goes to the Lord in whom the
lineage has its beginning. To point out one of the links, Sarkardcarya is mentioned as
being in the middle, meaning somewhere in the flow between the Lord and one's present
teacher. The word 'middle' having been used, there must also be an end. If the beginning
is Lord Siva meaning the Lord, one who is all fullness, all knowledge, and the middle is
Sahkaracdrya, then who is the end? - my teacher, asmaddcdrya.

Because I am here today, I know there has been no break in the flow between the
first father and myself. Similarly, since this knowledge is coming to me right now, I
know it has been kept alive by one teacher giving it to another and, thus, there has been
no break between my teacher and the Lord. I salute this guru-parampard.

HOW TO CHOOSE A GURU

To choose a guru can also be a problem. Do you find the teacher with the longest
or the whitest beard? So much is said by so many, everyone claiming to know the truth.
Given all this confusion, first and foremost, I would say that the best teacher is one who
looks at the whole human problem as an error.

If someone says you have a problem, then that person is going to manipulate you.
If, however, the person says that the problem that you seem to have is an error, then he
or she is objective. And, if the problem is real, no one will be able to resolve it.

If the situation is factually real, how can it be changed? If I am really an
inadequate and limited person, then there is no way of my solving the problem of
inadequacy, with or without help. The limited is always limited. But, here, there is no
need to say, 'if I am a fraction of the whole, I will always be a fraction of the whole.' If I
am the whole, the conclusion that I am a fraction is an error and the way out is to see
myself in the proper light. Thus, the one who says the problem is an error and that it is a
universal error, not your own personal error, may be aguru.

In order to know that I am the whole and therefore acceptable to myself, it is said,
'May one go to a teacher, gurum abhigacchet.' What kind of a teacher? The Veda itself
says that, the teacher should be one who is well informed in this teaching and who is
well rooted in this knowledge - one who is a drotriya and a brahma-nistha.1 But how
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tadvijt-dndrtham sa gurumevdbhigacchet samitpdnih Srotriyam brahmanistham.
(Mundakopanisad - 1.2.12)
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do I know whether someone is well informed or not? If I want to study higher
mathematics and do research in topology, I need only find someone who has studied
higher mathematics and specialised in topology. If I find a person who has published
numerous credible papers on topology, I can assume that he or she knows the subject
matter. I can then decide to study with this person until he or she proves otherwise.

In guru-seeking, however, there is a problem because this knowledge, being
spiritual knowledge, is different. How do you know the person has this knowledge and
has undergone the discipline of learning unless you already know something of it
yourself?

The society should be informed enough for one to be able to find out whether a
person knows or only pretends to know. The person could also be deluded, not
pretending to know, but thinking he or she knows. Such people do not know what they
do not know.

Previously, in Indian society, this was not a problem because everyone is supposed
to become a sannyasi eventually. One did not start another life after retirement. But
nowadays, people plan their retirements early. Still, the best retirement plan to be ever
conceived is sannydsa, which was meant to be the last stage of ones life. Having been
married and so on, the time comes when you just walk out - not because of a quarrel or
because you want to marry another person. Walking out is considered a part of married
life and is appreciated by both husband and wife as its ultimate aim. At this stage, they
have matured and are independent enough for a life of sannydsa.

This kind of retirement plan requires no social security, only the maturity to walk
out as a renunciate. Since the Indian society respects the sannyasa stage of life and the
Veda enjoins it, naturally the basic needs of a sannyasi are taken care of by the society.
Although some people postpone this stage of life, every one is expected to become a
sannyasi in the end.

THE GURU AS A RENUNCIATE

To be a sannydsi means that one already has the knowledge or is seeking it. Even
as a householder, one is supposed to study in order to gain self-knowledge. Once a
person becomes a sannyasi, he or she has no daily duties, except studying and teaching.
"Thus, in every village, you will find a few sannydsis coming and going, or permanently
staying there, so that the society knows who knows what, just as we know who is a
professor of mathematics and who is not. To do research in mathematics or electronics,
we have no doubts about whom we should go to and which institution we should attend.

For gaining that knowledge, may one properly approach a teacher who is a drotriya and a

brahmanistha.
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There is, therefore, no problem in choosing a teacher for such knowledge in such a
society.

If you know exactly what you are seeking and whether or not the person is
recognised as having the knowledge, to that extent, you can know whether the person
knows or not. However, if people do not know these things, then they are totally gullible,
in spite of their expertise in other fields. For such people, anyone can pass as a guru.

A person who has undergone this discipline of knowledge is a scholarly person
and is called a Arotriya. Therefore a guru is a scholar, whereas a scholar need not be a
guru. To be a guru, a committed pursuit is also necessary. One who is committed to this
knowledge is called a brahma-nistha. This is an important point to understand.

If the knowledge is used to gain security, the person is insecure. Moreover,
because the knowledge is 'I am secure,' the person does not really know anything about
it and is therefore not qualified to teach it. Such a person is self-seeking and has no
knowledge to give you. All that he or she can give is a collection of words, for which
you do not require a teacher. You need only a book and a dictionary!

The teacher you require is one who employs these words and makes them
meaningful. To do this, a teacher must necessarily be free from being insecure so that he
or she is not seeking recognition or security. The proof of a teacher' knowledge is in the
teaching methodology, in the person's communicative ability and the content of what he
or she communicates. Thus, you go to a teacher who is well informed in this teaching
and one who is committed to it, one who has no other pursuit.

And how should you go to a teacher? With an attitude that indicates you are ready
to serve the teacher, meaning you are ready to do what is to be done in order to gain this
knowledge because of your love for it. Nothing is too much and no distance is too far.
This attitude is not damaging to you because you have chosen the right teacher. Hence
there is no question of the person exploiting you if he or she is a guru - true to the
definition of the word guru. A guru exploits no one. Thus, whatever you can do, you
will do. That is your attitude. Only then can the teaching begin.

THE GITA AS A DIALOGUE

The entire Gita is a dialogue. In fact, all the teaching is in the form of a dialogue,
although the methodology of the teaching does not necessitate the presentation of
characters and the dialogues between them. After all, we are not interested in knowing
the names of the teacher or the taught. We are only interested in the teaching itself. But,
then, the characters involved in the dialogue are presented in the form of a story, an
dkhydyika, in order to tell us something about ourselves.

We find the same approach in the Upanisads where many names of people are
cited. If tat tvam asi - that thou art, is the message, why not just talk about that
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message? Why are all these stories brought in? Only to reveal the method of teaching,
the sampraddya, how we have to learn, and what type of knowledge it is.

THE FOUR TYPES OF DIALOGUES

There are different types of dialogues. One is a discussion involving two or more

people who are interested in finding out the facts about a certain subject matter. They are
all exploring. In this type of discussion, there is no teacher-student relationship. Each

person is equally placed, even though one person may know a little more than the others

about the subject matter. They are all interested in understanding. This kind of discussion

among equals, any collective study among students, for example, is called vada and is

naturally healthy and is traditionally an important component of study. It is said that a

student gains a quarter of his knowledge by such discussion.

There are also two unhealthy types of dialogue that we should be aware of. One is

the dialogue that takes place between two people who are already committed to different

beliefs. Such a discussion, called jalpa, is governed purely by each person's wit. Any

discussion between two fanatics falls into this category. Each of them is convinced that

the other person is totally wrong and tries to win the other over to his or her particular

belief, although there is no basis for the discussion.

Suppose you have a belief and I have another belief. Your belief may be right and

mine may be wrong. On the other hand, my belief may be right and yours may be wrong.

Or both of us may be wrong! Both of us may be right also! How, then, can either of us

insist that 'I alone am right'? The difference between a believer and a fanatic becomes

obvious here.

THE IMPORTANCE OF AN OPEN, INQUIRING MIND

The difference between a scientist and a believer is also worthy of notice. One

may adhere to a belief, but everyone must necessarily have a mind, which is open to

1 With reference to gaining any empirical discipline of knowledge, there is a verse that

says:
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dcdrydt pddamddatte padam Sisyah svamedhayd

padam sabrahmacdribhyah pddam kalakramena ca

A student obtains one quarter from the teacher, one quarter by one's own intelligence, one

quarter from the fellow students, and one quarter in time.

The third quarter refers to vdda.
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explore and know. That open, inquiring mind, the mind of a scientist, is an entirely
different mind from that of a believer.

We can and must respect the beliefs of others, but we cannot have a discussion
based on such beliefs. Both of us may be wrong. A discussion between two people, both
of whom are committed to certain beliefs, is purely a dialogue between two missionaries.
It is better to respect the other person' belief and have a simple human relationship.
Discussions are useless. All you can do is ask, 'What is your belief?' Some people are
curious. If you are curious, you can ask, but I myself would not ask because the other
person is acceptable to me, along with his or her beliefs. I need not know what they are.
This is a healthy attitude to have towards a person. But any discussion, jalpa, based on
beliefs, is useless. No one wins and no one loses. Each person always comes back with
better arguments. Jalpa-discussions, therefore, are useless; they have no value.

There is another type of discussion called vitanda, wherein one person makes a
statement with which the other person always disagrees. Why? Merely because the other
person said it. Due to jealousy or some other reason, one person always tries to prove the
other wrong. Such a discussion is also useless.

A fourth type of discussion, one that concerns us here, is called saqwada, a
discussion between a teacher and a student,rguru-'iya-samvada. In the teacher-student
relationship, the student has already accepted the other person as a teacher and therefore
looks up to him or her. Although there is a dialogue between them, the attitude is entirely
different, the discussion being based on the student' acceptance that 'I am a student and
this person is my teacher.' This attitude prevails until or unless the person thought to be a
teacher proves to be otherwise.

The moment you discover the person has nothing to teach, you can become
friends. However, when you have to learn from someone, you look up to that person. If
you do not understand what the teacher is saying, you give the benefit of the doubt to the
teacher, even though he or she may sometimes appear to be contradictory, seeming to
have said something previously that is not in harmony with what is being said now, as
we will see in the Gitd.

DIALOGUE BETWEEN TEACHER AND STUDENT

In a guru-si4ya-samvada, the subject matter can be anything. Here, in the Gita,
the subject matter is brahma-vidyd and yoga-dastra - in one word, Vedanta. The guru
is Bhagavin Krsna, referred to as Vasudeva's son, and the student is Arjuna, called
Partha here because he is Prtha's son. He is also called Kaunteya, the son of Kunti.
Arjuna has a number of other names - Dhanaiijaya, Savyasdci, Guddkeia, and so on,
but Arjuna is his popular name.

B.G Vl.l -3
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Between Arjuna, the student, and Lord Krsna, the teacher, there is a discussion
and Glta is the body of knowledge being taught. Therefore, the Gita is called a
samvada.

GIVING THE TEACHER THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT

If it looks as though the teacher is being contradictory, the student gives the
benefit of the doubt to the teacher. This is what is expected of a student. As a student,
one need not take the blame upon oneself.

The teacher can be asked a question - 'Previously such and such was said and
now this is being said. Why is this difference?' You said Brahman is without qualities,
nirguna and now you say it is with qualities, saguna. How can Brahman be saguna?
You say it is beyond the mind, and that it is not available as an object for the mind. At
the same time, you say, one sees oneself, the dtma with the mind (manasd pagyati).
How can one see the dtmd with the mind? And how is one going to know that one is
seeing the atma? It looks as though the Aruti herself is contradictory. To say that
Brahman cannot be objectified by the mind but has to be recognised by the mind seems
to be a contradiction. But it is not a contradiction; it is perfect. If it looks like a
contradiction to the student, then he or she can ask a question, a praina and when the
student waits for the right time to ask a question, it is called a paripraina, based on his
or her faith, Sraddha, in the teacher.

As a teacher, one cannot contradict oneself. A teacher who contradicts himself or
herself does not know the subject matter. Nor can a teacher simply learn along with a
student and teach, since this creates situations wherein both the teacher and the student
may suddenly discover a new fact never known to either of them before, a fact that
contradicts everything they knew thus far. This is not why one goes to a teacher.
Teaching is not meant to be exploratory. Therefore the teacher should know exactly what
he or she is talking about and not be contradictory.

The attitude implied by the term guru-Aisya-samvZida is especially relevant here.
Since the entire teaching is itself a means of knowledge, it is not a philosophical
speculation. Moreover we are not attracted to this kind of learning out of a simple
academic interest. The teaching has a value and the value is myself alone. The teaching
is about myself. I have a value for freedom and this value makes me want to know. As a
person, I want to be free and I want to learn for no other purpose than to be free. Since
there is a value there, and the teaching itself is a means of knowledge, there must
necessarily be a certain attitude on my part towards this teaching and the teacher.

That the teaching has to come from a teacher in the form of a dialogue is because
it is something to be understood - something to be followed, not swallowed. In a belief,
there is nothing to follow, only something to swallow, something to accept totally,
without question. Any questioning that may take place is meant only to establish what
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the belief is, which is not really questioning at all. This is why there are so many
attempts to establish historical proofs that a certain person existed. Whether someone
existed or not is not the issue. The teaching is the issue.

Therefore, if you look into the teaching, if you are interested in what is being
taught, your whole attitude and approach will be different. Here, a dialogue implies a
teaching that is received from a teacher, meaning that this knowledge has to be received
from a teacher and the subject matter has to be understood.

TWO TYPES OF SUBJECT MATTER

There are two types of subject matter, sidhya-visaya and siddha-visaya. Sadhya

is that which is yet to be accomplished and is accomplished by doing something - by an
action. If you want to know how to go to heaven, for example, first you have to know
what heaven is and then you have to decide to buy a ticket. You are told that punya, the
ticket for heaven can be gained by doing good deeds. You must also hold on to the
puinya you have earned, which means that you must not do any improper actions, papa,
while you are earning your ticket to heaven. Only then will you go to heaven after death.
All this is very straightforward for a person who has Iraddha in the Veda being a
pranmdna and is not something that can be logically arrived at.

Any question related to sddhya is only to understand how to do something, like
cooking, for example. An Indian woman who wants to know how to make pizza will ask
certain questions. The situation is very simple - you just tell her how to do it a few
times until she knows how and the topic is over. It is just a matter of whether she has
understood what you have said. There is an order governing how everything is to be
done. Certain elements are involved and, therefore, must be understood. What has to be
done is also to be understood. And that's the end of it. One may do it or not do it. By
practice, one eventually acquires the knack of it. If a person keeps on making pizza,
hopefully with some sympathetic people around, he or she will certainly master the art of
pizza making.

This is sadhya, then. There is no questioning here. When the subject matter is
something you have to accomplish later, when it is dealing with means and ends
(sadhana and sadhya), proper questioning is not a part of the whole approach. This is

true even if the subject matter is a Vedic ritual.

Again, when it comes to actions there are many choices available. You can do it
this way or that way; you need not do it at all; or you can do something else entirely and
achieve the same result.'
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karma - kartun Makyam, akartum lakyam, anyatha va kartum dakyam.

Action - may be done, may not be done or may be done differently.
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There is more than one way to go to heaven. There are a hundred different ways,
one of which one can choose. Why anyone would want to go is another matter. Thus,
when a sadhya-visaya is involved, there can be choice. But this is not so with a siddha-
visaya.

NO CHOICE IN KNOWLEDGE

There is no choice involved, however, when what is to be accomplished is already
accomplished, siddha, but not understood. Unlike action, knowledge is not open to
choice; it is always true to its object. For example, knowledge of an apple is always true
to the object - apple, even if I will it to be otherwise. Nor do I have a choice in
knowledge, once the means of knowledge and the object of knowledge are aligned. If my
eyes are open, and if they are not defective, and if the mind is not elsewhere, I will
necessarily see what is in front of me. What choice do I have?

To know an already accomplished fact requires proper questioning in order to
remove whatever that may be blocking the knowledge from taking place. Why should
you be denied the knowledge of yourself once it is unfolded? What exactly is the
obstruction? Is it that you do not follow what is being said? Once the obstructions have
been identified, they have to be removed, one by one, because you are Brahman. The
whole pursuit, then, is one of removing all doubts.

Because this is the knowledge of an already accomplished fact, the knowledge has
to be immediate; it cannot be indirect. If it does not happen in spite of the teaching, then
there is some obstruction, which is in the form of error, vagueness, or doubt. The
obstructions are removed in the dialogue between the teacher and the student.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF QUESTIONING

Where there is understanding involved, questioning is imperative. This does not
mean that you should question all the time. What is meant is that a questioning mind is
necessary because, without questioning, you can never gain clarity. Therefore, the
teaching itself consists of a number of questions. As teachers, we ourselves raise
questions and keep answering them. If the student still has questions, he or she should
ask those questions ih order to know, since we are not dealing with simple belief here.
And if we find that something is a belief, we can say, 'This is a belief,' thereby ending
the matter.

We do not try to establish a belief, beyond establishing that it is a belief. For
example, the statement, 'This is my mother,' is a belief because there is no way of
proving it. How do you know two babies were not switched? There may be a lot of
corroborktive evidence, but still it is a belief. It is not direct perception. There are many
beliefs and there is nothing wrong with beliefs - as long as we understand them as
beliefs. However, there are also many things we have to know, and where we have to
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know questions are very important and are allowed. The Gitd was presented as a
dialogue between a teacher and a student to emphasise that the subject matter is one for
understanding, not for believing.

COMMENTARIES ON THE GITA

Sahkdra says that he is writing this commentary on the Gitf so that people could

analyse and understand what the true meaning of the gitf-Adstra is, although it had

already been so elaborately commented upon by others. These earlier commentaries, no
matter how definitive they were, sometimes differed from one another, and, in some
cases, were even opposed to each other. Since these various works were confusing to
those who did not have a clear understanding of the Adstra, tankara decided to
undertake this work in order to clarify what the Gltd is actually saying.

Since taAikara's time, there have been numerous commentaries and translations in

various languages with varying degrees of clarity. None has matched Saikara's analysis
of the Giti. His commentary is extremely cogent and consistent from the beginning to
the end. For instance, whenever the topic of bhakti comes up, he discusses it, in its

proper context. Wherever Ivuara is mentioned, even though Lord Krsna uses the first

person singular, afikara makes it very clear that, what was meant was the Lord,
Iivara,paramatmd.

When the Gitd is analysed properly, the analysis must be rational. It should not go
against reason. A commentary on the Gltd should be in keeping with the words that are

there. It should honour all the rules of grammar and syntax. What was said before and

what is said later should also be taken into account.

THE NEED FOR INQUIRY

Since the Gltd is a book that contains only what is said in the Upanisads, this is

all the more reason for any commentary on it to be reasonable. Nothing should contradict

the source book. Our understanding of the Gita should definitely be in keeping with all

these various factors. Only then can there be real understanding. Whether the Gitd says

this or that is something that must be understood. We are not trying to make the Gith say
what we want to say. We are trying to understand what it says and, for this, we need to

inquire and be objective.

This is why before approaching the Gltd, a few verses called the Giti-dhydnam

are sung in praise of it, whereby we invoke the Mother Gltd to reveal the truth contained

in the gitd-distra. These verses are a prayer to the Gitd herself, to the Gith as the mother

Sruti and to the Gltd as Bhagavdn, the Lord. It is only after we have invoked the Gitd in

this way, do we try to extract the exact meaning of what the Gita has to say.
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The Gitd is like a mirror, just as the Upanisads are a mirror of words wherein we
can see ourselves very clearly. If the world is not separate from me and if I9vara also is
not separate from me, then I should be able to see this truth in the words of the Gita. The
prayer is for the sake of understanding the Glta properly, which is understanding myself.

In the brief discussion of the Gitd-dhydna-verses that follow, you will come
across 'sentences requiring further elucidation and more clarity in order for you to enjoy
their meaning completely. This clarity will come as the Gitd is unfolded.



GITA-DHYANAM

Verse 1

om parthaya pratibodhitim bhagavata ndrayanena svayam

vyasena grathitam pur�namunind madhye-mahibhZratam

advaitdmrtavarsinim bhagavatimacst�daS�dhyayinim
amba tvdmanusandadhdmi bhagavadgite bhavadvesinim (1)

3r Om - name of the Lord; S aTr4 q|ri amba bhagavadgite - Oh! Mother

Bhagavadgitt; q|cdfl "lrqU'i bhagavata n�dryanena - By Lord Nidryana; T41

svayam - himself; Mlt parthiya - to the son of Prthd; �l�1?lT pratibodhitdm

- (you who were) taught; 'Fir-qiIT - i" r 9fP purdna-munind vydsena

grathitam-- (you who were) incorporated by the ancient sage Vytsa; -- T RITi

madhye-mahdbhdratam - in the middle of Mahdbhdrata; -ft-3f -^ ,

advaita-amrta-varpinim - (you who have) the nature of showering the nectar of

Advaita; TS•PTr T-aIýzi t as.tida§ddhydyinim - (you who are) in the form of

eighteen chapters; qq •,Tft bhavadvesinim - (you who are) the destroyer of the life

of becoming, samsdra; qcH bhagavatim - (you who are) the Goddess; ^TW

3 pTT'-i tvZim anusandadhdmi - I repeatedly invoke

Om. Oh! Goddess Mother, Oh! Bhagavadgitd, (you who were) taught

by Bhagavdn NIriyana himself for the sake of Arjuna, the son of

Prthd? (Kunti), (you who were) faithfully collected and reported by the

ancient sage, Vydsa; (and placed) in the middle of the Mdhdbharata,

(you who are) in eighteen chapters, you who have the nature of

showering the nectar of non-duality, who is the destroyer of the life of

becoming (samsdra), again and again I invoke you.
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AN AUSPICIOUS BEGINNING

Any beginning is considered to be auspicious. Since the word 'Om' is the name of
Bhagavdn, the Lord, it is an auspicious way to begin these verses in which we invoke
the Lord's help as we begin our study of the Giti.

THE GITA INVOKED AS MOTHER

A mother is a symbol of love, affection, and spontaneous care, is someone who
always prays for your welfare, who never lets you down when you are in trouble. This is
also true of the Vedas because, with great compassion, the Veda takes into account the
need for the human being to achieve various things in life and talks about the various
means and ends for one to achieve them. And finally through self-knowledge in the
Upanisads, gets the person out of the pursuit of means and ends. Therefore the Veda or
the hruti is given the status of a mother. And because the Gita says exactly what the
Vedas say, it is also looked upon as a mother.

In this opening verse, the Gita is invoked in this way: Oh! Mother, I invoke you. I
meditate upon you again and again as a mother of blessing.

FOR WHOSE SAKE IS THE GITA TAUGHT?

The Gita was taught to Arjuna. He is called Pdrtha in this verse because he is the
son of Prtha, another name for his mother, Kunti. Because the Git� was taught for
Arjuna's sake,Arjuna is said to be its cause, nimitta.

THE TEACHER OF THE GITA

The knowledge contained in the Gita was taught by the Lord, Bhagavan
Nardyana. It was not taught by any other guru, but directly by Ndrdyana. Even though
every guru is considered to be Nldryana, this verse makes it clear that the all-knowing
Lord himself, as Krsna, was the teacher of the Gitd.

THE MEANING OF NARAYANA

There are many ways of looking at the meaning of the word Ndriyana, one of
which is particularly relevant here. The word nara is used to refer to a human being. It
also means indestructible, that which always remains, not destroyed - na riyate iti
narah. Nara, therefore, can only refer to that which pervades everything and is timeless,
dtmE in Sanskrit. Atmd here refers to 'I'- the essence of the subject who performs
various actions and enjoys various forms of experiences. This is an entirely different
meaning from what we commonly understand by the word 'I.' Therefore, the real
meaning of the word nara, human being, is to be understood from the Sdstra, to be the
all-pervasive and timeless dtmd, paramdtmd.
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Narasya idam niram - that which belongs to the nara is nara orjagat, the
world. The world is bom out of the all-pervasive, timeless paramatma, and is sustained
by paramatma and goes back to paramatma. Nara, then, is the entire world. And,
ndram eti iti Ndaryana - the one who knows this nara, the world, is Narayana, the
omniscient Lord, Parameivara. Therefore, the same dtmd, the nara-dtmd, the human
being, is the omniscient paramattmd, ParameSvara, the Lord. Because this omniscient
Nirayana is the one who is teaching Arjuna here, everything that is taught in the Gita
is considered valid. Nirayana is the one who knows everything and is also the one to be
known through Vedanta.

VYASA AS A REPORTER

How would we know about the Lord' teaching to Arjuna without Vvasa? Any
gospel is the report of a disciple and, therefore, its accuracy depends on the disciple. If
the disciple is adept, he or she will report properly. If the disciple has limitations, then
there will be problems with the report.

In the Gitd the reporter is very important. Narayana taught and Arjuna heard; but
it was Vyasa who reported it all. The reporter here is not an ordinary person, as we shall
see in a later verse. Vyasa is the one who is capable of elaborating a brief statement into
one thousand verses, complete with intricate details and cogent arguments.

Vyasa is described here as a purina-muni, an ancient sage. A muni, a mapana-
Mila, is a person who is capable of bestowing careful thought over a particular subject
matter. The word purana can also mean the ancient legends based on the teaching found
in the Vedas. Vyisa gathered these legends together and, remaining faithful to the Vedic
vision, put them into writing, called Puranas. Therefore, he is referred to as purdna-
muni.

Because the subject that is being taught in the Glta was so well-known to him,
Vy�sa had no problem with reporting it properly. Where did VyZsa report what was
taught by the Lord to Arjuna? He presented it in the middle of the epic Mahdbharata,
in the Gitd, in eighteen chapters.

THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE GITA

What is the subject matter of the Gitd? What did Lord Nirayana teach Arjuna?
What was taught is described as a shower of am.rta, nectar. Nectar generally comes only
in drops, but in the Gitd, nectar is showered upon us. What kind of nectar is it? All
nectars are sweet to the taste but do not last forever. The nectar that is showered by the
Gitd is different. Not only does it provide happiness here, but also showers us with the
amrta of advaita, non-duality. Here the word amrta is used in the sense of that which
gives you immortality. Here the knowledge frees you from mortality in the form of life
and death.
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In non-duality there is no second thing. Therefore, with this knowledge, all fear is

eliminated. Only in duality can there be fear. Fear cannot exist in non-duality because
there is no second thing to fear.

THE NECTAR OF NON-DUALITY

That you'are everything, that there is nothing other than you, is not an ordinary
subject matter. This is what is meant by non-duality. Non-duality means that you are the
whole. That which gives you this vision is the nectar of non-duality. Nectar is used here
because, just as nectar is something to be tasted, to be experienced, non-duality is
something to be understood to be yourself.

The Goddess Gltd showers the nectar of non-duality upon you. This shower of
nectar is the vision of non-duality. It is the message of the Lord. The Gita is Bhagavati,
the Goddess and, therefore, not separate from Bhagavan's vision. She knows that Krsna
is livara, the Lord, and along with him she blesses you because she gives you this
knowledge.

THE EIGHTEEN CHAPTERS OF THE GITA

In this verse the Gita is addressed as the one who has eighteen chapters. It is said,
'Oh! Gltd, the one with eighteen chapters, I salute you.'

THE GITA AS A DESTROYER OF SORROW

The nectar of non-duality destroys the bhava, the samsara, completely. Bhava
means a life of becoming with all of its problems and fears, a life of sorrow, bondage,
birth, and death. This teaching is, therefore, the medicine for samsara, that by which the
whole samsara is destroyed. The destroyer of samsara and the nectar of non-duality go
together and refer to the GltI as the mother who destroys the samsara by showering the
nectar of non-duality.

In the first verse, then, we salute the mother Gltd by meditating upon her, by
invoking her, before we start our study. Also, we cannot think about the Gita without
thinking about Vylisa, Krsna, and Arjuna, called Partha in this verse. The second
verse, therefore, is addressed to Vydsa.

Verse 2

q ^T i TR1 ' !Au5i: M 1RRRM T s i: i5C 11 I I1
namo'stu te vydsa visdlabuddhe phulldravindiyatapatranetra
yena tvaya bhdratatailapirnah prajvdlito jiFnamayah pradipah
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ifnw-l vi•hla-buddhe - one whose intellect is vast; TRf-•R-T-3 l•9-1W-'AWT
phulla-aravinda-.yata-patra-netra - one whose eyes are clear and pleasing like a
fully blossomed lotus; a9 vydsa - Oh! Vyfisa; AT MT yena tvayd - by you; RWT-

f- i: bharata-taila-pirnah - full of the oil of the Mahabharata, 7fr4q:
jinnamayah - in the form of knowledge; T't: pradlpah - the lamp; 3Wri9:
prajvalitah - is well lighted; A te - to you; 1W: ' a nam/ah astu - let (my)
salutation be

Oh! Vydsa the one whose intellect is vast, whose eyes are clear and as
pleasing as a fully blossomed lotus, who lit the lamp of knowledge well
by filling it with the oil of the Mahabharata, to you, my salutations.

THE VASTNESS OF VYASA'S INTELLECT

Shakespeare's intellect has been described as the 'platform of the world,' upon
which its drama unfolds. He was able to write excellent characterisations for the stages
of the world. Similarly, in this verse, Vyasa is described as one whose intellect, whose
knowledge, is vast. He wrote thousands of verses, meaning that they simply flowed out
of him.

There is a story told that when Vyisa was planning to write the Mahbbharata, he
wanted to dictate the epic to a stenographer. Because there was no shorthand at the time,
stenographers had to write very quickly in longhand. But no human being could take
dictation from Vyasa because his mind was so quick and clear. He just reeled out the
verses and no one could hope to keep up with him. So he asked Lord Ganesa to be his
stenographer.

Ganesa agreed on the condition that Vyisa would not stop dictating once he
began. Vydsa agreed; but, he also had a condition that, Ganesa should understand
everything he said in every sense. Agreeing to this condition, Ganeea pulled out one of
his tusks, sharpened it, and with it wrote down Vyasa's Mahtabhrata on palm leaves.
That is why Lord Ganeda is portrayed as having only one tusk.

In the Mahabharata you will find, for the most part, simple, descriptive verses.
But every once in a while there will be a verse which is all-profound - a purple verse
with different meanings. The reason Vyisa did this was so that, he could have a breather.
Because Ganesa understood so easily what was being written, Vyisa had to throw out a
difficult verse whenever he wanted a break. If we count these verses, then, we can find
out how many times he stopped. By the time Ganeta figured out the meaning, Vydsa
had had his time out and was ready to begin again. This is Vyisa.
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THE CLARITY OF VYATSA'S VISION

Vydsa had beautiful big eyes. They are described in this verse as being like a fully
blossomed lotus, eyes that were clear and pleasing. Vyasa is also compared here to a

lamp that sheds light, the light of knowledge. This lamp is very well lit. He is, therefore,
the one who lights the lamp of knowledge for us.

The lamp that was lit by Vydsa is filled with the oil of the Mahabhdrata. This

epic is considered to be the fifth Veda because it is true to the knowledge found in the

Vedas. It seems to have been written for the sole purpose of lighting up this knowledge.

When a small object is presented against a much larger background, its beauty is
often more evident. The Mahabhdrata is like a canvas from whose vast background the

Vedic knowledge emerges. Knowledge is the lamp and the epic is its fuel. The fuel is for

the lamp; the lamp is not for the fuel.

This verse, then, is paying tribute to Vydsa, who lit up the wisdom of the Vedas

with the oil of the Mahabharata. So, unto you, Vyisa, who lit the lamp of knowledge
with this epic fuel, my salutations.

Verse 3

^I99^IH ^«87[ TihTPld : I I ^ I I
prapannaparijdtdya totravetraikapanaye
jidanamudrdya krsndya gitdmrtaduhe namah (3)

wl1-qTi�l�Im prapanna-pdrijitdya - unto the one who is the wish-fulfilling tree for

those who have surrendered to him; a-hi----q•T4 totravetra-eka-pqanaye - unto the

one who has the whip in one hand; 'F-·1JT jiidna-mudrdya - unto the one whose

other hand assumes the gesture symbolising knowledge; TrT-aTfT-# glta-amrta-duhe

- unto the one who milks the nectar of the Gitd; y•iW krsndya - unto that Krsna;

9R: namah - my salutations

Unto the one who is the wish-fulfilling tree for those who have

surrendered, who has the whip in one hand and the symbol of knowledge
in the other, (and) who milks the nectar that is the Gitd - unto that

Krsna, my salutations.

KRSNA AS A WISH-FULFILLING TREE

In the third verse, Lord Krsna is likened to a wish-fulfilling tree said to be found

in heaven. Whatever you wish for while sitting under this tree immediately appears in
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front of you. KIsna is this wish-fulfilling tree for those who have surrendered unto him.
To them he is the giver of everything.

KRSNA'S CONTROL

In one hand, Krsna is holding the whip with which he drives the horses. His other
hand assumes the gesture symbolising knowledge. This means that Krsna does not give
up the job of charioteer when Arjuna wants to be taught. Right in the middle of the
battlefield, when Arjuna wants to know, Krsna assumes the role of a teacher.

Knowing full well that Arjuna would fight, Kr.na did not drop the whip. Arjuna
dropped his bow and arrows, but Krsna kept the whip in his hand. He loosened the reins
for the interim, but everything was under control. Unto the one who thus holds the
symbol of knowledge, I offer my salutations.

THE SYMBOL OF KNOWLEDGE

We offer our salutations, not to the symbol of knowledge, but to the one who has
this knowledge of non-duality, which cannot be negated. The symbol of knowledge,
Jhanamudra, is formed by joining the three fingers and separating them from the index
finger. The index finger then joins with the thumb to form a circle.

The index finger, also called the accusing finger, stands for the self and usually
joins the other three, representing the body, mind, and senses. By separating them out,
we see that the body, mind, and senses are all anatma, not 'I.' One generally thinks that
these are dtma, but they are not. They are all andtma and are therefore to be understood
as such. Whatever is not andtma is the self and is revealed by the teaching as identical
with the limitless Brahman, represented by the thumb.

Without the thumb, the fingers cannot grasp anything. It is important that the
thumb be away from the fingers in order to do so. Similarly, the limitless Brahman is
away from, unattached to, the body, mind, and senses. At the same time, without the
limitless Brahman, the body, mind, and senses have no being, much less any function.

Previously, we thought of ourselves as limited. The circle created by the index
finger and thumb signifies that, because we now have the knowledge of non-duality, the
sense of limitation is gone. Just as a circle has no beginning and no end, we know
ourselves to be limitless.

KRSNA, THE GIVER OF THE NECTAR OF GITA

The Gita is likened to milk and Krsna is the one who provides the milk. From
where does the milk come? From the Sruti. Therefore, all the Vedas, the Upanisads, are
likened to a cow, its milk being the Gita. Unto Krsna the one who gives out the nectar
that is the Glta, my salutations.
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Vers 4

^jq1 Tfl T VT Ti M9iI: I

*i ^ww: .pTftliiw TO ifw1. TT?<i I - Ii
sarvopanisado gdvo dogdhd gopdlanandanah
pditho vatsah sudhirbhoktd dugdham gitamrtam mahat (4)

-*-3qPw: sarva-upanisadah - all the Upanisads; TlW: g�vah - cows; Tftlf-

"7T1 : gopdla-nandanah - joy of cowherds; 1rtT dogdhd - one who milks; TM:
parthah - Arjuna; W• : vatsah - calf; ft: sudhih - one whose mind is clear;

'1T bhoktd - enjoyer; W" Ttf-aT-•9  mahat gita-amrtam - great (invaluable)

nectar of the Gita; TR ldugdham - milk

The Upanisads are the cow; the joy of cowherds, Krsna, is the one who
milks; Arjuna is the calf; the one whose mind is clear is the one who
drinks the milk; and the invaluable, timeless Gita is the milk.

The first two verses praised the Gita and Vydsa. Because the Gitd was taught to
Arjuna by Lord Krsna, he is praised in the third verse as the teacher of the Gitd, as
glticdrya. In the fourth verse, the nature of the Gita and the Lord are both mentioned.
This is the subject matter of the Gita and it is being praised here.

THE UPANISADS AND THE GITA AS A COW AND ITS MILK

All of the Upaniqads are taken into account in the Gita. To present the Gita as the
essence of the Upanisads, a popular imagery is used in this verse. Here, the cow, a
symbol of wealth and sanctity, is presented to represent all of the Upanisads. Together,
they form the body of the cow. If the Upanisads are the cow, then its milk is the Gitd.

KRSNA AS THE MILKMAN

Who is the milkman? Nowadays, milking is all done by machines, but previously
it was not easy to coax milk from a cow. The cow has its own moods and will not yield
for just anyone. In this verse Krsna is acknowledged as the best milkman. Born into the
family of a milkman, in a cowherd community, Krsna did not need to be taught how to
milk a cow. Even from cows with empty udders, Krsna was able to get milk. Just as he
could get milk from a cow, Krsna is able to milk the Upanisads. He knows exactly
what the subject matter is. In fact he is the subject matter. Since he knows the subject
matter so well, he is the best one to milk the Upanisads.

Milk is the essence of the cow in that the many things a cow eats are all converted
into milk. In the same manner, the Upanisads talk about a variety of topics, but it is all
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converted into the milk of vedanta-kastra (brahma-vidyd and yoga-Adstra). These are
the two most important topics in all of the Upanisads. They form the milk and there can
be no better milkman than Kr na.

LORD KRSNA AS GOPALA-NANDANA, THE JOY OF COWHERDS

Lord Krsna is referred to here as Gopala-nandana, the joy of cowherds. The
word 'go' in Sanskrit, not only means 'cow'; it also means 'words' and 'earth.' The one
who gives meaning to all of these words is Lord Krsna and the one who nourishes and
sustains the earth with life is also Lord Krfna. In this verse, he is also referred to as the
milkman who is the joy of all the cowherds because he is the nourisher and protector of
cows.

ARJUNA: THE CAUSE OF THE GITA

A cow produces milk for the sake of its calf. Here, also, there must be a calf to
generate the milk that is the Gita. Arjuna, Pdrtha, is the vatsa, the calf, because he is
instrumental in drawing the Ghtd out from Krsna. Just as the cow's milk is born for the
sake of the calf, the Gita was born for the sake of Arjuna.

Since the calf cannot take all of the milk produced by the cow, there is extra milk
for the people. In the same way,Arjuna acquired the milk of the Gita and others are also
the partakers of it.

PARTAKERS OF THE GITA

Unlike the milk from the cow, the milk of the Gita is endless. The enjoyer of this
milk is the one whose mind is clear and who has discrimination. The person who is
capable of inquiry, sudhi, is the partaker of this milk.

The GiOt is likened to milk because it is nourishing to all. Milk is a complete food,
a universal food. The message of the Gita is also universal. It is applicable to everyone
at any time or place because it deals with certain facts that do not change with time or
place.

THE TIMELESSNESS OF THE SUBJECT MATTER

That which does not change is the very subject matter of the Gitd and is, therefore,
described here as amrta, There are many meanings for the word amrta, but the one that
is most relevant here is 'that which is not subject to death.' Whatever is not bound by
time, does not undergo any change, that which immortalises you, nourishes you, makes
you happy, is considered to be amrta. Anyone can take it; it is applicable to all. This
timeless, nectarine Gita is described here as something that becomes more available the
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more it is given. The milk of the Gita is knowledge. The more knowledge you give, the

more you have because, as you keep giving, the knowledge becomes clearer for you.

Vere 5

vasudevasutam devam kamsacanuramardanam
devakiparamanandam krsnam vandejagadgurum (5)

l-•TFi vasudeva-sutam - son of Vasudeva; " -WrT-*T kamsa-caniura-

mardanam - destroyer of Kamsa and Canura (demonic kings); t -'FT-F-7r-T

devaki-parama-anandam - the greatest joy of Devaki (Krsna's mother); T''I-Tf.
jagad-gurum - the teacher of the world; W RIm [ devam krsnam - the Lord Krsna;

k vande - I salute

I salute Krsna, the Lord, the teacher of the world, son of Vasudeva,
destroyer of Kamsa and Caniira, the greatest joy of Devaki.

KRSNA AS THE TEACHER OF THE WORLD

In the fifth verse, Krsna is presented as the teacher of the world, jagad-guru. A
teacher can only be a teacher of the world if he or she has a universal message. Also, one
can teach only those people who want the subject matter he or she is teaching. For
instance, only those who are interested in calculus will go to a teacher of calculus. A
universal message is relevant to everyone everywhere, even though not everyone will be
interested in it.

Here, the message of the Gita can be given to anyone because it is relevant to
everyone. Krsna is not considered to be a teacher merely because he is accepted as such,
but because he has a message acceptable to all. This we must know. It is a message that
is extremely valuable to everyone. Without it, one's life is a search that never comes to
an end. This message, which Krsna is giving here in the Gita is what makes him a
jagad-guru.

KRSNA AS A PERSON FOR PURPOSES OF MEDITATION

As a teacher of the world, Krsna is looked upon as a person with certain qualities
or attributes, but only for the purpose of meditation. When that which is being discussed
is free from all attributes, it is a matter for knowledge. It is something to be understood.
But when a particular form with a set of attributes is being talked about, such as Krsna
as a person, it is purely for the purpose of meditation.
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In this verse, some historical facts are given about Krsnza to create a figure for
meditation. He is described as the son of Vasudeva, Vasudeva-suta, and, at the same
time, he is the Lord, deva, father of all, including Vasudeva. Obviously, he is not an
ordinary son. If he were, we would not meditate upon him.

KR$NA AS THE DESTROYER OF EVIL

Krsna is also referred to here as the destroyer of evil. We should know that there
is no evil beyond our own minds and that there is no such thing as an evil mind. There is
only wrong thinking that needs to be corrected. Krsna, as the Lord, is the chastiser of
wrongdoers. By giving them what they deserve he removes this evil of incorrect
thinking.

KRSNA AS THE SOURCE OF HAPPINESS

Krsna is the greatest joy of his mother, Devaki. He is the most attractive, the one
who is the source of all-happiness. Anything that attracts (karsati) is Krsna; anything
that attracts is happiness. What pleases you attracts you because it makes you happy.
This is why the source ofhappiness is the focus of complete attraction. Oh! Krsna,
teacher of the world, whose message is universal, I salute you.
Verse 6

3T^wUHIElhuhjTr ^IRtlcirr

bhismadronatatf jayadrathajald gindhdranilotpald
Salyagrdhavatt krpena vahani karena veldkuld
aivatthdmavikarnaghoramakard duryodhandvarttini
sottimr khalu pdndavai rananadl kaivartakah kegavah (6)

ft-s)rT--r bhisma-drona-tatd - with Bhisma and Drona as its banks; WZ -WT-T
jayadratha-jald - with Jayadratha as its water; TTfR;T-*F'"riMI gdndhara-nilotpald

- with Gdndhdra (Sakuni, the prince of Gdndhdra) as the blue lily; WTFT-wU "
Salya-grahavatl - with Salya as the shark; jiT zd krpena vahani - with Krpa as

the speed of the water's flow; Wdq *�MiT| karnena veldkula - with Karna as it's
breakers; 3T-PaPIT-• -T-WTT aavatthdma-vikarna-ghora-makard - with

Advatthrdma and Vikarna as its killer whales; iP1FR- 311Tit duryodhana-avarttini

- (and) with Duryodhana as its whirlpools, Wf Tur; sd rana-nadi - that river of

B.G. Vol. I - 4
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battle; :ITg: pdndavaih - by the Pdndavas; 13 khalu - indeed; t11 uttirna -
was crossed over; "w•: kaivartakah - the boatman (being); *TM: kegavah - Lord
Krsna

With Bhisma and Drona as its banks, Jayadratha as its water,
Gdndhdra (Sakuni) as the blue lily, Salya as the shark, Krpa as the
speed of the water's flow, Karna as its breakers, ASvatthdmd and
Vikarna as its killer whales, and Duryodhana as its whirlpools, the river
of battle was indeed crossed by the Pdndavas, because the boatman was
Krsna.

THE PANDAVAS

The Pdindavas, P.ndu's sons, were five in number. The oldest son was
Yudhisthira, also called Dharmaputra. The second son was Bhlma. Arjuna, who
appears in the Gita, was the third son. The fourth and fifth were Nakula and Sahadeva.

THE RIVER OF BATTLE

It is said that the Pdndavas crossed a river of battle, rananadi, which is described
poetically in this verse. Every river must have two banks within which the water flows.
Without the banks there would be no river at all. Bhisma and Drona are the two banks
of this river of battle.

BHISMA AND DRONA

Bhisma, Arjuna's grandfather, was the eldest in the family and a man of great
vows. He was considered to be invincible even though he was an old man. Bhisma was
such a great warrior that he never lost a battle; only trickery could destroy him. Drona
was the greatest archer, the guru who taught archery to Arjuna and his brothers, as well
as his cousins.

DURYODHANA

Both Bhisma and Drona were in Duryodhana's ranks against the Pdndavas.
Duryodhana took care of them during the thirteen years that the Pdndavas were in
exile. He pampered them so much that they felt obliged to him. And he made sure they
felt obliged. Bhisma and Drona were his strength and, because of them, he thought he
could win the war. He had one more important ally in Karna. Therefore, these three
people were the indirect causes of this war. Without them, Duryodhana would definitely
not have embarked upon it.
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In a river, there are always whirlpools. In this verse, Duryodhana is likened to a
whirlpool because anyone who went near him got sucked in. Once caught in a whirlpool,
it is very difficult to get out. They all got sucked into this battle - Bhisma, Drona,
Krpa, his uncle, all of them got sucked in. Even though they were all very kind to the
Pandavas, Duryodhana was able to drag them into his grip because he was such a
scheming person.

DURYODHANA'S OTHER ALLIES

Although Bhisma and Drona were the banks of this river of battle, the river would
have been empty if Jayadratha and his huge army had not been there. Jayadratha
provided the manpower and was, therefore, the water.

There are areas in the river where the water collects and remains. This is where the
blue lilies grow, making the river not only beautiful but difficult to move through
because of their entangling stalks. The prince of Gandhara, Sakuni is referred to here
as the blue lily.

The river being described was one that had sharks in it. Salya is likened to a shark
and is called the great grabber. He was Kana's charioteer and was considered the
greatest driver. A charioteer is very important in battle. He must not only have great
expertise in driving, but he must also encourage the warrior, whose chariot he is driving.
But, during the battle with the Pdndavas, .alya discouraged Kama as much as he could
because of a promise he had made earlier to the Pdndauas.

The current in this river was very fast. Its speed was provided by Krpa. Because of
Karna, it was full of breakers. AMvatthdmd, the son of Drona, was a great archer and
also a killer. Vikarna, was one of the hundred sons of Dhrtarastra. These two,
Ahvatthdma and Vikarna, were the youngest and are described as killer whales.

CROSSING THE RIVER OF BATTLE

To cross such a terrible river is not easy. It is only possible by boat. Swimming
across is impossible because of all of the whales, whirlpools and breakers. Even a boat
may not make it.

There is, however, a way. If Krsna is your boatman, you can cross this river of
samsdra. We too face the various problems mentioned here; we have whirlpool
problems, breaker problems, whale problems, credit card problems, etc. If Lord Krsna is
the boatman, you will definitely make it.
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Verse 7

Tit I ý Clat q -: * Z \ II ýq II
paradaryavacahsarojamamalam gitarthagandhotkatam
ndndkhyanakakesaram harikathdsambodhandbodhitam
loke sajjanasatpadairaharahah pepiyamdnam mudd
bhiyld bhdrataparikajam kalimalapradhvamsi nah sreyase (7)

qmI--4:-W7T pdrdsarya-vacah-sarojam - the lotus bor of the waters of the

words of the son of Pardsara, (Vydsa); Tftif- 3-TRT---ZS T gitd-artha-gandha-

utkatam - having the Gitd as its sweet fragrance; ;T'-aT'Rf-- - ndnd-

dkhydnaka-kesaram - with many stories as its stamens; T-'- -lq

hari-katha-sambodhana-dbodhitam - fully opened by the revealing stories of the

Lord, Hari; -if loke - in the world; WTR-q;': sajjana-satpadaih - by the honey-

bees who are right thinking people; •'T': aharahah - day after day; T mudd -

happily; 4rl i pepiyamanam - being relished; Ef--T�Fm-TfT kali-mala-

pradhvamsi - the destroyer of the blemishes of Kali-yuga; aTmR( amalam -

spotless; %'TT'-f-T bhdrata-parikajam - the lotus of Mahdbhdrata; ;: Jtý nah

sreyase - for our good; ¶9 bhiiuyt - may it be

May the spotless lotus, Mahdbhdrata, born of the waters of the words of
the son of Pardsara (Vydsa), having the meaning of the Gitd as its sweet
fragrance, with its many stories as stamens, fully opened by the revealing
stories of the Lord, Hari, relished happily day after day by the honey
bees who are the right thinking people of the world, (this lotus of
Mahdbhdrata) which destroys the blemishes of Kali-yuga, may it be for
our good.

IN PRAISE OF THE MAHABHARATA

This is a verse in praise of the Mahabhdrata itself. It says, 'Let it be for the good
of all people. Let this beautiful lotus epic be for moksa, liberation, the most desired end.'
It destroys all of the problems of kaliyuga. Kali is that which is selfish. Any evil is
called kali. Kaliyuga is a yuga, a time period when people become easily caught up in
their own likes and dislikes, rigas and dvesas.
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The Mahdbhdrata has a number of guidelines for people to follow. It talks about
ethics - personal, social and political values, and even logistics through interpretative
illustrations.

THE LOTUS THAT IS THE MAHABHARATA

What kind of a lotus is the Mahabhdrata? Just like any other lotus, it is born of
water. It comes from the water of words. This water of words springs forth from Vydsa,
the son of Parasara. Also, this word-lotus is as clean as the lotus in the pond. It has the
strong, sweet fragrance of the meaning of the Gita.

A meaning is something silent; it is something that you understand. You can repeat
a word because it is a sound, but its meaning is always silent. You can see a flower, but
the smell cannot be seen anywhere. You can only sense it. Similarly, the meaning of the
Gita makes the whole Mahdbhdrata waft with fragrance. This epic is the lotus that
exudes the fragrance of the meaning of the Gitd.

There are many small stories within stories. These stories are like the rows of
stamens of the lotus. The stamens of the saffron flower are the most fragrant, whereas
stamens of the lotus are known for their beauty. If the Gitd is the fragrance of the
Mahdbhdrata, then the stories are the stamens which impart beauty to it.

Because of Krsna's presence in the Mahdbhdrata, it is the Lord's story. Without
it, the Mahabharata would be a lotus that had not yet bloomed. The opening of a bud
generally requires the Sun; here the Lord's story is the Sun. It opens up the
Mahabharata with devotion. It provides the light necessary for this opening.

ENJOYMENT OF THE GITA

The Gita is being enjoyed happily. People are drinking deeply from it, taking
more and more, day after day. Who are these people? They are likened to an insect with
six legs, the honey bee, for instance. Human beings have five sense organs plus a
thinking intellect. Some extra intellect is necessary to extract the nectar from the epic
flower that is the Gitd The people who enjoy the Gita are therefore, thinking people,
those who use their intellects.

Let this Gita which is the destroyer of all problems in kaliyuga, of the problems
caused by likes and dislikes, be for the good of all people.

The next verse is in praise of the Lord, which says, 'I salute the Lord who is all
dnanda,joy, fullness, whose form and expression are Fnanda, and who is Lord Krsna."
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Verse 8

^>qT ~ i F H 1 6 11 4 c I

mi kam karoti vdcalam pahgum lahghayate girim
yatkrpd tamaham vande paramanandamddhavam (8)

!W--qy yat-krpd - whose grace; l': mikam - the mute; T|lI| vdcalam -
eloquent; ffi karoti - makes; T paigum - one who is lame; ftm girim -
mountain; T- laighayate - causes to scale; ?T tam - him; -W•R-_lTgic
paramdnanda-madhavam - Krsna, the Lord of Laksmi (wealth), whose nature is
fullness; 3 q- aham vande - I salute

I salute Krsna, the Lord of Laksmi (wealth), whose nature is fullness,
whose krpd, grace makes the mute eloquent and causes the lame to scale
mountain tops.

Mddhava is another name for Lord Krsna, one who has all the resources and
wealth with him, who is Bhagavun, the Lord. I salute the one who is Mddhava,
Bhagavdn, and whose expression and essential nature is fullness, ananda.

THE LORD'S GRACE

This verse adds something more - grace, krpd. Grace is something that is earned.
It is not something that the Lord randomly distributes day by day. If he did, he would be
partial, which is not the case. Grace is a graceful expression for karma-phala. Karma is
what you do and phala is the result of what you do.

PRAYER AS AN ACTION

Prayer is also a karma, an action. Because it is an action, it necessarily produces a
result. The result is two-fold - seen, drsta-phala and unseen, adrsta-phala.

One example of a seen result is the psychological benefit of prayer. The very fact
that you are able to pray is itself a benefit. Also as a result of prayer, there can be the
psychological benefit of having someone upon whom you can rely. Any individual has
limitations, whereas the one you pray to is looked upon by you as limitless. Even
without understanding, the Lord is looked upon as someone who is omniscient.
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WHAT IS OMNISCIENCE, ALL-KNOWINGNESS?

No one understands totally what it means to be omniscient, to be all-knowing. To
understand all-knowledge you must be all-knowing. However, our knowledge is limited.
From this limited knowledge we can always know a little more, but that also will be
limited. What we can very easily understand, however, is limitation in knowledge. From
that we are able to appreciate that an omniscient person is free from limitation with
respect to knowledge. This is what is meant by having an appreciation of omniscience.

Who is the omniscient person? Is he or she another kind of person or one of us?
There is, therefore, a great deal of knowledge to be known in order to appreciate IAvara,
the Lord. I invoke this iAvara in the form of a prayer.

THE RESULTS OF PRAYER

Prayer is a karma and it produces an immediate result, a visible result. That you
are able to invoke the Lord is the result. You have someone to rely on, someone who is
all-powerful, almighty, all-knowledgeable, unlike anyone else. From this, you gain a
certain strength, knowing that you can draw on this power to the extent that your
capacity to draw on it allows. It is like having a huge reservoir of water. You need not
bring all the water at once; it does not matter that your receptacle is small. Just knowing
that there is so much water in the reservoir gives you a certain strength.

Thus, the immediate benefit you experience, because you are able to pray, is that
there is someone for you who is all-knowledge, upon whom you can draw whenever and
as much as you want. This is the drsta-phala, the seen result. You experience it even as
you pray. There is also an adrsta-phala, the unseen result of prayer. This is what we call
grace - which accounts for benefits which we cannot attribute to a particular day's
prayer.

HOW DOES GRACE COME TO YOU?

Grace is earned in the same way that you earn anything else. Since you are not
able to relate an unseen result to a given course of action on your part in the immediate
past, we are constrained to call this result, grace. This grace is able to convert a mute into
one who is eloquent and enables a lame person to climb a mountain.

Kalidisa, the celebrated poet, was considered to be a mute but, because of grace,
he began pouring out verses. Similarly, Valmiki became a great poet because of grace.
In day-to-day life, we often hear various stories of the disappearance of incurable
diseases. Cancer suddenly vanishes and no one knows how. We call it grace because the
causes are not known. You can call such happenings grace, accident, or chance.
However, a perceptive person, with a certain maturity and understanding of Isvara,
appreciates these unseen results as what we call grace.
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THE INVISIBLE RESULT OF PRAYER

In a prayer, what you really release is an invisible force causing the adrsta-phala,
the unseen result. The very system, the laws, that produce certain results which are not
visible to us are reorganised by prayer. Certain elements are introduced, through prayer,
into this invisible system, causing it to reorganise itself. However, we do not know how
it will be reorganised. T'is is why the results are said to be caused by grace.

Grace, therefore, is something that we receive purely as a result of our own
karma, actions done either in our immediate past or in the remote past. Because of this
result, this grace, certain situations happen in our favour. What is generally taken to be
impossible is made possible by grace. In fact, all life is like that - the impossible is
made possible.

With this verse I salute Bhagavun, the one, by whose grace the mute becomes
eloquent and the lame scales mountain tops, the one, by whose grace the impossible is
made possible.

The final verse of the Gita-dhydnam describes the various beings who praise this
all-knowing Lord

Verse 9

1 4i, T i*: qTFTMrlT tqW 7 -T: - I I

yam brahma varunendrarudramarutah stunvanti divyaih stavair-
vedaih sahigapadakramopanisadairgdyanti yam samagdh
dhydndvasthitatadgatena manasa paSyanti yam yogino
yasydntam na viduh surdsuragand devuya tasmai namah (9)

IT brahmd - Brahmaji; ^U-'-'-9": varuna-indra-rudra-marutah -

Varuna, Indra, Rudra, and Marut devatds; f-: •IF: divyaih stavaih - with divine

hymns of praise; 7W yam - whom; Prf stunvanti - praise; TiTWTl: samagah -

the singers of the Samaveda; 4: vedaih - by the Vedas; -- q'- 3'�- T : sariga-

pada-krama-upanisadaih - along with the Upanisads and the limbs (of chanting)

such as pada, krama, and so on; TITIRT gdyanti - sing in praise; ZR yam - (of)

whom; Zfirr: yoginah - contemplative people; F-.3-F'- -- T- ;T T'rT dhyana-

avasthita-tat-gatena manasa - with a mind resolved in him in a state of meditation;

7 yam - whom; 74PfP pasyanti - see clearly; 7i-W-TIWT-Ml: sura-asura-ganah -
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the celestials as well as demons; 4 Ts yasya antam - whose nature; ; fs: na

viduh - do not know; T t tasmai devaya - unto him, the Lord; -1: namah -

my salutations

To the Lord about whom Brahma, Varuna, Indra, Rudra, and the
Marut-devatas praise with divine hymns, the one whom the singers of
the Sdmaveda praise by singing with a full complement of the limbs (of
singing) in the order of pada and krama and the Upanisads, the one
whom contemplative people see with minds resolved in him in a state of
meditation, whose nature the celestials and demons do not know, unto
him, the Lord, my salutations.

The word deva has different meanings. The root meaning is that which is

effulgent. Deva can refer to any god, a celestial, or even a sense organ. The Lord is also

called deva, meaning the one who is all-knowing. Unto this Lord, my salutations.

PRAISE BY EXALTED BEINGS

Who is this Lord? He is the one about whom all the gods, from Brahmaji,

downward, sing hymns of praise. In addition to Brahmaji, the verse specifically
mentions the devas Varuna, Indra, Rudra, and the Marut-devatas. Even though these

devas are exalted beings, they are still'jivas (individuals) occupying special positions.

Their songs in praise of ISvara are found in the Vedas.

PRAISE BY SCHOLARS

Those who are able to sing the Sdmaveda also praise the Lord. To sing the Vedas,

one must have the knowledge to do so. Six other disciplines of knowledge are required.

They are called the sadarigas, the six limbs. They are: phonetics (giksa), grammar
(vydkarana), rituals (kalpa), etymology (nirukta), prosody (chandas), and astronomy
with astrology (jyotisa). The reciters of the Sdmaveda with the full knowledge of these

six limbs sing in praise of the Lord the hymns of Sdmaveda in the form of pada and

krama along with the Upanisads which reveal the truth of the Lord.

PRAISE BY CONTEMPLATIVE PEOPLE

Then there are the contemplative people who meditate upon the truth of livara,

whom they see very clearly. How do they see? With their minds. What kind of mind? A

mind that is in a state of contemplation, a mind that is absorbed, tranquil, and subtle.

These people contemplate, again and again, with minds that are awake to the true nature

of the Lord, which they have come to appreciate through listening to and analysing the
IAvara, the teaching.
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PRAISE BY OTHERS

There are people who praise the Lord as one with a form and attributes. The whole
creation with all of its glories is nothing but the Lord's form. There are others, yogis,
who see the Lord as formless, whose nature is not known by either gods or demons.
Even though these gods are all exalted beings, they do not necessarily know that they are
limitless. Being a god or a celestial does not mean that the person is enlightened. Self-
knowledge is not something that comes with an exalted position. They must have a
means of knowledge, a pramdna, to know this truth about themselves.

Thus salutations are offered to the Lord, who is praised by the gods and demons
alike - the demons also praise the Lord to gain various powers by his grace - and by
the singers of the Samaveda, whom the contemplative people realise in their
meditations and whose glories even gods and demons know not.

Thus, these nine verses praise the Gita in general. First, the Mahdbhdrata, in
which the Gitd is placed, is praised. Then Lord Krsna is praised as a boatman because of
whose tact and grace the Pdndavas were able to cross the great river of battle with all of
its hurdles.

The Gitd herself is also praised, after which Vedavydsa, the chronicler of the
Mahabhdrata, is praised because of whose grace we now have the Gita. Arjuna is
recognised in these verses as being its nimitta, cause. Without him, there would be no
Gita. Because Arjuna asked for it, we have the Lord's Song, the Bhagavadgita.

Life as we know it, that is, samsdra, is considered to be a river of battle,
rananadi, in which people drown. The verses do not tell us how this river can be
crossed. Nor do they mention Krsna's grace. We simply need to understand that the
boatman is Krsna, the Lord. Krsna is the one whose grace enables us to cross.

Having invoked the Lord's help by this prayer to the Gitd, we can now commence
our study. Before we begin the first chapter, we will see briefly the context, in which the
Gita is set, and its purpose.



THE CONTEXT OF THE GITA

A large-scale battle between two factions of the royal clan of the Kurus, in the
days ofKrsna, provided the context for the Bhagavadgita. The people belonging to this
Kuru clan were called Kauravas. The battle was waged between the one hundred sons
of Dhrtardstra, collectively referred to as Dhdrtarastras, and the five sons of Pandu,
called the Pdndavas. The entire Mahdbhdrata, in which the Gitd is placed, is a piece of
literature, drama. Thus, the author, Vyasa had the freedom to use his imagination
creatively. He did this by weaving the whole tapestry of this huge epic around a few
historical events and characters.

THE KAURAVAS

When Dhrtardstra and Pdndu, the sons of Vicitravirya came of age, Bhisrma
had to install one of them as the king to rule the Kauravas. Although Dhrtarastra was
older than Pdndu, he was not eligible to rule because he was blind. According to the
dharma-4dstra, which states exactly who can and cannot rule, ruling a kingdom being a
very responsible and difficult job, a king should have all his faculties intact. Pdndu,
therefore became the ruler. Pdndu was a great man and he ruled well. He respected his
older brother, DhrtardSt.ra, and gave him the full status of a king, even though he could
not actually rule. Pdndu went on a digvijaya (going in all the directions and conquering
the rulers of various kingdoms and bringing them under one's subjugation) and brought
in wealth and prosperity to the kingdom. He also extended the frontiers of his kingdom.

Once Pdndu decided to go to the forest along with his wives Kunti and Mddri
and a huge retinue, to hunt and enjoy the life of living in the forest. There, once he came
across a pair of deer, which were sporting together. Without thinking, he shot arrows at
them and mortally wounded them. In that instant the pair of deer took on their original
forms of a rsi and his wife. They had assumed the form of deer and were cavorting
freely. Then the rsi, by the name Kindama, cursed Pdndu that, if ever he would unite
with his wife, he would die instantaneously and hence would never be able to beget
children. After this Pandu renounced his kingdom and took to an ascetic way of life in
the forest along with his wives. He observed many kinds of austerities and his wives
Kuntl and Mddri also practised the austerities along with him. Thus all three of them
lived a life befitting the vanaprasthdgrama.

The fact that he could not beget any children was a source of great sorrow to
Pdndu. His wife Kunti had been given a mantra as a boon by the sage Durvasas once,
when she had served him very well. This mantra had the power to bring any God to her
and bless her with a son. Therefore at Pdndu's behest, she gave birth to three sons,
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Dharmaputra, Bhima, and Arjuna, using the mantra. She also helped MadrI to beget

the twins, Nakula and Sahadeva, using the mantra. Later, being unable to resist the
temptation, when Pandu tried to approach Madri, the rsi's curse took effect and he
died. Because she had been instrumental in causing Pdndu to die, Madri put an end to
her life by committing sati after entrusting her two sons to the care of Kunti. After this
the rsis in the forest brought Kunti, and the five sons of Pdndu, to Hastinapura and
entrusted them to the care of the elders of the Kuru clan. The entire Kuru clan accepted
the five brothers as the rightful heirs of Pdndu. Bhisma entrusted to Droniicarya the
task of education and training in archery and warfare of all the princes - the hundred
sons of Dhrtardstra and the five sons of Pdndu. After their education was completed,
they all demonstrated their skills in public during their graduation ceremony. Then by
the unanimous'decision of all the elders, Dharmaputra, the oldest of the Pindavas, was

installed as the crown prince and was entrusted with the responsibility of ruling the
Kingdom.

Dharmaputra, also known by the name Yudhisthira, was committed to a life of
dharma, to what was right, even at the cost of his own welfare. Because Dharmaputra
was born by the grace of Lord Yama, he was also called Dharmardjd. The second son
was Bhima, a man of valour and strength. He was born by the grace of Lord Vdyu. He
also had a great heart and was committed to dharma.

Then there was Arjuna, the most versatile of them all. Not only a master archer,
Arjuna had a thorough grasp of logistics. He knew all about warfare, how to organise an
army, how to advance, how to fight. There is a Sastra for all of this, explaining the
various ways to arrange an army into appropriate formations, vyihas, so that when the
front lines are gone, there are other lines to back them up. All of this requires a lot of
study and understanding. Besides being an expert in warfare, Arjuna was very adept in
the performing and fine arts. He was a great dancer, musician, and a man of great name
and fame, committed to dharma.

Nakula, a younger brother to these three, was also an archer. Sahadeva, the
youngest, was considered to be a wise man, ajidni, and a great astrologer. Nakula and
Sahadeva were twins born to Madri by the grace of the twin gods, Asvini-kumaras, the
celestial physicians. When it became obvious that war with Duryodhana was inevitable,
Dharmaputra asked Sahadeva when the Pdndavas should begin the war against their
cousin, Duryodhana, so as to win. Sahadeva gave his brother a certain time.
Duryodhana, having the same respect for Sahadeva and his integrity, also asked for an

appropriate time to begin the war against the PMnd.avas. Sahadeva naturally gave
Duryodhana a time meant to make the war go in his favour. This one episode alone, in
the Mahdbhdrata, presents Sahadeva as an extraordinary person with all the additional
qualifications of a prince, such as skill in archery and warfare. However, thanks to Lord
Krsna's grace, Duryodhana could not start the war on time.
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Together, Dharmaputra and his four younger brothers, committed to the law of
dharma, ruled the kingdom very well and all the citizens were very pleased. One and all
showered praise and accolades on the Pdndavas. This marked the beginning of all the
problems because the sons of Dhrtards.tra, especially Duryodhana were very jealous
and did not accept the Pandavas as rulers. They did whatever they could to see that the
Pdndavas were always in trouble even though, as princes, the Dhdrtardstras (sons of
Dhrtardstra) were treated very well by the ruling Pdndavas.

DURYODHANA'S JEALOUSY

The Pindavas grew up in the same palace with their cousins, the hundred sons of
Dhrtardstra. Even as children, Duryodhana and his brothers were jealous of the
P@indavas and would gang up and try to destroy them. Therefore, the Pindavas always
grew up in the midst of great jealousy and constant fighting. They tried to understand
that their cousins were jealous and accommodated them as best they could.

Now that the people were happy that Dharmaputra was their crown prince,
Duryodhana's jealousy knew no bounds. From the time Dharmaputra became the
crown prince, Duryodhana began scheming for the throne. He plotted with his uncle
Sakuni', Kamra 2 and his brothers to kill the Pdndavas. With the silent approval of
Dhrtarastra, Duryodhana plotted to kill the Pdindavas at Vdrandvata. Dhrtardstra

sent them to Virandvata under the pretext of asking them to preside over an utsava.
Duryodhana had already built a palace made of inflammatory substances for their stay
and had sent one of his agents with the instruction that at an opportune moment he
should set fire to the palace so that it would look like an accident. This would lead to the
end of the Pindavas.

But Vidura3 who already knew about this plot warned them and made secret
arrangements for their escape. Everybody assumed that the Pdndavas had perished in

i Sakuni was the brother of Gindhdri, Duryodhana's mother. He was the vile
schemer who advised Duryodhana in his actions against the Pdrndavas.
2 Karna was actually the son of Kunti, born to her by the grace of Lord Sun, when she had

experimented with the mantra that the sage Durvdsas had given her when she was a young

unmarried girl. When the child was born, being afraid of the society, she placed the child in

a basket and floated it away in the river Gaigd. This child was found and raised by a
charioteer as his son. Karna was very valorous and grew up into a fine archer. He came to

the Graduation Ceremony of the Kuru princes to prove himself and gain some acceptance.
He challenged Arjuna. But he was not allowed to participate on the grounds that he was not

a ksatriya. When he thus stood humiliated, Duryodhana came to his rescue and crowned

him as the king ofAigadega. Since then he became the most devoted friend of Duryodhana.
3 Vidura was another brother of Pandu and Dhrtaristra. He was born to a servant maid
and was not entitled to rule the kingdom. He was a minister to the king and was a great
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the fire. Except Vidura no one knew of their escape. The Pdndavas lived incognito for
sometime and went to the svayamvara of Draupadi who was the daughter of the king
of Pdicdla. Arjuna won the test and all five of them married Draupadi and came back
to Hastindpura.

This time the elders of the Kuru family decided to put an end to the conflict by
dividing the kingdom into two halves - one each for the Dhdrtards.ras and the
Pdndavas. The most undeveloped and unproductive part of the country called
Khdndavaprastha was given to the Pdndavas as their share. Hastindpura itself with
the developed productive lands around it went to the Dhartardstras. But they accepted
the deal and went to Khiindavaprastha. With the help of Lord Krsna, Lord Indra and
the divine architects, the Pdndavas made the land fertile and built a very beautiful
capital for themselves. This was called Indraprastha. Yudhisthira sent his brothers in
all directions for digvijaya and they in turn brought in wealth and made their country
prosperous and powerful.

Dharmaputra was asked by Vydsa to perform a great yajia, called rdjasiya, in
which money and food were to be distributed. In that yajia, Duryodhana was in charge
of distributing the money. He was known to be generous and if it was someone else's
money, he gave even more. Everyone participated in the yajiia in some way and this was
Duryodhana's contribution to it.

After the yajiia, people began praising Dharmaputra and his brothers. This made
Duryodhana even more jealous. He could not bear to see the prosperity of the
Pdndavas. He wanted Indraprastha for himself. But he knew he could not win in a war
with the Pdndavas. Sakuni advised him to invite Dharmaputra for a game of dice and
said that he would play on behalf of Duryodhana and win for him Indraprastha and all
that the Pdndavas owned. With his father's consent, Duryodhana invited Dharmaputra
for a game of dice. Sakuni's plan worked - Dharmaputra lost everything.

THE GAME OF DICE: DHARMAPUTRA'S WEAKNESS

Dharmaputra accepted the invitation for a game of dice because it was
considered to be a ksatriya-dharma not to refuse an invitation to a game of dice. But
apart from that, he had a liking to it. That was his weakness. But he had not bargained
for playing against Sakuni who was an expert in the game. Dharmaputra was no match
for Sakuni even in a fair game. But Sakuni had no intentions of playing fair. Not
knowing that Sakuni had loaded the dice, Dharmaputra thought that with every
subsequent throw he would recover what he had lost. Instead, being goaded by Sakuni
to stake more and more, he lost the crown, the kingdom, his brothers, himself and

soul. He was dharma incarnate. Many a time he would try to give good advice to
Dhrtardstra.
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everything - even his wife, Draupadi, who was also considered to be part of his
wealth. Sakuni baited Dharmaputra to stake Draupadi in an attempt to regain all that
he had lost. A gambler's thinking being what it is, Dharmaputra thought that this at last,
would work and, in that stake, he lost her too.

All the stories in the Mahabhdrata point out either certain human virtues or
weaknesses. This story reveals that playing the game of dice is a weakness and that a
gambler gambles everything. There is a value here and the value is to be understood.
Dharmaputra's weakness was gambling and he paid dearly for it!

The story then continues to tell how Draupadl was drawn into the court where she
was insulted and attacked by Duryodhana's brother, Dusidsana. But, while she was
being disrobed, Krsna helped her by continuing to lengthen her sari until her attacker
finally became exhausted by his efforts. Although she had sympathetic support, no one
else was able to help her because of dharma. Dharmaputra had staked his wife and lost
her to another. Whatever he did with her or allowed to be done to her was his right.
Because of their commitment to dharma, the furious Pdndavas had to remain helpless
witnesses, controlling themselves from doing anything to stop Dugdasana's malicious
act. Krsna's grace was Draupadl's only support which saved her from further
humiliation.

THE EXILE OF THE PANDAVAS

The Pdndavas felt humiliated. The other four brothers were bound by love and
honour to Dharmaputra. That prevented them from killing Duryodhana and others
then and there. So they stood there with suppressed anger and frustration and Draupadi
appealed to the elders in the assembly for justice. Many signs of ill omens appeared at
that time. Then Bhima declared that he would kill Duryodhana and DuAsdsana in war
later. Arjuna declared that he would kill Karna. Sahadeva vowed to kill Sakuni.
Nakula in turn vowed to kill Sakuni's son. These declarations were terrible and
frightening.

At this Dhriardstra lost his nerve and promised Draupadi he would offer
everything back to the Pdndavas and they should forgive and forget and go back to
Indraprastha. Then, Bhisma, Drona, and other respected elders too told Duryodhana
that what had happened was wrong and that Dharmaputra should continue to rule the
kingdom. But Duryodhana would not budge an inch. And then everyone agreed to play
one more game with the condition that if the P�ndavas won they would get their
kingdom back and if they lost, they would go to the forest for twelve years, during which
time Duryodhana would rule the kingdom. When they returned, however, the kingdom
was to be given back to the Pandavas.

Duryodhana agreed to this condition, with one amendment. That is, for one
additional year, the Pdndavas should live somewhere incognito without being
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recognised by anyone. If any one of them was discovered, they would all have to serve
another period of twelve years in the forest plus one more year living incognito -
ajhltaudsa. In this way, Duryodhana was certain that he could send the Pandavas
back into exile for thirteen more years because he had so many spies moving about the
kingdom. At least one of the Pdndavas would surely be recognised, he thought.

Thus, the Pandavas lived for twelve years in the forest and one more year
incognito in the kingdom of Virata. Each of them became employed in the king's palace,
Dharmaputra as a companion to the king, Bhima as a special cook, Arjuna as the
teacher of dance and music to the women. Arjuna had been cursed by the celestial
damsel Urvasi that he should loose his masculinity. Lord Indra had modified that curse
to take effect for a period of one year whenever he chose. Thus Arjuna opted for it to
take effect for this period of ajiitavasa. And he taught music and dance to the royal
ladies of the king of Virdta In this way, the Pandavas lived out the remaining year
unrecognised by anyone.

Because Duryodhana had suspected their presence in Virdta he engineered a
border skirmish in order to bring them out into the open. Arjuna did come out, along
with the prince of Virdta. But the one year period had just expired. Bhisma was the one
who told Duryodhana that, according to the lunar calendar, the period was indeed over.
All that came out of Duryodhana's scheme, therefore, was that Arjuna gave him and his
people, Karna and the others a good scare. It was a great day for Arjuna, one he had
been long awaiting.

THE PANDAVAS' RETURN

The Pandavas came back to claim the kingdom but Duryodhana refused to return
it to them. No amount of pleading could convince him to alter his stand. Bhisma, along
with other highly respected people, advised Duryodhana to return the kingdom; but he
refused.

Duryodhana had enjoyed absolute power for thirteen years. Power corrupts -
and absolute power corrupts absolutely. Duryodhana was now so corrupt that he would
not give the Pandovas so much as a square inch of the kingdom. The Pandavas for
their part were willing to accept anything because they wanted to avoid war; therefore,
they turned to Krsna for help. Bhima, in spite of his vow to avenge Draupadi by
destroying his cousins, pleaded with Krsna to somehow avoid the war. They all told
Krsna, 'It will be the end of the entire family. We do not want this. We are ready to take
anything, but let dharma prevail. Otherwise, it is adharma, it is not proper. We are
supposed to protect dharma. Now we have to fight and we do not want to fight. Please
make it possible for us to avoid the war.'

But even Krsna's eloquence, pleading power, and negotiating acumen were of no
avail. Duryodhana was too hard a nut to crack. His attitude towards his cousins was
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based on the fact that they were princes, members of the ruling class. They had valour
and were well-armed with weapons. 'Let them fight,' he said, 'and take the kingdom as
they should. I amnot going to give it back to them. I have declared war. If they want the
kingdom, they should meet me in the battlefield in Kuruksetra and take it. Otherwise,
let them go back to the forest. I will not disturb them there.'

In his role as the mediator, Krsna then asked Duryodhana for some kind of
compromise. He said, 'Give them one state with five districts. Give them a district with
five counties. Give them a county with five villages. Give them a village with five
houses. Give them a house with five rooms.' Duryodhana refused to give even one
needle-point of land to the Pandaaas.

The issue, therefore, was no longer the kingdom, but a matter of dharma, a
question of right and wrong. The Pandavas were the lawful rulers, even though
Duryodhana ruled the kingdom de facto. The Pdndavas were the rightful rulers, rulers
in exile, and Duryodhana was a usurper who continued to occupy the throne. To allow a
usurper to rule the kingdom is to allow injustice, adharma, to go unchecked. If the king
himself is following adharma, what will happen to the kingdom?

Just as a fence, put around a growing crop to keep out stray animals, should not
creep into the field and destroy the crop, so too, a ruler should not destroy dharma.
Rulers, kings, are all fence-like protectors. If they begin to follow adharma, the
kingdom will not be fit to live in.

There is a daily prayer that says, nyayyena margena mahim mahiadh

paripalayantam - let all the rulers of the world rule their kingdoms following the path
of justice. This is said because the word 'ruler' implies justice. It may be your own son
or a cousin by marriage who has done wrong. Nevertheless, the person must be given the
punishment that the crime deserves. This is the duty of a ruler. The Pandavas were
supposed to protect dharma, law and order, and Duryodhana had gone against it in
every way. Dharma and justice had to be reinstated.

Therefore, the Pandavas could not avoid this war, even though they had explored

all possible avenues for avoiding the war. Because Duryodhana would not return the
kingdom, Lord Krsna had no option but to hand over the challenging gloves to
Dharmaputra, saying, 'I am sorry. I could not get even a square inch of land from
Duryodhana. I tried everything. The situation is impossible. Here are the gloves. You
have to fight. There is no other way.'

WAR IS DECLARED

It was with great reluctance that Dharmaputra accepted the need to fight. In the
meantime, both parties had begun gathering whatever support they could. Since

Duryodhana was the ruler, he was able to sway people to his side by bribing those who

BO. Vol. I. 5
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were willing to compromise. Such people are prepared to ignore what is right and wrong
when it suits their purpose. Thus, using his money, power, land, and position,
Duryodhana gathered a large number of people, kingdoms, armies and supplies -
everything required to wage a war.

Neighbouring kingdoms felt that if they did not give Duryodhana their support,
they would have to face the consequences. Duryodhana was the emperor, whereas they
were lesser kings and chieftains. Because they could also have elected to join the
Pdndavas, Duryodhana sent his brothers and special messengers to elicit their support.
They agreed to join his ranks primarily out of fear. Therefore, the number of people who
refused to give him their support because they lived according to dharma was very few.

There are always a few people in any society who live their lives according to
dharma. We read in a Tamil verse that it is because of these people that the rains come,
the winds blow, and the flowing water still finds its own level, meaning that there is
some order in the society. Here, too, there were a few people who were not threatened by
Duryodhana, still less tempted by his offers because of their commitment to dharma.
Unbribable and virtuous, these people cast their lot with the Pdndavas.

THE DHARMA OF WAR

War was declared openly. No stealth was involved because, in those days, even
war was controlled by dharma. There was no such thing as a pre-emptive strike, where,
while one side was preparing for war, the other side went in and took them by surprise.
Nor could a man without a weapon be struck. If he was in a chariot, the other person also
had to be in a chariot before any fighting could occur.

Thus there were certain rules that had to be followed and that is how the battle
between the Pandavas and Duryodhana was fought. A time was declared and the
fighting did not begin until then. The place was also arranged - Kuruksetra, located
just above Delhi.

As the Gitd opens, the forces of Duryodhana and those of Dharmaputra had
assembled. Duryodhana's commander-in-chief was the invincible Bh4sma, the grand
old man of the Kuru family. Even though Bhisma was a man of dharma, he felt obliged
to be on Duryodhana's side because he had promised his father that he would always
stand by the one who ruled Hastindpura. And at the time of the war, rightfully or not,
Duryodhana was the current ruler and hence Bhisma was obliged to fight on his side.

Although Drona had taught archery to both the Dhartardstras and the Pdndavas,
his heart was with the Pdndavas. But, Duryodhana had made him feel so obliged that
Drona agreed to join his ranks. And also, Drona was extremely fond of his son,
Aivatthdmd. In fact one could say AMvatthdmn was his weakness. And Asvatthdmr
was Duryodhana's friend. This was another reason for Drona to stay on with
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Duryodhana. Kipacarya was also obliged to stay with Duryodhana. Kara. of course,
was Duryodhana's friend and very loyal to him. Because of his exceptional expertise in
archery, Karza was Duryodhana's answer to Arjuna. He had been recognised as a great
archer, early on, and Duryodhana had deliberately cultivated him and had given him a
small kingdom. This gesture was enough to commit Karna to Duryodhana forever.

Thus everyone who was in some way obliged to Duryodhana had come to the
battlefield to fight for his cause. They were all very well equipped with weaponry, skills,
and a thorough knowledge of warfare. Just as armies now have tanks, there were
chariots, cavalries, regiments with camels as the mount, regiments with elephants as the
mount and infantries. With all this support, Duryodhana was ready.

The Pandavas were also ready and the war was about to begin. All eyes were
upon Arjuna because he was the one everyone wanted to see in action. Even the gods
wanted to see him and the balconies were full! To add to the colour, Kr.sna was sitting
right in front of Arjuna as his charioteer. Krsna was the added attraction. Arjuna was
already the apple of everyone's eye. But to add to that Krsgna was also there. Therefore,
all eyes were upon Arjuna whose chariot was driven by none other than Krsna, the Lord
himself.

AN ACCOUNT TO SETTLE

This, then, was the situation as the Gita was about to begin. Arjuna had a long
account to settle with his cousins. From childhood onwards, there were so many
occasions when he would have got even with Duryodhana, but his mother would not
allow it, nor would his older brother. The incident involving Draupadi was the final
insult. He therefore wanted to teach all the Dhdrtardstras a lesson.

All the weapons he had been stockpiling for this day were going to have a chance
to express themselves. These were not simple arrows. They were a different type of
weaponry; they were all missiles. One came emitting fire, like a napalm bomb. Another
one had the ability to neutralise it by dousing it with water. With such missiles, what a
fight it would be! Elaborate descriptions of these weapons and missiles are found in the
pages of the Mahdbhdrata.

Arjuna's magnificent weapons had been stockpiled in anticipation of an
appropriate occasion in which they could be used. The war of dharma, which was about
to begin, was just such an occasion. More often than not, war is due to adharma on both
sides; but, here, adharma was on one side only.

When a warrior fights for dharma, all his weapons and skills become useful. They
come alive and are not wasted. The warrior will not think he spent his life simply
gathering weaponry that was never used. A warrior who does not have an opportunity to
fight, having spent fifty or sixty years stockpiling weapons, may develop arthritis and
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wish he had studied geology instead! He will regret what he has'done because he has no
proof of his valour. Therefore, for a ksatriya like Arjuna, it was a great day to prove
himself. He was a prince who had been nursing a lot of hurts and injustices. For him, the
D-Day had come. Having waited so long for this day, Arjuna was naturally one flame of
fury.

He ordered Krsna to position his chariot in such a way that he could see all those
with whom he would be fighting. Arjuna could not have fought with ordinary soldiers.
He had to determine which chieftains he must tackle, which ones were his equals. As a
good driver, Krsna replied, 'Yes, Sir,' and placed the chariot where Arjuna could see all
sides.

ARJUNA'S GRIEF

When Arjuna looked around him, he collapsed, not out of fear but in appreciation
of the following fact that the people he was going to destroy were the people whose life
and company he would prefer to have. He thought, 'In their absence, my life will be
empty. How can I destroy my own family, my kith and kin? These are the very people
who are standing in front of me. How can I destroy all of these people?'

Most of the people Arjuna saw were citizens of this great kingdom. They had all
been conscripted by Duryodhana, given a crash training course, and then brought to the
battlefield. This was all visible because of their dress. They did not know how to button
the shirts of their uniforms properly and their walk was clumsy because of the heavy,
unfamiliar military boots. They were obviously new recruits who had come to be fodder
forArjuna's arrows.

Not only were there so many citizens in the opposite camp, but on his own side,
too, there were a lot of innocent people. Arjuna then understood that no one was going
to be victorious in this war. Because Arjuna and his brothers were committed to the
moral order, dharma, they did what was to be done and avoided what was not to be
done. A word once spoken was fulfilled and their actions were always beyond question.
Their life, therefore, was lived according to this dharma, whereas, in the case of
Duryodhana and his brothers, with the exception of Vikarna, it was quite the opposite.
They followed a life which was questionable, adhdrmika. Therefore the fight now was
between dharma and adharma..

This battle is also sometimes interpreted as representing a conflict within the
physical body, the body having been brought into being by a certain type of dharma -
good actions. In this interpretation, the body is called dharma-ksetra, ksetra meaning
'place.'
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KNOWLEDGE OF RIGHT AND WRONG IS UNIVERSAL

If the physical body is considered a dharma-ksetra, then Kuruksetra is your own
mind in which there are conflicts between dharma and adharma - what is to be done
and what is not to be done, what is proper and not proper. These things you already
know, of course, because you have a certain innate sense about them. No one can plead
ignorance of what is right and wrong. This knowledge is universal.

What do we mean by universal knowledge? All monkeys, for example, born to
live on treetops, need to know something about the law of gravity - and they do. If you
were to observe the mother monkey, you would see that she has no concern about
whether there is a baby holding onto her or not as she jumps from tree to tree. The baby
monkey, however, holds onto its mother's bosom for its dear life. It is definitely afraid of
falling, whereas the mother is not. She just keeps leaping from one branch to another,
while her baby holds on tight.

Suppose, however the baby monkey had to undergo some education to know that
there is a law of gravity operating, that it must hold on tightly in order not to fall, and
that if it did fall, it would be injured or it would die. If all of these things had to be taught
to monkeys, many of them would die for want of education and the species itself would
sooner or later become extinct.

Fortunately, every baby monkey, without being educated, seems to know what is
to be done and what is not to be done. Without going to Harvard or Cornell, without
joining the Moral Majority, it knows very well that 'I will fall if I let go of my mother.'
That 'I will fall' is one piece of truth and 'if I fall, I may hurt myself' is the second piece
of truth the monkey seems to know. The third piece of truth is, 'To fall and get hurt or be
killed is not good for me or for my species.'

Instinctively, then, the monkey knows all this. Since monkeys are made to live on
treetops, the minimum knowledge every monkey must have in order to survive is to
know, 'I will fall; objects come down; I will be the victim if I don't hold on to the other
branch when I leap.' This knowledge must be given to monkeys along with the creation.
Only then is there any hope of a monkey living its life on the treetops.

Such knowledge is instinctive and is what we call the creation. If that knowledge
is not given to a monkey and it has to be educated in order to know how to survive, then
I would say that there is a defect in the creation.

Similarly, as a human being, 1 am born with a faculty of choice. Unlike a monkey,
however, I can choose to live on treetops, on the twentieth floor of a building in
Manhattan, or in a cottage on some riverbank. I can choose to go to Alaska and keep
only my nose out or I can live in the tropics. Because I have the faculty of choice, I can
choose my course of action. I can choose various ends and various means to achieve
those ends.
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That human beings seek securities and pleasures is a common fact that we have
already analysed. And in seeking these ends, they have to follow certain means to
achieve them. More often than not, upon analysis you will find that the problems lie only
in the means and not in the ends. For example, the desire for money, an end, is not a sin.
In fact, if you seek money, Lord Visnu will be very happy about it, knowing that his
wife, Laksmi, the Goddess of wealth, is so popular. The security that money represents
is a natural need perceived by all humans.

SEEKING SECURITY IS NATURAL

People seek different forms of security. In itself, this seeking is neither good nor
bad, only natural. The means alone is what is important here.

If I am controlled by a set of instincts, then I need not think about whether the
means I employ is right or wrong. If you live in India and leave a couple of bananas on
the window sill and a monkey comes along and takes them away, you cannot say the
monkey is a thief. At the most, all that you can say is that you were careless. When we
know there are monkeys around, we have to keep certain things away from them.

Whatever a monkey does, that action cannot be labelled as wrong because it is
controlled by its own instincts. Thus, the monkey is always right and is not responsible
for what it does. This is what we mean by svabhava, one's own nature. Only when there
is a choice, is there right and wrong. Wherever choice is involved, you cannot avoid the
concept of right and wrong. There can be proper choice and improper choice.

Now, if this knowledge of what is proper and improper is to be given to you by an
educational institution, it will definitely be denied to a lot of people, thereby making it
possible for them to destroy themselves.

Just as the monkey is given an instinctual knowledge of gravitation for its survival,
so too, a human being is given a common-sense knowledge with reference to what is
good and not good for him or her. No institution is required to teach such knowledge.
That I should not get hurt, for example, is a piece of knowledge. A mother and father
need not teach this common-sense knowledge to their child because the child already
knows it.

Thus, when I know 'I should not get hurt,' I also understand that, like me everyone
else is aware of this fact. I also know exactly what is expected of me by others. You do
not expect me to hurt you, just as I do not expect you to hurt me. No one needs to be
taught this knowledge. Because I have to choose, this knowledge is not left to education.
It must be known to me. When I choose a means of action or perform an action, I must
necessarily see whether it will hurt me or hurt anyone else or anything else., Knowledge
of this moral order is what we mean when we say knowledge is bor of common sense.
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A moral order is known to us. That you do not want to be robbed and that no one
else wants to be robbed is very well known. You do not want to be cheated or deceived,
nor does anyone else want to be cheated or deceived by you. You do not want to be the
target of any one's anger, hatred, or jealousy and you know very well that no one wants
to be the target of yours. And, to put it positively you want others to sympathise with
you, to understand you, and others also want you to understand them. You want others to
help you when you are in trouble and others also want your help when they are in
trouble.

There are many values involved in a moral order - non-injury (ahimsd), the
absence of deception, speaking the truth, compassion, sharing, the absence of jealousy,
the absence of hatred and so on - all of which are connected to each other. With
reference to the behaviour of others, we are very clear. Thus, this particular knowledge is
with all of us and is gathered by common sense. No education is necessary to know what
is right and wrong. Duryodhana had this knowledge and so did the Pdndavas.
However, problems arise because of our priorities, which is why we settle for
compromises.

UNIVERSAL. CULTURAL AND INDIVIDUAL VALUES

Values can be universal, cultural, and individual. In the West, for instance, there
are a lot of individual likes and dislikes. In fact, children are taught to develop them at a
very young age. The mother asks, 'What do you want on your toast? Do you want honey
or brown sugar?' From childhood on, you are asked, 'What do you want? This or that?'
In this way, you have been taught to exercise your faculty of choice. In India this is not
done. You are offered tea with the milk and sugar already in it. There is no choice in the
matter, whereas in the West you are not only asked what you would like in it, but
whether you would like tea, coffee, or something else.

Our choices are all based on personal likes and dislikes, which we are not
concerned with here. We are concerned with the fact.that there is a common structure, a
universal structure, wherein no one wants to be robbed, for example. Whether the person
is a tribesman living in a remote desert or an urbanite living in a sophisticated society, it
is the same. A person may be walking along in a street in Delhi or a person may be
walking in a forest; but both of them do not want to get hurt or robbed. No one says,
'Because New York City is such a wonderful city, I want to get mugged there.' No one
wants to get mugged anywhere.

There is, therefore, a structure that we all commonly sense, a structure which is
already there. This universal structure that is already there is a moral structure. It comes
up in the Gita itself later on and I will talk about it more then. The word dharma refers
to this structure, this order, which includes the ecological order. This dharma is known
to me, to you and everybody else.
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Money, power, name and influence are not universal values. You may seek money
as a form of security and be prepared to destroy your name for it. There will also be
another person who is ready to give up his or her money for the sake of power, name, or
influence. Although name, influence, money, and power are generally sought after, they
are not universals.

VALUES ARE NOT ABSOLUTE

Sympathy, love and compassion, on the other hand, are universal values, which
does not mean that they are absolute. Values are never absolute; they are always relative,
even though they may be universal. The point is that, one should not go against the
universal values while pursuing individual or cultural values. For example, as long as
your pursuit of money conforms to the universal values, you are living a life of dharma,
whereas if your pursuit, whether for money, power, or pleasure, comes into conflict with
the universal values, then there is adharma.

The Pdndavas also sought money, power, and pleasure, but they tried to conform
to the dharma at the same time. Duryodhana, on the other hand, represents a life of
adharma, wherein power becomes so important that its pursuit comes into conflict with
the order, dharma. For such people, however, this is not a problem because they do not
think of it in these terms. Therefore, for them, the means can be anything, as long as the
end is achieved. To say, 'For the sake of power, I can do anything,' is not due to
ignorance, really speaking. There is some ignorance involved, as we shall see later, but
the ignorance is not of the universal values.

Duryodhana definitely knew that he did not want to be cheated and that the
Pdndavas did not want to be cheated either. But power was so important to him that he
did not mind cheating or destroying anyone, legitimately or illegitimately, who stood in
his way. He simply did not think about the legitimacy or illegitimacy of what he was
doing.

Your understanding of the laws, reflected in your choice of the means, if there are
such laws, is what is meant by inner maturity. When I choose a means which is not
proper for the sake of money, I go against the order, dharma, for the sake of money
because I do not understand what I lose. I only know what I gain - money, which is
very important to me. The difference between having the money and not having it is very
clear to me.

One person may tell a lie for the sake of five thousand dollars while another
person may tell a lie for a hundred thousand dollars, or for any amount in between, but
not for five thousand dollars. There may also be those who would tell a lie for as little as
a dollar. Everyone seems to have a price.
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THE VALUE OF A VALUE

We even try to bribe the Lord in order to get to heaven. We are always ready to
compromise if we can get something that is valuable enough to us. If a man sees the
difference between having five thousand dollars and not having it, he may even deceive
a friend who has offered to give him twenty percent over and above the value of the
house he bought and renovated. All he has to do is to jack the price up by the amount of
money that is so important to him. This man knows that the money can take him to
Hawaii. It will definitely give him a good vacation somewhere. Thus, to have this five
thousand dollars will definitely make a difference in his life. Therefore he is ready to
compromise.

Suppose you tell someone, 'You should not tell a lie,' and the person, being very
pragmatic, questions you, 'What do I lose if I tell a lie?' What will you say? Or, if your
child asks, 'Dad, if I can get some money so that we can have some more things, why
should I not tell a lie?' Generally, you will say that, telling a lie is wrong, which is
another way of saying, 'Don't do it!'

The general message the child gains is that, what is 'wrong' is what I should not
do. But this does not explain anything. Therefore, the child will come back asking, 'Why
is it wrong?"Well, because it is not right,' you say. 'Why is it not right? Everybody else
does it,' the child argues, 'And those who lie get money. I don't get it because I don't tell
a lie, but if I tell a lie, I will get it. Why should I not tell a lie then?' A father who is a
little more intelligent will say, 'You see, my child, you will be detected.'

Now the whole question becomes, 'is it all right to tell a lie if I do not get caught?'
Someone might say, 'So what? Even if I get caught, so what?' 'You will lose your
credibility,' the person is told. But, if the person does not care about his or her credibility
or anything else, then where is the problem? 'You will not be eligible for a credit card,'
may be your response, to which the person replies, 'That is why I steal them. That way I
get five cards at the same time!'

This line of argument is of course, foolish and should not be pursued. What one
should appreciate is this. If there is a universal value and I go against that value, I must
lose something. But my focus is on the gain that results from such an action. Perhaps I
gain money, which makes a difference to me because I see the value of it. But what do I
lose? Since I do not care for credibility, I do not see that I lose anything.

COMPROMISE AND MORAL ORDER

If you can see the immensity of the loss with reference to compromises made to
gain such things as money, power, etc., you are mature. You will not go for the bargain
because you see it as a bad bargain. You should see that what you lose is more than what
you gain - which has nothing to do with the moral majority.
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If there is a universal structure - and there is - then what I lose must definitely
be much more than what I gain. Therefore, the education needed for maturity is to know
what I lose. Suppose I say, 'You will go to hell' and you do not accept the idea of hell,
then, that is the end of that. You will simply say, 'You go to your hell, if there is one. I
am not going; because I do not accept a hell.'

How do we know there is a hell other than where we are now? Hell is simply a
belief. Suppose it is wrong? The threat of hell is certainly not a very convincing
argument for telling the truth. Perhaps I do not believe in hell or do not care if there is a
hell. If there is a hell, I will tackle it when I get there. It is not my problem right now. All
that I want to do is get out of the hot water I am in right now. I will deal with the heat in
hell later. This is a different thing. I am in hot water right here and now and five
thousand dollars will make a difference.

However, if the person knows that he will be the loser by gaining this five
thousand dollars he may not compromise for the sake of that money. If I were to ask
him, 'Why do you want this five thousand dollars?' and he would say, 'Because I can
then buy certain things.' Then I ask, 'Why do you want those things?' and he replies, 'So
that I can be happier, more secure.' But if I were to show him that, in the process of
getting this five thousand dollars, he becomes incapable of being happy and hence the
bargain is a bad one, then he will not compromise. Now he understands the price he may
have to pay for the compromise. This is how one understands the value of a value.

No one wants money for money's sake. If that were the case, a cashier's job would
be good enough because, by just feeling money, you would be happy. You want money
for your sake, so that you can be happy. Money is very interesting. Without it, certain
things cannot happen, but there is a limit to what money can offer. It can buy a book, but
it can never make you read unless the author offers you a thousand dollars to read it.
Then, of course, you will read it overnight. But even then the money cannot make you
understand what the book says. For that, you require something else, something other
than money.

Money can buy music, but it can never make you understand music. You can hire
the best musician to sing for you, but the money you pay to the musician cannot stop you
from falling asleep during the performance - unless, again, you are offered money to
stay awake! Thus, money can provide situations. That is all it can do. And money does
do that, which nothing else can - a point to be remembered. But, then, the enjoyment is
for the person. You are the one who is to enjoy the music. If I lose the enjoyer, in the
process of acquiring the money that will provide the opportunities for me to enjoy, then
it is a bad bargain.

Therefore, the whole education or inner maturity, of a human being is not in
knowing what is right and wrong, which we all know, but in knowing what I lose when I
do the wrong thing. This I should know. What will I lose? How much will I lose? If I
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know this very well, it is not possible for me to go for the bargain. This is what is to be
understood here.

When you tell a lie, you are speaking and, therefore, you are a doer, a performer,
an actor. You are doing the action of speaking and, as the actor, when you tell a lie you
are saying something that is not true to what you think. Therefore, the thinker is one and
the actor is quite another. You know one thing and, by the time it comes out of your
mouth, it is entirely different because what you say and what you think are not the same.
This means there is already a split in you. As a speaker, a doer, who is telling a lie, I
behave in such a way that I create a split in myself, like a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.

THE THINKER AND DOER SPLIT

Once I create a split in myself, then, as a doer I am different from the one who
knows, who thinks. If this split has taken place, do you think that you can succeed in
life? Even with money or whatever else, you cannot. Because the person, you, is already
split. As a thinker, I am entirely different from the performer, the one who does things,
the doer. There is only one '1,' and when I see myself as a split person, then, I cannot
enjoy what money buys. I will be worried all the time.

You cannot do a wrong thing without a conflict and every conflict naturally
creates a split in you. The conflict itself is the split and the split creates conflict. The
more conflict there is, the more split the person is. This is not a conflict of choice. It is a
conflict between me, the knower and me, the doer. The split is in the very personality,
the very person, so that the mind is unable to enjoy the pleasures that money has bought.
If a person already has a split between what he or she thinks and does, how can there be
enjoyment of anything, whether it be food or a beautiful house? Being in conflict, the
person is also potentially moody. You have to determine whether or not someone is in a
good mood before you can talk to the person and good moods come only occasionally!
When you say what you have to say, the person may feel so bombarded that he or she
gets into yet another bad mood. Thus, the person is nothing but mood, potential mood -
all due to split, the conflict between the thinker and the doer.

By analysing such situations, we find that this split, which is the basis of all
psychological problems, has something to do with our rubbing against the law of
dharma. Just look at yourself. When you are in conformity with the order, there is
always freedom. There is harmony, joy, and a certain composure. Whereas, when you
rub against the order, you get rubbed in the process.

No one can rub against something without getting rubbed. If you rub against a
rough bark of a tree with your bare body for five minutes, you will see who gets rubbed
- and this knowledge will stay with you for at least ten days! That you never rub
against anything without getting rubbed in the process, needs to be well understood.
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FOR EVERY GAIN, WE NEED TO KNOW THE LOSS

Having understood that we cannot rub against the moral order without being

rubbed in the process, it takes even more understanding to know exactly how much we

lose by performing certain actions. It becomes a matter of self-esteem. What kind of

self-esteem can there be when a division has been created between the thinker and the

doer? Sooner than later, you will conclude that you are worthless.

This process can be seen when you make a very simple resolution, such as,

'Tomorrow I am going to get up early in the morning, at six o'clock, and I am going to

meditate for half an hour.' You have decided that to begin the day with some kind of

meditation is good and this is what you want to do. Therefore, you are going to get up

half an hour earlier than usual and meditate.

Whose decision is this? It is not someone else's; it is yours. You even set your

alarm clock to ring at six o'clock - and it does. In fact, it never stops. It goes on

beeping, beeping, beeping. Then what do you do? Annoyed, you turn the alarm off and

go back to sleep!

Do you know why? Because the one who made the decision last night to get up

half an hour earlier did not consult the one who had to wake up the next morning. This is

like a husband making a decision to go on a weekend family trip without informing or

consulting his wife! The decision to wake up earlier was made by someone who thinks

and figures things out, whereas I am the one who has to get up. Therefore, you had better

consult me before you decide anything!

Between husband and wife, there can be some consultation. But when I am

thinking that I will get up a half an hour earlier, the waker is not there to be consulted.

Here is a real problem because the waker is also me. While this plight looks very simple,

it is actually a very complex issue. The split between the one who thinks and knows and

the one who does is a very self-detrimental split one that eventually and naturally leads

to self-condemnation.

If you tell me to do something and I decide not to do it, it is quite different from

when I tell myself to do something and I cannot do it. Once, twice, or thrice is not a

problem, but when I cannot conform to my own decisions more times than not, what

self-esteem will I have? If it happens only once, I can always justify not having done

something, but if I do it consistently, then I cannot have any self-esteem. And, without

self-esteem, no one can really help me. Even the Lord cannot boost me up because,

intrinsically, I have a problem. Therefore, I am the loser.

If I am together as a person, I can enjoy sports and a variety of other situations that

do not cost money. I can even enjoy myself, which also does not cost money. Whereas,

if in the process of gaining money, I lose myself, the transaction is definitely a bad
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bargain. To know this about myself is education; it is growing up. Who, then, can afford
not to have such knowledge?

Because I have a faculty of choice, I must necessarily exercise that choice. I must
know the norms which are the basis upon which I choose. These norms are known to us
by our own common sense. The only education needed with regard to them is an
understanding of what I lose when I gain something. In a so-called gain, I should be able
to see how much I lose. If I do not lose, then the gain is truly a gain and is worthwhile.
Whereas, if I lose, the gain is not worthwhile. Therefore, the means that one follows in
gaining one's ends are very important.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BATTLE IN THE GITA

In the Gita we have a conflict between two groups of people, based on a historical
event. One group was ready to compromise the means and go against the dharma even
though the dharma is so very important. The other group was committed to maintaining
the moral order, the dharma.

This conflict can also be looked upon as one between a person's common-sense
knowledge and what he or she wants to accomplish -. an inner war, an inner
Mahdbhdrata, so to speak. After all, every war takes place first in one's mind, and only
later, outside.

The moral order is considered to be so important that a person will sacrifice
everything for its sake. In the Mahabhdrata there are many stories of such sacrifice.
One story is about a man who gave up his kingdom and everything else he had in order
to uphold the universal value of speaking truth.

Because India is a place where dharma is important, it was referred to in the Glta
as dharmaksetra. The Veda rules the hearts of the people and everything subserves the
order of dharma. In the country of Bhdrata (India), in a place called Kuruksetra, these
two groups of people have assembled, prepared to fight; one group does not understand
the value of values and the other group does.

All eyes were upon Arjuna, considered to be the greatest archer. Arjuna's driver
was none other than Lord Krsna. The illustration of Arjuna, seated in his magnificent
chariot drawn by white horses and driven by Lord Krsna is very beautiful in that it
relates to one's own life. This illustration also appears elsewhere in the Veda, in the
Kathopanisad.

THE BODY-CHARIOT ANALOGY

In this illustration, your body is likened to a chariot, your senses are the horses, the
mind is the reins, and your intellect, buddhi, is the driver. You are the one who is seated
in the chariot; in other words, you are the Swami, the master. If your buddhi is loose, if
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your understanding is not very clear, you can end up anywhere because your chariot,
your physical body, will not take you to the destination.

You can take the chariot to artha, kdma, dharma, or moksa. It all depends on the
driver and you, the Swami. The driver, the buddhi, educates the Swami, really
speaking. You are as good as your driver. If the driver is uneducated, and drunk also,
you have had it! If, however, your driver is informed, educated, then he or she can take
you anywhere you want to go.

In the Gitd, Krsna, the driver, became the one who educated Arjuna. He was a
guru to Arjuna and Arjuna was the Swami, the one seated in the chariot. Arjuna
ordered Krfna to station his chariot between the two forces so that he could see those in
the enemy ranks with whom he would fight. Krsna moved the chariot as directed. From
the vantagepoint selected by Krsna, Arjuna saw his own people in both camps and
decided that nothing would be gained by fighting this battle.

Arjuna found himself facing Bhisma, who was his grandfather, and Drona, who
was his teacher in archery. He saw uncles and cousins, friends and acquaintances, and
other relatives. These were the people Arjuna would be destroying, the very people he
needed with him in order to be happy about winning the war. Therefore, he said, 'I
would rather not fight.' We will see his arguments for this thinking later.

The whole problem for Arjuna was one of 'These are my own people.' We have
this problem even today. For example, when we say 'my people,' we mean that our
people can get away with doing anything and other people, unknown people, cannot. But
in Arjuna's case the people were not unknown. If the opposing army had been made up
of men who were unknown to Arjuna, there would have been no Gitd at all. Krsna
would only have had to drive the chariot, nothing else, and Arjuna would have fought.

But Arjuna happened to see people he knew, people with whom he was
connected, with whom he had to settle accounts, and people who, in the process, might
die. This is what bothered him, as it should have. It would bother any cultured person,
any mature person. These were the people who really counted in Arjuna's life.
Duryodhana also saw the same people, but it did not bother him as it did Arjuna
because his value structure was different.

There are a few select people in everyone's life whose opinions count. You may
not want to be seen by them on New York City's Forty-second Street, for instance. This
may not be because you do not want to be there but, rather, because you are afraid of
what these people will think of you. You do not want to fall short of the good opinion
they have of you. These were the people who were standing in front of Arjuna, against
whom he was supposed to fight.
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ARJUNA'S DILEMMA

Because Arjuna no longer wanted to fight, he had a problem. According to the
code governing the war in those days, there was no such thing as a successful retreat.
Either you won or you lost, the loss amounting to death since the fight was always to the
end. Thus,Arjuna knew that in order to hoist the flag of victory, he had to destroy all the
people in whose company he would be happy and in whose absence he would be
unhappy.

Arjuna wept, not out of fear, but out of compassion, out of sympathy, out of care.
His response was that of a mature person. He began to think that war was not the answer
to the problem - which, nf course was true, given that the loser always prepares for a
comeback. The first and second world wars are recent examples. No one wants to accept
the fact that he or she has lost.

Not only did Arjuna think war would not solve the problem, he also felt that its
aftermath would create great confusion in the society. Since all the able-bodied people
would be destroyed, the society would have no leadership and the very structure of the
society would disappear because people would be confused as to their duties. Even
dharma, for the sake of which Arjuna was supposed to win the war, would be in trouble
for there would be no one to carry it forward to the next generation.

Dharma is both a discipline and a life of discipline. The values that govern that
discipline are also dharma. This life-style, this dharma, has to be handed over to the
next generation by the present one and is not something that can simply be bottled and
buried for the future. Dharma is something that has to be lived. Thus, when you protect
a person who lives a life of dharma, you are protecting dharma.

You can protect libraries, but you can never protect scholarship unless you protect
the scholars. Protection of the scholar is the respect you have if you value scholarship.
When a society values scholarship, the people will sell their shirts to gain that
scholarship because it commands their respect. This was the situation in India. A king
would come to his knees when a scholar entered his court. When scholarship is valued,
respected, in this way, the scholar will be protected and valued. Only then will
scholarship continue.

Similarly, to protect dharma, you have to protect the one who lives the life of
dharma, the dharmi. And if the dharml is protected, meaning that he or she is
respected and valued, then everyone will want to be a dharmi. Arjuna naturally thought
that by destroying these people there would be no one left to live a life of dharma, and
that the dharma itself would thereby be destroyed - the very dharma he wanted to
protect by waging the war. The battle was supposed to be one of dharma, but the very
fighting of it, he thought, would endanger dharma.
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Arjuna, therefore, felt that he would be incurring a great sin by causing confusion

in the society. Naturally, he wanted to avoid this problem. At the same time, he did not

run away from the battlefield. He did not jump out of the chariot and run towards

Rishikesh, which was only a short distance away. Instead, he dropped his bow and

arrows and sat back in the chariot, as we will see at the end of the first chapter of the

Gita.

KRSNA'S RALLYING CRY

Arjuna was so completely overwhelmed by compassion, sympathy, and

consideration, that he could not fight. Addressing that sad Arjuna, Krsna expressed his

sense of surprise. To extend his actual words, he may have said, 'Arjuna, where did you

get such a disposition? I never expected you to behave like this. This is not a time for

talk; it is a time to act. Talk in the battlefield is not befitting to your temperament at all.

You are supposed to act. You are a prince - and the most respected prince at that. You

are the greatest archer and you are someone who is supposed to protect the dharma. If

you, of all people, do not want to do this, what will happen? This is definitely the wrong

time for you to be talking like this.

'Had you told me a few years ago, while you were in the forest, that you did not

want to return to the kingdom, that you wanted to study and contemplate, I could have

appreciated it and we could have discussed it at length. But not here. You came to the

battlefield. You even brought me along with you! Now you are making a right-about

turn. This is making you look silly. And you are making me look silly, also. When I

stake on a horse, I am ready to lose my bet, but I do expect the horse to run. That much

satisfaction I should have. And now you are telling me that you will not even start!'

Krsna then asked Arjuna to stand up and fight. It should be understood that not all

of Krsna's words are scriptural. Here, they were purely words of advice and not meant

as an order. Only when he taught and dealt with the ultimate concerns in life, the

universal problems, that belong to me, to you and to all and sundry, at any time and

place, do his words assume the status of a scripture. Krsna was just giving Arjuna a pep

talk.

Recognising that Krsna was talking to him as though he was afraid to fight,
Arjuna exclaimed, 'How can I fight against Bhisma and Drona in this battle? They are

men deserving of my respect! I would rather live the life of a mendicant and live on alms

than destroy these people.' This was Arjuna's thinking.

ARJUNA AS A STUDENT

Arjuia also said, in so many words, 'I do not think this sorrow will go away just

by gaining a kingdom, whether the kingdom be here or in the hereafter. Even if I go to

heaven and become the ruler there, I would be the same wanting person. I would have
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the same problems.' Arjuna knew that to be the ruler of a kingdom brought only royal
problems, that enemies abound, especially if the kingdom is prosperous or unrivalled.
He, therefore, did not see himself as one who would be free from the problem of sorrow
by gaining any kingdom.

The problem of sorrow, as Arjuna pointed out, is self non-acceptance. Self
non-acceptance is the original problem, in fact. If I do not see myself as an acceptable
person, that self non-acceptance will always be there, with or without a kingdom.
Therefore, Arjuna saw no solution to the problem. He recognised that he had spent his
time on immediate, empirical concerns and had never dealt with the ultimate concerns of
life.

Because of his desire to solve the original problem, Arjuna offered himself as a
student to Lord Krsna and asked him to teach him what he needed to know. He
considered himself to be qualified for this knowledge because he had had enough
experiences in life and had discovered the problem. All that now remained was for
Krsna to decide whether he would accept him as a student, a sisya. In other words, the
ball was in Krsqa's court, Arjuna having done his part by saying, 'I am your sisya;
please teach me.' All of this we will see in detail, later.

There are three very significant words that mean 'the student' in Sanskrit -
vidydrthi, antevasi, and 'isya. Vidydrthi, means the one who wants to know and can
refer to the type of student who enrols in a college to get a degree, but spends very little
time in the classroom. An antevasi is a student who lives with the teacher. This type of
student also wants to know but may not be able to grasp what is being taught.

A si.ya, is one who is truly qualified to study and therefore, deserves to be taught.
He or she may also gain other experiences while studying, but these are by-products
only. For the isy§a, there is a certain direction and commitment that is necessary for a
person to really accomplish anything in life.

If I am happy that you are in my class, then you are a sisya, and if I miss you when
you are not there, you are a sisya. If I wait for you, if you are delayed a few minutes, you
are a sisya. To be a Aisya means you are qualified to be a student. The teacher looks for
your presence and does not want you to be absent. When this is so, you are definitely a
sisya.

When Arjuna told Krsna, 'I am your 'isya. Please teach me,' he was also saying
that he had a commitment to this knowledge, that he saw the value of it and also that he
looked upon Krsna as a qualified teacher. He did not say he was a student; but he said, 'I
am your student - aham te Sisyah,' meaning that he had chosen Krsna as his teacher.

The Gltd began only because Krsna took Arjuna seriously and chose to teach
him. Therefore, we have seventeen chapters of dialogue between the teacher and the
student - K rsna-Arjuna-samvdda. Krsna may have taught in prose, but Vydsa chose

avt.ol.-«
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to put it in the form of verses. Each chapter is a dialogue with a predominant subject
matter, which is revealed by the title of the chapter. Thus, the first chapter is called
Arjuna-uisdda-yoga, meaning that the topic discussed is Arjuna's sorrow.

A FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM REQUIRES A FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION

A problem can be solved topically or fundamentally and Arjuna decided to solve
it fundamentally. Because of the clarity it produces in one's thinking, a fundamental
solution resolves the problem so completely that topical issues of right and wrong no
longer arise.

In fact, in the second chapter of the Glta, Krsna told Arjuna that his sorrow was
not legitimate, that no sorrow is legitimate, even though legitimate sorrow is commonly
accepted. That is, we acknowledge that it is legitimate to be sad in certain situations.
When you have lost a loved one, for example, it is wrong to tell yourself that you do not
want to be sad or that it is not legitimate to be sad. If you are sad, you are sad. It is
therefore best to acknowledge the sadness and that there is a reason to be sad.

Remember, however, that you become sad because you are already subject to
sadness. In fact, only the sad become sad, just as the mad become mad and the bad
become bad. All that is required is a particular situation. The sad person is already there
and it may take no more than a change of weather for him or her to become sad. Certain
plans may have been made based on a weather forecast of a 'good' weekend. A rainy
weekend then becomes a 'bad' weekend.

There are vulnerable spots in everyone and, when these are touched, the person is
touched to the quick, meaning that he or she suddenly becomes angry, frustrated, sad,
hateful or desperate. A person does not suddenly become a desperate person; he or she is
already desperate. The person is the despair. Thus, psychologically speaking, there is
sadness and there is some legitimacy for it. But, if you look into the .matter
dispassionately and realistically, you will find that there is no real reason to be sad.

When you go to a therapist, you are a seeker. The therapist analyses your past and
arrives at a solution to your problem saying, for example, 'It's all due to your mother.'
'Yes, that is true,' you say. In this way, the therapist validates your feelings. Knowing
there is a reason for your sadness, you have a sense of freedom. You had certain
opinions about yourself that made you sad and now your reactions and responses have
been validated properly. Your conclusions, based upon wrong notions about yourself,
can now be looked at differently. By changing those opinions, you gain a freedom, as
though you have thrown light upon yourself.
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ACCEPTING SITUATIONS AS THEY ARE

You begin, then, by.acknowledging the situations and validating your responses.
Later, you find there is no reason for sorrow. This does not mean you are suppressing the
sorrow, only that you see the situation as it is. What we are doing is taking the sorrow
one step further and asking, 'Is there a real reason for sorrow?' Lord Krsna toldArjuna
there was not. How could he say this? Was it merely because he had never experienced
sorrow? After all, Krsna was looked up to, everyone prostrated to him, and all the gopis
were after him. Did he not recognise Arjuna's limitations?

Lord Krsna understood Arjuna's limitations very well. Everyone has limitations
- physical, perceptual, intellectual and others that are picked up while living one' life,
due to the natural ageing process. Originally, you may have had 20/20 vision and now
perhaps a vision of 20/60. Thereafter, you require glasses, a hearing aid - and perhaps a
cane also.

In spite of all these limitations, Lord Krsna said there is no room for sorrow. This
is something to know and is what the teaching is about. Arjuna asked for the knowledge
and Lord Krsna taught him in the second chapter. He did not just make the statement
and ask Arjuna to work on it. He made it very clear. Once Arjuna received the teaching,
it became a matter of questioning and assimilating the knowledge given to him.

Thus, the second chapter ends with Arjuna's question, 'How do you describe a
wise man?' Krsna had told him that the person who is wise is different. He or she is one
in whom, due to wisdom, there is no room for sorrow. Since the problem is to be solved
by knowledge, Arjuna wanted to know how a wise man behaves while conducting the
affairs of his life. He wanted to know how he walked, how he talked, whether he talked,
and so on.

Krsna did not answer the question literally, but instead, responded to the spirit of
the question. Had he not done so, Arjuna may have thought that all he had to do to be
wise was to walk, talk, and sit in a certain way.

A wise person is one who is happy and secure with himself or herself, one who
requires nothing else to become secure. This refers to one who looks at oneself as a
totally acceptable person, the one who can say, 'I cannot be better than myself.' Because
the acceptance is total, there is no area of non-acceptance. The self is essentially free
from any sense of want or limitation; it is the whole - in spite of the limitations of the
body-mind-sense complex.

You are the whole. I am the whole. If I understand this, then I do not need to prove
myself to anyone; to do so is no longer a necessity. Such a person may do a lot of things,
but not to prove himself or herself. This is how Krsna defined a wise man to Arjuna and
he gave a few examples, as we will see later.
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TWO LIFE-STYLES FOR GAINING SELF-KNOWLEDGE

Krsna also talked about karma-yoga, a life of activity, and about sannydsa, a life
of renunciation. Then he said that all you need in order to be free is to know yourself.
'Why, then,' Arjuna asked, 'do you ask me to engage myself in this war which will
result only in destruction?' This was a very relevant question.

Arjuna thought that Krsna was giving him two conflicting pieces of advice.

Krsna had said that knowledge liberates and, therefore, Arjuna felt that he was telling
him to pursue knowledge, which was what he wanted to do. Not only had Krsna said
that knowledge liberates, he had also said that karma binds. Then, he had told Arjuna to
do karma! What did this mean? Thus, Arjuna begged Krsna, "Please do not say,
'sannyasa is good and karma-yoga is also good.' I cannot accept this. Tell me one or
the other."

Knowing the difference between karma-yoga and sannydsa is a matter of
understanding and Arjuna was confused. Therefore, he asked Krsna to tell him which
one was right for him to follow. But Krsna did not want to play the role of a consultant;
he only wanted to teach Arjuna. To teach is to make the other person see as clearly as
you see so that he or she does not need to come to you again. The person who is able to
do this is a teacher. Krsna, being a teacher, did not give Arjuna advice. Instead, he
taught him the remaining chapters of the Gitd.

At the beginning of the fifth chapter, Arjuna had the same doubt and rephrased his
question. Again, Krsna told him that sannyasa was good and karma-yoga was good.
Then he told Arjuna that it was not a matter for choice, that it was a matter for
understanding.

HOW THIS TEACHING CAME ABOUT

We have two epics, the Rdmdyana, and the Mahabharata. Both are historical
and also have a literary value. I consider these historical, poetic works to be similar to
those we have in English literature. Shakespeare's plays, for example, while based on
certain historical figures, also have drama woven into them. Walter Scott's novels are
especially historical in their mention of the names of particular kings. The description of
the time, period, and condition is all true, whereas the heroes and heroines are fictional.

Similarly, I see in the Ramdyana, authored by the poet, VIlmiki, historical
figures in Rdma, Sltd, and DaSaratha. Also, Ayodhya, the city in which they lived, did

exist. So, too, the island called Lahka and the demonic king, RSvana. But I also see an
underlying meaning conveyed by Vdlmiki when he presented Rdvana as having ten
heads. If someone has ten heads and each head thinks in its own way, then you have a
person who thinks as though he has ten heads, each one having its own way of thinking.
He is, therefore, a person of great confusion.
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Ravana was like that. He was a brahmana and a great devotee of Lord Aiva.
However, he did not behave like a brdhmana. A brahmana should not rule a kingdom
and Rdvana did. Furthermore, although he was a devotee, he was also demonic. Thus,
Ravana was an embodiment of contradictions. This may be why he was portrayed as
having ten heads, an aspect that is purely poetic.

We also find, in these epics, a lot of poetry centred on certain historical events.
That is why they are called Itih/sa, meaning 'this is how it was - iti ha dsa.' Thus, the
Ramiyana, authored by Vidlmlki, and the later Mahdbharata, authored by Vydsa, are
both considered to be historical poetry.

MAHABHARATA: THE FIFTH VEDA

There are four Vedas and the Mahdbhdrata is referred to as the fifth Veda
because it is so complete. There is not nearly the amount of information in the
Rdmdyana as there is in the Mahabharata. Any topic you could ask for is there -
dharma, logistics, political acumen and so on. All of these are beautifully illustrated
through the epic's excellent characterisations.

Various values are highlighted in the stories by presenting the same person in
different moods and situations. Bhima, for instance, stands out as a person with his own
moods, proclivities, characteristics, inclinations, capacities, limitations, and points of
vulnerability. Each of these aspects is mentioned when characterising any given hero. In
this way, the five Pdndavas and the hundred sons of Dhrtardstra, from Duryodhana
downward, are all presented individually as characters in their own right.

THE AUTHOR: VYASA

Vydsa is considered to be a principal link in the Vedic teaching tradition. He is,
therefore, an important figure. Beginning from the Lord, Ndrdyana, all the way down to
my own teachers, there is a live tradition in which Vydsa is the most important historical
connecting link. The parampard, lineage of the teachers of Brahma-vidyd is presented

in the following verse.

11KHmi 7T7^ qftrg ?rFV& Tjwumi

^i nf14f I9rd rpM^^ 4Wd^Hd)5f W I
nardyainam padmabhuvam vasistham Saktifica tatputrapardsaraiica
vydsam gukam gaudapadam mahiintam govindayogindramathdsya Sisyam
SriSarikardcdryamathdsya padmapddafica hastdmalakaica yisyam
tam totakam virttikakiramanydnasmadgurtin santataminato'smi
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I remain as one who always salutes Ndrayana, Brahma, Vasistha,
Sakti, his son, Paradara, Vyisa, Suka, the great Gaudapdda,
Govinda, (Govinda-bhagavatpada) the most exalted among the yogis,
his disciple, tahkaracarya, Sahkara's disciples Padmapdda,
Hastdmalaka, Totaka, and the author of the Vdrtikas (Suregvaracdrya)
and our other teachers.

Vydsa is also called Veda-vydsa because it was he who edited, and classified and
codified all the mantras of the Vedas. He grouped them into four and made them
available to the future generations by making one family responsible for maintaining one
hdkha� or branch. To commit all four Vedas to memory is not realistic. It requires twelve
years and a bright mind to commit even one entire Veda to memory. A young boy, in his
eighth year, goes to a teacher and spends his next twelve years doing this. To memorise
four Vedas, then, would mean becoming a grandfather by the time the work is
completed.

Therefore, Vydsa made it easy. A particular family maintains one branch of the
Veda throughout the generations. In this way, the four Vedas have come down to us in
their original form through an unbroken chain of oral tradition. Because Vyasa was
responsible for handing the Vedas over to posterity, he came to be known as Veda-vydsa

THE GITA'S INVOCATORY PRAYER

Although the Bhagavadgitz is presented by Vydsa. in the middle of the
Mahdbhdrata, it is an independent work. Every work begins with a prayer in
recognition that any successful undertaking involves three important factors - effort,
prayatna, time, kdla, and the unknown factor, daiva. We ourselves are capable of
providing the effort and we can also wait out the time it takes for the result to come.
Success or failure, however, is accounted for by the third factor, the unknown factor,
daiva. Therefore, we cannot fail to take daiva into account.

Daiva is there whether you take it into account or not. In spite of all your efforts
and waiting, you do not always get what you want. There seems, then, to be some
unknown factor over which you have no control. You may call it chance or luck, but we
call it daiva, grace.

Grace is nothing but karma-phala. It is a graceful way of referring to karma-
phala. It is something you earn by prayer. It is not an arbitrary decision on the part of
God. Otherwise, God would be just another autocrat who goes about distributing packets
of grace every morning, and missing us more times than not.

We do not consider grace to be the result of our actions because we do not know
which action produces the grace. Although it is the result of prayer, we have no direct
knowledge of whether it is cumulative or the result of one single prayer. All we know is
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that there is a plus factor as well as a minus factor with reference to the result of our
actions. Thus we find that in spite of all our effort, there is something else which makes
the difference between success and failure. That is the daiva, the unknown factor.

Astrology tries to unfold a patten in your life that can be projected from your
horoscope. Your birth is an event, a visible event that inaugurates your life. An event
occurs in a particular place, desa at a particular time, kdla and is a link in the whole
process. If there is a pattern, if there is destiny, then this event is the inaugural event
from which the destiny would unfold itself. You do not know what the pattern of destiny
is, but you do know that your birth, an event, took place at a given time.

Now suppose there is another pattern that is projectable. This projectable pattern
and the pattern unknown to me are connected. How? When you are bor, the
constellations and planets are in a particular configuration. Because each planet has its
own orbit and its own speed, you can find patterns of the horoscope which are
projectable to any future time.

By observing people's lives, relationships can be seen between the heavenly
patterns and the events in a person's life. Recurrences of specific events in the lives of
people under certain planetary configurations gives rise to rules of astrological
prediction. The planets do not interfere with your life. Your actions in the past and
present do, according to the Sdstra.

Astrology is only a predictive discipline. Indian astrology is useful in that, it gives
you a basis for specific prayers to neutralise the negative karmas in terms of undesirable
situations unfolding in this life and to enhance the results of positive karmas in terms of
desirable situations.

THE UNKNOWN FACTOR

What we are saying here is that there is such a thing as daiva, a third factor, a
factor in which you can neutralise certain results already created either in this life or
previously. This is done through prayer. Thus, for any undertaking, the third factor,
daiva, in invoked.

This is why before beginning the study of any discipline of knowledge we invoke

the Lord through a prayer. The Gitd, coming in the middle of the Mahabharata, does
not have a prayer as such, although Vydsa did invoke the unknown factor in the form of

a prayer at the beginning of the epic itself.

Because of the importance of the message of the Gita, it is described as a pendant

jewel in the midst of the Mahdbhdrata. Therefore, there should be a prayer for the Gitd

also. Prayer can be in different forms. It can be mental, it can be in so many words, or it

can be suggested by one word. Here, we have a suggestive prayer in the narrator's

sentence, -dhrtardstra uvdca.
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The word dhrtardstra is much more than the name of the blind old man seated in
his palace wanting to know what had happened in the battlefield. Dhrta means 'is
sustained' and rdstra means 'the entire world.' Dhrtards.tra, then, means the one by
whom the entire world is sustained - dhrtam rdstram yena. And who is that? The
Lord - the entire world is sustained by iRvara. By beginning the Gita with the words
dhrtardstra uvdca, two purposes are served. The Lord is invoked by the word
dhrtardstra, which is a kind of prayer, and the word uvdca indicates that the narration
of the Gita was about to begin.

The Gita opens, with the blind king Dhrtardstra, sitting in his palace with his
companion, Saiijaya, a minister who was blessed by Vydsa with an extraordinary
audio-visual capacity. He could hear what was happening far away. He had a mind like a
radio that could pick up sounds from a distance. He could also see situations and events
beyond the frontiers of human eyesight. Knowing that Saiijaya had these psychic
powers, the blind Dhrtardstra asked, 'Sahjaya! What happened on the battlefield
between my sons and the Pdndavas?'

With this extensive introduction, we will now begin the Gita verses. Chapter One
and the first ten verses of Chapter Two are actually a continuation of the Mahdbharata
and thereby provide the context in which the dialogue between Krsna and Arjuna took
place. Although we are only interested in Krsna's teaching, which does not begin until
the eleventh verse of Chapter Two, it is important to understand the condition of
Arjuna's mind that led him to ask Krsna to teach him. Therefore, these contextual
verses will be analysed in some detail.

^h^^^^^^^~c~~~~i~



CHAPTER 1

ARJUNA'S SORROW

T4iR ^* fNg\ n Wi I

419zfiT: vis iir~ta ~ -rcd l I I I I
dhrtardstra uvdca
dharmaksetre kuruksetre samaveta yuyutsavah
mdmakah pandavadcaiva kimakurvata safijaya Verse 1

Tr dhrtardstrah - Dhrtardstra; 3Im uvdca - said;

MT saijaya - Oh! Saijaya!; 4At dharma-ksetre - at the place where dharma

resides; • kuru-ksetre - at Kuruksetra; -R-i\l: samavetdh - those who have

assembled; zj9M: yuyutsavah - desiring to fight; W'IqT: mdmakah - my people;

t41Wl: pandavdh - Pdndu's sons; T ca - and; 17 eva - indeed; fm kim - what;

aT-fid? akurvata - did they do

Dhrtardstra said;
Oh! Saiijaya, what indeed did my people and the Pndavas do,
assembled at Kuruksetra,1 the abode of dharma, desiring to fight?

In the Indian tradition, any beginning begins with a prayer. Being in the middle of
the Mahabhdrata, the Gita does not require a beginning prayer of its own. Still for this
chain of eighteen chapters, for this pendant jewel placed against the background of the
much larger epic, it seems that a prayer should be there - and it is implied in this first
verse.

A prayer can be either expressed or implied. The first word of the Gitd,
'Dhrtarastra,' is a prayer by implication. It means the one who sustains a kingdom or
the whole universe yena dhrtam rdstram. It is, therefore, an appropriate name for a
king. Had Dhrtardstra not been blind, he would have been the ruler of the kingdom.

SKuruksetra exists even today between Delhi and Ambala. Then great King Kuru, the

founder of the Kuru dynasty, performed great tapas here. It is said that once when he was

ploughing the land with a golden plough, Lord Indra came down and asked what he was

doing. When the king told him that he was sowing the seed of dharma, Lord Indra gave him

the boon that the seed of dharma sown there would grow for ever.
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Rdstra also refers to the world, the entire universe. The Lord is the one who is the
holder, the sustainer, of the order that is the world. Therefore, Dhrtarastra is also the

name of the Lord. By beginning the Gita with the name of the Lord, the traditional

opening prayer is implied.

The opening scene of the Glta takes place in the palace in Hastindpura, the
capital of the kingdom of the Kauravas. This was the kingdom that the Pandavas were
supposed to rule, but which was now ruled by their cousin, Duryodhana, who had
usurped the kingdom. As we have seen, the Pandavas were tricked into exile by
Duryodhana. They had to spend twelve years in the forest plus one-year living
incognito somewhere in the empire. The kingdom was to be returned to them after they
had fulfilled these conditions.

The Pandavas served this term of thirteen years and came back to claim their
kingdom. However, Duryodhana would not give it back to them and therefore, war was
declared. They could choose to either go back to the forest or take the kingdom back in
battle. All possible compromises were put forward, but Duryodhana would not give one
needlepoint of land to the Pandavas. It had, therefore, become a problem of justice -
dharma.

THE PROBLEM OF JUSTICE - DHARMA

Dharma, here, means that which has to be done. Rulers also have their dharma in
that there are certain things that must be done by them. The kingdom belonged to the
Pdndavas and Yudhisthira, in fact, was the ruler. Every minute that Duryodhana

continued to occupy the throne confirmed adharma, for which the Pandavas were
responsible. There was, therefore, no other way but to accept the challenge and fight it
out.

Duryodhana had gathered the support of most of the important kings within the
empire by bribing them in various ways. He had the power in his hands to do this. Some
of the kings joined the Pandavas too. In this situation, Krsna was another force to be
reckoned with. His kingdom was Dvaraka, on the West Coast in Gujarat. Krsna had a
well known and very valorous army of Niaryanas.

Duryodhana thought that Krsna's support would tilt the balance. Although
Duryodhana's army was bigger than that of the Pandavas, and he had great stalwarts
like Bhisma and Drona in his ranks, he felt that Krsna's army would make the
difference between victory and defeat. Therefore, he went to Krsna's palace to seek his
help.

Krsna was resting at the time. Duryodhana was the first one to arrive. He saw
that Krsna was sleeping. He found a nice chair at the head end of the sleeping Krsna
and sat on it, waiting for Krsna to wake up. Arjuna also arrived shortly and he had come
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for the same reason. And, since Krsna was sleeping, he stood with folded hands at
Kr.na's feet. To Arjuna, Krsna was not just a king. Through his mother, Kunti, they
were related, but Arjuna knew Krsna to be more than an ordinary mortal. He had not yet
recognised him as his guru, but he did recognise him as a person of extraordinary
powers, calibre, and wisdom.

Rumour had it that Krsna was an incarnation of the Lord, that he was an avatara.
In fact, many members of Arjuna's family worshipped him. Arjuna's uncle, Vidura,
and his wife looked upon Krsna as the Lord, as did Arjuna's brothers, their wife,
Draupadi, and their mother, Kuntl. Arjuna recognised him more or less in the same
way and wanted his help. This recognition of Krsna as an avatdra is an important aspect
of the Gt.

Duryodhana knew why Arjuna had come and Arjuna also knew why
Duryodhana was there. As he opened his eyes, Krsna saw Arjuna first. Duryodhana
no doubt made his presence known, perhaps by clearing his throat. Krsna then turned to
him and asked what he could do for him. He then put the same question to Arjuna.
Duryodhana responded by saying, 'You know why we have come, why I have come. I
seek your support.' He also added, 'I was the first to arrive and therefore, my request
should be entertained first.' Arjuna also said, 'War has been declared and I am asking
for your support.'

KRSNA'S PROPOSAL

Krsna was now in a great fix, but he was an adept at getting out of such tight
situations. To both of them, he made a proposal. He said, 'If I join either of you, I will
not fight. You have a choice between me, who will not lift a weapon on one hand and
my army on the other hand. If you choose me, you will be choosing the person Krsta,
mere Krsna, who lefuses to fight.' Krsna was known to be a great fighter. Even as a
child he had knocked out Kamsa and had dealt with hordes of demonic people. To have
such a fighter on your side would be a great asset, but this was not Krsna's proposal.
Instead, he said, 'Arjuna, I happened to see you first even though Duryodhana claims
to have arrived first. However, because you are the younger of the two, you have the
chance to choose first. The younger ones are entitled to this privilege. Therefore, I am
proposing this to you and ask you to choose one of the two options - that is, Krsna who
will not fight on one side and the army of the Nardyanas on the other side. If you
choose me, I am not going to fight. I will come to your side and perhaps give some
advice. But the army will go to Duryodhana. If you choose the army instead of me, then
Duryodhana must take me.'

Krsna issued this proposal to Arjuna knowing what his choice would be. He also
knew what Duryodhana would prefer. As he expected, Arjuna chose Krsna's services,
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whatever they would be and in whichever form they would be available. This was what
Arjuna wanted and so he said, 'Krsna, please come to me.'

If Duryodhana ever prayed in his life, this was surely the time he prayed and his
prayers were answered. Because he thought the Pdndavas to be sentimental and bor
losers, Duryodhana expected Arjuna to ask for Krsna. He certainly did not want Krsna

for himself. He would only be another mouth to feed during wartime when food was
necessarily rationed. In addition, Krsna, being a respected person, Duryodhana would
have to take good care of him. Duryodhana did not want to be continually torn between
taking care of Krsna and thinking about the war. A fighting Krsna would have been
something to think over, but a non-fighting Krsna, a mere Krsna, would be useless to
him, he thought.

Duryodhana wanted Arjuna to ask for Krsna so that he would get Krsna's army

and this was exactly how it worked out. He returned to his camp rejoicing. Duryodhana
had made his day! He was sure that he would win the war. The Krsna's army meant
crack divisions with men who were fit to fight, adding greatly to his already enormous
strength.

Arjuna was equally happy. He knew Duryodhana was ecstatic and he also knew
what Duryodhana thought of him. Duryodhana's attitude and value structure was such
that he would definitely look down on Arjuna and his preference. But Arjuna knew that
with Krsna by his side, he would win the war. Saiijaya expresses the same idea in the
last verse of the Gitd:

^ ^thnw: #aift ̂? e Ph": i

yatra yogeSvarah krsno yatra partho dhanurdharah
tatra Srirvijayo bhdtirdhruvd nitirmatirmama

Wherever Lord Krsna is, wherever Arjuna is, with his bow in hand,
ready to fight, there, all wealth, victory, glory, and justice will be.

THE UNKNOWN FACTOR: DAIVA

In Arjuna's mind this was very clear. Arjuna knew he had all the weapons and
skill that he required. Nevertheless, he also knew he had to allow for one more thing -
the unknown factor, daiva. A dhdrmika, one who is committed to a life of dharma,
appreciates his or her limitations and then takes this one step beyond - recognizing that
success is ultimately possible only because of this unknown factor, daiva. Later in the
Gita, Bhagavun himself talks about this.
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Daiva is a factor over which you have no control at all, a factor that makes the
difference between success and failure, between victory and defeat. We often call this
unknown factor 'luck' - 'good luck' and 'bad luck.' In all cultures, I suppose, there are
equivalents for these two words because people have to account for a factor that seems to
work favourably ol otherwise. Even a hard-boiled dialectical materialist has to miss a
bus occasionally and is constrained to say, 'I was unlucky.' Catching the bus earlier than
expected is also not an uncommon event.

This unknown factor is viewed here as a divine factor, the unknown invisible
adrsta, explained earlier in the introduction. It represents an order and is called the law
of karma, the law of dharma. The factor is not visible, but the results that are reaped by
us are seen very clearly. The results are d.rsta, whereas the causes are adrsta.

QUALITIES OF A MATURE PERSON

The one who does not leave the adrsta to the hands of chance, the one who does
something to change the adrsta, is considered to be a bhakta and is religiously mature.
You may call such a person a religious person, but I would refer to him or her as a
mature person who recognises unseen hands.that shape and are behind these known
hands. Such hands are not the hands of chance. They are the hands of the law, hands that
are the law, and are looked upon as.the Lord. The law is not separate from the Lord and
the wielder of the laws is also the Lord.

Throughout the Gita, Krsna describes the person who recognises this factor, and
at the same time recognises the necessity of his or her own effort, as a mature person, a
yogi. A mature person is one who has a fear of adharma, one who tries to conform to
dharma. Dharmaputrahis four brothers and his entire family underwent many
privations for a long period of time only because of their commitment to dharma.

Having such a commitment, Arjuna naturally recognised his own prowess and
believed in his skills. He had self-confidence and was a person who knew the importance
of effort. He did not keep beseeching the Lord, 'Please give me, give me, give me.' He
knew that would not work.

QUALITIES FOR SUCCESS

In order to be successful, six qualities' are required - udyama, proper effort;
sihasa, perseverance; dhairya, courage; buddhi, knowledge; sakti, skill and resources;

MR: •-i• * ft-4f-wrrr: I
Tr* 7w zrM r ?mt: w<^q<f| i
udyamah sahasam dhairyam buddhi-Aakti-pardkramdh
sadete yatra vartante tatra devah sahayakrt
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and parakrama, the capacity to overcome obstacles. You may have courage and
enthusiasm, but no proper effort at the right time. On the other hand, you may have right
effort, but no enthusiasm. You may also have the necessary enthusiasm to persevere but
if, after some time, you have not accomplished what you set out to accomplish, you may
give up due to a lack of courage.

In warfare;the knowledge of logistics is very important. You need to know how to
approach the enemy, how to enter the opponent's ranks and how to get out again. Skill
and resources are also required. Without resources, what is the use of planning? Such
effort is useless. If something requires manpower, you must have that. If raw material or
skill is required, you must have that, also. Finally, you must have the capacity to tide you
over an obstruction (parakrama), to be able to encounter and deal with forces that are
inimical to you.

You must be like a flowing river, unmindful of all obstructions. If a huge mountain
is there, the river simply flows around it. It does not stop. If the obstruction is a simple
rock, the river jumps over it. If it is a bigger rock, it simply goes around or swallows it
and flows over it. If it comes to a valley, the river fills the valley first and then continues
flowing. That is the nature of a river. It does not see an obstruction as an obstruction.

Even if these six qualities are present, we cannot say with any degree of certainty
that a person will meet with success. There is still that unknown factor to be recognised,
daiva, that extended helping hand, to be sought. Dharmaputra and Arjuna recognised
it. They did not go to the forest because they were afraid of Duryodhana or of a fight.
They went only to conform to dharma because they recognised daiva. They knew that
you never get away with what you do.

KRSNA AS THE UNKNOWN FACTOR

Arjuna, being a mature person, knew the necessity of recognizing the unknown
factor, which for him was daiva, IAvara, the Lord; He recognised it in Krsna. Krsna
was there and he told Arjuna he was available. Arjuna recognised him as grace in flesh
and blood. Grace does not fight. It is not a weapon, a bow or arrow, a place or time. It is
something that is not visible.

Here, however, grace was visible in the form of Krsna, with hands and legs,
always wearing a smile as though he knew nothing. This was Krsqna and for Arjuna,
mere Krsna was enough.

One can always fight if one has to. With the six qualities required for success, one
can take care of the obstructions. However, the seventh factor is in Bhagavun, the Lord.
Arjuna recognised this factor in the Lord and knew it made the difference between
victory and defeat. He wanted only grace. Therefore, he wanted Krsna with him.
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Duryodhana viewed things differently. He was happy with the outcome and
thought Arjuna was an idiot because Duryodhana's belief was only in strength. Because
he knew that strength required effort, he was also a great believer in effort, which was
why he went to Krsna to seek his help. Duryodhana was a man of great effort and had
planned well for this day. He was continually scheming. He saw to it that Bhisma,
Dr6na, Krnaa, Jayadratha, and the others felt obliged to him only because he felt they
were very important to his strength. Naturally, then, Duryodhana believed only in the
strength of Krsna's army, not in Krsna's grace. In addition, he got the army he wanted.

Thus, Duryodhana and Arjuna felt equally victorious. What a proposition!
Because they were two Fcch different people, they could both be happy with the
outcome. No judgement would make both the affected parties feel victorious; but, here,
Duryodhana thought he was the victor and so did Arjuna. How could this be? That is
because these two men had two types of thinking, two different commitments, and two
different attitudes. Arjuna was happy that Krsna would be with him and Duryodhana
was happy that Krsna's army would be with him. Thus, they represented two forces.

Krsna, then, was going to be with the Pandavas. Where would he be during the
war? Arjuna wanted him to be near by, but where would he put him? His chariot had
only two seats, one at the back for himself and the other in front for his driver. Given the
arrangement, Arjuna could not ask Krsna to sit beside him. However, a double-seater
could have been arranged. When you are preparing for war, it does not take much time to
create a new chariot with two back seats. But, if Krsna were to sit on one side or the
other of Arjuna, how could Arjuna draw inspiration from Krsna during the battle? As
soon as he turned his head towards Krsna he could lose the battle.

Arjuna's opponents were Bhisma, Drona, and Karna, among others, none of
whom was a mediocre fighter. One blink of the eye and Arjuna would be opening his
eyes in heaven! Because his opponents were not ordinary men, Arjuna knew that the
only way to win the war was to keep Krsna in mind and fight, which meant that Krsna
would have to be in front of him. He, therefore, asked Krsna to be his charioteer. He
said, 'You told me you would not fight. However, driving a chariot is not fighting. Will
you drive my chariot, Krsna?' Krsna agreed, thinking it would be fun to see the show.
He would have a front-row seat, so to speak.

KRSNA AS ARJUNA'S CHARIOTEER

Arjuna thus handed over his chariot, horses, and himself into Krsna's hands.
Every arrow had to pass through Krsna before it reached Arjuna. When you keep
Krsna, the divine factor, in front of you and do what you have to do, fighting or
whatever, the arrows that come to you will have already been blunted. This is exactly
what happened when Arjuna fought with Karna.
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Karna was considered to be the answer for Arjuna. Duryodhana had cultivated
him only for that purpose alone. That, there would be finally, a dual between the two was
a forgone conclusion. Again, except Arjuna and Krsna, nobody else was a match for
Karna. Krsna, knowing all this, had very intelligently planned for that day. At first,
when he knew that war was inevitable, he himself met Karna and tried to convince
Kana that he should join the Pandavas by revealing to him the truth of his birth. He
told Kara that he was in fact a Kaunteya, son of Kunti, like Arjuna, born of Lord
Sirya. However, being the noble person that he was, Karna refused to ditch
Duryodhana at the last moment.

Krsna made sure that Karna made a vow that he would not kill any Pandava
other than Arjuna. To extract this vow from Karnma, Krsna had tutored Kunti very well.

Kunti at the behest of Krsna, went to Karna and told him the story of his birth and
requested him to join the Pandavas. Again, he refused; but he promised her that he
would spare all her other sons except Arjuna. He told her that he would not kill any of
the others. And if it came to a combat between him and Arjuna, one of them would live
and she still would have five sons. He wanted nothing more than to kill Arjuna in order
to show his gratitude to Duryodhana. Giving one's word was very important and was
upheld even at the cost of one's life. The two epics, Mahabharata and Rdmnyana are
filled with situations based on someone having given his or her word.

Kara had been born with kundalas, earrings, in his ears and a kavaca, an
armour on his chest. This meant that he was gifted, that he was a very brilliant person
and had the blessing of Lord Sun. However, he had one complex. He could not accept
the fact that he was not a ksatriya. 'After all, I am only the son of a chariot driver,' he
would say. Because he did not know who his real parents were, he always thought that
he was a charioteer's son. His entire lot in life, however, was with the ksatriyas because
he was brilliant in archery, having acquired this expertise from Parasurama, who was
like an avatdra.

PARAtURAMA'S CURSE ON KARNA

Parasurama had made a vow that he would never teach a ksatriya because of
some problems he had had with them as a child. In fact, he had made a vow to destroy
them and he did destroy a lot of ksatriyas. A man of great powers, he existed even at the
time of Rama, with whom he had a verbal battle. Kara went to Parasurama as a
brahmana, and learned archery from him.

One day, Parasurama was sleeping with his head on Kama's lap. A big insect
came along and bit Kama. Although the wound was bleeding profusely, Karna would
not disturb his guru's rest. Feeling the wetness of the blood, Parasurama woke up.
Seeing the blood, he knew that Kara could not be a brahmana. Had he been, he would
have made a great hue and cry over the sight of his own blood. Because Kama was able
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to stand the pain and the sight of the blood, Parasurama was prompted to ask, 'Who are
you? Tell me the truth.'

Parasurdma had vowed to teach no one other than a brdhmana and now Karna
was forced to admit that he was not a brdhmana. Having been deceived by Karna in
this way, Parasurama cursed him, 'All that I have taught you will not be available to
you at the time of need. You will forget all the mantras.' These mantras were, in fact,
the guided missiles Karna needed in battle.

Karna later obtained another missile, by the name Sakti, for a one time use, from
Lord Indra in return for the kavaca and the kundalas when Lord Indra came in the
disguise of a brdhmana and asked for them. True to his reputation, he would not deny
anything that any one asked as dana and he had gifted them away. But he had obtained
this astra called Sakti from Lord Indra. And he had reserved it for using it on Arjuna.
And, even Arjuna would have been powerless against this astra. Krsna knew this and
all the time carefully avoided the dual between Arjuna and Karna as long as Karna had
it with him. He arranged for a situation where Karna had to use it against Ghatotkaca,
Bhima's son. Thus by careful planning Krsna saved Arjuna from the uakti.

Karna still had the serpent missile, naga-astra, which, he had also reserved to use
against Arjuna. And use it, he did! When finally Karna faced Arjuna in the dual, he
used it. It was coming right for Arjuna's head. Because Arjuna had no answer for
Karna's naga-astra, it looked as though he would surely die. For a naga-astra, a

garuda-astra, an eagle missile, is required. Only an eagle can take care of a serpent.
What did Krsna do? He pressed the chariot so that it went down the few inches needed
for the arrow to hit Arjuna's crown and not his head.

To lose his crown was a great shame for Arjuna because he was no mean fighter,
but at least his head was saved by Krsna's intervention. Krsna did not fight; he only
pressed the chariot down. Stories such as these show the play of daiva, the unknown
factor in any situation. During the war Arjuna kept this factor in front of him, in the
form of Krsna, his driver, and thereby saved himself.

Everyone's life is a battle. With the awareness that Krsna, in other words, the
Lord, is always with you, everything becomes easier. Arjuna did this and it saved him
all the way. There were many occasions like this one, either before, during or after the
war, when Krsna's presence as the unknown factor made significant difference in the
lives of the Pandavas.

The blind Dhrtardstra knew that war had been declared. Saijaya had just
returned from the warfront carrying the news that Bhisma had fallen on the tenth day of
the war. Dhrtardstra was shocked at the news and after lamenting the fall of Bhisma,
requested Sahjaya to tell him everything in detail that had happened after the war had
been started. This request forms the first verse of the Bhagavadgita, the dialogue

G.0. V. I- 7
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between Lord Krsna and Arjuna. This dialogue called the Bhagavadgita occurred at
the beginning before the war actually started. And this dialogue was reported verbatim
by Sahjaya. Dhrtardstra was not only visually blind, but he was blind in his thinking
also, as can be seen in the first verse itself.

DHRTARASTRA'S QUESTION

Safijaya was sitting in the palace in Hastinapura in front of Dhrtardstra who
asked the question, 'What happened between the Pdndavas and my people at
Kuruksetra?' As the narrator of the Gitd, Saijaya had been given the power, by Vydsa,
to see and hear what was taking place elsewhere.' Although Dhrtardstra was the oldest,
most revered person in the family, he was nursing a jealousy towards the Pdndavas
because they were the sons of his younger brother, Pdndu, who ruled the kingdom
instead of himself due to his blindness. Such complexes do not easily disappear.

It is important to note that the word dharma is the first word of the Gita. If you
protect dharma, dharma will protect you (dharmo raksati raksitah). But this is not
the case with things like money. The money you protect may protect you in a time of
need, but it can also attract bandits and muggers. But when dharma is protected, it does
protect you.

To protect dharma is to live dharma, and for a ksatriya to live dharma, he must
do what is to be done. To do what is to be done leads to moksa. That is why dharma is
placed first among the four purusarthas, human ends or pursuits, dharma, artha,
kdma, and moksa. In fact, the order is more accurately reflected as - artha, kama,
dharma, and moksa, in keeping with a person's natural tendency to go for security and
pleasure, artha and kdma first. But dharma is placed first because of its importance.

SJust before the war, Vydsa had gone to Dhrtardstra to talk to him. He had tried to convince
him to bear upon Duryodhana to make peace with the Pdndavas and avoid the war. But
Dhrtardstra was not convinced. He then offered Dhrtardstra a divine eyesight, so that he
could witness the happenings at the warfront sitting in his palace. Dhrtardstra refused,
saying that it was very painful for him to witness the destruction of his own people. He
requested Vydsa to bestow that power on Safijaya. Vydsa then gave a boon to Sahjaya that,
he would witness everything that happened in every nook and corner of the battlefield,
whereever he was. He said that nothing would be paroksa to him, i.e., he would know
everything as if he was a direct witness. He would know everything including what was
spoken and thought of by those in the battlefield. Using this Saijaya faithfully reported
everything to Dhrtarastra.
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THE LAW OF DHARMA

Because the Gita begins with the word dharma in the compound 'dharma-
ksetre,' the importance of dharma is evident. Ksetra means a place. A place of
pilgrimage is called a ksetra. It can be a country or your physical body. The whole
Bhdrata, India, was a place where the Vedas once ruled the hearts of the people and,
therefore, it is a dharma-pradhana-ksetra, meaning that the predominant ruling factor
of all human activity is the law of dharma - veda-ukta-dharma. Dharma is important
and everything else, power, wealth, etc., should be in conformity with it. Power without
dharma is not power at all and is not considered proper. Money without dharma is not
true wealth. Any form of pleasure should be gathered legitimately.

According to dharma, a ruler is to be respected, which is why you do not seek a
king's audience with empty hands. Similarly, when you go to a temple or to a teacher,
you always carry something. No one should approach these three, devatd, guru, and
raja, empty-handed. This is why the citizens of India always greet a new king with
flowers or some other offering in their hands. They even did this for Alexander, the
Great. Until he actually won the war, they fought against him. Once he won, they all
lined up and offered flowers to him.

Because the entire country was ruled by the Vedas, it was referred to as dharma-
ksetra. Because dharma prevailed, the Indian people always respected the king. This
was known very well by the British and that was why they retained the local kings.
These kings ruled the people, who worshipped them and the British ruled the kings,
extracting annual tributes from them. Although there were rumblings, they allowed the
small kingdoms to exist. The Moslems also were able to rule the majority of people only
because of this particular dharma.

Every New World country, previously colonised and subsequently independent,
has a history of bloody coups. India, on the other hand, has never had such coups
because, even today, dharma is in the very blood of the people. This is vaidika-
dharma. You cannot change it completely; it is still there. India is a peace-loving
country. Because there is a Vedic genius there, the whole country is a dharma-ksetra. It
is a place where even in the courtyards of people's homes, one can hear talk of the
timeless, the all-knowing, and the limitless.

What a culture it is! Classes on the Upanisads are conducted under a tree for large
groups of people. A mountain may be in view and the river Gahga may be flowing by.
Here, the teacher, a hermit, says, 'All that is there is one. All the dividing factors are but
a myth.' This is India, Bhdratabhiimi. This particular bhimi, earth, or land, has
something amazing about it. It has survived thousands of years of deliberate exploitation
and destruction only because of the intrinsic worth of the Vedic wisdom. Therefore, it is
called dharma-ksetra.
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Looking at the words in the first verse, then, Kuru-ksetra is the name of the place
from where the Kuru clan ruled, a place named after the head of this clan, whereas
dharma-ksetra refers to the entire country. Those who wanted to fight, who had

gathered to fight, are called yuyutsus, meaning ones who have a desire to fight.

DHRTARASTRA'S WEAKNESS

The words mamakah and pandavah in this verse, are significant. Pindu's sons

were not unknown to Dhrtarastra and yet he did not include them among his own

people here. Dhrtardstra was the oldest in the family and should have looked upon
Pandu's children as his own. And yet he used the words, pandavih and mamakah,
thus creating a division, when he asked, 'What happened between my people and the

Pdndavas?' revealing where his heart lay.

This information was important to Dhrtardstra because his son's victory would be
his own. Therefore, he wanted to know - did Duryodhana win? Impelled by dharma,

out of fear of destroying his own people, did Dharmaputra decide to go back to the

forest so that my Duryodhana could retain the kingdom? His question reflected his

wishful thinking. Otherwise, the question would have been irrelevant. He would not have

asked, 'kim akurvata? - What did they do?' Everyone had obviously come to fight.
They were armed to the molars. They had not assembled there to have fun. Dhrtardstra
himself knew that. More over he was very eager to know everything that had happened
in detail.

Dhrtarastra knew he did not have dharma with him. He also knew very well that
his sons had no dharma either. He did not stop the war. He did not tell Duryodhana
that what he was doing was wrong, and withdraw his support. Had he done so, Bhisma
and Drona would not have joined Duryodhana because what he was doing would have
been against his father's mandate. None of this happened, however. All Dhrtardstra had
to do was to speak one sentence to Duryodhana, but this he did not do. This was
Dhrtarastra. He was very jealous of the Pandavas. This jealousy and his blind love for
Duryodhana led him to support all the schemes that Duryodhana hatched against the
Pandavas. Thus he was indirectly responsible for the war and its outcome.

THE WAR IN ONE'S MIND

This verse can also be looked at subjectively. Kuru-ksetra would then mean
karma-ksetra, the physical body. Because the human body is a place where backed by
free will, karma is done, it is called a karma-ksetra. The same karma-ksetra is also
called dharma-ksetra because it is born of dharma, meaning punzya. According to the

law of karma, a human incarnation is due to a mixture of both punya and papa, with
punya being the predominant factor. Therefore, it is called punya-pradhdna-ksetra.
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Here, then, in this human physical body called punya-pradhana-dharma-ksetra
and kuru-ksetra, two forces have assembled - dharma, represented by the Pandavas,
and adharma, represented by Dhrtarastra's sons. Dhrtarditra was blind but, more
than that, his mind was blind to dharma and adharma, right and wrong. Therefore, his
sons, the Kauravas, are considered to be the brood of ignorance, in other words they
were bor of the lack of discrimination between right and wrong, aviveka.

Blindness is ignorance and aviveka is the lack of discriminative knowledge. The
Gitd deals with two types of aviveka. One is with reference to dharma and adharma,
right and wrong, and the other is with reference to atma and anatma, which is why the
Gita is called both yoga-distra and brahma-vidyd. The blind man here stands for
ignorance, ajfina. In blindness you do not see and in ignorance also you do not see.

THE FIGHT BETWEEN DHARMA AND ADHARMA

Confusion is born out of ignorance. No one, however, can say, 'I am ignorant of
what is right and wrong.' Whatever one expects from others in terms of behaviour,
attitudes, and so on, is right if the same behaviour and attitudes are expected of oneself
by others. This means that the values are understood by everyone, but the value of the
values is not.

Here, the Kauravas represent the many confusions caused by ignorance, which is
why they are greater in number than the Pandavas. Pda� u stands for discriminative
knowledge. In the Mahdbhdrata, he was presented as being very white in appearance.
White always stands for knowledge. The Pandavas, then, were bor of this

discriminative knowledge, with reference to dharma and adharma. They were only a

handful and represent our inclinations towards dharma. There are also inclinations

towards adharma. These are born out of aviveka, lack of discrimination, with reference
to the value of values, whereas inclinations towards dharma are born out of one's

general knowledge of right and wrong.

Because of the confusion surrounding values, there is a fight between the

inclinations towards dharma and those towards adharma. Only in a human body, or in

its equivalent, is this fight possible. No human being can avoid this conflict unless he or

she understands everything properly. Dhrtarastra's question - 'What did they do?'-

reflects a confusion related to values, bom of ignorance.

Any external problem can come from an internal problem. All wars are first fought
in the mind; are they not? The Second World War was first fought in the mind of Hitler.

The conflict that began in the mind was actualised on the battlefield. All problems start

in the mind and later find their expression outside. Without conflict in the mind, there

would be no external conflict.
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THE IMAGERY OF THE CHARIOT

Arjuna's chariot, with Arjuna and Krsna in it, can be seen in terms of
self-knowledge unfolded by the Upanisads and the Gita. The significance of this
scenario is explained in the Kathopanisad. The physical body is the chariot, ratha is the
intellect, buddhi is its driver, sdrathi. The self, dtmd, is the master seated in the back
seat. The mind is likened to the reins that control the horses and the horses represent the
sense organs. The sense objects become the roads, as it were, because the sense organs
naturally go towards them. These horses are held in check by the sdrathi, the driver. He
or she may let go of the reins, but the horses are still kept under control.

Thus, with your body as your chariot and your intellect as your driver, seated in
the back seat, you are out in the world. If your viveka, discrimination, is not available to
you, it is because your driver is confused and what happens to the chariot under such
circumstances becomes quite understandable.

BUDDHI AS GURU

Now we can bring in this imagery into the opening scene of the Gitd. Here the
charioteer is Lord Krsna, the guru. He keeps the horses under control thereby keeping
the chariot under control. Krsna being a jiidni, his mind and senses are under his
control. He has absolute mastery over them. The student who is a karma-yogi, too has a
buddhi that has the mind and senses under its control. Now, the student's buddhi is not
different from the guru's buddhi, when such a buddhi is exposed to the pramana,
taught by the guru. Therefore, such a buddhi, exposed to the teaching can itself be
likened to the guru.

Although we say that the pramana is Veddnta, it is really a thought, a vrtti, that
is the pramdna. Pramdna is that which gives rise to knowledge. For example, the eyes
are not the final pramdna for seeing. The vrtti is the final pramdna in as much as it is
the final cause for knowledge. To see a flower, you must have a flower-vrtti. It is this
flower-vrtti that gives rise to the knowledge of the flower seen. This is what is meant by
pramdna. A vrtti is born out of a certain situation and becomes the pramdna. We say
that ears and eyes are the pramdna but, in the final analysis, vrtti alone is the pramdna.

The mind, being the place where the vrtti occurs, is called antah-karana,
meaning, inner instrument. When you are exposed to a teacher or the teaching, your
buddhi, the intellect, assumes the very form of the pramana, the teaching. Therefore,
the guru's buddhi or the teaching, and your buddhi become one and the same.

This guru-buddhi tells us, 'You are that - tat tvam asi.' Here, the guru-buddhi
is turned towards Arjuna, who represents the confused antah-karana, the ego, or one's
notion of 'I.' Arjuna was definitely confused. He had great sorrow and he was being
told, 'tat tvam asi.' That is why he asked so many questions in the seventeen chapters
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that followed. Exposed to the teaching, one's own buddhi assumes the very meaning of
the teaching and thereby becomes the guru to oneself.

If your buddhi does not know this fact, tat tvam asi, it cannot tell you. It cannot
tell you anything more than what it knows. This is why continually asking, 'Who am I?'
does not work. Nothing can happen because you do not know what you do not know.
Someone has to teach you. You cannot simply ask, 'Who am I?' and expect to get an
answer, because, the 'I' that is always present is the one asking the question. How will
the answer to such a question come? You cannot hope to stumble upon the fact. The fact
is you; therefore, you are not going to stumble upon an answer that is anything more than
what you already know.

The only way an answer can be obtained is by this buddhi, meaning the sdstra
pointing towards the confused jiva and saying, 'You are the whole, param brahma,' as
we shall see. Thus, the whole Gita can be presented through the Krsna-Arjuna chariot
scene.

To go back to the palace,

W l U I I

saiijaya uvdca
drstvd tu pandavdnikam vyiidham duryodhanastada
dcdryamupasangamya r�jd vacanamabravit Verse 2

"'WT: saiijayah - Sahjaya; TI uvdca - said;

IT I tadd tu - but then; ir-g -wft- pandava-anikam - army of the PAndavas;

9TR vyi2dham - in battle formation; W c drs.tvd - seeing; T�IT p "F: rdjd
duryodhanah - the King Duryodhana; srETI dcdryam - the teacher (Drona);

3TRgf4 upasaigamya - approaching; tFI vacanam - these words; 3aiff
abravit - spoke

Saiijaya said:
Then, seeing the army of the Pdndavas in battle formation, King
Duryodhana approaching his teacher, Drona, spoke these words.

SaijayaI referred to Dhrtards.tra's son, Duryodhana, as king, rdjd, when
responding to Dhrtartstra's question. Rdjd means the one who shines in his own glory
- in other words, a king. Saiijaya was now in the employ of these Kauravas and,

SSafijaya was a minister and a constant companion of Dhrtarastra
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therefore, he had to refer to Duryodhana as the king, because even though Dhrtardstra
was on the throne of Hastinapura, it was Duryodhana who held all the power. He told
Dhrtardstra that his son, the king, had inspected both the armies. Duryodhana might
have done this to see who had actually come to fight because there was still a lot of
mystery surrounding who was going to join whom. He had collected a lot of support, but
there may have been people whom he had omitted and who may have joined the
Pandavas. In addition, he may have wanted to know if those who had refused to join
him were neutral or whether they were going to support the other side. All this he would
have seen as he inspected both the armies.

After surveying the army of the Pdndavas, Duryodhana approached Drona, the
teacher, and spoke to him. According to the style used in the Mahabhdrata, the next
verse should begin with - 'Duryodhana uvdca, Duryodhana said.' However here, in
the Gitd we do not see this being done. Since the Gitd is a dialogue between Krsna as
Bhaglvan and Arjuna, we do find 'rlibhagavun uvaca' and 'Arjuna uvaca'
throughout the text. Also, the first words of the Gita are 'dhrtardstra uvaca,' which
serve as an introduction to the context and as an implied prayer, as we have seen.
Throughout the text, 'sahjaya uvdca'is mentioned a few times to indicate the presence
of a narrator.

Although the words, 'Duryodhana uvaca,' are not mentioned here, they are to be
understood. The next verse, then, is within quotes, as it were, since Duryodhana,
approaching Drona in the battlefield, spoke these words to him.

pasyaitdm pdnduputrndmacdarya mahatim camuim
vyitdhdm drupadaputrena tava sisyena dhimatd Verse 3

3 4 dccarya - Oh! Teacher; Rl fP• T� tava sisyena - by your disciple; %tM
dhimatd - by the brilliant; ^q-•u drupada-putrena - by the son of Drupada;
5'P vyiidhdm - formed (and led); -IT--tUTF pdndu-putrdnam - of the sons of
Pdndu; Ti1T etdm - this; �r mahatim - great; -i4 camum -army; tW paaya
- please look at

Oh! Teacher please look at this great army of the sons of Pdndu, formed
and led by your brilliant disciple, the son of Drupada.

Why does Duryodhana go to Drona first? Drona is not his commander-in-chief.
Duryodhana had chosen Bhisma for this post. Given that the war is about to begin, he
should only be talking to Bhisma. However, he approached Drona first because he was
certain that Bhisma was on his side, whereas he was unsure of Drona. Drona had come
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to the battlefield to join Duryodhana, but many of his dearest disciples were in the
opposite camp. Therefore, he gave Drona extra status by going to him first.

Also, Drona had been Duryodhana's teacher of archery, his dcdrya. He therefore,
went to him first as a sign of respect. He asked Drona to look upon the great army of the
Pandavas arranged in formation in front of them - so many elephants, horses, men,
and chariots all surging forward to the line of battle. This great army of the Pdndavas
was led by Dhrstadyumna, Drupada's son. He was also one of Drona's disciples, but
Drona had life long enmity with Drupada, the king of Pdiicdla. Duryodhana did not
miss the opportunity to point out to Drona that his own disciple, the brilliant son of
Drupada, had formed and was leading the opposing army. In other words, Duryodhana
was as much as saying, 'Everything drupada-putra knows, he learned from you,
Drona, and now he is going to use it against you.' 1

Duryodhana introduced to the dcdrya all the important people in the opposite
camp and also presented to him the great men-at-arms in his own army. This he did
because he considered Drona to be very important to his winning the war and retaining
the kingdom.

Describing the army of the Pdndavas, Duryodhana continued.

.T:q nU 4*tqRT AH144 44 I
Twr* f1tzi f sq Trw: I I I

atrafiird& mahesvdsd bhimdrjunasamd yudhi
yuyudhdno virdtaSca drupadakca mahdrathah Verse 4

yri^fi '*· l t^ S iTS K r: 11 " tI
dhrstaketuScekitdnah kdhirdjahca viryavan
purujit kuntibhojasca SaibyaSca narapuigavah Verse 5

SDrona and Drupada went to the same gurukula and were very close friends. At that time
Drupada impulsively promised Drona that he would give half of his kingdom to him when
he became the king. Drona, at a later day went to claim that promise. But Drupada refused.
Drona vowed to avenge this humiliation. When he became the. dcrya of the princes of
Hastinapura, he had his chance. Arjuna defeated Drupada and brought him as prisoner to
Drona and Drona had his revenge and took away halfofDrupada's kingdom and released
him. Now it was Drupada's turn to seek revenge! He did a ydga praying for a daughter and
son to avenge his humiliation at the hands of Drona. Dhrstadyumna was the son who came
out of that yaga and he was destined to kill Drona. Yet Drona took him as disciple and
taught him everything. He was the commander-in-chief of the Pdndava-army.
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Tlrqs;g fqwr-| dr701a QqF|cjl
*Tso * Mft* 74 gmR m: I I I I
yudhamanyusca vikrdnta uttamauja•ca viryavan
saubhadro draupadeyadca sarva eva mahdrathah Verse 6

3T- atra - here (in the army of Pandavas); 7T yudhi - in battle; H15-\trI:

bhima-arjuna-samdh - equal to Bhima and Arjuna; 'TJU: siurah - unrivalled

experts; H UTT: mahesvdsah - men of great bows; (Trf santi - there are;) ZIPT:
yuyudhdnah - Yayudhana (Satyaki); W ca - and; i•cT: viratah - the king of

Virata; - ca - and; S-f: drupadah - King Drupada (father of Draupadi); 6TW:

maharathah - the man of great valour; *1--1: dhrstaketuh - Dhrstaketu; 4df1m :

cekitdnah - Cekitana; q ca - and; qI viryavdn - the valiant; fi|m"r?1 :

kdgirdjah - the king of Kds; -F purujit - Purujit; f •t: kuntibhojah -
Kuntibhoja; •5T: Saibyah - Saibya; I ca - and; 9f: narapungavah - the one

who is the most exalted among men; - ca-and; f-,TIh: vikrdntah - the one who is
very powerful; gJTR-: yudhamanyuh - Yudhamanyu; W ca - and; *M|
viryavan - one who is of great strength; Tf-*T : uttamaujdh - Uttamaujas; T ca

- and; 4•-w: saubhadrah - son of Subhadra (Abhimanyu); ft :
draupadeyah - the sons of Draupadi; - ca - and; q sarue - all (these); 7 eva -
indeed; �TfT: mahdrathah - men of great valour

Here are unrivalled experts, equal to Bhima and Arjuna in battle, men of
great bows - Sdtyaki,' the king of Virdta,2 and King Drupada, a man
of great valour; Dhrstaketu,3 Cekitana,4 the valiant king of Kadi,
Purujit,s Kuntibhoja6 and Saibya,7 the most exalted among men; the

SStyaki was the son of Sini, a yidava chieftain. He was a disciple of Arjuna and was
totally devoted to Krina.He was counted as an atiratha.
- King Vird.ta of Matsya-deSa (also known as Virata-deSa) was the father of Uttara who was
given in marriage to Abhimanyu. It was in his country that the Pandavas spent their
ajiatavusa.
3 Dhrstaketu was the son of SiSupala, the king of Cedi.
S Cekitdna was a Yddava chieftain belonging to the vrsni clan and was the commander of
one of the seven aksauhinis of the Pandava-army.
5 One of the brothers of Kunti.
"6 Another brother of Kuntl.
' Father of Devikd, another wife of Yudhisthira.
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powerful Yudhamanyu, Uttamaujas,' a man of great strength,
(Abhimanyu)2 the son of Subhadri and the sons of Draupadi - all
men of great valour.

Duryodhana told Drona that there were unrivalled experts in fighting and
logistics in the army of the Pdndavas. In the war that was about to take place, it was not
enough to be able to send arrows. Logistics were also required. Therefore, all of them
were top-notch fighters in battle, equal to Bhima and Arjuna in their knowledge of
warfare. Duryodhana mentioned their names to Drona because he knew he had a soft
comer in his heart for these people.

Mahesvusa was a name given to people who wielded bows of great fame.
Arjuna's bow, for example, was known as Gandiva. There are many stories about these
bows. Each person had a special conch, Sarikha, also, as a part of his equipment. Before
a man started fighting, he would work himself up by blowing his own trumpet, which
may be where the expression, 'blowing your own horn,' originated. This was done as a
warming-up exercise. These conches also had names, as we shall see later.

Thus, these were all people of famous bows. It was not that the bows had made a
big name for themselves, but that the men who wielded them were considered to be
great. They were experts in warfare, equal to Bhima and Arjuna. The king of Virdta
was there, along with Drupada, the father of Draupadi, and a man of great valour
(mahdratha). A mahdratha was one who was able to continue fighting, while
protecting himself, his driver, and his horses. Because he needed his horses to pull his
chariot, he could not allow them to get hurt. He also had to be able to protect his driver
because, if he allowed him to be hit, no one would want to drive for him. A great
charioteer, then, was one who was able to neutralise all of the arrows that came to his
horses, his driver, or to himself. Such men were called maharathas. They were not
ordinary soldiers. Everyone named here by Duryodhana was a maharatha without
question.

Next, Duryodhana pointed out six more unrivalled archers who would be fighting
against them. Dh.rsaketu was the name of an important warrior who was well known at
that time. Cekitdna also enjoyed a great reputation. Although not specifically mentioned
by name, the king of KPi3 was presented by Duryodhana as a man of great valour.

SYudhamanyu and Uttamaujas were brothers and princes under the king of Paiicala. They
fought valiantly for all the eighteen days of the war, but were killed while sleeping, by
Asvatthdmd in the end.
2 Abhimanyu was the son of Arjuna and Subhadra, sister of Krsna, a great warrior, who
was mercilessly killed by the ganging up of all the Maharathas of the Kaurava-army.
3 His name was Abhibhi.

*
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Purujit and Kuntibhoja were also acknowledged by Duryodhana and Saibya was

described by him as the most exalted of men.

Yudhdmanyu is described as a powerful chieftain and Uttamaujas is also known

to be very mighty. Everyone mentioned thus far in Duryodhana's intrpduction is a great

chieftain. Also mentioned was Arjuna's son, Saubhadra, Abhimanyu, born of

Subhadrd, one of Arjuna's wives. The five sons of Draupadi born to each of the five

Pandavas were also there.

All these people were great warriors, maharathas, as was said earlier. The various

levels of expertise have been defined elsewhere and are given below.

rTwnlora't TrT f zff: I I
eko dagasahasrani yodhayedyastu dhanvindm
SastraStstrapravinadca maharatha iti smrtah

He who can, by himself, fight with ten thousand bowmen and who is an

expert in using weapons and in the science of war is said to be

mahdratha.

aHi^wn ^ 4 it44tsfrK 2g T: I

w^qr` * *fte& TrF: I I
amitdn yodhayedyastu samprokto 'tirathastu sah
rathastvekena yo yoddha tannyuno'rdharathah smrtah

He who can fight with a thousand to ten thousand bowmen
simultaneously is called an atiratha. He who can fight with one thousand
bowman is called a ratha and the one who is a little less than that in
capacity is called an ardharatha.

THE PURPOSE OF INTRODUCING THE WARRIORS

Before continuing with these descriptive verses, it is important to understand their
purpose. They provide the context necessary for us to come to know Arjuna's condition.
The story that is unfolding is not an illustrative story. Illustrative stories are useful tools
for communication, no doubt, but here the story is to tell us how the teaching came
about.

This information is also given in the Upanisads, where we are told that a given
person went to another person, in order to be taught, and that person had gone to yet
another person, and so on. Thus, a story is told. For example, in the sixth chapter of
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Chdndogyopanisad, there is a story about a great teacher, Udddlaka, and his son called
Svetaketu. When this boy was twelve years of age, Uddalaka decided to send him to a
gurukula because he did not think his son could learn any more at home. &vetaketu

spent twelve years in the gurukula and came home when he was twenty-four. All this is

mentioned in the Upanisad.

The young man returned home very proud and seeing this, his father asked; 'Did
you ask your teacher for that knowledge, gaining which everything is as well known?'
The son replied, 'I don't think my teacher had such a knowledge. Otherwise, he would

have taught it to me.' Svetaketu later asked his father if there was such a knowledge. His

father proved to him that there was.

By the knowledge of the cause, kdrana, everything else is as well known. If you
know the clay, you know the pot. The word 'pot' is only with reference to a name and
form, nama and ripa, for the substance clay. There is no substance in the pot, other than

clay, for you to know. Similarly, once you know the cause of this entire creation, if there

is such a cause, then everything is as well known. It is not that everything is known, but
that everything is as well known. Just as you know the substance, clay, in terms of

reality, you also know what satya is, what mithya is. You know the real and the unreal.

This is all there is to know.

Uddalaka established the possibility of such a knowledge and, in time, tvetaketu

wanted to know. That is how we get mahavdkya-upadeSa, the teaching of 'that thou art

- tat tvam asi.' This kind of story, then, reveals the context and tells us about the urge
to know, how it has to be known, and so on. In other words, the whole teaching

methodology, sampradiya is brought out through these stories.

It is important, therefore, to know how Arjuna, a great warrior and a man of

culture and compassion, became a seeker, a jijiidsu, the one who wanted to have this

knowledge. In the process, we understand how a person discovers a quest in himself or

herself to know the meaning of all the struggles in life. Although Krsna sometimes

spoke to Arjuna strictly within the context of the Mahabhdrata, the context can be

changed to apply to anyone. For example, when Krsna told Arjuna to fight, he was

speaking only to Arjuna and to no one else.Still, there is something in these that is

relevant to everyone; and that is - what is to be done in a given situation must be done.

This context is naturally still a part of the Mahabhdrata and the actual Gitd is yet

to begin, which it does in the second chapter. Only with the words,'sri bhagavdn uvdca'

does it become Bhagavadgltd. The first chapter is only the context, leading to the Gitd.

Although the previous chapters of the Mahabhdrata have no direct connection to the

Bhagavadgitd, there is a link with reference to Arjuna's lot. Therefore, even though
these first few verses of the Glth have no real relevance to what we want to know, they

do give us the context and for this reason, we look into them.
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Having talked to Drona about the important people in the army of Pdndavas, he
then changed the topic to those in his own army.

3T;ýr -q 1 rT - d[MiW t*iT I

M TWiqc *7T #q^ ri\ w difAr I I \ i I

asmdkam tu visis.t ye tannibodha dvijottama
nayaka mama sainyasya sarjiidrtham tdnbravimi te Verse 7

ff---dýM duija-uttama - Oh! Learned among the twice-born (brdhmanas); aTTriWT

asmdkam - of us; q tu - whereas; 4 ye - those who; "frWIT: viSistdh - are

important; W * T mama sainyasya - of my army; •-�lT: ndyakdh - leaders; f9
tan - them; f-�r nibodha - please take note; A te - to you; Ti: 2 samjiirtham

- in order to introduce; -f tan - them; W�Wit bravimi -- I mention

Whereas, Oh! Learned among the twice-born (brdhmanas), please take
note of those who are important amongst ourselves, the leaders of my
army. I mention them in order to introduce them to you.

The people who had joined Duryodhana were also not just ordinary soldiers.
They, too, were leaders, mahdrathas. Wanting to point this out to Drona, Duryodhana
again said, 'In order to introduce them to you, I will mention them by name.'

In this verse, he addressed Drona as dvija-uttama, the best among the twice-born,
dvija. A brdhmana, a ksatriya and a vaigya are considered to be born again when they
are initiated into the gdyatri-mantra. Drona was described by Duryodhana as uttama,
the best, because he was a learned teacher of archery.

Describing his own army, Duryodhana said:

^R 'f^tO & ̂ W ^d^ri~ ~: I
3TNqTqT fidt' 4THqi"': I I e I I
bhavan bhismagca karnaSca krpasca samitiiijayah
asvatthamd vikarnasca saumadattirjayadrathah Verse 8

3- f -q: ý? ^ NTAT: r I I: I

anye ca bahavah sra madarthe tyaktajivitih
nndndastrapraharandh sarve yuddhavigaraddh Verse 9
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'ip bhavan - Your Honour; qi: bhismah - Bhisma; W ca - and; ": karnah
- Karna; r ca - and; y': krpah - Krpa; w ca - and; -Fi-AT: samitiqjayah -
one who is always victorious; 3TW "TT aSvatthdmi - Asvatthdmd; f-m : vikarnah
- Vikarna; -i ca - and; *l-r-: saumadattih - Saumadatti, son of Somadatta
(Bharisrava); 7WzF: jayadrathah - Jayadratha; a 3 I anye ca - and other; WT:
bahavah - many; �1TU: girah - warriors; W4* madarthe - for my sake; fiW-
Aif-M?-T: tyakta-jivitah - who have given up their lives; R1T-'TgR uT: ndna-hastra-
praharanah - having many kinds of weapons; T sarve - all; '-fWTR"T: yuddha-
viSraddh - experts in warfare

Your Honour, Bhisma, Karna, and Krpal, who is always victorious in
war, Aivatthdrna, 2 Vikarna,3 Saumadatti4 - son of Somadatta,
(BhfriSravd) and Jayadratha5 and many other warriors, all experts in
warfare, armed with many kind of weapons, who have given up their
lives for my sake (are present on our side).

Instead of calling him by name, Duryodhana addressed Drona as bhavin,
meaning 'Your Honour or You, Sir' Because Drona's dearest disciples were on the other
side, Duryodhana was afraid that his heart would not be in the fight. He was, therefore,

SHe was the brother of Drona's wife Krpi. He taught archery to the Kaurava and Pdndava
princes before Drona became their master. He is counted among the cirahijivis, those who
live forever.
2 He was the son of Drona and is also one of the cirai•ivis. He was so fiercely devoted to
Duryodhana that, finally on the last day when he was sure that there was no more hope for
Duryodhana, he went at night to the camp of the Pandavas and killed all the men there
when they were sleeping.
3 A son ofDhrtardstra, an exception among the Dhdrtardstras, and was noted for his sense
of justice and righteousness. He was the only one who protested against the humiliation of
Draupdi in the Kaurava-sabha.
4 Bhirigravd - he was the grandson of Bdhlika, older brother of Santanu.
s He was the husband of Duryodhana's sister DuSSald and the king of Sindhu-dega. He was
a great warrior. He was instrumental in the death of Abhimanyu by stopping the Pdndavas
from going to Abhimanyu's help when he was caught up inside the cakra-vyiha. He could
do this because, earlier he had obtained a boon from Lord Siva that he would defeat all the
Pandavas together except Arjuna, single-handedly for one day. He used this boon to prevent
the PCndavas from going in to help Abhimanyu. This led Arjuna to make a vow that, if he
did not kill Jayadratha by sunset of the next day he would kill himself. The next day,
Duryodhana did all he could to protect Jayadratha so that Arjuna would be forced to put an
end to his own life. Again Krsna saved the situation by creating an artificial sunset and
forcing Jayadratha out of his hiding so that Arjuna could kill him and fulfil his vow.
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always trying to win Drona over. Later in the battle, he began taunting him, saying that

the reason he was not fighting his best was because his heart was with the Pdndavas.

When Duryodhana was losing and Bhisma was on his deathbed, Drona became

Duryodhana's commander-in-chief. He became so inflamed by Duryodhana's taunts

that he was determined to take Yudhisthira, dead or alive.

In this verse, Duryodhana acknowledged Drona's importance by using the term

bhavan. Only then did he point out the invincible Bhisma, the oldest in the family and

the strongest. There was no one to equai Bhisma at that time. When he fought, no one

could stand against him. He had the boon that death would come to him only when he

chose it. Even Krsna, who had promised not to fight, became so impressed with

Bhisma's strength that he actually took up his cakra. Only then, did he remember that

he had promised not to fight. That Krsna had been moved to pick up his cakra was

enough for Bhisma and was what caused him to give up in the end.

The others described in this verse are Karna, Duryodhana's answer for Arjuna,
and Krpa, presented here as one who was always victorious in any conflict and who

could defeat an army single-handedly. Duryodhana also remembered to mention

Drona's son, Asvatthama, along with his own brother, Vikarna, who was the youngest

and of the same age as Asvatthdma. Jayadratha, a very important person who caused

the death of Arjuna's son, Abhimanyu, and Saumadatti were also presented to Drona

by Duryodhana.

Having mentioned these people by name, Duryodhana then pointed out that there

were many other warriors who had come to join him on the battlefield.

Duryodhana's words, 'Other warriors... who have given up their lives for my

sake, anye ca bahavah s�rah madarthe tyakta-jivitah,' can be taken here as a divine

omen of what was to come. Had they given up their lives, as he had said, he would have

had a dead army on his hands! He meant that they were ready to give up their lives, but

what he said was an example of daiva, certain words that indicate what is to come. Such

words are not deliberately spoken. The speaker means one thing, but the words

themselves mean something else. In fact, these warriors had already given up their lives

for Duryodhana's sake. They were all going to die. This daiva is very uncanny; it

comes out! Here, it came out in Duryodhana's speech. His defeat was indicated by his

own words.

Who were these people? They were people who had a variety of weapons with

them. Weapons can be either praharanas, those that can be aimed and released like an

arrow or spear, or hastras, weapons that are held in one's hand, like a mace or sword.

Not only did these people come with all of these weapons, but they were experts in using
them. They had a thorough knowledge of weaponry and warfare, some having expertise
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in more than one particular martial art. In the next verse, Duryodhana, assessing the
overall strength of the two armies, continued his attempt to arouse Drona's enthusiasm :

q7t** W# r $ia II to II
aparyaptam tadasmdkam balam bhismdbhiraksitam
parydptam tvidametesdm balam bhimabhiraksitam Verse 10

At-alfitd ff bhisma-abhiraksitam - well-protected by Bhisma; 31r4w i
asmdkam - our; T tat - that; Wr balam - army; 3 H aparydptam - cannot

be overwhelmed; J tu - whereas; 'h-afti -f if bhima-abhiraksitam - even

though protected by Bhima; RAI1R etesadm - of these people in front of us; 15¶idam

- this, W¶ balam - army; hfi parydptam - can be overwhelmed

Our army (being larger), well-protected by Bhisma, cannot be
overwhelmed, whereas the army of these people in front of us, even
though protected by Bhima, can be overwhelmed.

Here, Duryodhana pointed out to Drona that his army could notbe overwhelmed
by the Pandavas because it was well protected by Bhisma. Also, it consisted of eleven
aksauhinis, divisions, whereas the Pifndavas had only seven ak.auhinis.' He therefore
considered his army in no danger, not only because it had more divisions, but because it
had such great leaders. Even though the mighty Bhima would protect the P•nldavas'
army, Duryodhana was sure that his army could easily overwhelm them and that he
would win the war.

There is another meaning sometimes given for this verse that does not hold. In this
version, Duryodhana told Drona that the strength of his army was not adequate, but at
least it was protected by Bhisma, whereas the Pd•ncavas' army was adequate, but was
protected only by Bhima. This meaning is not correct. Since Duryodhana had eleven
divisions, he naturally thought that his army could not be overwhelmed by the seven
divisions of his opponents.

Given the numbers involved, he concluded that there was no way that the
Pandavas could defeat them. It would be a walkover! The contention surrounding these
two interpretations centres on the meanings given to the words aparydptam and
paryiptam.

1 An aksauhini is a division of army consisting of 21870 chariots, 21870 elephants, 65610

horses and 109350 foot-soldiers.
B.A vl. l-
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This, then, was Duryodhana's thinking. His words were meant merely to generate
some enthusiasm in Drona so that Duryodhana would gain Drona's whole-hearted
support in this battle.

In the next verse, Bhisma's importance to the outcome of the war was mentioned
to Drona by Duryodhana.

3Tq^ii 1 1wm r^t1Wrmf: I

ayanesu ca sarvesu yathdbhagamavasthitah
bhismamevabhiraksantu bhavantah sarva eva hi Verse 11

Tr 3Tqqt ý sarvesu ayanesu ca - in all divisions (of the army); MpITl.,
yathdbhdgam - in (your) respective positions; 3-wl: avasthitdh - stationed;

WI: W 4f 17 bhavantah sarve eva hi - all of you indeed; tRR 1T4 bhismam eva
- Bhisma alone; aIfTT-i abhiraksantu - may protect

Stationed in your respective positions, in all the divisions of the army, all
of you should indeed protect Bhisma in particular.

Bhisma was not just a commander-in-chief appointed according to seniority.
Although he was the oldest person in Duryodhana's ranks, he was the one who really
counted in this battle. As we know, Bhisma was not an ordinary person. He was
invincible. No one can kill him. He would die only when he chose to die. And as long as
he had his bow in his hand, no one can approach him. Therefore, Duryodhana said that
they must all protect Bhisma. If Bhisma were to be protected, then the army would be
protected and victory would be certain. 'I don't want Bhisma to get hurt in any way,' he
said.

In fact, Duryodhana had organised the entire army into formations that would
ensure the protection of his commander-in-chief. There was no way for the Pdndavas to
penetrate his ranks and get at Bhisma, he thought. Confirming his plans, he asked
Drona to make sure that everyone remained in their assigned places so that Bhisma
would be well protected. As long as Bhisma was there, they were safe.

Because Duryodhana had to shout in order to be heard over the din of the
battlefield, Bhisma might have overheard him telling Drona, 'Everyone should protect
Bhisma.' However, Bhisma knew that he needed no one to protect him, and that, not
only could he protect himself but everyone else too, including Duryodhana.
Duryodhana's concern was evidently silly. Therefore wanting to reassure and encourage
Duryodhana, he let out a huge war cry, as described in the next verse.
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THE CONCHES ARE BLOWN

pT m14-0 T-ý9: fTMw: I

tasya sainjanayanharsam kuruvrddhah pitdmahah
simhanddam vinadyoccaih aaikham dadhmau pratdpavin Verse 12

MWMT F pratdpavdn - one who is known for his valour; ¶Iq: •fWIiw:
kuruvrddhah pitdmahah - the grandfather of the Kuru family; W tasya - his; 4IT

harsam - happiness; W9Siff sanijanayan -intending to produce; 3A: uccaih -

loudly; f*,tr simhanddam - a roar like a lion; f�W vinadya - making; V
dainkham - conch; qh dadhmau - he blew

Bhisma, the grandfather of the Kuru family, known for his valour,
loudly let out a lion's roar and blew his conch in order to make
Duryodhana happy.

Just to produce some kind of joy in the hearts of Duryodhana and the others,
Bhisma, the old man of the Kuru family, the grandfather, roared loudly like a lion. In
this verse, Bhisma is described as one who had a number of titles denoting valour,
meaning that he had had many exploits in his life. Bhisma sounded the beginning of the
war by blowing his conch.

Bhisma had accepted Duryodhana's challenge. to the Pdindavas. Being the
commander-in-chief of Duryodhana's army, he was the one who had to give the
command that would alert everyone to be ready. To do this, then, he blew his conch.

Once Bhisma's conch had sounded, everyone else in Duryodhana's army blew
his conch, too, as described in the next verse.

"T': �viTjr 't-' s lt'llTl: I

• MiP 9•.,Ke WI 1'IQl I I I I

tatai &arhkhidca bheryadca panavinakagomukhah
sahasaivibhyahanyanta sa kabdastumulo'bhavat Verse 13

?d: tatah - then; W•T: iaikhah - conches; 4 ca - and; 44: bheryah - kettle

drums; W ca - and; qtr -W•"-Ti1CF T: panava-dndka-gomukhah - tabors, trumpets,

and cowhorns; !WT � sahasd eva - quite suddenly; 3sWT-FF abhyahanyanta -

were blasted forth; W: sah - that; VTai: 4abdah - sound; i-: 3PrWT tumulah

abhavat - was earth-shaking
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Then, suddenly, conches, kettledrums, tabors, trumpets, and cow-horns
were blasted forth and the sound was earth-shaking indeed. -

All the various instruments of sound are described here. There was no music in
these sounds, just loud noises coming from a variety of sound-making instruments -
kettle drums, varieties of other drums, bugles, and so on.

First, there were the conches. Bhisma had to start off because he was the
commander-in-chief and also the eldest. Everyone respected him. Thus, he started and
everyone else followed. Then came the kettle-drums, tabors, trumpets, and cow-horns.
All varieties of sounds coming from this array of instruments burst forth immediately.
Even those people who had no instruments might have produced their own sounds by
imitating various instruments. The effect was tremendous, earth-shaking, frightening,
and something unimaginable.

When Duryodhana's entire army, with its many divisions, simultaneously began
blowing their conches and other instruments, the whole sky was rent with this enormous
noise. Given this situation, what did the Plndavas do? They, too, of course, followed
suit, a description of which appears in the next six verses.

dTf: dfi qzfN q-6% TfwO4tl1
T1Wq: uIMO f1Wft vj lU7^: II tv II
tatah Svetairhayairyukte mahati syandane sthitau
mddhavah p.ndavascaiva divyau safikhau pradadhmatuh Verse 14

WI: tatah - then; A•: W: Avetaih hayaih - by white horses; Z yukte - yoked

(drawn); T6R �TPR mahati syandane - in the great chariot; lf sthitau - seated;

"WT•� : mddhavah - Krsna; 9•-U\ : pandavah - Arjuna; I ca and; Tr eva - also;

ift divyau - celestial; We Aakkhau - conches; Mflfq: pradadhmatuh -

sounded

Then, Krsna and Arjuna, seated in the great chariot drawn by white
horses, also sounded their divine conches.

Having described the war cry of the Kauravas, Saiijaya, the narrator, then turned
his attention to Arjuna, referred to here as Pd�ndava, meaning Pindu's son. The name
given to Krsna in this verse is Madhava, meaning the lord of wealth (Laksmi)
Throughout the Gitd, Krsna was addressed or mentioned by different names -
Hrslkeia, Acyuta, Keiava, Janirdana, and so on.

Krsna and Arjuna were seated in Arjuna's magnificent chariot that was drawn by
white horses, white being a colour that could not be missed amidst horses of different
colours. In response to the war cry of Duryodhana's army, Arjuna and Krsna sounded
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their conches, described here as divyau, celestial, because they were not gathered in the
ordinary way.

Their names are given in the next verse:

\^ U ltui ^^ < : I IIdt Pft w* § ̂ uw\ ̂ hr: 11 I
padcajanyam hrsilkeio devadattam dhanaiijayah
paundram dadhmau mahasaikham bhimakarmd vrkodarah Verse 15

rUtw: hrqikeSah - Lord of all the senses, Krsna; TI1UFx paiicajanyam -
Pdicajanya; WT�T: dhananijayah - Arjuna; • r devadattam - Devadatta;

qIrq\ bhimakarma - the one of terrible deeds (Bhima); J;': vrkodarah -

Vrkodara (Bhima), one who has the stomach of a wolf; WImr• mahasaikham - a

huge conch; tTRq paundram - Paundra; It dadhmau - sounded

Krsna sounded the Paicajanya, Arjuna the Devadatta, and Bhima, the
man of terrible deeds and one with the stomach of a wolf, sounded his
huge conch, Pauonra.

Lord Krsna's conch was called Pdiicajanya. As we have seen, the bows also had
names. Arjuna's bow was known as Gandiva. Dhanafijaya was another name for
Arjuna and Devadatta was the name of his conch, meaning that it was a gift from a god.

Bhimakarma was another name for Bhima, because he was able to do the most
frightening jobs, both in war and in peacetime. Bhima never undertook ordinary work.
For instance, when Pdndavas were living incognito for one year, Bhima was employed
in the palace as a cook. In fact, he appointed himself because he wanted to be able to eat
a lot of food. He excelled at cooking in large quantities, the kind of cooking wherein
whole pumpkins were dropped into huge cauldrons.

There are two types of cooking mentioned in the Sanskrit literature. One type is
called bhimapaka, cooking for thousands of people at a time, and the other is called
nalapaka after King Nala who was also a great cook, but for small numbers of people.

We might think that Bhima must have been very flabby, with a huge stomach and
all that goes with it. However, that was not the case. He did not resemble a Sumo
wrestler at all. Here, Bhima was described as one who had the stomach of a wolf, that is,
so hollowed out that it almost touched the spine. A wolf is always hungry, which may be
where the expression, 'keeping the wolf away from the door,' came from.

This analogy is a good example of what is meant by the word laksana. The word
wolf is the implied meaning of hunger. Although a wolf is always hungry and eats a lot,
its stomach remains the same, ever trim. We understand, by the description of his
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stomach as being like that of a wolf, that Bhima was a huge man with a stomach
resembling that of a wolf. Therefore, keeping hunger away was always a concern for
him.

Bhima also had very large lungs and, therefore, did not have an ordinary conch.
Known as Paundra, his conch is described here as huge.

The conches of the other three Pandavas, Yudhisthira, Nakula, and Sahadeva,
are mentioned in the next verse.

I^?: wP ^yia riy 1 I 11
anantavijayam rija kuntiputro yudhisthirah
nakulah sahadevaica sughosamanipuspakau Verse 16

Tf9�: kuntiputrah - son of Kunti; UTt �`�iI : raja yudhisthirah - King
Yudhisthira; •3i�•lq anantavijayam - the name of Yudhisthira's conch; f7•:
WO^: - nakulah sahadevah ca - Nakula and Sahadeva; - 1jf-fUr

sughosa-manipuspakau - Sughosa and Manipuspaka (the names of Nakula's and

Sahadeva's conches)

King Yudhisthira, the son of Kunti, blew Anantavijaya and Nakula
and Sahadeva blew Sughosa and Manipuspaka.

Although he was no longer the king, Safijaya called Dharmaputra as 'King
Yudhisthira' here. That is because, in Saijaya's mind, even though Duryodhana ruled
the kingdom, Yudhisthira was the real king, albeit in exile. Because Saijaya never
agreed to this war and knew Duryodhana was making a mistake, he never missed an
opportunity to point this out to Dhrtarastra.

Ananta-vijaya, meaning that which produces countless victories, was the name of
Dharmaputra's conch. Nakula's conch was called Sughosa, meaning that which
produces a pleasant sound. Manipuspaka, that which is decorated with precious gems,
was the name given to Sahadeva's conch.

vgqo ft z +4kilaiq<d: I In I I
kadya.ca paramesvasah Rikhand ca mahdrathah
dhrstadyumno virataica sdtyakikcdpardjitah Verse 17

p ts tm ?T: 'Wf-qtqa I

*Wg w^: *i-^y: yr^ Ijs L I 1
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drupado draupadeydlca sarvasah prthivipate
saubhadrarca mahibdihuh iSaikhdndadhmuh prthak prthak Verse 18

Iftih prthivipate - Oh! King; •lWP: -Wr-'TRT: kabyah ca parama-is•usah -
the king of KSi§, an expert bowman; W�SI: faiT maharathah sikhandl -
Aikhandl, the man of great valour; ' ca - and; Ep': dhrstadyumnah -
Dh.rstadyumna; i%-: virdtah - Virdta; W ca - and; rIPfI: apardjitah -

unsurpassed; •Tridf:t sdtyaki Satyaki; 'E ca - and; iW: drupadah - Drupada;

tqk: W draupadeyah ca - and the sons of Draupadi; F4l7l: h': W
mahdbdhuh saubhadrah ca - and the mighty-armed son of Subhadrd (Abhimanyu);

*W: sarvaiah - on all sides; t'y V p prthak p!rthak - separately; 'g'.F V3:

sarkhin dadhmuh - blew their conches

Oh! King, the king of KIMi, an expert bowman, Aikhandi, the man of
great valour, Dhrstadyumna, and Virita, and the unsurpassed Sdtyaki;
Drupada, the sons of Draupadi and the mighty-armed son of Subhadrd
(Abhimanyu), all blew their own conches.

The king of K1iA was described here as one having a huge bow, Sikhandi was
also mentioned as being another great warrior in Arjuna's camp. Dhrstadyumna, the
first commander-in-chief of the Pandava-army, King Virdta and Sityaki, another king,
were also mentioned by name.

In these two verses, Saiijaya concluded his account of those who had sounded
their conches in the Pdndavas' camp. Addressing Dhrtarastra as prthivipate, 'Oh!
King,' Saijaya then pointed out Drupada, the father of Draupadi, the sons of
Draupadi and Abhimanyu, the son of Subhadrd, Saubhadra, whom he described as,
'one of mighty arms,' - which is a description of Abhimanyu's valour, not the size of
his biceps.

Together, these mighty warriors blew their conches. This sound is described in the
next verse.

#;M9 111WIT Wf4KER I XR I I
sa ghoso dhdrtardstrdndm h.rdaydni vyaddrayat
nabhaica plrthivim caiva turulo vyanunddayan Verse 19

R: sah - that; Wi": tumulah - tremendous; 4W: ghosah - sound; 7W: nabhah -

sky; - ca - and; , jt prthivim - earth;' ca - and; tE eva - indeed; `-l�yi9

vyanunadayan - reverberating; W*�1oD dhdrtardstrdndm - of the sons of

Dhrtardstra; WTIr hrdaydni - the hearts; B9gRWz vyaddrayat - pierced
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And that tremendous sound reverberating throughout the earth and sky
pierced the very hearts of the sons of Dhrtaristra.

The sound made by the Pandavas in response to that made by Duryodhana's
army was so tremendous that it pierced the very hearts of the sons of Dhrtardstra. The

simultaneous sound reverberated and echoed, wave after wave, bouncing from the earth
to the sky and back again. The magnificence of the Pandava war cry pervaded the entire
atmosphere, creating panic in those of the opposing side. Again, Safijaya drove home
his point that Dhrtardstra's sons were no match for the Pandavas.

79 ''M I^ <IMM TJzeq: I o II

atha vyavasthitandrstvu dhartarastran kapidhvajah
pravrtte iastrasampate dhanurudyamya pandavah Verse 20

hrsikesam tada vakyamidamdha mahipate

I•tri mahipate - Oh! King; 31 atha - then; MEi0h. vyavasthitan - standing

assembled; At,1i dhirtardstran - the sons of Dhrtardstra; ? drstva - seeing;

Ffbt-f: qTu- : kapidhvajah pandavah - Arjuna, one who has Hanuman, on his

banner; -1•PliB t d astra-sampate pravrtte - when the shooting about to begin;

91: dhanuh - bow; 3�X2 udyamya - having lifted; ?I tada - then; tfiw.

hrsikedam - to Lord Krsna; ' idam - these; 1WT vakyam - words; WiT

uvica - said

Then, Oh! King, seeing the sons of Dhrtarastra standing assembled and
the shooting about to begin, Arjuna, on whose banner was Hanuman,
lifting his bow, said these words to Krsna.

In this verse, Arjuna was called Kapidhvaja, the one who had a monkey on his
banner. Every chariot had a flag and each important person had a flag of his own,
Arjuna's flag had Hanuman, the great devotee of Rama. This had come about in this
manner. During their vanavisa, the Pindavas went on a pilgrimage to the Himalayas.
There on the gandhamadana mountain, Draupadi came across a very beautiful lotus
with thousand petals and great fragrance. It was the Saugandhika flower. She was so
enamoured by it that she asked Bhima to go and get more of them. He went searching
for them and on the way encountered Lord Hanumdn. Hanumdn, being the elder
brother to Bhlma, tested him, advised him on dharma, etc., blessed him, and promised
him that he would be present with them during the war to bless them. He offered to sit as
a dhvaja, a flag or symbol, on top of Arjuna's chariot. Thus, Arjuna got the name of
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Kapidhvaja. He said that he would lend his voice to Bhima whenever Bhima roared in
the battlefield and make Bhima's roar more frightening to the enemies.

There is also another story not found in the Mahabharata. It is said that Arjuna
once went on a pilgrimage to Rameivaram. When he saw the bridge that the monkeys
had built for Rama he thought to himself that Rama need not have taken the help of the
monkeys and could have built the bridge of arrows by himself. Hanuman who was
present there, read his mind and presenting himself as a small monkey before Arjuna,
challenged him to build such a bridge. Arjuna built one. But it could not take the weight
of the small monkey and collapsed. By the grace of Krqna, Arjuna recognised
Hanumdn. He then asked for his blessing and Hanumdn promised to be present on his
flag during the war.

It is said that Hanumdn slept through most of the war. Only when Krsna talked to
Arjuna did Hanuman choose to listen. He found the war itself very boring, something
like baseball when no one is hitting. However, when Bhisma came to fight, he would
open his eyes until it was over. Then he would close them again until there was some
other skirmish that interested him. This would last for a few minutes and, again, he
would go back to sleep. At the end of the war, when Bhima asked him how he enjoyed
the battle, Hanumdn replied that it had been nothing compared to those he had seen
earlier - the fight between Rama and the ten-headed Ravana, for example. After such
episodes, watching arrows flying back and forth was like watching a game rather than a
life-and-death battle! For Hanuman, sitting on top of Arjuna's chariot in the form of a
small monkey, it was nothing.

In his chariot, then, with Hanumdn on his banner and Krsna as his driver, seeing
Dhrtarifra's sons in front of him, Arjuna picked up his bow. At the same time, he
spoke to Lord Krsna.

Arjuna uvaca
senayorubhayormadhye ratham sthapaya me'cyuta Verse 21

ydvadetdnnirikee'ham yoddhukadmnavasthitan
kairmayd saha yoddhavyamasmin ranasamudyame Verse 22

a'r: arjunah - Arjuna; WW uvica - said;
atf acyuta - Oh! Krsna; *M f: rl: �t senayoh ubhayoh madhye - in the
middle of the two armies; 4 me - my; W�T ratham - chariot; WMT sthdpaya -
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(you) place; AE yavat - so that; 3Vq aham - I; <4)tq I '3F l
yoddhukramdn avasthitdn - standing (there) desirous to fight; �TlI etdn - those

people; fWr nirik<e - can examine; a�f <u; j asmin rana-samudyame - at

the onset of this battle; k: T kaih saha - with whom; TM 4q4 maya

yoddhavyam - I should fight

Arjuna said:
Place my chariot, Oh! Krsna, between the two armies so that, I can
examine those people who stand here desirous of fighting, (and also
examine) with whom I should fight at the onset of this war.

Arjuna had been waiting for this day, his D-Day, for what seemed like ages. From
childhood, his cousin Duryodhana had done so much injustice. The sinful actions he
had been piling up were directed towards the Pandavas, especially Arjuna. Arjuna was

the object of Duryodhana's jealousy and hatred because he was the most beloved
disciple of Drona. They had all been Drona's disciples, but Arjuna was the best archer.
Drona naturally had a soft corner in his heart for him. Arjuna had not attracted this
jealousy because of his boasting or pride. He was considered a most pleasant person, but
Duryodhana had his own problems. His father was blind and was, therefore, not the
king. Because of this, all one hundred brothers grew up nursing a jealousy and Arjuna
was always its target.

Therefore, Ariuna had been waiting for the day when his pent-up anger could be
released. Seeing these Dhartarastras before him, his fury knew no bounds. He even
forgot that Krsna was with him, not by appointment but because of his prayerful request.
Krsna was seated in the front of his chariot as a driver by his own grace alone.
Forgetting this, Arjuna commanded him to place the chariot between the two forces so
that he could see who was in each camp.

Thus, Arjuna told Krsna exactly where he wanted his chariot placed. He said,
'Place my chariot in between the two armies in such a way that I can examine these
people.' Who are they who have come to the battlefield with a desire to fight on one side
or the other? Arjuna especially wanted to see the army of his opponent in order to know
with whom he should fight, once the war began.

~t-4sm;Ttc^ I tsa ^ 1TT\\: I

yotsyamandnavekse'ham ya ete'tra samagatah
dhartarastrasya durbuddheryuddhe priyacikirsavah Verse 23

J#: dur-buddheh - of the one whose thinking is distorted; 11A<iT

dhdrtardstrasya - of the son of Dhrtardstra; # yuddhe - in the battle; fi4-
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N : priya-ciklrsavah - those who want to please; 4 •t ye ete -those who;
•lwi: samagatah - have gathered; 3a1 atra - here; *rMý .Ij yotsyamanan -
with the intention of fighting; 3%p(aham - 1; a3r avekse - want to see

I want to see those who have gathered here with the intention of fighting,
wanting to please the son of Dhrtardstra, the one whose thinking is
distorted.

Arjuha wanted to see all those who had gathered there for the sake of pleasing
Duryodhana. Therefore, he asked Krsna to place his chariot in such a spot that he could
do so. iKr.na, of course, being a good driver, did as he was told.

Arjuna's use of the word 'my' with reference to the chariot indicated his frame of
mind. He was a flame of fury. Krsna was only a driver of his chariot.

Sanijaya then summarised this scene for Dhrtardstra.

WW 34M I

A 4WNnVI Iqqifa~r wifrrji I ? I
sanjaya uvdca
evamukto hrsikeio gudakesena bhirata
senayorubhayormadhye sthapayitvt rathottamam Verse 24

3MW T l fl^ t 11k II
bhifmadronapramukhatah sarvesdm ca mahiksitdm
uvaca partha pa.yaitan samavetankurfiniti Verse 25

WIT: saFijayah - Saiijaya; Z3i uvdca - said;
WRH bh�rata - Oh! King of the Bharata lineage, Dhrtarastra; 143i0- gu4dkeiena
- by Arjuna; RER W.: evam uktah - thus ordered; iF'T: hrslkeiah - Lord
Krsna; #q*.: r�4*: r senayoh ubhayoh madhye - in the middle of the two armies;

iWj.-Ut-•-rW: bhisma-drona-pramukhatah - right in front of Bhisma and Drona;
- ca - and; Rftrq sarvesdm - of all; 'fm d. mahlksitam - (of the) rulers; "M-
THT ratha-uttamam - the best of chariots; �eqf*i l sthdpayitvd - having placed;
ii partha - Oh! Arjuna; W�riiI samavetn - who have gathered here; TI9F etan
- these; -'T kuriin - the Kauravas; XM4 paiya - please look at; If iti - thus;
3W uvdca - he said
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Saijaya said :
Oh! King, thus ordered by Arjuna, Lord Krsna placed the best of
chariots in the middle of the two armies, right in front of Bhisma, Drona,
and all the rulers and spoke thus; 'Arjuna, please look at these Kauravas
who have gathered here.'

Addressing Dhrtards tra as Bhdrata, Saijaya told him that Krsna thus ordered

by Arjuna, placed the great chariot between the two armies. Bhisma and Drona were

the people with whom Arjuna would have to fight. So, naturally, Krsna placed the
chariot so that Arjuna could see them. These two men were not only important for the
opposing army and for Duryodhana, but being respected by the Pdndavas, they were
important to them, also.

Drona, was Arjuna's most revered teacher. Bhisma was the grand old man of the
family and the most respected person. Arjuna and Bhisma shared a very special
relationship. Both of them were, therefore, important people to the people on both the
sides of this war. Both were considered invincible. Thus, when Krsna drove the chariot
between the two armies, he placed it in front of Bhisma, Drona, and the other important
kings, so that Arjuna could see these warriors.

The place chosen by Krsna was the best vantage point possible, a place from
where Arjuna could see everyone on both sides. Arjuna was able to see everyone, just
as he had asked.

This is the first time Krsna spoke in the Gita. Although the verse does not begin
with 'sribhagavdn uvaca - the Lord said,' the 'iti' at the end of the verse indicates a
quotation.

'Arjuna, please look at these Kurus who have gathered here,'Krsna said.

ARJUNA SEES ONLY KITH AND KIN

Now that Arjuna could see those who had come to fight on both sides clearly, we
shall see what happened to him.

affWMI;<^ITm u Tp *uff is & III IF II
tatrapaiyat sthitan parthah pitfnatha pitdmahdn
dcarydn matuldn bhrdtFn putrdn pautrdn sakhimstathd Verse 26

hvasurdn suhrdascaiva senayorubhayorapi
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31 atha - then; *i4: h 'nt: 3& senayoh ubhayoh api - on both sides of the two
armies; ý sthitdn - standing;• pitmn - paternal elders; iTrW"i pittmahan
- grandfathers; 3aTTfR acarydn - teachers; T ri;rf matulan - uncles; VTrI
bhrdtFn - brothers; 'lr putrdn - sons; 0T3j pautrdn - grandsons; Wft sakhin
- comrades; FW tathd - and also; 1WJI ASva4urdn - fathers-in-law; i ,�: - W
suhrdah ca eva - and friends too; qr: pdrthah - Arjuna; M tatra - there; 3al4,w
apalyat - saw

Then, Arjuna saw standing there on both sides of the two armies,
paternal elders, grandfathers, teachers, uncles, brothers, sons, grandsons,
and fathers-in-law and friends too.

The word kuran in the previous verse covered the Kauravas on both sides, all.of
whom were members of the Kuru clan. Looking around him Arjuna saw every one of
them - all elders connected to him from the paternal and maternal sides, parents,
uncles, brothers, sons, and grandsons - all directly or indirectly related. In addition to
these blood relatives, there were others too - such as fathers-in-law, friends etc.

Arjuna also saw friends, in-laws on both sides, and those people who help others
without having been introduced or being connected in any way, suhrds. Everywhere he
looked he saw only relatives, friends, and good people.

Generally, such people would be on your side and those against whom you are
fighting would be enemies, invaders, and outsiders. Here, however, Arjuna found on
both sides only his own people. This was his problem, which was not an ordinary one.
Whichever way he. turned, he saw only his own brothers, uncles, and cousins. This
problem represented an important situation for Arjuna and was the reason for the Gitf
to come about. Recognizing that everyone who had come to fight was related to him
Arjuna was overwhelmed with compassion.

dKrS r ̂  ^f^t1 : ^^i¶ T w; l I ^s i I
tansamiksya sa kaunteyah sarvan bandhinavasthitdn Verse 27

krpayd paraydvisto visLdannidamabravit

"T: 4rt: sah kaunteyah - son of Kunti (Arjuna); 3•�iRml ?I T avasthitdn

tan sarvin - all those who had assembled; A1 bandhin - relatives; AiwT
samik.ya - seeing clearly; Tft ri\ parayd krpayd - by deep compassion; al"r:
dvistah - (being) seized; fcal visldan - being sad; iTt idam - this; 31iWf
abravit - he said
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Then he, the son of Kunti (Arjuna), seeing clearly all the assembled

relatives, seized by deep compassion, sorrowfully said these (words).
Arjuna's compassion was born of distress because what was going to

happen was destruction and all the people who would be involved were

his own people.

Therefore, his compassion was too much for him. This was not some small matter

that could be dismissed in the interests of practicality, simply because war had been

declared.

When such thoughts of compassion come, they are generally dismissed by people.

If we know something is not proper, we can usually say, 'What has to be done has to be

done.' The battlefield was not the place for compassion. Arjuna could not afford to be

compassionate here. He had to fight! In the same way, a boxer cannot afford to be

compassionate towards his opponent. If, because his opponent is bleeding, the boxer's

compassion prevents him from hitting him, the boxer himself will be knocked down.

Certainly, seeing his opponent's blood, the thought will come that this is not the proper

time or place to hit him. But, then, another thought comes - 'This is exactly the right

time and place to strike.' Instinct will tell him this - some killer instinct. Any mercy or

compassion is quickly dismissed in such situations.

This is what is meant by krpd - a compassion that is dismissible. However, when

you cannot dismiss it, it becomes para krpd, overwhelming compassion. Arjuna could

not do anything about his compassion, which was born of distress because of the

impending destruction about to befall all of his people.

-St# *q 14 fMT;eM tP14PM i I I
arjuna uvaca
drstvemam svajanam krsna yuyutsum samupasthitam Verse 28

iPffn TMF \f \ TT vJEf#I I

-s49r VR t 4 t140 9 11 I 1R
sidanti mama gatrdni mukham ca pariiusyati
vepathusca Sarire me romaharsahcajayate Verse 29

3rT: arjunah - Arjuna; 3q¶ uvaca - said;

fJT krsna - Oh! Krsna; j;T yuyutsum - desirous to fight; iTsfR9

samupasthitam - well stationed in battle position; Tl" imam - these; 7T4F

svajanam - my own people; ffT drstvu - seeing; T mama - my; TfWflt gdtrani

- limbs; ft sidanti - have lost all their strength; TqOF mukham - mouth; "' ca
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- and; 4FjMli* parigusyati - has gone dry; 4 me - my; ft arire - in the body;
!q*: vepathuh - trembling; 4iql: roma-harsah - horripilation (hair standing on
the end); - ca - and; WiM jdyate - has happened

Arjuna said:
Looking at these people, my own people, well stationed in battle position
and desirous to fight, my limbs have lost all their strength, my mouth has
gone dry, my body is trembling, and the hairs on my body are standing
on end.

Thus, under the spell of such a deep compassion, he said to Krsna, 'Looking at my
own people who have come with a desire to fight, each one very well prepared and well
stationed, my limbs have lost their strength.

Arjuna was so overwhelmed by the sight of his own people in both armies that his
limbs gave in. They seemed to have lost interest in performing their functions. His hands
did not want to lift or move in any way. It was the same with his legs. His mouth went
dry and his whole body was trembling. His arms and legs were shaking and the hairs on
his body were standing on end.

Any intense emotion can trigger these physical reactions. By their description, we
can understand Arjuna's condition. He himself explained it to Krsna in this verse.
Krsna, still holding the chariot steady, looked over his shoulder at Arjuna, listening to
him. Later, in the Gita, when the real dialogue between them began, he altered his
position and turned around completely to face Arjuna.

In the next verse, Arjuna continued describing his physical symptoms, telling
Krsna that it was not possible for him to stand, let alone fight.

. W u1shU^W4j Vrifk -4 4 TP- Io |l1
gandivam sramsate hastdt tvakcaiva paridahyate
na ca aaknomyavasthatum bhramativa ca me manah . Verse 30

TWR hastdt - from (my) hand; 1llD4 1 gadndvam - Gandiva (the bow of
Arjuna); itiA sramsate - slips; Tq tvak - skin; W ca -and; rM eva - indeed;
'Tyt paridahyate - bums; -q -t Sif�2 31rR no ca daknomi avasthdtum - I
am not able to stand; 4 me - my; WT: manah - mind; - ca - and; vifff E
bhramati iva - totally confused, as it were

The bow, Gdndiva, slips from my hand and my skin also bums. I cannot
stand up and my mind is totally confused as it were.
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Arjuna's condition was such that his bow, known as Gandiva, was about to slip
out of his hand. His entire body felt as though it was burning and it was not even
possible for him to stand properly in the chariot. He said to Krsna, 'it is not possible for
me to stand, let alone fight.' He-also thought he was losing his mind.

As though this was not enough, he saw ill omens everywhere:

NNVA W qsq&fir frtlhf *?F?1
;f P j 9Mf^ lfa tq "IRA I I P II
nimittdni ca padydmi viparitani keSava
na ca §reyo'nu'pahyami hatvu svajanamdhave Verse 31

*M kesava -Oh! Kesava; iNf ii viparitfni - bad; fF�Ti nimittdni -

omens; W ca - and; rWilfr pasyydmi - I see; y39T ahave - in the battle; -WFF

svajanam - one's own people; WT hatvd - killing; s4: sreyah - any good; - ca

- and; T na - not; R19r4fiq anupagydmi - I see

Oh! Keiava, I see bad omens and I see no good in killing one's own
people in this battle.

Seeing his own people standing there on both sides, Arjuna could see nothing
good coming out of this battle. His own people would be destroyed - people like
Bhisma and Drona. Even Duryodhana was his cousin, after all. All the omens he saw,
both psychological and physical, indicated to him an unpleasant outcome.

Further, he said:

ST WJ*fB# Tar -,q Tr7^# 7<sOPF -,I

na kAikse vijayam, krsna na ca rijyam sukhani ca
kim no rajyena govinda kim bhogairjivitena vd Verse 32

iyWT krsna - Oh! Krsna; f-•WR vijayam- victory; 7 I^b na kdlkse - I do not

want; - TFr na ca rdjyam - and not even the kingdom; qni� - sukhani ca -

nor comforts; i� govinda - Oh! Krsna; -;: nah - for us; TliT rijyena - with a

kingdom; fWf kim - what is (the use); qi': bhogaih - with enjoyments; WitF

jivitena - by living; T vu - even; fR kim - what is (the use)

Oh! Krsna, I want neither victory, nor the kingdom, nor comforts. Oh!
Govinda, of what use are a kingdom, enjoyments, or even life to us?
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Because he knew he would not be happy when this battle was over, Arjuna had no
more desire for victory. Since Arjuna did not want victory, he would not get the
kingdom back from Duryodhana. If he wanted the kingdom, victory was important. But
Arjuna said he did not want the kingdom also. Not having the kingdom meant that he
would have to suffer. He would have to go back to the forest and perhaps live the life of
an ascetic, living on roots and so on. Duryodhana would never allow him to stay in his
kingdom. He had already made that clear by refusing to give him even a house.

Was Arjuna ready to return to a life of deprivation without the comforts the
kingdom would provide? He had just said he did not want victory, the kingdom, or
comforts either. If there were no victory, there would be no kingdom, neither of which
Arjuna wanted now. Without a kingdom, there would be no comfort, which also he no
longer wanted. What did he want? He no longer cared. 'What do we get out of a
kingdom?' he asked. 'What do we get from all these enjoyments? Even by living, what
do we get? Nothing.'

By destroying his own people, what would he get? If destroying them would give
him a kingdom, what kind of a kingdom would it be? Arjuna did not think it would be a
sane bargain at all. Even if he commanded enjoyments, how could he enjoy them with
the nightmares he would have because of having destroyed all of these people?

In this way, Arjuna argued that victory, a kingdom, and even life itself were
useless because:

*Uo k*fiF -* uTx# % : pn Tr er I
w ̂ sqrT4i r ^ niii«w%1 #RT h I1 II
yes.marthe kadiksitam no r4jyam bhogah sukhdni ca
to ime'vasthitd yuddhe prandlmstyaktvd dhandni ca Verse 33

Z)N 431 yesdFm arthe - for whose sake; T: nah - by us; TF<l rajyam - kingdom;

l kdhiksitam - was desired; rIT: bhogah. - enjoyments; iq1i1 sukhdni -

pleasures; W ca - and; T te ime - those same people; MlU prdndn - life; nTiF
dhandni - wealth; t ca - and; ?lqT tyaktvu - abandoning; 71 yuddhe - in the

battle; arcflT: avasthitdh - have assembled

Those for whose sake the kingdom, enjoyments, and pleasures were
desired by us, they have assembled in battle, having given up their wealth
and their lives.

Arjuna's thinking was that a kingdom and the enjoyments that go with it had only
been desired by him for the sake of the very people whom he would be destroying -
those who had come ready to die in the battle. To win the battle, he would have to
destroy Duryodhdna's entire army. There was no such thing in those days as retreat in a

BG. Vol I-.9
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battle. Even if it were possible, Duryodhana would never have done so. He was a king

and a despot at that. He would never give up. If anyone else ran away, he would have

shot him from behind. There was, therefore, no way for these people to survive this

battle.

Many of those who were going to fight on Arjuna's side would definitely have to

die. When Bhisma fought, he did not throw flowers. Nor would there be garlands strewn

about when Drona was fighting. People would die by the thousands and, thus, the battle

became meaningless for Arjuna. All these people had given up their wealth, including

their wives and children, to come and fight. Arjuna could make no sense of it all.

3W1m*: fiw: mWi*o -tq ftmw: i
TlqTW: PaU: tjhr: 4Rlr: 7Tin I 1 Y II
dcarydh pitarah putrdstathaiva ca pitdmahdh

mdtulah SvaSurdh pautrdh ydllih sambandhinastathd Verse 34

( -• te ime - these same people are); 31ar: dcirydh - teachers; fRR: pitarah -

paternal uncles; rT-: putrah - sons; fTT 1 T tathd eva ca - and so too; N�FOiRT:

pitdmahdh - the grandfathers (like Bhlsma); 9FTc•: mdtulah - maternal uncles;

PTT: gvaiurih - fathers-in-law; ft: pautrdh - grandsons; TrfiT: sylidih -

brothers-in-law; ?pT tathd - so too; T�FAF iT: sambandhinah - other relatives,

friends, and so on

These people are teachers, paternal uncles, sons and also grandfathers,
maternal uncles, in-laws, grandsons, cousins, other relatives, friends, and
so on.

Wherever Arjuna looked, he saw only people known to him - his teachers,
grandfathers, sons, uncles, cousins, in-laws, and friends. These were the people for

whose sake he had desired the kingdom. If they were destroyed, what use would the

kingdom be to him?

i*N lWTýF4 t: f gi ft l I L II

etdnna hantumicchdmi ghnato'pi madhusiidana

api trailokyarajyasya hetoh kim nu mahikrte Verse 35

iWql T madhusidana - Oh! Krsna, the one who destroyed the demon named

Madhu; I7p etan - these; Wi?: ghnatah - who are going to kill (me);T W FTl* na

icchdmi - I do not want; 1I9 hantum - to kill; 3a7 api - even; qf'q-<"4' Mt:
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trailokya-rajyasya hetoh - for the sake of ruling over the three worlds; fq kIhim nu

- much less; i1rn mahikrte - for this kingdom on earth

Oh! Krsna, I do not want to kill these (people) who are about to kill me
- not even for the sake of ruling over the three worlds, much less for
this kingdom on earth.

'I do not want to destroy them, even if they will kill me,' Arjuna told Krsna,
addressing him as Madhu-sidana, meaning the one who destroyed the demon Madhu.
Even to rule over the three worlds, even if heaven were to come to him because of this
battle, Arjuna did not want to see his people slain. How, then, could he justify their
destruction for this small kingdom, which could be crossed on horseback in a matter of
days?

ARJUNA LOSES INTEREST IN THE WAR

Arjuna was convinced that it would serve no useful purpose to continue this fight
because he had seen that all the people involved on both sides were his own people.
Because they were dear to him, their destruction was not going to make him happy. Even
from the standpoint of drsta-phala, the immediate results, such as gaining the kingdom,
and the pleasures and comforts that went with it, he did not consider the cost to be worth
while.

We have seen that he no longer cared for victory, much less the kingdom. Nor did

he care about the privations he would have to undergo not having the kingdom. What

kind of happiness would he have, Arjuna argued, if he destroyed the very people he

cared for? For him, then, there would be no drsta-phala. Nor did he see any adrs•a.

The Pandavas were supposed to be the protectors of law and order. In a battle

based on dharma, they naturally had to see that Duryodhana paid for what he had done.

According to this law, if a man who was supposed to protect the dharma was derelict in

his duty, pdpa would definitely come to him. Paipa has the sense of sin, as we

understand it. Any unbecoming action, any action which is not proper, will incur sin.

Arjuna thought that by destroying his own people, he would incur only sin. Such
an action would bring no punya to him, only papa. Therefore, no good would possibly
come of it. So far, his argument had been based on drsta-phala, seen results. He, then,
began to argue on the basis of adrsta-phala, unseen results.

f-Th <lu1 : .fiT Vfit: 2I0 ti< I

m^fl ^l<dwn M iddir1:l A II
nihatya dhdrtar strdnnah kd pritih sydjjandrdana
pdpamevdrayedasnman hatvaitandtatiyinah Verse 36
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WT iT janardana - Oh! Krsna (so called because he chastised those given to improper

ways); *TIT.. dhdrtardstran - sons of Dhrtarastra; fqr- nihatya - destroying;

q: nah - for us; T ka - what kind of; Tfif: pritih - satisfaction; T syat -

would there be; 1T'il etan - these; a3T-id F: atatayinah - wrongdoers; ýM hatvd

- destroying; WTR papam - sin; 7T eva - only; 3TPTF .TTT asman darayet -

would cometo us

Oh! Krsna, what kind of satisfaction would there be for us by destroying
these sons of Dhrtardstra? Only sin would come to us by destroying
these wrongdoers.

Here, Krsna was addressed as Jana-ardana, the one who chastises those given to

improper ways. Previously, Arjuna addressed Krsna as Madhu-sidana, the destroyer
of Madhu. Both names indicate that Krsna is one who did not allow anything wrong to
happen in his presence.

Arjuna was making his case to Krsna. 'What kind of satisfaction will we have?
None at all.' The people in whose presence the victors would be happy were the very
people who would be fighting against each other. There would be no positive drs.ta-
phala with all of them dead. No visible result would accrue to the victors. On the other
hand, he believed that there would definitely be papa, the invisible result accrued to the
doer of an improper action.

Any action produces a two-fold result, drsta-phala and adrsta-phala, as we have
seen. With reference to a meritorious action, drsta-phala is any satisfaction you receive
now and adrsta-phala is the punya that you receive, which will later yield comfortable
situations. For instance, when you have saved a person's life, the drsta-phala is his or
her thankfulness and gratitude to you and the satisfaction of having done something
good. For the same action, there is also some adrsta-phala, punya, accrued to you. On
the other hand, a wrong action, such as destroying someone, produces uncomfortable
situations now, due to drsta-phala, and again later due to adrsta-phala,pipa.

WHO IS AN ATATAYI?

Therefore, Arjuna said here, 'Papa will certainly come to us if we destroy these
people.' In his mind, there would be no punya and no satisfaction either, even though
the Dhdrtardstras were atatdyis, wrongdoers.

An dtatdyi is one who has committed any or all of the six kinds of wrongdoing.'
An arsonist, one that sets fires, is called an agnida. One who commits the crime of

-afij Tm*' v*-A v^rT: I I
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poisoning someone is called garada. A person who comes after you with a weapon in
hand, when you are unarmed is a kastronmatta and a dhanapaha is one who robs
others of their wealth. A ksetrahara is one who encroaches upon or occupies someone
else's land. In spite of calling them by a respectable word, 'pioneer,' such people are, in
fact, ksetraharas. And one who kidnaps or grabs another man's wife is called a
darahara.

Duryodhana had committed all six kinds of crime. He had set fire to the wax
house in which the Pandavas were staying. Only because of some timely inside
information were the Pandavas able to escape. He had also poisoned Bhima when he
was young. He had robbed the Pdndavas of their wealth, had occupied their kingdom,
and would not give them so much as a small piece of land. He had tried to take away
their wife, Draupadi.

Those who have committed any of these crimes are all called dtatdyis. The law of
the land gives them capital punishment. For these types of crimes, then, there is no court
of appeal. Duryodhana, being an dtatdyl, deserved punishment, according to the
dharma-cdstra.

In the empirical world, dharma-dastra rules. Anyone going against this code
incurs sin and is necessarily punishable. Even so, knowing all of this, Arjuna did not
think that they would gain punya by destroying these wrongdoers. He was certain that
only pdpa would be the result for reasons that he would explain to Krsna later. Arjuna
thought that by destroying his own people, he would be creating great confusion in the
society. Because they would be the perpetrators, and would be the cause of this
confusion, no law of dharma would excuse them. They would incur only papa in the
end although Duryodhana was an dtatiyi. This was Arjuna's thinking. It was not
correct, but that was how he saw it. His affection for these people caused confusion in
his own mind and, he concluded.

cWI?11w1 TqR TT 11 49I 1M H

tasmanndrha vayam hantum dhdrtardstrdn svabandhavadn
svajanam hi katham hatva sukhinah syama mddhava Verse 37

FPR tasmdt - therefore; f •PI \F svabdndhavdn - one's own relatives; WATIF

dhdrtardstrdn - the sons of Dhrtardstra; --¶i hantum - to kill; �W vayam -

we; T a3i: na arhdh - not qualified; RiW mddhava - Oh! Krsna; F4mR

agnido garadadcaiva Sastronmatto dhandpahah
ksetraddraharaccaitdn sad vidyddAtatayinah
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svajanam - one's own people; ýT hatvd - having destroyed; W�f f katham hi -

how indeed; IR: sukhinah - happy people; Tri sydma - we would become

Therefore, we should not kill our own relatives, the sons of Dhrtardstra.
Having destroyed one's own people, Oh! Mddhava, how would we be
happy?

Because they would incur only papa by destroying their own relatives, Arjuna
concluded that they were not qualified to kill the sons of Dhrtardstra and the others.
'Oh! Krsna' he asked, 'How can we be happy by destroying our own people? Happiness
under such circumstances would be impossible. With our own people gone, there will
not be anyone with whom we can &elebrate our victory.'

Calling him Madhusidana and Jandrdana, Arjuna told Krsna that these were

all people, whom he did not want to kill. 'You are Madhusu2dana and Janardana; you
chastise those who are wrongdoers and you destroy demons, all of whom are people
unknown to you. My situation is different. These are all my own people.' Arjuna
thereby expressed that the kind of problem he had to deal with was entirely different
from the ones Krsna had faced.

Then he continued:

VUci q ̂ Rl ̂ hffWi9'~W: I

yadyapyete na pasyanti lobhopahatacetasah
kulaksayakrtam dosam mitradrohe ca pdtakam Verse 38

-6F* - 2r4jtlIIN: q1qjlrf;jffdF

katham na jieyamasmabhih papadasmdnnivartitum
kulaksayakrtam dosam prapaiyadbhirjandrdana Verse 39

*i 3Af yadi api - even though; t1 ete -these; #N-•w* d-MTR: lobha-upahata-

cetasah - people whose minds are destroyed by greed; T"-§'-R, kula-ksaya-krtam

- bor of the destruction of one's family; ORw dosam - defect (sin); ft* mitra-

drohe - in the betrayal of one's friends; T ca - and; qmTf pdtakam - sin; MA

na patyanti - do not see; A9k jandrdana - Oh! Krsna; r--fi--yf kula-ksaya-

krtam - born of the destruction of the family; WR: dosam - sin; w1ni*:
prapa4yadbhih - by those who see very clearly; 3aT•IlT: asmdbhih - by us; '3TPTF

TqT asmdrt pdp� t - from this sin; "WIn nivartitum - to withdraw; �FT -. *T
katham na jieyam - how is it not known
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Although these people, whose minds are destroyed by greed, do not see
the defect in the destruction of one' family and the sins of betraying
one's friends, Oh! Jandrdana, how can it not be known by us, who know
that sin is born of the destruction of the family, to withdraw from this
sin?

Here, Krfna may have said, 'Arjuna, this svajana-argument - that is, "how can I
fight against my own people "- is applicable to Duryodhana also, is it not? You are
not the only one with this problem. Duryodhana, however, does not consider you one of
his people. He considers you an enemy. He will not even give you a square inch of land
in this kingdom. He does not look upon you as a svajana, as someone who is related to
him. He looks upon you as someone who has come from another planet as it were, as an
invader. Given the situation, what is this svajana-argument really all about? It is
meaningless because Duryodhana does not feel the same way. If he did, there would be
no war. You gave him every chance. You were ready to accept even a village, but he was
not willing to give you one. Therefore, where is the problem? It is a simple question of
dharma and adharma, right and wrong. You are supposed to be the protector of what is
right, the protector of law and order, and if you allow adharma to continue, then it is a
dereliction of duty on your part.'

This could very well have been Krsna's argument. Arjuna expected it and this
verse was his answer for it. He told Krsna that these people were unable to tell the
difference between right and wrong because their minds had been destroyed by greed.
Duryodhana was not a bad man; greed was the problem. Because of greed, his
discrimination, his commitment to right and wrong, was lost. He was, therefore, unable
to see what great destruction would be wrought by this war and what a crime it would be
to destroy one's own family. Nor could he see the sin he would incur by droha, cheating
and deceiving his own friends. The word mitra, here, means one's cousins and other
relatives, as well as friends. An example of droha is this. You ask a friend, whom you
trust, to keep some money for you. And, when you claim it back, if he or she says, 'What
money?' then, that is betrayal. The betrayal of Christ by Judas is also an example of
droha.

The reason these people did not see was not because they were uneducated. In fact,
they were all educated people. However, education is not required in order to
differentiate right from wrong. Even uneducated people know the difference. The people
Arjuna was referring to have been well brought up. They were not raised in criminal
colonies. As children, they had lived in palaces with tutors. Yet, they did not see because
they were possessed by greed. Their faculty of discrimination, their minds, had been
robbed away by greed.

Greed is capable of anything. You may be highly educated, but greed overpowers
all education. It robs away one' understanding of right and wrong and one's capacity to
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interpret them. That being the case, the education only helps you justify your actions
with cogent arguments. Here, too, the Dhdrtarastras used every argument they knew to
justify what they wanted to do because of greed. This was why they could not see the
destruction they were bringing about.

'But we do see the pdpa that is going to be incurred by us,' Arjuna told Krsna.
'Recognizing this, how can we not turn away from this great sin?' Arjuna wanted to
know. How would they possibly consider this particular situation as anything other than
one they should withdraw from?

Anticipating yet another argument from Krsna - that, if the family had to be
sacrificed, in order to protect dharma, then it should be done - Arjuna continued:

Tq5ý yWIf J awNi: WqFlr : I

v4 %1 # ^ Thrq sNTryqfi 1 r ii
kulaksaye pranasyanti kuladharmdh sandtandh
dharme naste kulam krtsnamadharmo'bhibhavatyuta Verse 40

-ft kulaksaye - when the family is destroyed; WTIfdT: sandtanah - the ancient;

cT•F' : kuladharmdh - the dharmas of the family; MuWi�| pranagyanti - they

die; T4 * dharme naste - when the dharma is lost; 3TR: adharmah - adharma;

yFt T"RT- kulam krtsnam - the entire family; 3TR� if '35 abhibhavati uta -

will it not overwhelm?

When the family is destroyed, the ancient dharmas of the family die.
When the dharma is lost, will not adharma overwhelm the entire
family?

Arjuna felt that if the destruction of the clan were to be looked at in this way, the
problem would always remain because there would be no one to establish dharma and
adharma. Therefore, Arjuna did not agree with the argument that dharma was to be
protected at the cost of destroying one's relatives. This verse reveals how he further
substantiated his argument.

ARJUNA FEELS WAR WOULD DESTROY DHARMA

When important members of a family are destroyed, everything to be done by that
particular family will also be destroyed. This is because dharma cannot be protected
unless the dharmi, the one who follows the dharma, is protected. Dharma cannot be
protected in a bottle! Dharma is not like historical scrolls that can be stored for posterity
so that, even if a whole civilisation is destroyed, a future generation can find the scrolls
and know the history. Dharma cannot be preserved by writing it up and keeping it
somewhere. Only when the person following the dharma is protected, is dharma itself
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protected. Just as the 'pot-ness' of a pot cannot be retained if a pot is destroyed, so too,
dharma cannot be retained if the dharmi, the one who follows the dharma, is
destroyed.

Flowing from time immemorial, from one generation to the next, this ancient
family dharma (kula-dharma) is perennial. Because, dharma - what is to be done
and what is not to be done - runs in the family, it will be destroyed if the family is
destroyed. Moreover, when the dharma is destroyed, those who survived because they
were not in the battlefield will definitely succumb to adharma. This was Arjuna's
argument here - one that was quite convincing.

He then went on to say:

7Tf g -W'N <q ^ nM : IIeI I

adharmnbhibhavdt krsna pradusyanti kulastriyah
strisu dustdsu vdrsneya jayate varnasahkarah Verse 41

TWT krsna - Oh! Krsna; 37t-3TR " fWf adharma-abhibhavdt - due to the increase

of adharma; Tw#*M: kulastriyah - the women in the family; Mdfi pradusyanti

- will be given to improper ways; �1 iM vdrsneya - Oh! Vdrsneya (another name for

Krsna, meaning one who was born in the family of Vrsni); wtj jug strisu dustfisu -

when the women become corrupt; 3*w : varnasahkarah - the confusion of varna

(societal groups); 7WiA jdyate - is born

Oh! Krsna, due to the increase of adharma, the women in the family
will be given to improper ways. When the women become corrupt, Oh!
Vdrsneya, confusion is born in the society.

In this verse, Arjuna tells Krsna that adharma would only increase. It would be
everywhere. Because of the increase of adharma in the ruling clan, it would pervade all
other clans as well. The Kuru clan was not the only ruling clan at that time. There were
many other clans ruling different parts of this country. And all the other clans had come
to fight on one side or the other in this war. Every one of them was going to be
destroyed.

Kings and soldiers alike would all be just so much fodder for the arrows of
Arjuna, Karna, and the others. There was a huge infantry on both sides that had been
given a crash training course and sent to the front only to'exhaust their weapons, to
become the victims of flying arrows. Since all the able-bodied men were here, and would
be destroyed, how would the dharma be protected in their families?
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Arjuna could not understand how such destruction could be sanctioned. Strictly
speaking, it was the women, who protected the dharma in any society and they, in turn,
were protected by the men. This was the societal condition at that time. If all the men
who had been recruited, trained, and sent into battle, and all the great kings, princes,
soldiers, and leaders, were destroyed, the women would not be protected and thus would
be unable to follow dharma and thereby protect it.

Because a particular atmosphere is required to follow dharma, Arjuna's argument
was that, in the absence of the order that governs a well-structured society, the women
would be given to ways that were not proper. When those people who form the
framework of a society's structure are destroyed, the structure itself is naturally
destroyed.

Arjuna told Krsna how the structure of society would fall apart. Each family had
its own dharma, called kula-dharma. For example, there was a dharma for marriage
- which states the exact way it has to be done. In the performance of rituals, each
family had its own sitras and the methods that governed them - in other words, the
know-how required. There were dharmas relating to different groups - kula-dharma,

varna-dharma, adrama-dharma, etc. Varna means group - brahmana, ksatriya,
vai ya, and s�dra - which we shall discuss later. Agrama refers to the stages of life -

the student stage (brahmacarya), the married stage (gdrhasthya), preparation for
sannyasa (vdnaprastha), and renunciation (sannydsa) - all of which had their own

dharmas.

DHARMA WOULD BE LOST WITHOUT DHARMI

Who would be left to protect all the dharma that was handed over from one
generation to the next? Dharma was not a system with built-in lateral controls; it was a
tradition. There was no central organisation from which everything flowed down such as
exists in the form of a papacy, diocese, and parish. Here, the form was purely a structure,
handed over by the family. The parents passed it along to their children. The dharma,
being an individual pursuit, would be destroyed. 'What will happen then?' Arjuna
asked.

A society is strong only when its women are strong. When the women themselves
are given to certain weaknesses, to ways that are not becoming, then you will find
confusion. If the family is destroyed, one's parentage becomes a problem and an
enormous confusion is thereby created. Arjuna argued from the standpoint of his
society's social structure. He was convinced that the confusion would not only be within
the varnas, but also in the daramas, once the women could no longer maintain the
dharma.

One may then ask, 'so what if the varnas are destroyed?' This question -'so
what?'- can always be asked at any stage. So you will die - so what? You wont be
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here - so what? Your family will miss you - so what? Therefore, let there be
confusion - one may say. In anticipation of such a response, Arjuna continued:

wfT firrt imcjafi jml;4 h^ii r1 I 1
sankaro narakdyaiva kulaghnrnam kulasya ca
patanti pitaro hyesam luptapindodakakriy4h Verse 42

4(T: sarikarah - confusion; 5U1r kulaghndnam - of the destroyers of the

family; yý5M q kulasya ca - and of the family; ;9Th narakdya - for hell; lT eva
- only; 1�lr esdm - of these; f•T: pitarah - ancestors; --f-S-3•--f•i•lT: lupta-
pinda-udaka-kriy4h - denied of their post-death rituals; qf patanti - fall; f* hi
- indeed

Confusion, indeed, leads the family and the destroyers of the family to
hell. Their ancestors, denied of their post-death rituals, indeed fall.

Here, Arjuna included the very family itself because, after the heads of these
families die, the others would not follow dharma. For both the destroyers of the
families, then, as well as those who survived the destruction of their families, there
would be naraka. Naraka is the Vedic equivalent to hell, with the difference that,
naraka is a place you go to and come back, unlike the concept of hell in Christianity.
This is because there is no concept of eternal damnation here. Because these people
would incur papa and after death they would go to naraka, a place of pain, for a period
of time. Therefore, sankara, confusion, can only lead to naraka. Thus, for those who
destroy the family and for the survivors of the family, the outcome is nothing but naraka
when there is salikara. Many people would survive, but they would have no role
models. Therefore, confusion would result. They would do things that are not to be done.
Hence, there would be more papa accrued. People would be doing things that are not
proper and would end up in naraka.

In Arjuna's mind, the situation was even more serious than that. His ancestors
would also be affected. The wrong doings of the ancestors of the three preceding
generations were traditionally neutralised by prayers performed month after month by
the survivors in the next generations. Those for whose sake these oblations were made
may have committed many pdpa-karmas. Those karmas would be neutralised by the
rituals performed by their children. This ritual performed for the sake of one's departed
ancestors is called pinda-udaka-kriyd. In this ritual, water is religiously offered with
chants, along with a ball of cooked rice (pinda). If the family were destroyed, no one
would perform this ritual and the ancestors would be deprived of having their wrong
doings neutralised by their children. Because of their children's prayers, they have all
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been protected somewhere. If, however, they were denied these rituals, they would fall

from there.

Who would perform these rituals if the people who were to do them were

destroyed? Even those who destroyed the families would also be destroyed in the process

and would not be able to do the rituals. Nor would those who were left protect the

ancestors in this way because they would not have grown up respecting the need to

perform these rituals. Instead, they would choose to spend their time in other kinds of

activities. That means, the rituals for the ancestors would be left undone.

There would be no role models, no family, and no home either. Therefore, those

who were left would not know who was who and what was what. Without roots, what

self-identity would they have? Without a self-identity, they could not perform rituals.

Arjuna's point was that they should not think that if they destroyed all these people and

were destroyed in the process, their children would save them. They would not. They

would all be rock stars, punk artists, and the like! What would they possibly do for their

ancestors? Therefore, there would be no one to help.

By saying what he did, Arjuna was citing the dharma-sastra; but Krsna had an

answer for it all, as we shall see in the next chapter. Arjuna continues in the same vein.

tOW: TFUVt 0i oi <r<h: I
3Jo ll ^Tff : T^sra ?T'wv: I I X I I

dosairetaih kulaghnanam varnasarikarakdrakaih
utsddyante jdtidharmdh kuladharmasca sdsvatdh Verse 43

Tyl-fý ' kulaghndndm - of those who destroy the family; zmt- ý -W K: varna-

saikara-kdrakaih - by that which creates confusion about varna-dharma, etc; 7:

etaih - by these; q*: dosaih - by wrong actions; VTwarT: sdsvatdh - perennial;

lTmti-: jAtidharmah - the dharmas of the group (community); y5-Ti: kula-

dharmdh - the dharmas pursued by the family; T ca - and; d^mPIl utsddyante -

are destroyed

By these wrong actions of those who destroy the family, creating
confusion in the society, the perennial dharmas pursued by the family
and the community are destroyed.

Here, Arjuna concluded that all the dharma perennially handed over by one

generation to the next, from time immemorial, would be destroyed by wrong actions
producing confusion with reference to kula-dharma, varna-dharma, darama-dharma,

and so on. Therefore, to destroy all these people would be wrong because the dharma
would also be destroyed. Arjuna was trying to tell Krsna that the battle was not going to
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work. In addition, the entire society would be destroyed by these acts of destruction.
Therefore, he was not going to fight.

Dharma is to be seen here as three-fold: sddhdrana-dharma, vara-dsrama-
dharma, and kula-dharma. Sddharana-dharma or samanya-dharma is universal
ethics, applicable to all and sundry. Whether the person is of this age or of any other age,
from this country and culture or from any other country and culture, he or she has a code
of dharma in common.

Universal values, universal law and order, are a part of the creation and are
something that we all sense commonly. In other words, they are universal. Whether or
not you are educated in this dharma, you do know what is right and wrong. What you
want and do not want others to do to you become right and wrong, respectively.

Being endowed with common sense, a human being is able to appreciate right and
wrong without any education whatsoever. I need not be taught that I should not be hurt,
that I should not be robbed and so on. These values are commonly sensed by everyone
and thus govern all human interactions, although other non-universal values may
override them. This is what causes people to compromise. Compromises, therefore, are
not born out of total ignorance of universal values.

Varna-dsrama-dharma, and kula-dharma, together, are called viesa-dharma,
which can be divided in many ways. Vihesa-dharma means peculiar or particular
dharma, governing certain situations, whereas sdmdnya-dharma applies to-all human
beings whether a person is a student, a householder, or in any other stage of one's life. A
particular dharma is one that is governed by the structure of a society. For instance, in
the Vedic society, the society envisioned by the Vedas, there was a structure called
varna and another called idrama.

This structure, consisting of the varnas, made it possible to assign particular jobs
to particular groups of people. A broad division was thereby created, along with a
concept of duty. Because I belong to this varna, this is to be done by me. This is all an
integral part of karma-yoga, as we will see later. This structure of assigning specific
duties to particular groups of people is called varna-dharma. This is a vieesa-dharma.

Then, there is dsrama-dharma, defining that which has to be done, given one's
stage in life. For example, a brahmana, as a student, had to follow a certain order. When
he or she married, certain changes occurred and additional dharma was included. As a
student, one was not supposed to pursue certain activities. You could follow politics, but
you did not participate in politics. If you did, you ceased to be a student. You became a
politician, instead. Thus, there was a structure with reference to one's dArama. Ahrama-
dharma - what was expected of you, depending on the stage of life you were in, is also
vibesa-dharma.
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Another example of visesa-dharma was stri-dharma or purusa-dharma, based

on whether a person was male or female. There was also kula-dharma, dharma

applicable to a particular family or clan. The Kuru clan, for instance, had its own

dharma. Because it included all of these visesa-dharmas, kula-dharma was used in

this verse to cover all of them.

'Arjuna argued that by destroying the dharmi, they would be destroying all these

dharmas because an attribute cannot exist by itself without a locus, a substantive. In the

expression, 'a white cow,' for example, the substantive 'cow' is qualified by the

adjective 'white.' If you destroy the cow, the white also goes. Similarly, dharma, being

what it is, must be lived by the dharmi, the person who is supposed to follow it.

Here, all these people had come to fight against and kill each other. For the sake of

what? 'You cant tell me,' Arjuna said, 'that it is for the sake of protecting dharma.'

When the people who were supposed to follow dharma were destroyed, how could

dharma be protected? With the dharml gone, dharma would only be in the books.

There would be no one for the others to follow. This dharma had always been handed

over to the next generation, but after the war, the role mntlels would be gone, creating a

lot of confusion in the society.

Arjuna argued that, by going on with the war, he would be the cause of all this

confusion and, therefore, he wanted no part of it. Further, he said:

drmioai -qý m wqrk I

M ^ fwict M ft q q*M; r I I x- 1
utsannakuladharmandm manusyd•namjananrda
narake niyatam vdso bhavatityanuusrurma Verse 44

W*f jandrdana - Oh! Krsna; 3--T;-•u• utsanna-kula-dharmidndm - for

those who have destroyed the family duty; Miul1l manusyandm - for those men;

fTqf niyatam - as a rule; M narake - in hell; -T4: vasah - a life; qT

bhavati -is; fF iti - thus; aTW anuhusruma - we have heard

We have heard, Oh! Jandrdana, that a life in hell is inevitable for those

men who have destroyed the dharma of the family.

Here, Arjuna reminded Krsna of what he had learned from the religious teachers

- that those who destroy the kula-dharma must necessarily go to naraka, a place of

pain, after death. Therefore, he concluded, if the Pdndavas were to destroy the family,

they would gain nothing but papa and would have to live in naraka, if only for a certain

length of time. They had heard this from their elders who knew the dharma-hdstra.

Believing this to be the case, Arjuna could see neither drsta-phala nor adrsta-phala as
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a result of this war. In his mind, there would be no immediate or future gain, here or in
the hereafter. This was the basis for Arjuna's argument.

Duryodhana, on the other hand, was not concerned about adrsta-phala at all. He
cared only for drsta-phala, immediate gain. He did not think about papa and all that
went with it. Had he done so, he would not have been an dtatayi, a wrongdoer. He had
no respect for the adrsta-phala, which meant that he was not an dstika. He was
therefore a nastika, a disbeliever. This word adrsta-phala is known to us only through
the scripture, the dastra. Because Duryodhana had no faith in punya and papa, he was
a disbeliever, interested only in what was available to him here, in this world.

He wanted to rule a kingdom. The power that went with the kingdom made him
feel big. He had enjoyed absolute power, without any contention, for thirteen years. As
we know, power has a knack of corrupting. Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts
absolutely. Duryodhana had been absolutely corrupted by power and he did not care.
He enjoyed absolute power and did not want to lose it. Although others thought of it as
corruption, he did not. In fact, he thought those who thought this way were idiots and
deserved only to live in the forest, nothing more. This was Duryodhana's thinking.

Arjuna's thinking was in keeping with what he had learned about drsta-phala and
adrsta-phala. He believed in dharma and was very clear that the fight was between
dharma and adharma. Arjuna knew this, but still he thought that by destroying his
own people, there would be no happiness for him, either then or later.

Therefore, he lamented:

qMW qW R Ww w ;lPMl: 11 -( I I
aho bata mahatpaparm kartum vyavasita vayam
yadrdjyasukhalobhena hantum svajanamudyatih Verse 45

WTf W aho bata - Fie upon us; yyat - that; !Tr-1s-4 1 rajya-sukha-lobhena

- due to greed for a kingdom and its pleasures; 4MTi svajanam - one' own people;

-JR -3MMT: hantum udyatfih - ready to destroy; Wqi vayam - we; �i f W (
mahat-pdpam - great sin; a;ri %ii-l: kartum vyavasitih - are determined to

commit

Fie upon us! Ready to fight, we are determined to commit the great sin of
destroying our own people due to greed for a kingdom and its pleasures.

Up until this verse, Arjuna's lamentation focused on what he was about to do.
Here, however, although the first arrow had yet to be shot, we see that Arjuna was
bothered by all these people having come to fight. He asks himself, 'What were we
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thinking of when we collected all these armies, to declare war and to come to

Kuruksetra? What happened to that thinking, that viveka that I now have? Where was

it? Because it was not there, we are here in the battlefield right now! Why didn't I figure
this all out before? Fie upon us! What kind of papa caused us to decide to come here,
determined to commit this great universal sin, the destruction of dharma.' Running

away with his own train of thought, Arjuna had now come to this conclusion.

Lobha is greed or longing. When you have a kingdom (rdjya) you have all the

pleasures (sukha) that go with it - the best music, dancers, poets who praise you daily,
a lot of titles and salutations, all of which boost your ego. This is what is meant by a

power trip. For a mortal, this power is very enticing. 'Is it not greed for the kingdom and

pleasures that has made us come with our stockpiles of weapons, prepared to fight and

kill our own people,' Arjuna mused. Since they would be destroying their own people,
Arjuna became ill at the very thought that they could ever have considered doing such a

thing.

Therefore, he said:

'1i sHycitWIQ'ii |^LW|u|: I

WAlT Tti 6-qjýRiTA 8 t %Tt 1 ^lI x-II

yadi mamapratikdramasastram Sastrapdnayah
dhdrtardstra rane hanyustanme ksemataram bhavet Verse 46

t yadi - if; 3T�fiTq apratikdram - one who does not retaliate; 3TWT

asastram - who is unarmed; TTF mam - me; TWluW: Sastra-pdnayah - those

with weapons in hand; ¶|P': dhdrtardstrah - the sons of Dhrtardstra; P rane -

in battle; W-: hanyuh - would kill; ?T tat - that; •T me - for me; WTrSTi

ksemataram - better; - bhavet - will be

It will be better for me if the sons of Dhrtardstra, with weapon in hand,
were to kill me, who is unarmed and who does not retaliate.

Krsna must have looked at Arjuna in wonderment. He had been going on and on,
and now he was telling him that, if they gave up the fight, they may all be killed; but he

did not care. Arjuna was determined not to fight back. However, this kind of thinking

was not shared by those in the other camp. It was only in Arjuna's mind. Therefore, if
Arjuna was not going to fight, either he would have to run away from the battlefield or

stand there unarmed and be killed.

Arjuna would be unarmed; but not disarmed. He would have voluntarily given up

all his arms. Moreover, he thought that it was better if he were to be killed. 'Let it be for

my good,' he said. 'Myself not being killed but destroying all these people would
definitely not be for my good. I am not going to win. I am going to suffer from the pains
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that I caused by destroying all these people. It will always haunt me, even if I am killed

in the process. Alive, I am going to be haunted; and dead, I will haunt this battlefield

where my arrows destroyed my own people. That is even worse,' said Arjuna.

Having decided not to fight, Arjuna concluded that being killed would be better.

What Arjuna then did was recounted to Dhrtardstra by Saijaya in the last verse of this

first chapter:

fs^ -fl! er V5i^li^TcPrT: I I 1 I I
saijaya uvfca.
evamuktvdrjunah saikhye rathopastha updvisat
visrjya sagaram capam rokasamvignamanasah Verse 47

VWT: h3 saiijayah uvdca - Safijaya said;

%3W : arjunah - Arjuna; TtrE evam - in this manner; qcF uktva - having

spoken; it sahkhye - in the middle of the battlefield; WiTW saiaram - along with

arrows; WTTI cipam - the bow; fcT visrjya - putting aside; O-i•-� i-FTr:

Aoka-samvigna-manasah - with his mind completely overcome by sorrow; T-3A1"

ratha-upasthe - on the seat of the chariot; .304,1 updvisat - sat down

Saiijaya said:
Having spoken in this manner in the middle of the battlefield, putting
aside his bow and arrows, his mind completely overcome by sorrow,
Arjuna sat down on the seat of the chariot.

Because Safijaya was narrating the whole dialogue between Krsqia and Arjuna to
Dhrtarastra, the entire Gita is actually in the form of a narration by Saiijaya although it
was really Vydsa who was speaking. There is a particular style involved here, which we
need to be aware of. Quotations are quotations within quotations. Through out the Gita,
we have to remember that Saijaya was describing what happened on the battlefield to
Dhrtardstra. Here, Sanijaya first quoted Arjuna and then, in this verse, Vydsa reminds
his reader that Sanjaya was talking to Dhrtardstra.

Arjuna had been standing in his chariot in order to see all the people with whom
he was to fight. Finding his own people on all sides, he concluded that it would be better
for him to be killed. Having thus spoken to Krsna, Arjuna sat down in the chariot,
which was in the middle of the battlefield right between the two armies.

This verse also provides a few more details concerning Arjuna's condition.
Putting his bow and arrows aside, Arjuna sat back, his mind completely overwhelmed

.G. Vol. I - to
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by sorrow. He felt sadness because the situation was so sad. That he had come to fight
with his own people was not a happy thought.

Although he was sad, Arjuna did not run away from the battlefield because
something inside told him that perhaps there was some defect, some fallacy, in his
thinking. He was a man of dharma. He had been well brought up and his present
thoughts were all coloured by his vision. There was some truth in his argument; but, at'
the same time, dharma was involved. Hence, it was not easy to resolve the issues
involved.

Arjuna was a person who was supposed to take care of law and order. He had a
job to do. One that was mandated by the Sastra, by the society, by the crown, and for
that reason, he did not run away from the battlefield. He could have set out for the
Himalayas, the distance from Kuruksetra not being much. It would, therefore, have been
very easy for him to go. However, he did not run away because he knew that there was
some problem with his thinking. Instead, he sat there, in the chariot, in the middle of the
battlefield, so that Krsna could talk to him.

We sometimes tell someone that we do not want to do something, but still we
listen to the other person's point of view. Why? Because we have a doubt about what we
want or do not want. Otherwise, we would not be available for discussion. That Arjuna
sat there indicates that something was telling him that there was a fallacy in his thinking
and that he stood to be corrected. And he was ready for it.

The first chapter of the Gita ends with these words:

3T f PRT I ed qAIqWrir I -^ gFirAui b)1,114
^)^MJ||^4Jc<|;TMrcll| ^Tf tSi%1Th I I

om tat sat iti Srimadbhagavadgitasu upanisatsu brahmavidyaydm
yogasdstre srikrsnarjunasamvdde'rjunavisddayogo nama

prathamo'dhydyah

3 T •R om tat sat - Om, Brahman, is the only reality.

"•f iti - thus; i t-RTr S ffA hrimad-bhagavadgltdsu - in the Bhagavadgitd;

TiAF¶ upanisatsu - in the Upanisads; Ai•AfllUP brahmavidyaydm - in the
knowledge of Brahman; h7TrVIt yoga-asstre - in the yoga-hastra; •P l|^. Il
srikrsna-arjuna-samvdde - in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna; 3T-
N-mihT : ;RW Arjuna-visdda-yogah ndma - called the 'Yoga (topic).of Arjuna's

Sorrow'; WM: 3Tp-Zr: prathamah adhyayah - first chapter

Thus ends the first chapter called arjuna-visdda-yoga - The chapter of
Arjuna's Sorrow - in the Bhagavadgita, which is in the form of a
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dialogue between SriKrsna and Arjuna, which is the essence of the
Upanisads whose subject matter is both the knowledge of Brahman and
yoga.

Traditionally, the words 'Om tat sat' go before this line. 'Om' is the name for
Brahman and Brahman alone is the reality - tat sat. This expression indicates a
conclusion. After all is said and done, the reality is only Brahman - Om tat sat.

The word srimat means that which is endowed with all kinds of wealth including
vidyd, that which gives you everything. The word srimat here is prefixed to
Bhagavadgita and is used for emphasis. Sri means all wealth and Sriman' can be the
title for the guru. Here, Bhagavdn plays the role of guru. Bhaga is the six-fold absolute
virtues, as we have seen, and Bhagavdn is, therefore, the one who has absolute Sri. All
wealth belongs to Bhagavdn as does all knowledge, fullness, dispassion, overlordship,
power, fame - the six-fold bhaga. The one who has these virtues is called i9vara, the
Lord, otherwise called Bhagavan. Thus, Bhagavan is a definition of l'vara. And the
one who can really be called as 'Srimdn' is Bhagavdn alone. This title of srimat is
used here because Bhagavdn has assumed the role of a teacher in the Gitd.

The chapters and verses of the Bhagavadgita have the same vision as that of the
Upanisads. Therefore the Bhagavadgitd is referred to as the Upanisad. The reference
here being to the Gitd that is yet to come, sine- the actual Gitd has not yet begun. The
Upanisads are the self-knowledge that destroys samsdra, all sorrow. The Gitd also
destroys sorrow. By giving Arjuna self-knowledge, the Gitd removed his sorrow, that is
highlighted in the first chapter. Therefore, the Gitd is equated to the Upanisads whose
subject matter is brahma-vidya, knowledge of Brahman.

The Gltd is not simple psychotherapy; it is much more than that. It deals with what
Brahman is, revealing the reality of the self, the self as Brahman. Being identical to the
Upanisads, in terms of its subject matter, the Gita cannot but be brahma-vidyd,
knowledge of Brahman. It is also yoga-gdstra because it talks about yoga for maturity,
for preparing the mind for the knowledge.

Yoga-distra means karma-yoga-idstra which includes all disciplines, values,
religious rituals, prayers, and so on. Performing duties is yoga. Also when the Gita talks
about bhakti, it is yoga. When it talks about karma to be done with bhakti, it is all
karma-yoga. Even when it talks about sannydsa it is jiina-yoga. Since sannydsa can

also be a means for an end to be achieved, it is yoga. Sannyisa as an end is the
knowledge that I am Brahman and not a karta or a bhokta. All of this will be analysed
later.

The Gitd, then, is both brahma-vidyd and yoga-gdstra, which is purely karma-

yoga, implying devotion as well as all other disciplines that are used as means for

' 'rimzmn' is the nominative singular form in the masculine of the noun base, drimat.
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preparing the mind for the knowledge. Also, included in this closing line are the words,
'in the dialogue between Krsna andArjuna - srikrsndrjunasamnvde.' This is because

the dialogue had already started in the first chapter. The subject matter of this chapter
was Arjuna's lamentation, his sorrow, his grief, his despair; thus the title, 'The Yoga of
Arjuna's Sorrow - arjuna-visdda-yogah.

Of course, the title of the chapter does not imply that the first yoga we are to
practice is sorrow! The word 'yoga' has various meanings, as can be seen from the
synonyms given in dictionaries. Yoga is nirodha, control, or mastery. It also means

upaya, a means of achieving something. Any form of meditation, dhyana, is called
yoga. And a connection, sahgati, meaning a subject matter, visaya, is also called yoga.

Each of the eighteen chapters of the Gita has the word 'yoga' in its title, beginning
with Arjuna's sorrow. Therefore, the correct meaning of the word 'yoga' here is
sarigati, connection, or subject matter. For instance, in the fifth chapter, jihna-karma-
sannydsa is the visaya, the subject matter, which is not to suggest that it talks about a
yoga called jhiina-karma-sannydsa is to be practised. The Gitd talks about karma,

about knowledge, sannyasa, meditation, devotion, the vision of the cosmic person, the
division between the knower and the known, etc. What is this division? Is there a
division? - this is the topic of the thirteenth chapter called ksetra-ksetrajia-yoga.

Thus, the word yoga, then, in the chapter titles, does not refer to the practice of

yoga, but to the subject matter. This must be clearly understood because there is a lot of
confusion about its meaning. Some people maintain that despair is necessary, and
without it, we cannot come to spiritual life. Thus, we must work ourselves into despair!
Despair is not something we need to work for; everyone has it. When we have to go to
the tenth floor of a building and find out that the elevator is not working, despair begins!
Despair need not be practiced. We are despair; we are bor of despair alone. We are
brought up in despair, continue to be in despair, and are despair to everyone else.

The purpose of this first chapter of the Gita was to describe the particular type of
thinking, which will lead to self-knowledge. How you think, what leads you to a
particular type of thinking, what kind of heart you must have in order to do this inquiry,
vicara - all this is necessary to know. Therefore, the chapter reveals Arjuna's nobility,
his commitment to dharma, and his confusion.

A mature person can be confused and, therefore, Arjuna's confusion represents
anyone's confusion. This confusion can lead to a certain type of thinking and to
questions about what I really am. A person has to be led to this type of thinking, which is
why a chapter about Arjuna's despair was included in the Gita.

When ahikara wrote his Gita-bhasya, his commentary on the Gita, he ignored
this chapter and the first few verses of the second chapter. A bhasya comments only on
that which requires explanation. Because the beginning of the Gita can easily be
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understood simply by reading by anyone who is able to understand .aikara's bhdSya,
he restricted his commentary to that which had to be discussed; the Gita itself; starting
with 'Aribhagavan uvaca' in eleventh verse of the second chapter.

The subject matter of the first chapter, then, leads to the second chapter. Arjuna's
visdda, his despair, led to his vicdra, his inquiry. Visdda can lead one either to inquiry
or to escape, including suicide, death being another means of escape. In Arjuna's case, it
led him to vicra, Krsna made sure that it did and, therefore, we have the Gtad.

Qhb F ki bat



CHAPTER 2

KNOWLEDGE

safjaya uvuca
tam tatha krpaydvistamasrupurndkuleksanam
visidantamidam vakyamuvdca madhusidanah Verse 1

•': saiijayah - Sanjaya; Tq4M uvoca - said;

e -T: madhusudanah - Madhusldana (Krsna); i . tathd - in that manner;
TW 3TTfJaO krpayd dvis.tam - overwhelmed by compassion; 3T-j -aTt-3Z -*
asru-purna-dkula-iksanam- whose eyes were filled with tears and showed distress;
NtlnI visldantam - one who is sad; T tam - to him; iT idam - this; WFi4
vakyam - sentence; 3T uvdca - spoke

Saijaya said:
To him who was sad and thus overwhelmed by compassion, whose eyes
were filled with tears and showed distress, Krsna spoke these words.

The use of the third person in this verse reminds us that Saiijaya, the narrator of
the Gitd, was continuing his report to Dhrtardstra. The dialogue between Arjuna and
Krsna, on the other hand is always in the first person and second person.

As the second chapter begins, Krsna, referred to as Madhusuidana, had been
listening, very patiently to Arjuna. Because he knew the importance of listening, he let
Arjuna talk.

A therapist also listens a lot and nods his or her head at the appropriate time,
speaking only enough to keep the person talking. People do not generally listen in this
way. They begin advising right away and do not know how to listen. Krsna was a good
listener. He had already listened to one complete chapter! Only when Arjuna laid down
his bow, arrows, aid sat back in the chariot, did Krsna think it was time for him to
respond.

The word madhu in the name Madhusudana refers to the ego. It means honey,
something, which is very dear to you, very sweet. The ahahkdra, the ego, is very dear to
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us. Everyone wants to boost the ahahikra. No one wants to give it up. We have already
seen that Madhusudana refers to Krsna as the destroyer of demons. The ego here can
be seen as a demon. Therefore, the one whose grace destroys ahaAkara, the one
knowing whom the ahahkara is destroyed, is called Madhusidana.

Arjuna was described as being overwhelmed, overpowered by sympathy,
compassion, and affection. His eyes were filled with tears because he had placed himself
in such a situation. There was more here than mere compassion; there was conflict too,
because of his sense of duty. Arjuna was confused about having to destroy people who
were his gurus and relatives.

Because he was a man of discipline, Arjuna did not allow the tears to flow. There
are three reasons why one's eyes can be filled with tears. Pepper can certainly do it.
When you are ecstatic also, you may shed tears. When you are sad, the tears can well up.
Any disease causing tears is usually due to an irritation and is therefore covered under
the first of these three. Thus, the tear glands are stimulated by these kinds of situations.
We know that Arjuna's tears were not due to ecstasy because he was described here as
one who was sad.

Arjuna who was sad, whose eyes were glistening with tears, and whose heart was
overwhelmed by compassion, was being addressed by Srl Bhagavdn. The word vakya
usually means a sentence, a group of words. Here, it refers to the whole subject matter of
this particular section.

What did the Lord say?

lI1 1 II

sribhagavanuvuca
kutastud kahmalamidiam visame samupasthitam
andryajustamasvargyamakirtikaramarjuna Verse 2

sjWrT Srtbhagavan - Sri Bhagavdn (The Lord); 34 uvdca - said;

31T arjuna - Oh! Arjuna; Wf( visame - in this crisis; ':[ idam - this; 3ar4-

T'T andrya-justam - that which is not becoming of an upright man; aw
asvargyam - that which is not the means to gain heaven; 31ffW<w< akirti-karam -
that which does not add to your good name; W�Rf R kacmalam - despair; NT tvd -

upon you; T7?-: kutah - from where; w1q4yfra samupasthitam - has come

Sr[ Bhagavdn said:
In such crisis from where has this despair come upon you, Oh! Arjuna?
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It is not at all becoming of an upright man and does not add to your good

name. Not is it which leads one to heaven.

'Hey, Arjuna, where did you pick up this despair, this sorrow?' asked Krsna.

Arjuna had been talking in a way that did not sound like him at all. Because it was

totally unexpected, Krsa 's response did not take the form of helpful advice. He did not

let Arjuna know that he understood his position and the difficulties he was facing.

Instead, he whipped him with his tongue. 'Where did this despair come from, Arjuna? It

does not befit you at all!' he said.

To expand Krsna's words, - 'You have missed your calling, Arjuna. You should

have been a great actor. How could you have hidden this from me all these years? I

never expected that you could get into this kind of a state. We all knew you to be the

bravest, the most courageous, and now I hear your talk that betrays only sorrow -

sorrow at the thought of the imminent destruction that this war will bring. It may have

been all right if you had mentioned all this before we came to the battlefield. We could

have sat down and discussed it, but we cannot do that here. This is both the wrong time

and the wrong place.' Thus, Krsna admonished Arjuna.

This was when that Arjuna should have been spending his time on the strategies

of the war such as, deciding with whom he should fight and how to proceed, etc. He was

in the battlefield, standing in the midst of the two armies, having requested Krsna to be

his driver. Krsna had fulfilled his end of the bargain, but now it looked as though he had

backed a horse that would not even start! 'Not only are you sick, Arjuna,' Krsna went

on, 'but you have made me also sick. This is a time for brave deeds, not for this kind of

lamenting. This is neither the time not the place for such talk.' Krsna therefore,

demanded to know where all these had come from.

The verse contains three adjectives describing Arjuna's despair - andrya-justa,

asvargya, and akirti-kara. Andrya-justa derives its meaning from arya, meaning an

upright man, one who does the right thing at the appropriate time. Arjuna was reminded

by Krsna that he had always been an arya, a man who did what was to be done. From

such a man, despair is not expected. Therefore, this behaviour is anarya-justa, not

befitting, or becoming an drya. It is not that an arya does not cry. He will cry when the

occasion warrants it, but not in the battlefield where he has to act. Thus, Krsna told

Arjuna that his despair, his wailing and lamentations, here in the battlefield, were totally

inappropriate, andrya-justa, not becoming at all.

Krsna also told him that what he was contemplating was asvargya, not the way to

heaven. Arjuna had said that he had heard that people who destroy the family and

thereby the dharma would live in hell, naraka, an abode of pain, for a certain length of

time. He, therefore, thought that by doing his duty (of fighting this war) he would go to

naraka and that by not doing it, by retreating, he would go to heaven, svarga. He was

therefore prepared to sacrifice everything and go to svarga. Krsna was now telling him
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that, if this were to be his thinking, it would not work. Not fighting would amount to a
dereliction of duty because he was supposed to protect the law and order of the kingdom.
Therefore, when he talked like this, it was asvargya. Krsna also told him in a later verse
that, in addition to living with sorrow and privations due to not having a kingdom, this
dereliction of duty would gnaw at his heart. Furthermore, when he died, he would go
only to naraka and not to svarga.

To this, Arjuna might have said that he did not care about going to heaven. He did
not even know if there was a heaven or a hell. Being cornered, he might have said that
all he cared about was the here and now. If this were Arjuna's thinking, Krsna tells him
that it would prove to be akirti-kara, a disgrace even in this life. He says, 'This sorrow,
leading to your running away from the battlefield, is not going to redound to your credit
in the society. People are going to look at you and say, 'That is Arjuna, the one who ran
away from the battlefield.' If you go to Rishikesh and sit under a tree, pilgrims will come
to see you before going to the Ganges, saying: 'I want to see Arjuna, the fellow who ran
away from the battlefield.' Everyone will talk lightly of you.'

He might have said further, 'They will say, 'How great was Arjuna! How
courageous he was! He was the master archer - until the battle began!' Nobody is going
to give you any credit for such an action, Arjuna.'

Krsna may then have said, 'Not only will they talk lightly of you, they will
criticise and belittle all your powers and prowess. Even ordinary people will talk ill of
you. If you run away from the battlefield, Dharmaputra, your older brother, crestfallen,
will follow you. Bhima, of course will be angry, but being helpless, he too will go away.
The whole army will fizzle out; everyone will leave and some may even heave a sigh of
relief that they have escaped.'

Everyone in Arjuna's ranks was afraid of Bhisma and Drona and those in the
opposite camp were afraid of Arjuna and Bhima. They would all be greatly relieved.
The Pdndavas, along with their entire army, would be gone and Duryodhana would be
handed the victory on a platter. He would be able to say, 'Hands down, without a shot, I
won.'

Krsna would therefore have admonished Arjuna even further, 'After you have
gone to the forest, what will Duryodhana do? There will be parties everywhere.
Duryodhana will let the entire army drink as much as it wants. Much more than a happy
hour, it will be a happy day. Because the media is with him, Duryodhana will see to it
that people think you are a coward. He will say that Arjuna asked Krsna to station his
chariot in such a way that he could see Duryodhana's army and, seeing it, he ran away
in fear. The headlines will read, 'Arjuna saw, shivered, and ran.' There will even be

photographs of you running away.' 'Of course,' Krs.na may have continued,
'Duryodhana will present it in the worst possible light because Duryodhana cannot
afford to have citizens looking up to Arjuna as a man of sacrifice. He will belittle you,
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Arjuna, even though he knows in his heart that your sacrifice was due only to
compassion for the people, to save their families, and so on, he will not allow anyone to
know that. He will cover it all up, saying that you ran away out of sheer fear for your
precious life. Duryodhana will not be the only one to present it this way. The ordinary
soldiers who normally had nightmares about Arjuna, those who had been so afraid of
him, those who were recruited only a few days ago will also talk like this. Over drinks,
one will boast to others that Krsna stopped Arjuna's chariot right in front of him. And
when Arjuna's eyes fell upon him, all he did was twist his moustache, give him that
special look, and Arjuna ran away in terror. Who will not tell such stories? Not only the
great warriors, but also yesterday's recruits, will talk like this. People will talk so ill of
you,Arjuna, that it will be impossible for you to be happy in this world.' This, then, was
what Krsna meant by akirti-kara.

Krsna would have also reminded Arjuna of the many wonderful titles that had
been lavished upon him over the years. He was a role model for every soldier and now
he was thinking of running away! This would be something like a Nobel laureate who,
having been honoured for the great work he had done for the downtrodden, the poor and
the ill of the society, is found to have committed a multiple murder for the sake of
money. This news, of course, would blare out from the headlines of all the newspapers.
The Nobel laureates of the world will then immediately surrender their scrolls because
the Nobel Prize will no longer have any meaning. This was exactly what happened when
a group of rock singers was knighted. One of the old knights surrendered his knighthood
because he did not want to be in the same ranks as these young singers.

'Therefore, Arjuna, your name, fame, credibility, and everything will be
destroyed,' Krsna tells Arjuna. Kirti-kara means that which adds to your name. Akirti-
kara is that which does not add to one's credit at all. 'Your sorrow, Arjuna, is akirti-
kara. I see in it the seed for all further reactions,' says Krsna. Arjuna had already
dropped his bow and arrows and sat down. Krsna, therefore, had to tell Arjuna that his
thinking was confused and that he should get up and do what had to be done.

*FeT wT -P TR: qr4 AdTccuq I

klaibyam md sma gamah partha naitattvayyupapadyate
ksudram hrdayadaurbalyam tyaktvottistha parantapa Verse 3

9TWT parantapa - Oh! Vanquisher of enemies; T4 partha - Arjuna; *EI
klaibyam - unmanliness; wn W TR: ma sma gamah - do not yield to; TflT etat -

this; "T r4 t na tvayi upapadyate - does not befit you; j ff ksudram -

lowly; Tw-�-t4RH hrdaya-daurbalyam - weakness of heart; �iFil tyaktvd -

giving up; 3fW9 uttistha - please get up
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Oh! Partha, the vanquisher of enemies, do not yield to unmanliness.
This does not befit you. Give up this lowly weakness of heart and get up.

By calling Arjuna as Pdrtha, the son of Prtha, Krsna was saying, 'This is
definitely not the time for behaving like a child, a mama's boy. Krsna also used the word
klaibya, meaning one who is neither male nor female - in other words, the mental state
of a eunuch. Men fight in a certain way, and when women have to fight, they too fight in
a way that is peculiar to them. Eunuchs, on the other hand, are a problem in any society
because they are in between, neither man nor woman. Krsna advised Arjuna against that
state. 'Do not proceed in this way. Do not let this emotion take you over - klaibyam
ma sma gamah'

Arjuna was known to be a man of great discipline, perseverance, dexterity and
skill and therefore this thinking like a kliba did not fit him at all. He was a soldier and as
Krsna said, it was his duty not to talk in this way. More than a soldier, he was a ksatriya
who was supposed to protect dharma. By birth, he had had this duty enjoined upon him.
In addition, because he was a prince, he had to set an example. Nor was he an ordinary
prince; he was the most exalted among princes. There was no one like him in this
kingdom or elsewhere. He was the role model. Whatever he did, others would follow.

'You are a role model, Arjuna, a leader. You are not a sadhu. You are not a
dropout, a hobo, who can do, as he likes. You are a responsible person and what is more,
a leader. You are one of the five crowned princes and your older brother is supposed to
rule. You are committed to doing what is to be done and there is no escape. To run away
is not fitting for any soldier and for you,Arjuna, it is definitely not fitting,' says Krsna.

STherefore, Krsna continued, 'Giving up, being overcome by emotional weakness
at this time, Arjuna, is base and lowly. Please get up.' Although he addressed him
politely, Krsna ordered Arjuna up, in fact. In the first line of this verse, he called him
Partha and then, to remind him who he was, he called him Parantapa, the one who
destroys the enemy. 'Don't run away,' he said. 'Get up and face the battle.'

Krsna told Arjuna to do what had to be done. For Arjuna, it happened to be a
battle. The whole Gita is going to point out that what is to be done must be done -
unless one is a sannydsi. Doing what is to be done can be yoga, requiring only a change
of attitude on your part. Thus, this part of the Gita is a set-up for the whole dharma that
is to be unfolded, the seed for what is to come later in terms of karma-yoga.

Being ordered to get up in this way, Arjuna felt that he was not understood, much
less was his sympathy understood. He then began again to explain himself. So much
respect did he have for Krsna!

Krsna's admonitions were not meant as criticisms, but were only to show Arjuna
that a particular type of thinking led to his sorrow and that now he should change his
thinking. Sympathy for others is a virtue, but what is to be done has to be done. The
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whole teaching is about another type of thinking and Arjuna's thinking process was

triggered off by Krsn.a's whipping words, as evidenced by his reply:

TfT: Mllif r ,ifir< I YI I
Arjuna uvdca
katham bhismamaham saikhye dronam ca madhusidana

isubhih pratiyotsydmi pijarhavarisidana Verse 4

3-: arjunah - Arjuna; Uq uvaca - said:

3fiqi arisi2dana - Oh! Destroyer of foes (Krsna ); STir madhusidana - Oh!

Destroyer of the demon, Madhu; 3T' aham - I; 7T sarkhye - in this battle; •�T-

3Ti piIil-arhau - these two who are worthy of worship; it bhismam - Bhisma;

OiR dronam - Drona; i ca - and; fiT: isubhih - with arrows; •4 katham -

how; i•iTi�o• pratiyotsydmi - will fight against

Arjuna said:
Oh! Destroyer of foes! Oh! Destroyer of the demon, Madhu, (Oh!
Krsna!) How will I in this battle fight with arrows against Bhisma and

Drona, who are worthy of my worship?

In this verse, Arjuna said what amounted to: 'you cannot understand what I am saying.

You cannot appreciate where I am coming from. I have been placed in a very unenviable

situation. I have to fight and I am quite accustomed to that. That I have to fight against

people known to me is also not the real problem. I probably could manage to fight

against my own people. But how can I fight against these two stalwarts, Bhisma and

Drona, for whom I have such great reverence, to whom I owe everything?'

By addressing Krsna as Madhuslldana and Arisiidana, Arjuna was reminding

Krsna that he had destroyed only demons and enemies, not his teachers and family. But

those whom Arjuna was now supposed to destroy were his gurus, who deserved only

worship from him. Instead of weapons, he should have brought flowers and been making

garlands to offer them. Drona was the one from whom he had learned the art of archery.

He had grown up on Bhisma's lap and learned everything he knew from him. Bhisma

was Arjuna's role model, his inspiration, idol, and hero. 'How can I use my arrows

against these two men?' he asked.

Arjuna could also talk the way Krsna was talking. He, too, could deliver a pep

talk and tell others that they should behave like men and do what had to be done. But

Bhisma and Drona were two people for whom he had the greatest respect, which they
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deserved, and Arjuna did not think he could destroy them. This thinking was what led
him to ask Krsna to teach him what was right.

The process of Arjuna's thinking is revealed in these verses very beautifully. The
Gita still has not begun. Krsna's advice to get up was that of a friend. What Arjuna
intended to do was not going to take him to heaven, much less add to his credit and
Krsna told him so. Everything else Krsna said was just to boost Arjuna's morale.
Naturally, Arjuna was surprised that Krsna was saying things like, 'Dont get into this
eunuch-like state' and so on, since he was not accustomed to be spoken to as a weakling.

Given the words he used, Krsna seemed to be thinking of Arjuna as a coward,
someone who had to be told to get up and do what had to be done. Arjuna had never
heard such words in his lifetime and had certainly never expected to hear them from
Krsna, of all people. Therefore, he wanted to counter all of Bhagavdn's statements.
Therefore, he said, 'It is easy for you to tell me not to have this weakness. However, the
problem here for me is not fear. That is not why I want to leave the battlefield. I want to
leave because of compassion and my concept of dharma, which holds that dharma can
be protected only by protecting the dharmis. The only way I can win this war is by
destroying all the dharmis. Therefore, none of this makes any sense.'

Arjuna's problem was something like that of a student who wanted to protect his
guru from a fly that was bothering him while he slept. He took a big stone and killed the

fly, also killing his guru in the process. Here, too, in the name of protecting dharma, the
very people who were supposed to live dharma and hand it over to the next generation
were all going to be destroyed. Arjuna was anguished and amazed that all the Pandavas
could have armed themselves to fight such a war. Thus, he asked, 'How could we have
decided to do anything so insensible?'

In Arjuna's perception, this war would not protect dharma. It was also very clear

to him that the result of this battle would definitely not give him any happiness in this
Lifetime. Nor did he see any kind of heaven for himself after death; because, to destroy
the entire kula-dharma was an act of sin. More than that, for the rest of his life, he
would have to live with the thought that he had destroyed all these people. Therefore,
there would be neither drsta-phala nor adrs.ta-phala in such an action.

Since this was Arjuna's view, he did not understand how Krsna could say that he
was frightened. He went on to explain that the people standing there were not unknown
to him. They were his own people, people for whom he had the greatest respect and
reverence. Unless he killed people like Bhisma and Drona, there would be no question

of his gaining victory. In addition, if they were destroyed - assuming that Arjuna was

going to destroy them - what kind of happiness would he possibly have? He had to live

with the thought that he had destroyed those he revered the most, those from whom he

had learned all that he knew! 'How can I send arrow for arrow against them,' he asked

Krsna.
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Even if Krsna had argued that Bhisma and Drona did not seem to have the same

concern for him, Arjuna did not feel that he was in a position to make any such

judgement. Their choosing to fight against him may have been wrong but at the same

time, they no doubt had had their own logic for doing so. Because of his respect and

reverence for these two stalwarts, Arjuna did not feel that he had the right to say

anything about their decision to support Duryodhana. The point he was making to

Krsna was that he himself could not sin by exchanging arrows with them. He would

rather die than draw the arrow that would destroy Drona and Bhisma, his teachers. He

therefore told Krsna that he,Arjuna, did not know the meaning of fear, as was very well

known to Krsna.

A brave man can be sympathetic, but a coward who is sympathetic has a problem

because the sympathy ends in distress. This kind of sympathy is of no use, whereas,
when a resourceful, courageous, skilful person is sympathetic, the sympathy can be

useful to the other person. A brave man should be sympathetic. So too, a rich man should

be magnanimous and a knowledgeable man humble. Knowledge and humility, money

and magnanimity, power and justice, and, strength and gentleness - these go together.

A person having only one of these two attributes, such as power or strength, without the

justice or gentleness that goes with it, is capable of destroying others.

Arjuna was a brave man, a courageous man, and a mature person. A mature

person can be sympathetic. A problem arises, however, when there is confusion.

Arjuna's confusion was that of a mature person. Vedanta cannot be taught to an

immature person. Instead, he or she can be taught something else - something that will

resolve a particular problem. A mature person can be taught Vedanta, thereby solving

the problem more fundamentally. This is where the Gita comes in as we will see.

Arjuna presented his case beautifully. Krsna destroyed demons and enemies, but

here, those who were to be destroyed were Arjuna's teachers and relatives. Drona was a

teacher who was not against Arjuna in any way. The only problem was that he was

obliged to Duryodhana because of all the help he had received from him. Bhisma was

also obliged for the same reason. This did not mean, however, that they were against

Arjuna. Perceiving this particular situation properly, Arjuna told Krsna, 'Destroying

demons and enemies, as you have done, is right, but destroying one's teachers is not

right.' It was fine that Krsna was known as a destroyer of demons - Madhusudana.

However, Arjuna definitely did not want to be known as a destroyer of teachers -

gurusudana.

Therefore, in the next verse, he said that it would be better for him to live on alms

than to kill his gurus.

jichrFif -, Pf h fa n i i - 1
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gurinahatvd hi mahdnubhdvdn
dreyo bhoktum bhaiksyamaplha loke

hatvdrthakddndmstu gurinihaiva
bhuitjiya bhogdn rudhirapradigdhdn Verse 5

iKfllyTqla mahdnubhavin - highly exalted; Tq, guran - teachers; 3TT ahatvd
- not killing; i• iha - here; Nrei loke - in this world; OR* bhaiksyam - food
collected from others by begging; a3W api - even; 'PT bhoktum - to eat; 4f4:
sreyah - better; % hi - indeed; - tu -. whereas; 4'f guriln - teachers; 7iT hatv
- killing; W TTi iha eva - here itself; •W-PftrWl- rudhira-pradigdhan - stained
with blood; aF-WirT artha-kamdn - security and pleasure; ¶frrF bhogdn -
enjoyments; *4 bhuiijiya - I would experience

It would be better indeed to eat food collected from others here in this
world than to kill these highly exalted teachers. Whereas, if I kill them,
the enjoyments of security and pleasure I would experience in this world
will be stained with blood.

Arjuna also looked upon his grandfather, Bhisma, as a guru because he had been
taught by him as he grew up. Bhisma and Drona were not ordinary gurus of the world.
They deserved the status of highly exalted people. In this verse, Arjuna told Krsna that
it would be preferable to live on alms than to kill his own people.

Bhaik.sya means collecting food from others, something that only sddhus are
entitled to do. They take only a little from each person so as not to be a liability on
anyone. The whole process of Arjuna's thinking was changing. In fact, his mind had
already gone to this way of life, rather than to fighting the war.

Arjuna knew that if he left the battlefield, he would have to go to the forest.
Previously, he had counted on this day to retrieve the kingdom and he had been looking
forward to it for a long time. He had gathered all the weapons he needed, but when the
day came, he decided not to fight. What else was left for him to do but go to the forest
and live a life of alms? He could not remain in the kingdom. Only from the distant
mountain people could he hope to collect a little food on which to live. This was all that
was open to him and he was ready for it. He wanted it, in fact.

Only two types of people can take bhiksd - students (brahmacdrls) and
renunciates (sddhus). Brahmacaris can take bhiksd because they are not earning
members in the society. They leave home and go to the gurukula to live with a teacher.
Therefore, they are allowed to go for bhiksd, if they have to. Sddhus or Swamis are
renunciates and they live on alms. Arjuna's mind had now turned in this direction.

Because he was already a father and grandfather, Arjuna could not become a
brahrmacdri. Therefore, all that was available to him was the life of a siddhu. This was
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what he wanted and this was the basis for the only question he asked again and again in

the Gita - 'Which is better of the two - karma-yoga or sannyasa? Why do you ask

me to do karma when there is this other life-style?' He asked this question in the third

chapter and again in the fifth chapter. Then, perhaps because he was a little shy about

asking it again, he asked some other questions in between. And then, slowly, he slipped

it in again in the eighteenth chapter in a different form - 'What is the difference

between tyaga and sannyasa?'

Thus, Arjuna always kept the same thought in his mind. He wanted to be a sadhu

and all of his arguments were directed to this end. Although, Bhisma and Drona had

come to the battlefield, not as teachers but to cast their lot with Duryodhana for the sake

of the kingdom, Arjuna's point was that if these people were destroyed, what kind of

kingdom would he have? Any enjoyment he would experience would be soaked in

blood. He would be haunted by the sight of the blood of his teachers. Nothing would

remove it from his mind, he was sure.

The more one tries to remove a fixation, the more it becomes fixed. There is no

way of removing it. If it could be removed, it would not be a fixation. Thus, Arjuna

knew that the sight of Bhisma and Drona bleeding to death would be permanently

imprinted in his mind. The impact would be so powerful that it would remain a fixation.

Therefore, any pleasant experience he gathered would be sullied by the thought of

having killed his own people. Any enjoyment he might have had would always be

conditioned by the memory of the cost, the blood of Bhisma, Drona, and the others who

were killed in the battle.

Arjuna, then, expressed his confusion in the next verse:

.T *-fka: _4T- Wff T-ft 7 cf 7 WO ft W * Wi ^: I

gý T^ 3 rjlS ^CT: ft hl<: I I 11 I

na caitadvidmah kataranno gariyo

yadvoajayema yadi va nojayeyuh
yaneva hatva na ijivisama-

ste'vasthitah pramukhe dhartarstrah Verse 6

f: nah - for us; W f katarat - which of the two; Tf:T garlyah - better, DTM etat

- this; a '9 f••: na ca vidmah - and we do not know; Z - yad va - whether;

s•� jayema - we should conquer (them); �q T yadi va - or; ;: w : nah jayeyuh

- they should conquer us; '4I T yan eva - indeed whom; TM hatva - having

slain; fif"�Ti : na jijivismah - we will not want to live; ^ te - those; 1hTT:

dhdrtarastrah - sons of Dhrtardstra; wt pramukhe - in front of (us); "fini:

avasthitah - stand
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And, we do not know which of the two will be better for us - that we
should conquer them or that they should conquer us. The sons of
Dhrtardstra, after slaying whom we will indeed not want to live, stand
facing us.

In this verse, Arjuna told Krpna that he did not know which was better - to win
the battle against the enemies, who were his own people, or to be defeated by them.
Regardless of who was victorious, the problem would remain. To be victorious, Arjuna
had to destroy all these people. He would have the pleasures of a kingdom but would be
unable to enjoy them. For Arjuna, then, the choice was meaningless. Because Krsna
was telling him to get up and fight, he was confused about how the victory could be
good for him. If, on the other hand, Duryodhana won, the Pandavas would have to go
to the forest and live a life of bhiksu. Although this life-style was arduous and there
would be no enjoyments, Arjuna thought that it was definitely the better of the two
alternatives.

He said that the Pdndavas did not want to live by destroying the sons of
Dhrtarastra and those connected to them - Bhisma, Drona, Krpa and so on - all of
whom were standing in front of him on the battlefield. He called the war a 'no-win'
situation. It would be one big loss and he had no interest in it. But Krsna had told him
that, what he was thinking of doing was wrong. Therefore, Arjuna argued that whether it
was wrong or right, the situation was such that he could not see anything good coming to
him from fighting.

Then, Arjuna explained himself further:

4)|^^1^d<^|o|: T~lf ^t iT~r¶UiaT: I

v~W: ?qt�rai ^ ^ frrw~t F Virfe Trf ^( OT^I i \1t 11
karpanyadosopahatasvabhavah

prrcchmi tvam dharmasamm•dhacetah
yacchreyah sydnniicitam brihi tanme

,iiyaste'ham iddhi mrm tvidm prapannam Verse 7

c4uq-q1-•iFt-wfawF: karpanya-dosa-upahata-svabhavah - overcome by faint-

heartedness; dVt-7Pl9-iT: dharma-sammidha-cetJh - confused about (my) duty;
?nT tvam - you; yiWf prcchimi - I ask; t me - for me; W1 yat - which;

#ffilqR : IFR nilcitam Areyah sydt - is definitely better; FTi tat - that; fJ brilhi
- please tell me; a3r aham - I am; * te - your; ft�: iisyah - student; MIj

OTP tvdm prapannam - one who has taken refuge in you; RF( mam - me; InfI

dadhi - please teach

BG. Vol. I- -1I
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Overcome by faint-heartedness, confused about my duty, I ask you which
is definitely better for me. Please tell me. I am your student. Please teach
me, who has taken refuge in you.

Twr qMiWm w4 wdurm* 1J iAftnkqQ c ul

no hi prapadydmi mamnpanudyid
yacchokamucchosanamindriyindm

avdpya bhimrnvasapatnamrddham
rdjyam surdniamapi cidhipatyam Verse 8

vf¶ bhUmau - on the earth; 3T�Wi asapatnam - unrivalled; 'TT. rddham -

prosperous; TFqTf rdjyam - kingdom; TFT^i surdinm - of the denizens of heaven;

a·3f api - even; aný idhipatyam - overlordship; W ca - and; a31W avdpya

- obtaining; IM mama - my; f14Tl|u| indriydfnam - of the senses; 3iroq

ucchosanam - that which dries up; YiF dokam - sorrow; T S9 'iW yat

apanudydt - that which would remove; f;T * mvlift na hi prapaiydmi - I do not

see

I do not see anything that will remove the sorrow that dries up my senses,
even if I were to obtain an unrivalled and prosperous kingdom on earth
and sovereignty over the denizens of heaven.

We will look at the second of these two verses first. Here,Arjuna described how
his sorrow had dried up his sense organs so that they could not function. His arms and
legs also seemed to have atrophied. The energy in them had been totally sapped by this
incapacitating sorrow. Nor could he see any way of removing it. Even if he found the
courage to fight because of his commitment to dharma and because Krsna asked him to
fight, Arjuna did not think his sorrow would ever go away. He saw it as something
inside of himself.

A SORROW THAT CANNOT BE ALLEVIATED

In fact, only the sad become sad. No one suddenly becomes sad. Just as the angry
become angry, the sad become sad. If you are already angry inside, all that you require is
a reason to become angry. Similarly, the jealous become jealous and the lonely become
lonely. Therefore, these feelings indicate that there is a problem already there
underneath.

Arjuna recognised an inner, unwept sadness and felt sad. Sometimes the sadness
that is underneath comes out. Otherwise, it always remains hidden there. In between the
bouts of sadness that come out, there is some laughter - not because of your effort but
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in spite of it. Sadness seems to be something that is identical with the person. Arjuna

concluded that even gaining an unrivalled kingdom on earth would not allay his sorrow.

A kingdom is usually surrounded by enemies, making it a rivalled kingdom,

meaning that its ruler cannot sleep peacefully. This is like having a nice house, which

you cannot enjoy because it is in an inimical neighbourhood. Similarly, in a kingdom,

that all the rivals want to occupy and go on encroaching upon, one fellow nibbles away

at the east while another nibbles away at the west. This continual encroachment, this

nibbling, makes the ruler of the kingdom miserable. Therefore, in order to be happy, a
ruler must have a kingdom that is unrivalled.

Even by being the emperor of an empire, this could not be accomplished, Arjuna

knew. There can be such severe drought and poverty in an empire that people will begin

to eat each other or, at least, will be ready to do so. Arjuna saw his situation in this way.

Dharma is very difficult to follow when a man is hungry and, continues to be hungry.

Eventually, he will begin to compromise his dharma in order to relieve his hunger. The

ruler of a kingdom is no different except that he must become a national beggar. If you

are the head of a family, you have to beg for the whole family - not a big problem.

However, if you are the ruler of a whole nation and its citizens are hungry, you must go

to UNESCO and America to plead for assistance.

A kingdom, which is poor, is not a happy kingdom and if it is prosperous, rivals

will definitely be there. Having commented on earthly kingdoms, Arjuna then extended

his thinking to the kingdom of the gods. 'I don't see that even ruling the kingdom of

heaven will enable me to cross this sorrow,' he said.

Arjuna saw his mind as having been destroyed by karpanya, miserliness. A

person who has no money and does not spend is practical, whereas one who has no

money but spends is not; Neither is a miser. A miser is one who has money and will not

spend it. He or she is always waiting for retirement, which is not related to a job, but to

the time when he can no longer take care of himself. Always worrying about who will

take care of him, he keeps his money for later. If he does fall ill, he still hangs on to it

out of his concern for a more serious illness later! Then, when he dies, his brother-in-law

gets everything! Such a person is a miser. He does notspend on himself or others. He is

a very unfortunate person, like a child holding on to all of his toys. He is immature; he

does hot know himself and dies not knowing.

The Brhad�iranyakopanisad talks about a krpana, a miser, from another

standpoint. It describes the person leaving this world without gaining the knowledge of

dtm6 as a miser.
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It says:

*t Ir 7fqi# 4Tc14 i^d TE Mpr:Aq4 T I
yo va etadaksaram gargyaviditvdsmallokatpraiti sa krpanah

(Brhaddranyakopanisad - 3.8.10)

Oh! Girgi, the one who departs from this world without knowing this
'Immutable One' is a krpana.

The real wealth of a human being is more than external wealth. It is knowing what
is real and what is unreal, what is right and what is wrong - viveka. This wealth
distinguishes the human being from all other beings. The one who has this viveka is not
a krpana, whereas the one who does not have it naturally holds on to things, which have
no real content because his or her value structure is confused. Arjuna is referring to this
kind of miserliness, when he says that he has been overcome by kdrpanya.

Arjuna now saw that although he had opportunities to do so, he had not made
proper use of his mind. Otherwise, he would not have had this problem and knowing
what was right and wrong would have been easy. He knew he could only decide this
when he was not caught in the very concept of right and wrong. He had to know a little
more than dharma and adharma in order to decide about right and wrong. When right
and wrong itself is an issue, it cannot be resolved by one whose mind is deluded with
reference to right and wrong.

Because he knew something more was needed, Arjuna asked Krsna to tell him
what was best for him. He wanted Kr.na to teach him that which is more than dharma
and adharma. Two pursuits are open to a person - sreyas and preyas. Sreyas is
something that is good for all, something that is above dharma and adharma. Whereas
preyas is the result of dharma. Any good action produces a result for you, such as
prosperity, pleasure, and so on. Sreyas is other than this, more than this; it is moksa.
Arjuna therefore asked, 'Please teach me greyas alone.'

Krsna could have said, 'Why should I teach you? I came here to drive your chariot
and you are asking me to teach. That was not the original contract. I said I would drive; I
told you I would not fight. I did not tell you that I would teach. You wanted me to drive
your chariot and I accepted. Now you are asking your driver to teach you!' But, Krsna
responded in this way because Arjuna was telling him something that he had never told
him before. He was saying, 'I am your student.'

If someone tells you that he is your student, you have to decide whether he
deserves to be a iisya or not. Whether you will be his or her guru is something for you
to decide. Thus Arjuna left it in Krsna's hands. He seems to say, 'The ball is in your
court now, Krsna. You do whatever you like. I dont care, but I am your sisya' Up to
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now, Arjuna had not told Krsna that he was his student. That is why Kryna had not
taught him so far. Only for the asking is the teaching given and Arjuna had never asked
for it, although he had asked for a variety of things. He had asked him to come and drive
his chariot which Kr.na did. But he had never asked him to teach.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A STUDENT - A SISYA?

The words iisya and sreyas go together. Once you say, 'I am a .i.ya,' and you ask
for ireyas, there is only one meaning for that Areyas. Although it can mean anything
good, any topical solution to a topical problem, any medicine or treatment, sreyas here
has an absolute meaning. Because Arjuna says, 'I am your iisya; please teach me,' the
absolute meaning is conveyed.

.isya can also mean many things. There is an archery Aiiya, a dance hisya, both
of which apply to Arjuna, as well as many others. In all of them, one factor is missing
- the surrender. By asking Krsna to teach him, Arjuna became a sisya, a disciple. As a
student, he surrendered himself to Krsna.

As we saw earlier, there are three words in Sanskrit for the student - vidyarthi,
antevasi and .isya. Vidyarthl can be anyone having a desire for knowledge. Everyone
wants to know everything, but that does not mean that effort is made to gain knowledge.
An antevisi is the one who makes this effort. This type of student goes to a teacher,
joins the ranks, joins the courses, enrolls in the university. That does not mean that he or
she understands what is being taught in the class. The student may simply be sitting
there, accomplishing nothing.

The third word for student, igsya, refers to a student who is qualified to be taught
based on his or her capacity to understand. By using the word .isya, Arjuna was stating
that he thought he was prepared to learn what Krslna had to teach. His compassion
indicated that he was mature, but because of a certain lack of understanding, there was a
confusion with reference to dharma and adharma. Arjuna wanted to solve this
problem much more fundamentally. He could not but think of his sorrow, which is a
human problem. He had discerned sorrow in a situation where sorrow was not expected.
He could not proceed with the battle because he did not see any favourable outcome,
nothing that he could be proud of and thus his mind went elsewhere.

Where does the mind go in such circumstances? It comes back to oneself. This is
where culture comes in. Without culture, one becomes a hobo. In Arjuna's case, his
culture, maturity, his upbringing, his lifelong commitment to the values of dharma, the
various privations he underwent for the sake of dharma - all of these had paid off in
this particular coming back to himself and saying, 'I dont think that even a heavenly
kingdom could remove this sorrow that is in me.'
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Sorrow was, therefore, the problem and Arjuna had always heard that there was
only one way of removing it. He had to become a aisya and gain sreyas or moksa,
liberation. He did both of them. 'To be a Sisya,' he told Krsna, 'I have surrendered to
you. You are the one who is going to deliver the goods. I am your student.' In this way,
Arjuna surrendered so that Lord Krsna could do what was to be done.

T WiicR; t1Ti IcgT: m7;n: I

q -U^ Xf Titc^^l ffrft gsHot I ý I I
saiijaya uvaca
evamuktvu hrsikesam guddkeSah parantapah
na yotsya iti gouindamuktvd d snlm babhiiva ha Verse 9

7TW: saiijayah - Saijaya; 3�d uvdca - said;

7RTM: parantapah - the scorcher of foes; T1,_: gudhkesah - Arjuna; TRk
hrsikesam - to Lord Krsna; -aT. evam - in this manner; 3Wf uktva - having

spoken; q *r na yotsye - I shall not fight; -f iti - thus; tff'op-govindam - to

Govinda (Lord Krsna); 3W�T uktvd - saying; ,ft 4 t.a snim babhuva -

became silent; " ha -indeed

Safijaya said:
Having spoken to Hrsikesa (Lord Krsna) in this manner, GuddkeSa
(Arjuna), the scorcher of foes, saying to Govinda, 'I shall not fight,'
became silent.

With these words Sahjaya informed Dhrtardstra of the most recent events on the
battlefield, as he had been asked to do.

Wanting Krsna to teach him Areyas, Arjuna had said, 'I am your sisya. Please
teach me.' Arjuna seemed to know the profundity of the word sreyas, a word mentioned
often in the Sastra. In the Kathopanisad, there is a story about a young boy, Naciketas,
who went to Lord Yama, the Lord of Death, and received three boons. He encashed the
first in favour of his father, who was angry with him. For the second boon, he asked to
be taught the ritual for gaining heaven. This boon, too, was for the sake of others. Lord
Yama granted Naciketas both of these boons.

Naciketas encashed the third boon for himself. He wanted to know whether there
was a self, an dtmnz other than the body, because some people said there was, and others
said there was not. He told Lord Yama that he wanted to be taught about this dtma and
that there was no one more qualified to do it than Lord Yama. At first, Lord Yama
discouraged him, but finally, he decided to teach Naciketas.
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Lord Yama told Naciketas that there were always two things available to a human
being - sreyas and preyas. treyas is chosen by one who is wise, a viveki. Whereas
everyone else generally chooses preyas - prosperity and pleasure, artha and kama.
Dharma also comes under preyas. Sreyas, on the other hand, is moksa, liberation, the
freedom brought about by self-knowledge. Naciketas asked Lord Yama for this ireyas.

Because ireyas can be used in both a relative and an absolute sense, it is important
to know what it was that Arjuna was asking for. Whether Arjuna wanted it or not,
Krsna understood Arjuna's request only in terms of absolute Areyas and not in the
ordinary sense. The absolute meaning of sreyas is absolute fullness - that which is
good for me, good for you, good for everyone, at any time and place. That which was
good for Arjuna was equally good for Duryodhana, if only he had ears for it. If
Duryodhana had said to Krsna, 'I am your iisya, please teach me,' and if Krsna had
considered Duryodhana a qualified student, he would have taught him in the same way.

Whenever and to whomever sreyas is taught, it is always taught the same way
because it is knowledge, jiiana. From Krsna's point of view, then the sreyas Arjuna
asked for was this knowledge, which is moksa. In the wake of this knowledge, there is
no sorrow. Because this is the teaching of the Git, from beginning to end, the Gitl is
moksa-blstra, a body of teaching meant to destroy Aoka sorrow.

Knowledge is something that cannot be personal. Although it has to be gained by a
person, knowledge, any knowledge, is always true to the nature of the object of
knowledge. It is not something that is centred on your personal will, but on the object of
knowledge. For example, if the object is a flower, it is a flower; there is no choice in
knowing it as anything other than a flower. If there is something more to know about the
flower, then you can know it - its botanical name, which includes its family, and so on.
Whatever more you come to know about the flower is always jiRna. Because
knowledge is always as true as the object, it is not determined by one's will. Therefore,
knowledge of a thing is not going to differ from person to person.

RELATIVE tREYAS

Usually, what is good for you at a given time may be not good for you at another
time. For example, a particular drug may be a cure for your illness, although it is also a

poison. Thus, what is good for you at one time is not good for you at another time. Also,
a certain medicine may be good for only one problem and not any other. Alternatively,
the drug that treats your problem may not be good for someone else with the same

problem, because of the other person's allergic reaction to it. This kind of goodness is

what is meant by relative goodness, something that is not always applicable in the same

way. It keeps on changing.

Something that is good is determined by place, deSa, time, kdla, and situation,
nimitta. Even ethics and values, dharma-iastra, which we generally consider as
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absolute, have to be interpreted from time to time. Because dharma-.istra is to be

interpreted, it cannot be considered absolutely good.

ABSOLUTE tREYAS

If there is something that is absolutely good, it must be something that does not

change at any time and is always the same for any person. That is what is meant by
Breyas here. Arjuna's sorrow led him to ask for this ireyas and Kr.na understood what
he wanted as absolute ireyas.

Absolute dreyas, called moksa, is the complete acceptance of oneself. Self-

acceptance implies a self that is already acceptable. If I am not acceptable to myself,
positive thinking cannot give me self-acceptance. The self is unfolded in the Gitl as

already acceptable, along with how it is acceptable and how it is free from all limitations.

The one who is happy with oneself has nothing more to do. Such a person is one
who has checked off all the items to be completed, to be fulfilled that are on the list. He

or she is a free person. Throughout the Glta we are told that the self is acceptable and
that this acceptable self alone is what everyone is seeking in life.

When Duryodhana wanted the kingdom, he wanted only self-acceptance. He
wanted to see himself as a person who was acceptable to himself. Without a kingdom, he
could not see himself in this way. Therefore, he wanted the kingdom. In the process, of
course, he had conflicts. He was cavilled at by so many people and he had wronged so
many people. How could he be acceptable to himself under such circumstances?

You should be acceptable to yourself without a kingdom, without any addition,
without even the physical body and its condition. Only then can you accept yourself. If
the body is something based on which you have self-acceptance, you are in trouble
because the body will change. It is not going to remain the same. The self might have
been acceptable yesterday, but not today, because the body has picked up a problem. The
body is time-bound; it is subject to change and it keeps changing. Therefore, in the
morning, it is acceptable and in the evening, it is not. We find, then, that if the self
depends on any other factor for its acceptability it is not an acceptable self at all. The self
by itself, in its own glory, should be acceptable to you, for which it has to be free from
any limitation whatsoever.

The self is the whole. In reality, there is nothing other than self. This vision is
unfolded in the Giti in such verses as, 'All beings exist in me and I do not exist in them
- matsthani sarvabhiltZni na ci'ham tesvavasthitah (Giti - 9-4) and 'in me there
are no beings - no ca matsthani bhittini (Gtit - 9-5).' This means that while I do not
depend on any one of them, they all depend upon me. This is the vision of the whole,
unfolded in the tastra as the meaning of the word ireyas.
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Sreyas is you. Until it is gained, Sreyas is an end, as it were. Once gained, it is not
separate from you. It is you alone. You are reyas. Arjuna asked for it and he got it. If
Arjuna had wanted ordinary sreyas, he would not have told Krsna that he was his Bisya.
Nor would he have told him that he was surrendering to him. All this indicated that
Arjuna wanted to gain absolute rreyas at this particular stage of his life. Having
surrendered to Krsna, Arjuna left everything to him. Krsna then had to decide whether
he would teach Arjuna or merely urge him to stop blabbering and fight! Fortunately,
Krsna taught him. Had he opted not to, we would not have the Gitd.

ARJUNA'S ATTRACTION TO SANNYASA

In asking that Krsna teach him, there was a prayer, a surrender in Arjuna that
calmed the storm within him. When there is a doubt or indecision, the mind is restless.
When there is a possibility of a solution, or a decision is made, then the mind quietens
down. There is definitely restlessness when there is a conflict between dharma and
adharma.

In Arjuna's mind there was a conflict between right and wrong (dharma and
adharma) and there was the emotion of sympathy, leading to his sorrow. Affections
being involved, his mind was in an even greater state of confusion than it would have
been had he merely been concerned about his duty. Arjuna's confusion naturally led to a
certain sadness. Lord 1rsna was a good listener and perhaps the two verses wherein he
tried to whip Arjuna into action also helped to trigger Arjuna's thinking.

While trying to prove to Krsna that he was not frightened, Arjuna had to tell him
that he could not handle this particular situation. He now saw himself as someone who
was not as dispassionate as he was expected to be. Arjuna concluded that he would be
better off living a life of alms, a life-style mentioned in the astra for a sadhu, a person
who gives up the pursuit of all desires.

The life of a addhu is meant purely for the pursuit of knowledge, jinina, and is
free from all social, national, religious, or familial obligations. As a sanny�si you are a
non-competitor in the society. You do not have a job. Nor are you interested in anything
in the next life like heaven and so on. Self-knowledge is pursued to the exclusion of all
else. The sannyasi is respected by the society, and lives on alms (bhiks$). The Vedic
society has a value for this life-style and it is one of the four stages, airamas of a
person's life.

Sannyisa was exactly what Arjuna had in mind. He thought that a life of bhik s
would mean sannyZsa and he talked about it constantly. He knew that sannyisa was
meant for jin-na (moksa), and that it was not for securities and pleasures (artha, kima
and dharma).
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A TOPICAL PROBLEM BECOMES A FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM

Having lived in the forest,Arjuna had met many great people, mahdtmas. What a

period it was! Even though some Duryodhanas were there, it was an excellent era.

Certainly, it is a rare privilege to have as ones contemporaries, people like Vydsa and

Suka, Bhlsma, Vidura and Balarama.

Although Arjuna had lived in such times, he had been a prince with his own

predominant desires and ambitions. Naturally, he had not been committed to the pursuit

of moksa although he had access to it. He knew all about greyas, but now the time had

come for him to pursue it.

When Arjuna had first come to fight, he had no conflict whatsoever. All he

wanted to know was with whom he would be fighting. Even when he saw his own

people on both sides, his conflict was simple. It was, 'Should I fight? How can I fight my

own people?' But then, as he thought about it, he became completely unnerved,

believing that he was committing some kind of self-destruction. What had started out as

a simple conflict had now gained a different proportion altogether. A simple topical

problem had become a fundamental problem.

This can happen to anyone. A time comes when death draws our attention and we

ask, 'What is this death?' Perhaps, the Buddha thought he had to be a monk in order to

find an answer to such a question.

He was a prince and had not seen death or anyone who was crippled. Or, perhaps,

since such events had not touched him personally, he had simply not paid any attention

to them. Only when he began noticing them, did the big question hit him - 'There is so

much sorrow and pain in life. Can there be a solution?' Having asked this question, it is

said that, he left the palace in search of the answer. When you go off in search of truth,

you do not carry a truckload of belongings with you. Since, he was interested only in

truth, he just walked out.

THE BASIS FOR SORROW

Similarly, seeing simple pain, there is an empathy that turns into something else

because a question has been triggered. In fact, all problems in life are connected to those

that are much more basic, the basic problems being inherent in ordinary small problems.

The small sorrows and pains, which are mental in nature, have their basis in the

core personality. One who is angry becomes angry and one who is not angry does not.

Similarly, only the sad become sad. In order to determine why you are sad, a

psychotherapist may take you into regression, back into a period of time when you

picked up various notions about yourself and the world. In this way, your neurosis is

accounted for, which is psychology. There is a core personality, which is psychologically
traceable by an informed specialist.
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Tracking back, however, in itself, is not enough. One more step has to be taken -
a step that is psychologically fundamental. No psychologist says that it is improper to
think, that I am a mortal, that I am subject to sorrow, that I have to prove myself. In fact,
they all agree that you should get angry if the situation warrants it. 'Cry it out, dont
suppress it,' they say. The teaching, however, says we must take one more step because
there is a more basic problem that must be addressed.

Because 'I am subject to sorrow' is a basic problem, there is something more basic
about you, which you had better know. Any small problem can be traced if you ask a few
more questions. Inevitably, you will come to appreciate that there is a basic problem. If-
you ask the question, 'Am I really sad?' you end up reading the Gita because the Gitd is
the answer.

The answer is not something you can figure out because if you are sad, you are
sad. It is something that must be recognised. To ask, 'What is the basis of sadness?'
means that it is something to be understood and not a particular condition or experience.
The experiences of both happiness and sorrow have always been there, one alternating
with the other - now I am sad; now I am happy. It seems, therefore, that happiness is a
visitor and sadness is the person.

You have to understand whether the self is subject to sorrow, what sorrow is, and
so on. There is a whole gamut of questions involved here. A simple frown by someone,
can trigger some small pain in me. This can be traced to a fundamental self-ignorance
and self-confusion, or at least a self-question - 'Am I seeing myself rightly?'

This kind of questioning is called atmavicdra and is what happened in Arjuna's
mind. Therefore, he told Krsna that he was his hisya and he wanted sreyas. 'If you think
the battlefield is not a good place for us to be in, then just drive the chariot somewhere
else. Do whatever you like. I have handed over the horses and chariot to you. You
decide. If you want a quiet place, drive to a quiet place. And if you think you can teach
in this din and roar, then I too can listen. I do not mind.' Saying this and leaving
everything to Bhagavun, Arjuna-became quiet.

ARJUNA'S SURRENDER

Not only had Arjuna handed over his horses and chariot to Krsna, but also his
life. Having found the possibility of a solution to his problem in the form of Areyas .and
in the form ofKrsna's teaching, Arjuna became silent. The storm in his mind had blown
over. Although it was not enlightened, his mind was at least silent with some hope.

Although the storm was over, Arjuna was still overcome with an intense inner
torpor. Where did it come from? He had been so enthusiastic, armed, and ready to fight.
Now, right in the middle of the battlefield, his sorrow was so much that his eyes
glistened with tears.
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When you are in sorrow, you are present as a whole person. In fact, sorrow cannot

come unless you are there as a whole person. Some people have a feeling of deadness

due to some emotional problem and, in order to relieve it, to feel alive, they work

themselves into sorrow. Only then do they feel that they exist. Only then is there some

reality for them. Artists sometimes have this problem. They feel dull and think they

should be either ecstatic or in pain. They say that pain produces music or some other art

form. However, it is not the pain that does it. It is because the whole person comes out of

the pain and then something is produced. The result of such pain then becomes some one

elses pain - or joy, perhaps, depending on the product!

Similarly, Arjuna became a whole person because a storm had occurred. There

was now no chance of sleep or any other expression of torpor - only silence. Having

found this possibility of a solution, there was a lull in his mind now that the storm had

blown over. What a silence it was!

Then, Sanijaya said:

Ufm 4*C1: UlfA^ qTM I
*fffrzp t;W f tfi-1* EM I IX I I
tamuvdca hrsikesah prahasanniva bhdrata

senayorubhayormadhye visldantamidam vacah Verse 10

Tff bh�rata - Oh! Bharata; Z : ;ft: TM ubhayoh senayoh madhye - in the

middle of both armies; h visidantam - the one who is sad; ? tam - to him;

"TiTu-: h.rsikesah - Krstna; VWý -T prahasan iva - as though laughing (smiling);

1 idam - this; ": vacah - sentence; -TT uvdca - said

Oh! Bhdrata, to him who was sad in the midst of both armies, Hrsikeda

(Krsna), as though laughing, said these words.

In this verse, Saiijaya addressed Dhrtardstra as Bhdrata, a name that applied to

all of these people, including Arjuna and his brothers, because they were born in the

Bharata family. He told him that Lord Krsna, about to respond to Arjuna's silence, was

'as though laughing.' Why did he not simply say Krsna was smiling? There being an

opportunity for interpretation here, many interpretations have been put forward.

Was Krsna smiling because he had been waiting for this day? Previously, Arjuna

had used the words, 'my chariot.' Now Arjuna had surrendered, an attitude, which

Krsna would no doubt have found preferable. Krsna was quite satisfied with the

outcome of Arjuna's outpourings. The discussion had not been just a simple dialogue

with a person in despair. Arjuna had asked to be Krsna's Sisya. Perhaps Krsna was

smiling because it was now going to happen.
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Whatever the reason, Krsna was smiling. The knowledge he was about to teach
was not a grim knowledge. He did not have to say, 'Please listen to me. I am a Vedinti
and this is a very serious matter. You are all bliss, all fullness, all inanda. Please,
therefore, do not take this knowledge lightly,' etc. The subject matter being what it was,
it was a smile, laughter, all the way. We find that Krsna always had a good time while
teaching Arjuna, whereas Arjuna, of course, did have a hard time now and then. One
can find a number of different meanings for this expression, 'as though laughing.'

Krsna did not drive the chariot to a quieter place. He kept the chariot where it was,
right in the middle of the battlefield. For gaining this knowledge, you do not require a
particular time or place. You only require a particular person or persons. There should be
someone like Krsna who, in the din and roar of the battlefield, had all composure
necessary to talk to Arjuna. Arjuna too had the necessary composure to listen to Krs.na
and the appropriateness of his questions indicates that he listened well. Therefore, who is
learning and who is teaching are important, whereas the time and place are not.

THE TEACHING BEGINS

Because the words to be spoken by KI�pa to Arjuna comprise the teaching, the
Gita is said to begin with the next verse. Krpna began by telling Arjuna that there was
no reason for grief - asocyan anvaSocah tvam - and concluded the Gita saying:
'Grieve not - ma iucah' In between there is only removal of grief, or more accurately
put, removal of the reason for grief. The cause of grief, ignorance and error, is removed
totally. Therefore, the entire gita-sdstra is a astra which removes sorrow, ioka.

Sorrow refers to any complaint. Any uneasiness about me, centred on the self, is
sorrow. Physical pain is not sorrow, but complaining about such pain is sorrow. The
problem is in thinking that everyone else is well and I am not. This self-centred sorrow,
doka, is purely the brood of ignorance - wrong thinking stemming from wrong notions
about oneself and the world. Krsna's words, Bhagavdn's Gtl, addressed this very
problem.

we T'1 I MI 'I

^dloRlr lirt - ixRlW *P&srr: 1 tt II
dribhagavdnuvica
adocydnanvaiocastuam prajidvddamica bhidase
gatasiinagatasutsi ca nnuiocanti panditdh Verse 11

i sb1'r ribhagavdn - Sri Bhagavan; 3N uvica - said;

T a tvam - you; 3wiha1 aiocyan - those who should not be grieved for; MiFiaW :
anvabocah - grieve; WVql�liF prajfidvddn - words of wisdom; TW4I bhpsase -
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you speak; T ca - and; tFstr: panditdh - the wise; TrfTr gatasin - those from

whom the breath has left; 3qm•;T agatisiin - those from whom the breath has not yet

left; ca - and; na anugocanti - do not grieve

Srl Bhagavin said:

You grieve for those who should not be grieved for. Yet you speak words

of wisdom. The wise do not grieve for those who are living or for those

who are no longer living.

Arjuna, confused about dharma and adharma and overwhelmed by sorrow,

became a si4ya and asked for rreyas. Wanting to help Arjuna out of his sorrow for good

and knowing that relative greyas was useless here, Krsna's teaching was for imparting

self-knowledge alone.

The subject matter of the remainder of the Git� is self-knowledge, dtma-jiidna,

the cause for the removal of sorrow. Safikara's commentary starts with this verse since

it marks the beginning of the teaching.

While the word 'tvam,' meaning 'you,' refers to Arjuna, it can also apply to any

second person. The word is significant given that the whole veddnta-iastra is nothing

but 'That thou art - tat tvam asi.' The first six chapters of the GtZi deal with 'you'

alone. What is 'you' in the equation, tat tvam asi? You are 'that' means you are equated

to 'that.' 'That' has to be presented and the meaning given is the Lord, ISvara.

Therefore, 'tat tvam asi' means 'you are livara.'

That there is a difference between you and the Lord is obvious. But, because the

statement, 'tat tvam asi,' is an equation, it seems as though 'you' are equated to the

Lord. The vision of the sruti is that you are that ulvara who is the cause for the entire

creation. That Brahman you are. The 'tat tvam asi' equation is a statement, a vakya, of

this vision.

There are two elements involved here. One is Ulvara, the Lord, which is the

meaning of the word tat; and the other is the jiva, the individual, which is the meaning

of the word tvam, you. Unless the meaning of 'you' is properly understood, the equation

cannot be understood because there is a contradiction. If the statement, 'You are

Brahman,' were to be a self-evident fact, there would be no necessity for the teaching at

all. Since, however, there is a contradiction between jiva and lSvara, we have to resolve

it. Unless there is absence of contradiction, there is no identity. Unless you recognise the

real meaning of the word 'you,' which means 'I.' there is no way of discovering the

identity between you and fivara, that the 'tat tvam asi'equation reveals.

Therefore, the first six chapters of the Gitd emphasise 'you.' The next six chapters

deal with 'that' the Lord, and the last six chapters deal with the identity between the two.
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You will find, as you proceed, that the whole subject matter in the seventh chapter
changes and that the last six chapters are significantly different.

ARJUNA'S SORROW IS YOUR SORROW

Arjuna's sorrow, the subject matter of the first chapter, is the sorrow of any jiva,
the individual, one who is subject to sorrow. That Arjuna was sad is not unusual. In fact,
we are all with Arjuna. His sorrow seems to be very legitimate. If this situation could
not cause sorrow, what could? We can well appreciate and sympathise with Arjuna
because for much lesser reasons, we find ourselves in even deeper trouble. This is the
condition of thejiva. That the jiva is desirous of getting rid of sorrow is also obvious.

Generally, people seek relief through escapes. What is significant here is that
Arjuna wanted to resolve the sorrow for good, which is the reason we have a gitd-
hastra. Arjuna was told straight away by Krsna, 'You, Arjuna, grieve unnecessarily.'
Over the shoulders of Arjuna, you too are being addressed. You too have entertained
sorrow, the state of mind known as toka.

WHAT IS DESERVING OF GRIEF?

§ocya is that which deserves grief, that which has legitimate basis for sorrow. In
the society, we have universally accepted that certain events are matters for sorrow,
while others are not. For example, when someone is about to be married, we do not send
condolences. We send congratulations. Marriage is a matter for joy and laughter, not for
sorrow. This is the case in any culture. For a death, on the other hand, even when there is
relief involved because the person was suffering extreme pain and required constant
care, there is at least a tinge of sadness when someone dies. Therefore, death is
synonymous with mourning and can be called iocya, universally.

There is also personal iocya. You may be sad because of something that has come
or gone, whereas another person may not be sad at all. A man may be very happy that his
mother has come, whereas his wife is a pack of nerves. For him the event is not iocya,
but for her it is a great docya. Because this woman has walked into their home, one
person becomes a pack of nerves. The other is ecstatic because he can show off his
accomplishments to his mother. The event is the same for both of them, but for one
person it is socya and for the other it is aiocya. Thus, we find that some things are Aocya
universally and others are iocya only for an individual.

Culturally, there may also be peculiar situations that are tocyas. In some cultures
the birth of a girl is Aocya, whereas in other cultures the birth of a boy may cause sorrow
since too many boys are definitely a problem. Thus, an object of sorrow, aoka, is called
Socya just as an object of knowledge,jidna, is called jieya. An object of sorrow means
a situation that causes sorrow, be it an event or an experience. A situation that does not
cause sorrow is called aiocya. Here, Kr.na's contention is that whatever may be the
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situation, you have no legitimate reason for grief. In the coming verses he will establish

that there is no legitimate cause for sorrow both from the relative and the absolute

standpoints.

THE WISE DO NOT GRIEVE

Here, Krsna told Arjuna that he had picked up sorrow where it was not warranted

at all and that people of knowledge, panditas, do not entertain any grief. Panda means

self-knowledge and a pandita is one in whom self-knowledge is born'. Krsa also
acknowledged in this verse that, although Arjuna was grieving over that which did not

deserve any grief, he had also spoken words of wisdom. Bhagavan remembered all of

Arjuna's words from the first chapter when he spoke so eloquently about who would go

to naraka and why the dharma would be in trouble, etc. While acknowledging the

wisdom of Arjuna's words, Krqna told him that people of wisdom do not grieve.

Arjuna was not a wise man and that was his whole problem, Krsna knew that all

he had to do was make Arjuna a pandita so that he would not see a problem where

there wasn't one, as he was presently doing. The sorrow itself was unwarranted which

was why he was aggrieved.

With reference to what, do the wise not grieve? Lord Yama, death, can interfere at

any time. There are many breaths and any one of them could be the last. One breath

alone does not last for eighty years. Between every inhalation and every exhalation, there

is a gap. Therefore, how do you know which breath will be the last? Only when the next

breath comes do we know that the last breath was not the last.

The verse makes a distinction between one who has breathed his or her last and

one who has not. Men of wisdom do not entertain any grief either for the dead or for the

not yet dead. Why was death referred to here? Because all of Arjuna's arguments

revolved only around death. He was always talking about the imminent death of his

teachers and members of his family. Destruction was involved because there was a battle

ensuing. This was one reason.

In addition, death is the only event that uniformly, universally, evokes sorrow. We

would never send condolences to the bereaved unless we knew they were sad. On the

other hand, if the survivors were sometimes happy, we would not automatically send

condolences. We would have first found out whether they were sad or not and if not, if

they were happy, we would have to send messages of congratulation. Without even a

thought, however, we all send condolences because death is an event that universally

evokes sorrow.

1 W5T, 31dqfiwT ^#: 1T s: I > qTa

pa.A-, atmavigaya buddhih yesam te pa4nitOh
pa.in - self-knowledge; the one who has this self-knowledge is a pandita
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To use an analogy for why death was used here, a boxer who wants to become the
heavyweight champion of the world has only to fight one person, the present champion.
All he has to do is knock him out and he will become thp world champion. Similarly, if
death is one event which invariably evokes sorrow in all, with reference to which the
wise do not grieve, certainly the loss of hair or the loss of a relationship or marriage will
not be the cause for sorrow.

Finally, death is a particularly appropriate event to use in a discussion about
sorrow and its removal when what is to be discussed is dtma, which is not subject to
death. Krsna told Arjuna, that anything he might look upon as a source of sorrow was
not. Nor would any wise man look upon anything as a source of sorrow because there is
no source of sorrow.

SOURCE OF SORROW

What is it that can cause you sorrow? There can be only two sources - yourself,
atmd or a source other than yourself, anatma. If dtmd is the source of sorrow, then
there is no problem. You will always be sad because sadness is your nature, your
svabhava. In fact, when you are sad, you will be very happy because to be sad is your
nature.

A restless monkey is a healthy, happy monkey because restlessness is its nature. A
quiet monkey is a problem and should be cause for concern. If you are taking care of a
monkey who suddenly becomes very quiet, do not think he has become a sadhu and is
meditating. He definitely has a problem and may require attention. Similarly, what is
natural to you cannot be a source of sorrow. If sorrow is our own nature, then we have
no cause for sorrow at all. We should all be happy being sad. Thus, if atma is the source
of my sorrow, then sadness is not a problem.

Since sadness is a problem, we must analyse whether it is the dtma or the andtma
that is the source of our sadness. This means that either the world that you come across is
the source of your sorrow or you yourself are its source - in other words, you are a
source of sorrow to yourself. Therefore,we have to analyse atma and anatma from this
perspective too, in order to discover the source of our sorrow. This analysis is the sole
subject matter of the Gita.

Panditas are those who know the atma and andtma. If you know the itmd, then
you naturally know the anatma also because what is not dtmd can only be anatmd.

Conversely, if you know what anatmd is, you will also know what atma is. Therefore,
knowing one implies knowing the other.

Arjuna's grief was due to not'knowing the difference between dtma and anatma.

That is, he did not have atma-andtma-viveka. Knowing the difference, viveka, resolves

BG. Vol. -12
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the problem. This verse identifies the subject matter of the GIta as dtma-andtma-viveka
and states the result of such knowledge - knowing themselves, the wise do not grieve.

The gitad-dstra is the connection between the subject matter and the result in that
it reveals what the ttmd is, thereby enabling one to become wise. And who is qualified
for this knowledge? A qualified person is one who has a good degree of dispassion,
vairdgya with reference to his or her likes and dislikes and who has a desire for
liberation, mumuksd. Here, Arjuna is the qualified student and Krsna is the teacher.

A PRAGMATIC VIEW OF THIS VERSE

This verse can be viewed from the standpoint of a pragmatist who has no belief in
any scripture or its statements. Or, it can be viewed from the standpoint of a person who
has faith, Sraddhd in the survival of the soul after death, from the standpoint of a
believer, dstika, a follower of the Veda. It can also be viewed from the standpoint of the
vision of the Gitd - the standpoint of atma itself.

The practical person's standpoint is that any sorrow, if analysed, has no legitimacy.
Legitimate sorrow is sorrow that is commonly accepted. The question is, is there a
sorrow which can be called legitimate? For a simple, practical person, if sorrow produces
a result that you want, then it is legitimate for you. Otherwise, it is not. That we all have
sorrow is not in question for the practical person, but the point is that it does not produce
any result.

When a person is sad because someone very near and dear has died, what does this
sadness produce? Does it alter the fact that one's friend is dead and gone? No. Sadness
does not alter any fact. A woman is crying because someone has died. Crying, she gets
up and lights the stove. Crying, she boils water and makes coffee. Crying she adds milk
and sugar. Crying, she drinks it. Nothing changes. Previously, she drank coffee and now
also she is drinking coffee. All that is new is the crying. She is not taking coffee to cry
better. No fact is altered.

From a pragmatist's point of view, sorrow is not going to help you and it certainly
does not help the dead. If I am dead and gone, I have no problem. Even if I am dying,
can I afford to be sad? The heart generally does not give up easily. It keeps trying even
when there is pain, even when it misses beats, or even when one artery is gone. It does
not give up. However, when you become sad, the heart may think, 'This fellow is sad.
Why should I continue to work?' Because you have already decided, it too will give up.
The will also seems to have a way of moving the limbs and organs to make them tick. If
the will is gone, if you are sad, the fighting system will necessarily give up.

There is a story about three men who, in the doctor's opinion, were dying of
terminal diseases. The doctor therefore asked each of them what he wanted. The first
man asked for a priest so that he could make his confession and this was arranged. The
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second man wanted to see his family and the doctor arranged this as well. When the third
man was asked what he wanted, he replied, 'I want another doctor!!!'

This third man was practical and wanted to live. He had certain something about
him that perhaps would make the heart try harder. Because all the strength he had was
required in order to live, he definitely could not afford to be sad.

We have ?already seen that sadness with reference to someone who is dead
produces nodesit in that it does not alter the fact. But, shouldnt you be sad if someone
is seriously ill? f you cry when you visit such a man, he will think he is going to die,
although all the doctors may have been telling him that his condition is not serious and
that he should not worry. The doctors may even have some hope; but your crying is
going to make him doubt what the doctors have been saying. In other words, he will read
his own death in your crying and then give up. Anyone who is ill requires strength and
therefore cannot afford to be sad. Instead of crying, you have to boost the person's
morale in whatever way you can, which, in turn, can boost his or her strength.

GRIEF IS NEVER LEGITIMATE

Thus, crying does not alter the fact that the dead have gone and the dying do not
require your crying. If you yourself are dying, crying is also useless. Why then this
sorrow? Sorrow still takes place. It is born of confusion, aviveka. What is subject to
change will change. Why then sit and say, 'They are changing. They are changing.'
Changing is changing.

One who dies is one who is subject to death. Therefore, the one who will die, dies,
and the one who will not die, does not die. What is not subject to death will always
remain, and what is subject to death will not. Death may come earlier than expected, but
it is always expected, although we do not know which breath will be the last.

Grief, therefore, is never legitimate. From the practical person's standpoint, sorrow
is useless and for the one who believes that thejlva continues after the death of the body,
sorrow is also not a problem because thejiva itself does not die.

TWO-FOLD TEACHING METHODOLOGY - PRAVRTTI AND NIVRTTI

The first portion of the Vedas is in the form of praurtti, meaning - that you

engage yourself in positive pursuits in order to accomplish certain ends, which you do

not have now and want to accomplish. These pursuits may be in the form of progeny,
wealth, another world, a better birth, and so on - all of which require appropriate effort

to achieve the desired ends. This subject matter of the Vedas in the form of effort-based
pursuit in terms of action, karma, is called pravrtti-dtmaka-0dstra.

The karma enjoined in the first portion of the Vedas is three-fold from the standpoint of

the means of doing it - mental activity, manasa, speech, vacika, and physical activity
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involving the limbs, kdyika. For example, repeating the Vedas is a prayer employing
both mind and speech. Chanting the Purusasukta is also a prayer in praise of the Lord,
the purusa, who is everything. The PurusasiTkta also gives you the knowledge of the

Lord. Any sakta is both a prayer and something to be understood.

Chanting is a karma which is vacika. However, chanting can also be an aiga, a
part of a ritual. For instance, a pandita may chant the Purusasizkta, line by line, while

offering a flower or some other oblation. Thus, the same mantras can be chanted,
themselves forming a prayer, or used as part of a ritual. This three-fold karma -

kdyika, uacika and manasa - is the subject matter of the first portion of the Vedas and

is what is meant by pravrtti, what you must do to accomplish certain desirable ends.

The last portion of the Vedas, called Veddnta, is niurtti-dtmaka-isstra in the

sense that is purely in the form of negation. The first part of the verse we are presently
studying, adocydn anvagocah tvam, which reveals the entire subject matter of the Gita,
is also in the form of negation. In pravrtti, the doer, the karta, is retained. The karti is

told to do certain things in order to accomplish certain results. Whereas, in the Vedanta

portion, the very notion that 'I am the doer' is questioned and negated. Here also there is

something to be accomplished - that which is not already accomplished by you, the
kartd. The accomplishment is negation of the doership in the wake of the knowledge of
the dtmd.

This portion of the Veda, which says that you are the reality of everything, that
you are the whole, is in the form of negation, nivrtti, in the sense that all the notions that
you superimpose upon the self, the dtmd, are negated. Therefore, this part of the Veda is
in the form of knowledge, jiinna, leading to the negation and recognition of what I am
not and an appreciation of what I am.

Sorrow is something that is superimposed upon the dtmir due to the non-
recognition of the nature, the reality, suaripa, of the dtma. Therefore, all sorrow is
really without reason because sorrow itself has its roots only in non-recognition of the
self and confusion. The world, anatma, cannot cause you sorrow, nor can dtma be a
source of sorrow. Thus, this verse starts with the negative particle nan, meaning 'not' -
asocydn, which means na aocyan.

Generally, a nai would not be the first word of any Asstra, negation not being an
appropriate beginning. A sdstra should begin with something positive. Here, the Idstra,
being in the form of nivrtti, begins with nail - it begins with the word, asocydn,

meaning that nothing is deserving of grief. Because Arjuna was in sorrow, the word
asocydn is extremely relevant here.

The Lord is called Hari because he is the one whose grace removes everything.
The Lord is a robber, a remover, of all of your problems, of everything that you do not
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want. Lord Visnu is called Hari and Lord Siva is called Hara. Both their names
originate from the same root, 'h.r' - to rob, to remove.

SORROW IS NOT REASONABLE

Arjuna is told, 'You are aggrieved for no reason. You have entertained grief with
reference to situations, which do not demand any grief on your part. Bhisma and Drona
can take care of themselves. You need not have any grief on their behalf or for any other
reason.' If you understand everything from the standpoint of dtma there is no sorrow.
From any other standpoint also, sorrow is not reasonable.

It is not that Arjuna was advised to have no sorrow. Such advice would not have
been proper. Therefore, we should not say that we should not be sad because the Gita
says so. Nor does the SMstra say that it is not proper to be sad. It says there is no reason
for sadness, meaning that sadness, sorrow is something to be inquired into and
understood.

TWO ORDERS OF REALITY

The Gita says that you have entertained grief for which there is no reason because
neither the dtmd nor andtma is the source of sorrow. This statement must, then, be
proved, which the gita-fdstra does by revealing that itmd, whose nature is fullness,
dnanda-svaripa, cannot be affected by anatmd, mithyd, because the very existence of
andtmd depends on dtmd, satya, the truth of everything. The dtmr then, is not going to
be affected by mithyd just as the imaginary snake you see on the rope cannot affect the
rope. If the rope is wet, it is wet, but it has not been made so by the sliminess of the
snake you see sitting on top of it! The dtmd is not affected by anything that has been
superimposed upon it.

Therefore, the basis, the adhisthdna, satya, is not affected by mithyd. Mithyd
depends upon the dtmd, for its existence and sustenance, for its fuel, its very fibres of
being. The only thing that could affect dtmA would be something enjoying the same
order of reality. When two entities belonging to the same order of reality, such as the
father-in-law and the son-in-law, come together in a relationship, the dependency of one
will affect the other. If the son-in-law does not have a job and finds it necessary to move
in with his father-in-law, the son-in-law's dependency will definitely affect the father-in-
law. This dependence is entirely different and is not what is under discussion here.

What we are discussing is dtmd which is satya and andtma which is mithyd. Just
as the svarupa of water is not affected by the wave, the svaripa of the itmd, sat-cit-
ananda, is not affected by anatmin. This subject matter is discussed throughout the Git�

starting with this verse. Although the verse starts with a negative particle, nani, it is not
an improper beginning because the whole Gitd is nivrtti-dtmaka.
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Before beginning the Mahdbharata, Vydsa saluted the Goddess of Knowledge,

Sarasvati, and he started the first chapter of the Gita with the word Dhrtar�stra,

meaning the one who sustains the entire universe. In this way, prayer for an auspicious

beginning was well taken care of and nothing more was required. To begin the teaching

with the statement, 'There is no room for sorrow,' as he did in this verse, is therefore a

very effective beginning, although a negative particle was used.

;r ^ •I4i4W41q : 7U4 AZ : qTg1 3' 11

na tvevdham jdtu ndsa.m na tvam neme janadhipdh

na caiva na bhavisydmah sarve vayamatah param Verse 12

39_. aham - I; W jdtu - ever; ;T � 3 R na tu dsam - did not exist; (it iti) T

Tf na eva - not indeed; ?fR tvam - you; (- 3Sri: na asih - did not exist); (im titi)

;r na - not; 4 ime - these; --inlT: janddhipdh - kings; (T SlTR na dsan - did

not exist); (Fif iti) na - not; ,Tf: tR atah param - hereafter; - sarve - all;

WEq vayam - we; ;1 qFtqR: na bhavisyamah - shall not exist; - ca - and; (0

iti) T 1p na eva - not at all

There was never a time that I did not exist, nor you nor these kings. Nor

will any of us cease to exist in the future.

If all these people are going to die, how can it be said that they do not cause sorrow for

;he bereaved? Surely, since they are going to die, they must be the cause of sorrow

(docya). Even those who are not on the battlefield are Socyas because they too are

eventually going to die. Addressing this doubt, Krsna shifted the discussion to the vision

of dtmia. His statements were not meant as an argument to kill but rather, to provide an

understanding of dharma so that what was to be done could be done. Since Arjuna also

wanted absolute sreyas, Krsna talked about the nature of dtmd.

He said 'There is no time that I did not exist. To say that I did not exist at some

time is not true. I always existed.' Krsna was obviously, therefore, not an ordinary

person. He was an avatdra. He could say, 'I always existed.' Could the same thing be

said of ajfva like Arjuna? Krsna said: 'That you did not exist before is also not true.

You too always existed.'

Being a prince, Arjuna was also not an ordinary person. Krsna therefore went on

to say that all the stalwarts standing before them on the battlefield, leaders of the people,
chieftains, commanders-in-chief, and all the other soldiers had also always existed. What

Krsna was saying in this verse is that all of us are eternal: 'I was there before and you

were there before, as were all these other people.' In his vision, they were all there

before.
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The next question would be, what about later? We might have existed before, but
we might not exist later. Will there be a time in the future when I am not? Krsna says,
'No! After the destruction of the body you will continue to exist.'

BIRTH AND DEATH IN TERMS OF THE VISION OF THE GITA

We have a concept that everyone is bom and we have a horoscope to prove it. We
know that we were born at a given time and take this to mean that there was a time when
we were not. This is a very well-entrenched notion about the 'I' - that I was bom, that I
am getting old, that I am going to die, and so on. If you are born, you will naturally get
old. The notion that you are getting old is going to be there as long as you think you are
born.

In the vision of the Gitd there is no such thing as birth for you. Atmd, 'I' is not
born. The notion that I am born is negated here by using double negatives. That we
celebrate the birthday of Krsna does not confirm the non-existence of Krsna before. It
only confirms that on.this particular day, in this particular form (nama-riipa), Krs.na
was born. To say that, he was bor in this ndma-ripa is correct and creates no
problems. But to say that Krsna was not there before, despite what people might think,
is not true. Therefore, Krsna was not really bor. He was 'as though' born.

Krsna went on to say that it is also not true to think that you were not there before.
There was no time that you were not there. Krsna told Arjuna that he too essentially
was timeless and that everyone else was as eternal, as existent, as Krsna was.

Similarly, we always think that we will not exist later, a conclusion that calls for
lamentation. This notion is also not true, Krsna said. Whatever form you take yourself to
be, you definitely exist. As an individual jiva or atmd, you definitely exist. The jivatva,
individuality, may not exist later, but as dtmd you will always exist. Because thejivatva
goes when a person is enlightened, only itmd is meant to be taken here. It is in this
sense that Krsna said to Arjuna 'There was never a time when I was not, there was
never a time when you were not, nor was there ever a time when all these leaders were
not. Similarly, there will never be a time when all of us will not be.'

Does this mean, then, that this feud will continue forever because all these dtmds
are going to be eternally there? No, the use of the plural here was only with reference to
forms (upddhis'). There was never a time when we were not there. Nor will there ever
be a time when we will not be there. We can use pots and pot space as an example - the
pots will come and gb, but all the pot spaces will always be there because there is only

upa samipe sthitvd suiyam dharrnam rilpam anyatra ddadhati iti upddhih
That, which imparts its qualities to another by staying close to it, is called an upddhi.
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one space. The words used in this verse - 'I' (aham), 'you' (tvam), 'we' (vayam),

'kings' (janddhipdh) - are all with reference to the bodies seemingly enclosing one

dtmd, like many pots enclosing one space.

ATMAS ARE NOT MANY

Sarkara makes this important observation here in the last line of his commentary,

bhasya - 'deha-bheda-anuvrttyd bahuvacanam, na atma-bheda-abhiprayena - the

plural has been used here with reference to the various bodies and not with reference to

the one dtmd, the self.' The people standing before Krsna and Arjuna all had different

physical bodies. Only from the standpoint of the physical bodies, there is plurality, not

from the standpoint of atmn. There are no differences in dtmd. It is not that a Krsna-

dtnmA existed, an Arjuna-dtma existed and other dtmdrs existed and all of these having

existed before will continue to exist forever. That is not the contention here at all.

Atmas are not many; there is only one dtma. Atma that is not subject to time,

nitya-dtmrd being without form and attributes, can only be one. Anitya, that which is

subject to time, means anything that has a form with attributes, with an upddhi. Only

then can it be subject to time. But an dtmd that is subject to time is not the atma we are

talking about. Atma is the very basis, the adhisthdna, of time and therefore is not

subject to time. Because it is not subject to time, it is nitya.

Because the forms, upadhis, are many, there are many people, whereas atmrn is

one whole consciousness, caitanya, not bound by time. In that consciousness alone is

my mind, your mind, and any other mind. These minds differ, as do the bodies. When we

count, the bodies are many, but not from the standpoint of consciousness, cit. Thus, what

is necessary is the negation of a notion. Instead of telling Arjuna that dtmd is nitya,

thereby creating a concept in his mind, Krsna removed the notion of his being time-

bound. When we are told that aitmd is eternal, we think of dtmd as having a long, long

life. Here, instead, the concept of atmd being time-bound is knocked off; it is negated.

There was never a time when I, you, or anyone else was not. Nor will there be a time

when we will not be, dtmd being timeless. Since you cannot cry for the timeless, atmd is

not a cause for sorrow; it js aSocya. Andtma alone is subject to change; it is anitya.

Even if you want to stop this present second, you cannot; because it is already gone.

Therefore, crying for andtma is foolish. Both dtmd and andtmd, therefore, are ahocya.

Anything time-bound is always time-bound. You cannot expect constancy from

something whose nature is change itself. If you are aggrieved or sad because something

that changes by nature is non-constant, what you need is proper understanding of the

nature of dtmd and andtmd, neither of which is a matter for sorrow. Either way you take

it, this fact remains. Therefore, the first line of the previous verse becomes increasingly

true as our understanding of itmi and andtmin increases.
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THE CONSTANCY OF THE ATMA

Krsna provided an example in the verse to help Arjuna understand, how dtma is
always the same and never changes.

M b1-awr A MIH<q d 'P %lri Ii
dehino'smin yathd dehe kaumrram yauvanamjard
tatha dehdntaraprdptirdhirastatra na muhyati Verse 13

7T yatha - just as; ti�I: dehinah - for the indweller of the body; A 7Z - asmin

dehe - in this body; IWfýW kaumdram - childhood; ta;q yauvanam - youth;

WT jard - old age; ?W tatha - so also; -4aiT-siff: deha-antara-prdptih - the

gaining of another body; M tatra - there (with reference to that); ti: dhirah - a

wise person; T l no muhyati - is not deluded

Just as, how, for an indweller of this body, the jiva, there is childhood,
youth, and old age, so too, is the gaining of another body. With reference
to that, a wise person does not come to grief.

Where does the person, the jiva, exist? The jiva, the one who makes the body
conscious, is the indweller of this body. In other words, thejiva referred to in this verse
as the dehl, is nothing but dtma with a body, mind, and senses. In this verse, Krsna
referred to the three-fold states that the body undergoes, each of which is distinct from
the other two.

For instance, in boyhood there is no need for shaving, whereas in youth and
adulthood, there is. Nor is a person likely to require a cane in either of these two states,
unlike in old age.

When childhood passes, does the one dwelling in the body survive or not? If there
were no survivor, an old man could not talk about his earlier exploits and
accomplishments. His voice is certainly no longer the voice of his boyhood, having
become very shaky due to the changes brought about by age, but the 'I' is the same. The

'I' is solid, not shaky. Thus, the one who was in childhood is the one who was in youth

and is the one who is now. That 'I' does not change at all.

As each state comes and goes, the 'I' remains the same. Although each state is

destroyed, the atma is never destroyed. The body is said to undergo a metamorphosis

every seven years, but the person remains the same. The birth of a later state does not

imply a new birth and a new life for the person, the atma. Nor does death of the previous
state spell death for the dtma. These states come and go and atma remains the same in a

given body.
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The same dtmd sees all three states - childhood, adulthood, and old age. One
need only ask an elderly person what he or she had for lunch! In response to this simple
question, an elderly man may start with his first marriage! The dtmd is the same through
all the experiences of life.

Just as each of these states is taken for the dtma, another body can also be taken
for the dtma, even though atrn itself remains the same. Just as how a person does not
remember his or her first three years, in the same way, previous lifetimes in other bodies
are also not remembered - which is just as well, since there would only be that many
more problems! If we all knew our own and each other's previous births, we would be
blaming people from those lifetimes just as we do in this one. There would then be far
too many situations and people to blame!

Known or unknown, atmn is the same, be it with reference to the first three years
of this birth or to previous births. Thus, from the standpoint of atma, there is no reason
for sorrow born of self-decimation. It is the same even from thestandpoint of the simple
jiva, the one who has a body. Where is the reason, then, for getting into a state of
delusion that 1 will be absent at any time? Thejiva will continue, with or without a body.
Without a body, there is no problem. I am dtma and, therefore, timeless. As a jiva,
gaining a new body gives you a new and better start. If you did not make proper use of
the previous body, now you can make better use of the new one.

THE WISE HAVE NO SORROW

Because a wise person has the knowledge of dtmi and andtma, there is no
question of he or she being sorrowful. Such a person knows that, what does not change
cannot be changed and what changes cannot be stopped. When the facts are clear, there
is no sorrow. The wise person is one who knows what is real, dtmd and what is unreal,
andtmrd. Further, Krsna said:

-lnci mit iluilSd^: I

mdtrdsparsdstu kaunteya g1tosnasukhaduhkhaddh
igamdpd•yino'nitydstimsitiksasva bhdrata Verse 14

444M kaunteya - Oh! Son of Kunti (Arjuna); rT-Wpf1: mdtrU-sparsah - the

contacts of the sense organs with the sensory world; q tu - indeed; lT-3ff T-�l-T-

V:I-T: sita-usna-sukha-duhkhaddh - which give rise to cold and heat, pleasure and

pain; aTTWq-a3fil: agama-apayinah - which are of the nature of coming and going;

alTlT* : anityah - not constant; qTa bhdrata - Oh! Descendant of Bharata

(Arjuna); Ri tdn - them; iAi titiksasva - endure
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Oh! Son of Kunti, the contacts of the sense organs with the sensory
world which give rise to cold and heat, pleasure and pain, which have the
nature of coming and going are not constant. Endure them. Oh!
Descendant of Bharuta.

Given that the dtmd never dies, that it always survives, as Krsna said, it seems
that the sorrow caused by the death of a person is not reasonable and therefore not very
legitimate. That there may be no sorrow for the person who knows the dtmd to be
eternal and the andtmd to be non-eternal is also possible. However, in this life, sorrow
does occur because of certain changes that take place.

Situations do not go your way all the time. You do not call all the shots. Things
keep changing, some of them favourably and many of them not so favourably. Some
situations are pleasant, others unpleasant. That which is pleasant does not last, while the
unpleasant seems to stick to me most of the time. There is, therefore, both pleasure,
sutkha, and pain, duhkha. The pleasant arrives and must pass away for the unpleasant to
come.

For instance, people begin to wail about winter long before it actually comes. As
the summer ebbs away, they wail about that, too. Even when summer is there, it is going.
Thus, when winter is not there, it is coming and, when it is there, it seems not to be
going at all! Half the summer is gone because of clouds and another part of it is frittered
away by rain. When it is hot, it is too hot. Because the seasons keep on changing, we
find that sukha and duhkha keep on occurring. The pleasant has gone and the
unpleasant has come accompanied by sorrow. The sorrow is not due to dtma going and
coming, but purely because of the situational context. This being the case, is there not a
legitimate sorrow?

Krsna talked here about the nature of the sense organs and the sensory world. The
sense organs, mdtrds, contact sense objects. And these contacts, sparsah, give you the
experience of cold, heat, pleasure, pain, etc. - 6ita-usna-sukha-duhkhaddh. The
knowledge that something is cold or hot produces a response that this is pleasant, sukha,
or that this is unpleasant, duhkha. Cold can be either pleasant or unpleasant and so can
anything hot. For instance, you do not go to the fireside on a hot day as you would when
it is cold. Thus, heat is not always pleasant and cold is not always unpleasant.

We find that there is a uniformity in our responses and also, to a certain extent, a
universality. The world is one of opposites - heat and cold, for example, and these
opposites give us pleasure and pain, sukha and duhkha. Categorically, we may say that
certain situations make us happy, like a pleasant, sunny day. At the same time, however,
there are people who want rain so much that they are praying for it. Therefore, the rain
that you do not want, someone else may be praying for. These, then, are our responses,
which seem to give rise to sukha and duhkha, all due to contact of the sense organs
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with their objects. One may argue that if contacting heat and cold gives rise to sorrow,

perhaps we should avoid contact with sense objects. But how can we?

Krsna did not say we have to avoid the contacts. We need only understand them.

Most of our problems are like this; they only need to be understood. What is to be

understood here is that the tendency to come and go, is the nature of opposites - heat

and cold, pleasant and unpleasant, and so on. If you keep on saying it is hot, a time will

come when the heat will be gone. It is the same with the cold. Therefore, they are not

constant. They do not remain for you to complain about. Even if you want them to stay,
they will not. They are always in a flux, constantly changing. And this nature of their

being in constant flux does not change.

We cannot totally remove ourselves from the opposites or remove them from us.

This is not to say that one should not make an attempt to improve a situation. But if

things must always be pleasant for you, Lord Krsna was making it very clear here that

they would not be. Because things are both pleasant and unpleasant, they are not always
going to be, as you want. Nor are they always going to be unpleasant either.

PHYSICAL PAIN OR SORROW

If death is said to be incapable of causing you sorrow, where does that leave all of

the other situations that seem to make you unhappy? The world can cause you some

physical pain because the physical body belongs to the physical world. One physical

entity can, therefore, hurt another. Arjuna's problem is not physical. It is purely sorrow

Soka, and Soka is a type of thinking. While physical pain is something to be endured and

cured, sorrow is something you build on.

Physical pain is not something that is totally avoidable, The body is subject to pain

and will be affected by one force or the other - the sun, rain, winter, and so on. You can

protect the body to the extent possible, but because it is anitya, constantly changing, it is

subject to pain. This is the nature of the body. Sorrow, on the other hand, is something

you build onto the pain because of a particular way of thinking. This is exactly where we

have to change - cognitively. Therefore, Krsna said: 'Take every situation as it comes,
Arjuna, cheerfully, in your stride, with a sense of humour.'

Krsna later told Arjuna how these opposites cannot really do anything to you

because, by nature, they have no independent existence apart from yourself, the dtma

There is some kind of 'lumping' that occurs due to a confusion between orders of reality.

The mind, senses, and body have similar realities, whereas the dtma is of another order

of reality. When you say you are sad, you involve the atma, I, in the sadness as though

the dtma belongs to the same order of reality as the mind, which it does not. In this way,
the dtma is taken to be the anatma and it becomes one among the many. Because the

andtmas in the world are too many and so varied, you cannot cope with them all, even
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though they are all anatma. Even the small bugs create so many problems, let alone the
more powerful forces.

If the atma is really one among the many, nothing can be done. However, the
vision is that the atm& is unlike any of them. Sorrow is not possible without atma, 'I.'
Every time there is sorrow, it is because atma is somehow involved. Mere mind with its
thought processes cannot create sorrow. Therefore, ignorance is the cause for imputing
sorrow to atma.

WHAT IS THERE TO WORRY ABOUT?

The coming and going of the opposites is a fact. Thus, when Krsna told Arjuna,
'Endure them - titiksasva,' he was not offering advice; he was being objective. What
is the need for this objectivity? Because, situations are constantly changing - the
pleasant as well as the unpleasant. To think that only the pleasant ones change and not
the unpleasant is not correct.

What, then, is there to worry about? For a person who is objective, who has a
certain appreciation for what the world and its situations are all about, there is no reason
for sorrow. There are just situations to face and act upon, whether inner or outer. There is
nothing to be sad about.

Further, he said:

WqfiT ?*sIdM qýq I I
yam hi na uyathayantyete purusam purusarsabha
samaduhkhasukham dhiram so'mrtatvdya kalpate Verse 15

'i-%iW purusa-rsabha - Oh! The prominent among men (Arjuna); TO ete - these

two (sukha and duhkha); W-:W-y- 'q sama-duhkha-sukham - the one who is

same in pleasure and pain; *' dhiram - one who is discriminating; 7R $TM yam

purusam - the person whom;;T ouW9iT na vyathayanti - do not affect; W: sah -

he; f hi - indeed; 3avM amrtatvaya - for gaining liberation (moksa); WTi

kalpate - is fit

Oh! Arjuna, the prominent among men, the person whom these (sukha
and duhkha) do not affect, who is the same in pleasure and pain, and
who is discriminative, is fit for gaining liberation.

In this verse, Krsna addresses Arjuna as a purusa-rsabha whose literal meaning
is - a bull, rsabha, among men. Among large herds of cattle, the stud bull always
stands out because of its size and the big hump on its back. Just as a bull cannot be
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missed among hundreds of cows, so too, Arjuna stood out as the most exalted of men.
Even those who did not know who Arjuna was, would have acknowledged him because
of his brilliance, tejas. He was a man of great accomplishment and a highly recognised
person in the society. So he was addressed as purusa-rsabha, the most prominent

among men.

A discriminative person remains the same with reference to the opposites. Pleasant
and unpleasant situations do not affect the person. Such a person is aware of their
coming and going, of their constantly changing nature. In the bhasya, Sarikara makes it

clear that this is not just a matter of practicality. A wise person knows himself as dtmd,
one who cannot be affected by any situation. Such a person is called dhira, meaning one
who is discriminating, one who has knowledge of the nitya-itma. The word pandita,
used in an earlier verse, is replaced here by the word dhira, meaning one who is not
affected by the opposites and, who therefore gains moksa, amrtatva. Mrtatva means
being subject to mortality, whereas amrtatva is to be free from mortality. Knowing the
atma as the one that is nitya, the wise gain moksa.

One who is discriminative, who accepts situations happily, and who does not allow
himself or herself to be swayed by either pleasant or unpleasant situations is one who is

fit for self-knowledge or who already has this knowledge. Krsna obviously wanted to
make this fact clear at the outset.

Wrq? feW srft fk r -kt a f r: I
3^NitT ^g^4H l I1 I I

ndsato vidyate bhdvo n6bhdvo vidyate satah
ubhayorapi drsto'ntastvanayostattvadarsibhih Verse 16

3TW: asatah - for the unreal (mithyd); qTI: bhavah - being; fat na vidyate -

is not there; WT: satah - for the real; af* api - also; 3aT4: abhdvah - non-being

(absence); fam na vidyate - is not there; 3qT: 3aWt: ubhayoh anayoh - of

these two (the sat and asat); 3•F: antah - the ultimate truth; MI 4l: tattva-

darKibhih - by the knowers of the truth; - tu - indeed; K: drstah - is seen

For the unreal (mithya), there is never any being. For the real, there is
never any non-being. The ultimate truth of both of these is seen by the
knowers of the truth.

This is a very important verse even though cryptic. For the asat, a word we shall

use as it is, there is no being, bhdva. In other words, being is not there for the asat. And
for the sat, there is no non-being. In the second line of the verse, Krsna went on to say
that this fact is known by those people who know the ultimate truth about sat and asat.
The first line is the crux of the verse.
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Asat means something that does not exist independently and sat is what exists
independent of anything else. What is it that exists independently? Cold and heat, for
example, do not exist independently because they depend upon a number of factors.
There is no absolute cold existing by itself. That something is cold depends upon
something else. The temperature cannot reveal itself to you by itself unless you have a
perception. Therefore, your perception is essential in order to understand that something
is cold and something else is hot.

When you say, 'This is a pot,' does the word 'pot' reveal an object that exists by
itself or does the object indicated by the word 'pot' depend for its existence upon
something else? If it depends on something else, clay, because of which the pot is there
and unto which it will go back, that clay becomes the cause, kdrana, for the pot. The
word 'pot' has no real object outside of the word itself; it has no existence apart from
clay. That which has a cause, that which depends upon something for its existence, that
which does not independently exist, is called asat.1

eSaAkara explains asat further. When we try to prove the existence of things that
are dependent upon causes for their existence, such as cold and heat or any given object,
we find there is no self-existent thing at all among the objects of the world. Why?.
Because what is there is only a form, vikara, that keeps changing - vyabhicarati. It is
never the same; nor can it be the same.

tSakara goes on to prove a point here. Suppose all pots are made of clay, but you
have knowledge of only one pot. You know it is clay. If you know satya, the truth, the
cause, kirana, of all pots to be non-dual clay, regardless of what form any or all pots
assume, you know that they are nothing but this one clay. By knowing that one clay, you
know all pots in the sense that they are not separate from the clay. Although, this is a

1This explanation is from the Chandogyopanisad where, in one particular sentence, it is
said that before this creation there was only one thing - the sat-vastu, which was nondual,

yone wihout a second, undifferentiated. Nothing else was there. From that sat-vastu alone,
called Brahman, everything has come and is non-separate from it. Nothing exists apart from
sat This knowledge was revealed in this Upanisad to Svetaketu who had been sent by his
father to a gurukula at the age of twelve. He returned at the age of twenty-four, very proud of
his accomplishments, having studied the Vedas for twelve years. Svetaketu's father was a
great man. He could not stand his son's arrogance. So he asked his son, 'Did you ask your
teacher for that knowledge, gaining which everything is known?' The boy replied that he did
not think his teacher knew this. Later, he asked his father if there was such a knowledge.
And he said, 'How can you know one thing and thereby know everything else? If there is
such a knowledge, please teach me, Oh! Lord.' The same topic is discussed in the
Mundakopanisad. The only difference being that there the student asked this question to the
teacher, whereas in the Chandogyopanisad, the father asked Svetaketu, who said he didn't
know.Then Avetaketu asked his father to teach him.
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general knowledge, samanya-jfina, of all pots as clay, and not the particular

knowledge, vigesa-jifina, of individual pots, it is knowledge of the whole.

Then what is a pot? It is purely a name for a form. Other than this, there is no pot
that exists separate from clay. Nor is the clay the pot. If it were, again you would not

need to make the pot, the clay being there already. Therefore, the clay is not the pot. If

you remove the clay, where is the pot? Is it anywhere? Is it something that you have to

search for? No. All that is there for the name 'pot' is a form recognised as such.

Anything that is time-bound, like a pot, will change and you cannot stop it because

its nature is to keep on changing. When and how are you going to stop it? Therefore,
what are you crying for? What are you sad for? Are you sad for something eternal

because it is eternal? No.

Sat is that which never changes; it has no non-existence, abhava, at all. Sat is

never negated at any time, whereas asat never enjoys a being of its own. Therefore, sat

cannot create any sorrow for you and asat is incapable of doing so because it does not

exist in its own right.

How can asat create sorrow? In the vision of the Veda, you are the sat and
everything else is asat. Asat cannot be a source of sorrow to sat, and sat cannot be a

source of sorrow to you because it is you. The whole problem is one of confusion

between sat and asat, between dtmd and andtrnm. Asat has no being, no bhava. It has

no existence. Thus, it cannot be bhava, that which exists in all three periods of time. A

thing that exists is bhava and abhava is a thing that does not exist. The word bhava

comes from the root 'bhi' used in the sense of 'existence.'

ANALYSIS OF EXISTENCE AND NON-EXISTENCE

Tuccha is another word for abhava and refers to certain combinations that do not

exist at all. For example, man's horn, manusya.srfiga, does not exist. Horn exists and

man exists. Both are bhaua; both exist. For these words, there are objects in the world,

which I know exist. But when 1 combine the two as 'man's horn,' there is no such thing.

Does the word asat in the verse mean tuccha, non-existent? No. Because it is

unnecessary to say that something that is non-existent has no being. In some modem

commentaries on the Gita, however, we do find asat being translated as and equated to

non-existent. What purpose is served by this sentence - the non-existent (such as the

man's horn) has no existence? No purpose is served by this sentence.

That which we refer to as asat has an order of reality, which is neither satya,

bhava, nor tuccha. There is another type of abhava between these two, a non-existence

that we call asat here. For instance, we cannot dismiss the sense organs and sense

objects as totally non-existent, tuccha. Are they, then, sat? Let us analyse them.
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A sense organ cannot be called a sense organ unless it perceives something. Eyes
are a sense organ only because they see a form. Ears are a sense organ'because they hear
a sound and the senses of smell, taste, and touch are all called sense organs because they
contact their sense objects. How can you call eyes a sense organ if they do not see? If
ears do not hear, there is no sense organ even though the earlobes may be used for
earrings or for catching hold of someone. The earlobes, etc., are just the anatomical
aspects of the sense called hearing. It is hearing that makes the ears a sense organ and
there is no such thing as sound without the ears. Which establishes what?

To establish the existence of one, we need to establish the existence of the other.
When establishing the existence of either one, which depends on establishing the
existence of the other, there must be some other basis for the existence of both. Thus, all
of them depend on something that is self-existent, called sat. Because we Cannot dismiss
the sense organs and their sense objects as non-existent, we say they are asat. They are
not totally non-existent, that is atyanta-abhdva. The sense organs and the sense objects
do exist. All the responses of pleasure and pain, sukha and duhkha, exist. You cannot
dismiss them as non-existent nor can you take them as independently existent.

Therefore, for something that cannot be dismissed as non-existent, tuccha, and
cannot be taken as independently existent, sat, we have to have a word and that word is
asat. Another word for asat is mithyd. Asat or mithya is that which has no bhdva, that
which depends upon sat. Only when there is sat, is asat possible. Therefore, mithyd or
asat is something whose existence depends upon another thing and, because it has no
independent existence, it is not separate from that upon which it depends.

OBJECTS DO NOT EXIST INDEPENDENTLY

When a pot is made, before it is baked, there is only clay. Thus, once upon a time,
the pot was clay. When it became a pot, it was clay in the fonn of pot. Even though it has
been fired, it is nothing but clay. All that has happened is that the clay now has an added
attribute, guna, the pot-form. This added attribute is what is meant by creation. Creative
possibilities are there, but there is no such thing as a clay pot without clay.

When we look at anything in this world, we always find that it is a form with a
name, depending on some other substantive, vastu. A particular form, rupa, is called
asat. It has the nature of its substantive, but in itself, has no bhdva. By the time, you see
an object, it has already changed. It is never the same in the next moment. It is like
seeing a film projected on a white screen. It looks as though someone is standing there,
but in fact, the frame is continuously changing. Similarly, the frame in one's mind keeps
on changing, exactly like the film. This is what makes it possible for us to see motion.

Because what you have seen is already gone and you do not see it again in the
same form, an object has no real bhdva. In a flowing river, you do not get the same
water at the same place. It is over, gone, flowing constantly in the flow of time.

B.G. Vol. I - 13
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Similarly, any perception we have is conditioned by time and therefore has the nature of
being merely an appearance. It is 'as though' there and not really there because it is
always changing; it is 'as though' all the time.

All objects in the world are time-bound. When you see an object, that object is not
seen by you as an independent object. You always see some other thing along with it.
When you see a shirt, for example, you also see cloth and when you see the cloth, you
see a particular material. Thus, you find that the shirt has no existence apart from its
cause, kdrana, the cloth. Not only can you not create a shirt without cloth, you cannot
imagine one either. (Cloth here refers to any material with which the shirt is made.)
Without cloth, paper, or some other material, it is impossible to make a shirt, even in
your imagination. You can imagine an elephant entering your ear by seeing yourself as
very big, but you cannot imagine making a shirt without cloth. No object exists by itself,
apart from its cause.

An object that does not exist independent of something else cannot have the word
sat imputed to it. It can only be called asat because sat will be the one upon which the
object depends for its bhdva. If I remove the cloth, can you wear the shirt? All you will
have is the 'emperor's clothes!' There is no such thing as shirt without the material with
which it is made. For the word 'shirt,' there is no corresponding object at all. Bhdva
means it must independently exist and, because the cloth is the bhdva, the shirt has no
independent substantive status.

Nor can you say the cloth with which the shirt is made is sat because it too
depends upon something else. Then what is the real sat? That which exists by its own
glory and does not depend on anything else for its existence is called sat or satya. Just
because something is a cause does not mean it is satya. Causes themselves depend on
their causes and therefore are also asat.

WHY DO WE SEE THE SAT IN THE ASAT?

If everything is asat, how is it that we see the world as real, as sat? We say the
world is. We do not look at it as something that is not. This is because in every
perception, there are two buddhis. Here buddhi means knowledge, cognition. One
buddhi is with reference to the object and the other is with reference to its asat-buddhi
- 'the is-not-buddhi.' This 'is-not-buddhi' has to be explained.

The problem is that we take the 'is-not' as 'is' and get confused. This confusion
leads to sukha and duhkha. When we see a pot, there is a 'pot-buddhi - pot cognition'
and we say, 'The pot is.' That buddhi, cognition whose object is the pot, undergoes a
change similar to the changing frame in a moving film. It is this buddhi that is called
asat-buddhi. That which does not undergo a change is called sat-buddhi. Suppose the
pot you are looking at is replaced by another object, a tree. The pot is gone and the tree is
there in its place. Previously, we said, 'The pot is,' and now we say, 'The tree is.' If we
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analyse these two cognitions, we can see that the 'is-buddhi' never goes. The pot goes
because it is asat and the sat that is always there is now with the tree. When the 'tree-
buddhi' goes, 'branch-buddhi' may be there and when the 'branch-buddhi' is gone,
'leaf-buddhi' is there. When the 'leaf-buddhi' is gone, 'chlorophyll-buddhi' is there
and when the 'chlorophyll-buddhi' is gone, 'particle-buddhi' is there. When 'particle-
buddhi' is gone, whatever buddhi that is left will still be there.

What is it that remains? Sat, that 'is,'is always there. 'Is' always is. Therefore, it
is called sat, that which does not change, whereas the object whose buddhi changes is
called asat. The object is asat because the buddhi keeps changing. We recognise it
differently each time it changes. In every perception, then there are two buddhis - the
'object-buddhi' and the 'is-buddhi.'

When we say, 'blue pot, nilah ghatah,' both words indicate the same object. The
object that is blue is pot and object that is pot is blue. Similarly, when I say, 'Please meet
Mr. So and-so, the musician,' both Mr. So-and-so and the musician are one and the same
object. When we say, 'arjunah, pdndavah,' there is only one person, Arjuna, and he is
a Pdndava. In all these situations, there is a substantive-adjective relationship. The word
blue is an adjective to the pot in the expression - blue pot. However, this is not so when
we say, 'the existent pot,' or 'this is a pot.' Here, it seems as though the 'is-ness' is an
adjective to the pot; it is not correct. The pot is the adjective to existence - the 'potness'
qualifies 'is-ness.'

Here there is sat-buddhi, meaning that the pot exists, and there is also 'pot-
buddhi,' i.e., the 'object-buddhi,' which are two different things. To say, 'This is a pot,'
definitely implies 'is-ness.' since the word 'is' is used. There are, therefore, always two
buddhis - sat-buddhi and asat-buddhi (object-buddhi). Only asat-buddhi (object-
buddhi) changes, meaning that the existent sat-buddhi is conditioned by an object as its
attribute. 'Is' is always there. When the tree is, 'is' is in the form of a tree. Similarly, 'is'
can be in the form of a pot, a person, a nose, a body, or anything.

Existence is also in the form of thought. Therefore, if there is no thought, what is
there is existence minus thought. Existence minus the body, existence minus the world,
is existence. That existence, sat, is always there not affected by any addition to or
subtraction from it.

THE 'IS-BUDDHI' ALWAYS REMAINS

The way in which the sat-buddhi is conditioned is what undergoes change,
whereas the sat-buddhi itself never changes. Therefore, Sahkara says in his bhdsya
that the object of the thought, 'This is a pot,' is asat because it is always changing. It
never remains the same. The sat-buddhi, on the other hand, is satya because, whatever
that sat is, it does not undergo any change.
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A doubt being possible here, .arkara clarifies the point in the bhdsya by raising
and answering an objection, purva-paksa. Suppose a pot is gone, destroyed, and the
'pot-buddhi, ghata-buddhi' is gone, you say, 'The pot was and now the pot is no
more.' The pot being destroyed, the 'pot-buddhi' goes and the pot proves to be asat.

But, along wnih the destroyed pot, does not the 'is-buddhi, sat-buddhi.' also go?
Sahikara's response is that the 'is-buddhi' never goes; 'is' is always there. We say, 'The
pot is destroyed,' 'The destroyed pot is,' 'The pot is no more,' etc. Because something
else is, the 'is- buddhi?' never goes. Only the conditioned sat-buddhi is gone.

The sat-buddhi, the 'exists-buddhi,' is conditioned by a particular name and
form, nama-ripa; and, when the pot is destroyed, that ndma-ripa is gone, but the sat-
buddhi is not gone. It is there to join anything. The 'is-buddhi' can join the broken pot
- the broken pot 'is' or anything else 'is.' Only asat keeps on changing. The varieties
of objects seen by you keep on changing, while you remain the same person. That 'is.'
existence, remains; it never goes away. If this aspect of the teaching is not clear, you
could conclude that dtma, the sat-vastu is zero!

The dtma alone is; and everything else is ndma-ripa, only an addition to that sat-
buddhi - an addition that does not bring about any addition. Just as the pot form does
not bring about an addition to the clay, so too, the addition of a ndma-rupa to the sat-
buddhi does not bring about any change to it. This is the vision. The sat-buddhi is
always qualified by an attribute - 'is' in the form of a tree, 'is' in the form of a pot, 'is'
in the form of something, and that form keeps on changing. That which changes is asat,
mithyd, whereas sat remains ever the same.

And what is that sat? Sat-buddhi is existence-consciousness, sat-cit. Existence is
consciousness. Consciousness, the sat-buddhi, always joins with something in the form
of knowledge and reveals. For example, the pot is. When the pot is gone, the tree is.
When the tree is gone, something else is. When everything is gone, I am, aham asmi.

CONSCIOUSNESS BETWEEN TWO THOUGHTS

Between two thoughts, everything is gone except consciousness. And although
everything does go between two thoughts, consciousness does not require everything to
go in order to be. Consciousness is always there. Whatever comes, consciousness is and
if everything goes, consciousness is. There is only one thing that is sat and that is
consciousness.

It was said that the pot is mithyd, asat, because the 'pot-buddhi' changes. Then it
was said that when the pot is destroyed, the sat-buddhi - 'the pot-is-buddhi' - is also
destroyed. Therefore, isnt your sat-buddhi also asat? No, ,aiakara replies. Even when
the pot is gone and the cloth is there, you see the sat-buddhi in the cloth. Only the
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attribute has changed. Previously the sat-buddhi was conditioned by the pot, whereas
now it is conditioned by the cloth.

Again, an objection is raised. Even though one pot is gone, we may still have 'pot-
buddhi' in some other pot. In this other pot we recognise, 'This is a pot.' Since 'pot-
buddhi' does not change, does this not prove that it is sat? To this, Sahkara said that,
although 'pot-buddhi' may be seen in another pot, it is not seen in the cloth. Only in
another pot can you have 'pot-buddhi.' In a piece of cloth, the only buddhi you have is
'cloth-buddhi,' not 'pot-buddhi.' Whereas the sat-buddhi is always there - in the pot,
in the cloth, in anything you see, and in anything you say is non-existent.

We say the man's horn does not exist. This does not mean there is no sat-buddhi

here. When we say, 'The horn is' and 'The man is,' it is sat-buddhi. To say, 'Man's horn

is,' is wrong, whereas to say, 'Man's horn is not,' is right. This latter expression indicates
that 'Man's horn is not,' which is sat-buddhi. Therefore, sat-buddhi does not change in
any way.

Sat-buddhi, which is the sat of the dtma, the 'is' of the 'I,' is always there, even
in deep sleep. That is why we want to experience sleep. If I were not there at all, I would

not want to sleep. We find, however, that there is a universal interest in sleep because it

is an experience and a very welcome one at that! Sat-buddhi is also present in the

dream.

TWO ORDERS OF REALITY

Then Sahkara deals with another problem that comes up. A pot is asat and there

is asat-buddhi, which is really itma, consciousness. It is this sat-buddhi that joins the

pot. How is this combination possible? Between two equally existent objects there can

be a combination, but how can there be a combination between sat and asat? You may

see a reflected face in the mirror, but you cannot feed that person because there are two

orders of reality involved. The spoon belongs to one order of reality and the reflection in

the mirror to another. That is why the mouth in the reflected face, even though it is open,

cannot combine with the spoon. Similarly, then, if the dtma is the object of this sat-

buddhi, how can it go and join anything? To this, Sahkara said that there was no

problem. Sat can join anything.

Mirage water in the desert makes you feel happy. But whether water is there or

not, it is only sat. Even if there is no water and you only imagine it to be there, you still

say, 'The water is.' Here, the sat-buddhi joins the mirage water which is asat. The 'is-

buddhi,' the sat-buddhi, thus joins anything and everything. There is no rule that

prevents sat-buddhi and asat-buddhi from joining because sat is not opposed to

anything - everything being a superimposition upon the sat. The sat-buddhi, lends

itself to any type of object, such as an imagined pot or a real pot, a mistaken snake

superimposed on a piece of rope, or a real rope.
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Imagination is something different from mistake. If you are aware that you are
imagining something, then it is imagination. Either way, an imagined pot is, snake is,
(even though it is later found to be a rope), a rope is. The sat-buddhi joins in any and
every situation. That object of the sat-buddhi (sat-buddhi-visaya) is atma and is called
sat, for which non-existence, abhava, is not there - satah abhduah na vidyate.

Anything that depends upon something else is asat. If you look at your body,
deha, on that basis, it is asat. Therefore, there is no cause for sorrow. It is the same with
any thought. When we say, 'Thought is,' that 'is-ness' is consciousness, dtma.
Consciousness is and the thought is incidental to that consciousness. A thought is a
ndaa-riipa. A thought that has an outside object is called perception. If there is an
object perceived outside sense perception, then it is inferential knowledge, imagination,
or memory. Whatever it is, the thought 'is' - it is nothing but consciousness
conditioned by ndma-ripa. And if there is no nama-rupa, then what 'is' is still
consciousness.

EXISTENCE IS CONSCIOUSNESS

Therefore, sat is always only cit-dtmd and the word satya can only mean cit. Self-
existent consciousness alone can be sat. Either word, sat or cit, will bring in the other
word because what has to be cit has to be sat and what has to be sat has to be cit. Thus,
the sat will bring in cit and cit will bring in sat.

Because everything depends upon this sat-cit, sat-cit becomes limitless -
ananta, dnanda. The word ananta means, limitless. And consciousness is ananta. It is
also said to be ananda, people are always looking for dnanda. If everything depends
upon sat-cit, is there any limitation for sat-cit-atma? There is no limit because
everything is sat-cit-atma. Therefore from the stand point of the sat-cit-atmd, there is
no distance between itself and everything else nor is anything separate from it. In any
cognition, the subject is sat-cit-atmd, the object is sat-cit-atma, and the means of
knowledge, the thought, vrtti, is also sat-cit-atmd. All three are sat-cit-atma alone.
Thus, sat-cit-dnanda is the svarupa of the atmd. Sat is not going to be non-existent at
any time; and asat cannot be kept as it is because it is constantly changing. Sat is the
meaning, the content, of the sat-buddhi and the content of the asat-buddhi is name and
form. When we say, 'The pot is, the chair is, the table is, the man is, the woman is, the
tree is,' the 'is' in all of them is the sat-buddhi. That 'is' is common and is always
qualified by the name and form called tree, pot, table, chair, and so on. Why do we say
name and form? Because whatever you consider depends on something else, which
depends on something else, and so on. Whenever we say, 'Something is,' the 'is' is the
basis, the satya, and the nama-rupa is mithyd, depending on this sat.

The object, visaya of the sat-buddhi is satya. Therefore, the 'am-ness' in 'I am
- aham asmi,' the 'are-ness' in 'you are - tvam asi,' and the 'is-ness' in 'he is -sah
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asti' and 'that is - tad asti' are all one and the same. The 'is-ness' that each implies is
the common basis for all things that exist. Therefore, it is the kdrana, the cause for
everything and is called satya. And the effect, karya is called asat, mithya, because it is
dependent on the kdrana for its existence. As mentioned earlier, Vedanta is nothing but
a discussion of this cause and effect, satya and mithya - kdrana-kdrya-vdda.

A PRODUCT AND ITS CAUSE

A product, a creation, a kdrya, a vikara, is entirely dependent upon satya, that
which is self-existent. If satya itself depended upon something else, it would not be
satya. The self-existent satya is called karana, cause. Depending on what it is you want
to prove, karana can also be said to be satya - yat kdranam tat satyam. That which
is a cause is said to be satya because it is a cause, like clay with reference to a pot.
Because clay is the cause for the pot, it is satya - but only for the pot, please
understand. Another example is thread as the cause or satya for the cloth. Thus from
these two examples, we see that satya is karana and karana is satya.

With reference to a product, a creation, we are going to prove something. In
Sarikara's bhdsya on this verse, he says that a product is mithya - yat kdryawm tat
mithyl. Mithyd means asat - the word used in the current verse. (These kinds of
statements reflect a style that we will be coming across later.) A product is mithyd
because it is dependent upon a cause, as is the case for cloth. Whereas, sat is not
dependent upon anything else and undergoes no change whatsoever - satah abhavah
na vidyate.

Because the object of sat-buddhi is sat and the object of asat-buddhi is asat, we
have the sat-buddhi at all times. The asat-buddhi depends upon the sat-buddhi. The
object of the asat-buddhi, the pot, depends upon the object of sat-buddhi, clay, which
itself depends upon something else. When you say, 'Clay is,' the clay, depends upon
another sat-buddhi, atoms. When you say, 'The atom is,' the atom depends upon
particles, which depend upon a concept. When you say, 'A concept is,' the concept
depends upon the witness of the concept, sdks1 which is consciousness. And when you
say, 'Consciousness is,' what does it depend upon? It does not depend upon another
consciousness because it is suatah-siddha, self-existent.

Therefore, nothing can be satya except that which is self-existent. This is all that is
being said here. That which is self-existent is dtmd and that alone is satya. Everything
else, being dependent upon satya, is asat. For the satya-ltmd, there is no non-existence,
abhdva, whereas for the asat, there is no real existence. The experience of seeing
objects is there, but these objects are all in the transactional world, vyavahlra and,
therefore, have only an empirical reality.

About these two, sat and asat, a final understanding, an ascertained conclusion,
the ultimate knowledge, is arrived at by the seers of the truth of Brahman -
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tattvadargibhih anayoh ubhayoh api antah tu drstah. The tattvadargi is the one who

is capable of seeing the truth, tattva of everything. Tattva is the abstract form of the

pronoun tat. The pronoun tat, means 'that' and can stand for anything from apple to

zebra as indicated by the word in Sanskrit for pronoun, sarva-ndma, meaning 'the name

for everything.' Therefore, the word tattva' means - the truth, the intrinsic nature of a

thing, anything. Sahkara further explains its meaning by saying, 'Because all that is

here is only Brahman, the name for that Brahman is tat. The abstract noun of tat,

tattva, means the truth, the ,uarupa, of Brahman.2

THE TRUTH OF BRAHMAN

Tattva is often said to mean reality but, in fact, it is the svaripa of Brahman.

That Brahman, is unqualified existence - satya, knowledge - jiiana, limitless -

ananta, pure - Suddha, timeless - nitya, etc., can be understood through the various

implied meanings, laksanas of each of these words. Brahman is the cause of the world,

jagat-karana and at the same time is itself satya, jidna and ananta. This, then, is the

svarupa of Brahman and is called tattva. Brahman is not only satya but is the kdrana

for everything. Therefore, everything is Brahman. Brahman plus all names and forms

is all that is here.

Thus, those people who know the truth of Brahman, tattva-darsinah understand

both sat and asat. Both must be known. Sat is sat and asat is asat. Asat depends upon

sat, but sat does not depend upon asat. Those who know the truth of everything tattva-

darsinah are called panditas, the ones who, as we saw earlier, do not come to grief.

Why? Because they know the truth.

Now, why are you sad? Is it due to asat or sat? If you say you are sad because

asat is going, you must see that going is the nature of asat and that it is not real.

Therefore, you cannot cry for the asat. When one's understanding of satya is lacking

then mithya becomes satya, resulting in confusion. Without satya there is no mithya.

ST .T -T1: •EmlI nrc Tlo o I

tasya bhdvah tattvam.
The nature of a thing is called tattva.

2 Frffr * hm, -it q 3w, Tý 4m M-F0, w*- : T - MT: MweiTI-q Wuo qo I I

tat iti sarvandma, saruam ca brahma, tasya ndma tat iti, tadbhavah tattvam -

brahmanah ydthatmyam.
'Tat' is the name for everything, that is, it includes everything. This is because Brahman is

everything. And it is called 'tat' here. The nature of this 'tat,' that is, Brahman, is called

"tattva' - the true nature of Brahman.
Here Saikara uses the etymological meaning of the word sarvandma to his advantage to

define Brahman. Here the word sarvandma is not a pronoun.
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Mithya must be understood as mithyd and satya as satya. Only then does everything

fall into its own place. Satya does not elicit any sorrow, and mithyd does not have the

status to cause sorrow. If there is sorrow, it is mithya.

THE CONFUSION BETWEEN SATYA AND MITHYA

There is a well-known story that illustrates the confusion between satya and

mithyd. It is as follows.

In the court of a particular king, there were two scholars. One was an advaiti who

said that Brahman was satya and the world, jagat, was mithyd. He talked about this

constantly, Vedanta being nothing but a discussion of satya and mithyd, cause and

effect - kdrana-kdrya-vada. He told the king that kdrana was satya and kdrya was

mithya. The whole world, including one's body, was kdrya and therefore mithyd. There

was nothing away from that Brahman, and that satya, Brahman, was independent of

everything.

The king did not understand what this scholar was saying, but he liked the idea.

There was a fascinating aspect to it because it said that he was wonderful, that he was

Brahman, and so on. The king found this pleasant to get up to each morning. It was

good for his mental health, at least.

The second scholar was a dualist, dvaiti, who kept telling the king that he was not

Brahman, that Brahman was the cause of the world,jagat-kairana, and that he was a

product, subject to punya and papa. If he did the right things, he would gain some time

in heaven and, if he did not, he would go to more unpleasant places such as naraka. This

scholar maintained that what he was saying was the truth as stated in the i&stra. He even

backed up his statements by quoting Vedanta in his daily teaching.

The king listened to both of these scholars because he wanted to be impartial,

although he generally slept in the second scholar's class! This made the second scholar a

little jealous of the other one, who seemed to be getting more attention from the king.

The time came when the king went on a big pilgrimage accompanied by a large

retinue, including his two teachers. As they walked through a forest, which was infested

with many wild animals, they were confronted by a huge elephant with enormous tusks.

The first scholar spied the elephant first and cried out: 'Elephant, Maharaj, elephant!'

He, then, began to run and, of course, everyone else ran, too.

It should be remembered that these advaitis are all very alert people and, because

they understand things as they are, they are absolutely practical, also. Because they are

not encumbered by projections, problems, or shadows, they are free to deal with things

objectively. And, so, this scholar was the first to see the elephant and run. The king also

ran, along with the dvaiti and the others.
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After this adventure was over, the king decided to camp and start out again the
next day when there had been time to check for safety. While the king was relaxing, the
second scholar went to him and said, 'Oh! Lord, did you see how our advaita-guru
ran?' The king remarked that he indeed had run very well. In fact, he reached safety
before any of the others.

'That's what I mean,' said the dvaiti. 'He says the world is mithyd and yet he ran
away from the elephant. If this world is mithyd, then the elephant must also be mithyd.
Why did he run from a mithyd elephant? Everything he has been teaching is all so much
verbal nonsense! That is why, Maharaj, I told you that there is no mithyd. Everything is
satya.

The second scholar then pressed his point a little further. 'I do not understand his
running, given what he teaches. Perhaps Maharaj understands it better.' The king also
found that it did not make sense to him. So he summoned the first scholar and asked him
to explain himself. Out of respect for his teacher, the king gave him an opportunity to
explain himself. He said 'Sir, you said everything is mithyd. Therefore, the elephant is
also mithyd, is it not?' The scholar agreed that this was correct. 'Then why did you run
away from the elephant?' the king asked.

'Maharaj,' the scholar replied, 'the elephant is indeed mithyd. But when did I tell
you that running was satya? Running is also mithya! Please find any sorrow or fear in
me. There is none. I just did what was to be done.'

This is the vision. Veddnta says that everything is satya from the standpoint of the
sat-buddhi. And everything is mithyd from the standpoint of the asat-buddhi. The
vision does not exclude anything. We have to understand everything. Any action, karma
is mithyd. For example, we talk of 'running' as an action. But if we do some inquiry into
this so-called action, we see that we cannot categorically say what is 'running.' Whether
lifting the leg is 'running' or placing the foot is 'running,' we cannot say. This is true of
any action. Therefore, it is all mithyd. The person performing the action, the kartd is
mithyd, as is the action kriyd. Therefore, the whole thing is mithyd. Only dtmil is
satya.

Once you see both satya and mithyd very clearly, as the panditas do, there is no
reason for sorrow. Lord Krsna has shown that what is sat, self-existent, does not have
abhdva at any time, meaning that there is no end, no non-existence for it - satah
abhdvah na vidyate. And asat being only a name and form, depending upon the sat,
has no real bhdva, no real being. Therefore, it is mithyd.

THE INEXPLICABILITY OF MITHYA

What is mithyd then? It is neither bhdva nor abhdva. It does not have an
existence of its own nor is it totally non-existent. It is something in between, which is
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what we mean when we say that mithyd is inexplicable. There are others who say that
reality, the vastu or sat, is inexplicable. The vision of Vedanta is just the opposite. Only
the vastu can be unfolded, albeit by implication, and everything else is inexplicable.

CAN TRUTH BE DEFINED?

It is generally thought that truth cannot be defined, whereas we say that truth alone
can be defined. Everything else can be only conditionally defined and so requires further
definition. Therefore, any definition of an object, which is asat, mithyd, is a point of
view subject to further definition. Being neither sat, existent, nor tuccha, totally non-
existent, how can mithya be defined? There is no explicability for mithya. That there is
no explicability is its explanation. We are not just getting lost in mithya and then saying
it is not explainable at all. It is inexplicable in the sense that it cannot categorically be
defined as, 'This is satya,' because our definition of satya is that which is not negated at
any time. Because what is never negated at any time is satya, you cannot say that an
object such as a pot is satya because it did not always exist. Furthermore, it may be
broken tomorrow. Nor is it always the same pot, since yesterday it was in one form and
today it is in another. The pot is also not tuccha, totally non-existent, because if it were
non-existent, it would not be perceived or known to hold any water. There is therefore,
such a thing as a pot.

Between sat and tuccha, therefore, there is a reality, which is referred to as asat.
In fact, the technical word for asat is generally mithya. Although the words asat,
mithya and maya, are all used in the s'stra, the ontological definition for this order of
reality is mithyd. What is not subject to negation in all three periods of time - past,
present and future - is satya. And that which does not exist at all in all three periods of
time is tuccha. Therefore, what is in between becomes mithya or asat.

Further Krsna said:

[ iys c ;ji r ^ fe 4 11 m I I
avindi tu tadviddhi yena saruamidam tatam
vinaiamavyayasydsya na kascitkartumarhati Verse 17

R W( IR idam sarvam - this entire world; -q yena - by which; fmq tatam - is
pervaded; Wi tat - that; - tu - indeed; aJlFilT avinasi - indestructible; faf
viddhi - know; 3TM 3Ta&frz asya avyayasya - of the one that does not change;
I°Ivm uinaam - destruction; qT 'f'ff na kaicit - no one; T h kartum - to do;
a3f arhati - is able
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Know that, by which this entire world is pervaded, to be indeed

indestructible. No one can bring about the destruction of the one that does

not change.

Here, tat refers to sat, that for which there is no abhdva and that which is

understood by the knower of the truth (tattva-darSi), as stated in the previous verse.

That sat is not subject to destruction - it is avindgi. Moreover, everything that is here,

the entire world, is pervaded by this indestructible sat, sat-dtmd. Being subject to

destruction, the world is asat, not sat.

In this verse, sat and mithyd are made very clear. Sat is other than asat, whereas

asat is not other than sat. Sat-vastu is called visnu, a word which is being quietly

introduced here by bhasyakdra, Sarikara. That which pervades everything, meaning the

entire world including space is called visnu. This is sat. Since there is no asat without

sat, the bhava of the asat is nothing but the bhava of the sat. For example, because the

existence of a clay pot is inherent in the existence of the clay, the bhdva belongs to the

clay and not to the pot and when we say, 'The pot is,' that 'is' is sat. Therefore,

wherever there is asat, there is sat.

How do we get to the sat? We do not have to get rid of the asat in order to get to

the sat. Nor is the asat sitting upon the sat, covering it up, just as the pot does not cover

the clay by sitting on it. You need not destroy the pot in order to know the clay. It is a

question of understanding alone.

Another question then arises. When the entire world is pervaded by the sat-vastu,

is the sat-vastu destroyed when the world is destroyed? No. One is sat which is not

subject to destruction and the other is asat. When the asat is destroyed, the sat is not

destroyed. There is both difference and non-difference here - non-difference in the

sense that all there is, is bhdva, sat, and difference in the sense that, while the asat

depends upon the sat, the sat does not depend upon the asat. Therefore, we say that

there is both non-difference and difference. Because there is no real difference, there is

non-duality. The crux of the matter here is that 'B' is 'A.' whereas 'A' is not 'B.'

THE INDESTRUCTIBILITY OF THE NON-DUAL

Is it possible that sat, like time, destroys itself by its own nature, creating itself and

then going away? No, because it is avyaya, not subject to change. Can anything else,

other than itself, destroy sat? No. Since sat pervades everything there is no other. Since

sat-vastu is ekam advitlyam - one without the second, there is no second thing that

can destroy sat. Any 'other' is dependent upon this sat-vastu and, therefore, has no

independent bhdva at all. How is it going to destroy the sat? This would be like the pot

destroying the clay. The pot cannot say to the clay: 'I am bored with you. You are

always hanging around me. You never give me any privacy. Wherever I go, you come

too. I am going to get rid of you.' The pot cannot get angry at the clay. It cannot get out
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of the clay and destroy it. Such a possibility does not exist. Therefore, Krsna said here
that the vastu, this sat-dtma, which does not change at any time, cannot be destroyed by
anyone or anything. There is no one to effect destruction and no one capable of
destroying it - asya avyayasya vindAam na kaScit kartum arhati.

Regardless of the number of people or objects, dtmd is always non-dual. No
number or condition, activity or connection to activity brings about a change in the
atma. In fact, there is no connection, sambandha for the dtma, just as there is no
connection between the clay and the pot because all that is there is clay. If there were a
pot other than clay, then the clay could establish a relationship with it. But, when a pot is
clay, there can be no relationship between them. This, therefore, is the nature of atmd.

At the end of his commentary on this verse, Sarikara says that no one can destroy.
this dtma, not even ilvara, the Lord. But shouldn't God be able to destroy anything?
Sahkara is not trying to belittle God here. He was merely pointing out that Iuvara
cannot destroy the sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd, not because he is not almighty, but because
IAvara is dtmd. Atma is Brahman and Isvara is Brahman; therefore, dtmd and lAvara
are the same Brahman, The destroyer, Isvara is dtmd. What is to be destroyed is also
dtma. How, then, can there be destruction when there is no distinction between the agent
and object of destruction?

A subject-object relationship, kartr-karma-sambandha, is not possible between
Isvara and atma. But is there not a relationship between the devotee and 6Avara? Yes, if
the word 'devotee' means an individual - dtmd identified with a given body-mind-
sense complex. Isvara can destroy or help a devotee, elevate or give punishment, but
livara cannot destroy the sat-dtmd because both are identical; they have no subject-
object relationship.

Perhaps it might be argued that one part of the subject can destroy the other part,
just as we can take a knife in our hand and destroy ourselves. If one hand can amputate
the other hand, why cannot one part of the subject, dtmd, destroy the other part? Cannot
dtmd also commit suicide in this way? Such destruction could only happen if dtma had
parts - which it does not have. It is avyaya, indeclinable, indestructible.

Further:

3MoM; T 0 h : *r ul: I
3a lFikitvSMi drrlw^ Ym II ^ II
antavanta ime dehi nityasyoktah Aaririnah
andaino'prameyasya tasmddyudhyasua bhdrata Verse 18

an\Ifr: andAinah - of the indestructible; s3T4zT aprameyasya - of that which is
not available as an object of knowledge; fT4M nityasya - of that which is not subject
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to change, eternal; TfrTr: Saririnah - of the embodied one (the self); ;' ime -

these; T: dehdh - bodies; 3IT I: antavantah -subject to end; 3rT: uktdh -are

said; ?-RTI tasmat - therefore; TflT bhdrata - Oh! Descendent of Bharata

(Arjuna); \7 yudhyasva - fight

These bodies of the embodied one (the self), which is not subject to
change, which is indestructible, and which is not available as an object of
knowledge, are said to be subject to end. Therefore, Oh! Descendant of
Bharata, fight.

Krsna unfolded the sat-vastu, showing that no one can destroy this atma,
including IRvara, because it is indestructible and itself sustains everything. Now, what
about the asat? If sat is indestructible and pervades everything, and if everything
depends upon the sat, does that which depends upon the sat not become as true as the
sat? Is it not said that you acquire the same qualities as the company you keep? Is it not
also true that if you string roses and then remove them all, the string will continue to
smell like roses because of its previous association with them?

Similarly, here, since the asat is always with the sat, is there not some kind of
attribute-transference because of this association and then, will not the asat gain the
same attribute of being indestructible? No, because there is no association. The string is
different from the rose but, both enjoy the same empirical reality. What we call string
has a certain empirical reality, as does the rose. Both of them enjoy the same degree of
reality and, therefore, one can lend its attributes to the other because association is
possible between objects belonging to the same order of reality.

Between the sat and the asat, however, such an association is not possible, just as
it is not possible between the pot and clay. There is only one thing here - clay, which is
sat. Therefore, the asat cannot gain indestructibility by association with the sat.

THE PHYSICAL BODY IS MITHYA

When you say, 'This is the body,' what is it exactly? Is it the skeletal structure, the
skin, the flesh, the marrow, the blood, a given cell, or the DNA? There is no one thing
that we call 'body.' All of this put together is the body. You can look at it in many
different ways. You can look at it biologically or simply from the standpoint of being
nothing but minerals, calcium, phosphorous, and so on. Because each component
depends upon so many other things, the physical body is mithyd. Or, if you take the
body as a whole, it depends upon the five elements, according to the model in Veddnta.
However you look at it, the body is mithya.
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The physical body is a product created at a given time and is subject to
modification. Because it has been created, it has an end, antavat. Krsna, pointing out all
the bodies standing before them, including his own, described them as antavantah.

To whom do these bodies belong? The body, Aarira, is given existence and
consciousness by atma alone. Sat-vastu lends its existence equally to the physical body,
sthula-1arira, and to the subtle body, sfiksma-aarira. Because the subtle body can
reflect consciousness, the body is conscious. Therefore, the sarira belongs to and has its
being in atmd, which is the indwelled of the body.

Two words were used with reference to the physical body in this verse - dehdh
(ime dehdh), which is plural, and garlrl (nityasya Aarlrinah), which is singular. Nitya
means 'eternal,' that which is not subject to change, the one who indwells this body as
dtmd, the meaning of the word 'I.' Because there is only one dtma, the singular arrir is
used, whereas with reference to all these bodies that undergo change and come to an end,
the plural dehiah is used.

WHO CAN BE DESTROYED?

In one stroke, three facts have been conveyed here. One is that the bodies are
many and atmd is one. Secondly, ntmd does not come to an end and is behind every
sarira. Thirdly, atma cannot be destroyed. This being so, whom can you kill? You can
only kill something that is subject to destruction. The destructible alone is destroyed. The
one that cannot be destroyed is the real person - you, he or she, the 'I.' the dtmd that is
always there.

'Therefore, do what is to be done. Fight, yudhyasva!' Krsna told Arjuna. What
Arjuna had to do at the time was to protect the dharma by fighting this war. A war was
at hand and he had to fight, because this was his dharma as a ksatriya.

There are two types of destruction, ndsa. One is destruction in a relative sense.
'He is destroyed because she walked out on him.' This is not real destruction. It is
figuratively used here. A person who has terminal cancer is destroyed, more or less.
Although the final rites may not yet have been done, we say the person is finished, his
life is over. Then, when it is literally over, when the person has died, there is another
type of destruction. We have, thus, total destruction and relative destruction.

Similarly, there are two types of eternity, relative and absolute. In order to point
out that which always is and is never destroyed at all, two words are used in this verse -
nitya and anadi. Both words mean that which is absolutely free from any form of
change or death and, therefore, absolutely free from time, timeless.

There is also another adjective used here, aprameya. Prameya means that which
is to be known, that which can be known. The knower, pramatd, gains the knowledge,
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pramd, of an object, prameya through a means of knowledge, pramdna. Atmd is said
here to be aprameya, something that is not an object to be known.

Any prameya, anything that is seen by you, any object that is available for your
pramdna as an object, drgya- is non-eternal, anitya. Why? Because anything that is
seen is within the time-space framework alone and is therefore anitya. You cannot say a
pot, for example, is dryya and also nitya. To say that something is drSya, seen, means
that it is changing every second. It is never the same because it is within time, and time
is an element, which keeps on effecting change. Any object, therefore, is never the same;
it is always different. What is available for you to know is therefore always anitya and
never nitya.

Because dtmd is not available as an object of knowledge, it is aprameya. But if
dtma is not an object of knowledge, why are you doing all this study? What is the gita-
Adstra for if not for knowing dtmd?

THE NATURE OF PERCEPTION

Here, Sahkara enters into a short discussion, which he picks up again in more
detail elsewhere in the Gita. All these bodies are said to be anitya, subject to
destruction, whereas dtmz, the Aariri who obtains in all bodies, is nitya. Atma is
aprameya, not available as an object of knowledge.

Anything subject to distinct understanding is called paricchedya. 'There are three
words used with reference to our understanding of a distinct object - paricchedya,
paricchedaka, and pariccheda. Paricchedya means that which is subject to limitation,

pariccheda. Paricchedaka is what brings about this pariccheda.

Through the sense-organs you perceive objects. The eyes, for example, perceive
the form and colour of an object. Therefore, the sense organs all become paricchedakas
for varieties ofparicchedyas. Each of the sense objects - sound, touch, form, taste, and
smell - is distinct from one another and, therefore, paricchedya. The form that the eye
sees is paricchedya because it is perceived as distinct from all other things. Therefore,
any pramdna which picks up a distinct piece of knowledge becomes paricchedaka and
what is picked up is paricchedya.

Any object of knowledge that can be known in the form of a cognition such as,
'This is a pot,' 'This is a cloth,' This is a tree,' 'This is a man,' 'This is a woman,' is
paricchedya because an object of knowledge is conditioned or limited in nature and
perceived as such through the sense organs. Therefore, the sense organs become
pariccedakas and the objects are paricchedyas. That which is not known in a
determinate form, as an object, by all these pramdnas, is what is meant here by
aprameya.
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Brahman is not one more object that you see, like the pot or the tree. If Brahman
is also paricchedya, then it becomes one of the objects in the world and, therefore,
becomes anitya. However, Brahman cannot be known by the pratyaksadi-pramanas,
the various means of knowledge that are available to us, such as perception, inference
etc. The 'etc. - adi' here includes words, &abda, meaning that the Veda is also a
prarhdna.

When the Veda is a pramana, then, heaven, svarga, for example, is a prameya
and therefore a paricchedya. Knowledge gained by Sabda-pramina is again
determinate knowledge. Because heaven is not hell, earth, or this or that - it is a distinct
object. Thus, there is limitation. If heaven is mentioned by the Vedas, then it means that
it is something, which can be known distinctly.

Similarly, when you say punya, it is not papa. It is not produced by wrong
karma. It is produced by right karma. In this way, we understand what punya is and
what it does, purely by the Babda, the word. Therefore, Aabda is also a pramaina, a
means of knowledge.

ATMA IS NOT ESTABLISHED BY A PRAMANA

If the dtma cannot be known even by Aabda, why, then, do you study the gita-
sdstra? If it is not an object of knowledge for the pratyaksadi-pramanas, how can
Vedanta be a pramana for the dtmd? Addressing this question, Saikara first says that
dtmd is not known by any pramana, including the Veda, because it is not an object of
knowledge.

Thinking that itmd could be known through this pramadna, a person goes to a
guru, does a lot of service, and at the end of it the guru says that dtmdi is not known
even through the Veda. Since the guru teaches only the Veda, what is the use of all this?
Naturally, such a person thinks it has all been a waste. He or she also thinks that the
dtmd is understood perhaps through the pratyaksddi-pramanas. Sahkara refuted this
notion here by saying that dtmd is not known by the pratyaksddi-pramanas, including
the Veda.

Before you listen to the VedAnta-Adstra, dtmd must be there. The existence of
dtmd is not established by a pramrna like the Veda, nor can it be established by
perception, pratyaksa, or inference, anumana. If the existence of dtmdn were to be
established by any of the pramdn&as resulting in such knowledge as - 'Here is a pot,'
'Here is a table,' 'Here is the Swami sitting,' etc. - then, we would be using perception,
of course. But we would not be establishing the dtmd behind the perception. Only when
the knower is already established, can there be an inquiry through a pramana.

Vednta-vicdra, inquiry, can only be done when there is an dtmd to inquire. If
Veddnta were to establish the dtmd, it would mean that until one inquired into Vedanta,

. Vol. I - 1
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dtmd did not exist. This means you were not there! Who is it then, that goes to Vedanta,
which says that atma is limitless? Moreover, who listens to this Vedanta? The atma.

The one who wants to know anything is the same one who can use any of the
pramdnas to inquire into what is to be known. Even before the pramdnas are pressed
into service for gathering such knowledge, there must be a self-evident atma. Therefore,
the Veda does not establish the atma, as it does any other existent thing - heaven,
svarga, for instance. A svarga that is unknown to me is made known to me by the
sdstra. I come to know of something called punya that is said to be dormant in a karma
which can be invoked, through the sistra alone. Thus, we find these unknown things
discussed in the sastra as potentially existent things.

Similarly, there are many unknown things in the world, which we come to know
through the various pramdnas - a new disease, for example. Having come to know
about it, we say the disease 'is.' After discovering it, we look for its cause. Then, after
finding the cause, we say the cause 'is' and the treatment for the cause 'is.' After
treatment, we say the side effects 'are.' Like this, with the help of pramanas, we keep
on discovering things that exist but which were so far not known.

Although atma is not available as an object of knowledge, it is not totally
unknown. In fact, Sahkara says that dtma is not something unknown to anyone. It is
always self-evident - svatah-siddha, self-established. No one's atmd is unknown;
everyone's dtma is known. Only then is the operation of the pramanas possible. The
dtmd is not established by a pramdna; it is svatah-siddha.

THE SASTRA AS A PRAMANA

Then the problem would be - what about the sastra? If I already know the atma,
how can the Vedanta-Sstra be a pramana? Here, Sanikara says that the sdstra is
definitely a pramdna. How? Revealing the existence of itmd is not what establishes the
dastra as a pramana. But, the sdstra has the status of a pramdna because it removes

the wrong notions I have about atma.

Atma by nature, is param brahma and that param brahma is not known to us.
The pramdnas available to us are only good for knowing things other than ourselves.
This atmd is already svatah-siddha and it is this svatah-siddha-dtma that is mistaken
for ajiva, a doer, karta, an enjoyer, bhoktd, one who is happy one moment and sad the
next, sukhi and duhkhl. That I am ajiva, an individual, means that I am someone who
is limited, as good as the body, etc. This is the natural conclusion of every jva because
of ignorance, avidyl.

The status of being ajiva,jjvatva, has been superimposed upon the atma. In other
words, the seeking person is born of avidyd. This is an error of self-identity, which only
the $dstra can resolve. One's own pramdnas are of no use here. The sdstra does not
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prove the existence of the dtmd; it only removes the confusion. For this reason, it has the
status of being a pramana, i.e., it has pramanatva. It does not bring to your recognition
the atma as an object that is totally unknown, as it does for other unknown things like
heaven, for instance.

When the sastra says there is a heaven, heaven as an unknown thing is brought to
your understanding. You understand that there is such a thing as heaven. When the
Adstra says that this particular ritual will produce this particular result, it is definitely
bringing an unknown thing to your recognition. That this ritual has this efficacy is not
known to you by any other pramdna. Therefore, the sastra has the status of being a
pramdna by bringing to your recognition something that is totally unknown to you and
that cannot be known by you through any other pramdina.

When it comes to the atmd, the sdstra has pramanatva only in so far as it
removes all superimposition's upon the dtma. Knowledge is nothing but the removal of
ignorance. It cannot be a superimposition upon ignorance. If ignorance is not removed,
there is no knowledge at all, ignorance being opposed to knowledge. Only the removal
of ignorance is necessary. Ignorance of dtmd is present and the sdstra has the capacity
to remove it, meaning that it removes all the confusions centred on atma. But, dtmra is
self-evident; that is why there is confusion. The dtmd is self-evident but that it is
limitless is not known. Hence, all the limitations of the body, mind etc., are
superimposed on it.

ATMA IS ALREADY KNOWN BUT NOT AS AN OBJECT

If dtmd were to be totally unknown, like heaven, you would not say that you are a
sukhi or a duhkhi or a samsdri. To say, 'I am finished,' is possible only because you
have concluded that you are a samsdri. Therefore, the tma, 'I.' is already self-evident.
However, it is taken for something other than what it is and the fSstra makes the
necessary correction, thereby proving itself to be a pramana.

ahikara quotes the sastra, saying that this brahma-atmd is self-evident -
aparoksa. That which is self-evident is the atma, Brahman; everything else becomes
evident to the self. In this verse, Krsna says that all bodies are subject to destruction,
whereas dtmd, the indweller of the body, is not subject to destruction because it is the
subject, not an object - aprameya. This is the point here. Any object is subject to
destruction, whereas dtma�, not being an object, is nitya. Anything aprameya is nitya
and only one thing is aprameya - the svatah-siddha-dtmd. Therefore, dtmd is not
subject to time and, thus, not subject to destruction.

Krsna concluded by saying, 'Therefore, fight, Arjuna - tasmdt yudhyasva
bhdrata.' What does this mean? There is nothing for you to be sad about. Things that
die, die. Things that are dying die. Things that remain permanent remain permanent. If
Arjuna wanted to destroy Bhisma's dtmd• he could not. Had he wanted to stop
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Bhisma's body from dying, he could not. Either way, Arjuna could not do anything.
Therefore, what is to be done is to be done.

Sahkara says here that, Krsna was not giving Arjuna an order to fight. That is
not the point here. The meaning here was - 'Do not entertain the idea of withdrawing
from this battlefield.' What is the difference between this statement and an order to
fight? There is a difference, Sahkara says. This was not a command that one should
actually fight. If it was not a command, then, was it a request? No. Arjuna was already
prepared to fight. He had come with his entire armoury; but then found himself
obstructed by sorrow and delusion - he was Soka-moha-pratibaddha. That is why he

became silent. He could not proceed because he was completely paralyzed
psychologically and emotionally for various reasons. Therefore, he was no longer
interested in fighting and turned his attention to something else.

All that Bhagavan was doing here was removing the sorrow and delusion that
were the obstructions, pratibandhas. Afterwards, if the fighting was to be done, then it
was to be done. Therefore, yudhyasva was not a command; it was only asking Arjuna to
do what was to be done. It was only a restatement of what he was planning to do.
Bhagavan does not ask people to fight each other. Git-id-stra, Sankara states, is not a
pravrtti-9astra like the karma-kanda, which enjoins people to perform various rituals
and other actions. It is a nivrtti-Sastra, moksa-Sastra. To have asked Arjuna to fight

would have been a pravrtti-Adstra whereas the nivrtti here is the removal of the cause
of samsdra, sorrow and delusion which is ignorance.

REMOVING THE OBSTACLES TO KNOWLEDGE

The gitd-Adstra is meant to remove the ignorance which is the cause for samsdra
consisting of Soka and moha. This should be understood well. It was sorrow and
delusion that clouded Arjuna's mind and for that alone the gita-gastra was given by the
Lord. Therefore, Krsna was not asking Arjuna to fight. Arjuna was already fighting. He
was simply saying that Arjuna should do what was to be done - in other words, he was
saying, 'Don't give me these kinds of arguments in order not to fight.'

Suppose someone were to say, 'I will not take care of my child because it takes so
much time to take care of a child. It consumes too much of my personal life. I want to
pursue dtmd and to take care of this child will take seventeen years, perhaps longer. I
cannot wait for moksa.' If such a person were to go to Krsna and Krsna happened to
teach the Gita, he or she would be told, 'Take care of your child.' Or, if a man were to
tell Krsna that he wanted to get rid of his wife so that he could become a sannydsi, or
that he wanted to become a sannydsi in order to get rid of her, he would be told not to
use sannydsa for this purpose. There are smaller solutions available. And if this man
thinks that by getting rid of his wife, he will become a sannydsi, Krsna would say, 'I
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am sorry. Such an idea is quite useless. It will not work. You had better take care of your
wife.'

Arjuna had been talking to Krsna and they happened to be in the battlefield.
Therefore, the expressions like 'Fight!' and 'Get up!' are only contextual. Krsna was not
interested in a battle as such; he was only interested in dharma. He was not interested in
engaging anyone in a fight. We should not think, 'The Gita says that I should fight;
therefore, I am going to fight it out.' That is not what was said here. That the situation
may amount to a fight is one thing. But removing sorrow is the real issue. There are
some points in the Gita, like this one, that are important to understand well because they
are areas where people often misunderstand the intended meaning.

Further:

o Th -T 9iTO ^tfý ;T T~q I I I I
ya enam vetti hantaram yascainam manyate hatam
ubhau tau na vijanito ndyam hanti na hanyate Verse 19

T: yah - the one who; T-M enam - this (the self); ITtW hantdram - killer; a

vetti - thinks; rf ca - and; m: yah - the one who; 1FW enam - this (the self); OiRT

hatam - killed; wFEA manyate - thinks; 3T4 - ubhau tau - they both; N 4 M :

na vijdnitah - do not know; 3TE ayam - this (self); t fT na hanti - does not

kill;T �F� na hanyate - is not killed

Both, the one who thinks this (self) to be the killer and the one who
thinks of it as the killed, do not know. This (self) does not kill; nor is it
killed.

This verse and the next were lifted from the Kathopanisad and put a little
differently by Lord Krsna. He need not have quoted an Upanisad since he had the
authority to propound the vision in his own way, but he respected the Upanisad because
it is a means of knowledge - a pramdna-grantha. Therefore, whatever he says should
have the sanction of the Upanisad. Krsna does point out elsewhere in the Gita that the
Upanisads were his own creation. He says, 'I am the one to be known through the
Vedas. I am the one who initiated these Vedas (Gita - 15-15).' Thus, throughout the
Gita, Krsna always talks as Iuvara.

Whether we accept him as IAvara or not, Krsna talks as though he was. The entire
dialogue in the Glta was between IAvara, in the form of Krsna, and Arjuna. That is how
Vydsa presents it. As uAvara, Krsna naturally does not need to substantiate his
statement. At the same time, however, the Gitd has a certain historicity in that, it came
from a given mind, Krsna's mind, at a given time.
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What is heard and received by one generation from another is called sruti,
whereas what is born of someone's mind is called smrti. What Krsna says has the status
of smrti and not sruti. Any smrti must have the sanction of the sruti and, if it is against
the sruti, the smrti is to be looked at again to see whether it has some other meaning that
will conform to the sruti. If it does not conform in all areas - from the beginning to the
end, then the smrti has to be dismissed.

This being the tradition, Bhagavan, in so many words, confirms the sruti. He did
not say, this is what the Bruti says. But he did put the words of the sruti in a different
form here. There are several instances in the Gita where such verses have been lifted
from the Upanisads, mainly the Kathopanisad, for the purpose of validating what is
being said.

Sarikara begins his commentary of this verse by saying that Bhagavan presents
the next two verses, taken from the Kathopanisad, to support what he has been saying,
meaning that the sruti is a pramnna that is like a witness. Generally, to validate an
event that took place, you have a witness who says, 'Yes, I saw that happen.' Similarly,
to validate what he was saying, Bhagavin needed a witness and called upon one.

The Sdstra-pramdna has the status of a witness here. The gruti, being a
pramdna, is self-valid. It does not require any validation by any otherpramana. All that
is necessary is that it does not contradict any otherpramdna.

If the sruti can be contradicted by any other means of knowledge, it ceases to be a
pramana. In other words, the sruti need not be validated by any other pramana for it to
be established as a pramnna. That is why reasoning is required, so that you can prove
that it is not contradicted in any way. If someone says the sruti is contradicted by his or
her experience, then reasoning is used to show how the person's conclusion regarding the
sruti or one's experience is wrong. By reasoning, then, we show that what the sruti says
is not contradicted by any other means of knowledge and is, therefore, a pramaina.

The word enam, in this verse, refers to dtm� which is self-evident, which is sat,
the very basis, the truth, of all asat, and which is nitya and aprameya - all of which
has been stated previously. Yah refers to the one who looks upon this dtma as the agent
of the action of killing, hanta.

Even though the action of killing, hanana-kriyd, does not have the same context
in the Kathopanisad as in the Gita where there was going to be a war, it was
nevertheless used in the Upanisad where there was no war at all. To understand the
reason for this, the analogy of a world champion wrestler or boxer is helpful. In order to
become the world champion, you need not fight against everyone in your particular
neighbourhood. Nor do you need to fight all of humanity. You need only knock out the
current world champion. Nothing more is required. Similarly, of all actions that a human
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being is capable of doing, the one that is universally considered to be the most
unbecoming is killing. This is why this action is cited here.

I NEVER KILL AND I AM NEVER KILLED

With reference to killing, dtmd is looked upon in two different ways in this verse.
One person may consider the atmd to be the killer, hantd, the doer of the action of
killing, and another person may consider himself or herself to be the object of the killing.
One thinks dtmd is the kartd, the doer, of the hanana-kriyd, the act of killing, and the
other one thinks the dtmd is the karma, the object of the hanana-kriyd, meaning that he
or she is subject to destruction. The one who looks upon the atma as subject to
destruction thinks that dtmd can be objectified. Krsna says here that both of them do not
know the dtmd - ubhau t u na vijdnitah.

Atmm does not perform the act of killing; nor is it destroyed by anyone else. It is
neither a killer nor the object of anyone's killing - na ayam hanti na hanyate. This
means that dtmd is neither kartd nor karma. If dtma can neither kill nor be killed, again
the question must be aske4, how can one grieve? No one can harm dtmd nor can the
dtmd harm itself. It is not i kartd. Not even livara can destroy the dtmd, as Sawikara
pointed out.

In the previous verse, we saw that kartr-karma, the subject-object division, is not
possible for dtmd and this statement is validated in the present verse, which is a replica
of the Sruti. Atmd, therefore, is neither the subject of an action nor the object of an
action. The status of doership, kartrtva is imposed upon the ditmd while dtmd itself is
akartd. Some insight can be gained here by looking at the meaning of the word, sarva-
karma-sannydsa. In fact, there are two types of sannydsa - sannydsa as a life-style
and sarva-karma-sannyasa.

Karma-sannydsa is present in both types of sannydsa. When sannydsa is taken
as a life-style, all obligatory duties, including religious duties, are given up by
performing a certain ritual. This ritual is the last ritual a sannyasi performs, one that
absolves him or her from those rituals and duties that are enjoined by the Vedas. This is
karma-sannydsa, the renunciation of all enjoined karma. But this karma-sannydsa
does not remove the doership, the kartrtva, in you. Sarva-karma-sannydsa is knowing
the dtma, the 'I' aham, as free from action. The knowledge that 'I perform no action,
aham na kiiicit karomi, I am not a doer, aham na karta,' frees me from all actions.
This freedom is called sannydsa here.

I AM NOT THE DOER

Later, we will see in the Giti that a person who, by knowledge, gives up all
karmas, knows full well that aham, the dtmd, does not perform any action (na karma
karoti). The doership that one has can be with reference to either an enlightened doer or
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an unenlightened doer. An enlightened doer is one who knows, 'I am not the karta,'
even though he or she still performs actions.

This is not to say that there is no doer; there is a doer, but its reality (with
reference to me) is negated. No one can perform an action without a sense of doership.
Everyone has to recognise that 'I perform this action.' Even to speak, one has to identify
with the body and the organ of speech and, thus, there is a karta. There is a subject and
an action done - a talker and the act of talking, for instance. Whether it is Krsna
talking, Vydsa writing, Sarikara commenting, or any enlightened person doing
anything, there is definitely a karta. But it is an enlightened karti, meaning that the
person does not look upon himself or herself as the karta. The dtmd is no longer
mistaken to be the karta. Thus, there is an enlightened aharikra and an unenlightened
ahahkara.

The aharikara is not something to be afraid of. All that we are aiming at is the
removal of the ignorance, which makes the dtmd a karta, a doer. The dtmd is free from
all action and this is not known by one who looks upon the dtma as the kartS. The one
who thinks, 'I subject myself to the influence of the world' or 'The world is too much
with me,' does not know the dtmd. The world is not too much with you. The world is
you and you are free from the world.

That 'I am the basis, the sat, of the whole creation and, at the same time, I am free
from everything,' is something that I must understand. It is this jfiana, therefore, that is
taught in the Gita, the essence of which appears in the next verse.

? ̂ T;7^f fOT^i~ r eh^fall^ n ^ adi ;r z s V: I
3at* f^T: vaatml s Vrf T gl r A q ft 7*11 Ro II

na jyate mriyate va kadacin-
ndyam bhutvdbhavitd vd na bhuyah

ajo nityah hdvato'yam purdno
na hanyate hanyamdne Sarire Verse 20

3TRZ ayam - this; -if kadacit - ever;q 7TM najdyate - is not born; T vd -

or; 7 W�r na mriyate - does not die; rT vd - or; %JT bhi•tv - having been; 3
3pamfaT na abhavitd - does not cease to be; 4T: bhiiyah - again; 3MT: ajah -

unborn; f•T: nityah - eternal; P-ifW : Sdavatah -that which undergoes no change
whatsoever; gau: purdnah - ever new; &f•t l Sgarire hanyamdne - when the

body is destroyed; 31W ayam - this; 7 FA na hanyate - it is not destroyed

This (self) is never born; nor does it die. It is not that, having been, it
ceases to exist again. This (self) is unborn, eternal, undergoes no change
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whatsoever, and is ever new. When the body is destroyed, it is not
destroyed.

The dtma does not perform any action nor does it subject itself to any action as an
object of action because it is unchanging, avikriya. There must be some change on the
part of the one who performs the action for an action to occur. Also, to subject oneself to
an action is to undergo some change because whatever has been subjected to an action
does not remain the same. Water, for example, when heated, is an object of the act of
heating and is not the same after subjecting itself to that action.

Thus, if dtma were subject to change, it would be possible for it to be a subject or
an object, a karta or a karma. It would be able to perform actions and subject itself to an
action also. But, since the dtmd is not subject to any form of change, it is neither kartd
nor karma. It does not change nor does any other condition bring about a change to it.
This verse from the 4ruti was cited here to uphold this particular vision that dtma is
avikriya, unchanging.

The previous verse, also taken from the Kathopanisad and put in Krs.na's own
words was in the anustubh metre, the more common of the two metres found in the
Gita, whereas this verse is in the tristubh metre. The Mahdbhdrata and the Rdmayana
generally follow the anustubh metre, it being a very popular one and easy to chant.
Because the verse is in the tristubh metre, it cannot be chanted in the same way as the
other verses. Each metre demands its own style when chanting or reciting it and the tune
has to be discovered.

Krsna wanted to make two points here - atma is not born, na jdyate; nor does it
die, na mriyate. There is no such change as birth or death for atma. Birth means that
certain changes have taken place and such changes are not for dtma. There are many
types of births. For instance, previously something was not and then afterwards it came
into being, like a pot. Or, previously, something was in one form and now it is in
another, like a seed that, having been in a seed form, is now in a plant form. There has
been a sprouting and something new is born, but only the form has changed.

Thus, for the dtma, there are no such births. There is no birth from abhdva to-
bhdva, non-existence to existence. It also does not have a birth from bhdva to bhdva,
existing in one form and then assuming another. Atmd undergoes no change at all,
meaning that it neither dies nor is born.

These are two basic types of vikriyds, changes. One is the change of being born
and the other is the change that spells death. Neither of these vikriyas are there for the
dtmd at any time - na jdyate na mriyate va kaddcit. This means, then, that dtma

being existent now, does not become extinct later. And it was not non-existent before it
came into being. Nor, having existed in another form, does it assume a new form now.
The first change implying birth and the last change implying death, both having been
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negated, all the other changes in between - growth, metamorphosis, and decline - are
also dismissed for the dtmd because there is no vikriyd whatsoever.

ATMA IS NOT BORN AND DOES NOT DIE

Krsna also said in this verse that atmd, having been before, does not again
become non-existent - ayam bhutvd abhavitd va na bhilyah. What is the sense of
'again' here? Again, having been, dtmd does not become non-existent. Death is 'having
been, one is no more.' Such a situation is not there for atma. Atmd was, is, and will ever
be the same. Because dtmd is not subject to time, it is avikriya, not subject to change.
This is one meaning.

A person who was there before and is no more is said to be dead. Such a person is
gone and no one can say where he or she went. However, you cannot say the same for
the son of a barren woman. He did never existed at any time. Therefore you cannot say
that having existed he ceases to exist now. A non-existent thing does not die. The barren
woman dies, but her son does not. Death only applies when, having been, something
goes away. A similar change does not happen to atma. Atma is not subject to a futuristic
extinction, which means that it is not subject to time in terms of the future in any way.
Nor is it subject to time in terms of the past. That something did not exist before and has
now come into being is another situation, called birth. Having not been before, it came
into existence. The one who is born is the one who, having not been before, comes into
being - abhutvd bhavita. Previously it was non-existent and later it comes into
existence. This also does not apply to dtmd. Therefore, the words in the verse can be put
differently also - atma was not non-existent previously and there will be no time when
it does not exist. Either way you can take it - bhiutvd abhavitd na or abhutvd bhavitd
na. Both meanings are given by Sahkara here for the same line because both meanings
are there in the verse.

Having not been, and then coming into being, which is called birth, is not there for
atmd - na jiyate. Having been and disappearing, which is called death, is also not
there for the dtmd - na mriyate. This being so, dtmd is unborn, aja. Because it is not
subject to death, the word nitya also implies that dtmd is not bound by time. It is not an
object within time. It is something on which time depends for its existence and is,
therefore, aja and nitya. The word dhvuata, meaning that which is always the same, that
never undergoes any change, was also necessary here to eliminate the possibility of the
dtmd being taken for something eternal, nitya, but continuously changing, eternally
changing.

NOR DOES ATMA GROW OLD

Therefore, the changes that the physical body is subject to between birth and
death - growth, metamorphosis, and decline - are also not there for atmd. Another
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word describing the atmn in this verse, purdna, generally means ancient, but here it
refers to that which is ever fresh. Even though atmd was fresh earlier, it is still fresh.
Always it is fresh. Atma is timeless and is the very content of the meaning of the word
new, nava. It was nava then and it is nava now. 1 It is new now and previously it was
also new. It is always new; it does not grow old. There is no ageing, vrddhi, no decline,
apaksaya, for the dtmf. In other words, even when the Sarira, the body is destroyed,
the dtmd is not destroyed - hanyamnne sarire na hanyate. It is always the same.

We have seen, then, that the dtma is neither the subject nor the object of any
action, which is why it cannot be affected by punya and papa or destroyed by anyone,
not even ISvara. If it were the subject of an action, it would necessarily undergo a
change in order to perform the action. A new action cannot emanate in any other way.
The subject, the doer of the action has a thought or a desire, sahkalpa and undergoes
whatever change is necessary to perform the action. For example, the desire to see
something. 'Let me look at the book,' means that the person becomes a kartd. There is a
saikalpa and the one with the sankalpa becomes the subject, the doer, and the doer
undergoes a change. The change is in the form of a sahkalpa, anxiety, and so on, on the
part of the doer, the subject. That subject performs the action. If the ditmd is a kartd, the
dtmd itself must undergo this vikriyd, change. That this self-evident dtmd undergoes no
change and is therefore neither kartd nor karma was made clear in the previous verses.
Therefore, only an dtmd that undergoes change, a vikriydvdn dtmi, can be a kartd.
Similarly, if dtmd is the object of any action, it would be affected by any action
perpetrated by someone towards it - you, the dtmd. A karma, action is that which
brings about a change to the object of action. For instance, if I hit an object with a
hammer, that object, the recipient of that action, must undergo some kind of change and
that change is the result of that particular karma, hitting. Similarly, if dtmd is the object
of any kind of action, it must also undergo a change. Therefore, we would have a
vikriydvdn dtman, an dtmd that is subject to change. But dtmdi is avikriya.

THE CHANGING AND THE CHANGELESS

The physical body, on the other hand, is subject to change. When the ahahikara,
the ego, identifying with the body, performs an action, it is the physical body that
performs the action in keeping with the ahaikdra's intention. The legs move, the hands
move, the body shrinks or expands, to a certain extent, in that you can stretch it in order
to reach something or you can shrink yourself in order to get out of a tight place. Thus,
the body undergoes all kinds of contortions. The body is at the disposal of the kartd and
undergoes a lot of change. It also becomes an object of action when someone else pushes
it. The body is, therefore, vikriydvdn; not only does it undergo change, but it is meant to
do so. The body is born (idyate), exists (asti), grows (vardhate), undergoes certain

1pur eva navah, purdnah - Even before it was new.
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modifications (viparinamate), declines (apaksiyate), and dies (vinaSyati) because it is

vikdravdn, that which is subject to change.

Due to lack of understanding, this physical body and the dtma are taken together.
Atma is taken to have a physical body as an intrinsic attribute. Therefore, I become as
good as the physical body. Here, the discrimination, the viveka, required is that while the
deha is subject to change, dtmd is not. It is neither born nor does it die. The first and last
vikdras for the body, birth and death, are negated in atmd by this verse.

Atmd was not born because there was not a time when it was not in order to be
born. It was always there. Nor will it die because, having not come into being, there will
never be a time when it will not be there. Thus, it is not subject to birth or death;
therefore it is nitya. Nor does it undergo the other changes that happen between birth
and death; Therefore it is Sdavata.

The question may then be asked, if dtmd does not decline, does it grow? Is it that

when you are born, there is a nascent dtmd, a baby dtmd, which then becomes a child
atmd, adult dtmd, and so on? No, Bhasyakdra said, it does not grow either. Here,
Sahkara introduced a small definition for growth, vrddhi. Any growth means that
something that was not earlier should come into being. For instance, a young man
previously did not have a moustache and therefore did not have to shave. Now he has
both a beard and a moustache and has to shave every day. This is growth, vrddhi.

Something new has happened.

DOES ATMA GROW?

In any growth, there are always new features introduced. Either something is
added to what is already there or it expresses itself in some new way. Either way, the
arrival of a new feature makes the thing grow. For instance, a small sprout begins to
grow. It branches out, puts out leaves and flowers, and becomes a full-grown tree.
Therefore, growth always implies new features added to a given stem and the new
feature that has been gained means that which grows is no longer the same.

Atmd was always ever grown, meaning that it never grows. Only that which has a
feature, an attribute, can grow and decline, wax and wane, bulge and contract. If it is a

colour, for example, it will fade or a new colour may come. Something can happen to it,
whereas the atma, having no features whatsoever, no limbs or attributes, is purdna, ever
new. Even when the body is destroyed, hanyamane garire, dtmd is not destroyed. 'Not

destroyed' is to be taken here in the sense of change so as not to confuse its meaning
with the use of hanti and hanyate, to kill and be killed, in the previous verse. All that is

being said is that the dtmd undergoes no change whatsoever.

Satikara concludes his commentary of this verse by saying that, with reference to
atma, Krsna negated the six-fold modifications that we see in any given physical body
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- birth, existence, growth, modification, decline, and death. The meaning of these two
verses taken from the gruti, therefore, is that dtmd is free from any manner of
modification. In no way is it subject to change.

No one can effect a change on atmi because it is not available for objectification
and does not have any feature or attribute, avayava to receive such an action. Nor does
&tmd itself undergo a change to perform any action. Therefore, being both akart- (not a
doer of the action) and akarma (not an object of the action), dtmd is aiocya, not a
source of sorrow.

Where is socya, then? There should be an object available for sorrow, a situation
capable of causing sorrow. The dtmd cannot cause sorrow because it does not undergo
any change, nor does it subject itself to change. How, then, can it be socya? Atma,
whose svar•pa, nature, is fullness, dnanda, can only be ahocya.

Further:

'7iti ^f~ g1 P?: -4 ý ....id .. I1
vedavindainam nityam ya enamajamavyayam
katham sa purusah partha kam ghdtayati hanti kam Verse 21

IPl pArtha - Oh! Son of Prthd (Arjuna); T-IM enam - this (dtmd); 3TlT

avinaginam - indestructible; fThR nityam - timeless; 3aPT ajam - unborn;

3oMMT avyayam - that which does not undergo decline; 4T: * yah veda - the one

who knows; TT: sah - that; T'M: purusah - person; -rij katham - how; T'• kam

- whom; $fT hanti - kills; U5W kam - whom; W4idf ghdtayati - causes to

destroy

Oh! Son of Prthd, the one who knows this (self) to be indestructible,
timeless, unborn, and not subject to decline, how and whom does that
person kill? Whom does he cause to kill?

The one who thinks that dtmd performs the action of killing, or any action for that
matter, does not know dtmd and the one who looks upon dtmd as an object of the action
of killing or any other action also does not know the dtmd. This is because, as we saw in
an earlier verse, dtmd does not kill nor is it killed - na hanti, na hanyate. To put it
positively, one, who takes the dtmd to be neither the subject nor the object of action,
knows the dtmd.

What has been pointed out so far was summed up here by Krsna. His initial
statement was that dtmd does not become the kartd or karma of any kriyd, including
killing, hanana-kriyd. Having introduced this point, he explained that this is because
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dtmd is not subject to change. Having given the reason, he concluded, stating that the
one who knows the dtmd knows it to be avina•d not subject to death or destruction.

The body's change is called bhava-uikdra, a technical expression to include
jdyate, is born, vardhate, grows, viparinamate, metamorphoses, apaksiyate, wanes or
declines, and vinaSyati, dies. Because itmd does not have this last bhdva-uikdra, it is
referred to here as avindii. The one who knows itmd as one that is not subject to death
and therefore timeless, nitya, is called an dtmajia - the knower of atmd.

The atmd is also known by the atmajiia as unborn, aja and as that which does not
undergo any kind of decline, avyaya. Unlike dtmd, the body is expended as the years go
by. This is why it is described as a 'spent force' - the job being done, the game is over!
All that is then discussed is in the past tense - 'I was like this, I was like that, and I
would have been like that, etc.' This is vyaya, expenditure, whereas the atmd is avyaya.
In Sanskrit grammar also, an indeclinable word is called avyaya, that which does not
change in any situation, regardless of number, gender or case.

WHOM DOES ONE KILL OR CAUSE TO KILL?

Bringing up one more point in his summary Krsna asks, 'Whom does that person
destroy - kam hanti? Whom does he impel to kill? - kam ghdtayati?' There are two
types of action reflected here. One is the action that you do and the other is the action
that you make others do. In a robbery, for example, there is the accused number one and
the accused number two. One may have performed the act of driving the get-away car,
while the other performed the act of driving the driver. There is someone who performs
the felony and there is someone else behind it. The one behind the felony is the accused
and the one who performed it is only an accomplice. The accused is an important person,
the kingpin, whereas the other one is only a pin! But both of them perform action.

How can one who knows atmd perform the action of killing and whom does he or
she kill? Where is the person being killed? Where is that action? A question is not really
being posed here. For instance, we are not trying to find out by what means the killing is
done. Nor are we trying to find out why the person does it or whether he or she kills.
This is not the intent here. Rather, how can one kill and whom does one kill is being
looked into. There should be some vikriyd on one's part in order to perform the action
and atmd is avikriyd.

A doubt may arise here. If there is no vikriyd for itmd and the dtmajia knows
that the dtmd, the 'I.' is not the performer of any action, how, then, can that person
perform any action? What is to be understood here is that atma does not perform any
action. It does not kill nor cause anyone to kill because atmi does not even wish. It is
the svaripa of every wish. The wish is a ndma-riipa, a thought, and if you press the
thought, it ends up in atmd, wherein there is no thought anywhere. Thus, any given
thought or desire is mithyd and the doership is also mithyd.
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If you analyse who the doer is, you find that the doer is nothing but consciousness,
caitanya. That is, the doer disappears in the caitanya and is not there at all. When the
doer is there, caitanya is there, whereas in the caitanya there is no doer. Therefore,
there is only drama. There is no real doer, only an 'as though' doer. It is 'as though' he
or she hears, 'as though' listens, 'as though' talks, 'as though' walks, and 'as though'
stands.

There is no doership in dtmd because tnmd is always free. The notion that 'I am
the performer of the action,' is the source of action we talk about here. Where is an
action without a kartd? Without the doership, kartrtva, there is no real action at all.
Therefore, the doership is the one that gives the blood, bones, and flesh necessary for the
action to be an action and for the karma-phala to be the karma-phala, the result you
enjoy. The whole cycle is based upon the kingpin, the karta.

WHO IS THE DOER?

Without the karta, there is no karma or karma-phala. The karta is defined as the
one who decides and performs action. He or she has kriyd, etc. and, therefore, can
choose from the hundreds of verbal roots for 'doing' that are available. The doer can
choose to kill, to speak, or to do any of the varieties of actions possible, but for the dtma,
which is avikriya, free from any change, there is no kartrtva. Where, then, is the
question of how and whom, with reference to killing - katham ghdtayati, katham
hanti, kam ghdtayati, kam hanti!

The word hanti, here, is only contextual and has nothing to do with killing as
such. Saikara says that the expression is purely with reference to action. What kind of
action does the person perform and what kind of action does he or she cause anyone else
to perform?

A question may then arise here. If a person is a sarva-karma-sannyasi, and has
given up all karmas, will he or she not perform any action at all? Does the person not
continue to perform some actions? Does he or she not teach? Does the person not do
anything - not even eat, walk, or talk? How can you say that one who still performs
these actions is a sarva-karma-sannydsi?

Sarva-karma-sannyasi is the one who does not have the notion that 'I am the
doer,' i.e., the one who does not have kartrtua-buddhi. For such a person, there is no
doership in the dtma. You are not a sarva-karma-sannyasi by merely not doing karma.
You may be a karma-sannyast but not a sarva-karma-sannyasi. Even if you do not do
any karma, if you have kartrtua-buddhi, you are still only a samsdri. A sarva-karma-
sannyasi is a jihni, one who is totally free from all karmas. Even if karmas are
performed, the jhini does not perform any action. In this, he or she has no doubt
whatsoever because, with reference to the dtmd, the self, the notion of doership is not
there. All that takes place for the jii�n is that the stnse organs, backed by the mind,
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engage themselves in their own fields of activity. The jiini does not look upon himself

or herself as the kartd. This is the actual meaning of sarva-karma-sannyasa.

THE REAL MEANING OF SANNYASA

The person who is a sarva-karma-sannyasi is called a vidvan, one who is wise.

All the karma that the vidvan has done so far, all the prayers, yoga, and other forms of

discipline, and even a life of sannydsa, have found their fulfilment in this

sarva-karma-sannydsa. Thereafter, Sahkara said, there is no question of such a person

doing certain karmas in order to create some result. There is nothing more to do. All the

prayers have been fulfilled in this particular discovery and it is for this discovery alone

that the prayers and other karmas were performed. In this way, Sankara connected

vedanta-sdstra to the karma-Adstra. Karma-yoga is meant for this alone. Thus,

sannydsa is really sarva-karma-sannydsa.

For the sarva-karma-sannydsi there are no karmas to be performed. The point

here is that the rituals enjoined by the sastra need no longer be performed by the sarva-

karma-sannydsl. If the person continues to be a householder, he or she is purely playing

out previous karma, prdrabdha-karma and whatever one was doing is continued.

King Janaka was a case in point. Although he was considered a wise man, he

continued to be the ruler of a kingdom and was not bothered by the role at all. Like

Janaka, one can be a wise person and be in the world or be a sannydsi without playing
any roles, having given up everything to pursue knowledge. Either way it is possible.

Being a jiini has nothing to do with what the jhiani seemingly does and does not do.

This is what is meant by sarva-karma-sannydsa, as established in the sdstra and

elaborated upon here by Sankara.

When you say, 'I am affected,' then dtmd is looked upon as an object, a karma,
that has something affecting it. This object can be a person, an event, or even iSvara.

Anyone who looks upon dtmd as an object does not know dtmi. The samsari's

ignorance, ajiina is such that not only does the person look upon himself or herself as a

karma, object, but also as a kartd which only heightens the ajhdna.

One looks upon oneself as a doer; otherwise, one could not be a sinner. Unless a

person performs action, there is no way of sinning; nor is there any way of gathering
karmas and karma-phalas.

Some people do not take the body as dtma, but believe that there is a survivor of

this body. Most religious people believe this to be so. Even the nihilists, Buddhists,
believe that you are born again and again. Therefore, moksa, for them, is realising that

the dtmr is a zero, non-existent. They believe in the survival of the dtma until

enlightenment whatever their concept of enlightenment may be.
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Thus, in all religions, they talk of an atmd other than the physical body, referred to
as the soul, that which survives death. Any given soul is the karta; he or she is the
sinner, and so on. It is a belief but, at the same time, people do look upon that atmd, the
survivor, the soul, as one who is subject to all kinds of karma, all kinds of punya, papa,
imperfections, and so on, and as one who may get some kind of bliss experience later.
All these beliefs were negated here by Krsna. Bhdsyakdra mentioned specifically those
who consider themselves to be great scholars and yet say there is no way of knowing the
atmd. They say that knowledge of the atmd free from kartrtva, doership, is not possible
and, therefore, sarva-karma-sannydsa is also not possible.

I AM NOT THE DOER

It was pointed out that sarva-karma-sannydsa is only possible if atmd is not a

doer, i.e., akartd. Only when one understands, 'I am not the doer - aham akartd,'

does the renunciation of all karmas take place naturally. If the knowledge that 'I am
neither a doer nor an enjoyer' has arisen in someone, then sarva-karma-sannydsa is
accomplished by that person. Only if the knowledge itself cannot take place, is
sarva-karma-sannyasa an impossibility. But on what basis can you say this knowledge
cannot take place? Are you saying such an atma is not there and, if so, upon what do
you base your statement?

You cannot say that atmd is not there, since the very act of saying so presupposes
an atmd. Because you are existent, you are talking. Therefore, no one can say, 'I am not

there.' In the existence of dtmd, then, there is no doubt whatsoever. If the doubt is not

with reference to the existence of the atmd, then it is with reference to the atmd being
akartd. It is easy to assume that there can be no akartr-dtmd because the dtmd is

known as kartd and not as akartd. And if there is an atma that is akartd, there is no
way of knowing it. This could be the contention of most people who do not understand

that there is no kartrtva for the atmd.

To this, we answer as follows. If atma is the karta, it must always be the kartd. If

the dtmd is always the kartd, if kartrtva is the very nature of the atmd, then as a doer it

should be doing all the time. But that is not what happens. Sometimes you fall back and

do nothing at all; you only enjoy. Then you see only enjoyership, bhoktrtva and no

kartrtva. Similarly, if enjoyership were the nature of atma, then atma would be a

bhoktd all the time. Thus, atma is neither kartd nor bhoktd.

There are also moments when neither doership nor enjoyership is there, when
there is no 'I' sense at all because this 'I' notion, aharikdra is absent at times -

between two thoughts, for example. How then are you going to account for this

experience? You cannot. Nor can you say that the Adstra says the atmd is a karta.

Because, it says that atma is akartd and we have no data whatsoever to contradict this

statement.

BG Vol. -15
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You may agree with the sruti that atma is akartd, but may say that knowledge of
such an dtmd is not possible because it is not the object of your mind. But sastra says
that such knowledge has got to be gained by the mind alone, for which there is a
pramana - the sdstra. You have a mind that is capable of the knowledge that will
destroy the ajiina, the ignorance. This is all that we are talking about and you say it is
not possible. Is it that it is not possible for you or is it because it is not possible at all?

CAN ATMA BE KNOWN?

How can I gain the knowledge of the akartr-dtma? I cannot see the akartr-dtma.
Here, Sankara says that knowledge of dtmd is not similar to the knowledge of an
object, but is rather the removal of ignorance about the subject itself. There is a knower
who has ignorance about himself or herself and removal of that ignorance is the only
knowledge being discussed here. This knowledge, vrtti-jhana, is 'I am not the doer -
aham akartd.' This thought, vrtti, is capable of destroying the ignorance about oneself.
A particular fact - that I am the atmd, the non-doer - is not known and ignorance of
this fact is removed by a vrtti brought about by the teaching, upadega. The .rtti, having
done its job, goes, along with the ignorance.

Where is the problem here? We have a complete methodology, prakriyd for it -
how exactly the knowledge takes place, and so on. If you say, that it does not take place
in your particular mind, antah-karana, then we will say that a certain type of antah-
karana is necessary and that there are ways for you to gain it. This is why the Gitd talks
so extensively about yoga, and so on. Because you do not want to accept something, you
keep on talking about its impossibility. This is because of your commitment to a belief.
You are not committed to truth. First, you commit yourself to a belief, to a faith, and
then you explore for confirmation of that belief in the sdstra. One should have .raddhd
in the sdstra and explore it to find out what it has to convey.

THE IMPORTANCE OF INTELLECTUAL HONESTY

If you are honest, committed to truth, all you need to do is look back at what has
been said here. You will find nothing that you can disown or disprove. All that has been
said is something that you have to see - as it is. We are not proposing anything
speculative. We are not making a promise. We say that you are an akartd, that you are
avindri, indestructible. How can such a person perform any action, there being no action
really?

There are two types of negation. One is a physical negation - nisedha. And the
other is negation by knowledge - bddha. The kartrtva-buddhi is there and it is
negated. You may see the same person performing an action, talking, for example, and at
the same time saying that dtmd is akarta and so on. One could say that, Krsna was
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talking and was, therefore, a karta. Arjuna could have said to Krsna, 'You are
performing the action of talking to me. How, then, can you tell me that atmd is akarta?'

To say that the one who knows atma does not perform any action means that you
do not know dtma. Krsna was definitely performing actions. For one thing, he was
driving Arjuna's chariot. Does this not make him an ajiand? And if he is an ajii•ni,
what does he have to teach? This kind of question arises only because atma is not
understood.

When you see the sun rise, you enjoy it and negate it also, because you know that
the sun does not actually rise. There is a conclusion that the sun rises and because I see it
rising. I say that the conclusion is true. I perceive it; therefore, the sun rises in the eastern
sky. By further knowledge, however, we understand the whole process of why the sun
appears as though it is rising. The sun rising becomes only an appearance and therefore
is not a real rising in that there is no real action of rising on the part of the sun. Thus,
seeing the sunrise, you negate it, knowing that it does not rise at all. This is negation by
knowledge, bddhd - you see and still you negate.

Similarly, we see a variety of colours in a peacock's feathers, but there are no such
colours, in fact. The appearance of colour is due to different prism-like structures that
reflect light in a particular manner. This is purely badha, negation by knowledge. It does
not mean that you are negating the perception of colour, only that you are negating
colour being there.

In fact, all science is purely bddha. It goes on negating. It sees something and then
finds that it is not true, and that something else is true instead. When you go after the
substance of a given substance, what was previously considered to be the substance is
found to have no substance because it has to depend on another substance for its
existence. In this way, we find that any substantive loses its substance and, still continues
to exist. And although you have negated its existence, you may even use it!

Bddha is a kind of negation that is done by everyone. A physicist will say that
gold is nothing but some quanta of energy. Copper is also some quanta of energy.
However, this does not mean that he will give his fiancee a copper engagement ring!
Buying a gold ring does not, in any way, alter his knowledge that both gold and copper
are but energy. This is also badha, negation. Seeing it, you negate it.

Badha, then, is a different type of negation and that is how the kartrtva-buddhi
in the atmd is negated. BddhL negation is not a simple negation. Once bddha is there,
regardless of what theji0ani does, he or she knows that, 'I perform no action.' This is the
knowledge, jiana, and there is no way of losing it. This is what we call
sarva-karma-sannyasa. It does not mean that a person will not do any action; it means
that the sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd does not perform any action.
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THERE IS NOTHING MORE TO BE DONE

While performing karma, the sarva-karma-sannyasi sees that there is freedom

from action. In action, he or she sees actionlessness. The one who knows this is called

buddhiman; such a person has the knowledge, buddhi, and has done everything that
has to be done - krtsna-ka.rmakrt - because he or she knows that atma is akarta,

always full, purna.

Saikara spends a lot of time here quoting from later verses because of the

importance of these two sentences. He said that it would be shown that the one who has
self-knowledge, dtma-jiina, alone is qualified for sarva-karma-sannydsa. Such a

person is not bound any more by karma. Therefore, whatever a sarva-karma-sannyasi
does, he or she does only because it has to be done and not because of any desired result.

Because of the person's prdrabdha-karma, certain actions may be performed. This will

be seen repeatedly throughout the gita-sdstra. What is relevant here is the initial

conclusion that dtmd is not subject to any change or destruction.

Further:

W qI I fl I T f4U4 AU 6 t Hý4 ̂ rfý #0ý TO A I I R R I I
visdmsi jirnani yathd vihaya

navdni grhrnýti naro'pardni
tathd sarirdni vihayajirndn-

yanydni samydti navdni dehl Verse 22

RT: narah - a human being; ZT yathd - just as; n�jT jlrndni - old; ZfifF

vasamsi - clothes; f4g| vihdya - giving up; a3Wmff apardni - others; Tfi

navdni - new; giT grhndti - takes; W tatha -so too; t dehi - the indweller

of the body; ;~if� jirndni - old; PTiTh sarirdni - bodies; faý vihaya - giving

up; 3Tfi--• anydni -others; ;TfT navani - new; �#m1 samydti - takes

Just as a person gives up old clothes and takes up new ones, so too, the
indweller of the body gives up old bodies and takes others which are
new.

The word nara means a human being, or etymologically, one who cannot be

destroyed, who always survives somehow! If a person is enlightened, he or she survives
eternally, as eternal Brahman. If not, the person merely survives. How?

The word yathd, meaning 'just as.' indicates that an illustration is about to be
presented. Here, the illustration used is the discarding of old clothes for new or better
ones - vasdmsi jirndni vihdya apardni navini grhndti. Similarly, the old body,
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sarira, is given up and a new one is taken. The word Aarira means, that which is subject
to disintegration. Bodies, therefore, become useless in time because of the natural ageing
process, disease, or abuse. The abuse may be caused by someone's wrong action, like
murder, for instance, or by your own abuse. By slow suicide, like drinking and so on, a
person destroys the body and thus it is rendered old and useless,jirna.

You are the one wearing the clothes and you keep on wearing them on this Aarira.
They are with you only, as long as you find them useful and, then, when they are useless,
you throw them away and take on new clothes. This process is repeated again and again.
Similarly, there is a wearer of this body who is the indweller of it. The indweller, dehi, is
the one who has a body, deha. Just as the body is within the clothes, so too, within this
body, which is itself a costume, is the person, the indweller, Mr., Mrs., or Miss
So-and-so, who takes new bodies - anydni navani samydti. Giving up the old, one
takes on the new.

The idea here is that either way dtma is nitya, it does not die. It always keeps on
going. Even when the jivatva dies, the jiva does not die; only the notion dies. Krsna
wants to point out here that atma is always nitya. Never does the dtmd subject itself to
disappearance; the dehi, the indweller, continues to be.

Here, certain questions can be asked. When a person is really old, the body is no
longer useful. A man, for example, may be ninety-eight years old and unable to hear,
see, walk, or do anything. He cannot digest his food or even open his mouth and, even if
he can, he has no teeth. Such a body is definitely useless, like an old Cadillac. The only
difference is that certain parts are salvaged from the Cadillac, whereas the old body has
nothing to donate. Everything is so old and worn out that to receive a donation from such
a person, one would need to be at least one hundred and fifty years old!

THE BODY AS A SUIT OF CLOTHES

Because this old body is no longer useful, the person gives it up. That he lets it go
and takes a new body is understandable, just as the giving up of old clothes and the
taking on of new ones is understandable. However, the example does not seem to hold in
all cases, given that we see people dying away in the prime of youth with cancer and so
on.

We can understand that accidents are due to someone's mistake, carelessness or
whatever. Someone dying because of a homicide is also understandable in that another
person abused his or her free will by performing a destructive action against a body
which can be objectified by others. A bullet for example can destroy the physical body,
sthiila-Aarzra, and once ruptured, the subtle body, siksma-Aarira, can no longer live in
it. Just as a car needs a few things with which to operate, spark plugs and so on, so too,
there is a minimum requirement for the siksma-Aarira to be able to operate within the
physical body.
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There must be a heart and a kidney, for instance. If these are ruptured, the body is
useless, regardless of its age. Just as the new car you bought yesterday can become a
wreck today, so too, this body can also be wrecked. And, because the dehi can no longer
run it, a new body has to be found.

However, when a young person dies of leukemia, or due to some unknown reason,
we cannot say that he or she did anything wrong to bring about this disease. The person
may have done one or two things wrong, but nothing sufficient to develop cancer. Crib
death is but one of the many ways a child may die. People are also struck down in youth
and middle age in any number of ways. Energetic, ambitious people, with a lot of plans
and many irons in the fire, do succumb to heart attacks. Why do people die away like
this when the body is not yet worn out? The answer to these questions is as follows.

What is said is that, the death of the physical body depends on the dehi. If thejiva
has taken this body and is a survivor of death, then there must be some cause which has
brought this body into being. If you accept that there is a dehi other than this body who
survives death, then that dehi having survived not only this death but previous ones also,
is always a survivor. The dehi, then, must have come to this body because of his or her
own karma, not because of God's will or for any other reason.

A God who willed suffering to people would be some kind of tyrant, a sadist, and
would definitely require psychological treatment. Why else would he put so much
sadness into people? One person is bor with leprosy; another with syphilis, AIDS, and
what not, through no fault of the person. What kind of God would sit there and give
people such sadness from the very start? Not only for the growing child, but for
everyone around as well, since seeing such suffering is a sickness in itself. Anyone who
is responsible for doing such things is a sadist and is the first one who should be brought
to justice. We could never sing in praise of such a Lord!

GOD IS NOT A TYRANT

Only a sadistic God could be a tyrant, enjoying the suffering of people for no
reason. Some are born with wooden spoons in their mouths, others with silver and
golden spoons, and some are born with no mouth at all. What kind of God would do
this? Some are born to become orphans. Why then are they even born? 'Don't ask,' we
are usually told. This is what is called double justification. God is first justified by what
he does and then we are told not to question his actions. Why even talk about such a God
then? Let us settle our account with ourselves. We have our own lot. You have a body
here which has its own problems. You do not require God at all for this and, if there is
such a tyrant, it is better not to think of him at all.

On the other hand, perhaps, the explanation is that we have asked for our particular
lot in life. God is the law. We asked for it and we got it. The Lord says, 'I am the one
who made you and, at the same time, I have not made you.'
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This is like putting your finger into the fire and then asking the fire,
'Did you bum me?'
'Yes, I burned you,' says the fire.
'Why?'
'I didnt bum you at all.'
'You just told me you burned me and then you say you did not. How can you say
both? You are blowing hot and cold. I thought you blew only hot and now I find
you blow both hot and cold. Why is that?'
'When you stuck your finger into me, I burned. To bur is my nature, my
svabhdva, and I burned. I cannot say that someone else burned; I burned your
finger. But then, I did not go after your finger, did I? I remained in my place. You
stuck your finger into me and got burnt. In other words, you asked for it.'

This is the law and is what is meant by the law of karma,prdrabdha-karma. It is
the jiva's karma, the law of karma being there. If you accept a soul that survives the
body, then you definitely have to account for the varieties of situations that you face.
Thus, prdrabdha-karma is the reason why a person, a dehl, comes with a particular
deha, which dies when the job is done.

WHAT IS IT THAT IS NEW?

With reference to taking on a new body, who is to decide what is new? Car rental
people always buy new cars and after one year sell them. For them, a one-year-old car is
old, but the one who buys it thinks of it as new. Others may buy a much older car and
also think of it as new, whereas the seller thinks of it as old. Of course, there are even
others who buy very old cars, fi: them up, and are very happy that they have the oldest
car available because it is a valuable antique. Who, then, is to decide which of these is
new?

Similarly, the king of Tiruvanantapuram, in the south of India, must walk to the
temple everyday wearing new clothes. The clothes he wears one day are considered old
the next day, and are given away. Of course, the one who receives the clothes thinks of
them as new. This person may wear them for a year or two and then also think they are
old. There is always someone who will take them. That is why it is said that there is a
buyer for everything. You have to decide what is new.

Similarly, here, what is old or new has to be decided by the dehi and not by you,
the onlooker. For the onlooker, the body may not be ready for death, but for the dehi the
job is done. Those who are bereaved may look at a particular death as something that is
premature, but this is not the case from the standpoint of the dehi, unless the death is
caused by some wrong action that is the abuse of free will on the part of oneself or
someone else. Otherwise, it is for the dehi to decide when the body's job is done - in
other words, when the purpose for which the body was taken has been accomplished.
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Even though the dehi may like to live on, the job for which this body was taken is

done. When it is done the tenure is over. Whatever had to happen here has already

happened. Therefore, death takes place. Just as, in the world, a person takes on new

clothes and gives up the old ones, so too, the one who indwells in the body, the jiva,

gives up the old body and takes on the new. What is meant by 'Old bodies' is to be

understood properly. Therefore, for the dehl, the one who indwells the deha, there is no

death at all and for the deha, there is no survival. The body is bound by time, subject to

change, and it keeps changing all the time. There is no time when the body does not

change. Because it is always changing, it is called sarira or deha. Deha means that

which is subject to cremation and sarira means that which is subject to disintegration,

that which is buried. The choice, then, is only between these two!

The deha is always subject to death and is always dying. It is not that suddenly,

one fine day it dies; rather, it keeps on dying all the time. You cannot stop it, whereas in

the case of the dehl, you cannot destroy it. Both facts must be seen clearly. This being

so, there is no cause for grief - asocydn anvasocah tvam, a theme that continues and is

the conclusion.

That there is no cause for grief is the vision of the sastra and, being so, has a

bearing upon the entire dialogue between Krsna and Arjuna. As we proceed, we shall

see that there are topical connections, sectional connections, and a total connection with

this theme throughout the Gita.

*T %-: h wf Tigf q wf\: I
-* *q^ -- vftqq|q l \ T : 1 II
nainam chindanti gastrani nainam dahati pavakah
na cainam kledayantydpo na sosayati mdrutah Verse 23

7rTiful sastrdni - weapons; �9m enam - this (the self); R-r g na chindanti -

do not cut; Tl•F: pavakah - fire; -T: enam - this; - 7F na dahati - does not

bur; 3T3T: apah - waters; I7q enam - this; 7 iT na kledayanti - do not wet;

T7TT: -i marutah ca - and the wind; St4fd na sosayati - does not dry

Weapons do not cut this (self); nor does fire bum it. Water does not wet

(or drown) it and wind does not dry it.

In verse 16, and again in verse 20, Krsna said that for the self, which is real, sat,

there is no absence.

It is not subject to negation in any of the three periods of time - abadhitam

satyam. This statement cannot be shaken because that which is not subject to negation

cannot be negated and truth, satya, is not subject to negation. You yourself are this truth.
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If you have any doubt, try to negate yourself. The very person doing the negation is the
one you are trying to negate. You find, therefore, that it is impossible to negate yourself.

Anything that is negatable is not satya. Therefore, the one who goes on negating is
satya, the only one who cannot be negated; everything else is subject to dismissal. That
which is not subject to negation can only be the dtmd, the self. Thus, there is no absence,
abhava for the dtma.

Only that which is subject to time can be asat. That which is not subject to time is
sat. Sat cannot be dismissed because dismissal implies prior existence and posterior
non-existence, both of which are in terms of time alone - past, present and future. That
which is not subject to time and for which time itself is a dismissible object is called
satya, itmd. This, then, is Krsna's constant refrain.

Just as one gives up old clothes and takes on new ones, the one who dwells in this
body, deha, gives it up and assumes another body. Neither the jiva nor dtmr is subject
to negation, the jiva and dtmd being one and the same. What can be negated, however,
is the notion that 'I am limited' - the jivatva. The essence or svaripa of the jiva

cannot be negated, only the notion that 'I am ajiva' can be negated.

The same point was also made by Krsna in another form when he said that the

dtmd is not an object for any act of destruction - na ayam hanti na hanyate (GOta -

2-19). It is neither the performer of an action nor the object of anyone's action. In other
words, the dtmd is not subject to negation because it is not subject to destruction. No
action can destroy it.

ATMA IS INDESTRUCTIBLE

In the present verse, Krsna mentioned a few methods of destruction, none of
which affects the dtmd. At first, he talks of weapons, which cannot destroy dtmd. Later

he enumerates the elements that can bring about destruction. Generally weapons are of

two types. Those weapons that are released from one's hand, like a rock, a bullet, or an
arrow, are called as astras. Those held in the hand, like a stick, hammer, or sword, are
called as Aastras. Here in the verse, the word 6astra implies both types of weapons.

With reference to weapons, then, the atmd does not subject itself to any type of
objectification. This is so because the dtmd objectifies everything. That which

objectifies everything cannot be objectified by anything. The dtmd - yourself,
objectifies the whole world. The world does not reveal itself to you unless you objectify
it. And the dtmd cannot be objectified by anything.

What is objectified is not going to objectify the objectifier because everything else
shines after dtmd. There is only one source of consciousness and that is dtmd, you.
Everything else is an object of consciousness. How, then, is an object of consciousness
going to destroy consciousness? Consciousness has no particular form. If it had a heart,
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it could have an attack, but it does not. If it does, we have had it! The dtmd is the one
because of which we are aware of the beating of the heart. It is the subject of every
object. Because the dtmd is not subject to objectification, it is not subject to any type of
action, including destruction. Thus, weapons do not slay this dtmd.

Fire also cannot destroy the dtmd - na enam dahati pavakah. It can bum the
body, but it cannot bum the dtmid. Fire cannot even destroy the subtle body, siiksma-
Sarira, let alone the dtmd. Similarly, water cannot even wet the dtma, let alone drown it
- apah enam na kledayanti - because it does not become an object that is subject to
drowning. Nor can the wind dry it up - na enarn osayati marutah - meaning that
atma cannot be dehydrated.

Thus, Krsna brings out all the elements. Earth, prthivi, implied by the weapons
and the metals with which they are made, does not destroy the dtmd. Nor do fire, water,
and air. Air, vdyu, does not bring about the death of the dtmd through dehydration. The
word mdruta refers to the hot air of the tropical country, which can cause dehydration.

THE FIVE-ELEMENT MODEL OF THE WORLD

Throughout the Sastra we find a particular model that presents the world as made
up of five elements - space, dkdaa, air, vdyu, fire, agni, water, dpah, and earth,
prthivi. In their subtle and gross forms, these elements account for everything that is
here. The subtle elements account for the mind, senses, and so on, and the gross elements
account for the physical body and the physical world.

Your physical body comprises of five gross elements. It occupies space, dikda. It
contains air, vdyu, oxygen being present wherever there is blood. The body has
temperature or heat, agni, and its shape is due to the water, dpah, it has as part of its
composition. Finally, the body contains the same minerals that are found in the earth
prthivi - calcium, carbon, magnesium, and so on.

The physical universe can be defined in many ways. This elemental model is
simply for understanding. Each of the elements, bhiutas, enjoys the same degree of
reality because they are all elements. Whatever the nature of reality is, dkdsa has a
certain degree of that reality. The same degree of reality is also enjoyed by the other four
elements, vdyu, agni, dpah, and prthivi.

Only objects belonging to the same degree of reality can affect each other. For
example, one physical body can definitely destroy another physical body. Similarly, a
body and a weapon, both physical objects, belong to the same degree of reality.
Therefore, the weapon can hit the body and injure or destroy it.

Suppose, however, you want to destroy a tree with the shadow of another tree. It is
impossible. Nor can you hit a dog with the shadow of a rock. This is because the object
and the shadow belong to two different orders of reality and are, therefore, incapable of
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destroying each other. If one is to affect the other, both must enjoy the same degree of
reality.

THE NATURE OF DESTRUCTION

Objects belonging to the same order of reality need not affect each other also.
Space, for example, belongs to the same order of reality as the other four elements but is
not affected or destroyed by any of them. Air cannot dehydrate space, fire cannot bur it,
and water cannot drown it. Nor can you take a sword in hand and destroy space. Space
cannot be destroyed by bombing it, much less with a pistol. It cannot even be polluted.
There isno such thing as space pollution; only the atmosphere is polluted.

The other four elements cannot destroy space because space has no form. Air, on
the other hand, can be destroyed in the sense that one form can be changed into another.
Air implies atoms and atoms imply a structure, which can always be changed into a new
structure. If hydrogen and oxygen are brought together in a certain way, water is created.
Any structure is always available for change. It can become entirely different. One metal
can be converted into another metal simply by changing its atomic weight. A base metal
can be changed into gold in this way, although it is not economically feasible to do.

The word 'death' applies to a particular structure that no longer exists because it
has been changed in some way. Saikara argues that anything that has limbs, attributes
or structure can be destroyed. Space, having none of these, cannot be destroyed, even by
other elements that share the same order of reality.

The atmd is also free from limbs, attributes or structure; it is pure consciousness. I
am aware of everything, including my thoughts, which objectify this entire world.
Therefore, this consciousness, ttmd, cannot be destroyed by any weapon or any other
instrument of destruction because it is not available for objectification. Nothing can get
at this dtma. Furthermore, nothing else belongs to the same order of reality.

THE SELF-EVIDENT ATMA

Atma is satya. Atmd alone is self-evident and everything else is evident to it.
Atmd is self-shining and everything else shines after the atmd.

The one that shines of its own accord is dtma. It requires no evidence for its
existence. What is self-evident is self-existent, depending on nothing for its existence,
whereas what is not self-evident is not self-existent and depends entirely upon that which
is self-existent.

In this way, any given object depends upon another object. A clay pot depends
upon clay, which is nothing but mud and mud is nothing but atoms. Atoms depend on
particles and so on. Thus, everything depends upon something else and that something
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else depends upon your concept, which depends upon consciousness. Consciousness,

alone, depends on nothing.

Therefore, everything shines after this self-evident, self-existent atmd. Naturally

then, the whole creation, the whole world, is equal to asat only. When everything is asat

and atmd alone is sat, how can the'sat be destroyed by asat? Air, fire, water, and earth

exist because of 6tmni. Because atmd is sat and the elements are asat, they are

incapable of destroying the atmd.

The reflection cannot come out of the mirror to tease and destroy you, any more

than your own shadow can. If your reflection looks ferocious and frowning, that is only

because you look so. There is no need to become anxious because your reflection is

frowning and looks as though it is going to destroy you. If you run away from it and it

comes chasing after you, any chasing that is done is all in your mind! The reflection is

not going to affect you because it is asat and you are sat. Since all of the elements are

asat, they cannot do anything to atma, which is sat.

A problem may arise here, however. Since a non-existent thing also cannot be

destroyed by anyone, perhaps this atmd is non-existent - zero, siinya. In the

expression, vandhyd-putra, the son of a woman who cannot give birth to a child, the

son cannot be destroyed by anything. We are not talking here of an adopted son or a

surrogate son but of a non-existent son. There is no son to be burnt or drowned.

Similarly, perhaps there is no dtmd. This doubt could arise but, the next verse, along

with Sankara's commentary, puts this doubt to rest.

ft: 7cT4t: MTljllj l4 WFWF: I I II

acchedyo'yamaddthyo'yamakledyo'sosya eva ca
nityah sarvagatah sthanuracalo'yarn sandtanah Verse 24

3WT ayam - this; :3T : acchedyah - cannot be cut; 3ZT ayam - this; 3TfW:

addhyah - cannot be burnt; 34u": akledyah - cannot be made wet; 3Tit7T: Tq

asosyah eva ca - and also cannot be dried; aT3R ayam - this; f'PT: nityah -

changeless; *T9: sarva-gatah - all-pervading; WT- : sthinuh - stable; 3f-;:

acalah - immovable; FTUi : sandtanah - eternal

This (self) cannot be cut, burnt, drowned, or dried. It is changeless, all-

pervading, stable, immovable, and eternal.

The word ayam in this verse refers to the self-evident self-existent atmd, not a

non-existent dtmd, sunya. Self-evident means that which does not require any means of

knowledge to prove its existence. The atmd alone is self-evident. Everything else

becomes evident to the self.
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To say, 'I am.' does not require perception, inference, presumption, illustration, or
the means of knowledge called anupalabdhi, that which helps you understand what
does not exist. Even to understand what does not exist requires someone who is existent
to use the anupalabdhi-pramdna. For example, in order to know that there is no pot in
my hand, there must be perception and a person who wields the perception.

Inference, a means of knowledge based on perception, also presupposes a person
who wields the inference. Whatever the means of knowledge, there must be someone to
wield it. To say that the object in your hand is a feather and it belongs to a peacock,
requires a means of knowledge - your own perception and your prior knowledge of a
peacock feather. You perceive the object directly and recognize it as a feather. Similarly,
to prove the existence of any object, a means of knowledge is necessary.

Even to perceive that my physical body is not the same as it was yesterday
requires a means of knowledge. How do you know you have a stomachache, back pain,
or that you ache all over? Since you cannot show the ache to anyone, no one can verify
it. This is why bodyache and back pain are so useful in applying for leave! Even an
orthopaedic specialist cannot say whether there is an ache or not because it is purely your
own experience. You alone are the witness. Witness perception, sdksi-pratyaksa, is
another type of perception that does not involve the senses, but still is a perception.

You can only talk about these various conditions of the body if you have a way of
knowing them. Similarly, since you talk about your mind, you must have some way of
knowing it. There must be some perception by which you know the mind. That you have
certain memories is purely because the programming is there, even though it might not
always serve your purpose. Even to know that you have forgotten something is a
perception.

Everything is evident to me because I have a means of knowing. But by what
means do I know that 'I am'? Do I know I am by perception? By a scripture? By the
senses? By inference? No. 'I' am there before them all. Because I am, I can infer. I am
and, therefore, I can see and hear. That I am is self-evident and, because I am, all
knowledge is possible.

ATMA IS NOT NON-EXISTENT

One thing alone - atmd alone - is self-evident, svatah-siddha. Therefore,

ayam is a very important word here, referring as it does to that which is not the object of
any destruction, acchedya. Krsna kept repeating it because the atma is not zero. It is not
non-existent like the son of a barren woman. The dtmd is all-existent, self-existent, and
is not subject to being slain, burnt, drowned, or dehydrated. It is timeless, nitya, and,
thus, all-pervasive, sarvagata.
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Anything that is time-bound, anitya, is not sarvagata. Even space is not
all-pervasive. Space is all-pervasive only with reference to the world, but it does not
pervade the dtma because dtmd-is consciousness and in the consciousness there is no
space. But then, when space is there, consciousness is also there. Therefore, space does
not pervade the dtma, but atmd pervades space - it is saruagata.

Then, again, atmd cannot move, it is sthdnu. How can it move? Where can it
move? It can only move to a place where it is not. Since dtmd is saruagata, it is sthanu.
It does not move, it is always the same. Here one may think, perhaps the atma is like a
tree, staying in one place, but swaying. No, we are told. Unlike the tree, it does not sway,
it is acala. Krsna also describes the atmd as that which remains the same always - it is
sandtana. It is not brought into being by some force or cause. Because it is not affected
in any way by anything, the dtmd is always the same, always fresh, always new.

Knowing the dtmd in this.way, there is no reason for you to entertain any grief.
But, you may say, 'I don't cry for dtmd, I cry for anatma.' To which, Krsna would ask,
'Why would you cry for andtmd?' It is always changing, anitya. Anttmd is always
going and you cannot stop it even if you want to, whereas the atmd is nitya and there is
no way of destroying it. 'For what do you grieve, Arjuna?' Krsna asked. 'There is no
room for grief at all. There is something to be done, Do it!'

This constant refrain is again sounded in the next verse:

i7 -W- rii- I I I I
avyakto'yamacintyo'yamavikaryo'yamucyate
tasmddevam vidituainam ndnuhocitumarhasi Verse 25

3TSR ayam - this; TSirW: auyaktah - unmanifest; 3TR ayam - this; affTf :
acintyah - not an object of thought; 3TW ayam - this; 3a4'ZF: avikdryah -
unchangeable; sEA ucyate - is said; fTRw tasmat - therefore; TT evam - thus;
TTF enam - this; fifkT viditud - knowing; .3TiltN anusocitum - to grieve; 1
*fR na arhasi - you ought not

This self is said to be unmanifest, not an object of thought, and not
subject to change. Therefore, knowing this, you should not grieve.

Vyakta refers to anything that is manifest, that which is an object of perception, an
object of the sense organs. And that which is not manifest, not an object of the sense
organs, is auyakta. Therefore, dtma is referred to here as auyakta.

If dtmd is not an object of one's perception, is it, perhaps, an object of inference?
'No,' says Lord Krsna. Atmd cannot be an object of inference because it is not an object
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of thought, it is acintya. Atmd is self-evident. Thus, the word acintya does not mean
that the dtma is not available for understanding. Also, dtmd cannot be an object of
inference or perception because, without the dtmd, inference and perception are not
possible.

In addition to not being an object of sense perception, avyakta, nor an object of
any inference, acintya, the dtmd also does not undergo any modification whatsoever -
it is avikriya. It is not like milk that undergoes a change to become yogurt. The milk
gains a new taste, sourness, and its smell as well as form, undergoes a change. Because
milk is subject to change, it is said to be vikdrya. Previously, it was in one form and now
it is in another. The same object that was milk before is yogurt now.

Unlike milk, the dtma undergoes no change. You cannot say that previously dtma
was happy and now it is sad because, no change is possible for the itmd. Due to
aviveka, however, one takes oneself, dtmd, to be subject to change. But, because it has
no avayava, no attribute, it cannot undergo any change.

ATMA HAS NO ATTRIBUTES'

One may say that sat, cit, and dnanda are attributes of the dtma. Why then can
sat not become asat, cit not become acit, and dnanda not become duhkha? This does
not happen because sat, cit, and dnanda are not attributes as such. They are the
laksanas - words that convey their meaning by implication - for the atmd. Atma is
the laksya - that which is being implied. The implied meaning is the very nature,
svariipa of the dtma. Attributes are something other than the svariipa of an object. That
which is cit is sat and also dnanda. Atmdr is not a substantive enjoying certain
attributes. In fact, it is free from all attributes.

If sat were to be an attribute, what would the substantive be? The substantive itself
is sat, so its svari2pa is sat. Thus, sat is not an attribute of the dtma. Similarly, cit is
also not an attribute. Sat is cit; cit is sat. Cit stands for consciousness and this is what
we call sat. Because the dtmd is limitless, the word dnanda also comes in to imply its
svartupa.

Atmd is said to be avikdrya, not subject to modification at any time, because it
does not have attributes to subject itself to change. Another reason that atmdi cannot
undergo change is because it is not in time. Atmd has always been as it is now.

All of this has been said about the atmd by those who know the zSstra. This being
so, knowing the atmd as it has been revealed so far, corrects our thinking. I thought I
was the body-mind-sense complex, kdrya-karana-sahghdta and, therefore, a mortal, a
doer, an enjoyer, a sukhi, a duhkhi, one moment happy and the next unhappy. Knowing
the atmni as it is, as sat-cit-dnanda, all the previous notions about dtma are given up.
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Thus, Krsna told Arjuna, 'You have no reason for grief - gocitum na arhasi.'

The literal meaning of 'na arhasi' is 'you do not qualify.' We do not qualify to be sad

because we know that dtma is not subject to death and that there is only one dtma, not

many.

Arjuna had told Krsna that he was grieving because Bhisma and Drona would

die. To this, Krsna responded by saying that Arjuna did not qualify to have any grief

because no one really dies. If no one really dies, what is the use of grieving? People keep

going. Even though they all disappear, they come back in different forms. Given this

explanation, Arjuna could well have come back with, 'I am not really worried about the

itma. It may be eternal, but I cannot shake hands with atma. Nor can I enjoy a talk with

sat-cit-ananda-dtma, whereas I can with Bhisma. I am going to miss sat-cit-ananda

in the form of Bhisma. I am not grieving for the sake of atma.'

Thus, if Arjuna's grief was not for the atma, it was for andtma. Even then, Krsna

said, grief is useless. Anatma has to be either nitya or anitya. Obviously, it cannot be

nitya. As anitya, andtmd is constantly born and is always dying. To be born means it

has to give up the previous form and giving up the previous form is what we call death.

Therefore, birth itself implies death and every death implies birth.

Krsna then presented this argument:

atha cainam nityajitam nityam va manyase mrtam
tathapi tvam mahdbdho naivam Socitumarhasi Verse 26

TTý mahdibho - Oh! Mighty armed (Arjuna); WT - atha ca - and if; •m•

enam - this; f•M-TTr nitya-jatam - constantly born; T vdu - or; ; nityam -

constantly; •'• mrtam - dead; 9T- manyase - you think; ? T aJf tath api -

even then; - tvam - you; 1ýT4 evam - this; - .F gocitum - to grieve; . 3

na arhasi - ought not

And if you take the dtm� to have constant birth and death, even then, Oh!

Mighty armed, Arjuna, you ought not to grieve for the dtma in this

manner.

Whether you look upon this dtma, in keeping with the body, as always born,

continously born, birth after birth, or as dying all the time, death after death, you do not

qualify to have any grief. The point Krsna was making here is that if the dtm� is being

born all the time, why be afraid of death? Bhisma and everyone else will be born again

in some other form. And if the atmd is always dying, which death are you crying for?
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There is no new death for which you qualify to be sad. What is dying keeps dying. You
only see a fact.

Thus, there is no question of sorrow with reference to births or deaths. The asat

cannot be stopped by you. How are you going to stop that which is bound by time,

anitya? No one is going to stop it. In fact, as Krsna tells him later, that the people

Arjuna was grieving for were already as good as dead! Therefore, he was not going to

destroy anyone nor could he hope to keep alive the people for whom he was grieving.

However, if Arjuna could take them all as atma, there would be no death for

himself or anyone else. Moreover, if he continued to take the dtma to be the anatma,
the body, deha, he could not do anything about its going. He would have to say that

people were either always born or always going. To think that they were always born

would not cause him any sorrow and if they were always going, there is no new going

because always going is always going! Since there is no new going, what is there for

Arjuna to cry about?

For the one who is bor, there is death and for the one, who is dead, there is birth.

Even in this sense, Krtsa said there is no room for sorrow:

w$ f R • ^^1' I •ks I

jatasya hi dhruvo mrtyurdhruvam janma mrtasya ca
tasmadapariharye'rthe na tvam iocitumarhasi Verse 27

Trml jatasya - of that which is born; ': mrtyuh - death; r: f dhruvah hi - is

certain indeed; rdW - mrtasya ca - and of that which is dead; W'T janma - birth;

S-T dhruvam - is certain; WMP , tasmdt - therefore; ~aRT N* apariharye

arthe - with reference to an unalterable situation; Miz tvam - you, VitFqj iocitum

- to grieve; 7 3r� na arhasi - ought not

Because, for that which is born, death is certain and for that which is

dead, birth is certain, therefore, you should not grieve over that which

cannot be altered.

There being no possible alternative, one, who is born, will be gone. Krsna, Rama,

and all the other avataras and prophets are all gone simply because they were bor. This

statement would only have made Arjuna sadder because everyone he was concerned

about had been born and, therefore, would die. It was not that he wanted them to be

eternal. He just wanted them to live a few more years. 'Why do you want them to live a

few more years?' Krsna may have asked, 'Is there any guarantee that, even if they live a

little longer, you are also going to survive? This is your problem,Arjuna.'

B.G. Vol. 1-16
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There is an interesting story in the tradition about King Pariksit that bears this out.
A curse was placed on him that he would die in a week. He went to Vyasa's son, Suka,
who was ajii•ni, and told him that he had only one week to live. In response, Suka just
laughed. 'Why are you laughing?' the king asked, 'I am going to die in a week!' Suka
then explained why he was laughing. 'You are lucky,' he said, 'You say you are going to
die in a week. This means that you know you are going to be alive for seven days,
whereas I myself have no such guarantee.

THE INSIGNIFICANCE OF A LIFETIME

Arjuna could have died before any of the people for whom he was grieving.
Before he sent out his first shot, he could have had a heart attack and died. Anyone may
die at any time. When death will come is anyone's guess and, in any case, no one is
going to live for very long anyway, especially when compared to the age of a rock, for
example, which has been around for millions of years.

If a rock had a tongue and a memory, it could tell many stories. It could deride
human life and call us all pygmies, recalling the days of dinosaurs and other huge
mammals. 'These days,' the rock would say, 'everything is so miniature in comparison
- people and elephants alike!'

Fifty, sixty, or eighty-five years of life is nothing. By the time we are eighty-five
most of our cells are already gone and the rest are old and worn out. They are unable to
register anything new and even what had registered previously does not come out.
Regardless of what recall button is pushed, nothing comes up. The floppy disk is all
worn out. It was toc flimsy to last very long anyway.

What are a few more years? It is better to live only a few years with a floppy disk
that works well, so that when you press the button, something happens. Even a vague
answer that comes quickly is better than no answer at all. One thing is certain: a little
earlier or a little later means nothing in the eternal flow of time. A hundred years in this
eternal flow is nothing! In spite of this, however, a human being still claims to have a
biography!

If we compare our lifespan to that of a rock, we will always have a freshness about
ourselves. The calcium and other minerals in our bones definitely have a better story to
tell! They at least have a story to tell. What story do we have? The body, therefore, is
nothing but a few things brought together, which necessarily fall apart again in a
relatively short span of time.

Another way of looking at the meaning of one's lifespan is with reference to a star.
The star that we see tonight may be two hundred light-years away. The light we see left
the star two hundred years ago. During the time that it took the light to reach our eyes,
the star may have died. This means that the starwe see today may already be dead.
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Nothing travels as fast as light, as far as we know. In fact, all our concepts of time
are related to the speed of light. It seems to be the constant with which we measure
motion and everything else.

This is the nature of the world and one hundred years is nothing but a flicker in the
eternal flow of time. We come like a flicker and go like a whimper!

LIFE IS A FLICKER

Life is like the flicker of a firefly - flicker... gone... flicker... gone... flicker...
gone. Each birth and death represents one flicker. This flicker is our biography! We then
divide it into childhood, teenage, adulthood, problems, and so on. One flicker is all we
have and within this, there are so many things we have to do. We have to celebrate, cry,
mary, divorce, and retire also - all within this flicker, this beep! The one positive note
here is that there is always another beep available even for the dead who, as we
haveseen, are born again and again. Maybe you will beep in heaven also. There, slowly,
you may beep for some time until that, too, is over and the next beep occurs. Therefore,
this life is but a flicker, a glow, and then it is gone.

Krsna was saying here that life follows a rule - if the born dies, the dead will
certainly be born. Conversely, if the dead are bor, the born will certainly die. These are
two different points of view, with the constant being the certainty. Therefore, what is
there to cry about? With reference to a matter, which cannot be altered, you do not
qualify to be sad because you cannot bring about any change. If you could change this
fact, it would be different, but you cannot.

But dtnm is always there and does not elicit any sorrow from you. For the dtmd's
sake, you need not be sad. Nor do you need to be sad for the anatma's sake, either.

This line in the Gita is, therefore, a very important one in that, it says, 'Let me
accept what I cannot change.' The only alternative available is not to accept and to
grieve. The point that Krf.za is making here is that something that cannot be changed
does not deserve any sorrow on your part. He emphasizes his point still further in the
next verse.

3104lh ^Tfr aqwowfh WMa I
s3Fd-P-I .I. M *t ' qtI"T I d I I
avyaktadini bhatini vyaktamadhyani bharata
avyaktanidhandnyeva tatra a paridevand Verse 28

WTT bharata - Oh! Bharata (Arjuna); %¶j# bhitini - beings; aiThpii K
avyaktidini - being not manifest in the beginning; oTrmqitl vyakta-madhydni -
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manifest in the middle; as3l� ThF4*W avyakta-nidhanani - not manifest in the end;

gr1 eva - indeed; ? tatra - there; W ka - what; #i4 M paridevana - grief

All beings are unmanifest in the beginning, manifest in the middle, and

(again) unmanifest in the end. What indeed is there to grieve about, Oh!

Bharata?

The beginnings of all living beings, including the elements themselves, are all

unknown. They are not available for perception. We do not know what they were before

or what happens to them after death. We do not see the soul leaving the body, despite

claims to the contrary.

In fact, after death we do not know what happens. We do not see travelling souls,

which is just as well. If we did, we would probably coax them back, promising to treat

them better, and so on, even when they do not want to return. If we had our way, we

would quite likely push these souls back into their bodies and then, afterwards, quarrel

with them as before!

Perhaps it is to avoid such problems that we do not know what happens after

death. We only know what is between birth and death. Even that is something like a

travelling arrow. It emerges from darkness, avyakta, passes through a lighted area

vyakta, and disappears into the darkness again, avyakta. It is not known before and it is

not known later. In between, it dazzles in light. This is all life is about - this beep,

glow, or flicker that we call life. Before the glow or flicker, we do not see the glowworm

or the firefly. In fact, we never see it; we only see the light. And, after the light has gone,

again we see nothing.

Since life is like a moving arrow, travelling between birth and death, what is there

to talk about? It is not even something that is staggered; it is just passing, always

moving. Why the lamentation for this moving arrow? You cannot stop it anyway. In this

glow, what is there to retain? That which is always eternal is always there and, in

between, there is some kind of life, mithyd.

The question, then, is what is there to lament about? If there is something that is

always there and that thing has a problem, then it can be lamented about. However, what

'is' is not subject to lamentation. It is reality, the truth, satya, and it is limitless ananda.

Therefore, it is not subject to lamentation at all. Whatever else may be there is also not

worth lamenting about.

WHY DO PEOPLE LAMENT?

But people do lament. Even though life is just a beep in the eternal flow of time,

they do have problems. They are concerned,about their childhood, their marriage, old
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age, retirement, and what will happen to them after retirement. Within this one beep, all

these divisions are made.

People continue to lament only because of self-ignorance. And this ignorance

remains because there is no means of knowledge for knowing the self. The orientation of

the individual is, 'I am small; I am a nobody.' Even those who claim to know, those who

call themselves saviours and who say that you must be saved, confirm that the itmd is

small, subject to sin, and so on. The world also confirms these notions by its very

dimensions and its overwhelming strength.

Because you have a particular dimension and limited powers, you find that you are

helpless against bugs and certain other forces that are so overwhelmingly strong. You

always find that you have to conform to these forces. Against them, you always feel that

you are a nobody. Thus, everything confirms my notion that, 'I am small,' and this

conclusion about the 'I' is the problem.

Introducing the next verse, Satkara agreed with Krsna that the atma is not easily

understood. Arjuna is not the only one who laments. He is not the only peson subject to

sorrow. Sorrow is universal.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AIAKARA'S COMMENTARY

Because we will be drawing on Sahkara's commentary throughout our study of

the Gita, a brief explanation on the place commentaries hold in the teaching tradition is

in order here. The word bhasya refers to a commentary of an original work. The Gita is

an original work and, therefore, Saikara's commentary of it is a bha•ya. For a work to

be original in our context, it must have the status of a scripture or Aruti, meaning the

Upanisads.

If the GitE did not have the status of iruti, any commentary of it would be called

only a vyakhyana. But tSakara's commentary, is not a vyakhyana. It is a bhisya

because the Gita has the status of the original work. Any commentary on the Upanisads

themselves, of course, is a bhasya because the Upanisads are sruti, providing what has

been written is something more than the simple meaning of the verses. A commentary

becomes a bhAMiya when it gives the meaning and also defends the meaning that is given.

A person who has written a bhsya is called bhdoya-kdra. TAkE-kdra refers to a

person who has written explanatory notes, tika, for a bhdsya. These notes serve to

introduce the topic by explaining the sentences of the bhasya or a particular word in a

sentence. A tika is not an independent work because it follows the bhasya, line by line,

sentence by sentence.

There is also another type of work, called vartika, which is an independent

exposition in verse form on the bhasya itself, not on the original. A vlrtika is not a tika
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because it either goes beyond the bhasya or it is a further explanation of the bhasya. The
person who writes a vdrtika is called vdrtika-kara.

There is a tradition, a sampradaya, in which certain people are recognized
according to these categories. In Vedanta, by vartikakara, for instance, we mean the
oldest of bhasya-kara's four disciples, Surevara. Again, when we say bhlsyak�ra, we
meain •akara. Pataiijali is known as Mahabha.yakdra, the Mahdbhdsya being the
commentary on the siitras of Pinini on grammar - vy�karana-siUtras.

Tikdkdra generally refers, in this tradition, to Anandagiri, who wrote a tika for
all of Saikara's commentaries. There are many tikdkdras. Anyone who comments
upon the bhasya, sentence after sentence, as a traditional teacher does, becomes a
tikkd•�ra.

Knowing, then, that the words bhdi.yakra and bh.sya refer to harkara and
Sahikara's commentaries, respectively, we can proceed.

3p~c^^ri ^fiagwalf f~ ̂ lr: I

qra -cT^TO: JTftfffz6 q t -q A4 *f tffi I IR 1 I
dicaryavat paiyati kaScidenam

adcaryavadvadati tathaiva canyah
dicaryavaccainamanyah .rnoti

Arutvipyenam veda na caiva kaicit Verse 29

Wffc kadcit - some one; TWP enam - this self; affgT l caryavat - as a wonder;

qz(0 paiyati - sees; •T tathd - similarly; lTa eva -indeed; W ca - and; aT':

anyah - another; 3TT•sT dscaryavat - as a wonder; 4f' vadati - speaks; 3T.: -

anyah ca - and another; •T- enam - this; aS11�i �tcaryavat - as a wonder;

uiNf irnoti - hears; cf-a' kaScit - someone; f ca - and; T 3lift srutvd api -

even after hearing; 7R. enam - this; - * na veda - does not know; 7 eva - at all

One looks upon the self as a wonder. Similarly, another speaks of it as a
wonder and another hears it as a wonder. Still another, even after hearing
about this self, does not understand it at all.

Safikara begins his bhdsya on this verse by saying that the dtma under discussion
prakrta-dtmd is not easy to understand - durvijieya. The word prakrta is a technical
term, meaning the topic under discussion, which is itma here. Although one has to
recognize dtmi as Brahman, it is not easy and, therefore, not everyone comprehends it.
The cause for this confusion, bhranti, between dtmd and andtmd being universal,
sddhditna, everyone is to be sympathized with. No one is an exception. Arjuna was not
the only one lamenting his lot. Knowing this makes us feel that we nre in good company.
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Modem group therapy does the same thing. You may start off thinking that you
are the only one with a particular problem. But when you participate in group therapy,
you discover that everyone is undergoing the same experience. Then you realize you are
not alone, that many people have the same problem for which there is a cause. In the
beginning, then, there is validation, which is a good thing.

Here too,Arjuna was given a boost. Itwas as though Krsna was saying, 'You are
not the only one lamenting, Arjuna. Everyone has the same problem because ignorance
is common to all. It is not the personal problem of any one person.' Ignorance of dtmd is
common to all and remains so because dtma is not easily understood. This verse
explains why dtmd is so difficult to understand.

THE WONDER OF ATMA

Atmd is always a wonder, i4caryavat. When you understand dtmd, it is a wonder
and when you do not understand, it is a wonder to you how anyone can understand it.
This wonder takes several forms. Atma is something never seen before, adrsta-prrva,
something that appears all of a sudden to one who has been taught by a guru, something
that is striking. The student understands and looks at the atmd as a wonder -
aicaryavat paSyati. Why? Because he or she now looks at himself or herself as a
wonder.

When I suddenly discover that I am the whole and everything is centred on me,
everything is me, it is definitely a wonder. First, this reality of oneself seems to be an
impossibility. Then it becomes a vague possibility, and finally, it is real, true.

Anything that is experienced by me is myself. I am all the sounds; I am all the
forms and colours; I am all the smells and sources of smell; and I am all the tastes and
sources of tastes. Not only am I the food, I am also the one who eats the food. Otherwise,
I would be eaten up. I am even the one who made the Vedas. I am not merely a reader of
the Vedas; I am its author. I am the one to be understood by means of the Vedas. I am
the one who is the Lord Brahma, the creator or the entire cosmos.

Previously, we thought that we were under the rule of the ruler whose law is the
rule of dharma. For every eon, kalpa, there is said to be one such ruler. Thus, we are
presently under Vaivasvata-Manu's law. This Manu is the son of Lord Siirya. We have
been under the ambit of this law, but now, having understood the dtma, we say, 'I am
Manu - aham manuh.' Anyone, who was there in the past, was me and, in the future,
anyone who is going to be there is me. Anything that is here now is also me. This is
entirely a wonder because, previously, we could never have believed that we were
everything, the truth of the whole creation. The opposite definitely seemed to be the
case.
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This very vision, dariana of the atma, the knowledge of atma, is a wonder

d9carya. And when we listen (gravana) to the explanation of this atma, it is another

wonder. To hear that you are the truth of everything, satya, the source of all happiness,

anyone's happiness, param brahma, is a wonder. Every creature in the world picks up

small flakes of happiness, ananda, all of which are from the original mountain or ocean

of the dnanda, which is you. Thus, when the teacher talks about the ltma, he or she

describes it as a wonder - adcaryavat anyah enam vadati.

Atma is a wonder all the way! It is sat-cit-ananda and, at the same time, it has

created this entire world without undergoing any change. Talking about atma is itself a

wonder because we are talking about something that is not available for words. That it is

infinite and appears as though finite, without undergoing any change, without assuming

any particular ndma-riipa, is a wonder. All the nama-rfpas are Brahman alone and

that Brahman is you, the atmr. That the teacher can talk like this and get away with it is

definitely yet another wonder! And, after listening to the teacher, the students also talk

among themselves about what a wondrous thing the atmn is. Everything about atma,

therefore, is a wonder.

Lastly, it is a wonder that it cannot be understood even after having heard about it

- Srutvd api enam veda na ca eva kaicit. Just as a very subtle joke is not understood,

people do not understand dtma at all. It has to be explained to them. Brahman

appearing as ajiva, the bondage for thejiva, and the freedom from the bondage, moksa,

are all nothing but a big joke, the greatest joke ever, in fact. Therefore, life itself is a

joke, as can be seen by analyzing any one thing.

LIFE IS LIKE A VERY SUBTLE JOKE

If you analyze a thought, there is no thought at all. Where does any given thought

begin and where does consciousness end? Whatever you confront in the world is nothing

but your thought. That there is a world for you is because you have a thought. When you

ask, how far is any given thought true, where does the consciousness end, where does the

thought begin, you will find that there is only consciousness. There is no thought. There

is no beginning of the thought, there is no form of the thought. All that is there is

consciousness.

This is both the beauty and the joke of the atma. The whole thing is a continous

joke. There is, as though, an original joke, and then, afterwards, a variety of secondary

jokes, one after the other. Marriage is a joke and children are secondary jokes. Childbirth

itself is a joke and so are the birth pangs. Thus, there is one continuous joke within

which there are lamentations.

If the original joke is not understood, .you will not understand other jokes. The

original joke should be understood as a joke; then all other jokes become jokes quite

naturally. The last joke, perhaps, is that there will always be someone who, after
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listening to Vedanta will say, 'Please tell me what the teaching is!' This is like the man
who listened to a musician sing Bhfipai, the name of a particular melody, rdga, in
Hindustani music for an hour. He was nodding his head as though he understood the
music very well. At the end of the rendering, however, the man said to the musician,
"Panditji, please sing Bhilpdli next!'

Similarly, there is always someone in the audience who, at the end of a Vedanta
talk, will say, 'I did not understand anything. I saw nothing in it at all.' If someone else
expressed his or her appreciation of what was said, the first person may accuse that
person of having been swept away, of not having retained his or her independent
thinking, of having lost himself or herself in a sea of meaningless words. Faced with
such criticism, the person who understood may begin to doubt whether there had ever
been a time when he or she had thought independently!

That some people can listen to the teaching about the dtma and not understand is
another wonder. Because it is a wonder, it is not easy to understand. Only a few people
can understand such wonders. Even a simple joke is not understood by everybody, much
less the dtmd joke! Because it is too big a joke, no one can say it is easy to understand.
Therefore, it is no wonder that, having listened to talks about dtma, some people do not
understand. Or, that people do not understand can also be taken as a wonder, since what
is to be understood is themselves.

All that is being talked about is oneself, a self-evident fact. We experience this
atma all the time. Only because of the atma do we experience the world. Everything in
the world is unlike atna. This atmd, as dnanda, is very evident in moments of joy
when we discover ourselves to be full, pumra. But, still, even when it is pointed out that
we are that whole, we do not understand, which is another wonder - irutvu api enarn
veda na ca eva kaicit.

THE DIFFICULTY IN UNDERSTANDING

Why is it that people cannot understand? It is not calculus or something that
requires a certain intellectual preparation and acumen. All that is required here is to see

what is being said. Yet, some do not see it. This is because seeing oneself is not like
seeing an object. It is not knowledge of an object, like a pot, which depends upon
another object, clay, only one of which you may understand. To see oneself is

knowledge of oneself as something that is not subject to negation; it is knowledge of the

whole. Atmi is therefore to be understood as the whole, that which is free from all

attributes - which is yourself. All attributes are incidental.

What is to be known here is very clear and, in itself, does not require any
intellectual discipline, unlike calculus. Even a wise person, in order to learn calculus, has
to start from 'one plus one equals two' and it will take the person ages to understand
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calculus. Atma on the other hand, is very simple. All that is required are your
experiences in life.

That you have been constantly seeking is a fact. That there is no answer to this
seeking is another fact. You have tried various pursuits and none of them has yielded
what you wanted. This is also a fact. In between, you had some moments of joy, which is
another fact. These two latter facts are the ones that you have to analyze in order to
understand yourself, the dtmd. Because you have assimilated certain experiences, you
cannot say that you have no raw material to analyze. The three states of experience -
waking, dream, and deep sleep themselves provide you with enough data. That one state
cancels another state is enough data. Therefore, it is not that you lack materials or data.
All you require is someone to lift your vision, for which a means of knowledge
prammna, a teacher, ecarya, and a vision, upadeia, are all there. Then you should be
able to see the fact; then understanding should take place.

To see an object is no problem. Your eyes are there, the object is there, and you
see it. Similarly, if the teaching is available and the dtma is available, then knowledge
should take place. There should be no hindrance to your gaining the knowledge. But,
still, seeing may not take place and this not seeing is described in this verse as a wonder.
Krsna pointed out here that seeing is a wonder and not seeing is a greater wonder. That a
person can come out of the whole teaching untouched, unscathed, as it were, is definitely
a wonder.

THE ONE WHO KNOWS ATMA IS A WONDER

We can also take the verse differently, using the word adcaryavat to mean that the
person who knows the dtmd is like a wonder. The affix 'vat' means 'like.' And,
therefore, Sdcaryavat means 'like a wonder.' Among millions of people, only one
person may be a seeker and, even among the seekers, only one person may see the truth
of what is said. Understanding dtmd is not easy. Therefore, one who knows dtmd
without any doubt whatsoever, one who sees it directly, yah dtmdnam padyati, is a
wonder because he or she has had to reverse an entire process.

Our natural trait is to follow the beaten track - in our ways of thinking, in our
pursuits, and so on. We constantly strive to make something of ourselves because,
initially, we condemn ourselves as useless. We try to set the dtmd up nicely by the
pursuit of a samsdri. First, we think of the ltma as a samsdri. Then we look for some
means of support so that the samsari can be better, so that he or she can develop some
spine, some character, and so on. We think of the dtma as so drooped that it requires
some kind of a support system in order to be acceptable. This is the nature of people.
They are like flowing water that finds its own level. In this way, people tend to follow
the beaten track.
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Some may follow it better than others. If one person makes money in a particular
pursuit, another may try to make the same money in another pursuit. But this is all really
one beaten track with only minor variations. Nevertheless, such people are called
creative, whereas the really creative person is one who questions the very seeker. He
asks himself, 'Am I a samsri?' If one assumes that one is a saqsri, any pursuit is a
beaten track. The one who questions whether he or she is a samsari reverses the whole
process. It is something like water climbing up the mountain. Water flowing down is
nothing; it is natural. However, water that begins to flow upwards is truly a wonder -
an a&carya to behold. All of humanity would gather to see water climbing up a
mountain.

Even to start the process of self-inquiry is a big thing. A certain grace is definitely
required; otherwise, starting is not possible. Just as it requires a lot of horsepower to send
water up a hill, so too, for a person who has been following the beaten track to question
whether he or she is a samsrin requires a lot of horsepower - God power or grace. And
if the person discovers the truth, he or she is definitely a wonder.

THE ONE WHO TALKS ABOUT ATMA IS ALSO A WONDER

"The one who knows, then, is an gUcarya and the one who talks about it is another
acarya because there is nothing really to talk about. When someone comes and says, 'I
am overcome by sorrow,' the person who knows the truth cannot really talk about it
because he or she does not see any sorrow or problem at all. It is also a wonder that
someone who knows there is no problem takes the person who has sorrow seriously
enough to talk to him or her about it. Starting out as Krsna did, saying that there is no
reason for sorrow - aiocydn anvaSocah team - creates some elbow room in which to
talk. Otherwise, the one who knows cannot talk at ll.

If Krsna had simply said, 'I am ananda; you are ananda; we are all nanda,'
there would be nothing to talk about. To tell a person who says that he or she is sad, 'No,
you are ananda' leaves no room to talk, although the statement is true. To say that
sorrow has no basis requires proof and Krsna had seventeen chapters in which to prove
that what he said was a fact. He knew that to start by saying, 'You are ananda,' would
give him no room to talk. Instead, Krsna talked as though there was a problem and he
'as though' solved it also.

Thus, the talking itself is an •dcarya because what cannot be talked about is talked
about. What cannot be verbally mentioned is mentioned. What cannot be captured by
words is presented by words. This is indeed a wonder. The one who teaches is also a
wonder and the one who listens is another wonder. Can you tell an ordinary, practical
person who asks you what you are studying that you are learning self-knowledge? No. If
you did, your sanity would undoubtedly be questioned.
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The self is something that is impossible to talk about and the one, who comes to

listen, the one in many millions, is a wonder. Such a person thinks that knowledge of the

self is very important, whereas everyone else thinks of it as nonsense. They think those

who take three years to study self-knowledge are wasting their time. They will say that

you are frittering away the prime of your life, that you could have had two children in

the same amount of time!

There are so many aspects to this wonder - the wonder with a capital 'W.' Any

way you look at it, it is a wonder. The one who is able to see the itma is a wonder. Or,

we can say that the one among many who, sees the atmr does so with wonder. Also,

there is no wonder that even after listening to the teaching, there are those who do not

understand. This second intrepretation is offered by aihkara in his commentary on this

verse.

^PTnf ^ n1M ̂ I I ý0 I I
dehi nityamavadhyo'yam dehe sarvasya bharata

tasmntsarvani bhiit�ni na tvam rocitumarhasi Verse 30

ITh bhdrata - Oh! Descendant of Bharata (Arjuna); Miz k sarvasya dehe - in

the body of all; 3T¶ ayam - this; #t dehi - indweller of the body; Tiq nityam -

for ever, 3FPlT: avadhyah - indestructible; WP tasmat - therefore; , tvam -

you; �aiT sarvini - all; 'pT bhitani - beings; i�' . Aocitum - to grieve; 7

aT& Tna arhasi - ought not

This •ttmzi, the indweller of the bodies of all beings, is ever

indestructible, Oh! Descendant of Bharata. Therefore, you ought not to

grieve for all these people.

Here, Krsna summed up his original statement that he made in verse 11, that there

is no cause for grief. Atmd is sat and, therefore, nitya, meaning that it is not subject to

birth, death, change, and so on. In the live physical body of any being, there is a dehi, an

indweller of the body, deha, and this dehl, called the jiva-dtmd, is not subject to

destruction - it is avadhya.

Vadhya means that which is subject to destruction, that which can be destroyed.

Avadhya means that which is not subject to destruction. The dehi is not subject to

destruction at all - it is nityam avadhyah. It is always indestructible, meaning that

even when the body is destroyed, the dtma is not destroyed. This is the point that Krsna

wanted to establish. The dehi, the indweller of the body, is not destroyed even when the

body is destroyed. This being so, Krsna told Arjuna that, with reference to all living

beings, sarvdni bhutdni, 'You do not qualify to be sad - tvam socitum na arhasi.
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Krsna backed his statement with all possible arguments. For the body, deha,
which is anitya, there is no way that it will not be destroyed and for the nitya-atmd,
there is no way of destroying it. Either way, therefore, there is no room for grief based

on death. Nor is there any room for grief on the basis of any other situation, as has

already been pointed out, because any situation that causes you sorrow is not a

permanent situation. Therefore, duhkha also comes and goes, as does sukha. Because

there is no content to duhkha we cannot even say that a particular object or situation

causes it. It is one's thinking with reference to a particular object or situation that actually
causes duhkha. There can be physically painful or uncomfortable situations, but these

are different from sadness. Here, we are dealing with sadness, not mere physical pain.

THE NATURE OF SADNESS

Sadness does not depend on what you have or do not have. It is a particular way of

thinking. Sorrow is something centred on oneself and this topic is the subject matter of

the GitJ. Thus, there is this refrain, 'You should not grieve - no tvam socitum arhasi.'

Having stated that there is no reason for sorrow, Krsna then takes up the same

topic from other standpoints. In fact, he exhausted every possible standpoint. Introducing
the next verse, Sankara says that from the standpoint of ultimate reality,
paramartha-tattva-apeksiyam, sorrow or delusion is not possible - sokah, mohah vi

no sambhavati. And it is also not possible from the standpoint of relative reality.

Arjuna may well have said to Krsna, 'I am worried about Bhisma and the others

and you are telling me that the &tma does not die. Bhisma is my grandfather, a man

whom I respect. Therefore, I cannot kill him. Just to think of it causes me sorrow and all

you say is that.he is the itma, he is eternal, etc. What are you doing to me? When I am

sorrowful because someone is dead, you cannot come and tell me that no germ can kill

the dtmn when, in fact, the germs killed the person. It just does not work. Here, too,

what you are saying is too much for me.

Arjuna would not really have argued in this way because he himself bad asked for

self-knowledge. Until he asked Krsna to teach him, Kr.na did not teach; he only

encouraged him to fight. Only when Arjuna asked, did Krsna begin to teach him.

Because Arjuna wanted Areyas, he told Krsjna that be was his Aisya and, therefore,

Krsna taught. Even though this was not Arjuna's thinking here, Krsna nevertheless

exhausted the topic. He did not allow any standpoint, even relative standpoints, to go
unattended. In this way, from both the absolute and the relative standpoints we can

understand Krsna's statement that there is no reason for sorrow.
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Krsna then continued:

W s iiN( O r f^oII 11
svadharmarnapi cdveksya na vikampitumarhasi
dharmyaddhi yuddhicchreyo'nyat ksatriyasya na vidyate Verse 31

W-41T sva-dharmam - one's own duty; 3� -4 api ca - and also; 3AW aveksya
- looking at; fq* , vikampitum - to waver; T 3f&T na arhasi - you ought not;
* hi - for; Tr ZT dharmy&t yuddhat - than a righteous war; ff4R
ksatriyasya - for a ksatriya; a T- anyat - any other, •'t: reyah - good; ft
na vidyate - does not exist

And also, from the standpoint of your own duty, you should not waver.
For there is nothing greater for a ksatriya than a righteous war.

Shifting from the absolute standpoint, Krsna then takes up the relative standpoint
of dharma - what is right, what is to be done. This was a natural -outcome of Arjuna's
earlier and numerous comments on dharma. He had said that societal confusion would
be the result of this war and he would be the cause for the confusion. He had said, 'We
have heard, Oh! Krsna, that those men who have destroyed the family duty live in hell
(Gita - 1-44).' Thus, Krsna looked at it from the standpoint of dharma as well as from
other standpoints, including worldly gain, as we shall see.

Aveksya means 'seeing' - seeing from the standpoint of sva-dharma, seeing
what is to be done by oneself. Again,Arjuna was being told here that he was not eligible
to develop this trembling hesitation - na vikampitum arhasi - looking at the
situation from the standpoint of his sva-dharma, his duty.

First of all, Arjuna was a soldier, ksatriya. Secondly, he was a crown prince,
which meant that, along with his brothers, he was supposed to protect dharma. He was
not just a recruited soldier with only certain prescribed duties to do. He was a royal
person, belonging to the royal family, and also one of the crown princes. Arjuna's duty
was to uphold law and order. He had to administer and protect the kingdom. That was
his job, his dharma.

When the Pandavas came back to claim their country after their thirteen years of
exile, Duryodhana refused to give their kingdom back. All their efforts at a compromise
failed. He refused to give them even a needle point of land let alone their country.
Therefore Duryodhana was the usurper. Every day that Duryodhana occupied the
throne, he did so illegally and this was adharma. Krsna told Arjuna that being a
ksatriya, he could not just sit and allow adharma to continue. Therefore, from the
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standpoint of his own dharma, Arjuna ought not to waver or hesitate about what he had
to do - svadharnam api ca avekqya na vikampitum arhasi.

ARJUNA'S DUTY

A soldier is especially trained in warfare and must practice continually during
peacetime to 'keep the powder dry' and to keep his wits sharp. If he has to retire before a
war actually occurs, his skills go unused, although it was his and others' good fortune
that there was no war. Not to fight is also proper if there is no cause to fight. But as
Krsqna said, if that same soldier gets a chance to use his training legitimately, there is no
greater opportunity than that to show his skills.

Generally, when such chances come, there is always some legitimacy about them.
To shoot someone merely because he or she spoke out of turn is definitely illegitimate,
but here, for Arjuna, there was a legitimate chance - dharmnt anapetam dharmyam,
that which was not against dharma. The battle, yuddha, was based purely on dharma
and the one who brought Arjuna to it deserved to be punished. This, then, was a
dharmya-yuddha, an expression that is often misused.

Here, the dharmya-yuddha was, first of all, to establish dharma. Also, the
person who had flagrantly violated dharma by usurping the kingdom deserved to be
punished. Thus, Krsna as much as said to Arjuna, 'The battle is right in front of you,
Arjuna. You now have a chance to demonstrate your weapons and skill and it is your
duty to do so.'

Arjuna's weapons had gone unused for a long time. They had been stockpiled and
maintained so that they would not become rusty. Most of his missiles were in the form of
mantras and Arjuna had to repeat these mantras daily because they were the power
behind his weapons. This was how the weapons were kept alive and was how Arjuna
'kept the powder dry.'

Arjuna had done what was required and now a time had come when all of his
acquired skill was to be used for the purpose for which it was learned and stockpiled. He
did not learn all this to destroy people or to demonstrate his prowess, but to protect
dharma. And now was his chance to do so.

Thus, from the standpoint of his own dharma, as to what had to be done, there
was no room whatsoever for lamentation or hesitancy. This was one argument that
Krsna put to him.

Another argument Krsna put forward was that for a ksatriya, especially one of
Arjuna's stature, there was nothing more appropriate for him to do. 'What is to be done
by you, Arjuna, is to be done by you and thisyuddha is something that is to be done by
you,' said Krsna.
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irr: kfkw: qT4 w nm ,5i4 i I II
yadrcchayd copapannam svargadvdramapdvrtam
sukhinah ksatriydh partha labhante yuddhamidrdam Verse 32

T` ca - and; Tp prtha - Oh! Son of Prthi (Arjuna); -111 yadrcchayd - by

chance; 3p'WT updpannam - has come; ag1q< apdvrtam - opened; iT1UR

svarga-dvaram - the gates of heaven; ij d.rsam - of this kind; ¶i;9, yuddham

- battle; ;fi-: sukhinah -lucky; F"TA: ksatriydh - ksatriyas; Fq labhante -

get

And, Oh! Son of Prtha, only lucky ksatriyas get this kind of battle,

which has come by chance and which is an open gate to heaven.

Yadrcchd means 'chance,' something that happens without your willing or

wanting it. Here, Krsna told Arjuna that the gates of heaven were open to him. This was

something that had come to Arjuna without his desiring it. It is said that a person who

dies performing his or her duty goes to heaven. It is a karma-phala promised by the

scripture. Therefore, Krsna said, 'When you perform your duty properly, heaven,

svarga, will be the result. The gates of heaven have opened for you without any prayer

on your part.' Krsra also told Arjuna in this verse that this kind of battle, yuddham

idriam, is not gained by ordinary people, but only by the very lucky ones - sukhinah

ksatriydh labhante.

A question may arise here: does this mean that the ksatriyas in Druyodhana's

army were unlucky? No doubt, they were also going to fight, but they had conflicts

because they were supporting a usurper. Unlike Arjuna, they were not able to fight with

a clean heart. Of course, they were soldiers and they had their own reasons for fighting.

They may even have said it was their duty and perhaps that was true. But still, for them

the inner conflict was unavoidable. As soldiers, they could only do what they were

commanded to do. Therefore, they too were doing their svadharma, but at the same

time it was not totally dharmya because their leader was a usurper.

The entire army of Duryodhana, including Bhisma and Drona, were not totally

convinced that what they were about to do was according to their dharma. They were

there primarily because they were obliged to Duryodhana. The war was foisted upon

them and was not, therefore, totally in keeping with dharma, whereas for Arjuna it was.

ARJUNA'S CHANCE TO PROTECT DHARMA

While no one enjoys a war, a ksatriya who has to protect dharma could never

have a better chance to prove himself as a hsatriya. Arjuna wis a warrior. Therefore,
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Krsna may have said, 'Only lucky ksatriyas get a clean yuddha to fight. It is no longer
a question of your ambition for a kingdom because you were already willing to accept a
house with five rooms. You have explored every possible way to avoid this war, but in
spite of all your efforts, war has been declared and it is definitely a dharmya-yuddha.
Even from the standpoint of dharma, Arjuna, you have no cause to grieve.'

When Krsna began to teach Arjuna, his original statement was - anocyan
anvaiocah team (Gita - 2-11). Having established it as a fact, Krsna then told Arjuna
that he is aggrieved for no reason, that grief has no real basis. This was Krsna's
argument. First he dealt with it absolutely and then from simple, relative standpoints,
based purely on one's own duty, sva-dharma.

If we look at Arjuna's conflict from the standpoint of the dharma-istra, we find
that performing ones duty produces certain karma-phala. The dharma-iastra deals
with what is to be done and what is not to be done, what is right and what is wrong. It
talks about the immediate result, drsfa-phala of right action in the sense that the action
produces no conflict. Avoidance of conflict is the immediate result. The dharma-idstra
also talks about adrsta-phala, an invisible result credited to your account and enjoyed
by you later.

The war, yuddha, for Arjuna was in keeping with his duty. Therefore, the war
itself was like the gates of heaven opening for him. Because any dharma can only
produce so much; going to heaven, of course, is a relative result. And, as though, by
accident, without any prayer on his part, this result was assured to Arjuna. All he needed
to do was to walk into the war and do what was to be done. Only the lucky ones get such
an opportunity, not everyone.

Krsna then continued with the same argument:

am ipFi %rqiiw4 " r qftwi I
?K.: V444 -Rtm -g *M uim m 11 ^ n
atha cettamimam dharmyam sarigramam na karisyasi
tatah svadharmam kirtim ca hitvd papamavdpsyasi Verse 33

,5 atha - but; * cet - if; M' team - you; ;TP imam - this; ErF1 dharmyam

- in keeping with dharma; w TWU rf saigramam - war; ?i f na karisyasi -

will not do; T: totah - then; TeW'T4 svadharmam - one's own duty; 1 ca - and;

WfI kirtim - honour; flT hitvu - forfeiting; Wsg papam - sin; 31w4Pf

avapsyasi - you will incur

But if you refuse to engage in this war which is in keeping with dharma,
then, forfeiting your own duty and honour, you will incur sin.

B.. Vol. .-17
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Here, Krsna told Arjuna that if he did not undertake this battle, which was in
keeping with dharma, he would be destroying his own dharma, his duty. Destroying
what is to be done by you simply means that you do not do it.

Also, the name and fame, kirti, that Arjuna had thus far gained would be
destroyed. He would incur sin alone. Arjuna had said earlier that he would incur sin by
fighting this battle, but Krsna was now telling him that by not fighting he would incur
sin in the sense that he would be guilty of a dereliction of duty. Not fighting itself would
not incur sin, but running away from his duty was an action, a karma, that would incur
sin. Therefore Krsna said, 'You will incur sin, Arjuna, - pdpam avdpsyasi. And you
will lose your name also.'

Arjuna had gained fame previously because of his earlier contact with Lord
Mahadeva, Lord Siva, who appeared in the form of a hunter. Arjuna had hit a boar and
was going to take it away when Lord Siva appeared there and claimed that it was his. He
incited Arjuna to fight with him. Although Arjuna realised that he was up against
someone more than an ordinary hunter, still he was equal to Lord Siva in the fight.
Pleased with Arjuna, Lord tiva blessed him with a weapon. Because Arjuna had
encountered Lord Siva and engaged him in battle, Arjuna had gained a great name, all
of which would be lost. Therefore Krsna says, 'kirtim ca hitvd pdpam avapsyasi -
You will lose your name as well as incur sin.'

NOT PERFORMING AN ACTION IS NOT A SIN

Not performing an action that has to be done is considered sinful. However, it does
not constitute sin. Not doing anything cannot attract a punitive response. How can it?
Only action can produce a result; inaction cannot. Inaction can only maintain the absence
of some result, absence in the sense that.if you had done something, there would have
been a result. If you do not do what is to be done, you do not directly produce any result,
but there will be a result nevertheless.

For example, if you do not bathe, shower, or launder your clothes, whether you see
the result or not, others will see it. The result will be very clear. This is what is meant by
drs.ta-phala. If you do not tidy up your room, you will see the results in just two days. It
will be a mess. This is the natural entropy that is a part of the creation. Not doing
something, then, can attract drsta-phala. Adrsta-phala accrues only when you do it,
rightly or wrongly.

To say that if you do not perform an action, you incur sin is a very loose statement.
The point is that when you do not do what is to be done, you will do something else
instead and that action may attract adrsta-phala. Running away from the battlefield is
an action. A retreating action, on Arjuna's part, giving up his duty and doing something
that was not his duty, would definitely attract adrrsta-phala. That Arjuna could not
avoid this pdpa, then, was another argument based on dharma put forward by Krsna.
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At the same time, Kisna said, Arjuna would lose his name also. Arjuna may have
replied, 'How can I lose my name? People will praise me. They will say thatArjuna was
so compassionate that he gave away the kingdom and walked into the forest. He could
have had the kingdom easily because he had the weapons to destroy the arrows of Karna
and Drona. Still he gave away the kingdom. What a compassionate man Arjuna is!' But
Krsna said that it would not happen that way at all.

WfiI 'diziod^ lidfllirdR 11 ^ II

akirtim cdpi bhiitni kathayisyanti te'vyaydm
sambhavitasya cdkirtirmaranddatiricyate Verse 34

Ti r api ca - and also; ¶a4t bhfitdni - beings; a te - of you; 3TaWTi avyayam

- unending; 2qfq akirtim - dishonour; qifqtif kathayisyanti - will speak;

�R-sAlcqu sambhavitasya - for the honoured; aiff: akirtih - dishonour; N ca -

surely; Wo�IRi A(rftkWA marandt atiricyate - is worse than death

Also, people will speak of your unending infamy. For the honoured,
dishonour is surely worse than death.

Bhutdni refers to all one's fellow beings. Not only great men were included here.
They, too, would talk, of course, along with all of the recent recruits who had come to
fight and who did not even know how to button their uniforms properly. They would tell
all kinds of stories, kathayisyanti, about Arjuna, eadh one creating his own version.
Their imaginations would run wild and rumours would quickly spread. They would use
words that betrayed Arjuna's cowardice, akirti, and people would continue to talk about
it for all times to come.

Even children of subsequent generations, listening to the Mahdbhdrata would

giggle when the topic of Arjuna would come up because he was the one who ran away.
They would ask, 'Which Pdrtha are you talking about? The one who ran away from the

battlefield?' Thus, Krsna told Arjuna that not only those on the battlefield would talk ill

of him, but all the ordinary people would do the same.

For someone who had no name or fame, there would be no problems. No one

would care whether he ran away from the battlefield or not. People would only assume

that such a person was one of those soldiers who ran away. But if Arjuna ran away, it
would be front-page news because he was held in such high regard. Akirti, ill fame is

not the same as loss of fame; it is the opposite of fame, and is worse than death for the

one who was held in high esteem by the society.

The argument here, then, is that if Arjuna cared about dharma, he should not

leave the battlefield and, if he did leave, he would incur pipa. Even if he did not care
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about incurring punya-papa or about his own dharma, but cared only for his own name

and fame, the ill fame would be worse than death because no one can live with ill fame

which is not at all legitimate. To have earned ill fame is one thing, but if it is unearned,
undeserving, Krsna said, it is worse than death.

Arjuna might as well have asked, 'How will I have ill fame just by going away?'
To this, Krsna said:

7q^I^ff *C* ?t MW^\: I
W q ?4 T& W TWF <^5 11 w II

bhayddrandduparatam mamsyante tvdm mahdrathdh
yesam ca tvam bahumato bhitva ydsyasi Idghavam Verse 35

VaM\: mahdrathdh - great warriors; ' ca - and; ?a tvam - you; TT bhayat

- out of fear; TT ran5t - from battle; Z Fr uparatam -one who has retreated;

ti*F mamsyante - will regard; WM yesdm - of whom; ?E tvam - you; S-ia:

bahumatah - highly esteemed; •T bhi2tva - having been; •5 I1ghavam -

lightness (fall in esteem); TlfTM yasyasi - you will receive

The great warriors will consider you as having retreated from the battle
due to fear. And you, having been so highly esteemed by them, will fall
in their esteem.

The word mahdrathas refers to Karna, Duryodhana, and the others. Karna was

Arjuna's arch enemy and along with Duryodhana, was supported by others of great
valour. In this verse, Krsna told Arjuna that they would look upon him as one who had
run away from the battlefield out of sheer fright at the sight of Karna and Duryodhana's
army.

These were not ordinary men; they were people who counted in the society. To
them, Arjuna had always been a great man. Even Duryodhana considered him to be the
greatest. That is why they were so afraid of him. But although they had always held
Arjuna in such high esteem, yesam ca tvam bahumatah, they would now consider him

a lightweight, ldghava. They would look upon him as a feather that is easily blown
away. He would become an ordinary person to them.

Krsna knew that Arjuna was a great man and that his problem was one of
affection and sympathy. That is why he told Arjuna that they would look upon him as
the one who ran away. Krsna knew that Arjuna's desire to run was not due to fear and
that, in fact, he was not runnihg away. Rather, Arjuna was giving up the fight, according
to his own arguments, out of sympathy. But Krsna knew that no one would understand
that. There was no dharma involved, nor prudence either. Krsna, therefore, told Arjuna
that running away would be neither a prudent nor an ethical action. He would lose all of
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the name and fame that he had earned thus far, which would prove to be worse than
death.

People would make fun ofArjuna. If he went to Rishikesh and sat under a tree, all
the pilgrims would come to see Arjuna who had run away from the battlefield. And,
having become a sadhu, there would be no recourse for Arjuna. At least if he had
remained as he was, people would be afraid of him. But no one is afraid of a sadhu
because he has taken the oath of ahimsd and, therefore, cannot seek restitution. 'People
will come and talk ill of you, Arjuna,' Krsna said. They will say, 'What kind of a
sadhu are you, Arjuna, to have gone against the dharma? You will have to live with all
their accusations and you are not going to enjoy that.'

Further, Krsna said:

3c|Ta1^|<| qicrf~#r diarfld: I

avccyavadddqica bahin vadisyanti tavdhitah
nindantastava sdmarthyam tato duhkhataram nu kim Verse 36

W ca - and; W tava - your; 3fFT: ahitah - enemies; M tava - your; m
samarthyam - prowess; pr--: nindantah - belittling; •W bahin - many;

1r AT�-4Fg avacya-vaddn - unutterable things; CiRfwf vadisyanti - will say; M:

tatah - than that; I:-TW duhkhataram - more painful; ' f ni t nu kim - is there

anything

And belittling your prowess, your enemies will say many unutterable
things about (you). Is there anything more painful than that?

Arjuna's enemies, Duryodhana and the others, would not think that Arjuna went
away out of compassion. Even if Duryodhana knew it to be so, he would definitely not
say so. Simple psychology was involved here. Duryodhana was a ruler and, already,
there was talk that Duryodhana was occupying the throne illegitimately. The subjects
were not happy with Duryodhana on that score, even though he introduced a lot of
welfare schemes to win them over. They knew in their hearts that Duryodhana was just

trying to convince them that he was a good person, when in fact he was a usurper and

was occupying the throne illegitimately. Everyone knew this.

HOW ARJUNA'S RETREAT WOULD BE PERCEIVED

Also, if Arjuna were to go away out of compassion, which would have been the

case, Dharmaputra would definitely have followed him. Bhima and the other

Pdndavas would have done the same. Therefore, Duryodhana would be victorious
without a shot and would definitely not have allowed the news of Arjuna's real reasons
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to spread because he would not want the people to look upon Arjuna and the Pindavas
as truly great. To allow this to happen would not have been good psychology on
Duryodhana's part because he would have wanted to draw the attention of all his
subjects towards himself. As the ruler, he was the person to be looked up to, not anyone
else. Duryodhana could not afford to have anyone else greater than himself be looked
up to by the people. His government would fall and the subjects may have started a
revolution in an attempt to oust him.

Duryodhana would see to it that he himself was projected and Arjuna demeaned.
He would say that Arjuna ran away out of sheer fear. Whatever esteem the people had
for Arjuna would go and they would then think that, because he ran away from the
battlefield, Arjuna deserved to live in the forest. No one would respect such a person
because they knew the dharma and Duryodhana would make sure that people would
talk, 'Your enemies will use words about your capacity and courage that are impossible
for me to repeat - avdcya-vidan bahun vadisyanti tava ahitdh.' Krsna therefore told

Arjuna, 'What can be more painful than that - tatah duhkhataram nu kim?'

Even the fresh recruits, the simple soldiers, would talk. There would definitely be
victory parties with a lot of drinking and talking. One soldier would say Arjuna ran
away as soon as he looked at him. Another would say Arjuna became frightened when
he put his hand on his moustache. Another would say that all he had said to Arjuna was,
'Get out!' and he fled in fear. Such people would also no doubt talk about Krsna in the
same way. Having involved Krsna in the battle, Arjuna was now thinking of running
away! Everyone would say that Krsna, as Arjuna's driver, ran away too. Thus, Krsna
may have said, 'On top of everything else, Arjuna, you have also brought me into this
mess.'

In the next verse,Arjuna is told to get up and fight:

ft* wT wif" %rf - fW i f I -qT 4*4t TrTI
d+;FdaH 4thR Ti TiFT'4: I I ^ I I1
hato va prdpsyasi svargamjitvu vd bhok.yase mahim
tasmarduttistha kaunteya yuddhdya krtaniScayah Verse 37

"1M: T hatah va - or if destroyed; Wý svargam - heaven; RIt•4 prapsyasi -

you will gain; i�T -M jitvd va - or conquering; Mg mahim - the earth; fr

bhoksyase - will enjoy; dfld tasmdt - therefore; Ti kaunteya - Oh! Son of

Kunti (Arjuna); ZT4r yuddhdya - to fight; •--f•': krta-niScayah - having

resolved; R"ig uttistha - get up

Destroyed, you will gain heaven; victorious, you will enjoy the world.
Therefore, Oh! Son of Kunti, get up, having resolved to fight!
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Here, Krfsna presented two possibilities to Arjuna. He said, 'Suppose, Arjuna,
you are destroyed, hata, in the process by Karna's or someone elses arrow, then you
will gain heaven - prapsyasi svargam. That is the rule. The dharma-MAstra says so.
Therefore, when you perform your karma and in the process you die, you are not the
loser. You gain svarga. And after svarga, you gain a better janma because you have
done what is to be done. So there is no sin.'

Earlier, Arjuna had put forth an argument based on sin. He had said, 'I would
create confusion in the society and therefore would commit sin.' Here, Krsna was telling
him that this was not true. Papa would not come to him. In fact, he would gain svarga.
Papa takes one to naraka. But now because, Arjuna would have died while performing
his duty, he would definitely go to svarga.

On the other hand, if Arjuna won the battle, having won,jitvd, he would enjoy the
kingdom. Therefore Krsna said, 'jitva vu bhoksyase mahim.' Either way, he was not
the loser. In the kind of battles Arjuna fought, these were the only two possibilities -
either death or victory. Those days, the wars were fought to the death. Because there was
no retreating from battle, the men were either victorious or they died in the process. That
was the dharma.

Therefore, lovingly addressing Arjuna as Kaunteya, Krsna said, 'Please get up -
tasmdt uttistha!' He asked Arjuna to get up because Arjuna had been sitting in the
chariot determined not to fight and Krsna wanted him to stand up and fight. Telling him
to get up was psychological as well as physical. He told Arjuna to get up, not to run
away but, having made a favourable decision to fight, yuddhaya krta-nicayah, to
either defeat the enemy or die.

Once he was finished with this argument, Krsna moved on to a more general
standpoint. Arjuna's situation involved a fight. But, because the Glit is a &istra, his
situation had to be converted into something that was common, universal.

Therefore, he said:

Tofl1MfTs t M 45TT h5Pft q4rft I

sukhaduhkhe same krtva Ibhdlbabhaujayajayau
tato yuddhaya yujyasva naivam pdpamavapsyasi Verse 38

j-:T-•i sukha-duhkhe - pleasure and pain; N5-3•TMW5 labha-alibhau - gain and

loss; N-3Ptif jaya-ajayau - victory and defeat; T same - the same ; y�i krtva

- having made; ?iT: tdtah - then; I�T yuddhdya - for battle; zR yujyasva -

prepare; T1.m evam - thus; Tq pdpam - sin; 3aTWTF na avapsyasi - you will

not incur
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Taking pleasure and pain, gain and loss, victory and defeat to be the

same, prepare for battle. Thus, you will incur no sin.

Taking pleasure and pain with equanimity, as though they are one and the same, is

the seed for karma-yoga. The same applies to gain and loss, victory and defeat, success

and failure. Krsna sowed the seed here and discussed it later. The whole Gitd is based

on the psychology of rdga-dvesas, likes and dislikes. Rdga and dvesa are the known

causes for our sorrow. There may be a hundred unknown causes, but they can all be

reduced to rdga and dvesa. Karma-yoga was being propounded here by Krsna who

said, in so many words, 'Don t fight for the sake of raga or dvesa.'

We should not fight just because we do not like someone, nor should we fight just

because we like to fight. Rdga-dvesas are not involved here, only dharma and

adharma. Arjuna was not fighting out of spite, whereas Duryodhana was fighting
because of both rdga and dvesa. He had rdga for the kingdom and dvesa for the

Pdndavas. He had always been jealous of them and could not stand to see them ruling.
Thus, Krsna acknowledged that Duryodhana was fighting out of rdga-dvesas, whereas

Arjuna must fight against rdga-dvesas. Krsna also told Arjuna that in fighting this war,
in reality, he was not fighting against Duryodhana; he was fighting against

rdga-dvesas. And therefore, the battle was one of dharma-adharma.

'Do what is to be done,' Krsna said. Here, because what was to be done, happened
to be a fight, he said 'Fight!' Because Arjuna was doing his sva-dharma, Krsna
assured him that he would incur no sin - na evam papam avdpsyasi. In fact, by
performing this action, he would gain only punya and not ppap. To fight this battle was

to uphold dharma so that rdga-dvesas would not rule. This, then, is the entire
psychology of the Giti.

Let rdga-dvesas not be the deciding factor. Let the sense of right and wrong
prevail in its place. Let the sense of what is to be done and not to be done be the deciding
factor. Then you become a yogi, as we shall see later. Taking the opposites, pleasure and

pain, gain and loss, victory and defeat, as the same, striving to do what is right and

thereby incurring no sin, is karma-yoga in seed form, bija-rapa, planted here in this

verse. Later in this chapter and elsewhere in the Gitf, Krsna picks it up again.

Krsna had talked to Arjuna mainly about dtmd, saying that itmd is something
whose very nature is existence, that it is not subject to death, and so on. In fact, he taught

Arjuna the nature, svaripa, of dtmd. This is called sdlikhya,1 meaning both Brahman

and the knowledge of Brahman. The jii•nls who have this knowledge of Brahman are

also called sa�khyas.

1 M 'zA En fO h:t AWg9: : Vgf I ? Mr nP W:I WR ltW qIffl Wlio o I I

afkn\ sf4: nr^ifsf: I W -ifl?^: ri #n~f~wTm 'it ^ ^nyjir:I u7o 'i^ II
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In the next verse, Krpna tells Arjuna that, thus far he had talked about sa"khya,
the nature of dtmd. And, now he would elaborate upon karma-yoga, which had been
said only in seed form, that is, briefly thus far. In this way, he introduced the two
different topics of the glta-Sdstra - sdikhya-yoga or jin�na-yoga, and karma-yoga.
Because this is such an important section of the Gta, dSaikara comments upon it in
some detail.

A Hsfsf wet aft f"I fkrd in I
Mom W cRtw sM& 1 1 ii

esd te'bhihitd sdikhye buddhiryoge tvimarm rmu
buddhyd yukto yayd pdrtha karmabandham prah&syasi Verse 39

iHq sahkhye - in self-knowledge; 1Wl esd - this; ft": buddhih - wisdom; * te

- to you; 3~$1T abhihita - has been told; ft# q- yoge tu - but with reference to

yoga; -��i imdm - this; 1pj •rnu - please listen; M4 pdrtha - Oh! Son of P-thd;

WaT yayd - with which; WurI buddhyd - wisdom; Z'r: yuktah - endowed;

*iAPN karma-bandham - bondage of action; WrTfe prahasyasi - you will get
rid of

This wisdom with reference to self-knowledge has so far been told to
you. Now listen also to the wisdom of yoga, endowed with which you
will get rid of the bondage of action, Oh! Son of Prtha.

In verses 11 through 30 of this chapter, the knowledge taught by Krsna to Arjuna
is saikhya, meaning Brahman, the nature of reality of the dtmd, whereas verses 31 to
38 are purely contextual and have nothing to do with the nature of the dtmd. These eight
verses are, therefore, unconnected to the topic under discussion and are not referred to in
the present verse as the knowledge given thus far. They can, however, be brought under
yoga or dharma. Although not sdikhya-astra, they are contextual in the flow,
representing a particular argument from the standpoint of one' dharma alone, entailing
simple worldly reasoning. The argument presented is not from the standpoint of
paramdtmd; it relates only to what is to be done at a given time.

In verse 11 through 16 of this chapter Bhagavan Krqsna introduced the topic under
discussion, that is, the nature of dtmi and then went on to explain it in depth. Because its
subject matter is sdAkhya the chapter is called sdikhya-yoga. Sdikhya alone is not
discussed here; other topics are also mentioned. For instance, Krsna talks about karma-

yoga, as we are about to see. Srikhya, however, is definitely the predominant topic
throughout the chapter.

It is unlikely that Vydsa himself actually gave the Gitd chapters their titles. They
were probably added by others to indicate the central topic of each chapter. In all the
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chapters, the topics indicated by their titles are discussed, along with other topics. In fact,
although the twelfth chapter is called Bhakti-yoga, there is an even more extensive
discussion on this topic, Bhakti, in the eleventh chapter where Arjuna praised Lord
Krsna. Similarly, in the chapter entitled Dhydna-yoga, there are only a few verses about
meditation, dhyana, itself.

SUp to the point we have reached in this chapter, sdikhya has been taught and this
particular verse is a provisional conclusion of the topic. For those who study Vedanta-
hAstra it is very important to know why Krsna concluded the topic here as he did. The
reason is that there are two bastras within the gita-Sistra - the karma-astra and the

moksa-�dstra. Moksa-adstra is Veddnta and the Gita can be considered a

moksa-'astra. Karma-�dstra is the Karma-k.nda, which discusses the various rituals

karmas, or means, sadhanas, to gain various ends, sddhyas. Karma-kanda, is also

Veda but karma is its subject matter. The subject matter of moksa-sdstra is knowledge,
jnana.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN KARMA-YOGA AND SANKHYA-YOGA

Moksa-idstra can be viewed from two standpoints with reference to the two
possible life-styles - karma-yoga and sdaikhya or sannydsa. Both are meant for

moksa alone. Because the difference between karma and karma-yoga must be clearly
understood, Krsna talked about it. Doing karma for the sake of self-purification is
karma-yoga. It indicates that the person has discrimination, viveka and knows that he or
she wants moksa because, to gain moksa, one requires a certain mind. And to gain that
mind one performs actions, karmas, with a certain attitude. That attitude converts it into
yoga. Merely doing karma is not yoga.

For example, there is a set of prayers, called nitya-karmas, that are to be done
daily. One of these prayers is called sandhya-vandana. Vandana means salutation or
prayer, and sandhya refers to the three times of day that the prayer is to be performed -
in the morning as the sun rises, at noon, and in the evening as the sun sets. The literal
meaning of sandhyd is 'a time when two periods of time join, meet.' For example, it
indicates the time when the day has not yet begun because the sun has not risen, but the
night has already rolled away. Similarly another sandhyd is when the sun has already
set, but the night has not yet come. The third sandhyd is in the middle, exactly at noon,
neither forenoon nor afternoon. These nitya-karmas can be done for the sake of some
result later or for the sake of purifying the mind - antah-karana-guddhi.

Why would anyone want antah-karana-suddhi? Because the mind, antah-

karana, is necessary for gaining self-knowledge. Therefore, karma is performed as an
indirect means for moksa, to prepare the mind for gaining the knowledge. When the
prayer is done for antah-karana-duddhi, the person has no other result in mind. He or
she only asks that the Lord be pleased with the karma and bless him or her with a
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purified mind. Karma may be performed out of joy or out of a concept of duty, as a
prayer. When it is performed as a prayer, for the sake of antah-karana-Suddhi and
moksa, it becomes a yoga.

A number of topics come under karma-yoga including prayer, devotion,
samddhi, and astdriga-yoga (for the sake of samddhi), all of which are stated in
Sahkara's bhdsya to this verse. The verse itself reveals that there is a division or
difference between the two subject matters, sadikhya and karma-yoga. If this division is
not clear, the entire Gita will appear to be full of contradictions and the listener will be
confused, whereas if the division is clear, understanding is possible. The listener will
know what is meant when it is said that for the sannydsis there is only jinana-yoga and
for the others, who are also seekers, karma-yoga is the means for gaining moksa.

The subject matter of this knowledge is sadikhya, a discriminative presentation of
what is real and what is not real. Every step of the unfoldment is based on
discrimination. For example, the body, deha, is subject to death, whereas the one who
dwells in the body, dehi, is not, and so on. The discrimination is presented because
people usually think that when the deha is destroyed, the dehi is also destroyed. When
one is not mistaken for the other, there is discrimination and it is this knowledge that has
been given with reference to the reality of the dtma. Thus Krsna said, 'So far, whatever
I have taught you is with reference to sfikhya - slikhye esd buddih mayd abhihiti
tubhyam.'

WHAT CAN KNOWLEDGE DO?

And what does knowledge do? It removes ignorance. Knowledge is the cause for
the removal of ignorance. It cannot do anything else. Ignorance itself is the problem, it
being the cause for false pursuits and sorrow, samsdra. To think that heaven will be an
to answer all my problems is delusion, moha. Moha is thinking that sorrow can be
removed by reaching somewhere or gaining this or that. Knowledge of the reality of
atmd removes this ignorance, and therefore, is the direct cause for moksa.

WHAT CAN KARMA-YOGA DO?

Is there also an indirect cause for moksa? The bhdsya says that there is, and that
will be taught. That there are two different topics is clear. Krsna himself says, 'sdfikhye
buddhih abhihitd; yoge tu imaim sr.u - this. wisdom with reference to
self-knowledge has so far been told to you; now listen to the wisdom of yoga.' Safkara
deals with this point thoroughly because, even in his day, there was a great deal of
controversy about whether the gitc-distra talks about karma, jilina, or a synthesis of
the two. There were many such notions, in one form or other. Therefore, Bhd�yakdra
spends a considerable amount of time here pointing out the distinction and then saying,
'Now listen to what I am going to say about karma-yoga.'
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Any discipline is useful because it helps one gain a certain composure, a certain

mastery over the opposites, as we saw in the preceding verse. Therefore, all disciplines

are called yoga. This composure is necessary for the mind to be able to receive the

knowledge. To gain the composure you require karma-yoga. Karma-yoga, therefore,

becomes an indirect means, not a direct means, for gaining the knowledge.

You cannot say, 'I will take karma-yoga and you take jiihna-yoga and we will

both reach the same end.' It is not like that. If karma-yoga is presented as a means for

gaining the knowledge that will destroy ignorance, one may ask why the study of the

Sistra alone cannot do that. The reason is that study of the sastra is capable of

delivering the goods only when the antah-karana is ready. Therefore, preparing the

antah-karana is what is meant by karma-yoga and is what is going to be discussed

here.

IN PRAISE OF KARMA-YOGA

Krsna praised karma-yoga, telling Arjuna that it was as important as jinna.

Karma-yoga is not something less than jfiana since, without it jiuana will not take

place. To create a certain value for karma-yoga in Arjuna, Krsna praised it in this way.

Krsna told Arjuna that the knowledge of karma-yoga would enable him to destroy the

bondage of karma - 'karma-bandham prahasyasi.'

Karma here means dharma-adharma, which means punya-papa, the good and

bad actions that alone bind the individual. Therefore, it is called karma-bandha, the

bondage of karma. The karma itself is the bondage which is destroyed by knowledge

made possible by karma-yoga. Now a question may arise here. That is, knowledge

destroys only ignorance, ajiana; how is the karma destroyed? That is because, with the

destruction of ignorance, doership is destroyed, causing all the karmas to fall apart.

Thus, both sannydsa and karma-yoga play a role in the destruction of samsara.

But the difference between the two must be clearly understood. Otherwise, it will be said

that there are various paths, such as the four paths advanced by some - jnana-yoga,

bhakti-yoga, karma-yoga, and hatha-yoga. It is also incorrect to say that there are as

many paths as there are people.

Addressing this lack of clarity in understanding, Sahkara says that because of the

grace of livara, you find yourself with a purified mind, the teaching, and the teacher.

And because of all of this, you gain the knowledge. He says, being endowed with this

karma-yoga, 'IAuara-pras�da-nimitta-jhiana-prapteh - by gaining the knowledge by

the grace of the lord,' you will get out of the bondage of karma. A life of karma-yoga

prepares the mind and knowledge releases one from the bondage. But to say here

through karma-yoga oneis released from bondage is to praise karma-yoga, which is the

indirect means for moksa. To have the knowledge, you have to understand that 'I am

Brahman.' There is no other way. The Lord's grace, I9vara-prasFda is in the form of
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the guru, the distra, the teaching, the type of mind that is required, and conducive
circumstances, as well.

It has been everyone' experience that there can be a number of obstacles in any
undertaking. In fact, by the time people come to this teaching, they have met with a lot
of obstructions in life and have experienced a lot of pain. This is how they come to the
teaching, and the obstructions continue. For this undertaking also, then, the grace of
livara is required. Thus, one has to be prayerful.

ONE YOGA, TWO LIFE-STYLES

Karma-yoga makes everything possible so that you can gain the knowledge which
destroys the bondage of karma. How many yogas are there for moksa, then? Only one;
knowledge, jinana. And there are two life-styles - karma-yoga, living the life of a
karma-yogi and sannyasa, living the life of a renunciate. This is the vision of the Veda,
the only vision that can account for the entire idstra. And Sarikara states it very clearly,
presenting very well what the Aastra says.

Both life-styles imply knowledge and that knowledge is moksa. There is no doubt
whatsoever here. To gain that knowledge you require a properly prepared mind, for
which you require Bhagaudn's grace. Therefore, you invoke the Lord's grace so that you
have everything ready for gaining the knowledge. This is the only way to remove
samsara, bondage.

Before discussing the two possible life-styles, Krana first praises karma-yoga.

412T^ N fO % t WT* SIqwii yo II

nehabhikramancUo'sti pratyavayo na vidyate
svalpamapyasya dharmasya trayate mahato bhayat Verse 40

' iha - in this; AfliqR--1T: abhikrama-nAsah - waste of effort; ; a*F f na asti

- is not; FMith: pratyavayah - production of opposite results; R f ai na vidyate

-is not; a5r-q 9*F asya dharmasya - of this dharma (karma-yoga); T�Tq 3&

svalpam api - even very little; r'I?: WqTT mahatah, bhayt - from great fear; WI'

"trayate - protects

In this, there is no waste of effort, nor are the opposite results produced.
Even very little of this karma-yoga protects one from great fear.

Karma-yoga, not karma itself, is involved in the pursuit of moksa. A person does
karma-yoga, not for karma-phala, but for moksa. Here, abhikrama indicates the

beginning of an undertaking and nada means destruction. You can always begin
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cultivation, but you may not be able to reap the harvest. Water may not be available,
there may be no rain, or the pests may come in large numbers. Anything can happen
between these two events. There may even have been floods or too much rain at the
wrong time. All of these can destroy whatever cultivation that has been undertaken. But,
in this verse, Krsna says that, there is no destruction for this undertaking - abhikrama-
nasah na asti.

Any karma that you undertake has numerous obstacles, but karma-yoga has none.
It is purely prayer. All the karmas that you do, form a prayer, as it were. Prayer itself is
the result because, to the extent that you are able to pray, your antah-karana is taken
care of. You are praying for the sake of purifying your mind, antah-karana-uddhi, and
the prayer itself produces the result. The result is not later. That you are praying is itself
the result of prayer.

Karma-yoga is an attitude; it is not just action. If it were an undertaking, it would
be a problem because it might not end properly. There could be obstructions in between
or something could happen to prevent you from achieving the desired end. For example,
if you perform a scripturally enjoined karma, vaidika-karma, the undertaking can be
destroyed altogether by not doing the ritual properly, that is, there will be abhikrama-
naa. Certain omissions and commissions may be there. If something was done
incorrectly or if you did not distribute the proper gifts, daksind, that was required, there
would be no result at all. Therefore, in the karma, there can be na-a, destruction,
meaning that the desired end cannot be fulfilled at all. This is not the case for
karma-yoga because you are not interested in the result, karma-phala. You are
interested only in antah-karana-Suddhi, so that you can gain moksa.

The word pratyavdya used here has two meanings. Any undertaking that you have
not completed due to your own omission has a pratyavuya-dosa, a defect. The desired
result is not achieved because the action, a prescribed treatment, for example, is
incomplete, inadequate. Suppose you start a treatment,,do it for one or two days, and
then discontinue it. This creates problems because the treatment must be applied for a
prescribed period of time for it to work. Only after a certain point should it be
discontinued. To do otherwise will cause pratyav�ya because you will not get the
desired result. Not carrying out the prescribed treatment is a pratyavaya, a defect, and
not doing it at the right time is also a defect - the second meaning for pratyavaya. If
treatment is not taken at the right time, your condition may become complicated,
yielding results that you did not expect at all and that may be most undesirable.
Similarly, when an important ritual, karma, is performed, there are a number of satellite
rituals to be followed. And, if these are not followed, there is either no result or a wrong
result.

In karma-yoga, however, such problems do not exist because we are not talking about
karma. Karma-yoga is an attitude and, being an attitude, if it is with you, it is with you.
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To the extent that you have it, you have it, and with this attitude, you continue to do
karma. Previously you did karma and now also you do karma. It is the change in
attitude that brings about the result and makes it yoga.

KARMA-YOGA IS AN ATTITUDE

The discipline called karma-yoga, this attitude, even in the smallest degree,
svalpam api, protects you from great fear, the great fear of samsara - trayate
mahatah bhaydt. Once you have started living a life of karma-yoga, you have started a
different journey. Till then, you were going in one direction as the water flows, so to
speak. Now, it is as though the water has reversed its flow and flows towards the
mountain top, instead of away from it. Through karma-yoga, you have reversed the
process. Once you have started the reverse process, there is nothing to stop you, no
matter how many obstacles remain. If you do not complete the journey in this lifetime,
then you simply continue it in the next, the Gltf assures you.

You might ask how having karma-yoga in the smallest degree can help remove
the samsara-bhaya. It is because that small measure, that shift in attitude, has already
initiated the reverse process of the journey. Even if the person dies while pursuing this
moksa-marga, according to Krsna, it does not take much time at all to complete it, as
we will see in detail in the sixth chapter. The very fact that you reversed the process
shows that you are well on your way; that the journey is all but over.

By assuring us that, the reversal itself is a great blessing, the Gita praises
karma-yoga. In the next verse, Krsna talks about ones understanding with reference to
the clarity of the end in view.

WPT iFT"T5 ,j<lolWlftS lqlTI I I I
vyavasdyatmikd buddhirekeha kurunandana
bahudikhd hyanantdlca buddhayo'vyavasdyindm Verse 41

FF--1 kurunandana - Oh! Descendant of Kurus; W iha - with reference to this
(moksa); 5q(Mlqi¶|c vyavasLdytmikd - well-ascertained; #4: buddhih -
understanding; T� ekd - is one; 3alctlPfFi avyavasdyindm - of the

indiscriminate; 3I4: buddhayah - notions; f* hi - indeed; WigTIT: bahu-gdkhah
- many-branched; - ca - and; 3FRit: anantdh - innumerable

With reference to this (moksa), Oh! Descendant of Kurus, there is a
single, well-ascertained understanding. The notions of those who lack
discrimination are many-branched and innumerable indeed.
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The vision of the Gita is that you are already free; you cannot be improved upon.

Since you are already param brahma, it is knowledge alone that liberates you. To gain

it, you should find a teacher and ask for the knowledge. In spite of the availability of

such teaching, however, there is no guarantee that one will gain the knowledge because

the place where it must occur may not be ready.

Knowledge has to take place in the mind. Physically, one may be a mature person,

an adult, but this does not mean that the mind, the antah-karana, is ready for the

teaching. A certain maturity, a certain viveka is necessary. The teaching may be given

for the asking, but the mind must be ready for it. You must be desirous of the

knowledge, not out of curiosity, but out of a certain discrimination, viveka, on your part.

Then only can you ask for this knowledge and hope to receive it. The mind that is

necessary in order to receive the knowledge is accomplished by karma-yoga.

You can choose a life-style of karma-yoga, performing karma with a prayerful

attitude. Or you can choose a life of renunciation involving only sarikhya, knowledge.

Sanikhya and sannydsa go together, since sannydsa is taken for the sake of pursuing

knowledge to the exclusion of any other activity. By simply becoming a sannyasi, one

does not become enlightened. A sannyasi also has to gain knowledge. Similarly, by

karma-yoga alone, you do not gain liberation. You have to gain knowledge. Knowledge,

therefore, is common to both. Knowledge liberates, for which you require a mind which

has been made ready by yoga. A sannyasi may follow the asta.iga-yoga upto its final

limb of samddhi. But it too.comes under karma-yoga because it is an action to be done

to purify the antah-karana for the sake of gaining the knowledge. Any technique that

helps to acquire steadiness of mind is useful and may be employed even by a sannyasi.

THE MEANS AND THE END ARE ONE

In this verse, the word vyavasaya means nigcaya, clarity with reference to what I

seek and how I am going to go about gaining it. The mind, buddhi, therefore, is said to

be single-pointed, eka. There is also only one goal - moksa, in the form of jnana,

knowledge. That the goal, the end, is clear, is itself a very big accomplishment. To see

that moksa is the destiny of a human being, that this is exactly what I am seeking, that it

is freedom, freedom from a sense of limitation, and that freedom must be centred on

myself alone, that it cannot be outside of me, means that the goal is clear. I should see

that I am already free and that if I were bound, I could never be free. If I am already free,

I should know it to own it. This is the kind of knowledge I need to have first - that

there is such a thing as the freedom I am seeking and that it is in the form ofjhana.

If there are a hundred seekers and all of them are very clear about what they want,

all of them committed to the pursuit of knowledge, then all these minds have only one

goal. 6raddha is common to all of them. Only in preparing the mind can there be

differences. Once the mind is prepared, it does not meander. It is like a river with two
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banks; it has a direction. If the banks themselves are not defined, if they are all over,
there will be islands everywhere,just like the river Godavarn before it reaches the sea.

Similarly, like a meandering river, the buddhi will meander 1ll over if I do not
know where I want to go. Everything will seem to be all right. Or everything will seem
to be important, which means there will be a confusion about priorities. If everything
seems to be as attractive as everything else, then everything will have the uppermost
place on the list of items to be fulfilled. Because they have no vyavasaydtmika buddhi,
people are confused about what is to be done first and what later.

But here, whether it is with reference to karma-yoga or jiana, the focus is the
same because it is knowledge and knowledge cannot differ. Knowledge is centred on the
object and is as true as the object. Therefore, knowledge cannot differ regardless of
whether it is my knowledge or your knowledge. One plus one is two for both of us.
Because it depends on a valid means of knowledge, knowledge of a given thing does not
differ. So too, knowledge for one who takes to karma-yoga is the same knowledge as
that pursued by the sannyasl. A karma-yogi does not do karma for the sake of karma
or karma-phala. No one is interested in performing an action for the sake of action.
Inaction would be preferable. Action is performed because the person is interested in
something. We need to be clear about what that is. A karma-yogi does not perform
karma for the karma's sake, nor because it is going to produce a particular result in
terms of security and pleasure and thereby make him or her a better person. Such a
person no longer thinks that way, although he or she may have thought so originally. A
karma-yogi, like a sannyasi is a mumuksu, a seeker, one who has a desire for mokqa
only. One does not become a karma-yogi otherwise.

WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE SEEKING IS ENDLESS

Everyone does some kind of karma or the other. Who does not? Some are doing
more; some are doing less. But everyone performs karma with certain ends in view and
these ends are numerous - bahuiakhh. There are many branches in the sense that
each one goes his or her own way. There are not just one or two ways; they are endless,
countless, ananta. If you go after money, there is no end to the search. If you want

power, it too is endless. Pleasures are the same. Whatever you seek, you find the pursuit
is endless.

Those who do not have niScaya, those who are not clear with reference to what
they want, have meandering minds - bahudikhOa buddhayah. Too many branches are

there, too many channels, too many expressions, and too many pursuits. They are indeed

countless. Both the means and the ends are countless in number because the same ends

can be achieved by many means. Take money, for example, or power. There are many
gates including 'Watergate,' through which you can gain power and lose it also. A gate
can take you in and it can push you out. Inlets can become outlets. Thus, there are many

BG Vol 1-1i
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ways to accomplish the same end because whenever an end is away from you, you can
accomplish that end in different ways.

When the mind is not clear, priorities are always a problem. Everything seems to
be equally important, whereas for the person who has clarity about what is to be known,
there is eka buddhi. With reference to yoga too it is eka buddhi because karma-yoga is
bor out of nitya-anitya-vastu-viueka, discriminating knowledge between that which is
eternal and non-eternal. All we have to do is to take care of our raga-dvesas, our likes
and dislikes. These have to be neutralised and, to do this, we require karma-yoga. If a
person does not have karma-yoga and becomes a sannyasi or simply pursues
knowledge on his or her own, raga-dvesas still have to be taken care of.

This does not mean that one should not pursue knowledge. The pursuit of
knowledge itself may help one to take care of rxga-dvesas. In fact, no one takes care of
every raga-dvesa and then pursues knowledge. You pursue knowledge and take care of
raga-dvesas. This was what Arjuna did.

KARMA-YOGA IS SOMETHING MORE THAN AN ETHICAL LIFE

Arjuna had been living a life of dharma, but it was not a total karma-yoga. He
had great ambitions. Only in the battlefield did he become a mumuksu. He had fought
with Lord Siva only for the sake of a weapon. Because he wanted a blessing from Lord
&iva in the form of a missile, he worshipped him - all for the sake of personal glories.
Living a life of dharma, an ethical life, Arjuna legitimately sought these personal
glories.

Karma-yoga is not merely living an ethical life because one can legitimately
aspire for money, power, heaven, and so on. Legitimately, the person performs various
karmas and earns his or her living ethically. Following sound work ethics and personal
ethics means that one's life is proper. But such a person is not necessarily a mumuksu,
the one who has already discriminated between the real and the unreal, the one who has
nitya-anitya-vastu-viveka. Nitya means that which is eternal, that which is always
there, and anitya is the ephemeral, the non-eternal. That 'I am seeking eternally' is
knowledge that you gain in time after you have gone through enough rounds of
experience to enlighten yourself. You see that experiences come and go and all that
happens is that you become a permanent seeker, an experience hunter. Either you grow
out of one experience and want a new experience or you want a repeat experience. Either
way, the experience is anitya. The result of any karma is always anitya.

A person who has thus discovered a dispassion towards the experiences of life is
called a mumuksu, one who can take to a life of sannyasa or to a life of karma-yoga.
Those who take to either life-style are mumuksus who have minds that are ekd, because
of niscaya-svabhava. There is a determination; there is clarity. NiScaya does not mean
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determination in the sense of resolve; it means that there is no doubt. There is clarity
with reference to what I want to know.

If you want to know whether a pumpkin is made out of plastic or is real, you
ascertain the difference and have niicayatmika buddhi with reference to that object.
There is clarity. A doubt, however, is what is created when someone says that what you
thought was real is made out of plastic. You can believe that it is real, but the mind is not
niicayatmika. You have to ascertain whether or not it is real with your own promnýa,
with your own hands and nose. You touch it and smell it. Nowadays, a pumpkin can be
made to smell and feel like a real pumpkin, so you may also have to scratch it. Once you
know it is a real pumpkin, then you have nicayitmika buddhi.

From this example, we can understand that niicaya is clarity, not determination.
What determination or resolve is there in knowing a pumpkin? Determination is
something entirely different. You determine or resolve to achieve something. Here, very
well ascertained knowledge is what is meant by nicayatmika buddhi, clarity with
reference to the laksya, what is to be accomplished in life.

Any target is called a laksya. Any implied meaning is also called laksya as we
have seen before. What is aimed at here is lakgya and the lakfya is very clear. The
means also are very clear. I do not choose karma-yoga thinking that it will deliver the
goods. I choose it knowing full well it is jinna that delivers the goods. A karma-yogi
pursues knowledge while, at the same time, living a life of karma-yoga. In this, the
karma-yogi has niScaya, a clarity about the goal. The person has no delusions
whatsoever. He or she may practice dsanas, pranydyma, and various other disciplines.
A number of rituals may also be performed. However, whatever is done is meant for
only one purpose.

This integration is clear to the karma-yogi because he or she knows that these
karmas, themselves, will not produce knowledge. The purpose of the various disciplines
is clear. This, then, is what is meant by clarity. No karma is discounted or dismissed;
nor is it mistaken for a means to an end that it cannot produce. Therefore, a karma-yogi
will not complain later that he or she tried everything, none of which helped at all.

WHATEVER HELPS IS USEFUL

People actually say these things, 'I tried all this and it did not work. It is all a trip.'
They do not know what they tried it all for? Whatever you try can help in some way or
other if it is done properly. It is also true that something that helps one person may not
help another. For instance, two people may have the same disease with the same
symptoms, but only one will be helped by a particular treatment and another may
actually be harmed by it. There are hundreds of disciplines and cures for varieties of
diseases, but they do not help everyone because each of them has its own limitation. No
one really knows what a particular medicine will do. Researchers may have watched its
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effect on rats, but how it will act on a human being, in a male body as opposed to a

female body, an Indian stomach as opposed to a Western stomach, they do not know.

What happens when you eat meat instead of brown rice is not really known either. It is

all guess work and prayer. Because everything has its own limitations, there is no last
word.

As long as you understand that you do a certain thing for a certain purpose and do
not have any delusion about it, everything is fine. You do not become a faddist. Nor do

you think that this or that will deliver what it cannot. Onlyjiina will deliver and, for the

sake of ifinna, you have to do what is to be done, which requires, uicdra, inquiry. It is
the thing that produces the knowledge that will deliver. If, for the sake of that

knowledge, you think you need to do this or that to be able to know, then do it.

Sahkara says here that, viveka being there, the mind is single-pointed - eka

buddhih bhavati. Suppose, however, that the laksya, the human end, is not very clear.
What kind of buddhi will there be? It will be a buddhi that is dissipated in many
pursuits without any definite direction. Those who have no vyavasaya are those with no
viveka-buddhi, no discrimination. They definitely do not have the knowledge bor out

of pramna through the study of the idstra. They have no such clarity and, for them,
there are many branches, bahu-iakhas, countless means and countless ends - all of
which are in the buddhi, so that the person wants to do many things at the same time
finally not doing even one of them properly. Time management, therefore, becomes an

enormous problem.

WITHOUT CLARITY PRIORITIES ARE A PROBLEM

To say, 'This job I will do now and this one I will do later,' means that you have

only one buddhi, to say nothing of having only one body! However, suppose you want

to do all of them and are not very clear about which one you want to do first, what

happens is that you cannot even start! Similarly, when it is very clear to you that this

knowledge, this freedom, is what you want in life, then everything becomes karma-yoga

for you, even marriage. In fact, marriage is yoga. Here both the partners together live a

life of karma-yoga, preparing themselves for this knowledge.

Having pointed out the difference in understanding, Krsna talks about those who

are not clear about the end to be accomplished in life.

ATmi N 1"t 41-4 R rc1arA-4F : I
Ac)<o|| g: Mf rq;itln mf: 11 I

yamima.m pusqpitdm vacam prauadantyavipaicitah
vedavddart5th pdrtha nanyadastiti vddinah Verse 42
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*TMkH: WlWTT: ^#f" Rl jI

kdmamadnah svargapardh janmakarmapap rada m
kriyadivesabahuldm bhogaiivaryagatim prati Verse 43

f pirtha - Oh! Son of Prthd; a3fIqfa: avipaicitah - those who do not see

clearly; *-W-T•-f: veda-vada-ratah - those who remain engrossed in the karma-

kanda portion of the Veda; Tf anyat - anything else;T 3 RT no asti - is not; ORi
iti - thus; Tlft: v5dinah - those who argue; •P•IFm •: kamatmdnah - those who

are full of desires; 1!T:; suargapar.h - those with heaven as their highest goal; SthT-

Tb4-*Xdi 6fT bhoga-aiivarya-gatim prati - for the sake of the attainment of

pleasure and power; ^.'-'r4--'r�-Ri janma-karma-phala-pradam - leading to a

better birth as a result of their actions; fiT-f� t r- g-il5 kriya-viiisa-bahul5m - full

of special rituals; Zrj MT� y�m imam - these; �fi puspitam - flowery; WWqi
vicam - words; U3ft pravadanti - utter

Oh! Son of Prthd, the non-discriminating people, who remain engrossed
in karma enjoined by the Veda and its results, arguing that there is
nothing other than this, those who are full of desires with heaven as their
highest goal, for the attainment of pleasure and power, utter these flowery
words that talk of many special rituals that are capable of giving better
births and various results of actions.

Those who see clearly am called vipahcits and avipa cits means the opposite,
those who do not see clearly. They have no vyavasayatmika buddhi. There are people
who may see, but not clearly, and there are those who do not see at all. Krsna is talking
here about people who see, but not very clearly, who study and believe in the veracity of
the Vedas, but miss the most important teaching of the Vedas namely the btmajiiana.
They believe in the existence of the soul after death because it is stated so in the Vedas.
They believe in the efficacy of the various rituals mentioned in the Vedas for
accomplishing various ends and they believe in the ends also, like heaven and a better
birth. They believe in the capacity of a given ritual to produce a particular desirable
result.

Therefore, these are not ordinary people. They are people who have studied the
Sastra and who believe in its validity. This is why Krsna used the word avipaocit
meaning that these people see and yet, they do not see. They are the people who are not
to be dismissed because they have studied the scriptures. Sarikara criticises them here
because they have all the words and some arguments which they back up by quoting
selected verses. They talk, argue, and try to convince others also - yam imam
puspitdm vdcam pravadanti. They use very well-known words, prasiddha vak, words
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that are very flowery. There are some trees, like magnolia trees, in which, when they
flower, nothing but the flowers can be seen. Although the leaves and branches are there,
they are hidden by the flowers. These people are like those trees because they speak
words which are as attractive as a flowery, blossoming tree - puspitdm vacam
pravadanti. Sahkara also uses another expression - irayamrdna-ramaniya, meaning
'very hice to hear.' As you hear the words, they are very pleasing and wonderful to the
ear, but in fact, they are all just so much hype! Such words are used because people who
do not have eka buddhi, who have not ascertained what they have to accomplish in life,
do not see things very clearly. Those, who do not have this viveka, revel in parts of the
Veda that talk of means and ends and exclude the Vedanta portion. They are the veda-
vuda-ratds.

They may even study Vedanta but only use it for the sake of rituals. These people
revel in many of the Veda-vakyas because they state clearly what you will get and the
means, sadhana, you must employ for gaining it. There are rituals for having children,
restoring health, removing certain obstacles you may have, and so on. How these
elaborate rituals are to be done is also stated. In other words, there is an answer for
everything in the karma-kdnda of the Veda.

Believing in all these sentences and performing certain karmas because one wants
to accomplish various ends is fine. But, the veda-voda-ratas argue that there is nothing
other than karma. They say that you must do karma and you must accomplish all these
various ends. They say that you should not fritter away this life and, of course, we say
the same thing! You are given this one life and we do not know about the next one.
There may be a next life or there may not be. Even if a next life does exist, you may be
born a frog and end up on a lab table for experimental purposes. The legs go onto
someone else' plate and the body goes to the anatomy department of some medical
college! Therefore, this life is the only one we can count on.

The veda-vdda-ratds say that karma alone is to be done. For them, the greatest
gain, moksa, is heaven, svarga. They also talk about this life, saying that the greatest
gain is wealth. In other words, the goal is one hundred percent success here and in the
hereafter also! This is how they talk. And why do they talk this way?

The people being described here are those who are nothing but desires -
kmdmtmdnah. It is not that they have desires. They are made up of desires alone. There
is a difference. Going to heaven is the highest end for them; they are svargaparas.Thus,
there are a lot of desires for them to fulfil here on earth and, then, for the hereafter,
heaven is the ultimate goal!

The result of karma is always another birth,janma, in one form or other. All the
karma-phalas, that you have gathered ends up in this way. Therefore, we have the
flowery words, puspitd vdk, of those who talk about a better birth later being the result
of karma gathered - they talk words that are janma-karma-phala-pradd. These
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words are in the form of statements such as 'Next time you will be born a prince. You
will be born with a golden spoon in your mouth,' and so on. Kriya-videsa-bahula is yet
another adjective used by Krfqna to describe the words spoken by these people, words
that reveal the many and varied karmas for attaining pleasure and power -bhoga-
aiivarya-gatim prati. Bhoga is pleasure and aivarya is power, overlordship. You want
power and overlordship because you cannot accept the helplessness that you feel. And so
the words, 'Next time you will become a king,' or 'in your next birth, you will be Indra,
the ruler of heaven,' are all very pleasant to hear. People's minds seem to be carried
away by them.

Thus, Krq�.a lamented their plight here. Not only are they themselves carried away
by these words, their conviction in their belief is such that they become missionaries and
make sure they convince a few other people too. The real reason for their missionary
zeal is that they are not that sure. Their belief is only a belief, after all. Believers have to
become missionaries because belief means there is a doubt and doubt means you require
some strength. If you can manage to convince one person, then you feel secure. There is
mutual strength and one helps the other. Groups are created in this way so that each
member will have the support of all other members.

The minds of those who are carried away by these enticing flowery words do not
stay with the pursuit of Vedanta. With reference to what one must gain, there is no real
clarity because this clarity cannot take place in the minds carried away by such words.
The idea here is that if you do not allow yourself to be carried away by words, if you
look into them, you will find that they fall apart. And, if the words are not looked into,
you will find that they are very pleasing and attractive. Therefore, people who have no
discrimination are easily carried off by them.

4ifIiMW- jl: wnlft r iR4't i n l1

bhogailvaryaprasaktdnqa m tayipahrtacetasim
vyavasdyitmikd buddhih samidhau na vidhlyate Verse 44

rh- �-IrNm bhoga-aiivarya-prasaktandm - for those who pursue pleasure

and power exclusively; ;t tayd - by those words; a•W-1f-RTI apahrta-cetasdm -

whose minds are robbed away; 4trlqif•cl vyauasiydtmikd - well ascertained;

3ff: buddhih - understanding; WmTt samndhau - in the mind; T fqgf na

vidhiyate - does not take place

For those who pursue, pleasure and power exclusively, whose minds are
robbed away by those flowery words, well ascertained understanding
does not take place in their mind.
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Krsna had already unfolded the knowledge of sarikhya and then he asked Arjuna

to listen to the knowledge unfolded about karma-yoga. Thus, when Krsna praised yoga
in terms of karma-yoga, as he did here, sarikhya was not being discussed at all.

Often something is praised by comparing it to something else. In Krsna's praise of

karma-yoga, there was a comparison to pure karma, karma done with a particular

result in mind, the karma that is done with the thinking, 'I perform this karma for this

given result alone.' The result, phala, of pure karma is always limited. This is not the

karma done for the sake of antah-karana-guddhi, for purifying the mind, so that

moksa will be gained. When karma is done in this manner for antah-karana-Auddhi,

then the commitment is to moksa alone and you become a umumksu. This is what we

call yoga.

Karma is generally done for the sake of a limited result, whether the karma is

worldly, laukika-karma, or scripturally based, vaidika-karma. The karmas that are

done for gaining certain limited results are called kamya-karma. The sistra includes

heaven also as a result of k�mya-karma.

The people under discussion, in this verse, know the Veda and quote it, but only
for the purpose of establishing the glories of karma and their results (puspitam vacam

pravadanti). Words that are very flowery and pleasing to the ear are used in this way by
these people, and they talk about the various karmas that can be done for the sake of

gaining enjoyments, bhoga and overlordship, aisvarya, meaning tle wielding of power.

Enjoyment and power are the only two purposes for which such people dedicate their
entire lives. And committed as they are to their own desires, they also talk a great deal
about it.

The word aisvarya means overlordship, implying different degrees of power. For
example, a policeman controls people's driving habits. This is one kind of aisvarya.
Then there is a police inspector who controls all the policemen in his station and a
commissioner who controls the inspectors. There is also someone else above the
commissioner. The power wielded by all these people is in different degrees and
represents different kinds of aisvarya.

WITHOUT VIVEKA, CONFUSION IS ENDLESS

Thqse who are totally committed to bhoga and aiivarya, who are engaged in the
pursuit of enjoyment and power alone, are influenced by the flowery words that reveal
the various types of karmas, the means for achieving different ends. These words are not
only Vedic words but colloquial words also, drawn from whatever 'hype' that is
available in the language at the time. Hearing these flowery words, which are very
seductive, their minds are robbed away. They become apahrta-cetasah. In such people,
the discriminative knowledge is so totally covered that nothing is clear.
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Naturally, such people do not see through these words. They do not see the
limitations of these words because their discriminative capacity, viveka, is covered. For
them, there is no vyavasiyatmika buddhi, no clarity about what they want in life. That
buddhi that is always the same, eka-buddhi, is not there for them. Therefore, there are
hundreds of ends to be accomplished and a variety of means also, resulting in confusion.
Where there is confusion, priorities are always a problem because you find that you
cannot grab everything at the same time. In such circumstances, the mind can never be
steady.

Here, in this verse, Krsna says that people who are committed to bhoga and
aigvarya, and whose minds are robbed away by enticing words praising the means and
ends, do not have clear minds with reference to what is to be accomplished in life.
Where is it that such clarity does not take place? In the mind - samadhau no
vidhlyate. There is no other meaning for samadhi here because 1(rna was talking
about vyavasayatmika buddhi, with reference to those who have no clarity, nicaya,
about what they want, people whose minds meander. Therefore, this vyavasSyatmika
buddhi, which is eka buddhi, does not take place in the minds of these people. Those
who do have clarity have eka buddhi, meaning that there is only one laksya, one goal,
for them. Moksa is the only goal to be accomplished.

Sarikara explains the use of word samadhi in his commentary on the verse when
he says that everything in the world reaches your mind alone - samadhiyate asmin. In
the mind alone, all the sense objects, all the experiences, the entire world that is in front
of you, are experienced by you. The eyes may be open and seeing, but what they see has
to reach the mind before any seeing actually takes place. So here, samddhau means 'in
the mind' antahkarane, buddhau. And what is it that does not take place in the minds
of these people? - eka buddhih, vyavas/ydtmikA buddbhih, asmin samadhau na
vidhlyate. Instead, the buddhi is a meandering buddhi, wanting this and that, like the
mind of an active, bright child who is taken to a toy shop and asked to choose only one
toy! Total confusion is the result.

When a person who is already confused, studies the Veda, and finds that various
actions will produce various results, his or her confusion becomes endless. It is like
looking through a catalogue because you want to buy some gifts. Before long, you find
that you yourself need something on every page! Not only do you find the whole world
consists of so many alluring things, but you discover through the Aastra that the
unknown world contains many more equally enticing and attractive things. The mind is
thereby robbed away for those who are committed to bhoga and aidvarya, and their
discriminative awareness is clouded. Therefore, Krsna emphasised the importance of
having this vyavasayatmika buddhi.
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Ni t rmri at* Mm1fT 9r 2 I 3k| I I
traigunyavisayd ved kistraigunyo bhavarjuna
nirdvandvo nitypsattvastho niryogaksema dtmavan Verse 45

4q: vedah - the Vedas; iUqfaqtl: traigunyavisaydh - have their subject matter

related to the three qualities; X* Arjuna - Oh! Arjuna; ftAll: nistraiguntyah -
one free from three fold qualities; fit: nirdvandvah - one free from the (sorrow of)

the pairs of opposites; fq-T-qW : nitya-sattvasthah - one ever established in sattva-

guna; f? AT: niryogaksemah - one free from the anxieties of acquiring and

protecting; oTi adtmavdn - one who is a master of oneself; IM bhava - be

The subject matter of the Vedas is related to the three qualities. Oh!
Arjuna, be one who is free from the three-fold qualities, from (the
sorrow of) the pairs of opposites, one who is ever established in sattva-
guna, one who is free from the anxieties of acquiring and protecting, one
who is a master of oneself.

arikara prefaces his commentary to this verse by saying that for the people who
are committed to enjoyments and power, for those who do not have viveka-buddhi, the
subject matter of the Vedas becomes traigunya-visaya. This is not a full definition of
the Veda, which contains much more, including Vedanta. What is meant here is that for
those who are committed to bhoga and aisvarya, all scriptures will be traigunya-visaya
alone. One usually looks in the scriptures only for what one wants to see. It is like going
to a hardware store that has hundreds of things and looking only for what you want.
Similarly, there are a number of topics in the scriptures and you look only for what you
want.

The Veda provides you with legitimate means for achieving various ends. There
are unknown means for known ends, known means for unknown ends, and unknown
means for unknown ends. Heaven, for example, is an unknown end because it is not
directly known to us. Another janma, a better birth, is also an unknown end that the
Mistra says will be accomplished by a life of dharma. Dharma is a known means
because what is right and wrong in not totally unknown to us. The Veda confirms what
means are right and wrong to accomplish this desirable unknown end later, be it heaven
or anotherjanma.

Previously, I did not know that if I did the right thing I would get punya. And by
doing the right thing, I not only get the result right here, drs.ta-phala, but I get adrsta-
phala also, a later result. In this way, the Veda talks about known means for gaining
unknown ends. It also talks about unknown means for known ends, like having a child.
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The ritual that is provided has nothing to do with having a child and is only performed
when all other known avenues have been explored. If, after consulting doctors and
following their advice, there is still no child, then there-s definitely some obstacle,
pratibandhaka. The only way remaining to remove the obstacle is through prayer.
Therefore, the Veda gives a ritual, which is a prayer - not a broad-spectrum ritual, but a
specific ritual meant solely for having a child.

Thus, you find that the Veda reveals a variety of means and ends, known and not
known to us, but all of them are meant for limited results. These are what people
committed to bhoga and aiuvarya look for. For them, the Veda means only that part
which relates to the three gunas, sattva, rajas, and tamas - traigunya-visaya,
meaning samsdra. Sattva will give you some happiness, rajas will give you agitation,
and tamas will give you dullness and sorrow. Thus, these three qualities are what give
you joy and sorrow, sukha and duhkha. Samsdra means, that which is within the fold
of the three gunas.

MEANS AND ENDS ARE NOT THE ONLY SUBJECT MATTER OF THE VEDA

In this verse, Krsna advised Arjuna straight away not to be one for whom
samsara is an end to be accomplished; he said, 'nistraigunyo bhava.' In fact, samsdra
cannot be an end to be accomplished; we already have it! We are already within the fold
of the three gunas and are seeking freedom from it.

A drowning man does not require more water. He is already drowning and will not
want to get into the ocean. Similarly, we are already up to our necks in the ocean of
samsara. Thus, samsara cannot be an end to be achieved at any time; it can only be a
situation to get out of. Krsna was as though telling Arjuna, 'Do not look into the Veda
to find a better place in samsdra. Be a little discriminative. You have come up to the
Veda. Yet, you are trying to perpetuate your samsdra. It is meaningless. May you,
therefore, become one for whom samsara is not there - nistraigunyo bhava.'

taikara gives the meaning in short - 'May you be free from desire, nifkamah
bhava.' That is, he says 'May you be free from the desire for pleasures and power.' Let
these not be the end in view. Further, 'May you become free from the opposites, the
causes of sukha and duhkha, nirdvandvah bhava.' eaikara also explains the words,
dvandva and nirdvandva. The causes, hetus, for sukha and duhkha, pleasure and
pain, are referred to as opposites, meaning of the word dvandva here. The one who is
free from the opposites is called nirdvandva, free from the causes of sukha-duhkha,
etc. How can you be free from the causes of sukha-duhkha? By not being dependent for
your happiness on the presence or absence of anything. Cold and heat, for example, can
make you unhappy. If they do, it means that you are dependent on their absence or
presence for your happiness. That means that you are not nirdvandva.
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Another set of opposites is jaya and apajaya, victory and defeat. They also
become the hetu, the basis, for your sukha and duhkha. In defeat, there is pain duhkha;
in victory, there is elation, sukha. To this you may say, 'Granted I do not want pain, but
why should I not be elated?' The reason is that if you are elated, you are definitely going
to have pain also. Therefore, may you not let the opposites affect you, nirdvandvah
bhava. Since you cannot avoid them, may they not affect you. Although you cannot
avoid winter and summer, you can allow them not to affect you by maintaining a certain
composure or attitude towards them. In this way, you need not be carried away by
changing situations, which may not always be to your liking.

One whose mind, whose thinking, enjoys a predominance of the sattvaguna is
called sattvastha. When sattva is predominant, there is composure, discrimination,
enquiry, and knowledge. Rajoguna, on the other hand, means agitation, ambition, and so
on. Therefore, may your commitment always be to knowledge only - nityasattvasthah
bhava - so that you can discover yourself to be nistraigunya.

Sankara also explains what the word, niryoga-ksema means, in his commentary
to this verse. Gaining something that you do not have is called yoga, something that is
not with you, something that you want to accomplish, something that is desirable.
Ksema means having to protect what you have already gained. Say you do not have a

job and you apply for one and then go for an interview. This is all done for the sake of
getting the job and, therefore, you are doing yoga. Once you have the job, it becomes
another job to retain it. The whole job of retaining a job is what is meant by ksema.
Similarly, earning money is yoga and hanging on to it, investing it, is ksema. Having a
child is yoga; bringing up and retaining the child, not losing it, is ksema. Getting married
is yoga and making it work is ksema. Therefore, there is yoga-kserma everywhere.

A person's problems will always be related to either yoga or ksema. Either you do

not get what you want or you have lost what you had, or are losing what you have. From
the hair on your head onwards, there are hundreds of things that we are losing which
cause problems of anxiety, all of which are yoga and ksema. K.rsna, therefore, said to
Arjuna, 'May you be a person who has no concern or anxiety due to yoga or ksema -
niryoga-ksemah bhava.' The whole idea here is that for those who are only concerned
with getting what they want and hanging on to it, engaging themselves in the pursuit of
moksa will be very difficult. Krsna did not say that you should not go for yoga and
ksema. Rather, he said, 'Let there be no concern born of yoga and ksema.' In other
words, 'May you be free.'

Further, K rsna said, 'May you be one whose mind and senses are with you, may
you be atmavzn, a master of yourself.' All of this is explained throughout the Gita.
Otherwise,.Krsna's words would have been merely advice and not teaching. This verse

tells us what Krsna was going to teach. Here, atmd refers to the body, mind, and senses
and not to the sat-cit-dnanda-dtma, which is already you. Because you have a body,
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mind, and senses, what is being said here is - 'May you have them; may they not have
you! May you not be in the hands of your fancies. May your mind be with you. May you
become free from indifference and mechanical thinking, pramada. In other words, may
you become alert; may you be together.'

Those who are committed to bhoga and aiduarya see the Veda as having only the
three qualities as its subject matter, traigunya-visaya, whereas it has much more to
teach. For example, the contents of this verse are taught in the Veda. Vedanta is also-a
part of the Veda. Krsna was saying that Arjuna had learned enough of the traigunya-
visaya part of the Veda. Now it was time for him to study the other part, the Vedanta.
Thus, he used the word, nistraigunya. He then went on to emphasise his point.

yavanartha udapane sarvatah samplutodake
tavan sarvesu vedesu brahmanasya vijanatah Verse 46

TKh: sarvatah - everywhere; tT-3� b sampluta-udahe - when it is being

flooded; 3Ml� udapane - in a pond or well (any small reservoir of water); NMM(
y&dtn - as much; 3P: arthah - use; WlFi tavan - that much; f :ii: WlRii
vijanatah brahmanasya - for the knowing brahmana; *- sarvesu - in all;

vede.u - the Vedas

For the brahmana who knows the self, all the Vedas are of so much use
as a small reservoir is when there is a flood everywhere.

The reason Krsna asked Arjuna to go beyond those parts of the Veda dealing only
with samsara is given in this excellent verse. The word brahmana means one in whom
sattva is predominant. Therefore a brahmana is a thinking person, a discriminating
person. The word 'vijanatah' qualifying the brahmana refers to one who knows what it
is all about. For an enlightened brahmana, vijanatah brahmanasya, Krsna says, the
portion of the Veda relating only to samsara is as useful as the water from a well when
the entire countryside has been flooded, sarvatah samplutodake. When the wells and
ponds themselves are under water, you need not look to them for water!

THE END OF SEEKING

The various means and ends talked about in the Veda are all limited so that any
result you derive from the karmas enjoined is also going to be limited. The wise person
is the one who knows he is limitless, param brahma. When a person is limitless
ananda, where is the necessity of looking for ananda? Because the very nature,
svaripa, of the person is ananda, one who has this knowledge does not look for
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dnanda, just as a sugar crystal does not require any sugar at all to make itself sweeter.
Nothing can become sweeter than sugar. Once something has crystallised into sugar, it
cannot be sweetened any further. The very crystallisation indicates that the sweetness
saturation has been reached. The American system of government may be better than the
Russian system, but their sugars are both the same.

In the same way, you are dnanda by nature. When you are dnanda, you do not
require any source of dnanda, any source of security. But this is exactly what you are
seeking through all these karmas, means and ends. Therefore, the various means and
ends mentioned in all four Vedas will only be of as much use, tdvdn sarvesu vedesu, as
the small ponds and wells are when there is water, water, everywhere! When the ponds
and wells are already flooded by water, where is the pond or the well, in fact!

All that Krsna said in the previous verses was to create in Arjuna an interest in
karma-yoga, which Krsna has not yet talked about. He had only talked about sdikhya,
knowledge. After asking Arjuna to listen to what he had to say about karma-yoga, he
began praising it, saying that there was no possibility of losing anything or incurring any
wrong result by its practice because karma-yoga is not mere karma. He then pointed
out that people do karmas because they do not know what they really want. Since what
they want is not very clear, they go after enjoyment and power. However, when what is
wanted is very clear, the mind is settled. The storm is over and there is no more interest
in experimentation. There is no more trying to see if this or that will do it. All
experimentation stops because there is clarity with reference to what is wanted, which
itself is a great blessing.

Then it becomes a question of whether you want to live a life of sannydsa or
karma-yoga, the only two lifestyles open to you. Between the two, you have a choice,
but in fact, there is really very little choice because it all depends upon where you are.
Sannydsa may not be advisable at all; therefore, karma-yoga is preferable. Both have a
common goal; both are meant for moksa in the form of knowledge. A sannydsi works
for moksa and so does a karma-yogi.

Although Krsna has talked so much about karma-yoga, he has not actually said
what it is. In the next verse, he explains it.

WT Wc^4>a Re "fts COfu I I -ers I I
karmanyevadhikaraste md phalefu kadacana
ma karmaphalaheturbharmd te saigo'stvakarmani Verse 47

ifft karmaani - in action; T eva - only; A te - your; ~M3*T: adhikarah -

choice; @q phalesu - in the results; TT FiT md• kaddcana - never; )4-K-W' :

karma-phala-hetuh - the cause of the results; 41 : miZ bhih - do not be; 3Ti4lT
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akarmani - in inaction; * te - your; WT: saigah - attachment; If 3T| ma astu -
let it not be

Your choice is in action only, never in the results thereof. Do not be the
author of the results of action. Let your attachment not be to inaction.

iaRikara takes the karma mentioned in this verse as purely scripturally enjoined
karma, vaidika-karma, because that was what was under discussion. We shall look at it
as any karma, rather than strictly vaidika-karma, since karma-yoga allows for it and
Saikara has said nothing to rule out the propriety of this approach.

The word adhikara here means choice, your right, something over which you
have power. This choice is only with reference to karma, the actions you perform. At no
time, ma kadacit, however, is there a choice with reference to the results of actions,
phalequ. Thus, with reference to all actions, you have a choice, but with reference to the
results thereof, you have no choice whatsoever. This is a very simple statement of fact.
Even for vaidika-karma there is a choice; you can do it, you need not do it, and you can
do it differently. This capacity to do, not to do, and to do it differently makes you a
harma-adhikarl. An animal, on the other hand, is not a karma-adhikari because it
does not have a choice in its actions, but is motivated only by its instincts.

When Krsna told Arjuna that he did not have any choice over the results of
action, he was not giving him a piece of advice; it was a statement of fact. A statement of
fact is not an advice; it is teaching. That, water boils at 1000C, is a statement of fact.
Here, also, with reference to actions and their results, the statement, 'Your choice is only
in action, never in the results thereof, karmani eva adhikarah te, mi phalequ
kadicana,' is a statement of fact.

THE DEFINITION OF KARMA-YOGA

Yoga is defined in three different ways in the Gita. The karma-yoga that Krsna is
praising is defined in two ways in this chapter.1 The first is, evenness of the mind is
called karma-yoga, samatvaqm yogah ucyate (Gita - 2-48). The second is, discretion in
action is called karma-yoga, yogah karmasu kaugalam (Gita - 2-50). Both definitions
are necessary and need to be understood. Only then can karma-yoga be properly
understood.

Samatva and kauiala are defining words for karma-yoga. Samatva is based on
the sentence in the present verse - karmani eva adhikarah te, ma phalesu kaddcana.
Samatva means sameness and sameness of mind is karma-yoga. Karma is also
definitely involved in karma-yoga. Otherwise there would be no karma-yoga. There

SThird definition of karma-yoga is:
Dissociation from the association with pain (Gita - 6-23)
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can be karma without yoga, but without karma, there can be no karma-yoga. If karma-
yoga implies karma, then there must be sameness, samatva, with reference to karma.
Let us see where this sameness is possible.

Sameness is not possible in the karma itself because you cannot do the same
karma during the entire day, day after day, throughout your entire lifetime. Cooking is
one karma, eating is another, and stirring the food in the pot is yet another. Removing
the pot from fire is a different karma altogether. The karmas are therefore endless -
sitting, standing, switching the stove on, switching it off, and so on. Obviously, then, the
karmas cannot be the same because they are different.

Perhaps we can say that the results of karmas, the karma-phalas, are the same.
Again, it is not possible. When you heat water, for example, there is one result and when
you switch off the stove, there is another, entirely different result. The water that was hot
slowly becomes cold as it loses its heat. Thus, different karmas are done for different
results. The results vary. If you do not get a different result when you switch the stove on
and off, you have a different kind of problem in that the stove is not functioning
properly. Normally, the results will be different. Thus, neither karmas nor their results
can be the same. In fact, different karmas are done for different results.

Every karma is desire-based; every action presupposes desire. Therefore, desire
also cannot be the same. I do different karmas because I want different results. Desires
are meant for results alone and the results are different. Thus, samatva is not in the
karma, its results, or the desire upon which the karma is based.

In fact, samatva can only be with reference to your attitude concerning the results
of action. While you have a choice over your action, you are helpless with reference to
the result. You are not ISvara; you are just an individual with limited knowledge, limited
power, and ever so many desires. You have countless likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesas to
be fulfilled. Therefore, you undertake various activities.

KARMA IS TOTALLY DESIRE-BASED

Whatever be the nature of the karmas you do, they are all meant for fulfilling your
raga-dvesas commonly called desires. Rdga is with reference to what you want to have,
what you want to retain, and dvesa is with reference to what you want to avoid, what
you want to get rid of. That you want is kama, desire. What you want is defined in terms
of either raga or dvesa.

Everyone has likes and dislikes. They form the nature of an individual and are
common to all. They may reveal how cultured, how sophisticated a person is, but the fact
that everyone has likes and dislikes is common. There is no exception. Because of the
presence of rdga-dvesas alone, there are various activities and all the karmas
undertaken are meant to produce the desired results because both rdga and dvesa are
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result oriented. You want to accomplish this, 'this' being the result. It is not that you
want to accomplish karma; you want to accomplish the result and for its sake, you do
this karma.

Since you perform a particular karma to accomplish a specific end, it seems as
though you have figured out which karma will produce which result. But then you find
that what you had figured out is not that predictable. In fact, you find that you can get
exactly the opposite of what you thought you would get! What you want is one thing, but
what you do seems to be either inadequate or inappropriate as it produces the opposite
result. If we analyse any result, we find that it always falls into one of the following
categories - more than we want, less than we want, the opposite of what we want, or
exactly what we want.

If you want to cross the road and you do so, finding yourself on the other side, you
got what you wanted. The result was as you expected. If you wanted to cross the road to
catch a bus and, while doing so, someone offered you a ride right to where you were
going, you got more than you expected from crossing the road. Had you not crossed the
road to get to the bus stop, you would not have met the person who offered a ride. Or,
having wanted to cross the road, you may have found yourself in the hospital, having
only reached the middle!

The result can be entirely different from what you wanted. You may have wanted
a job but, instead, the person who interviewed you for the job you did not get, sold you
what turned out to be a winning lottery ticket. You did not get the job you wanted, but
you did get something entirely different and, in this case, most desirable - a million
dollars!

All these situations are possible because you are not omniscient. Also, there is a
certain helplessness involved. Therefore, keeping all your fingers crossed may not be
enough; you may be better off by crossing your toes also!

What is up the sleeve of the future is always a wonder because we simply do not
know what is coming next. We do not even know what our next thought is going to be
- even after having lived for forty or fifty years! Yet, we talk about the future! This,
then, is the helplessness of the individual, thejiva.

THE LIMITATIONS OF THE JiVA

Wherever the jiva is, power wielded by that jiva is limited. Even Indra's wings
are clipped. He does not have total overlordship because there are other domains where
he is not even given entry. He may say, 'I am Indra!' and still be told to leave. Some one
might say, 'You might be Indra in your own loka, but here you do not even have the
status of a mosquito. Get out!' Thus, we find that no one's wingspan enables him or her
to go everywhere. Such freedom, such limitlessness in terms of knowledge and power, is

B.G Vol. I -19
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not there for anyone. Our knowledge and power are both limited. For want of
knowledge, we cannot avoid what we want to avoid. Knowledge is not limitless. If it
were, there would be no problem. Exactly what I want to happen would happen. I would
know that this action would produce that result.

Limitless knowledge means limitless power also. If you have limitless power, you
do not need to do anything other than think a thought. The thought you have will shape
itself perfectly. God did not commit a mistake when he thought that an avocado would
be the fruit that has a big pit; it was meant to be that way. It would not be an avocado if it
did not have a big pit. An apple, on the other hand, should not have a big pit; only then is
it an apple. This is how the creation is.

When there is omniscience, the thoughts are clean and complete. Nothing needs to
be done. Thus, God did not need six days to create the world. It is not that on the first
day God did this and on the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth days he did a few more
things. Or that, having created everything else, he found there was no light and had to
put a sun up there. How could he have done all those other things with no light? How
could there be a first day without a sun? A day is due to the sun alone. Nor is it that God
was doing a job that required him to do certain things on the first day so that he could
paint on the next. On the third day he did not look at what he had done before, and
decide that it was unsatisfactory, and rearrange the whole thing. God is not an architect!
If the Lord is omniscient and omnipotent, all that is required is a sarikalpa, a thought.

Even we, as mere mortals, do better in our dreams! We think of a world and it is
there in front of us. If we think of a mountain, the mountain is up! If we think of a lion
on the mountain, the lion is there! If we think of an African jungle, it is all there! We
need not do anything nor do we have to go anywhere. It is all there; we created it. And if
we want everyone to come and see our creation, they come in droves, in every
imaginable means of transport, because we have the capacity to create them all in an
instant. A capacity similar to this in the Lord, of course, is what is meant by
omnipotence. That is why he is called a satya-sahkalpa, one whose thought, sarkalpa,
is true, satya. When the thought is there, the whole thing is there. This is omnipotence.

THE RESULTS OF KARMA CAN NEVER BE PREDICTED

However, for you, power and knowledge being limited, certain situations cannot
be avoided. For want of power, you cannot avoid certain illnesses or accidents, like
falling from a tree. You know that you are falling and you may even know that you are
accelerating downward at a speed of 32 feet per second per second. All this you know
very well, but so what? Down you come! It matters not whether you are a great physicist
or an ignoramus. One may know all the reasons as to why he or she is falling - the
gravitational force, 32 feet per second per second, and so on - while someone else has
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no understanding of gravitation at all. All that is known is that he or she is coming down!
But, for want of power, neither of them can avoid falling.

Limitation with respect to power and knowledge, then, is the status of an
individual. If this is so, Krsna's statement that one' choice is only over action -
karmani eva adhikdrah te - is very important. You may say that there is really no
choice because so much is determined by your past, and so on, but that is an endless
debate. The point is that you do have a choice. To understand that much is enough. You
can perform a given action, you need not do it, or you can do it differently. That capacity
you have; therefore, you do have choice. This is the reason why you do not do certain
things and you can force yourself to do other things, even though you do not feel like
doing them. Or you can do them differently.

As a human being, then you have this choice, adhikdra, but over the results of
action, you have no choice whatsoever. Once you perform, the karma, the result is taken
care of. What choice do you have? If you had a choice over the result, you need not have
done the karma at all. If you had any power over the result, you would always be
successful. But, because you are not omniscient, you do not know that a certain karma
will produce a certain result. No one knows the ways of karma. To know how karma is
going to produce its result and what result it is going to produce is very difficult to figure
out. This is because, your own past karmas may be inhibiting the results of the present
karma. Thus, all we know is good and bad luck.

Sometimes we find ourselves in the right place at the right time and, at other times,
we are in the right place but not at the right time. In order to get the desired result, I have
to be at the right place at the right time, but I do not always know which is the right time
and place. I can only keep trying. This means that there seems to be an element, called
luck, involved here. But, we do not call it luck; instead, we refer to it as previous karma.
If the cause-effect relationship is understood, there is no question of luck. It is simply
replaced by past karma. Being at the right place at the right time is karma and being at
the wrong place is also karma. Therefore, we really do not know; we can only go by our
choice, our free will.

THE USE OF ONE'S FREE WILL

You have a free will, just as there is a free wheel in a car. You can only go by that.
Whether the brakes will work or not is anyone's guess. You can check them, but at any
time, they can give way. That is why they have special ramps every few miles on the
highways for runaway trucks whose brakes have failed. It is not that every truck driver
takes to the road without first having checked the brakes, but that anything can go wrong
at any time. This is because when things are put together, their tendency is to fall apart.
Whether it is a human system or any other system, the tendency is always the same. This
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tendency to fall apart applies to relationships and houses also. In fact, we often spend
more time maintaining our hlihse than living in it!

Therefore, here, you can only go by your free will. There is nothing else you can
do. What the result will be depends on so many unknown factors that it is always a
question mark. Whether what you want from a particular karma will happen as you
expected is anyone's guess. Since you do not have a complete choice over the results of
action, you had better recognise this limitation. Limitation here is not helplessness.
Helplessness is felt only when you do not accept the limitation and, therefore, it has a
negative connotation, whereas acknowledging limitation is being objective. Therefore,
dismissing the concept of helplessness from our minds, we recognise our limitations as
individuals.

Because there is a limitation in knowledge and power, I cannot figure out exactly
what I want. Nor do I know exactly what any given action will produce. When I
understand this limitation, I can respond to the results of action in terms of samatva,
evenness of mind. Any result can be responded to in either of two ways: dispassionately
with samatva or like a yo-yo, elated because I got what I wanted or suicidal because I
did not. And, if someone saves me from suicide, I will respond again like a yo-yo,
feeling that I could not even commit suicide successfully, thereby developing yet another
complex! This yo-yo response is because I think that I am the author of every result of
action when, in fact, I am only the author of action.

Depression is created by some onerous responsibility you have assumed, one that
is absolutely illegitimate. You take what does not belong to you and then smart under it
because you cannot always produce what you want. This is a fact. Then why do you not
just accept the fact? All that is required is to accept it objectively, to accept that this is
how the creation is. This is what you are made up of and no one else, even a Swami, is
made any differently. All human beings have the same types of limitations. According to
the S�stra, even the devas have the same limitations, albeit with some small differences
between them just as there are between human beings. Similarly, while the President of
the United States definitely has more power than other people, still he cannot appoint
anyone he chooses as a judge. Once he realises that he does not have a majority, he
begins to withdraw quietly, proving that even presidential power is limited. Everyone's
thumb has its size! Even if it swells, it can only become so big.

THE CAUSE OF ONE'S SENSE OF FAILURE

Similarly, everyone has power only to a limited extent. You can improve your
power, but only to a limited degree. Knowledge also is limited and can be improved
upon only in a limited way. Any thing else, such as your skills, health, longevity, your
environment, are all limited and can be improved upon. But the improvement is always
limited. Thus, there can only be an improved limitation. If this fact is understood clearly,
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then you do not take up the responsibility of authoring the results of action, as you like.
If you think you are the author of the results of action, you cannot but have a sense of
failure. Is it not true?

What is being discussed here is yoga; it is not jindna. It is simply an empirical,
pragmatic attitude and has nothing to do with dtmd and anatma, the reality, Brahman,
and so on. It is simply looking at yourself as you are in the world, seeing how the world
is and your own position in the scheme of things. To convey this attitude to Arjuna,
Krsna said, 'Do not be the cause of the result of action, md karmaphalahltuh bhih,
because you are not.'

Then what are you? You are merely the cause of action, karma-hetu, not the
cause of the result of action, karma-phala-hetu. You are the author of karma, but not
of the result thereof. Given this fact, the most appropriate thing to do is to take whatever
result comes with an even attitude, samatva. By not getting what you want, you become
wiser. Not getting what you want does not mean you have become a failure. It means
only that your limited knowledge has improved somewhat. You have become wiser. Or,
if the result is more than you expected, you are also wise. In addition, if you try again,
thinking you will again get more, and the result is not as you expected, you say, 'What
luck!' Still, you have become wiser. Whether you gain or do not gain, there is always
wisdom to gain. There is definitely something to learn. To know that you are the author
of the actioh, but not of the result thereof, produces samatva.

In this context, samatva is nothing more than a pragmatic attitude. To make it
karma-yoga, we have to go one step further because karma-yoga implies the acceptance
of IAvara. Unless you accept IAvara, there is no karma-yoga. There are a lot of people
who are pragmatic and who take whatever happens in their stride and then proceed
because they know it is all in the game of living and doing. They are more or less
pragmatic, more or less objective, because, of course, they have their bad days. This is
simple samatva.

KARMA-YObA REQUIRES THE RECOGNITION OF ISVARA

Samatva as yoga, on the other hand, requires one more aspect, recognition of
Isvara. Once we say the result of one's action is not within our control, and that it is
taken care of, the next question is - what is it that takes care of it? All results are taken
care of by certain laws, the body of which we call either the law of dharma or the law of
karma. In fact, it is a law of karma. Other than the physical laws that we know and do
not know, there does seem to be another order of law. We are always finding orders
within orders. For example, when you lift your hand, physical laws are naturally at work,
but there are also many other laws involved. Lifting the hand involves will. You have a
thought and up it goes! There is nothing physical about this aspect of lifting your hand.
You need not push any button.
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Thus, although we find that this physical body, this anatomical structure, is
standing on this earth according to physical law, it is born into this world by certain
biological as well as physical laws. There are also physiological and psychological laws.
We find, then, that there are laws within laws so that when I perform a simple karma,
even my past karmas may infringe upon the result that I want from this particular action.
We really do not know if this happens or not. Because we find ourselves lucky or not
very lucky, we appreciate that there is some law at work. Whatever is the law that
governs the karma and its result is the law of karma and that law of karma includes
various other laws also.

No law is created by me. I am not the author of any law. If I were, I would not be
helpless. I would always be able to accomplish whatever I wanted. There would be no
problem. I could even reorganise the law to suit myself. I would not even need to cover
the distance to reach a certain place; the place would come to me. Or, I could think about
being in a certain place and I would be there immediately. However, this is not the case.
Therefore, we try to go by the laws and, at the same time, we do not know very much
about them.

RECOGNIZING THE AUTHOR OF THE LAWS

As one who knows very little, I can only go by the known laws and know that the
laws are not authored by me. Then the question may arise as to who authored them?
Certainly not my grandfather. He and his father and grandfathers before him were
themselves all born of these laws. They existed because of the laws and they left the
planet because of the same laws. The laws that bring people into being also take care of
them and, then, take care of them for good! You find these laws always operating and no
given person can be considered to be the author of them. To recognise the author, then, is
to take one more step.

You must first recognise that the author of the laws produces the results of action
and that the laws themselves do not. When you go one step further and recognise the
author as ISvara, the Lord, you have the beginnings of karma-yoga. There are still more
steps to go, but this, at least, is the beginning: the creation is not created by me.
Therefore, whoever did create it is lIvara and this same Ilvara, is the giver of the
results of action.

When you receive money from someone, month after month, the postman is the
one who actually gives you the money. But this does not mean that the postman is a
benevolent person who goes about distributing money to everyone like Santa Claus.
There is someone other than the postman who is to be thanked. Similarly, the
karma-phala, the result, is produced by the law and the law itself is produced by
another intelligent being. That all-intelligent being, Brahman, is called IAvara, the Lord,
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with reference to the creation. He is the Overlord, in fact, the top man, and the boss, not
limited by time, space, or anything.

THE NATURE OF THE AUTHOR

The Veda comes in here to address the question of the author and his creation.
From that Brahman alone, the five elements are born; therefore, with reference to the
creation, that Brahman is considered to be Parameivara. Not only is he Parameivara,
the author, the maker of the creation, nimittakdrana, he is also the material. This is
another important point. Because the world, jagat is mithya having no independent
existence apart from Brahman, it requires only a mithya cause, called miyac. Mayd also
being mithya, has no independent existence apart from the satya, Brahman, whereas
satya does not depend upon anything for its existence. In the mdyd, there is satya.
Being mithyd, the jagat is also satya and so are we. It is not that originally there was
Brahman and now we have to cross over everything to reach that Brahman. Everything
is Brahman. Wherever there is mithyd, there is satya and that satya is the basis,
adhisthdna, for everything.

Therefore, that Paramebvara himself, who is param brahma and who is the
cause of the creation nimitta-karana, who is omniscient, sarvajna, and omnipotent,
sarvaaaktimdn, is also the material cause of the creation, upddana-kdrana. Thus, he is
not only the maker of the results of action, but also the very law, the very result of
action, in fact. Because our topic is karma-yoga, we will not go beyond this point here
since, to do so, becomes jiina. We say, then, that iAvara is the maker of the laws and,
also, that the laws are not separate from him. The results of action, coming as they do
from the laws that are not separate'from Jivara, the Lord, and they come from IAvara. It
is this recognition of Isvara that converts the simple samatva to karma-yoga.

Without Isvara, what we have been discussing is nothing more than a pragmatic
approach to life. But, here, we are dealing with a purely religious approach, which is
entirely different because it recognises livara, the Lord, as the giver of the results of
action, karma-phala-datd, and oneself as only the doer of action, karma-karta.
Therefore, to be a karma-yogi, one has to accept IAvara.

Isvara now has one more definition - one who has all-knowledge, sarvajia.
And when we say sarvasaktiman, we mean that he is all-powerful and has all skills,
being the creator of everything. Another defining word we have seen is
karma-phala-ddta, the giver of the fruits of action. These definitions eliminate the
problems that arise when it is said that God created all beings. I may naturally ask why
God created one person blind and another lame. If I am told that, being God, he is
justified to do whatever he likes and that I should not question him, I will definitely ask
why God's creation is even talked about since it is obviously nothing to boast about -
especially when I am also told that he is all-compassion! I am asked to worship and love
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him, but when I look at this creation with so much human suffering, God's compassion
falls apart for me. Then I am told that he is justified in whatever he does and I am
supposed to love him. How can I?

THE EXPLANATION FOR HUMAN SUFFERING

The answer to all of this is that not only is he the creator, he is also the creation.
The individual, jiva, is non-separate from and, therefore, not different from
Parameivara. The individual self, dtma, is Brahman and, therefore, all that is there is
the atnmd that is Brahman. The dtmi•, thejiva, is not created. When you say a person is
created, it is only with reference to a given physical body at a given time. Thejiva is due
to ignorance alone and, ignorance being beginningless, the jiva is beginningless, anadi.
The subtle and gross bodies, suksma and sthila Sariras are born in the sense that the
subtle body, suksma-sarira always adapts itself to the gross body, sthila-sarira. We
also find that the siksma-sarira is always in keeping with the sthula-sarira it adapts
itself to. Thus, only a cat's siksma-sar.ra is present in a cat's body, and not a human
slksma-sarira. Otherwise, the cat will not mew at you; it will talk to you, saying 'Come
on, it's morning. Get up!'

We find that in this world of living beings, in each unit of creation, there is a
sthila-sarira, which is in keeping with one's karma-phala. Ihvara, defined as the
karma-phala-dttt is not to blame. Nor do you need to justify ISvara's action either. To
do so would only be justifying your own! You did it; you got it. You asked for it; you
have had it - and you have it also. You will continue to have it because you keep asking
for it. Therefore, no one else is responsible for what comes to you. Every jiva is
responsible for what that person is. This is the kind of responsibility that is assumed by
the jiva here. You have a capacity, a free will, to perform action. You can do whatever
you want to do, but the result is always something that is taken care of by the law that is
iovara.

Why at all is this understanding necessary? To answer this question, we have to go
a little more into the human psyche, defined here in the Gitd as a psyche that operates on
the basis of its own likes and dislikes, rdga and dvesa. The entire Gitd psychology is
dealt with in terms of raga and dvesa alone. No other norms are used. Rdga and dvesa
can be in an unspelt form or a spelled-out form. You may not know that you have a
liking for something until you happen to see it closely. Otherwise, how is it that even
though you meet so many people every day, one day you suddenly meet someone you
like a lot. Of all the people you have met and known, why this particular one? In fact, it
is a wonder to your family and friends that you chose this person as a life-partner when
someone else, whom they thought more suitable, was already after you!

There are a lot of likes and dislikes embedded in us which are not shaped properly.
We may call them unconscious, subconscious, or whatever, but still, they are unshaped
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likes and dislikes, meaning that they are not very clear to you. But they are evoked when
situations appear before you. All these are included in the term raga-dvesas. Raga is
that which is pleasing or desirable to you and dvesa is that which is undesirable in your
view. Both raga and dvesa are purely according to you alone, they are totally limited to
the individual. Wherever psychology is involved, you must always know that it is
according to you alone. When you say some man did something wrong to you, it is only
according to you. In fact, if you ask the man, he will say that he gave you what you
deserved. Thus, it is always a matter of perception - yours and the other person's.

AVOIDANCE OF THE UNDESIRABLE IS ALSO A FULFILMENT

What should you do when your whole life is dedicated to the altar of raga-dvesas?
To fulfil dvesa, you must stall what you do not want to happen, and when you succeed,
you are very happy that you avoided it. Some people have become great devotees simply
by avoiding what could have been a very serious accident. They say that God saved
them. When you avoid something unpleasant, it is a great relief. People talk as though it
is a great accomplishment when, really, you did not accomplish anything. The incident
that could have created a problem for you simply did not happen. Still you are so
relieved that you become a devotee! Why? Because something was avoided. Thus,
avoidance is a fulfilment, too.

We see, then, that what I do not want and I have, I have to get rid of; what I want
to have, I should have; and what I already have that is desirable to me has got to be
retained. This is rdga-dvesa. Therefore, all your activities are nothing but raga-dvesas.
And all your psychological problems are also nothing but raga-dvesa. What else are
they? If you had no rdga-dvesas, you would have no problems, just like in deep sleep.
Until you sleep, you may have riga-dvesas - the pillow may not be comfortable, the
room may be too chilly or you may have a hundred other complaints. But, once you have
gone to sleep there are no likes and dislikes.

This raga-dvesa argument is simple and complete. Certain things should be kept
simple because the more you complicate them, the more problems there are. This applies
especially to psychological problems which are based on one's anxiety to fulfil likes and
dislikes and, also, on the judgements one makes with reference to their non-fulfilment.

The necessity for karma-yoga is because people are in the hands of riga-dvesas.
Their behaviour, their activities, their responses and prejudices - cultural, racial, and
otherwise - are all controlled by their likes and dislikes. All prejudices and preferences
come under rdga-dvesas, whether they are binding or non-binding. It is said that even
gods have preferences. When we worship Lord Ganeta, for example, we offer him a
sweet modaka that we say he likes. This is based, of course, on our own likes. Thus, we
impute our own raga-dvesa to Bhagavan also. We say Ganesa likes this, tiva likes
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that, and so on, so that we can deal with the deity as a person. You cannot deal with
someone without preferences, but the idea is that our preferences should be non-binding.

PREFERENCES SHOULD BE NON-BINDING

In everyone's life there are preferences that are non-binding in nature and others
that are binding. Preferences that are binding in nature are the ones we have to deal with.
About those that are non-binding, we need not do anything. In fact, the gita-gdstra does
not deal with them at all because they are not a problem. Whenever the Gitd talks about
raga-dvesas, it does so in terms of one's binding likes and dislikes only. Even the one
teaching the Gitd, Krsna, the Lord, had preferences. For instance, he always chose the
flute; he did not come with a guitar or a vina. We know that he knew what he was
talking about, as evidenced by his life. Whether we take him as a wise man or as Isvara,
the Lord, we cannot say that he had raga-dvesas, even though he had his preferences.

All of this is to point out that there are non-binding and binding rdga-dvesas and
we must deal with the binding ones. The binding rdga-dvesas are those whose fulfilment
is a must for you and in whose non-fulfilment you feel like a loser, a struggler, a seeker,
all empty inside. You are a seeker because you have hope; you want to fulfil your likes
and dislikes. These rdga-dvesas are binding in nature and they make you act. Action
does not take place without reason. When you undertake a courseof action, there is
definitely a like or dislike involved. Rdga-dvesa is commonly called want or desire,
kama. These likes or dislikes are behind every kind of action.

We are talking here about the person who has just entered into a life of yoga, for
which the cause is karma. Therefore, the yoga should definitely include one's own likes
and dislikes. When you say, 'I am a karma-yogi,' you have to accept that you have likes
and dislikes to fulfil. To do this, you have to undertake activities which produce results
and these results are not always what you want because you have control only over your
actions, but not over the results. The results come from IAvara. First you accept IAvara
and then you accept Isvara as the karma-phala-data, the giver of the fruits of action.
When you do this, you have a purely religious attitude, the attitude of a devotee, a
bhakta.

The recognition of livara as the karma-phala-ddta, is what makes you
appreciate Isvara in your daily life. Even when you fall down and incur an injury,
Isvara's grace is at work. That you fell down and hurt yourself does not mean that his
grace is absent. Under the law of karma, you escaped greater injury; you did not break
altogether. One can fall down and receive a small injury, not be injured at all, or end up
in the hospital, never to return! All these are possibilities. Therefore, as a devotee, we see
Isvara working constantly.
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THE ATTITUDE OF A BHAKTA

No matter what the karma-phala is, I confront Iivara. When I open my mouth to
talk, when my tongue is able to produce the words that tumble out one after the other, it
is all because MIvara is at work. Karma I can do, but karma-phala is something that
takes place because of the laws that are the Lord. Therefore, every action producing a
result, even a small action like opening and closing the eyelids, is the work of the Lord.
In every action, there is an intended result that sometimes happens and sometimes does
not. It is all according to the laws. Therefore, as a bhakta, a devotee, I continuously
confront Isvara as I receive my karma-phala.

Since every result comes from iAvara, I take it as prasida, a Sanskrit word that
does not have an exact English equivalent. The word 'grace' has a somewhat intangible
connotation, whereas prasada covers both the tangible results and the intangible, the
grace. When I offer a fruit to the Lord, it comes back to me, given to me from the altar.
The fruit that comes back is called prasada. For an English word for prasada, to exist,
the concept must be there - and it is not there. A dieting person may refuse a laddu, but
not when he comes to know that it is from Tirupati Venkateivara. What converted the
laddu into prasada? The tangible laddu becomes prasada, because the person now
knows that it comes from the Lord.

Therefore, what converts a karma-phala into a prasdda is purely your
recognition that it comes from the Lord. It is not just a statement; it is seeing,
understanding. This is where the word 'experience' can be used, if at all. It is a way of
looking at the whole thing. Recognition that Jivara is the karma-phala-ddat converts
every karma-phala into prasada. Therefore, prasada is not an object; it is a way of
looking at an object.

Prasdda is purely symbolic. If a person with diabetes eats laddus, his blood sugar
levels will definitely rise, not because he is eating prasada but because he is eating
laddus. Prasada is an attitude, a way of looking at an object, which itself is born out of
understanding that it comes from the Lord. Therefore, prasada can be anything - a
fruit, a leaf, a sugar crystal, a laddu, or even a child. Because, in India, a child is looked
upon as prasada, there are many people who are named as Prasad. Anything that comes
to you as karma-phala, as a gift from the altar of isvara is called prasada, which
includes the attitudes with which you receive it. Prasdda is not received and then cast
away disrespectfully; it is received in a certain manner. It is this prasada, then, that
brings about samatva, sameness of mind.

Once everything is prasada, I have nothing really to complain about. I have only
something to learn. Therefore, when the karma-phala comes, I take it as prasada. If it
is more than what I wanted, I take it as prasada. If it is less than I wanted, it is still
prasdda. And if it is exactly what I wanted, opposite to what I wanted, or different from
what I wanted, it is all prasada. As every karma-phala comes, there is a sameness in
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your reception of it. This is what Krsna is saying here when he tells Arjuna not to be the
cause of karma-phala. The karma-phala-hetu is ISvara, not Arjuna. Arjuna is the

cause of action, but not the cause of its results.

Further, Krsna said, 'Let there be no attachment to inaction - akarmani sahgah
md astu.' Action itself is not the problem. It is your response to the result of action that
is the problem. Thus, inaction here means fear of action - not of action, as such, but
fear that the results you want will not come. Even before you begin doing an action, you
expect to fail. Therefore, Krsna told Arjuna that karma itself is not binding. Nor does
the karma-phala bind him. It is his response to the karma-phala that makes karma
seem like a bondage. Thus, let there be a love for action, but let the results be received
by you as prasada.

4*1m TT ch~irq! 1 r9ckýl eT I

yogasthah kuru karmdni sarigam tyaktvd dhananijaya
siddhyasiddhyoh samo bhutvd samatvam yoga ucyate Verse 48

%T9WT dhanafijaya - Oh! Dhanaijaya (Arjuna); i•TT: yogasthah - being

steadfast in yoga; TI sangam - attachment; nWr tyaktvd - abandoning;

f•R*Fit: siddhyasiddhyoh - with reference to success and failure; 7W: samah -

the same; %FT bhutvd - being; TliT karmdni - actions; TT kuru - do; +i-c

samatvam - evenness of mind; e'Tr: Uw? yogah ucyate - is called yoga

Remaining steadfast in yoga, Oh! Dhanaiijaya, perform actions,
abandoning attachment, remaining the same to success and failure alike.
This evenness of mind is called yoga.

The recognition in your life that ISvara is the karma-phala-dat� brings about a
certain attitude, called samatva. Riga and dvesa are the cause for attachment, saiga,
which prompts us to say, 'This should or should not happen to me.' The rdga-dvesas
become a sarga with reference to any karma-phala that is going to affect you. Then
only is it rdga-dvesa. But if you have the attitude of samatva, rdga-dvesas are

neutralised. They are rendered incapable of creating any kind of reaction in you. The
rdga-dvesas manifest themselves through various karmas and in time by one's attitude
of samatva, they become neutralised. This is what is meant by karma-yoga.

Staying or abiding in yoga, being yogastha, means enjoying this attitude of
samatva. This evenness of mind with reference to both success, siddhi, and failure,
asiddhi, is called yoga. It is what makes you a yogi. Samatvam yogah ucyate - is a
separate sentence in this verse that defines yoga.
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As stated earlier, there are two definitions for karma-yoga in this chapter. The
first one is this one, samatva, whereas the other one is - yogah karmasu kausalam.

SCRIPTURALLY ENJOINED KARMA AND THE FOUR AARAMAS

Scripturally enjoined actions, vaidika-karmas, are made up of many rituals.
These rituals can be divided into four categories: kdmya-karmas, meant for producing
given results desired by a given person; nitya-karma, daily rituals; naimittika-karma,
occasional rituals; and prdyaScitta-karma, rituals to right any wrongs done.

There is a ritual called putrakamesti for those who want children. Daiaratha,
Rama's father, had no children. Being a king, he had to have children so that there
would be someone to rule the kingdom after his death. Naturally, he wanted children.
Therefore, he performed the ritual, putrakdmesti and had four children. Putrakdmesti
is still done and known to work, even in fairly recent times. Perhaps, any ritual in any
religion will work if the person performing it has faith, Sraddha, in it. Putrakdmesti is a
very expensive ritual, so that only a rich man can do it. We see here how the Veda can be
very tricky. This kind of karma or ritual is an example of kdmya-karma, a ritual
performed purely for a given desired result.

Even though kdmya-karma was designed and unfolded by the Veda, which tells
you that a certain karma will produce a certain result, this does not mean that
kdmya-karma is for antah-karana-Auddhi. Particular rituals are mentioned for
particular results and are purely for desired objects, kdmya, such as the desire for a
child. Similarly, there are many rituals mentioned in the Veda whose result is said to be
heaven. These, too, are all kdmya-karmas.

Then there are nitya-karmas and naimittika-karmas, which can be considered
together, Nitya-karma means a ritual or prayer that is to be done every day. Which
rituals or prayers are to be done, depends on a person's status. An unmarried person,
brahmacdrl, has a two-fold karma to perform. The first is a prayer, sandhyd-vandana,
enjoined by the Veda to be done three times a day - at sunrise, at noon, and at sunset.
The second is a fire ritual, samidhadana, performed once a day in the morning, wherein
the prayer is, 'May I become brilliant. May I learn. May I be a person who has total
control over myself.'

For a married person, called a householder, grhastha, the nitya-karmas differ
somewhat. Sandhya-vandana continues, whereas samidhdddna is replaced by
agni-hotra, another fire ritual which is also a nitya-karma. This karma has to be
performed twice a day, morning and evening. On the day of marriage, the fire is lit and it
is not allowed to die until the person takes sannydsa or dies. If the married person dies
before sannydsa, this same fire is used for the cremation of the body. Thus, the life of a
householder is a dedicated, religious life. The person can do anything in between, but
these nitya-karmas have to be performed every day without fail.
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When a married person withdraws from the duties of a householder and enters the
next stage of life called vdnaprastha-larama, a few more karmas are added. These are
of the nature of meditation. In this third stage of life, sandhyd-vandana and agni-hotra
rituals must still be performed. There is no way of escaping these karmas - except by
sannyasa or death. In sannydsa the vow or commitment, diksa, taken earlier to perform
these rituals is given up and the person is no longer bound to do these karmas. One's
hair and the various accoutrements of the earlier initiation are also given up, including
the gdyatri-mantra. Only the 'om-kdra' remains and a few essentials. By saying that he
is no longer interested in gaining heaven, having children, and so on, and by saying that
no one should be afraid of him thereafter, a man becomes a sannydsi. It is a very serious
commitment! But until sannydsa, he must definitely perform the various rituals enjoined
by the Veda.

Performing these nitya-karmas, you do gain results in the form of punya or
antah-karana--uddhi, but the main point here is that they are to be done daily and
generally they are done. Naimittika-karmas, on the other hand, are those rituals to be
done on particular occasions, at a particular time, on a particular day, like on the
anniversary of the death of one's mother or father. Such a ritual called sraddha, which
must be performed monthly on the new moon day and a more elaborate ritual is done on
the anniversary date itself. This, too, is done until sannydsa. Sraddha is not done daily
and is only done if one's father or mother has passed away. Because these karmas are
done on a particular occasion, nimitta, they are called naimittika-karmas.

Naimittika-karmas are generally performed by householders, although the
Srdddha-karma, mentioned above, is done by everyone except sannyasis. Other
naimittika-karmas performed by house holders include the rituals done, on the day
when the northern and southern Solstices begin. Eclipses of the sun and moon are also
recognised in this way, based on ancient methods of calculation. It has been said that if
you think the Sdstra is false, wait for an eclipse!

Finally, karmas that are done to right a wrong, called prdyaScitta-karmas, are
performed when what is not to be done was done or there was some omission during the
performance of any ritual. Thus, a particular karma can neutralise the results of wrong
action, be it an omission or a commission. An example of prdyascitta-karmas is
cdndrdyana wherein you regulate the amount of food you eat for one month. Beginning
on the full moon day, you take the amount of food that you would ordinarily eat. The
next day, you cut it down by one-fifteenth and the second day, by another fifteenth,
continuing in this way until the new moon day, during which you eat nothing at all. Then
you begin again on the first day after the new moon, on the prathamd, by taking
one-fifteenth, then two-fifteenths on the second day, adding increments of one fifteenth
portion each day until the full moon day, when again you eat as before. During this
entire period, certain rituals are performed. Prdyascitta-karma then, is the fourth type
of karma, a karma of atonement.
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THE PURPOSE OF KARMA-YOGA

In karma-yoga, you give up kdmya-karma and perform
nitya-naimittika-karmas as an offering to the Lord, as well as for purifying the mind.
According to the definition of kamya-karma stated above, kama is always involved.
This kdma is given up in karma-yoga. Saikara says here that by performing these
various vaidika rituals for the sake of antah-karana-suddhi, you become a
karma-yogi. Otherwise, you are only a karmi. When you perform karma for a
particular end alone, you will gain only that end. You will not gain the mind necessary
for gaining the knowledge that is moksa, because you have no vyavasdydtmika buddhi.
If, however, you have vyavasdydtmikd buddhi, all your karmas are directed towards
one thing, moksa. And for moksa, you require the mind, antah-karana, that is prepared.
Moksa is not gained through karma; karma is only for preparing the mind. Thus,
preparing the mind through karma becomes yoga for you.

In the Gita, the word 'karma' is usually used with reference to vaidika-karma.
However, when Arjuna was asked to do karma, it was not a ritual to be performed. He
was to fight; it was his duty. Sahkara confirms this also. Fighting is the 'to be done,'
obligatory karma of a ksatriya. Thus, karma-yoga covers all activities. And if karma is
taken to mean any action performed, which is the actual meaning of the word, then we
have to look at karma from the standpoint of a person's entire life. The actions then
referred to will be those activities that one performs in the attempt to fulfil all one's
rdga-dvesas.

Since you do have rdiga-dvesas, and they have to be neutralised, what will you
do? You cannot just command yourself to give up your likes and dislikes as you would a
hat. Likes and dislikes are there; they are not just given up. They constitute the person.
However, when you perform actions with a sameness of attitude, samatva, towards the
results of your actions, your rdga-dvesas are neutralised. This attitude is karma-yoga.

The attitude of samatva mentioned in this verse is not with reference to the action
itself; it is with reference to the result, the phala, of any action. This attitude is present in
the Vedic culture and is called prasada-buddhi. We have seen that even children are
named Prasad because they are thought of as prasdda. If your son is prasdda, then you
are also prasdda to your parents. Your physical body is not only prasdda to others, but
also to yourself. A house is called prasada. The food cooked, offered to the Lord, and
then eaten is also considered prasida. Thus, this attitude (prasada-buddhi) is an
important aspect of karma-yoga.

It is important to note here that any translation that says we should perform action
without expecting a result has no basis in the Veda. Such an interpretation serves only to
create additional complexes. Try as we might, we find that we cannot do karma without
expecting some result. The truth of the matter is that no one can perform action without
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expecting a result. Even a dull-witted person cannot engage in an activity without
expecting a result. Therefore, this meaning of karma-yoga must be abandoned.

ANOTHER DEFINITION OF KARMA-YOGA

Although this verse presents a particular line of argument, the fact is that this is not
the only way of looking at it. Let us, therefore, look at the other definition of yoga,
yogah karmasu kauialam. Karmasu means 'With reference to actions.' Thus, with

reference to actions, yoga is kauiala, meaning the state of mind or the disposition of a
kuSala, one who is an expert.

All kinds of meanings are given to this word, kausala. It is the abstract noun of
the word kuiala, expert - the qualities that make an expert. Thus, it has been said that
kausala is expertise or skill. From this meaning, a modem translation for this second
definition of yoga has come about. People say, 'Skill in action is yoga,' which seems to
convey that it is efficiency of some kind. Although efficiency is always desirable, it is
not what karma-yoga is about. The inappropriateness of this translation will become
clear as we proceed.

In the Gitd, the word 'karma' is usually used with reference to vaidika-karma.
However, if karma is taken to mean any action performed, which is the general meaning
of the word, then we have to look at it from the standpoint of the person's entire life. The
actions then referred to will be the collective activities that you perform in your attempt
to fulfil all your rdga-dvesas.

Here, the 'skill-in-action' interpretation, meaning that if you are very skilful in
action you are a karma-yogl, must also be abandoned. This is a secular translation
designed to bypass Iavara. There are a lot of people who read the Gitd without
recognizing Itvara at all. Those who want karma-yoga without recognizing ,Ivara as
the karma-phala-datd simply cannot have it. There is karma-yoga only when lIvara is

recognised. Karma-yoga is a religious attitude, a devotee's attitude. There is no way of
escaping this. There is no such thing as secular karma-yoga.

They say that when there is skill in action, when there is efficiency, then the

person is a karma-yogi. A yogi may be efficient in whatever he does, but how can he be
efficient if he is given a new job or is just beginning to learn to drive, for example? He
has not yet acquired the necessary skill and, therefore, he will be inefficient in this
respect. Thus, a karma-yogi can definitely be inefficient in a given area. Conversely,
merely because a person is efficient in a given area does not mean that he is a yogi. A
pickpocket, for example, is very efficient in picking pockets, whereas if you try to do it,
you will get caught. Even before you pick, you will be picked up! Picking pockets is not
easy. Not only do you have to be skilful in getting an. object out of someone's pocket,
you also need to be a master of deception in order not to be accused. Such a person may
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be skilful in action, but this is definitely not karma-yoga. A yogi in action may be
skilful, but this does not mean that skill in action is yoga.

WHAT IS KAUtALA?

Then what does the word kaugala mean in this definition? To understand this, let
us go back to the first definition, samatvam yogah ucyate, where yoga is defined as
sameness. Suppose a man says to the Swami, 'I have my likes and dislikes. For instance,
I like my neighbour's money. He has a lot of it and has converted it into gold which he
keeps in his safe. I definitely have a rdga for his money and I also have a dvesa for this
man. I hate him because he is so blatant about his riches. He thinks he is such a big shot
and he is always showing off. Therefore, I hate him and I love his money! I want to fulfil
my rdga-dvesa. Also, I happened to listen to your talk yesterday. Until then, I had never
heard of karma-yoga.

'Now I want to ask you, will I continue to be a karma-yogi if I carry on with my
plan? I have been working on a tunnel between my house and the room in which my
neighbour's safe is located. I know how to open the safe. I know how the whole thing has
to be done. I have only one hour's work left and then I will be there in the room. I was
going to do it last night but, having listened to your talk, what I was doing started to
bother me. I really want to be a karma-yogi. It looks to me as though I can continue with
my plan and still be a karma-yogi because you say I have a right, a choice, over my
action. I have already sent my wife and children away and I will not give you their
address. I am telling you only this much, hopinig that you will not tell anyone. I intend to
join them tomorrow. Tonight I am off. My house is already empty and, since I have been
renting it, I have nothing more to claim from it. Therefore, everything is set and I am
going to work.

'Of course I am taking a risk. You say that Isuara is the karma-phala-data, the
giver of the fruits of action. So I am going to work one more hour tonight so that I can
clear out the safe. Of course, I do not know what is going to happen. There may be
nothing in it at all. My neighbour may have already cleared it out and put the gold
elsewhere. Or, the gold may be there but 1 may get caught. I may be shot or beaten up. I
may be handed over to the police and have to be in jail for a number of years. Anything
is possible. Or I may get away with it also. My hope, of course, is that I will get away
with it. Therefore, whatever comes, I am going to take it as prasdda. If I get all the gold,
fine, it is prasada. And if I am beaten up, I will take every stroke as prasdda. Will that
be okay? Do you think I am a karma-yogi? Do you think that when the Lord says in the
Glta that a karma-yogi is very beloved to him he is referring to me? That is what I want
to be. I want to be beloved to the Lord. If I take everything as prasdda, will I be
beloved?'

B.G. Vol. I - 20
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It is for this person's sake that we have the definition - yogah karmasu

kausalam. Kausala is discretion in one's karma, in one's choice. It is not an untethered

choice without norms. It is choice with discretion, meaning that one's choice should be in

keeping with certain norms. This, then, is another very important aspect of karma-yoga.

The first definition is with reference to the results of action - karmaphale samah

bhatva - which defines karma-yoga as an attitude of samatva. Whereas this

definition is with reference to the action itself - yogah karmasu kausalam.

Kausala is your capacity to interpret correctly. This capacity to interpret with

reference to norms for human interaction is the discretion, the expertise. The norm for

human interaction is called dharma and the opposite is called adharma. Dharma and

adharma form the standard norms. They are not absolutes in that they have to be

interpreted according to the given situation. The person who can interpret them properly

is called kuIala. Dharma and adharma are not to be interpreted according to

convenience, but must be in line with what is proper. Proper interpretation of dharma is

what is meant by kausala. Kausala is yoga because, again, you are not in the hands of

your raga-dvesas when you exercise discretion in your choice of action.

DHARMA AND ADHARMA ARE UNIVERSAL

The man in the story has raga-dvesas. His rdga is for the money and the dvesa is
for his neighbour to whom the money belongs. He wants to go by his rdga-dvesas. And

they are totally against dharma and adharma. What should not be done, he is doing.

Therefore, he is going against dharma, which means he is doing adharma. But could it

not be said that this is all a man-made order? No.

Suppose, in a particular country, there is no law against stealing. Does that mean

that if some one takes away what belongs to another, it would not be called stealing? No;

it would still be called stealing. This is not the same, as the man-made convention that

traffic shall proceed on the right. We naturally all proceed on the right because to do

otherwise is a definite risk to life and limb, and it is also illegal. Even if you say you are

ready to take the risk, the police will not let you because you are not the only one

involved. Other people will be in danger. Convention, then, we can describe as

man-made.

But is the law against stealing man-made? No; because the law that stealing is not

right, is not man-made; it is universal. If no one had anything that was his or her own,

there would be no stealing. Even though there would be people, there would be nothing

to steal and therefore no one can steal from the other. However, everyone has something
of his or her own and, therefore, there is going to be stealing. Even a Swami has a

begging bowl and a mald. These are the two important symbols, liniga, of a sadhu and
he is supposed to carry them. There are thieves for this also - especially now that they
have become rare and therefore costly. Thus, even sadhus can lose their few possessions
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because, as long as anyone has something that is his or her own, there is such a thing
called stealing. This is universal.

Like adharma, dharma also is universal, and is not man-made. Dharma is
something that is commonly sensed by a human being and is meant for human
interaction. I live and let live. I want to be left alone in the sense that I do not want the
few possessions I have to be stolen. And, at the same time, I let others live in the samr
way.

There is a particular order that is sensed commonly and this order, called dharma,
is the very basis upon which we are supposed to interact with our fellow beings. The
scriptures confirm this and also say that if you go against the order, your action produces
what is called papa for you. The scriptures do not tell us what is right and wrong,
dharma and adharma, 'Thou shalt do this; thou shalt not do that,' etc. They merely
confirm what we already know. We do not need anyone to tell us these things. Indeed,
our knowledge is such that we tell everyone else! Scriptures the world over merely
confirm the existence of a common-sense dharma. It is not that they came into the
world at certain periods of time and, finding there was no dharma, established one.
People knew what was right and wrong before the scriptures came along.

CHOICE IN ACTION IMPLIES NORMS

This common-sense dharma is there for a human being because he or she has a
choice in action. This choice implies a set of norms, which must be known. If these
norms, the dharma, were not there, the creation would be defective. I could not have
been given a choice without having also been given the norms that go with choice. This
would be something like giving a Ferrari to someone who is drunk and does not know
how to drive or giving it to someone when it has no brakes!

Having been given a choice, the norms should be common to all without any
education being necessary. This is a very important aspect of dharma. To be given a
choice, but no knowledge of the norms, would also be a defect in the creation. If I did
have to be educated about these norms, then no one would have the same opportunity to
receive this education. Then certain people would be stealing or getting hurt because
they never knew they should not steal or get hurt. They were never taught. Therefore,
without any education at all, I know that I should not steal or get hurt. I also know that
others do not want to be stolen from or be hurt. This, then, is the common norm.

What is equally common to you and me is the norm on the basis of which we can
choose our actions. What I do not want from others, I find others also do not want from
me. Therefore, we have a common norm, dharma, and the person who is able to
interpret his or her to-be-done actions in terms of the dharma has kauiala.
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Let us now complete the story of the man who wants to continue his plans to steal
his neighbour's money and take the result as prasada. He will only be fulfilling one part
of the karma-yoga definition. The other part will remain unfulfilled because there is no
kauaala. He is not even interpreting; he is going against the very dharma. If someone
wanted to rob him, how would he take it? He would not allow it, which means that he
should not rob anyone else because it is a wrong action. If everyone were simply to say,
'So what?' to all the norms, all we would have would be confusion. Even today, the
society is not so confused, that we are prevented from conducting our lives. People more

or less do follow some norms. If everyone were to do exactly what they wanted, they
would be hitting others, robbing them, and so on, all of which would be going against
dharma. There would be no order, only confusion, and no one could live his or her life.

There is order in the world, even today. That is why we are able to live peacefully.
Some of us do not even have gates or fences because there is dharma. Since there are

boundaries that people seem to follow, we cannot say there is no dharma. Of course,
there is adharma too, because choice is there and people are sometimes going to abuse
their power of choice.

The man who wants to rob his neighbour has to be told, along with Arjuna, that he
must conform to dharma, even though his likes and dislikes prompt him to do
otherwise. What happens to raga-dvesas then? They are curtailed at the level of action.
They must be aligned with dharma and adharma. If there are lingering likes and
dislikes which are not in conformity with dharma and adharma, there is no one in my
heart to claim them. I do not follow them; I do not join them. They rise and they die a
natural death. There is no one to claim them because I have no connection with them.

They simply rise as fancies and die as fancies. I go only by what is right and wrong.

SUMMARY OF THE DEFINITION OF KARMA-YOGA

To summarise, then, we have a two-part definition for karma-yoga - samatvam

yogah ucyate and yogah karmasu kausalam. With reference to the results of your

actions, there is a sameness, samatva, in your response. Gaining this attitude of
samatva depends upon the recognition of I9vara as the karma-phala-datl, the giver of
the fruits of all actions. Whatever result you gain, the laws do not cheat you in any way.
Therefore, as a karma-yogi you have the same attitude, towards both the desirable and
undesirable results of your actions - karma-phale samatva-buddhih. Then, with

reference to action itself, because there is choice involved, as a karma-yogi you exercise
your choice based on certain norms. These norms are indicated by the rules of dharma
and adharma. They are universal, common to all - sdmdnya-dharma.
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EVEN UNIVERSAL LAWS REQUIRE INTERPRETATION

Although common to all, samanya-dharma must be interpreted to accommodate
given situations so that it is appropriate to the situation. This interpreted dharma is
referred to as visesa-dharma.

Ordinary laws also have similar provisions. That you should keep to the right in
traffic is a law that is universal in America. But suppose a huge truck is coming towards
me in the same lane. By keeping to the left the driver of the truck is doing the wrong
thing and I am doing the right thing. But, I am driving a very small, lightweight car. By
keeping to the right, I am right, but if I refuse to interpret the law and do not budge an
inch because I am right and he is wrong, I will certainly suffer the consequences.

Suppose, however, I swerve to the left, making sure that I am not going to hit
anyone in the process, and then return again to the right when I have avoided the truck,
then I have saved the situation. If a police officer sees me going to the left, he or she will
not give me a citation, but will go after the truck driver instead. I interpreted the law
rightly and the officer will probably congratulate me for escaping serious injury or death.

Every law has an exception. No one has ever made a law, including Bhagavan,
without there being an exception. For example, Newtons law of gravitation applies only
in certain areas. If you are in a spaceship, peanuts cannot be eaten in the same way as
they are eaten here. Instead of going into your mouth when you toss them up, they will
go to the right or to the left. Even though Newton's law is really Bhagavan's law, still it
does not operate in the same way in all places at all times. Thus, there are no absolute
laws.

That there are no absolute laws, however, does not mean that there is no
universality. Dharma is universal because I feel the same way as others feel. However,
even what is universal has to be interpreted according to the situation. Although you
expect people to speak the truth to you and people expect the same from you, sometimes
you may have to tell a lie in order to save someone's life. This is viiesa-dharma or
interpreted dharma. Visesa-dharma is when someone other than yourself is the
beneficiary of the lie. Thus, the differences between dharma and adharma with
references to speaking truth depends on whether or not you are the beneficiary of the lie.

Other examples of vitesa-dharma are those dharmas imposed by the scriptures,
which are only valid in so far as a given place, time, or culture is concerned. For
example, a brahmana, a ksatriya, and a bidra have certain duties to perform within the
framework of the Vedic culture only. Therefore, these duties are vigesa-dharma.

KARMA-YOGA IMPLIES AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE LORD

Samanya-dharma and viiesa-dharma should always be the governing factors
when exercising your choice with reference to a given action. You cannot go by your
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rdga-dvesas alone. When you do go by dharma and not by your rdga-dvesas, you are
living an ethical life. Such a life, however, may not be yoga. Yoga comes into the picture
only when Isvara is taken into account.

The Gita does not discuss Isvara immediately. It only does so in the third chapter.
Another verse, in the eighteenth chapter, explains the role of 1lvara in karma-yoga.

qf: WFf liT 11qi W T*R I

kqeU|| 9d41 fk f4 T WrN: 11 -'F II
yatah pravrttirbhutanam yena sarvamidam tatam
svakarmana tamabhyarcya siddhim vindati manavah (Gitd - 18-46)

The one from whom all beings have come into being, by whom all this is
pervaded, worshipping him by performing one's duties, a person attains
spiritual success.

The Lord is not only the creator but also the creation. Therefore, the creation is
non-separate from Isvara and isvara is both the efficient and the material cause of the
creation. No product, kdrya, is separate from the material of which it is made. The status
of being both the efficient and the material cause is, therefore, what is meant by isvara
and that is the reason why the creation is non-separate from the creator.

The creator, on the other hand, is independent of the creation in the sense that even
without the creation, the creator remains. At the time of dissolution, for example, the
entire creation goes back to Jivara, who alone remains. The creation is like the dream
world you create, without which you remain as you are. While the dream world is not
independent of you, you can be without it, as you are in deep sleep. Similarly, the
creation is not separate from the creator, the Lord.

Anything in the world that is naturally created can be looked at as Isvara's
creation, isvara-srsti, just as anything you make may be said to be your creation,
jiva-srsti, because your free will is involved. There is, however, only some truth in you
being the creator of anything. When you say that the house you built is your own
creation, you find, upon analysis, that the statement is not totally true. Because your will
and effort are involved, there is some truth to it. But, the earth that the house is standing
on is not created by you. Nor are the laws, which allow the house to stand. The materials
that are necessary to build and maintain the house are also not created-by you. In this
way, you come to see that your 'creation' depends on many aspects, which are not
created by you. Therefore, nothing is really created by you although, for the time being,
we can assume that there is such a thing asjiva-srsti.
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THE LAWS OF CREATION ARE NOT SEPARATE FROM THE CREATOR

Your physical body is not created by you. The powers that are necessary to create
are not created by you. These are the Lord's creation, isvara-srsti, alone. Isvara-srsi
includes the laws of dharma also. These laws are not created by us; they are only sensed
by us. Gravitation is sensed by people and by monkeys as well. Birds seem to sense it
also. They know that when they want to fly, they must flap their wings in order to take
off into the air. Every creature seems to know at least some of these laws since they
seem to know what they have to do.

The laws that are instinctively known by animals are known to us by our common
sense. The laws of dharma are also known to us in the same way. Without any
education whatsoever, without being taught, we know what is right and wrong. Although
this knowledge is generally called 'conscience.' it is actually our simple common-sense
knowledge of dharma and adharma, what is right and wrong. It is basic knowledge that
everyone has, about a fact that is already there in the creation. Just as other laws exist as
a part of the creation, the law of dharma also exists as a part of the creation.

If the Lord is the creator and the creation is non-separate from the creator, then the
law of dharma, being a part of the creation, is also non-separate from Isvara. Therefore,
dharma becomes Ivara. The law of karma also becomes Iavara in the same way This
is why we can worship the Lord as dharma and we have even given him two hands and
two legs, in the form of Rama.

When we say Rama was an avatdra, we do not need any history at all. Whether
Rama existed or not is irrelevant beCause he is looked upon only as the Lord. He is
dharma personified. History is necessary only for those who have problems with
reference to what is historical. Their concept of the Lord being what it is, such people
require history, but we do not require it.

A name and form are given only for the sake of worship and meditation, and that'
is how Rama, Krsna, and others are presented. Lord Krsna is joy itself. He is nothing
but joy, in fact, which happened to have developed two hands, two legs, a head, and so
on, called Krsna and then, taking a flute in hand, walked about. Therefore, whether
Krsna existed or not does not mean anything. Krsna is a particular name and form given
to Paramesvara whose nature is joy, dnanda-svariipa. Similarly, Rama portrays the
Lord as dharma. Thus, we look at the Lord from various aspects in the creation and
represent these aspects with many different gods called devatds.

What happens when I look upon dharma as livara? If I merely conform to
dharma, I am an ethical person. But if I look upon dharma as the Lord, I worship that
Lord by doing what is.to be done by me at a given time and place. Dharma is something
already established and I come to sense it. Therefore, what is to be done by me, I do.
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Krsna says that by doing the karma that is to be done by us, we are worshipping him.
How can that be? This is also something we must know.

EVERYTHING IN THE CREATION HAS ITS OWN DHARMA

With reference to this cycle of creation, the Lord is the creator. The world is born

of him and sustained by him. It is not that he created the world and then went to sleep.
The creation is ON! Every moment new cells are born, new things are born. You

yourself are born and new children are born. A continual process of creation, srsti,
existence or sustenance, sthiti, and dissolution, samhdra, is going on.

This second, a recognised unit of time, is born. And as it is born, it is, and it is also

gone. This, 'bor - is - gone' is a continuous process. The various living beings on this
planet - trees, insects, animals, and human beings - all do exactly what is expected of
them. In this way, everything goes well. A tree that has to change its colours before
winter comes, does so and it keeps doing so, because it is a sugar maple tree and that is

what a sugar maple tree has to do. Being programmed, the tree does exactly what it has

to do. If it has to make chlorophyll, it makes chlorophyll. If it has to take in carbon
dioxide and give out oxygen, it does exactly what it has to do. This is why a sugar cane
continues to be sweet and a lime continues to be sour. All vegetation grows upon the
same earth and may even belong to the same species. Still, one may be sour and the other

sweet - if, for example, a particular orange happens to be a 'lemon!'

An orange is an orange and a lemon is a lemon. If one orange turns out to be a
lemon, there is a reason for it; it is because a certain programming is there. It is not that
an orange tree decided to have some fun, wanting to see the face of the person who bites
into a certain orange and discovers it to be a lemon. The tree does not make any such
decision to produce a sour orange. Being programmed as it is, it behaves and contributes
to the creation exactly as it must because the creation is ON!

Isvara himself is in the form of the very world, the very creation. Therefore, every
blade of grass is what it is - and it is Isvara. Everything in the vegetable kingdom is
ISvara's creation and, having a particular form, does exactly what is expected of it
because members of the botanical world do not have free wills.

The world of animals is the same. A snail is always a snail; an oyster is an oyster;
a jackal is a jackal; a lion is a lion; a cow is a cow; and a turkey is a turkey. All of them
are exactly the same. They do not call themselves snails, lions, and turkeys. A cock will
fight like a cock; that is why it is a cock. Similarly, monkeys behave like monkeys,
exactly as they should, programmed as they are. They all seem to be fine and are
intelligent enough. Even turkeys know how to survive when left to their own devices.
The fact that they cannot survive the month of November is only due to the way people
choose to celebrate Thanksgiving!
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ONLY HUMAN BEINGS ARE NOT PROGRAMMED

It is only when you come to human beings, even a small child, that you find a
difference. When you call a puppy, it wags its tail and comes every time because it
connects your calling it by name with a cookie or some other treat in your hand. But, if
you call your young child by the same name, whether you hold out a cookie or not, he or
she may or may not come. Why? Because the child is much more than a pup. He or she
is a complete person with a will of his or her own, asserted from childhood onwards.
This is always a problem for parents, especially when they want the child to perform for
guests, for instance. If the child is at all concerned about what others will think, there is
no way he or she will perform.

Even as adults, most of our worries are based on what others will think, a problem
not shared with other living beings. When a cow wants to make a noise, it does so
without bothering about what anyone will think. If a dog wants to bark, a donkey wants
to bray, or a lion wants to roar, they too do not concern themselves with what others will
think. Wherever there is water, all the frogs in the vicinity will gather every evening and
put on a 'concert.' The racket they create is so dreadful that you cannot sleep. But, the
frogs are not at all concerned with what you or anyone else thinks of their music. Only
human beings have this problem because they have free will and a self-image, half of
which depends on what others think. Therefore, they are entirely different and are not
going to do exactly what is to be done unless they decide to do so.

In the process of growth, a person picks up hundreds of raga-dvesas, likes and
dislikes. Such fancies are always there and we find that convenience is usually the order
that we follow. This is why we often do not bother about, 'No Trespassing' signs, and
cut across a rectangle diagonally, thereby creating a path, even though it is someone's
private property. And, once there is a path, a right to it also seems to be established! This
is what is meant by the term, 'grandfather rights.' We also see evidence that convenience
is one's nature wherever there is a sign saying, 'Post No Bills.' There will even be a bill
stuck right on top of the very sign, perhaps so that the problem will disappear!

Thus, convenience is often the governing factor. We want what is convenient,
what is pleasant. Easy gratification is exactly what human beings go for. If some work,
pain, or effort is involved, we want to avoid it. The human disposition is like that -
going after easy, quick gratification, wanting only what pays off immediately. This is our
nature. We have therefore created in ourselves a number of rdga-dvesas, which prompt
us to perform various actions that are not often in keeping with dharma and adharma.
To go against dharma, the Lord, is to go against the order that is the Lord, and this is
adharma.
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DOING ONE'S OWN DUTIES IS WORSHIP

Since the creation operates according to this same order, there is definitely a
reason that you were born. Your parents may not have wanted you, but somehow you
were born. Even if you feel unwanted, still you are here because, without you, this world
is definitely incomplete. That is why you are here. It is as simple as that.

If you see a purpose in everything in the world, why should you take your
presence in this big politic of humanity as anything other than important? Even in your
own body politic, everything has a role to play. Just as a tree is there, you are also there.
You are important. You have roles to play and things to do. Igvara's job is going on and
you are a cog in his wheel. This being the case, naturally you have to do your job. You
have to know that at this time and place, this is the job that you have to do. This is called
svakarma. Just as every animal and every tree contributes to this great creation, you too
make your contribution. Whatever be your job, your svakarma, that very karma
becomes an offering to Isvara.

Offerings to the Lord need not always be in the form of flowers. Bhagavan says
that by doing what is to be done by you at a given time, you are worshipping the Lord.
Because of your recognition of isvara, whatever action you perform is your
contribution, your offering, arcana, to the Lord. You offer your actions unto the Lord,
who is in the form of the creation and who continues to do the job of creation. You are
one of his limbs. You perform your role, which is an important one. Otherwise, you
would not be here.

This is something like a symphony orchestra where, even though it looks as
though some of the musicians could be removed, each person has a significant role to
play according to the composer. One person may only play one note every fifteen
minutes, but that is his or her role to play in the overall scheme of things. Similarly, each
of you has your own job to do and when you do it, you are in harmony with Isvara, the
Lord. This is why, whenever you do exactly what you have to do, you find satisfaction.
Even if it is something you do not want to do, once you do it, you feel great about it.
Why? Because you are in harmony with Isvara. Recognizing this, you become a yogi.

This recognition is not an ordinary thing; it is a vision. To be in harmony with the
world, with what is to be done, with the law of dharma that governs all karma, is
karma-yoga - yogah karmasu kauSalam. Therefore, you choose your karmas
recognizing Ihvara as dharma. Then your actions become a form of arcana to Isvara.
This attitude results in antah-karana-Suddhi, purification of the mind. Once, this
happens, it takes no time at all for self-knowledge, jihina, to take place. Since antah-
karana-suddhi is all that is required, all the steps have been completed - karma-yoga,
antah-karana-Suddhi, and jiina.
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These steps are mentioned throughout the Gltt and Saikara also mentions them
repeatedly in his bhasya. Through karma-yoga, the mind is purified, and when the mind
is pure, knowledge takes place and moksa is gained. Karma-yoga, therefore, is for
moksa alone.

It TRKUHP8ý qwr: tbodcl: I I 1 I I
darena hyavaram karma buddhiyogdddhanaiijaya
buddhau saranamanviccha krpandh phalahetavah Verse 49

TIV dhanaiijaya - Oh! Dhanaijaya (Arjuna); f hi - therefore; if-*r'?
buddhi-yogat - as compared to buddhi-yoga (the yoga of proper attitude); T4 karma
- action; aT � durena avaram - is far inferior; it buddhau - in the
buddhi-yoga (of proper attitude); TTUT Saranam - refuge; 3p anviccha - seek;
!TF"id: phala-hetavah - those who perform actions only for results; yqu|f: krpandh
- misers

Action (based on desire) is therefore far inferior to that performed with
the proper attitude of karma-yoga. Seek refuge in this buddhi-yoga (of
proper attitude) Oh! Dhanaijaya. Those who perform action olyv for the
results are misers.

The word buddhi-yoga means karma-yoga, the attitude of sameness towards all
results, samatva. Karma done under the spell of one's rdga-dvesas is far different from
karma-yoga which involves proper attitude and commitment. The result of such karma
is received in keeping with one's raga-dvesas and not with samatva-buddhi. This kind
of karma is thus far inferior, avaram, to buddhi-yoga, karma-yoga.

Therefore, Krsna told Arjuna to take refuge in karma-yoga-buddhi - buddhau
aaranam anviccha. 'Go for it, pray for it, Arjuna,' he said. Why? Because people who
perform karma for the sake of the results alone, and not for antah-karanda-uddhi and
moksa, are misers, krpanih. They want only enjoyments, bhoga, and power, aiivarya.
For them, there is no karma-yoga, which makes them misers because they do not make
use of their buddhi.

In his commentary on this verse, Sarkara defines misers, referring to them as
helpless weaklings, dinah. Misers are those who have money but do not have the heart
to spend it, either on themselves or on others. Those who have no money are not misers
because they have no money to spend. Those who do have money and spend when there
are occasions to spend are also not misers. A man who has money and spends more than
what he nas, who does not spend judiciously, is a spendthrift and is just as much a
problem as the one who has money and does not spend it at all. A miser cannot spend
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because he is that afraid his money is going, going, going. Therefore, he always keeps

saving, saving for the winter of his life, retirement. Sometimes, such a person dies before

retirement and his brother-in-law gets everything! Misers have no heart to spend because

their priorities are not clear. They are not at all clear about what money is for.

The meaning of the word miser, krpana, is extended here to the disuse of one's

buddhi. Sarikara, quoting the Brhaddranyakopanisad, discusses the meaning of the

word krpana.1

Why is such a person a miser? Because he or she was given an intellect, buddhi,

and does not use it The buddhi is the discriminative power one is endowed with as a

human being and is the greatest wealth, the greatest treasure, that one can have.

Therefore, its primary use should be for gaining self-knowledge. Even though everyone

has a good chance to use the buddhi, a miser hoards it or fritters it away and dies not

having made proper use of the greatest wealth that he or she was endowed with. And

although the money misers leave can be enjoyed by others, no one can enjoy their

buddhis after they are gone.

Misers are people whose aims are only small results, not moksa. Therefore, for

them there is no karma-yoga or sannyasa. There is only miserliness. We have seen that,

according to the vision of the Veda, there are only two possibilities - to be a

karma-yogi or to be a sannydsi. There is no accommodation for a third kind of person.

Those who are neither karma-yogis nor sannydsis have to become karma-yogis;

otherwise, they are misers. Therefore, Bhagavdn said, 'Take to karma-yoga.'

ClR+l4Tm 11 qgT7 T: Wn q ch 10HJ I I A0 11 I

buddhiyukto jahatiha ubhe sukrtaduskrte
tasmidyogdya yujyasva yogah karmasu kausalam Verse 50

ýft-wf: buddhi-yuktah - the one who is endowed with the samatva-buddhi

(sameness of mind); W iha - here, in this world; 34 ubhe - both; 'ff--'

sukrta-duskrte - punya and papa; WTf jahati - gives up; gIIr� tasmat -

therefore; zItIP yogaya - to karma-yoga; RT yujyasva - commit yourself; 4T:

yogah - karmd-yoga (is); WT karmasu - in action; #W1r< kausalam -

discretion

One who is endowed with the samatva-buddhi, sameness of mind, gives

up both punya and papa here, in this world. Therefore, commit yourself

to karma-yoga. Karma-yoga is discretion in action.

Refer to page 164.
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The idea already expressed is that one should not be attached to inaction but rooted
in the sameness of mind that is yoga, one should perform action. In his commentary on
this verse, Saiikara explains that samatva-buddhi that is talked about is with reference
to karma-phala, the fruits of action. What is gained by one who follows dharma, right
and wrong, and not mere rdga-dvesas, likes and dislikes, is also stated here. Here, in this
world, while alive, the person gains yoga-buddhi which means samatva-buddhi.

Two buddhis have been talked about - sdhkhya-buddhi and yoga-buddhi.

Shikhya, knowledge, was already discussed and now yoga is under discussion.
Buddhi-yukta means yoga-buddhi-yukta, one who is a karma-yogi, one who is
committed to a life of karma with the buddhi of yoga. What does this person do? Here,
in this world, iha, while alive, he or she gives up both punya and pdpa, sukrta-duskrte.
Sukrta means that which is well-done, a karma that is proper, and duskrta means the
opposite.

Both proper and improper actions produce results and the results are also called
sukrta and dusk.rta. Therefore sukrta-duskrte means punya and papa. The verse says
that the karma-yogi gives up both punya and pdpa here, in this life. But can the results
of action be given up even by a karma-yogi? No. Because he has doership, kartrtva, the
karma-yogi cannot give up the results. He can only become a master of his likes and
dislikes so that he has freedom from them. In this way, he can be in harmony with
Itvara and, having a certain mastery over himself, he can enjoy a composure, but
nothing more because he is a karma-yogi.

HOW DOES ONE GIVE UP PUNYA-PAPA?

A karma-yogi has doership, kartrtva, whereas a sannyasi does not. When you

look upon yourself as a doer, you have doership and when you have doership, you
cannot escape from the results of action, which always accrue to the doer. Because a
karma-yogi has kartrtva he is not a jiini. If he has kartrtva, he definitely has punya-

pdpa. Whether he likes it or not, punya-pdpa will be there for him. Both the current
punya-pdpa and the old punya-pdpa are standing in his account. Thus, the question of
how one gives up punya-pupa would naturally arise here. This has to be properly
understood.

When karma-yoga is there for a person, knowledge is not far away. As long as
karma-yoga is there, there will be antah-karana-tuddhi. And, this will soon be

followed by knowledge. Sahkara points out this order again here and says -
sattva-Auddhi-jiana-dvdrena. The karma-yogi gives up punya and papa here in this

world, while he is alive, by means of sattva-Auddhi. The word sattva has two meanings.

SHere by the word sannyasi, we refer to a jinnL. Sankara often uses the word sannyasi in

this sense.
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It is one of the three qualities, sattva, rajas, tamas. And it also means antah-karana,
the mind. Here it is used in the sense of antah-karana. Therefore sattva-Suddhi here
means purification of the mind..

First, karma-yoga takes care of antah-karana-suddhi. Then knowledge is
gained, there is jiina-prdpti. This order is one of the important points in the sastra that
we have to know clearly. Otherwise, what is being said will be confusing. Because
people are confused, they think that karma-yoga is just another means through which
punya-pdpa is destroyed. And they say the same thing about jhFna. This 'different
means' approach is how people get lost and become confused.

By performing karma with the proper attitude, you prepare yourself to be totally
freed by knowledge and that knowledge is gained only when the antah-karana is
Suddha, pure. We say that karma-yoga takes care of it because karma-yoga purifies the
mind. Thus, wherever we come across expressions in Sarikara's bhdsya, like
sattva-Suddhi-jiina-dvurena ubhe sukrta-duskrte ihajahdti, we must understand the
order. Once the antah-karana-suddhi is taken care of, that is, once the impurities,
aSuddhis, of the mind are taken care of, the person is no longer under the enthralment of
his or her likes and dislikes. Because he or she enjoys a certain composure, self-
knowledge, dtma-jii5na is not far away.

Concerning this point, Satikara says that a karma-yogi is a kama-yogi only for
the sake of moksa. A person is a karma-yogi only for dtma-jidna. Therefore, he or she
continues to listen to the teaching and reflect upon it so that it will become a reality.

KARMA-YOGA IS NOT A MATTER OF CHOICE

What, then, should Arjuna or anyone else do first? To ask whether you should
become a karma-yogi or a sannyasi is like asking if you should join a university or get
a Ph.D. Karma-yoga is a step for gaining the knowledge. There is no choice here.
Therefore, Krsna says, 'Commit yourself to yoga - yogdya yujyasva.' This is the same
as saying, 'You have just started this inquiry, Arjuna. Therefore, prepare yourself by
engaging in karma-yoga, which means doing what you have to do with the attitude of a
karma-yogi.' Krsna also made it clear that yoga in no way implies the avoidance of
action.

EXERCISING DISCRETION IN ONE'S CHOICES

In this verse, we are told that with reference to our actions, we must use our
discretion, kauSala. What is not to be done is avoided and what is to be done is done
properly. And any action we do is done with the attitude that it is our offering to the
Lord, iivara-arpana-buddhyd. This is yoga. Discretion, then, is with reference to the
choices involved in action and involves one's appreciation of ISvara as well.
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Inaction is not going to solve the problem, even though we will see later that
sannyasa is referred to as the giving up of all actions, sarva-karma-sannylsa,
something that is not physically possible. Even a great jiini performs actions. There are
Swamis - 'sitting Swamis,' 'standing-on-one-leg Swamis,' and many other Swamis -
all of which imply actions. No one can avoid action totally. The renunciation of all
karmas is strictly in terms of knowledge. By knowing that he or she is not the performer
of any action, a jinani is said to have given up all action. Thus a person who has this
knowledge of the dtma is called a sarva-karma-sannyasi.

Krsna was telling Arjuna here that sarva-karma-sannydsa has nothing to do
with inaction; it has concerns only with knowledge. This knowledge can only take place
in a person whose mind is clear, Suddha. Such a person is either a karma-yogi or a
sannydsi, a person who has taken to the life of renunciations. Knowledge is possible for
both sannydsis and karma-yogis.

Krsna told Arjuna that while a choice between yoga and sannydsa is possible, he
did not think Arjuna was ready for sannydsa. That meant, according to Krsna, that
Arjuna was ready only for karma-yoga. Therefore, as we saw in verse 48, Krsna told
Arjuna, 'Arjuna, remaining steadfast in yoga and abandoning attachment, perform
actions - yogasthah kuru karmdni sangam tyaktva dhanafijaya.'

How could Arjuna live the life of a sannydsi, a life of contemplation, when he
was emotionally involved with his own people? Like others who have too many irons in
the fire, Arjuna had too many arrows in his quiver. Therefore, it would be better if he
exhausted them all and then see what was to be done.

Further, Krsna said:

^dr icImr : '1 *|T H|^H 1 11 I
karmajam buddhiyuktd hi phalam tyaktvd manisinah
janmabandhavinirmuktdh padam gacchantyandmayam Verse 51

ft-W-r: buddhi-yuktdh - those who are endowed with the proper attitude of karma-

yoga; niffT: manisinah - the wise; T*Y karmajam - that which is born of

karma; W�R phalam - result; NI tyaktvi - giving up; ic-pr-faP TD1:

janma-bandha-vinirmuktdh - free from the bondage of birth; 3SlIRqR andmayam

- free from all affliction; 7tg padam - that which is accomplished by knowledge,

moksa; f9 hi - indeed; TiTi gacchanti - go to

The wise, endowed with the attitude of karma-yoga, having given up the
results of action, free from the bondage of birth, indeed accomplish the
end that is free from all affliction.
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Suppose a karma-yogi gains knowledge and thereby gives up all karma-phalas,
that is, all the punya-pdpas, the good and the bad. Does that not mean that the person is
empty, possessing nothing? Will he or she then be a nobody? At least if such a person
had gathered a lot of punya, he or she would have been an entity to be reckoned with.
But now, it seems that the person will be empty. This assumption is refuted in the
present verse.

People who are endowed with a karma-yoga-buddhi first gain antah-

karana-Suddhi. Then knowledge takes place, which results in the giving up of punya
and papa. And giving up the punya and papa, as mentioned in the previous verse,
karma-phalam tyaktva, he gains moksa through knowledge. The first line, here, is a
restatement of the previous verse and connects it with the previous verse and tells that
the karma-yogi also gains moksa eventually.

BIRTH IS BONDAGE

How do karma-yogis give up the results of action? A karma-yogi, having
sameness of mind towards the desirable and undesirable results of all actions, is said to
give up the results and, in time, becomes wise. Such a person gains self-knowledge and
is called a manisi or a jiini. Having become a manisi, the person becomes free of the

bondage of birth, he becomesjanma-bandha-vinirmukta.

When the doership is not there, the result of action will also be not there. The
result ofpunya-papa is birth,janma, which itself is a bondage. You cannot say that you
are only bound after birth. You are bound inside the womb. No matter how much you
twist and turn, you have to wait nine months before you can come out. Thus, bound, you
are born. Once you are born, you are also bound in that you have to wait at least another
eighteen years to have a life of your own. After that, of course, you are bound to a
hundred different things. Therefore, birth is bondage all the way!

From this bondage of birth, the wise are liberated. Sahkara makes it quite clear
here that liberation does not happen after death, but while you are living. He says,
jiuantah eva vinirmuktah - while living they are liberated. Unless you are liberated

now, while you are alive, you are not going to be liberated later when you are dead. All
that you can be is a ghost! If you are liberated here, there will be no problem - to
yourself or to others. But if you are not liberated, and you become a ghost, you will be
just another entity knocking around for people to channel through! Here in the world,
you confused people, by giving wrong advice and so on, and then later, as a spirit, you
come through the channels, continuing to give out wrong information!

Thus, it was said that while you are alive, you are completely freed from the
bondage of birth and death, commonly referred to as the cycle of samsara. You may say
that you do not care whether you are bor again. If it happens, fine, and if it does not
happen, that too is fine. You are only interested in 'right now.' You are not interested in
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any investment for later since no one knows what later really is. After death, all you see

are the ashes, nothing more. And if the body is not cremated, it is buried deep enough

that there is no chance of your coming out, even if, life is still there! Grass will be

planted on top so that, there will be no chance of oxygen reaching you! This you know

very well.

Whatever happens after death is all a matter of belief alone. Some logic may be

there, but still, it is only a belief. I am only interested in what happens here. I do not care

if my karma-phalas go or not. How do I know if puya-pdpa is really there for me?

Therefore, I do not care about all this. But, I do care about my harmony with the world

and I can understand the value of sameness of mind towards the results of action and

discretion with reference to the choices involved in my actions. These things are all very

clear to me, but please do not tell me that I will be freed from birth and death. I do not

care about all that; I am only interested in what I can get now. This could be an

argument. This is being answered now.

LIBERATION IS NOT AFTER DEATH

This verse tells us what we can accomplish here, while we are alive - not in the

form of sense gratification, but in terms of a pursuit that is meaningful in this life itself.

The word pada, here, means that which is to be accomplished. It also means 'a word.'

that by which something is known. Mere sound is not pada. From the word, a given

object must be understood. What I say, you must be able to understand. Then only is

there a language. The word has a meaning and that meaning is understood by everyone.

Any word in any language is apada. It is not used in this sense here in this verse. Here it

means that which is accomplished by knowledge.

The word pada in this sense is famous in Sanskrit literature - for example, there

is a mention, visnoh paraama padam, meaning the greatest abode of the Lord Visnu,

the one who is all-pervasive. That all-pervasive visnoh padam is mokfa, liberation or

freedom and that freedom is gained now, while living.

In the verse under study, pada is qualified by another word, anamaya. Any

problem is called Hmaya. Andmaya is defined by Sahkara as that which is free of all

problems, sarva-upadrava-rahita. This includes all the problems starting from nagging

onwards. Any kind of affliction is called upadrava. Thus, andmaya means that you are

free from all afflictions. 'I am afflicted' is a notion that everyone has. I am a product of

my own past; and, therefore, I am afflicted. Everyone has this notion about himself or

herself and, from this notion, the person becomes free.

Knowing that I am limitless Brahman, I am not afflicted by anything because

there is nothing other than Brahman. There is nothing else to afflict me. Therefore, I am

free of all afflictions. When? While living here in the world. This knowledge, then, is

B.G. Vol. -21
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really something! It is more than just something; it is the thing! And whatever we do is
only for the purpose of gaining this knowledge of oneself.

In the next verse, Krsna told Arjuna that he would attain this when his mind was
no longer deluded.

?M T-ff ft f-ý6* -N)1V4* qc7M - I 1 I
yadd te mohakalilam buddhirvyatitarisyati
tada gantdsi nirvedam Srotavyasya srutasya ca Verse 52

iT yada - when; • te - your; Ifjt: buddhih - intellect; ,wtr mohakalilam

- impurity of delusion; omfd•ftf vyatitarisyati - crosses over; ?T tad - then;
SM ifi srotavyasya - for what is to be heard; qff srutasya - for what has been
heard; '4 ca - and; N nirvedam - dispassion; Tlri• gantasi - you shall gain

When your intellect crosses over the impurity of delusion, then you shall
gain a dispassion towards what has been heard and what is yet to be
heard.

Delusion is in the form of absence of discrimination, viveka. The lack of
discrimination, aviveka, makes a person go towards objects and not towards the self, the
atmd. The person's mind goes towards objects as though they are going to take him to
the ttmId. Even though the solution to my problem is myself, I always think of it as
being elsewhere, outside of me.

There is no greater delusion in this world than wanting a solution to a problem that
is centred on the 'I' and expecting the solution to be outside of the 'I.' This great
delusion mahal-moha is due to a lack of understanding of what I am about, what the
world can give, what my problem is, what I really want, and so on. The impurity, kalila
of this delusion is what is given up by discriminating between the itmn and the andttmd
- tma-candtma-viveka.

The verse goes on to say that when your mind is no longer under the spell of
moha, you gain dispassion, vairigya, with reference to what you have heard and what
you have yet to hear. You have heard about a lot of means and ends. These are iruta.
They are all on your list of things to do later. Then there are a few more means and ends
that you have not yet heard about. They are to be heard later, 5rotavya. They all come
under the heading of rotavya when you think, 'I think I should read this and find out...'
Dispassion towards what you have heard and will hear extends also to everything that is
known to you; such dispassion is really very beautiful.
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Suppose you decide to gain self-knowledge, moksa. You have developed a great
value for this knowledge and have completely dismissed everything that you have so far
come to know as desirable ends. Because they do not solve your problem you no longer
have a value for them and have dismissed them. The only thing you want now is moksa.
Suppose, however, someone comes and tells you that there is something more interesting
than moksa, what will you do?

"ONE'S DISPASSION CAN BE SHAKY

If you are a practical person, you may have to give up self-knowledge. This means
that your viveka is incomplete and your vairagya is shaky. Everyone has vairagya until
something more interesting comes along. Similarly, our plans for gaining self-knowledge
vanish along with our dispassion, when we are confronted with something we think of as
rosier and more promising than moksa. We give up moksa and go after whatever it is.
This is a clear indication that discrimination is lacking. It is not that dispassion is
lacking. Our discrimination is lacking and therefore our dispassion is shaky!

I was once asked what I would do if, having devoted my life to arikara, a new
philosopher came along and dismissed what &ankara had said. I replied that Safikara
was a teacher and I am not a Sankarite. I am a sadhu, a sannydsi in this tradition of
teaching, sampraddya. For us, A•akara is only a link. He never said that he was
starting a new philosophy. He was just a teacher, a link in the chain. This is reflected in
the verse that all students of Vedanta chant daily.' It says, 'I salute the lineage of
teachers, that begins with Sadagiva, which has Sankara in the middle, and that has my
teacher at its end.'

There is no Sankara-ism here. There is only the teaching and a means of
knowledge, pramdna in the form of words called the Upanisads, also known as
Vedanta.

Suppose someone tries to say something that is better than what Saikara said or
something that proves what Saikara said was wrong. For a person with discrimination,
there will be no context for such statements because Saikara says exactly what is said
in the Upanisads. They tell you that you are Brahman, that you are the whole. Who is
going to improve on this? Who is going to dismiss it? No one can dismiss it and no one
can improve it. Try dismissing that you are the whole. The teacher is very clear about it
and the idstra is very clear about it. That you are the whole is not subject to your
dismissal because you already know that only through the Adstra can you appreciate that
you are the whole. How, then, are you going to dismiss it? It is not available for any
other pramdna. That I am .the whole is already established by the Adstra, and that it
cannot be dismissed is very clear.

1Refer to the section, ' Who is the first Guru' in the introduction.
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If the statement, 'I am the whole,' cannot be dismissed or improved upon, I cannot
be enticed by a new philosophy which gives me a supposedly better idea about myself.
Already the Upanisad has given me the last word. It says I am limitless, I am infinite, I
am Brahman, I am the whole, I am all that is here. Who is going to improve on this? No
one can improve sat-cit-ananda. Nor can anyone dismiss it because it is myself. There
is nothing better possible. Anything that you are going to come to know later will not
disturb your dispassion either. You will have the same dispassion towards what you
come to know in the future as you have towards what you know now. Whatever comes
will be from the world, which has no independent existence apart from Brahman.
Nothing can come from outside the world and nothing more can come from Brahman
because it is one, eka. Knowing this is what is meant by viveka, discrimination.

Once you do not have moha in you, when your values are very clear, when you
understand the delusion of human pursuits, then you will discover in yourself a
dispassion, nirveda, towards what is to be heard, irotavya, and what has been heard,

iruta, whether it is from the Veda or from any other source. This was the point Kr.sna
wished to make very clear to Arjuna in this verse.

ffR , -M tm~fM fC-44 I

^ll11W| jI^w{r -t11Wc it 1'1 I 1
rrutivipratipanna te yada sthasyati nihcald

samddhdvacald buddhistadd yogamavapsyasi Verse 53

IMZ yadd - when; - te - your; -¶1RiCld'OTl s: Arutivipratipanna buddhih -

mind, generally distracted by the Vedas (which present various means and ends to be

gained); 3TsrI acald - firmly established; WAt samadhau - in the dtm• (oneself);

i#rT nikcal - steady; fqi*2 sthasyati - will remain; MT tadd - then; *Ir
yogam - self-knowledge; IW\�T avdpsyasi - you shall gain

When your mind is no longer distracted by the Vedas (which present
various means and ends to be gained) it will remain steady, firmly
established in the self. Then you will gain self-knowledge.

This verse points out a further gain brought about by dispassion and also sums up
the whole teaching. The Veda, .ruti, talks about various means for achieving various
ends. These means and ends are described so beautifully and so elaborately that ones
mind becomes confused, vipratipanna. There seem to be so many means and ends for
me to accomplish and they keep on increasing. Thus, the list of things to be done also
keeps on increasing and I become confused by the druti.

When, however, your mind becomes one, meaning when you have determined
what is to be gained, you are not easily shaken by the various means and ends enjoined
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by the Aruti. Just as any hype about a particular brand of shampoo has no effect on a
bald-headed person, you will not at all be shaken by anything because you have already
set your heart on an end that includes all means and ends.

We have seen that all means and ends are limited and that what we are really
seeking is freedom from any limitation whatsoever. When we know this, everything
becomes veiy simple. The mind being definite about what it wants, it stays without being
shaken, without being assailed, swayed, or swept away by anything, no matter how
seemingly attractive it may be - sthasyati nideald.

Not only is such a mind unable to be swayed, it is single-pointed, ekh with
reference to the goal. This attitude of the mind is karma-yoga. When your goal is very
clear to you, the hold that your raga-dvesas previously had on you is released and your
mind, buddhi, is steady.

.arikara defines samidhi in his commentary on this verse as, 'That into which

everything resolves, atma - samyag adhiyate cittam asmin iti samdhih - atma.

He thus makes it very clear that the word samadhi means atma in this context. When
your mind is no longer distracted by the various ends and means prompted by your
raga-dvesas because the goal is very clear to you, it will remain steady, firmly
established in the self, atmam. Then you will gain self- knowledge.

The first line of the verse itself indicates that the person is a mumuksu, one who
seeks moksa, liberation. A mumuksu may continue to be in the field of activity as a
karma-yogi, or he or she may take to the life of renunciation as a sannyast. These are
the only choices a mumuksu has. When the mind is no longer swept away or confused
by the Aruti, which talks about various means and ends, it becomes steady and definite
about what is to be accomplished - moksa through knowledge of the self. This

steadiness is karma-yoga and the karma-yogi is a mumuksu.

THE POSSIBILITY OF DOUBT

There can be some doubts here. Is atmn always free or is it always bound? Is

atmad limited or free from limitations? Is dtmd mortal or is it free from time? Is dtmi

the truth of everything or is it one of the many things in the world? Is atmi the very
cause of everything that is created here or is it a product of creation? Is atma identical

with livara or separate from livara? Is atma separate from every other atma or is there

only one atmd? Is dtmd separate from the world or is it non-separate? Does dtma

undergo a change to become the world or does it always temain the same, even though it
is the cause of the world? These are all examples of possible doubts, the list being in no

way complete.

None of these doubts is there for a numuksu. When your buddhi remains without
any doubt, vikalpa, whatsoever, there is knowledge, jiina, which is real yoga. Jfiana
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can be called yoga and a means of knowledge can be called yoga. A state of mind can
also be called yoga. Here, the context does not permit us to take the word yoga as simple
karma-yoga. It can only be jiinna, the real yoga, which Bhagavdn defined later as
'dissociation from your association with pain, duhkha.' This means that there is nothing
you have to do except be yourself.

You have been associating with duhkha all along because of aviveka, a lack of
discrimination that causes you to take on limitations of things that are different from you.
Then you say, 'I am limited.' This is duhkha and is called duhkha-saqmyoga. Due to the
lack of discriminative knowledge, aviveka, there is duhkha for you. Dissociation from
this association with duhkha is brought about by removing the aviveka, by having
viveka between the atma and the andtmd. When the viveka is very clear, meaning that I
know very clearly that everything is myself and that I am free from everything, then
there is real yoga, paramartha-yoga. This yoga, called jifAna, is what Arjuna would
gain. Thus Krsna said,yogam avdpsyasi.

Saikara gives the meaning of the word yoga as viveka-prajiia, thus making it
clear that the word yoga in this verse is nothing but discriminative knowledge of the
atma and the andtma. When true discrimination is lacking, sorrow is the result.

ARJUNA'S FIRST QUESTION

Having talked mainly so far about karma-yoga and sirikhya, in this verse,
Bhagavdn summed up everything he had said so far. The first line, 'srutivipratipannd
te yadd sthdsyati niScald,' refers to karma yoga. The second line, 'samadhdu acald
buddhi4 tadd yogam avdpsyasi,' refers to sd2ikhya-yoga. Having thus summed up and
perhaps thinking he had done a good job, Lord Krsna might have paused for Arjuna to
respond.

Arjuna did not say, as be would in the eighteenth chapter, that all his delusions
were gone, that he knew what was to be done and was going to do it. He did not say this
until the end of the Gitd. If he had said it here in the second chapter, the Gitd would, of
course, be over! Krsna would have said, 'Om tat sat!' and completed the Gitd.
However, since the Gitd was a dialogue, samvdda, Krsna talked to Arjuna and Arjuna
asked questions because this particular subject matter has to be understood, not just
blindly believed. There is no use in Arjuna walking away thinking, 'Krsna told me that
I am eternal. Therefore, I must be eternal.'

A belief requires no explanation at all; you just believe. The only requirement is
that the belief be stated. Why people write about belief is beyond comprehension. The
belief need only be stated honestly. Stating a belief is exactly what a belief is. If there is
something to support the belief, that can also be stated. However, when something is to
be understood, it will either remain not understood or it will be understood, regardless of
the number of books written on the subject. In other words, it can be understood by
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reading only one book and, in spite of reading every book on the subject, it can remain
not understood.

Here, the subject matter is a thing to be understood. In fact, Krsna himself will say
later on in his dialogue with Arjuna, 'May you gain this knowledge by asking proper
questions.' If you ask the right question you get the right answer. Even if you ask the
wrong question, as Arjuna did in the next verse, you may get the right answer!

P ;T qM x T~W
frdf % mf if f Wriitot ii
arjuna uvdca
sthitaprajiiasya ka bhdsa samadhisthasya kesava
sthitadhih kim prabhaseta kimdsita vrajeta kim Verse 54

3T't: arjunah - Arjuna; W3 uvaca - said;
tW kesava - Oh! Kesava; fRilfliT sthitaprajiiasya -of one in whom the
knowledge is firm; ,l4mf9lP samddhisthasya - of one whose mind abides in the
itma, self; ,T1 bhasa - description; W; kl - what; 1�ft: sthitadhih - one
whose mind is not shaken by anything; fx kim - how; %fT prabhaseta - would
speak; fW¶ kim - how; aT asita - would sit; fXq kim - how; ir' vrajeta -
would walk

Arjuna said:
Oh! Keiava, what is the description of a person of firm wisdom, one
whose mind abides in the atmd, self? How does such a person, whose
mind is not shaken by anything, speak, sit, and walk?

Sarkara introduces this verse by saying that Arjuna, desiring to know the
characteristics of a person who knows the atmd, asked a question, 'How does such a
person speak, sit, and walk?'

The word sthitaprajiia refers to a person who has no doubts, vagueness, or error
with reference to the knowledge of dtmd. Thus, the knowledge stays, becomes sthita.
Ones knowledge can also be so erroneous that there is no doubt or vagueness, but the
error will show in time. Here, the knowledge stays without error, The word sthitaprajia
being in the maculine gender, means the person for whom the knowledge stays and not
the knowledge itself. The word for knowledge isprajiia, which is in feminine gender.

Proaji can mean knowledge of anything, such as archery, for example. Saikara
therefore clarifies the knowledge being spoken of as, 'well-established, well-rooted
knowledge that I am the whole - param brahma aham asmi.' The topic here is
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paramdtm,, not archery, and the person, for whom the knowledge of atma being

param brahma is steady, is called sthitaprajia.

This person is also described as one who is in samddhi, samadhistha, one whose

mind is abiding in the atmd, is awake to the dtma. Arjuna wanted to know how Krsna

would describe such a person. He asked, sthitaprajfiasya ka bhasd? Sanikara puts this

question in another way: How is this person described by others? - katham asau

paraih bhdsyate?'

Bhagavdn used the word samadhi in the previous verse, not sthitaprajfa. It was

Arjuna who coined this latter word and his question reveals that he seemed to know

what it was all about - at least in the first line! He asked for a description of a wise

person, a sthitaprajuia, which was an excellent question. He also used the word

sthitadhi, meaning a person whose buddhi remains firm. But then he asked, 'Does this

person talk? kim prabhaseta? Does he or she sit? kim asita? Does he or she walk? kim

vrajeta?' Barikara did not think that these questions as worded were Arjuna's real

questions.

To ask, 'Does a wise person talk?' would have been meaningless because Krsna

had been talking all along. It would also have meant that Arjuna had a doubt about

whether Krsna knew what he was talking about and, therefore, whether he was a

sthitaprajfia. Because him can mean 'what' or 'how.' Saikara took Arjuna's

questions to mean the latter. How does a wise person talk, sit, and walk?

When someone asks you a question, you either answer the question or you answer

the person. When you answer the person, you still answer the question, but it is the spirit

of the question that you address. When you answer the person, you consider what the

person had in mind when he or she asked the question. Before a person talks, he or she

has a sense to convey. This is the reason why one talks. Therefore, the listener tries to

understand the intention or the sense of what the speaker is attempting to convey. This is

real listening and is very important, whether you are reading something someone has

written or are listening to something someone is saying. A person may not always say
what he or she really wants to say. A person' look may be enough for you to see his or

her language. This sometimes happens without the eyes also, like when you hear two or

three words and understand the whole sentence. It all depends on your capacity to see

what the speaker wants to say.

THE SPIRIT OF ARJUNA'S QUESTION

When Lord Krsna answered Arjuna, he did not answer his question. Instead, he
answered the person, as we will see. If he had answered the question, what could he have

said? Would he have described a sthitaprajina as one who walks very slowly or quickly

because the person is a sthitaprajcia! Suppose the sthitaprajii does not have any legs?

Or, would AKrna have said that a sthitaprajna talks very slowly because he or she is
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very alert? Or, that being very alert, the sthitaprajiqa's words are carefully measured

and come only in half-minute intervals, the person being so rooted in the self!

What does all this mean? How does it make any difference? Some people think

that if you talk very slowly, you are wonderful. They think that the words of a wise

person who talks slowly come from infinity and, therefore, they take time! They come

from such depths, it seems! People can be very easily fooled by those who pose as wise

by saying very little and speaking very leisurely.

There is yet another popular description of a wise person: 'Words just tumble out.

The physical organ is incapable of keeping track of the pace of the quicksilver mind of

the wise. It is so mercurial. No God has made an organ of speech that can keep pace with

it. The person has such enormous energy!' And then there is another type of wise person,

it seems, who, having reached dtma, does not talk at all. He or she is always in

samadhi. People come and the person just looks at them without even blinking! Why?

Because he or she is a sthitaprajfia, one of steady wisdom!

Thus, we see that if Arjuna's question had been taken literally, no answer would

have been possible unless Krsna himself believed in such definitions of a wise person.

Therefore, the second line of Arjuna's question did not mean anything to Krsna, but
there was a spirit to it; that is, how does a wise person interact with the world? How does

he or she talk and go about in the world? Is there any indication that this person has

wisdom? Is there anything that betrays or reveals the wisdom he or she has? Will there

be any difference in how this person interacts with the world and how an ordinary person

interacts? There should be some difference. Therefore, what is it that characterises the

persons wisdom? This was the spirit of Arjuna's question and it was this question that

was answered in the verses to come.

k317 * 1T: PO !A 1 1A I I1 1 I
hribhagavdnuvica
prajahdti yadd kaman sarvan partha nanogatin
atmanyevatmand tufah sthitaprajiastadocyate Verse 55

'irW gSribhagavan - the Lord; Tl� uvaca - said;

14 partha - Oh! Partha; T4 yada - when; #iQ sarvan - all; 4#ri1
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ýrl Bhagavdn said:
When a person gives up all the desires as they appear in the mind, Oh!
Pdrtha, happy in oneself, with oneself alone, that person is said to be one
of ascertained knowledge.

The characteristics stated here and in the subsequent verses of the chapter are with
reference to a person who has already attained this knowledge. Both the definition,
laksana of a wise person, sthitaprajiia and the means for becoming wise, the sidhana
are discussed.

Although Arjuna only wanted to know who is a sthitaprajiia, the sddhana is also
taught because, throughout the idstra, the characteristics of a wise person are said to
also be the means for preparing one's mind for the knowledge of the atma. In his
commentary, Saiikara referred to a sthitaprajfia as one who is accomplished, one who
has made it, a krtdrtha. The characteristics of one who has made it by gaining this
knowledge become the sadhana, the means, for gaining the knowledge. Thus, the wise
person's spontaneous expressions in life, the attitudes and disposition with which he or
she interacts with others, are the characteristics that establish the norms to be followed
by the seekers of this wisdom.

THE DEFINITION IS ALSO THE MEANS

* These characteristics are to be cultivated because they are the means by which the
seeker becomes a wise person. Without these sadhanas, a person does not become wise.
Thus, in the beginning, there is a sidhana and then, later, the sidhana becomes an
expression. Sympathy, love, freedom, giving, and so on are all sadhanas in the
beginning. They are means for self-purification and maturity, eventually becoming the
natural expressions of the same person. It is not that the person tries to be sympathetic,
loving, and giving; he or she is naturally sympathetic, loving, and giving. However, for
the person who has not yet made it, he or she tries, for example, to give. This is
necessary because, along with the giving thought, there is also the opposite thought in
the form of a reluctance to give. In the mind of the person, the question, 'Why should I
give?' still arises. If the ego is there telling me not to give, then I am not a giving person.
Thus, giving, love, sympathy, consideration, and so on, all of which are the spontaneous
expressions of a wise person, become the sddhanas for the person who wants to be
wise, the mumuksu.

The sadhana itself is to be accomplished by effort, yatna. If you succeed in
acquiring these characteristics, then you become firmly established in the knowledge.
You gain jnasna-nistha. What was accomplished with effort becomes the natural
expression of the wise person. That is the rule. Therefore, all the universal values, being
natural to the sthitaprajfia are the sadhanas for a mumuksu. They became natural to
the sthitaprajiia because they are a natural expression of oneself. But, in the beginning,
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the person deliberately cultivated them. To become wise, you have to follow them; only
then can you gain jiidna-nistha. Thus, these values are both the qualifications and the
qualities you need for the knowledge to take place and, in time, they become very natural
to you.

The qualities represented by universal values are not like a boat that you use to
cross the river and then leave behind once you have reached the other side. Even though
these qualities are the means for preparing your antah-karana for the knowledge, they
become natural expressions because you continue to be a person with such a mind. You
interact with the world as before, but now you interact spontaneously because these
qualities have become natural to you. Thus, in the beginning, they are in the form of
sadhanas, the means for accomplishing self-knowledge whereas, later, they are like
ornaments - very natural, spontaneous expressions of the person.

Bhagavan .Krsna included both the definition of a wise person and the means for
becoming wise in his response to Arjuna's request for a description of a sthitaprajifa
because they are one and the same thing. Sa4kara makes the same point in his
commentary introducing this verse. Krsna also indicated that giving up all desires,
sarvan kaman, does not mean that the sthitaprajiia has no desires, but that as they arise
in his mind, manogatin, he gives them up - prajahati. That means the desires are not
pursued. In this way, the wise person gives up all desires.

CAN YOU BE HAPPY IF YOU GIVE UP DESIRES?

Now the question may arise, if a man gives up all his desires, does that not mean
that he will have no happiness, dnanda? We know that a man is happy only when he
fulfils a desire. But, here, he gives up all desires as they arise in his mind and at the same
time continues to live. If all his desires disappear and he disappears with them, there is
no problem. But if he gives up all desires and continues to exist in this world, it seems
that he has no way of being happy. What recourse does he have, except to become high
on drugs or a mad man who is always laughing at nothing!

In order to answer this question, we have to take two things into consideration.
First, people are not happy and, secondly, people are always busy fulfilling their desires
in order to be happy. They are always hopeful that happiness will come because they do
become happy occasionally. 'Tomorrow will be better,' they say. 'Everything will be
wonderful when this is over.' It seems therefore, that people who pursue their desires are
always working for happiness, whereas those who have given up all desires have no way
of being happy. And no one can remain for a long period without being happy.

Bhagavdn corrected this train of thinking by saying that such a person is happy
with himself or herself - atmani eva dtmand tustah. In himself or herself, the wise
person is happy. Everyone is happy in himself or herself anyway, but always because of
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something else. Here, without any external props or circumstances, without expecting or
depending upon any condition whatsoever, the person is happy.

The analogy of a sugar crystal is useful here. Simply by being a sugar crystal, a

sugar crystal is sweet. It does not require a sweetening agent to be sweet because it is

already saturated with sweetness. That is why it is sugar crystal. Therefore, it cannot be

sweetened further. Similarly, one who is happy, tusta, does not depend on any other

object or situation to be happy. By one' own awakening to oneself alone one is happy.
Such a person is called sthitaprajia.

.ankara explains here that sthita means well established and prajiL is that

knowledge which is bor of viveka, the discriminative inquiry into and analysis of the

dtmr and andtma. Therefore, the one for whom this knowledge is well established is

called a sthitaprajina or a vidvan, a wise person.

Arjuna wanted to know what a sthitaprajiia was and this was Krsna's definition.

It is an excellent and complete definition. A sthitaprajiia, Krsna said, is one who, being

awake to the fact of the dtmd, being happy for no other reason, gives up all desires that

arise in his or her mind.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BINDING AND NON-BINDING DESIRES

Desires, kdmas, are divided into two types - ragas and dvesas. Raga-dvesas

being nothing but desire, the common word for both of them is kdma, 'I want' is kama.

'I want such-and-such' can be either something you want to acquire or protect or

something that you want to avoid or get rid of. Either way it is a k"ma, 'I want.' This

want can be in the form of rdga or duesa, depending on whether you want to acquire

something or get rid of something.

Raga-dvesas are also of two types - binding and non-binding. Whenever the

isstra talks about kdma in the form of rdga or dvesa, it is referring only to those that

are binding. When a person gives up all kamas as they arise in the mind, he or she does

so for a reason. Otherwise, giving them up is not possible. That a man who gives up all

the desires in his mind and who is happy in himself, is called a wise man, sthitaprajia,

seems to mean that the first condition is a necessity for the second condition. Thus, in

order to be happy with oneself, one has to give up all desires. How is that possible?

Unless you are happy with yourself, how can you give up all desires?

If, in order to give up all desires, you have t6 be happy with yourself, and in order

to be happy with yourself you have to give up all desires, you are in an unenviable

position. It is something like a mentally unbalanced man who is advised that unless he

marries, he will not be cured. In other words, the diagnosis and the treatment are one.

Because no father will give his daughter in marriage to a madman, he will not be able to

marry and unless he marries, he cannot be mentally well. We seem to have the same
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situation here. But do we? According to some modem translations, it may look that way,
but not according to Sahkara.

NON-BINDING DESIRES ARE NOT THE PROBLEM

First, §aihkara created a problem by saying that a person who gives up all his
desires is like a mad man. Otherwise, how can he be happy? Then, he said, a man who is

happy in himself, by his own awakening to himself, does not need any desire to be
fulfilled in order to be happy. What desires are being refeired to here? Only those desires
whose fulfilment is meant to make me happy and not those that are non-binding in nature
for me.

Non-binding desires may include a desire to do, a desire to write, a desire to teach,
a desire to give, a desire to just simply stay put, and so on. Non-binding desires are not
being considered here, only binding desires. If a wise person is one who gives up all
desires, where does that leave Sahikara, who wrote the commentary on giving up
desires? Was he a wise man? Was Krsna, who taught Arjuna, a wise man? Was Vydsa,
who wrote the Mahabh/rata in which the Gita appears, a wise man?

If only those who have given up all desires are wise, none of these men can be
considered to have been wise. Krsna seemed to have a desire to teach. Krsna all but

pounced on Arjuna! He did not even mind that he was in the midst of a battlefield.
Krsna's knowledge seems to have been bottled up inside him and it came pouring out
for Arjuna's asking in one long, continuous flow! Aside from his desire to teach, Krsna
seemed to have some other desires, too. For example, when he was asked to drive

Arjuna's chariot, he agreed.

Had Krsna given up every desire that arose in his mind, he could not have driven
the chariot. But he did drive it. He also took up the flute and played a lot of songs. If this
desire had been given up, all the gopis would be still, waiting to hear his music and he
would be still sitting with his flute poised. He would not have even had the desire to

remove his hands from the flute!

Since Krsna presented himself as one who performed various actions and since
doing presupposes desire, he could not have been a sthitaprajina by his own definition.
Vydsa also must have had a lot of desires to have written this great magnum opus, this
huge work called the Mahabhdrata. To have kept on writing as he did, Vyasa must

have had a very special mind indeed and a lot of desires as well. People often have the

desire to accomplish some enormous project or the other, but then after a while they give

it up. They begin it, but do not complete it. Not Vyasa. He began and finished every
chapter. Thus, according to the definition, he could not have been a jidni. In fact, no
teacher can be a jinil. Thus, they must all be ajiinis. If the desire is not there, a wise

person cannot teach. Which means that only the 'otherwise' can teach, but they have
nothing to teach! Unfortunately, the explanations put forward in some modem
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commentaries of the Gitd, based on incorrect translations, have created a lot of problems
in understanding what is meant by giving up all desires. If this were not the case, there
would be no misunderstanding because what was said originally by Krsna is very clear.

WHEN YOU ARE EVERYTHING, WHAT IS THERE TO BE DONE?

As Krsna told Arjuna in the third chapter, a wise person is not bound by his or her
desires and is not subject to any kind of mandate. Desires are only binding if you take
yourself to be a kartd, a doer. Only then do you have things to do; only then can there be
dereliction of duty. If, on the other hand, you do not look upon yourself as a karta and
are awake to the knowledge of yourself, there is no question of the self being a doer.
Therefore, there is no doership and nothing to be done. Lord Krsna told Arjuna that
because he had no desires, he had nothing to do. Because Krsna is everything and
everything is himself, what is there to be accomplished? Nevertheless, he was always
active, meaning that all the activities he performed were non-binding.

If activities are non-binding, the prompting factor of activity, kama must also be
non-binding. Here, in the Glta, non-binding kama is not the topic; only binding kdma is
discussed.

The placement of the words 'when -yada and 'then - tadd' in this verse is also
significant. The word 'then' comes much later and until it comes, the force of the word
'when' continues. When a man gives up all desires as they arise and being happy with
himself in himself, only then can he be called a sthitaprajnia. The force of 'when' is the
same for both conditions 'when he gives up all desires' and 'when he is happy' with
himself, in himself, depending on nothing for his happiness.

Therefore, one gives up all desires arising in one ' mind that are binding in nature
- the desires to be secure, to be happy, to be somebody, and so on. A person who is
secure with himself or herself gives up such desires naturally. The word tusta, in the
verse, does not merely mean happiness; it implies security also. The insecure cannot be
tusta, happy. Therefore, one who is secure is also happy. And giving up all desires is
possible only when one is happy with oneself. Thus, the definition of sthitaprajia is
complete.

What else can be said? One who is happy with oneself is a wise person who can
totally accept himself or herself because the self is acceptable. The self is perfect; it is
not imperfect. Perfection means that there is no sense of imperfection whatsoever. The
self is free from any sense of imperfection and the whole creation, the whole world, the
universe, is non-separate from the self. Because the self is complete, piirna, it cannot be
improved upon. Just as the sweetness of sugar cannot be improved upon, so too, the
fullness of the dtmd cannot be improved upon. Being awake to that fact, the person is
happy.
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TO BE WISE YOU MUST HAVE WISDOM

This, then, is the laksana, the definition, of a wise person. To be wise requires
wisdom, nothing else! How a wise person walks, talks, and sits means nothing. Anyone
can learn to walk in a certain way. And if the definition of a wise person is that he or she
talks slowly, then every one who talks slowly would be ajiiinil The speed at which one
talks or how one walks means nothing. Wisdom alone makes one wise, just as being
friendly is the only way to make friends. There is no other way.

Similarly, some people ask how they can develop love. All that is to be done is to
love. What else can you do? You cannot discover love outside of love itself. If you want
to discover more love, be loving. Create conditions that will help you discover love,
conditions that are not inimical to the discovery of love. People often create certain
conditions in themselves, knowingly or unknowingly, that are inimical to the discovery
of love. If you avoid doing this, you will find that you are loving.

LOVE IS A MANIFESTATION OF ONE'S FULLNESS

Love is nothing but the expressed form of fullness, inanda. And just as wheat
flour takes on names such as bread, rolls, and muffins, so too love is subject to various
forms. The different names given to wheat represent modifications of the wheat.
Similarly, love is a simple emotion, which is a modification or manifestation of Jnanda.
If you analyse love, you will find nothing but ananda. The manifest form of ananda is
love and love itself turns into such natural qualities as sympathy, compassion, and
giving, depending upon the situation. And when that same love is distorted in any way, it
becomes kima leading to negative emotions such as greed, anger, depression, and so on.
All of these, then, are nothing but one expression of dnanda, love. This is why we say
love is Bhagavan, meaning that the expressed form of ananda is Bhagavan.

And what is Bhagavdn? The essential form of Bhagavdn is sat-cit-ananda. And
the expressed form of ananda, fIvara, the Lord, is love. The modifications of this love
can be either positive or negative. Sympathy and compassion are examples of the
positive modifications of love, whereas negative modifications are anger, greed,
jealousy, and so on. All that is there is one ananda, expressed or unexpressed.
Unexpressed it is the svaripa, the very nature of fullness, which is the definition of
inanda; expressed, it becomes love,prema. We shall see more of this definition later.

Here, the sthitaprajia is one who discovers the ananda in himself or herself and
knows that there is nothing other than oneself. When one says, 'I am the whole,' it
means that the person is himself or herself the fulfillment of all desires. We shall see, as
we proceed, how the discovery of oneself and the fulfillment of all desires are not
separate, but identical.
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The one who is not, affected by adversities, who is without yearning for

pleasures, and is free from longing, fear, and anger is said to be a wise

person whose knowledge remains.

Arjuna's question, as we have seen, was answered completely in the previous

verse. Being awake to yourself and in yourself alone, you discover your joy, your

fulfillment. And you discover it by yourself, meaning through knowledge. Without

self-knowledge, you cannot discover happiness in yourself. How can you discover

happiness in yourself by yourself when the self is unhappy? Generally, you are happy if

your desire is fulfilled, but here you are happy with yourself without fulfilling any

desire.

The nature of the atmd is free from any sense of limitation and the person who is

awake to this particular fact, the sthitaprajha is free from unhappiness. As desires arise

in his or her mind, the person is not affected by them because of being happy with

himself or herself. This, then, was how Krsna described the characteristics of a person of

wisdom when Arjuna wanted to know how a wise person responds to the world.

Even though one' response to the world does not necessarily reveal how much

wisdom one has, still Arjuna thought that the spontaneous expressions of a wise person

interacting in the world would reflect those values to be cultivated assiduously by a

seeker and would, therefore, serve as a handy reference. Knowing how a wise person

expresses himself or herself in the world is not for judging whether a person is wise or

otherwise. It is not that we have a matrix of norms indicating the exact behaviour of a

wise person, against which everyone is measured. It is only to know what I should

follow in order to be wise.

What was it that the wise person followed before becoming wise that made him or

her wise and that continues as the spontaneous expression of the person? This is what

Arjuna really wanted to know, because the characteristics of a sthitaprajha become the

very means, the sadhanas, to be followed by a mumuksu. Krsna understood this to be

the spirit of Arjuna's question and answered it accordingly.
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THE THREE-FOLD SOURCE OF SORROW

Sorrow or pain, duhkha has three sources - adhyatmika, Udhibhautika, and

adhidaivika. Adhyatmika is pain for which the source is your own body, mind, and
senses, from a stomach-ache onwards. The second source of sorrow, idhibhautika, are
the situations around you, including the people and bugs that irritate you. Finally,
adhidaivika is the pain or sorrow caused by such things as earthquakes and lightning.
This kind of pain is not created by your brother-in-law or anyone else, but is from a
source that is absolutely divine, natural phenomena over which you have no control
whatsoever. You may try to control mosquitoes with certain sprays that will destroy
them, but there is nothing you can do to prevent an earthquake.

Thus, while the source of sorrow is three-fold, there are not different types of
sorrow. Sorrow may express itself in a hundred different ways - weeping, howling,
kicking, moaning, and so on. But the sorrow itself is one and the same. The word
'duhkhesu' in the verse is in the plural because the source of sorrow is three-fold, as
explained by Sarkara in his commentary on this verse. And those whose minds are not
affected or shaken by the sorrow arising from these three sources of pain are said to be
wise.

Because the sources of pain are always active, pain is possible for a wise person,
but he or she is not affected by it. What, then, is the response of a wise man when his
head aches? 'Will his head ache?' is the first question. Or, let us start from the very
beginning, 'Does he even have a head?' Yes, and because the wise man continues to
have a head, it may ache. Now, when his head aches, does he know it or not? After all,
he is sat-cit-ananda. Being sat-cit-ananda, what happens when there is a headache?
Does he recognise it? The verse indicates that he does by saying, when such pain occurs,
the wise man is not affected.

When anyone recognises duhkha, there is du4kha for him. But what happens
afterwards? The person is shaken by pain or sorrow and then he becomes disturbed,
udvigna-manah. Any disturbance from the three sources described above can make it a
reality. The headache is there, you recognise it and then you worry about it until your
whole head and everything else aches! You may even become a pain to everyone around
you! You were the only one with a neck pain, but you talk so much about it and make
such a fuss that your pain also becomes everyone elses pain in the neck.

A WISE PERSON'S RESPONSE TO SUKHA

What about pleasure, sukha, then? There are people who can remain quiet when

duhkha comes, but jump around like a football when something pleasant happens. The
word sukhefu here refers to any happy, pleasant situation, regardless of its source, which

can also be described in the same three-fold manner. Sukha can come from your own

B. VoLI-22
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sensory pleasure, from some external event, or yearning for such pleasures - sukhesu
sprha.

But does a wise person not laugh when something funny is happening? Yes, but
there is no 'Encore! Once more!' from the person, no longing. Recognising both pain
and pleasure, he or she is not carried away by either of them - sukhesu-vigata-sprhah
duhkhesu anudvigna-manah. This characteristic, then, becomes a sadhana for a
mumuksu.

6aihkara in his commentary to this verse gives the example of fire. If you feed the
fire with more wood, it will grow even more, anuvivardhate. In keeping with the fuel
that has been offered, it grows to become a big conflagration. When you first light a fire,
it always starts as a flame, but set one match to a tank of gasoline and you have an
instant conflagration. Thus, the more the fuel, the more the fire! Unlike the fire,
Saikara said, the wise persons sukha resolves in himself or herself, in his or her
fullness. The idea here is, since there is no yearning for sukha, the person's desires do
not get out of hand.

Krsna also said in this verse that one who is not swept away by either sukha or
duhkha is free of likes, fear, and anger - he is vita-raga-bhaya-krodhah. Freedom
from raga implies freedom from duesa also. They are a pair. When one is mentioned,
the other one is automatically understood to be included; in other words, they go
together.

The happiness of those who are not in the hands of rdga-duesas is not determined
by their riga-dvesas. Their rdga-dvesas do not affect their being happy with
themselves; the raga-dvesas no longer have any teeth! They may be baby riga-dvesas
or old raga-dvesas, but either way, they do not bite because they cannot bite. They can
only be enjoyed. This is why the raga-dvesas of-the wise are referred to as non-binding.
They are toothless.

THE ABSENCE OF FEAR

Once rdga is gone, fear also goes. Fear exists only when desire is there and desire
is there only when raga-dvesa is there. Kama indicates duality. It is due to the notion, 'I
am this much alone. Everything else is other than me and I have to get it.' Thus there is
duality, meaning that there is a difference between jiva, the individual, and Isvara, the
Lord - jeievara-bhedha. Naturally, then, there will be fear because, a difference
between the individual and the Lord implies duality between the individual and the
world. And duality between the individual and the world means duality between
individual and individual. Once you accept a duality between the individual and ISvara,
you will find difference, bheda, everywhere.
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If you think that you are different from ivara, you will think that you are
different from the world and from everyone else in the world. And in this world of
duality, you are an insecure person; therefore, the fear of danger from another source
will always be there because the 'other' will always be there. Fear comes from duality
only. Any fear means that duality is there because you recognise the source of fear as
something other than yourself.

You can even be afraid of yourself if you have created a split in yourself. There is
an 'ideal I' and an 'actual I' and the 'actual I is always frightening to the 'ideal I.' This
is also the reason why you are afraid of an insane person - provided you are sane, of
course! Similarly, you may find that you are afraid of a person who is sad.

There can be no fear if there is only one thing, vastu. A second thing is necessary
for fear to occur. Therefore, the one who has no duality is not only free from
rdga-dvesa, but is also free from fear.

ANGER ALSO GOES

Lastly, a wise person is free from anger, which is nothing, but another form of
raga. The desire itself is transformed into anger. First, the desire is in a very benign form
and then it is transformed into another form, an ugly form called anger. We will be
seeing this later in the chapter - kdmat krodhah abhijayate. When what I want is not
accomplished due to some obstruction, that very khma turns into anger whose target is
the obstruction. Whatever is obstructing my desire, becomes the object of my anger.

Many murders take place because the object of a person's love becomes the object
of his or her anger. A man does not kill the loving woman; he kills only the obstinate,
unwilling woman. And then he will cry for the loving one! Thus, when a person becomes
an obstruction to your desire, that same person becomes the object of your anger. Anger
is always a mutilated, transformed, deflected form of ki4ma. Therefore, if you are free of
kama, desire, you will be free of krodha, anger.

DUALITY AND FEAR

The word bhaya, fear, was put between the words riga and krodha because of its
special significance, which is dealt with very well in the dstra. The only way to be free
of fear is by swallowing duality and you cannot swallow duality unless there is no
duality. And because there is no duality, it can be swallowed - but only through
knowledge. This is the only way of getting rid of fear. Wherever there is duality,'there is
fear - fear of mortality, fear of being put down, fear of being small, fear of not making
it, and so on. Fear can exist only as long as there is a seeker-sought relationship, the very
relationship implying duality between the seeker and the sought and, in the final
analysis, duality between oneself and the Lord.
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Any small division whatsoever is enough to cause fear. Even to say, 'livara is

everything and I am a part of him' is enough! In fact, upon analysis, you will find that

this concept is the very point from which everything becomes different. This difference

is born out of a natural lack of inquiry, avicara, or non-thinking. And if, after inquiry,
duality is still there, it is a tragedy. Because the Upanisads expect this kind of thinking

or non-thinking, they.address the topic thoroughly, pointing out that as long as there is

any division whatsoever, fear cannot be avoided.

A muni is a thinking person, a person of inquiry, and the knowledge, dhi, of the

muni stays sthita; that is it does not swing and sway. The muni does not think duality,
dvaita, one day and non-duality, advaita the next, just because someone has put forth a

cogent argument. In fact, dvaita is not knowledge; it is a belief. Regardless of the

number of objections raised, advaita is something you know. You may not be able to

communicate it to someone else, but you know because it is yourself. It is not something
you have to believe. It is a freedom from all notions; advaita is all that is there.

We have seen that the person whose knowledge stays is called a sthitaprajiha, a

wise person. Sannyasi is also a word to point outjfiananistha, one whose knowledge is
firm and abiding. This word was brought in by Sarikara here because he did not think

that one could be a jiiani without being a sannyasl. As we proceed, we shall see that

Saiikara's sannydsa is always jiina, nothing less.

Further, Krsna said:

7: hHN**nT1AM %pTprqTql
1INFa-Fc 7 tf* ?F V T Mf tcf l f I 1A^9 It

yah sarvatrdnabhisnehastattatprdpya Subh&dubham
nabhinandati na dvesti tasya prajiin pratisthitd Verse 57

4: yah - the one who; TIt sarvatra - in all situations; qFikr: anabhisnehah -

without attachment; M? M tat tat - whatever; pT ., iubhdsubham - the

pleasant and unpleasant; WT prdpya - gaining; 3%9f;P na abhinandati - does

not rejoice; -f i na dvesti - does not hate; •W tasya - his; 3W prajiff -

knowledge; PifATI pratiqthita - is well established

For the one who is unattached in all situations, who does neither rejoices
on gaining the pleasant and nor hates the unpleasant, his knowledge is
well-established.

The muni discussed in the last verse is the person referred to here. A muni is a

jinni, one who has the capacity for vicara and, therefore, knowledge. Such a person is

said to be unattached to anything - sarvatra anabhisneha. Sneha means affection or
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love. The literal meaning of this word in Sanskrit is anything viscous, like oil or glue. If
you touch it, it sticks to you. Thus, anything sticky is called sneha.

Affection is considered to be sneha because the person for whom you have
affection sticks to you. Even if the person is away from you, he or she is always with you
in your thoughts. Because there is sharing involved, the other person's joys and sorrows

become your joys and sorrows. You are deeply affected by the person and, therefore,
there is sneha, affection, between the two of you.

Affection need not be a problem. However, attachment, abhisneha, is definitely a
nuisance. When a mother has affection for her child, there is no problem because the

child needs the affection in order to grow well. To be fondled, talked to, listened to, and
cared for - all of which is sneha - is very important for the child' growth. But what
usually happens is that affection becomes attachment and attachment means there is a

strangulation of some kind. Instead of being an object of your affection, the person
becomes an object to be possessed and controlled.

The need to control is a common problem everywhere. It is also a very old
problem, which is why Kr.na addressed it in this verse. Attachment is not there for a
wise person. His or her heart is never caught anywhere. It is always free and in its own

place. In fact, most of us have empty hearts because that which is our heart has been
distributed in little bits to various places - a little bit in the furniture, another bit in the

carpet, and still other bits in your bank balance and a variety of other things. All that is

left is a ticking heart! Everything else has been liberally distributed around and about. In

this way, we lose our hearts in quite a few places, and even say so, 'I lost my heart.'

YOUR MIND IS ALWAYS WHERE YOUR HEART IS

And where will your mind be? Where the heart is - because that is where you

are. Wherever the emotional attachment is, the mind will run right to it. Thus, the heart

being in a hundred different places, the mind, attempting to keep pace with it, necessarily
goes to the same hundred places and, in fact, finds it quite difficult to cope with all the

travel!

A person who has a wound involving pain and a little swelling will look at the

wound every few minutes and stroke it ever so gently. Because there is pain and a lot of

healing activity going on, the wound receives all of the person% love and attention. The

mind goes there because the heart is there. The whole system naturally wants to fight it

out and will certainly not allow the mind to dwell upon the meaning of sat-cit-inanda at

this time! Thus, our attachment is towards many things and many places, including

heaven, none of which attracts the wise.

Any description of heaven that you can think of, no matter how seemingly perfect,
will not interest a wise person. He or she is one who is not caught up anywhere, whose
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heart is with him or her and never gets lost. Such a person may have love, friendship,
affection, and care, but nothing more. This is why the prefix abhi is added to the word
sneha. That the wise person may have affection, but no attachment, is evidenced
throughout the Upanisads and the Glti.

Krsna definitely had affection for Arjuna when he said, 'Oh!, my friend, I am
teaching you because you are my devotee and 1 am your friend.' He talked to him very
fondly. We find many expressions in the Upanizads meaning, 'somya, Oh! pleasing
one' etc., referring affectionately to a student. The point is that, while there is affection,
there is no attachment. Attachment helps no one, definitely not the mumuksu.

The verse also tells us that the wise person does not dance for joy over desirable
situations or hate undesirable situations - hubhdiubham ta tat prdpya na
abhinandati na dvesti. The word Subha means that which is good, auspicious, pleasant,
and desirable and adubha means that which is unpleasant like death, disease, and so on.
To hate an undesirable situation is nothing but refusal to accept a fact. A wise person
does not hate a given situation, meaning that he or she accepts it as it is, and therefore
does not subject himself or herself to sorrow.

In the face of both the pleasant and unpleasant, the auspicious and inauspicious,
the wise person is the same, samah. For a yogi, it is a matter of attitude, born of a certain
understanding, whereas for a jin�nl, it is a natural, spontaneous expression. This is the
only difference.

In his commentary on this verse, Sahkara confirms that the one who remains the
same in the face of both pleasant and unpleasant situations is well established in
knowledge. This is because the person is free from the swings of joy and sorrow, elation
and depression. There are no stock-market highs and lows because the person's
knowledge is born of dtma-anatma-viveka, discrimination between the real and the
unreal.

Krsna described the same person further in the next verse:

*4m *? q irp iT rlHl * : I

yadd samharate cayam klrmo''gdnlva sarvaiah
indriyd.nindriydrthebhyastasya prajiid pratisthitd Verse 58

7T yadd - when; T ca - and; 3MT ayam - this person; '4: ki2rmah - turtle;

3IFiT arigdni - limbs; "f iva - like; R1i#týs : indriydrthebhyah - from sense

objects; RkMPT indriydni - sense organs; RWT: sarvaiah - completely; *0
samharate - is able to withdraw; IW tasya - his; T7V prajii - knowledge; WICfaT
pratisthitd - is steady
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And when, like the turtle that withdraws its limbs, this person is able to
completely withdraw the sense organs from their objects, his knowledge
is steady.

This verse was also in response to Arjuna's question about how a sthitaprajia
interacts with the world, the word 'ca' connecting it to the previous verse. The wise
person's capacity-to manage his or her mind and senses is what is now being discussed.

A person may havejiina, but for that knowledge to be steady, he or she must be
able to withdraw the sense organs from the sense pursuits at will. Although the senses
themselves are not harmful, they are referred to as the villains by the idstra and by
ourselves. For example, we make such statements as: 'I am okay, but my sense organs
take me for a ride.' 'My eyes alone take me to New York's 42nd Street.' 'My ears also
take me places.' 'My sense organs are turbulent.' 'They are the ones doing all the
mischief. I am in their hands, the victim of my sense organs.'

THE SENSE ORGANS ARE NOT TO BLAME

In fact, the sense organs are not to blame at all. They are purely reporters. They do
not ask you to do anything. Otherwise, you could not go into a shopping mall and come
out without everything sticking to you. The senses themselves are not turbulent; they
only report and they keep reporting because it is their nature to report. Reporting is their
job. The eyes tell you what is there. If it is a sentence, they help you read it. If it is a
colour, the eyes help you see it.

It is not the sense of smell that tells you that this is sweet and so on. It only reports
the smell. You are the one who decides whether it is sweet or not. Otherwise, who would
like blue cheese? If the senses had sweetness, they would never develop a liking for a
strong smelling cheese called blue cheese. It is you who develop a liking for it, not the
senses. They only report the smell. And when they report the smell of blue cheese to
some people, those people run! The senses are not responsible for your going for the
blue cheese. Your mind is the cause. Thus, the senses themselves are not to blame.

Please, remove the blame from the senses. They are given to you simply for
reporting; they do no harm. The reason they are presented as villains is because they
report there are problems. If they did not report, there would be no desire, no pursuit, and
therefore no problem. But, because they report, there are fancies and you go along with
the fancies. These fancies are many and the reports of the senses are constant. They keep
coming all the time - reports of new objects, changing objects, new scenes and
changing scenes.

Because the senses are a means of knowledge, a pramdraa, it is their job to report
what is happening. For example, if there is a sound, your sense of hearing immediately
tells you that it is a sound. Because of the various sense data, you get yourself started
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and, before long, find yourself caught up in fancies. Because the reports of the senses
lead to fancies, the senses seem to be a problem, but they are not. Even the fancies that
happen in your mind are not in themselves a problem, as we will see later. But, because
you go along with the fancies, the senses are considered to be turbulent and are thought
of as the villains.

The senses are not villains. If they report something and there is a fancy for it, you
go along with the fancy until you find that you have no time for anything else. And
because there are so many fancies, you are totally lost. The verse under discussion here
refers to the person who is able to withdraw the senses at his or her will in order to gain
steadiness in the knowledge of the self. When a person is able to gain or command the
capacity to dismiss fancies at will, then his or her knowledge is steady because there is
nothing for the person to regret. A sthitaprajiia goes only by what he or she wants,
meaning what is considered to be right, and is not dictated by fancies.

To go by what you want means that you decide. The decision itself may be right or
wrong, but you go by it and not by your fancies. The one who does not go by fancies,
who is able at will to withdraw one's sense organs, is not in the hands of the senses.
Sense pursuits do not happen for such a person without his or her signature and sanction.
This person will then be able to gain jiina-nistha, steadiness in the knowledge of the
self.

ANYONE CAN WITHDRAW THE SENSES

We must remember, here, that the person under discussion is a sthitaprajia, one
whose knowledge is firm and remains. Otherwise, anyone who is together could be taken
asfjiani, which is not true. The person we are discussing is either a sthitaprajnua or one
who is committed to sthitaprajitatva, one who wants to be a sthitaprajiia. For both, the
capacity to withdraw one's senses from anything, at will, is important. This capacity has
already been accomplished by a sthitaprajia, whereas for the one who wants to be a
sthitaprajia, it is yet to be gained.

Krsna used the example of a turtle, kiirma, with reference to withdrawing the
sense organs. A turtle is able to withdraw its limbs at will and then send them out again.
Because the turtle cannot move quickly, it is given a certain protection. It has the
extraordinary capacity to withdraw its neck, legs, and tail in under its thick shell
whenever it apprehends danger. The thickness of the shell prevents the detection of any
scent of a living being underneath. This is Bhagavan's gift to the turtle and is also an
indication of Bhagavan's sense of humour and justice. If he had given every living
being four good legs, it would have meant that he had run out of imagination. Instead,
Bhagavan is showing you that there is yet another way - without big legs or fast
movements the turtle too can also survive by withdrawing its limbs into itself into its
shell.
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Similar to the turtle, a human being is not helpless in the hands of the senses
because the person also has a thick shell into which he or she can withdraw. In fact, for
some people their shell is so thick that nothing enters! If the mind is taken away by
fancies, what can the senses do? But you can see a hundred different things without
wanting any of them. You simply see them in the same way as you see natures autumn
colours. What do you want out of them? Nothing. You just enjoy them from a distance,
appreciating them as they are.

In the same way, the senses need not create a problem. If there is fancy, it comes
as a fancy and goes as a fancy. It is only when you want something that problems arise.
By means of the turtle example, Krsna is describing the capacity to withdraw the senses
at will, from their objects and into oneself. And for the one who has knowledge, this
capacity will enable that knowledge to become steady, to gain nisthd.

For the person who has prepared himself or herself for the knowledge by
developing the capacity to make the mind and senses behave in this way,the knowledge
is not going to be far away. And if the person is not so prepared, let him or her try to
make the mind and senses behave by the practice of withdrawing them from the sense
objects. It is as simple as that.

The information in this verse is not provided in order to judge anyone, but so that
you may understand how the mind and senses are meant to function.

Further, Krsa said:

ftnm %%qAt r1pr-^ *II : I

TranTOs5Iu qtwir fRqiII m ii
visayd vinivartante nirdhdrasya dehinah
rasavarjam raso'pyasya paramm drstv nivartate Verse 59

ThRW nirdhirasya - for the one who does not feed the sense organs; •f:
dehinah - for the one who indwells this body; f .t• visay.h - senses; M

vinivartante - come back to oneself; <RW' rasa-varjam - leaving the longing

behind; fq param - Brahman; gTa drsftv - having seen; 3Wf asya - of this

person; TR: rasah - longing; a3 api -even; fqAi nivartate - goes away

For one who does not feed the senses, the senses come back to oneself,
leaving the longing behind. Having seen Brahman (when the self is
known) even the longing goes away.

There is the possibility of a doubt here. Does this capacity to withdraw ones
senses from the sense objects at will give the personjiana-nistha? No. Even a complete
fool can practice this technique. A yogi also actively engages in this discipline of
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withdrawing the senses. The sense organs can be withdrawn as a turtle withdraws its

limbs. Therefore, you cannot say a person is a jifdna-nistha merely because he or she
can withdraw the senses and sit with himself or herself. Sarikara presents this doubt
here in order to deal with it.

Even though people may not go along with their fancies, the taste for them will
still be there. Therefore, is this not the practice of suppression, rather than a withdrawal?
We have seen how people blow up. The senses definitely get them sooner or later - if
not today, then tomorrow. Why? Because everything is suppressed inside. When the
value for something is inside a man, he will definitely deliver himself into the hands of
his senses eventually. Because he is not their master, the senses will get him. If he thinks
he has enslaved them, he need only wait for certain situations to present themselves. He
will find himself enslaved by his senses in no time. They will take him for a ride. In the
wink of an eye, he will be gone totally.

THE TASTE LINGERS ON

Thus, even an ordinary person can withdraw the senses, but the taste, rasa, and
value for the fancies will still be there. Such a person feels that certain sense enjoyments
are important and without them, he or she cannot be happy. Suppose, because this person
is told that sense enjoyments are all very painful, he or she decides not to go after them.
Then he or she might begin practising withdrawal of the senses, but find that the rasa
does not go away. Even those who already have a value for meditation and learn to
withdraw the senses in order to discover dnanda in themselves, or gain inner
contentment, may continue to have a value for the enjoyments of the senses.

The question is - when would the taste, the subjective value, for sense
enjoyments go? The subjective value is an emotional value. Suppose a person is not a
fool and has viveka. He is intellectually convinced that sense enjoyments are of no use,
because they do not provide any real security or lasting pleasure. Even if this person has
no intellectual value for sense enjoyments, he or she may still have an emotional value.
Therefore, when and how will this emotional value go?

The emotional value is very important and must be recognised as such. Emotion is
a part of your life, a part of your expression. Therefore, you cannot dismiss it, nor is it
necessary to do so. And emotion does need to be respected because it has a power that
can be overpowering. We can be completely overwhelmed by emotion and, therefore, we
need to know how to tackle it.

An emotional value, which is a subjective value, is different from an intellectual
value, which is objective. Intellectually, your analysis can be clean: 'These are all sense
objects. They do not contain any joy or security. I am insecure and remain so, whether I
have sense objects or not, whether I have money or not. Therefore, I need to discover
security within myself.' All of this you may know. But, although you know that money
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does not make you secure, you still have an emotional value for it. And even if you do
not have an emotional value for money, an intellectual value will definitely be there
because you do need to buy a few things. Therefore, to say that money has no value is
not correct.

THE VALUE OF MONEY

That money does not give you security is a fact, but money does give you a house,
health, haircuts, and a variety of other necessities and comforts. Money is not something
that has no value whatsoever. Because it has an objective value, it cannot be dismissed
totally.

With reference to its emotional value, money is used to measure success. If
someone comes to see you in a new car and your car is battered, you find yourself
wanting to have a new car. When money is used to measure your success, there is always
a feeling that you have not made it. 'I did not do this and I did not do that' is one of
many inner tapes indicative of a subjective, emotional value that cannot be dismissed.

How can you withdraw from that rasa, that taste, that is always there? To suppress
the value is not the answer because suppression is nothing but a volcano that blows its
top one day. Whenever there is suppression, this problem arises. Here, Krsna told
Arjuna how the subjective value is dealt with.

The word visayas usually means sense objects, but in the present context it stands
for the senses, the topic discussed in the previous and following verses. Based on similar
expressions found in the iistra, .aikara, in his commentary on this verse, converts
sense objects into sense organs. Here, the sense organs belong to a person who does not
take to any sense object, who denies himself or herself sense objects, who does not have
any sense pursuits, nirehara. Ahara means 'sense objects' and refers to that which is
taken by you. Food is called hamrat because it is eaten, taken, by you. The one who does
not feed the sense organs is therefore called a nirahara. Krsna also referred to this
person as a dehi meaning one who is alive in a physical body.

arikara makes the point here that the person who engages in a rigorous discipline
of sense withdrawal can be either a viveki or an aviveki. He or she can even be deluded,
a fool, mirkhah api. In all cases, the sense organs that are withdrawn from the sense
objects come back to oneself, visaydh vinivartante. But even though the sense organs
come back and sense objects are no longer with the person, the taste for the sense objects
remains - rasa-varjam vinivartante. In other words, the subjective emotional value

for them is still there. If the person is deluded, an intellectual value will also be there,

SAhriyate iti ahrah. Ahara is that which is taken in. Therefore, it can mean food or any

sense object in general.
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impelling the person to perform rigorous disciplines, tapas, merely because someone

said that they should be done.

The difference between a viveki and an aviveki, then, is that the viveki will only
have the subjective value, not the intellectual value, whereas the aviveki will have both

the subjective value and the intellectual value.

KNOWLEDGE ALONE REMOVES RASA

In general terms, rasa is a sense and is commonly used to mean raga or liking.
Sahikara describes it in the same way. Anything that is pleasing to you may be referred

to as rdga or rasa. This is the value that remains inside a person' heart and mind, even
after having withdrawn the sense organs from it. Tfiis rasa too goes away, Krsna said,

when the self is known - raso'pi param drstvd nivartate. This means that when a

viveki, who pursues self-knowledge and is judicious about his or her present pursuits,
withdraws the senses, there is no suppression. The vivekl is only living a life of

meaningful discipline. Whereas; for a person who practices sense withdrawal without

pursuing this knowledge, the withdrawal does amount to suppression.

The literal meaning of the word drstv& is - 'having seen,' but here it is used

purely in the sense of knowing. What is to be known is 'I Am That - tat param
brahma aham eva.' It is not any other jiana. That Brahman is myself; there is no

difference between the two. Knowing that 'I am Brahman' does not imply a

knower-known difference. And in the wake of this knowledge, the rasa goes away,
nivartate, meaning that it does not take the person for a ride. How the emotional value

for sense objects can capture one's mind is explained by Krsna in the next verse.

Once you can no longer be taken for a ride by the rasa, the knowledge of sense

objects does not create any kind of craving or longing in you. It is seedless, nirbtja, and,
therefore, does not sprout,,meaning that it does not set you up so that you are carried
away by your fancies. However, when the clarity of vision is not there, meaning when
knowledge is not there, elimination of the rasa is not possible. Therefore, knowledge in
the form of clear vision, samyag-dar4ana, has to be well established, steady, and firm.
'May you work on gaining this vision, again and again' is what is meant here because, if
you give up working for this vision, the erroneous vision you have will not go away.

People generally plan to work for clear vision only after they have fixed up
everything in their lives, but it does not work that way. There is no 'fixing up of
everything' without the vision. So, the pursuit is two-fold: yoga, self-mastery, and
jfirna, self-knowledge.
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REMOVING THE SENSE OBJECTS ALSO DOES NOT WORK

Taking the word visaya to mean sense organs, as we have just done, is the simple
way of looking at this verse. Now, we will look at it by taking visaya to mean the sense

objects. Suppose the sense objects have gone away because you withdraw yourself from
the sense world. Previously, you lived in Manhattan and now you are living in the

mountains a day and a half away from anyone. You are completely alone. No objects
will come to you - no newspapers, radio, or people. You have not even allowed

yourself a television set. Having denied yourself all these sense pursuits, you are a

nirdhara.

However, although the sense objects have gone away, the taste for them will still

be there. You will find yourself wondering about what everyone else is doing. Then you
will begin to think that you should go back to the city for some time. After all, you will

say, even Freud does not condone suppression. And then there are those who will send

you letters now and then, pointing out that what you are doing is wrong. This is the

prime of your life. Everyone is making money in the stock market and you are losing all

kinds of opportunities to do the same, something you will certainly come to regret for the

rest of your life - all of which will remind you that you are a nobody. Their comments

will begin to make a lot of sense to you because you have rasa inside. A value for

money is there, in fact, the only reason you are able to stay where you are is because you
have money.

Alcohol is another example of something for which the rasa remains. You may
have given it up and all the bottles may have walked away, but the rasa will still be

there. It will only go when you have something more intoxicating, something with more

of a kick in it, something more profound, more beautiful, and more useful. In other

words, more powerful. This is why alcoholics require prayer. Without prayer, they

cannot easily get rid of the problem. An alcoholic who turns into a sober person can be a

saint because he or she has mastered prayer and knows what it is all about. When an

alcoholic finds something more powerful than alcohol, the rasa for alcohol within the

person goes away.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ACKNOWLEDGING THE EMOTIONAL VALUE

The need to acknowledge one's emotional values is seen in the alcoholic who

thinks that he or she can stop drinking at any time and who may even advance the

advantages of alcohol in terms of one's health. Of course, when you begin to take

alcohol, you are still the master. You can take it or you need not take it. Sometimes you

take it and other times you dismiss it. No problem. But alcohol is not an ordinary

substance. It is something that takes charge of you in time, so that eventually you have

no power over it. It is more powerful than a riksasa, a demon. From here on, although
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you may argue that you can stop at any time, in fact, you cannot! You are no longer
talking; the alcohol is talking.

First, the person takes the bottle and then, after some time, the bottle calls the
person. If it is six o'clock, the time set-aside for 'Happy Hour,' and the person is
elsewhere, the bottle calls: 'Where are you?' He replies, 'I am here in the office
working.' Then the bottle says, 'This is not the time to be in the office. Come here!'
Faithfully, the person goes. 'Come and sit down,' the bottle says, and the person sits
down. 'Pick me up!' it says. Once the bottle is in his or her hand, it says, 'Come on, tilt!'
Then the person tilts - everyday! There was a time when he or she took the bottle; now
the bottle takes the person. All decisions about where to go and what to do are made by
the bottle, not by the person.

Where, then, is there any question of taking alcohol being your decision? This is
no longer the case. You lost this freedom a long time ago. The only way to stop drinking
is to accept that you have no power over alcohol. You have to know that. The
acknowledgement alone is the beginning. There is no other way. Once you acknowledge
that alcohol has a power over you, there is a chance of you regaining this freedom -
provided, of course, that you really decide to stop drinking. You need to acknowledge
that you are not going to drink any more. And once you stop taking alcohol, the bottles
you have in your cupboard will go away. You will not want to keep them and will
therefore distribute them to those who want them. But the smell of alcohol, the craving
for it, will still be there in your head, which is where support groups come in. Otherwise,
you may start drinking again and lose yourself totally, after which there is no chance.

Only when people find themselves secure, when they know that they are
everything, do the rasas lose their hold. Then, the world can no longer take such people
for a ride.

To understand what Krsna was saying here, we need not alter the meaning of the
word visaya to mean sense organs. It can be looked at from the perspective of sense
objects also.

qfkairr rmitir V% wjrt -q: I I ýo I I
yatato hyapi kaunteya purusasya vipahcitah
indriydni pramdthini haranti prasabham manah Verse 60

thr kaunteya - Oh! Son of Kunti; f hi -because; W-E: yatatah - of the one

who makes effort; ,f3 api - even; I'f"id: vipadcitah - of the one who sees clearly;

(3f1i api - even;) yf purusasya - of the person; �kRlfT indriyani - sense

organs; r�flT pramathini - very powerful; T haranti - take away; TIFfV
prasabham - forcefully; T:l: manah - the mind
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Because, the powerful senses of even the person who makes effort, who
sees clearly, forcefully take the mind away, Oh! Arjuna.

A person who has given up sense pursuits does not feed the sense organs. By using
the will, he or she simply does not pursue sense objects. Only when the senses are with
the person, meaning under his or her control, can steadiness in self-knowledge be
accomplished. Thus, in the beginning, the will is used to keep the senses in one's own
hands.

Anything that is within your control or power is called sva-vaga or dtma-vaia the
word vaca meaning 'within one's hands.' The money in your own pocket that you can
spend as you wish is sva-vada. If however, your money is in the hands of someone else,
it is para-vaSa. Naturally, you do not have the freedom to spend it as you would like.
The other person must give it to you first. Thus, anything in the hands of another is
called para-vasa and the one who delivers himself or herself into the hands of someone
else or something is called para-vaga. For example, a person who is totally overpowered
by emotion or who is completely controlled by another person is para-vaia. He or she
has no freedom.

Still discussing how one becomes a sthitaprajiia, one who is steadfast in the
knowledge, Krsna said that, first, one's mind and senses have to be with oneself alone.
Even though a person isa viveki and has certain knowledge, there is still something to be
taken care of because the rasa, the taste, for sense objects is still there. If these are not
taken care of, the person will deliver himself or herself into the hands of rdga-dvesas.

The word yatatah in this verse means, 'of the person, purusa, who is making
effort.' One may make effort and be a fool,'mirkha, but this is not the person being
discussed here. The person who makes effort is one who has viveka, who sees things
clearly, vipadcit. Even this person' mind is not steady. But his or her mind is not the
mind of an ordinary person, but one that is in the hands of the senses and fancies. He or
she is not an armchair vivekl. This person has a commitment and makes efforts in order
to gain firmness, nisthd, in the knowledge. This, then, is the kind of mind that is being
discussed here.

The sense organs can be turbulent, vicious, and very powerful. They can really
shake you up. In this verse, Krsna told Arjuna that the sense organs can even take the
mind of a viveki away, meaning that they can take charge of his or her mind. Why?
Because rasa, the taste for sense objects is still there inside the person. As long as the
rasa is there, the sense organs will continue to take charge of the person's mind. As we
saw earlier, the sense organs imply the various fancies that one has because he or she
still has a value for sense objects. Thus, when we say that the sense organs take the mind
away, we mean that the rasas rob the person of his or her viveka. By the time the person
realises what has happened, the sense organs, meaning the rasas, have already taken him
or her for a ride!
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The use of the word 'hi' in the verse indicates that all of this is very well-known.

The appetites that are there do not ask for any sanction; they forcefully, prasabham,

take care of you! Therefore, what should you do? The only answer for these rasas is to

gain steadiness, sthairya, in this knowledge. In the next verse, Krsna told Arjuna that

this is done by contemplating upon what is.

Fcq 7V I m II
t�ni sarvdni samyamya yukta asita matparah
vase hi yasyendriyd�ni tasya prajin� pratisthita Verse 61

rf: yuktah - the one who is endowed with discrimination; atl tdni - those; *'T

sarvani - all; *r samyamya - keeping them in one' own hands; TW': matparah

- committed to me; 3w*T asita - may the person sit; fT4 yasya - whose; " vate

- under control; *R2FTr indriydni - sense organs; fF hi - indeed; W tasya - his;

W' prajnii - knowledge; lfit l pratisthita - well-established

May one who is endowed with discrimination, keeping all the sense

organs in ones own hands, sit in contemplation of Me. For the one who

has all the sense organs under control, the knowledge is well-established.

The advice given by Krsna in this verse is - tini sarviai samyamya yukta

isita matparah. In the compound matparah, mat refers to Jsvara, meaning, in me,

Jivara, and the word para means to be committed to. Asita means, 'may he sit.' Krsna

says, 'Withdrawing the senses, tani sarvani samyamya, may he sit committed to me,

rvara.'

The person is advised to contemplate upon the one who is the dtmi, the self, of

everything, the satya, the truth, of everything, the one who is limitless, the one who is

the inner self of all beings, not just one's own body-mind-senses - but the being of all

beings - the existence in all forms of existence. This is the ultimate end to be

accomplished and is the Lord - the cause for everything, the truth of everything -
which is oneself alone.

Therefore, let the one whose ultimate end is the innermost self, pratyagatmd,

which is the self of all, sit in contemplation, having withdrawn the senses to himself or

herself. Such a person must be a vivekl. He or she must already be endowed with the

ability to discriminate between the real and the unreal. Some knowledge must be there.

Otherwise, sitting in contemplation will not work. If a person sits without viveka, what

will he or she do? What will the advice, 'Contemplate on Me,' mean to such a person?

His or her understanding of this advice will definitely be different because the person

does not know what it is all about.
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THE NECESSITY FOR CONTEMPLATION

Only when a person has enough inquiry, iravana, and understanding, is he or she
endowed with the capacity to discriminate. Only then will the person know what is to be
contemplated upon. The question, 'Why should I contemplate?' comes from rasa. The
vision is stifled; it is knowledge with a lot of obstructions, sapratibandha-jifina. The
knowledge we are talking about here is that of a sthitaprajfia, one who is

well-established in knowledge. The knowledge is possible only when rasa goes and

rosa goes only by constant contemplation. It takes its own time. Thus, may the person sit

in contemplation.

There are different forms of contemplation wherein the same pratyagatmd, inner
self, is seen from different angles: the limitless self - piryna-atmd, the detached self -
asauiga-8tma, the self as witness - siksi-atmrd, the action-free self - akartr-atmi, the
self that is free from the sense of being an enjoyer - abhoktr-dtmd, and the self that is

ever-full - ananda-atmd, is to be recognised in these different ways. By contemplating
upon the dtmt in this manner, the rasas go. How can they remain? If you know, 'I am
all this - aham idam sarvam,' the rasa cannot be there. Thus, rosa goes away in time
and knowledge becomes well-established and clear - tasya prajii pratisthitd.

Sarikara introduces the next two verses by saying that Krsna points out exactly
how a person gets into trouble when he or she is completely taken over by the senses,
meaning the rasas. This analysis applies to everyone - vivekis and avivekis alike.
There is a common psychology here, the psychology of a desire - how a desire

originates, how the pursuit of it begins, how it destroys onet objectivity, and so on - all

of which is set out in these two very important verses that follow.

uufft rwww -. IfIlTIr WI l' qW: •FflI2 -i,,ms-.i• I I • I I.

dhydyato visayinpumsah sawigastes.•upajiyate
sangdtsajliyate kamah kamat krodho'bhijdyate Verse 62

uFtf)Nw fTl4: -1 ?5i4idf hI: \

krodhidbhavati sammohah sammohat smrtivibhramh
smrtibhra•mid buddhiniio buddhind� t praznayati Verse 63

fiT| visaydn - objects; tW•fi: dhydyatah - for the one who dwells upon; IT:

pumsah - for the person; 0: sargah - attachment; ¶ tesu - with reference to

them; ?dr31 upqajyate - is born; ;[ safigagt - from attachment; Twimr

saijdyate - is born; �Wir: kdmah - desire; fiWr kamir t - from desire; Wt:

BG.V V. 1-23
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krodhah - anger; af4NIm abhijdyate - is born; SfWRi krodht - from anger;
6RT bhavati - comes; W•it: sammohah - delusion; *-T�a sammohdt - from

delusion; "9fr-fqPR: smrti-vibhramah - loss of memory; if-WTIV smrti-
bhramidt - from loss of memory; i-;r-i: buddhi-na6ah - ruin of the mind;

f^iTIrm buddhi-naddt - from ruin of the mind; PnRoy f pranasyati - one is
destroyed

In the person who dwells upon objects, an attachment is born with
reference to them. From attachment is born desire and from desire, anger
is born. From anger comes delusion and from delusion comes the loss of
memory. Because of the loss of memory, the mind becomes incapacitated
and when the mind is incapacitated, the person is destroyed.

Every desired object has its own peculiarities, its enticing qualities and desirable
attributes. The object is not desired for itself. It is desired because it is seen as desirable.
The person being discussed in these two verses meditates on the peculiarities and
desirability of various objects, instead of meditating on the inner self - pratyagdtma.

One who dwells on a particular object and its merits develops a certain longing, a
certain love or affection for the object. The word 'object' here refers to anything that you
think of and, therefore, includes people as well. First, you come into contact with an
object or a person and then, when the encounter is over, it is over - unless, of course,
the object or person keeps coming back into your head. There is no reason, as to why
.certain objects come back into your head. They just do; and when they do, you dwell
upon them.

An object that comes back into your head and goes away again is not a problem.
Any experience leaves a certain memory, smrti, and, because of the impact of the
experience, the whole scene may be played back in your mind. This, in itself, is not the
problem. What happens, however, is that you begin to like the object and begin to dwell
upon its desirability. Even at this stage, there is no real problem.

Dwelling upon the object is what is meant by meditation here, meditation meaning
constantly thinking about something. It may be something about a person that you keep
dwelling upon - the person's dress, jewellery, voice, speech, mannerisms, decorum,
thinking, hair, nose, eyes, or height - all of which represent the countless varieties of
objects upon which you can meditate. Meditation is the flow of thoughts about an object
and anything connected to it - sajitiya-vrtti-praviha.

THE MEDITATION OF ATTACHMENT

Krsna was not talking about the person who meditates on the sat-cit-ananda-
dtmd•, even though the person he was discussing may be smiling while meditating. The
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smile is only because of the memory of some compliment or other. It is a smile of elation
and this elation is what is meant by attachment, saiga. There is a certain love, a certain
affection, that has developed for another person or an object, a sense of being pleased
with the object. Otherwise, there would be no attachment. Once a smile comes at the
thought of the object, it means that attachment has already been established.

You cannot discover affection for anything without first dwelling upon it. A
person may develop affection for a cat merely by continuing to think about it and caring
for it. An attachment can also develop so that without the cat, the person finds that life is
empty. If life is full only when it is full of cats and dogs, definitely we will find life full
of cats and dogs!

This kind of attachment can occur towards any object - a carpet, furniture,
anything! Is it any wonder, then, that there is affection and then attachment towards a
person who talks back nicely, in a sweet voice that utters pleasing words? If affection for
and attachment to a mewing cat can be developed, of course a talking, smiling, thinking
person is capable of evoking an even better response.

Affection itself is no problem. The problem is this - whatever you like you
almost always want to possess. This is why Krsna said that desire is born from
attachment, that attachment is the cause of desire. And because there are different types
of objects, there are different types of desires - the desire to possess, the desire to own,
the desire to experience.

To create a desire, all that is required is a casual glance at a Caribbean cruise
brochure that came in the mail. In fact, the whole idea of direct mail is to create a desire
in you. You may call it junk mail, but for those who send it, it is not junk. They know
that someone will be attracted to the idea conveyed by the brochure and, to ensure that
you do not forget, they also send you follow up literature. When the second brochure
arrives, the pleasant memory that had been stored, based on the first brochure comes to
mind and affection for the subject matter develops. From this affection alone comes the
desire to go on a Caribbean cruise. In this way, the desire to experience, to own, to
possess is created.

NOT EVERY DESIRE CAN BE FULFILLED

Varieties of desires are born, depending on the objects for which you have
affection and attachment. Desire also is not a problem, but once a well-shaped desire has
been formedronce it is no longer in the fancy state, you have to deal with it. You have to
fulfil it and this causes you to take action. If you can fulfil the desire, there is no
problem. More often than not, however, the desire is not fulfilled. This, then, is where
the problem arises.
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Not every desire can be fulfilled; it is not that easy. There are many obstacles that
prevent the fulfillment of some desires. The problem comes, then, when the desires are
not fulfilled, and you become angry. The desire itself turns into anger, krodha. Thus,
desire is the cause for anger or, in the words of Krsna, anger is born of desire.

If there is no expectation with reference to a desire, there will be no anger if the
desire is not fulfilled. Suppose you want someone to do something for you and the
person does not do it. If you knew that he or she might not do it, then there is no anger.
But if you expected the person to do it, you will definitely be angry when it is not done.
Even if the anger is not expressed, anger born is born.

The intensity with which you desire something is what determines the magnitude
of your anger, and not the object itself. If your desire is such that it does not matter to
you whether or not it is fulfilled, then anger will not be there. Even if it is, it will amount
to very little. Whereas, if the intensity of the desire is great, the anger that comes from
the desire not being fulfilled is not going to be easily managed either by you or by the
person who happens to be between you and what you want. If the other person is an
obstruction to what you want, then, your desire will turn into anger towards that person.
If you expect the person to behave in a certain way and he or she does not behave in that
manner, then the person will definitely be the target of your anger. And if that person's
behaviour is not according to your expectations because of another person, then your
anger gets directed towards the other person. And sometimes, your anger against the
second may be more than towards the first.

THE NATURE OF ANGER

Anger is always towards the obstruction to the fulfillment of your desire. If
between you and the object that you desire there is an obstruction, that obstruction is the
target of your anger. The desire itself is deflected against this obstruction and this
deflected ray of desire is what is called anger. In this way, this anger is like the vinegar
that may result when you try to make wine. Both the wine and the vinegar have as their
essence the grapes alone. But the wine turns into vinegar. How? it, too, has its own story.

The point here is not to avoid anger by avoiding desire. Rather, you have to
remove the sting from your desires, for which a proper attitude is very important. That
everything should happen as I want it to is not a realistic expectation. And such an
expectation is due to raga-dvesas alone. The raga-dvesas, your likes and dislikes, have
to be neutralised if you would like to be free of anger.

Nor is it a matter of controlling anger. What does controlling anger really mean?
The anger is inside and you are simmering, simmering, simmering - until suddenly one
day, it erupts like a volcano! Once anger is there, what happens is only too well known.
Aviveka, lack of discrimination, will definitely be there. In anger, you are not going to
take the time to consider whether a certain action is proper or improper. You are not
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going to spend time considering, 'Should I kick him or should I punch him?' Whatever
comes first is what happens. Once anger is there, things just take place. What you do or

say takes place of its own accord and depends entirely upon the past - your upbringing,
and so on.

There is no question of control here. The very meaning of anger is that viveka with
reference to what should and should not to be done, is lacking. And from this anger
comes delusion, sammoha. What is being pointed out in these two verses is the process
that takes place when one dwells on an object. There is no time involved here; dwelling
on an object implies affection, desire, anger, delusion, and more.

Because of the delusion bor of anger, loss of memory, smrti-vibhrama, takes
place. The word smrti, memory, refers here to whatever you may have learned by
studying the Sistra, whatever you have assimilated about right and wrong, whatever you
learned from your teachers, elders, and life' experiences, what made you angry in the

past, what happened, and so on. None of these you remember because delusion has

come, and, along with it aviveka. Thus, there is a loss of memory with reference to all
the wisdom you had gathered from your past education and experiences.

Once the wisdom of your past experiences, smrti, is not available, the mind is
incapacitated, There is buddhi-nasa. Your buddhi now, is incapable of analysing
whether something is to be done or not to be done because whatever wisdom you had

gathered is not available to you. Delusion is like an inner torpor, a blackout that makes

you forget the wisdom you had. Therefore, your buddhi, your intellect, is unable to do
what it is supposed to do. It is incapable of giving orders to go ahead or stop in
accordance with what is right and wrong. This is what the buddhi is supposed to do, but
it is not available to do it.

IN THE ABSENCE OF WISDOM, IMPULSE TAKES OVER

The buddhi is only available when wisdom is available. And in the absence of

wisdom, it behaves as though it is not programmed at all; impulse takes over. In other
words, the buddhi is destroyed, pranaiyati. The person is no more a human being and
can be likened to an animal because he or she gives himself or herself over to impulses.
The impulses take over and determine exactly what the person is going to do. It may be

biting, kicking, screaming, hitting some one, or even committing suicide. When a person
is controlled by impulse, anything can happen and whatever happens, just happens.

Until anger comes, the person can be careful, but once anger is there, all caution is
gone. The verbs used in these two verses are very revealing in this regard. From
attachment, desire 'is born' and from desire, anger 'is born.' At this point, however, the
verb changes from 'is born' to 'takes place.' From anger, delusion 'takes place' and from

delusion, the incapacity of the mind 'takes place.' This shows how the person has no

more any control over the situation. Once anger is born, delusion, loss of wisdom, and
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the destruction of the person just take place. Control is possible only before anger;
afterwards, what happens is history.

Given that meditating on desirable objects creates problems for you, the message
of the Gita is clear - instead of meditating upon objects, meditate upon the self. Instead
of meditating upon your own problems and inhibitions, meditate upon the pratyagdtmi,
the inner self, because, if you do not, you will naturally meditate upon the objects, which
is the cause of all of your problems.

U TO U q rtREqNt4 i 041 i d A

rdgadvesaviyuktaistu visaydnindriyaiscaran
dtmavaiyairvidheydtmd prasddamadhigacchati Verse 64

q tu - whereas; ri-f-• : rdga-dvesa-uiyuktaih - free from likes and dislikes;

3tirrW : dtmavaiyaih - with those that are under his or her control; fk-: indriyaih
- with sense organs; jWqR WVFR viaaydn caran - moving in the world of objects;

fMi1 vidheydtmd - one whose mind is controlled; ki1T� prasddam -

tranquillity; 34ftITU�i adhigacchati - attains

Whereas, one whose mind is controlled, moving in the world of objects
with the sense organs under his or her control, free from likes and
dislikes, attains tranquillity

We have seen that even a viveki cannot but dwell upon objects of rdga-dvesas,
likes and dislikes, if he or she still has rasa, a value, for these objects. And this'dwelling
upon is also called meditation. One dwells upon objects of duesa in order to avoid them,
for which one has to scheme and plan, whereas objects of rdga are dwelt upon in order
to gain them.

Dwelling upon the desirability of objects is, indeed, the basis for all problems that
come later. It is the cause for the affection and love that develops for the object. Once
affection is there, it will naturally turn into a desire. If the desire is fulfilled, there is no
problem, but if it is not fulfilled, the whole psychology of how one loses oneself comes
into play, as Krsna pointed out in the previous two verses. The present verse reveals
how the problem created by unfulfilled desires becomes neutralised and, once again,
points out the starting point for moksa, liberation.

The natural, pursuit of a person's sense organs is in keeping with his or her rigas
and dvesas, likes and dislikes. But suppose the person is a seeker, a umuuksu, meaning
that he or she wants moksa, for which self-knowledge is required then all his pursuits
cannot be dictated by his rdga-dvesas. The word mumuksu is especially pertinent here
in that it means one who is desirous of liberation, moktum icchuh - mumuksuh. We
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have seen that moksa is one of the four pursuits open to a human being. But for a
mumuksu, moksa alone is important. He or she has already sought after and
experienced pursuits of security, artha and pleasure, kima or has learned about them by
observing the pursuits of others. From all these, the person has developed discrimination,
viveka, and, because of this viveka alone, has become a mumuksu

Thus, the one who has viveka is a mumuksu, whereas a person who is merely
curious is not. The person who wants to be free must necessarily have a lot of viveka for
this particular desire. At the same time, he or she does have some rdga-dvesas.
Rdga-dvesas do not just go away because the person has viveka. What does a mumuksu
do then?

This was exactly Arjuna's situation. During the war that eventually ensued, his
son died and Arjuna took a vow that, before sunset, he would avenge his son's death by
killing the person who was responsible. We see, then, that Arjuna had a lot of grief. This
was because r4ga-dvesas do not go away overnight. Even though, in the eighteenth
chapter of the Glta, which preceded the above episode, Arjuna had said, 'No more
delusion for me. I know exactly what it is all about.' He still had ambitions and therefore
attachments. He had definitely been living a life of dharma, but riga-dvesas were still
in his heart. This is why one has to live a life of karma-yoga for a length of time.

A KARMA-YOGI IS A MUMUKSU

The sense organs of a mumuksu are freed from rdga-dvesas, meaning that they
are not backed by, riga-dvesas. This is because the mumukpu has been living a life of
karma-yoga. Such a person does not run away from the world. Where would he or she
go? The mumukqu goes about in the world, experiencing the sense objects. The word
caran here generally means 'reaching' or 'going' in the sense of movement, but it can
also have the sense of knowledge. In fact, any verbal root that has a sense of reaching or
going has also the sense of knowing or experiencing. For example, the expression
'reaching Brahman' means understanding or knowing Brahman; there is no 'going' or
'moving' in the sense of reaching somewhere.

So, too, in this verse, caran does not mean that the person is moving around in the
physical sense. The word means 'experiencing' and takes all the sense organs into
account - the experience of seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, and tasting. The senses
are open and the world of sense objects is there. The verse also describes the sense
organs as being in the persons hands and not in the hands of rdga-dvesas -
atmavasyaih rdga-dvesa-viyuktaih indriyaih visayin caran.

This means that all one's pursuits are not dictated by rdga and dvesa, but by
dharma and adharma, and, what is proper and improper. The person decides what he
or she wants and is not goaded by his or her likes and dislikes. The raga-dvesas do not
decide.
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When your raga-dvesas do not come between yourself and the sense pursuits, the

determining factor for the sense pursuits is purely dharma and adharma. Then you

become one whose mind moves only according to your will. In other words, you are a

person who is 'together.' Such a person is a karma-yogi, living a life of karma-yoga for

the sole purpose of neutralising his or her rdga-dvesas.

Every karma-yogi is a mumuksu. The person is a karma-yogi because he or she

is a mumuksu. Karma-yoga is there only because the person has mumuksa, desire for

liberation. Because karma-yoga is meant for moksa, the karma-yogi pursues knowledge

while engaged in freeing himself or herself from the hold of raga-dvesa. This latter

pursuit makes the person a karma-yogi and marks the difference between a karma-yogi
and a sannyasi. Whether the person is a sannydis or a karma-yogi, he or she is one who

has the senses and mind together. Such a person gains satisfaction or tranquillity,
pras�da.

We have already seen that prasdda is anything that comes from the Lord. But

prasdda has another meaning also - cheerfulness, satisfaction, tranquillity - which is

what happens in the mind of one whose sense organs are in one ' own hands and when
one is free from the hold of rdga-dvesas. The satisfaction, the contentment, is with
oneself. The mind is steady and there is an almost total absence of agitation and
self-dissatisfaction. The person' knowledge is steady, sthira, and it stays. That
rdga-dvesas are to be tackled is the whole psychology of the Gitd.

rOT^ -¶rz T ^itur~l I

FW\rfi-xmT9g #.T.- 44CPft NII ýLý 1 I
prasade sarvaduhkhandm hdnirasyopajdyate
prasannacetaso hydiu buddhih paryavatisthate Verse 65

1Ti praside - when the mind is tranquil; 3T asya - his; *-j:Tmr sarva-

duhkhdndm - of all the pain and sorrow; TIfr: hanih - destruction; 34T4l

upaj�yate - is born; i hi - because; wm-NmT: prasanna-cetasah - of the tranquil

minded; aTl dsEu - soon; ift: buddhih - knowledge; clF paryavatisthate -

is well established

When the mind is tranquil, destruction of all pain and sorrow happens
because the knowledge of one who is tranquil-minded soon becomes well
established.

One whose mind is under control directs the mind according to his or her will.
Such a person experiences the world through sense organs that are not backed by likes
and dislikes. In this way, the riga-dvesas are neutralised and the person gains a mind
which is cheerful, composed, and tranquil.
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For the person whose mind is tranquil, all the duhkhas, pain and sorrow, are
destroyed. Although the plural form of duhkhas is used here, all sorrow is the same.

One person is crying because he lost the kingdom and someone else is crying because he
lost his car. What is the difference between their two sorrows? Both of them are crying.
Does duhkha subject itself to division? No, sorrow is the same whatever the reason.
Whether you lose your kingdom or your hair, the sadness is the same. What IKrqna
meant here is that all sorrow, whatever be its source, is destroyed for the person whose
mind is tranquil.

In an earlier discussion, we saw the three sources of sorrow - sorrow caused by
people and situations in the external world, ddhibhautika-duhkha; sorrow caused by
calamities over which you have no control, adhidaivika-duhkha; and, finally, sorrow
caused by your own body, mind, and senses, adhydtmika-duhkha, Your own past
memories or the condition of your physical body create ddhydtmika-duhkha, whereas
the duhkha caused by your brother-in-law is an example of ddhibhautika-duhkha.
Any natural calamity is adhidaivika-duhkha. Krsna said, that these three-fold
duhkhas are all destroyed - sarva-duhkhdndm hanih upajdyate.

Although all duhkhas are destroyed when the mind is tranquil, the causes for
duhkhas themselves do not go away. They are merely incapable of causing duhkha.
The body may experience physical pain, but there will be no duhkha because the mind
is tranquil, prasanna. A tranquil mind means that the ragas and dvesas have been
neutralised. Desirable and undesirable situations do not cause reactions.

All duhkhas are said to be destroyed because the real nature of the self is
tranquillity, andthat tranquillity is manifest in the mind. The mind is stifled only because
of rdga and dvesa The fullness of the self, which is its nature, dnanda-svarifpa, is
inhibited from manifesting in the mind because of rdga-dvesas alone. The rdga-dvegas
inhibit the fullness, ananda. When the rdga-dvesas are neutralised, the inanda is
uninhibited and the mindi is tranquil. Destruction of duhkha is said to be born,
upaj5yate, here in the sense that it happens, it takes place.

A TRANQUIL MIND MEANS THAT KNOWLEDGE IS NOT FAR AWAY

Does mere tranquillity destroy all forms of duhkha? No, destruction of all
duhkhas can only happen when there is self-knowledge. Duhkhas go away for the
person who has a tranquil mind because the knowledge for such a person is not far away.
We are talking about a sthitaprajiia here. This knowledge, the subject matter of which
is dtm•i, self-knowledge, is steady and, like space, it just stays; it does not move. The
earth, air, and everything else moves, whereas space is always steady.

Similarly, the mind of a person with self-knowledge stays. And because the
knowledge stays, the mind no longer causes any problem. The knowledge stays because
there is nothing to oppose or inhibit it. This means that the very person stays in the form
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of knowledge. The mind of such a person becomes a useful instrument. Because the
mind is tranquil, it no longer causes trouble.

To gain tranquillity, you have to take care of your raga-dvesas. Whatever is
required is what you have to follow, whether it is karma-yoga or something else. Only
when tranquillity is there does the knowledge stay. This means that the knowledge
becomes clear, having been freed from all vagueness and doubts. Otherwise, you will
always doubt your own knowledge. You will say things like, 'With this kind of mind,
how can I say that I know?' The mind itself creates all kinds of doubts, which is the
problem.

The mind has to gain the tranquillity that is the basis for self-knowledge and, to do
this, it has to free itself from the raga-dvesas. Then all the duhkhas go away because
the knowledge stays. Tranquillity is the condition that frees one's knowledge from all
obstructions and because of that knowledge, all forms of sorrow are gone and the person
is said to have gained moksa.

mf*r jg<i4T¶ 1 vq9;i, qERTT I
W ilT||TTd: FrlfqlMT V: 'm3a' I u I I
nasti buddhirayuktasya na cdyuktasya bhvana
na cdbhdvayatah Adntiraidntasya kutah sukham Verse 66

3TWfiP ayuktasya - for the one who is not tranquil; ft': buddhih - knowledge; ;
Tf na asti - is not there; 3sgriPT ayuktasya - for the one who is not tranquil;

IWRT -9 bhavand ca - contemplation also; f na - is not; 3WTr 7V: abhavayatah -

for the one who is not contemplative; Trr: dantih - peace; ' na - is not; - ca -
and; 3WfRiT awdntasya - for the one who has no peace; �F: kutah - how; W'R
sukham - happiness

For the one who is not tranquil, there is no knowledge. For the one who
is not tranquil, there is no contemplation and for the one who is not
contemplative, there is no peace. For the one who has no peace, how can
there be happiness?

This verse is Krsna's way of praising a tranquil mind, that is, prasannata. The
word ayukta, here, means a person who does not have the cheerful, tranquil mind that
was discussed in the previous verse. The ayukta is one who has not taken care of his or
her rdga-dvesas sufficiently. It must be clearly understood that what is being said here is
in no way meant as a judgement. If this is not understood correctly, a problem of
self-judgement can arise as you listen to the Gita and the Vedanta-idstra. 'I am
useless!' you may say. Because there is already a tape inside, the self-criticism begins
immediately. All that the Swami has to do is utter one negative statement and this inner
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tape switches on automatically - 'Because I am an ayukta, I will never get this
knowledge.'

Since the tendency is to judge yourself, you must know that what is being said in
the Gita is not meant as criticism; its sole purpose is self-understanding. If, having heard
what the Gita says, there is something to be done, it is to be done. There is nothing more
to it than that. If rdga-dvesas are there, they are to be taken care of, that is all.

The word buddhi, here means knowledge of the self, that by which you
understand the self, the atma. Adequate knowledge does not take place for one whose
mind is in the hands of raga-dveqas. For a yukta, the rdga-dvesas are neutralised and
there is no problem, whereas for an ayukta, rdga-dvesas are there, causing his or her
knowledge to be inadequate. In addition to the knowledge being inadequate, the pressure
of the rdga-dvesas, more often than not, will drive the person towards the desirable
objects to be gained and retained and those that are to be avoided and eliminated.

There is nothing right or wrong about rdga-dvesa pursuits. This is just to explain
how the pressures of ragas and dvesas work. Because of the natural tendency of the
mind towards objects of rdga-dvesas, there is no yearning for or commitment to self-
knowledge. There is time only to nurse one's rdgas and dvesas. Even if you try to read
the Gita, your rdga will keep clamouring at you - 'What are you doing? What kind of
book are you reading? It is not going to fulfil any of your likes and dislikes. I have so
many things to interest you.' In this way, the raga-dvesas seated inside you, demand
your attention so much so that if you begin reading the Gita, you will either fall asleep
or feel like doing something else!

DESIRES STIFLE ONE'S INTEREST IN SELF-KNOWLEDGE

Rdga-dvesas being there, one's interest in the pursuit of self-knowledge will
necessarily be stifled and one's commitment inhibited. Even if you want to contemplate
upon the self in order to get rid of some of your problems, the pressure of rdga-dvesas
makes contemplation very difficult. You find that you are unable to sit with yourself
even for a short period of time.

For the one who cannot sit with himself or herself, who cannot contemplate, who
cannot pursue self-knowledge quietly, there is no composure, no tranquillity. Whereas,
for the one who contemplates upon oneself, for the one who can stay with oneself, there
is tranquillity and love of oneself. Thus, the more one can be with oneself, the more
tranquil one will be.

We are not talking about the commonly known self here. We are talking about the
real self - the self that is beautiful. The more you begin to understand, the more you
begin to love the self. The self, atma, is not other than yourself; therefore, self-love
comes. And because the self is absolute, the love for it is absolute.
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There is a lot of talk about the necessity of developing self-love. But how can you

develop a love for this limited self that you have with its crippling raga-dvesas? Without

feeling love for yourself, you cannot sit with yourself and, when you cannot sit with

yourself, there is no tranquillity - all of which implies an absence of peace and

conteentment, anti.

HAPPINESS CAN ONLY TAKE PLACE IN A TRANQUIL MIND

A person may say that he or she does not want peace and contentment, •dnti, but

wants only happiness, sukha. One may say, 'Some people may want Aanti, but I am an

enterprising person. I want pleasures, joy, and happiness. For me Binti is useless!' But,

all sukha, all happiness, is possible only in a tranquil mind. When you cannot sit with

yourself, naturally you are agitated. And when you are agitated, where is the possibility

of sukha for you? When you are agitated, there is no sukha. How can a person who is

aSdnta, who does not have Manti, pick up any sukha? There is no way! Sukha is only

with yourself. Therefore, the more you can stay with yourself, the more tranquil you are,

and the more tranquil you are, the happier you are.

Happiness, then, is another word for tranquillity. Only the tranquil person can

discover happiness. In fact, such a person discovers happiness even in small things. He

or she does not require a talk show to be happy. Everything in the world becomes

amusing to the person who is tranquil. If you have tranquillity, the whole world is a

continuous joke. You require nothing; it is all there, free of charge. Just open your eyes
and you see the joke!

When inner tranquillity is there, you require nothing to be happy, whereas if it is

not there, happiness cannot even be bought. 'Happy hour' does not buy you happiness; it

only robs you of your money. It may be a happy hour for the owner of the bar, but not

for anyone else. For both, you and your family, it is definitely an unhappy hour. When
you cannot stay with yourself, where is the possibility of sukha for you?

One has to take care of rdgas and duesas. Otherwise, they are a nuisance.
Therefore, whatever is to be done to take care of them must be done. This may imply
karma-yoga, listening to the teaching, Aravana, or further analysis, manana. How the
knowledge takes place, what is required for it to become steady, sthira, and why it can
be so unsteady, asthira, is what is being discussed in these verses.

w4*it * erT * ST'qfl*of I
W ýRw T 7fff 3 pNW*T 11 A1r I I

indriydnam hi caratdm yanmano'nuvidhiyate
tadasya harati prajiiam vayurnvm amivdmbhasi Verse 67
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f hi - indeed; WMrlq caratam - of the moving; q1l1llT indriyiiam - of the

senses; AP' TR: yat manah - that mind which; 3I7f P anuvidhlyate - follows in

the wake (of); tat - that; aWT asya - his; UTER prajfim - knowledge; FfRf

harati - robs away; W1: vdyuh - the wind; ;Tri navam - a small boat; T iva -

just as; amfi ambhasi - on the waters

The mind that follows the moving senses indeed robs the person of his
knowledge, just as the wind carries away a small boat on the waters.

For the one whose mind is not resolved, and is therefore in the hands of
raga-dvesas, there is no knowledge. Even if knowledge is there, it is not adequate, as it
has already been pointed out. This is because the mind follows, goes behind, the moving
senses, all of which are engaged in their own spheres of activity. For example, the eyes
have their sphere of seeing in forms and colours and the ears have their sphere in sounds.
Thus, you find that each sense organ has its own sphere of activity. As the sense organs
experience the objects according to their own spheres, the mind naturally has some
fancies that one goes after as they arise. In other words, you go along with the sense
cravings.

The person being discussed in this verse is one whose mind joins with the sense
perceptions, with reference to which there are certain inner cravings or fancies. A mind
that joins the senses robs away one's knowledge, the knowledge born of the
discriminative inquiry of oneself. This means that whatever self-knowledge one may
have had is as good as gone! The mind, meaning the will, of such a person, is one that
says 'yes' to everything that is not to be done and 'no' to whatever has to be done. To
illustrate this point, Krsna used the example of the wind with its capacity to take a small
boat away from its destination.

Robbed of self-knowledge, the mind is busy with objects alone. It has no time for
self-knowledge. In fact, there is no time for anything because there are so many
raga-dvesas. Because situations do not happen as you want, there is nothing but
concerns, one after the other. First, the pressure of rega-dvesas is in the form of
undifferentiated concern and then the concern is in the form of desire, regret,
disappointment, sorrow, despair, anxiety, and a constant sense of loss.

When the mind is occupied with objects, there is concern, whereas when it is
occupied with the self, the atmd, there is no concern, only tranquillity. The self will not
run away. It stays put. Even if you come back after twenty years, atmn will still be
sat-cit-ananda. Regardless of which book you read, dtmd will not grow into
asat-cit-ananda. Atma is always fullness, limitlessness, dnanda. If the object of your
knowledge is the dtmd, the self, then there is dnanda for you.
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Krsna summed up all that he had said with reference to one's knowledge
becoming steady in the following verse:

A 1iUftiai) ^ 'i^ r vl ifTT Ii 1 ̂.C I I
tasmidyasya mahTbdho nigrhitani sarvasah
indriyanindriydrthebhyastasya prajii pratisthitd Verse 68

TIfil tasmdt - therefore; Trgi mahabdho - Oh! Mighty armed (Arjuna); zF

yasya - whose; �fMqT indriyani - senses; �fR-a3T: indriya-arthebhyah -
from sense objects; *rW-: sarvaiah - completely; Th14TlI nigrhitani - are

withdrawn, mastered; TW tasya - his; VTW prajif - knowledge; IlTfTil pratisthiti

- is steady

Therefore, Oh! Mighty armed Arjuna, the knowledge of one whose
senses are completely withdrawn (mastered) from their respective objects
is steady.

The word tasmat indicates that Krsna was summing up this section dealing with
description of the mind of a person who has some vision and is making an effort to make
his or her knowledge steady. He explained that because the senses are turbulent, they
could rob away the mind of such a person. How they do this was also discussed.

Krsna addressed Arjuna here as 'mahibaho,' meaning 'Oh!, Mighty armed
Arjuna.' One may be mighty armed with reference to one's prowess and skill, but what
is needed for self-knowledge is to be mighty armed, i.e., strong in the mind, which is
more difficult. The prowess and skills that Arjuna had gathered to earn him the name
'Mighty-armed' were great in their own sphere in that he was able to control all external
enemies, but his ability to control this inner one was the issue here.

To control the senses, to withdraw them from their respective objects, means to be
able to withdraw them at will,just as the turtle withdraws its head and limbs into its shell
whenever it senses any danger. If you want to release the senses, release them; if you
want to withdraw them, withdraw them. This means that the senses are under your
control. Only when you have the capacity to withdraw your senses at will, can your
knowledge be steady. The idea here is that the knowledge becomes steady only when the
mind is freed from the pressure of rdga and dvesa.

To the extent that you master your likes and dislikes, to that extent your
knowledge stays. Because your raga-dvesas are neutralised, you can enjoy the benefits
of your knowledge. The pressure of rdga-dvesas being less, the benefits of the
knowledge are more. The knowledge is complete when the rdga-dvesas have no say in
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your life, when they are all neutralised, when it makes no difference to you whether a
desire is fulfilled or not. Only then is there no hindrance to self-knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE AND MASTERY OF THE MIND GO HAND-IN-HAND

There is a certain trick to all this in that, as ones knowledge grows in clarity,
mastery of the mind over the r�ga-dvesas also takes place. With a karma-yoga attitude,
the rdga-dvesas are mastered to a certain extent and the knowledge becomes clearer.
Thus, there is a mutual kinship between the two.

The entire presentation of yoga in the Gitd is with reference to rdga-dveqas. The
psychology of the Gita is raga-dvesa psychology and, as a psychology, the Git� itself is
adequate and complete. When we are dealing with normal people, riga-dveqa
psychology is enough. It implies an order, dharma-adharma, which is looked upon as
Ihvara, the Lord, the giver of the fruits of action - all of which bring about a certain
neutralisation of ones raga-dvesas.

Taking care of riga-dvesas itself brings about a certain tranquillity, a cheerfulness
to the mind. And as the cheerfulness increases, one's knowledge becomes clearer.
Conversely, as the knowledge becomes clearer, one' cheerfulness increases. In other
words, the pressure caused by raga-dvesas is less. Just as a bird requires both wings to
take off, so too, we require both wings - inquiry and a proper attitude - to glide into
this knowledge. One wing is as important as the other.

vr fik mwipml mi* 7nt wt In

yd nisd sarvabhiitdndim tasydmnj-garti samnyami
yasyam jigrati bhuitdni sd niid padyato muneh Verse 69

'%nrLnw sarvabhitdndm - for all beings; Vr yd - that which; f;IT nid - night;
WIfTg tasydm - in that; * t samyaml - one who has mastery over oneself (who is

wise); mqt jigarti - is awake; Z1 yasyim - that in which; •T bhaftni -
beings; -•T•T jigrati - are awake; Wi sd - that; qV : V: paiyatah muneh - for
the wise man who sees; Pir nisd - night

In that which is night for all beings, the one who is wise, who has
mastery over oneself, is awake. That, in which beings are awake, is night
for the wise one who sees.

Krsna had been answering Arjuna's question about how a person of wisdom, a
sthitaprajiia, is defined and how such a person interacts with the world. Upon analysis,
we find Krsna's answer a very interesting one. First, he defined a sthitaprajia as one
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who is happy with himself by himself and thereby one who is free from the hold of all

desires.

One who is able to give up all binding desires as they arise in one's mind, being

happy with oneself, in oneself, is awake to the nature of oneself and is, therefore, wise.

The wisdom of such a person is steady.

Although Arjuna expressed the second part of his question with the words, 'How
does a wise person talk, sit, and walk?' the spirit of his question was, 'How does such a

person interact with the world?' Taking the spirit of Arjuna's question into account,
Krqna replied that one's wisdom is steady only when one's mind is no longer a problem.

Krsna said that rtga-dvesas are the cause for one's knowledge being stifled or

inhibited. For the person whose sense organs are freed from raga and dvesa, and whose

pursuits are not backed by raga-dvesas, the knowledge remains because he or she has a

cheerful mind, a mind that is not in the hands of rdga-dvesas. Krsna then summed up by
saying that for the one who has withdrawn the sense organs from the sense objects, the
one who has the sense organs with oneself, if indeed this person has self-knowledge, that
knowledge will be steady.

Having said all this Krsna was not very happy with his reply to Arjuna's question
because he knew that to know whether or not another person is wise, you yourself must

be wise. How else are you going to know otherwise? Only a person who is wise knows

what it takes to be wise. Arjuna thought that the characteristics of a wise person could

be a kind of sadhana for him, a means for becoming wise. But how could he understand

these characteristics if he himself was not wise? This is what Krsna still had to convey

to Arjuna.

IGNORANCE AND KNOWLEDGE ARE LIKE NIGHT AND DAY

Krscna had talked about the person who is happy with himself or herself and, since

a mad man can also be happy with himself, he also pointed out that a sthitaprajiia must

have knowledge. Recognizing, however, that his description of a wise person was not

complete, Kjrsna adds this very interesting verse. In essence, what he says is that a wise

person is like a wise person and the 'other-wise' cannot really understand such a person

without becoming wise. He illustrated his point by saying that what is night for all

people is day for a wise person who has the mind and senses with him or her. Such a

person is called a samryami here. The word yama means mastery or control over the

mind and senses, and samyami, one who has that mastery, along with knowledge.

Further, Krsna said, that which is day for everyone else is night for the wise

person, called muni here. Muni means the one who sees things clearly, mananasila.
For this person of clear vision, the state that everyone else thinks of as day is night. In
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other words, when all beings are awake, the sthitaprqjna sleeps. And when they are
asleep, the wise person is awake.

Does this mean, then, that one who is wise is some nocturnal being, like a bat, or a
thief who prowls about at night? Not at all. Just as the darkness of night does not allow
you to see objects as they are, night here represents darkness with reference to one's
knowledge not being clear. The wise person is awake to what is night for all beings, the
night of avidyf, ignorance.

What is not known to people is called the sleep of night, the sleep of darkness, or
ignorance, avidy4-nidri. In this sleep of ignorance, people are like somnambulists,
sleepwalkers. This state is more than just sleep; these people are all dreamers. They are
sleeping, but awake, just like in dream. They are awake and perform all kinds of
activities, but still they are asleep because they are not awake to certain realities.

If you are totally asleep or totally awake, you have no problem. The problem is
when you are only half-awake, this being a state where mistakes are possible. In dream,
a person is partly awake, meaning that there is some projection by the mind. The person
is not identified with the body and the physical reality, but is identified with memories
and thoughts, from which a dream world is set-up.

THE REALITY OF DUALITY

In the dream world, everything is dual, dvaita for the person. The knower is
distinct from the known; the known is distinct from the knower, and the knowledge, of
course is distinct from the knower, being something that the knower has and for which
there is distinct object, i.e., the known.

This division in dream is a reality for the dreamer. But, upon waking, all the three
- the knower, the known, and the knowledge - become one and the same. The known
objects in the dream are not separate from knowledge. The knowledge is not separate
from the knower; and the knower is not separate from the waker. All the three that
belong to the dream resolve in to the waker, when the person who is dreaming wakes up.
The waker was the knower, the known, and the knowledge in the dream. The knower is
the waker. That is why one says, 'I dreamt.' The dtma, the self of the knower that
obtained in the dream, obtains also in the waking state, as evidenced by the expression of
the experience as, 'I dreamt. I was the one who was dreaming.' In the dream, however,
everything is a reality.

Even the Veda recognises duality, addressing you as a doer, a karta. arikara
discusses this in his commentary to this verse. The Veda tells you to perform certain
karmas and it also tells you what you will gain by doing them. There are very specific
differences mentioned-also. It says, 'This karma will produce this result if it is done in
this manner by this person at this time.' Thus, rituals to be performed are set out in the

B.O. Vol. 1. 24
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Veda - all of which implies duality because it addresses a kartd who is different from
the karma he does.

The Veda that says you are the non-dual Brahman addresses you, in the earlier
sections, as a person who wants certain results and who is going to get these results later.
The connection between the person and the results is established by performing certain
prescribed rituals, the result of which is punya. This punya is what connects the person
to the result. The people, rituals, and the results are all different and therefore constitute
duality.

Your perception also tells you that one object is different from another object.
Perception gives rise to different types of knowledge and based on that knowledge you
conclude that everything is different from you. The first part of the iruti, as we have
seen, also confirms this difference by addressing you as a doer and not as param
brahma. If the Veda were to address you as param brahma, it could not ask you to
perform action. Thus, it can only address you as a doer.

The sruti deals with the person who is available right now. You are now a doer
and that doer is addressed. Further more, the doer is told that he or she will be an enjoyer
later if certain karmas are performed. If they are not done, or not done properly, the
person will have problems later. Even if a wrong action is done, the doer will still be an
enjoyer, but the 'enjoyment' will not be very pleasant! In this way, the sruti keeps the
person in view and talks about what is good and bad for the person, what should be done
and what should be avoided.

Thus, it looks as though the iruti is for the doer alone and that duality is a reality.
Naturally, then, the person looks upon himself or herself, in the waking state, as
someone different from the world, just as in the dream. This is what is meant by the
sleep of ignorance. Because of ignorance alone, the person is said to be sleeping.
Sleeping here means that one is a dreamer. The person is not totally sleeping. He or she
is awake doing various activities. There is even a valid pram•na available to the person,
enabling him or her to know that certain actions are right and others are wrong. As long
as this sleep of ignorance continues, everything is valid for the person in the waking
state, just as it is in dream. One doer is different from every other doer and one enjoyer is
different from every other enjoyer.

The physical body is the place of enjoyment, the counter of experience from which
you encounter the world; it is the point from which one operates. You are an enjoyer and
a mosquito is also an enjoyer, you being the object of its enjoyment. Thus, you find there
are many enjoyers and different kinds of enjoyments; there are different doers and
different types of doing - all of which are valid. Therefore, pain and pleasure are valid.
That I am a small person is valid. That I am someone who is struggling to prove myself
to be somebody is valid. That the struggle never comes to an end is also valid.
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THE REALITY OF ONENESS

Everything seems to be valid to those who see themselves as distinct. But, amidst
all this validity, one thing alone is not known - the paramartha-tattva.The word
tattva means reality and paramartha-tattua is the ultimate reality, that which is the
essential reality of everything. The differences that seem so real in dream and waking
have no independent reality apart from this essential reality. What is essentially there, is
only one thing and that is what I am - tad aham asmi. The knower is myself, the
known is myself, the knowledge is myself, the doer is myself, the doing is myself, and
the done is myself. The world is myself and the knower of the world is also myself. That
all three - knower, known, and knowledge - are myself is an entirely different vision
altogether. In reality there is no difference whatsoever.

For a wise person, the paramartha-tattva is one thing alone and it is oneself. This
paramdrtha-tattva is not recognised by those who are not wise. For them, everything is
real. This means that there is more than one reality for such people, which is why the
world is always too much for them. To think that everyone is different from you means
that everyone is as real as you are. Words, too, will have their own realities so that
everything is as real as everything else. Naturally, then, you find a world, which is dual.
In other words, you experience samsara.

While others are in this great sleep of ignorance, the wise person is awake to the
paramartha-tattva. He or she is awake to the reality of the 'I. the knowledge of which
nullifies the division between the knower and the known since, in reality, there is no
division. Therefore, 'I am all of this - aham idam sarvam.' Previously, I was only one
among the many. Now the vision is that, immanently, I am everything, and
transcendentally, I am free from everything. To this fact, the wise person, the samyami,
is awake.

COMPARISON IS NOT POSSIBLE

Those who are not wise are awake only to divisions. These divisions are very real
for such people, whereas for the wise person, for the person of inquiry whose vision is
very clear, any division is night. The samsara that people complain about, he or she
does not see at all. One person may say, 'I am sad,' but the wise person does not see any
sadness. Others complain that the world is too much for them, but the wise person does
not find it to be so. It is not that the world is too much. You are too much. You are
everything.

Therefore, 'I am limitless - aham p•rah' is the vision for the wise person,
whereas other people say, 'I am limited - aham piirnah.' This is their vision, which
for the wise person is like night, because this is not their understanding at all. What is
day to every one is night for the wise and what is night for every one else is like day for
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the wise. Thus wise are wise and the other-wise are other-wise. The other-wise do not

know the wise and the wise do not see like the other-wise because night and day do not

meet. They cannot co-exist, one being the opposite of the other. When the day breaks,

night is gone. When night comes, day is gone. The day always ensures that night has

gone before it comes. This is the role of the dawn. Lord Sun tells the dawn, Aruna,

messenger of the sun, to go and make sure that the way is clear. Dawn then comes and

clears the way. Thus, before the sun comes, night has already gone. In this way, the sun

and the night do not meet.

Here is my story about why the sun rises every morning. Narada, who is often

found in mythological stories, was able to go to the gods without any particular passport
or visa. Or, one could say that he had a cosmic passport, as it were, since he could go
from one world, loka, to another. In this particular story, Ndrada went from the earth to

the sun. The sun asked Narada what the people thought of him on earth. 'Oh! Lord sun,'
Narada responded, 'in India they do salutations to you in the early morning. Do you not

see that when you come up?' 'Nowadays very few do it,' the sun replied, 'in the past,
they did, but not now. But what is it that they say about me?' Narada told him that

everyone praises the sun, that when the sun comes out, everyone is happy. 'You are

always praised everywhere, Oh! sun, except, of course, in the Sahara Desert and Saudi
Arabia!'

'What did you see that you liked on the earth?' the sun then asked Narada. In

response, Narada told him that there was one person whom he thought the sun should

see someone that he had never seen before. 'Everyone praises you as omniscient, but I

would have to say that you are not omniscient because there is someone I think you have

never seen' 'What!' the sun exclaimed. 'I am not omniscient! I am the sun.'I see

everything. Who is it that you think I have not seen?'

"There is one lady called Miss Darkness,' Narada told him. 'Where is this Miss
Darkness?' the sun then asked. 'You can see her on the earth,' Narada replied. 'Where
will I find her right now?' asked the sun. 'She is in India. If you go there, you will see
her,' Narada told him. Eager to see Miss Darkness, the sun rose in the eastern sky. But
Miss Darkness had gone to the west, to the Antipodes, the opposite side of the globe.

" The sun then became angry. He really wanted to meet this woman and so he set
out after her again. But when he went to the Antipodes, Miss Darkness had already gone
to the other side and when he went to that side, she was again on the opposite side. In
this way, the sun continued to move around trying to find Miss Darkness and is still
doing so, even today. When he comes to the east, Miss Darkness goes to the west. When
be goes to the west, she comes to the east. They never meet each other, just as day and
night never meet each other, because they are opposites. You cannot even compare the
two; thus, it can only be said that the sun is like the sun and darkness is like darkness.
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THE VISION OF THE WISE AND THE OTHER-WISE

So too, a wise person is like a wise person, which means that no comparison is

possible. Therefore, Arjuna did not become wiser by iKrna's statement. For the wise

person, what is reality is limitless. Oneself being everything is reality. The reality is that
lvara is myself. For other people, Iuara is located somewhere, in heaven perhaps, and
is only a matter of belief. He sends people down and then meddles in their affairs, they
think. People have so many kinds of beliefs, because, for them, the statement, 'I am

everything,' is not a reality. Therefore, there are all kinds of conjectures, speculations,
faiths, and beliefs. We find that for the ignorant, the ajifnis, everything is guesswork,
whereas for the ji•ini, the wise person, there is no problem. The jiini sees no problem

at all, whereas for the other person, everything is a problem.

For the wise person, everything is a glory. The physical body, the mind, and the
world are all glories, vibhlitis - my glories, mama vibhitaya4. I am the food eaten,
aham annam, and again I am also the cater of the food, aham annadah. I am the

thinker and I am the object of thought. I am free from all these, also. The ignorant are

asleep to this vision of the reality and the wise are asleep to what the ignorant are awake
to.

This is something like one person seeing a snake and another person seeing a rope
in the same object. The person seeing the snake sweats and shivers in fear. Even the

sound of the snake' rattle is heard by this person in spite of the fact that there is no

snake. There is only a rope mistaken for a snake. Once a snake is seen, everything else
comes along with it - the sound of the rattle, the sight of its head rising, and so on. For

this person, the snake is a reality, whereas for the other person, all that is there is a piece
of rope - and he or she does not see what the frightened person is fretting about. The

one who sees the rope as rope will either treat the other person with compassion or

simply walk away because he or she does not see a problem. Even if a person is told that

there is a snake, he or she will only reply that there is no snake, there is only the rope.

TO KNOW A WISE PERSON, YOU NEED TO BE WISE

This is strictly a matter of two different visions. How, then, is Arjuna going to

understand a wise person? Krsna was saying here that he could only do so by being

wise. There is no other way. Being ignorant, you want to understand a wise person. In

fact, there is really no such thing as a wise person. Wisdom is you. You are the wisdom.

The wise person is one who knows himself or herself and if you know yourself you are a

wise person. And until you know yourself, how are you going to understand a wise

person? To be a wise person you have to be wise. There is no other way, then, of

knowing the wise person.
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In response to Arjuna's request for a description of a wise person, Lord Krsna

told him, the verse under study, that it takes wisdom alone to be a wise person. The wise
person is a wise person; he or she is awake to a reality to which everyone else is
sleeping. This answer could only have created despair in Arjuna because he wanted to
know the characteristics of a wise person so that, by emulating them, he himself would
become wise.

The sleep of ignorance that prevents one from knowing a wise person was
explained further by Sarkara in his commentary on this verse. For.the wise person,
there is no activity because he or she no longer takes himself or herself to be a doer. This
applies not only to the performance of Vedic rituals and prayers, vaidika-vyavahdra,
but to worldly activities, laukika-vyavahdra as well, such as eating, cooking,
dishwashing, bathing, laundering, vacuuming, and conducting business. The notions, 'I
am doing this, I am the doer,' are no longer there.

TO PERFORM ACTION I HAVE TO KNOW 'I AM A DOER'

When you look upon yourself as a doer, you perform rituals and if you do not
perform them, you will do something else. And this something else may incur sin. With
reference to the performance of rituals, then, the Veda only addresses the person who
takes himself or herself to be the doer.

A brahmacdri, a student, has to have the notion, 'I am a brahmacari,' in order to
perform the karma enjoined for brahmacdris by the Veda. If a brahmana is enjoined
to do certain karma, then the person doing it must look upon himself or herself as a
brdhmana. The same thing applies to other varnas and dsramas. The Veda does not
say that sat-cit-dnanda should perform karma. It says that a brahmana, a brahmacdri,
or a married person, a grhastha, should perform karmas.

Karma, then, is enjoined only for the one who looks upon oneself as something or
other such as - '1 am this, I am that,' etc. It is not meant for the person who hasjina-na,
in whom self-knowledge has taken place. Once this knowledge has dawned, it stays.
Self-knowledge is not a dawning knowledge; it is a fully blazing, mid-day sun. In the
wake of this knowledge, worldly and scriptural karmas both go away because all
activity, vyavahdrc, is born out of the notion, 'I am the doer.'

Unless you consider yourself a doer, you cannot perform scriptural or worldly
activities, activity itself being a product of self-ignorance. But, for the one who has
self-knowledge, this ignorance is not there and, thus, it is said that the vyavahara, all
activity, goes away.
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KNOWLEDGE REMOVES THE NOTION OF DOERSHIP

Does knowledge remove the product of ignorance or does it remove the ignorance
itself? aSakara deals with this question in his commentary on this verse. When
knowledge takes place, the ignorance is removed. This knowledge, which is of the nature
of a discriminative understanding between the real and the unreal, atma-
andtma-viveka-jinana, is opposed to ignorance. Thus, when self-knowledge takes place,
self-ignorance goes away. And when ignorance goes away, its broods, its products, also
go away.

To take the classic example of the seeing of the rope as a snake, ignorance of the
rope produces a snake. When the rope ignorance goes away, the snake also goes away.
And when, we may ask, does the rope ignorance go? When the rope is seen, when it is
known. Rope ignorance will go only in the wake of rope knowledge. Therefore, rope
knowledge is the opposite of rope ignorance. When rope ignorance goes, anything that
was there due to that ignorance will also go because when the cause of a problem is
removed, the symptoms also disappear. Similarly, for the person who has knowledge, all
activity is gone. Such a person becomes a sarva-karma-sannydsi, one who renounces
all karma.

The Veda sets out the karmas that have to be done and barikara clarifies as to
who has to do them - the person who has such notions as 'I am a brahmacari,' 'I am a
brdhmana,' 'I am a married person,' 'I am bound by time, spring, new moon day, full
moon day, morning, evening.' The one who has these kinds of notions about himself or
herself, the one who thinks that he or she is time-bound, place-bound, and group-bound,
is the person whom the Aruti, the Veda, addresses with reference to the performance of
rituals.

If the person knows 'I am sat-cit-dnanda,' the sruti does not address him or her
at all. In fact, it says that you are sat-cit-ananda, but it reserves this particular statement
for the last chapter, which is what we call Vedanta. Until then, the Veda talks
exclusively about rituals and meditation, all of which are dvaita, dual. Only at the end of
all this does it say, 'You are that Brahman, tat tvam asi.'

WHY SHOULD I PERFORM KARMA?

The question may then be asked, 'Why did the Aruti not say this in the beginning?'
If it had done so, I need not have done all this karma. I did the morning and evening
prayers because the Veda said to do them and I had faith in the Veda. Now I find that
these karmas have become a colossal waste because, at the end of it all, the Veda tells
me that I am Brahman and that karma is of no use. If karma will not give me moksa,
why did it not say so in the beginning?'
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The reason the Veda does not tell you right in the beginning that you are
Brahman is because you have to be ready for this knowledge. By performing karma
you are able to eventually get to the last chapter of the Veda and understand what it says.
By not performing karma you will be neither ajianni nor a devout person. You will only
be driftwood with no moorings whatsoever. The rule is that those who are not ready for
the knowledge should not be disturbed with it. We will see this later in the Gita. Instead,
people are encouraged to perform karma in order to prepare their minds for the
knowledge. They are told about svarga, heaven, in the beginning, so that they will
perform the enjoined rituals for gaining svarga. In this way, they will definitely avoid
papa, and punya will follow. The person who performs karma will have a value for
dharma-adharma, right and wrong, and will come to believe that there is an dtmd, a
self, other than the body. That much is enough in the beginning.

Once you respect dharma-adharma, the ability to discriminate between the real
and the unreal will not be far behind. To respect dharma-adharma is not to be swayed
by your raga-dvesas. Therefore, the pressure of raga-dvesas will be less. This is what is
meant by viveka. Viveka begins as soon as you start to question what is what. First, there
is an internal leisure and then viveka naturally comes. Once viveka is there, you will
naturally turn to Vedanta. Only in this way can you proceed properly. Therefore, as long
as self-ignorance is there, one should perform karma, whereas once there is self-
knowledge, there is renunciation of karma, sarva-karma-sannydsa.

Sarikara repeats this argument throughout his commentary on the Gita. This is
because there was a notion, prevalent in his day, that the Veda enjoins one to do karma
and, at the same time, to gain the knowledge that 'I am Brahman.' This position
maintains that both will give you moksa, and is refuted by an.kara at every
opportunity.

Or, if either karma or jii�na is adequate for moksa why should anyone do the
other? If moksa is something that I produce, why do I need jiana? And, if karma is not
going to produce moksa, there is no reason to do karma. If I am Brahman and I merely
need to know it, which is aahikara's contention, then jiiana is moksa, and I do not need
to do anything. Thus, the question, why should one do karma? The answer is that one
perforns karma in order to purify the mind, for citta-,uddhi. Citta means 'mind.' We
have seen the word iuddhi with reference to raga-dvesas.

Reality is already accomplished; it is not something to be created. Reality is.
Whatever the reality, that is what is. It is a thing to be recognised. Therefore even if you
do millions of karmas, you do not create the reality that exists. Because of the
prevalence in .arkara's time of the synthesis argument of combining karma and
jiinna, he goes all out to clarify the difference between karma and jiana.

There are certain topics that every teacher has to highlight, given the views of his
or her time. In §Saikara's time, the jfiana-karma-samuccaya-vada, the contention that
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moksa is not gained by knowledge alone, but by a combination of knowledge and action.

was widespread. Therefore, he found it necessary to refute it by continually pointing out
the fallacies in it. This is the job of a teacher. Here, also, arikkara points out that karma

applied only until knowledge comes. For one who does not have knowledge, the karma

enjoined by the Veda is a valid pramana, whereas for the wise person, it is not. Once

the jfWina is there, the person is a simple sannyasi, one who is not a doer and therefore

one for whom no karma is enjoined by any iastra.

A WISE PERSON CANNOT BE EMULATED BASED ON ACTION

Since a wise person does not do karma, you cannot emulate him or her. You

cannot say that because he or she does not do karma, you will not do karma. The wise
person does not perform karma because the need to do so is no longer there. Because
you still need to perform karma, you cannot imitate a wise person in this respect.

Krsna did not say that the wise person is one who does not do any karma. To say
that this person has no duty whatsoever could be interpreted by a mumuksu in such a
way that he or she would not live a life of karma-yoga and, instead, would become
nothing more than a lazy person. This is why Krsna pointed out here that, for a wise
person, night i; what is day for everyone else, meaning that no karma is enjoined. What
is a means of knowledge, pramana, for you is not a pramana for the wise persor. In
fact, what Krsna was saying here is that for the wise, there is no pramana at all. Even
the usefulness of the last pramnha, Vedanta, is over for them.

Vedanta says that you are Brahman. Until you know this, Vedanta is apramd.na
and afterwards it, too, becomes mithya. With knowledge, there is no means of
knowledge, known, or knower, the differences between these three having been
swallowed. The pramana, the means of knowledge, is gone; it is Brahman, as are the
pramata, the knower, and the prameya, the object to be known. The very knower is
cancelled by the knowledge that says you are not a knower.

RESOLUTION OF THE KNOWER, KNOWN, KNOWLEDGE

Sankara says that the final pramana, the statement, tat tvam asi, itself goes
away, having dismissed the pramdna. An example generally given to illustrate how the
knowledge works is the method of using a thorn to remove the thorn that is lodged in
one's foot. Once the thorn is removed, we discard both the thorns. There is also a more
interesting example used. When a body is cremated, a huge funeral pyre is made out of
wood. If the person who died was rich, the pyre will be made of sandalwood, but this is
the only difference.

When the pyre is ready, the body is placed on it, covered with husks and small
pieces of wood, and then the fire is lit. Once the body has caught fire, the people who
came for the ritual all go away. But the ritual itself is still incomplete and continues the
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next day when the person performing the ritual comes to pick up the ashes and bones.
This person is either the departed one's eldest son or a cousin, someone who is closely
related. When this person comes to pick up the ashes, there should be no portion of the
body left unburned. It must be burnt thoroughly; there should be nothing remaining but
the ashes and bones. Until this happens, the ritual is incomplete.

The person in charge of the Cremation ground is the one who must ensure that the
body is completely burned. Because the body is not to be touched and, being in the fire,
cannot be handled. A stick is used for this purpose. Once the person is sure that the body
is completely burnt, he throws the stick into the funeral fire. Having done its job, the
stick also gets burnt.

Similarly, the statement, 'You are That - tat tvam asi,' is a pramana. The
pramadt, the knower, you, thejiva, is told, 'You are Brahman.' If you are Brahman,
there is no knower. After this knowledge takes place, the pramltd is just an 'as though'
pramdtd. There is no real pramdtd any more. When the knower is told, 'You are not a
knower - You are Brahman,' the knower is sublated. And when the knower is not
there, where is the pramana? It too goes. All three, the knower, known, and means of
knowledge are understood to be Brahman.

All duality goes in the wake of this knowledge, including the knower, the known,
and the knowledge itself. The known, the prameya, is gone because there is nothing to
know. Once knowledge takes place, all three - pram5td, prameya, and pramana -
become meaningless. Therefore, all the knower-known-knowledge activities resolve in
the wake of the knowledge that I am Brahman. This is what Krsna meant when he said
that what is day for everyone else is night for the wise person. This was alone conveyed
by .anrkara in his commentary. All translations, therefore, should be read with this
meaning in mind.

EMULATE THE VALUES OF A WISE PERSON

Any description of a person of steady wisdom, sthitaprajiia, is useless, really
speaking. We can only talk about the wisdom, prajida, that makes a person wise. Unless
you have this wisdom yourself, you cannot understand what a wise person is. A
mahatma knows a mahatmd, whereas one who is not a mahatmd cannot appreciate a
mahatmd. Therefore, any description, other than an unfoldment of the wisdom that
makes such a person wise, is really meaningless. But, still, Arjuna wanted a description.
He also wanted to know how a wise person reacts to the world. In his response, Krsna
told Arjuna certain things, including the fact that one cannot emulate a wise person,
except insofar as values are concerned.

The wise person may not perform Vedic rituals. For such a person, these karmas
are no longer necessary because the previous performance of the scriptural injunctions
has found its fulfillment in wisdom. Whether the person has taken sannyasa or not, he
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or she is a sarva-karma-sannyasi. The doership is already negated in the person. There
is no real doer. And when there is no real doer, there is no real karma. In this way, the
wise person is not bound by duty of any kind.

To emulate a wise person, therefore, is dangerous. K(rna mentioned the mind,
values, control, and mastery of a wise person because these alone are to be emulated. In
this way, Krsna confirmed for Arjuna that the characteristics of a wise person, as
demonstrated in his or her interactions in day-to-day life, can become the means, the
sadhana, for a seeker.

Finally, Krfsna said that a wise person is as different from an aji'ni as day is from
night, meaning that there is no way of unfolding what a wise person is. What is night for
all the people is day for the wise and what is day for them is night to the wise. Arjuna
was bound to be flabbergasted by this. He was definitely not going to be any wiser for
having heard this particular verse. Therefore, out of sympathy and compassion, Krsna
followed his night-and-day example with another example, an illustration that Arjuna
could hold on to and one that would enable him to appreciate, in a way, what a wise
person is.
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ap�ryamdnamacalapratistham
samudram•pah praviianti yadvat

tadvatkdmd yam praviuanti sarve
sa•vntimapnoti na kamakdml Verse 70

3T4HrrlTU ppiryamanam - brimful; 3•wNo•tRf acalapratitham - without any

motion, well-grounded; W�9( samudram - into this ocean; 31•R: apah - waters; Si(
yadvat - just as; 6 fRv praviganti - enter; ?SL tadvat - so too; *4 sarve - all;

i�FT: kdmdh - objects; W yam - the one (the wise person) into whom; ffaVlr
pravisanti - enter; T9: sah - he; iRq santim - peace; 3aiiiM dpnoti - gains;

FiNlIri kdmakdmi - the desirer of objects; ! na - not

Just as water flows into the ocean that is brimful and still, so too, the wise
person into whom all objects enter, gains peace, (remains unchanged);
whereas, the desirer of objects does not gain peace.

There are two adjectives describing the ocean in this verse. The first one,
ipuiryamanam, refers to the ocean being totally filled with water. It requires no more
water to be full because it is already filled to the brim. The second adjective,
acalapratistham, describes the ocean as not moving from place to place in the same
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way that a river does, for example. Thus, the ocean is not only full but, being without

motion, it is also well-grounded.

The verse also gives some more information about the ocean. While a pond

depends upon a source of water for its existence, the ocean does not depend upon any
other source of water for its fullness. It does not depend upon the rain for its oceanness,
unlike the rain clouds that depend upon the evaporation of the ocean water for their

cloudness. Nor does the ocean depend upon any entry of water. It does not become an

ocean because river water enters into it. Thus, to be brimful, it depends on no other

factor, no other source of water. The glory of the ocean, then, is within itself alone.

Water enters the ocean from all sides in the form of rain and rivers. But does the
entry of these various forms of water bring about any change in the fullness of the

ocean? If it does, then we can say that the ocean is not full, that it depends upon other
sources for its oceanness. And if no change is brought about by the water entering into it,
then the ocean is full by itself and the non-entry of water will make no difference in its
fullness.

By itself, then, the ocean is full of water. Because it does not depend upon any
source of water for its fullness, neither the non-entry nor the entry of water makes any
difference to it. The ocean is not after the entry of water nor is it afraid of water entering
into it. It has no fear of becoming flooded and thereby losing it' name, ocean. Nor, in
order to be ocean, does it covet water.

A pond, on the other hand, does depend upon rain or some other water to be a
pond. If a pond is dependent upon a particular spring underneath it for instance, all that
is required for it not to be a pond is for someone to put bore wells all around. The water
table will go down, the spring will go dry, and there will be no water in the pond. A pond
can also cease to be a pond if too much water enters into it. If its banks are broken, there
will be water everywhere. No one will know where the pond is, unless they are wading
in the water and suddenly step into it! Therefore, a pond will no longer be called a pond
if there is too much water entering into it or if no water enters into it at all. Such changes
are possible for a pond, whereas an ocean undergoes no change whatsoever, regardless
of whether water enters or does not enter.

THE WISE PERSON

Just as the fullness of the ocean is not affected by the entry or non-entry of water,
so too the wise person's peace of mind is not affected by objects that enter the mind.
These objects enter into such a person just as water enters the ocean. But he or she is not
affected by them because, like the ocean, the wise person is full - for no other reason
than fullness being his or her own nature.
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Everyone has this sense of fullness, if only for the time being, when something
desirable happens. But, eventually, the person finds himself or herself not full. A wise

person, on the other hand, does not depend on anything for his or her fullness because

the self is already full, like the ocean. The self is ananda; it has no limit. Thus,

recognition of the self is the very reason for the persons being full. 'I am' is fullness. I

am fullness. If I am fullness, then the meaning of the word 'I' is not found in a limited

factor like the body, mind, or senses.

Therefore, the 'I' should be understood as it is - and it happens to be ananda.

The wise person is one who is happy without depending upon any object or situation.

Like the ocean, he or she is full by his or her own glory, by his or her own nature. The

fullness of a wise person, the ananda of the person, is not going to increase because of

the entry of some desirable objects. And if such desirable objects do not enter, the wise

person does not lose anything. In either case, no change is brought about in the person.

He or she remains unchanged.

If desirable objects enter into the head of a person who is not full, they create

havoc in the person because they have to be gained, experienced, or owned and there

may be no way of doing so. Therefore, the person smarts, sweats, frets, and fumes. When

a person looks upon himself or herself as one who is lacking, desires only cause

problems. And, if such a person is told to give up all desires, he or she cannot do it.

Unless one is full, desires cannot be given up. They go away only when the person is

full. Even if desires do enter the head of a wise person, they do not create any problems
because whether the desires are fulfilled or not it is all the same to the person.

THE DEMISE OF ONE'S EMOTIONAL YO-YO

The word kdma in this verse is taken to mean objects - kamyate iti kamah (they

are desired and therefore called kMmas). If a person does not know that he or she is
inanda, the person is elated when desirable objects enter and dejected when undesirable

objects enter. Whereas, for the wise person, there is no difference. He or she is anti

alone, meaning that there is no change in the person whatsoever. The emotional yo-yo is
no longer there for him or her. There may be a ripple of laughter or even roaring laughter
sometimes, just as the ocean seems to be very ecstatic at certain times and simply
smiling at other times. There can be a smile, a laugh or tranquillity.

For the ocean, the small waves are its smiles and the huge breakers are its roaring
laughter. If it is not roaring with laughter or smiling, is the ocean gone? No, it is tranquil
in its fullness. Therefore, it is the fullness that is laughing, the fullness already being
there. It can be a laughing fullness, a smiling fullness, or a tranquil fullness.

The other person mentioned in this verse, the hamakhmi, is one who has desires,
This is not to say that he or she has a desire for desires. No one wants to have a desire for
desires, but this person definitely has desires for desirable objects. Into this person's
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mind, also, sense objects enter; the world enters. When the desirable enters, there is

elation and when the undesirable enters, there is depression. In this way, the emotions of
the person go up and down like a yo-yo.

If a wise person can be likened to an ocean, the other-wise can certainly be likened
to a miserable pond that we just saw in the example. When the rains come, there will be

water. Provided there is not too much water or too little, the pond will remain. But if it is

flooded or all its water dries up, the pond is gone. Similarly, for one who has binding
desires, the entry and non-entry of desirable and undesirable objects bring about
changes, which is not the case for the wise person. This verse, then, gave Arjuna some
hope. The previous verse was a real description of a wise person in the sense that it takes
wisdom for you to be wise and, therefore, you had better gain this wisdom. This was
then followed by the illustration in the present verse, which likened the wise person to an
ocean. Let all the desirable and undesirable objects enter, like so much water into the
ocean! The wise person remains full and the kamak5mi does not.

Krsna was telling Arjuna here that the one who has binding desires will always
have problems and that by this illustration Arjuna would know what a wise man is like.
Having said this, Krsna then summed up the section on the sthitaprqjia, as well as the
entire chapter, in the next two verses.

fTihT *9rT -4: ir5W61 r fthnr: I
1i*it ThTf: W 7Trjft1T4rd II tA I I
vihaya khman yah saruvn pum•dmicarati nihsprhah
nirmamo nirahaAkarah sa dantimadhigacchati Verse 71

q: yah - the one who; gTJ fpumdn - person; Tr sarvan - all; 1FmI! kaman -

binding desires; NfPT vih5ya - having given up; fRiT: nisprhah - devoid of

longing; k•- : nirmamah - without the sense of 'mine'; fIT: nirahanikarah -
without the sense of limited 'I'; m carati - moves around; T: sah - he; Wfi1RI
dAntim - peace; ariftr adhigacchati - gains

Having given up all binding desires, the person who moves around,
devoid of longing, without the sense of limited '1' and 'mine,' gains
peace.

The wise person is one who has given up all binding desires and who moves freely
in the world. Whether the person is a king like Janaka or a sannydsi like .Sakkara,
there is no difference in the freedom of the person. The longing for this or that is gone
because the person is happy with himself or herself. There is no more longing for
situations in order to be secure and happy. Therefore, the sense of 'mine' is no longer
there. Such a person does not have this kind of attachment to anyone or anything.
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People hold on to certain people and certain objects and look upon them as 'mine.'
They are like children, who say, 'Do not touch this. Do not take it ajvay from me. This is
my toy.' The only difference between the 'mine' we had as children and the 'mine' we
have as adults is that the toys have been replaced with other, more sophisticated objects.
In fact, we are nothing but bearded, grown-up children. The 'mine-ness' never goes;
only objects are replaced. Thus, with reference to a few things and people, we say, 'This
is mine.'

THERE IS NO 'I' OR 'MINE'

However, when I see that the whole thing, everything, is myself alone, everything
changes. I am the father, the mother, and all the places. When everything is myself, there
is no 'mine.' 'Mine' means that 'yours,' 'his,' and 'hers' are also there. These are the
reasons for all your problems. You become small in your own eyes. When 'I' and 'mine'
are no longer there, because you know 'I am all of this,' you are wise.

When you say, 'I am all of this' the sense of 'mine' is gone. The 'I' sense is also
gone because when everything is me, there is no 'I' People think this is vanity, but
vanity only exists when you are small. When you say, 'I am everything,' there is no
vanity. Vanity is only with reference to comparison and pride. When you take yourself to
be 'this much,' there is quantifying in terms of your possessions, your capacity, your
skills, and so on. Then there is ahaikara, ego. But when the ego is bloated to such an
extent that 'I am everything,' there is no ahaAkira at all! There is only reality,
knowledge, Brahman.

Ahaiiktar is nothing but a notion, the 'I' notion. When the reality is 'I am
everything,' there is no ego. Ego is only when -you compare yourself with another
person, and say, 'He does not have as much as I have' is ego. But there is no other
person at all. All that is there is me. There is no ego, no doer; there is only aham, 'I.'
That, 'I am a doer' is a notion, whereas 'I' is the self. Therefore, the person under
discussion in this verse is one who has no 'I' or 'mine' sense because everything is
himself or herself. If everything is oneself, where is the question of having a desire?
Knowing this, then, the wise person has no binding desires.

HOW A WISE PERSON LIVES IN THE WORLD

The use of the word, carati, here is very beautiful. The wise person does not run
away from the world. Where would he or she go anyway? Having given up all binding
desires, such a person continues to live in the world and may engage himself or herself in
a variety of activities. But the activity itself means nothing. The person gains only Manti,
meaning that he or she never changes. Other people move around because of the pressure
of their desires, whereas the wise person is free from such binding, pressurising desires.
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People who are impelled by desires will say, 'This has to be done; only then can I

be happy!' The only difference between a wise person and these people is that the wise
person is motivated but not driven by his or her desires. In spite of moving around and
being active in the world, there is no appreciable inner change brought about in the
person either by desire or by its outcome.

When the world enters into the sthitaprajfia, the person is ianta. And when he or
she enters into the world, engaging in the activities of the world, then also there is
nothing but hanti. This was said because of a doubt that can arise here. It is fine to say
that the sthitaprajfna is full and when the world enters into such a person, it merely
resolves into his or her fullness. He or she just sits in one place in this fullness and
whatever world enters into the person, Santi alone prevails. What about the wise person
who is active? Activity does not change the person's wisdom. There is no change
because there is no doership or enjoyership, no 'I' notion, in the person. Santi alone
remains.

Let the person be engaged in the world or let the world enter into the person.
Either way, it is the same. Whether he or she is enjoying or doing, there is hanti. When
the world enters into the person or the person does something, he or she does not become
an enjoyer or a doer. Enjoyership and doership are both negated in the wise person.
Although there is a seeming enjoyership and doership, essentially, they are not there.
This is what we call badhita, meaning that, through knowledge, the reality of doership
and enjoyership, centred on 'I.' is sublated.

When Krfna talked to Arjuna and when Sarikara wrote his commentaries, there
was doership. But neither Krsna nor Sauikara looked upon themselves as the doer.

Doership, for the wise person, is just doing. The notion, 'I am the doer,' is not there. This
means that the sthitaprajiia continues to be Brahman. Therefore, Krsna concluded.

W wnef ffmf: q* 4t T fegwk I
*ImTClT^s ifT ^ li-r -11 v II

esa brdhm sthitih pdrtha naindm prdpya vimuhyati
sthitvdsydmantakdle'pi brahmanirvdnamrcchati Verse 72

qit partha - Oh! Son of Prthd (Arjuna); iq esa - this; WSrt im : brahmi sthitih

- the state of being in Brahman; ;Trffendm - this; W prapya - having gained; q

fB&Ir na vimuhyati - is not deluded; Z31TRl antakale - at the end of life; 3T

api - even; daWI asydm - therein; f*T sthitva - remaining; PifqH

brahma-nirvdnam - liberation; w rccchati - gains
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This is what is meant by being steady in Brahman, Oh! Pdrtha. Having
gained this, one is not deluded. Remaining therein, even at the end of
onet' life, one gains liberation.

The steady knowledge,jifina-nisthd, that had been the topic of Krana's teaching
from the beginning, is steadfastness in Brahman, brahma-nisthS. In between,
karma-yoga was pointed out and Arjuna's question concerning the definition of a
sthitaprajiia was answered, this same steady wisdom being again mentioned.
Jiuina-nistha means steady knowledge and brahma-nistha is one whose knowledge is

that dtma is Brahman. It is this knowledge, called brahma-nistha, that is being praised
here in the last verse of the second chapter.

Sthiti refers to this nigtha, or steadfastness in the knowledge. Addressing Arjuna
as Partha, the son of Prthd, Krsna told Arjuna that being a sthitaprajina is the state,
sthiti, of being in Brahman, bor of the knowledge of Brahman. However, once we
use the word 'state,' there is a problem because, being only a state, it will not always be
the same. Previously, something was not and now this something is, in a particular state.
Later, using the same logic, it will be lost when another state is gained, just as the
previous state was lost when this state was gained.

When the waking state goes, dream comes. When the dream-state goes, sleep

comes. When sleep also goes, waking comes. When this particular life is gone, another

life comes. Because of centrifugal force, we find that certain things are in a particular

state or position and when the force is gone, they are no more in the same position.

Similarly, any state is subject to loss, subject to change. Otherwise, it would not be

called a state.

It is important to note that we are not discussing samidhi here, which is a state.

The question about what happens after one comes out of samddhi often arises. The final

stage of samrdhi, wherein there are no thought modifications whatsoever, the

nirvikalpa-samidhi, is a state and, therefore, will be lost.

Since Krsna used the word sthiti here, one may question how long this state will

last, if indeed it is ever gained. The word 'state' is used in this verse only for want of a

better word and does not mean something that will be lost. This nis.thd is knowledge,
knowledge of Brahman. It is not that dtmi goes into Brahman and sits there. All that is

there is iatma, the self, and the self happens to be Brahman. Therefore, it is something

to be understood.

KNOWLEDGE OF BRAHMAN IS NOT A STATE

There is no Brahman other than atmna.Atmi is Brahman. If atma is Brahman,

it is a matter for understanding. It is not a state; it is knowledge, gaining which the

person is no more deluded. Because knowledge is not a state, the wise person never dons

.O. Vol. 1-25
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the cloak of delusion again. Therefore, one's old ignorance does not come back. Such
notions that were based on ignorance, such as 'I am ajiva, a mortal, a doer, an enjoyer,'
also do not return.

You may fret about whether the false notions will come back again. You may
think, 'Suppose the doer, the enjoyer, comes back. Again, I will have all the old
problems. Then what will I do? I will have to find another guru. My present guru will
send me away because, having taught me once, he will not want to teach me again. What
will I do? Again, I will have to come back. I will have to assume another body and
everything will start all over again!' There is no such problem because what we are
discussing here is not a state; it is knowledge. Knowledge gained is gained for good.
Atma is Brahman. When its svaripa, its nature, is understood, there is no more jiva.
The individual is gone. There are no more false notions about oneself and the old
delusion does not return.

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO GAIN SELF-KNOWLEDGE

Krsna then said that, remaining in this knowledge of Brahman, the wise person
gains moksa in this life itself. Living, he or she is liberated. Also, there is one more piece
of information given: liberation is possible even for a person who is in the last lap of his
or her life. The person may be very old. The ears may no longer hear, the eyes may not
see, the liver may not work, the heart may be palpitating, and the person may always be
scratching his or her head in order to remember things - none of which matters at all.

Even if a person is old and is in the last days of his or her life, the person can
know, helped by all life's experiences. The old problems are no longer there and
everything has been tried anyway! It is only those who cannot even try any longer who
tend to think of themselves as lonely. 'I cannot go out boating or fishing. I can no longer
catch any salmon. They move too fast for me. Now it is deer season and all the deer
escape from me. I cannot even drive a car and I am in an old age home. No one comes to
see me except at Christmas time. Even then my family asks me how I am and goes away
again.' For such people, these are big problems, whereas if a person has some
discrimination and has learned what life can teach, nothing is really a problem for him or
her anymore.

Life is meant for all this. Children are bom and call you 'Daddy' and then 'Grand-
daddy.' When you are a Daddy, you are supposed to be a viveki, one who can
discriminate the real from the unreal, and when you are a Grand-daddy, you are
supposed to be a grand viveki! Naturally, then, such a person is ready. If all the people
go away and he is left with himself, it should not be a problem. By now, the person
should know that nothing is really with him or her, except some Social Security perhaps.
There is no other security. Then, having some viveka, if the person listens to the idstra
the knowledge will stick. Why? Because the person is mature.
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MOKSA NEED NOT TAKE TIME

An old person has already gone through all the experiences that make one wiser.
For such a person, one sentence, if presented properly, is enough. He or she should be
mature by this time and, therefore, should have no emotional problems or riga-dvesas.
This kind of mature person, even though close to death, can gain the knowledge.

Earlier in-this chapter we saw the story about King Pariksit that bears this out. A
curse was placed on him that he would die in a week. He went to Vyasa's son, Suka,
who was ajii•ni, and told him that he had only one week to live. In response, Suka just
laughed. 'Why are you laughing?' the king asked, 'I am going to die in a week!' uuka
then explained why he was laughing. 'You are lucky,' he said, 'You say you are going to
die in a week. This means that you know you are going to be alive for seven days,
whereas I myself have no such guarantee. Since you are sure you are going to live for
seven days, it is definitely a matter for celebration. You are lucky. My God! You can be
Brahman by that time.' Seven days are more than enough time to change ones whole
perspective and, sure enough, in seven days this king became ajin•ni. Thus, even if you
are suffering from a terminal disease or are very old, it makes no difference. You can
gain moksa, liberation.

SaAkara then completed the sentence. If a person about to die can gain moksa,
anyone can. Even as a brahmacari, before one enters the second stage of life which is
marriage, a person who takes to this study can gain moksa. Then, for as long as he or she
lives, the person lives in the knowledge of Brahman.

When the ears hear, the eyes see, the mind is thinking, and memory is a
possibility, knowledge can definitely be gained. If a person whose memory is gone,
whose eyes do not see, and whose ears do not hear can gain this knowledge, all the more
possible is the knowledge for one whose body is healthy and whose mind is bright.

There being no doubt that knowledge is all that is to be gained for one to be
liberated, the second chapter comes to an end.

ai I i -fir ^wn wnJ V qd utAIC iari MTmhr

W1TW\ ^* j4i-OTi 9W f9M tSfegt: I I
om tatsat. iti erimadbhagavadghtasu upanisatsu brahmavidyydam
yogaidstre rik.rsnarjunasamvwde sdakhyayogo nama dvitiyo'dhyayah
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CHAPTER 3

THE TOPIC OF KARMA

In the previous chapter, beginning at verse 55, Lord Krsna pointed out that a wise
person, a sthitaprajia, is one who gives up all desires, being happy with oneself in
oneself. This is the ultimate human end and is what is meant by moksa, liberation or
freedom.

Giving up desires implies giving up all activities also. An activity is pursued
because there is a desire to accomplish a given end. If there is no desire to accomplish a
given end, there is no pursuit.

Arjuna wanted Sreyas, liberation, and understood that in order to gain it,
knowledge alone was required and karma was of no use. Krsna explained all this when
Arjuna asked him to describe a sthitaprajiia. Before that, Krs.a talked about the nature
of the atma being free from any limitation. Then he asked Arjuna to listen to what he
had to say about karma-yoga; he said, yoge tu imam i.ru (Gita - 2-39).

During this discussion, Krsna asked Arjuna to perform action, remaining rooted
in karma-yoga - yogasthah kuru karmnini (Glta - 2-48). This mandate confused
Arjuna. 'Should 1 continue to do karma or should I pursue knowledge?' he wondered.
"If I pursue knowledge, I will definitely gain moksa, whereas if I perform karma, I will
be bound by karma-phala. Even karma-yoga is not adequate for moksa. How then am I
to gain moksa if I perform action?'

Arjuna had made it very clear to Krsna, early in the second chapter, that he
wanted moksa. He told Krsna in so many words, 'I am your student. Please teach me so
that I will gain Sreyas, moksa.' Arjuna naturally expected Krsna to tell him exactly
what would give him moksa. Krsna pointed out that knowledge would give him moksa,
thereby implying that all karma was to be renounced in order to pursue knowledge.
Why, then, was Krsna advising him to do karma? Having said that knowledge would
give Arjuna moksa, Krsna had then said, 'Get up and fight!' What did this mean?

Did Krsna think that Arjuna was unfit for moksa or did he think that karma-yoga
would also result in moksa? Arjuna wanted to know what Krsna's contention really
was. The situation was like a man going to a doctor, being told that he had diabetes, and
being advised to start and end each day with sweet rolls and pastries! Such a prescription
would result only in a quick death and is not at all befitting the man's condition.
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Here, Arjuna wanted moksa, absolute freedom, and karma was prescribed for
him. He knew that the karmas enjoined by the Veda were strictly for achieving results
within samsara, a life of limitation, and that they would not deliver him from samsara.
Krsna himself had said to Arjuna, 'May you not get involved with any karma unfolded
in the Veda.' Arjuna was therefore confused by all these conflicting statements. Since
moksa was said to be purely in the form of knowledge, he concluded that he should go
for knowledge. And if he was to pursue knowledge, why do karma? This was why
Arjuna wanted to become a renunciate, a monk, and renounce all activities so that he
could dedicate his life to the pursuit of knowledge.

'Giving up everything, may you go after this knowledge - sannyasya Iravanam
kuryat' was a popular statement. The sannydsis Arjuna had seen had all given up
everything to pursue knowledge. He therefore thought that if he was interested in moksa,
he should do the same. This is the case for anything one wants in life. If money is what
you are interested in, you must give up a lot of things and go after money. Or, if you
want power, you should go after it to the exclusion of all else, spending whatever money
is necessary to get it. You cannot expect to retain your money and, at the same time, gain
power. No election was ever won that way! However, after gaining power, whether you
are able to regain the money is a different issue!

Arjuna therefore thought, 'if I want knowledge, it is only reasonable that I should
give up karma, action.' For a person to pursue knowledge in a dedicated fashion, giving
up everything is not an unreasonable requirement. This is why a life of renunciation,
sanny5sa, loomed so large in Arjuna's mind and was all he wanted. In his eyes,
sannydsa seemed to be theonly destination and was the right thing to do. But Krnta had
said, 'Having decided to fight, please get up and fight! - tasmat uttistha kaunteya
yuddhaya krta-niscayah (Gita -2-37).'

KNOWLEDGE ALONE IS ADEQUATE FOR MOKSA

Arjuna's confusion was based on his incorrect understanding of renunciation.
Krsna seems to have dismissed the pursuit of karma for good by not allowing it to be

considered in the pursuit of moksa. Therefore, sannydsa had to be the answer. At the

same time, however, Krsna had praised karma. This apparent contradiction caused

Arjuna to ask, 'What exactly should I do?' He did not think of pursuing both karma and

moksa because nowhere in the second chapter did Krsna mention combining them.

Knowledge,jiiana, is adequate for moksa. Moksa does not depend on any karma,

because it is not something that is created. Being the very nature of the atma, moksa is

already accomplished. The self is already liberated, already free, and needs only to be

recognised as such. Therefore, knowledge alone is adequate for moksa. And after
knowledge, karma is also not required because the person is happy with himself or
herself as he or she is. What karma is to be done then? And for what purpose?
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Doing karma for the pleasure of it is not what is being discussed here. To do
karma merely for the pleasure of it means that one may or may not do it. Some people
will do karma and enjoy themselves, while others may not do any karma at all and still
enjoy themselves. If you do something for the enjoyment of it, there is no question of
doing it as a bounden duty, Therefore, you need not do it or you may do it. But for
moksa, why should you do karma, when all that is required is knowledge? If knowledge
is adequate, then you must only pursue that knowledge.

Thus, from what Lord Krsna had said so far, it looked to Arjuna as though
knowledge was the prime pursuit. But it was also very clear to Arjuna that he had been
commanded to perform action. Therefore, the first dose of teaching, contained in the
second chapter, was confising to Arjuna, who was already confused when the teaching
began. In an attempt to resolve his confusion he asked Krsna to describe a sthitaprajia,
a wise person. This was an indirect question in that, by knowing exactly what a
sthitaprajha was, Arjuna thought he would know whether it was knowledge or karma
that would make him wise and therefore free.

In response, Lord Krsna did not mention karma at all. He talked only about
self-mastery and knowledge. He never said that one who does karma becomes a
sthitaprajia. All of Krsna's descriptions of a wise person implied knowledge alone. He
had said that what is night for the ignorant is day for the wise and what is night for the
wise is day for the ignorant. In this way, he talked about two visions - that of the wise
and that of the ignorant, the vision of one who is ignorant being different from the vision
of one who is wise.

From all that Krsna had told him, Arjuna received confirmation that knowledge
was adequate for moksa. There was no question of moksa requiring a little bit of
knowledge and a little bit of karma, a little bit of this and a little bit of that. Moksa after
all, is not like an English trifle or granola! Only knowledge is necessary and all other
little bits are useless. Thus, Arjuna concluded, 'It knowledge alone is going liberate me,
then the pursuit of knowledge is enough.' If knowledge is adequate karma never comes
into the picture, neither before knowledge nor after knowledge. Because this was
Arjuna's thinking, he had a doubt to raise. Thus, when Krsna finished talking, Arjuna
asked his question.

There are two types of questions. One is a question that is asking for an
explanation, called praina, in Sanskrit. 'What is a wise person?' is such a question.
Another type of question involves doubt. Doubt, samgaya, comes in the form of, 'Does
the sthitaprajiia walk, talk, sit, etc., or not?' Only when there are two or more opinions
about a topic is there a possibility of a doubt.

Throughout the Gita, Arjuna raised doubts and also asked questions involving
definitions or descriptions. When Arjuna wanted to know what a wise person was, he
was not expressing a doubt, although he may have had one. He only wanted to know.
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'What is sannyasa?' for example, is not a doubt; it is purely a question asking for a
definition. But when Arjuna asked which was better, sannydsa or karma-yoga, he was
expressing a doubt.

Here, in the beginning of the third chapter, he raised a doubt:

EW^T WFftr ^ T ft *f4R 11 X I I
arjuna uvdca
jydyasi cetkarmanaste maid buddhirjanardana
tatki karmani ghore mdm niyojayasi kesava Verse 1

3'r: arjunah - Arjuna; 3rIM uvdca - said (asked);
13fTl jandrdana - Oh! Jandrdana; W4fT: karmanah - than action; ift: buddhih

- knowledge; "wrl jydyasi - better; A TW te mat cet - if it is your

contention; ? tat - then; * q�*T ghore karmani - in the gruesome action; TW

mrna - me; fi4 fTMh1 kim niyojayasi - why do you impel; iw keiava - Oh!

Kesava

Arjuna said:
If, Oh! Jandrdana, your contention is that knowledge is better than
action, why then do you impel me into this gruesome action, Oh!
Kesava?

Arjuna addressed Lord Krsna here as Jandrdana, a name for the Lord, which
means one who upholds the law of karma by giving the fruits of wrong action to the
performer of the action. Wrong karma results in pain, duhkha, either immediately or
later.

Krsna's contention, as Arjuna saw it, was that the pursuit of knowledge and
knowledge are better than or superior to action, karma. The action being referred to here
was no ordinary action such as performing a ritual or cooking. It was a terrible,
gruesome action involving bloodshed and the destruction of many people. Therefore,
Arjuna asked Krsna, 'Why do you engage me in this terrible action? If, with reference
to moksa knowledge is superior, if knowledge alone is going to give me moksa, why are
you asking me to do karma?'

In Arjuna's understanding, Krsna was asking him to act, but at the same time he
was praising knowledge and its pursuit. Krsna seemed to be saying that knowledge
liberates, but at the same time, he was asking Arjuna to do karma - and terrible karma

at that! Arjuna wanted to be a sanny.ds and Krsna seemed to be pushing him into the
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ring to fight. He had not even signed a contract with him! He had asked only that Krsna
be his driver, not his agent who would arrange fighting matches for him.

Arjuna's question, 'Why are you asking me to perform this terrible action?'
extends into the next verse as well.

ýR *3 fifag W r *T i* m l I R I I
vydmiireneva vdkyena buddhim mohayasiva me
tadekam vada niscitya yena Sreyo'hamdpnuydm Verse 2

-&i45T* vydmisrena - self-contradictory; T4T vdkyena - with words; W iva -

seemingly; t me - my; #f4i buddhim - mind; ikfrz mohayasi iva - you

appear to confuse; 'k yena - by which; aIF9 aham - I; -0: lreyah - liberation,

moksa; 3al1rIT dpnuydm - shall gain; f tat - that; TqT ekam - one; M4fli

niscitya - (you) having decided; 4 vada - tell

With words that are seemingly contradictory, you appear to be confusing
my mind. Having decided which is better, tell me the one thing by which
I shall gain liberation.

Arjuna did not say that Krsna's words were self-contradictory, but that they were
seemingly contradictory. In Arjuna's understanding, there was contradiction. But, even
knowing this, he did not say to Krsna, 'You confuse me with self-contradictory words,'
which would have been an accusation.

Here, we are given an indication of how one should talk in such situations. When
Arjuna said, 'By words which are seemingly contradictory, you seem to be confusing
me,' he meant that, in fact,Krsna's intention was to confuse him.

We know that there is often accusation involved in a dialogue between two people.
If your perception is that a person did this or that to you, you may say, 'You did this to
me.' The person then becomes defensive and will not accept your statement. You then
feel that your feelings are invalidated, that you are not understood. The other person also
feels that he or she is accused and not understood at all! In other words, there is not only
no communication but also miscommunication! Here, Arjuna's use of the word iva, 'as
though,' reveals an important principle in communication: never evoke the defensive
person in the one with whom you are communicating.

Arjuna was not accusing Krsna of confusing him. Nor did he say that his words
were contradictory. Instead, he said that Krsna's words seemed to be contradicting
themselves and, therefore, Krsna seemed to confuse him. This means that Arjuna did
not think that Krsna was confusing him, only that this was how he perceived it. He says
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'My perception is that I have not understood what you have taught because you seem to
praise knowledge.'

MOKSA IS NOT PRODUCED BY KARMA

For a wise person, all the karmas and their results that are mentioned in the Veda
are like a well that has been completely flooded over by water. Of what use is the well
water when there is water everywhere? You need not search for the well. When the river
is dry, the well water is useful, but when the river is overflowing, and the well is
underneath it, you are not going to go looking for the well because it is not going to be of
any use to you. Similarly, for the person who knows himself or herself to be full, free
from limitation, of what use is an object of security and happiness except for its
empirical value? This was how Krsna had praised the wise person.

By praising the wise, wisdom is praised. Krqsna had praised wisdom in this way
and had made it very clear that knowledge was quite adequate for moksa. So Arjuna
told Krsna that he was confused by being asked to perform action. Arjuna's confusion
was based on his conclusion that either karma or knowledge should be able to take him
to ireyas.

Karma, action, is something that can be produced, something that is born out of
one' will, whereas moksa cannot be produced. Four types of results can be produced by
karma: something can be created by you; something that has already been created can
be modified or destroyed by you; something can be cleansed or purified by you, and a
place that is already there can be reached. Whether actions are worldly or religious, they
can only produce one of these four types of results.

Here, however, we are talking about moksa which cannot be produced. If it could
be produced, it would be lost also. If, for example, moksa could be achieved by
purifying the atma, it would take no time at all for the atma to become impure again.
You would have to scrub it everyday!

Nor can the atmd be reached because atma is myself. It is not something I have to
reach because it is not away from myself. Therefore, reaching it is impossible.
Modification of the dtma is also not moksa. What can be modified is subject to time. So,
moksa gained will be lost! Also, in order for the atma to be subject to modification, it
would have to be an object objectifiable by me. But, because the atma is myself, it
cannot be an object in my hands. Therefore, it is not something that I can modify. The
self is already accomplished and moksa is identical with it.

But Krsna was asking Arjuna.to do karma. Therefore, Arjuna asked him to settle
on one or the other - either knowledge or karma. If it was to be karma, he wanted to
know why.
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THE NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge is not something that is produced and is therefore different from
karma; knowledge is knowitig things as they are. To know that an unclean object is
unclean or that a clean object is clean is knowledge, jin�na. To know an untruth as
untruth or a truth as truth is also jiina. To know the real, satya, as satya, isjiidna and
to know the unreal, mithya, as mithyd, is alsojirina.

Because knowledge is as true as the object, it is not dependent upon your will. I
cannot decide that this is how knowledge should be. I can only see the object as it is. Nor
can knowledge be modified by my will. The will can set you up to pursue knowledge,
but it cannot interfere in the perception of an object. This being the case, jindna and
karma are two entirely different things.

Arjuna wanted Krsna to tell him whether knowledge or karma would liberate
him, 'Tell me whether I will gain Sreyas by karma or by knowledge. Tell me which one
will do it. Do not tell me that knowledge is all right and karma is also all right and that I
can go this way or that way.'

Suppose you go to one teacher who tells you that you should perform karma.
Then you decide to go to another teacher for a second opinion, just as you might if a
doctor you have consulted recommends surgery. The second teacher may say, 'What
karma! You should do yoga.' Yet another teacher might say you must pursue
knowledge. It is to be expected that if you go to three different teachers, each one may
give you a different set of instructions. You then have to find out for yourself, which of
the three is proper. Which teacher is right? There may be a fourth person who is right.

It is also understandable that the same teacher may give different advice to
different students. One student may ask, 'Should I marry or not,' and be told that he or
she should marry. Another student may be told not to marry because he or she does not
know how to take care of himself or herself. The person is already a duhkhi and risks
making another person a duhkhi also by marrying prematurely. Thus, a teacher may
advise his or her students differently.

ARJUNA'S CONFUSION ABOUT KNOWLEDGE AND KARMA

In the Glti there are only two people involved - Krsna, the teacher, and Arjuna,

the student. It seemed to Arjuna that Krsna was saying, 'Knowledge liberates; therefore,
do karma!' Only one student was involved here, Arjuna. It looked as if he was being
told, 'Knowledge is okay and karma-yoga is okay.' Arjuna was, therefore,
understandably confused by Krsna's seemingly contradictory words. There was a similar
situation in the epic, Ramayana, between Prahasta and Rduana.

Rdvana had kidnapped Rama's wife, Sita. This was probably the first kidnapping
ever reported and was definitely a federal case! Rama, who was a king, took the case
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into his own hands. When negotiations for Sita's return were unsuccessful, Rama
declared war on Ravana. Ravana had a minister, Prahasta. Summoning him, Rdvana
asked, 'Prahasta, what do you think? Should I give Sita back to Rama? I think we are
inviting trouble by keeping her here.' To which Prahasta replied, 'Yes, Maharaj, you
should give her back because we are definitely inviting danger by doing otherwise. We
will all be destroyed.'

Hearing this, Rivana became very angry, and said, 'Are you saying that we will
be destroyed by this Rama, a mere mortal, an ordinary human being? Are you telling
me, Ravana, who has ten heads and great powers, that this puny little Rdma is going to
destroy me?'

'Never, Maharaj, never!' Prahasta replied. 'Rama is a nobody. He has only two
hands and two legs. With his bow and arrows what can he possibly do to you?' Then
Ravana, said, 'But I am told that this Rima is not an ordinary mortal.' Prahasta's reply
came promptly; he said, 'Maharaj do you know what I have heard about this Rama?
They say that, he is an avatara, an incarnation of the Lord himself, and not an ordinary
mortal.'

Growing even angrier, Ravana asked, 'Do you think that Rama and Laksmana
with these monkeys can beat us? We can beat anybody. When I am the Lord of the three
worlds, are you saying that these two are going to destroy me?' 'Never, Maharaj,'
Prahasta replied. 'How can these two fellows with their monkeys do anything to you?'
Ravana then said, 'But I am told that the monkey, Hanuman, is a very powerful
fellow!'

'Maharaj, there is not only one Hanuman,' Prahasta responded, 'There are
thousands of monkeys; some of them are as great as Hanuman. There are so many of
them that if they all come here, we are done for.' Then Ravana asked, 'Are we afraid of
monkeys?' 'What, Maharaj,' exclaimed Prahasta. 'Of course, we are not afraid of
monkeys. Varuna, the god of water comes and waters our gardens. The god of air,
Vayu, comes and sweeps our floors. Why should we be afraid of these monkeys?'

It would seem the Prahasta had read a book equivalent to 'How to Win Friends
and Influence People.' The advantage of being a Prahasta is that, in every cabinet
reshuffle, his name always appears on the top of the list because he says 'yes' to
everything.

A TEACHER ANSWERS QUESTIONS

Such pleasantries may be acceptable to those who are anxious to maintain a
position, but, in Arjuna's case, the relationship was one of teacher and student. 'I am
your student,' Arjuna had told Krsna. A teacher should not be afraid to tell a student
what is true and what is not true. If a teacher does not tell you what is true, who else is
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going to do it? Arjuna wanted Krsna to tell him what was true and not true. Therefore,

he was not looking for pleasantries. He wanted to be told what was the one thing that

would give him moksa and did not want to hear about anything in between. He did not

want to be told that karma is good and knowledge is also good because he did not see it

that way, even though it looked as though this was what Krsna was saying.

Arjuna was as though saying to Krsna, 'From your own words, I understand that

knowledge liberates and karma binds. Why, then, do you want me to be bound to this

karma? Every karma I perform only makes the knot more complicated. If I am to

resolve this knot, this tie to samsara, a life of limitation, for which I need and want

moksa, then I need to pursue knowledge. But you are asking me to act. Therefore, you

must have something in mind. Please tell me what it is because I do not understand.'

This, then, was the thinking behind Arjuna's question, which was really a doubt.

Krsna answered him in the next verse.

-t~f^Rf fam fiTsT T ~iffT ww I

sribhagavdnuvdca
loke'smin dvividha nisthd purd proktd mayanagha
jiinayogena sarikhydndm karmayogena yogindm Verse 3

lVtWi- iribhagavin - the Lord; 3MT uvaca - said;

3lR anagha - Oh! Sinless One; if asmin - in this; * loke - world; fiff

dvividh* - two-fold; f-T nisthd - committed life-styles; yT purd - in the

beginning; IW maya - by me; 'WiT prokta - was told; iT-.* ji�ina-yogena - in

the form of the pursuit of knowledge; TIfW1M1 sa�khydanm - for the renunciates;

c400 karmayogena -in the form of the pursuit of action; •-PT^ yoginam -for

those who pursue activity

Sri Bhagavan said:
Oh! Sinless One, the two-fold committed life-style in this world, was told

by Me in the beginning - the pursuit of knowledge for the renunciates

and the pursuit of action for those who pursue activity.

Krsna was not talking here as Mr. Krsna, who was born on a given day at a given

time, but as livara, the Lord. Throughout the Gitd, Krsna talked as the Lord, except in

one or two places where he said to Arjuna, 'You are my friend.' In fact, anyone who

understands the nature of Isvara can talk as an avatdra, as livara incarnate, just as

Vydsa had Krsna do in the Mahabhdrata. In the fourth chapter of the Gita, Krsna

himself talked about what an avatdra is, as we shall see later.
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Here, in this verse, Krppa said that in the Veda, the two-fold nisth. was
expounded by him. Nistha means a committed life-style. For example, a person who is
committed to the practice ofjapa, chanting the Lord's name, is calledjapa-nistha, and
when performing austerities, tapas, as the emphasis in one's life, the person is called
taponistha. One for whom the pursuit of Brahman is the nistha is called
brahma-nistha andjiina-nisfha - one whose commitment is to knowledge.

In this verse Kr na said that one of the nisthas or life-styles he revealed to the
world in the beginning is for the sdrikhyas, the sannydsis, and is in the form of
jidna-yoga, meaning that knowledge is the means. Knowledge is the means for the
Sjifna-yogi who is a sannydsi because he has no karma to do, other than the pursuit of
knowledge in order to gain moksa. The other nistha, karma-yoga, he revealed to the
world in the beginning is for everyone else - karma-yogis.

Krsna then revealed the two-fold nistha to Arjuna. The word saikhya means
knowledge and is also used in the Gita by Lord Krsna to mean sannydsa, the life of
renunciation. Those who are committed to knowledge are called sdftkhyast and the
knowledge that is unfolded so clearly by all the Upanisads, the subject matter referred
to as Vedanta, is called saikhya. The only topic that Vedanta deals with is - 'dtmi is
Brahman.' Therefore, saikhya means Brahman and what is unfolded by the Vedas, by
the Veddnta, is called sdkkhyam brahma. Because the knowledge of Brahman is
called sa khya, and those who pursue that knowledge are also called slikhyas, we find
in the Gita that the word is also used as a synonym for sannyasa, the life-style of
renunciation in which knowledge alone is pursued.

Because Arjuna wanted breyas, moksa, Krsna told him about this two-fold
nifthd. Moksa is clearly the end in view and the nisthd is a means to this end. The
nisthi is two-fold because there are two different groups of people. One group is called
karma-yogis or just yogis and includes everyone who does not live a life of
renunciation. For these people there is karma-yoga, whereas for the sannydsi there is
jinna-yoga. These two styles are in accordance with the four stages of life found in the
Vedic culture.

The first stage is called brahmacarya-&•rama, wherein the person lives a studious
life with learning as the main focus. The brahmacarya-&srama prepares one for the
next airama, the grhastha-drama or marriage. In Chdndogyopanisad we read that,
Svetaketu spent twelve years in the gurukula, which he joined when he was twelve
years old. So the first twenty-four years of one's life is the first stage of the
brahmacarya-adrama.

1 wz*iT Tiv T m i 1w9t 1W: 'TI Wf MlhIW* * W !# TPFEIl Mo fTo I I

efnvl fts: Il!tei IW rivijii: Wi UNI'* qE f W triv: I Tiro Io Io
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The second stage of life, grhastha-arama, where being a householder and

raising a family is the primary focus, prepares one for the third stage, called

vdnaprastha-dirama. In this stage, a person remains married, but husband and wife live

as friends, rather than as a married couple. The person continues to perform the various

rituals enjoined by the Veda for householders, but withdraws from worldly activities and

lives a contented life. The vdnaprastha-dsrama prepares one for the fourth and final

stage of life, sannydsa, a life of renunciation. Sannyasa is the best retirement plan there

is because you do not require money for it. You simply renounce whatever you have.

Renunciation is possible at any stage. Arjuna, who was in the grhastha-ibrama,
wanted to renounce. He did not want to go through the intermediary stage as a

vanaprastha. To remain as he was, meant that he would have to remain a grhastha for

a length of time and then take permission from his wife to move on to the

vinaprastha-a�rama, none of which would be easy. Nor was it necessary to do so, for
the day a person wants to get out of any of the first three d5ramas, it can be done. When

one discovers the readiness, the dispassion, in oneself, on that very day, one can take

sannyasa. There is a Vedic sanction for it.

The sannydsa-dirama is a stage in life where one is absolved from performing all
karma. One is freed from all duties in order to pursue knowledge. This pursuit is all that
is to be done. Therefore, the person must already be a ji�ni or want nothing but
knowledge.

TYPES OF SANNYASA

There are two main types of sannydsa. For a person who is already ajinLni, there
is vidvat-sannydsa, a sannyasa taken because of knowledge. The person has

knowledge and, therefore, there is nothing more for him or her to do in the world - no

obligations whatsoever. If the knowledge has been gained in any of the other three

dSramas - brahmacarya-d�rama, grhastha-arama, or vanaprastha-�Arama - the

person can take to the sannydsa-dSrama directly, taking vidvat-sannydsa, so that he or
she is no longer obligated. Otherwise, for the person with knowledge, there will still be
obligations because each of the first three adramas implies certain duties on one's part,
which cannot be left undone as long as one is in that Zisrama. Thus, the person takes

sannyisa to be free of these obligations - to make it perfect, in other words.

The other main type of sannyisa is called vividisd-sannydsa and is meant for

knowing.' This sannyasa is for those who desire to know the self, dtmd, as Brahman.

The person knows exactly what is to be done. He or she has heard that this dtmir is

Brahman and wants to know it. Such a person is not interested in anything else and has

a certain viveka, discrimination, with reference to the real and the unreal. He or she also

1 �f•�m•i T - fflqtl - Desire to know.
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has vairdgya, dispassion, mumuksutvam, the desire for liberation, and other
qualifications in various degrees. And with these qualifications, the person takes to the
life of sannydsa, called vividi$d-sannyisa.

There is a third type of sannyasa, called dpat-sannydsa. When a person thinks he
or she is going to die and does not want to die a grhastha or a uvnasprastha, but rather
as a sannydsi, he takes dpat-sannydsa. Apat means danger. Because the sannydsa-
airama is always praised in the sdstra, it is natural for a person to want the results of
this iirama. It is as though the person has had a blank cheque all along and now wants
to encash it. For one who has already lived a grhastha life and has been told that death
is near, there seems to be no use in continuing in the grhastha-airama.

A man who is not about to die will usually want to remain a grhastha because he
is fond of his wife and children. But if he knows he is going to die fairly soon, he may go
for dpat-sannyasa. At such a time, one does not require a guru but can simply declare
oneself to be a sannydsl. With the sun, the elements, and all the gods as witness, one can
make vows, for which there is a particular mantra. And if one happens to survive, the
vows taken can always be ratified later. This is how Sawkara became a sannyasi.

HOW gAIKARA BECAME A SANNYASI

Saikara wanted to become a sddhu at very young age, but his mother was not at
all agreeable. As the story of his life goes, he had the help of a crocodile that had caught
hold of his leg while he was bathing in the river. Safkara's mother was waiting for him
on the bank and he called out to tell her what was happening. It may have been a ploy or
perhaps the crocodile was symbolic of samsdra. We do not know. In any case, when his
mother began crying, aarkara told her that if he took the vows of sannydsa, the
crocodile would let go of him. Because there was danger to his life involved, this was
dpat-sannyasa. Saikara then took the vows and, lo! and behold! The crocodile
released him!

When he walked out of the river, his mother said, 'Come on, lets go home.'
'What!' Saikara replied, 'I am a sannyasi now.' When his mother told him the vows
were only for the crocodiles sake, he said, 'Not at all! I have made the vows and I am
going.' In this way, afikara became a sannyasi. Later, he went to the guru, Govinda-
bhagavat-pdda, who lived on the banks of Narmada in the middle of India, and
became his disciple. It was Govindapdda who ratified Sankara's vows of sannydsa.
Ratification is always possible whenever one has taken dpat-sannydsa and survives.

Expecting some good end from the sannyasa-dSrama, people have value for it.
This expectation is based on the belief that a sannyast does not take another birth. And
if there is a birth, the hope is that one will at least get a better chance in the next life.
This is a belief and one has faith, iraddha, in it. A person may be born into a family
where he or she can start life as a sddhu, so that directly from the brahmacarya stage he
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or she will become a sannydsi and not a grhastha. Thus, those who have become

sannydsis this way may have been dpat-sannydsis in their previous life.

THE LAST RITUAL OF A SANNYASI

Arjuna's heart was not in apat-sannydsa. He was not dying, but he did want to

know. Therefore, he wanted to take vivdisd-sannydsa. In sannydsa one gives up all

karmas, for which there is a special ritual, the last fire ritual that a sannydsi performs.

You may see a sannydsi doing a pija. But you will never see a.sannyasi sitting around

a fire performing a Vedic ritual. Such a person has been freed of all obligatory fire

rituals, of all karmas, in fact. A sannydsi's last fire ritual is one in which all karmas are

given up.

In this ritual, the sannysi bids goodbye to all the ancestors, to whom there has

been an obligation - father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, great-grandfather,

great-grandmother, then rsis and devas. The person taking sannydsa says that

self-knowledge will be pursued to the exclusion of all else, asks for the blessings of the

paternal and maternal ancestors, and takes a vow of abhaya, a vow not to harm any

living being, including trees and plants. The sannyasi also vows to be a non-competitor

in this world and all others, thereby becoming a person who does not compete for the

sake of status politically, economically, or socially. Knowledge is the only interest for

the sannyasi.

Having taken these vows, the sannydsi takes a few symbolic steps towards the

north, the direction that stands for moksa. South stands for death. Thus, Lord Death,

Lord Yama, is a southerner. This symbolism may be based on the polar attraction in the

north. Death never attracts you, whereas freedom from death does. Moving towards the

north in search of moksa, having discarded all clothing, the sannydsi is called back by

the guru, given a set of simple clothing, and asked to serve and continue studying with

the guru. This, then, is the ritual of sannydsa, be it either vidvat-sannydsa or vividisa-

sannydsa. Both are mentioned by ýaitkara in his commentary.

In viduat-sannyasa, one may or may not take sannydsa formally. The main aim

is that, by knowledge, one gives up all karmas. The knowledge is that 'I am a non-doer.

I perform no action.' This is what is called naiskarmya, the state of actionlessness. I

perform no action at any time because dtmd, which is 'I,' does not perform any action.

Nor does atma cause anyone to perform action. I am not a doer in spite of all the actions

I do. This knowledge is real sannyasa as described jiina-karma-sannydsa.

For the sake of this jiidna-karma-sannydsa, one takes to the life-style of

sannydsa, pursuing self-knowledge. The other nisthd, karma-yoga, is for all those

seekers in the other dsramas.
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THE PURPOSE OF KARMA-YOGA

There is no doubt that karma binds, with its limited results. But, if you do karma
for antah-karana-suddhi, for neutralising your raga-dvesas, for gaining the grace of
Idvara - if you perform your prayers, rituals, and duties for the sake of these alone, the
karma you perform becomes a means, yoga, for moksa.

Sannydsa is only possible if you have lived a life of karma-yoga. Otherwise, you
become a sannydsi who has rdga-dvepas and you will be miserable. A karma-yogi has
the means, a world, a field, where his or her rdga-dvesas can be neutralised. Such a field
is not there for a sannydst. Sannydsa means a life of study from morning to night. No
other activity is available. A sannydsi cannot even sing much because the pursuit of
music, along with everything else, has already been given up.

A sannyisi is one who has to pursue knowledge for which a certain capacity to
contemplate is required. If the pressure from r�ga-dveqas is there, you cannot sit in
contemplation. You will find, instead, all kinds of agitation or you will fall asleep. After
a few days, the life-style of a sannydsi, traditionally indicated by the wearing of orange
robes, will become a source of irritation. Naturally, then, sannydsa is meant only for
those who, to an extent at least, have taken care of their rdgas and dvesas.

The two-fold nisthd is meant only for ireyas. Arjuna wanted Krona, to tell him
which one was better and Krsna replied that one can be a sannydsi or a karma-yogi.
Both are meant for the same end - moksa, ireyas. One can live a life of a karma-yoga
and gain moksa and one can live a life of sannyasa and gain mokpa. The only
difference is that for a sannyisi there is only knowledge, whereas for a karma-yogi
there is knowledge and karma. This difference must be understood well because this is
where there is a lot of confusion.

Arjuna was a karma-yogi, not a sannyasl. By listening to Krsna, he was
pursuing knowledge. Although grhasthas pursue other activities, they are qualified for
knowledge. This pursuit of knowledge plus the performance of karma made Arjuna a
karma-yogi. If the pursuit of knowledge had not been there, if he had had no
discrimination, if moksa had not been the end for him, he would not have been a
karma-yogi. He would have been a simple doer, a karmi, a karmanha. When moksa is
the end in view, then karma becomes yoga because it is done with a particular attitude
in order to gain antah-karana-guddhi, purification of the mind.

In this way, karma-yoga is important in gaining knowledge. You can take
sannydsa and gain sarva-karma-sannydsa or you can live a life of karma-yoga and
gain the same thing. Sarva-karma-sannydsa is an end in itself for which the means is
either of the two life-styles - sannydsa or karma-yoga revealed by the Lord in the
beginning itself, in the Upaniads.

B. Vol. 1-26
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Among the ten Upanisads commonly studied, the first one is Isdvasyopanisad.
The first mantra of this Upanisad is meant for the sannyasi, the jinina-yogi. It says,
'In this moving world, everything should be looked upon by you as ParameSvara, the
Lord - lhdv�syamidam sarvam. The Lord being everything, what is there that is

yours? Or, not yours? Live a life of renunciation and pursue self-knowledge alone,' this
mantra advises. Pursuit of this knowledge, giving up every other pursuit, is the life of
sannydsa orjii�na-yoga, said Sarikara, in his commentary.

The second mantra of the same Upanisad says, 'Even if you want to live one
hundred years, live doing karma with the proper attitude.' This is the best way for you.
If karma is done in the proper way, it will not affect you at all.' This is karma-yoga.
Thus, we see here the two-fold nisthd being unfolded, sannyasa, wherein the pursuit of
knowledge alone is allowed, and karma-yoga, the pursuit of knowledge along with
whatever karma is to be done. Throughout the dAstra, these two nisthds are always
discussed in the same way.

CHOICE OF LIFE-STYLE

In the Vedic vision, sreyas is moksa. Moksa is the end, the human destiny to be
gained in this life. Here, itself, samsara is crossed. To have taken a human birth means
that you have already made it. Because you have an intellect, buddhi, viveka is possible.
It is true that experience teaches, but you do not need to get knocked around for
seventy-five years to develop discrimination. Twenty-five years are good enough! Once
you develop viveka, sreyas alone looms large before you; it becomes the only real end
for you.

Then you become either a karma-yogi or a sannyasi. The nisthd was told in a
two-fold way because there are two kinds of people. But there is only one means for
moksa, knowledge. Depending on the kind of person you are, you can be either a
sannyasi and pursue knowledge to the exclusion of all else or a karma-yogi and pursue
knowledge along with karma. In both life-styles, the pursuit of knowledge is common.
Knowledge is moksa. Therefore, the choice is not between jiadna and karma. It is
between sannydsa and karma-yoga.

When the choice is between karma-yoga and sannyasa, it is natural to look to
sannyasa. Given a choice, why do karma at all? Sannyasa seems to be the better
choice since performing karma implies so much effort, problems, and even bloodshed.

1 ^ f^ T TW fir: I

kurvanneveha karmarni jijuvisecchatam samah
evam tvayi nanyatheto'sti na karma lipyate nare (Idvidsyopanisad - 1-2)
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Karma can be such a nuisance. When two life-styles are available, why should I put up
with a life of karma?

The choice is like asking which is the better way to catch hold of my nose in order
to do breathing exercises. Shall I take my hand directly to my nose or shall I reach
around from behind my head? It can be done either way, but when the first way is
obviously so easy where is the question of choosing? Sannydsa seems to be easier -
just give up all the karmas and pursue knowledge. Why do both? A karma-yogi, living
in an agricultural society, for example, has to milk the cow, graze it, wash it, and take
care of the children, among other things. One child is crying, the other is on his lap, and
the third one is tugging at him from behind. The mosquitoes are biting and his wife is
shouting. In between, he has to perform the fire ritual, called agnihotra-karma, with all
its problems. The firewood is wet, everything is smoking, and his eyes become filled
with all kinds of tears - tears born out of the smoke, tears born out of all the nagging
children, tears bom out of his helplessness, and so on. When will such a person have
time to pursue knowledge? Whenever he picks up the Gta book, all that comes is sleep!

Is it therefore not better to go for sannyasa? Arjuna definitely thought so.
However, sannyasa is not as easy as it appears. It looks as though you need only sit and
study. But try it and you will find that it does not always work that way. Instead, you
may vegetate all day because you are not able to study so intensively. This, then, is not
the way. Thus, Krsna continued to tell Arjuna exactly what sannydsa and karma-yoga
are. Even though a choice is there, karma-yoga will pave the way for sannydsa. It will
even pave the way for the desire for knowledge and, therefore, for vividisa-sannyisa.
Krsna told Arjuna that sannyasa is not at all easy in spite of how pleasant and simple it
appears to be. After all, sannyisa is giving up everything.

Arjuna thought that giving up everything would not present any great problem,
especially since he had lived in the forest for twelve years. But, during those twelve
years, he had been thinking about Duryodhana and the kingdom, and the injustice of it
all. Twelve years of meditation upon Duryodhana did not make Arjuna a sannyasi.
Arjuna had been nursing a big hurt for a long time. Therefore, sannyasa was not going
to come so easily to him. One does not become a sannyasi by decision alone - all of
which (Krsna would tell him later in the Gita.

In the next verse, Krsna began teaching Arjuna the real meaning of actionlessness
with reference to gaining moksa.

:r i 1-ýWqf~i fift miN1'iO IIY II
na karmanamanarambhdnnaiskarmyaim puruso'Mnute
na ca sannyasanadeva siddhim samadhigacchati Verse 4
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VT: purusah - a person; hfPTp karmandm - of activities; hTqT.fif andrambhat

- by non-performance; ýCiw naiskarmyam - the state of actionlessness; T

na asnute - does not gain; I4 ca - and; R2q.R.'ta sannyasandt eva - merely by

renunciation; f'T siddhim - success (liberation); - +HN•,r0n na

samadhigacchati - does not attain

A person does not gain the state of actionlessness by the non-
performance of activities. Nor does the person attain success (liberation)
out of mere renunciation, sannydsa.

We have seen that there are two life-styles, nisthds - jhiana-yoga-nisthd and

karma-yoga-nisthd. These two nisthds are for two types of people - the sannydsis
and the karma-yogis, respectively. All those seeking liberation, who are other than
sannyasis, are karma-yogis. Here, Krsna explains why this is so.

There is a connection between karma-yoga and sannydsa, jin•na-yoga. For a
jinna-yogi, the pursuit of knowledge alone is yoga, for which he or she must have
freedom from the hold of rdga-dvesas. Rdga-dvesas have been described by the Gitd
itself as the source of all our problems. Therefore, rdga-dvesas must be taken care of
before one becomes a sannyasi.

If you become a sannydsi without karma-yoga, how are you going to neutralise
your rdga-dvesas? There are rdgas, desires, for certain things and, for a sannydsi, it is

impossible to fulfil them. Dvesas, those situations that one wants to avoid, will also be
there with no possibility of being neutralised. As a karma-yogi, however, you have a
field in which your rdga-dvesas can be neutralised. Thus, karma-yoga becomes the
means for jiina-yoga and jiinna-yoga becomes the means for moksa.

We have seen how the word sannydsa can have two meanings, one being a life-
style implying the renunciation of all relationships and activities in order to pursue
knowledge alone. The other meaning is that by knowledge, one gives up all action -
jidnena karma-sannyasah. Sarikara often took it this way -sannydsa as an end in
itself, knowledge being sannydsa. This is because sarva-karma-sannyisa, the giving
up of all action, takes place in knowledge. Through knowledge, the doership of the attm
is nullified. Because there is no doership in the dtmd, even as one performs action, it is
not really being done by the dtmd. Only when this is clearly understood, is there the
giving up of all activity through knowledge - jit•nena karma-sannyasah. This is what

is meant by the word, sarva-karma-sannyasa, which is equivalent to moksa.

Nydsa means renunciation and sannyasa means perfect or complete renunciation.
Thus, sarva-karma-sannydsa means perfect renunciation of all action, the renunciation
being in the form of knowledge itself. This knowledge is not possible without a certain
mind. Such a mind is accomplished by karma-yoga, performing action with the proper
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attitude, as we saw in the previous chapter, and will see again in this chapter.

Karma-yoga enables you to give up all karmas in the sense that it becomes a means for

sarva-karma-sannyasa.

THE NECESSITY OF KARMA-YOGA

With a desire for moksa, one can take to a life of renunciation, called vividisa-

sannyasa. In this type of sannyasa, sarva-karma-sannydsa has not yet taken place, but

certain duties are given up so that knowledge can be pursued. However, if the person has

not taken care of his or her raga-dvesas before taking sannydsa, he or she will not be

able to pursue knowledge to the exclusion of all else.

Taking sannyasa is always possible because it is open to choice. If you are a

mumuksu and there is a choice between a life of renunciation of activity and a life of

action, why should you perform activity? Since you are only interested in moksa, which

can be gained by the pursuit of knowledge alone, why would you not take sannyasa and

pursue knowledge alone? Because, if you have not taken care of your rdga-dvesas, it is

not possible to do so.

Even if you do commit yourself to the pursuit of this knowledge, other interests

will be there based on your raga-duefas. For most people who take to this knowledge, it

is not the predominant factor in their lives. They have a lot of other interests as well.

Therefore, they are not sannyasis at all. One does not become a sannyasi just by

pursuing knowledge. Sannyasa implies a certain mind that is only possible by

karma-yoga.

To conclude that performing action is of no use to you when what you want is

moksa is not correct. Doing karma is useful because without a prepared mind, your

pursuit of knowledge will be useless. Without karma-yoga there is no chance of

neutralising your rdga-dvesas and, if this neutralisation does not take place to a

significant degree, there is no chance to gain the knowledge through which all action is

given up. Thus, to take to a life of sannyasa, without having dealt with your

raga-dvesas, is meaningless.

KNOWLEDGE ALONE NEGATES

In this verse, Krsna said that by not performing action a person does not gain the

end called naiskarmya, the state of actionlessness, which is sarva-karma-sannyasa.

The renunciation of all activities is in the form of knowledge alone because there is no

such thing as giving up all activities without giving up doership. Why not just give up

the doership then? But how are you going io give up the doership when you are the very

doer? If you think you can give it up by just deciding to do so, who is the one that makes

the decision? How are you going to give up the doer who is deciding? Therefore, you are

not going to give up doership this way.
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GIVING UP THE DOERSHIP

Doership does, however, go away in the wake of knowledge that 'I am dtma,
Brahman, which is not the doer.' This knowledge alone negates the doership in the
atma. Nothing else will do it. To think that surrendering is another way to reach God is
certainly not correct, for how will you surrender the one who surrenders? You are still
left with having to give up the doership.

A relevant verse from the Mahabharata is as follows:

mqsy Pre 14 w z* wimTq mwil I
"37A vsnrr ?qwmT * n ^ 7 wT -Fzn i
tyaja dharmamadharmam ca ubhe satyn.rte tyaja
ubhe satyanrte tyaktvd yena tyajasi tattyaja

(Mahdbhdrata - ýSntiparva - 12-329-40)

Give up dharma and adharma; give up the concept of real and unreal.
Having given up the concept of real and unreal, give up that by which
you give up.

Give up dharma and adharma, right and wrong, good and bad. Go beyond them.
Do not just give up the right and do the wrong! To give up the wrong and do the right is
only the first stage. Give up the right also. The very concepts of right and wrong must be
given up. All karma is to be given up - both punya-karma and papa-karma have to
be given up. And that giving up is what we call sannydsa. A sannydsi does not perform
actions that will create papa; nor does he or she do actions for the sake of punya. Giving
up both punya and papa-karmas, the person becomes a monk, a renunciate. Having
done this, all that is then done is in the form of inquiry, vicdra, with reference to the
person's concept of what is real and what is unreal. Eventually, these concepts also are
given up.

Suppose someone says that he or she has given up all concepts of reality - both
empirical reality and subjective reality - meaning that the person no longer cares for the
empirical world or for the false values he or she once had. The person no longer thinks
that money or anything else is going to liberate him or her. In other words, he or she has
become dispassionate towards everything that exists within the empirical reality we call
the world. Having discovered this inner dispassion, the person now has the notion, 'I am
a sannyasi. I am dispassionate.' In other words, the person is still there in the form of
the ego, ahaAikdra, which says, 'I have given up everything.' This ahaikara also has to
be given up and this can only be done through knowledge.

In fact, you do not give up the ahariktra. How can you when you are the
aharikra? Only in the wake of knowledge that you are not the aharikdr, does it go
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away because it is not true. And along with the ahanikara goes the doership and all
actions too.

By absence of doership and therefore all actions, it should not be construed that
the one who has knowledge of the self will be like a stone, not performing any action. In
spite of all actions, thejiilni does not take the self to be a doer. For the jiini, the doer is
the self, but the self is not the doer. In this sense, sarva-karma-sannyisa is the state of
actionlessness, naiskarmya, in the form of knowledge.

Thus, self-knowledge and naiskarmya are identical. The word naiskarmya is
used because, as long as karma is there, you are bound to whatever body you have at
any given time and place. Even in dream, you have some kind of physical body of your
own, albeit set up by your own thought. All bodies, ethereal, celestial, or corporeal, are
all because of karma alone.

Karma makes you identify with a particular body in order to go through the
experiences that are the result of punya and papa, themselves the results of previous
actions performed by you. As long as karma is there, samsdra, life as we know it, is
there and as long as samsira is there, karma is there. Karma will remain as long as
ignorance of oneself remains.

ACTIONLESSNESS IS NOT GIVING UP ACTION

The word naiskarmya is important because the state of actionlessness, freedom
from action, is identical with what is called moksa, which is self-knowledge, dtma-
ji�na. It looks so simple: by doing nothing, you will gain the state of actionlessness and,
therefore, moksa. But Krsna clearly stated here that the state of actionlessness is not
accomplished by not doing karma. Thus, it is not as simplistic as one might think.

We know that the state of action means to be active. It is natural, therefore, to
think that what we have to do now is to be inactive in order to gain the state of
actionlessness called moksa. Thus the question arises, why perform all these actions?
Arjuna asked Krsna the same question - Why should he perform action, let alone such
a terrible action? He, too, thought that by giving up all his actions, he would gain the
state of actionlessness that is moksa.

Here, the question can be asked, how long should you be actionless in order to
gain moksa - half a second, one second, two seconds, how long? If actionlessness is
moksa, should you be actionless for a long time? What is the determining factor? Since,
between two thoughts there is no action at all, should you not gain moksa before the
second thought comes? Should.you not, therefore, have gained moksa long ago? In fact,
in between thoughts, you must be gaining moksa all the time! If this kind of
actionlessness amounts to moksa, you would have gained it long ago.
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Another factor to consider is that it is not possible for you to be actionless. In fact,
Krsna pointed this out in the next verse. Remaining actionless for a long time is itself an
action. Since sitting is an action, someone may say, 'I will not sit; I will lie down. Then I
will be actionless.' But lying down is also an action. 'What are you doing now?' 'I am
lying down.' Thus, there is no way of gaining the state of actionlessness by not doing
action.

Someone may think that by not initiating an activity, he or she will gain the state
of actionlessness since the very act of beginning anything is to become active. The state
of actionlessness is lost simply by starting an action. Thus, if an action is not started,
perhaps the state of equilibrium between not acting and acting is actionlessness. If that
state is not disturbed, moksa will not be disturbed, but if you begin any action, moksa
will be disturbed! To correct this thinking, Krsna made it very clear here that by not
starting any activity, you do not gain actionlessness, naiskarmya.

SANNYASA DOES NOT GUARANTEE MOKSA

It may also be said that sannydsa can be taken, not because the person is afraid of
performing actions, but simply as a vow that absolves the sannydsi from all of the
commitments and obligations enjoined by the Veda. The Veda itself says that sannydsa
can be taken, all activities can be given up, in order to pursue knowledge. Krs§na
addressed this notion also, saying that by simply taking to sannyasa alone, one will not
gain moksa. Just because a person has become a sannyasi does not mean that he or she
has naiskarmya because, for this, self-knowledge is required. Saikara made the same
point in his commentary on this verse.

Jidna-nistha, otherwise called moksa, is not achieved by merely becoming a
sannyast because karma-yoga is also a means. In fact, without the karma-yoga-nisth-,
the sannyasa-nistha, is not possible. Only by karma-yoga can you become a real
sannylsi. Only then is there a choice between karma-yoga and sannyasa.

If you have gained a certain contemplativeness by a life of karma-yoga, if your
life is more or less adequate and you are satisfied with yourself, then you can sit with
yourself. Only then can sanny�sa be a means for you. Without karma-yoga, this
sannyisa is not possible, to say nothing of naiskarmya. Therefore, the mere taking of
sannyasa does not amount to gaining moksa.

Not performing action is also not naiskarmya. If, not being a sannydsi, you do
not do the karma that is to be done by you, it amounts to a dereliction of duty. It is not
naiskarmya. If, however, you give up karma by taking sannyisa, you may think that
the vows you have taken are enough to free you from all action. But they are not; you
still have to gain knowledge. Therefore, actionlessness is not to be taken literally, as we
shall see in the next verse.
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,w'4 WTr: 4 'f: CPW*to: I I k 11
na hi kaicitksanamapi jatu tisthatyakarmakrt
kdryate hyavarah karma sarvah prakrtijairgunaih Verse 5

7 jdtu - ever; TU ksanam - for a second; 3�f api - even; f�i qr4ýc

kascit akarmakrt - some one who performs no action; 4 na - not; F hi - indeed;

fsfi tisthati - exists; f hi - because; Wf# T: rt: prakrtijaih gunaih - by the
three gunas born of prakrti;. : sarvah - all, everyone; 3WW: auadah - being

helpless; *4 karma - action; Ai kiryate - is made to do

Indeed no one ever exists for even a second without performing action
because everyone being helpless is made to perform action by the (three)
gunas (sattva, rajas, and tamas) born of prakrti.

There is no person who can exist even for a second, now or later, without
performing any action whatsoever. It cannot be said that someone, who is young and
active, either meaningfully or idly, performs action and someone who is old and inactive
does not. Young or old, no one exists without performing one action or the other at any
time, even for the shortest period of time.

Even Krsna performed action. He was talking; he was teaching. And if he had not
been teaching, he would have been doing something else. If there were no one to teach,
he would simply pick up his flute and play. He would not remain quiet for very long -
and even if he did, sitting quietly would also be an action.

In India, there is an expression, 'keeping quiet,' which means the person is doing
nothing. But 'keeping quiet' is definitely an activity. No one keeps quiet; one is quiet.
'Keeping quiet' is an action because 'keeping' is an action.

KARMA DEFINED

There is, therefore, no time whatsoever when you are free from activity. We can
see that there are many varieties of activities with many definitions. For instance,
whatever is done voluntarily by you is karma. Closing your eyelids involuntarily is also
karma. A general definition of karma is that which is in the form of motion -
calandmatkam karma.

If action is motion, then non-action, akarma, must be motionlessness and
therefore naiskarmya. But is it? How long can you be motionless? When a man who
considers himself motionless is asked, 'Do you do any karma?' he may not answer
because talking is a karmna. Instead, he shakes his head in the negative, which is an
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action. Similarly, if he nods his head in agreement to the question, 'Are you doing
akarma?' he is also performing an action.

The entire body is always in a state of activity. Breathing is motion; thinking is
motion from one thought to another. Eating is an activity, even when performed by one
who has given up all activity. There may be a special name for it - bhiksd, but, even
so, it is an action. Just see what a bhiksu will do if, instead of giving him food, we
simply write the word bhiksd on a piece of paper and hand it to him!

Similarly, cooking, walking, and bathing are all karmas. Sitting in a chair,
cross-legged on the floor, or in any other manner is karma. All these karmas are in the
form of motion. If this is so, when are you going to be motionless? Only when you
know, 1 am motionlessness. 'In knowledge alone, there is akarma. There is no other
akarma, otherwise.

Thus, at no time is there any living being who is not performing some activity or
the other. We have no way of knowing whether there is activity after death, except that
the druti says that one takes another birth, thereby implying even more action.
Therefore, when is a person not performing action? Even in deep sleep, there is activity
since breathing and other vital physiological functions continue to operate. Otherwise,
there would be no need to break one's fast; there would be no breakfast for the person!

CAUSES OF ACTION

If motion is action, then, there is no time when the person in a given physical body
is free from activity. Even if action is taken as something that is will-based, one is
always doing one thing or the other, helplessly impelled by an unseen cause, as Krqna
said in the second line of the verse when he introduced the word prakrti.

Prakrti is that out of which any product, any creation, is ultimately bor and is the
word given to the material cause of the world. Your mind is also born out of prakrti,
which has three qualities, gunas - sattva, rajas, and tamas. Being qualities of the
cause, prakrti, these three qualities will also be in the effect or the product. For example,
gold is the cause for a given bangle. The gold has certain qualities, a certain weight, and
that weight will be there in the bangle. It also has a certain colour, which will also be in
the bangle. Because gold is rustproof, the bangle will also be rustproof. The bangle will
contain the malleability, strength, and so on, of the gold because it is born of gold,
prakrti, the cause. Its cause being gold, the bangle will necessarily have all of the same
qualities as gold.

QUALITIES OF THE MIND

Similarly, antah-karana, the mind, is born of prakrti and has the same qualities
- sattva, rajas, and tamas. Each of these qualities produces certain types of desire, the
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expressions of which can be classified according to each of these qualities, as we shall
see in more detail later in the Gita. For instance, there are three types of giving. Giving
as an investment in expectation of a return is born of tamas and giving for the sake of
pride is bom of rajas. Giving because it must be done and, once done is forgotten, is
born of sattva. Thus, there is a clean division among the three.

Because sattva, rajas, and tamas are present in everyone, there are three types of
expression with reference to desires. Prompted by these desires, one performs action. In
this way, all living beings are made to do action. There is no escaping it. A bug keeps
moving because if it stays in one place it risks getting squashed. Even by moving, it has
no guarantees! For a worm to go from one side of a room to another is like making a
pilgrimage on foot to Benares from the South of India.

Something inside every living creature impels it to perform action. This is how the
creation is. No one remains without performing action. Therefore, literally speaking, you
are not going to accomplish naiskarmya, actionlessness. Naiskarmya is simply
knowing oneself to be free from doership. This is the only naiskarmya available and is
what is called moksa.

The verse under discussion here relates to the previous one. By not beginning an
activity, you are not going to accomplish naiskarmya. Nor are you going to do so by
giving up action, even if you adhere to the Vedic rules for sannydsa. Also, by becoming
a sannydsi, you cannot give up all activity because it is physically impossible. You will
always be doing one thing or the other. You will go for food, which is an action; you will
eat the food, which is another action. Thus, even a sannydsi is active in some form or
the other.

Therefore, if you take sannydsa, it does not mean that you have gained
sarva-karma-sannydsa; you have merely been absolved from certain duties. Giving up
all action is a matter of knowing. When choosing between the two life-styles, do not
think that sannydsa is easy. There is activity in sannydsa also, just as there is in
karma-yoga. Which one is more appropriate for you depends upon your disposition.

WHICH LIFE-STYLE IS MORE SUITABLE FOR YOU?

If you have raga-dvesas, it is better to be a karma-yogl. If, however, you find that
you are contemplative and not interested in anything other than pursuing self-knowledge,
then sannydsa will be suitable for you. This means that your life has been lived
meaningfully and you are now ready for sannydsa. Only then should you become a
sannydsi. Even so, naiskarmya is equal only to knowledge.
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Krsna then continued:

karmendriyani samyamya ya dste manasa smaran

indriydrthin vimiidhatma mithyacdrah sa ucyate Verse 6

-: yah - one who; WAftzilfT karmendriydni - organs of action; W•T samyamya

- controlling; If j-7 indriyarthan - sense objects; qT manasd - with the

mind; Pfi smaran - remembering; 3 oi dste - sits; R: sah - that one; fNi9l T

vimudhatmd - deluded; ftWTNT mithyacarah - a person of false conduct; 3WF

ucyate - is called

The one who, controlling the organs of action, sits with the mind

remembering the sense objects is deluded and is called a person of false

conduct.

One who does not know that the nature of dtmd is naiskarmya, actionlessness,

takes himself or herself to be a doer. When, as a doer, one gives up actions by will, his or

her life is false. Mithyd means 'false' and acdra means conduct and therefore,

'mithydcara' literally means 'false living.'

A person who does not know the atmd is a samsari with all the problems,

inadequacies, and so on, that a life of samsdra implies. Giving up all activities, such a

person cannot but dwell upon the sense objects towards which he or she no longer goes.

Controlling all the organs of action, the person thinks that he or she performs no action.

.Not speaking or doing anything, the person just sits. What happens then? Because he or

she does not see the self as fullness, inanda, the person cannot but think of the sense

objects. Not knowing the atmd, but thinking that he or she is going to be actionlessness,

one who gives up all activities will necessarily dwell on all the objects towards which he

or she no longer goes. This is why Krsna refers to such a person as vimiidhatma, one

who is deluded and confounded. His or her conduct itself is false. It is not actionlessness

at all because the person is always thinking about the sense objects.

CAN YOU BE ACTIONLESS WITHOUT SELF-KNOWLEDGE?

Suppose this person does not think about the objects. He or she cannot but think

about them because the person has no other object to think about unless he or she knows

the rtmd. If the dtmd is known, there is no problem. The person is already

actionlessness. This is why knowledge of the atmdi is called moksa. Without this

knowledge, a person who thinks he or she is going to gain naiskarmya by not doing

action is living falsely. Instead of enjoying the knowledge of dtmd, the person will
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contemplate upon all the objects already experienced or on possible experiences yet to

come. Krsna told Arjuna that this type of living is false and Safkara went so far as to

call it sinful, pdpcdra.

Then, Krsna went on to describe the person who does not live in this way:

1f4 : i4PrmwNI: M ! 19f r iNIIl 1a I I
yastvindriydni manasa niyamydrabhate'rjuna
karmendriyaih karmayogamasaktah sa viisiyate Verse 7

aT arjuna - Oh! Arjuna; 4: yah - one who; T tu - whereas; VR4liT indriyani

- sense organs; WTT manasa - with the mind; �qq niyamya - controlling; aiT":

asaktah - unattached; fiAR: karmendriyaih -with the organs of action; q4llji

karmayogam - the yoga of action; afTqt arabhate - takes to; I: sah -. that one;

fkiAlt vidisyate - is far superior

Whereas, Oh! Arjuna, the one who, controlling the sense organs with the
mind, is unattached and takes to the yoga of action (i.e., action performed
with yoga-buddhi) with the organs of action, is far superior.

A person who can control his or her sense pursuits has discrimination, viveka. The

control is through the mind only. The word manasd, through the mind, implies viveka,
manas being another word for buddhi, intellect. To control one's organs of action and

sense pursuits - in other words, having a mastery over them - is to direct them at will.

Such a person, not attached to karma-phala, the results of action, begins, drabhate,
takes to a life of karma-yoga, meaning that the person performs karma as a yoga, as a
sddhana, a means. You cannot do karma-yoga. You can only have it because
karma-yoga is strictly an attitude with reference to action and its result. The person

described by Krrsna in this verse is one who begins doing karma with the organs of

action - speaking, walking, and whatever is to be done - with the proper attitude.

Actions to be done may be vaidika-karmas, scripturally enjoined rituals, or
laukika-karmas, consisting of all other activities, When a person does vaidika-karma
or laukika-karma with the karma-yoga attitude, he or she does not do it to fulfil his or
her raga-dvesas but to neutralise them - in other words, to purify the mind for gaining
the knowledge that is moksa.

Generally, people do vaidika-karma - rituals, prayers, and so on - in order to
gain securities and pleasures. This is nothing but fulfilling their rigas and dveqas. First
you pray and then you present the Lord with your petition. There is nothing wrong with
this, but you should know that it is only for fulfilling riga-dvesas.
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Praying to the Lord for the cure of a disease or the solution to a problem is
definitely appropriate. If you have done everything you can do and it is not enough, why
not invoke the Lord also? What should be understood here though is that all prayers,
even those enjoined by the Veda, can be for your securities and pleasures, either here or
in the hereafter. Or they can be a yoga, a means for self-purification and self-knowledge,
which is moksa.

Karmas, even if performed according to dharma, is for the fulfillment of one's
raga-dvesas alone, that is for the sake of achievements in the form of securities and
pleasures. Such karmas are called kamya-karmas and the person who does the karma
is called a karmi or a karmatha - in other words, one who is attached to the results of
action.

The person who is unattached is one who, rather than doing kdmya-karma, is
doing karma for the sake of preparing the mind for knowledge. For such a person,
prayer or any other type of vaidika-karma is for the very joy of praying and also for
purification of the mind, antah-karana-.uddhi. Being for certain desired ends, that is,
antah-karana-iuddhi and moksa, these karmas also come under the category of
hamya-karma, but since the purpose of performing them is antah-karana-Auddhi, they
are not considered to be impelled by r.iga-dvesas. This must be understood.

But karma done for any other reason is a bhoga-sidhana, a means for enjoying
security and pleasure, even if it is a prayer or ritual enjoined by the Veda. A man may
perform an elaborate ritual for the sake of wealth, progeny, or for heaven, in which he
spends a lot of money. But all these are for enjoyment alone even though the person does
not know who is enjoying what.

When you say you enjoy an object, you do seem to be enjoying it. In time,
however, you find that the object has enjoyed you because you have grown older. The
objects of enjoyment have taken away your liver, kidneys, everything! You find yourself
the loser because you do not know who is the enjoyer and who is the enjoyed. During the
early years of your life, your body was growing. You became taller and stronger. You
grew by eating. But, as an adult, the emphasis shifted. Previously, you were eating and
you were growing. But now, in spite of eating, you are declining. Therefore, who is
eating now? You are no longer eating the food; the food is eating you. The food itself
has become the eater because, in spite of eating, you are declining! In this way, the eater
can become the eaten. Therefore, we do not know which is the enjoyer and which is the
enjoyed.

ACTION AS PRAYER

If, when performing vaidika-karmas, a person thinks of himself or herself as an
enjoyer, he or she is referred to as a phal�sakta, one who is attached to the results of
action. It is the same for laukika-karma, as well. In fact, for a karma-yogi there really
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is no such thing as a laukika-karma. The word is merely a verbal expression for an
action that is not a Vedic ritual because, for a yogi all action is nothing but prayer to
Avara, the Lord, as our analysis reveals. The order that is here in the creation is nothing
but aivara. Once you recognise this fact, any action you perform, which is in keeping
with Iivara, becomes a prayer. Therefore, there is nothing that is laukika or vaidika,
the words being used only to distinguish non-ritualistic actions from ritualistic actions.

Since any action that is in keeping with dharma, or sAvara, becomes a form of
prayer, action performed by one who is not attached to the results of action is not
considered to be impelled by one's riga-dvesas. The expression, 'being unattached to
the results of one's actions,' is the source of much confusion because no one performs
action without expecting results. The word asakta, one who is unattached, has to be
understood as a technical word which means one whose actions, whether vaidika or
laukika, are not based purely on riga-dvesas. Rdga is always in terms of something
desirable that is away from you and dvesa is in terms of something you want to avoid or
get rid of. Actions not based on riga-dvesas are considered to be in keeping with
dharma and are meant for antah-karana-suddhi.

Thus, in the verse, asakta refers to a person who enjoys a certain control.
Otherwise, one' riga-dvesas alone will decide what one should do. Whatever fancies
happen along, the person will simply join them and do whatever comes to mind.
Convenience, instead of what is right, becomes the rule here, though the action may be
against dharma. The karma-yogi, on the other hand, has a certain control over his or her
organs of action and sense organs. We use the word 'certain' here because, even though
the person is a karma-yogl, he or she is still an ajila, one who is ignorant with reference
to the self. Thus, even though this person may have some omissions and commissions,
there is always a degree of control.

Being not impelled by karma-phala alone, interested only in antah-
karana-auddhi and mokpa, the karma-yogi does what has to be done. The idea
conveyed here is that, technically, purification of the mind is a result of one's actions.
But, because purification of the mind is not born out of riga-dvesa-based action, it is not
referred to as a karma-phala in the usual sense.

When you say you want to gain moksa, you mean that you want to know atma,
which means you want to know Isvara. Antah-karana-duddhi is for understanding
livara.

KNOWLEDGE OF THE LORD IS KNOWLEDGE OF ONESELF

Whether we use the word 'knowing,' 'gaining,' 'reaching,' or whatever, what is
meant is knowledge of JIvara, which is not separate from knowledge of the self.
Between jiva, the individual, and IAvara, the Lord, there is identity, which is expressed
as an equation, 'You Are That - tat tvam asi.'
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'That,' tat, refers to Ivara who is the cause of the world. 'That,' Uvara, you are
- tvam asi. This equation naturally implies self-knowledge and also ivara-knowledge.
In this context, karma is performed for antah-karana-duddhi. So that the knowledge of
IAvara can be gained, not for getting something out of Ivara. Getting something out of

IAvara implies raga-dvesas, whereas here we want to know what he is. We want to have

the vision of Avara, which is something entirely different. Therefore, karma becomes

yoga. Krsna described one who begins this yoga as far superior. To whom? In his

commentary, .arikara refers back to the person mentioned in the previous verse, the one
who outwardly performs no action but dwells inwardly upon all the sense objects that

have been given up. Such a person can also be called lazy.

Laziness and idleness are not the same thing. A lazy person is one who does

nothing outwardly, but does everything mentally. He or she even writes letters mentally
and then becomes annoyed when there is no reply! Whereas an idle person is one who is
always busy, without ever accomplishing anything. He or she creates all sorts of messes
and then clears them up. Such a person has no time for anything and accomplishes
nothing.

In a planetarium in Hawaii, there is a coin-operated machine designed to be as

busy as an idle person. Every form of mechanism can be seen in this machine - moving
pistons, revolving wheels, hammering devices, and so on. Everything that is

mechanically possible is going on there, but nothing is ever produced. Aside from being
a waste of energy and genius, this machine is an excellent satire on how people are busy
accomplishing nothing!

The word viSisyate in this verse does not mean simply superior. To say that the

karma-yogi is far better does not mean that the mithydacra, mentioned in the previous
verse, is good. The two are completely different. One person is sitting, dwelling on

things, being lazy, and the other person is active and has a karma-yoga attitude. Because

the karma-yogi accomplishes everything, he or she is far superior, to the other person
who is simply a hypocrite - not merely superior; there is no comparison at all. The

karma-yogi accomplishes the ultimate purusartha, mpksa but the hypocrite achieves

nothing even in a relative sense.

This being so, Krsna said:

-Y U I6t4141 Iq 7 : 11 11
niyatam kuru karma tvam karma jy2yo hyakarmanah
garirayatrapi ca te na prasiddhyedakarmanah Verse 8

?qE tvam - you; •TdrM niyatam - what is to be done; F karma - action; 9
kuru - do; fF hi - because; 3;W 41T: akarmanah - (when compared) to inaction; •4
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karma - action; 'qW: jydyah - superior; aTl4T: akarmanah - due to inaction; b

te - your; qnilT ar1rayatrd - maintenance of the body; # api - even;' ca -

and; z &0f na prasiddhyet - would become impossible

Do action that is to be done because action is superior to inaction. And
due to inaction, even the maintenance of your body would not become
impossible.

The word niyatam refers to karma that is enjoined by the iastra. By telling
Arjuna to do those actions that are to be done, Krina was not suggesting that the Mastra
would always tell him what was to be done. There are, of course, many situations that
the �istra does not cover. But because every situation is a part of the given universal
order, the situation itself dictates what is to be done. Thus, you need not be told that a
particular action is to be done at a particular time. Given the situation, what is to be done
becomes very obvious.

The karma that is obvious in a given situation, that which is proper, is also

niyata-karma. It is niyata either by the order of dharma or because it is enjoined by
the Aastra. In any case, it is the karma that must be done - daily, occasionally,
whenever. Krsna told Arjuna to perform action because it is definitely superior to doing
nothing. If you do not know the atma and do not do karma either, nothing will be
accomplished. Instead, all that will happen is that the body will become sick and the
antah-karana, the mind, will become even sicker. Thus, doing harma is definitely
superior.

The word Sarira-ydtra in the verse, refers to the journey of the living body. From

birth onwards, it has been journeying. Even though it reaches certain stages, there are

still stations to travel to, like a train that has not yet reached its destination. The journey
of living, Krsna said here, does not take place if actions are not performed. You simply
cannot live your life. Even mere survival is not possible. And, by merely surviving, you
are accomplishing nothing.

LIFE IS NOT FOR MERE SURVIVAL

Even a frog manages to survive. Every living organism has the instinct for survival

and it does survive for as long it can. Since anyone and anything can survive, survival is

not considered to be a human accomplishment. Life, human life especially, is not just for

surviving; it is for some accomplishment. This is why the four-fold purunsrthas, human

ends, security - artha, pleasure - kama, righteousness - dharma, and liberation -

moksa, are mentioned in the Mstra. Since there are these ends to be accomplished, we

have various desires that impel us to attempt to fulfil them.

B.. Vl. 1-27
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To just survive, one must at least eat. There is a Swami who is said to be such a
great sannyasi that he does not use his hands even for eating. However, he does open his
mouth so that someone else can put the food in! Obviously, he does not understand that
opening his mouth is an action and closing it is another action, to say nothing of
chewing, swallowing, and preparing for the next mouthful. This same Swami will not
talk either. He does nothing and people call it naiskarmya, which it is not.

Even eating is not possible if you do no action and, to live, you have to get your
food somehow. If you will not use your hands to eat, someone else has to put the food
into your mouth. When others have to cook your food and put it into your mouth, there is
action. Earning the money to buy the food and materials needed to prepare it is also
action. Since survival cannot possibly be without action, do what is to be done by you.

By telling Arjuna to perform action, Krsna was telling him not to be afraid of
action. Arjuna's problem was that his karma was the cause of his being bound. When
you do karma, you produce punya and papa and, because of this, you are born again.
Again you will perform karmas, which again produce punya and papa, because of
which you will be bor yet again. This is why karma is said to be the villain in the life
of samsara. Because karma alone is the cause for your being bound, you conclude that
you should not do karma.

KARMAS ARE INEXHAUSTIBLE

The cycle of life can be looked at through the model of karma, but if we do so, the
model must be taken in its entirety. Suppose you say that by not doing any karma at all
there will be no problem - no punya or papa and, therefore, no more birth and death.
The cessation of this cycle of birth and death is what is meant by liberation, moksa.
Therefore, by not doing anything, you will accomplish moksa. Let others study the Gita;
you do not need it because, by doing nothing, you can gain moksa.

To this, ahikara replies elsewhere by asking further questions. He asks, 'What
about all the karmas standing in your account from previous births, saicita-karmas?
Who is going to fulfil them even if you do nothing in this birth? Secondly, when did you
decide not to do any more karma? Until you were forty years old, all you did was
karma! What about that karma? It also must be fulfilled. Furthermore, can you remain
for even the briefest period of time without performing karma? When you have the "I
am a doer"-notion, you cannot but do karma. In fact, you cannot remain for even a
second without performing some action or the other. And if you are not occupied with
doing right karma, it will take you no time at all to do wrong karma!'

Not doing karma, therefore, is nothing but a pipe dream. There is no such thing as
gaining moksa by not doing karma. Of course karma is the cause for you being bound.
No one ever said that karma liberates. Karma definitely binds the jva. In fact, it is the
third strand of a three-stranded knot. Ignorance is the first strand, ignorance in the form
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of the notion, 'I am a doer.' Once this ignorance-bom notion is there, you cannot avoid
the second strand, desire or krma. If you think that you are small, limited, and mortal,
you will want to be big, full, immortal - all these are desires.

Because you do not want to be limited by ignorance, limited by the knowledge that
you have limited knowledge, you do not accept ignorance: This means that you want to
be free of the limitation of knowledge and ignorance, which is another desire. There is
also the desire to be happy, to be free from unhappiness, inadequacy, lack. These desires
arise because you do not know that you are already full. When this ignorance is there,
desires will also be there and, of course, they will be according to your limited
knowledge. Therefore, even your wants are not very big. You may want this and that, but
they are all small wants really. Then, in order to fulfil these wants, you perform karma,
which produces the punya and papa that create new births for you. Given this
ignorance-desire-action cycle, you remain bound by karma.

KARMA-YOGA RELEASES YOU FROM THE HOLD OF RAGA-DVEýAS

This same karma, however, while not itself a releasing factor, can assist in ones
release if it is done with the attitude of karma-yoga, as we have seen. By performing
karma in this way one is released from the hold of raga-dveqas, likes and dislikes.
Therefore, the same karma becomes a means, a sadhana. In the next few verses, the
karma done in this way is being referred to as yajnia. It becomes yoga and one gains
Auddha-antah-karana, a pure mind. With this pure mind, the person gains the
knowledge that is moksa. This, then, is the order. Beginning with the next verse and
ending with the 16th verse, Krsna then talked about karma as a means leading to moksa.

uWntil9n W:< ^tNs4r ^ wPn: I
^ ^^ !l mti^ T'RTII II

yajitirthdtkarmano'nyatra loko'yam karmabandhana4
tadartham karma kaunteya muktasarigah samacara Verse 9

Wl'w Wc*u: 3Wn ý yajiiarthat karmanah anyatra - other than the karma

performed for the sake of yajfia;- with reference to other (karma); 3M, ayam - this

(person); *i1: lokah - the one who is enjoined (to do the karma); c4ifR: karma-

bandhanah - the one who is bound by action; A q kaunteya - Oh! Kaunteya;

••Rq tadartham - for the sake of that; Pr-W: mukta-sarigah - being one free

from attachment; "4 karma - action; 1W samacara - perform

This person who is enjoined (to do action) is bound by karma other than
that performed for the sake of yajina, (i.e., other than the action
performed as an offering to lIvara). For this reason, Oh! Kaunteya,
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being one free from attachment, perform action for the sake of that

(yajina).

Yajiia is a very important word in the Vedic literature. Even though the word

means a sacrificial ritual, in a wider sense yajiia means every action of one's life is

performed as an offering to livara. In an act of giving, there is a giver, something given,
and a recipient. In an.offering such as a ritual, one more factor is involved - the place
of offering, the altar. Thus there is the altar of offering, the recipient who is invoked in

the offering, the one who does the offering, and the offering itself.

Generally, in any offering, there is a word like svaha or namah, meaning 'I offer

this salutation.' For example, when we say, 'Namah S§ivdya,' it means, 'Unto Lord

Aiva, I offer this salutation,' and this is an offering. When this expression is repeated

over and over again, it becomes a japa-yajiia. Even the food you eat is an offering,
although most people do not think of it as such. If, however, you look upon the digestive
system as digestive fire, the food offered into that fire is an offering and the altar of this
offering is the digestive process, prana, itself. Therefore, before eating, the food is

offered to the Lord in the form ofprana.

Nothing in the creation is looked upon as something separate from the Lord. The
Lord is a conscious being, cetana. Only in a conscious being does the activity of
digestion take place and the food offered is not separate from the Lord. This is why the
fifteenth chapter of the Glta and the aloka, 'brahmarpanam...' are repeated before
eating. These verses make it very clear that everything is the Lord, including the food we
eat, and the one who eats it. Therefore, eating is an offering.

In a fire ritual, the altar is the fire, the turf. The oblation is offered unto the fire.
The offerer is called yajamana and the recipient of the offering, devatd. Usually, when
you offer something to another person, you expect reciprocal treatment. You expect
something in return from that person. Giving and receiving gifts during the Christmas
season is a case in point. You offer a gift to another, no matter how small, and that
person offers you something also.

ALL OFFERINGS BELONG TO THE LORD ALONE

Because giving gifts at Christmas time is a convention, a beautiful convention, you
have to offer and a return is expected. It is not the gift you are'interested in; it is the care
and consideration, the remembrance, of the other person that counts. But when we offer
something to a devati like Indra, reciprocity is not a factor. As part of the yajifa itself I
say in so many words that what I am offering belongs to Indra; it does not belong to
me.1

' This is the mantra that we say, when we make an offering to Lord Indra - 'indriya svuih

indrdya idam na mama - offered unto Indra, this is now Indra's, not mine any more.'
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In this way, everything is looked upon as a yajiia, as we shall see in the fourth

chapter. The breathing process is a yajfia. The breath that goes out is called prnma and

the incoming breath when you breath in is called apdna. When you breathe out the

prana is offered to apdna and when you breath in the apana is offered back to pr5na.

In this way, breathing is considered to be a yajIa.

Those who are committed to the practice of prdanyama, control of the breath, are

not really doing exercises. They are performing a yajia, prdna being Isvara, the Lord.

In the same way, all exercises and yogic postures, asanas, are considered to be yajfias.

In fact, each asana has its own devati. Indian music is also a yajnia. Every defined

melody, raga, is considered to have a head, trunk, and feet. Certain Indian paintings
depict each raga with the form of a goddess. Thus, even ragas, melodies have their own

presiding deities.

Any one aspect in the creation can be looked upon as an aspect of iUvara, and that

aspect becomes the presiding deity or devata. Thus, in any given object, you can invoke

the total or an aspect of the total. If it is an aspect, it is called devata. Any functionary

such as the eyes, ears, nose, and other organs has a presiding deity, devati, which is but

ivara.

THE SENSE ORGANS AS iTVARA

If you look at Avara as the material cause of the whole creation, the eyes
themselves are ivara. And if you look at the Lord as the efficient cause, the Lord
becomes the presiding deity for the eyes. Without this appreciation of IUvara, this

bhakti, there is no karma-yoga. This appreciation is the very attitude that is

karma-yoga, in fact. Thus, karma-yoga is bhakti-yoga. We are told very clearly that

there are only two yogas - karma-yoga andji'ina-yoga.

Thus for the sake of moksa, there are two possible dedicated life-styles,

jiflna-yoga and karma-yoga. Either one pursues knowledge to the exclusion of all else

or one performs karma with the proper attitude, which implies I!vara, along with one's

pursuit of self-knowledge. Bhakti, appreciation of Avara is common to both the

sannydsi and the karma-yogi. A sannyasi,jifina-yogi, is not without devotion. In fact,
this person's entire life is dedicated to the appreciation of livara. He or she wants only

to understand what luvara is. The knowledge being idvara, nothing but fivara is there.
Uvara is the very pursuit. Thus, a sannydsi is not a non-devotee.

Because two words, jiiana-yoga and karma-yoga, are used, it is commonly

thought that there are two separate pursuits, the pursuit of knowledge and the pursuit of
karma. This misunderstanding leads to the iiitroduction of a seemingly third pursuit, the
pursuit of bhakti. But how can this be? Suppose a sannydsi is one who renounces all
action, karma-yogi is one who performs all action, and then there is a third person, a
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bhakti-yogi. Does the bhakti-yogl not perform karma? And if not, what will he or she

do for bhakti? To worship Avara, certain rituals have to be performed.

Whatever the person does to express his or her devotion is an action, a karma.

This is karma-yoga, in fact. All that is being done is karma. 'No, no,' the bhakta might
say, '1 only sing, Hare Rama.' He or she may think that singing Hare Rama is bhakti,
but it is an action, a karma performed by the organ of speech and therefore called
vdcikam karma. And if, while singing, the person also claps or dances, the karma
becomes a kayikam karma, an action performed by the limbs of the physical body.
Therefore, the karma is not only oral, it is also physical. In fact, this kind of bhakti can
be so physical that it can totally exhaust the person!

BHAKTI-YOGA IS KARMA-YOGA

Bhakti is the recognition of Uivara and any karma done for the sake of
recognizing livara is yoga. Even if you meditate mentally, it is bhakti because the Lord
is involved. It is also a karma because you are doing it with your will. Any action that
comes of your will and is invoking someone is a yajina, a karma. Therefore, the
expression bhakti-yoga is to be taken as karma-yoga, bhakti being a common element.

Similarly, hatha-yoga is a discipline which is a sadhana or indirect means for
moksa. Any discipline is either for antah-karana-iuddhi, purification of your mind, or
for the integration and co-ordination of the physical body. Because there are a number of
disturbances and many kinds of deficiencies possible in a person, various disciplines can
be helpful. Any discipline is yoga if the purpose is very clear. If not, it can be a problem.
Even Karate can be yoga, as long as it is not done to make you feel invincible. The
purpose is not to kick someone but to gain a certain degree of fitness and co-ordination.

When there is commitment to livara, everything becomes yoga, a means, there is
no discipline or activity that we can say is not yoga if the Lord is involved. In the fourth
chapter we will see how many types of activity there are and that, with these, everything
is covered. Who is doing it, the persons attitude, the purpose for which an activity is
being done - all these make any activity a sadhana, a yoga. It is important to
understand, then, that although yoga has been divided into many different types, the
idstra makes it clear that there are only two in fact, karma-yoga andjfinna-yoga.

For the jinana-yogi or sannyasi, knowledge alone is yoga because the person is
absolved from all duties. It is not that the jinana-yogi does not do any karma
whatsoever; it is just that the person is absolved of all obligatory duties. The sannyasi is
a non-competitive person, one who does not compete in the society in any way. Only
then is the person freed from all obligatory duties to pursue knowledge. When sannyasis
start incense factories, for example, they have to compete with other incense
manufacturers. They have to project the product, proving it to be better than other
products. Only a person who does not compete in the society can be called a sannyisi.
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Thus, there are only two yogas and bhakti is common to both of them. All
karmas become yoga if they are done keeping livara in view. A yajita is any karma
which is done for the sake of livara. It can be any ritual, worship, or prayer - each of
which involves special karma performed for the sake of livara only.

Bringing up a child is also a yajina and is an example of an indirect offering to
lAvara. I am here in this creation and the child is. in my keeping. The child has been
given to me as prasada and is to be brought up by me. This is a proper attitude and is
therefore karma-yoga. isvara is recognised and the order involved is seen to be Isvara.
To see things in this way is not an ordinary situation. A person has to be sensitive so that
the order that is Avara is as tangible as a wall or a rock. This kind of appreciation is
what bhakti actually means.

THE REAL MEANING OF BHAKTI

Bhakti is not just chanting, although chanting is also bhakti. It is the appreciation
of Avara and the order. This appreciation is what makes you sensitive and gives
meaning to your life. Recognizing livara is to be able to see more than meets the eye,
more than what the eyes see. Bhakti is an appreciation of what is behind and what is in
front, the order within the order, seeing everything as isvara. And this is also exactly
what is meant by karma-yoga.

By any karma, you are either directly or indirectly related to Ijvara. Karma
involves role-playing. Something is expected of you. This action is to be done by you
because you are placed in this situation. Therefore, you do it. This is how I9vara's
karma works. Otherwise, why are you in this place at this time? Why are you not
elsewhere? There is a meaning here. You are in this place at this time because there is
something to be done by you. This is the law of karma.

You see that there is a meaning and that the situation is not a random one.
Everything seems to have a cause and an effect. There is no randomness in the creation.
To use Einstein's words the Lord does not play dice. Even if he did, being omniscient, he
would know exactly how they were going to fall. Otherwise, he would not be Jivara.
Therefore, he has no need to play dice. Situations do not happen randomly. They happen
because they have to happen. If this is understood, you will find that everything, even
relationships, becomes meaningful.

To worship the Lord by doing what is to be done by you definitely requires that
you see more than the eyes can see. You have to appreciate what is beyond the hands
that perform the action, not merely the desire but what is behind the desire. You should
appreciate that the desire itself is brn of i4vara. This kind of appreciation is bhakti. In
this way, the performer of action worships the Lord indirectly.
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Thus, there is a two-fold yajina - direct and indirect. When you perform a

karma, a yajnia, in the form of a prayer, there is a direct relationship between Ulvara and

yourself. You either invoke I�vara in the form of a devati, a deity, or you invoke him as

the Lord straightaway. Either way, there is a bhakta, a devotee, and there is a

yajamana, one who performs the karma. You can do the karma yourself or it can be

done by someone else, by proxy, as when you ask a priest to conduct a ritual on your

behalf. Either way, the result comes to you alone, the yajamana.

DIRECT AND INDIRECT YAJNAS

Karma that invokes a devat or lAvara directly becomes a direct yajiia. Any

other karma, done with an awareness of isvara, becomes an indirect yajia. Because the

yajiia, direct or indirect, is done for the sake of i1vara, lsvara is also called yajina.

This section of the Gita provides a beautiful description of bhakti that converts

karma into yoga. Everything can be seen here - the order, the ecology, and so on. At

every level, there is an ecology - the ecology of thought, the ecology of karma, the

ecology of action. 'Ecology' is an excellent word, having brought into light a certain

understanding that did not exist previously. 'Ecology' is now a commonly-used word

because there is necessity for it, pollution now being a recognised problem.

Ecology is recognised here at different levels. All the devatds, all the elemental

forces, are doing their jobs and should'not be disturbed. Because you are a conscious

being with a free will, even the ecology of the divine forces can be disturbed by your
actions. If you are abusing your free will, you are disturbing the ecology of dharma,
which is going to affect all humanity, whatever is disturbed is not going to remain

without producing undesirable results.

There is an order and, wherever there is an order, there is ecology. Here, Krsna

was talking at the dharma level. Dharma alone should govern your free will. Once

freedom is given to you, you can do whatever you want. There is no hindrance
whatsoever. If freedom can be hindered, it is not freedom. Therefore, because you have a

free will, you can commit homicide and even suicide!

Since there is the possibility of abusing freedom at different levels, there should be

an ecology with reference to the freedom given. It seems that the only ecology we are

concerned about disturbing is the ecology of the flora and fauna. This attitude comes

from human selfishness. We tend to think only about how we are going to be affected by
this or that, but there is so much more to ecology than this. Ecology is the very

awareness of ones actions and how they have an ever-widening circle of reactions.
When a stone is thrown into clean water, it does not just drop to the bottom. It creates

ripples, which keep on widening and widening into bigger and bigger circles, until

finally, they lash upon the shore. Similarly, any action creates extended circles of

response.
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DISTURBING THE ORDER

Any action that disturbs the order, the dharma, will definitely bring about
disorder, adharma. Because you are given freedom your freedom should be controlled

by dharma. If at all there is a control, it is conformity to dharma. And if you do not

conform to dharma, you will cause an ecological disturbance at the dharma level,
resulting in various conflicts and problems.

In this section of Gitd, you will find how the universe moves within an ecology. It
moves in a certain order and any disturbance in that order is a disturbance to you and to

everyone else. Awareness of this fact is what makes a person a karma-yogi.

Karma-yoga must be clearly understood. Because it is not an ordinary attitude, it
takes a lot of maturity, awareness, and sensitivity. To simply say that one should love
God is just so much Sunday talk. It means nothing. How can people who are not able to

love their own mothers or those who care for them, love God? You do not even know
who this God is or whether he exists.

Bhakti is no joke. You must have a heightened awareness of the whole at the level

of the manifest. This heightened awareness is bhakti and is what makes you a
karma-yogi, as we shall see later in this group of verses.

Arjuna was told by Krsna to take to karma-yoga and he was also told that
karma, action, binds the person who performs the action. Thus, there seems to be a
problem here. Action, implying a doer, brings to the doer the results of the action. The
results of action are either seen, drsta, or unseen, adrsta. Seen results are those you see
immediately, in this life itself. You can relate directly to them. When you boil water, for
example, the boiled water is a result that is seen immediately.

The same actions can also bring about unseen results, those that are not seen by
you now, but will come either later in this life or in the hereafter. A prayer or a ritual is a

karma that brings about an unseen result. For example, putrakdme.ti the name given to
a ritual performed for gaining a son produces result in this life only. How it happens is
not known; only the outcome is seen. The connection between the ritual and the result
not being seen, the result is called adrsta That actions produce both seen and unseen
results is unfolded by the druti.

HOW ACTION BINDS THE PERSON

In this way, we see that action does indeed bind the person. It keeps the doer going
all the time. Whether the result is good or bad, puwya or papa, the doer is always there
as a samsari. For one who can discriminate between the real and unreal, even a good
result is a shackle. A good result may mean that a particular situation is a little more

comfortable, but it is not going to completely change the person in terms of his or her
sense of limitation, centred on the 'I.'
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A person can become the president of a country because of some punya alone, not
merely because of his or her qualifications. You may say it is a fluke or chance, whereas
we attribute it to some good karma. Even though a highly qualified person may
repeatedly contest the presidential elections, he or she may never win. For the highly
qualified person, the unseen result of winning a presidential election may not be there,
whereas for a lesser-qualified person it is.

And even if you do become the president, there will still be problems. Perhaps you
think your nose is too big and, having to be constantly in the public eye, you feel you
should undergo surgery! Like this, some problem or other is always going to be there
because, simply by becoming a powerful person in society, no one is going to alter his or
her sense of limitation centred on the 'I.' Therefore, even punya, good results, are a
shackle - a golden shackle. Whether one's shackle is made of gold or iron, it is still the
same.

A discriminating person knows that both punya and papa are the cause for
bondage, the cause for samsara continuing. Karma does not cause samnsra; it
perpetuates it. There is no need to cause samsara because it is already there. Since
karma perpetuates samsara, instead of releasing you from it, 'Why should I do
karma?' becomes the question.

In this verse, Krsna also acknowledged that karma is the cause for continued
bondage, bandha-hetu. There is no doubt about it if karma is done for reasons other
than yajiha. Here, yajia does not refer to the ritual itself but to the one for whose sake it
is done, tIvara. By saying that yajila is Visnu the one who is all pervasive, the Aruti
makes it clear that yajiFa is the Lord. Similarly, in the verse 24 of the Chapter 4 of the
Gita, everything is seen to be Brahman, the Lord.' The one who performs the ritual is
the Lord. The place where it is performed, the oblation itself is also the Lord. The
mantras, ladles with which the oblation is offered, and so on are the Lord and so is the
result. This means that there is nothing to gain. Everything belongs to Brahman because
everything is Brahman.

KARMA AS AN OFFERING TO i§VARA DOES NOT BIND

Krsna said here that karma only binds a person when it is performed without
recognizing the Lord. When karma is done for the sake of one's ragas and dvesas,
without considering the dharma as isvara, then it is bondage. One gains only the results
known as punya and pdpa, those that come from performing kamya-karma, actions

WO A Tp4 u NftAITIfr I I-W It
brahmdrpanam brahmahavirbrahmdgnau brahmand hutam
brahmaiva tana gantavyam brahmakarmasamddhind (Gitd - 4-24)
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done for the sake of one's likes and dislikes. Only in this way can it be said that karma
binds. It is true that if kamya-karma is done keeping dharma and adharma in view, no
pipa is incurred. However, only when karma is done for the sake of antah-
karana-iuddhi does it become a means for moksa. Only then is ityoga.

Karma becomes yoga if it is yajnia, done for the sake of itvara, as a propitiation
to him or for antah-karana-duddhi. If this is not the case, then even worship, prayer,
and so on become kimya-karma, performed to fulfil one% ragas and duesas. There is
nothing wrong in doing this, but one should know that performing karma in this way is
bondage.

Therefore, Krsqna said, do karma properly, for the sake of the Lord, as ayajfia, as
propitiation. And how should this karma be done? By being free of attachment. What
binds you to karma are your raga-dvesas alone. Karma itself does not bind you. For a
jinni, a wise person, there is no problem at all. Karma does not bind the person. And
for a yogi, one who is not controlled by his or her rdga-dvefas, karma is an indirect
means for gaining the knowledge that is mok{a. Thus, Krsna told Arjuna that, whether
he looked upon himself as ajniini or a yogi, there was no problem.

You find that your previous karma, prarabdha, has brought you to a given
situation. With reference to action itself, you simply have to do what is to be done by
you. Another aspect of karma-yoga concerns your response to the results of action. You
have certain likes and dislikes and, in keeping with dharma, you fulfil them. At the
same time, you are prepared to accept the results of your action as prasada. In this way,
your response to the results of action is also karma-yoga.

The action mentioned by Krsna in this verse was not meant for fulfilling Arjuna's
rdga-dvesas. It was action to be done simply because it was to be done. Arjuna said he
did not want to fight because he did not want the kingdom. Since raga-dvesas were not
involved, why should he fight? Krsna's response was that the matter was no longer in
Arjuna's hands and that what was to be done by him must be done. RPga-dvesas have
to subserve dharma. What is to be done, we have to do, without being dictated to by a
utilitarian attitude.

HOW ACTION BECOMES YOGA

Actions are almost always dictated by a utilitarian attitude - what will I get out of
this? How much will I get and so on? But, here, Krsna was saying that if something is to
be done by you and you do not want to do it, you had better do it anyway! In this way,
action becomes a yoga. Krs.na was talking about a karma-yogi here, one who is
qualified to do karma. The jnani is hot being addressed at all. For thejinanl there is no
problem. Because the person knows that he or she is not the doer, there is nothing to be
done. The karma-yogi, on the other hand, still thinking that he or she is the doer,
continues to perform action until knowledge is gained.
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Explaining why karma is to be done, Lord Krsna continued:

WWg~i: ST: W y^N W tds : I

3^T M+ 1N 1q QA P-lm ]H I o II

sahayajFndh prajdh srstvd purovdca prajapatih
anena prasavisyadhvarnesa vo'stvistakdmadhuk Verse 10

IT purd - in the beginning; infff: prajapatih - the Creator; 7 I9 : sahayajihd

- together with yajia; TMT: prajdh - human beings; T srs.tva - having created;

WN uvdca - said; aT anena - by this (yajiia); T •W& 'T, prasavisyadhvam -

shall you multiply; t : esah - this; W: vah - for you; W-W-•R, ista-kamadhuk -

the wish-fulfilling cow; aT astu - may (this yajia) be

In the beginning, the Creator, having created human beings along with

yajiia, said: 'By this (yajiia) shall you multiply. May this (yajia) be a

wish-fulfilling cow for you.'

Prajdpati means the Creator, the Lord of all beings, called Brahmaji. The

statement, 'In the beginning, the Lord said,' refers to the Veda. The Veda is a body of

knowledge considered not to have been written by anyone. Instead, it is looked upon as

knowledge revealed to the ancient sages, rsis, by the Lord.

What the Lord said, then, is in the Veda and what he said is for the sake of the

human beings he has created. Animals, being programmed, do not need the knowledge

contained in the Veda. Along with human beings, the Lord created yajias and enjoined

everyone to perform the rituals and other karmas found in the Veda.

Vedic rituals cover all phases of life. Even before a child is born, a ritual is

performed. The Sanskrit word for 'wife' is patnt and for 'husband' patih. The letter 'i'

in pati is replaced by 'n' and the feminine suffix ' ' is added to form the word patni

meaning wife. The Pdnini-si2tra' that describes this grammatical rule states that the

substitution is only done when a woman is connected to a man for the purpose of doing

yajia, meaning a Vedic ritual. A man marries for this reason since, without a wife, he

cannot perform certain rituals enjoined by the Veda.

Most Vedic rituals require one's wife, patni, to take part. Although the husband,

pati, actually performs the ritual, he cannot do so without his wife's permission. Nor can

he perform it without her. Therefore, the marriage itself has a religious purpose. The

very taking of a woman's hand in marriage, accepting another person into one's life, is

religious. The woman herself need not perform any Vedic ritual because she naturally

patyarn yajiia-samyoe 4.1.33
patyurno yajha-samyoge 4.1.33
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receives half the results of the rituals that her husband performs. And the results of any

sins the husband may perform belong to him alone. Thus, she wins, hands down!

Although the wife is not required to perform rituals, she has specific duties related

to them, such as preparing certain food. In this way, there is a sharing of responsibility:

the husband performs the rituals and the wife gives her permission and attends them.

Because she enables him to be qualified to perform the rituals, she is called patni

meaning that she is connected to yajnia. Thus, inherent in the grammar of such words as

patnl is the Vedic attitude about marriage.

There are Vedic rituals performed for the consummation of the marriage, for

impregnation. Again a Vedic ritual is done during the seventh or eighth month of

pregnancy, for the safety of mother and child. When the child is born, the ritual called

jdtesti is performed by the parents on the child's behalf because the baby cannot do it.

Then there is a naming ritual, nama-karana, which is similar to the Christian

christening ceremony. During the first year of the child's life, there is a ritual during
which the babys ears are pierced. This is also said to have some acupuncture value. A
ritual for removing the hair may be performed at the same time or later. In the eighth
year or the twelfth year, depending on which group the child belongs to, another ritual is
performed for initiation into the Veda. A mantra is given and the child is referred to as
one who is twice-bor, the second birth being the result of the initiation ceremony. From
this time onwards, a male child is to perform certain daily rituals and when he marries,
as we have seen, certain other rituals are to be performed also.

Thus, in the Vedic vision, a child is born of rituals and is maintained by rituals.
Certain rituals are performed three times daily - at dawn, at sunset, and at noon, when
the sun is directly above one's head. This is direct propitiation, as we have seen, all other
activities being indirect propitiation. In this way, everything is a ritual, even eating. Only
after six morsels of food are given to the Lord does one begin eating. There is another
ritual at the end of the meal, using water and a mantra. Bathing is also a ritual. A boy
who has been initiated into the Veda has to do certain rituals from the time he gets up in
the morning until he goes to bed at night; he has to remember certain chants in order to
do the required rituals. Throughout his life, this continues.

COMMITMENT TO THE VEDA IS A LIFE OF YAJNA

There are yet other rituals, quite a few in fact, that must be done on special
occasions. One's entire life is a yajnia and the person is called a vaidika, one who is
committed to the Veda. To be a vaidika is no joke! It means that the person is to
perform all the enjoined rituals - in other words, to live a religious life. This is what
Lord Krsna meant here when he said that when he created human beings he also created
yajnas.
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Prasava, meaning growth, is an interesting word here. You begin your life with
just yourself - aham, I, myself. When you get married, there are two of you, because of
which there can be no end of growth! Thus, the singular becomes dual and then plural -
three, four, or more. Thus, Krsna said that by yajia, 'May you grow, increase.'

Whenever the word 'said' is used, as it is in this verse, there is always an intention
involved. Thus;to understand a sentence, you have to see the intention. By giving human
beings the rituals that are in the Veda, the Lord intended for us to grow. 'Let this yajiia
be for you,' he said. 'Let it be the cow that yields anything you desire. Let it be your
wish-fulfilling cow.'

The cow Krsna was referring to was certainly not your ordinary milk-giving cow!
This particular cow, called Kimadhenu, belonged to the well-known sage, Vasistha.
One day, Viuvdmitra, the king, came to the forest where the sage lived. The king was
accompanied by a huge retinue, all of whom were hungry. Finding Vasistha's hut, they
went inside and asked him for food. In only five minutes, food was served to them.
When the king asked Vasistha how this had been possible, the sage replied that he had a
cow in the yard. 'What does a cow have to do with all this wonderful food?' the king
asked. 'The cow gives everything,' Vasistha replied.

The king then asked Vasistha to give him the cow. Vasistha told the king that he
could give him the cow, but it would not be of any use to him because it would yield
only to one who is a brahmargi, and the king was a ksatriya. The story is a metaphor,
based on the real meaning of the word brahmarsi, one who has the knowledge whereby
everything is gained. Vasi.tha had this knowledge and Viivdmitra did not. By knowing
the whole, Brahman, as oneself, everything is as well known. Having this knowledge,
the person has everything because he or she is everything.

Vasistha's wish-fulfilling cow, Kamadhenu, stands for knowledge. Thus, Krsna
is saying here - let the knowledge of Brahman prove to be a Kamadhenu; let it fulfil
all your wishes.

DEFINITION OF A BRAHMANA

When you have no wishes, you do not need any wishes fulfilled. That you are full
and complete means that you have no wishes. But to know that you are full and complete
you must be a brahmarsi, meaning that you must be a knower of Brahman, a
brahma-jiian. There is an upanisad called Vajrasiicikopanisad, vajrasutc meaning a
diamond needle, one that pierces and thus defines. A brahmana is defined in it as
follows - a brahmana is one who has brahma-jidana, knowledge of Brahman, and
everyone else is an abrdhmana.

The wish-fulfilling cow will only yield to one who knows Brahman. Therefore,
the cow would have been useless to the king. All he would have received from it would
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be a kick! This made the king very angry - of course, a typical ksatriya response. He
vowed that he would become a brahmarsi in order to get the cow, for which he
performed enormous austerities, tapas. As long as he continued to be angry, he did not
become a brahmarsi. In fact, as long as he wanted to become a brahmarsi, he did not
become one. Eventually, having given up wanting to.become a brahmarsi, he got the
knowledge that made him a brahmarsi.

In the Veda, the Lord said, 'Let yajiLa give you everything; let it be your
wish-fulfilling cow.' Yajiia is a prayer, as we have seen, and as yoga it gives you antah-
karana-duddhi, purification of the mind, and then jiina, knowledge. Mumuksus want
to know and for this they employ various means, various disciplines, all of which are
yajna.

The wish-fulfilling cow is also said to be available in Indra's world. So, when you
go there, please make sure that you see it. Just as when you go to Agra, you cannot come
back and say that you did not see the Taj Mahal, so too, when you go to heaven, you had
better look for KImadhenu.

.cu ic- di^ w 4 4. T M n Z M: I
WW Icn^HT-: •r: V4<,-Imlc4II ^ II

devunbhavayatdnena te deva bhavayantu vah
parasparam bhdvayantah hreyah paramavapsyatha Verse 11

aqT anena - with this; 4r1 devan - the deities; 1TrETI bhdvayata - propitiate; *
te - those; *T: devdh - deities; W: vah - you; qrTq:J bhavayantu - may

propitiate; t•WT' parasparam - one another; wTrl-': bhavayantah - propitiating;

WV 5Tf: param sreyah - highest good (moksa); a1rlqW avdpsyatha - you shall

gain

Propitiate the deities with this (yajfia). May those deities propitiate you.
Propitiating one another, you shall gain the highest good (mokfa).

Previously, the Lord had said, 'With this yajiia, may you all grow.' In this verse,
Krsna told Arjuna how, by. performing the daily rituals enjoined by the Veda, the
various deities or aspects of the Lord are propitiated.

The sun is a blessing, no doubt, but if you look at it as just a ball of fire, it is not a
deity, a devatd. It is purely an inert blessing. However, if you look at the sun as a
devati, you are recognizing that it is non-separate from livara. Similarly, with the other
deities - water, called Varuna; air, called Vayu; fire, Agni; and earth, called Prthiv.
Space, AkdSa, is also a devata, as is time, Kdla. Thus, there are any number of devatds
whose blessings you partake of every day.
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There is an ecology at the level of your understanding with reference to free will,

which is where the order that is uvara is to be appreciated. Daily yajinas imply your

oblations, propitiation, to all these devatas, who are ivara in the form of various forces.

May you propitiate them and, thus propitiated, may they bless you. You perform your

daily duties and prayers and let the cosmic forces bless you. Let them bless you and you

propitiate them. May you not disturb the cosmic ecology by not doing what is to be

done.

A recognition, a sensitivity, is involved here. By recognizing the cosmic forces,
you do not take things for granted. This is why children in India are told that they must
get up before the sun rises. A child might think, 'So what if the sun rises? Let it rise!

Why should I get up?' But they are told that they must rise in time to welcome the sun.
The sun is a blessing and when a blessing comes, you should not be sleeping; you should
be wide-awake for its coming.

A man had been meditating for twenty years. The Lord was pleased with his

meditation and appeared before him. Unfortunately, the man was asleep at the time! This
happens in meditation sometimes. And so the Lord came and went. The person had to
meditate another twenty years before the Lord came again! But, here, in the form of the
sun, the Lord comes every day.

Therefore, you should not be under the sheets when he comes. You should get up
to receive the blessing that is the Lord. This kind of appreciation is what ecology is all
about. There is no ecology other than your own understanding. You have to understand;
otherwise, there is no ecology. Ecology is only for the person who understands.

YAJNA REQUIRES SENSITIVITY

There are those who say that if you have seen one redwood tree, you have seen
them all. Ronald Reagan said this when he was Governor of California. Because timber
companies were destroying all the redwood trees, he was asked to put an end to the
destruction. Reagan's response was that they would keep just a few trees so that people
could see them. He did not see why anyone would want to preserve these
hundred-year-old trees. This represents a particular level of understanding and at this
level there is no ecology, only economy. And in the long run, there is no economy either!

Therefore, ecology is an appreciation that is in your head - in other words, in the
eyes of the beholder. It is not beyond the eyes. It does not exist outside. If you do not see
it, it is not there. This, then, is ecology. Appreciation of livara is also ecology but at a
deeper level. Ivara is appreciated as the cosmic forces and is thereby propitiated. One
of the forms of propitiation is daily prayer. Therefore, may you appreciate IUvara in your
prayers as the forces, the deities, and let them bless you. May you all grow by doing
what is to be done.
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There is a mutual respect here. The deities bless you and you propitiate them. You

offer them your oblations and they offer you their oblations - in the fbrm of rain,

energy, health, and so on. In this way, may you gain moksa, param dreya4,
characterised by knowledge, in due course, step by step, not directly, not immediately,
but by antah-karana-duddhi, by preparing the mind, purifying it, for the knowledge.

If you die while pursuing knowledge, without having gained it, it is said that, at the

very least, you will gain heavenly enjoyments, svarga. Therefore, there is no loss.

Svarga also stands for better births, meaning that in your next birth, you will go further

along towards mokqa. This interpretation is more relevant since the Ghit is

moksa-dstra, not svarga-tdstra.

Then, Krsna said:

AutOlnzft^ft- t^wiq ,IH II

itan bhogan hi vo deva dasyante yafiabhdvitah
tairdattanapradayaibhyo yo bhufrkte stena eva sah Verse 12

IT: devah - gods; W t'im : yajiiabhiviti� - propitiated by yajiia; 4EI 1i;T

istan bhogan - desirable objects; 4: vah - to you; IF�- dasyante -will give; I
hi - therefore; : �.i taih dattan - given by them; 1WF: ebhyah - to them; amql

apraddya - without offering; T: yah - the one who; 9 bhurikte - enjoys; R: sao

- that person; *': stenah - thief; tr eva - indeed

The gods, propitiated by yajiia, will give you desirable objects.
Therefore, one who enjoys objects given by them without offering to
them in return is indeed a thief.

The gods here mean Idvara in the form of deities who are propitiated by your
yajias, your prayers and rituals. They spread before you all desirable enjoyments.
Whatever is desirable, they give to you. Thus, for those whose predominant commitment
is to yajia, there will be conducive situations for growth.

In order for a person to be able to live a life of dharma, you require a society
where dharma is predominant. It is not that you cannot do it otherwise, but it is difficult.
Take life in modem-day India, for example. Even to buy a railway ticket, the agent must
be bribed. There is simply no other way to purchase a ticket. Because of the melting pot
environment created by too rapid an industrialisation following independence, the
society is undergoing some rather drastic changes and peoples desires have become
manifold. The changes have come from the top and there is no foundation, leaving the
society top-heavy without the roots that proper growth requires. Growth should be like
that of a tree. First the roots are established and then the tree grows from there.

O V. ol -2»
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Thus, a person who wants to live a life of dharma will have problems in some
parts of the world because he or she does not want to bribe people. Only where there is
some dharma in the society is it easy to live such a life. To propitiate the devatds means
to follow dharma. By living a prayerful life, you create a conducive atmosphere. And
when the majority of people live this way, then the whole society will be conducive to
the growth of dharma.

CONFORMING TO THE ORDER

The devatas will do their jobs whether you propitiate them or not, but when you
go against dharma, you disturb the order and you are the sufferer. Therefore, everyone
must do his or her job. The devatas do their jobs and you do yours according to the
order of dharma given in the Veda.

Animals, trees and other plants are programmed and therefore do not require the
Veda. People, on the other hand, do need it because they have to conform to the order,
for which they need the understanding that the Veda provides. It is said that if you do not
disturb the order, the devas do not get disturbed. Thus, ecology of the universal order
means that is no disturbance at the level of cosmic forces, the level of devatas.

When the sun, water, fire, air, and earth do their respective jobs, what do you get?
A delicious Thanksgiving dinner on your plate! In this example, food stands for the
various enjoyments, all of which come to your plate as blessings of the deities, cosmic
forces, natural laws, and so on. For us, these are not simply nature; they are iivara.

In this verse, a person who enjoys the results that are given by 1Ivara, without
having offered anything, is likened to a thief. Because you are continuously receiving
from the cosmic forces, which are nothing but aspects of Avara, you should give them
something in return. You can only do this by remembering ivara, by offering an
oblation or a prayer. This is real Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving is not something that
happens once a year; it goes on all the time.

Although the deities do not need anything from you, you need to respect them and
this respect is given in the form of a prayer. The prayer is a recognition of all these
forces and makes you a sensitive person. You are not just seeing what the eyes see or
hearing what the ears hear. You are going beyond them. This kind of a life is not an
ordinary life; it is a profound life. Not giving back to the deities in the form of
remembrance makes you a thief.

A thief does not say, 'Thank you.' He or she just takes what belongs to another
and runs away. Therefore, a person who does not remember the devatts is no different
from a common thief. One who takes money from someone and does not return it is also
a cheat. This thief who is also a cheat runs away and begins operating from another place
so as not to be found out.
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Here, the devatas do not seem to come looking for you. They are all in your
appreciation; otherwise, they simply do not exist for you. Still, they operate constantly.
The very air you breathe is livara. The work of the devatas is always done and can be
recognised by you. And if you do not recognise them, you are a cheat because you take
from them and do not give them what is to be given in return.

RECOGNITION AND THANKSGIVING ARE YAJNA

What you return to the devatas is your recognition, which is what is called yqjiia.
We perform the yajila as a return, as a thanksgiving. It is not for anything else. The
yajnia itself brings about an antah-karana-6uddhi, because of which the person can
give thanks. By giving thanks, by recognizing everything as livara, you will definitely
gain antah-karana-$uddhi.

A person who respects the cosmic forces is not an ordinary person. He or she no
longer goes by rdga-dvesas but goes beyond them. Otherwise, there would be no
recognition or thanksgiving. On the other hand, a person who performs karma to satisfy
his or her mind and senses alone does not offer oblations, not even water or a simple
twig. Such a person is a thief and a cheat. He or she does not give the cosmic forces their
due.

In the next verse, Krsna describes these two types of people:

9U* i M W4 11NT *TrW"Ir tlunII II II

yajFiaWistainah santo mucyante sarvakilbisaih
bhunrjate te tvaghamp pdpa ye pacantydtmakdranat Verse 13

wr-fieffR: WRf: yajfa-sitiaiina, santah - those who eat, having first offered the
food to the Lord; f4-'f- : sarva-kilbisaih - from all impurities; li* mucyante
- are released; ? I ye tu - whereas those who; 3T19 -WRTilT atma-k5ra�m dt - for
the sake of themselves; Tf1 pacanti - cook; A te - they; qlM: papdh - sinners;

tTr agham - pdpa (sin); %Ui bhunijate - eat

Those who eat, having first offered the food to the Lord, are released
from impurities, whereas those sinful people who cook only for
themselves eat papa (sin).

Karma-yoga is presented as yajnia in this verse. We have seen how all actions are
yaji•as, whether they are in the form of rituals, prayers, or performing one's duties to
others, more of which we shall see in the next chapter.
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Since I9vara, the Lord, is to be recognised in the form of the various cosmic
forces or elements, these forces are viewed individually and are called devatis or devas,
meaning deities.

Thus, it is said, may you propitiate the devas and let them bless you. This means
that you let them do what they have to do and you do what you have to do. In this way,
since there is nothing outside of Alvara, the natural forces are not looked upon as mere
inert forces. Everything is within lAvara, the conscious being, cetana-vastu even when
one is under the spell of dream.

In a dream we see both living beings and inert objects. The mountain seen in a
dream is inert,jada. The sun and its rays are alsojada. Everything seen is jada, in fact,
and not cetana. But the difference between the inert and the conscious,
jada-cetana-bheda, is only within the framework of what is perceived by you as the
subject of the dream. If, having perceived the dream objects, you shift your perception to
the person who is dreaming, the creator of the dream, then you will see that there is no
world outside of the dreamer.

If the dreamer is a conscious being, the dreamt world is non-separate from the
dreamer because he or she is both the maker, nimitta-kmrana, of the dream world and
the material, upadana-kara.na, for it. Therefore, from the dreamer's standpoint, there is
nothing inert or conscious. Everything is the dreamer alone.

Similarly, from the standpoint of livara, the cosmic forces are recognised as being
non-separate from Avara because there is nothing outside of I9uara. They are not
simply taken to be jada. Even though they look as though they are jada, they are all
devatis from the standpoint of lvara. In this way, the sun becomes a devati, as does
the air, fire, water, and the earth.

Acknowledging UAvara in this way, recognizing his many aspects in the form of
devatas, one performs various rituals and prayers, which are also actions. There are
various actions that are to be done, including the daily rituals, nitya-karma and rituals
performed on certain occasions, naimittika-karma, stipulated in the Veda as part of its
vision. Nitya-karma and naimittika-karma are to be performed, without exception,
until one takes sannydsa, that is, until one renounces everything.

ACKNOWLEDGING THE COSMIC FORCES AS DEVATAS

Whatever results you receive from the actions you perform are blessings given to
you by the devats who are doing their jobs. If you acknowledge these devatis and give
them their due, you become a person who is not a thief or a cheat, as Krsna said in the
previous verse. Here, in the present verse, he contrasted the person who is not a thief
with one who is.
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One cannot help but perform certain harmful karma as one lives one's daily life.
Life does live upon life. If freedom or free will were not there, nothing would be sinful,
strictly speaking. There would be no wrongdoing, no papa-karma. But because one has

to eat and must fulfil certain minimum requirements in order to survive, there is naturally
going to be some kind of injury, himsa, done. Some plants, animals, and bugs will be
destroyed. In this way, many non-human living beings are destroyed everyday and this

destruction produces certain untoward results, called papas, which keep on gathering
every day.

How are you going to eliminate these results? Knowingly or unknowingly, a lot of

papas are incurred and you gather results that are undesirable, which in turn result in
some kind of unpleasantness, duhkha, for you. To neutralise these results, then, there
are different types of yajqns - yajnsas to the deities, to onels ancestors, to one' fellow

creatures, to the rqis who have given us this knowledge, and so on. These yajiias are to

be performed daily and are contained in one ritual.

The yojfrlais.tainah in this verse, refers to those who eat, after having first

offered the food to the Lord, in other words, those who partake having paid their dues.

While people in India today may not perform all the enjoined yajqias very methodically,
they always offer the food to the Lord and only then do they eat.

The ritual itself is not what is important; it is the attitude, the bhavand that counts.
Food is cooked and offered to the Lord, the attitude being that only what is left over

yajiaii.ta, is to be eaten, which is what is meant by prasada. It is a blessing from the
Lord. Those who eat only prasada do not eat food; they eat only prasada. Having
offered the food to the Lord with a prayer, such as the chant brahrmrpanam.,., the
food itself becomes prasada. Thus, it is said, that those who offer food to the Lord and

then partake of what is left over are released, mucyante, from all the little pdpas,
sarvakilbisas, that have been gathered daily because of having performed some injury
or the other in the interest of survival.

Merely by grinding something, washing the floor, spraying detergent, or walking,
we are continually killing something. This killing is often done deliberately for our own

welfare. In fact, we could not live if we did not do it. The bugs that we kill want to live,
but we also want to live. Co-existence not being possible, the bugs must be destroyed.
This act of destruction involves some sin, some adharma, which, as Krsna points out in

this verse, can only be neutralised by daily prayer, not by anything else.

FREEDOM FROM THE RESULTS OF ONE'S ACTIONS

Or the verse can be taken another way: having become purified by the knowledge,
you will be liberated from all punya and papa. No one releases oneself from punzya and

papa without having the knowledge. Thus, the statement, sarvakilbisaih mucyante can

be taken to mean 'from all karmas they get released.'
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The word santah can be taken together with the word yajniaistd.inah, meaning
'being ones' who are yajiiasistafinah, or it can be taken as a separate word meaning
'the saintly people, sat-purusah, the wise.' In that case it is an adjective to the word
yajiiais.tainah. They become wise because of a life of prayer, which gives them the
mind necessary to know.

In the second line of the verse, Krsna described those people who are given to
pdpa-karmas, actions based on adharma rather than dharma. They do not recognise
dharma and adharma at all; they recognize only what is convenient to them. Their
pleasure and security alone are important. They simply do not see anything more than
that. While the yajniadis.tdinas get rid of the sins gathered, these people just go on
gathering them. Because they do not offer the food they eat to the Lord, it is said that
they eat pdpa, meaning that when they eat, they eat only sin.

Sin, here, must be understood in the Indian context. Every karma has its own
result. An action is sinful only in the sense that it results in some unpleasantness,
duhkha, for the person who performed the action. Similarly, a good action simply
means that it produces a result that gives you some pleasure, comfort, and so on.

There is no accurate English translation for the Sanskrit words papa and punya.
So as not to confuse them with the totally different concept generally associated with the
word 'sin' in other contexts, it is preferable to retain the Sanskrit words themselves. Sin,
in the Indian context, is always quantified.

Even in the realm of traffic violations, there are quantifiable differences, a driving
violation being more serious than a parking violation. A parking violation may simply
involve a fine to be paid or your car may be towed away and may be costly to retrieve.
But you do not have to keep on paying. It does not affect your insurance premium like a
driving offence can. Like the laws governing traffic violations, the law of karma means
that the result of any action is appropriate to the action performed.

RESTITUTION IS ALWAYS ACCORDING TO THE ACTION PERFORMED

According to the karma performed, there is both a seen and an unseen result. If
the unseen result is undesirable, it is called ppa. This is how it is. Those who cook and
eat only for themselves and not as an offering to the devatas eat only pdpa, whereas
those who eat only after offering the food to the Lord get rid of any sins, any pdpas, they
might have collected through other actions.

Karma has to be done; it keeps everything going. The great cosmic wheel is
constantly turning and, because you are a doer, one who enjoys a free will, you are a cog
in it. You can do and you need not do. A tree does whatever it has to do because that is
how a tree is made. An animal also does exactly what is expected of it because it is made
to do so. In this way, all non-human living beings do what they do because they are
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programmed in a certain way. The human being, however, is one whose action is
performed by will. Therefore, there is choice in action. One may perform an action, not
perform it, or perform it differently.

In the next verse, Krsna described how the cosmic wheel keeps on going because
of karma alone.

?A wAlQt W. qif: c rw: I I kY I I
annddbhavanti bhiitni parjanyddannasambhavah
yajnadbhavati parjanyo yajiiah karmasamudbhavah Verse 14

'TLfi bhitdni - living beings; 3Pif anndt - from food; f�T bhavanti - are
born; 7*1q parjanydt - from rain; 31W-lfRs: anna-sambhavah - food is born;
l4t*: parjanyah - rain; Wql yajfidt - from yajfla; ti* bhavati - is bor; T:

yajiah -punya; -'-• 'w: karma-samudbhavah - born of action

Living beings are born of food; food is born of rain; rain is bom ofyajiia
(punya); and yajnia (punya) is bom of action.

The expression 'born of food' cannot, of course, be taken literally, since nothing is
actually bor of food. It refers instead to the food eaten by the person. In §aikara's
commentary on this verse, the word bhuktdt is added to the word anndt, meaning from
the food eaten and assimilated.

From the food eaten all living beings, with various bodies, are born. The food
eaten by the parents is converted into the causes for conception of the being, the blood,
seed, and so on. Therefore, conception itself is because of food and food, being the
material for it, is the material cause for the anatomical aspects, the physical aspects, of
the body.

Krsna then went on to say that the food itself is bor from rain. If there were no
rains, there would be no food. The entire earth would be a desert and sand would be the
only food. The rain, in turn, Krsna said, is born of yajqia, your daily prayers
acknowledging the blessings of the devatds.

It is true that if you do not perform yajisa, rain still comes - but it may not come
at the right time or in the right quantities. Later, Krsna said that the rain always does its
job and, unless you are offering daily prayers, you are not doing yours. It is not
uncommon for a person to think that since everyone else is doing it, he or she need not
do it, like in chorus singing. If one person does not sing at a given time, nothing is lost
because most of the others are singing. Even if one person commits a mistake, it goes
undetected because the others are not making the same mistake. Only if everyone were
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to commit the same mistake at the same time, would it become evident. Therefore,
chorus chanting always sounds perfect even though, individually, there may be
problems.

Here, too, some people offer their prayers and the rain is enjoyed by everyone.
However, Krsna likened one who does not do it to a thief. It is not that the rain will not
do its job. It is the recognition of the cosmic forces as Isvara that is important here.
When you perform yajfia as, when you do your duties, your prayers and so on, then the
devatds bless you. For example, the sun has always been said to produce the rain since it
evaporates ocean water, which then forms into clouds. And when you do your daily
devatd-yajiias as, all the accrued adrsta, unseen results, go to the appropriate deity, the
sun here. Then from the sun, the rains come. This is another way of saying that you
invoke the forces and the forces bless you. The rains come - at the right time, to the
right place, in the right amounts.

The unseen result, adrsta, is what is meant by yajiia here. A prayer does not
produce a tangible result immediately. It produces an unseen result, which, in turn,
produces the tangible result later. Without karma you can produce neither seen nor
unseen results.

We know that the seen result of boiled water cannot be produced without the
action of heating the water. Similarly, an unseen result is one that is produced by the
action of prayer. This action is what keeps the natural forces, the cosmic ecology, going.

When it is said here that yajfia is born out of karma, yajia is not referring to a
ritual because a ritual itself is a karma. To clarify this point, §ahikara said in his
commentary to this verse that yajiza is adrsta, the unseen result. The adryta is born out
of karma and is what produces the result. Only in this way, then, can it be said that
yajiia is bom of karma.

And where do the karmas, the rituals, and so on, come from? Answering this,
Krsna continued:

^4 wti) fef4 W UqI
imm VwT WR fTi r -0 %W qjf f I I 1 I
karma brahmodbhavam viddhi brahmiksarasamudbhavam
tasmit sarvagatam brahma nityam yajie pratisthitam Verse 15

S4 karma - ritual; Ul1A brahmodbhavam - born of the Veda; W brahma -

the Veda; 3lW-1fTff aksara-samudbhavam - born of the imperishable IAvara, the

Lord; fe• viddhi -may you understand; ?MtiR tasmat - therefore; wis*1a

sarvagatam - all-pervasive; WM Brahma - the Veda; fTmh nityam - always;

yajfie - inyajiia; 't2IFF pratithitam - abides
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May you understand karma - ritual, prayer, etc. - to be born of the

Veda and the Veda to be bom of the imperishable i6vara. Therefore, the
all-pervasive Brahma (the Veda)' abides always inyajqia.

By karma, Krsna was referring here to the Vedic rituals, vaidika-karma. These

rituals, yajilas, are to be understood as coming from the Veda itself, called Brahma in

this verse. Although Brahma or Brahmaji is also the name given to the Creator in the

trinity, here it refers to the Veda as the cause for karma.

Brahma is the Veda that reveals the nature of the karma and, therefore, becomes

its cause. One would not know of the rituals otherwise. Thus, it is said that karma is

bom of the Veda. And how do we know that the Brahma is Veda and not the absolute

param brahma, Brahman, the ultimate truth? The verse says that Brahma is born of

aksara, the imperishable, that which never dies, which is never born. Therefore,
Brahma cannot be this absolute Brahman. That Brahma means Veda is confirmed by
any Sanskrit dictionary.

The Veda comes from that imperishable Brahman. It is also said that the Veda is

born as effortlessly as breathing. The Veda is something that reveals the four human

pursuits, purusarthas, security - artha, pleasure - hkma, righteousness - dharma, and

liberation - moksa. Because it reveals everything that a person requires, the Veda is

considered to be omniscient, sarvajiia.

KNOWLEDGE IS NOT CREATED; IT IS UNCOVERED

The Veda is said to be revealed by livara because knowledge cannot be created.

Knowledge always is, but it is covered by ignorance. If knowledge were created, the

place of creation could only be one of ignorance or no ignorance. If knowledge is created

on ignorance, does the ignorance remain? Can knowledge be created on a foundation of

ignorance? Or, in the wake of knowledge, does ignorance go?

And what is this knowledge that is created? If you discover something, is it

something that is already there or do you create something and then discover it? To

create something, you must know it already. You do not create knowledge. Knowledge

is already there because it is knowledge of a fact. There is a certain reality, a fact, and the

knowledge of it is as true as the reality, as true as the particular fact. Therefore,

knowledge is nothing but realisation of facts.

This means that knowledge is always of what is, what is possible, and so on.

Everything is only 'what is.' The future is also 'what is.' The future as a possibility 'is.'

This 'what is' is what we call knowledge.

i The Veda is called 'sarvagataqm brahma' here, because it reveals everything.

h1al*rir1lCrlW t = ·ý : wi<|f I Wro wso I I
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For Idvara, all knowledge is always there. In fact, all knowledge is what is meant
by ldvara, the Lord, omniscience. If all knowledge is there, is livara a conscious or an
unconscious being? A being is always conscious; an unconscious being is not a being at
all. That Isvara, whose being is consciousness, has omniscience and this omniscience
exists ultimately in the consciousness.

The jiva, the individual, who is related to Idvara, is also a conscious being. And
what is the nature of that conscious being, the individual? Is 'conscious' an adjective to
'being' or is being consciousness? Is there a being other than consciousness? If so, what
is that being? How do you recognise it?

WHY AM I NOT ALL-KNOWING?

The being is consciousness; consciousness is being. Therefore, all knowledge
exists in the conscious being, in the being that is consciousness. This being the case, why
do I not have it? Because of ignorance alone. Ignorance covers the knowledge. Thus,
whenever any knowledge is gathered, it is simply a matter of scraping off ignorance. We
are just so many scrapers, 'scraping through' all the time. Scraping off ignorance is what
we call getting knowledge. And, with reference to knowledge of the empirical world, we
do not scrape very well!

One can scrape well only with reference to atma. Everything else remains either
unscraped or a little scraped. It is as though you see some spots on something and then,
scraping away at them, you gain a scrap of knowledge. A thesis may be written on one of
these spots for which the person receives a Ph.D. degree. Then, afterwards, someone else
comes along and again covers up what was scraped off by proving that the previous
person did not really scrape at all. With this, this person also gets a Ph.D. This scraping
process can continue only because there is no bottom line, no last word, in any empirical
field.

Only in the self is a total scraping possible because you are talking about the
whole that has no parts. Any part always has further parts, which have further parts, ad
infinitum. This is the nature of empirical reality, whereas atmd is the partless whole.
Thus a total scraping is possible with reference to oneself, the atma. All this, of course,
is by the way, given the focus of our present discussion.

The conscious being has all knowledge and this knowledge is covered by
ignorance, ajiidna. Because of this ajiiana, people are samsdris, limited beings given to
various problems. Nevertheless, knowledge is always there. It was never created.
Ignorance also is not created. All that is created is error, opinion, belief, unreasonable
statements, any speculative form of knowledge, and so on. For example, sitting in an
easy chair, one can continue to write about God. Error, of course, is not created
deliberately. But it is born of a given intellect, with all its limitations, whereas
knowledge is never born, never created.
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Thus, the Veda is a body of knowledge that is not attributed to a given author.
There is no founder. It is not historical and, therefore, we accept it as revealed. There is a
'Veda-as-history' argument propounded by some, but according to the tradition it is not
valid because, for something.to have its basis in history, it has to have been born of a
certain intellect. And whatever is born of a given intellect has all the limitations of that
intellect.

Knowledge is not born of a given intellect; it is something that is uncovered and
handed over. All we can say about the Veda is that it is a body of knowledge that is
revealed. And as a means for one to gain the knowledge, as a pramana, it works. Its
very words are the pramana - iabda-pramana.

A pramnaua can produce two types of knowledge - indirect or mediate
knowledge, paroksa-jiidna, and direct or immediate knowledge, aparoksa-jiasna,
depending upon the subject matter to be known. If the pramana talks about a heaven,
the knowledge is purely indirect knowledge. When you have faith, traddhd, in the
pramaýna, the knowledge is indirect. Otherwise, you simply accept what is said, which is
only a belief, not knowledge.

PROVING THE PRAMANA: IF IT WORKS, IT WORKS!

Similarly, when the pramana says there are devatds, it is indirect knowledge. For
instance, when the Veda talks about a ritual that invokes a particular devati that will
produce a certain result, the knowledge is indirect. When you perform the ritual and it
produces the expected result, you understand that it has been verified that it works.
Homeopathy and ancient systems of medicine that have not been scientifically validated
are other examples of indirect knowledge. In other words, the only proof that something
works is that it works!

All we know about the rituals enjoined by the Veda is that they work, for which
there is statistical proof. This applies to all scriptures in the world. This prayer may work
or that prayer may work. You can dismiss an African tribesman as a heathen, but when
he dances for rain, the rains, I am told often come! Therefore, we say that his rituals
work. God understands his mumbo-jumbo as well as he understands ours. In fact, for
God, there is no such thing as mumbo-jumbo. For him, everything is meaningful. Even if
you blabber, he picks up your intention.

The Veda, however, when it talks about what is, does not lend itself to speculation.
It talks about you, the self, 'I,' which is already an evident being. If there is confusion
about that being, the resolution of that confusion is immediate knowledge, direct
knowledge. Because this knowledge is direct knowledge, there is no comparison possible
between what the Veda says and what any other revealed body of knowledge says,
unless, of course, they are both saying the same thing.
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If both revealed bodies of knowledge have the self as their subject matter and are

saying that the self is the whole, then they are saying the same thing. This knowledge,

the knowledge about the reality of the self, does not belong to any territory and is what

we call Vedanta.

THE STRENGTH OF THE VEDA

In the vision of the Veda, the self is the whole and there is nothing beyond it. If

this fact is recognisable then it is not unreasonable. Because it is reasonable, everything

contrary to it becomes unreasonable. That the self is self-evident and is the whole cannot

be denied or negated, whereas everything else can be. Therefore, any scripture that

makes this statement of fact, regardless of the language it is written in or the people who

claim it as their own, is Vedanta.

This knowledge, this Veda, is born of hIvara alone; it is not founded nor does it

have a historical basis. Therefore, it does not have in it the problems of a given intellect.

It is simply handed over from one generation to the next. That it has no beginning, no

history, that it was not born of a given intellect, should not be considered its weakness; it

is, in fact, its strength.

Another important point is that the Veda does not belong to anyone. No individual

or culture can claim it. It is simply a body of knowledge belonging to humanity at large.

This knowledge is here, in the world, for all people. The fact that it is maintained in a

particular geographical area does not mean that it does not belong to humanity. To think

otherwise, leads to the notion that the knowledge has been given to a particular person

and, therefore, all wisdom comes through that person. Such notions generate all sorts of

expectations and disappointments, the results of which are evident everywhere. Krsna

said that the Veda comes from the imperishable, the Lord, Isvara.

Because it is bom of parame4vara, the Lord, the Veda is said to abide in the

yajha. How is this so? The ultimate cause, Brahman, is all-pervasive and also

imperishable. From this Brahman alone, the ultimate cause of everything, comes

Brahma, the Veda, and from the Veda comes the yajiia as well as its result. From the

result alone comes the rain and from the rain comes the food. From the food come all

living beings. The beings do yajiia and out of yajifa come the rains and all other results,

which in turn lead to more karma. This, then, is the cycle, the cakra.

Brahman is all-pervasive because it is both the efficient and material cause. And

no effect can be away from its cause. Out of this all-pervasive Brahman, the Veda is

bom and the cycle described above is set in motion. In this way, everything is born out

of param brahma. Thus, it is said that Brahman is in the yajfia, yajia being born from

the Veda and the Veda being born directly from Parameivara, the Lord. Or, as

Aaikara puts it, being born of the Veda, yajiia is non-separate from the Veda and thus

very much in it. And the Veda is non-separate from Iavara.
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Therefore, when you perform the yajfia, you are naturally in tune with
Parameivara. You also are not away from the Lord. The yajina is looked upon as being
immediately connected with Parameivara. Its words are a revelation of livara and, by
performing this yajiia, which is a karma, you are propitiating the devatas that are

ParameSvara. And what happens if you do not perform such karma?

^3i rfRt ^5 ^\^ ̂  P: I

evam pravartitam cakram nanuvartayatiha yah
aghayurindriyardmo mogham partha sa jivati Verse 16

Mq partha - Oh! Pdrtha (Arjuna); T: yah - the one who; W iha - here in this life;

IE evam - in this manner, rfF pravartitam - already set in motion; WRfi

cakram - the cosmic wheel; ! 3ai na anuvartayati - does not follow; 3MrT9:

aghayuh - one who lives in sin; •tkIw: indriyaramah - one who is given to

sensory pleasures; W: sah - that person; qi)( mogham - wastefully; AIt jivati -

lives

A person who does not live here in this life, according to the cosmic
wheel that is already set in motion, in this manner, and lives in sin given
only to the pleasures of the senses, lives wastefully.

If you perform yqiiah, the devatas are all pleased and you work in harmony,
according to the order, referred to here as the cosmic wheel, cakra. There is a mutual

benefit here that is inherent in the order that is already set in motion.

The whole universe, the whole planetary system, operates by mutual attraction.

Every planet, the sun, the moon, and the earth move in their respective orbits because of

the force of attraction that keeps the whole system going. Otherwise, it would collapse.
When you look into any nucleus, you find that the motion of the particles operates in the

same way. Similarly, certain proteins attract certain other proteins. Structurally, they are
all attracted to each other. Certain bugs attack only certain things, all because of protein

structures. In this way, the entire cosmos is nothing but a force of attraction operating in
a most intelligent manner.

Living beings, who are not mere physical entities, are conscious beings mutually
related to the devatds. Since this is how the order is set up, you recognise them,

acknowledge them. The cakra spoken of here is much more than a cosmic wheel. It not

only includes the physical world, it includes everything. This cakra, this order, is set up
as it is by livara, the efficient and material cause of it all.
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SEEING BEYOND THE SENSE ORGANS

Aghdyu is a person whose life is nothing but agha,papa, sin. In this verse, such a
person is also called indriyaromma, meaning one who lives only at the level of the sense
organs and therefore does not perceive anything beyond the eyes, nose, and ears. The
origin of these functionaries is never questioned by such people. The eyes are there and,
therefore, they feast. These are people who are given to sensory pleasures alone. Those
who live in this way, who do not follow the cakra, the wheel that is the order, live
wastefully, Krsna said here. Everything that is given to these people lays waste. Such
people waste their lives and live without any purpose, drifting along without anchor or
roots. The depth and understanding that a human being is supposed to have is not there
for an indriydrama.

Whenever there is this kind of criticism in the Gitd, its purpose is only to direct
your attention to what is to be done. You are to push this wheel, this cakra. Knowing
that you are a cog in it, someone who is important in maintaining the order, do what you
have to do. By so doing, it keeps going. To think that by not doing what you have to do,
the order will not be disturbed, is not proper, as the following story demonstrates.

There was once a king who thought that his citizens were all excellent people, but
his chief minister, a very intelligent man, could not agree with him. He knew that while,
by and large, they had a good kingdom, there were probably some thieves among them.
They simply did not hunt down every last one of them. There are always some petty
thieves around, even if they only pick their own pockets for practice. Knowing this, the
minister could not concur with the king that every citizen was upright.

To prove who was right, the king or himself, the minister erected a huge tank with
a ladder to the top. He issued a decree that every citizen was to deposit one ounce of
milk into this tank. Dutifully, the people all lined up to add their milk to the tank. When
they had all done their duty, the minister said to the king, 'Let us go and see whether the
milk in the tank is pure or whether it is somewhat watered down.' What they found was
not pure milk nor even thin milk; only water was there without so much as a trace of
white in it!

The king then asked the minister whether he had asked the people to put milk or
water into the tank. The minister confirmed that he had said milk. 'But how can this be?'
the king asked. The minister then explained to him that each person, thinking that his or
her water would make no difference in so much milk, opted not to give any milk at all.
This shows that if you think that you do not need to do what has to be done because
everyone else will do it, and if that is the thinking of everyone, everything comes to a
halt. And, if all but one person does do what is to be done, the one who does not do it
and who partakes of the benefit becomes a cheat.
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ECOLOGY ALWAYS STARTS WITH YOU

This is true in any system, be it a small community, a factory, a society, the world,
or the entire universe. The same psychology, the same law, applies and is all that
ecology is about - live, and let live - and recognise what the contribution is. This is
what makes a person sensitive. Such a person is not an ordinary person and it is here that
one's attention is to be drawn.

Ecology starts with one person and that person is you. It never starts with someone
else. If you start with yourself, there is no problem. Whenever you count, count yourself
first. Counting yourself first is not selfishness, as we shall see.

W r q"mRMicl nfiT : I
wvq 4 WF IT f II * ;s II

yastvitmaratireva syadatmatrpta4ca mdnava?
ditmanyeva ca santugtastasya kdryam na vidyate Verse 17

' tu - whereas; -: TRF•: yah mdnavah - the person who; a1Tr-•'F: Tf Etma-ratih
eva - delights in the self alone; 3T•T-•r: W dtma-trptah ca - and is satisfied with the
self; aT1rf RT d•tmani eva - in the self alone; TJF-.: santustah ca - and is
contented; iTM sydt - would be; Fzr tasya - for him; Fhl kdryam - work to be
done; W fkg6 na vidyate - does not exist

Whereas, for the person who would delight in the self, who is satisfied
with the self, contented in the self alone, there is nothing to be done.

If karma has to be done in order to keep the cosmic wheel going, does everyone
have to perform it? And since some people do gain moksa, does this mean that karma
becomes the way to moksa after all and jitina, knowledge, has nothing to do with it?
Krsqa 'Nad already said that karma-yoga does not produce moksa directly. Therefore, he
had to address this doubt here.

If karma were the means for moksa, then everyone would have to do karma only
as a yoga. But karma-yoga is not the means for moksa, let alone the only means; it is
the means for antahkarana-auddhi, purification of the mind. Jfiina is the only means
for moksa meaning that there is no kartavya - there is nothing that 'has to be done.' If
knowledge is the means for moksa and the person gains that knowledge, then there is
nothing else for him or her to do. There is no kartavya because the person is not bound
by any karma, knowledge having destroyed the doer. Without the doer, no action is
done.

Knowledge destroys doership completely. If someone is addressed as a doer, who
is it that responds? Only a person who takes himself or herself to be a doer. The one who
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is not a doer is not addressed at all and therefore, of course, does not respond. 'Whereas'

in the present verse is to distinguish the non-doer from the doer. Saikara calls the non-

doer sa�khya here, meaning one who has self-knowledge, a sannyasi. Such a person is

a sthitaprajia, as we saw in Chapter 2. For this person, there is no doubt, error, or

vagueness with reference to 'I' the atma.

In order to become happy in oneself with oneself, a person has to become steadfast

in the knowledge of atma. This is not possible for a person who looks upon atma as a
samsarl, a limited, sorrowful, sinful person. The moment such a person thinks of
himself or herself, he or she is unhappy because atma is looked upon as a doer, an
enjoyer, as one who has limited knowledge, an imperfect person, a sinner, and so on.
Because he or she cannot be happy in the dtmd, the person has to look towards
something other than the self and must manipulate the world or the mind in order to gain
even a small degree of happiness.

An enjoyer, bhogl, manipulates the world and a yogi manipulates the mind. A
bhogi is one who looks upon the world as something to be enjoyed and who goes about
manipulating situations, manipulating the world, to create conducive situations wherein
he or she can discover a moment of joy. The situation thus created pleases the person -
but only for the time being, whereupon the process of manipulation must begin again.

Ayogi on the other hand, is one who does not manipulate the wodd. Such a person

is concerned only with his or her thoughts, contending that the pleasurable mental

disposition picked up by the bhogi through manipulating the world can be created

straightaway in the mind. Thus, the yogi goes about manipulating the mind, whereas the

bhogi goes about manipulating the world. There is yet another person, the rogi who is so

diseased that he or she cannot manipulate the world, much less the mind. Such a person

cannot keep himself or herself in good humour because of the pain of illness. Nor is he

or she healthy enough to manipulate the world.

'BECOMING' IS A PROBLEM

Yogic postures, dsanas, breath control, prandyama, and so on, all create a certain

conducive situation wherein the yogi can pick up a moment of joy. The bhogi of course,
manipulates the world for enjoyment, and the rogi is unable to do anything in order to
enjoy. The point here is that all three of them look upon the atma as something that has
to become something. This becoming creates a lot of problems. Any becoming is
unbecoming because it always requires yet another becoming. Thus, becoming is nothing
but continuous becoming. Before becoming, there are nothing but problems; while,
becoming, there is a lot of pain; and after becoming, the person has to become something
else again. The problem is therefore never solved.

A person who looks upon the atma as imperfect is always in trouble and is

therefore a samsari; whereas the person described in this verse, an atmarati, is one who
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always revels in the dtmd. The joy that revelling in the atma implies, does not require
anything other than oneself. No object, no situation, no person, is required for the
happiness of such an atmarati. This means that the self cannot be imperfect, that it is the
very essence of happiness and fullness.

If the essence of ftma happens to be fullness, piirna-svarupa, and if this is
known to the person, then he or she is one who is steadfast in the knowledge of oneself
- atma-jiiana-nistha In order to be happy with oneself, one has to have knowledge,
jiina of dtmJ as fullness. Generally, one who picks up a moment of joy does so with
reference to some object or situation - either outside in the case of the bhogi or inside
in the case of the yogi. The only difference between the two is that the yogi does not
require any tools except himself or herself. A yogi's raw material is an agitated mind. If
this is there, yoga, which is a discipline, can be practised. If the mind is not agitated,
yoga is not required at all. Thus, the yogi's joy is also with reference to an object - the
mind - even though it is not available to the senses.

In order to be a person whose joy is in the ltmd, one has to be awake to the atmd.
The person who is steadfast in the knowledge of oneself, an atma-jfiana-nistha, is one
whose happiness is within oneself and not in internal or external objects. Krqna also
described this person as atma-trpta, one whose satisfaction is in oneself. Nothing more
is required for a person to be satisfied.

Everyone wants to be satisfied. 'This is not satisfying at all!' we say. And then we
continually seek situations that will satisfy us. An atma-trpta, however discovers joy in
the dtma, in the self, and thereby satisfies himself or herself with the self alone.
Generally, we satisfy ourselves with something else, but here, with the knowledge of the

itmai, the person is satisfied with himself or herself.

HAPPINESS IS WITH THE SELF ALONE

People pick up a moment of happiness when an external object desirable to them is
gained. Whereas, for the itma-jniina-nistha, not being dependent on the gain of any
external situations or objects, happiness is with the self alone. This means that such a

person is free from any longing to be secure, to be happy, and is therefore a sarva-

karma.sannyasi, a jfini, one who looks upon himself or herself, not as a doer or an

enjoyer, but as pure consciousness, that is dtma. For this person, there is no karma to be

done. He is happy with himself, itmani eva santus.ta .

For a person who already has this knowledge, the Veda, with all its enticing
words, is as useful as a well when the well itself is under water. The wise are in no way

enjoined by the Veda to do anything. This is an important point of clarification, since the
Veda prescribes daily and occasional rituals in such a way that people think there is no
way for anyone to escape them.

B.G. Vo 1.29
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It is true that everyone performs action, even aj ani. But the jinani does not look
upon himself or herself as a doer. For such a person, there is no doership and, therefore,
the Veda does not enjoin any action. Thejiiand is not even addressed, in fact. Only the
ajnani, one who looks upon himself or herself as a doer, is addressed. It is like calling
someone by name, 'Rama, please come here!' Only Rama will come. Krsna will not
come. Nor will John. Similarly, it is only the ajiiqni, the doer, who is being addressed by
the Veda - 'Oh! Doer, please perform this action.'

Only the person who looks upon himself or herself as a doer is bound by karma.
Thus, karma-yoga is not meant for a jinani, but for the ignorant, the ajf;ini alone.
Karma-yoga is enjoined for the ignorant because, without it, you cannot acquire the
knowledge. Thus, karma-yoga becomes the indirect means for gaining the knowledge
that is moksa.

Here, too, a doubt may arise. If knowledge of the atma can only be gained by an
inquiry into the pramana that gives this knowledge, why should I bother about
karma-yoga? After all, karma-yoga is not the means for knowledge; it is only the
means for antah-karana-iuddhi. But can you inquire into the pramana and gain the
knowledge if your mind is not prepared? The antah.karana, the mind, is where the
knowledge has to take place. Thus, preparing the mind is necessary and is accomplished
by karma-yoga. This is why Krsna kept telling Arjuna to perform action, karma kuru.
And again this is why he told him that both the life-styles, karma-yoga and sannyasa or
jifina-yoga are meant for moksa.

The ritual of sannyasa can be performed for the sake of knowledge, but that does
not mean that, simply by taking sannyasa, you will achieve naiskarmya, actionlessness.
Without knowledge there is no naiskarmya. Throughout the Gita this was Lord Krsna's
contention.

The next verse describes the person who knows that he or she is not a doer.

1;T mm ^rot ̂ rf^? ^FT
" • wh^ af$i4Oqlla^ I I ne I l

naiva tasya krtenartho nakrteneha kaicana
na casya sarvabhrtesu khacidarthavyapadrayah Verse 18

WM tasya - for that person (who revels in the self); W iha - here in this world; fi

krtena - by doing action; *T: " arthah na -there is no purpose; 3TOT! akrtena -

by not doing action; •W• kakcana - any (purpose); r t na eva - indeed is not; T

ca - and; ar asya - for this person; oI sarvabhitesu - on all beings; �F•T1

a r\:41q kaicit arthavyapairayah - dependence (on any being) for anything; T na

- is not
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For that person (who revels in the self), there is indeed no purpose here in
this world for doing or not doing action. Nor does such a person depend
on any being for any object whatsoever.

We have seen that karma is performed either for a specific result or for antah-
karana-suddhi. The person being described in this and the previous verse does not
require antah-karana-iuddhi because, without it, he or she would not have acquired the
knowledge that has made it possible to revel in the atmd.

Suppose the question is asked, 'How do you know the person has antah-
karana-Auddhi?' Then, the response is, 'because he or she has dtmajfiina-nistha,
firmness in the knowledge of the self.' Then, the next question could be, 'but suppose
the person has dtma-jfiina-nistha and does not have antah-karana-iuddhi?' Here we
have to question ourselves as to 'What is it that we really want? Do we want antah-
karana-Auddhi or atma-jniana-nisthd ?' Of course, we want only dtma-jiiAna-nisth,
which can only be had if the mind is prepared. Thus, having the knowledge implies
antah-karana-suddhi.

The karma is either one that produces a result that is outside oneself, that is, other
than oneself, or the karma is with reference to the person's antah-karana. When you
require nothing more than yourself, nothing else will benefit you in terms of happiness or
security. And if some purpose, some benefit is there in terms of either security or
happiness, then you do not know yourself. If you think that there is some benefit to be
gained in heaven, it indicates that you do not look upon yourself, the dtma, as fullness.
"The whole creation being oneself, where is the question of gaining some benefit
somewhere? Therefore, for the wise person, no purpose is served by doing karma.

CAN THERE BE A RESULT WITHOUT ACTION?

There is another contention to be considered here. It is granted that by performing
action, a person with this knowledge does not get a result. But by not doing what is to be
done, will there not be an undesirable result? This seems to be our experience. Is it not
the same for a wise person?

The Veda says that certain karmas are to be performed daily. According to the
contention being discussed here, there are certain karmas such as breathing for which
there is no result. All that happens is that you continue to live, nothing more. It is only
when you do not breathe that you have a problem!

This, then, is the contention. There are certain karmas that we have to do and by
doing them we do not achieve anything. But by not doing them, we attract pipa. When
you do not do the prayers, rituals, and duties, which are to be done daily and
occasionally, there is a problem, whereas if you do them, there is no problem. tanikam
dismisses this argument as meaningless.
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'When you perform an action, there is always a result,' says Saikkara. There is no

such thing as a karma not producing a result. You cannot even throw a small pebble into

a pond without creating ripples. There will always be a result. Suppose a karma done
does not produce a result and only when you do not do it, there is a result. How can an

action that I have not done produce a result? If I do not do an action, it will produce

neither a desirable nor an undesirable result because nothing has been done. Karma done

will produce a result and karma not done will not. It is as simple as that.

Why, then, is it said that if you do not do these enjoined karmas, you will attract

sin and so on? Because if you do not do what is to be done, it will take no time at all for

you to do what is not to be done. Therefore, doing karma is always better than not doing
it because, by not doing it, you will attract a lot of other problems. Sooner or later,
laziness will overcome you and you will begin doing improper things. As a human

being, you are supposed to be a thinking person, but the thinking itself will be the first
casualty. Your capacity for discrimination and inquiry will go, leaving you to ruminate
and vegetate.

This kind of problem is not there for the jfini. Everything that has been said is for

an ajiani alone. For the jihni, there is nothing to be accomplished or to get rid of

because he or she is fullness. The dos-and-donts do not affect such a person. Nor are
dharma and adharma applicable. The jiani is above right and wrong. Does this mean
that he or she can do anything, including murder? Yes, because the person is not a doer.
Of course, there is no reason for a wise person to commit murder because there is
nothing to be gained.

DOERSHIP AND KNOWLEDGE DO NOT COEXIST

Behind a murder or any other crime, there is a small person, an ahahkara, ego. A
person who knows himself or herself to be fullness cannot commit a crime. Crime is

only possible when there is fear, greed, anger, and so on, all of which the wise person
has already taken care of. A criminal act cannot coexist along with the knowledge that 'I
am the whole.' For a person to commit a crime, there has to be the notion, 'I must do this
or that so that I can be somebody.' Such a notion implies an ajinina and is not there for a
jnani, which is why it is said that the jiadni is above dharma and adharma, right and
wrong, dos-and-don'ts.

There is no doing or not doing for the jfiani in the sense that the person knows that
he or she is not the doer. And when there is nothing for the jinani to do because there is

no sense of doership, what is there that he or she cannot do?

A jiiani is not dependent on anything or anyone, from Brahmaji downwards
including all beings that exist anywhere. When you say, 'indrdya svahd - unto Indra, I
offer this oblation,' the god Indra becomes the basis for gaining something - some
strength, some money, health, power, purification of the mind. Some purpose, kaicid
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arthavyaparaya, is served. For example, you can say that you are performing this
karma for the sake of knowledge, for the sake of dispassion, vairgya. In order for this

dispassion and knowledge to grow in you, you are offering this prayer. This is all well

and good, but it is still arthavyapadraya. There is some devata to whom you offer the

prayer. A petition may also be extended to ivara, to a devata, or to a local village
official, the person to whom the petition is offered being the arthavyapairaya.

If I perform an action in order to accomplish something, then that because of

which I perform the action also becomes arthavyapSraya. But, Krsna said, there is no

arthavyapdsraya whatsoever for a wise person. He or she cannot say, 'I am doing this
karma, I am invoking Ilvara, for the purpose of gaining knowledge,' because the
knowledge has already been gained. For the jini, there is no kIvara other than dtma.
All that is there is Iivara alone and that Uvara has already done everything that is to be
done. He has paid off all the person' prayers. This is why the person is called jidani.

This is what we mean by moksa.

Therefore, amongst all the beings and things, there is nothing upon which ajniani

depends for anythirg. No one is going to contribute to his or her betterment. No one is

going to affect the jifni's fullness in any way and the fullness that the jfani knows

himself or herself to be, is not dependent upon anything. It is oneself and everything else
is oneself also.

HMTRWF -,9M Wq4 *4 -qq I

tasmadasaktah satatam karyaqm karma samacara
asakto hyacarankarma paramapnoti pirusah Verse 19

RII tasmdt - therefore; SqW: asaktah - without attachment; WR satatam -

always; WPi kiryam - what is to be done; fi4 karma - action; WT� samacara

- perform well; f* hi - because; �W�: asaktah - without attachment; W4 karma

- action; arWiw dcaran - performing; JW: pnirusah - person; 'W param - the

highest; 3atMiT apnoti - attains

Therefore, always perform well the action that is to be done without

attachment because, by performing action without attachment, a person

attains the highest.

Given what has gone before, what does the first word of this verse, 'therefore,'

mean? Krsna had just said that, for the wise, there is no karma to be done and that by

doing karma or not doing it, nothing is gained and nothing is lost. Why, then, was

Krsna now talking about performing action? Arjuna had expected him to say,
'Therefore,Arjuna, do not do anything!'
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But could Krsna really have said such a thing? No. It is true that he had already
established that knowledge could not be gained by doing or not doing action. 'Pursue

knowledge,' Krsna said, 'but, then, what is to be done, please do it!' This seemingly
contradictory statement was based on the fact that, if knowledge is already there, there is

nothing for you to do. But until that knowledge takes place, do whatever is to be done by
you. The word 'therefore' is connected to the topic ending with the nineteenth verse.

THE 'WHAT IS IN IT FOR ME?' ATTITUDE

In this verse, Krsna also reminded Arjuna that karma that is not yoga, binds the

person. Performing action without attachment refers to the attitude one should have
towards the results of one's actions, karmaphala. A vulture flying in the sky looks as

though it is just gliding along, enjoying the flight, but in fact its eyes and beak are always
directed downwards so as not to miss some dead rat or other prey to swoop down upon.
No matter how high it soars, a vulture's eyes are always on the prey - thus, the
expression, 'vulturous.' People are said to have a vulturous attitude when they think that

anything they do should bring them something. Because this attitude is so prevalent,
people sometimes find it very difficult to understand a person who does things without
expecting anything in return. One's likes and dislikes need not constantly dictate ones
actions. Dharma and adharma can as well dictate them. Thus, Krsna said to Arjuna,
'What is to be done, please do.'

Through karma-yoga alone you can gain the antah-karana-Suddhi that leads to
steadfastness in the knowledge. Only then can you revel in the atma. Knowledge itself
requires no action; it will take care of itself. This, then, is what Krsna meant when he
said to either pursue knowledge while doing karma or take to the life of sannydsa. That
this choice is there is without question, but the end is the same for both. Which one is
more appropriate for you is all that matters. If you choose the one that is more
appropriate for you, you will be the gainer. But if you choose sannydsa, and it is not

appropriate for you, the life of a sannyast will not bear the fruits that you expect.

In Krsna's view, karma-yoga was exactly what Arjuna was fit for. Thus, he tells
him to continue doing karma-yoga and also to pursue knowledge. Not until all eighteen
chapters of the Gita had been taught by Krsna did Arjuna finally say, 'I am going to do
what is to be done!' He then started the fight and finished it.

By the time the Pandavas had become victorious, a lot of people had been lost -
Arjuna's son, Abhimanyu, Draupadi's five sons, Bhisma, Drona, Duryodhana and all
his brothers, Karna, and so many others. Thus, a lot of destruction had been done and
Arjuna was very sad. He then asked Krsna to teach him again! Arjuna might have said
something like, 'Before the war began, long ago, before all the fireworks, we had a
dialogue. It was wonderful. Please teach me again because I have forgotten the words.
Perhaps the message is with me still, but the words are gone,' Krsna replied that
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although he could not repeat the teaching verbatim, he could go over what he had taught
him previously. Thus, there is one more Gla, called Uttara-Glti, meaning a subsequent
Giti.

Arjuna knew that he had to gain this knowledge. In his present circumstances, in
the middle of the battlefield, he could only listen. There was no time for him to do a
thorough analysis and reflect on everything Krsna was telling him. Therefore, it was
something he had to work out. This was why Krsna told him that he should continue to
do karma and gain knowledge in the process.

The MAstra says that one should do what has to be done with a mind free from the
hold of likes and dislikes with reference to the results of one's actions. When one
performs action in this way, the mind becomes purified. Only when the mind is prepared
can knowledge take place and, through the knowledge, one gains moksa. You will find
this point consistently reiterated by laikara in this bhasya.

Karma-yoga or any otheryoga does not directly produce mokpa, as we have seen.
To think otherwise is not to understand. First, the mind is to be prepared through
karma-yoga and then the knowledge can take place. There is an order here and it is this
order that IKrsna was describing in this verse. Then, he continued.

45thw f 4 ' 4fitq flT 7Fwqmq: I
^^Fnih~ ^fJ~II o II

harmanaiva hi samsiddhimdsthita janakadayah
lokasalgrahamevdpi sampadyankartumarhasi Verse 20

f hi - indeed; jp-gWr: janakdayah - Janaka and others; ^fff R - karmana

eva - by action alone; ftiP samsiddhim - liberation; aTdTIRi: asthitah -
gained; 3fq� api - also; A Wtip•r ¶ lokasa igraham - (of) protecting the people

from falling into unbecoming ways; W eva - merely; \I4&,'4 saqmpakyan - seeing

the desirability; W;¶ kartum - to perform action; a4f arhasi - ought to

Indeed, by action alone, Janala and others gained liberation. Also, by
merely seeing the desirability of protecting the people from falling into
unbecoming ways you ought to perform action.

Krsta did not say that karma is to be done by everyone. Karma-yoga is meant for
a person who is a mumuksu, who is desirous of the knowledge that is liberation. For a
Jnani, one who already has the knowledge, there is no karma to be done, kartavyam
ndsti, because there is no doer. The absence of doership is purely in terms of knowledge.
The jfinni knows that he or she is not the doer or enjoyer of any action. Knowing this, a
wise person is not bound by any karma nor is he or she enjoined to do any karma, even
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by the Veda. Only a mumuksu has to do karma, as does the aviveki, one who is only

interested in fulfilling his or her rdga-dvesas.

It goes without saying that an aviveki, a person whose likes and dislikes have to be

fulfilled, has no choice. Karma definitely has to be done by such a person. And while

performing action, he or she has to follow dharma and adharma, right and wrong.

Otherwise, the results of the person' action will be something undesirable, if not

immediately, certainly later. A person who has a value for dharma need not be a

mumuksu, a viveki, but may legitimately fulfil his or her desires, keeping what is right

and wrong in view.

A mumuksu also does karma but not always to fulfil his or her likes and dislikes.

More often than not, such a person does karma simply in order to do what is to be done

in a given situation. And if the person does perform action in order to fulfil his or her

likes and dislikes, the action is performed and the results of the action, whatever they

may be, ar taken as prasada, gifts from the Lord.

Here, in this verse, Krsna provided further arguments for the performance of

karma. People who have really given up everything to pursue this knowledge enjoy a

certain disposition that, according to the BAstra, is not gained accidentally. They have

earned it by performing karma with the proper attitude. Thus, karma-yoga precedes

antah-karana-suddhi, purification of the mind, which in turn precedes jnana,
knowledge. This order is the context for the present verse.

Janaka and others like him, Ahvapati, for instance, are mentioned in the hruti.

They were all kings and householders. They had offices to keep and were very busy with

a variety of activities which were kartavyam karma, to-be-done karmas. They were

also considered to be wise men who had gained samsiddhi, another word for moksa,

liberation. They had discovered freedom by living a life of karma, a life of activity.

THE WISE NEED NOT GIVE UP ACTIVITY

Even though considered by the Aruti to be wise men and scholars also, Janaka

and the others were not renunciates; they were householders. They acquired wisdom

without giving up karma. Thus, it is very clear that performing karma is not against

moksa, even though it cannot produce mokua. Only knowledge can be said to 'produce'

moksa, moksa being an already accomplished fact. In other words, atma, oneself, is

already liberated, mukta, and knowledge alone 'makes' us recognise this fact. And to

prepare the mind for this recognition, there are a lot of means that one can use. This,

then, is the reason for saying that there is nothing equal to knowledge for gaining

liberation.

The use of the words 'produce' and 'make' here must be properly understood.

Because knowledge is always true to a fact, it cannot 'make' or 'produce' anything
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unless there is a fact. Knowledge of the object 'pot' will only be equal to what is there -

a pot. If the pot is a clay pot, it is a clay pot, not a brass pot. By knowledge, you cannot

change the nature of the pot. You can only understand its nature. This is the very
meaning of knowledge.

Moksa is always for oneself; it is not for anyone else. And because the self is

already mukta, moksa is always for oneself; it is not for anyone else. And because the

self is already mukta, moksa can only be gained by knowledge of the fact that the self is

liberated. Moksa is already accomplished in the self and one can gain this knowledge
without giving up karma, as Janaka and others like him did.

Karma is only opposed to knowledge when performed purely for fulfilling ones
raga-dvesas and not for neutralising them. Such karma is without any doubt binding in
nature. This, however, is not the karma that Krsna was referring to here. He was talking
about karma that is to be undertaken by oneself with an attitude of karma-yoga. This
karma is a yoga whereby you gain the kind of mind necessary for the knowledge to take

place.

AFTER KNOWLEDGE WHY DO ACTION?

Understanding that one does karma to render one's mind fit for the knowledge,
you may ask why the wise should continue to do karma once the knowledge has been

gained. If Janaka and the others had already come to know, should they not have

dropped all the karma? No, Krsna said. They could continue to do whatever karma was

there for them to do, according to their prdrabdha, the result of previous karma that

had caused their present births.

Once knowledge is gained, all action is spontaneous. Whatever is to take place,
will take place. No one is going to stop it. Therefore, if Janaka were to continue being
the king, he would be the king. If he were to renounce everything and continue his life as

a sannyasi, he would have done so. It all depended on what was stored in his

prdrabdha. Once a person is no longer bound by his or her karma or by any
raga-dvefa, the question of performing or not performing karma simply does not arise.

How the person lives, whether he or she lives a life of activity or a life free from all

activities, depends purely on the person prarabdha. He or she is no longer controlled

by likes and dislikes. Even the desire for moksa, for liberation, is gone, having been
fulfilled by the knowledge of the truth of oneself.

The doer not being there, there is virtually nothing for a wise person to do. Nor is

there anything that such a person cannot do either. What the person will do depends only

on what happens within him or her, itself governed by the prdrabdha that resulted in

this particular birth.
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Prdrabdha-karma is generally accompanied by the free will that a human being
has. This free will can interfere with the prarabdha-karma in many ways - modifying
it, mending it, working against it, and doing anything else to it that free will can do.
Given that prarabdha-karma and free will go together, every situation is both
prdrabdha-based and will-based. Where prdrabdha stops and free will begins, no one
can say. There is no way of knowing which one brought you to a particular situation.

In the wake of self-knowledge, however, free will is not a factor. Only then does
prdrabdha alone take care of your life. If it is in your prdrabdha to teach, you teach. If
you are to sit quietly, then that is what you do and if you have to rule a kingdom, you
rule the kingdom,just as Janaka did.

Krsna mentioned Janaka here because Janaka was a king who was considered
to be a wise man. Being a king meant that Janaka engaged in a lot of activities. He did
not just sit and relax. He was the one whose phone was always ringing, so to speak. Even
though he had a lot of people to help him, they were always asking him for advice. They
would ask, 'What should I tell this person? What should I tell that person? We do not
have any money. Our granary is empty. What shall we do?' But, in spite of all the
activities that were involved in ruling the kingdom, Janaka continued to rule because of
his prarabdha.

Knowing that Arjuna's prarabdha was to fight this battle, Krsna told him to do
karma. It was not that Arjuna had decided to fight Duryodhana; he did not even want
this war. He was brought to it by his prdrabdha. Arjuna was right inside this particular
situation, one that warranted certain action on his part.

If Janaka and the others were wise men, they continued to do their jobs because
of their prdrabdha and if they were not wise, they were doing karma-yoga. The point
Krsna was making here is that a person achieves wisdom by doing whatever is to be
done and not by running away from it.

Krsna might have said to Arjuna, 'Suppose you look upon yourself as a wise
man. Are you going to say, "1 am a wise man; therefore, I should not do action"? Is there
any rule that says that a wise man should not do action?' If a so-called wise man,
deciding he is wise, does not do karma, it means that he is bound by karma because he
is taking himself to be a kartS, a doer. And if he is bound by karma, he is definitely not
wise!

Wisdom is knowing that dtmd is not a doer, that itma is akarta. For the person
who has this wisdom, there is no mandate to do or not to do karma. This in no way
means that because you are wise, you will not do karma. Not to do karma amounts to
laziness unless, of course, you take sannydsa, for which a certain preparedness is
required. The point here is that even if you are a wise person, you can look at the
situation you have been presented with and do what is to be done.
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ARJUNA WAS A LEADER

In Arjuna's case, the people had to be protected. Arjunai was a leader whether he
liked it or not. Even if he himself thought he was not a leader, people looked upon him
as one. Therefore, he had to do what was expected of a leader.

There are three types of leaders. One type of leader is the opportunist who
becomes a leader to promote a particular cause in which he or she has a personal interest.
Community leaders tend to be of this sort. Temples and churches usually get built in this
way. A person who is successful in the community comes forward and heads a particular
project. However, because others also want to be leaders, problems among various
members of the community are inevitable. Thus, when there is an opportunity available,
a person who wants power and who has the leisure and resources required, will organise
the situation so that he or she becomes the leader. When an opportunist wields power in
this way, it is usually an ego trip or in the interest of money. Generally speaking, our
societies are led by such people.

Another type of leader, who is even more dangerous, is the idealist. The
opportunist has no ideal other than his or her ego and sets sail purely according to the
direction of the wind. Such a person can switch political parties simply by crossing the
floor. The idealist, on the other hand, is not on a power trip. This type of leader looks
upon society as being full of problems that have to be solved by him or her, for which
the person has a particular system - political, economic, religious, and so on. Certain
religious leaders, for example, tend to think that they alone have the answers and
everyone else is a heathen whom they alone must save. In other words, an idealist is one
who thinks that the answers can only come through him or her. This is why such a
person can be a real danger to a society. Communists, terrorists, and nationalists are all
idealists who make such contentions as, 'My country is the greatest country,' 'My
culture is the greatest culture,' 'My religion is the greatest religion,' or 'My political or
economic system is the only answer.'

An opportunist can easily be discovered, whereas the idealist converts more and
more people to his or her way of thinking. When an idealist talks, there is so much
conviction, so much heart and mind being brought to bear on the topic that those who are
gullible will go along with whatever is being said. The idealist is one who has sold
himself or herself on a particular idea and is prepared to die for it, Hitler being a case in
point. His 'blue-bood' theory was pure idealism and caused the colossal destruction of
millions of people. He really believed he was the one who was born to protect and rule
the world and that people of the Aryan race were superior.

Once this idea struck him, Hitler had no rest. Nor did he allow others to rest.
Under the spell of this idealism, they carried out his atrocious orders. Throughout the
history of the world we find that wherever there were idealists, there was war and
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colossal destruction. Idealism creates religious and political fanatics and these people

create havoc, as the history books reveal.

The third type of leader is one who leads, not because he or she wants to lead, but

because there are some people following. Such a, person lives his or her life, always

ready to reshuffle his or her ideas in order to live according to what is true. The person

may not even know that he or she is a leader. Thus, whether it is to one's liking or not,

one becomes a leader. This is the type of leading that makes one a real leader and this
was the kind of leader Arjuna was.

Here, Kr-na said to Arjuna, 'Whether you like it or not, there are people who look

up to you as their leader.' Arjuna was the archer of the age and was looked upon by the

people as a trend-setter. He was supposed to set an example and was not, therefore,

someone who could just walk away from it all. That was not his prarabdha.

If Arjuna had been a loner and had wanted to become a sannyasi, Krsna would

not have talked with him about the appropriateness of karma-yoga, and so on. Krsna

would have agreed to Arjuna's becoming a sannydsi, even though he knew there would

be some problems. This, however, was not Arjuna's situation. Being a leader and looked

up to by all the people, he had to set a proper example. And if he set a wrong example,

the people would follow it. Therefore, to protect the people, Arjuna had to do karma

even if he considered himself a jiLnl. That was how his prarabdha had set up his

situation. And if he was a karma-yogi, protecting the world was his karma-yoga

because he was a leader and that was what had to be done.

ACTION IS NOT OPPOSED TO KNOWLEDGE

The question that may arise here is why the world is to be protected. All that is

involved here is that you find yourself in a situation with duties to perform. Someone has

to be in this particular position and you happen to be that person. If you were not there,

someone else would be. There is no choice involved here. Arjuna did not choose to be

the son of Pdndu. He happened to be bor into this particular royal family and therefore

had certain jobs to do.

Thus, Krqna said, 'Whether you are a jnint, or a karma-yogi, here is a situation

for you to do karma. This is not opposed to knowledge because you are not a doer.'

Karma can be done even if you know that you are not the karta. Or, put another way,

karma is not opposed to knowledge, nor is it a means to knowledge, because by just

doing karma, you cannot gain moksa. If you have no viveka, karma can bind you,

whereas it can also be a means for purifying your mind if you make it a yoga by a

change of attitude.
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In the next verse, Krsna told Arjuna why he should do his duty.

484M<Rli stmi ta ^T: I
' ^Iri ^^ <^<<5<d^^ 11 ^ I I
yadyadacarati Aresthastattadevetaro janah
sa yatpramanam kurute lokastadanuvartate Verse 21

8K: Aresthah - an important person; ZU *M yat yat - whatever; MWT aicarati -

does; ?iR: itarah - the other; -: jaonah - person; ?r[ l tat ta at eva - that

alone; W: sah - he; q? VT a yat pramanam kurute - what he sets down as

proper; W? tat - that; '•ce: lokah - the world of people; aSif anuvartate -

follows

Whatever an important person does, that alone the other people do.
Whatever that person sets as proper, the world of people follows.

Srestha here refers to one who is considered to be important by other members of
the society, a leader to be reckoned with, like a king, prince, judge, or an officer of some
kind. The father of a given household is such a person, a role model. The word acarati,
in this verse, refers to what one does in terms of how one lives, how one acts, and reacts
to the variety of situations encountered in day-to-day life.

A person who is looked up to, sets the trend for how everyone else lives. People
always look up to someone and whatever that person looks upon as the standard is what
they follow. Here the word pramana means the measure of what is right and what is
wrong. The same word we have used earlier to refer to a means of knowledge. If a king
looks upon the Veda as a prammna, then most of his subjects will look upon it in the
same way.

This is exactly what happened in ancient India when Aboka and other kings came
under the influence of Buddhist monks. Because these kings no longer looked to the
Veda as a pramdna a lot of people also shifted to Buddhism. Thus, converting people to
any new interpretation of Vedic religion was very easy in India in those days. All that
had to be done was to convert the king. Whatever became a pramana for the king
became a pramana for his subjects.

Because people generally have neither the time nor the inclination to look into

religious matters, they do not stand on their own. They tend to follow someone else and

can be easily carried away merely because their leader has set a particular trend. Mao,
for example, told the people that if they wanted to be efficient and accomplish their ends,
they should read his Red Book every day. In this way, he made a scripture out of it.
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In India, too, it is said that by reading a particular verse or chapter every day, you
will get this or that. The difference is that Mao's Red Book is not a scriptural authority; it
is a worldly authority, a laukika-pramana. It is not a Veda, vaidika-pramana. Any
system or book becomes a pramana if you think it is going to solve all the problems of

the world, including your own, of course. There are people, for example, who cannot go
to the bank or do anything else unless they consult the I Ching or Tarot cards. This is

their pramana. In the same way, whatever a leader does, everyone else will do.

Whatever he looks upon as his guide book, his pramana, others will also look upon as a

pramcina, even if it is the Red Book!

You will find that every revolution has some kind of book behind it. Mein Kampf
- My Struggle, was the book Hitlers followers read and were inspired by. It became the
pramana for them. Hitler's entire ideology is there, including what exactly Aryan rule is,
how the Aryan race is bound to rule, and the superiority of the Aryan race. Whatever the
pramaina - laukika or vaidika - if it is considered a pramana by a Srestha, people
will follow it.

Similarly, if a king says the Veda is not a pramana, then the people will give it
up. And if he says it is a pramaJna, the people will look into it. This is why Krsna told
Arjuna that whether he liked it or not, he was a leader and if he walked out, he would
find that everyone else would also give up. Suppose, however, that Krsna had
encouraged Arjuna to go and, turning the horses around, drove him to Rishikesh. All the
other soldiers would also have turned around. They would have pitched camps there
because Arjuna was there. All the subjects would also have gone to Rishikesh. If
Arjuna wore a certain type of clothing, everyone would have dressed in the same way. If
he wore rudraksa beads, everyone would have them!

Therefore, Krsna said, 'This is how it is, Arjuna. Whatever you do is exactly what
others are going to do because you are a drestha, a leader, someone who is important.'
Because Arjuna's decision would have far-reaching consequences, he had to look at his
situation very carefully before he decided anything. Krsna also assured Arjuna that he
would lose nothing by doing his duty. If he was ajianni, his action would be based on
his pr.rabdha and would create no problems for him. And if he was an ajnini, the
action was definitely to be done because it was his duty. This was Krsna's whole point
here.

Krsna then continued, pointing to himself with reference to the performance of
action:

;T qf *wV^ w cFi fNl *431 Wz;:r I
CHc4 T OET In I R II

na me pdrthlsti kartavyam trisu lokesu kiicana
ndnavaptamavaptavyam varta eva ca karmani Verse 22
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W4 partha - Oh! Partha; i me - for me; iaMq kartavyam - to be done; z na -
not; ft asti - is; i tri u - in the three; t lokesu - worlds; ww311R
anavaptam - not accomplished; 3RW1Iq avaptavyam - to be accomplished; fEiT

kiicana - anything; ; na - not; W ca - yet; *Ti karmani - in action; TM eva -
indeed; * varte - I am

Oh! Partha, for me, there is nothing to be done. In the three worlds, there
is nothing to be accomplished by me, which is not yet accomplished. Yet,
I am engaged in action.

If one is awake to ones own nature, awake to the self as akarti then the state of
actionlessness is achieved. Actionlessness does not imply the absence of activity,
however, inactivity being impossible as long as one is alive, as we have already seen. A
person is always doing one thing or another, whether he or she is a sannyisi, a
karma-yogi, or simply a karm. Total renunication of action is possible only in the form
of knowledge that I (dtmd) perform no action - aham karma na karomi.

This knowledge is an awakening. In my presence, all activities take place, as will
be made clear later. I, myself, do not perform any action. This is not just a volitional or a
self-hypnotizing thought. It is the recognition of a fact. This knowledge alone makes me
a renunciate of all actions in spite of my being seen to perform actions. From my own
standpoint, there is no action whatsoever. All action is only from the standpoint of the
physical body, mind, and sense organs. From their standpoint, there is action, whereas
from the standpoint of the self, there is no action at all. This is what is called
naiskarmya, actionlessness.

Whether you have achieved this knowledge of actionlessness or not, doing karma
is in no way a problem. In fact, if you have come to know what the self is, then all there
is for you is prirabdha. Lord Krsna knew Arjuna's prdrabdha very well. If you know
the action-free-self, whatever your prarabdha dictates, whatever the situation warrants,
you do. Such karma does notbind you at all.

If you are an ajWnit, unaware of the fact about the atmr, then karma can become
a yoga for you, neutralizing your raga-dveas, your likes and dislikes. Riga-duesas
cannot be neutralized unless you pay attention to them, which is what karma-yoga is all
about. Either way, then, whether you are ajiini, or an ajiani, you can perform action.

WHAT IS THERE TO ACCOMPLISH?

Here, in the verse, Krsna talked about himself with reference to action, saying that
there was nothing to be done by him, nothing that was not accomplished nor anything
that had yet to be accomplished. The expression, 'in all three worlds,' is meant to cover
the entire universe and any others that may exist as well. Kr/•na had no mandate
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whatsoever, either here on earth, or in heaven, or anywhere else. He was not duty-bound

in any way.

Only when there is something to be accomplished, is there something to be done.

If there is something to be accomplished in order to make myself better, then I must

definitely do whatever is to be done. Without doing, I cannot accomplish and without

accomplishing, I will not be satisfied. I will be stuck with the desire to accomplish,

which is what makes a person a samsari. However, for Krsna, there was no such thing

as not accomplished or to be accomplished because he knew he was everything.

Knowing this, everything was accomplished. There was nothing for him to do,

kartavyam nasti, because there was nothing for him to gain or lose.

If I want antah-karana-guddhi, I have something to be done, kartavyam asti. I

have to do karma with a karma-yoga attitude, yoga-buddhi. Only then will my mind

become pure enough for the knowledge to take place. And of course I have to do karma

if I want to fulfil my raga-dvesas.

Most people have a long list of items to be done in order to fulfil their likes and

dislikes and they perform actions for this purpose alone. For such people, fulfilling their

likes and dislikes is important because they do not want to be bugged by unfulfilled

desires. However, desires, kamas, are no different than bugs; they breed and grow very

quickly. Desire bugs do not remain single or childless! They make sure that before they

go they have left behind at least a handful and have a definite knack of generating their

own species in great abundance.

Desire produces other desires, its nature being to continually perpetuate itself. Like

fire that leaves a black trail of charred earth and never says, 'Enough! Don't give me any

more fuel. I have burned up so many houses already!' desire too will never complain.

This is why desire is described poetically as the 'villain of the piece' of sanmsra. There

is no way of having a desire without fulfilling it. Thus, we always have a list of things to

be done - kdryam kartavyam asti.

The person who understands dtmn as the whole is free from those desires that are

binding in nature. But this does not mean that such a person does not perform action.

Krsna, who was no ordinary person, was driving Arjuna's chariot. He was a king, the

king of Dvaraka, but he did not consider driving a chariot a mean job. There was dignity

in his labour. In fact, he felt honoured when Arjuna asked him to drive the chariot and

he happily agreed to do so.

Krsna was always doing one thing or another. His entire life had been one of

activity even though there was nothing for Him to accomplish. From childhood onwards,

he had been destroying one demon after another. And if there was nothing else to do, he

would pick up his flute and keep everyone else busy singing and dancing. This was

Krsna - always active. 'Before I came here to drive your chariot, I went as a mediator
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to Duryodhana,' Krsna could have said toArjuna. 'I played the role of a messenger, in

fact. Then I came back and told you what Duryodhana said and now I am driving your
chariot. And in response to your request that I teach you, I am doing that too right now.'

Why was Kr.na always in the midst of action? This he answered in the next verse.

* f * -4 WR ^T R hlf t : I
IM <<cIMIc& zýsi: *^ et.: I I R4 11
yadi hyaham na varteyamjatu karmanyatandritah
mama vartmanuvartante manusy.h partha sarvanah Verse 23

* hi - because; Ml partha - Oh! Partha; , jatu -ever; if* W -Tu yadi
aham na varteyam - should I ever not engage myself; a•ifft: atandritah - without

being lazy; 'ift karmani - in action; rIMT: manusyah - human beings; W!

mama - my; W�i vartma - path (example); •iT: sarvadah - in every way;

^3*iA anuvartante - would follow

Because, should I ever not engage myself in action, without being lazy,
Oh! Partha, people would follow my example in every way.

Here, Krsna told Arjuna that if ever he became inactive, all human beings would

follow him in this respect. They may not have followed him in certain other respects, but
in this matter of inaction, they would definitely follow him. 'See what Irsna is doing?'
they would say. 'He just sits. Therefore, we should all just sit, too. What is the use of

doing anything? This life of samsara is useless; therefore, let us do nothing. No one

who performs action ever achieves anything!'

All that is achieved by this line of thinking, of course, is that you become worse. It
is like saying that since everyone who underwent any treatment eventually died, I should
not undergo treatment of any kind. Or, because everyone who eats has problems at one
time or the other, I should not eat. Everyone who talks quarrelswith someone; therefore,
I should not talk. To decide not to talk simply because when you talk, it causes problems,
does not really solve the problem. You may not be talking externally, but you will
definitely be talking internally. Previously, you talked to people and now you talk only
to yourself! There may be a problem caused by talking, but it will not be solved by not
talking.

KrQsna knew that if he did nothing, everyone would follow him because doing
nothing always looks easy. Activity definitely implies a certain will. Thus, there is a
tendency to go for the convenient or the pleasant and to avoid anything that is painful.
People generally think that the most pleasant activity of all is to do nothing. Doing
something may imply pain and, therefore, is thought to be unpleasant. Thus, if people are
to do anything at all, it should only be something that is pleasant.

.. vl. V1.30
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If, however, you keep to this course, life eventually becomes full of painful

situations because you have done only the pleasant, leaving undone whatever is painful.

In this way, you are left with only the painful. You become a pain to yourself and to

everyone else as well. If you keep on postponing the painful, then you will be stuck with

the painful alone! The pleasant is done and the painful remains undone. In fact, there

need be nothing painful about such activities, providing you do them. Then they are out

of your way and you have only the pleasant to do.

Still, people are people; which is the reason Krsna, the king of Dvarakd, praised

as an avatdra, an incarnation of Ivara, had to set an example and perform action.

Further, Krsna continued:

`flW I Wf^ p\Tq^ dHq\: WTT: 1 I 1Y 1I
utsideyurime lokd na kurydm karma cedaham
sakkarasya ca kartd sydmupahanydmimnh prajdh Verse 24

aff aham - I; -4 karma - action; "TO, rqt na kurydm cet - if (1) were not to

do; 14 ime - these; f;l: lokah - people; 3?: t: utsideyu4 - would perish; q ca

- and; WWT sanikarasya - of confusion; �f kart - author; �Wp sydm - would

be; RT: imah - these; Wi: prajdh - beings; 3q'--4 upahanydm - would destroy

If I were not to perform action, these people would perish. I would be the
author of confusion (in the society) and I would destroy these beings.

If Krsna performed no action and the people followed him, let them follow, one
might say. The problem is that they would destroy themselves in the process. If the
people have innumerable likes and dislikes and they do not perform the actions that will
fulfil them, what will happen? Because they have no viveka, no discrimination, they will
become insane, which is what destruction means here. There is no destruction for a
human being other than insanity.

Everyone, normal and abnormal, is born of ignorance and error. And because there
is very little difference between the empirical, the objective, and the subjective, this
ignorance and error can lead to madness, there being a streak of madness in everyone.
This is why it is said that the line between sanity and insanity is a very fine line indeed.
If you see an object, you do not see it as objectively as the object is because there is
always a certain subjectivity involved in the seeing. Therefore, it is very difficult to
distinguish between subjective projection and objective appreciation.

A sane person is one who has some objectivity while an insane person is more
subjective. He or she also has some objectivity. An insane person eats bread and not
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rocks just as a sane person does. This much objectivity he or she has. The problem is that

such a person may feel persecuted, for example, when, in fact, he or she is not. There

may be some objectivity, but because there is a lot of subjectivity we call the person

insane.

Even a person who is very objective may have some degree of subjectivity. But

because the objectivity is more predominant, he or she is called normal. The person may

expect that money will provide security, an expectation that cannot be described as very

objective. Another indication of subjectivity is when the person does not take people as

they are and, instead, projects his or her own fears upon them. Thus, the difference

between those we describe as normal and those we call insane is not very much. The

insane person is more subjective than objective and the sane person is a little more

objective than subjective. Insanity can occur with the increase of one's subjectivity or the

decrease of one's objectivity. It does not take much time and is what is meant here by
destruction.

PERFORMING ACTION AS AN EXAMPLE TO OTHERS

Therefore, Krsna told Arjuna in this verse, 'If I do not perform karma, these

people will definitely destroy themselves.' Krsna was not talking here about being in

charge of all three words. Lokah usually means 'worlds,' but here it means 'people.'

Krsna did not say that if he performed no action in his capacity as Iivara, all the worlds

would fall apart. If this were the case, there would be no problem! We would all gain

moksa because luvara turned lazy! This is the kind of translation that can happen if the

word lokdh is not properly understood here.

Krsna meant that the people would destroy themselves if they performed no

karma. He also said that, if he performed no action, he would be the author of

confusion. Arjuna thought if he fought this battle, he would create utter confusion in the

society and thereby incur sin. This is why he did not want to fight. Now Irsna was

telling him that, by not fighting,Arjuna would be creating confusion because the people

would also not do what was to be done.

Knowing all this, Krsna knew that he himself had to set a good example.

Otherwise, he would be the cause of everyone's destruction. The people had to do their

karmas. Not doing them was not going to help them. They would not be happy not

doing what was to be done by them. They may not have been very happy doing karma,

but not doing it would be far worse. One big tamas, mass lethargy, would completely

overtake the society.

Previously, Krsna had pointed out that when one's buddhi, the intellect, is gone,

the human being is destroyed - buddhi-nadat pranasyati (Gita - 2-63). This

destruction is not physical; it is buddhi-niad, destruction of the intellect, the capacity to

discriminate between what is and what is not. Here, Krsna said that if the people did not
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do what was to be done, there would be buddhi-na�d, meaning that all reasoning would

be gone and they would no longer be human beings. Thus, simply because people always
take what an exalted person in the society does as their model, Krsna would be the cause

of their destruction if he did not perform karma.

Further, he said :

-9tM: c4>lsgiArg Wr IAfl WMl I

sakt5h karmanyavidudmso yatha kurvanti bhdrata

kuryadvidvamstathasaktaicikirsurlokasanigraham Verse 25

'Tf bharata - Oh! Bharata (Arjuna); �fkT karmani - to action; WRTT: saktah -

attached; 8a3i�:i avidvdmsah - the unwise; W yatha - just as; Vi kurvanti -

perform action; ? tatha - so too; f•l- vidvdn - the wise; *71,Tuoq

lokasarigraham - the protection of people; fPE1: cikirsuh - desirous of doing;

X1W: asaktah - unattached; ff kurydt - would perform

Oh! Bharata, just as the unwise, who are attached to the results perform
action, so too would the wise perform action, without attachment,
desirous of doing that which is for the protection of the people.

Previously, Lord Krsna had said that he did not really have anything to be done
because there was nothing for him to accomplish in all three worlds, meaning here on
earth, in the heavens, or in any other world. This was because he knew himself to be
everything, sarva-atma. Because Arjuna saw Krsna continually immersed in activity,
Krsna explained that he performed action to set an example, as we have seen.

Here, in this verse, Lord Krsna asked Arjuna to suppose that he, too, were a
knower of the atma, an atmavit. Then he too could say, 'Hey, Krsna, in all the three
worlds, there is nothing for me to accomplish because I am an dtmavit. I know I am
everything!' And knowing this Arjuna could then also perform action. He would have
nothing to lose. He, too, would perform action for the sake of the people; otherwise, he
would be destroying them.

The people did not know whether Arjuna knew or not. They only knew what he
did. All they would see was Arjuna not doing what he' was supposed to do and would
simply conclude that not performing action is preferable. Once again, Krsna was
bringing up the argument that the people would follow Arjuna's lead and, because of
this, Arjuna should set an example.

Keeping this in mind, Krsna addressed Arjuna here as Bharata, for which there
are two meanings. A person born in the family of Bharata may be referred to as
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Bh/rata. Secondly, bha means brahma-vidyd, knowledge of Brahman, and tasydm

yah ramate, the one who revels in that, the knowledge of Brahman, is called Bharata.

Therefore, Arjuna was Bharata in this sense also because he was receiving and

revelling in the teaching of Brahman.

In this verse, vidvan means one who has this knowledge and avidvan is one who

does not, taking the self to be a doer. Taking themselves to be the doer, people are bound

to karma. They do not even perform action for the sake of antah-karana-4uddhi, but

with the expectation that, 'If I perform this action, I will gain this result,' This

expectation, this attitude, is what is meant by attachment to karma.

Action itself is not what people are attached to; they are attached to the results.

Because people are interested in results, they undertake certain actions with a

combination of enthusiasm, anxiety, and concern. What KI-sna was saying here is, let the

vidvan, the wise person, perform action with the same enthusiasm as a person who

performs action for the results alone. Thus, the enthusiasm is a common factor between

the two, whereas the anxiety and concern are not.

A person who is attached to the results of action thinks, 'Such-and-such should

happen to me.' For this person, there is no karma-yoga-buddhi which is

prasada-buddhi with regard to results. The terms dictating the action are purely

raga-dvesas. The kartavya-buddhi, the to-be-done attitude, is not there for the person.

When such people undertake activities, there is definitely going to be enthusiasm in

anticipation of the results desired. But this enthusiasm will be dampened somewhat by

the apprehension one has about getting undesirable results. Because there are no real

guarantees that the action will produce the desired results, some anxiety will always be

there. And the more enthusiastic a person is with reference to the result, the more

anxious he or she naturally becomes. Therefore, for one who does not know oneself as

everything, anxiety accompanies enthusiasm and with these, the person performs action.

ATTITUDE IN ACTION

Why is it that the wise can undertake action with the same enthusiasm but without

the anxiety and concern? This is purely because of a difference in attitude. A wise person

performs action simply because it is to be done. How a result comes or whether the

expected result comes is not a concern for the wise. When the result comes, it is met with

equanimity.

Action is always result-oriented. No one can perform an action without expecting

a result. Expectation of a particular result alone makes the action meaningful. An action

performed without expecting a result is meaningless. An action is always done for some

purpose, even if it is kartavya, a to-be-done action. Thus, the purpose of any action is

always known, whereas whether the purpose is going to be fulfilled is definitely anyone's

guess! The results are not in your hands. You can only plan what you will do, then do it,
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and keep on doing it. But the results of the actions are not within your control. Thus,
Krsna said here that if Arjuna was an atmavit, a vidvan, he would perform whatever

action was to be done by him with the same enthusiasm as people who are attached to

the results, but without the attachment - in other words, minus the anxiety and
heartburn.

THE WISE PERFORM ACTION TO BLESS THE WORLD

Why, you may ask, does a wise person perform action if he or.she is not interested
in the result? No one is saying that the person must perform action, but the question is
what does he or she lose by doing it. In fact, nothing is lost and there is a lot to be gained
in terms of protecting others. It is true that the gain is not for the wise person, but there is
nothing wrong with that. Let the others be protected and enjoy the gain. For a wise
person who knows he or she is everything, there is nothing to gain - nothing to
accomplish.

One who wants to do something is called cikirsu.' The desire spoken of here is to
protect the people lokasaigraha. Those who want to perform action, even though they
have nothing to accomplish for themselves, do not want the people to fall into ways that
are non-productive and destructive. Therefore, to bless the world, to serve as an example
to the world, the wise perform action. What else is there to do for a person who has
nothing to do but to set an example, thereby protecting the people? This is why Krsna
was on the battlefield, in fact, driving Arjuna's chariot.

Krsna was definitely taking a risk sitting in the front seat of the chariot. He was
the one who would be bombarded. Every arrow would have to cross his head and
shoulders before finding its way to Arjuna. Krsna could well be hit in the process.
Being a charioteer is something like being a tank driver. Even though other men are
using the weapons, the driver is risking his life. Thus, Krsna was as much as saying to
Arjuna: 'I am your driver and, therefore, I am taking a great risk. I have actually given
you my neck in fact. Why? For the protection of the order, the dharma, and thereby for
the protection of the people.'

Dharma itself is not something that has to be protected. To think so would be
idealism. In fact, it is the dharmls, the people who follow the dharma, that are to be
protected. There is no such thing as the protection of dharma other than the people who
follow it. The dharma, the order, is meant for the people. Thus, when it is said that, the
dharma is to be protected, what is meant is that the people are to be protected.

Krsna had made it very clear that there were no kartavya - 'to-be-done action'
for him or for anyone who has the knowledge of dtmd. There is no mandate that says
you should continue to do karma. Whatever an dtmavit does is only for the blessing of

Scikirsuh - kartum icchuh, one who desires to do.
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the world. This is all that he or she does. This being the contention, Krsna told Arjuna
that he should determine what is to be done for the good of the people alone. And then
he should do it. If Arjuna were to tell the people that there is no action to be done,
kartavyam nisti, it would be wrong. And if he set a wrong example by performing no
action himself, others would be disturbed. As a word of advice to those who already
have knowledge of the self, this theme was repeated by Krfna in the next verse.

q^^ ?1ff b faai^rq: inrMrj1 11
na buddhibhedam janayedajfidnam karmasargindm
josayetsarvakarmdni vidvinyuktah samjcaran Verse 26

"If9i4l, karma-sanginim - of the people who are committed to the results of

action; 3VHfT, ajiidnim - of the people who are ignorant; 9% buddhi-bhedam

- disturbance of one's understanding; T WR i na janayet - should not create; firg9
vidvdn - the wise person; 7W: yuktah - one who is steadfast in the knowledge;

,4im f| sarva-karmani - all actions; 1WTI j samacaran -performing them well;

"ihafjosayet (ajii0n) - should encourage (the ignorant people)

The vidvdn should not create any disturbance in the understanding of the
ignorant who are attached to the results of action. The wise person,
steadfast in the knowledge, himself, performing all the actions well,
should encourage (the ignorant) into performing (all actions).

In this verse, Krsna is saying, 'May this dtmavit, the one who knows the dtma,
not produce any disturbance in the attitude of those who are ignorant, those who are
committed to the results of action, karma-phala.' Karma-safigis are those who have
sariga, attachment, meaning, here, an attachment to the results of karma. Lacking
discrimination, these people are not karma-yogis and Krsna was telling Arjuna not to
disturb them - na buddhi-bhedamjanayet.

Those who know a little Vedinta often say to others, 'What is this karma that you
are doing? These rituals and prayers are not going to help you. Why do you go on
chanting, "Hare RIma, Hare Krsna" all the time? You are wasting your time.' Such
statements do nothing but create unnecessary problems. Therefore, Krna said, 'Do not
disturb their understanding.'

These people need only be encouraged to do karma according to dharma, nothing
more. Dharma and adharma can be discussed with them in terms of their various
pursuits. But they should not be disturbed by being told not to do any karma, since they
are not ready for what that really means. Had Krsna and Arjuna lived their lives doing
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nothing, and had all the enlightened people around them also done nothing, people

would certainly have concluded that the right thing to do was nothing.

People, who are thought to be enlightened, are considered to be the elite in a given

society and whatever they do tends to become law for the others. Therefore, such people

are leaders, fresthas. And these leaders, including the atmavit, should not disturb the

minds of those who follow them.

Just as you cannot alter the direction of a river unless you do it very gradually, so

too, the direction that a person's life is taking can only be altered gradually. A sensitive

person, one who really cares for another person, brings about a change in that person by

going with the flow, altering the direction of his or her life, little by little, in a helpful

way.

A WISE PERSON DOES NOT DISTURB THE UNDERSTANDING OF OTHERS

The word vidvan in the second line of this verse refers to a wise person who is

asked not to disturb the understanding of an ajqiani, one who is ignorant. Yuktah is

another word for vidvan, meaning, one who is jianena yuktah, endowed with

knowledge. Even though such a person does not have anything to accomplish and does

not lose anything either, he or she sets an example for others to follow.

For example, a vidvan does not pass a temple, but enters, offers prayers, and may

even compose a verse in praise of the Lord. A vidvun does not need to go into the

temple because the person is a temple unto himself or herself. In this way, a vidvan

performs all the karmas that are to be done. Sanikara consecrated many temples and

composed verses in praise of the Lord. If the vidvan happens to be a grhastha, the

karmas mandated for this particular a4rama are followed by him or her. And if the

person happens to be a sannyasi, a sannyasl's life is followed. Here, Krsna was talking

about grhasthas.

A grhastha is a householder; he or she is not a renunciate. For such a person,

there are different levels of karma - obligations to the society, to one's parents, to one's

own immediate family members, to the devatas, and so on. In this verse, Krsna

instructed the wise who is a grhastha, to set an example for others because it was the

best way to teach them.

There are two types of teaching. Teaching can be done by setting an example as is

done with reference to karma and dharma. Of course, the one who is teaching also says

that certain things are to be done and not done. For the most part, however, karma and

dharma are best taught by example. Only then will the words of the one who is teaching

carry any weight. The words of a person who has lived a good life always carry more

weight than those of one who has not.
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In the case of atma-jinna, the teaching is not by example; it is to be taught by

using words. This, then, is the other type of teaching. You cannot follow an ftma-iinni.

You cannot say that because he or she does this or that, I will do the same and become

enlightened. It does not work this way because we are dealing with knowledge.

Therefore, unlike a life of dharma, itma-jiina cannot be taught by example. It must be

taught by words, sabda, whether few or many, words being the prantna here.

THE NATURE OF WORDS

In teaching any subject matter, if the person knows what he or she is talking about,

the words carry weight; they ring true. As the words are spoken, you see their meaning.

Naturally, the words of a person who knows what he or she is talking about are different

from those of everyone else. Still, teaching by using words is not teaching by setting an

example.

What example are you setting when you tell someone that he or she is Brahman?

Do you close your eyes? Do you walk around or remain seated? Ther is no example

involved in telling a person that he or she is Brahman. When Krsna compared a wise

person to an ignorant person by saying what was night for one was day for the other, he

was speaking from a position of desperation in terms of setting an example. To say that

when the ignorant are sleeping, the wise person is awake and when they are awake, the

wise person is sleeping, simply means that they never meet. We see something similar in

today ý families where the father works so hard that he leaves the house too early in the

morning to see his children and comes home so late that they are again sleeping.

Just as the father and children never meet, the wise person and the otherwise also

never meet. What is night for one is day for the other; what is day for one is night for the

other. Therefore, in terms of setting an example for the people with reference to

knowledge. Example-setting is only with reference to dharma-astra, not with

reference tojiana. This point has to be recognised because there are those who advocate

teaching atma-jinna by example. The only way a wise person can set an example here

is by doing karma properly. When he does the karma well, a wise person makes others

do their various karmas because the people will follow him or her;

How a person is attached to karma is made clear in the next verse:

Wfa: fhR4M1n1M rT: Wttn *W: I
lra ~ ltm d ItIOM RAT I I Rs II

prakrteh kriyamlnini gunaih karmdni sarvaiah

ahaikaravim dhatma kartahamiti manyate Verse 27

Fi: T: pakrte, guqaih - by the gunas of prakrti; '4: sarvaiah - in various

ways; TiqrT karmani - actions; jfol01ir kriyamanani - are performed; a•Wi-
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fiUI T ahaflkra-vim4dhatma - one who is deluded by the I-notion; 3mIT .-CT

aham karta - I am the doer; ;f iti - thus; R-It manyate - thinks

Actions are performed in various ways by the gunas of prakrti, the
body, mind, and senses. Deluded by the I-notion, one thinks,'I am the
doer.'

Prakrti means cause, that out of which all things come, the potential cause of
anything. There are two aspects to an individual - purusa, meaning dtmd, the self,
caitanya, consciousness, and prakrti, also called avidyd or mnyad. Your body, mind,
and senses are modifications vikeras, creations, born ofprakrti, which depends entirely
on the purusa - the uastu, the thing to be understood.

Prakrti being the cause, anything bor of it is called prakrti-vikdra or
prakrti-guna, meaning modification. The word guna has to be seen in its proper context
in order to understand its meaning because it has many meanings. It can be any simple
attribute, viiesana, like the yellow in a yellow flower. Any adjective is aguna.

Guna is also a technical term for sattva, rajas, and tamas, which indicate certain
conditions of the mind as well as the constituents of maya or avidya.

A virtue is also called guna. For example, a person of ethics, one who has a good
heart and stately qualities, is called gunavdn. Another meaning of guna is 'knot.' And,
in Sanskrit grammar, guna is one of the many technical names given by Pdnini. It
indicates the vowel 'a' and the diphthongs, 'e' and 'o.'

Guna is also a particular modification, vikdra. In this verse, we have 'prakrteh
gunaih, - by the modification of prakrti,' meaning by the mind, senses, and physical
body. All three are called prakrti-gunas. In the technical language of Sanskrit this
body-mind-sense complex is called klrya-karana-sarighdta. We have already seen that
the physical body is karya and the mind, senses, and prdna are kdrana. The
assemblage, sarighdta, of the physical body, mind, and senses is called guna here being
the modification of gunas of the prahrti. All actions are performed by these
prakrti-gunas, the physical limbs, mind, and senses, alone.

Actions are performed in various ways, based on various sources of knowledge,
for the purpose of achieving various ends. Thus, there are actions enjoined by the Veda
vaidika-karma, and all other activities, laukika-karma. All types of activity are
covered here, whether they are pursuits meant for gaining knowledge or for gaining
various other results, here or in the hereafter.
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THE DOER OF ACTION

The person who thinks he or she is doer of these various actions is referred to in
this verse as ahaikara-vimudhdtmd,' meaning one who is deluded by the notions he or
she has about the I, the dtmd.

The I-notion or I-sense has all the attributes. When you say, 'I am so-and-so,' the
kdrya, the physical body, and karana, the mind and senses, are an integral part of your
ahaikara alone, the person has become deluded vimiidha in many ways. In fact, the
delusion is multifaceted - one delusion with varieties of nuances, one big knot with
innumerable knots within knots. These knots are the varieties of problems and notions
that a person has.

Ahaikdra implies many notions, beginning with 'I am a mortal.' The I-notion is
connected to hundreds of notions about oneself. For example, religious notions are whai
brands one as.religious. Then the person says he or she belongs to this or that religion,
and so on. This is just one of innumerable problems brought about by notions. All such
notions are about this 'I' and are expressed by this 'I.' The ahaikara, itself includes all
these notions.

The starting point for ahaikara is the kdrya-karana-saighdta, the body-mind-
sense complex centred on which is the conclusion, 'I am as good as this body, mind and
senses.' And over a period of years, we keep gathering a variety of notions about this 'I.'
No baby thinks, 'I am white or black, Caucasian or Negroid.' Only afterwards, as the
child grows up, does he or she slowly begin to pick up such notions. One' whole life is
spent gathering more and more notions about oneself and this is what is meant when it is
said, his mind is deluded, vimudha.

The vimirdhatma, the one whose mind is deluded in a hundred different ways by
the ahaik ra, thinks that he or she is a doer, aham kartd, even though it is the physical
body, mind, and senses that perform the actions. The person is the one who is aware of
all the actions - in other words, the one who lights them up. He or she knows what does
what; but, at the same time, is still able to think, 'I am the doer.' This, therefore, is no
ordinary avidyd; it is not ignorance of an object or of a discipline of knowledge. It is
self-delusion. Because the self is not clear, the obvious is not at all obvious. On the other

1 Saikara resolves this compound as follows:

Sa1W-fNF - chl|4qU| 34N*r : 3lRI: | wf gigW , 1jiflg 1t. rT -
3-r-f:W4 -e .q: I
The I-notion placed in the kIrya-karana-saighata is called ahaikara. The one whose
dtmi - antah-karana is deluded in various ways because of this false 'l-notion' is called
ahafnkra-vimiidhdtmd.
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hand, one who knows the dtmd, the dtmavit or the janl, does not take oneself to be the

karta, as we shall see in the next verse.

To tell someone who looks upon himself or herself as the karta, that he or she is

not the karta will only confuse the person. Nothing is ever said in the Sastra to suggest

that one should not do karma. The Sdstra says you are not the doer and that this

knowledge is-moksa. You can a live life of renunciation or you can live a life of

karma-yoga. In either case, knowledge is moksa. This is what is said.

NOT DOING KARMA IS MEANINGLESS

To tell a person, who thinks he or she is a karta, not to do karma is meaningless.

Even if someone does no karma, it does not mean that he or she is not doing karma. As

long as the person is a karta, one' every move is a karma - standing is a karma,

listening to someone is a karma. Everything becomes karma because the person thinks

he or she is the karta. As long as this notion is there, the person will always be doing

one thing or the other thinking that he or she is the doer. If at all you are to teach such a

person, you will have to try to make the person understand that he or she is akarts. This

understanding is purely jfdna and has nothing to do with doing or not doing karma.

Krsna then explained why the wise are not attached to karma:

-T T q1# U W41chfilt:h I
7ff TT w hdT *-qm II Re I I

tattvavittu mahdbdho gunakarmavibhdgayoh

gund gunesu vartanta iti matvd na sajjate Verse 28

Stu - whereas; W140 mahabdho - Oh! Arjuna; ro-T4-$%riT: guna-karma-

vibhdgayoh - of the distinction between the body-mind-sense-complex and action;

Trf tattuavit - knower of the truth; TfTT: gunah - senses, mind, and organs of

action; 7f gunesu -with reference to objects; - vartante - engage themselves;

�f qIT iti matvd - knowing this; - T' na sajjate - is not bound

Whereas, Oh! Arjuna, the knower of the truth, knowing the distinction

between body-mind-sense-complex and action, knowing that the senses,

mind, and organs of action engage themselves with reference to their

respective objects alone, is not bound.

In this verse, Krsna contrasted the jiiani with the ajufni mentioned in the

previous verse. The ignorant person takes the body-mind-sense complex kdrya-

karana-sarighta as oneself and oneself to be the kdrya-karana-safighata, thereby

making no distinction between the two. This lack of discrimination is where

individuality comes from, that which makes one seem unique and distinct.
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The jiani, on the other hand, while taking the body-mind-sense complex as

himself or herself no doubt, does not take the self to be the body, mind, and senses. If the

jnani were not identified with the body-mind-sense complex, in this way, talking,

walking, seeing, hearing, and thinking would not be possible. Since the jfinni thinks,

does actions, and so on, he or she also naturally has an ahainkra. Here the karya-

karana-saiighdta-&tmd is being called the ahakaira.

THE NATURE OF DELUSION

Thus, both the jiini and the ajFidnl have this ahahikara, the difference between

the two being that the ji&ini does not take the self to be karya-karana-saigh5ta
whereas the ajFini does, which is why there is samsara for him or her. Samsara is in

the self, for the self.

Because the atmd is taken to be the karya-karana-saighata-atma, there are

individuals, each of whom is unique and distinct from every other individual. Thus, there

is an 'as though' division, an 'as though' duality, dvaita. The Aruti does not say there is

dvaita; it says only that there is 'as though' duality - dvaitam iva bhavati. Wherever

there is this 'as though' duality, there is death, mrtyu; there is time, there is samsara.

The jnani is referred to as tattvavit in this verse. The suffix 'tva' is added to a

noun to convey its abstract sense, its essence. For example, the truth or essence of a pot,

ghafasya tattvam, becomes ghatatua, potness. In English, the suffix 'ness' is used in

the same way.

That is a pronoun and as such can stand for anything. Thus, tattva refers to that

which is the truth or essence of everything - tasya bhavah. The one who knows the

truth about oneself, the world, and God is called tattvavit and the one who does not

know this truth is called atattvavit. In this verse, tattuavit refers to one who knows the

truth of the gunas, the modification that is the body-mind-sense complex, as well as of

the karmas, meaning that the person can distinguish between the two. The distinction

vibhaga here is that the body-mind-sense complex is an instrument, a karana; it is not

the atma.
I, the atmi, is not the karana, the sense organs or the mind, or the karya, the

physical body. While the mind and senses perform their actions, they are only karanas,

instruments. Atma is not an instrument. It is the self, the content of the subject, the doer.

Therefore, a distinction is to be made between the essence of the subject and the

instrument.

THE SUBJECT AND ITS INSTRUMENTS

The subject cannot be taken as an instrument because the instrument, being

wielded by the subject, is necessarily in the hands of the subject. You are handling the
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body; you are handling the mind and senses. The subject cannot be taken as the very

thing that it handles, just as you cannot take the spoon or fork that you eat with as

yourself. That you are holding the fork in your hand does not mean that the fork is you.
It is simply an instrument that you wield. Similarly, you wield your mind and senses;

you operate them. You wield your physical body; you operate it. Therefore, they are
merely instrumehts and the doership imputed to dtma is simply a thought belonging to
the mind.

The one who knows the karana as the karana and the atma as the atma is one

who knows the truth of both. The one who knows the truth of dtmr also knows the truth

of andtmd and is therefore a tattvavit. This, then, is what is meant by gunavibhaga.

Atma is not the kartd. Atma does not perform any action; only thegunas perform

action. Action does not come from the tma. It emanates from the gunas, from the
karya-karana, from the physical body, mind and senses, alone.

Any fancy or desire is a modification of the mind. But you may not go along with
the desire or fancy. Many desires rise and fall simply because we do not bother about
them. This happens because of a particular function of the mind that enables me to
decide whether to go along with the desire or not. In such a decision, there are various
considerations - pragmatic and ethical considerations, among others. 'Is this necessary
for me?' - is a pragmatic consideration undertaken by the atmd in the form of buddhi.

With the organs of action or the sense organs you perform karma. Whatever you
do - eat, walk, or engage yourself in any kind of pursuit - some sense organ is
involved. The truth of this karma, however, is that atmin is not directly involved in the
activity. Atma is not a desire or a decision. Nor does it desire or make decisions. Desires
and decisions are always in the form of vrttis, modifications of the mind. These vrttis
are dtma no doubt, but dtmri is none of them. Thus, all karma emanates from
modifications of the mind, orttis, and does not come from the dtmd.

EVERYTHING IS A MODIFICATION OF PRAKRTI ALONE

The one who knows the nature of karma and the nature of atma, and therefore the
distinction between the two, looks upon prakrti as it really is. Prakrti, also called maiya,
in its entirety is the cause for everything in that it modifies itself into everything. The
body, mind, and senses are prakrti and the sense objects, the world, jagat, are also
prakrti. All are modifications, gunas, of prakrti alone. And these two prakrtis are in
touch with each other. One prakrti is kdrya-karana-prakrti, in the form of instruments
of perception and action and the other prakrti is in the form of objects, visaydtmika-
prakrti.

This verse explains that the gunas in the form of instruments of perception and
action engage themselves in activity in the spheres of their respective objects - gunesu.
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This means that the eyes engage themselves in the sphere of forms, rilpa, the forms

being guna. Sight itself is guna and the seen object is also guna. Similarly, hearing is
guna and the objects heard, the sounds, are alsogu.na. In this way, these gunas,gunequ,
with reference to objects, vartante, engage themselves in activity. This means that I do

not perform any action at all. Knowing this, the wise person is not bound, matui na

sajate.

Knowing the truth of atma and karma, the tattvavit does not become attached to

any karma. Such attachment is not possible because the person knows that he or she

does nothing. To become attached, there must be a vrtti, which is non-separate from
&tmd, while atma is always free from any vrtti. Because there is no connection, no
attachment, between the vrtti and dtma there can be no attachment to any karma for
one who knows that atma is always free - that is, for the one who knows that atma is
asaigah.

A problem arises when you say you must become asafga, detached. You do not
become asanga; that, you are asafiga is a fact to be known. There is no becoming here.
You can never become detached. What you want to be detached from is always in your
head; therefore, you can never detach from it. Even when you say you are detached from
it, you are already attached because you are talking about it. A person who throws away
some garbage and says, 'I gave away my garbage,' still has the garbage in his or her
head. The garbage was outside and now it is inside! This is exactly how we have
collected so much garbage!

As the nature of atmd, detachment is already an accomplished fact. Knowing this,
one is not bound - iti matv& na sajfate. The person looks upon himself or herself as a
non-doer, akarta aham asmi, actionlessness itself. Previously, Krpna said that by not
performing an action, a person does not gain naiikarmya, the state of actionlessness.
Knowing the self to be free from any type of action, doership is not there. When there is
no doership, there is no karma. In this sense, knowing there is no doership, a person is
free from all karma. This, then, is the difference between the tattvavit and the
atattvavit.

KNOWING YOU ARE NOT A DOER, WHAT DO YOU DO?

When this is so, what should you do? Suppose you know you are akarta and the
other person, whose welfare you are interested in, takes himself or herself to be a karta.
Should you tell the person not to do karma? Definitely not. If at all he or she is available
for this knowledge, all you can say is, atma is akarta. This alone is the truth and
anything else is a distortion of it. To tell someone not to do karma is the same as saying
that performing karma is bondage. If the person still looks upon himself or herself as a
kartl, being deluded in this way, he or she will only become lazy, nothing more!
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Therefore, all you can do is tell the person to do karma, but to do it according to
dharma. This much alone you can say. This is what the scriptures enjoin also. Not

performing any action will eventually result in a person doing something that is not to be

done. What is not proper for you is not proper for the other person also. There are

universal implications inherent in all action. If you compromise with this universal fact,

for example, by robbing someone even though you yourself do not want to be robbed,

you may think you can get away with it, but you cannot. This, the scriptures tell us.

Otherwise, we would not need a scripture; common sense would be enough.

The scripture does not need to tell me that it is wrong to rob. This, I knew even as

a child. When my older brother took the chocolate out of my hand, I complained to the

heavens! I cried and created havoc in the house because I knew very well that he robbed

what I held as mine. He took it away. Everyone is very clear on this point and does not

need a scripture for it. Nor do we need someone to come and preach to us about things

we already know. What the scriptures and preachers are saying, however, lest we do not

know it, is that we should not think we can get away with improper actions.

This, then, is an extra revelation, extra information provided by the scripture. It

says that the reason you do not get away with improper actions is because there is a law

that is impossible to get around. The moment you commit a wrong action, a debit is

registered against your name. The whole law is based on credit and debit, both of which

are automatically recorded to your account. Also, there is no way of manipulating this
law. It is already programmed to record whatever action you perform. Everything has
been taken care of. This law is not a computer that you, the wizard, the kartd, can
manipulate. You can, however, erase it by means of a different operation. This, then, is
additional information that a scripture may talk about. Because the information is
revelation, something that we have no other way of knowing, the scripture is given the
status of revealed knowledge.

HOW TO HELP OTHERS IN TERMS OF THIS KNOWLEDGE

A person who performs action because he or she looks upon himself or herself as
the karta should not be told to refrain from action because karma is bondage. It is
bondage, no doubt, but telling the person so is not going to make him or her free. If,
however, you really care for the person, and he or she cares for your words, then you can
share what you know. Otherwise, your talk will just go over the person's head. It is like
someone who is interested in this knowledge trying to explain to his or her parents what
he or she is studying. Because the parents do not understand, they will only ask
themselves what they did wrong for their child to have been steered in such a useless
direction. 'We must have been a little too severe and that is why our child listens to this
Swami,' they may say. To attempt an explanation is only to make them feel guilty
because it is impossible to convince them of the true worth of this knowledge.
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You may care for the welfare of those who do not understand, but they too have to

care for your words. Otherwise, they will only sympathise with you, feeling that you are

completely deluded! And if they do care for your words, you can tell them the truth, that
dtmd is akarta. In the modem literature on Vedanta, you may read that you must

become asajiga. This is why some people spend an entire lifetime trying to become

asariga. It is also sometimes said that you should experience the asafiga atma. There is

an experiencer, an object of experience, and atma is to be experienced by another atma

who is an experiencer. All that you experience in this way is anatmd, not atma.

Because itma as asariga is a fact to be recognised, Krs.na further cautioned the
wise not to confuse those who still think of themselves as doers.

-H^fc^ TT^ ^ fibI I I 11
prakrtergunasamm•dhah sajjante gunakarmasu
tanakrtsnavido mandan krtsnavinna vicalayet Verse 29

T'.: 1JTT'RFi: prakrteh guna-sammi2dhah - those who are deluded by the

modifications of the prakrti; 'Jlu3 guna-karmasu - in the modifications of body-

mind-sense-complex and actions; W sajjante - become bound; 'R tin - those

people; 3arfuk': akrtsnavidah - those who do not know totally; r-q mandin -

those who are not discriminative; r•imi krtsnavit -one who knows; fT srwlA na
vicalayet - should not disturb

Those who are deluded by the modifications of the prakrti become
bound in the modifications of body-mind-sense-complex and actions.
One who knows the self should not disturb those who do not know the
self, who are not discriminative.

Here, prakrteh guna-samm•dhah refers to those who are deluded with reference
to prakrti-guna, which are the modifications of the prakrti. They take the self to be the
body-mind-sense complex. This expression can also mean that people become deluded
because of the mind and senses, their ignorance with reference to these being the origin
of their problems. Looking upon themselves as doers, such people become bound,
attached, sajjante, with reference to the body, mind, and senses (guna), and with
reference to action (karma).

To take the body, mind, and senses as oneself means, 'I am only as good as the
body, mind, and senses,' with all their limitations; to think this way is bondage. The
people discussed in this verse have become bound with reference to prakrti-gunas, such
as the body-mind-sense-complex, kdrya-karana-sarighita, and also to their karmas.

B.G Vol -31
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The bondage manifests in terms of actions such as, 'This is my karma and I perform it
for the sake of this result.'

Because people experience success and failure, they are bound by the results of

their action. And if they have graddhd, punya and papa are also involved. Then success

and failure, puntya and papa become the ruling factors in their lives. Thus, such people
have both drsta and adrsta conflict, attached as they are to the seen and unseen results

of their actions.

The verse also tells us a little more about those who are bound in terms of guna

and karma. They are described as mandas, those who have no viveka. Mandatva

means 'dullness,' the sense you have when you have indigestion, for instance, and do not

feel like eating or doing anything. You develop a complete dispassion even towards

foods that you like and it lasts for as long as the discomfort lasts, at least. And if this

mandatva happens in our thinking, we have a definition for the person, manda,
discussed in this verse. Nothing ignites in the brain of such a person. There is no fire,
whatsoever! Although situations unfold around the person, there is no assimilation, no
response.

The word mandatva is used here only as a definition for the condition of the
mind. It is not meant as a criticism either of oneself or of another; the word simply
indicates a person who does not discriminate between dtmn and anatma. Two other
words are used in the verse to make the same distinction between one who has the
knowledge and one who does not.

Krtsnavit is a wise person, one who has complete, krtsna, knowledge with

reference to dtma and anatmd, whereas akrtsnavit refers to everyone else. Because the
akrtsnavit does not know that he or she is not the doer, the person has problems. The
akrtsnavit may understand that anatmd - the body, mind, and senses - performs

action, but may think of dtma as something other than himself or herself, something that
is not known. Therefore, he or she has some knowledge but does not know totally, which
is the meaning of akrtsnavit.

IGNORANCE IS BLISS ONLY IF IT IS TOTALI

For a person who knows nothing, there is no problem. Ignorance is bliss, as they
say - provided, of course, the ignorance is total. For example, there is no problem in
sleep because you do not think of yourself as a kartd, bhoktd, or anything else. Only
when there is some knowledge is there a problem. Those who are dull, manda-prajias,
who have no discrimination, viveka, with reference to dtmd and anatma are referred to
here as akrtsnavits. These are the people that a wise person should not disturb, tan na
vicalayet, by telling them that karma will not produce moksa. They should not be told:
"Karma is all bondage. Why do you do karma? Why do you pray? Why do you go to
church or to the temple? Why do you dojapa and meditation? This is all nonsense. Only
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jinna will give you moksa.' Such comments should not be made because they do not
help anybody.

A person should not be told not to work or that working for money is useless. Let
the person work; otherwise, he or she will become lazy. Such people will end up at your
door, telling you that you said not to make money and now they need some! People need
food and place to live. Whom else will they come to but the person who told them not to
make money. Therefore, do not tell them not to make money. Tell them to do so,
following dharma. You can even give them some ideas on how to go about it. There is
nothing wrong with making money; it is a resource, Laksmi, and as such should not be
abused.

If, on the other hand, you are talking to a person who has seen that money is not an
end in itself and he or she has some viveka, then you can talk about karma-yoga or
sannyasa. It all depends on the person to whom you are talking. Krsna's point here was
that the person should not be disturbed unnecessarily. Even a person who is a mumuksu,
who has viveka, should not be indiscriminately told to take sannydsa. For someone who
still has rigas-dvesas, sannyisa will not work; it will only be abused. Such a person
should be told to perform action as a karma-yogi, as Krsna told Arjuna in the next
verse.

0 ryfi Or h firt r wMs|r k ilo I

PWftiM TW T4W F44lcM: 11 4o ||
mayi saruvni karmani sannyasyddhyatmacetasa
nirairnirmamo bhitva yudhyasva vigatajvarah Verse 30

T�i'T sarvani - all; W�\fr karmani - actions; 94T mayi - unto me; vWIT
sannyasya - renouncing; aMlcW-4mT adhyatma-cetasd - with a mind that is
discriminating; PffiT: niralh - devoid of expectations with reference to the future;
fq4: nirmamah - devoid of 'mine-ness'; IFMT bhitv - being; rffT-W3T: vigata-
jvarah - without any anger or frustration; j1UW yudhyasva - fight!

Renouncing all actions unto Me, with a mind that is discriminating,
devoid of expectations with reference to the future and any sense of
'mine-ness,' without any anger or frustration whatsoever, fight!

The word 'Fight!' in this verse can refer to anything, beginning with one's daily
battle of getting out of bed in the morning. Throughout the day also there are a number
of situations to be faced. For Arjuna, what had to be faced was an actual battle. The
battle was a kartavyam karma, a 'to-be-done' action for him. Given all that Arjuna and
Krsna had said before, Krsna's mandate, 'Get up and fight!' was to be expected. It was
neither a command nor advice; it was teaching. Having presented his arguments, Krsna
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simply said, 'Do it!' Thus, there was a definite 'therefore' implied here, indicating

teaching rather than a command or advice.

The rest of the verse deals with how Arjuna was to fight. First, 'giving up all

activities, fight! sarvani karmani sannyasya yudhyasva.' There are two types of

sarva-karma-sannyasa, as we have seen. How can you fight if you have renounced all

activities? It wont work. If, on the other hand, the mandate is, 'Renouncing all actions,

go to a teacher and listen to the adstra - sarvani karmani sannyasya rravanam

kuryat, gurumevabhigacchet.' Giving up all activities, burning all your bridges behind

you - and your boats, too, if you have any - go for moksa. The giving up is meant for

learning alone, meaning that you go to a teacher and study until you gain the knowledge

that is moksa. Renunciation is purely for moksa, not for anything else.

We have seen how sannydsa is a particular life-style that enables a person to

renounce all activities in order to pursue knowledge. But, here, sannyasa is used in

conjunction with the mandate 'Renouncing all activity, fight! sarvani karmani

sannyasya yudhyasva.' Fighting being an activity, what does giving up all activity

mean? Does it mean that Arjuna is not to do anything other than fight? Performing only
one action, give up every other activity - prayer, ritual, eating, sleeping, helping,
everything - and fight!

WHAT DOES RENUNCIATION REALLY MEAN?

Obviously, because activity in the form of fighting is involved, this sannyasa is

other than what we have seen before. Here, it relates to doing what is to be done, which

for Arjuna happens to be yuddha, fighting. Krsna was not suggesting that Arjuna give

up all activities and fight. This would not have been possible. What was intended here

becomes much clearer when the word mayi 'unto Me' is taken into account. 'Unto Me'

means 'unto the Lord,' thereby connecting the giving up, sannyasa, with karma-yoga,
meaning that all one's activities are offered unto the Lord.

In his commentary of this verse, Safikara compares this offering of one's actions,
to how a servant of a king goes about doing various activities without questioning how
or why it is to be done: 'I have been placed here to do this particular activity. This is how

I have been asked to do it and therefore I do it.'

Similarly, whether you like it or not, you find yourself in a given situation that
calls for a particular action. For Arjuna, it happened to be a battle, a fight. For another
person, it may be something else. And, although Arjuna was a ksatriya, doing what was

to be done would not always mean fighting. If he had taken the expression 'sarvdni

karmani sannyasya yudhyasva' wrongly, he may have thought that he should always
fight, which was not what was intended. Doing what is to be done is to be understood
within the context of the situation one finds oneself in. Certain situations call for certain
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actions. Therefore, yudhyasva, can be taken to mean kurusva, do what is to be done and

do it with an awareness of uvara.

Awareness of livara is pointed out in the verse by the word, adhydtma-cetasd;

cetasa meaning 'with the mind.' The mind should have viveka. Adhydtma means with

reference to oneself. Adhyitmacetas enables you to know what is and what is not the

right thing to do. This capacity is also called viveka-buddhi.

A viveka-buddhi says: 'I am a doer, of course, but I do this for the sake of lhvara

as a bhrtya, the one who serves - aham karta, iAvarasya bhrtyavat karomi. The

person who performs action in this way is a mumuksu, a seeker. Because the person

thinks of himself or herself as a karta, he or she is a karma-yogi. There is an evolution

that can take place here. One who is not a karma-yogi and who is totally deluded,

vimildhdtmd, is also a karta, but still does karma for the results alone. His thought is,

'For my sake, I am doing this.' For a vimildhatmd, expediency and convenience take

precedence over a more appropriate means when choosing a course of action. Even

though he or she may have one eye on dharma, the other eye can be somewhat blind if

the person thinks there is any justification for going against dharma.

YOU ARE PLACED IN SITUATIONS THAT YOU DID NOT CREATE

The karma-yogl, on the other hand, performs action quite differently - for the

sake of IAvara. Therefore, an awareness is necessary, which is viveka here -

adhydtma-cetasd - with a mind that is awakened to Avara. 'Do all the activities that

you are going to do, surrendering them unto me,' Krsna said here. Why? Because you

are placed in situations that you did not create. Nor does anything really belong to you;

everything belongs to Ivara alone. Thus, you are placed in certain situations and the

order of dharma governing such situations is the Lord. The order determines what is

expected of you in each situation and as a karma-yogi you do it with an awareness of

this fact.

Further, Krsna said, nird&lh nirmamah bhuitv yudhyasva. Nirdaih is one from

whom all notions about the future, did, have gone. Future plans, goals, grandiose

schemes, and priorities can stifle and inhibit one's present course of action with reference

to what is to be done now. A person who thinks only of the future will compromise what

is to be done in the present, thereby becoming a schemer. Such a person is not a

karma-yogl; he or she is an aviveki, one who performs karma for the results alone.

What is to be done is not done if it is inhibited by your own dad. Thus, nirdSl is one who

is not inhibited by futuristic ambitions, nor devoid of ambitions.

Nirmama means one from whom the mamatva, the mine-ness, is gone. Such a

person no longer thinks in terms of, 'this is mine, this is not mine,' which also inhibits

what is to be done. 'This is not my job. I am not getting anything out of this. Why should

I do this when it is his job? He is supposed to do it.' This mine-ness or mamatva is the
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greatest villain in the maturing process of a person because, to be mature, one has to see

only what is to be done. Therefore, mamatva should not interfere with ones doing what
is to be done.

We can see by these two words nirdsi and nirmama, that karma-yoga is not an
ordinary thing; it requires a lot of maturity and an awareness of the laws that are Isvara.
Karma-yoga does not mean that you should not receive wages for work you do,
although there may be situations where it would be more appropriate not to. What makes
you a karma-yogi is simply the.awareness of livara, as we have seen before and will
see again.

Another word given in this verse describing how one is to perform action is
vigatajvarah, meaning to be free from all anger and frustration. Suppose a man wants to
do what is to be done in a given situation that Isvara has placed him or her in, but thinks
that I�vara has placed him in a wrong situation? He acknowledges that �lvara knows
what he is doing, but still thinks of it as a wrong situation and becomes frustrated. This
frustration is what is meant by jvara, leading to murmuring, complaining. By using the
word vigatajvara, Krsna told Arjuna to fight cheerfully without a dash of complaint,
frustration, despair, or anger.

Further, Krsna said:

t ^ ThsffsF rfr8 sr;Ti: I

ye me matamidam nityamanutisthanti mdnavah
draddhauanto'nasiiyanto mucyante te'pi karmabhih Verse 31

al"WI-: Sraddhdvantah - people who have faith; "R'zi: anasiyantah - those

who do not find fault (not intolerant of the goodness in others); 4 ye - those; 1\•'IT:
manavah - people; A me - my; 3TR idam - this; fi matam - teaching; fimf
nityam - constantly; af�tl anutisthanti - follow; a te - they; 31f api -
even; W0tf4: TE4 karmabhih mucyante - are released by the karmas (karma-

phalas)

Those people who constantly follow this teaching of Mine, full of faith,
without asdiyd (without finding fault with the teaching or the teacher),
they too are released by the karma-phalas. (They are freed from the hold
of the karma-phalas - they gain moksa.)

We have seen the three types of people who perform karma. One type were kings
like Janaka, who were also jinanis, wise men, all of whom remained active, even
though they had the knowledge. They engaged themselves in activities simply because it
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was in their prmrabdha to do so. They had to do it and therefore they did it. There was
no reason not to. They had nothing to lose and others benefited from their actions.

Those who do nothing but teach, having gained the knowledge, can also be
included in this group, teaching being an activity. Sarva-karma-sannydsa is the
renunciation of all activities in terms of knowledge alone. It is not to be taken literally, as
we have seen. In terms of knowledge, you are not the doer. Knowing this frees you
completely from all action, whether you perform activities or not. You may be a
sannydsi or you may be very active in the world. In this way, then, there are two types
of enlightened people, sannyasis and non-sannysiss, with reference to life-style. But in
terms of knowledge, there is sarva-karma-sannyisa for both.

Although Janaka was a king, engaged in a lot of activity, he was considered to bp
enlightened. Here, Krsna told Arjuna that even if he was enlightened, he could continue
to do karma for the benefit of the world, as Janaka did, for the sake of establishing
dharma so that the people would be protected. Krsna knew very well what his own
mission was, saying: 'Look at me. I too perform actions, not because I have something to
accomplish, but because if I do nothing, others will follow my example, which would not
be good for them.' All this Krsna pointed out.

A second type of people who perform karma are avivekis, those who have no
discrimination and therefore no desire for moksa. They are only interested in fulfilling
their likes and dislikes, for which they engage in activities. More often than not, such
people cut comers and sometimes take the wrong path in order to accomplish their ends.
These people can only be asked to come to dharma. Let them pursue whatever they
want to pursue according to dharma. That itself is a blessing.

ONE'S CHOICE IS SURRENDERED TO WHAT IS PROPER

Finally, for those who are mumuks-, who have rfga-dvesas, Ir.na pointed out
karma-yoga. Such people can either take to sannydsa or karma-yoga, either of which
involves giving up, tyaga. For a sannyasi, tydga, means karma-tyiga as well as all
other tyagas, covering any pursuit or attachment. The person has to grow out of each
and every one of them, renouncing them all, before becoming a sannydsi.

Or one can be a karma-yogi. Such a person does what is to be done simply
because it is to be done. The karma-yogi's commitment to moksa, being what, it is, his
or her choice of action has nothing to do with what he or she likes to do.

If, on the other hand, the emphasis is on doing what is convenient and what one
likes to do, even a child will eventually question why he or she cannot do certain things.
He or she will say, 'Who are you to stop me? That is how you brought me up. Why, now
that I am sixteen, are you trying to stop me from doing what I want to do? It doesnt
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make sense. You have always asked me what I want and this is what I want!' The psyche
tends to react in this way when this particular approach is taken.

Such an approach is not always right; nor does the world necessarily operate in

such a way. Therefore, what is proper becomes important. To do what is proper may

involve sacrifice in terms of your own pleasures, your own likes and dislikes. Unless you
can give them up, it is impossible to always do what is to be done, kartavya. Therefore,
propriety, not'convenience, should be the ruling factor, all of which is implied in
karma-yoga.

A karma-yogi is a bhakta, a devotee. Without devotion, without the awareness of

AIvara, there is no karma-yoga. Having said all this before, Krsna again picked up this
thread. Performing all activities for the Lords sake is one great yajfia, one great offering.
What you have to do in the situation you find yourself in, is done as something that is

dictated by !ivara, meaning karma. Karma is the law and the law is Iuvara. The choice
of doing this or that is given to you and that choice is surrendered to what is obvious.
Each situation is nothing but karma unfolding itself and inherent in it is an obvious
course of action, an expected action. This is what you do because this is how you have
placed yourself based on your own past actions. And, whatever are the results of the
actions you perform, you simply receive them as prasada.

HOW KRSNA'S VISION IS TO BE FOLLOWED

The verb in this verse is anutisthanti, meaning 'follow,' 'practice,' or' live
according to.' Mdnavah means those who come under the mandate of Manu, the
ordainer of the law that is I4vara - in other words, all human beings. And how long do
they live this way? Nityam - always. This is not just a morning or evening practice;
nor is it a Monday, Friday, or Sunday practice. It is a constant practice. And what is it
that is practised? What do the people follow? They follow what was said by Krtna -
his vision, me matam, this particular sddhana, karma-yoga. And they follow it
properly with iraddhd - graddhavantah anasuyantah - and with no intolerance
towards the Lord, his vision, or the karma-yoga that he has advised as a means for
gaining liberation, moksa.

The sraddhc mentioned in this verse is looking upon the words of the sdstra, the
Veda, as unfolded by a teacher, as true. Whether one understands these words to be true
or not, one at least accepts them in good faith. This iraddha extends to the words of the
Gitd as well, since the Gitd does not say anything other than what is said by the Veda.
The English translation for sraddha is faith. mraddh5 is operative when, even though
these scriptures may seem to be contradictory according to your perception, you accept
them and inquire into their message. Araddha grants you the disposition, the attitude,
necessary for further pursuit.
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WHAT YOU CAN KNOW IS DETERMINED BY WHAT YOU ALREADY KNOW

When you look at the �istra in the form of sentences, you derive a certain
meaning from it, based on what you already know. Only on the basis of what you
already know can you absorb or understand any sentence, in fact. In other words, you do
not understand more than what you already know, What you will understand of the
aistra is determined by where you are coming from and where you are right.now. Based

on your past experiences and present understanding, there is a predisposition to what a
sentence can reveal to you. Therefore, when you look at a sentence that has a new
message to give, what can it give you? Can the intentions behind the sentence be
understood?

The intention of a sentence is important in communication. When someone forms
a sentence, the person has an intended meaning to convey and that meaning is what you
should receive. Sometimes, however, the words spoken do not convey the intended
meaning of the speaker. And even when the intended meaning is clearly conveyed, it is
anyones guess whether the listener or the reader will pick it up. This is especially true if
the message is unlike anything that the listener already knows, whereas if the message is
similar to what he or she knows, it is much easier for the person to pick it up. Using the
knowledge he or she already has, the person can go further in his or her understanding of
what is being conveyed. But if the message is entirely dissimilar, meaning that it is
against everything the person has so far concluded about himself or herself and the
world, it is not even mind-boggling; it simply sounds silly.

How can everything be one when all I see are differences? To say that these
differences are false, that everything is mithya, when so much of what is experienced is
tangible - the walls, physical bodies, objects, even the microbes that bother me so much
- makes no sense whatsoever because everything seems to be so real. This is because
the word mithyd is not properly understood. Nor do the various translations help. One
will translate mithya as 'false,' another as 'illusion,' and still another as 'delusion.' To
say that the world is any of these does not agree with my experience.

To say the world is an illusion is itself an illusion. The very concept is an illusion.
If you consider the world an illusion, where does that leave you? Are you not in the
world? And since you are, does this not mean that both you and your statement are an
illusion? If the one who talks is an illusion and that which is talked about is illusion, then
talking also is illusion. This being the case, everything becomes satya because the one
who talks and what is talked about belong to the same category! If everything is illusion,
where is satya? Thus, you can call everything satya or you can call it illusion. In
Buddhism, everything is mithyd and, therefore, mithyi is satya. To say everything is
mithyd means that everything becomes satya.

Therefore, words like illusion, delusion, and so on, simply do not convey what is
intended unless there is an understanding of what satya is and what mithy& is. To
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appreciate their meanings, you must know Vedanta, which means you must know what

the statement, 'tat tvam asi' means. And, unless you know 'tat tvam asi,' you will not

understand 'tat tvam asi'! Thus, we have an interesting paradox here. If you already
know, 'tat tvam asi,' you need not study 'tat tvam asi.' And if you do not know 'tat
tvam asi,' how are you going to understand, 'tat tvam asi'? It is for this reason that one
needs a lot of Sraddha and a teacher who is well established in the knowledge. It is not a
simple matter. To study Vedanta requires graddha; otherwise, it will have no meaning
whatsoever.

VEDANTA AS A PRAMANA

Vedanta can never be the subject matter of academic pursuit because it is based
purely upon graddha. The iraddhd is in the Sastra as a pramaina, for which supporting
logic is given. Only when Vedanta is looked upon as a pramana, a means of
knowledge, does it have a value; otherwise, it has none.

When I say Vedanta is a pramana, you have no way of proving that it is not a
pramana because one pramana cannot be dismissed by another pramana. This is
because, for a pramina to be dismissed by another pramana it should be within the
scope of the other pramana. But, what a particular prmraina makes you know is not
available for verification or dismissal by another pramnna. For example, when I see an
object as yellow and it is really blue, only the eyes can disqualify what I saw as wrong. I
may still see the object in the same way, but the eyes alone have to say, not the ears, that
it is not yellow, it is blue. Due to some problem in the eyes, I may not be able to see it as
blue. No otherpramana has a scope here.

Once a pramana is accepted as an independent pramdna, then it has to prove
itself as a pramana, as a means of knowledge. For it to do so, you have to give the
pramana a chance. If you do not give the pramana a chance, you should not talk
against it. You cannot establish that a means of knowledge is not a pramana just by
talking about it. This is an unreasonable position to take and a person who knows it as a
pramdana will have no interest in refuting such a stance. You have not allowed the
pramana to prove itself to you. A reasonable stance can only be taken after you have
analysed the pramana and worked with it. But you can only do this if you accept it as a
pramina in the first place - and to do this requires graddha. Therefore, when you
work with it with traddha, it works. Only then can it prove itself.

THERE IS NO BASIS FOR OBJECTION

The pramana says you are not a jiva, an individual, that individuality is just a
notion. It says you are param brahma, a statement that is not something to be simply
swallowed. It is to be understood. Because the pramana is saying something desirable,
what basis do you have for any objection? None. Since the pramana says you are
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Brahman, then until you see that you are Brahman, you should work with it. If you see
that you are Brahman, there is no problem. And if you do not, on what basis can you
say you are not Brahman? You can only say, 'Vedanta says I am Brahman. But I don't
think I am and, besides, other people tell me I am an idiot. This seems to be more
reasonable to me because it seems to be truer.'

When what is said by the pramana is desirable, 'You are the whole. You are
Brahman,' then you have to go for it. No one needs to tell you that you are not
Brahman. This you knew long ago. That you are not Brahman is not something that
you have to be taught by a scripture, a religion, prophets, or messiahs. The iruti is not
telling you something you already know; it is telling you something you do not know. It
says you are Brahman, which is something desirable. To hear that you are the whole is
definitely not undesirable because the whole is exactly what you want to be.

Behind all your pursuits is the conclusion that you are small and it is from this
conclusion that you seek to be free. The iruti tells you that you are already free from
being small. Therefore, you have no basis for saying that what the aruti says is wrong.

You cannot prove that you are not Brahman. If you could, then Brahman would
be within the scope of perception and inference, which it is not. Perception and inference
are the means of knowledge available to me, the subject, dtma, whose essence is
Brahman. Atma is Brahman. Because itma is not an object to be known by perception
or inference, you cannot prove that the self is not Brahman. This is why Iraddhd in the
Iruti as a pramana is necessary. And, because you have to understand what the
statement, 'tat tvam asi' is, to be able to know it, you must go to someone who knows
- a teacher.

You may say that if a teacher can come to know, then you also should be able to
figure it out. But the teacher came to know because he or she had a guru and that guru
came to know because he or she also had aguru. Like this, it goes on and on, right back
to the first teacher. Lord Krsna said, 'By me alone it was taught at the beginning.' And it
works - if you have Sraddha in the iruti as apramana.

Sraddha is an attitude that enables you to say, 'The words are true; my
understanding alone is not proper.' And if iraddha is not there, you will give it up,
saying, 'I have studied so many Upanisads and have concluded that Vedanta is just
another trip. The Upanisads say that you are Brahman and other scriptures say that you
are not. Which should I accept? They are all speculations. The very Upanifads
themselves are contradictory.' In this way, you can dismiss it all because of a lack of

mraddha.
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WITHOUT SRADDHA CONFUSION IS INEVITABLE

While writing an introduction to the translation of Sarkara's Brahma-sitra-

bhdsya, the author who had translated it as part of the Max Mueller Series wrote that

Sahkara did not know the difference between Brahman and livara. He based his

conclusion on a few passages, saying that where the word Brahman appears in the text,

tSaikara used the word Paramesvara and where the text says Paramesvara, he used

the word Brahman. Translations by such people are very dangerous in that they totally

miss the point. Whether the word is Parameivara,paramdtmf or Brahman, it is all the

same. The wordjiva can also be included, sincejiva and Brahman are also one and the

same.

Sahkara used the word JIvara in the sense of Brahman as the cause of the

creation, jagat-karanam brahma. Sometimes he used param brahma and sometimes

he used Paramesvara. The meaning is the same, as he explained very clearly. He used

Brahman in the way he did because that is how the sastra used it. The word Brahman

is like that. Parametvara is Brahman; Brahman is ParameSvara because he is the

cause of the whole jagat - jagat-kdranatvdt brahmaiva paramesvarah.

When you accept the pramana with sraddha you do not dismiss what it says;

rather, you doubt your understanding of what it says.

Because Arjuna had this attitude, he did not tell Krsna that his words were

contradictory; he merely said that they seemed to be contradictory. This, then, is what is

meant by Araddha and you need it all the way. Because moksa is in the form of

knowledge, you require Suddha-antah-karana, a proper mind. And for that, you require

karma-yoga, which is based upon sraddhd in the sense that you want to know that you

are Brahman. Because this knowledge is contained in the i&stra, you have Araddha in

the Bdstra as a means of knowledge, a pramana. The people mentioned in the verse

under study have this sraddha, which is why they are called Sraddhavantah.

Those who have sraddha are also described here as anasiyantah. To understand

the meaning of this word, there are two Sanskrit words we should look at.- asiiy and

matsarya. Mdtsarya can be translated into English as jealousy. Suppose someone has

gained something, some success, skill, wealth, knowledge, or some possession or other.

Seeing the achievement of this person, another person may become unhappy. This

unhappiness is jealousy. In Sanskrit it is paraphrased as, parotkrstamr drstv

jdyamdnah santdpah mrtsaryah.

The words, 'jdyamdnah santapah' describe this jealousy, santapa meaning

sorrow, sadness, some affliction or uneasiness in the mind, and jiyamdna, meaning

'being bor.' This uneasiness or discomfort that occurs in the mind is called jealousy. It

can be seen even in the way the jealous person looks at the other person. This, then, is

what is meant by matsarya,jealousy.
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Then there is asiya, which means intolerance, another form of jealousy. Asyii is

when a person tries to find a defect in a person who has some virtues, gunesu

dosa-darsanam. When a man praises the virtues of another man, you may say that he is

praising him because he does not know him and you do. In fact, you have a long list of

things to prove that the person is not at all virtuous.

Asiya is the characteristic of always trying to find some skeletons in a person's
closet - some lack, some blemish, in the person. You try to find some defect among the
person's virtues or in the very virtues themselves. Jealousy is unhappiness, in different

degrees, over the success or happiness of others. But asiyd, also an expression of

jealousy, goes one step further and finds fault with the people themselves.

TRYING TO FIND DEFECTS IN THE VISION IS NOT SRADDHA

Krsna is talking here about people who have Sraddhd in his vision, which is the
bruti's vision. Such people do not try to see defects in it so that they need not follow it.
Those who attempt to find defects in the sruti always try to justify that what it is saying
is not true. But this justification is always backed by a prior conclusion. Any justification
is preceded by a conclusion. You conclude and then justify.

Even though the sruti can give the person moksa, still he or she finds some
blemish in it. Such people will say, 'karma-yoga? I have seen a lot of karma-yogis.
They suffer as much as I do! What have they accomplished? Nothing. They are still the
same.' How does the person know they are the same? They alone know what they were
before and what they are now; no one else knows. To say they are the same is nothing
but the person' perception and that is not exactly a reliable criterion to follow here.

Those who have iraddha in the vision of the sruti are different. They accept that
karma-yoga will give them the antah-karana necessary for gaining the knowledge.
Such people do not have any asiya, meaning that they accept what is said by Krsna
gladly, and are therefore, anasiiyantah.

The verse says that they also get liberated, released by the karmas, - te api
karmabhih mucyante. By karma-yoga, when these people gain antah-karana-iuddhi,
they are able to assimilate the knowledge that 'I am jagat-kiranam brahma.' And
because of this knowledge they are free of all the karma-phalas standing in their
account, i.e., all the saiicita-karmas. This is what is meant by - te api karmabhih
mucyante. Because Arjuna wanted to be a sannydsit, Krsna tells him, 'sannyasis are
liberated and karma-yogis are also liberated.

There is no question of karma-yogis being second-rate here. The only difference
between the two is that sannydis pursue knowledge directly, to the exclusion of all else,
and karma-yogis prepare themselves for pursuing knowledge. There may be a time lag
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for a karma-yogi, with reference to gaining the knowledge, but this will also happen for

a sannydsi whose antah-karana-huddhi is not complete.

The point here is that knowledge has to be gained. Karma-yogis are also

mumuksus. They also gain liberation. Liberation is not gained by sannyasis alone.

Without giving up karma, karma-yogis, as well as sannyasis, are liberated from all

karmas. Thus, the word api, when taken to mean 'also,' can create confusion, whereas
when it is taken to mean 'as well' there is no confusion at all.

ye tvetadabhyasuyanto ndnutisthanti me matam
sarvajifinavimi!dhdmstdn viddhi nasf�inacetasah Verse 32

Stu - whereas; * ye - those who; 3P1ý : abhyasiyantah - being critical

without reason; TFd etat - this; A me - My; Tr� matam - vision; (�- aR na

anutisthanti - do not follow; - *-r-"-fa-•7i sarva-jiFdna-vimi•dhdn - deluded

in all realms of knowledge; aM 6r: acetasah - devoid of discrimination; W? tan -

them; ;il na.stn - as lost; lf4 viddhi - know

Whereas those who, being critical without reason do not follow my
vision, know them, who are deluded in all realms of knowledge, and
devoid of discrimination, as lost.

In the previous verse, Kr.na spoke of those who followed his vision, his mata,
meaning the vision of Isvara, ISvarasya matam. Such people follow with Sraddhi,
without having any asiyd, without trying to find fault with the vision. In other words,
they are karma-yogis. They too, te api, gain liberation just as sannyasis do.

For Krsna to have said that two types of people gain liberation, moksa, is in
keeping with what he said in the beginning about there being only two life-styles,
nisthds for moksa - either sannydsa or karma-yoga. There is no third nisthd at all.
Whether one is a renunciate or a karma-yogi, liberation can be gained.

Throughout the Gltd, there is often a 'tu - whereas,' indicating that a contrast,
which may seem to be a criticism, is being made to bring out the point Krsna was
making. Suppose, for example, Krsna had said, 'This particular thing will release you
and is therefore good for you.' He would then also say, 'And if you do not follow this,
you will have this particular problem.' In other words, if you have knowledge, you are
free and if you do not, you have samsdra.

Here, the particle 'tu,' is to denote such a contrast. This particle also indicates an
answer to a question, even though the question may not actually be stated. The question
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may simply be implied and the answer to it is introduced by 'tu.' 'T' is also used for
emphasis. In this verse, however, 'tu' contrasts people who do not follow the Lords
vision with those who do.

Jinna-yoga or sannydsa, of course, is too far removed for those who do not
follow Krpna's vision, whereas karma-yoga, on the other hand, is possible for such
people. But, even this they do not follow - na anuti.thanti. Instead, they perform
karmas solely to fulfil their own raga-dvesas, without considering whether this
approach can give them what they really want in life.

Human life implies the use of reason, viveka; it is not just a matter of doing
whatever one wants. People tend to think that they have to fulfil whatever desire pops up
in their heads. This beharviur is natural for an animal, but not for a human being. If a
dog feels like barking, it is natural for it to bark. The dog need not think about whether it
should bark or not, nor does it have the discriminating buddhi to do so. Whereas, if you
feel like shouting, you can always refrain from doing so because you have a free will
with a discriminating buddhi.

LIVING A HUMAN LIFE IMPLIES DISCRIMINATION

In order to live the life of a human being, a person has to make use of this buddhi,
viveka. Krsna was talking here about those who do not make use of their viveka - in
other words, those who do not follow his mata because they have aslya - they are
abhyasiyantah. To justify how they are living, they find some blemish or other with
reference to Krs.na's vision. They criticise it, disregard it, and put forth endless
arguments to justify what they are doing. Being critical, finding blemishes in this mata,
they do not follow it.

With reference to these people, Krsna says, 'Please know them, tan viddhi.'
Understand those who do not follow this vision to be sarva-jfiina-vimi4hah -
sarvesujnanesu vimudhah, deluded in terms of all forms of knowledge.

Such people are deluded about their familial and social obligations, which come
under karma-yoga. They are deluded with respect to national obligations also. They do
not even remember or think about the many forces, devatas, that are constantly at work
to keep them going and towards whom there are certain obligations. All these obligations
are disregarded by those who do not follow Krsna's vision. Instead, they think that the
family, the society, and the nation are obliged to them! They think that the society should
protect them and help them gain whatever it is that they want and, if the society fails to
do this, then the national government should do it.

People who think this way are self-centred, interested only in their own welfare,
which means fulfilling their rdgas and dvesas, unmindful of the welfare and interests of
others. Thus, with reference to dharma and adharma, right and wrong, they are
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deluded, vimUidhs. They are also vimildhds with reference to atmr and anatmd, what

is real and not real, what is true and not true. With reference to all human pursuits

dharma, artha, kdma, and moksa, they are vimadhas. Even with reference to eating,

they are deluded - they do not know what to eat, what not to eat, how much to eat, and

so on. Without becoming a faddist, a person should know the basics of what is important

in life. But, for these people, delusion is rampant; it exists everywhere. This is the

meaning of sarva'in the expression, sarva-jatna-vimiidhah. At all levels of

understanding, there is delusion. Thus, we are to know that the people being discussed

here are totally deluded.

ALL UNDERSTANDING REQUIRES DISCRIMINATION

At all levels of understanding there is viveka involved. This viveka has to be

applied with reference to performing actions and responding to situations. When people

do not have viveka, we should understand that they are deluded. Their delusion is not in

terms of having a low IQ. If such were the case, we would not be talking about them at

all. Their only problem is that they lack discrimination in the sense that they have the

capacity to discriminate, but they do not make use of it. Therefore, they are avivekis.

Krsna referred to them as acetasah. And because they lack discrimination, they are

deluded in every way.

Such people are to be understood as lost. So he says, tan nasftn viddhi - know

them to be lost. Nasta is one who is lost to everything, one who does not get what is to

be gained in this world. Even though the people being discussed here may have money

and power, from the standpoint of viveka, from the standpoint of what they really want,
they are definitely nastas. If, in the process of gaining money and power, a number of

conflicts are also gained, one has to question whether the money and power are worth

having.

A viveki is one who always thinks about whether what he or she wants is good for

him or her. One may want money for one's own happiness and peace, but if, in the

process, one also buys a lot of conflicts, sorrow, and sleepless nights, then the money is
worthless to him or her. It may be useful to someone else, but not to him or her. If

conflict accompanies any gain, the bargain is a bad one. How bad it is has to be seen and

your ability to do so is always in proportion to the discriminative power you have.

A mature person, one who has viveka, is one who sees the immensity of the loss

involved when something is gained. When whatever you want to gain involves a great

loss in terms of your happiness, your peace of mind, dAnti, you should be able to see the

laws at work and refrain from the pursuit. This is what is meant by viveka and maturity.

When you take all the pros and cons into account, you may find that what seemed like a
good bargain is not really a bargain after all.
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Thus, the viveki is one who is not nasta, lost. Those who are nasta are lost in the

sense that they do not get anything here in this world, much less in the hereafter. They

are not dead; they are lost and this we are to know. In Chapter 2, we have seen how this

same idea was expressed. There too the word pranaiyati, he is destroyed, was used.

There it was said that, for the one who dwells upon a given object, dhyayatah

pumsam, there develops an affection, some love, for the object. And what a person

loves, he or she wants to have; thus, with reference to the object, a desire is born -

kamah upajayate. If the desire is fulfilled, there is no problem. Only if it is not fulfilled

is there a problem.

Not fulfilling a desire is more common than fulfilling it. Therefore, the unfulfilled

desire leads to krodha, anger. And once anger comes, you are lost. Among other things,

anger brings about an inner torpor and prevents you from understanding the true

situation. Whatever you had learned in the past from similar situations is not-available to

you when you are angry. You may have burned your fingers before, but the wisdom

gathered in the past is not at your service once krodha has overtaken you. In the midst of

anger, the memory, smrti, does not work and your discriminative power, viveka-iakti is

gone. The knowledge one has with reference to what is to be done, what is not to be

done, the kdrya-akarya-viveka, your inquiry, etc., are all lost. That is, buddhi-naia

takes place.

When the buddhi, cetas, is gone, the person is destroyed, lost - pranasyati.

Why? Because it is the buddhi that makes the person a human being. If the buddhi is

gone, there is a problem. While we are to understand that such a person is lost, the loss is

not an irretrievable one. At any time, the person can become a viveki; therefore, he or

she is only lost for the time being. This we also must know. Because of some grace,

these people may again question what they are doing and thereby alter their course. Any

criminal can become a saint. The possibility for change is always there because the

person has a buddhi. But, for the time being, the people Krsna was talking about in this

verse are lost.

Sarikara introduces a question here in his commentary. Given that Krpna had

made his vision, his mata, so very clear, why do these people not follow it? What Krsna

had said is reasonable and well explained. When the nisthd, the karma-nisthd, he talks

about, has been so carefully reasoned out, why do the people not follow it? Why do they

follow something else?

The reason given is that each one acts according to his or her nature, svabhlva.

Because animals are programmed to behave in a certain manner, nothing can be done

about it. Thus, when a donkey brays or a tiger kills, it is because it is their nature, their

svabhava, to do so. A human being also has a svabhlva. Some past, perhaps even a

SRefer to the verses 62 and 63 of Chapter 2.

B.G. Vol I - 3
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remote past, is there for the person and that becomes his or her svabh�va. Whatever the
person does is in keeping with his or her svabhava alone.

The next two verses are particularly beautiful in this respect:

.ti 4txt WRIT: RIPiA-fn I
wffý -qrý yrnf f^ : % CrOMrA I I I I
sadriam cestate svasydh prakrterjinidnavanapi
prakrtim ydnti bhiitni nigrahah kim karisyati Verse 33

lRFT jiiJnnavan - a wise person; 31tf api - even; f4T: svasyiih - one' own;
V'R: prakrteh - nature; TFT sad.rham - in keeping with; iE cestate - acts;
ViUlT bhiitdni - beings; Wf-d prakrtim - (ones own) nature; rfn ydnti -

follow; fiT-f: nigrahah - control; f1M kim - what; ftcqf karisyati -will do

Even a wise person acts in keeping with his or her own nature. Because
all beings follow their own nature, of what use is control?

Prakrti is used to mean 'nature' here because cause is involved in the sense that
one's actions are determined by one's nature. This applies to everyone, Krsna says, even
to a person who has knowledge,jia�navan api. The only difference is that the nature, the
prakrti, of a wise person is good and, therefore, his or her actions will be good. This is
the idea being conveyed here. And, if even a jinani, a person of knowledge, performs
actions according to his or her own svabhava, his or her own nature, what control is
possible?

Action in keeping with one's own svabhava applies to all living beings, including
trees. If a tree is a sandalwood tree, the whole tree will have a particular aroma, not just
its flowers. Every tree, flower, plant, insect, bird, animal, and human being, including the
jiidni, behaves and acts according to prakrti - prakrtim ydnti bhiZtni.

ONE'S NATURE CANNOT BE CONTROLLED

Prakrti being what it is, neither the doer of the action nor anyone else can control
it. Krsna himself cannot control it, as anikara points out in his commentary. This is
because the person has been given free will, which gives him or her the capacity to say
no to anything. Therefore, what is there that can control it - nigrahah kim kari.yati?
Unless the person listens to Krsna's vision and decides to behave differently, how is he
or she going to stop a particular behaviour or action? And if the person chooses not to
listen, there is no 'dont' that can control what such a person does.

Because everyone acts in keeping with his or her svabhava, no control is possible,
be it Krsna's or the persons own control. Even if the guru says to stop a particular
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behaviour, how is the person going to stop? All that will happen is that he or she will
continue the behaviour stealthily. The Gita also is incapable of controlling the person
since it is his or her svabhava to act in such a way.

But if everyone behaves according to his or her own nature, are we not going to
have a problem? Where is free will in all this? If everyone were in the hands ofprakrti
doing whatever is to be done according to his or her nature, no one would have any say
over his or her action. Of what use is free will then?

If free will is not a factor, there is no such thing as right and wrong. For right and
wrong to be, free will must have a sphere and, if all action is in keeping with prakrti,
there is no such sphere. There seems, then, to be no scope for dharma-d�stra in all of
this. If free will is not involved, what is the use of such statements as, 'Go to a guru and
listen,' 'Do this or that; otherwise you will get into trouble,' 'Do this and you will get
this,' and so on? All such advice, along with the entire dharma-iastra and
Veddnta-sdstra would have no usefulness.

But, because you have free will, these books do have a usefulness. Therefore, the
guru can say, 'Do this and dont do that.' The Veda says not to eat meat, drink alcohol, or
hurt another person. These are all mandates of the Sdstra. But they are not simply
arbitrary mandates. Why certain things should be done and other things should not be
done is explained in a most reasonable way and the necessary rationales are presented.
But to whom are these reasonable mandates given? If everyone is behaving according to
one' own nature, why is there a dharma-sdstra at all?

The animals do not have a dharma-4istra because they behave according to their
nature. Animals also do not have any will. Even if you nicely ask a tiger not to kill
anyone, it may pounce on you because it thinks you are going to attack it. Nor can you
ask a cat not to mew. It will simply keep on mewing. This is why such creatures do not
have books on ethics and scriptures. Nor do they join any congregation, let alone work
for moksa.

The mandates are addressed only to human beings because they, have free will.
But, here, Krsna was saying that each one behaves according to his or her prakrti and
nothing can stop it. This came like a big bombshell for Arjuna because he had always
thought that he should do something. Now Krsna was saying, 'No, no. You just go by
your prakrti because nothing can stop it anyway.' What does this all mean?

Here, then, there is something that we must understand and Krqna began his
explanation in the next verse.

afRtrqV kwrir Tmi ti I
ffft qqIHIaTýF ;A qfiRt I Wf 11
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indriyasyendriyasyarthe rdgadvesau vyavasthitau

tayorna vaSamdgacchettau hyasya paripanthinau Verse 34

efz i 0 31 indriyasya indriyasya arthe - with reference to the object of

every sense organ; WTT-N riga-dvesau - attachment and aversion; mt

vyavasthitau - are there; fz: tayoh - of these two; WIFT vasam - spell; -q na -

not; 3UPT31 agacchet. - should come under; f hi - because; ? tau - these two;

3a4 asya - one'; qtf paripanthinau - enemies

There is attachment and aversion with reference to every sense object.

May one not come under the spell of these two because they are one's

enemies.

Repetition of the word indriyasya here is an example of a language style used in

Sanskrit, called vipsd. First, let us take the expression indriyasya arthe, meaning 'with

reference to an object, arthe of a given sense organ indriyasya' - in other words, a

sense object. By repeating the word indriyasya, in the phrase, indriyasya indriyasya

arthe, the meaning conveyed is - with reference to every sense object. The repetition

conveys the meaning of 'every.

This verse tells us that, with reference to every sense object, there are two factors

present; rdga and duesa, likes and dislikes. This verse is the key to everything that has

been said thus far and contains the entire psychology of the Gita. The senses themselves

do not have an aversion or an attachment to the sense objects. They are merely reporters.

What is said here is that with reference to every sense object, there can be raga or dvesa,

on the part of a human being - indriyasya indriyasya arthe rdga-dvesau

vyavasthitau. This is a statement of fact.

LIKES AND DISLIKES ARE DUE TO PRAKRTI

With reference to any sense object - sound (gabda), touch (sparSa), form or

colour (rapa), taste (rasa), or smell (gandha) - there are likes and dislikes. Everyone

has his or her own likes and dislikes, even the devas. Angels also have their own likes

and dislikes. And why are these likes and dislikes present? Because of prakrti, one's

own nature. In this, you have no say at all.

This is why when you tell someone, 'I love you,' and the person asks, 'Why?' you

can only invent an answer! You do not really know why you love a person. Although

one can say it is without reason, there is definitely a reason. So, if you look into your

psyche and ask yourself what is it that makes you like a particular person, you will find a

reason. This is why everyone has a person to like. In fact, he or she has been looking for

that person. So many others came before, but not this one. Then, suddenly the person

appeared and there was an electrifying experience.
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All that can be said is that you love someone because of your svabhava, which

can be called your subconscious. There is something, causing you to love the person.

The subconscious is the prakrti, which may be the result of one's own past. If a man has

to live his life with a certain woman or if a woman has to live her life with this man,

however miserable the person may be, there will be a liking for the person and the Lord

alone knows why!

Being married to and living with another person is no joke. It is something that is

definitely going to change the person' life. Both pain and pleasure will be there,

depending upon who the person is. And why did you choose this person from among all

the other people in the world? You cannot say that the Pizza Hut where you first met was

responsible! You have seen many people in the Pizza Hut and nothing happened. If you

had not met there, you would have met somewhere else. So it is not a particular place

that is responsible. This particular meeting took place because of something within

yourself. That which connects two people in this way is called karma.

Safikara says that karma, prarabdha-karma, plays a role - samskdras of

dharma and adharma, punya and papa being there in everyone. This is why one

person likes another person. In this life too, from childhood onwards, one picks up a lot

of likes and dislikes unknown to oneself. These are all buried in the person's

subconscious and this 'sub,' like a submarine, will also surface. And it always surfaces at

the right time.

In the previous verse, Krsna said that everyone acts in accordance with his or her

own nature. One expresses one' nature in terms of ragas and duesas, over which no

control is possible. In the present verse, in the second line, free will is brought in - 'Do

not come under the spell of these two likes and dislikes - tayoh vaiam na agacchet.'

Krsna did not say, 'do not have likes and dislikes.' Such a statement would have

been meaningless. He was simply saying, 'May you not come under their spell.'

THE LOGIC OF THE MIND

The mind behaves according to its own logic. It is meaningless to tell someone not

to entertain a particular thought. The more the person tries not to have this thought, the

more he or she will have it. In fact, it may even become an obsession, a fixation. If you

try to avoid anything, in the name of avoiding it, it is necessarily right there in your

mind. For example, if I tell a man that when he chants a particular mantra, he should not

think of a monkey, what will happen? Because he wants to follow my advice, before

chanting the mantra he will remember my advice, 'Dont think of a monkey.' In order to

avoid thinking of a monkey, he must think of the very thing that he is to avoid -

monkey! And, after some time, he will not just see one monkey; he will see all the

varieties of monkeys he has seen in his life.
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If I ask you to think of a monkey, only one monkey will come to mind. One that
has previously created an impact on your mind. One person may think of a rhesus
monkey or an Indian monkey. Another may think of a chimpanzee or of King Kong. In
any event, only one monkey will come to mind. However, if you want to avoid the
thought of this particular monkey, you would find any number of monkeys coming, one
by one, starting with your own monkey, followed by a rhesus monkey, then a
chimpanzee, a gorilla, King Kong, rat monkeys, and a variety of African monkeys! They
will all come, one by one, all because you want to avoid thinking about a monkey.

To tell someone not to think of a particular object is meaningless. This is where
free will comes in. The statement, 'Do not come under their spell - tayoh vauam na
dgacchet - implies your will. Problems always arise when we try to avoid the thoughts
themselves. Some people spend their lifetime trying to avoid certain thoughts because
they are told that some thoughts are good and others are bad. In.the process, they remain
stuck with the very thoughts they are trying to avoid! In fact, these thoughts have
nothing to do with you; they have only to do with prakrti.

Therefore, what can you do about thoughts? If a commoner happens to see a
princess and develops a rdga, a desire, for her, what is he to do? Because of his status,
he cannot even enter the palace and yet he has a great love for the princess. He can love
her alright, but he can hardly proceed on that love.

What control do you have over liking a person? None. Nor should you have any
control. In fact, you should leave it alone because if you try to control it, you will be in
trouble. You will be meddling with your mind and when you rub against your mind, you
rub against nature. And in this process you get rubbed too.

YOU CANNOT AVOID HAVING CERTAIN THOUGHTS

Some of our modem spiritual literature is replete with statements declaring that
you should avoid having certain thoughts. There are so many do's and don'ts that a
seeker becomes nothing but a pack of nerves! Prior to becoming a seeker, the person was
much more acceptable to himself or herself, but after reading so many books, the person
finds so much garbage in his or her mind. Because moksa is beyond all concepts of good
and bad and beyond concepts themselves, cultivating and avoiding good and bad
thoughts becomes meaningless. All thought is prakrti.

And how is your will involved here? Will is not to determine what you should and
should not think, but how far you should go with the thoughts that arise. Your activities
are not caused by the likes and dislikes appearing in your mind but by your identification
with them. Because you are identified with your rdga-dvesas, you go along with them
- 'you' being the will.
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The commoner who discovered a love for the princess just leaves his rdga alone if
he is an intelligent man, that is, if he is a viveki, one who has discrimination. If he is not
a vivekl, he will go along with his raga and get beaten up in the process.

Therefore, allow the rdga-dvesas to be what they are. The mind is a beautiful
instrument as long as you let it think and do not meddle with it. Otherwise, you will be in
for problems. It takes very little time to become insane.

What is being said here is, while you can go by your likes and dislikes, you should
make use of your free will to do what is right and avoid doing what is wrong. This is
karma-yoga. Do not come under the spell of your raga-dvesas. Because, if you do, they
become enemies for you. The riga-dvesas themselves do not form the enemies; it is
your coming under their spell that turns them into your foes. When you are under the
spell of your r�ga-dvesas, you do not do what is to be done and you do what is not to be
done. In this way, raga-dvesas become obstacles for you.

This means that likes and dislikes are those into whose hands you deliver yourself.
It is these rdga-dvesas that become your obstacles. Such likes and dislikes become
binding and, therefore, enemies. Because they rob away your reason, they are likened to
thieves and become your enemies - tau hi asya paripanthinau. Therefore, without
worrying about what happens in the mind, simply go by what is to be done and not to be
done.

Further, Krsna said:

WPTiM fqqw ̂: TTlt W : I1 ( 1 I
Areyinsvadharmo vigunah paradharmatsvanusthitat
svadharme nidhanam dreyah paradharmo bhayavahah Verse 35

-- z•a qi Tmq su-anusthit&t paradharmdt - as compared to the well-performed

dharma of another; �rjf: vigunah - imperfect; wtR:: svadharmah - one's own

dharma; *tR reydn - better; W1* svadharme - in one's own dharma; fThm

nidhanam - death; th: ireyah - is better; WtV4: paradharmah - the dharma of

another; i•MT r: bhayavahah - is fraught with fear

Better is one's own imperfectly performed dharma than the
well-performed dharma of another. Death in one's own dharma is
better. The dharma of another is fraught with fear.

We have seen that with reference to sense objects - forms, sounds, smells, tastes,
etc., certain objects are looked upon as desirable while others are not. These likes and
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dislikes arise in your mind in the form of various types of wants, for which you are not

responsible. It is here that the Aastra comes in.

Wherever there is doership and enjoyership centred on free will, wherever free
will has access, the idstra has its sphere of influence. The 4astra deals with dharma

and adhamna - right and wrong, satya and mithyd - the real and the unreal. All these

are dependent on viveka, vicara, discriminative inquiry, for the person who is free.

Therefore, the sastra is not deemed to be useless simply because the previous verse

declared that each person behaves according to his or her own nature, which cannot be

controlled.

This prakrti, one's nature, is only with reference to the appearance of raga-dvesas

in the form of various thoughts arising in your mind. It is true that your svabhava, your

nature, is responsible for the appearance of these raga-dvesas, but whether you go along
with them depends entirely upon you. There are always certain governing factors for any

course of action. What is proper, what is useful to you, what is feasible - all determine
which riga, which like, you choose to follow or fulfil. Certain norms of pragmatism and
ethics, dharma and adharma, also have to be taken into account.

AN ETHICAL PERSON NEED NOT NECESSARILY BE A KARMA-YOGI

If there is an awareness of hIvara in your choice of action, it is karma-yoga. Until

then, it is simply the choice of a mature person. A mature person is one who has ethics,
for which one need not have religion. Bertrand Russell, for example, wrote a book

called, 'Why I am not a Christiah.' He never claimed to have any religious leanings and

even wrote, in so many words, that he had nothing to do with such matters. At the same
time, this man was a clean person and the first to raise his voice against the proliferation
of nuclear weapons. He was a man of great ethics without having any religion.

Any thinking person understands ethics. Everyone knows what others should and
should not do to him or her; everyone also knows that others expect the same in return.
Thus, ethics are born of common sense, not of religion, and can be understood more

clearly and assimilated if the person has a certain degree of maturity. One's own

experiences in life and understanding are enough to understand what is proper and

improper. Thus, no one needs religious scriptures or mandates in order to be an ethical

person.

However, the religious scriptures of the world add something to ethical values.

They say that if you perform an improper action, you cannot get away with it; you will

have to pay for it later. This is where the concepts of punya and papa, merit and

demerit, come in. According to the karma performed, there is a certain result that comes
to you. It is like a ticket you get from a parking violation, which is not going to be as

severe as a ticket from a speeding offence. Similarly, according to the karma performed,
there is a result, called adrsta-phala - punya and papa. That there is such a result as
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adrsta-phala is additional information gleaned from the scriptures. But for merely

understanding what is ethical and unethical, religion is not required.

Thus, a person can be ethical without being a karma-yogi. He or she becomes a

karma-yogi only when there is an appreciation on the part of the person that livara is

the giver of the results of action, karma-phala-d&ta. A karma-yogi is a bhakta, a

devotee, one who does not look upon one's possessions as one's own. For such a person,

a physical body is given, a mind is given, the world is given, opportunities are given,

resources are given, skills are given, time is given, place is given. Everything is given.

Only when one appreciates the given, and also the giver behind the given, is there

karma-yoga. Ethically, therefore, one can be clean, but this in itself is not karma-yoga

- all of which has been pointed out.

If what is to be done by you at this time and place and what you want to do,
happen to concur, then your action is spontaneous and no thinking is required. Also,

when what is not to be done is something that you do not want to do, avoidance or

withdrawal from such an action is spontaneous. Even if someone asks you to do it, your
'no' is spontaneous because you do not have any such inclination and, also, the action is

not to be done.

SPONTANEOUS ACTION

Thus, with reference to certain rigas and dvesas there is spontaneity because you
are in harmony with dharma. You do not rub up against anything. The laws are not
being rubbed against; in fact, you are in harmony with the whole set-up. But if your
riga-dvesas do not conform to right and wrong, dharma and adharma, there is a rub.
This is why Lord Krsna also said here, 'Death in your own dharma is better; the
dharma of another is fraught with fear - svadharme nidhanam Sreyah paradharmo
bhaydvahah.'

The choice you have is only with reference to what you are going to do, you have
no choice whatsoever about what happens in your head. Thoughts just happen and you
have no control over them. But whether you go along with them or not, is definitely
subject to choice. Svadharma means what is to be done by oneself, one's own dharma,
dharma meaning karma here.

In a society where the duties are very well spelled out, each person knows exactly
what is expected of him or her. In the Vedic culture, for example, each of the four groups
of people, varnas, had certain duties, which were very clearly defined. For a person of a
given varna who is a student, there are certain duties. Then, as a householder or married
person, he or she has a different set of duties. So, too, for a vdnaprastha, one who is
preparing for a life-of renunciation.
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Although such clearly defined systems no longer operate in the world, one thing is
clear: in any given situation, there is a certain response required on your part in terms of
action and this becomes your duty. Duty is not something that you have to be told about
by someone, really speaking. It becomes evident as you look at the situation that you are
in and understand it as it is. In this way, what is to be done becomes obvious to you.

If you do not understand the situation you find yourself in, you can always seek
the help of someone in order to understand what your duty is in terms of what should and
should not be done. Someone who is more informed, who has more experience, or who
is more capable, and placed in such a way that he is able to spell out your duties, can do
this for you.

The concept of svadharna needs to be seen also in the spirit of this verse. In
terms of one's own karma, svadharma, what is to be done is to be done even if one is
destroyed in the process. Doing one's own karma is far better than doing the karma of
another person, meaning that it is useless to want to do what someone else is doing. Do
only what you have to do.

Suppose the goalkeeper in a soccer game decides to run like the other players do,
because the ball never seems to come to him anyway, it would be a disaster. In other
words, if he decides to do the job of the other players, even though it is his job to stand
between the posts, it would not work. What is being said here is that if standing between
the posts is your job, you had better do it. If the ball does not come to you, it means the
other team is not scoring goals and, if it comes too often, you can enjoy the action. It is
not as though you are always. going to be just standing there. Sometimes, there will be
some action to perform. Just because the other players run, does not mean that you
should run.

Similarly, the job of a bolt in a piece of machinery is to sit tight. But, suppose the
bolt is teased by the piston that says, 'Why arent you doing any action? I am the only
one doing anything here. All you are doing is sitting there tightly. Why don't you do
something?' Hearing this once or twice, the bolt may simply say, 'This fellow is just
blabbering. My job is to sit tight. That's how my maker, the manufacturer, made me.
Therefore, let me ignore what the piston is saying.' But, eventually, the bolt may think,
"Why should I not also move? I think the piston is actually making some sense. After all,
I do sit tightly all the time while he keeps going. Should I not also do something? Then
he may become my friend. I am also a part of the machinery. Why shouldnt I do
anything?'

Having decided thus, the bolt has to struggle to move because it has been sitting so
tightly for a long time. It tries to move one way and cannot. Then it tries to move the
other way and begins to shift. Happily, it says, 'I am also doing now. I am also doing
now. I am also doing now. I am also doing now...' Whereupon the bolt falls to the
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ground! Before any time at all, the piston also falls out and the entire mechanism comes
to a standstill - all because of one bolt wanting to do someone else's job!

Can any job be said to be really better than another? Which is better for the bolt -
- sitting tightly or moving? Jobs differ. One fellows job is to sit tightly. Another's job
is to move. One is not to do the job of the other person in the overall scheme of things.
Because someone is working hard on a construction site does not mean that someone
else has to do the same. Working hard is not the issue. What is to be understood is that
there are different types of work. Sitting tight is also difficult work because, even though
there is a tendency to move, you should not move if, for example, you are an orderly in
an intensive care unit.

Similarly, each one has his or her own duty to perform in a given situation and that
duty is only to be done by the person whose duty it is. It is better to die guarding your
post than to do something else just because it is more convenient, more remunerative,
more likeable, and so on. This does not work at all.

You see this problem everywhere in today s society. If you have monetary
satisfaction, you may not have job satisfaction and, if you have job satisfaction, you may
not have monetary satisfaction. You may love your job, but you cannot own even a small
house. Paying rent is also a problem so that you find yourself still living in a one-room
apartment. If you have job satisfaction, but such satisfaction does not produce the money
you need, what kind of job satisfaction is this?

A man who is in this situation usually becomes more practical when he marries.
He gives up the job he loves and takes another. In terms of money, it is a better job, but
now he is sitting in front of a computer all day long, the additional money providing him
with no job satisfaction whatsoever.

SVADHARMA AND SATISFACTION

When we see someone else doing something that seems to be making the person
happy, we want to do it, too. But svadharma does not work that way. In any given
situation, in any given position, whatever is to be done by you, whatever that is
appropriate for you, that alone is your karma, your dharma. This does not mean that
you should not switch jobs. Both, money and job satisfaction, are important, but a
number of other factors must be taken into account.

If you are an artist, try to make money with your art. Produce something that will
make money, something that is good. In this way, you will have job satisfaction and
money also. This is the intelligent way to live; otherwise, you will have neither money
nor satisfaction.

What kind of job is it, after all, that does not produce money? How can there be
any real satisfaction in such a job? Your art will definitely be affected because being
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without the essentials of life that money provides, you will often be disgruntled. Your

paintings will be angry paintings. The colours themselves will reflect your inner life. Of

course, there are people who will like such paintings because they, too, are angry. So,

you may even sell some of them!

In the verse under discussion, Krsna also said that the duty of another is definitely

fraught with fear, bhayavahah, when you take it as your own. This being the case, it is

better to do ones own duty, to do whatever is proper and appropriate, even if it amounts

to death, than to do someone elses duty. In this way, you will have the satisfaction of

knowing that, at least until your death, you did what you had to do.

Also, if you neglect your own duty and do something else, you will be dying every

day of your lifetime. You will have nothing but conflict, regret, guilt of omissions and

commissions. What was to be done was omitted, what was not to be done was

committed - all of which is a living death. While you are living, you go on dying!

EXERCISE YOUR CHOICE

Even though you have raga-dvesas that have no connection with your dharma,

you still have a choice. You can choose not to go along with your raga-dvesas. You

need not have anything to do with them. The only connection there need be, is that they

happen in your mind; you need only recognise them, nothing more. You can even be so

amused by them that you will not need to read another thriller. Reading your own mind

will be enough! Your mind can provide you with pages and pages of entertainment by

your simply witnessing what is going on. But in terms of choice in action, you go with

what you want in accordance with the norms of dharma.

Ones svadharma may not be as productive, as convenient, or as pleasant as one

might want. Duties are certainly not always pleasant; they can be unpleasant qlso. Nor

may they be remunerative or convenient. But, you have to do only that which is your

svadharma. Even though it may be viguna, devoid of any enticing, pleasing,

fascinating, or satisfactory features, your own duty is definitely better for you to perform

than the dharma of others. Because the dharma of others is not your dharma, it is not

to be done by you.

Thus, each person has certain things to do and these are what he or she must do.

One need not do what others do. The one common factor between your dharma and

others' dharma is that each of you 'do.' The actions to be done differ, situations differ,

expectations differ, but each of you do what is to be done by you alone. In this way, you

find your karma becomes a yajna.

If you can appreciate the phenomenal forces in your life as so many devatas, as

aspects and features of ISvara, and not just dumb forces, you give them the status of

deities or God. For instance, Sirya, the sun, is not just an implosion that is taking place.
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It can be explained this way scientifically, but it is actually a blessing. That this

implosion takes place there and not here is definitely a blessing! It is also a blessing that

the sun rises in the morning. As a part of the whole jagat, as the centre of the entire

system, the sun is a blessing. It is a blessing in every way.

Just as the sun is a blessing, so too is the air, water, earth, every plant, insect, and

so on. The elements are all forces that can be looked upon as devatas. By recognizing

them as such, you need not tell yourself that you should work for the welfare of people.

It will be spontaneous because, by recognizing these forces that are working for you, you

will automatically recognise fellow beings and living creatures. With this sensitivity, you

will not need to be told to be kind to people, to be appreciative of their needs, to do unto

others what you would have them do unto you. By being able to include the devatas, all

others are naturally included.

The books that talk about conduct and values, the dharma-sdstra, recognise this

fact. If, for example, you cut a tree for any purpose, the dharma-iastra says that, you

should plant and care for ten more trees. This is to ensure that at least one of the ten will

survive. I am told American forestry departments follow this rule now.

THE PRINCIPLE OF NON-INJURY

The thinking behind this rule is that to cut a tree is to perform an injury, himsa.

There is nothing wrong with cutting a tree if it is necessary but, at the same time, there

should be an awareness of the principle of non-injury, ahimsa, with reference to trees

and all other forms of life. Janis is completely based on ahimsd, as is Buddhism to a

lesser extent.

Mahavira, the founder of Jainism, highlighted ahims& to such an extent that he

instructed his followers to sweep the path in front of them as they walked so as not to

trample on any insect that may be there. Also, the sweeping was to be done with feathers

so that the insects would be removed from the path as gently as possible. When a person

is talking, his or her mouth is to be covered to avoid bugs entering and being killed by

the person. This is a kind of discipline and reflects an awareness that killing is wrong.

By creating certain situations, as Mahavira did, there is a symbolic heightening of

one' sensitivity. A person, who sweeps the path before walking on it, out of fear of

killing an ant, will definitely not be able to kill a fellow human being. This, then, is what

is meant by ahimsd.

Human values are all based on the principle of 'live and let live' and, at the same

time, are much more than that. In fact, you live in the awareness of how others make

your life possible and, in return, you make their life possible rather than miserable. Their

lives should definitely be as happy as you want yours to be. In this way, each mediber of

the society performs his or her duty and gains dreyas.
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The Vedic culture is based upon duty alone, according to the person's group and
stage of life, vana and dlrama.' It was in the spirit of this culture that Krsna intends to
convey here when he says, 'To die performing one's own dharma is better -
suadharme nidhanam sreyah.' If a man is a brahmana, his job is only to study and
teach the Vedas, along with the performing of the rituals, religious duties, and prayers
for the welfare of the society. If this is his job, he should do it, without comparing
himself to someone else. That someone else also should do his or her duty.
Remuneration did not form the basis for choice of duty. Duty was prescribed.

THE RESULTS OF ABANDONING ONE'S DHARMA

Because many brahmanas have abandoned their svadharma, there are very few
people who are capable of performing the religious activities that the brahmanas are
responsible for. And these few tend to be those who cannot be engineers, doctors,
businessmen, soldiers, and so on! This is why the so-called religious people of today are
not truly religious.

Suppose, however, remuneration and satisfaction, are not the criteria in terms of
what I do. Because I was born in a particular family and because my aim is moksa, I
know exactly what is to be done by me. My life becomes a preparation for moksa in that
it enables my mind to become mature, to gain antah-karana-suddhi. Preparing the
mind in this way is not an ordinary task. One's entire lifetime may be necessary to make
the antah-karana mature, along with the numerous lifetimes that may have preceded
this one. A person can reach his or her eighties and still have the old phobias and
childhood problems that he or she had before. It seems as though one lifetime is not
enough. And because each lifetime starts with the same innocence, we have the same
problems - for which there seems to be no solution.

If inner maturity is such an important factor and moksa is to be gained, what
money do you need to have beyond what you need to live a simple life? Of couise, you
must be able to buy your food and other basic necessities, Therefore, the need for money
depends entirely upon your aim. Because its vision is moksa, the Vedic society is based
upon duties so that the mind may be purified and be able to grasp the vision.

If the aim is moksa, there is no competition. Which job you have is not an issue.
And because you bring a certain attitude to it, you love doing the job that is yours to do.
You know that what you require is maturity of mind and that by performing what is to be
done by you, you will gain it.

Please note that the uarna-•Zrama system is not being prescribed to cure the ills of our
society.- The system itself has brought about many of these ills and no system can work
forever. But the Vedic vision of this system has a certain logic and spirit which is to be
understood. The spirit behind the concept of 'duty' is still valid.
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Changing jobs is only necessary when the aim is money. Nowadays, there are even
consulting agencies to advise you about which courses you should take, which field is
currently open, where the easy jobs are, the better jobs, the more remunerative jobs.
These agencies are staffed by people who earn money by giving such advice to others.
The whole approach to learning and doing now has its basis in -what will bring more
money. For example, if a glut occurs in the field of Chemical Engineering, everyone
becomes disinterested in that field and turns towards electronics. And when there is a
glut there, those who were interested in electronics go into Chemical Engineering. Like
this, everything keeps changing and people keep switching.

DUTIES AND RIGHTS ARE ONE AND THE SAME

When power and money are the criteria, your whole attitude changes, whereas if
antah-karana-Suddhi is the main aim, what job you do means nothing and how well
you do it means a lot. Therefore, in the Vedic society, there are only duties; there are no
rights whatsoever. In fact, they are one and the same. We see this also in the American
constitution, or in the constitution of any country for that matter, where a person is
granted certain rights, even the right to carry a gun. But, along with that right are certain
responsibilities. You must have a license and you cannot shoot simply because you
happen to have a gun.

Any right naturally implies a certain responsibility. You can emphasise the rights
and spell out the responsibilities, the duties, which is what modem constitutions do.
They specify the rights of citizens and then mention the duties associated with those
rights. Or, you can emphasise the duties and not mention rights at all. When you
emphasise rights, you have to mention the duties and enforce them also. But, when you
emphasise the duties, you need not even mention the rights.

Why is this? If you analyse duties, you find that all duties are interpersonal and
interrelated - duties towards the devat&s or gods, towards the forefathers, towards
parents, towards other members of one's family, towards fellow beings and all living
creatures. In this way, you have widening circles of duty.

In India, even today, the emphasis on duty is reflected in a person's speech. If you
ask a man if he can come to see you, he will not say he has to go to work. He will say he
has duty. And if he takes up a new job, he will say he has joined duty, he has reported to
duty, he is just coming from duty, this is his duty. This concept of duty is called
dharma, svadharma, one's own duty.

Being a husband, for example, is a role that comes with certain duties. There is no
such person called 'husband'; it is merely a role. Related to someone, a man is a husband
to that person. And every role has a script, which is one's svadharma. As a husband,
then, a man performs his duties according to the script, svadharma. In this way, his wife
receives certain rights. Similarly, in her role as wife, she also performs her duties and, as
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her husband, he receives his rights. How can either person's rights be denied when each

one performs his or her svadharma?

Similarly, as a citizen I perform my duties. The state also performs its duties,

which become my rights as a citizen. The citizens duties become the state's rights.

Therefore, all that we have are duties. Rights come to us as a natural consequence. But

we do not go after them; we do not command or demand our rights. We try only to

perform our duties.

Only when we do what is to be done by us is antah-karana-iuddhi possible.

When our likes and dislikes are one thing and our duty is quite another, we put aside our

raga-dvesas and go by duty. In the process, everyone gets his or her right and there is no

fight. To demand one's right always means fights. One person says, 'This is my right,'

and the other person says the same. Neither person will fight, saying, 'This is my duty!'

THERE IS NO DEMAND IN DUTY

Duty is either done or not done. In the concept of duty, there is no demand

whatsoever, whereas when one's rights are emphasised, there is always an element of

demand. And wherever there is demand, there are denials and counter-demands, the

natural results of demanding. This is because no one has the right to demand when he or

she has not fulfilled the demands of the other person - 'When did you write to me that I

should write back to you?' 'When did you take me out that I should take you out?'

'When did you phone me that I should phone you?' 'Why didnt you visit me when I was

ill? Why should I visit you now that you are ill?'

Demand means there is always a rub in the form of a counter-demand or denial.

There is friction. We see this in our own homes and in the society in which we live.

Daily life is nothing but demands and more demands. When people are always

demanding, the society will naturally be a demanding one. We can see this by reading

the newspaper columns - everything is one continuous demand. Even groups are

demanding - teachers, nurses, doctors, patients, ethnic groups, males, females, states,

and so on. The gods also seem to have become demanding. They seem to say, 'Unless

you remember us, no rain for you!' 'If you dont remember us, BANG! an earthquake.'

When you have duties you will find there is amity. And because you can never

fulfil your duties completely, there is also humility. But if each person at least tries to

fulfil his or her duties - as father and son or husband and wife, for example - they will

meet somewhere. In so doing, understanding is possible. Otherwise, there are problems.

This is why dharma is called mdnava-dharma or manusa-dharma, the dharma of a

human being.

Can there be any other basis for our interaction with each other that will benefit us

all? If people are to live together - at home, in a community, in the society, or globally
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- this is the only way; there is no other way. Our Sastra goes even further and tells us

to take into account all the forces. Cosmically speaking also, then, there is only one way
- appreciating one's Position, ones situation, one's station, seeing what is to be done,
and doing it. Following one's own dharma svadharma-anu•shana in this way, and not
that of someone else, is the very basis of karma-yoga.

Having said all this, Lord Krsna might have become quiet, whereupon Arjuna
asked a question:

w~e~ -r rri qTo pfz TER : I
3 ^f M Wfi t 4Rft im : 11 4, I I
arjuna uuvca
atha kena prayukto'yam papam carati parusah
anicchannapi vdrsneya balddiva niyojitah Verse 36

3T4: arjunah - Arjuna; 3ZW uvaca - said;

MlWW varsneya - Oh! Descendent of the vrsnis, (Krsna); WI atha - now; pW

al anicchan api - even while not desiring; 3Tfq ayam - this; 3W: pirusah -

person; tw kena - by what; U�ii: prayuktah - impelled; W'M Ti balat iva - as

though by force; ft*tId: niyojitah - pushed; qf pipam -sin; 'Rf carati -

commits

Arjuna said:
Impelled by what does a person commit sin, as though pushed by some
force even though not desiring to, Oh! Varsneya?

Previously it was pointed out that there are likes and dislikes with reference to
every sense object and all you have to do is not fall under their spell - tayoh vadam na
dgacchet. It was also-said that even though one's svadharma, what one must do, is not

very pleasant, it is better to follow that than to follow something else that is more

pleasing and convenient.

Hearing all of this in terms of karma-yoga, Arjuna asked what it is that impels a
person to perform an action that he or she knows is not proper. Some kind of pleasure
may be there, but still the person knows that the action is not becoming and will produce
sin, duhkha. If the person did not know, of course, it would be different and
understandable.

SG. Vol. I-33
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Why does a person do a karma that he or she knows to be an improper action -
kena prayuktah pdpam carati piirusah?' Impelled by whom or what does he or she do
this action? Posing this question,Arjuna addressed Krsna here as, arsneya, one who is
bor in the family of vrsnis.2

Arjuna described such a person as one who is as though, iva, impelled or pushed
into performing improper actions by some force, balat niyojitah, niyojita implying a
devilish force. Further, the person is pushed into it, even though he or she does not want
to do it. The person knows it is not right, anicchan, meaning that he or she does not have
any real intellectual value for performing such action. But still, it is done. Why?
Impelled by whom, kena prayuktah? This, was Arjuna's question.

Duryodhana was once asked, 'Why do you do all this pdpa-karma? You come
from a good family and have been brought up so well. You are a prince. What impels
you to do such things?' In a verse attributed to him, Duryodhana responded, 'I know
what is right, jdndmi dharmam and I also know what is not right jdnmi adharmam.
My problem is not that I have any innocence or confusion with reference to what is right
and wrong. The problem is, that I know dharma, but I do not pursue it - jdndrmi
dharmam na ca me pravrttih. And I know adharma, but I cannot refrain from it -
jdndmi adharmam na ca me nivrttih.

Duryodhana then went on to say, 'in whichever way I am impelled by the one
sitting in my heart, in that way I do - kendpi devena hrdi sthitena yathd niyukto'smi
tathd karomi.'3 It may have been a person or a force, but Duryodhana did not know
who or what it was. Thus, Duryodhana and Arjuna had the same question, 'Who or
what is it that is sitting in the mind forcing the person to do what he or she knows to be
wrong, even when the person does not want to do it?'

SPurusah eva piirusah - the word pirusa is the same as purusa, meaning a person.
2 Vrsni is the name one of the ancestors of Krsna by whose name the entire clan is known.
Because he belongs to the clan of vrsnis, he is known as Vrsneya. However this word can be
interpreted differently. Brahmdnandam varsati iti ursnih samyag-bodhah; tena avagamyate
iti Vrrsneyah - that which showers on one the fullness of Brahman is called vrsni, the
clear knowledge of Brahman, brahma-vidya; the one who is known by this knowledge is
Vdrsneya.

jin�mmi dharmamr na ca me pravrttirjSndmyadharmam na ca me nivrttih
kendpi devena hrdisthitena yathd niyukto'smi tathd karomi

(Mahabhirata)
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Krna answered this question in the next verse.

WT 1W f Mt '1 j^"l^^h: I

Tqtfi Z1W11T 1e$r * ttpwril I 4s II
iribhagavunuvdca
kdma esa krodha esa rAjogunasamudbhavah
mahiAano mahapapma viddhyenamiha vairinam Verse 37

NSIWR\ sribhagavan - Lord Krs.na; 3I uvaca - said;

1: esah - this; fWi: kamah - desire; 11: esah - this; #N;: krodhah - anger,

ftT'iry-r -w: rajo-guna-samudbhavah - born of the guna, rajas; UYFW

mahansanah - a glutton; q�1a11 mahapapmd - a great sinner; j iha - here in this

world; mf enam - this; �ft vairinam - enemy; fci viddhi - know

Srl Bhagavdn said:
This desire, this anger, born of the guna rajas is a glutton and a great
sinner. Know that to be the enemy here in this world.

In his commentary to this verse, tarikara discusses the six-fold bhaga, or

qualities, possessed by the one who is called Bhagavan - total overlordship

(aiivarya); the strength to create (virya); all fame (yaias); all wealth, resources (rir); all

knowledge, omniscience (jiina); and total dispassion, freedom from any sense of want

(vairdgya). This vairagya is not a sadhana, a means for gaining the knowledge; it is

absolute vairagya that comes with complete fullness. Therefore, Bhagavan is the one in

whom these six-fold qualities always remain in their entirety.

Everyone has these qualities in a small measure. All have limited jfiana and

vairagya. Certainly, with reference to garbage, almost everyone has vairagya, although

what is garbage for one may not be for another! In Bhagavan, however, each of the six

qualities is without any hindrance or obstruction whatsoever.

Safkara goes on to say that Bhagavan is one who knows about the creation and

the dissolution, utpattim pralayam caiva. He also has complete knowledge of the good

and bad ends of all beings. He also has complete knowledge about the time, type, and

place of birth and death of all beings, bhiitanam agatim gatim. Whatever be their lot,

pleasure or pain, sukha or duhkha, he knows that too. He also knows knowledge and

ignorance of the bhftas, vetti vidydm avidyam ca. Here the word avidya also means

karma.
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"This is the one who is to be called Bhagavdn, sa v&cyo bhagavan iti," quotes

arikara.

IMPROPER ACTIONS COME FROM DESIRE ALONE

In this verse, Bhagavan told Arjuna that what impels a person to do an action of

ppap is but a thought. A. thought itself is not a person; it depends upon a person.

Therefore, it is not a real substantive. But, because the dtmd is with the thought, a
thought assumes a certain force. This thought, Krsuna said, is kdma, desire.

The expression, 'this desire, esah kdmah,' indicates that it is something known to

everyone. Thus, Krsna was telling Arjuna, 'You yourself can know this desire by
looking into yourself.' When you ask why a person performs an improper action, do you
really think there is some devil or something in there? You are the only devil. There is
no other devil, no separate satanic force, sitting there interfering with Bhagavdn's work.
There is no second force more powerful than Bhagavdn. You are both the devil and the

angel here. It is your own desire alone and this desire is something that is very well
known to you.'

To say that a person performs improper actions, even though the desire to do so is
not there, simply means that the will does not seem to have the force necessary to stop
the want, kdma. The want becomes so powerful and your identification with the want
becomes so complete that whatever wisdom may be there, telling you that what you want
is not good for you, is silenced.

In this way, kdma can be very powerful. Desire is born out of rajoguna alone,
rajoguna-samudbhavah, whereas wisdom is born out of sattva. When rajas is
predominant, there is desire. Because rajas is a force, kdma is also forceful.

Kama is said to be your enemy, vairl, an enemy being one who does what is not
good for you. Kama is inimical to you when it makes you go after things that you do not
really want or need, things that you can afford to be without. In this way, it is your
enemy.

Iima also has another form - krodha.Krodha, anger, is simply another stage of
kdma. If kdma is destroyed in any way, if it is obstructed and not allowed to fulfil itself,
then it will turn into anger. Arjuna was only too well aware of how this can happen.

-#, %Wc^T i --q W Wi-ft %jrcq% I j

utpattim pralayam caiva bhutanmd•ngatim gatim
vetti vidydmavidyim ca sa vdcyo bhagavaniti

(Visnu-purana - 6.5.78)
This is another way of describing Bhagavdn. We saw the first definition on page 24.
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Born of Indra's grace, Arjuna was considered to be Indra's son. Indra thought he
would reward Arjuna, who had been doing tapas in the forest for a long time, by
sending the beautiful UrvaMi to him. Urvail was a celestial damsel, the most beautiful
apsard in heaven, and therefore the dream of all men, including the men in heaven.

When Arjuna told Urvail that he did not want to have anything to do with her,
that he was already married and that he considered her as a mother, Urvail became very
angry and put a curse on him that he would lose his masculinity and become a eunuch.
Lord Indra intervened on behalf of Arjuna and made Urvaii modify the curse such that
Arjuna would become a eunuch only for the period of one-year and that he could choose
the time when the curse would take effect. Later this curse turned out to be a blessing for
Arjuna, since it made him eligible to teach dance and music to the ladies in the palace
during the year he was to remain incognito. At the beginning of the thirteenth year of

exile, Arjuna opted for the curse to take effect and became Brhannald and spent that

year teaching dance and music.

Arjuna had therefore experienced how desire can turn into anger. When UrvaSi's
desire for Arjuna was not fulfilled, it became anger. A person whose love has been
rejected can even become violent towards the object of his or her love. Rejected love

means that kima, want, is there. It is not like the love that one has for the stars, the
moon, the sky, etc. There one's mind has no demands as to how they should be or should
not be. The mind totally accepts these as they are and enjoys them as they are. Therefore
this kind of love does not cause any problem. This is not the case with a kama that is
demanding, and therefore binding. This binding kama can be called by many names. In

the beginning, it is called 'want,' then 'passion,' and then 'anger' - all these are bor

out of rajoguna.

K5ma as krodha, anger, was referred to here as mahdpdpma, a great sinner,
because it is the cause of those actions that a person regrets for his or her entire lifetime.

Such actions have to be paid for and kama alone is the cause. Atrm has nothing to do

with them, nor do the body, mind, and senses. And although your ignorance has

something to do with performing improper actions, ignorance itself has nothing to do

with it. Who does it? Desire alone, kdmah eva, does it.

There is even a mantra to this effect, chanted by adults and children alike. The

mantra is, 'Desire did it, anger did it. Oh! Lord, my salutations - kamo'karsit

manyurakarsit namo namah!' This mantra is repeated 1008 times on a certain day of

the year. It is not just a prayer; it carries a message too. It implies that 'I did not do it.'

Thus, if knowledge is there, there is no problem. This is why Krsna said, 'Understand,
viddhi, that this kama alone is your enemy.'

As your enemy, kama forces you to perform actions that you know are improper
and that do not really want to do. Just as Duryodhana said, 'There is someone sitting in
my heart impelling me to do wrong actions, but I don't know who the person is,' Arjuna
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also did not know. Here, Bhagavan made it very clear that this person is none other than

kama.

DESIRE IS INSATIABLE

There is one more word given in the verse to describe kama - mahi�anah, one

who is a great glutton. KaIma never says, 'Enough!' Of course, its fulfillment may be

enough for some time, but eventually the kama will start up again, just like a glutton,

who barely takes time to swallow the food being eaten before wanting more. This, then,
is the nature of want; any want is always replaced by further wants. There is no end to

the gluttony of kama, Krsqa said here.

To suppose that by continuing to fulfil one' wants there will be a day when none

remains is not a reasonable assumption. Like fire, kama always wants more; it will

never say, 'Enough!' Therefore, there is no possibility of kZma coming to an end. It just

goes on breeding. This is why we always have wants.

In the next verse, Krsna told Arjuna how kama operates:

dhimendvriyate vahniryathddarSo malena ca

yatholbendvrto garbhastathd tenedamduvrtam Verse 38

MT yathi - just as; a: vahnih - the fire; <T dhimena - by clouds of smoke;

33F1i! dvriyate - is covered; 3TT: ddarSah - the mirror; TOT malena - by dust;

- ca - and; IWT yatha - just as; TTr: garbhah - foetus; 3- ulbena - by the

womb; 3TT: aavrtah - covered; ?T tathid - so too; T tena - by that; aR idam

-- this; a•p- dfivrtam - is covered

Just as the fire is covered by clouds of smoke, just as a mirror is covered

by dust, and just as a foetus is covered by the womb, so too, knowledge is
covered by desire.

Even though fire is self-revealing, praka4atmaka, being effulgent and requiring

no light to be seen, still the smoke coming from the fire can cover the fire itself. In the

same way, one's discrimination, viveka - knowledge of what is to be done and what is

not to be done - is covered by kdma, which is born of the mind alone.

There are two types of vivekas - dharma-adharma-viveka, meaning

karya-akdrya-viveka, what is to be done and what is not to be done, and atma-andtmd-
viveka, the ability to discriminate between the real and the unreal. This two-fold viveka
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is required to conduct ones life. If you have kdrya-akdrya-viveka, then dtma-anatma-

viveka will follow naturally. These two vivekas constitute knowledge,jfiina.

The mind, buddhi, that has this knowledge, viveka-ji�dna, is covered by kdma,

just as fire can be covered by its own smoke. Like fire, your jtina is also self-revealing;

therefore, it should be able to serve you. But, because it is covered, it cannot. When the

kama comes, it takes you over so completely that your murmuring wisdom is nowhere

to be found!

Krsna prdvided two other examples here - a mirror covered by a coat of dust and

a foetus covered by the womb. The mirror and foetus are not seen, simply because they

are covered. You can see the mirror but, at the same time, it is not clear at all. So, too;

you know an unborn child is there, but you cannot see it because it has yet to see the

light of day. So, too, in the first example, you know fire is there because you see the

smoke, you cannot see the fire because it is covered.

SIMPLE VIVEKA WILL DISMISS MANY DESIRES

"There is a specific reason why Krsna used three different examples to make his

point here. Everyone has certain kdmas that rob his or her wisdom away, but only for

the time being. With a little viveka, a little discretion, you can dismiss them. There are

always so many fancies going on in your head, but they need not hold you for any length

of time. It is like walking through a department store. You may see many things that you
would like to buy, but you just walk away without buying any of them - which is just

as well because, if you fulfilled every fancy, your home would become the department

store! Thus such fancies take hold of you temporarily, but then, by some inquiry, vicara

- by considering your purse, by seeing whether you need the objects or not, whether

you really want them or not - you are able to dismiss these fancies.

Thus, with reference to certain wants, then, all that you require is a short vicara.

Other wants, of course, may require a longer vicdra. Mere vicara may also not be

enough; some force of will may be necessary to dismiss the desire. Still, you will come

out the victor because you have the necessary will. You may have to say 'NO!' out loud,

most emphatically, if you really want to do a particular thing. For example, when

someone asks you to go somewhere and you want to go but you know you should do

something else instead, you may reply with a loud 'NO!' In such cases, half the 'no' is

for the other person and the other half is for yourself! This is why it comes out twice as

loud. What this 'NO!' is all about is so well known in India that, if you say it when you

are eating, you will be given one more helping of food!

This 'NO!' requires will on your part. Vicara itself is not enough. This way of

dismissing a desire is likened here to the mirror that is covered with dust. To merely

blow on it is not enough. Not only will the mirror remain dusty, it will become hazy as

well. You have to take a wet cloth and wipe the mirror clean, which requires both will
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and effort. Similarly, not giving into your desires requires vicara and will. Talking with
some one who understands such matters, which requires effort, or some other action,
may also be necessary.

The example of the unborn child in the womb is much stronger in that the time
factor, kdla, must also sometimes be taken into account with reference to not giving into
one' desires. It takes nine'months for a child to be born. Similarly, it may take time to
understand your desires and to gain a certain mastery over them. When time is required
and you try to circumvent it, the whole effort will be aborted. Therefore, you need to
bide your time.

The covering illustrated in this verse is binding desire and its modifications. The
next verse reveals what is covered - discriminative knowledge, viveka, is covered:

,T31 q1Ah^ N-fr isrqFipu I
ohirre" -hTý SG#U1H* 1 I W1 4 II
dvrtam jiiinametena jhnino nityavairinl
kdmaripena kaunteya duspirendnalena ca Verse 39

?t kaunteya - Oh! Arjuna; iFf: jiidninah - of the wise; Th4RU1
nityavairindt - by the constant enemy; Nt t kamaripena - whose form is desire;

ca-and; Jtur dufparena - insatiable; iTT ar1 etena analena - by this fire;

l ,jih�nam - knowledge; 3a•T .dv.rtam - is covered

Knowledge is covered by this, Oh! Arjuna, the insatiable fire of desire,
the constant enemy of the wise.

The word 'this - idam,' used in the preceding verse, refers to knowledge,jiiina.
Here, this knowledge is said to be covered by the enemy in the form of kdma-
kdmariipena, just as the fire, mirror, and foetus are covered by the smoke, dust, and
womb, respectively.

And by what kind of kdmas is the knowledge covered? By the kdmas that are
difficult to fulfil, duspurena, and impossible to satiate, analena. Anala means fire. Fire

is never satiated - the more fuel you offer it, the more it wants. All its tongues are out,
demanding more. Therefore, fire is called anala. Like fire, desire also has no satiability.
So it is referred to here as anala.

There is no such thing as fulfilling all your desires so that after retirement there
will be none remaining. There is no such thing as a last desire, the last dregs of all one's
desires. At no time can you say that you have only five remaining desires and that if you
just fulfil these five, everything will be perfect because you will be pmrna, limitless.
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ALL DESIRES FLOW FROM OUR SENSE OF LIMITATION

Desires themselves are born out of apiirnatva, one's sense of being limited. Every
desire is an expression of this sense of limitation. This sense is like a perpetual spring
from which all desires flow. New desires will keep flowing to the surface. Even if you
have no particular desire at a given point in time, the buddhi will say, 'You are not even
capable of desiring.' In the face of this new condemnation, you will again feel limited
and desire to be free of the limitation.

The adjective, nityavairind, meaning 'by the permanent enemy,' indicates that
kama is permanent. Sahkara provides an excellent commentary on the word nityavairl.
Knowledge can be covered by desire, even for one who is mature and knows what is to
be done and not to be done. This desire is difficult to fulfil and is both insatiable and
inimical to those who are discriminative. And why is this enemy described as
permanent? Sarikara goes on to say that even before the desire comes, the person is a
kdrya-akdrya-viveki, knows what is to be done and not to be done. But this knowing
what is proper and improper does not mean that the person will act accordingly. Even the
discriminative person, knowing a particular desire is not good for him or her may still try
to fulfil it because the desire can be more powerful than the wisdom of discrimination.
Because the person knows, both before and after, that a given desire is not for one's well-
being, desire is referred to as a permanent enemy, nityavairi of the discriminating
people.

One who is not discriminating knows only later that the binding desire is useless,
whereas at the time of desiring, the person thinks that to act on this particular desire will
be wonderful; it seems to be the right thing to do. For example, a person who wants to
make a killing on the stock market may say, 'I have a new scheme and I am going to
make it work. In one month's time, you will see how great my plan is.' But, after the
time has passed, all there is to see is that the person is broke! 'I should have thought it
over,' the person will say. 'I never thought of the possibilities of loss.' Only later is there
the discovery that the desire was costly, anartha, and, also, that it was the cause of the
person's subsequent problems. 'If I had not been greedy, I would not have become
involved in this mess!'

So, Saikara says that kama is nityavarl for the discriminative because it is a
consistent enemy. Before and after acting, they know that the desire will not benefit
them in anyway. Whereas, for the non-discriminating, kama appears to be an enemy
only after they have acted - the action not producing the benefits they had expected.
Arjuna wanted to know who or what impelled people to perform improper actions. And,
because Arjuna also wanted to know how to be free of'that which impelled improper
action, Krsna told him how to deal with this kdma.
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MHW 04 * l tf�Fm I 'o I I
indriydni mano buddhirasyddhisthanamucyate
etairvimohayatyesa ji&namdvrtya dehinam Verse 40

^iklf indriydni - senses; 'T: manah - mind; ýf: buddhih - intellect; 3TF

asya - its; 3aig'm adhisthdnam - location; 3EzA ucyate - is said; Ist: esah -

this; I�: etaih - with these; WRqjiianam - wisdom; 3T�lT dvrtya - covering;

"-fmR dehinam - person; Nfrilfd vimohayati - deludes

Its location is said to be the senses, mind, and intellect. With these, it

(kdma) deludes the person by covering his or her wisdom.

Krsna had told Arjuna that kdma alone impels a person to perform actions he or
she knows to be improper. A desire can be so powerful that the means employed to fulfil
it is not even questioned by the person. Whenever a particular end is very important to

you, you can always compromise the means because all desire is for an end only, not for

the means.

Actions are usually only improper with reference to the means used for gaining a
desired end. The end is very rarely wrong, whereas the means are often compromised
because the end is so very important to the person. In some cases, both the means and the
ends are wrong.

The villain in all of this is not a force outside yourself. Nor is it yourself. It is
kdma, desire. The self itself is harmless. In fact, it is clean; suddha. Nor can the body
do anything right or wrong. It is only a place, a location. So too, the mind and senses are

ýnot harmful. Kama alone is what creates the havoc. But kama is only inimical when it is
binding in nature. Thus, with reference to various ends, kama is located in various
places in terms of physical actions, perceptions, and experiences. Knowing where desire
is located makes it possible to do something about it.

This is similar to how the police deal with thieves and. other criminals.
Investigation agencies keep records on habitual thieves based on certain repetitive
patterns of behaviour. Some thieves enter only through windows and others open doors

in a certain way. Some thieves pick up only certain things and leave everything else
untouched. Each thief knows the places in which he or she can operate safely, meaning
with less chance of being caught. Thus, criminals tend to be habitual offenders in two
ways - in the types of offences they commit and how they commit them. All that is

required to catch them is to discover their patterns - how they operate, where they
spend their time, and so on.
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ATMA IS FREE OF DESIRE

Similarly, when the place that one's enemy, desire, operates from is known, kdma
is easy to manage and take care of. Where, then, is this kdma located? It is not in the
sat-cit-dnanda-atmA although, sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd is in the kdma. Without the
dtmd, there is no want, no desire, no condition of the mind whatsoever. Whatever the
condition, pain or pleasure, dtmd is there. But kama is not in the dtmd.

If you look into the self there is no want therein. It is always clean, untouched by
anything. But, without bringing about any material change in the object, the atmd joins
everything. If the atmd itself had attributes, gunas, its joining with a thought would
result in a mixture, a compound. A desire would therefore not be a discrete desire; it
would be 'coloured' by dtmd which is not the case. Atma itself, not having any
attributes, lends its existence, sat, and consciousness, cit, to anything obtaining in the
mind. Therefore, dtmd is said to be free from want, kdma.

The body, mind, and senses also do not have wants as such, but the wants involve
all these locations. Almost all the kdmas, the wants, are with reference to sense objects.
And without the senses, these objects are not known and therefore do not become objects
of desire. Naturally, then, the senses become the basis, adhisthana, for the desires to
arise in the mind. Therefore, the senses are said to be the adhisthdna of kama. Through
the senses, desires can also be fulfilled.

Without the mind, manas, there is no want; thus mind is also the location,
adhisthdna, for kdma. The manas is the one that creates the fancies that are the
beginning of kdma. Because the decision with reference to the fulfillment of a want
takes place in the buddhi, the intellect, the buddhi too is said to be the adhisthdna for
desire. Thus, with reference to kdma, the manas, the buddhi, and the senses are places
of operation, as it were.

When one's kdma is very powerful, it robs away the person's very wisdom,jiidna;
it deludes the person. In terms of earlier acquired wisdom, the person is as though
blindfolded by his or her desire and is taken for a ride. This ride can be a very long one
also because, when you wake up, you find yourself elsewhere with all the damage
already done. This is kdma.

THE REMOVAL OF DELUSION

What can you do about this delusion of desire? With regard to your mind, buddhi,
and senses, the places where kdma operates, be careful. Exercise your capacity to curtail
or stop the senses whenever you want something that does not benefit you. Any sense
pursuit can be stopped just short of overt expression, as in eating, for example. One can
always say, 'Enough!' even when, from inside, the desire keeps saying, 'Come on, have
a little more!' To stop a sense pursuit at the level of the senses is called dama.
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We have seen that one has no control over the wants that arise in one's head
because of one's nature. You cannot say, 'I want to avoid this want,' because you cannot
avoid it. Your desires do not need to be controlled, in fact. Your prakrti, your nature, is
your entire past, the remote past and the immediate past - all of which can give rise to a
certain type of thinking and certain wants. Your likes and dislikes just happen; you
cannot do anything about them. What you can do, however, is to keep a certain distance
between yourself and your likes and dislikes. In other words, you need not deliver
yourself to them. This is what is called sama.

Thus, there are two disciplines - dama and sama - with reference to kama.
Although you need not worry about what you think, what you desire, it is also not to
your advantage to do whatever you want, based on your desires alone. Therefore, do not
fall prey to your simple fancies and wants. Always look into yourself and see what is
proper. Is it feasible, necessary, and useful to fulfil a particular desire? Is it proper?
There may not be anything wrong with the desire; it may be quite legitimate but not at all
necessary. Or it may be feasible to fulfil the desire - you may be able to buy something
that you want - but you do not need it. Therefore, why buy it? It may be useful, but is it
necessary to have this particular object? Instead of simply buying it, consider first how
useful it is in terms of your priorities.

Having weighed all the factors, you can then go with the desire or not go with it.
This deliberation is sama. And if, having gone along with the desire, you find that you
want more and more, you then say, 'No, thus far and no further.' This is where you
require dama, which can be practised daily whenever you feel like having another
helping of food. Only when you practice sama and dama can you manage your wants.
Otherwise, they will manage you and make a mess of your life. Therefore, taking the
various factors into account, go with your desires, but do not let them make your
decisions for you.

To manage your desires in this way, you need to be very alert, as Krsna points out
in the next verse.

r =* (^q|u t uq f-T4 qRiTI

tasmattvamindriyanyadau niyamya bharatarsabha
p�pmdnam prajahi hyenam jfidnavijiinanananam Verse 41

t<cqiT bharatarsabha - Oh! Prominent among the descendants of Bharata (Arjuna);

-WOf tasmat - therefore: ?E tvam - you; 3Ti ddau - at the outset;

indriydni - sense organs; if4z niyamya - controlling; * hi - indeed; •TRT enam

- this; WFl-f WF-mT rFjd-vijhina-vijiana-ndsanam - the destroyer of knowledge and

wisdom; qlt•a\ papmdnam - sinner; W5i prajahi - destroy
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Therefore, Oh! Arjuna, controlling the senses at the outset, destroy
indeed this sinner, the destroyer of knowledge and wisdom.

In this verse, Krsna told Arjuna to destroy his kima, which had turned into
krodha and had robbed him of his wisdom, which in tum would make him a sinner, a
papma. The kama was to be destroyed in terms of giving it up, as Safikara makes it
very clear in his commentary. Giving up the want, not going with it, is the practice of
iama. If you do not go with the wants as they arise, they will not continue to come up
indefinitely. If someone keeps calling you and each time the person says 'Hello' you put
down the phone, how long will he or she keep calling? Here, too, if you do not go with
the wants, they will go because there is no one to support them.

In this way, whatever kdma that is there becomes meaningless. As long as I have a
distance between myself and my rigas and duesas, I can decide to go with them or not
to go with them. Let them be there. They need not affect me at all. This is the beauty of
what is being said here. We are not trying to eliminate the wants. We only want to
maintain enough distance or space, to use the American expression, so that we can
decide either to go with the want or not to go with it. This is real space, freedom, and is
also the practice of dama.

Why is kama called a papma, a sinner, here? Because it robs you of your
knowledge and wisdom; it isjifina-vijidna-nIdana. We refer to the people who rob us
of our money as criminals, but such petty thieves cannot rob us of our knowledge, the
greatest wealth we have gathered. Money can always be gathered again. But, because
knowledge is not as easily gathered, it is considered to be our greatest treasure.
Knowledge is something that is gathered, garnered, gleaned, over a long period of time
from varieties of experiences. To take away such a treasure, therefore, is a great sin.
Thus, kama is called a pdpma.

A person who robs you of your money is not a papi. This term is reserved for that
which robs you of your real treasure, your knowledge and discriminative power -
"kama. Knowledge, jiina, can also be taken here to mean the wisdom that leads to
vijiana, the knowledge of realities. The one who is a destroyer of this jiiana and
vijiina is definitely a papi - sinner-like, a criminal, in other words. Krsna told
Arjuna to give up kdma first by practising dama and then by practising dama. This is
why people practice silence, mauna, for a length of time - for an hour, two hours, in
the morning, and so on. People make these small vows all the time. The sadhus also
practice certain disciplines, such as not talking or not eating on certain days. These
practices of dama lead to Gama, the capacity to sort out your wants and go with what
you want.
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Further, Krsna said:

iRFiiýi W11R4 : #t TR: I

indriy&ni piarayadhurindriyebhyah param manah

manasastu para buddhiryo buddheh paratastu sah Verse 42

1f 1 indriydni - senses; TOrft parani - superior; 3Ta: ahuh - they say;

"if•ý': indriyebhyah - to the sense organs; 7Tr param - superior; TFT: manah -

mind; TF-: - manasah tu - to the mind; f-: buddhih - intellect; 1TU para -

superior; t': T'T: q -T: buddheh paratah tu yah -whereas the one who is superior to

the intellect; T: sah - is he (dtma)

They say that the sense organs are superior to the body; the mind is
superior to the sense organs; the intellect is superior to the mind. Whereas
the one who is superior to the intellect is he (the dtmr).

When Arjuna asked his question about what or who it was that impelled a person
to perform improper actions, Duryodhana was standing right in front of him.

Duryodhana knew that what he was doing was wrong. Arjuna knew this. These two

men had grown up together, had been raised in the same way, and had the same teachers.
Besides, right and wrong do not require to be taught. Duryodhana knew what was right
and wrong, but still he did what he did because of kama.

Because of kdma alone or because of anger which is kama in another form, a
person does things that are not to be done. Anger is not something separate from kama;

it is a modification, parindma, of your own expectation, your own desire. Where there

is no expectation, there is no anger at all. If you expect certain things to happen and they
do not happen, kama can turn into anger, if you are not ready to accept what faces you.
Because kdma transforms itself into anger in this way, Lord Krs.na said, 'This desire is

this anger - kdma esa krodha esah.'

Kaima can express as want, passion, and anger, Krsna said. And because this
kama covers your wisdom, it deludes you. It takes you for a ride. However, when you

do not want a particular pursuit, based on desire, to go any further, when you are

convinced that it has gone far enough, you should be able to stop it, to pull down the

shutters on it. The dictating factor here is your wisdom, your understanding, and not your
fancies.
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DISCOVER THE DISTANCE BETWEEN YOURSELF AND YOUR DESIRES

Krsna was not asking to suppress or repress your desires. He said that to attempt

to control likes and dislikes does not serve any useful purpose because the mind has its

own ways. But you need not be swayed by them. In this way, your likes and dislikes will

be no problem to you. Since your desires are located in the senses, mind, and intellect,
you can have complete mastery over them by discovering a distance between yourself

and your likes and dislikes.

You cannot stay in the mind itself and have mastery over it. The more you go

inside, the more reasons you find for why you are the way you are. This exploration may

provide you with a certain understanding, but it cannot remove the reason, which is the

problem psychology is faced with. Some understanding, some validation, and so on, is

useful, no doubt. But if you are always stuck with the same problem, what is the use of

this kind of understanding? How can you deal with the problem? How can you master

such a mind?

To address this concern, Krsina said here that you have to go one step further: you

must be yourself so that you can manage your mind. In this way, you will be able to take

care of all your raga-dvesas, all your kamas. You can take care of your raga-dvesas or

k•mas only when you are able to step outside of the kamas. If you want to weigh

something, for example, you cannot be inside of that which you are weighing. If I recall

correctly, Newton was supposed to have said, 'If only I could be somewhere a little away

from the earth, then I would be able to weigh the earth.'

Similarly, how can you fix up your mind when you are in the very midst of its

mess? If you manage to solve one problem, another one will only pop up in its place. If

you discover, for example, that all your problems are due to your mother, what do you

have then? You have the problem of having had this mother! Then you will ask, 'Why

did I have this mother? Why didnt I have a better mother? Why did my mother behave

like this?' Nothing comes of this in that you are left with the same problem. In spite of

the benefit of some validation, some understanding, the problem itself does not really go

away.

This is what keeps people going to therapists. And once they begin to go, the

going itself becomes yet another addiction. It becomes something that must be done.

Thus, although some help may come from the therapy, another problem has definitely

been created. Ultimately in order to deal with a problem, you have to step out of it,

which is not to discount the usefulness of therapy as such. All that is being said is that

you cannot really deal with psychological problems, with in samsara, unless you step

out of it.

And how do you step out of samasra? Arjuna already had one foot out, it seemed.

By planning to go to Rishikesh as a sannydsl, he thought that he would be stepping out
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of samsara. But this is stepping in, not out. Stepping out does not imply any external
change. All that is implied is a situational change in terms of one's understanding,
wherein the distance between one' desires, one's likes and dislikes, is discovered; only
then can the mind be mastered.

THE ORDER INVOLVED IN MASTERING THE MIND

Whatever we master is always mastered from another standpoint, which implies a
particular order. Krsna was addressing this order here when he told Arjuna that those
who know say that the senses are superior; so say the wise - indriydni parani dhuh
panditih. The word 'superior,' of course, implies comparison and thus the question,
'Superior to what?' To the physical body is the response.

The senses, indriyani, are superior to the physical body, which is a part of an
individual, a jiva. They are superior because they have the capacity to objectify the
body. The eyes and other senses can objectify the body.

Another reason that the senses are said to be superior to the body is because they
are subtler in nature. Being subtle, the senses have pervasiveness, vydpakatva. For
example, the body remains on the ground, whereas the eyes can go to the stars. To do
anything at all, the body has to move, whereas the sense of sight, by simply opening the
eyes, has already gone to the stars! Thus, the eyes and other senses are more pervasive
than the physical body. The superiority of the senses is further established by the fact
that they are inside the physical body in the form of the subtle body, siiksma-Aarira.

Then the verse goes on to say that the mind is superior to the sense organs,
indriyebhyah param manah, because the mind can go where the senses cannot. For
example, the mind alone can go to heaven. It can also suffer an imagined hell, which is
something that the senses cannot do. Also, the mind is the one in whose hands the senses
are. Without the mind there is no sense perception at all. Thus, the mind is definitely
superior to the senses. It has access to regions where the senses have no scope. The
mind's accessibility and the dependence of the sense organs on the mind definitely
makes the mind superior, according to those who know.

Again, with reference to the mind, the intellect is said to be superior, manasastu
pard buddhih, because the buddhi is able to dismiss a doubt, of the mind with proper
understanding. Buddhi includes your will also. Doubting and vacillation are the mind.
Once there is resolve, which is buddhi, there is no more vacillation. You cannot say you
have both resolve and vacillation at the same time. Once the resolve is there, the
vacillating mind, the doubting mind, goes away. Thus, the buddhi is definitely superior
to the mind.
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DESIRE IS DESTROYED BY RECOGNIZING YOU ARE LIMITLESS

The mind and buddhi are the places wherein kdma moves. The kdmas are located
right here. The difference between the mind and buddhi is only with reference to the
types of vrtti that take place there. We have seen how the desire, located in the mind,
can be so powerful that it can take the buddhi along with it. Therefore, in order to really
deal with your desires, you have to step outside of them. Then you can see exactly where
the kdma is hiding. This is why Krsna went on to say that the one who is above the
buddhi, is dtmd, yourself - yah tu buddheh paratah sah paramdtma.

What Krsna meant here is that, in order to take care of the kdmas, you have to
recognise yourself as the paramatma. Even though he said to practice dama and Aama,
you have also to see that you are not the buddhi, the mind, or the senses. You are the
paramdtmd, the limitless. Once you are awake to this fact, the enemy, kdma, is no more
a problem. This, then, is how you deal with kdma drastically and finally.

When you are free from any sense of limitation, there is no enemy and the wants
you may have become harmless, mere privileges in fact. Your mind is there and you
have the privilege of desiring. Desiring is a privilege only when you do not need to fulfil
any desire in order to be secure and happy.

Lastly, Krsna said:

* i f 1l 1FiWi ijqq I Ot II
euam buddheh param buddhc a samstabhydtmdnamatmand
jahi iatrum mahdabho kdmaripam durdsadam Verse 43

WIT4 mahdbdho - Oh! Mighty-armed (Arjuna); t�r evam - in this way; 0:
buddheh - to the intellect; (r param - superior; JTM buddhvd - knowing;

TrFW adtmand - by the self (buddhi);3�lC aFT dtmdnam - the mind; TRI
samstabhya - having made steady; TchlR4 kdmaripam - in the form of want;

"Vir-g durdsadam - difficult to understand; irt tatrum - enemy; •* jahi -
destroy

Oh! Arjuna, knowing that which is superior to the intellect in this way,
having made the mind steady with the buddhi, destroy the enemy, that is
in the form of desire, that which is so difficult to understand.

In the previous verse, Krsna revealed a fact: that which is above the buddhi,
because of which the buddhi is illumined, is the paramatmd. And because a mastered
mind is required to know this paramdtma, Krsna concluded the chapter here by
summing up what is to be done to destroy kdma.
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The senses and the mind are in the hands of the buddhi alone because the buddhi

is superior to them. Therefore, the buddhi is their master. The buddhi, meaning one's

viveka, discrimination, steadies the mind and senses. Therefore, he said, ltmanam

dtmand samstabhya satrum jahi.

Here, Krsna told Arjuna that he should destroy the enemy in the form of desire,

kamarilpa satrum jahi; by knowing that which is above the buddhi, buddheh param

buddhui. To destroy an enemy outside of oneself is relatively easy, especially for

Arjuna who had so many special missiles at his disposal. But, to destroy this inner

enemy, kdma, requires tact, maturity, dispassion, and understanding. To indicate that

Arjuna had these resources. Krsna addressed Arjuna as Mahabaho, one who is

mighty-armed.

The enemy, in the form of want, is an only expression of ignorance, ignorance

being the mother of kdma and its brood - anger, jealousy, fear, and so on. Therefore, to

destroy the enemy, one must destroy ignorance, which can only be done through jiSnna,
knowledge. This enemy is said to be durdsada here, that which is very difficult to

understand. It would seem that desires should be very easy to understand since they just

appear. But, this is not the case because every desire has a desire behind it. There is

always a reason for liking something. And there is a reason for the reason. Therefore,

there is no end to the desires that are there - all of which is to be understood. Only

when kdma makes you suffer by its presence are you a samsdri, a sufferer. With

knowledge, you can enjoy the presence of a kdma. Even if you are surprised by it, you

can also be amused. You can either go with it or you need not go with it. When you step

outside of your desires in this way, in terms of knowledge, all your desires becomes

privileges for you.

Thus, whether you are a karma-yogi or a sannyasi, there is no other way of

dealing with kama, except through jfina. What better way for Krsna to have made this

point than to conclude this chapter, entitled karma, with jiina, the only true conqueror

of the enemy of desire.

3?f FRiTI *r 5JiWiFJ;ldiq jftlc 1AfASm t *mf
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om tatsat. iti srimadbhagavadgitSsu upanisatsu brahmavidydyam

yogasstre rikrsrnrjunasamvidde karmayogo ndma

trtlyo'dhydyah

THE MEANING OF OM

All the chapters in the Gita end with the above words, the only variation being the

title of the chapter.
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In the expression, 'Om tat sat,' Om is the name of Brahman, a phonetic name for
the Lord. Apart from this, linguistically, that is grammatically, this term has a meaning
too. It means, that which protects everyone, that which sustains everything - avati
raksati iti om.

Phonetically, 'A' is the first and basic sound that you make when you open your
mouth. Thus, 'A' is the first letter of the Sanskrit alphabet. Also, when you close your
mouth and make a sound, what comes out is the sound, 'M.' And, in between, there is a
rounding off sound, 'U.' 'A' plus 'U' is '0' which along with 'M' is Om.

All forms, all objects, have names and all names are words. Words, even the
longest ones like 'supercalafragilisticexpialadoshas' are nothing but sounds. These
sounds all come between the 'A' that comes when you open your mouth and make a
sound and the sound 'M' that comes with the mouth closed. You cannot make any
further sounds after this letter 'M.' Thus, these are the two sounds within which all
sounds are produced.

Given that the Lord is the Lord of everything, his name should be 'Om,' and to
account for the 'everything,' the 'U' is inserted in between. In this way, Om becomes the
name of Bhagavdn, the Lord. Also, each of these three letters has been loaded by the
Adstra to stand for the whole. This practice is called dropa in Sanskrit. Just as a
country' flag represents its constitution, here, the 'A' represents the entire gross world,
sthiila-prapahca, the 'U' represents the entire subtle world silksma-prapalca, meaning
the mind or inner world, and the 'M' represents the unmanifest condition, like in sleep
when everything resolves and, on waking, again comes out.

In this way, AUM stands for the entire realm of cause and effect, which is nothing
but Brahman. That Brahman, Om, is tat sat. Tat, that Lord alone, is satyam, sat and
everything else is mithya depending upon that tat, the Lord. Therefore, the expression
Om tat sat is a general conclusion. Having said a lot of things, the conclusion is, Om tat
sat, meaning that after all is said and done, satya alone is.

The Bhagavadgiti, which has the status of an Upanisad, contains the subject
matter of Brahman. The knowledge of Brahman, brahma-vidya, is simply 'You Are
That - tat tvam asi.' The Gitd is also yoga-bdstra, dealing with attitudes and values
with reference to self-management, self-improvement, maturity, and so on, which is
karma-yoga. Even the rules of sannydsa come under yoga-Sdstra since they are not
jnaina.

THE NATURE OF THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN LORD KRSNA AND ARJUNA

This yoga-sastra and brahma-vidyd, form the dialogue that took place between
Sri Krs.na and Arjuna - dr-krsna-arjuna-samvida, the dialogue that imparts
knowledge. The word v5da means a discussion. A dialogue that imparts knowledge is
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different from a dialogue between equals,, where there is no imparting of knowledge

involved, only exploring of knowledge.

There are also two types of dismissing dialogues wherein the other person is

declared to be in the wrong. One type is the dialogue of fanatics,jalpa, and the other is

vitanda, the dialogue of the intolerant where one person cannot stand another person

saying something and getting away with it.

The discussion between Lord Krsna and Arjuna was neither a jalpa nor a

uitandi. Nor was it a discussion in order to discover something. It was a dialogue that

imparts knowledge wherein one participant knew and the other wanted to know.

Therefore, it was a guru-4isya-samvdda, a dialogue between a teacher and student. This

particular meaning is denoted by the prefix 'sam'added to 'vada.'

This chapter under study is entitled karma, because it deals with the subject

matter, Brahman, in terms of karma. Therefore it is said, karma-yogo-nama

trtiyo'dhyayah. As we have seen before, the word yoga used in each of the titles of the

eighteen chapters of the Gitd, means 'subject matter.' Thus the third chapter, entitled,

'Karma' in the Bhagavadgita whose status is that of the Upanisad which contains the

knowledge of Brahman and yoga- hastra in the form of a samvada (a dialogue that

imparts knowledge) between Lord Krsna and Arjuna is concluded.

~b~~Sl^A~lbe~~s^
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A SYNOPSIS OF THE FIRST THREE CHAPTERS

In the first chapter of the Gita, the teacher, Krsna, and the disciple, Arjuna, were
introduced and the context, that led to Arjuna asking Krsna for self-knowledge, was
given. Previously, Arjuna had only been interested in regaining the kingdom and settling
old accounts with Duryodhana. Arjuna had no desire for this knowledge, and even
though he had known Krsna for a long time, he did not regard him as a teacher.

Arjuna had lived a life of dharma and a life of dharma necessarily leads one to
ask fundamental questions about life. It had given him the necessary viveka to ask
Krsna, 'O Bhagavan, please teach me what is the ultimate good. I am your disciple.'

The first chapter described the battlefield, Arjuna's despair, and his arguments
concerning why he no longer wanted to fight. Early in the second chapter, Krsna tried to
arouse Arjuna's enthusiasm so that he would do what had to be done. He addressed him
as follows:

^Hl^^^^^chlldch^^I I ^ II

kutastva kaamalamidam visame samupasthitam
andryajustamasvargyamakirtikaramarjuna

In such crisis, from where has this despair come upon you, O Arjuna? It
is not at all becoming of an upright man and does not add to your good
name. Nor is it one, which leads one to heaven. (2-2)

*-4 ql T -lR T: T4 W cr=pu^^ I

^J~ ̂Wl ' r^if I I RN1 I I
klaibyam ma sma gamah pdrtha naitattvayyupapadyate
ksudram hrdayadaurbalyam tyaktvottistha parantapa

0 Partha, the vanquisher of enemies, do not yield to unmanliness. This
does not befit you. Give up this lowly weakness of heart and get up. (2-3)

Arjuna continued to explain why he could not fight, saying that he would prefer to

live the life of a bhiksu, who lives on alms. This meant that he was thinking of a life of

sannyasa, that he wanted to renounce everything and seek moksa. He knew that a

particular knowledge was necessary for moksa and that a guru was necessary for

gaining this knowledge. Thinking that there was no better guru than Krsna, Arjuna
asked him for the knowledge, declaring himself to be Krsna's disciple.



2 Bhagavadgitt

In response to Arjuna's request, Krsna did not simply say, 'Stop talking and
fight!' Had he done so, and had Arjuna followed Krsna's advice, the Mahabhdrata
would have no GitU. Instead, it looks as though Krsna was waiting for just such an
occasion as this, to teach Arjuna. Otherwise, he would not have started with, 'aSocydn
anvaSocah tvam; prajiidviddn ca bhasase - You grieve for those who should not be
grieved for, even though you speak words of wisdom.' Nor would he have followed this
statement up with, 'ndsato vidyate bhdvah; ndbhdvo vidyate satah -The unreal never
is and the real is never absent.' In fact. Krsna covered the entire teaching in the second
chapter, talking about knowledge and about karma-yoga - how one has to live one's
life in a manner which helps one gain a certain freedom from the hold of likes and
dislikes.

Then, towards the end of the chapter, Arjuna asked Krsna to describe a person
who is established in this knowledge:

3TJ 3zrqI

ffwlt: fce TT itd? qwfý7 ^-^ 11
arjuna uvaca
sthitaprajiasya ka bhdsd samddhisthasya kesava
sthitadhih kim prabhdseta kimlsita vrajeta kim

Arjuna said:
O Kesava, what is the description of a person of firm wisdom, one whose
mind abides in the dtmd, the self? How does such a person, whose mind
is not shaken by anything, speak, sit, and walk? (2-54)

In asking-Krsna to describe a sthitaprajiia, a wise person, Arjuna indicated that
the description should cover how the person walks, talks, and sits. Krsna saw the spirit
of Arjuna's question and defined the sthitaprajia in these words:

aINmRIPMw : I
wwffff m ^Trqr m14 wri H;ihdiH

Sribhagavdnuvaca
prajahdti yadd ktdmn sarvanpartha manogatdn
dtmanyevutmand tustah sthitaprajiiastadocyate

Sri Bhagavun said:
O Pdrtha, when a person gives up all the desires as they appear in the
mind, and is happy in oneself, with oneself alone, that person is said to be
one of ascertained knowledge. (2-55)
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FtjimUl: - fT:: I

duhkhesvanudvignamanah sukhesu vigatasprhah
vitardgabhayakrodhah sthitadhirmunirucyate

The one who is not, affected by adversities, who is without yearning for
pleasures, and is free from longing, fear, and anger is said to be a wise
person whose knowledge remains. (2-56)

ffTi? T VT f A rid l I I 0-k II
yah sarvatrdnabhisnehastattatprdpya subhdSubham
ndbhinandati na dvesti tasya prajhd pratisthitd

For the one who is unattached in all situations, who neither rejoices on
gaining the pleasant nor hates the unpleasant, his knowledge is well
established. (2-57)

zM <#<<-1 ~n\ffý I S l A ?4TOW: I

yadd samharate cayam karmo'hgdniva sarvasah
indriydnindriydrthebhyastasya prajhd pratisthitd

And when, like the turtle that withdraws its limbs, this person is able to
withdraw completely, the sense organs from their objects, his knowledge
is steady. (2-58)

We see here that Krsna, appreciating the spirit of Arjuna's question, converted it
into 'How does a wise person interact with the world?' A sthitaprajfia, Krsna said, is
one whose knowledge is steady, meaning one whose knowledge leaves nothing to be
desired. Such a person is happy with himself or herself and does not require anything
other than himself or herself in order to be happy. The person is also not afraid of
anything. When unpleasant situations occur, he or she faces them without being
adversely affected in any way. Nor is such a person elated when pleasant situations
occur.

The spontaneous expressions of the wisdom of a wise person become sddhanas,
values or disciplines for the seeker, which is why Arjuna was interested in the qualities
of a wise person. Krsna described all these qualities to Arjuna. He also told Arjuna of
certain obstacles to gaining this wisdom, such as, how by dwelling upon certain objects,
- visaya-dhydna - we give them subjective attributes in addition to those attributes
that the objects already have.
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For example, as long as you look upon money as simply buying power, there is no
problem. However, when you look upon it as a source of security, you are creating a
problem for yourself because your conclusion is not totally true. Money itself cannot
make you secure. Anything that you hold on to, that is other than yourself only confirms
your insecurity. As long as one wants crutches, one does not stand on one's own legs. A
truly secure person requires nothing outside of oneself to make him or her feel secure.

Giving objects the attributes that they do not have, seeing certain qualities in them
that are not there, and then dwelling upon them, creates attachment, saiga, towards
them. Within the flow of what he was teaching, Krsna pointed out all this and what
comes of this sahga.

*i H ff zwm : H- I-Nt l -I

dhydyato visaydnpumsah sahgastesuipajdyate
saftgat saiijyate kdmah kdmat krodho'bhijdyate

#^\^h w7 : ^li d doi: I
^ Wric r-s~lCll ^sHISgIrrol1rd0 ?-^- I I
krodhddbhavati sammohah sammohdt smrtivibhramah
smrtibhramsld buddhinddo buddhindadt pranasyati

In the person who dwells upon objects, an attachment is born with
reference to them. From attachment is born desire and from desire, anger
is born. From anger comes delusion and from delusion comes the loss of
memory. Because of the loss of memory, the mind becomes incapacitated
and when the mind is incapacitated, the person is destroyed. (2-62,63)

Then, Krsna said: 'Arjuna, if you really want to know what a wise person is, you
have to be wise yourself.' There is no other way of understanding such a person.
Behaviour and so on, are not indications of a person's wisdom:

hT f--T4T I hii mT t e Pfti
WrT~ ff %mi f -nTS f 4Vf Wqdl 11t 4: 11 R- 1 I

yd nida sarvabhitandmr tasydm jdgarti samyami
yasydm jdgrati bhiltdni sd nidt paSyato muneh

In that, which is night for all beings, the one who is wise, who has
mastery over oneself, is awake. That, in which beings are awake, is night
for the wise one who sees. (2-69)
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The difference between those who are wise and those who are not wise is like
night and day. What the wise people are awake to, the ignorant people are not awake to.
Moreover, what the ignorant are awake to, the wise are not awake to, meaning that what
the ignorant think of as reality, the wise do not see as real at all. Night and day, here are
taken as ignorance and knowledge. In fact, there is no other difference save that between
knowledge and ignorance. A wise person understands that everything is 'I,' the dtma,
whereas other people think, 'Everything is getting me!' Thus, one type of person thinks
that the world is out to get him or her and the other type says that the world is himself or
herself.

Therefore, having described a sthitaprajiia as best as he could, Krsna had to say
to Arjuna, 'How are you going to understand the wise, Arjuna, unless you are wise?
Any kind of description is meaningless. To really know what a wise person is, you have
to gain wisdom.'

To explain further, Krsna used a more positive example:

aIwMeThgri§FR: wmMfIiti FIr
iwgwmr -AN -IkmFv q 9 vr1rirqIMF[r ChwrviwrA I R-\91 II
dpiiryamdnamacalapratistham

samudramdpah pravidanti yadvat
tadvatkama yam pravisanti sarve

sa sdntimdpnoti na kdmakami

Just as water flows into the ocean that is brimful and still, so too, the wise
person into whom all objects enter, gains peace (remains unchanged);
whereas, the desirer of objects does not gain peace. (2-70)

The ocean is in no way affected by whether or not the rains happen or the rivers
enter it. There is no increase or decrease, no gain or loss, for the ocean. No change
affects its oceanness, its fullness, because it does not depend upon anything other than
itself. In its own glory, without any external support, the ocean is full and complete.

Similarly, the fullness of one who is wise is centred on oneself. 'I am the whole' is
a fact to which the wise people are awake; therefore, they require nothing in order to be
full. No addition will bring about any change in the wise, nor will any subtraction take
away or make any dent in his or her fullness. This, too, was pointed out.

In contrast to an ocean, however, a pond is something that will dry up without rain.
And, if there is too much rain, the pond is nowhere to be seen! The kdmakdmi, one who
has to fulfil certain desires in order to be happy, is like a pond. When something pleasant
happens, the person hits the ceiling with elation, and when something unpleasant
happens, he or she hits rock bottom and may even consider committing suicide.
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Krsna concluded the second chapter by saying:

fe^nT WTH1Th: rfyt&^T ThT:^: I

fiEt4t fiKwTv: ^r ll~qf ^ I ^-'g II
vihdya kdmdn yah sarvdn pumdmrcarati nihsprhah
nirmamo nirahalkdrah sa Sdntimadhigacchati

Having given up all binding desires, the person who moves around,
devoid of longing, without the sense of limited '' and 'mine,' gains
peace. (2-71)

T^ ^ TF r: We A ^ TT T fh|jFl I

fe TwTl•-lRT ft hi54l ur4l^ I% I i-1 R II

esd brdhmi sthitih pdrtha naindm prdpya vimuhyati
sthitvdsydmantakdle'pi brahmanirudnamrcchati

This is what is meant by being steady in Brahman. 0 Pdrtha, Having
gained this, one is not deluded. Remaining therein, even at the end of

one's life, one gains liberation. (2-72)

To be a sthitaprajiia, Krsna said, is the very 'state' of being Brahman. Being in

the form of knowledge, this 'state' is not one that you will lose, like the waking state or a

drug-induced state. It is something as true as you are. This is why, once this knowledge

is gained, there is no question of losing it, because the gain is in terms of knowledge, not

experience. The self is understood to be Brahman, the whole, and that understanding is

final. Therefore, there can be no falling back into samsdra, even if you do not gain this

knowledge until you are very old - antakile api endm prdpya na vimuhyati.

Even when you are in the last throes of your life, with one foot in the grave, if you
come to understand that you are the whole, then you are a free person. And if the very
elderly are able to gain this knowledge, then those whose eyes are still able to see, whose

ears are still able to hear, and those who are able to sit for a length of time in quiet
contemplation can surely come to know.

The third chapter began with Arjuna's next question:

arjuna uvdca
jydyasi cetkarmanaste matd buddhirjandrdana
tatkim karmani ghore mam niyojayasi kesava
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Arjuna said:
If, O Jandrdana, your contention is that knowledge is better than action,
why then do you engage me in this gruesome action, 0 KeSava? (3-1)

zqf&POr WcnztT Ift ftA 1 i
?kt Z TWfv--ZT 4 ztsw rrwi I-R I I
vydmisreneva vukyena buddhim mohayasiva me
tadekam vada niscitya yena Sreyo'hamdpnuydm

With words that are seemingly contradictory, you appear to be confusing
my mind. Having decided which is better, tell me the one thing by which
I shall gain liberation. (3-2)

Here, Arjuna presented a problem, 'Krsna, if I have understood you correctly,
you seem to have your heart in knowledge alone. I asked for Sreyas, moksa, from you,
and you made it very clear that this can only be gained by knowledge, not by fulfilling
desires. You even said that all desires are to be given up. Yet, you say I am to perform
action. Therefore, I am confused.'

This is how Arjuna understood what Krsna had said. In fact, Krsna had not said
that all one's desires have to be given up. He said that a wise person gives up desires,
meaning that he or she has no desire to become secure and happy. The person may have
a desire to do something or other, but by fulfilling this desire, he or she, is not going to
become more secure - such delusion is no longer there for the wise. Although this was
what Krsna actually said, Arjuna took it as he did because he knew that every karma,
every action, is preceded by desire. Without desire, there is no karma at all. So, he
thought, 'If desire is tobe given up, then why should I do karma? And how am I to gain
knowledge? The only way seems to be to give up all karmas, along with the desires that
initiate them, and seek knowledge.'

Since Krsna had asked Arjuna to follow karma-yoga, to get up and fight, Arjuna
was naturally confused. His thinking was, 'If knowledge will give me sreyas, that is
what I should go for. And for the sake of knowledge, I need not do all these actions. All
that is needed is to renounce everything, go to a teacher, and gain the knowledge.
Therefore, sannydsa seems to be the answer to my problem.'

In an attempt to resolve the seeming contradiction, Arjuna asked Krsna to tell
him, once and for all, the one thing that would give him Sreyas, to which Krsna said:

^9gti^ ^IIr^HIm w4tt tfni I I
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sribhagavdnuvdca
loke'smin dvividhd nisthd purd proktd mayanagha
jiitnayogena sd7khydndm karmayogena yogindm

Srl Bhagavdn said:
0 Sinless One, the two-fold committed life-style in this world, was told
by Me in the beginning - the pursuit of knowledge for the renunciates
and the pursuit of action for those who pursue activity. (3-3)

From Arjuna's question, Krsna could tell that Arjuna had not understood what he
had been saying. It is true that sannyasa is a life-style; but real karma-sannyasa is
giving up all actions by knowledge -- jiinena karma-sannydsa, while karma-yoga is
a means, updya, for gaining this knowledge. To clarify the distinction between
sannydsa as a life-style and renunciation of action through knowledge, Krsna reminded
Arjuna that no one can remain without performing any action at all, regardless of
whether the person is a sannydsl or not:

na hi kadcitksanamapi jitu tisthatyakarmakrt
kdryate hyavagah karma sarvah prakrtijairgunaih

Indeed no one ever exists for even a second without performing action
because everyone, being helpless, is made to perform action by the
(three) gunas (sattua, rajas, and tamas) born of prakrti. (3-5)

A sannyasi is a person who, having taken certain vows, has given up the
obligatory duties prescribed in the Veda. Having become a non-competing person in the
society, the sannydsi pursues knowledge to the exclusion of all else. Krsna
acknowledged that such a pursuit is available, that sannydsa is a life-style dedicated to
this pursuit, but cautioned that it is not an easy one. He also explained that karma-yoga
is another life-style and is a means for real sannyasa, sarva-karma-sannydsa, which
can be achieved by both the sannydsi and the karma-yogi.

To live a life of sannydsa requires that you have a certain mind, a certain
contemplativeness, which can be achieved through karma-yoga. When you live a life of
karma-yoga, as a householder, for example, you do not lose anything; in fact, you gain.
This is true for any mumuksu, any seeker, who is in a stage of life other than sannydsa.
Each one gains the same end because knowledge is something that is to be pursued.
Therefore, Arjuna could pursue the knowledge even as a karma-yogi. This was what
Krsna wanted him to understand.
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We saw, in the second chapter, that one does not become a karma-yogi without
the proper attitude with reference to livara being the karma-phala-data, the giver of
the fruits of action, and knowing that I am only the performer of action. When I have this
attitude, the results of all actions are taken by me as prasdda. Also, every action that I
perform is a yajia, a sacrifice or offering, to the Lord. This attitude was again
highlighted and discussed in the third chapter:

T q T •: -t0: r0Tlr Rl I II - 11
devan bhdvayatanena te devd bhavayantu vah
parasparam bhEvayantah Sreyah paramavdpsyatha

Propitiate the deities with this (yajiia). May those deities propitiate you.
Propitiating one another, you shall gain the highest good (moksa). (3-11)

^Rff~wq t %*- - 74I q: I
istan bhogdn hi vo devd dasyante yajiabhavitah
tairdattdnapraddyaibhyo yo bhunkte stena eva sah

The gods, propitiated by yajia, will give you desirable objects.
Therefore, one who enjoys objects given by them without offering to
them in return is indeed a thief. (3-12)

^ilf^H~I: TIif At z 4frfa *: I

yajiinaistidinah santo mucyante sarvakilbisaih
bhuiijate te tvagham pdpd ye pacantydtmakdrandt

Those who eat, having first offered the food to the Lord, are released
from impurities, whereas those sinful people who cook only for
themselves eat papa (sin). (3-13)

In this detailed way, Krsna explained how the attitude of karma-yoga can release
you from the hold of your likes and dislikes when the action you perform is done as a
worship or a sacrifice.

Then, Krsna said:

3rEzurf 9y#T hfwF: fsFWfrEfw I - I|
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sad.rsam cestate svasyah prakrterjiuinavdnapi
prakrtim ydnti bhiutni nigrahah kim karisyati

Even a wise person acts in keeping with his or her own nature. Because
all beings follow their own nature, of what use is control? (3-33)

Each one thinks according to his or her own prakrti. Likes and dislikes are

something that you cannot stop; they just happen. All thoughts happen in your mind and
you have no say over their occurrence. Collectively, they equal your own prakrti, your
own disposition.

Whatever you have done in previous lives (prdrabdha-karma) and in this life also

- all your dharma-adharma-punya-pdpa-samskdras - set up certain thoughts in
your mind and there is no way of stopping this from happening. Even ISuara cannot stop
it. He, himself, has set it up like this and he cannot cross his own mandate. Nor can
anyone else. Neither Isvara's control nor anyone else's can change a person's prakrti;

the person will remain the same. Even if one were to control one's thoughts by negating

them, one would have to continue this negation throughout one's entire lifetime.

Given the fact that one cannot control one's thoughts, is it not better to ask, why

thoughts should be considered a problem in the first place? The person for whom

thoughts are a problem has a permanent nightmare because thought is always there. Only

a long sleep can help! In fact, thoughts themselves are not the problem.

Another question that arises is, if I cannot control my thoughts, what is the purpose
of the Sastra? If everyone simply performs action according to his or her prakrti, a
person can commit murder and say, 'It is my nature, my disposition, to do such things. I

cannot do otherwise.' To take care of any such conclusion, Krsna also said that you are

the one who goes along with or withdraws from the thought of committing murder,
which is where your will comes in.

You cannot control your thoughts, but you can choose which thoughts you are

going to identify with and which you are not going to identify with. This is the only
freedom you have and this freedom is enough.

Thus, Krsna said:

indriyasyendriyasyarthe ragadvesau vyavasthitau
tayorna vasamdgacchet tau hyasya paripanthinau

There is attachment and aversion with reference to every sense object.
May one not come under the spell of these two because they are one's
enemies. (3-34)
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sreydnsvadharmo vigunah paradharmatsvanusthitat
svadharme nidhanam Sreyah paradharmo bhayavahah

Better is one's own imperfectly performed dharma than the well
performed dharma of another. Death in one's own dharma is better. The
dharma of another is fraught with fear. (3-35)

Here, Krsna pointed out that even if your own dharma, what is to be done by you,
is rather unpleasant, it is better to be with it than to be with someone else's dharma, a
dharma that does not belong to you at all. A thing that is not to be done by you, even
though it can be done by another person who is in another stage of life, is not your
dharma.

For example, a sannydsl does not perform the daily rituals enjoined in the Veda.
Nevertheless, this is no reason for a grhastha, a householder, not to do them. Each
person has to perform action according to his or her situation. It is better to die doing
one's own action; because, to do otherwise, is fraught with fear. It does not benefit you;
nor does it benefit the society in which you live. Therefore, Krsna said, each person has
to do his or her own karma; in other words, one's own dharma has to be followed.

Arjuna then raised a doubt:

Tl #ST I tiTlr Wi^ T rws : I
aT1 c r <( rid: 11 II
arjuna uvaca
atha kena prayukto'yam pdpam carati piirusah
anicchannapi vursneya balddiva niyojitah

Arjuna said:
0 Varsneya, impelled by what does a person commit sin, as though
pushed by some force, even though not desiring to? (3-36)

Arjuna wanted to know why a person does things that he or she knows are wrong.
Although the person is convinced that certain actions are not proper, still he or she does
them. Why is that? Is there a force other than oneself, a devil, or something, a Satan,
other than oneself? Is there, as some theologies maintain, a force other than the divine?
Is there a demonic force called evil in this world, which is independent of the divine
force? Is it that the divine force wants you to do right things and the demonic force
comes along and impels you to do the wrong thing? If so, the demonic force certainly
seems to be more powerful than the divine force.

B.G. Vol. II - 3
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In fact, Krsna said, there is no such force. The only devil is the one within. You
are it! This he expressed in the following way:

sribhagaudnuvaca
kama esa krodha esa rajogunasamudbhavah
mahdsano mahdpapmd viddhyenamiha vairinam

Sri Bhagavdn said:
This desire, this anger, born of the guna rajas, is a glutton and a great
sinner. Know that to be the enemy here in this world. (3-37)

'Arjuna, it is nothing but your kdma alone,' Krsna said. Kama does it; krodha
does it. Once desire becomes a passion, priorities become confused. The power of kdma
is such. The desire is so virulent, that you no longer care what means you adopt to fulfil
the desire. You cut corners wherever you can, compromising the means, because the end
has become so important. 'This is the problem, Arjuna. This enemy in the form of kdma
covers you just as the fire is covered by smoke, the mirror by a coat of dust, and the
foetus by the womb,' Krsna explained.

This kdma is a permanent enemy for the viveki. He or she must deal with it, first
by knowing that it operates with reference to sense pursuits and is located in the mind
and buddhi - indriydni mano buddhih asya adhisthfnam ucyate.1

Having understood this, you then have to step outside the kdma, about which
Krsna said:

Oqfi.U TfligRRg : Wi T-F: I
-Pý IT #fTEf -: wiff qT: I I - 1 I
indriydni para�nyhurindriyebhyah param manah
manasastu para buddhiryo buddheh paratastu sah

They say that the sense organs are superior to the body; the mind is
superior to the sense organs; the intellect is superior to the mind. Whereas
the one who is superior to the intellect is he (the atma). (3-42)

Here, Krsna explained that the indriyas, the senses, are superior to the physical
body because of their subtler, more pervasive nature. However, the senses themselves
are absolutely harmless because the mind is superior to them even though the mind has

1 Gita - 3-40
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doubts and so on. The senses are just so many reporters and do not harm anyone. They
are simply instruments that have been given to you for a purpose and are not meant to
take you for a ride. They are in the hands of the mind.

The mind itself is a problem because the buddhi, the intellect, does not function
when the mind's fancies overpower it. The mind is in the hands of the buddhi, the mind
and the buddhi being nothing but different types of thought belonging to the same
antah-karana alone. Whichever is more powerful, a thought of the mind or a thought of
the buddhi, is going to rule the day.

If the mind is more powerful, it will definitely rob your wisdom away, making you
do what is not to be done and omit what is to be done. To keep these thoughts in their
proper places, you have to step out of the mind and the buddhi. Only then will you
understand a thought as a thought.

The nature of a human being is determined by one's thoughts and by one's
conclusions about oneself. The sense that 'I am imperfect,' 'I am incomplete,' 'I am
useless,' or 'I am worthless' is a conclusion. Such conclusions are the basis for your
constant attempt to prove yourself to be somebody, to make yourself into someone who
will be acceptable in your own eyes. In this way, life becomes a constant struggle. Krsna
concluded the third chapter by telling Arjuna that there is only one way to solve this
problem; and that is to solve it fundamentally.

He said:

S : ~T c ^ IrHT I

evam buddheh param buddhvu samstabhydtmdnamdtmand
jahi Satrum mahdbdho kamaripam durasadam

O mighty armed one, (Arjuna) knowing that which is superior to the
intellect in this way, having made the mind -steady with the buddhi,
destroy the enemy, that is in the form of desire, that which is so difficult
to understand. (3-43)

One must step out of one's buddhi by recognising that which is above the buddhi,
the dtmd which is ever pure, Suddha, limitless, dnanda, full, pirna, the only reality,
satya. Knowing this satyam jiinam anantam brahma, this brahmatma, you are free.

Once you have this knowledge, all your desires, all your thoughts, become
privileges only. Your mind, your thoughts, your buddhi - all of them become so many
adjuncts or upadhis for you. In themselves, these upddhis are limited, but the person is

free from any sense of limitation. Hence, for such a person, the desires become a
privilege.
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Kdma, desire, is not something that can be easily understood because it comes in
hundred different forms and in situations where you would never expect it. But kdma
can be given up in the sense that you can step out of it. Then the desires are simply
known to you; they cannot harm you. This is the only way to deal with kdma because
there is no end to the desires that can arise. Thus, step out and be free, because, you are
already free. You need only discover this fact.



CHAPTER 4

KNOWLEDGE AND THE RENUNCIATION OF ACTION

THE ORIGINS OF KARMA-YOGA

In the first three verses of the fourth chapter, Krsna sums up the subject matter of
karma-yoga by indicating to Arjuna that it is not something new. Krsna, as the Lord,
had initiated it in the beginning of creation and, since then, karma-yoga has been handed
down from generation to generation, even though it has not always been well preserved.

To become a sannydst requires a mature and contemplative disposition. You
cannot simply decide to be mature or contemplative. Either you are or you are not. What
you can do, however, is to live your life in such a way that you can gain a contemplative
disposition. This is karma-yoga.

In order to gain self-knowledge, which is moksa or liberation, you have to
recognise your nature as being free from action, as that which is the very centre of the
entire creation, the reality of everything. And, in order for this recognition to take place,
you can live a life of sannyisa or a life of karma-yoga. Karma-yoga is engaging
yourself in activities with the proper attitude - pravrtti-laksanah yogah. And
sannyasa, or jihna-yoga is the renunciation of all activities - nivrtti-laksanah
sannydsah. Thus, nivrtti-laksana-jhtna-yoga is for the sannydsis and
pravrtti-laksana-yoga, karma-yoga, is for everyone else.

This two-fold yoga is all that is intended to be unfolded throughout the Gitd. In
fact, Krsna had already completed the teaching in the second and third chapters.
Knowing that he had taught all that had to be taught, Krsna now praises this yoga,
telling Arjuna that what he had taught him was something very old, introduced by
himself, as lgvara, in the very beginning, meaning in the Veda.

FROM TEACHER TO STUDENT - SAMPRADAYA

In order to convey that this knowledge is something that is to be gained from a
teacher by a student, who in turn hands it down to another student, a story is told. In
understanding realities, it really does not matter who told whom; nevertheless, certain
names are mentioned. The flow downward, from one generation to another, is called
sampradiya. This sampraddya is important because this teaching has to be handled by
someone who knows what it is all about. Therefore, the sampraddya is always
introduced, either in the beginning or at the end of the text.
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Seeing the dialogue reaching a certain completeness, Krsna presents the
sampraddya and praises the knowledge:

fr^ l wi^^ 4 rw itiwhdsic4k | j II
sribhagavdnuvdca
imam vivasuate yogarn proktavunahamavyayam
vivasvan manave prdha manuriksvdkave'bravit Verse 1

74 qý&qýIWHIH\ <Ml ft *: I

evam paramparapraptamimam rdjarsayo viduh
sa kdleneha mahata yogo nastah parantapa Verse 2

�qrI If Arilbhagavan - Sri Bhagavin; 3z~i uvdca - said;

3T6q aham - I; fNERWf vivasvate - to Vivasvdn; -ITf imam - this; 3Tarq

avyayam - imperishable; I* \ yogam - yoga; tIflT proktavan - told (taught);

(1k 1R vivasvan - Vivasvdn; w-t manave - to Manu; WT prdha - told (taught);

'f-: manuh - Manu; ýqTSi- iksvdkave - to iksvdku; 3T14W abravit - told

(taught); TIlT evam - in this manner; 4T-TUWyHIT paramparaprdptam - handed

down from generation to generation; -q imam - this; <TF5': rdjarsayah - the

kings who were sages; f0: viduh - knew; wifq parantapa - 0 Scorcher of
enemies! (Arjuna); -4 iha - in this world; m: sah - that; 4T: yogah - yoga; RT
WJý mahatd kdlena - over a long time; 7E: nastah- declined

Sri Bhagavan said:
I taught this imperishable yoga to Vivasvan, Vivasvan taught it to
Manu, (and) Manu taught it to iksvaku. Handed down from generation
to generation in this way, the kings who were sages knew it. (But) with
the long lapse of time, 0 Arjuna, this yoga has declined in the world.

Here, Krsna tells Arjuna that he was the one who had introduced this knowledge
in the Vedas in the beginning itself, meaning along with the creation, through Vivasvan,
the head of the solar clan - silrya-vamra.

There was also another clan - the lunar clan, candra-vamsa. The Mahdbhdrata
was an epic about the lunar clan and the Rdmayana was about the solar clan. Vivasvan
also is a name given to the sun as a deity, the Lord Sun.
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Krsna is saying here that this knowledge has come down from Ivara alone,
referring to himself as the Lord. It is not something that is created by a given intellect;
nor is it mere speculation. It is the knowledge that comes down from Isvara, along with
the creation itself.

The difference between this knowledge and the other revealed bodies of
knowledge is that it is something to be recognised. It is knowledge that I am the whole.
Any other form of revelation requires you to believe something. Some kind of a promise
is always given, if only with reference to an after-life. However, in the knowledge that 'I
am the whole,' there is no promise involved.

The statement, 'You are That - tat tvam asi,' is not a promise. That you are
Brahman is a simple statement of fact, just as the statement, 'Water is H20 and it boils
at 1000 Centigrade at atmospheric pressure' is a fact and not a promise. Because it is a
statement of fact, 'You are Brahman' is something that is to be understood.

A statement of fact is verifiable knowledge; it is not something to be believed, as
is the case in other forms of revealed bodies of knowledge. We must know, however,
that these other revelations are also talking about the same reality. Thus, there is no
problem; it is all the Lord's knowledge. Because knowledge is not something that
belongs to any one particular person or culture, we say that it is iSvara's knowledge.

This two-fold yoga - sannydsa and karma-yoga - was initiated by Krsna
(Ivuara) in the beginning, through Vivasuan, the head of the solar clan. Therefore, he
says, vivasvate aham proktavan. Lord Sun is introduced here to convey the idea that
this particular knowledge comes from IAvara. Then, by the grace of Lord Sun, it was
handed over to his son, Manu, who was the first king, the lawgiver for humanity. Manu
taught his own son, Iksvaku, in turn.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE DOES NOT GO AWAY

And what kind of yoga is it? This yoga, this knowledge, is avyaya-yoga because it
gives you that which does not die, meaning moksa, liberation. Moksa is the only thing
that does not go away because it is identical with the dtma, which is eternal. It is
knowledge of the dtmd. Moksa gained is gained forever.

In his commentary on this verse, arikara says that this moksa, the result of this
yoga, is in the form of clear vision of the dtma - samyag-darSana-nisthd - for which
there is no death, vyaya, at all. Once the knowledge is gained, it is gained. This moksa is
not something from which you come back, like the experience of nirvikalpa-samddhi,
because with this knowledge, the jivatva, the notion of being a limited individual is
destroyed. Once gained, there is no coming back, which is why the knowledge is called
auyaya.
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In the second verse, addressing Arjuna as parantapa, the destroyer of enemies,
Krsna says, 'In this way, the knowledge has been coming down through the families of
kings, as well as through the families of sages, rsis.' Thus, there are two types of flow

through which this knowledge is transmitted from one generation to the other.

Because of this knowledge alone, Sahkara says that kings like Janaka were able

to perform their duties well without abusing the royal powers entrusted to them. Power

and understanding should go together, along with a certain contentment. The more
powerful a person is, the more informed he or she should be. Otherwise, those who come
within his or her realm have had it! Thus, this knowledge was introduced by Ikvara to
give the kings the strength - bala-adhandya - needed to rule the world properly,
there being no greater strength than the atma-bala that is, the strength of understanding
oneself.

Not only the heads of royal families had this knowledge and passed it down from
father to son, but also the sages living in the forest also had it. They taught it to their
students who, in turn, taught it to their students throughout the generations.

Krsna could see the wonder in Arjuna's eyes as he was unfolding this knowledge
to him. It was as though Arjuna was asking: 'How is it that I did not know this before?
Why did I not receive this knowledge while I was growing up? I was taught archery. I
was taught what is right and wrong, but this, I was not taught. Why?'

When a person hears this knowledge for the first time, he or she often expresses
the same wonder: 'How could I have missed something so obvious!' Although great
sages like Vyasa and Suka lived in Arjuna's time, this knowledge that Krsna had given
to Arjuna was not readily available. Since only a few people knew of it, it was as though
it was lost. Everyone else was busy with other things. In other words, the Duryodhanas
of the world were too numerous and people had no time for the knowledge.

This is why Krsna tells Arjuna that although this knowledge sounded new and
strange to him, there was nothing new or strange about it. 'It has been around since the
beginning, the same good old wisdom, and I am merely presenting it to you today as it
has always been. It seems strange to you only because you have not yet had the occasion
to listen to it.'

Krsna anticipates that Arjuna's next question would be, 'Why did you choose to
teach me today and not before?' Therefore, he says:

Su Tfl ^T StU 4T: 1th: ¶Wfi: I

'Tf^sf# - WMr 4ff TR:4 OSTIH I I I I
sa evdyam mayd te'dya yogah proktah purdtanah
bhakto'si me sakhd ceti rahasyam hyetaduttamam Verse 3
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A me - My; tW: bhaktah - devotee; rT sakhd - friend; 1T ca - and; aF4 asi -

you are; Oif iti - therefore; T9T maya - by Me; -T: gq 31T sah eva ayam -that

same; TWFy: puratanah - ancient; *T: yogah -yoga; 3a adya - today; A te - to

you; •'t: proktah - has been told; % hi - indeed; T-d etat - this; 3fi9 uttamam

- profound; TeR rahasyam - secret

Today, that same ancient yoga has been told to you by Me because you
are My devotee and My friend. This is indeed a profound secret.

The vision of the Veda is that you are param brahma and you are the cause of the
whole creation. You are not a created being. Because all of this is also said in the Gita,
the Gita is said to be the essence of the Veda. Gaining this knowledge is the sole destiny
of human life. Until one has this knowledge, one is bound to a life of samsrra, pleasure
and pain, joy and sorrow, birth and death.

The Veda, true to its vision, gives you a two-fold way, mdrga, to accomplish this
destination. The destination is gaining the knowledge of the self, being Brahman, a
knowledge that is unlike any other knowledge. All knowledge requires a certain
preparedness. For the knowledge of oneself, one requires emotional maturity. Mere
intellectual accomplishment is not enough for a person to be emotionally mature. For
example, the greatest scientist in any discipline of knowledge can be emotionally
immature. This person may feel that he or she is not at all respected, not recognised, by
peers and other members of the society. Such a person can have a lot of regrets and
become quite desperate.

On the other hand one may be mature and not be intellectually accomplished.
When one is able to live with oneself happily, relatively happily, and when one is
naturally contemplative, one's maturity has attained a certain completeness. For such a
person, a life of sannydsa, renunciation, is advocated by the Veda, wherein the person is
formally and completely released from all previously enjoined duties. The Veda that
enjoins various duties also releases you from all of them, providing you with the sanction
to live a life of a renunciate, so that you can pursue knowledge of the self to the
exclusion of every other thing.

Or, if you need to gain this inner maturity, you can live a life of karma-yoga,
pursuing the same self-knowledge that the sannyasi pursues. This is the essence of all
the Vedas. When the word 'yoga' is used in the Gita, it refers to jhina-yoga for a
sannydsi, and karma-yoga for one who is not a sannyds. Both of these include the
pursuit of self-knowledge.

Although this knowledge remains in the royal families and with the sages, the
people do not necessarily receive it. This point is addressed by Sahkara in his
introduction to this verse. He says that the knowledge is as though lost when it reaches
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people whose minds are scattered - durbalan ajitendriyan prdpya nastam yogam.
Thus, it is lost, nasta, due to the condition of the people, not because it is not available.
It reaches people who have no inner strength, durbalah, people who are not together,
whose minds are scattered, ajitendriyah. Reaching such people, this yoga also gets
scattered, meaning that the knowledge has no hold on them. Therefore, it is as though
lost.

In this verse, Krsna acknowledges that this knowledge had always existed when
he uses the expression 'sa eva,' meaning 'that yoga alone - that knowledge alone,' the
two-fold knowledge that is never new, purdtana. No knowledge is ever new; it is
always ancient, perennially eternal. Whatever is discovered may seem new, but, in fact,
it has always been there. It seems new because no one knew of it before. For example,
we did not always know that the sun does not move relative to the earth. Even so, the
earth has always travelled around the sun and the sun has always been stationary, relative
to the earth. This is a fact that always remains a fact whether it is known or not.

In the same way, this knowledge is something that is purdtana, never new,
ancient. Knowledge is always as true as the object is. If the dtma is eternal, then
knowledge of atma is equally eternal. Nothing new is created here. The yoga, the
knowledge, which was initiated by Krsna in the beginning, is eternal - perennially
eternal, purdtanah.

TWO TYPES OF ETERNITY

There are two types of eternity - perennial eternity and absolute eternity.
Absolute eternity is something that has nothing to do with time and is called
pdramarthika-nityatva, whereas perennial eternity is that which keeps on coming with
every creation, every kalpa, and is called pravaha-nityatva. The Veda has
pravdha-nityatva, being not eternal in the sense of timelessness. Although the
knowledge that is the Veda keeps on coming with every creation, it is still time-bound.
Thus, the Veda is considered to be eternal in the perennial sense only.

Moreover, why had this perennially eternal knowledge not been given to Arjuna
before? Krsna had not held it back all along due to a lack of enthusiasm and only today
became inspired to talk to Arjuna about it. The only reason Krsna did not teach him
earlier was that, until today, Arjuna had not asked for this knowledge. As soon as
Arjuna asked for it, Krsna teaches him - although they were in the middle of the
battlefield!

Those who study the Gitd, usually take some months to study the second and third
chapters in which Krsna unfolded the knowledge; but Krsna taught to Arjuna in one
day according to Vydsa's presentation, as Krsna himself says, 'te adya proktah - it
was told to you today.' After all, it takes only three hours to repeat the entire Gitd! We
must remember, also, that it is not Krsna who is actually talking in this particular verse
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form; it is Vyasa. There was no necessity for Krsna to put this knowledge into verse
form. Vyasa put Krsna's message in the form of verses as part of the Mahdbhdrata.

Being informed enough about the Veda, Vyasa was qualified to present its essence
in the Gita. He did not need to have Krsna say anything. Even if Krsna were not there,
we would still read Vydsa's Gita, just as we read his Brahmasitras. Vydsa, himself, is
good enough for us to read because we are reading the Veda, not Krsna or some
philosopher like Kant,' Schopenhauer,2 o r Hegel. 3 There is no Krsna philosophy. There
is only the Veda, the knowledge that comes down to us from the rsis.

People often say, having been given some good advice, 'Why did you not tell me
this before? I have spent so many sleepless nights over it!' In fact, one may not be
capable of seeing the wisdom of the advice until sleepless nights have been spent!
Arjuna may have felt like chastising Krsna for not giving him this knowledge in the
days when they were in the forest and had so much time to sit and talk. Instead, here they
were, on the battlefield, caught, between the two forces and surrounded by all the noise,
dust, and confusion of war-horses, chariots, elephants, infantry, conches, drums, and
orders being bellowed everywhere, definitely not a very conducive time or place for
talking about Vedanta, about the infinite.

You should talk about the infinite only when you have infinite time, when you can
sit leisurely on the bank of a river with nothing else to do, or when you are retired and no
longer have to go to the office. The P�ndavas had just returned from thirteen years of
exile, twelve of which had been spent in the forest. Surely, Arjuna must have thought
that, that would have been the right time for Krsna to teach him. He could have gained
this knowledge in those twelve years.

Twelve years is a good period of time for any knowledge to take place. Even
Jupiter, whose influence is said to be important in gaining knowledge, takes twelve years
to come back to a given house in the zodiac. It is said that in order to master any
discipline of knowledge, you must stay with it for twelve years. Arjuna had had just
such a period of time handed to him on a platter; he had had a God-sent banishment.

SKant, Immanuel (1724-1804) - German idealist philosopher who argued that reason is
the means by which the phenomena of experience are translated into understanding. His
classic works include Critique of Pure Reason (1781) and Critique of Practical Reason
(1788), in which he put forward his system of ethics based on the categorical imperative.
2 Schopenhauer, Arthur (1788-1860) - German philosopher who believed that the will to
live is the fundamental reality and that this will, being a constant striving, is insatiable
and ultimately yields only suffering.
3 Hegel, George Wilhelm Friedrich (1770-1831) - German philosopher who proposed that
truth is reached by a continuing dialectic. His major works include Encyclopedia of the
Philosophical Sciences (1817) and The Philosophy of Right (1821).
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That was when Krsna should have said to him, 'Please sit down and listen to me! I have
something to tell you. You grieve for those who should not be grieved for, agocyan
anuagocastuam, and so on.'

SELF-KNOWLEDGE IS THE GREATEST SECRET

In response to Arjuna's unspoken question about why Krsna did not teach him
when the surroundings were more conducive, Krsna says in this verse that this particular
knowledge is a secret, rahasya, and not an ordinary secret at that. The word Upanisad
also has taken on the meaning of 'secret,' self-knowledge being the ultimate secret
among all secrets - uttamam rahasyam. Even if you share it with someone a hundred
times, that person may still ask the question, 'What is atma?'

There are two types of secrets. One is a secret that is kept away from you, not
because it is something that you cannot understand, but because it is kept away from
your perception - from your ears and eyes. You are kept from coming to know of it by
something other than yourself. The other type of secret is seen by you, it is available to
be known by you, but still you do not understand. Therefore, it remains rahasya. The
Vedanta-rahasya is both. For want of Vedanta, the truth of yourself remains a secret.
But then, even when Vedanta is available, it remains a secret for want of preparedness
on the part of the listener.

The reality revealed by Vedanta is not easy to understand by those who are
conditioned into thinking that they are useless and limited, a conviction that is often
confirmed by everyone around them. If a person, who thinks in this way, is told that he
or she is satya, jiiana, ananta, sarvakarana, purna, and so on, the person will become
totally confused. He or she will have a new problem - 'If I am satya, why do I feel so
useless? I must be even more useless than I thought!' This new problem is also brought
about because the dtmd is not easy to understand.

This knowledge can be misunderstood as well, which is why it was generally kept
away from the majority of people. Moreover, even if it is made available, it is not
understood. For example, those who study the Veda, and are able to recite it, including
the Upanisads, do not usually understand what they are reciting. For such people, the
words revealing the truth are available, but not the knowledge thereof. Therefore, it is
uttama-rahasya, the greatest secret. Thus, either due to its non-availability or due to
non-understanding, the knowledge remains uttama-rahasya, the ultimate secret.

THIS KNOWLEDGE SHOULD ONLY BE GIVEN TO ONE WHO WANTS TO KNOW

In Arjuna's case, the knowledge was not given to him because Krsna knew that
Arjuna was not interested in it before. Even if he had taught him, the knowledge would
not have meant anything to Arjuna. Such knowledge should only be given to someone
who wants to know.
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Unless a person recognises that there is a problem, it is useless to offer a solution.
We can give the person a hint by saying that there is a fundamental problem that he or
she does not recognise. However, only when the person recognises that there is a
problem, is the solution of any interest to him or her.

Arjuna also had to recognise that there was a problem. He had been brought up in
a certain way at a time when Vyasa and Suka were household names. Such people were
always walking in and out of the palaces where Arjuna, his brothers, and their cousins
were growing up. Naturally, then, Arjuna had had many opportunities to hear about this
knowledge, but as a prince, he was concerned with acquiring the skills,
accomplishments, and laurels of a prince - all of which were good and necessary also.

Even during his twelve-year exile, Arjuna's main concern was the acquisition and
maintenance of missiles and various skills in order to win back the kingdom. For
Arjuna, this was a one-pointed commitment, ekdgratd, an obsession. Therefore, he had
neither the time nor the interest to pursue this knowledge. Now, in the battlefield, all his
other interests melted away. Even his accomplishments appeared useless to him because
he saw they were all meant only for destruction.

Arjuna had lived a life of dharma; he had the necessary viveka to be able to
distinguish between right and wrong. He also had compassion because of which, when
he saw how destructive the battle would be, he no longer wanted to fight. He was like a
boxer who trains himself for the world championship. For six months - every day, all
day - he runs, eats the proper food, exercises, works out with punching bags, and wears
out several sparring partners as well. He also spends half a million dollars to achieve his
end. On the day when the bout is to take place, he climbs into the ring, applauded by the
enthusiastic fans that have come to watch. Then, looking at his opponent, he suddenly
becomes sympathetic and walks out!

This may be the proper thing to do, but his opponent is not going to see it this way.
Instead, he will brag, 'The poor fellow took one look at me and ran away!' Everyone
else, including his own manager, will say the same thing - and his opponent will
become the champion by default.

This was Arjuna's problem exactly. He did not want to fight, not out of fear but
out of compassion. Naturally, then, he had to decide whether he should fight or not. He
was cornered, so to speak, and had to make a decision.

AN OBJECTIVE OPINION IS ALWAYS HELPFUL

Whenever you have to make a decision that involves the consideration of several
factors, it is always helpful to have the opinion of someone else who is not involved in
the issue. The mind of such a person will very likely be more objective than yours with
reference to the particular issue you are attempting to resolve.
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Krsna was someone Arjuna could talk to. Having seen the meaninglessness of all
his previous pursuits and victories Arjuna wanted to know the meaning of life, not the
meaning of victory. 'What am I going to gain out of this victory? Why should I gain
anything out of anything?' is a question about life itself and was the essence of Arjuna's
question. And now that Arjuna had asked the question, Krsna could give him the
knowledge.

For the asking, this knowledge may be given, but it does have to be asked for. This
was how it was kept away from the people. Veddnta was almost unheard of until
recently. Only during the past one hundred years has it been more widely available. And
many of the translations that are presently in circulation contain erroneous concepts
resulting in further confusion about Vedanta.

Veddnta is not a common subject matter. It is kept away from people either
because it is so easily misunderstood or because people are not interested in it. In fact, it
is better to listen to Veddnta without any background whatsoever than to have already
been initiated into it wrongly. Otherwise, you have to recast your understanding, which
is not easy and can be very painful, as well.

SHOULD VEDANTA BE TAUGHT TO EVERYONE?

Deliberately keeping Vedanta away from people can be a problem because it
prevents them from knowing it is there. Still, a person who has this knowledge may have
a conflict about talking publicly about Vedanta because the people who come to listen
may not really want to know or even need to know. They may come to the talk thinking
they are going to get something out of it without really knowing what is going to be
taught. Moreover, if they already know what is being taught, they do not need to come.
Whether it will help those who do not know is anyone's guess.

Also, the teaching can be very easily misconstrued by those who are not ready, as
evidenced by the kinds of questions that are asked and the comments made after the
teaching has taken place. In such cases, it seems to be a waste, not only with reference to
the people themselves, but also in terms of the erroneous notions they will pass on to
those to whom they talk in turn. This is why many teachers talk only to those who come
to them and not to the public.

However, if no one talks to the public, how are people going to know? There is a
saying in Tamil that is very appropriate here. In India, the month before the northern
solstice begins is considered to be a very important time for prayers and other religious
activities. During this period, one person of a particular family is appointed to go to each
house in several villages between four and five every morning and blow a conch. Then,
during the following month, which is harvest time, he will go to everyone and collect
enough rice to last him for the whole year.
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Although this person is supposed to blow the conch at each house just before
dawn, he has so many villages to cover that he must begin in the first village at eleven at
night! He then has to walk to all the other villages, which are approximately one hour
apart, so, he arrives at the other villages at twelve midnight, at one in the morning, and
so on. In this way, he covers them all, reaching the last village at four-thirty or five in the
morning. If you ask him, 'Why did you start the night before?' he will reply, 'My job is
to blow the conch and I blow it. The dawn will come when it comes.'

Because of this practice, 'blowing the conch' is a common expression in some
South Indian districts. The practice itself is a kind of prayer, considered to be very
important for keeping away all undesirable events such as drought, disease, and so on, so
that the village will have plenty and prosperity.

Similarly, a teacher of Veddnta blows the conch! The dawn of knowledge will
come when it comes. In some cases, the conch may have been blown a little earlier than
necessary, perhaps. However, when a conflict arises in the teacher's mind, he or she has
only to say, 'Just blow the conch!' Otherwise, a person who has this knowledge has to sit
quietly in one place and talk only to those who come and ask to be taught. Really
speaking, this is the thing to be done rather than giving this knowledge to anyone and
everyone irrespective of the fact whether the person is ready or not. This is because this
knowledge is not like any other knowledge. It is uttama-rahasya, and is best given to
those who ask for it.

'Therefore, Arjuna,' Krsna might have said, 'I did keep this knowledge away
from you. However, do not blame me. I kept it away from you only because you did not
ask for it.' Then Arjuna's next question would have been, 'Alright, but why did you
choose to teach me today?' In anticipation of such a question, Krsna says here, 'Because
you said you were my student and you asked me to teach you.'

Once Krsna recognised Arjuna as a student, as a devotee, Arjuna may have felt
that he had lost a friend, although he had gained a teacher. This often happens in
self-arranged and mutually consented marriages. A husband or wife is gained and a
friend is lost. Until marriage, the other person is a good friend, but as soon as the
marriage takes place, the friendship goes. This is a most unfortunate situation because
friendship between husband and wife is to be maintained.

To reassure Arjuna that their friendship is not lost, Krsna tells him, 'Not only are
you my devotee, bhakta, you are also my friend, sakha.' Thus, Arjuna was doubly
blessed. He not only gained a teacher, but he could continue to talk to Krsna as a friend.
When Krsna says, 'You are my friend - me sakhd asi,' he does so as Mr. Krsna, not
as ISuara, the Lord. After all, their friendship was not an age old one; it could be
counted in years. But, when Krsna says, 'You are my devotee - bhakto'si me,' he is
talking as Isvara as well as guru.
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On this point, Arjuna asks a question to clear up a doubt, one that is in the minds
of many people. Arjuna had heard that Krsna was Bhagavdn Visnu, himself. He
certainly knew that Krsna possessed great powers because he had seen Krsna
demonstrate his powers. Perhaps Arjuna, having been told that Krsna was Visnu,
wanted to hear it straight from Krsna himself. In his commentary, Sahkara says that
Arjuna's question was simply to remove the doubts in the minds of those who do not
recognise Krsna as the Lord.

Thus, Arjuna asks:

3T q =ft i qt u T fNcpm : I
wcrRitTlT ?Wmqi ITcrti I I I I
arjuna uvaca
aparam bhavato janma param janma vivasvatah
kathametaduijdniydm? tvamddau proktavUniti Verse 4

31t: arjunah -Arjuna; T3^T uvaca - said;

WcT: bhavatah - your; W janma - birth; raTq aparam - not very long ago;

• vNcd: vivasvatah - of Vivasuvn; , janma - birth; WT param - a long time

ago; 44t tuam - you; ITT adau - in the beginning; rfiFm proktavan - told; 3f

iti - thus; ITfa etat - this; zfiT katham - how; �4timi vijdniyam - am I to

know

Arjuna said:
Your birth was not so long ago; (whereas) Vivasvfn's birth was a long
time ago. How am I to know that you told this (to Vivasvun) in the
beginning?

In the first verse of the fourth chapter, Krsna had said that he gave this knowledge
to Vivasvun, which seems to be a contradiction since Krsna lived at a much later time
than Vivasvin. Therefore, Arjuna says, 'aparam bhavatah janma - your birth was
later.' Arjuna knew the exact date of Krsna's birth. They were contemporaries. There
was no doubt in Arjuna's mind that Krsna had been born at a given time and place - in
the prison where his father, Vasudeva, and his mother, Devaki, were being held. All of
this Arjuna knew very well. Vivasvin, on the other hand, was born long, long ago, at
the time of the creation itself. Thus Arjuna said, 'param janma vivasvatah -
Vivasuan's birth was long before (your birth). How then, Krsna, can you say that you
taught Vivasvin?' This is Arjuna's question.

What a question! Arjuna is as much as saying, 'You could not have taught
Vivasvun, Krsna! You were not even there!' By asking this question, Arjuna seemed
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not to know that Krsna was Isvara, the Lord. Therefore, in his commentary, Sahkara
explains that when Krsna says that he was the one, who taught Vivasvun, he is not
talking as Mr. Krsna, the person Arjuna knew as his contemporary. Rather, Krsna is
talking as the one who had initiated this knowledge, who can only be Isvara.

Whether Krsna is IAvara or is only presented as IAvara by Vydsa does not really
matter to us. All we need to know is that the entire dialogue that is the Gitd is between
Krsna as Isvara and Arjuna, a jiva, an individual. Because the dialogue is between
I9vara andjiva, the Gita is called as isvara-jiva-samvdda. If Krsna is an auatdra, an
incarnation of the Lord himself, then Krsna as IAvara is literally true and the dialogue
can be taken to be between Krsna the avatdra and Arjuna the fiva. Otherwise, the Gita
can simply be taken as a story, &khydyikd, with the understanding that, what Vydsa was
presenting was the knowledge of the Veda in the form of a dialogue between the Lord
and an individual.

Here, Arjuna wants to know how Mr. Krsna, a person who was born at a given
time, could say that he was the one who taught Vivasvdn. Sahkara believes that Arjuna
knew that Krsna was IAvara; otherwise, before the battle, when he was given the choice
of having Krsna's army or Krsna himself on his side, he would not have chosen Krsna.
'Either you take me as one who is unarmed, as one who is not going to fight, or you take
my entire army' was the choice Krsna had given Arjuna. If Arjuna had known Krsna
only as Mr. Krsna, he would not have chosen him, thinking that Krsna would have been
just one more mouth to feed in wartime.

But Arjuna did choose Krsna and, because of this, Sahkara says that Arjuna
knew all about Krsna, but wanted to hear it from Krsna himself, for his own satisfaction
and for the sake of those who do not know. Thus, Arjuna asks the question that
necessitated the commencement of the fourth chapter. Otherwise, the GitA would have
been over, the knowledge having already been given and the teaching concluded by
Krsna with a praise of this knowledge at the end of the third chapter.

Krsna had completed the teaching once before, in the second chapter, but seems to
have expected a question from Arjuna. If Arjuna had not asked his question then,
Krsna, being the excellent teacher he was, would have recognised the last verse of the
second chapter as a good exit point.

However, Arjuna did ask a question. He asked, 'If knowledge is superior to
action, why are you asking me to do this terrible action?' 1 And in response, Krsna
begins to teach again. Having concluded the teaching once again in the third chapter,
Krsna praises the knowledge as ancient. Then Arjuna asked this question and Krsna
begins to answer.

Gita - 3-1

BG. Vol II - 4
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dl4 ^t ^c~Tirl mT ^ w rn I 11'A II
sr&bhagavanuvaca
bahini me vyatitani janmani tava cdrjuna
tanyaham veda sarvani na tvam vettha parantapa Verse 5

N ITsIFribhagavdn - Srl Bhagaudn; ýT-i uvca - said;

sT^ arjuna - 0 Arjuna!; - me - for me; - E1 taua ca - and for you: T

bahani - many; qIf| janmdni - births; -qtil vyatitdni - have passed; 1•Tq

aham - I; &fi tdni - them; jtfT sarvdni - all; * veda - know; ýq tvam -

you; ' :1 na vettha - do not know; qg-- parantapa - 0 Scorcher of foes!

Sr Bhagavdn said:
Many births have passed for Me and you, 0 Arjuna! I know them all

(whereas) you do not know 0 Scorcher of foes!

In the previous verse, Arjuna questioned how Krsna could have taught Vivasuan

in the beginning when Krsna himself was not yet born. This verse is Krsna's response to

Arjuna's question. Krsna, says that both he and Arjuna had had many births before their

present ones, the only difference being that Krsna could remember all of his births and

Arjuna could not. Here, Bhagavdn, Krsna, is talking as iSvara alone. He says, 'As

1Svara, I have had many births and I can remember them all. And as ajiva, Arjuna, you

also have had many births, but you do not remember them.'

Arjuna did not know his previous births because, being a jiva, he was naturally

conditioned by an antah-karana, a mind, which itself was born out of past actions -

dharma-adharma, punya-pdpa. His own karma brought his body into being along
with a limited mind and senses. Naturally, then, Arjuna's power to know, jiina-dakti,
was limited and, because of this, he could not understand what Krsna means by saying
that he had taught Vivasvan.

Thus, Krsna explains that the only difference between them was that Arjuna was
born of karma and he was not. Moreover, Krsna was aware of this fact, while Arjuna

was not.

What Krsna says amounts to, 'I am ever enlightened, nitya-buddha, and
therefore, I am never bound at any time in any way whatsoever, even when I assume a
body. You are also nitya-buddha, Arjuna, but you do not know it because you have
ignorance, avarana. I am always free from all bondage - karma, the body, birth, and
so on - whereas you are ajiva for the time being; therefore, you do not know this fact
about yourself My power to know is not covered by ignorance, whereas yours is. All
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this you must know and it is for the sake of gaining this knowledge that you have been
given an antah-karana.'

In this way, Krsna tells Arjuna that he knew everything he had done before taking
this particular birth. This was why he could say that he had given the knowledge to
Vivasvin. Then the question of Krsna's birth itself came up, even though the event
called birth generally is for the jiva alone.

THE CAUSE OF BIRTH FOR THE JTVA

The nature of thejiva is to be born repeatedly. In other words, birth is continuous
for the jiva. Because the jiva looks upon himself as a doer, a kartd, he is subject to
karma and therefore, rebirth. The jiva does not recognise his true nature, his svariipa,
dtmd, and this non-recognition is the very basis for his status as a jiva, jivatva. Thus,
the status ofjiva is superimposed upon the dtmd, the self.

The jiva is one who is the doer, kartd, and the enjoyer, bhoktd. Now you are a
doer; now you are an enjoyer. And this goes on and on. Jivatva implies a sense of
limitation and, therefore, there is a desire to overcome the sense of limitation. Wherever
there is desire or want, there is karma and its result, karma-phala. Karma-phala is
two-fold - the seen result, drsta-phala, and the unseen result, adrsta-phala.

The adrsta-phala can fructify either in this life or later. Because of the adrsta
-karma-phala that is accrued to the doer, the person is reborn. Again, the person
performs karma, for which there will be unseen results, and again, the person will be
born. This is what is meant by samsara and it is only for thejiva.

Isvara, on the other hand, has no doership, no kartrtua. Although Isvara creates,
sustains, and dissolves the creation, he has no doership because he has no ignorance. For
him, the capacity to create is only a power, and wielding this power, he. creates
everything. Knowing that he is not a doer, and therefore, being free from doership,
Isvara does not have enjoyership, phala-bhoktrtva, either. Nor does he receive the
results of action that cause him to be born again. Since dharma-adharma, punya-pdpa,
and karma-phala are not there for Ilvara, he cannot be born at all, in fact.

Krsna's response to Arjunas question could only have added to his confusion. If
they both had previous births and Krsna knew about his, then, he must be Isvara. But, if
he was Isvara, how could he have been born since lsvara can never be born? Krsna
explains all this to Arjuna in the next few verses.

7Jtr TM'-| - , t w-TI
r^ "'mfCw•-lOlT ^ 1--IlI II I
ajo'pi sannavyaydtmd bhiUtndmitsvaro'pi san
prakrtim svdmadhisthdya sambhavdmydtmamdyayd Verse 6
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3T-: 3aN w ajah api san - even though being one who is unborn; 3T5---3TrT (TT-)
avyaya-dtmd (san) - (being) one whose knowledge does not wane; IF-mP bhitandm

- of all living beings; rW: 3&k ti [svarah api san - also being the Lord; RZW
svum - My own; 7ffh. prakrtim - prakrti (the material cause for the creation);

lTgR adhisthdya - wielding; 3TIT-Iqf•f dtma-mdyayd - by My own creative

power; �=rTqi sambhavdmi - I come into being

Even though, being one who is unborn, one whose knowledge does not
wane, and also being the Lord of all living beings, still, wielding My own
prakrti, I, 'as though' come into being by My own creative power.

We see from this verse that Krsna's birth is a very peculiar birth indeed. Being
one who is never born, he as though comes into being! Also, Krsna describes himself
here as one whose power to know does not wane or decline, as avyaydtmd, meaning one
for whom there is no state of ignorance or delusion. We can also say that, being one who
is never born, he is not subject to death either.

Furthermore, he is the Lord of all beings, the one who made the entire creation for
the enjoyment of all, and the one who introduced and wields all the laws and who is
therefore, not bound by them. He is also the karma-phala-dtad, the giver of the fruits of
all actions.

Isvara is the cause for the entire creation - both the subtle world,
siksma-prapaica and the physical world, sthFula-prapaiica. Mdya, prakrti, which is
non-separate from Isvara becomes the material cause for this creation. And wielding this
mayd, his Sakti, he 'as though' comes into being in the form of this creation. Since
Krsna, as Isvara, is on one side of mdyd and Arjuna was on the other side, Arjuna
could not see him as he was. This is like a magician who always keeps the audience in
front, so that they see only the magic, not the maya, the trick. And of course, the
magician never comes under the spell of his or her own magic. Otherwise, there would
be no magician.

Because you, ajiva, are within mdyd itself, you do not wield it, whereas livara
does. Therefore, the difference between the jiva and Isvara is based solely on which
side of mdya they are on. Krsna wields the mdya because of which the entire world and
its beings exist. And being deluded by this mdya, being under its spell, the spell of
ignorance, people do not see the dtmd that is Krsna, isvara. While the jiva does not see
the paramdtmd, isvara has no such problem because he has the mdyd under his control.
Therefore, the world itself, which is born of mdyd is under his control.

The idea being conveyed here is that the jiva does not know his real nature,
svaripa. This not knowing one's svaripa is called avidyd, ignorance. Whereas, as
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lIvara, Krsna can say, as he did here 'Keeping My mayd under My control, I become
one who as though has a body.' This is the definition of an avatara.

When it is said that an avatara is one who comes down, what is meant is that he
assumes a body. He 'as though' has a body, 'as though' because he is not lost in the
body - in other words, he does not take himself to be the body. Ajivanmukta, one who
is liberated, can also say, 'I 'as though' have a body,' because this person knows the real
nature of 'I,' the atmd. To be able to say this requires knowledge and, to acquire this
knowledge one has to be living. This is why the person who has such knowledge is
called jianmukta - living, he is liberated. And, before this knowledge takes place, the
jiva comes into this world as a result of the past karma alone.

By the force of karma, meaning one's past actions and their results, a physical
body, along with a mind and senses, is created with a parentage and a time and place,
and we say the person is born. Such a person is called jiva. Only by acquiring the
knowledge that he or she is param brahma can thejiva be free of the cycle of birth and
death and all that goes with it. Knowing thus, the person is free, but the body continues
to exist, because it is the creation of vvara - isuara-srsti.

OMNISCIENCE DOES NOT REQUIRE A MIND

Thus, Krsna tells Arjuna here that, as 1fvara, he keeps the mdyd under his
control. His powers, the jhina-Sakti, the power to know, the kriy&-gakti, the power to
do, and the iccha-gakti, the power to desire, are all under his control and are not limited
in any way. Since his power to know is without limitation, he does not require an antah-
karana, a mind, to know. Without the mind, he has all knowledge. All-knowledge,
omniscience, cannot depend upon a given mind because any mind will have some
limitation. Furthermore, the mind itself is a creation and, before creating it, the Lord
must have knowledge. Therefore, no mind is required by Isvara. The very mdyd itself
makes him omniscient. He is called ParameSvara and this ParameSvara alone becomes
the world. This is the mrya, the trick of it all.

AN UNDERSTANDING OF AVATARA

In order to understand the Vedic and Purdnic literature, one needs to have some
understanding of the concept of auatdra. In the Bhagavata, Rdmdyana, and the
Mahdbhdrata, Rdma, Krsna and certain others are presented as avataras. 'Avatara'
means 'God incarnate.' Because of its significance here, this concept will be analysed
briefly in terms of orders of reality.

In general, we can divide the orders of reality into three. One is the absolute
reality, paramarthika, that which is satya-jiina-ananta-brahma, free from all
attributes, and upon which the entire world depends. Then there is the empirical reality,
vydvahdrika, which accounts for the world and all that is in it, space, air, fire, water,
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earth, the sun, moon, and stars, the natural laws, and so on. Included in this order of
reality are the various situations that cause joy and sorrow, as well as your physical
body, mind, and senses. All means and ends - sddhana and sddhya, also have an
empirical reality, some of which are already known to you and others are revealed by the
Veda. There are certain Vedic rituals, for example, that are prescribed for having a child
or for going to heaven. The heaven mentioned by the Sastra is considered to be as
empirically real as a material object here in this world. Thirdly, there is a purely
subjective order of reality, prdtibhdsika, such as that we experience in a dream.

EMPIRICAL REALITY

A pot, for instance, is not something that you imagine; it actually holds water. But
it cannot be considered to be independently real, absolutely real, because it is dependent
on something else for its existence - the material out of which it is made. Therefore,
you cannot say it is paramdrthika-satya. Nor can you dismiss it as non-existent because
it holds water! If you say the pot is absolutely real or that it is absolutely non-existent,
your very statement does not hold water. Only an existent pot can hold water, a non-
existent pot cannot.

The existent pot is something that has a history. It was born at a given time and has
lived in various homes. It has gone through a certain process of growth and old age,
holes and repair work. It has seen ages and has passed through many hands. Now, having
had its day, it is parked in some corner somewhere, an old useless pot. Thus, the pot
definitely enjoys a certain reality, because of which we accept it as something that has a
name and form, ndma-ripa, and behaves within certain laws. This reality is what is
meant by empirical reality, vydvahdrika-satya. And, for understanding the empirical
reality, we have sense perception and other pramanas such as inference and
presumption.

When the Veda talks about ends like heaven and the means for attaining them, it is
talking only about empirical reality. If heaven is a place, it is something within the
creation and, therefore, is included in this order of reality. The various rituals enjoined
by Veda imply a doer, kartd, who must perform certain karmas in order to achieve the
desired ends. Since the means and end are interconnected, the means also have an
empiricality, whether they involve worldly action, laukika-karma, or scriptural
injunction, vaidika-karma. Because means and ends are all dependent upon something
else, they are not absolutely real. Therefore, they are not pdramdrthika, but
vyavahdrika, being totally within the empirical sphere.

The word 'empirical' is the closest English translation there is for vydvahdrika,
which covers everything known and unknown within the sphere of the creation that is
not created by a given mind. It includes everything that is understood at a given time. It
also includes all that is not understood now but that may be understood later. This kind
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of world and the mind itself - the mind stuff, brain cells, and so on - all belong to the
empirical world. The physical body and its organs, the senses and their constituents, the
capacity to remember, to love, to think, and to know, are all vyavaharika, meaning that
they have an empirical reality.

SUBJECTIVE REALITY

The third order of reality is purely subjective and is called pratibhdsika in
Sanskrit. The dream is an example of this order of reality. Something exists because you
see it. Any mistaken notion, unknown fears, and all forms of projections are also
prdtibhdsika. When, for instance, you take a post for a man, (sthdnau purusa-
darSana) or imagine that some one does not like you, it is a projection - purely
subjective and therefore, prdtibhdsika. What you see is not there; but still you see it.
The very seeing gives your projection a certain reality.

Everyone projects; everyone commits mistakes. Prdtibhasika reality is possible
because the mind is limited; it is not omniscient. Also, the mind has a particular
background that creates for itself certain prejudices, fears, anxieties, disappointments,
sorrows, and perceptions. This is why everyone, at one time or another, sees what is not
really there and does not see what is there.

For example, even though a person has some love for you, you may not recognise
it, seeing instead some dislike, simply because you happen to notice the person frowning
and you know not why! All projections, all mistakes, are possible because you have a
mind. You think so and therefore, it is. And since this reality that exists only for you has
no empiricality, it is called prdtibhdsika.

Wherever there is pratibhasika reality, there is error and, wherever there is error,
the correction of error must be possible, that is, knowledge must be there. Suppose, for
example, you are making pastry and mistake the salt for sugar. What you want is pastry,
but what you get is something quite different. Both the sugar and the salt have an
empirical reality because the senses are able to differentiate between them. At the same
time, there is a mistake because sugar produces pastry and salt produces something else.
If you use salt thinking it will make pastry, you are committing a mistake. Given this
particular fact, this law, error is always possible.

This is all within our experience. Atmd is the self-evident experience.
Consciousness is experience. All experiences are strung into this consciousness by this
consciousness, just as beads are held together by a string. Consciousness is there in all
the three forms of experience - sleep, dream and waking. These three experiences,
severally and totally, are held in one experience called consciousness, which is all-
evident.
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It is evident that we create our own subjective realities and it is also evident that
we are dealing with a world which conforms to an order, which behaves in an orderly
way. Thus, we have a cosmos which is empirical, a chaos which is subjective, and that
which is constant, sat-cit-dnanda-atmd. This sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd seems to exist in the
form of a three-fold reality. For lack of a better term, we use this term, viz., the three-
fold reality. In fact, there is only one reality, satya-jiina-ananta-brahma.

THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG THE THREE ORDERS OF REALITY

Between the empirical reality and the subjective reality, there is a difference. The
entire creation, empirical reality, is called isvara-srsti, the Lord's creation, and the
projection of one's own mind is calledjiva-srsti, the individual's subjective creation. At
all times, we are confronting these two orders of reality, the empirical and the subjective,
on the basis of the one absolute reality, satya-jiina-ananta-brahma.

With this understanding of the orders of reality, let us return to the verse. Krsna
says, 'I am born wielding the mdy&, the prakrti, in My hands. In this way, I assume a
body.' Because the Lord can create the whole world and also assume a body, there is no
problem in seeing that Krsna's birth is referred to here as an incarnation of Isvara based
on the concept of avatara, avatara-vada. But the next question would be, 'To which
order of reality does the physical body that the Lord assumes belong?'

When Krsna points out that he is unborn, never born, he is pointing out the
absolute reality, pdramarthika-satya. In fact, from the standpoint of absolute reality, no
one is born. Thus, from this standpoint, Krsna is not born and Mr. Krsna, who is
standing before Arjuna, cannot be that pdramarthika-satya. It must be kept in mind
here that we are not talking about Krsna who is paramdtma; but we are talking about
Mr. Krsna who was born in prison, who had a body, who wore a yellow piece of cloth,
who played a flute, and who, seated in Arjuna's chariot, was holding the reins of the
horses in his hands. Is this Krsna, who was teaching Arjuna, pdramdrthika? No, he is
not, because his body is not pdramarthika.

Surely, then, we can say that Krsna's body is empirically real, vydvahdrika. But
if it were to be taken as empirically real, would Krsna not have been born of his own
karma and therefore, would he not also be a samsdri like Arjuna? And if he were born
of his own karma, punya and papa would be there for him, along with dharma and
adharma, doership and enjoyership? If he were bound by karma, where would be the
possibility of his wielding the miyd? In order for his birth to be considered empirical,
Krsna had to have been under the spell of karma, meaning that without his volition his
birth would have been determined by the very laws. Only then can his birth be
considered to be like empirical that of Arjuna.
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THE EMPIRICAL REALITY OF A JIVA'S BIRTH

Arjuna, being a jiva, was born of karma. Even though he was born a prince, he
had to go to the forest for twelve years and then live incognito for one year, all of which
could be attributed to his past karma. The destiny of Arjuna's eldest brother,
Dharmaputra, was also controlled by his own punya and papa. Because of his papa,
he lost the kingdom; otherwise, the dice would have rolled out differently or he would
not have thrown them at all! Some prdrabdha-karma was there for him. The Sastra
itself talks about this kind of karma.

Arjuna was a person, ajiva, born of karma and therefore, his birth, janma, was
empirically real. He had a parentage and a physical body, mind, and senses, all of which
have an empirical reality, as we have seen. Krsna, on the other hand, said that, as
Isuara, keeping the mday under his control, he is born. We will see later why he was
born.

THE REALITY OF KRSNA'S BIRTH

The body of anyone who is born is available for our perception. But what is
available for our perception is not always totally true - the blue sky, for example, or a
magician's tricks. Therefore, perception itself cannot establish the empirical reality of
Krsna's birth.

If, as Isvara, Krsna is born, keeping the mdya under his control, his birth is
definitely not subject to any punya or pdpa. Therefore, being not bound by karma, it
has no empirical status. Birth itself, being what it is, cannot be pdramarthika either. Nor
can Krsna's birth be totally non-existent, atyanta-asat, since he was not a vandhyd-
putra, the son of a barren woman! He was born of Devaki and Vasudeva. Thus, it was
not a totally non-existent Krsna who was talking to Arjuna.

Then, how are we to explain Krsna's birth in terms of reality? With reference to
his birth, Krsna is prdtibhdsika - you see him, therefore, he is. His birth is not due to
karma; it is only apparent. Prdtibhdsika means that there was a Krsna whom everyone
saw, but his birth and his body were purely mayd. Like everything else, they were born
of mayd but without the force of the law of karma. This kind of birth means that Isvara
is not condemned to the state ofjivatva. He merely assumes a particular body due to a
certain necessity alone.

WHY DOES ATVARA ASSUME A PHYSICAL BODY?

And what is it that makes it necessary for the Lord to assume a physical body? In
the purdnas it is said that before every incarnation there is a collective petition to the
Lord in the form of prayers on the part of all the good people and even the devas: 'O
Lord, please do something! Please come and remedy this situation. It is time. Time's up,
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in fact! Why haven't you come? The tyranny of these people is too much for us to bear,'
etc. These very prayers themselves become the material cause, the upddana-karana, for
the Lord to introduce himself in a particular form, meaning that he assumes a body.

The prayers of the jvas become the punya because of which a particular body is
born for a given purpose. This incarnation of the Lord is what is meant by avatdra. The
purpose of the avatdra's coming may be just to do one job, like Narasimha-avatdra or
Vdmana-avatdra, or to do many, as was the case with Rama and Krsna. In addition to
the many jobs they came to do, Rama and Krsna also served as examples with reference
to how people should live their lives. Rama exemplified how one can live a life of
dharma in the face of all adversity and Krsna was an embodiment of joy and wisdom.

It should be clearly understood that the concept of avatdra is not required at all in
order to worship Krsna as the Lord. A picture of Krsna as Ilvara is all that is needed for
invoking the Lord. In fact, we can invoke the Lord in anything, even a rock. Invoking the
Lord in a particular form and the concept of avatdra are entirely different. We discuss it
here only because the verse is referring to Krsna as avatdra. Krsna himself says, 'By
my own powers of mdya, I "as though" assume a body.' Sahkara says in his
commentary to this verse, while explaining how Isvara assumes a body, 'dehavdn iva,
jatah iva - as though with a body, as though born.' The word, 'iva - as though' in
Sarkara's commentary indicates that there can be no empiricality here because Krsa 's
birth was not out of punya and papa.

If there were punya and papa for lIvara, then he would not be Isvara at all!
Therefore, when Isvara assumes a body, he is only as though born. He has a body, but
his body has no empiricality because it was not born out of punya and papa. If there
were punya and papa for Iavara, we would have the problem of an Isvara with
limitations with reference to the antah-karana, which is not acceptable. And, as we
have seen, that is not possible, because isvara is all-knowledge. Therefore, Krsna tells
Arjuna here, 'Without punya and pdpa, I am born,' which is the very concept of
avatara.

In the next verse, Krsna explains why, as Isvara, he assumes a body:

;q7 zm 44-f c gF4%-i9 WM I
3rPg^HNT T4n ?i¶? ^Iw HIwr I \I I I
yada yada hi dharmasya glanirbhavati bhdrata
abhyutthanamadharmasya taddtmdnam srjdmyaham Verse 7

TrrT bhdrata - 0 Descendent of the Bharatas! (Arjuna); Zi zT yadd yadd -
whenever; f hi - indeed; -wI dharmasya - of right living; itN: glanih - decline;
35nTA adharmasya - of wrong living; 3itT PFTT abhyutthdnam - rise
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everywhere; iWk bhavati - is ; fTr tada - then; a3ig aham - I; a3F q
atmannam - Myself; Ii sprjami - bring into being (assume a physical body)

0 Arjuna, whenever there is a decline in right living and an increase in
wrong living everywhere, I bring Myself into being (assume a physical
body).

We saw in the previous verse that Krsna's birth represented the concept of
avatdra. Even though he is unborn and therefore, not subject to death, there being no
birth or death for dtma, and even though he is IAvara, the Lord of the entire creation,
still, by the powers of his maya alone Krsna was as though born. Without being subject
to his own dharma and adharma, punya and papa, he was as though born in this
particular form.

The creation is IAvara's form and, in that creation, jivas are born. From the
standpoint of consciousness, caitanya, there is only one, paramatma. Thus,
consciousness being one, each jiva is paramatma, Brahman. From the standpoint of
someone who is looking at the world, however, the one becomes the many and there is
difference between the iva and Isvara, the Lord.

The jiva is a person who looks upon himself or herself as the physical body, mind,
and senses, karya-karana-sahghata, due to ignorance, avidyd. And because of this
ignorance, thejiva continues to be born as a jva. Out of ignorance, the person continues
to perform actions which produce punya and pdpa that result in yet another birth. This,
of course, is from a particular point of view. As a jiva, you look at the world and at
yourself, seeing differences where there is none. This is the standpoint from which all
these discussions and arguments take place, the standpoint of vyauahara, empirical
reality, not paramdrthika, absolute reality.

We say that jiva is one who is born because of his own karma, whereas an
avatara is one who is not born because of karma. Otherwise, the avatara would be a
karta, a doer and, being a doer, would have avidya. If this were the case, the avatdra
would be a jiva, not lAvara. This, then, is the difference between a jiva's birth and
Isvara's birth.

The whole creation is Jsvara and when Asvara assumes a particular form for a
given purpose at a given time, we call that form an avatara. The concept of avatdra is
not mentioned in the Veda, although devas or gods are referred to. Rama and Krsna, for
instance, are presented as avatdras in the Purdnas. But, for our purposes here, it does
not matter whether Vydsa put the wisdom into Krsna's mouth when he wrote the
Mahdbhdrata or if a historical Krsna actually did the talking.

If we look upon Mahdbharata as historical, as is generally the case, then Krsna
himself talked. The word itihasa - meaning, iti ha dsa, this is how it was - gives the
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epic a certain historicity. However, it is also recognised that maiy of the stories found in
the Mahdbhdrata have been spun around actual historical events.

The Mahdbharata is also considered to be poetry, just as the Rdmdyana is both
historical and poetic. This means that the poet has the poetic license to create the rasas,
the aesthetic values, and all kinds of situations at will. Thus, in Rdmayana, we. find
Ravana with ten heads and Hanumdn, who talks even though he was in the form of a
monkey, along with many other situations not generally accepted as having happened or
even imagined. Even so, the Rdmayana, like the Mahabhdrata, is a story considered to
have been based upon certain historical facts.

AN AVATARA IS LIKE AN ACTOR

Krsna, then, is presented as an avatdra, which is something like an actor who
appears on a stage. The actor knows very well that he is not the role. Since Krsna knew,
he was playing a role, his birth can be considered neither paramdrthika, absolutely real,
nor vydvaharika, empirically real. Thus, in terms of orders of reality, there is only one
possibility remaining to account for an avatdra, prdtibhdsika, albeit a different type of
prdtibhdsika because the avatdra knows he is playing a role that it is not real, just play.

Similarly, ajildni performing an action does not look upon himself or herself as a
kartS. This means there is no real vyavahara for a jiani. From his or her standpoint,
meaning from the standpoint of atma, everything is prdtibhdsika.

isvara appears as though he is a person with a given physical body. What he does,
of course, is in the realm of vydvahdrika, but from his standpoint, from the vision of
lsvara, an avatara is purely prdtibhdsika, purely mdyd. This is like a magician who
makes things appear by his or her own powers. For those who are watching what the
magician is doing, everything is real, but for the magician it is all mdyd, magic.

Because this is the kind of birth being discussed, the questions, 'When?' and
'Why?' naturally arise. The questions about when and why such as - 'When is Jivara
born? How often is he born? Is he born daily? Is he born every century? Or is he born
every other day in different places? And how is he born? For what reason is he born?' -
are addressed in this verse and the next.

WHEN DOES I6VARA ASSUME A BODY?

Because human beings enjoy free will, there may be abuse, which can lead to the
destruction of law and order, dharma. When this destruction occurs, a person can no
longer follow legitimate means for achieving legitimate ends. Nor can the person follow
the means for gaining moksa because the society is not at all conducive to such a pursuit.
Even for a person to pursue prosperity legitimately, there must be an order, an
infrastructure, a structure of law and order that the majority of people follow.
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We can see this in a simple game of football. If no one follows the rules of the
game, there is no game. Suppose the players dispose off the referees and blow their own
whistles whenever they are not winning. How can there be any game? There is no
football played; there is only a free-for-all. Similarly, the game of life'cannot be played
and enjoyed if there are no rules.

In the home itself certain rules are required so that daily life can proceed in an
orderly way. And, if these rules are not followed, there will be no home, only a mess.
Society is the same. It is true that there will always be some foul play, as there is in any
game. But if the majority of players refuse to follow the rules, the problem becomes
enormous and cannot be ignored. This kind of a problem is called dharmasya glanih -
the decline in right living.

The infrastructure for human behaviour is based upon one's free will and when this
free will is abused at every turn, something drastic needs to be done. To put things in
order requires a drastic action and this drastic action is done by 9vara, although JAvara
himself does not really decide to do anything. Like all actions, this drastic action is a
result, a karma-phala, of another action, a total action - everyone's prayers, a total
prayer. When people who want to follow dharma suffer at the hands of others, they find
it impossible to follow dharma. As a result, moksa is not possible. When such a
situation occurs, everyone prays because they want something to be done.

ADHARMA IS THE REAL CAUSE FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF DHARMA

Strictly speaking, dharma is not something that can be destroyed. It is not
something that can be burned up, for example. Dharma is not a thing; it is a value that
people follow. Only in these terms, then, can dharma be destroyed. If people do not
follow dharma, then dharma is said to be destroyed - dharmasya glanih bhavati.

Also, the cause for the destruction of dharma is not merely the failure of people to
follow it. All that really happens if people do not follow their dharma is that they do not
get certain results.

The real problem here is that when there is any decline in dharma, there is always
a corresponding increase in adharma. If a person is not following dharma and cannot
remain quiet, what will that person do? Such a person has to do something and that
something will be adharma since the person does not follow dharma. This, then, is
what really brings about the destruction of dharma.

If the law and order are not followed and if values are not respected, an increase in
adharma, adharmasya abhyutthdnam', will be the natural result. There will be

Sabhi - abhitah - everywhere; utthdnam - rise
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rampant, flagrant adharma everywhere. This means that people will be following
adharma, not dharma. What, then, can be done when such a situation occurs?

As a result of the prayers of all those who want to follow dharma but are not able
to because they are suffering at the hands of those who follow adharma, livara
assumes a particular form and that assumed form is called avatara. This concept is not
important in the understanding of Vedanta. However, with reference to this particular
verse, one does need to know that there is such a thing as avatdra, just as one needs to
know that karma can be in the form of rituals, prayers, and so on. What they are, how
they are connected, and so on, are to be understood. Vedanta itself is nothing more than
'tat tvam asi.' The reality of the self being the whole is Vedanta and everything else is
brought in to support one's understanding of this fact.

Krsna himself presents the concept of avatdra here by saying, 'Then, I bring
Myself into being in a particular form - tadd dtmdnam aham srjimi.' This is where
immaculate conception comes in. Even though it was known that Krsna was born of
Devaki, his statement indicates that he wilfully entered into this particular body. We find
in the literature that Krsna who was essentially none other than Visnu was also born out
of a pillar on another occasion - Narasimha-avatdra. Therefore, his births are
definitely not the result of prakrti. They are not the product of chromosomes inherited
from the parents. Krsna clearly states here that he brought this particular physical body
into being by himself.

Having said that he assumes a body when there is decline in dharma and a rise in
adharma, Krsna then goes on to explain why he does this:

qftllullq ým-lqlrp --q TFttR IIc
paritridnya sddhi2ndm vindiAya ca duskrtam
dharmasamsthdpanarthdya sambhavami yuge yuge Verse 8

Th11' sddhlnam - of the people committed to dharma; qfAluJl paritrdndya -

for the protection; - ca -and; •--I•q duskrtdm - of those who follow adharma;

-ielTiq vinaidya - for the destruction (conversion); tiWmlh•TI• dharma-

samsthdpanarthiya - for the establishment of dharma; � t yuge yuge - in every

yuga; T�icnif sambhavumi - I come into being

For the protection of those who are committed to dharma and the
destruction (conversion) of those who follow adharma, and for the
establishment of dharma, I come into being in every yuga.

Why does an avatdra come? It is not to enjoy punya-pdpa - because these do
not apply to an avatdra. Nor does an avatara come to suffer the life of a samsari. An
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avatara comes for a three-fold purpose. First, he protects the people who are committed
to a life of dharma - paritrdndya sadhindm. If they are protected, then dharma is
protected.

This protection is carried out in many ways, one of which is chastising those who
do things that are not in keeping with dharma - vindEiya duskrtdm. The word,
vind2dya means, for the sake of destruction of those who follow adharma. Here the
word destruction is more in the sense of conversion of those who follow adharma to the
path of dharma. This is the second reason for the avatara to come. In either case, his
real task is to establish, or perhaps more appropriately to re-establish dharma -
dharma-samsthdpandrthdya. This is the third but real reason for the advent of an
avatdra.

HOW CAN DHARMA BE RE-ESTABLISHED?

And how can the order, dharma, be re-established? By making the people live in
accordance with it. This is all that can be done. There is no other way of establishing
dharma. Because this is not properly understood, people establish institutions of
dharma - huge organisations, large buildings, and so on. But even if you create a
building for dharma that is bigger than the largest building on earth, those who do not
follow dharma will destroy the very building itself, and make sure that all efforts to
restore it are also destroyed!

All religious organisations begin with the intention of establishing dharma, but
eventually many of them become adhdrmika. Institutions do not establish dharma;
people do. How? Only by living a life of dharma can dharma be established and
protected. How can dharma be protected any other way? To understand this better, let
us look at scholarship and how it is protected.

Can scholarship be protected by protecting libraries? Libraries are protected only
when there are scholars to use them. They are meant for scholars. Only when the
scholars are encouraged is scholarship protected. Scholars can be encouraged by creating
an atmosphere conducive for scholarship. Then there is an infrastructure, a value for
scholarship.

For example, if teachers are the lowest paid people iri society, as they frequently
are, they will naturally be attracted to other vocations. Why should a professor who earns
thirty thousand dollars a year stay at a university when he or she can make twice as much
elsewhere and even more on the side? California's Silicon Valley has attracted many
university professors this way.

If incomes in the universities were comparable to those elsewhere, those who have
a value for study and teaching would stay in the universities. But this does not happen
when the gap in earnings is too large. It is true that the people who have a real loye for
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study, and the leisure to do so, will stay, but it must also be recognised that many of
those who remain may be doing so for little more than the extended holidays that the
academic year permits!

When the atmosphere encourages scholars, everyone will become a scholar, or at
least make the attempt, and scholarship will be protected. Similarly, dharma is protected
when there is an infrastructure conducive to following it, meaning that the dharmis,
those who follow the dharma, are protected. To protect dharma nothing else can be
done.

The protection of dharma comes through various forms - through music and the
other performing arts, through the fine arts and various other human expressions.
Therefore, you encourage only those institutions, meaning customs, culture, and so on,
that are rooted in dharma. Cultural institutions, for example, have a certain bearing on
dharma and therefore, are to be supported. All of these become the means for protecting
dharma.

It is only when the people who follow dharma are not protected that you find
everything goes punk, not just the music! Because all aspects of living are so intricately
connected, dharma just goes if the people who follow it are not protected.

PEOPLE ARE CULTURE AND RELIGION

Therefore, protection of dharma implies the protection of culture, religion, and so
on. But there is no culture or religion apart from people. The people alone are religion.
No institution is independent of people, especially those institutions connected to
dharma. And if, within a given structure, there are those who do what is not to be done
and do not do what is to be done, such people have to be taught, converted.

There was a time in Rishikesh, when only sadhus lived there. They spent all their
time studying the Sdstra. When other people came because they had become
disenchanted with the world, they too would begin studying. A man may have decided to
become a sadhu because he had lost his wife, his business, or whatever. The choice of
becoming a sddhu has always been available in Indian society. And although this man
had become a sadhu, he may not have been interested in studying. But, finding that
everyone else was studying, he too would begin to study.

Today, the reverse happens all too often. A sadhu may go to Rishikesh and those
he meets may not be studying. If he starts doing whatever everyone else is doing, he can
end up running an ashram or studying the vlnd! There is nothing wrong with learning
music. Music can be used as a kind of sddhana sometimes; it can create devotion. But
one should not become a sannydst to do this. To become a sannydsi and then learn
music is not right, but this is what is happening.
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Other sannyasis learn a few yoga-&sanas and then go to America and open an
ashram! Being able to stand on your head for five minutes is not a great accomplishment.
There is a sddhu in Rishikesh who stands on his head for two hours on a rock! What
happens to him by performing this asana is not clear - except for the fact that he gets
very hungry and eats an enormous number of rotis. This is not to say that dsanas are
useless; they definitely have a purpose. But the point being made here is that we have
heads and we do not use them for the purpose they were intended!

IS IT TIME FOR iTVARA TO COME AGAIN?

Someone may well ask, 'Is it time for the Lord to come again in the form of an
incarnation?' No, the time is not right because this teaching still attracts people. If,
however, a teacher of Gita was being constantly stoned and people were being prevented
from coming to the classes, then Krsna, as Isvara, would come. But as long as people
are still able to listen to classes on the Gita, he need not come. If, however, in a place of
one hundred people, eighty people are given to a life of adharma, the other twenty
cannot follow dharma. They can only pray. Then only does livara come.

Dharma only needs to be protected when the adharma is rampant, when there is
no law and order whatsoever, when there are no ethics, when no one cares about anyone
else, when everyone is totally selfish. Under such circumstances, everyone goes for the
convenient and does not bother about following dharma properly.

Only when there is rank selfishness, adharma, does the protection of dharma
become a necessity. When more dharmis, people who follow dharma, are created, the
duskrtas, the people who do wrong deeds, change; and adharma is destroyed.
Whenever an avatara comes, people are converted. They do change. They give up their
life of adharma. This is what is meant by the destruction of adharma (vinasdya ca
duskrtam). The adharmis themselves do not have to be destroyed; only the adharma
has to be given up and dharma re-established.

Therefore, Krsna says, 'In every age, I am born - sambhav5mi yuge yuge.' This
is not to suggest that there is a rule whereby one incarnation occurs in every yuga. The
only rule here is that, whenever dharma declines and adharma increases, whenever
adharma is rampant everywhere, when there is no way that dharma can survive, then
Isvara assumes a particular form with the purpose of upholding dharma. This form is
called an avatara.

Having answered Arjuna's question, Krsna continues to talk about himself, his
birth, and the truth:

w-BG Vo w4 II-$ - Ro"ci. 4m d-: I
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janma karma ca me divyamevar yo vetti tattvatah
tyaktvd deham punarjanma naiti mdmeti so'rjuna Verse 9

3TT arjuna - 0 Arjuna!; 4 me - My; jkaR divyam - divine; 7; janma -
birth; 7 ca - and; Z4 karma - action; q: yah - the one who; flT - thus; Wr?9:
tattvatah - in reality; FT vetti - knows; T: sah - that person; �W deham -
body; TqIw tyaktvd - giving up; w-: punah - again; PT janma - birth; ' 7f"
na eti - does not gain; tRI mT mam eti - attains Me

The one who knows in reality My divine birth and action in this way, O
Arjuna, giving up the body, that person is not born again. He attains Me.

Divya means heavenly in the sense of not worldly. Krsna's birth is referred to as
divyam janma in order to convey the idea that it is unlike any other birth, but
extraordinary. By adding the word 'aigvaram' here, Saikara makes it clear in his
commentary that Krsna's birth is the kind of birth that belongs to isvara and is not the
same as the birth of ajiva.

Also, we are told here that Krsna's actions are not like any other karma. All other
karmas are born out of personal want and produce punya and pipa. Because this is not
the case here, Krsna's actions are of a different type and are called divyam karma,
aiAvaram karma.

The subject of the verse is the one who knows, yah vetti, the truth about Krsna's
peculiar birth and karma. This person knows them as they are in reality - tattvatah
vetti. One who knows this truth very clearly does not look upon Krsna as just another
person, one who is born, who is different from the world, or who comes and goes. This
person sees Krsna's birth and actions as they are, in reality.

In the second chapter, Krsna had said that what is real, sat, is not going to change
at any time and that which is not real, asat, mithyd, is not going to be there all the time.
Thus, whether Krsna's body is vydvahdrika, empirically real, or prdtibhasika, a
projection, either way, it is still mithyd, not absolutely real. The one who knows the
body to be mithyd and dtma to be satya is the one who knows clearly - tattvatah
vetti. Such a person knows that there is no real birth happening and no real karma being
done.

The one who knows in reality that Krsna, Isvara, is not other than oneself, and
that 'I am that Paramesvara,' is a jhdni. Such a person, knowing this, having given up
the physical body, i.e., when the person dies, does not gain another birth. To know
Isvara is to know the satya, the reality, that which always is. Sat is dtmd and, therefore,
to know Paramesvara is to know oneself. In fact, to know oneself is the only way to
know Paramesvara, Brahman.
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This, then, is how a person is liberated. While living, the person gains
self-knowledge, which is moksa after which there is no future birth for the person. The
jivatva is gone and the person is called jivanmukta, meaning, liberated while living.
Knowing that one is not a kartd, the jivanmukta, who is ajihdni has no karma, and
therefore, no punya or papa, to initiate another birth. Only when one takes oneself to be
a doer can there be action that leads to future births.

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE JNANI AFTER DEATH?

If thejivanmukta does not take another birth, where does he or she go then? Does
ajnfan become permanently lodged somewhere? This question is based; of course, on
the assumption that if the jivanmukta is not subject to rebirth, he or she must be
somewhere else. Therefore, is there eternal imprisonment or internment of some kind
after death? If not, what is it that happens to the jiianl?

In response to this question, Krsna says, 'That person becomes Myself - sah
mdm eti.' The jiva is gone; all that remains is IAvara. Brahman alone is there,
Brahman being IAvara, which is everything. Therefore, there is no iva and when there
is nojiva, there is only Isvara. Only when the jiva cannot gain identity with iAvara, in
terms of knowing they are one and the same, are there two seemingly different entities,
Isvara andjiva.

Here, the use of the word 'eti - gains' must be clearly understood. If it is used in
its usual sense, gaining identity with IAvara would mean that the jiva is like an amoeba
ingested by Ivara. But if thejiva is really a false entity and one understands the nature
of oneself, then there is nojiva at all, no individual separate from Iuvara, and all that is
there is Isvara.

The problem is one of separation; and there is no separation in fact! All that is
there is livara. It is not that Jivara is someone who is located somewhere and the
jivanmukta joins him there. Gaining Brahman is strictly in terms of knowledge.

Krsna makes use of Arjuna's question, 'How could you have given this
knowledge to Vivasvdn in the beginning?' to reveal the nature of dtma. The cause for
grief and how one can cross over it is the subject matter of the Gltd. Although Krsna
discusses many topics, He unfolds the subject matter in one continuous flow. Here,
having answered Arjuna's most recent question, Krsna once again picks up the thread,
'You grieve for those who should not be grieved for - ahocydn anvaSocastvami and
continues:

l dl'lr T T·ii WTFRT SrTI: I
A4t rFqldR qI r^IrWHP : II P I I
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vitardgabhayakrodha manmayd mamupdaritdh
bahavo jiinatapasd pata madbhduamdgatdh Verse 10

tQ--TyM'-i'-#TNr: vita-rdga-bhaya-krodhah - free from craving, fear, and anger;

W',q\: manmayah - totally resolved in Me; TT 3_fJNTT: mam upaSritah - taking

refuge in Me; il-f-ýTW jadna-tapasd -by the discipline of knowledge; :T: piitah -

purified; qF-: bahavah - many; �Ita madbhavam - My nature; a3TTlf: dgatdh

- have come back

Free from craving, fear, and anger, totally resolved in Me, taking refuge
in Me, purified by the discipline of knowledge, many have come back to

My nature.

We have seen that the one who knows Krsna in reality knows that there is no real

birth, janma, or action, karma, for the person. And if there is no realjanma or karma,

then who is that person? Here, the person cannot be Mr. Krsna who was born at a given
time and place. So, too, for everyone; he or she can only be paramitmd. Thus, Krsna
says, 'The one who knows this reaches Me.'

To know Krsna in this way is to know oneself. ISvara cannot be understood by
one who is ajiva, an individual, who does not know the identity between oneself and
ISvara. The limited individual is not going to know that which is all-knowing,
omniscient. Even to spell the word 'omniscient' is a problem! Therefore, the most that
can be said is that livara's knowledge is not limited.

All-knowingness, sarvajiatva, can never be understood by an alpajiia, one with
limited knowledge. But sarvajiiatva is only in relation to alpajiatva. Both limited
knowledge and all-knowledge are adjuncts, upadhis with reference to each other, the
division between them being due to upddhi alone. Krsna's statement, 'Only the one
who knows the paramdtma reaches Me,' is to be understood in terms of the
paramdtmd not being separate from oneself. Krsna had said this before and is merely
confirming it here, before picking up the topic of sorrow.

This knowledge had been around since the beginning, Krsna tells Arjuna, and
people had always been reaching him in this manner - by knowing. There was nothing
new about it. Here, again, Krsna says that any number of people have reached him -
bahavah madbhdvam dgatdh. And why is it that everyone does not reach him? There
is no difficulty involved in reaching him, but first one has to recognise that he must be
reached. And, having recognised this, how is one going to reach him if one is driven by
one's craving, fears, and anger?

In fact, there is nothing to reach because one is already paramatmd. The question,
therefore, is how far one's discerning power extends and what is it that one is choosing.
In this verse, the people for whom the craving, fears, and anger have gone away, vita-
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rdga-bhaya-krodhas, are described as those who have reached him in terms of
knowledge.

THE NATURE OF FEAR

We have seen that rdga is the craving for objects and that, once r5ga comes, dvesa
"in the form of dislike and avoidance is also there. These two always go together and,
being powerful, are binding in nature. Fear, bhaya, then becomes inevitable because
there is always some apprehension with reference to one's ragas and duesas. Every rdga
is fraught with fear of the undesirable unknown. This is all that a binding desire or like is
about.

When there is a binding raga-dvesa, such as 'this must happen for me (raga),'
'this must not happen for me (dvesa),' how can there be absence of fear? There is always
the fear of things not happening according to one's expectations because raga implies
expectation. And whenever there is expectation, there is a possibility of it not being
fulfilled and, when this happens, there is a sense of failure. Fear of failure will always be
there because one is not omniscient. That things do not always go our way is very clear
to us. What we need to understand, therefore, is that fear of the undesirable unknown
will be there as long as we are driven by our rdgas and duesas.

THE NATURE OF ANGER

Just as rdga-dvesas are fraught with fear, they are also fraught with anger,
krodha. If a raga is not fulfilled, one's desire, kdnýa, turns into anger against whatever is
preventing the desire from being fulfilled. If the obstacle is another person, someone
who is standing between you and what you want to accomplish, then your kama turns
into krodha. If a binding kama is not there, there is no krodha. But if you think a
certain thing must happen and your life will be incomplete if it does not, you cannot
avoid anger because your rdga is binding.

In the wake of the obstruction that is preventing you from fulfilling your raga,
there cannot but be anger when your raga is binding. The kdma itself turns into anger.
Thus, krodha is also there when one's life is controlled by rdga-dvesas. Whereas, when
one lives a life of karma-yoga, the rdga-dvesas are neutralized. By paying attention to
his or her rdga-dvesas, with the right attitude, a person becomes vita-rdga-bhaya-
krodha, meaning one who is relatively free from desire, fear, and anger. These are the
people Krsna is discussing here when he says, 'They become one with Me -
manmaydh bhavanti.' These are the people who have the vision of IUvara as
essentially non-separate from thejiva.
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THE VISION OF NON-DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ISVARA AND JIVA

There is no real difference between the jiva and iSvara, any seeming difference
being brought about by upddhi alone and therefore, mithyd. Since this difference is
mithyd, non-difference is satya, which is all that counts. This vision of non-difference,
abheda-buddhi, the vision of the identity of jiveSara reflected in the statement, 'You
are That - tat tvam asi,' is made clear by further analysis, manana, and
contemplation, nididhydsana. Those people in whom this vision is clear are referred to
in this verse as mdmupdaritdh, those who have totally resolved into ParameSvara
alone. For them, there is no longer the mistaken notion that the jiva is separate from
ParameSvara.

The self is paramdtmd. The one who has no doubt whatsoever with reference to
this particular vision is called puta, meaning Buddha, absolutely pure. In such people
there is not even a dash of impurity because the self, being paramdtmd is always pure.
The self is not rendered pure; it is pure. If the self were something that had to be
rendered pure, some impurity would always be there.

And how do these people become pure? - by the purifying fire of knowledge,
jiidna-tapasa. Knowledge is the means, the sadhana. Tapasd here means 'by the fire
of knowledge.' By the discipline of knowledge, these people become pure. And how
does one become pure by knowledge? The knowledge is that the self has never
performed any action and, therefore, it is not guilty of any action. Nor is it subject to any
hurt because it is not and never was an object of anyone else's action. Since the self,
dtmd is neither the doer of action nor the object of action, it is always nitya-guddha,
eternally pure.

The people being discussed in this verse were already vita-rtga-bhaya-krodhas;
they already have the necessary preparedness of mind, the antah-karana-suddhi
through karma-yoga. It should be noted however that this antah-karana-Auddhi can
never be absolute; there is always some aguddhi in the form of rdga-dvesas. This is to
say. whatever antah-karana-guddhi that one gains through karma-yoga is always
relative. Absolute suddhi is never achieved but can only be understood, because itmd is
absolutely Suddha always. Whereas relative suddhi - antah-karana-suddhi is
something that is accomplished in the mind.

RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE SUDDHI

Relative suddhi is a process of growth, a process of maturity, wherein a life of
alertness, discipline, commitment, and prayer is involved. Such a life is a life of
purification and, being a process, it takes a certain length of time. Absolute suddhi
cannot be a process of purification because the impure can never become pure by any
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amount of purifying, no matter what the process is. The self, which is absolutely
Suddha, is already pure.

Purity means freedom from rdga-dvesas, punya-papas- - freedom from
everything, in fact. This purity is the nature of dtma, atmd being nirguna, free of all
attributes, akarta, free from doership, and so on. And those who know this are also pure,
piltas, meaning that they have understood the fact that as dtma, they are eternally pure.
They are - madbhdvam dgatdh - as Krsna puts it, meaning, 'they have come back to
be Me.'

This 'coming back' of bahavah, so many, jivas, is to be understood in terms of
the identity between jiva and Isvara. It is not that all these jivas have come to IJvara
and are sitting upon him! Nor has he collected them all to him so that they have become
an integral part of his heart or his being. This particular knowledge reveals the fact that
the jiva is ISvara. Those who know this fact are called jilna-nisthas because not only
have they gained the knowledge, but they are well established in it. Reaching Bhagavan,
is not dependent upon any tapas other than knowledge. Thus, to say, 'purified by
discipline - tapasa patah,' is not enough. The word, jiiana, has to be added because
there are other forms of tapas.

THE PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE IS THE PRIMARY TAPAS

The word tapas refers to any spiritual or religious discipline. For example, a
person who chants the Gdyatrl-mantra for six hours is said to be doing religious tapas.
A person who observes silence for a length of time is also doing tapas providing, of
course, he or she is doing it for religious purposes as a mental prayer, for example.
However, to keep quiet purely out of consideration for others is entirely different; it is
not tapas.

When a person is performing a spiritual discipline like contemplation or studying
the Sdstra, it is tapas. Svddhydya, study of the Sdstra, is considered to be a great tapas.
Therefore, those who are committed to listening to the Adstra, Aravana, and to
self-inquiry, vicdra, are doing tapas.

And, although there are many forms of tapas, to become established in this
knowledge requires only jindna-tapas. The pursuit of knowledge is the tapas. The word,
jiina, is prefixed to tapas to show that jii�na-nistha does not depend upon any other
tapas. This is because moksa is not any thing other than being established in this
knowledge. There is no other moksa. For moksa you require knowledge and for
knowledge you do not require anything else except vicara, inquiry. Thus, the pursuit of
knowledge itself is the means.

Then what about all the other disciplines? They are all meant for preparing the
mind so that this knowledge can take place. This is what is meant by purification of the
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mind or antah-karana-duddhi. Therefore, the other disciplines are all secondary means,
whereas knowledge is the primary means.

To say that these other disciplines are secondary is not to say that they have no
place. The distinction to be understood is that these other disciplines are indirect means
for moksa in that they prepare or purify the antah-karana, while the pursuit of
knowledge is the direct means for the knowledge that is moksa.

dOES EVERYONE COME BACK TO ISVARA?

Because Krsna uses the word 'bahavah - many' here, Arjuna could assume that
only some people come back to Isuara and others do not. The word, bahavah, being
plural, can refer to any number of jvas, starting with three.' The point here is that, even
if it is just three, a million or more, a finite number is implied. Arjuna may therefore,
have asked Krsna why does he not allow everyone to come to him. To such a question,
Krsna could have only have answered, 'I can only take them to Me if I am separate from
them. But I am them! If we were separate, perhaps there might be something I could do
about it. But since they are non-separate from Me, what can I do? It is not a case of my
having to bring them to Me because I am already identical with them. There is nothing
here that I have to do. As Isvara, they can invoke Me and, in whatever form they invoke
Me, I bless them. Whatever they desire, they get. Therefore, I am not to blame in this
particular situation. I do pot have any raga-dvesas to fulfil in'this matter. Nor do I take
names out of a hat every day to see that some people suffer and some remain happy and
so on. I do not follow any such rule.'

In this way, Krsna paves the way for the next section in which he explains how
isvara is free from any kind of blame with reference to what happens in one's life.
Otherwise, we would be left asking why Isvara blesses one person and not another, and
why he is so partial.

w crj 471T: T VTI: I|I II
ye yathd mdm prapadyante tdmstathaiva bhajdmyaham
mama vartmdnuvartante manusydh partha sarvagah Verse 11

^ ye - those who; WT yathd - in whatever way; 'Tq mdm - Me; Wm1!1
prapadyante - worship; -?r 1T tathd eva - indeed in the same way; 3T-' aham -

I; ff tdn - them; wit, bhajdmi - bless; X4T pdrtha - 0 Arjuna!; �ITSI:

In Sanskrit, the there are three numbers, i.e., singular, dual and plural. And therefore,
the plural indicates three and anything more than three.
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manusydh - people; 71qT: sarvaSah - in all ways; TW mama - My; wz- vartmd
- path; 3Ji anuvartante - follow

Those who worship Me, in whatever way, I bless them in the same way.
0 Arjuna, people follow My path in all ways.

Again, Krsna is talking as Isvara here. The verse is a very important one because
it answers the question about how the Lord is to be worshipped. With what degree of
devotion, with what inner commitment, with what purpose, and in what form are the
people to worship him?

According to Krsna, it is all very simple: 'I bless them in whatever form they
invoke Me, according to their karma, according to their prayer. For example, those who
want wealth and steal to get it are blessed with a prison sentence. It is as simple as that;
so don't blame Me.'

If a devotee worships the Lord in the form of Krsna, that is the form in which the
devotee will see the Lord. In other words, seeing the Lord as Krsna is purely subjective,
even though this vision is very real to the devotee. Devotees will sometimes say, 'I saw
Krsna yesterday.' For a devotee who has been worshipping the Lord in the form of
Krsna for a long time, it is possible to visualise the Lord in that form. But this kind of a
Lord comes and goes, which means that the vision is bound by time, whereas the person
who saw Krsna remains. Does this not mean that the devotee is greater than the Lord
who comes and goes? If so, what kind of a Lord is this!

And what if the Lord appears in some other form? What if he appears as a western
Lord - coated, booted, and suited? The devotee will become confused. Thus, Krsna
says, 'In whatever form I am worshipped, in that form alone I appear.'

AS YOU SOW, SO SHALL YOU REAP

This statement can apply to the purpose as well as to the form: 'For whatever
purpose I am worshipped, that purpose I serve.' People usually want only limited results.
When they are in distress, for instance, they want relief from that distress. Although this
particular verse is with reference to Vedic rituals and prayers, it can also be considered
beyond its religious scope: 'I am available to you as the various resources in the world,
the various laws, powers, and possibilities. In whichever form you invoke Me, in that
form I am going to appear.'

A person who goes to the gym daily and lifts weights, because he or she wants to
develop biceps, is invoking the Lord in the form of biceps alone and will be blessed with
biceps. In other words, the Lord will appear in the form of biceps alone! And if you
develop only your left arm, the Lord will bulge out there only! This, then, is the Lord.
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The Sruti says that in whatever form people invoke, in that form the result will
come. Therefore, if biceps are the goal you have dedicated yourself and your life to, then
biceps will be what you invoke and biceps will be what you get. The goal, the end, is
always Bhagavdn, the Lord, even though the person who has no other goal than biceps
may not recognise Bhagavdn in this form of biceps.

Thus, you will find that in whatever form you invoke, in that form alone the result
will come. As you sow, so shall you reap. In whatever form you invoke the Lord, in the
same form the Lord, the result, will come.

THERE IS NO PAGAN'S PRAYER; THERE IS ONLY PRAYER

Although different religions have their own forms of prayer, no one form is more
efficacious than another. Regardless of the language used to invoke the Lord, the Lord is
invoked. When tribal people perform a rain dance, for instance, the rain comes.
Similarly, when a person performs a certain, very elaborate, sophisticated Vedic ritual,
the rains do come.

When these rituals, be they Vedic or tribal, are performed with Sraddhi, with faith
and sincerity, there will be rain. Without Sraddhd, the rains will not come. The mode
can be different, but the result, the phala, is the same. Thus, any form of prayer is as
efficacious as any other prayer. This must be understood well, not as tolerance for or
accommodation of forms of worship other than one's own; but in terms of simple
understanding alone. There is no pagan's prayer; there is only prayer.

When tribal people repeat a prayer in a dialect that does not have a structure, a
script, or grammar, it may not be understood by us, but it is understood by Bhagavan.
Language is there; the people think they have said something and they have. Thus, there
is communication between themselves and the Lord, which is all that matters. Even in
religions where the believers repeat words in a language unknown to them, it is
understood that the Lord understands the language being used. Nothing more is required.
Just as when you send telegram, the other person should be able to read it, when you talk
to the Lord, he should be able to understand you. A prayer is a feeling expressed in a
certain form, in a certain language, the meaning of which you may not even know. But
the feeling, the intention, is definitely there, and this is what is conveyed to the Lord in
prayer. As for the words of the prayer themselves, the Lord knows all languages! All you
have to do is express what you have to express. This is not religious accommodation; it
is the simple understanding of what prayer is, what livara is. No expansiveness of heart
is required here. Nor do you need to be a great sddhu or saint.

Understanding the nature of prayer is not to be confused with how each religion
defines God, which is where all kinds of problems arise. When it comes to real issues,
concepts and so on, there are real problems, but these have nothing to do with prayer.
The real issues are: 'What is freedom?' 'Why exactly am I praying?' 'Is it for a limited
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result or for some other reason?' If moksa is what you want, then there is something to
be understood. That you are the whole is a fact, not a belief, and is entirely different
from what is being said by the various religions of the world. Because it is a fact, it is to
be understood quietly, which has nothing to do with your commitment to religion as
such or to one religion in particular.

EVEN THOSE NOT CONNECTED TO RELIGION ARE BLESSED

What Bhagavdn says here is not ohly with reference to prayer, but applies beyond
prayer also, i.e., even a person who has no connection to religion is blessed. This
includes people who claim not to be religious and those who are critical of religion, also.
For some people, religion is nothing more than money and power and, for a communist,
religion is statismi. Whatever religion is for them, in that form alone they are blessed,
meaning, they are not condemned.

In this verse, Krsna tells Arjuna, 'All human beings follow Me alone - mama
vartmd anuvartante manusyah pdrtha sarvasah.' in other words, 'Whether they know
I am the one that is sought after or not, they are on my track alone. At the end of the
track, I am always there. They may think a particular destination is their destination, but
that is only a lap in their journey. If money or power is their destination, they are still on
the road to Me because power and money are also Me. Remember, Laksmi, the Goddess
of Wealth, is with Me. Power also is with Me alone.'

There are different types of wealth, Laksmi. Those who dedicate their entire lives
to health, for example, may enjoy Laksml in the form of health. And those who dedicate
their lives to acquiring power may gain the power they seek, if everything goes well. If
their prayers are appropriate and their previous karma, prdrabdha -karma, is not totally
against it, they will have power. Thus, Krsna says, 'Whether people ask for small ends
or big ends, they are all on my track, whether they know it or not.'

EVERYONE WANTS TO BE FREE FROM FEELING SMALL

All people are really seeking identity with the paramdtma, whether they know it
or not. They want to be free from being small, which is why they are seekers. Everyone
is a seeker of this freedom. Seeking fullness is no different from seeking freedom from
being small. They are one and the same. Furthermore, to say you are seeking fullness is
not really true because you do not really know what fullness is, whereas you definitely
know what smallness is. And you want to be free of this smallness.

1 Statism - The practice or doctrine of giving a centralised government control over
economic planning and policy.
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Freedom from being small is what is meant by fullness, p2rnatva. Everyone

wants to be full, to be happy, even those who drink. If drinking did not give a person

some happiness, some sukha, no one would do it.

Fullness and happiness is the Lord's very nature; he is puirna-svari2pa and

dnanda-svaripa. Because all people seek this fullness, happiness, they are on the Lord's

track alone, although they may not know it. A person who does not know exactly what

he or she is seeking keeps on seeking. Thus Krsna might have said: 'They do not know

they are seeking Me. Therefore, they spend their time seeking some small thing that is of

Me.'

This is like wanting to marry someone and marrying his or her little finger nail or

piece of hair! What kind of marriage is that? People do not know they are doing the same

thing when they seek power, name and fame, quietude, or whatever. They do not know

that these ends are nothing more than the nails and hairs of Bhagavdn, Krsna the

infinite. Thinking themselves to be separate from him, they seek one aspect alone and

exclude everything else.

Everything is Bhagavdn and what is excluded, by pursuing one aspect alone, is

also Bhagavdn. When you seek power to the exclusion of all else, you are not seeking

Bhagavdn. 'They are on My track alone. But they do not seek Me because they do not

know they are on My track. If they knew, then the small things would not hold them up

along the way.'

THE 'SPIRITUAL PATH' NEED NOT BE ARDUOUS

While travelling to a particular destination, people may enjoy a few things along

the way, but they do not lose sight of their destination. Self-knowledge need be no

different. The beauty of its pursuit is that, not only is the ultimate destination beautiful,
but the means to it is also beautiful. It is like driving through the Rockies or going on a

pilgrimage in the Himalayas. There are four centres of pilgrimage in the Himalayas -

Badrinath, Kedaranath, Gangotri, and Yamunotri - where a lot of devotees go, this

being one of the things to be done in a Hindu's life. Badrinath, to take but one, is situated

in a valley of great beauty, and the way to Badrinath is also beautiful.

It is often said that the spiritual path is extremely arduous. But, if you really

understand what 'spiritual' is, you will find there is nothing arduous about it. What is

arduous about constantly hearing that you are fullness, dnanda?

The spiritual path has also been likened to a razor's edge: 'Stop not; be very

cautious! One wrong step and the fall is great. The higher you go, the farther you fall!' If

you go to the pinnacle and lose your footing, not even a single bone will remain there to

be picked up, it seems. Then how can the last rites be done for you? But such talk is all
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based on an assumption that there is something to be achieved. In fact, there is only
something to be understood.

If the goal is ananda, fullness, happiness, how can the way to the goal be
unpleasant? To the extent that you understand, the way is ananda. The path is dnanda
and both sides are ananda. There is never a dull moment, just as when you go on a
pilgrimage to a mountain. As you proceed along the steep paths, every one of their many
turns opens up a new vista, a new valley, a new scene. At one moment, the Ganges will
be travelling alongside of you and at another she will have left you far behind. Further
along, you will again find her right beside you. Sometimes she is down below.
Sometimes she is playing. Sometimes she is roaring. The mountains themselves present
new vistas - sometimes bald, sometimes green, sometimes wearing snowy white caps.

Similarly, the path to self-knowledge is not an arduous one. The path itself is
pleasant and the end is pleasantness itself. Nor, as one often hears, can the path be
described as difficult in the beginning and pleasant later on or pleasant in the beginning
and bitter later on. It is sometimes said that the spiritual path is bitter in the beginning
and pleasant later on, while the material path is pleasant in the beginning and bitter later
on. But is this really the case? Is not the material path always a problem, in the
beginning, later, and in between?

ALL MAITER IS BHAGAVAN ALONE

The material path does enable me to pick up some joy along the way. But that is
only because Bhagavdn is everywhere. He is not just in one place. In fact, upon
analysis, we find that there is no such thing as material; all matter, all material, is nothing
but Bhagavan. There is nothing separate from Bhagavin. How then can we say this-is
material and this is Bhagavdn?

All these divisions are made by our buddhi, which is a dividing buddhi, 'a
dualistic buddhi. Wherever it goes, the buddhi creates division - spiritual and
temporal, profound and profane. Because it is basically a dualistic buddhi, it
continuously attempts to create dualism. In fact, this divisive buddhi is the very nature
of thejiva.

Thus, Krsna says, 'Whether the people know it or not, whenever they pick up a
moment of joy, it is Me alone.' The only problem is that they rest content scraping some
small joys out of him when, in fact, he is the joy that is their very own nature. Not
knowing themselves as livara, the very column of joy, they settle for a small crumb that
has somehow escaped from out of themselves.' 'This,' Krsna says, 'is a tragedy.' The
tragedy is not that ISvara denies the people anything but because they do not see their
identity with him. 'Still,' Krsna says, 'they are on My track. There is nothing to worry
about. They will come to Me eventually because until they become full, they will not
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stop seeking. No one is going to settle for anything less than fullness. No one is away
from Me.'

In the next verse, Krsna explains that the reason people do not come to him is
because of their fascination with quick results:

^WFT: WIPInt 4 wTT ýg wTn: I
f^^Tirý liý* RftN ̂r Nrk i i R I I
kariksantah karmandm siddhim yajanta iha devatdh
ksipram hi mdnuse loke siddhirbhavati karmajd Verse 12

"11R karmanam - of actions; ff siddhim - the result; FT¶ ? : kdAksantah
- desiring; W iha - here (in this world); TdT: devatdh - gods; M-i yajante -
they worship; % hi - because; tnj- #ii mdnuse loke - in the human world; w4h
karmajd - born of action; ff-: siddhih - result; �ffrT ksipram - quickly; ITi6
bhavati - comes

Desiring the result of actions here (in this world), they worship the gods.
For, in the human world, result born of action comes very quickly.

Krsna had said earlier that many people had come to him, meaning that they had
discovered their identity with him. But why do not all people come to him? Does he
prefer only some people and leave the others out? Does the Lord have such rdgas and
dvesas? If he does, then he is no different than anyone else.

HOW YOU INVOKE THE LORD IS YOUR CHOICE

Krsna responds to this question by saying that he denies nothing to anyone. If, as a
jiva, a person chooses to have only so much within ISvara's creation, only that much he
or she will get. Even his greatest devotees are blessed by him in the form in which they
invoke him, the Lord being impartial in every way.

This means that the form in which you invoke the Lord becomes the Lord for you.
If you invoke the Lord as a deity, Indra, for example, then the Lord is Indra. If you
invoke him as the giver of a particular result of action, then he becomes that devatd, that
deity. He can even be invoked as Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, or any planet, which is done in
relation to a person's horoscope. Particular planets in particular locations have been
found to indicate certain problems or situations for the person. Here ISvara is invoked as
the planet itself, the prdrabdha-karma-adhisasthdna-devatd - the presiding deity of
the prarabdha-karma. All such invocations are possible only because the Lord is
available in whatever purpose he is invoked, the purpose being served by the invocation
itself.
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Even people who have nothing to do with the Vedas get results. Rank materialists,
for example, interested only in money and power, definitely get results. We also find
that, without religion, Russia and China are surviving. Previously they survived with
religion and, now, without religion, they are surviving - perhaps even better! Rituals
and prayers have no meaning whatsoever to them. An ideal has become their religion.
They are devotees of the state. For them, the state is God.

Communism is nothing but statism, i.e., the state is more important than the
individual. Everything belongs to the state and nothing belongs to the person. Whatever
is there is to be shared by all. The idea itself is good, no doubt. However, to enforce it,
individual freedom is destroyed. Anyone who raises his or her voice against the system
is either prevented from speaking altogether or is sent where he or she cannot be heard
by other human beings. Thus, individuals do not count at all. For those who hold this
particular ideology, the state becomes God. Of course, such people will not call it God,
but this is what God is for them.

Why do people misplace God like this? Why do they not become mumuksus and
go after liberation, freedom? Because they are unable to see beyond the immediate
results that they see here in the world. And to gain those results, they worship different
deities, devatah yajante, which can be anything - money, power, biceps, and so on.

Desiring the results of various forms of action, kanksantah karmandm siddhim,
people invoke these various deities. They do not invoke Paranmevara, the total as such:
'They don't seek Me. They don't go after Me. They don't want to know Me. They want
only to have these small results that they can see. They are bhaktas, alright, but they
worship Me as small deities alone,' says Krsna.

And why do they do this? Because, having doership, kartrtva, they think, 'I am an
independent person, capable of doing what is necessary to get certain results.' Only
human beings have this capacity to choose action based on this kartrtva, this sense of
doership. Animals do not have this sense, nor do the devas; they have only enjoyership,
bhoktrtva.

PEOPLE WANT IMMEDIATE RESULTS

The idea here is that people want immediate results. They do not want to wait.
They see that here in this world the result or accomplishment born out of any karma
takes place immediately. Many young people do not complete college because of the
desire for a more immediate result even though they are encouraged by their parents and
older members of the society to struggle for a few years so that they can enjoy a better
life later.

Because a young man plays a guitar, he may think he is a musician. Seeing others
who have become very popular and are making a lot of money, he wants to do the lame.
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Therefore, going to college does not interest him. He even draws his father's attention to
those people who became successful and made a lot of money with very little or no
formal schooling whatsoever. Of course, he fails to mention those who did not educate
themselves and are rotting in the streets. Instead, he will point to a particular uncle who
did not go to school, but who happened to be at the right place at the right time and made
some money. He then married a woman who also had some money and bought a certain
piece of property, which escalated in value merely because someone decided to build a
shopping mall in that very location.

Young people do not want to study because they want quick results. Or, they may
only pretend to be interested in music or electronics because, in fact, they are not
interested in anything! Still other young people may want to do nothing more than travel
to faraway places with a pack on their back. Those people who have interrupted their
studies for quick results find it very difficult to resume studying later because they lack
the necessary discipline.

In every university campus, there are people in their forties and fifties struggling to
complete college degrees. Since these people obviously have gained a value for
education, why do young people not want to study? Because, like these older people
before them, they go for quick results, immediate success, without really knowing what
they want in life.

This, then, is what is meant by people invoking small deities whether they are
devotees or not - the deities of money, power, and so on. The desire for quick money is
what makes a person deal in drugs and buy lottery tickets. If at all a person prays he or
she does so at the time of buying a lottery tickets. 'O Lord! Please let this be the winning
number!'

IS THE LORD REALLY IMPARTIAL?

Therefore, K.rsna is saying here, 'Don't blame Me. Don't say that I am partial and
that because of my likes and dislikes, all these things happen, to people.' But his
statement can still be questioned based on the seemingly unjust differences we see
among different types of people. If, as Krsna says, he is the author of the world,
srsti-karta, the one from whom everything has come, then ultimately he is the author of
all the people in the world. Why, then, has he placed some people in elevated positions
and others in lowly positions? Why, in the Vedic context, is one person called a
brahmana, another a ksatriya, yet another a vaigya, and still another a Siudra? How is it

that there are such differences in the world? The brahmanas have their own position in
society, as do each of the others. There is a certain order, a hierarchy, wherein one group
of people seems to be superior to another and some people have no place in the system at
all.
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As the author of this world, is isvara not responsible for all these differences?
And if he is responsible, he must certainly have a problem - the blemish of partiality.
Why else would he put a silver spoon in the mouth of one person, a gold spoon in the
mouth of another, a platinum spoon in the mouth of yet another, and no spoon at all, not
even a plastic one, in the mouth of still others? And there are people born with no
mouths at all! Why does Isvara do these kinds of things?

If this question cannot be asked and answered, why bother about God at all? It is
not enough to say, 'This simply means that God does whatever he does and, because he
is God, no one can question him?' Well, he may be God, but I am the sufferer. First you
tell me he made me and then you say he knows my problems better than I do. How? I am
the one who was born crippled and cannot see or hear. God seems not to know that being
crippled, blind, and deaf is not a pleasant life since he made me this way. But I know
better! If God knew what I know, he would definitely have made me differently. And
since he didn't, isn't he just another defective manufacturer?

If you buy a car in which even the slightest flaw is detected, there is such a furore
made about it that the manufacturer calls back all the cars of that particular design, if
only to change one bolt in the brake system. But, as a manufacturer, Isvara cannot be
questioned, it seems. Nor does he call back anything. He does not say, 'I am so sorry.
That was a hurried job. Please send it back to Me and I will give you new legs or
whatever.' Instead, the person has to suffer through life without legs, eyes, ears, and so
on.

What kind of God is this, that sits above us somewhere, having a wonderful life,
while some unfortunate person has to inch along the ground because he or she is lame?
And if God must make a crippled person, the least he could do is to put the person in
America where motorised wheelchairs are readily available. Even this much he does not
do for the person! How can we look at such differences and say that God is justified in
all that he does. What kind of justification is this?

You find some people born with parents and others who do not even know who or
where their parents are. A child may be born in South Korea to one set of parents and be
raised in Vancouver by another set of parents. Everyone thinks he is doing very well,
but, in fact, he is not because he is painfully aware that he is noticeably different from
his parents and his brothers and sisters. If he had been raised in Korea by his original
parents, he would look the same as everyone else and would not have the problems he
has growing up in Vancouver.

Even though a baby is a baby, adoptions do not really work. Even animals who
have been adopted have problems adapting to a new habitat. Why would a baby have to
be adopted in the first place? Whether in this country or elsewhere, why should the child
not be with his or her own parents? Because we do not know where the father and

B.G. Vol. I -
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mother are, we say the child is an orphan. If everyone is created by God, can we say an
orphan is created by people? No. Again, God seems to be some kind of a sadist.

HAS GOD HIMSELF SAID WE MUST FOLLOW HIM?

Further, I am told that, not only has God made me, but he has also said that I must
follow him. And how do I know this? Someone else tells me. The least God could do is
to come and tell me himself. Then this would all mean something to me. In fact, God
should tell everyone. Instead, someone else tells us that God told him and then asked him
to tell us. If God wants me to know this, why does he not tell me himself? Also, another
person sometimes comes along, saying that God told him that what he told the first
person earlier is no longer current and what we are now going to hear is the latest word
from God!

This kind of God is someone we would all be better off without, in fact. If God is
something that is to be established, the concept should be a rational one, at least. What is
unreasonable cannot be accepted. Thus, the issue being addressed here is valid: If God
made all these divisions among people - brdhmanas, ksatriyas, uaigyas, and udras,
to use the Vedic context - then he must definitely be partial because the brahmanas
seem to be better off.

To deal with this concern, Krsna acknowledges that he made them all and, at the
same time, says that he is not to blame:

WTc"40 -fT ;qt Tjuwch~fcq|w*: I

caturvarnyam mayd srstam gunakarmavibhdgagah
tasya kartdramapi mdm viddhyakartdramavyayam Verse 13

TTW maya - by Me; T•uIihl•Am : guna-karma-vibhdgaaah - a division based on
duties and qualities; vq4Uad caturvarnyam - four-fold grouping (of people); Egq
srstam - was created; fq tasya - its; -cfT kartaram - author; 3Tr api - even;
IPT mam - Me; oqz avyayam - changeless; aditr akarturam - non-doer;
ff uviddhi - know

The four-fold grouping (of people), a division based on duties and
qualities, was created by Me. Even though I am its author, know Me to be
a non-doer, ever changeless.

Here, Krsna is referring to the Vedic system that divided people into four groups,
saying that he has created both the people and the groups. As the creator of everything,
srsti-kartd, the Lord cannot deny his authorship, nor does he here, while talking to
Arjuna.
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Although this classification into four groups refers to the Indian context, what
Krsna says here is universally applicable. In other contexts, we see people divided in
terms of royalty, nobility, wealth and poverty. Still others refer to groups of people\as the
upper class, upper-middle class, middle class, lower middle class, and so on. Wherever
there are people, such classifications or groups are always to be found.

In the Vedic context, people are divided into four groups on the basis of their
qualities, gunatah vibhdga, and on the basis of what they have to do, karmatah
vibhdga.This division was created by Bhagavdn. About this, Krsna says, 'Understand
Me to be the maker, the kartd of this four-fold division.' At the same time, he also says,
'Understand that I am not the 'karta. I am the non-doer, akarta, because I am
changeless, avyaya. I do not undergo any change whatsoever - I do not undergo the
change to become the karta.'

How can Krsna say he has created all this and also say he is not the doer? In order
to resolve this apparent contradiction, we will first look at the division of people based
on guna and karma. Then, we will look at how Idvara can be their karti and, at the
same time, be a non-doer.

THE NATURE OF THE GUNAS

The division of people according to qualities, guna-vibhdga, is found all over the
world, not just in India. The qualities upon which this division is based are
psychological, meaning that they refer to the composition and disposition of the mind.
The division based upon the quality of the mind, manoguna is four-fold, as we shall see
a little later.

The gunas or qualities themselves are three in number - sattva, rajas, and
tamas, the meanings of which we shall also see. Everyone has these three qualities and,
from certain combinations of these three qualities, four groups are derived.

One possible composition of the three gunas is sattva-rajas-tamas, wherein
sattva is predominant, rajas is less predominant, and tamas is the least predominant. A
second composition in the order of predominance is rajas-sattva-tamas. Similarly, the
third composition is rajas-tamas-sattva and the fourth is tamas-rajas-sattva. These
four combinations are the only four compositions possible. There can be shades of each
of these four, but a fifth composition is not possible.

Why, you may ask, can tamas-sattva-rajas or sattva-tamas-rajas not be a fifth
and sixth composition? By looking at each of the three gunas involved, we shall see why
only four varnas or groups of people are possible when the division is based on their
gunas.

Sattva stands for any type of thinking; rajas stands for activity; and tamas stands
for dullness, inactivity. Contemplativeness, inquiry, silence (Santi), and the disciplines,
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Sama and dama, are all sattva. Discipline is also found in a person in whom rajas is

predominant; but there will also be a lot of ambition, energy, and enthusiasm along with

it - the go-getter, for example. Tamas is a certain dullness, lethargy, and laziness.

Everyone is a combination of these three and, as we have seen, the combinations

can vary. Babies, for example, are tamas-rajas-sattva. Tamas being predominant, they

sleep most of the time. As they get older, rajas predominates, and they become very

active. Finally, when they are grown, we expect them to be sdttvikas.

THE FOUR GROUPS OF PEOPLE ACCORDING TO GUNA

The sattva-rajas-tamas composition is a very beautiful description of a person's

inner composition. A person can be predominantly contemplative, a thinking person,
because of which certain things are very evident to him or her. Any emotionally mature

person, any inquirer or philosopher, anyone who thinks predominantly about

fundamental values, the ends in life, and so on, is naturally a combination of

sattva-rajas-tamas in that order. In such a person, sattva is predominant, backed by
rajas in second place, tamas taking third place, This, then, is one type of person.

The second type will naturally have rajas predominant. When rajas is

predominant, the second can be either sattva or tamas. When rajas is predominant, the

person is very active, fired by a certain ambition. When this ambition is directed to the
welfare of others and to certain ideals, there is a lot of thinking involved. Therefore,
sattva is in second place, the person's enthusiasm and. actions being backed up by
thinking. Such people generally become good leaders. The world needs such leaders.

Then we have the third group of people, those who are always active, having rajas

predominant, but who have tamas rather than sattva in second place. This means there

is ambition rather than thinking behind their actions. An example of ambition without
thinking is when someone goes after money, power, or whatever, without any
consideration for others. Because such a person also has some sattva, some thinking
capacity, he or she will not only be very active but may also be very clever, very
intelligent. But, because tamas is predominant over sattva, there will be a lot of
scheming, manipulation, and exploitation of others.

If, on the other hand, sattva is backing up the rajas, there will be consideration for
other people. There will be a respect for life and for wealth and for the freedom of
others. Whereas, when tamas backs up rajas, there is only disrespect for dharma,
meaning there will be no regard for others. For such a person, individual ambition is
most important and he or she becomes a despot. Rajas being predominant, such people
also become world leaders. If they do not become leaders, only their families and
perhaps their neighbours suffer, whereas if they assume world leadership roles, the
results can be devastating.
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The fourth type of person, wherein tamas predominates, presents no such
problem. At worst, these people are small-time criminals and, at best, simple employees
- not out of any real contentment or anything but simply because of dullness. Such
people have no ambition whatsoever, not even to make money. In fact, they have already
decided that they cannot make money. 'If I could make money, I would have made it
long ago,' they will say. And then, to justify their laziness, they add, 'Who needs money
anyway?' And if such a person has a little ambition for something, he or she will not
work to make it happen and will compromise at every turn. This, then, is what is meant
by dullness, tamas.

If a tamas-rajas-sattva person wants to become sattva-rajas-tamas, he or she
has to become rajas-tamas-sattva first, then rajas-sattva-tamas, and only then,
sattva-rajas-tamas. There is no jumping possible here. It is a process involving growth
and this is what maturity is all about. This is also what we mean by karma-yoga
whereby one becomes mature by doing karma with a karma-yoga attitude.

Up to rajas-tamas-sattva growth is simply a matter of performing karma,
pursuing one's own ends according to dharma. Only when one performs karma with the
attitude of karma-yoga does the person become sattva-rajas-tamas. This is the person
who can become a sannydsi.

Shades of difference exist within each of these four groups. For example,
rajas-tamas-sattva can be a criminal or just an ambitious sales person. When the latter
invites you into his or her place of business with a smile, you may end up paying for the
smile too! There is a rank selfishness in this type of person that makes him or her convert
every action into dollars and cents. Rajas-tamas-sattua people can follow either
dharma or adharma, shades of difference being there. Once you reach
rajas-sattva-tamas, you automatically follow dharma.

THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE FOUR-FOLD DIVISION

These are the three qualities which cause the differences in groups of people, not
only in India but all over the world. Sattva, rajas, and tamas belong to prakrti, to
nature, which belongs to Bhagavan alone. On the basis of this prakrti, then, this
division of people according to qualities, this guna-vibhdga, is done.

All people come under the four groups formed by the possible combinations of the
three gunas because everyone has to work his or her way through the four compositions
in order to mature. In the Vedic context, the people having the first combination,
sattva-rajas-tamas, are called brdhmanas, those having the second combination,
rajas-sattva-tamas, are called ksatriyas, those having the third, rajas-tamas-sattva,
are called vaiSyas, and those having the fourth combination, tamas-rajas-sattva, are
called Shdras. This, then, is the guna-vibhaga, the four-fold division based on qualities,
referred to in this verse.
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DUTY-BASED DIVISION AMONG PEOPLE

There is another kind of division inherent in this system, also four-fold, the people
of each division being called by the same names. This division is based on duty -
karma-vibhdga. The duty of a brdhmana, for example, is to teach and to officiate at
rituals. His life is one of prayer for the welfare of the society and he lives very simply
with no more than the barest essentials. He must practise sama and gain dama. He
studies the Veda, teaches, and serves as an officiating priest, undertaking all those
liturgical activities that are the duties of a priest. The society requires that certain
religious activities be conducted and the brdhmana is responsible for them. He is a
priestly person.

Thus, there is a guna-wise brdhmana and a duty-wise brdhmana. Similarly,
there is a guna-wise ksatriya and a duty-wise ksatriya, whose duty is to protect
dharma, be committed to knowledge and protect the Vedas. As a ksatriya, Arjuna's
duty was to rule and protect the people, in terms of administration, judiciary, law
enforcement, and defence. All these functions fall under ksatriya-dharma and are duties
to be done in every society.

A vaisya is a person who deals in commerce, wealth, farms, agriculture, and so on.
Commerce involves bringing things from the place where they are produced and selling
them in other places where they are needed. Thus a vaisya is the one whose duty is to
make things available to people.

The people in the fourth division, Sidra, provide the hands and legs, eyes and
ears, for the others. Their duty is to serve and, without such people, nothing could be
accomplished. The activities they perform are found in all societies in the world and
must be done if the society is to function.

In the Vedic religion, the activities of each of the four groups of people are
converted into duties and are enjoined according to family. We do not know when all
this started, but whoever was doing the duties of a Sidra or a vaisya or a ksatriya or a
brdhmana kept passing these same duties down to his or her children.

Strictly speaking, anyone who does the work of a particular group should be
known by the name of that group regardless of which group he or she is born into. A
person who is born in a brdhmana family, but does vaigya-karma, is a vaisya. A true
brdhmana, on the other hand, is one who, having been born into a brihmana family,
lives a simple life so as not to exploit the society, studies and teaches the Veda, and
performs the obligatory rituals for the welfare of the people, just as his father,
grandfather, and great-grandfather did before him.

Duties being there, we have these four groups of people. Of course, duties can be
transgressed, but that is not the point here. The duties themselves, the karma, are the
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basis for the division of people, each group having its respective duties. Thus, there are
brahmana-duties, ksatriya-duties, vaigya-duties, and S2dra-duties.

A man who is a brahmana in terms of karma, duty, may chant the Veda, officiate
at rituals, and so on, but guuna-wise, he may be ambitious and may want recognition.
Such a person is not sattva-rajas-tamas. If, however, he carries out his duties with the
attitude of karma-yoga, he is sattva-rajas-tamas. Then his attitude is, 'This is my
karma, my duty. These duties are to be done by me. They are my offering to the Lord.'

KARMA-YOGA AND A DUTY-BASED SOCIETY

Karma-yoga is relatively easy for a person who is born into a structure where the
concept of duty is so clearly defined. When the spirit behind the structure is understood,
all the person has to do is what has to be done. The person need not choose a vocation in
life. He or she knows exactly what is to be done based on which family he or she is born
into. One's duty is written all over one's forehead at birth, so to speak.

For a person who believes in the law of karma, there is no other reason for him or
her to have been born into a particular family. Some karma is the governing factor and
what is now to be done is clear. For example, a man who is born into a brahmana
family knows that he has to study, perform yajiias and so on - and he does so, happily.
While performing his duties, he does not mutter, 'if only I were an administrator, I
would have earned a lot of money by now. Instead, I have nothing!'

If earning money is the main criterion, a system based on duty cannot work.
Everyone will look to see which vocation produces the most money and do only that. If
medicine produces money, you will become a doctor. And when a glut develops in the
field of medicine, you will turn to another field where there is more opportunity, more
money. If money and power are the main criteria, there will be no structure, really
speaking. The money and the power will set up the structure for one's education,
profession, marriage, and so on.

But here, in the Vedic vision, moksa, liberation, is the main aim. The Veda says
that you are perfect and that you have to achieve this knowledge, which is moksa. To do
this, you must have a mature mind and this kind of a mind can only be gained by living a
life of karma-yoga. For karma-yoga, you must necessarily have a certain duty and be
clear about what you are to do. When you are clear about what your duty is, then you can
perform all karma, all activity, as duty.

We have seen how the duties of a brahmana are very evident to the person.
Similarly, the duties of ksatriya are very clear to him and he performs his karma as a
duty, cheerfully. A vaisya also knows exactly what is to be done by him. His father is
engaged in either commerce or cultivation, or he may have a cattle farm. The son
chooses one of the three or involves himself in all of them. Whatever he chooses to do is
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done as his duty and for a reasonable profit. A vaigya also is not supposed to exploit the

society in any way. For example, he must not create a scarcity by buying all available

stock, storing it somewhere, and then releasing it in small amounts at large profits when

the people'begin clamouring for it. Such practices are definitely not in conformity with
dharma nor are they vaiSya-dharma. Thus, when a vaisya performs his duties happily,
according to his own dharma, it can be yoga for him. The duties of a SGdra,

gAdra-karma, are the same. They are not lowly or demeaning karma; they are simply
duties to be done.

SUPERIORITY IS DETERMINED BY ONE'S MATURITY, NOT DUTY

No duty is superior to another. Each duty is as good, as necessary, as every other

duty. Therefore, one group of people is not superior or inferior to another group of
people. The people themselves are nothing but Paramesvara, irrespective of which

group they belong to. In every society, there are certain activities to be performed and

these activities or duties fall into four general groups. Thus, the groups that people
belong to differ from each other only in terms of the duties attached to them.

When a person belonging to any group performs his or her duty with an attitude of
karma-yoga, that person becomes, guna-wise, sattva-rajas-tamas. A brahmana who

chants the Veda for the sake of personal glory becomes rajas-sattva-tamas; if he does it

for money alone, with no other ambition, he becomes rajas-tamas-sattva. And if he
performs a ritual in the temple with an attitude of dullness, for no other reason than to
feed himself, he is tamas-rajas-sattva.

There is another kind.of brahmana who enjoys what he does and does it well but,
at the same time, wants everyone to listen to him. He is always looking around to see
who is coming! There are also those who, seeing someone who has a lot of money
coming, will stop right in the middle of performing a piaj and fawn all over the person.
God has to wait, it seems! Thus, there are several varieties of brihmanas -
brdhmana-brahmanas, meaning brihmanas, both duty-wise and guna-wise; ksatriya-

brahmanas, those who are brdhmana duty-wise and ksatriyas guna-wise; vaisya-

brdhmanas, those who are brahmanas duty-wise and vaisyas guna-wise; and

Sidra-brahmanas, those who are brahmanas duty-wise and Sidras guna-wise.

In the same way, there are brahmana-ksatriyas, ksatriya-ksatriyas,

vaigya-ksatriyas, Sildra-ksatriyas; brahmana-vaisyas, ksatriya-vaisyas,

vaigya-vaigyas, Sfidra-vaigyas; brdhmana-SAdras, ksatriya-gidras, vaigya-sadras,

and SAdra-Sgdras. Who is superior in all of this? A brdhmana-brdhmana, brdhmana-

ksatriya, brdhmana-vaisya, and brahmana-s'dra are all equal. So the brdhmana is

superior. This statement must not be misunderstood. When we refer to a brdhmana as
superior, we are not talking about a person who performs the duties of a brdihmana. We
are talking about the quality, the maturity, of the person's mind. There is a lot of
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confusion around this very point that has given rise to the prevalence of caste-related
problems.

If a man who performs brdhmana duties says that he is superior, he is definitely
demonstrating a lack of the qualities of a brahmana and is therefore, not a
brahmana-brahmana. You will find many great historical saints who were not
brahmanas by birth being worshipped in temples in India. Some were s2dras and
others were harijans, meaning those who do not belong to any of the four groups. Most
of these saints were duty-wise sidras, but they have places in the temple because they
were brahmana-Aidras. Therefore, guna-wise, people can be brahmanas while
belonging to any of the four duty-based divisions.

DUTIES MAY CHANGE, BUT QUALITIES DO NOT

This classification of duties and people can apply anywhere, not just in India.
Here, the only difference in the four-fold division is that it was reflected within the
family structure itself, each family belonging to one of the four groups. Probably less
than one percent of the people still follow this system, but amongst those who do, the
son of a brahmana still studies and teaches the Veda, performs the prescribed rituals,
prays for the society, and lives a simple life. The system is almost gone because it
requires a certain protection that it no longer enjoys.

No system can survive unless it is protected. Prior to the Mogul invasions, the
four-fold classification structure in India was protected by the royal families. However,
during the eight hundred years of Muslim-rule, it was destroyed. Later, in the interests of
survival, people concerned themselves only with doing what had to be done to look after
themselves and their families. Because a man no longer bothered about what his fathers
karma was, the whole structure changed in terms of duty.

However, in terms of quality, guna-vibhaga, the division of people does not
change. This is where karma-yoga as an attitude becomes clearer. A karma-yogi is one
who does what has to be done with the proper attitude. Such a person is also a
brahmana, sattva-rajas-tamas, with reference to the quality of his or her mind. Only
this brahmana can be a sannyasl. The mandate that only a brahmana can be a
sannyasi is based on quality of the mind alone and has nothing to do with which group a
person is born into in terms of duty.

KRSNA AS DOER AND NON-DOER

The Vedic culture, then, divides people into four groups, catvarah varnah,
according to their duty, karma - the system itself being possible because of the three
gunas, sattva, rajas, and tamas, found in everyone. And Krsna, as I9vara, could say, 'I
created them all, but don't blame me. I am not the doer. Because of their own karma,
they are born differently.' To blame IAvara is like putting your finger in the fire, and,
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when the fire burs it, asking the fire, 'Did you burn my finger?' Then the fire replies,
'Yes, I burned your finger.' And when you ask, 'Why did you burn my finger?' the fire
says, 'I didn't burn your finger.'

'But,' you continue, 'you told me you were the karta. You were the one who
burned. You said you did it. "Yes, I said it,' the fire replies. Then you say to the fire,
'But you also said you are not the kartd. You said you are akarta. Why?' 'That is
because I didn't burn,' the fire says. 'But you burned!' you say. 'Yes, I burned,' says the
fire, Then, again, you say, 'But you said you didn't burn.' 'Yes,' agreed the fire, 'because
I didn't bur.'

What is all this? The fire says it is the karta and it also says it is akarta. Then the
fire explains, 'I did it because I burned the finger. Nobody else burned the finger. It was
me. But I didn't do it because I didn't go after your finger, did I? You stuck your finger
into me. You asked for it and you got it. After all, I am fire, Lord Agni. In whichever
form you invoke me, in that form I will bless you. You can try again. I can boil water for
you. I can warm up your room or your hands. And I can burn your fingers, too. What do
you want from me? Tell me, and I will give it to you. But don't blame me. From my own
standpoint, I am not the karta. From the standpoint of what you receive from me, I am
the karta because you get whatever your karma deserves. I am the law and I cannot
transgress the law that I am.'

Similarly, as livara, Krsna says that he had created the particular structure
reflected by the four groups of people as a part of this creation. Therefore, we are to
know Ihvara as the karta, the maker or creator of this four-fold division. At the same
time, he is also to be understood as akarta because he says, 'I have not done this at all. I
am a non-doer.' How can this be?

Only from the standpoint of the world and the four groups of people in it can we
take Krsna to be the doer, the karta. Whereas, from his own standpoint, from
ParameSvara's standpoint, in reality, he is not the karta of anything. Therefore, he is
not subject to blame. A person has a particular karma that determines whether he is a
brahmana, ksatriya, vaigya, or Sddra. Which group aj[va is born into is the jiva's own
doing and has nothing whatsoever to do with Isvara.

This four-fold division is in the creation. Those who have sattva as a predominant
quality become brahmanas and those who have rajas as predominant become ksatriyas
or vaiSyas. It all depends on one's composition. Everyone has the capacity to change his
or her composition because everyone has a free will. One's composition has nothing to
do with Idvara; he is only the giver of the results of actions, karma-phala-data, and is
completely impartial in this regard.

Isvara is kartd from the standpoint of what is created and akartd from the
standpoint of his own knowledge about himself, meaning that for him, there is no notion
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that 'I am the doer.' That is, he has no kartrtva-buddhi. Krsna said earlier that this was
not only true for him but for everyone. Anyone who looks upon Isvara as oneself, atma,
as the akartd, is also akartd.

Further Krsna says:

Offi tt$sf mf# Ti T-qqu I I I II
na mdm karmani limpanti na me karmaphale sprha
iti mdm yo'bhijdndti karmabhirna sa badhyate Verse 14

Ehqlj karmdni - actions; 'TT mm - Me; R io r na limpanti - do not affect;
-fqi karma-phale -with reference to the result of action; 4 me - for Me; - -,
na sprhd - there is no longing; tr iti - thus; -4: yah - the one who; TWf mam -
Me; 3Tf RI abhijdnati - knows clearly; W: sah - that person; rfiT: karmabhih
- by actions; 3 UiA na badhyate - is not bound

Actions do not affect Me. There is no longing with reference to the result
of action for Me. The one who knows Me clearly in this way is not bound
by actions.

In this verse, Krsna reveals a fact about himself as Bhagavun and extends it to the
individual also. Even though Bhagavdn has created the world and everything in it, and
performs various actions to keep it going, all these actions, whatever be their nature, do
not affect him. Hence he says, 'na ma.m karmani limpanti - the actions do not touch
Me' They do not bind him, meaning that they do not create sukha and duhkha for him
because they do not create punya-pdpa for him as they do for ajiva. And why do his
actions not affect him? Because, the notion, 'I am the doer,' is not there for him.

The jiva, on the other hand, superimposes the notion of doership upon the dtmd
and then thinks that the self is doing all the actions. And once you have doership,
karrtrva, you also have enjoyership, called bhoktrtva. A person who looks upon himself
or herself as a doer has to answer for all the actions he or she does. But, in fact, the self
is not a karta. When a person knows this particular fact, he or she no longer looks upon
himself or herself as a karta and is, therefore, unaffected by karma.

The question here may then become, if Krsna knew he was not a doer, why did he
do karma? Was it because of a desire to accomplish something? 'No,' he says. With
reference to the result of action, there was no longing, no craving, no want, whatsoever
in him - na me karma-phale sprhd. Therefore, when he performed karma, it was not
for gaining a result for himself. He did not look upon himself as one who was going to
be better by performing a certain action.
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KNOW YOURSELF TO BE A NON-DOER

'While this may be true for Isvara, what about me?' you may ask. What about the
jiva, the individual, who is affected by all his or her actions and who also longs for
certain results? This state of affairs is only for the ignorant, the verse tells us. The one
who knows him clearly - yah mdm abhijandti - Krsna says, can also say: 'Actions
do not affect me. I do not long for their results - na mdm karmdni limpanti na me
karma-phale sprhd.' Actions do not bind such people. Nor do they crave for the results
of action to make themselves better.

The word, jdnati means 'knows' and abhijdanti means 'knows clearly.' The one
who knows IUvara clearly as oneself is being talked about here. There is no other way of
knowing the paramdtmd, the non-doer. The dtmd that is common here is the one who
does not do, the one who is free from all attributes. This is the dtmd that Krsna is
talking about. For dtmd, then, there is no doership, no enjoyership.

As long as the notion of doership is there, there is a distinct entity. And when this
notion of doership is gone, enjoyership also goes, leaving only the itmi that has no
distinguishing features whatsoever - the dtmd that is non-doer, non-enjoyer, performs
no action whatsoever.

If dtmd has no distinguishing feature of its own, how many dtmds can there be?
Absence of distinguishing features means that there is only one dtmd. There is no
ISvara-dtmd and jiva-dtmd. No difference, bheda, exists between the two. There is only
one ttmd who is isvara, who is jiva. Why then the seeming difference? It is all due to
upddhi alone. One upddhi is total, samasti-upddhi, called lsvara, and the other is
individual, vyasti-upddhi, called jiva.

A person who knows dtmd as neither a doer nor an enjoyer knows sAvara as
oneself. Like Krsna, this person is not bound by the various karmas that he or she may
do - sa karmabhih na bhadyate - whether these actions be scripturally enjoined or
worldly, vaidika-karma or laukika-karma.

This particular verse is said to be a mahd-vdkya because jiva and Isvara are
equated. Krsna's words, 'I am not bound and anyone who knows Me is also not bound,'
reveal the identity between Isvara and thejiva, an identity that must be understood. This
understanding is liberation, moksa.

In the next verse, Krsna again tells Arjuna how to gain this knowledge:

VW 4nr ^cTi ^T14: ^kIF g : I

evam jiitvd krtam karma pirvairapi mumuksubhih
kuru karmaiva tasmdttvam pirvaih parvataram krtam Verse 15
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"F-r evam - in this manner; ¶ilT jifdtvi - knowing; x'&: jqt: pirvaih
mumuksubhih - by seekers of ancient times; 3aT api - even; -C4 karma - action;

p-f' krtam - was performed; imni tasmat - therefore,; •? tram -you; :
parvaih - by those who came before; 1 parvataram - in the ancient past; y'dR

krtam - was done; o4 karma - action; rT eva - indeed; Ti kuru - do

Knowing (Me) in this manner, even seekers of ancient times performed
action. Therefore, indeed, perform action (just as it) was done by those
who came before in the ancient past.

Knowing Krsna, the Lord, 'in this manner, evam,' refers back to what was said in
the previous verse, 'Actions do not affect me - na mdm karmini limpanti.' There,
Krsna said that he had no craving for the results of any action because atma is pumrna,
complete, and therefore, asaiga, free of all attachment.

Atma is free from all actions; it has no doership whatsoever. Atmd's nature is pure
consciousness, free from any kind of volition. Volition is always dependent upon the
atmd but atmd is independent of all volition, all doership. Therefore, with reference to
the result of action, karma-phala, there is no longing, no trsnd, in atmn. Because there
is no doership for the dtmd, actions do not affect Krsna or the person who knows that
the self, atma, and Isvara are one.

And who gains this knowledge? Krsna pointed out earlier in the chapter, in the
tenth verse, that many people had already reached him in this way. He did not mean
everyone, only those who were seekers, mumuksus, those who wanted liberation. And
once they had the knowledge, what did they get? Actions no longer affected them and
they no longer yearned for results. This is what moksa is all about; there is no other
moksa, in fact.

HAVING THE KNOWLEDGE DOES NOT PRECLUDE ACTION

And what did the seekers, who had gone before, do once they had the knowledge?
They performed action - pCrvaih karma krtam. Therefore, Krsna tells Arjuna that he
should do the same - tasmit tvam karmaiva kuru - which meant that Arjuna should
not take to sannytsa. He should do only what was to be done by him. Sahkara makes it
very clear in his commentary of this verse that Arjuna was not simply to sit quietly nor
was he to take sannydsa - na tusnim dsanam ndpi sannydsah kartavyah. He was to
do the karma that was his to do, just as earlier seekers had done, even those who already
had this knowledge.

Krsna is telling Arjuna that if he is a mumuksu, then he should perform action
because, previously, those people who were mumuksus did karma and reached him.
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Arjuna should do what other seekers before him had done - purvaih purvataram
krtam, not what people in general had done.

The use of the word mumuksu, is very relevant here, a mumuksu being a person
who wants to gain liberation. Those who are still ignorant and want liberation have to
gain the knowledge that will liberate them. Having said that others acquired the
knowledge in this way, Krsna says, 'Therefore, with Sraddhd, with faith, that you too
will gain liberation, please do karma and gain this knowledge.' Saikara adds here that
a mumuksu who is not yet ajiini, and therefore, not totally clear about this knowledge,
should perform action in order to cleanse the mind of all its rdga-duesas.

Even if one knows the dtma completely, that person should also perform action,
not for antah-karana-duddhi but for the sake of others - loka-sarigrahdrtham.
Because of thejiidni's prdrabdha, there is something to be done, meaning that whatever
presents itself for him or her to do is to be done for the good of the people. This action
does not affect thejiini in any way because the person does not take himself or herself
to be the doer.

The word mumuksu can indicate either a seeker or one who is already liberated,
jivanmukta. 'In either case, karma is to be done,' Krsna says. Arjuna himself could
decide whether he was an ajiidnl or a jidnl, but still he was to perform action. Either
way, he would not lose anything by doing what was to be done.

INACTION NEVER LEADS TO LIBERATION

Krsna wants to make sure that Arjuna did not think he would be liberated by not
doing karma. But, at the same time, it must be clearly understood that doing karma is
not going to liberate a person either. It can only bring about antah-karana-suddhi, as
we have already seen. Doing karma is not a direct means of liberation, but it is an
indirect means because it helps prepare your mind so that the knowledge can take place.
The point here is that not doing karma will not help in any way!

An undone karma never helps you because something that is not done cannot
produce a result of any kind. On the other hand, a karma that is done, krtam karma,
always produces some result - either an ordinary karma-phala or antah-
karana-Suddhi, or both.

Naiskarmya, the state of actionlessness that is moksa, is not gained by not doing
karma. Not doing action does not amount to total actionlessness because you will
always be doing one thing or the other. Non-doership is to be understood as the very
nature, svarapa, of oneself. Therefore, Krsna says to Arjuna here, 'All these karmas
you see me doing do not affect me in any way. I am totally unaffected by all of them.'

Because he is totally unaffected by action and their results, Krsna as Isvara has no
partiality either. If Krsna wanted certain results, that is, if he had phala-sprha, he would
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be doing one thing for one person and another for another, based on what he wanted
from these people. There would also be those for whom he would do nothing because
there was nothing to be gained from them. He would help only those people who, day
after day, flatter him with the same words, 'O Bhagavan! You are so wonderful, so
great. You are everything.' And about the others he would say, 'Since they don't care for
me, I am not going to care for them.' This would mean that Bhagavdn also wants to be
cared for and loved - and not just by one person but by everyone!

God does not have such problems because he has no longing for the result of any
action - na me karmaphale sprhd. He does not get anything out of people loving him.
He is completely detached from all of this - and so are you just by knowing 1Svara.
Hence, Krsna says, 'The one who knows me clearly - yah mdm abhij�ndti - is also
out of all this karma and is not bound by it at all.'

By telling Arjuna that a number of people from ancient times onwards had
achieved him by doing karma, Krsna is saying that Arjuna should also do karma. He
did not want Arjuna to become confused, thinking that by not doing karma he would
gain moksa, actionlessness. Since there can be so much confusion around the concept of
actionlessness, Krsna begins a new section here in which he explains the true meaning
of action and inaction.

W T4 (4ich d Zff l #rTe I
?rf W4 ye~tw AUiým *wq#S-!qsMom i I I
kim karma kimakarmeti kavayo'pyatra mohitdh
tatte karma pravaksydmi yajjiitvd moksyase'subhdt Verse 16

fPi kim - what; 4; karma - action; fkg kim - what; aTi4 akarma -
actionlessness; �if iti - thus; 3l atra - here (with reference to this subject matter);
'-F : kavayah - seers (scholars); alf api - even; 4ifft�l: mohitdh-- confused; wr
yat .- which; �flT jnltvd - knowing; 3T¶?pT. asubhat - from that which is
inauspicious (samsdra); r*4 moksyase - you will be released; WT tat - that; A te
- to you; F4 karma - action; �qH |jT pravaksydmi - I shall tell

Even the seers (scholars) are confused with reference to what is action
(and) what is actionlessness. I shall tell you about action, knowing which
you will be released from what is inauspicious (samsira).

The subject matter under discussion is karma, action. Kavayah is the plural of
kavi, which can mean a poet, a seer, or the Lord. Kavi can also refer to an informed
person, one who is intellectually highly accomplished, a medhvdu. A person who simply
stores information in his or her memory and blurts it out on command, just like a floppy
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disk does, is not a medhdvu. A medhdvi is one who understands a subject thoroughly
and retains it, complete with all the details.

There are still others who can understand a subject matter and not retain the

details. Such a person is also blessed. In this verse, kavayah refers to those who are able

to understand the subject matter and can also retain the details. Even such people, Krsna

says, are confused, mohita, about karma and akarma, action and actionlessness.

What is action - kim karma? What is actionlessness - kim akarma? Since

even informed people are not very clear about this subject matter, it cannot be assumed

that karma refers only to action done and akarma to action not done. Obviously, such
an approach is too simplistic. Therefore, Krsna says to Arjuna, 'I will tell you what

karma is - te karma pravaksydmi,' karma meaning both karma and akarma.

Sankara confirms, in his commentary on this verse that karma here stands for

both karma and akarma (karma ca akarma ca). To understand karma, akarma must

also be understood, knowing which you will be liberated, yajjiiatvu moksyase, from the

inauspicious, asubhat, meaning from samsdra. Subha is a very beautiful word to refer

to something that ends well. It is often found at the end of books, in the same way that
we find the word, 'finis.' While 'finis' merely means the book has ended, subha means

that it has ended well.

Anything auspicious, anything good, is called hubha and asubha means the
opposite, that which is inauspicious or not very good. Here, we can take it, as Sankara

does, to mean samsdra. Samsdra is asubha and it ends in moksa. Therefore, moksa

alone is subha. When samsdra ends, there is moksa, which is called subha. Until then,
it is all asubha, all samsdra. The grand finale of samsdra, the auspicious end, is called
subha. From this inauspicious samsdra, you will be relieved, liberated, freed. This,
then, is one way to take the word adubha in this verse.

There is another way of looking at asubha here. As long as you have any doubts
in your head, they gnaw away at you and create problems. They are like bugs with their
many wings and legs bustling around in your ears and creating a disturbance. Doubts,
therefore, are called asubha. They have to come to an end and do so only when
everything is understood clearly. What has to be understood here is the nature of karma
and akarma.

ALL UNDERSTANDING ENDS UP IN ATMA

We shall see that the understanding of karma itself is the understanding of atmd

and andtmd. In fact, the thorough understanding of any topic will always end up in
dtmd only. If you take any one thing - Snti, sukha, duhkha, jagat, a name or form,

mind and its nature, and so on - and analyse it, it will resolve into dtmd. This is why
we can begin anywhere. Everything is connected; nothing is unconnected.
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If you remove the doubts with reference to karma, you will remove samsira for
good. You are released from the doubts themselves and this release is the gain of moksa.
When ignorance, the knot of the heart, is resolved, all doubts fall apart. All the karmas
standing in one's account are destroyed when that Brahman, the paramtmd, that is
livara and jva, is understood. And this happens in one stroke! 'In one stroke' should
not be misunderstood to imply action. This all happens in terms of knowledge alone -
the stroke of knowledge.

In the next verse, Krsna explains further why this karma and akarma have to be
known:

^4flt ^ ^T~E oij E fR*T: |
a*ru4 o*Ti TjqT i4uft #r: I1 %3 II
karmano hyapi boddhavyam boddhavyam ca vikarmanah
akarmanaSca boddhavyam gahand karmano gatih Verse 17

W-Ar: karmanah - of actions; 3aF api - also; *1io^ boddhavyam - is to be
known; if�iu: vikarmanah - of the forbidden action; - ca - and; Zq? (
boddhavyam - is to be known; 3�- iuT: akarmanah - of actionlessness; N ca -
and; -o*m , boddhavyam - is to be known; f hi - because; -q*i: karmanah - of
karma; rrf: gatih -nature; rIT gahand - (is) difficult (to understand)

Action (enjoined by the scriptures) is also to be known. Forbidden action
and actionlessness must also be known. (This is) because the nature of
karma is difficult (to understand).

Here Krsna first divides karma, meaning action in general, into two types -
action that is to be done, karma, and action that is not to be done, vikarma. What is to
be done must of course be known and what is not to be done must also be known.
Furthermore, if you think that actionlessness, akarma is not doing karma, then akarma
also has to be known. You must know what is meant by not doing karma. Is it the non-
performance of action or is it the absence of doership? This you have to know. If
akarma is the absence of doership, then the non-performance of a given action does not
amount to akarma, as Krsna himself would clarify later.

Why is all this analysis needed? Because one should not take karma in a
simplistic way. Nor is it easy to understand. People sometimes tell me, 'Swamiji, I have
heard enough about karma. I want jidna.' If karma were known by these people, they
would have the knowledge, jiidna, too! Karma has-to be known, but it is difficult to
know - gahand. The simple do's and don'ts are not what is to be known. What must be
known is the very nature of karma itself.

B.G. Vol I -7
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Gahand means that the subject matter of karma and akarma is shrouded in
confusion. Because you do not see it clearly, you need to clear away the mist. And to do
this, you have to bring in light. Karma is not as simple as you think. If you understand
the nature of karma, you will understand reality, Brahman, everything being connected
as it is. To say that karma is to be known is to say that everything else connected with it

has to be known also.

Thus, Krsna introduces the subject matter of karma and akarma in this verse and
the preceding one. The answer to the question, what is karma and what is akarma, is
given in the next verse, along with some words in praise of the person who understands
action and actionlessness clearly.

^u4n i4 -: qqw cfi)r 4 T: I
^ ^ ^TT^^ ~ g: tFir Ati I V II

karmanyakarma yah pagyedakarmani ca karma yah

sa buddhiman manusyesu sa yuktah krtsnakarmakrt Verse 18

-4: yah - the one who; cbIJ karmani - in action; a-4 akarma - actionlessness;

q-4ý pasyet - would see; - ca - and; T: yah - the one who; 3TAf�T akarmani -

in actionlessness; i4 karma - action; (1r" pasyet - would see); -T: sah - that

person; T4 manusyesu - among human beings; fIST'F buddhiman - wise;

T: sah - that person; Wf: yuktah - (is a) yogi; f'-�i4-- , krtsna-karmakrt -

who has done everything that is to be done

The one who sees actionlessness in action and action in actionlessness is
wise among human beings. That person is a yogi, who has done
everything that is to be done.

Sarikara writes an extensive commentary, bhasya on this verse, setting out the
various arguments that are relevant to this important topic. In order to gain, a clear
understanding of karma and akarma, we will look into this particular bhasya in some
detail.

It was said that even the informed are deluded with reference to the nature of
action and inaction. Karma here means action in general and is not restricted to
scripturally enjoined rituals, as it is elsewhere in the Gitd. Because even the learned are
confused, Krsna says he would reveal to Arjuna the nature of karma, which implies
akarma also, knowing which he would be liberated from doubt, from samsara.

What is to be done and what is not to be done are both considered to be karma,
action. Killing, for example, and helping someone are two different actions. Killing is a
prohibited action, nisiddhakarma, and helping another person is an enjoined action,
vihita-karma.
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A command, vidhi, is always with reference to an action, either to do it or not to
do it. Because one may hurt another, the sruti enjoins us not to hbrt anyone. 'May one
not drink alcohol' and 'May one not eat meat' are also scriptural injunctions or 'don'ts'
with reference to the actions one performs. Similarly, there are a number of commands
concerning the 'do's,' the actions that are to be done. Thus, there is a list of 'do's' and
'don'ts' for people to follow, all of which are karma.

Akarma is also to be understood in terms of karma. Is akarma simply not doing
action or is it something more? The very nature of action, its svaripa, is what we are
trying to understand here. Only when action is properly understood can one understand
what non-action or the absence of action is.

People generally understand the absence of action as not doing action. If you do
not do something, this non-performance is the absence of action. When a man who is
walking stops walking, the action of walking has stopped. There is a standstill, no action.
But standing still is also an action. Try standing still and you will understand how
difficult an action it is! Similarly, sitting still is an action, which is why you cannot do it
for very long. To think that you are going to gain inaction by sitting still is to be deluded.
There is no such inaction in fact.

To think that not performing action is inaction is no different than thinking that
printing more currency will resolve a country's tight money situation. Such a simplistic
approach cannot solve the problem and will create additional problems because it is not
that easy. Similarly, to understand inaction is not as easy as it seems. What Krsna says
in this verse is in keeping with what he had said earlier in the second, third, and fourth
chapters. Although the present verse is very cryptic, it can be understood by keeping in
mind what has gone before.

ANOTHER DESCRIPTION OF A WISE PERSON

Here, Krsna describes a person who could see inaction in action and action in
inaction. What kind of a person is this? If he or she sees a man walking, does the person
see him as standing still? And if he is standing still, does the person see him as walking?
This is like watching someone eating and having the person tell you he or she is not
eating at all. Usually, we would think that such a person was mentally deranged in some
way. But here Krsna says that one who sees action in inaction and inaction in action is a
wise person, buddhiman!

Then, to top off the confusion, Krsna goes on to say that such a person is a
krtsna-karmakrt, someone who has done everything that is to be done! This means that
there is nothing more for this person to do. He or she is free, whereas for others there
remains a long list of 'to-be-dones' and 'not-to-be-dones.'
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This list, as long as it exists, is unending because the items to be done and not to
be done are difficult to fulfil. What you ought to do is not always possible to do. Nor can
you always avoid doing or saying what is not to be done or said. Also, the to-be-dones
and not-to-be-dones go on increasing. With reference to the food one eats or personal
ambitions, for example, there are a number of things to be done and not to be done. Like
this, everyone has a long list and even if some of the items are fulfilled, so many others
pop up in their place. Some items on the list are very clear to you, while others may be
vague. Still, they are there below the surface and will become clearer in time, like a
Polaroid film. This, then, is the situation for everyone.

Here, Krsna describes the person who has managed to fulfil all the items on the
list as being one able to see action in inaction and inaction in action. He praises such a
person and refers to him or her as being wise, buddhimnn! If seeing is all that one has to
do to be wise, the seeing itself must be very difficult. The words themselves reveal the
difficulty. How can I see action in inaction and inaction in action?

INACTION IN ACTION

The usual locative case meaning for the word 'in' in the expressions, 'inaction in
action' and 'action in inaction,' does not apply here. When we say, 'Where is he sitting?'
the response, 'on the ground,' denotes a location where the action of sitting is taking
place. Similarly is the case with the statement, 'The book is in my hand.' However, here,
Sarkara dismisses any sense of location with reference to action and inaction, saying
that action cannot become the location or the basis for inaction. Inaction being the
absence of action, it is not there to be located upon action.

Inaction does not exist. We cannot say that a non-existent inaction sits upon
action, just as we cannot talk about the horns that sit on our heads. Horns do not exist for
us and what does not exist cannot be said to be sitting anywhere. Similarly, we cannot
say that the son of a woman who never gave birth to a child, uandhyd-putra is sitting on
the ground because there is no such person.

In the same way, inaction being the absence of action does not exist for it to have
any location. Therefore, action cannot be the basis for inaction. Nor can that which does
not exist, inaction, be the basis for action. Therefore, the use of the locative case here is
not to be taken in its usual sense. Rather, it means 'with reference to.' With reference to
action, this person is able to see inaction and with reference to inaction, he or she can see
action.

In the absence of action, karma-abhdva, the wise see action and in the so-called
action they see no action at all. When you perform an action, there is the notion, 'I
perform an action - aham karomi.' What is involved in this 'I perform an action'?
What is this action that you are doing? When you say, 'I am talking' or 'I am walking,'
the talking and the walking are actions centred on what? This, then, is the question.
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When you say, 'I walk,' your legs and feet are involved in the action of walking.
The mind is also involved, there having been a decision, a sahkalpa, to perform the
action of walking. Without a sahkalpa, you do not perform a deliberate action. There is
always a thought, a desire, involved. So, in the action of walking, the mind is involved,
the legs and feet are involved, and even the eyes are involved. And, when you say, 'I
perform an action - aham karomi,' I, aham, is also involved.

In this process, the mind, senses, and the physical body are all involved. The
physical body is called karya in Sanskrit, meaning 'product,' and the mind and senses
are called karana, meaning 'instrument.' This assemblage of karya and karana is
involved in the action that belongs to me. That is why I say, 'I perform this action.' The
'I' is also implied in action,'I' meaning atmd.

THE RESULTS OF ACTION BELONG TO THE DOER

And why do I perform this action? I perform an action for a certain result. And
when the result comes, to whom does it go? Whom does it affect? It comes to me, the
one who is the kartd, the doer. Therefore, as the doer, I am the enjoyer. I perform this
action for the sake of getting the desired result - karma-phala-bhogaya aham idam
karomi. In this way we see that action involves the kdrya-karana-sakghata, the
physical body-mind-sense complex, and also aham, I, the atma.

When I say, 'I am the doer,' 'I am the enjoyer,' etc., on whom is the doership and
enjoyership centred? It is centred on myself. The question, that arises then is, 'Is the I,
the atma, a doer or a non-doer - a karta or an akart?' If atmd is a kartd, then I
definitely perform action, karma, which produces a result for me. This is real karma,
binding karma.

No action is possible without there being an agent, doer, of the action, a kartd. For
example, when we say, 'Rama goes - rdmah gacchati,' the going is done by Rama,
the agent of the action of going. And, although action is dependent on its agent, the agent
is not dependent on action. This means that the agent, the doer, has a choice in terms of
action - he or she can perform an action, need not perform the action, or can perform
the action differently. This independent doer, the karta, who enjoys such freedom in
terms of action, is what is reflected by the first or nominative case in Sanskrit -
prathama-kdraka.

There are a number of factors, other than agency, that are also connected to action.
Whatever is connected to an action, because of which the action is made possible, is
called karaka. There are six kinds of kdrakas, the agent of the action being the first or
prathama-karaka, as we saw above. Then there is the object of an action. When Rama
goes, rdmah gacchati, where does he go? He goes to the forest - vanam gacchati,
forest being the object of the action of Rama's going. Thus, we have a doer and an
object of doing, kartd and karma, referred to grammatically as the nominative and
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accusative, first and second cases. Then, how does Rama go to the forest? Does he go on
foot or does he go in a chariot? What is the means of his going? The means by which he
goes, on foot, is the third karaka or instrumental case. And why does he go? What is the
purpose of his going? Rama went to the forest to fulfil the words of his father -
pitr-vdkya-paripdiandya, giving us the fourth kdraka or dative case. From where does
he go, from which place? From the city ofAyodhya - ayodhyd-nagardt, he went to the
forest. This gives us the fifth karaka or ablative case, since it is also connected to the
verb, the action of going. The final karaka is the locative case, as in 'Rama lived in the
forest - ramah vane avasat.' Here forest is in the seventh case expressing location.

NOT DOING KARMA ALSO REQUIRES A DOER

Returning now to the first kdraka, the kartd, Sahkara says that whether you say,
"I did this action' or 'I did not do this action,' the I, the ahahikra, is involved. Both the
doing, pravrtti, and the not doing, nivrtti are centred on ahaihkira, the kartd.
Therefore, if I am the kartd, I am the kartd in both action as well as inaction.

But, if I am not the kartd, then there is no action at all for me because all action
depends upon the kartd. If I am someone who is not an actor, then I perform no action
- na kiicit karma karomi. The 'I' is always free from action; it does notdo any
action. Atmd neither does an action nor impels or prompts anything to act - na karoti,
na kdrayati.

MISTAKING ACTION FOR INACTION AND INACTION FOR ACTION

If dtmd is neither of these, neither a simple kartd nor a kdrayitd, one who causes
action to be done, how can there be any karma? And if there is no karma, why does
Krsna simply not say so? Why does he talk about seeing inaction in action - karmani
akarma yah pasyet? The problem here, Sahkara says, is that, we superimpose kartrtva
on the dtmd, which is really akartd and say 'I do this action or that action,' when really
the action belongs to the kdrya-karana-sauighdta. To illustrate this problem, Safikara
gives an example that everyone can relate to.

When you are in a boat moving in a river, you see the trees on the river's bank
moving in the opposite direction. Even though you are moving in one direction, the trees
seem to be moving in the other and you seem to be constant. What does this mean? The
trees are not really moving at all. They are not performing any action. But, in these trees
that are really standing still, you see an action - akarmani karma-darsanam. This
kind of seeing is called viparita-darIana, erroneous sight.

Secondly, as long as there is this notion, 'I am the karti,' merely not doing any
action does not make one an akartd. Therefore, whenever one says 'I am sitting quietly,
I am not doing any action - aham tiisnim asam, na kiicit karomi,' this person
considers himself to be a kartd. Therefore, he is doing the action of 'not doing any
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action.' To illustrate this, Sahkara gives the following example. Suppose you are
standing on the riverbank and looking at the boat, which is moving away from you.
Having reached a certain distance, the boat seems not to be moving at all. To you it
appears stationary. Thus an object can also appear to be constant when it is actually
moving very fast. An example of this, one not available to tahkara in his time, is a
movie on a screen. Although it is a movie, a succession of rapidly moving frames, things
like trees, mountains, and so on appear to us to be stationary. Here, then, you see
inaction in action - karmani akarma-darianam.

Thus, in the world, we see karma in akarma and akarma in karma. Similarly,
with reference to karma and akarma themselves, there is viparita-darsana, seeing
what is not there. Darsana means sight, seeing, and viparita means other than what is.
The self does not perform any action and therefore, there is no action. The action you see
is really inaction. In other words, there is no action in action because atrm is akarta.

Knowing this, the wise person performs action but, at the same time knows he
does not perform it at all. Doing, the person does not do - kurvan na karoti; seeing,
the person does not see - pagyan na pasyati; hearing, the person does not hear -
srvan sr.oti. Similarly, smelling, one does not smell; tasting, one does not taste;
walking, one does not walk; talking, one does not talk; thinking, one does not think.

Even being confused, the person is not confused. A wise person can be confused in
that his or her mind can become confused with reference to a particular thing. For
example, there may be confusion about the direction to be taken in order to reach a
certain place. Thus, 'Being confused, the person is not confused,' does not mean that the
wise do not get confused. What does all this mean? For the wise, the 'I,' the atma, in the
statement, 'I am confused,' remains untouched by any action because it does not perform
any action.

If a man is acting, we say he is acting and.if he is not, we say he is keeping quiet.
But is there really a time when he is not doing action? Keeping quiet simply means the
person does not have a job. And he may not even keep quiet! He may talk a lot, eat a lot,
hang around a lot, and, at the same time, he says he is keeping quiet!

Therefore, not doing anything is definitely an action and for that action there is an
agent, a doer, a karta. Because people think they do action, they also think they do not
do action. This is because both the action - pravrtti, and the non-action - niurtti, are
attributed to atma instead of to the kartd, which is superimposed, aropita, upon the
atma. In this way, atma is taken to be the karta, and the doing or not doing of an action
which is centred on that kartd, is mistakenly attributed to atma.
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ACTION IS DEPENDENT UPON ATMA

At the same time, no action is totally independent of atma. And, in &tmd, there is
no action whatsoever. Because people do not know this, they are under the spell of
delusion, ignorance, seeing action in inaction and inaction in action.

One who is able to see dtmd as akartd never performs any action, even when he
does an action, karma. Such a person will see akarma in karma because he knows that
dtmd does not perform any action whatsoever.

THE NATURE OF ATMA

The nature of atma, the self, is in the form of pure consciousness. The very word,
self, implies that, which does not need to be revealed to you, the self, by anything else.
You require no means of knowledge, no pramtna, to prove your existence. That which
requires no pram6na, no means of knowledge, that which is self-evident, is the self,
dtmd. And what is its nature? It is in the form of pure consciousness, knowledge as such.
Because dtmd is unqualified knowledge, there can be particular knowledge which is
nothing but consciousness plus some qualification that appears in the form of knowledge
of this or that.

Knowledge as such must be there before it can be qualified. For example, for there
to be pot knowledge - ghata-jiFina, cloth knowledge - pata-jiina, man knowledge -
purusa-jiZna or woman knowledge - strl-jiidna, there must be knowledge as such,
unqualified by anything. This unqualified knowledge is the nature of the dtmd.
Knowledge as such gets seemingly qualified in the form of thought, vrtti. With vrtti,
knowledge seems to be qualified and without vrtti, it is unqualified. This unqualified
knowledge is consciousness, the nature of dtmd that performs no action.

Why do we say that dtmd. performs no action? One reason is that action implies
motion or some change. Try to think of an action without motion, without change? Any
motion, any change from one condition to another, from one form to another, is action.
Even a chemical reaction is an action. But can we say that dtmd, whose nature is
consciousness, is subject to action?

Consciousness is not subject to motion because being all pervasive, it is not
located at one point for it to move to another point. Consciousness does not move within
itself either. Nor does it have any part to undergo any change, consciousness not being
an assemblage of things. Only that which is put together can undergo change. Things
that are put together will naturally fall apart without anything being done. It is their
nature to fall apart, which is also an action. Even a car that is kept unused for twenty-five
years will undergo some change and a Rolls Royce is no exception. Whether the car is
running or not running, it is subject to change, simply because it was put together,
samhatatcut. There is always entropy for things that are put together.
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A good way to understand entropy is to leave your room as it is for some time
without doing anything about it. Just live in it; don't sweep the floor, don't clean, don't
put anything back in its own place. What will you have? Entropy.' Anything that is put
together tends to dissipate, to fall into disorder. This movement from order to disorder is
entropy, which is also action. Only the self is not subject to this entropy.

Consciousness, the nature of 'I,' the self, does not tend towards disorder because
there is no order, dtmd not being made up of parts. Only when there is creation is there
an order and therefore, disorder. Atmi is one whole, limitless in nature. Atma being not
limited in any way, what can it do? It cannot go anywhere because it is not limited
place-wise. It cannot change or modify itself into anything. It cannot grow into
something or dissolve into something. No action is possible for dtma.

There is not even sahkalpa, decision, in dtmd. Nor is there any kind of thought,
which is also action. To say, 'I remain quiet,' means that there are certain other times
when I am not able to be quiet. Consciousness does not say this because consciousness is
always quiet, nirvikalpa, and undergoes no modification, vikalpa, whatsoever. Because
there is nothing that is separate from consciousness, vikalpa is not possible. There is no
such thing as the self going into something or reaching out to the world. It has already
reached out to the infinite. It is one whole, free from all limitation, in the form of pure,
simple consciousness. Atmd performs no action nor does it prompt something else to
perform action - and, in its presence alone, all activities take place.

THE DOER IS "I," BUT "I" IS NOT THE DOER

When there is an action in the mind, senses, or body, there is the presence of
itmd, the kart� being nothing but atmd. Atmd is not the kartd, but when the karta is
there, dtmd is there. 'I am not the kartd' is a fact that is not known. I know myself only
as the kartd - I am the seer, the hearer, the thinker, the doubter, and the walker. I know
that I am the doer of all these actions. But I do not know that I am akartd, a non-doer.
Not knowing that I am akartd the kartd naturally becomes 'I' for me and 'I' becomes
the kartd. In fact, the kartd is, 'I,' but 'I' is not the kartd. The problem occurs when the
kartd is 'I' and 'I' also is the karta. This happens when the 'I' is not known.

A person who knows the self sees inaction in action and action in inaction, which
is other than that what we generally understand by akarma, and karma. Because
doership, kartrtva, is there, akarma is reduced to karma, there being a kartd, an agent,
for akarma also. The person who says, 'I do not do any action,' is doing action because
there is doership and the person takes himself or herself to be a doer of 'no action.' As
long as the karti is there, karma is also there for the person, be it pravrtti or nivrtti,
action or inaction. Both belong to the kartd alone.

1 Inevitable and steady deterioration of a system or society.
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THE ONE WHO SEES THINGS AS THEY ARE HAS WISDOM

If the person knows I am not the 'karta, he sees akarma in both karma and the so
called akarma. And this person, the one who sees etma, the self, as one that is free from
kartrtua, doership, he alone sees, says Krsna. Therefore, the person is called
buddhimdn.

The literal meaning of buddhiman is one who has an intellect, buddhi, just as
dehavan refers to one who has a physical body, deha. But everyone has a buddhi. Why,
then, does Krsna call this person a buddhiman? Buddhi has to be understood here as
wisdom in the form of self-knowledge. Thus, the one who has buddhi has the
knowledge of the self and is therefore, wise, buddhimdn.

Wisdom is seeing things as they are. One who sees things as they are, in terms of
reality, has wisdom and is therefore, wise. Wisdom does not mean that the person has
generated a new line of thinking. Here, Krsna refers to a person who is able to see
karma and akarma as they really are as a buddhiman, a wise person among human
beings - sah buddhimdn manusyesu.

Krsna also calls this person a yogi - sah yuktah, meaning that he or she has
lived a life of yoga which has paid off in terms of wisdom. Yoga being meant for gaining
this knowledge, such a person living a life of karma-yoga, has gained what it had to
offer him. He is a real karma-yogi, an accomplished yogi. Understanding what is to be
understood, he or she is a person of fulfilment - krtsna-karmakrt.

SAMSARA IS CENTRED ON DOERSHIP

To know oneself as akarta is to know oneself as abhokta, one who is not an
enjoyer. If you are not the enjoyer of the results of any action, then there is no punya or
papa for you. And when there is no punya or papa, there is no sukha or duhkha,
meaning that you are above sukha and duhkha. Sukha and duhkha, being the net result
of karma-phala, are also karma-phala, the result of action. You may have performed a
certain karma and received some money. Because of that money you have a big house
and are very comfortable. Because of all this you are very happy. Being comfortable,
being happy, is a karma-phala for you.

Duhkha is also a karma-phala. The house you bought turned out to be in a bad
neighbourhood. You were happy with the house until it was broken into and you were
robbed. No matter how many new alarm systems you install, the results are the same -
frequent robberies and vandalism. So the same house that made you sukhi for some time
has now made you duhkhi, unhappy. Either way it is all karma-phala, punya and
papa. You asked for it and you got it!

Because all unseen results, punya and papa, fructify in the form of sukha and
duhkha, all karmas are capable of producing sukha and duhkha for the kartd. As long
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as I take myself to be the karta, I am subject to sukha and duhkha. To be subject to
sukha and duhkha is what is called samsira. Sukha and duhkha themselves are not
samsdra. The notion that I am subject to them is samsara and makes me a samsari.

SAMSARA IS A NOTION

That the physical body is subject to pain is a fact. But if I say that I am subject to
pain there is samsara. 'I am subject to pain' is different from 'the physical body is
subject to pain.' If you say the body is subject to pain, it is a simple truth because it
states a fact about the empirical world. The creation is like that. The body endowed with
the sensation of pain as a means of protection. Otherwise, one would not pay attention to
it. Pain indicates that something is wrong and needs attending to. Therefore, physical
pain is an important part of the creation.

That the body is subject to pain is true. That I am subject to pain is an opinion, a
notion, called samsara. It is not true because dtma is not the enjoyer of the results of
action - karma-phala-bhokta. Atnm is not the enjoyer because it is not the karta, the
doer. One who knows that he or she is not the enjoyer is called krtsna-karmakrt here.
When one is able to recognise oneself as free from doership, he or she becomes free
from enjoyership also.

Being free from enjoyership means that the punya and papa standing in one's
account are all taken care of. Such a person who is free from a sense of doership and
enjoyership is called a krtsna-karmakrt. For him, everything that has to be done now or
later, has been done. No new incarnation has to be taken by the person. No karma
remains to prompt another birth. In this life also, whatever the person thought he or she
would do is gone because the person is ananda, plrna, fullness itself. He or she is
above sukha and duhkha, liberated from the subjugation of karma, and therefore,
krtsna-karmakrt.

INACTION IS NOT THE ABSENCE OF ACTION

One who is krtsna-karmakrt sees very clearly that there is no action whatsoever
in action - karmani akarma-darSanam, and that there is action in inaction -
akarmani karma daraanam. In his understanding, inaction, akarma, the so-called
absence of action, is converted into action because of the presence of the karta. The one
who says, 'I perform this action,' is the same one who says, 'I do not perform this
action.' To say, 'I do not perform this action,' does not mean there is no action because
this particular inactivity is dependent upon or is centred on the karta, the doer.

Kartrtva is the notion that 'I am the doer - aham karta.' Because this notion is
there, the person says, 'I do not perform this action now,' which does not mean that he or
she does not perform any action at all. While the person may not perform certain actions,
he or she continues to perform some action or the other. No one can remain, even for a
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second, performing no action whatsoever, as we saw in the third chapter.' Therefore, it is
impossible for anyone to say, 'I am not doing any action.'

Even making such a statement is acting because speaking is an action. A person
who says, 'I perform no action at all. I am keeping quiet,' is performing the action of
speaking. There is no such thing as inaction in the sense of a total absence of activity.
When Krsna says that the wise person is able to see action in inaction, he means that the
person does not see inaction as an absence of action. What the person is able to see in
action is freedom from action, not the absence of action. In the absence of action, there is
action and even in that action, the wise person, called buddhimdn, is able to see a
freedom from action.

The buddhiman has the wisdom, the buddhi, that enables him or her to see
inaction in action because the person sees the dtma as akarta. Thus, there is the
recognition of the fact that the self is not an actor in any way whatsoever. The self does
not perform any action - and in its presence all activities take place.

THE ORIGINAL SIN IS IGNORANCE

The problem here is that all actions are centred on the kartd, the actor. Only when
the karti is there, there is the possibility of action. Therefore, all actions emanate from
the kartd, which is not separate from aham, I, the atmr. The problem comes because
the person thinks that he or she is the kartd. This thinking, this particular notion, is the
only evil there is. If there is such a thing as original sin, it is only in thinking that oneself
is the kartd, because from this all problems arise.

'I am the kart4' is a notion and it is this notion that binds a person to karma.
Why? Because the one who is the enjoyer of the result of action is the one who
performed the action - kartd eva bhoktd bhavati. When I perform an action, a result
accrues. And this result accrues to me, the kartd alone. In this way, I am bound by the
results of my actions and thus by the actions themselves. Even a person who makes
money and distributes it all to others, leaving none for himself or herself accrues the
result of a good action. People rightly exalt such a person, which is a karma-phala that
belongs only to the person who distributed the money. But the person is still a kartf to
whom karma-phala accrues because of which he or she is also an enjoyer.

SAMSARA: THE ORBIT OF ACTION AND RESULT

Karma and its results, karma-phala, are the cause for samsdra. They account for
all of one's problems. The results of karma, in the form ofpurnya and papa according to
this particular model, account for one's incarnation also. We have seen that karma is
born out of desire, kdma, and is therefore, nothing but an expression of desire in the
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form of likes and dislikes, raga-duesas. Although samsara is accounted for by
karma-phala, karma-phala itself is only possible because there is karma, which in
turn is possible because there is kama, desire. And for whom is the kama? The kartd.
Therefore, karta is the cause for all the karmas and karma-phalas. And because of
ignorance, one takes oneself to be the karta.

The problem here is that if you are really a karta, you have no way of getting out
of samsara. You are in its orbit, the orbit of action and its results, karma-cakra.
Because of karma-phala, there is birth, janma, and because of birth there is karma to
perform, if one is able to gain a human body or its equivalent. Then you perform new
karmas and gather more karma-phalas, thereby perpetuating the cycle. Because of
karma there is karma-phala, because of karma-phala there is janma, because of
janma there is karma, and because of karma there is karma-phala - an orbit you will
continue to be in as long as you take yourself to be the karta.

There is no way of getting out of this wheel of samsara, this samsara-cakra,
unless you get out of the orbit of karma - karma-phala -janma - karma. And how do
you get out? The only way is to nullify the kartrtva, doership. If the doership is real, you
will not be able to nullify it because anything real cannot be nullified. By the same
reasoning, if doership can be nullified, it is not real.

HOW TO GET OUT OF THE ORBIT OF SAMSARA?

There is an argument that suggests that by performing only good karmas, a person
will be liberated from samsara. This cannot be true. Tk perform only good karmas
means that all the actions done by a person have to be good. There would be no wrong
actions at all. This is not possible at all as we shall see later. A person doing only good
actions will gain only punya. But gaining any amount of punya will not release the
person from this cycle. Punya being karma-phala, the person with a lot of punya will
have a lot of births and maybe a lot of what we call comforts. And the tendency of a
person who has more and more comforts, in the form of money and power for example,
is eventually towards wrong actions.

The more money a person gathers, the more power he or she may have and power
tends to corrupt the person who has it. And, if by having gathered so much punya, a
person could conceivably gain absolute power, then the person may become absolutely
corrupt. This absolute corruption will then result in the accrual of papa, for which more
births are gained. i

Furthermore, it is impossible for a person to perform only good actions,
punya-karma. No one can avoid-doing pdpa-karma at some time or the other. All it
takes is one unconscious swatting of a mosquito! Unknowingly, you are destroying
millions of bacteria everyday. Nor are all the varieties of pdpa-karma known to you;
some are unknown also. Therefore, you cannot avoid doing papa-karma altogether.
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Even if you could do nothing but punya-karma, you would not get out of the orbit
of samsara. Karma itself keeps the samsara going. Only when the kartd is not there,
will there be the absence of karma for you. And, if the kartd is a reality, karma will
definitely be there.

But the kartd is not absolutely real; it is only a superimposition upon the dtmi,
which is absolutely real. This means that while the kartd, the doer, is aham, 'I,' 'I,'
dtmd is not the doer. This being so, kartrtva, doership, becomes mithyd, something that
has no independent existence, because it depends upon 'I' whereas, 'I,' the dtmd, does
not depend on doership. It is satya.

THE DEFINITION OF MITHYA AND SATYA

Anything that does not exist on its own, anything that depends for its existence
upon something else, anything that draws flesh and blood from something else for it to
exist, is called mithyd. That which does not depend upon anything else in order to exist,
is satya.

In terms of reality, then, a shirt becomes mithyd and the cloth it is made of
becomes satya. The cloth itself becomes mithyd and the yarn that makes up the cloth
becomes satya. The yarn becomes mithyd and its fibres become satya. The fibres
become mithyd and the particles that make up the fibres become satya. The particles
become mithyd and the concept becomes satya. The concept becomes mithyd and dtmd
becomes satya. And at this point, a question may arise - if dtmd becomes mithyd?
This question is not valid because this entire inquiry is possible only because there is an
ditmd, which is satya - that which is not negatable.

I AM NEITHER THE DOER NOR THE ENJOYER

Consciousness that is self-evident, which does not need to be revealed by anything
else, is ltmd, the self. The self alone is self-evident and everything else is evident to the
self, dtmd that is not the kartd. The kartd is something that comes and goes. For
instance, there is no kartrtva, no doership, in deep sleep. Since I am always there,
self-evident, if I am the kartd, the kartd should not come and go. I should always be the
kartd. And if I am an enjoyer, bhoktd, I should always be bhoktd. But, this is not so.
Sometimes I am kartd and sometimes I am bhoktd. This means that I am neither kartd
nor bhokti.

Kartd appears when the mind, antah-karana, is there. Doership, kartrtva, means
the status of being the subject with reference to any type of activity, whether it is mental
activity like perception, inference, and thinking, or physical activity. For any type of
activity, a subject is always necessary and this subject is called the ego or ahahikra or
kartd. The word 'ego' must be understood well because there are a number of problems
associated with its general use.
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DEFINITION OF EGO

Ego is that which owns up to any type of activity. For example, when I see, I say
'This is my sight.' The one who owns up to the activity of seeing, the one who is the
subject behind the seeing or behind hearing, tasting, smelling, thinking, or doing
anything, is what is meant by the karta or the ego or ahaikara.

To say that one should surrender one's ego to the Lord is a very common statement
that is much too simplistic in terms of understanding what is meant by surrender. First of
all, I do not know who or what the Lord is. And why should I surrender the only ego that
I have to this Lord? As it is, I have only a few things and these things are owned by this
ego. If I surrender it to the Lord, what will I get in return? 'Everything,' I am told.

The question that would arise would be, 'If the ego is already surrendered, who
will get everything?' Once I have surrendered my ego, I become totally decimated. Then
who is there to get anything out of that surrender? Nobody. Therefore, that type of
surrender is useless. Also, the next question is 'Who is surrendering the ego?' Somebody
has to do the surrendering. It is the ego that has to surrender itself. And that is not
possible. Again, if I am wearing a coat, I can surrender the coat. I can hang it somewhere
or put it on someone's shoulders. Also, when I am the owner of the coat, it is easy to
surrender it. If I am not the owner of the coat, I can ask you to take it, but I cannot
surrender it because it does not belong to me.

Similarly, I am told that the ahaikara, the ego, belongs to the Lord and that I
must surrender it. How can I surrender what does not belong to me? I can only surrender
what belongs to me. And if it belongs to the Lord, how is it that I do not know this? In
fact, I think that everything belongs to me, including the Lord. Why else would I address
him as 'My Lord'? To address the Lord, I must be there; because I am here, he is the
Lord. If I am not here, where is the Lord? He is the Lord because I call him 'Lord'!

And if there is a Lord, and this Lord includes everything, then I have nothing to
surrender. I have only to know. Furthermore, if I have to surrender to a Lord who is
separate from me, then I am the ego. Who, then, is to surrender this ego? The ego alone
has to surrender. How can the ego surrender? The one who surrenders is the ego. And
being the one who surrenders, the ego can only surrender what it owns. The owner
cannot be surrendered. If the ego has to surrender to the Lord, something else must be
there to surrender it, which can only be another ego because whoever owns up to the act
of surrender is the ego. The ego requires an ego which requires yet another ego! Thus,
we find ourselves in infinite regression. How, then, are we going to surrender our ego to
the Lord?
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SURRENDER IS AN ATTITUDE

Surrender is an attitude, a mature attitude. There is no other surrender than this.
Surrender as such is not possible for the ego because it cannot surrender itself. But, with
an attitude of surrender, I can deflate the ego. I can appreciate that there is nothing in this
creation that is authored by me, that everything is given to me, including my physical
body, mind, and senses. What is given to me is not mine. When I say, 'I am just a
trustee, O Lord, and you are the giver,' the ego is what tells me all this. Thus, surrender
can be only in terms of attitude.

Then how does one get rid of samsara? Only by getting rid of the ego, the karta.
And, if surrender is not possible, how does one get rid of the ego? In the name of getting
rid of everything else, the ego remains in one form or the other because it cannot get rid
of itself. It remains to say things like, 'I am the most charitable person around.' Even a
person who does not talk about his or her good actions, may think of himself or herself
as a humble person and say, 'I never mention all of the charities I have done. I don't
boast about them. Ask anyone and they will tell you that this is so.' The ego knows very
well how to sustain and perpetuate itself in so many ways.

Because the ego, the karti, is always there in one form or the other, it cannot be
defeated - except by the one who undertakes an inquiry into 'Who am I.' A person can
study every philosophy there is and the ego will remain, saying, 'I am a philosopher.'
Only when the question, 'Who am I,' is asked, is the ego in trouble. Why? Because the
ego, the kartd, is really an impostor, a superimposition. There is no kartrtva, no
doership, in fact, because it is mithyd, dependent on dtmd.

NEGATION BY KNOWLEDGE

When the truth of oneself is recognised, the ego does not go, strictly speaking.
Rather, this recognition is what makes one see the ego as mithy&. The 'going' of the
ego, then, is purely in terms of negation, bddha, or destruction, ndaa, by knowledge.
The word 'destruction' is generally used in a physical sense, such as destroying an object
so that it no longer exists in that form. Here, destruction of the ego is purely in terms of
negation, bddhd.

Negation by knowledge occurs when an object is there, but its reality is taken
away. For example, you can enjoy the blue sky and, at the same time, knowing that the
sky is not really blue, dismiss its blueness. Or, enjoying a movie, you can dismiss its
reality. A child, on the other hand, cannot dismiss the movie as unreal because, for the
child, the elephants, tigers, and everything in the movie are real. The child may even cry,
not knowing that the objects and situations in the movie are only appearances and
therefore, mithyd. Until the child knows the movie is mithya, the movie will remain
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real. This knowing comes by negation, badha, understanding an object or situation and
removing the reality of it.

Similarly, the ego is not removed, but the fact that it has no independent existence
is understood. And what does the ego that everyone has, depend upon? What is it that
exists independently without depending on the ego upon which everything else depends?
The ego depends for its existence on the self, which is not the ego. Therefore, the self is
the truth of every ego.

There is one truth for every ego and everything that is done by the ego, and that
truth, satya, is called atmd or the self. The self is the very content of the ego, without
which there is no ego. This one satya, atma, is not the ego and is akarta. Then who is
the kartS? The ego alone is the kartd.

To be a kart, you must have thought and this thought has its being in ','
consciousness. Therefore, you say, 'I am the doer.' Doership itself is a thought centred
on '.' What is to be understood here is that while thought is centred on '' 'I' itself is
not centred on thought. Recognition of this fact is not the elimination or removal of
thought. It is understanding - understanding the truth of 'I.'

HOW DOES ONE KNOW ATMA?

'How does the ego know the dtma?' you may ask. The ego generally knows
everything else, but how can it know dtma, atma not being an object of the ego? In
response to this question, there are those who will say, 'The atmd will transcend the ego
and you will know.' But what does transcending the ego mean? Does the ego go away?
Does it come back?

If the ego goes away, there is no one there. And, if having transcended the ego, the
ego does not come back, who will be there to know the atmd? If such were the case,
gaining this knowledge would amount to becoming a vegetable! If the ego is transcended
in order to know dtmd, it is definitely not going to come back. Therefore, this
explanation is not acceptable.

And if you transcend the ego, understand the atma, and the ego comes back, who
is it that who understood the dtmd? It is the ego that has to understand the atma. These
kinds of statements about surrendering the ego and transcending the ego in order to
understand the dtma are very confusing to people. Unfortunately, they are too often to
be found in the modern books on Vedanta and must, therefore, be seen for what they
are.

THE MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE ARE FOR THE EGO ALONE

In fact, the ego alone uses the pramdna, the means of knowledge, available -
perception, inference, and so on. The ego, ahakkara, uses perception and, analysing the

B.G. Vol. II -s
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data gathered by perception, gains inferential understanding also. Thus, perception and
inference are in the hands of ahahkara, the ego, the kartd, the subject who, wielding
these two instruments of knowledge, perceives and infers.

A means of knowledge is always employed by a subject who is the kartd.
Therefore, in the employment of any means of knowledge there is a subject - kartd, an
instrument - karana, action - kriyd, and the result of action - karma-phala. Whether a
piece of knowledge or an action produces a result or not, there is always a karta behind
it.

Perception and inference, wielded by the ego, are not going to help you know
dtmd because atma is the very essence of the ego. Atmd is that which is behind the ego,
meaning it is the truth of the ego. How, then, is the dtmd to be known?

This is where dgama-pramdna, revelation in the form of words, Aabda, comes in.
When sabda is the pramana, the means of knowledge, the ego does not do anything.
What happens is that sabda creates a thought, a vrtti, showing you that you are the atma
that is Brahman, and not the ego. The consciousness that is dtma, which is limitless, is
you. This is the teaching, the upadesa, and it removes your ignorance of yourself.

THE DESTRUCTION OF SELF-IGNORANCE

A person who takes himself or herself to be the ego thinks, 'I am only this much.'
Nothing more is known 'about oneself than this, This ignorance, because of which the
ego is there, is destroyed by the vrtti, 'I am Brahman,' which is born out of the
teaching. With the destruction of this ignorance, the notion that 'I am the ego,'
disappears. Nothing more is necessary.

What happens to the ego in the wake of self-knowledge? When the ego comes, it
comes and when it goes, it goes. But you are no longer the ego because ignorance about
the dtmd has already been destroyed. You know that the ego is atmd, whereas dtma is
not the ego. Knowing this, you do not get lost in or caught up by the ego and its
activities.

This knowledge of dtmd, once gained, is never lost because you have no more
ignorance about dtmd. Even if the ego comes, itmd cannot be mistaken as the ego
anymore. Ego is dtmd, but atmd does not become the ego just because the ego came.
Just because a perception comes or an inference is made, just because an action is done
or a result is gained, just because something happens, atmd does not become the ego.
Everything is dtmd - dtmd eva idam sarvam - and dtmd is not any of them.

When any action is done, the ego is there, but dtmd is free from all action because
it is not the ego. Similarly, the means of doing an action or its result is also dtmd,
whereas dtmd is neither the means, the doing, nor the result. This truth being known, the
person sees actionlessness in action - karmani akarma darsanam.
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Knowledge is the only way to destroy ignorance about atmd. Agama alone,
knowledge in the form of words alone, destroys the ego because you are not really
wielding a pramana here. Rather, you are exposing yourself to the pramana, to the
words. In fact, you are so exposed that you get shot by the spear of Brahman, called
Brahmdstra. In the Ramayana, Rdma used the Brahmdstra to kill Ravana. Astra
means a weapon that leaves your hand and sastra is that which remains in your hand.
The various forms of practice, such as prayers, rituals, and so on, are called sdstra,
whereas the statement, 'tat tvam asi - you are that,' is called astra. It comes from a
teacher and hits you. It is intended to hit you, in fact. The statement comes out like a
bullet and hits the exposed the ego, causing it to die.

When the ego gets exposed to the teaching, tat tvam asi, it naturally dies, just as
the many-headed demon, Rduana, did when he was shot by the Brahmdstra. 'Tat tvam
asi,' the Brahmdstra, destroys the ego called Rduana once and for all. Rama tried
various methods to destroy his enemy Rdvana; but nothing happened. He would remove
one head, but by the time he destroyed the second head, the first one was back again.
This is like trying to remove all our desires. Just when we think one is gone, we find that
another one has popped up in its place. Finally, Rama was told to use the Brahmi stra.
Only then did Rdvana die; only then did Rama get back his joy, Sita.

When the weapon 'tat tuam asi' is used against the exposed ego, it is destroyed.
Thus, you need not do anything except expose yourself to the teaching. This difference
between employing perception and inference and exposing yourself to the teaching is
what distinguishes this particular means of knowledge from all others. Exposing oneself
to the teaching is lending oneself to an entirely different type of pramana operation. It
comes from outside and destroys the ego by saying that you are Brahman. For this, no
action is performed. You just expose yourself, to the pramana with iraddha, the faith
that the pramana will give you self-knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE AND ERROR CANNOT CO-EXIST

Sraddhd is not doing anything and, at the same time, being totally alive to the
pramana, having abandoned prejudices about you, the world, and God. In fact, it is
graddhd that grants you this type of exposure. It is the attitude behind the exposure that
brings one the knowledge. And against this knowledge, the ego is helpless because it is
an error that has been corrected by the knowledge. No error is capable of standing as a
co-existent partner to knowledge because knowledge and error cannot co-exist. Nor can
the error come back once knowledge has taken place. An object of error cannot return to
the same locus where knowledge already is.

You may question this statement using the rope-snake example. You may mistake
a piece of rope for a snake and remove the error by seeing that the snake is actually a
rope. But the very next day, you may again make the same error. This is possible
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because the existence of both the rope and the snake depends on a means of knowledge,
your perception. And because the defect in your perception can occur again, the error
can also occur again. Whereas the existence of atmd does not depend on any pramdna.
The self is not first seen by you and then recognised, as is the case with the rope-snake.
The self always is. Once the ignorance about the nature of the self is removed, there is no
question of ignorance coming back.

With reference to objects, out of sight can be out of mind. But dtma is never out of
sight or out of mind. You may be out of mind, but you can never be out of atma, the
self. This self is not what is meant when people talk about the psychological self,
biological self, anatomical self, familial self, or genetic self. These are subject to defects
of every kind - genetic, pathological, physiological, and mental. Therefore, such a self
is always unacceptable to you. Even anatomically you cannot accept yourself. Your nose
is not of the right shape, your hair is not of the right colour, and so on. But this is not
what we are discussing here. The self is different from all of this.

Everything is the self and, therefore, there is no way of being out of oneself. When
the ignorance goes, the ego also goes - in terms of knowing 'I am not the ego.' The ego
that comes after this knowledge has taken place is not the same ego that was there
before. It has become an enlightened ego. Because there is knowledge that there is no
real, self-existent ego, you refer to it as enlightened, jivanmukta, one who is liberated
while living. This is the person that Krsna refers to as a buddhimdn in this verse.

KNOWING I AM NOT THE DOER HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH ACTION

Buddhiman, the wise person, is one who sees that even the so-called akarma,
inaction, is nothing but karma - yah akarmani karma pasyet sah buddhiman. And

dtma being akarta, and because one understands this fact about dtma, he or she sees
akarma in karma itself; and because of that, he is a buddhiman - yah karmani

akarma pasyet sah buddhiman. The person recognises the fact of atmd being
actionless and that recognition, if it really is a recognition, is not altered whether karma
is done or not done. This recognition has nothing to do with karma; it is the recognition
of the svaripa, the nature, of atma.

YOU DO NOT BECOME A NON-DOER; YOU ARE ALREADY A NON-DOER

When we talk about the svariipa of dtmd, we say that dtma is essentially akarta.
This statement is made with reference to kartrtva, doership, that is superimposed on the
dtma due to ignorance. Generally one has the mistaken notion, 'I am a doer - aham
kartd.' And the correction of this mistake makes you see that you are akarta. That you
are akarta is a fact to be recognised. Therefore, you cannot ask, 'When will I be able to
become akartd?' Nowhere is it said that you have to become an akarta, a non-doer;
only that you must see akarma in karma itself.
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There is no question of your becoming akarta. You are akarta. Atma is akarta
and, to be akarta, you only have to see the fact. Then you are a buddhiman, a wise
person, among all people who have buddhis but do not use them.

UNDERSTANDING REALITY REQUIRES THINKING

The meaning of buddhiman is something like that of dhanavdn, a rich person, as
we said before. To have money does not mean that you are a rich person. Only if you
have money to give are you a rich person. A man who has money to spend on himself,
and on others when necessary, is a rich man. Whereas, a man with money who does not
think he has enough to spend on himself or for a cause is simply a moneyed man; he is
not a rich man. The difference between a moneyed person and a rich person is important
to understand. The rich person is one who feels rich.

A man who has only a rupee in his pocket and gives it to someone who has not
eaten for two days is a rich man because, although he had so little, he had money to
spare. He has no money, but he is rich; he is ready to spend. Whereas another man may
have millions of rupees and may not be able to spend it on himself or on others. Such a
person is moneyed but not rich - in other words, a miser, krpana.

Similarly, in the Brhadaranyakopanisad, Yajiiavalkya tells GargI 'The one
who dies not knowing Brahman is a miser.' Why is he or she considered a miser?
Because the person had an intellect that he or she never used. Just as money is of no use
to a person who will not spend it, what is the use of having an intellect if you cannot or
will not use it?

One who has a buddhi and does not spend it is also a miser. Such a person uses as
little intellect as possible, keeping it as it is. A man may exercise his intellect just a little
to learn something in order to please his parents. He may even get a job. But that is the
maximum he is willing to use his intellect for. He does not read anything, not even the
newspaper. He sits staring at the TV, without using his intellect at all. Why should he use
it? For this kind of life, he need not use it at all. No real thinking is ever done by such a
person.

Real thinking is thinking about realities. Because you are dealing with reality,
there must be thinking; otherwise, you are dealing only with shadows. If the realities are
not known, you may be fighting in areas where no fighting is required. One who thinks
about the fundamental reality of himself, the world and God, who knows what it is all
about, is a buddhimin. This person is rich - he or she has an intellect to use and to
spare. The buddhiman has used the buddhi for himself or herself and shares the
knowledge gained with others.

1Refer to page 164, Vol. 1
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Thus, in this verse, Krsna is saying that among the people, all of whom have
buddhis, this person is the only one who is wise - sah buddhimdn manusyesu. Just as
some people have money without being rich, some people have buddhis without being
wise. The buddhimdn, however, is a yogi, a krtsna-karmakrt, one who has done all
that is to be done.

By discovering the atmd to be akartd, the wise person has completely destroyed
all the karmas. The self being full, parna, there is nothing more for this person to do at
any time. The self as akartd is not a sometime affair. Once the self is known to be
akartd, it will never become karta again.

When we say dtmd is asafga, we mean that it is free from being a karta and
bhoktd which means it is free from sukha and duhkha, samsdra. When it is said that
dtmd is always &nanda, it means that atmd is parna, full, limitless. This knowledge
makes a person a krtsna-karmakrt. Everything that is to be done has been done in one
stroke. Nothing needs to be done for the person to be happy. Whatever karmas the
person had to fulfil by taking many births have all been fulfilled. All karma has been
completely taken care of. Any activity he or she undertakes later is born of joy - not for
gaining some security and happiness. The person may continue to do the same thing he
or she did before. What one does, does not alter the fact that one is akartd.

As long as there is a doer, a kartd, there is action even in so-called inaction. A
wise person, a buddhimdn, is able to see this. Because 'I am not doing anything' also
implies a kartd, both karma and akarma become karma in the vision of the wise.
Wherever there is doership, there is always some action or the other. Therefore,
everything becomes action, be it action or inaction.

The buddhimdn is also able to see akarma in both karma and akarma because,
for such a person, there is no doership in the self-- itmani kartrtva-abhdva. He or she
knows that while kartd, the doer, is non-separate from the self, the self is not the doer.
Because the person has this knowledge, he or she is said to be wise among human beings
and is described as one who has done everything that is to be done, without exception -
sah buddhimdn manusyesu sah krtsna-karmakrt.

WHEN THERE IS NO DOER, THERE IS NO ACTION

When there is no kartrtva in the dtmd, what karma is there for the person to do?
If I am not the kartd, how can I perform action even if all four Vedas enjoin me? If they
say, 'O kartd, please do this ritual,' I can only respond if I am the kartd. When someone
says, 'John, please come here,' only John will come, no one else. Just as an individual is
being addressed here, so too the Vedas also address the individual, 'O person, please do
these karmas - karma kuru.'
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And who is the person the Vedas are addressing? Is it the sat-cit-ananda-dtmH or

the kartS? They are definitely addressing the kartd. And what happens if there is no
kartd? There is no response. A wise person does not respond because he is not a karta.
Only when there is a karta, a doer, does the addressing of the Vedas have an effect.
Otherwise, it is useless. The enjoined karmas are also useless because they are all 'as
well done' for the krtsna-karmakrt. Even karma-yoga no longer applies to the wise

person.

THERE IS NO KARMA-YOGA FOR THE JNANI

A karma-yogi is one who takes care of his or her rdga-dvesas, likes and dislikes,

by doing what is to be done with a proper attitude towards the actions and also towards

their results. The Vedas address both the karma-yogi and the person who performs
action strictly to accomplish certain desirable ends because both of them have kartrtva,
doership. Only the jidani, the one who sees inaction, is not addressed by the Vedas

because such a person sees dtmd as akartd, the non-performer of action.

If I am the non-performer of action, any enjoining done by the Vedas or anything
else does not come to me at all. Therefore, whatever was to be done before is all over; I
am a krtsna-karmakrt. There is nothing more for me to do. And anything that was to be
done later is also taken care of.

Before knowledge, all actions are meant for me - for my sukha, my happiness. I

want some cheerfulness, some tranquillity, antah-karana-suddhi. Then, with such a

mind, I can achieve self-knowledge, which is seeing non-action in action - karmani

akarma-darganam. To see non-action in action is to understand that I am akarta, a
non-doer. Thus, for the sake of self-knowledge alone, I perform all the karmas that are

to be done by me.

Even a kaml, one who is not interested in self-knowledge but just wants to fulfil

certain desires, has to perform certain actions, which are meant for the kami, the one
who has desires. Because the person feels inadequate, he or she has certain desires that

necessitate the performance of action. Suppose, however, you understand that the self is

not inadequate, that it is adequate or more than adequate, then there is no desire for

action. In fact, because the self is full, words like adequate and inadequate do not even

come into the picture. Therefore, for the person who knows this, there is nothing to be
done - kdryam karma na vidyate.

When the mind, meaning the aharikara or the ego, is resolved in the dtmd, there

is nothing for the person to do. In the wake of knowledge, ahalikara, the I-notion, the

kartl, is resolved in the dtmd and there is no longer any question of dtma being the
kartd. When there is no karta, there is nothing to be done, which is why the person is

called krtsna-karmakrt. He or she has done everything that is to be done - in the past
as well as in the future.
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THE WISE PERSON'S WILL HAS SERVED ITS PURPOSE

This person for whom there is nothing-to-be-done is a jiiani, a wise person.
Because there is nothing to be done for such a person, he or she is free to do a lot of
things. When there is nothing to be done, what is there that is not to be done? There is no
mandate for a ji'nt enjoining him to do any particular action or prohibiting him from
doing any particular action. His or her job is over. Hereafter, the person's will has no
place at all. Whatever will the person had before the knowledge took place has been
successfully used up, having served its purpose.

This is why sannyasis do not leave wills when they die. They have no will to
leave a will. Only when will is there can there be a will! Sometimes, if the sannyasi has
many disciples, not leaving a will can cause problems as to who is to succeed him or her
and so on. Whereas, if he or she is a traditional sannydsi, a parampard-sannydsi, and
the disciples have been taught well, there will be no problem. There will be no vying for
the sannydsi's seat because there is no seat. There is no organisation for a seat to be
there. Each disciple is the seat, in fact.

In the Hindu tradition, vaidika-dharma, there is no organisation or hierarchical
structure - no papacy, diocese, parish, or congregation. Dharma, of course, has no
organisation and in that dharma, there is a person, a sannyasi, who also has no
organisation. The very word sannyast means that the person just lives with only the sky
above him or her. The person is the only organisation that is there. And if he has any
disciples, every disciple there may be, is an organisation. This is how the parampard,
the tradition, is. The sannydsi does not even need the text of the Upanisads or the Gltd.
Everything is in the form of understanding within the person's head. There is no
organisational head other than this head and there is no organisation other than this.

MOKSA MEANS THE JIVA IS GONE

Once self-knowledge is gained, the job of the wise person is over and there is no
will left. It has all been used up. The will is useful only until moksa, just as one's cheque
book is useful only as long as one's account is not closed. Once the account is closed,
what is the use of the cheques that you still have? They are useless. You can fill them out
and give them to people, but they have no meaning. Similarly, when moksa is gained,
the will is useless. The account is closed. The accountant has struck out the person's
name with a red pen and has removed the file. One more jiva is gone, finished, and with
this jiva goes everything else, meaning that all the karma term deposits simply
evaporate. There is no longer anyone to claim them. Just as when a person dies, his or
her file is marked, 'Deceased,' so too the jiva's file is closed and dispensed with because
there will be no further transactions or complications. No one else is going to claim the
jiva's karma; it is all over. The file is shredded and burnt with no trace left behind.
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Therefore, the person is krtsna-karmakrt. Having gained moksa, the person has nothing
more to do.

HOW OBJECTIONS ARE PRESENTED IN VEDANTA

Here, there is one small, but highly technical, objection raised by Sdrikara. This
objection is based on a somewhat different interpretation that is sometimes given to this
verse.

Objections are raised in various ways in Veddnta. Certain philosophies are
presented as sparring partners for us, like the Sai�khya and Vaisesika schools of
thought. There is also a person referred to as puirva-mimamsaka who is a little more
than a sparring partner. Mimdimsd is the analysis of the sentences of the Vedas. The
analysis of the sentences in the piirvabhdga, the earlier portion or karma-ktnda is
called piirva-mimdmsa while the analysis of the sentences of the uttara-bhkga, the
later portion which is Vedanta is called uttara-mimamsa.

Then, there are those who are not really sparring partners at all; they are
opponents, like the bauddhas andjainas who have their own philosophies and have to
be answered. To understand what Vedanta is saying, we use all of these as sparring
partners by analysing their particular arguments. Some are permanent sparring partners,
others are by invitation only, and with still others we do shadow fighting.

The philosophy of the pirva-mlmdmsaka is very simple; the Veda is eternal and
is the final word in everything. According to the piirva-mima-msaka, the Veda enjoins
you to do karma alone. For this person, knowledge is not moksa; performing karma is
the only way to gain moksa. Because the piirva-mimamsaka analyses the pramdna so
well, we make use of his method of analysis in Ved&nta.

THE PURVA-MIMAMSAKA'S ARGUMENT

According to the pirva-mimdmsaka, all sentences of the Veda deal primarily
with action and therefore, do not really convey anything that is already there. It should
be clearly understood that the sentences throughout the entire Veda can be taken as
commands in terms of what is to be done, vidhi-vakya, or what is not to be done,
nisedha-vdkya. Any sentence that reveals the nature of an object is connected to or
subserves either a vidhi-vdkya or a nisedha-vdkya.

This analysis of karma, karma-mim-.msd is very important because the
orientation of any human mind, even the minds of those who are lazy, is towards karma,
action. A person who is lazy is bothered because of the action that he or she does not
perform. Thus, both the active and the lazy are oriented towards karma alone. That there
is something to be done is the truth about everyone. For the purva-mimdmsaka, then,
moksa can only be gained by performing nitya-naimittika-karma.
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Nitya-karmas are the daily rituals that one has to perform and certain other

enjoined duties that are to be done. Naimittika-karmas are those karmas that have to
be done on certain occasions, as at the time of an eclipse. And these
nitya-naimittika-karmas are to be done by everyone.

Moksa, according to the parva-mimamsaka, also involves not doing any
kamya-karma, the actions done for a specific desirable result. One must do only those
actions which are duties. The idea here is to avoid both punya and papa. By not
planning or performing any kamya-karmas, punya is avoided and by not doing what is

not to be done, pdpa is avoided. In this way, the prarabdha-karma that brought this
body into being will exhaust itself without your needing to do anything about it. The

capital will be lost and the body will die. Having avoided all punya and pdpa, there will

be no new karmas for you and therefore, no cause for a new birth. All you have to do is
keep eating daily and do your nitya-naimittika-karma. This, then, is one argument for
gaining moksa, through karma - the simple argument of the purva-mimamsaka.

The two sets of karma - nitya-karma and naimittika-karma - are called

duties. The pirva-mimamsaka argues that because they are duties, there is no result for

you when you do them. In other words, they do not produce pun.ya. And when you do
not do these karmas, the omission attracts papa to you. This is the crux of the
pirva-mimamsaka's argument.

How can one attract sin by not doing an action? An example is given. When a
person bathes, no one notices. Because it is a common activity, no one says, 'Oh!, you
seem to have taken a bath today.' But suppose the person does not bathe? This omission
is definitely noticed - if not by all, definitely by some! Thus, the pirva-mimamsaka's
argument is that there are actions to be done and if these are not done there is a result.
Nitya-naimittika-karmas do not attract any result when they are done. Only when they
are not done, do they attract results, papa.

This verse can, therefore, be seen from this standpoint. For the
purva-mmaimsaka, the word karmani in the expression - karmani akarma yah

paSyet - means nitya-naimittika-karmani - in the actions that are to be done daily
or occasionally. And akarma refers to the absence of any result, phala-abhdva. Thus,
the expression is taken to mean that one who sees akarma, the absence of result, in
nitya-naimittika-karma is wise.

But if there is no result to be gained, nitya-naimittika-karma cannot be called a
karma at all because there is no doer. To this, the purva-mmimasaka says, 'No! There
is a doer. Atma is the karta; therefore, you cannot nullify the doer. The result alone is
not there. And because there is no result, the karma becomes as good as akarma.
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IF THERE IS NO RESULT, WHY PERFORM ACTION?

At this point in the argument, any practical person is going to ask, 'If there is no
result, why should I perform the action? After all, is it not more pleasant to do nothing?
To do all these nitya-naimittika-karmas takes a lot of time. If there is no result, surely I
need not do them. 'No!' comes the reply; because if you do not do them, you will bring
trouble upon yourself. There are many people who choose to go to heaven only because
they are mortally afraid of hell, not because they are interested in heaven. Hell has been
painted so vividly in their minds that naturally they cannot stand to think of having to go
there. Even to hear about it makes their blood pressure go up. Therefore, they want to
avoid hell by going to heaven. This kind of heaven-hell discussion is what pushes people
into religion, in fact. If the heaven and hell aspects were removed, these religions would
topple. No one would even look into them.

When the karma that is to be done by you is not done, you attract papa and,
therefore, it is to be done, according to how some people interpret the 'karmani
akarma' portion of this verse. And the expression, 'akarmani karma,' is interpreted as
not doing an action that is to be done. According to this argument, if the to-be-done
action is not done, a result, phala, is produced, and it becomes karma. Therefore,
karma is akarma and akarma is karma. Akarma produces phala and karma does not.
The one who sees all of this in this way is wise among human beings and has done all
that is to be done - sah buddhiman man•uyesu sah yuktah krtsna-karmakrt. This is
the purva-mimammsaka's argument to which, Safkara responds as follows.

AINKARA'S RESPONSE

If what you do does not produce a result, and what you do not do, produces a
result, why do any karma at all? Thus, Safikara argues that, what is not done does not
produce unseen result, adrsfa-phala, in the form of punya and papa, although there can
be drsfa-phala, seen results.

The omission of a to-be-done action can produce conflict or worry, which is a
drsta-phala. For example, when you have to write a letter and you do not do it, there
may be some conflict. In this way, there can be drsta-phala, but no adrsta-phala,
which is punya and papa, the invisible results that accrue to the person who performs
the action.

We are talking only about punya and papa here. For a karma that is not done,
there can be no papa or punya and for a karma that is done, results cannot be avoided.
Karma-phala will always be there as long as the karma is there. Even
nitya-naimittika-karma produces results in the-form of punya. Any to-be-done action,
when it is performed, produces a result and not doing it produces only drsta-phala, seen
results and not ppa.
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When what is to be done is not done, there is always some inner irritation, some
sense that you have missed out. Daily meditation, for instance, definitely produces
punya - if you do it, of course. If, however, out of laziness or for some other reason,
you do not perform this action, your omission will not produce pdpa, although it may
produce some irritation. You may feel badly that you did not do it and, if you did not do
it the day before either, you may become even sadder, but this is drsta-phala only, not
adrsta-phala.

For an action that is not done, no result can accrue. Only for action that is done can
there be adrsta-phala, either punya or pSpa. If the action is proper, it will attract punya
and if it is improper, it will attract pdpa.

Sahkara argues that if an action that is not done can produce results, then that
which does not exist, asat, can produce that which exists, sat. To say that a nonexistent
thing can produce an existent thing is like saying that a non-existent mother can bear a
son. This contradicts all means of knowledge - sarva-pram� na-virodha. It is equally
contradictory to say that karmas that are done do not produce results. You cannot throw
a stone and expect that there will be no result. There will be a result - especially if it
hits someone! Something must take place; some kind of reaction will be there.
Therefore, action without reaction makes no sense at all.

And again, how can one become a krtsna-karmakrt by the mere knowledge that
performing the nitya-naimittika-karma is equivalent to akarma and non-performance
of the nitya-naimittika-karma is equivalent to karma? Thus Sahkara raises yet
another objection to the Piirva-mim�imsaka's argument.

Jihna is what is being talked about here - knowledge of karma and akarma.
But mere knowledge does not produce results; doing something produces results. How
then can you say that the person is krtsna-karmakrt? You cannot; you can only say he
or she is the one who knows all the karmas that are to be done and not to be done -
krtsna-karmavit bhavati na tu krtsna-karmakrt bhavati.

THERE IS NOTHING TO BE DONE, ONLY TO BE SEEN

Krtsna-karmakrt refers to a person of fulfilment, one who has achieved
everything, a liberated person, a mukta-purusa. Krsna makes this point clear not only
here, but before also, when he said that he would tell Arjuna about action and inaction,
knowing which one is liberated - tat te karma pravaksyami yajjiihtvu
moksyase'gubhat.' Had there been anything to be done, Krsna would have used the
expression 'yat krtvu - doing which,' and not 'yatjhiitvd - knowing which.'
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In analysis, mimamsa, what has been said before must always be kept in mind.
Otherwise, there would be no analysis. When Krsna says, 'knowing which,' he meant
knowing what karma is and what akarma is, which is not as easy as you may think.
Karma is not to be taken as merely performing action; nor is akarma to be taken as not
doing action. The real nature of karma and akarma is something that has to be
understood by you, knowing which you will be released from all pupya and papa that is
inauspicious.

The purva-mimdamsaka says that you have to do karma, but what is said here is
that by knowing the nature of karma and akarma, you are released from all punya and
papa. This is what is meant by vdkyartha-vicara - inquiry into the sentence. The
inquiry is done to find out what the sentence means and whether it has any other
meaning. If there is another meaning possible, it will reveal a philosophy, a stand. Here,
a particular stand is analysed by Sanikara and then dismissed as not being what was
intended, as not being the meaning of the sentence.

In this verse, Krsna is referring to knowledge alone. His description of one who
has this knowledge continues in the next verse:

V V VffRt{R: chjq#&<4 ?dl: I

9TiritfUTi WTI: 414i4 WT: I I I I
yasya sarve samarambhah kamasankalpavarjitdh
jiidngnidagdhakarmdnam tamihuh panditam budhdh Verse 19

11T yasya - for whom; '0 sarve -all; qIT|<:T: samarambhah - undertakings;

clqE•er qlll: kdma-saikalpa-varjitdh - free from desire (for results) and will;
'F-�f-i-•-f ur jiiana-agni-dagdha-karmdnam -whose actions are burned up

by the fire of knowledge; a tam - him; iT: budhdh - the sages; ft
panditam - wise; a3l: dhuh - call

The one for whom all undertakings are free from desire (for results) and
will, whose actions are burned up by the fire of knowledge, the sages call
that person wise.

The person who was earlier described as being able to see inaction in action and
action in inaction is again praised here. This person understands the nature of karma and
akarma. He or she knows that akarma does not mean not doing an action; rather, it is
seeing oneself, in the very action itself, as akarta, a non-doer. This is self-knowledge,
the knowledge that makes you free, that makes you a sarva-karmakrt, one who has
done everything that is to be done.

There is a difference between action and activities that is to be noted here. An
activity is an undertaking that implies a number of actions, various steps that you take.
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Behind each activity there is a plan and, based on this plan, the activity is undertaken for
achieving a given purpose. Any given activity meant to produce a given result has a
certain beginning, whether the activity is building a house, cooking, or doing business.
All such undertakings are called samarambhas.

When a wise person undertakes any activity, he or she does so without kdma,
desire, and sahkalpa, will. Kama, desire, is wanting to achieve something, for which
there is a will, a sahkalpa. A sahkalpa is saying, 'By doing this, I will achieve that.'
What happens and for whom does it happen when a wise person undertakes activities
free of kdma and saikalpa? Is there such a thing as activity for the wise?

IS THERE ACTIVITY FOR THE WISE PERSON?

It has already been said that a wise person is krtsna-karmakrt. Since krtsna-
karmakrt means the one for whom everything that has to be done has been done, there
is nothing to be done by the person. The person has the vision of dtmd, the self, as
sat-cit-dnanda and knows that he or she is akartd. This vision being there, the person is
limitless, full, pirna. How, then, can there be any activity for a person who has this
knowledge? How can he or she talk, walk, see, hear, or think? For such a person,
everything is over. The will has been all used up; it has been fulfilled. And if the will is
not there, desire is not there. How then, is activity possible for the person?

Further, if activity is not possible for the wise person, then anyone who talks does
not know the atma. In fact, this is another contention. Some people think that as long as
a person talks about dtmd, he or she does not know. And once the person knows, he or
she does not talk about it. This means that before knowing atmd, you can talk about it
and after knowing atmd you cannot talk at all! A very common contention, prevalent in
certain circles, is that one who sees does not talk and one who talks does not see. This is
why in India there are so many mauni bWbas, sddhus who do not talk.

According to this contention, if you become a jiidni, you perform no activity
whatsoever; you do not even breathe. Since not breathing means dying, who would want
knowledge, jiana, under such circumstances? If I tell you I am going to give you jina,
but the moment you get it, you will die, you will naturally ask when you will be getting
thisjimna. I can only tell you that you may get it tomorrow or today, or even at this very
moment. After all, being knowledge, it can happen at any time. This also means that at
any time you can die - today, tomorrow, or right now! If having heard my response,
you ask, 'Swamiji, where will you be in twelve years?' I will know that you have
decided to live twelve more years. The period of time will vary depending on how old
you are now and how much you still want to do. But, definitely, you will postpone
gaining this knowledge. In fact, no one will ever be interested in a moksa that amounts
to death because no one wants to be mortal. Everyone is interested only in being
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immortal. Even if I say, 'You will die and become immortal,' no one will go for it.
Everyone wants to live and be immortal at the same time.

In fact, if this contention were correct, there would be no teacher. We would have
a situation where only those who do not know can perform the activity of teaching and
those who know cannot because they are krtsna-karmakrt. Since the person who does
not know cannot teach and the krtsna-karmakrt also cannot teach because teaching is
an activity, who would teach? Therefore, this meaning of the word krtsna-karmakrt is
not what is being conveyed here.

Although krtsna-karmakrt means there is nothing for the person to do, it does not
mean that he or she does nothing. Krsna drove the chariot and was teaching Arjuna.
Sarikara wrote a number of commentaries and Vydsa wrote any number of books.
Assuming they knew what they were teaching, they were definitely engaged in activities.
Even in terms of talking alone, they were very active. How, then, can you say a teacher
is krtsna-karmnakrt?

WHY DO THE WISE TEACH?

For the teacher also, there is something to do. He or she has to teach. And why
does the teacher teach? Does the person teach because he or she is going to get
something out of it? If so, then the person does not know. Only when a teacher teaches,
knowing, 'The teacher is me, but 'I,' the atmd, is not the teacher,' does the person really
know what he or she is teaching. And if this is clear, why should a person not teach?

If you ask why the person should teach, I will ask why should he or she not teach?
By teaching, the person does not come out of himself or herself. In karma, he or she
sees akarma. Whatever you may know about yourself, that self is always there. No one
ever comes out of this self, in fact. Whatever you know, you are. Therefore, if a person
knows, 'I am sat-cit-ananda and I perform no action,' there is no question of any
mistake being made. The person always sees akarma in any karma. Why, then, should
he or she not teach or do anything else? Such a person teaches because there is no reason
why he or she should not teach. This is the only reason, in fact. If there is someone who
wants to listen, to learn, why should the person not teach? There should be no other
reason for teaching. Someone wants to learn and, therefore, someone teaches. There
should be nothing more to it than that.

If a person thinks action is bondage, then action becomes satya for that person. To
think that certain actions are bondage and certain other actions are not bondage is all
confusion. And to remove such confusion, karma must be understood. Because people
do not understand karma and akarma, they say that vedanta-9dstra is a theory and that
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it is karma alone that produces moksa. Krsna, himself, said that even sages are
confused about karma and akarma'.

Karma is not an ordinary topic and is not easy to understand. Many people, even
those who are very serious, have lost themselves in it because they do not understand.
Organisations and many social services have been born out of the non-understanding of
this topic. Therefore, karma is something that is to be understood.

For one who understands karma and akarma, teaching is not an action, even
though there is action, because the person sees inaction in action, knowing himself or
herself to be akarta.

For such a person, there is no karma, akarma, or anything else - no desire or
will. There is not even the desire to teach. If a teacher who knows what it is all about
does not have an opportunity to teach, he or she does not lose anything. The person will
not become lonely or be at a loss for something to do. Nor is anything lost if the person
teaches.

TO TEACH IN ORDER TO SAVE THE WORLD IS NOTHING BUT DELUSION

Anyone who thinks that he or she teaches in order to save the world is under the
spell of a great delusion. In fact, the person is in need of being saved and, in the
meantime, the world should be saved from such a person. Self-appointed saviours
definitely create problems. If the person thinks that God appointed him or her to save the
world, the question can be asked, 'Why should God have appointed you to do this? He
can save the world himself.' What God is he who would appoint someone to save the
world when he himself is almighty? Why should an almighty God want an intermediary?

That I am going to save the world is the greatest delusion. How can you save the
world when you yourself need an entire society to keep you going? Your food, clothing,
and shelter, all come to you because so many people work to grow the food, sew the
clothes, and build the houses. Who are you to save anyone? You are as helpless as
anyone else. And what is it or who is the one that you can save?

On the other hand, if you have something that you can spare and still survive, and
there is someone who needs it and can be helped by it, there is no problem. It is a simple
human thing. There is no question of anyone saving the world, in fact. Such thinking is
nothing but delusion, ahahikra or the ego.

The world has survived for so many years without you. Even now, in spite of you,
it continues to survive. So, how many people are you going to save? Whereas, if you say
that you have something and can share it with another who needs it, you are a mature
human being. What everyone has is to be shared. Whether you have enough to give to
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one person or to one thousand people makes no difference. If you do not have money to
share, you may have some time to share and you share it. Or you have some good words
to share with those who need them and you do so.

Good words are not words that place one's hopes somewhere. Nor are they good
news. Good words are the words that speak of your accepting the person without
judging. As he or she is, you accept the person totally. Such words boost the morale of
the person, and are not promises in terms of the future, after death, and so on. Who wants
or needs such things? They only postpone resolving the problem. No practical person
wants to hear that there is no hope here, but only later in heaven, and that they should
ensure that they go to heaven and not to damnation. What kind of philosophy is this?
Who wants these kinds of words? What a persbn needs are simple words that make him
or her feel acceptable.

TO SAVE YOURSELF IS ENOUGH

Words that tell me that there is one person who understands me as I am and that I
am acceptable to that person, are very beautiful words indeed. They create an
atmosphere wherein I am accepted. This is all anyone wants. No one saves anyone. We
do not learn Vedanta to save people, much less the world. To think that if you enlighten
the majority of people, society will be transformed is the greatest delusion. To save
yourself from condemning yourself is enough. By doing so, there will be one problem
less for the world to deal with.

Also, by being a cheerful person, you are not radiating your sorrow to others.
Sorrow is a very contagious disease. Doors and windows cannot stop it. Even though
you keep your doors and windows locked, somehow the sorrow of others manages to
creep in. It has its own ways of travelling and does not even need keyholes. Thus, if
there is one person on earth who is happy with himself or herself, that person is doing a
great service to the world because he or she has no sadness to radiate to others.

You may say that you keep your sadness to yourself so that it does not radiate to
others. Doing this just creates additional problems because eventually the build-up will
result in outbursts of anger and frustration. Therefore, you had better not keep your
sadness to yourself. Talking about your sorrow to someone is definitely better than
holding on to it.

All that you can do, then, is save yourself from your own persecutions. The world
does not persecute you; you persecute yourself with your own self-condemnation. This is
why it is said that you are both your own best friend and your own worst enemy. You
can be cruel to yourself and you can be kind to yourself. To save yourself from your own
persecutions is freedom. And when that freedom is there, any discerning pair of eyes
with a mind that has some leisure will recognise it. People will ask you how you became
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so free. 'You seem to have something,' they will say, 'What is it that you have? Please
tell me.'

WISDOM HAS NO NAME

Vedanta is a name, but wisdom, jfiana, has no name. It is just knowledge. Others
will see that you seem to be free and will naturally want to know what you know. Your
word may ring true to them and they will want to know more provided, of course, they
know you as someone they can trust, someone they can meet without being judged. If
there is such a person in the world, who will not go to that person and become his or her
student naturally?

This, then, is how the wise become teachers - not because they want to teach but
because there are people who want to learn. Such a person has no kdma or saikalpa
even though he or she performs certain activities.

In this verse, the person is further described as jihna-agni-dagdha-karmd, one
whose actions are burned up by the fire of knowledge. For the one who has this
knowledge, all the karmas standing in his or her account are totally wiped out. This is
the person the sages call wise.

Only the wise can call another person wise. If one who is not wise calls someone
wise, there is a problem because the person is doing so based on his or her own concept
of wisdom. Here, it is said that the sages, budhdh, call the same person wise who was
described earlier as krtsna-karmakrt. Such a person is able to see the actionlessness as
the nature of dtma. Because he or she sees actionlessness as the nature of the self, the
person recognises himself or herself as akartd, a non-doer, action being impossible for
dtmd.

BOTH THE DOER AND THE ACTIVITIES ARE ATMA

Even when activities take place, the kartd, the doer, is atmd. The activities
themselves are also dtmd, along with the karanas, instruments of action. Because
everything is atmd, there are no such differences such as kartd, karma, and karana. If
the self is akarta, all three are the same. In fact, the subject-object distinction is not
there. Only when the self is mistaken for a kartd, a doer, does everything else naturally
become different from that doer.

Who is the kartd then? The self as the doer has to be recognised as the physical
body-mind-sense complex. That alone will be the self for one who sees the self as a doer.
If this is the conclusion, then, there are differences - in the form of kriyd, the action
coming from the kartd, the person; karma, an object of action; and karma-phala, the
result of action that accrues to the person. This is exactly what is meant by the
expression sarmsdra-cakra, the wheel of karma.
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If a person who looks upon himself or herself as a karta is able to recognise that
the nature of the self is always actionlessness, that 'I am that actionlessness, free from
any karma,' then action becomes purely apparent, mithyd, for the person. And when
action is mithyd, the actor also becomes mithyd, as does the result of action and
everything else. Because the person sees the self in this way, there is no real action on
his or her part at any time. This is what is meant by the statement in the previous verse,
- karmani akarma yah patyet. The wise person is one who, even when performing an
action, is able to see the actionlessness in it.

There is no particular state involved here; it is recognition, knowledge of the self
free from doership. This is why the person was described as krtsna-karmakrt. Seeing
himself or herself free from doership, the person has done all the actions that are to be
done. The krtsna-karmakrt is also free of desire and will - kama-saikalpa-varjita,
as we have seen. Being free of kdma and sahkalpa means that the person is not
controlled in any way by whatever desire or will he or she may have. Therefore, the
desire is not a binding desire and whatever saikalpa that may be there is also non-
binding.

KARMA FOR A WISE PERSON IS DESTROYED BY KNOWLEDGE

The desire and will of a wise person is like a seed that has been roasted -
dagdha-bijavat - and therefore, cannot germinate and bear fruit. Dagdha-bija, a
roasted seed, is a particular expression used here for the purpose of analysis. If seeds are
sown, they are capable of producing results, whereas if they are roasted, they are good
only for the enjoyment of those who eat them. They cannot be used for cultivation
because they are no longer capable of germinating.

Similarly, all the karmas of a wise person are only for enjoyment, bhogdrtha, in
the sense of karma-phala-bhoga, enjoying the results of action. The prdrabdha-karma,
the person came with, has to run its course and therefore, any karma he or she does,
knowing the dtmd is akarta, is only bhoga, experience, the exhaustion of
prdrabdha-karma alone. The person's actions cannot produce anything because he or
she is akartd. Such a person is called a pandita, wise, and a jiina-agni-dagdha--
karma.

Jii•na-agni-dagdha-karm& is therefore, another compound, describing the wise
person. Jiina, knowledge, is referred to as fire, agni, and this fire of knowledge,
jiihna-agni, burs up all the person's karmas. Therefore, the person is called
jihna-agni-dagdha-karmd, one whose karmas have been destroyed by knowledge.

KARMA NEVER RETURNS FOR THE WISE PERSON

But, you may ask, will the karmas return? The destruction of karma referred to
here is not like what happens when a tree is cut down and grows back again from the
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roots. The karmas are destroyed totally. They have no more existence whatsoever; they
are burned to ashes as it were.

As long as a person has not understood that atma is akartd, then there is a jiva
who is a kartd. And, ignorance being its cause, the jiva has no beginning. In other
words, because ignorance is not something that was created, the jiva is also not created
at a given time. Anything that is not created cannot have a beginning. All creation is only
in terms of one's body-mind-sense complex and the world in which one lives.

THE UNCREATED SELF AND THE CREATION

Consciousness is also not something that is created. Therefore, consciousness
being dtma, the Lord did not create dtmd, the self. He created only those objects that we
call bodies, along with various other forms, and this he did according to laws. What we
call the creation is for the jiva, whereas thejiva, who in reality is none other than dtma,
is not created. In the creation, there is one thing that is not created - the consciousness
that is dtmd. Everything else, which we call creation, has been created due to the jiva's
karma alone.

And why this karma? Because the jiva is a karta. Why is the jiva a kartd?
Because of ajiina, ignorance. When did this ignorance begin? Ignorance is anddi,
meaning that it has no beginning whatsoever. From the standpoint of jiva, there is an
account, a karma-phala orpunya-pdpa account.

This karma-phala has been gathered by the jiva over countless number of births
whose beginning cannot be established. Therefore, these births can also be considered to
be infinite in number. And in this infinite number of births, in different periods of time,
an infinite number of karmas have been collected. Being so numerous, these karmas
cannot fulfil themselves in one physical body at a given time and place. Only one set of
karmas can be exhausted in a given incarnation. Thus, in this particular incarnation, I
can exhaust a certain set of karmas and the rest remain in my account for future
incarnations. Some of the karmas in this set can be exhausted only when you are born in
India and others can be exhausted only when you happen to be in the U.S.A.

'TERM DEPOSIT' KARMAS

Even though this particular set of karmas is being exhausted in a given
incarnation, there are still infinite karmas in your account waiting to be exhausted.
These 'term deposit' karmas are called sahicita-karmas, the karmas that cannot be
exhausted in this particular body. Also, while exhausting karmas in this incarnation, I
gather new karmas as long as I enjoy the status of doership, kartrtva. These are called
kriyamana-karma or dgdmi-karma, karma that is being gathered now, in this lifetime.
Agdmi-karma means futuristic karma. You gather new punya and papa .because you
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enjoy a free will and these new karmas join all the others that have accumulated in your
account.

Because all the punya-pdpa that you have gathered is lodged in one general
account, you cannot say that this life is due to your immediate past. The most you can
say is that it is due to the past. The punya-p�pa is all credited to this general account
from which certain karmas precipitate and from there again another set of karmas
precipitate. Therefore, a particular incarnation can be the result of karmas collected in
the previous birth plus those you collected from a thousand births previously. Since all
types of karmas can join together and create a new birth, the choices are plenty. In this
way, then, any of them can join together, giving you another lease.

The set of karmas that began to fructify from the moment this physical body was
conceived is called prdrabdha-karma, karma that has already begun, arabdha. These,
then, are the three types of karma - saficita, ldgmi, andprdirabdha generally referred
to as karma.

KNOWLEDGE DESTROYS ALL KARMAS

For the person who is able to recognise the self as akartf, there is no longer any
doership, kartrtva. And, since there is no kartrtva all the karmas standing in his or her
name are burned up, dagdha, by the fire of knowledge, jiiina-agni. Whereas, if this
knowledge is not there, there is no end to the number of births and the gathering of
karmas. This is why samsdra is said to be endless.

Thus, there is only one way out - by the fire of knowledge that destroys all the
karmas. They are all destroyed because there is no kartU. All the saficita-karmas
standing in the general account, any dgdmi-karma that he or she reaps in this life are all
totally destroyed. Punya and papa will no longer come to the person because there is no
kartrtva in terms of knowledge. Therefore, he or she is called
jii�na-agni-dagdha-karmd here.

From the standpoint of dtma one is free of prarabdha-karma also. Prdrabdha is
only from the point of view of the physical body, mind, and senses. Because the person
is still here, still seen, we say there is prdrabdha-karma, but we cannot say that dtmd is
suffering due to prarabdha. The person has destroyed all karmas by the fire of
knowledge and is therefore, wise, pandita. He or she is now a free person called
jivanmukta. The word jivan means 'while living' and the word mukta means
'liberated.' This person is liberated right now while living and not later after death.
Therefore, he or she is called a calledjlvanmukta.
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THE JNANI AND KARMA

Given this understanding, then, can ajiidni be defined in terms of whether or not
he or she performs karma? It all depends on the person's prdrabdha. Based on his or
her prdrabdha, the jiini has to undergo certain experiences. This is why you will find
varieties of jiiSnls. They may be grhasthas, married people with children. They may
also be doing business or ruling a country, like King Janaka. A jiihni can be doing
anything or give up everything and take to the life-style of sannyisa.

As long as a jii ni is a grhastha there are karmas to be done. He cannot simply
say, 'I am ajiini,' and avoid what he has to do. He has to continue to do the rituals that
grhasthas are enjoined to do. But even though the jiidni performs these rituals, it is not
karma because the person knows the atma to be akartd. At the same time, ajiini does
not want to set a wrong example for the people and so, as a grhastha, he or she will
perform karma. Nor does the person lose anything by doing it. Thus, ajiidni performing
action is not a problem.

For the jiini, there is no kdma or sahkalpa in action. He or she does not say, 'I
am going to accomplish this so that I can be that.' Therefore, the person may do
anything. He or she may act out the drama, play the role, and play it well. Or the person
may see the drama and its roles as useless - naturally so because there is uselessness
there - and take to sannydsa.

Even as a sannydsl the person may or may not do karma. He or she may or may
not teach. The sannyssi may be a mauni bdbd and not teach or he or she may teach. If a
sannydsi teaches, the teaching may be done in a simple manner or in a highly organised
manner. It all depends upon-the prdrabdha of the sannydsi.

And those sannydisis who have taken sannydsa as a life-style, for the sake of
gaining the knowledge, have only one role to play. They are completely freed from all
obligations except those attached to their role as a student. Then, when a mumuksu
gains jiina, he or she will continue to live a life of sannydsa.

Atmd is one and the same, but, because of prdrabdha, there are many kinds of
jitinis, more of which we shall see in the next few verses:

-TTW <4 WIh5lT iRH}t fRT8PT: I
-EWýý ý,Sff A 44 -^iPfr f : II o 11
tyaktvd karmaphaldsaAgam nityatrpto nirdsrayah
karmanyabhipravrtto'pi naiva kiicitkaroti sah Verse 20

T: sah - he; -cF-W'4-aR1Tq karma-phala-dsahgam - deep attachment to the

results of action; ?4WfT tyaktvd - giving up; htriff: nityatrptah - always
contented; TThJrt: nirdArayah - being not dependent on anything; mOfiu karmani -
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in action; atfWj-f: abhipravrttah - fully engaged; af3 api - even though; fi
kificit - anything; It- eva -indeed;T ;r if na karoti - does not do

Giving up the deep attachment to the results of action, always contented,
being not dependent on anything, he (or she) does not do anything even
though fully engaged in action.

Saiga is attachment and dsafiga is deep, fast attachment towards the results of
action, karma-phala. The wise person has no fast attachment towards the karma-phala,
the result. Because no one performs action without expecting results, the word dsakga is
used in this verse. The point to be understood here is that ajiflni does not get anything
out of a result. The person's welfare is not bettered or his or her happiness increased, no
matter what the action or its result. This is because the wise person has given up all
dependence on and attachment to the results of action.

ALL THAT IS GIVEN UP IS ONE'S ATTACHMENT

It is not the karma or the karma-phala that is given up by the jii�nl, only the
deep attachment that one has to the results of action. This is made very clear here
because the possibility of giving up karma-phala is often questioned. The only reason a
person performs action is because he or she has an eye on the result of action. Even
while walking, the place you want to reach is kept in view. You turn here and go straight
there because that is what you have to do to arrive at where you are going.

Without keeping the end in view, you cannot undertake any type of action. How,
then, can this attachment be given up? If I am not able to reach my destination, why
should I not become upset? In fact, this is exactly what happens to people and is what we
call lsakti or dsafiga. If you are unable to accomplish something and it affects you, then
you have karma-phala-asakti, karma-phala-dsahga.

Suppose, there is someone who is always contented, nitya-trptah. For such a
person, there is nothing to accomplish, the self being what it is and known to the person
also. There is no dependence whatsoever upon any particular karma-phala for his or her
contentment. From this description of a wise person, we understand that other people do
things for satisfaction, trpti, for achieving something out of the action done. If you are
dissatisfied with yourself, you undertake something or other in order to get some kind of
satisfaction, some self-approval.

THE ALWAYS-CONTENTED, ALWAYS-SECURE PERSON

Because there is some satisfaction in self-approval, you want to prove yourself to
be somebody, either in your own eyes or in the eyes of another. The problem here is that
you do not accept yourself as you are. This is the only reason someone else's opinion can
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be so important to you and is, in fact, the problem of any samsari. Only when the self is
clear, when there is self-knowledge, can one be happy by oneself with oneself, as we
saw in the third chapter. This happiness does not depend on anything else; it is in oneself
alone. For such a person, there is nothing to be done and even when he or she does
something, it does not affect the person's happiness in any manner. This
always-contented person, then, is one who has given up all attachment to the results of
action.

Such a person is also described as nirdsraya, free from all dependence. He or she
does not depend upon anything for security or happiness, knowing that there is nothing
more secure than the self. In fact, everything exists because of this self. In the self
everything has its being. Even the mind has its being in the self alone, as does everything
that is reported to the mind by the thoughts.

EVERYTHING DEPENDS ON ATMA FOR ITS EXISTENCE

Existence itself is the nature, svaripa, of dtmd. Therefore, everything has its
daraya, dependence or basis, in dtmd, just as the pot depends upon the clay for its
existence. A better example would be the situation of seeing a snake on a rope. When
you take the rope to be a snake, the snake has its existence, sattd, in the rope. The
rope-snake has no existence except the existence of the rope. Similarly, the world, jagat,
has no existence except the existence of the self.

The person who is aware of this fact is niragraya, one who depends on nothing for
his or her fullness or satisfaction, because the self as the whole is already full. The
person knows, 'I am the whole. I am the dsraya of everything. In fact, everything is me.'
This person has given up all attachments to the fruits of action - not as an attitude, not
by karma-yoga, but by knowledge.

A karma-yogi also gives up attachment to karma-phala, but by attitude,
accepting Isvara as the giver of the results, karma-phala-ddtd. This person takes
everything as prasada, without reacting; but this is yoga, not jidna, which is entirely
different. Yoga is relative and, therefore, the person's tranquillity is also relative. While
this kind of mind is definitely useful for gaining the knowledge, the distinction between
yoga, which is an attitude implying an understanding of Isvara, and vidyd, knowledge,
must be very clear.

Because the karma-yogi accepts Isvara as the karma-phala-datd, he or she has
an attitude of taking things as they come and leaving them as they go. This means the
person has a mind that does not react and, is, therefore, not under the spell of
rdga-dvesas. Here, in these verses, the same karma-yogi has the knowledge of the self
as akartd. Therefore, even though this wise person may be engaged in an enormous
number of activities, the self is not taken to be the doer.
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King Janaka was said to be such a person. Even though he was ajinnl, he ruled a
kingdom and he ruled it well. He had a handle on everything and always knew what was
going on. The kingdom was prosperous and everyone was happy. Thus, a jinani can
enthusiastically engage himself or herself in a number of activities and still perform no
action - naiva kiicit karoti sah - in terms of knowing that he or she is not the doer.

THE SELF IS NOT THE ROLE

An actor who plays the role of a killer does not take himself to be a killer - even
before he removes the makeup! He sees himself as not doing anything. And if, while
playing a role, he kicks someone, he knows he does not kick. When he goes backstage
later, he does not say to the person, 'I am sorry I kicked you.' Nor does he need to
excuse himself in this way. He may however, ask whether it was a good kick, to which
the other person may reply, 'Yes, it was a good kick. It didn't hurt me at all. You kicked
very well.' Because they know they are playing roles, they can talk only about the nature
of the action. But they cannot talk about it as though one person did something to the
other and needs to apologise. The actor who kicked is not to blame. Nor is there any
action involved because there is no doership - there is kartrtva-abhdva. And there is
no karta either.

KARMA AND JNANA ARE IN OPPOSITION

Kartrtva, doership, is the whole problem. In fact, samsara is centred on doership
alone. Atma-jiina the subject matter of Vedanta is opposed to karma in that jihna and
karma are entirely distinct. Most of the Veda is karma-k.nda. Jiadna, Vedanta, comes
at the end. The end of the Veda, the last chapter, is Vedanta. Even though it is the last
chapter, Vedanta is mentioned separately because there are two different topics involved
- karma and jiidna. One being entirely different from the other, the two are in
opposition.

Karma means samsara; jii na, is moksa. Karma implies kartd; jiina destroys
the kartd. Karma implies ignorance; Jiina destroys ignorance. Therefore, jiana
implies akartrtua and karma implies kartrtva. Keeping the kartd, that is already there,
in view, the Veda tells you to do karma. This is where karma can be converted into
yoga. The kartd is retained and the karma is converted into yoga to gain the maturity
that prepares the mind for jina, the discovery that you are akartd.

There is no shortcut to maturity and one does have to be mature for gaining
knowledge. Maturity takes its own time. Therefore, it is-nota question of doing it in five
years, ten years, or twenty years. When one may have had numerous births before,
twenty years or ten years or five years means nothing. A man may have been studying
Vedanta for eighty years before he begins seeing clearly. When he is 99 he may say,
'Now I have understood.' What does it matter that he has only one more year to live?
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Even if a person does not start until he is eighty years old and understands when he is 98,
what does it matter? After knowledge, all that remains is prdrabdha. Whether he lives
another year, two years, or three years means nothing whatsoever.

MATURITY TAKES TIME

That it takes a person so many years to understand does not mean anything. The
maturity required for the knowledge to take place, antah-karana-Suddhi, has to be
gained and there is no hurry. Hurrying it does not work, in fact it is like waiting for a
banana to ripen. You cannot sit beside the banana tree and say to a green banana, 'Come
on, hurry up and mature. Ripen, so that I can eat you!' You have to.let it ripen; only then
will it be soft and tasty. It takes its own time and there is nothing you can do about it.

All processes of ripening and growth are the same, including the maturity of the
mind. Yoga is meant for this purpose, for antah-karana-Suddhi. In this sense, then,
karma is useful. And once the mind is ready, jiihna takes place. Therefore, while jiidna
is opposed to karma, karma contributes to jiidna, which is why karma comes first in
the Veda and jidna comes afterwards. Karma has to come first because it is due to
ajidna, ignorance. If a person takes himself or herself to be a kartd, a doer, the person
is ignorant. Therefore, as karta, retaining the kartrtva, the person has to mature. Then
only can jiina come.

Maturity implies two levels - the subjective and the empirical. Subjectively, we
gather a lot of problems, all of which have to be accounted for and taken care of. Then,
empirically, there are wrong conclusions in terms of values, relationships, and so on,
which also have to be taken care of. It is with reference to these levels of maturity that
karma-yoga comes in. Karma-yoga leads to jihdna, the knowledge, that 'I am a non-
doer, aham akarta.' Once this knowledge is gained, the person performs no action.

Thus, the Veda has two entirely different subject matters, karma and jihna. The
first portion of the Veda which deals with karma is called karma-kdnda. The second
portion which deals with jiina is called jdina-kdnda, Vedanta. An analysis of the
karma-kdnda in terms of what karma is to be done, how it is to be done and so on is
called karma-mimarmsd or purva-mlmdmsd. This is in the form of karma-mimamsa-
sitras written by Jaimini a disciple of Vyasa. Similarly an analysis of jihna-kdnda is
called uttara-mimdmsd. This is in the form of Brahma-siltras written by Vydsa
himself. In the Brahma-siltras the sentences of the Upanisads are fully analysed. The
subject matter is further analysed in the light of various schools of thoughts. This
analysis is called manana. Finally what Vedanta itself says is established.

Veddnta is separate because karma and jiina are two different topics, neither of
which is ordinary. This is the entire subject matter of Krsna's teaching in the Gita.

1 Mimdamsd - analysis
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When you understand karma and jilAna properly, you are free. This knowledge implies
understanding the nature of atma as being akarta. Given the importance of continuing
in the same vein, Krsna continues.

ImiHtiw~i rUtMiri: I
VRtt *60t -.$# TCi|irW Tiwrý; I I Rk II
nirdiryatacittdtmd tyaktasarvaparigrahah
ddriram kevalam karma kurvannilpnoti kilbisam Verse 21

<ft : nirdhth - free of expectations; T"-f'rT-•i3TIr yata-citta-atma - one whose
body, mind, and senses have been mastered; �mW-�-tiriy: tyakta-sarva-parigrahah
- one who has given up all possessions; 4ý5r kevalam - mere; WTihW Adriram -

for the sustenance of the body; 4F karma - action; i kurvan - doing; %f qH
kilbisam - sin; T 31Tifff na dpnoti - does not incur

The person who is free of expectations, whose body, mind, and senses
have been mastered, who has given up all possessions, doing only action
that sustains the body, does not incur sin.

While describing a wise person, ajinani, Krsna presents different kinds of people
in terms of karma. We saw the jiLni who engages in numerous activities knowing he or
she is not doing anything - karmani abhipravrtto'pi naiva kificit karoti sah. In this
verse, while still describing the jninl, Krsna introduces a different type of person who
knows that dtmd is akarta.

As in the previous verse, here also the first line describes thejidana and the second
line describes the life-style of the person. In this verse, the one who knows the self is
said to be nirdgih, one who is free from expectations, dais. Aiis also means hope but
here, the negative prefix 'ni' in nira�lh does not mean that the person is hopeless. It
means he or she is free from hope, free from expectations. Thus, ji5dni is one from
whom all expectations have dropped away. And how does this happen?

The hopeless person has expectations - expectations that are hopeless for him or
her, in that there is no way of fulfilling them. Because the person has given up all hope
of fulfilling his or her expectations, he or she is desperate. This means that the person
has not grown out of them. Such a person is frustrated and is different from the ji•ani,
one from whom all expectations have dropped away because of discovering the self to be
free from everything.

HOW DOES ONE BECOME FREE FROM EXPECTATION?

A person who lives maturely before gaining knowledge is almost free. Because of
yoga, the person is not under the spell of likes and dislikes and is, therefore, already
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relatively free. Once such a person discovers the self, he or she is totally free and does
not have to fulfil desires in order to be full and happy. Thus, the person is described as
nirdigb, free from expectation.

This freedom is in part due to prior accomplishment in terms of mastery over the
body-mind-sense complex. Thus, the jiini is also described in this verse as
yatacittdtmd, one who has mastery over the physical body, mind, and senses. Citta
stands for the entire mind - memory, knowledge, and all forms of thinking. Atma, in
this particular compound, yatacittdtmd, refers to the physical body, which, along with
the mind, is mastered.

Mastery here means that the body, mind, and senses are with the person. They are
in their proper places; they are as they are. And the one in whose hands the body, mind
and senses are, the one by whom they are mastered, is called yatacittdtmd. Before
knowledge, the person had this qualification relatively and now, with the knowledge, he
or she has it absolutely.

Krsna also says here that this particular jiidni is tyakta-sarva-parigraha, one
who has given up all his or her possessions, meaning that the person being described is a
typical sannydsl. Either the person had already taken to the life-style of a sannyasi
beforegaining knowledge or was a grhastha who, having gained the knowledge,
decided to give up everything.

Having a variety of possessions can be a problem. For example, a person may have
a large house and find that it takes up too much time and money to maintain it properly.
He or she may, therefore, consider selling the house, investing the money, and moving
into a comfortable apartment. But then there is the problem of what to do with all the
furniture and other things collected over a period of time. All of them will definitely not
fit in an apartment. Look at this; first you buy a house and then embellish it with a lot of
things. Now, because you have a lot of things, you want a house! This is all confusion.
Why don't you sell the things when you sell the house? 'No, no,' you may say, 'These
are all valuable pieces.' This means that you are attached to the pieces and, to hang on to
them, you require a house! This is a very typical problem.

The wise person discussed in this verse does not have the problem of attachment to
possessions. He or she has given up all possessions. The tyakta-sarva-parigraha has
nothing - no house, no furniture, no job. This person is a sannydsi, one who can walk
out at any time from any place - a holy hobo, not an ordinary person at all. He or she
has nothing else to do except to sustain the body - sariram kevalam karma. Such a
person eats, bathes, and does whatever else is necessary to maintain a reasonable degree
of health in the body.
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IDENTIFICATION WITH THE BODY

The orientation of a jiian towards the body is important to note here. Whatever
the person has to do to maintain a fairly healthy condition, he or she does. This is quite a
different orientation from that which overemphasises the body and uses yoga to give the
body a certain form or an inordinate amount of energy. This is focusing only on the body
and its health and can become an obsession. It must be kept in mind that even a healthy
body dies one day. Also, an apparently unhealthy body has been known to drag on until
it is 92! Either way, healthy or unhealthy, the body will suddenly pop off. This is
something we see happening in the world all the time.

Therefore, maintaining one's health should not become a hang-up or the main
focus of attention. In terms of maintaining the body alone, health is something to be kept
in view, nothing more. If one's attention is on the body and what it eats or does not eat,
for example, it will not be on dtmd. Overemphasising on such things is just a waste of
time.

For the wise person, there is no identification with the body. Such an orientation is
not there, as Sahkara makes it very clear here in his commentary. The jfiani does not
want the body to be like this or like that. He or she maintains a certain sense of
proportion with reference to diet, exercise, and life-style. If the body pops off sooner or
later, what does it matter? If you have not gained the knowledge in forty years and the
body goes, you can come back, perhaps with a better one. You either have the
knowledge or you do not. To think that you have something to complete before the body
goes is silly. There is no question of completion here. You are already complete and
need only understand this fact. If the body goes before this understanding takes place,
then you simply pick up the thread and continue. Therefore, why should you care
unnecessarily about this particular body? This should be the attitude.

And what happens to the jiini when, being free of expectation and having
relinquished all possessions, he or she performs only those actions'that maintain the
physical body? The person gains no punya and papa. In other words, he or she does not
gain any karma-phala.

GOOD ACTIONS ALSO BIND A PERSON

From the standpoint of moksa, punya is also a cause of bondage, samsara.
Whether a shackle is made of iron or gold, it is still a shackle. A prince who has
committed a felony may be bound with a golden shackle and an ordinary person with an
iron shackle. While the material the shackle is made of can be different, there is no
difference whatsoever in terms of being bound. Neither can remove their hands from the
shackle that binds them. If the penalty for the felony is death, both will be executed.
Here again, the prince may be executed with a golden sword and the ordinary person
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with a steel sword, but what satisfaction is this to the prince? He will be as dead as the
ordinary person!

Similarly, with reference to karma, punya is the golden shackle. But, as long as
the punya is helpful in gaining what I want, I want punya. If I want punya to take me to
this knowledge, to give me the circumstances that are conducive for my gaining this
knowledge, then until I gain this knowledge, punya will be helpful to me. Afterwards, I
no longer want punya. Therefore, from the ultimate standpoint, punya and pdpa are
considered bondage.

Once the knowledge has been gained, the person no longer gains either punya or
pdpa because there is no doership. All that can be achieved by karma has been achieved
by the person. Knowing that he or she is not the doer, is what makes the wise person a
krtsna-karmakrt, one who has done everything that is to be done.

All that karma can achieve is karma-phala, nothing else, and this karma-phala
is for one's own sake only, not for the sake of karma or for the sake of result. Nor is
karma-phala for the sake of desire; it is for the one who has the desire for the
karma-phala. And if all the karma-phalas are for my sake, should they not add
something to me? This conclusion is valid only if such addition is possible and it is only
possible if I am inadequate. If atma is inadequate, then I definitely require some addition
so that I can feel better and so on.

NOTHING IS TO BE DONE TO ENHANCE ONE'S HAPPINESS

On the other hand, if the self is already full, plrrna-atma, and everything is dtma
alone, then there is nothing other than atma. Where, then, is the question of my doing
anything that is going to enhance my security and happiness? The person who knows
dtmd to be this fullness becomes sarva-karmakrt or krtsna-karmakrt in one stroke, as
we have seen. Such a person does nothing even though he or she performs action -
karmani abhipravrtto'pi naiva kihcit karoti sah.

ANOTHER POSSIBLE MEANING?

Safkara raises a doubt here regarding the possibility of an alternate meaning for
the expression, sdriram kevalam karma - action performed only to sustain the body.
It should be noted that the sannydsi alone is being discussed here, the
tyakta-sarva-parigraha, one who has given up all possessions.

Anything that is done with the body, any physical action, is called sdriram
karma. If we take this to be the meaning here, then the expression, sdriram kevalam
karma, will mean 'only the karma that is done physically,' because the word kevala
means 'only.' Thus, the only karma that will not attract punya or papa will be that
which is done with the physical body. If this is indeed the meaning, then whatever is
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done by word or by the mind will attract these results. Since the sdstra talks about
physical, verbal, and mental karmas, this interpretation cannot work and, on these
grounds, Sankara dismisses it.

To understand this verse correctly, one must understand the spirit of sannyasa and
how a sannydas lives his or her life. A person who lives according to this life-style does
only that which is necessary to maintain the physical body, without any identification
with it. The sannyasi does not grow his or her own food or work to earn money to buy
it. Instead, he or she lives on alms, bhiksa, which is not the same as begging. To live on
bhiksd means that the person eats whatever comes along without any planning or
scheming about how to acquire the food. Whatever chance brings is food enough for the
sannylsi, an attitude described further by Krsna in the next verse.

-ffMMM* g-¶ilih } Nic I
%m f 1 c4N 4 TcM _|f 44VEOI 1 3R\ I I

yadrcchalabhasantusto duandvatito vimatsarah
samah siddhavasiddhau ca krtvdpi na nibadhyate Verse 22

zTSE I.: yadrcchd-labha-santustah - one who is happy with whatever comes
"by chance; "iFfil: dvandvatitah - one Who is unaffected by the opposites; ait-:
vimatsarah - one who is free from jealousy; fW' siddhau - with reference to
success; a4 Wi asiddhau ca - and with reference to failure; -W: samah - one
who is even-minded; t a3T krtvu api - even though performing action; ;T fre
na nibadhyate - is not bound

The one who is happy with whatever comes by chance, who is unaffected
by the opposites, free from jealousy, and even-minded with reference to
success and failure, is not bound even though performing action.

Ldbha, in the compound yadrcchd-ldbha-santusta, refers to something that you
gain yadrcchayd, by chance, without any planning or scheming. In other words,
whatever chance brings is yadrccha-labha. A wise person is called a yadrccha-labha-
santusta in this verse because he or she is totally happy with whatever comes by chance,
even in terms of basic necessities.

This same persorris also called dvandva-atita, one who is above all the opposites,
who is not caught on either side of these opposites or in between. People tend to swing
from one extreme to the other and can therefore, get caught at either end or in between.
And what are these opposites, dvandvas?

Cold and hot, Sita and usna, are one set of opposites, either of which can make a
person unhappy. In the winter, the person complains of cold and in the summer he or she
finds it too hot. And the two months in between - one month of spring and one month
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of autumn - are spent saying, 'Oh!, the summer is coming soon and it will be so hot,'
and then, 'Oh!, the winter is coming soon and it will be so cold.' In this way, the entire
year is spent complaining about either the heat or the cold - and every year is the same!

Thus, for those who get caught in the extremes or in between, everything is a
matter for complaint. This is in fact, the lot of all samsdris. When there is some sukha,
something comfortable, the person is up and when there is anything uncomfortable,
duhkha, the person is down. The dvandva-atita, is one who is sama, who has an inner
composure with respect to all the opposites. Such composure is natural in one who can
see akarma in karma because the person who knows dtmd is not a doer. And because
this composure, dnanda, is the person's nature, it never goes away.

Success and failure, victory and defeat, and so on, are all varieties of opposites
upon which the dvandvatita does not depend for his or her security and happiness.
Whereas other people are always caught by these opposites. Because one makes you
happy, the other, its opposite, makes you unhappy. The wise person, however, is above
these opposites, meaning that he or she can be objective towards them and do whatever
is to be done without coming under their spell. This person is therefore; called
dvandvatita.

THE MIDDLE WAY IS A MEANS

To be above the opposites is different from the middle path, which is only a
sadhana, a means. A person who lives according to the middle path, sometimes called
the 'Middle Way' or the 'Golden Way,' is between the opposites and not at either
extreme. Extremes are always a problem because they become fads. To avoid faddism,
which is not a very happy situation, some people do not veer to either side, but remain in
the middle in everything.

As a sadhana, a means, the middle path is considered to be the golden path. Then
afterwards, you find that you are above the opposites, meaning that they are in your
hands in the sense that they do not upset you at all. A person who is above the opposites
no longer needs to take care about being in the middle; he or she is a dvandvdtita, one
who is naturally above the opposites.

Krsna further explains a dvandvdtita in the verse as siddhau asiddhau ca
samah, as one whose attitude towards success, siddhi, and failure, asiddhi, is the same.
Because the person is dvandvatita, he or she is not affected by any of the opposites,
including success and failure. We must remember that the person being discussed in this
verse is a sannydsi for whom success may mean nothing more than receiving some food
or being able to go to a quiet place. To be unsuccessful, then, simply means that the
person does not receive any food or is not able to go to a quiet place. Thus, there are
certain successes and failures even for a sannydsi, but, in either case, the person is
always the same.
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Thejiini is also described here as vimatsara, matsara meaning jealousy. To say
that a person who is content with whatever comes by chance and who is free from the
opposites is also free from jealousy seems to be somewhat out of place. Why then would
Krsna have said this?

Matsara means jealousy, and it is one of the six-fold problems - kima, krodha,
lobha, moha, mada, and matsara.1 Here, Krsna takes jealousy to represent all six. Thus
matsara, jealousy, is an upalaksana for all of them. 'Upalaksana' means using one
member of a group to represent all the members of a group. Therefore, here, the person
who is described as vimatsara is free of all these six-fold problems. If this practice of
taking one to cover all items in the group is not understood, the mention of vimatsara,
one who is free from jealousy here, will disturb the even flow of thought.

We have seen the meaning of matsara before. When someone is happy or seems
to be happy, you become sad. You may think the person is happy because he or she has
what you want, but the person may not be happy at all. Perhaps this person bought the
house you wanted to buy, married the person you wanted to marry, or got the promotion
you were after. If another person has anything that you value, it can create jealousy,
matsara, in you. Seeing someone's achievement, someone's success, you can be afflicted
with a particular type of thinking, matsara, an emotion that makes you sad.

THE SIX-FOLD AFFLICTIONS

Krsna singles out jealousy here because it is the worst affliction among the six
cited above. All six, in fact, are common to everyone. Because a person feels incomplete,
he or she has likes and dislikes, called kama, that have to be fulfilled in order to be
happy and secure.

And wherever there is kama, krodha, anger, is possible. When someone or
something stands between you and what you want, this obstruction turns your kama
back to yourself. This reflected beam of desire is krodha, anger. Kama itself turns into
krodha. When your desire, your expectation, is not fulfilled, there is anguish which turns
into anger and the obstruction becomes the target of your anger, even if the obstruction is
yourself. Or, not knowing who is responsible, you take your anger out on anyone or
anything - even God!

Then, there is greed, lobha. Lobha is a problem for those who are so insecure that,
even if they have more than enough money, they cannot spend it on themselves or on
others and they think that they have to accumulate more. Like kdma and krodha, lobha
is to be expected in one who is insecure, who is immature.

' The six-fold problems are: kama - desire, krodha - anger, lobha -greed, moha - delusion
or false values, mada - vanity, and finally jealousy - matsara.

B.G, Vol. .- 10
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Having false values is also a problem, called moha. A person has false values
because the society in which he or she grows up has false values. To think that the colour
of one's hair determines how much fun you will have, exemplified by the well-known
expression, 'Blondes have more fun,' is a false value. In the same way, a man may think
he has made it only when he has a big boat, an apartment in Manhattan, and a cabin at
Lake Tahoe! Since the society itself has these false values, moha is also to be expected.

Every society has false values and these false values are taught; they grow upon
you. When, for instance, the society thinks that to be single means to be lonely, this
particular thinking seeps into everyone's psyche. In fact, being single has nothing
whatsoever to do with being lonely. A person is lonely when he or she is not understood
by another person. Thus, if you want to be understood, you will be lonely. You can be
lonely in the midst of million people. You can live in a house with twenty people and
still be lonely, especially if you sit in a comer thinking that no one likes or understands
you.

SOCIETY'S FALSE VALUES ARE IMBIBED BY THE PERSON

When you grow up in a society that has such values, naturally you are going to
imbibe these values. This imbibing is natural and whatever is imbibed can remain with
you throughout your life. False values are very difficult to remove by vicara, inquiry,
because they have rooted themselves so firmly. To shake them loose requires a lot of
understanding. To think that money, power, or anything else will save you or niake you
somebody is all moha, delusion. However, given the false values of the society the
person is brought up in, moha is understandable.

Vanity, mada, occurs when a person does not believe in his or her own capacity.
Most people have an underlying sense that they are useless based on the humiliation they
have experienced from the time when they were three years old. In the second year of
life, you think you are the only ego around; you are an absolute ego, in fact! And then
you discover your mother's ego, your father's ego, your sister's ego, and your brother's
ego. You also discover that all these other egos are different from yours and that yours is
only one among the many. This discovery is the first humiliation, followed by many
more - not being first in the class, not winning the race, not coming even close, and so
on. In the face of all this, how will the child look at himself or herself? And who is going
to escape such humiliation? You will definitely look at yourself as incompetent in some
ways, if not in all.

THAT 'I AM INCOMPETENT' IS THE ORIGINAL PROBLEM

That 'I am incompetent' is the original problem of everyone. No one need even
tell you so. And if someone compliments you, you are very happy, taking it to be some
grace you have received, because you think of yourself as incompetent. Even if you are
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competent in certain ways, this conclusion that 'I am incompetent' is unavoidable. And
when a person who thinks this way happens to accomplish something, vanity, mada,
may be the result, which is nothing but another form of inferiority complex. Because I
cannot stand my incompetence, I have to pump myself up with a certain type of thinking
or boasting, 'Oh!, I am so wonderful' and so on. This vanity, mada, is also
understandable given that people take themselves to be generally incompetent.

JEALOUSY - THE LEAST LEGITIMATE AFFLICTION OF ALL

Kama, krodha, lobha, moha, and mada are all legitimate problems in that they
are understandable. But, why does a person become unhappy when someone else is
happy? When someone is happy, can I not at least be happy that someone, thank God, is
happy? This kind of happiness is surely a very simple thing. To see that someone is
happy because he or she has got something and to be happy for the person costs me
nothing. I can work for the same thing and also get it. Instead, however, there can be
unhappiness, called jealousy, which is the most illegitimate of the six-fold problems.

Therefore, of the six, Krsna singles out jealousy by saying that the wise person is
free from jealousy, he is called a vimatsara. To be free from jealousy, matsara, is also
to be free from desire, anger, greed, false values, and vanity. Together, these are the
six-fold afflictions or enemies, the sadripus.

The verse goes on to say that even though this wise person performs action, he or
she is not bound - k*rtva api na nibadhyate - by the results of the action. Why? For
the same reason given earlier - there being no doership, kartrtva-abhdavt in terms of
knowledge. The person knows that he or she is not the doer and therefore, is not bound
by action or its results.

Now, Krsna returns to the other person, the one who is not a sannydsi, in terms of
life-style, but who is ajinbni. Thejhiani who is engaged in activity, who has duties to do
because he or she does not happen to be a sannydsl, continues to play the roles. With
each role there is a script and this person fulfils the script. In the next verse, Krsna
describes what happens when this type ofjindnl performs action.

^7f f: Z4 Wt 5A I I I I
gatasahgasya muktasya jfidnvasthitacetasah
yajfitdycaratah karma samagram praviliyate Verse 23

TIW-f gatasanigasya - of the one who is free from attachment; fir muktasya -
of one who is liberated; il'-3i --cd':m jisna-avasthita-cetasah - of one whose
mind is rooted in knowledge; r1lPT yajidya - for the sake of daily yajia; S•WlT:
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acaratah - of the one who performs; WfTu samagram - totally; w4 karma -

action; RiN i# pravillyate - resolves

The karma of one who is free from attachment, who is liberated, whose
mind is rooted in self-knowledge, who performs for the sake of daily
yajia, resolves totally.

Although the jhdni may be in the midst of various activities, he or she is not
attached to anything. All attachment, sahga, has gone, gata, for the person because of
self-knowledge. Thus, thejii&ni is described here as gata-sanga.

This person is also mukta, one who is liberated from ignorance, ajifna, doership,
kartrtva, and therefore, from dharma and adharma, right and wrong, punya and pipa.

To be free from right and wrong means there is no longer any good karma or bad
karma for the person because there is no doer. Doership is not there. Therefore,
whatever karma the jfint does is naturally good because he or she is freed from both
right and wrong.

And why is the person free? Because the mind, cetas, of such a person is rooted in
knowledge, jih&ne avasthita. It is rooted in the sense that for this person the knowledge
is clear; there is no vagueness or doubt. It is much more than simple insight. The jiini's
knowledge is well-rooted and, therefore, he or she is described as jihdna-avasthita-
cetas, one whose mind is rooted in knowledge of the self as a non-doer.

Any karma to be done by such a person, any daily duty or ritual, yajia, is done
without any result whatsoever being accrued to the person. The karma done may be a
prayer or an elaborate ritual; it may be a duty attached to his role as a member of a
particular family or society, as an employee or an employer, or any of a variety of roles
that he or she plays.

Samagram karma means all action, action in its entirety, meaning, action along
with its result. 'All' can also be taken to mean all karma. For thejiini, then, all karma
and its results are resolved totally, pravillyate, because there is no doership for the
person.

It should be noted here that it is the jiini who is being described, not the
karma-yogi, for whom there is still doership. Thus, there are two levels involved, one
level being an attitude and the other being well-ascertained knowledge. The cheerfulness
that a karma-yogi gains by a proper attitude towards what is to be done is what turns
into piirnatva, fullness, by knowledge, thereby giving the person freedom from any
sense of limitation. Because doership is removed by knowledge, everything else that was
imposed upon titma is also removed and the person is free.

The connection between karma-yoga and jiina is to be clearly understood. The
Gitd teaches both yoga-gdstra and brahma-vidya. Karma-yoga is right attitude and
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includes values, disciplines, right living, prayer, and so on. Whatever is relatively gained
by all these is gained in full measure, absolute measure, through knowledge. There is
tranquillity in yoga and tranquillity in knowledge. There is cheerfulness in yoga and
cheerfulness in knowledge. In karma-yoga, the tranquillity and cheerfulness are in
varying degrees, whereas injhifna they are abiding and natural.

You will hear it said that a karma-yogi also is not bound by karma. This means
that he or she is not affected by karma-phala in the sense that the person is not
depressed by failure and elated by success because of a mature attitude towards these
opposites. A jiani, on the other hand, is not touched by karma-phala at all. To say that
a jinni is not bound by karma means that he or she is completely untouched by
karma-phala because the self is not a doer. For such a person, everything is Brahman.

BRAHMAN AND THE SELF ARE IDENTICAL

To understand that I am akarta means 'I am Brahman.' The mind is also
Brahman. The mind is 'I,' but I am not the mind. The buddhi is 'I,' but I am not the
buddhi. The body is 'I,' but I am not the body. The world is 'I,' but I am not the world.
Thus, everything is Brahman, but Brahman is not any one thing. The self and
Brahman are identical. Knowing this is self-knowledge.

Whatever karma you do, you will find it is all the same. What is done is
Brahman, the one who does it is Brahman, where it is done is Brahman, by what it is
done is Brahman, and what is to be achieved is also Brahman. This means there is
nothing to achieve.

When a fire ritual is performed, there is a person who performs the ritual, an altar
of fire where a fire has been kindled in a particular way, and something that is offered
into the fire. There is also a ladle with which the oblation is offered, a particular mantra
or chant, and a purpose for which the ritual is being done. The person performing the
ritual may want a son or the punya necessary to go to heaven or may be doing the
karma for antah-karana-suddhi. For this person, who wants any of the above rituals,
all these factors are distinct and separate from himself and are separate amongst
themselves. But for ajiihn they are all nothing but Brahman which is himself.

The ritual performed by ajiidni is described in the next verse:

W60ut OI0t 40T41 5* I I

brahmarpanam brahmahavirbrahmagnau brahmand hutam
brahmaiva tena gantavyam brahmakarmasamddhina Verse 24

f7 brahma - Brahman; RiU arpanam - (is) the means of offering; •' brahma

- Brahman; "T: havih - (is) the oblation; 3r-anft brahma-agnau - in the fire
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which is Brahman; TpoiI brahmand - by Brahman; y Rhutam - is offered; ýI-

i-�rlf liT brahma-karma-samadhind - by the one who sees everything as

Brahman; A-T tena - by him; 'W brahma - Brahman; 17 eva - indeed; 7l'7t

gantavyam - is to be reached

The means of offering is Brahman. The oblation is Brahman, offered
by Brahman into the fire, which is Brahman. Brahman indeed is to be
reached by him who sees everything as Brahman.

In the preceding section, the nature of dtmd was described as akarta, meaning
that the self performs no action. Action takes place based on desire and will, types of
thoughts that belong to the buddhi. The physical body, kdya, organ of speech, vak, and
the mind, manas, are the three means of action, karanas. Here, the physical body refers
to the hands and legs, the limbs that are used to perform action. Any action that is done
can be grouped under any or all these three. For example, when you offer a prayer, it can
be either a mental or a verbal action or a ritual involving physical limbs. All three
involve the mind.

If atma is the body-mind-sense assemblage, which is the basis for all actions to
take place, then I become the actor. Whereas, if this assemblage is not dtmd, then dtmd
is free from the body, mind, and senses. It is in the form of pure consciousness,
Suddha-caitanya-svarupa, and, performs no action whatsoever. Thus, it was said that
even while performing action, the wise person does no action whatsoever because
doership is not there for the person. 1

HOW ACTIVE A JNANI IS, MEANS NOTHING

Also, if the jidni performs only those actions that are necessary to sustain the
physical body, no results will accrue because, again, there is no doership.2 In this way,
two types of jiinis were pointed out. One type is in the thick and thin of various
activities, totally engaged in action, and the second type is not. But, even for the jidni
who performs activities, it was said that no action is performed. Why? Because the
person sees akarma in all karmas, meaning that he sees dtmd as actionless in the very
activity itself. How much or how little activity you do means nothing. What is important
is whether or not you see dtmd as akartd.

There is no rule about how a wise person should be. One person may be very
active and another may be a sannydst. A sannyasi can also be active or not very active.
He may perform only those activities necessary to sustain the body or may be involved

1 Git - 4-20

2 Gita - 4-21
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in the world because of his prdrabdha. Either way, there is no karma for the person and
no results accrue to him because there is no doership.

In the present verse, we see that, for the wise person, all karma and everything
connected to the karma is Brahman. In fact, this is what self-knowledge is all about.
There is nothing separate from atma, which is Brahman. This is the knowledge that
makes the person wise. Atma is equated to Brahman, Brahman is jfiana, pure
consciousness, and therefore, not subject to time, space, or any attributes. It is satya,
pure existence, and ananta, limitless, which is the basis, the truth, of everything. In
terms of time, dtma is limitless, and in terms of space also, it is limitless. There is
nothing that is independent of this satya - atmli. Being dependent on satya, which is
param brahma, everything else is nothing but param brahma, which is atma, oneself.

One who sees &tma as free from action sees atma as Brahman, and this isjiidna.
Therefore, we have to understand atmd as a non-doer, as param brahma. With this
knowledge, all actions and everything connected to them, including the results, are
nullified, negated.

The statement made earlier, karmani akarma yah pahyet, was made clearer when
it was said, in the last verse, that all the karmas of the wise person are totally resolved
- samagram karma pravillyate. To say that a wise person sees akarma in karma
implies that there are actions being done. For example, speaking is an action done for
which there is someone who speaks, a subject matter, a way of speaking, a reason for
speaking, and so on - all of which the jiiani understands as being non-separate from
param brahma.

The karta or the agent of action is Brahman. The karma or the object of action is
Brahman. The karana or the instrument of action is Brahman and the place where the
action is done is Brahman. This vision that everything is Brahman is unfolded in the
present verse by using a Vedic ritual as an example. Krsna is not pointing out the ritual
itself here; he is pointing out the wisdom, the vision that is Vedinta.

KRSNA USES A VEDIC RITUAL TO UNFOLD THE KNOWLEDGE

A Vedic ritual is as good as a prayer. It is an action in which a purpose and a result
are involved. There is a person who wants a particular result and there is a method of
offering a particular oblation. All the kdrakas, all the factors involved in an action, are
presented in this verse - an agent of action, an object, a means, a purpose, a place from
where the action is coming, and a place into which the action is going.

What Krsna is conveying here is that every kdraka is Brahman. The means of
offering is Brahman - brahma arpanam. Here arpana means that by which
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something is offered - arpyate anena iti arpanam.1 What is the oblation? Havis, the
oblation which is offered, is also Brahman - brahma havih. Where is the offering
made? Brahma-agnau - into the fire of Brahman, the fire that is Brahman. By whom
is the offering made? The offering is made by Brahman - brahmana hutam. The
kartd, the doer, is Brahman. For what purpose is the offering made? The offering is
made for the purpose of gaining Brahman alone - brahma eva tena gantavyam. By
whom is this Brahman to be gained? By one who sees everything as Brahman -
brahma-karma-samddhind.

Arpana is that by which something is offered, a wooden ladle, for example or a
mantra with which an offering is made. And while offering, a particular mantra is
chanted to indicate exactly to which devati or deity the oblation is being offered. For
example, the words, 'indrdya svdhd, indrdya idam na mama,' are to invoke the
devati called Indra and they mean, 'This is being offered to Indra; (this) does not
belong to me any more.' Similarly, 'agnaye svdhi, agnaye idam na mama,' means,
'This is for Agni; (this) is no longer mine.' In this way, you are not making the devatd
indebted to you. You offer the oblation to the chosen devatt, saying, 'This is for you
alone. I am giving it to you. It is no longer mine.' This, then, is the meaning of arpana.

Whether a ladle or a mantra, how is this arpana separate from Brahman?
Nothing is separate from Brahman. Therefore, sound is Brahman, word is Brahman,
knowledge is Brahman, Indra is Brahman. Everything is non-separate from
Brahman. Because of the wise person's brahma-buddhi, he or she performs the ritual
seeing Brahman in everything, just as when you see a clay pot, the clay is not missed.
Or when you see a golden ornament, the gold is not missed. When you see a shirt, the
cloth is not missed.

THE SATYA AND MITHYA OF THE RITUAL

Similarly, when ajii�ni sees anything, Brahman is not missed, Brahman being
the cause of everything. Brahman being the truth, the satya, of everything, everything is
dependent upon satya-brahma and is therefore, mithyd. This means that arpana, the
ladle, the mantra, and so on, are all mithya. Thus, arpana is Brahman - brahma
arpanam.

The object offered is havis, clarified butter or any other thing that is offered as the
oblation. This is also Brahman. And it is offered by Brahman, brahmana hutam. That
is, the person who offers the oblation is also Brahman - a fact known to the wise
person. Hutam means, 'is offered.' This word refers to the act of offering, the kriyd. The

Sanena - by m eans of this; arpyate - is offered; arpanam - the m eans, the instrum ent
with which the oblation is offered into the fire during a ritual and this could mean both
the wooden ladle and the mantra with which the offering is made.
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oblation, havis, is offered unto the fire, agni, the location in which the act of offering
takes place. Here, too, agni is nothing but Brahman, born of Brahman, and therefore,
non-separate from Brahman.

We see, then, that all the kdrakas are covered here. The first kdraka, the kartd,
the one who offers, is Brahman; the second karaka, the karma or object, is Brahman;
the third karaka, the karana or instrument, is Brahman; the purpose that takes the
fourth case is Brahman; and the fifth kiraka, from where the action comes, is
Brahman. Because the sixth karaka, the possessive or genitive case, generally does not
relate to an action, it does not generally represent one of the six karakas. The sixth
kiraka, which takes the locative case is also here in the verse. Here, it is said, 'in the fire
of Brahman, brahmignau.' Therefore, the fire into which the offering is made is also
Brahman.

PERFORMING A RITUAL AS A DOER

If a person performs a ritual for the sake of heaven, he or she is a kartW. Because I
am a karta, I want to go to heaven and this heaven is separate from me. Therefore, if I
do this particular karma, the karma-phala will be punya and this punya I can later
encash for a ticket to heaven. This is the meaning of a ritual if I am a karta, whereas if I
know that I am Brahman, it is altogether different.

Brahman is everything, including heaven. This being the case, what is to be
gained by the person of knowledge? Brahman alone is to be gained by the wise person
- brahmaiva tena gantavyam. This is to say that nothing is to be gained because the
jidni is Brahman.

Gantavyam means 'that which is to be reached' or 'that which is to be
accomplished.' Because the person is already Brahman, there is nothing to be gained.
Everything being Brahman, there is nothing away from Brahman and, therefore,
nothing to be gained that is not Brahman. But, while this may indeed be a fact, one has
to know the fact. Otherwise, the person is a karta. Then, looking at everything in a ritual
as Brahman becomes a form of meditation, updsana. Wherever you deliberately
superimpose something exalted on something ordinary, there is upIsana, just as you
deliberately superimpose the United States on a piece of cloth with so many stars and
stripes.

Superimposition need not be deliberate always, like when you mistake an object
for something else. Without any deliberation, you may superimpose a snake on a piece
of rope, for example. This is a mistake. But, to take a wooden or stone statue of Visnu
for the Lord is not a mistake, unless of course, you take the given form alone as Visnu.
This is updsana.
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KNOWLEDGE ALONE, IS INVOLVED HERE

Whereas when a person realises the fact, 'I am Brahman,' it is knowledge, not
updsana. Here, in this verse, knowledge alone is involved, the ritual being performed by
one who sees Brahman in all actions, brahma-karma-samndhi. Seeing Brahman
everywhere is called brahma-karma-samddhi.

How can one see Brahman everywhere? If one goes around with eyes wide open
will Brahman be seen in everything? When a chair is seen, do you go beyond the chair
and see Brahman? Seeing Brahman is not like looking at a shirt and seeing the cloth.
When you see a shirt, you see only the shirt. Obviously, then, you do not see Brahman
in this way. In fact, you will not see Brahman because you are Brahman! The thought
that objectifies the chair is Brahman. The space in which the chair is sitting is also
Brahman. And the chair itself, every particle of it, is nothing but Brahman.

The object of any thought is non-separate from the consciousness that is Brahman
and the knowledge of the object, the thought itself, is also non-separate from this
consciousness. The one who knows, who has the knowledge of the object, is also nothing
but consciousness. Therefore, the knower, the knowledge, and the object of knowledge
are all Brahman, consciousness, which is satya.

Thus, the statement, 'I am Brahman,' means ltmd is Brahman which is
nirvikalpa - that which does not have the knower-knowledge-known distinction jiitr-
jii&na-jhieya-bheda. Nirvikalpa, does not mean the absence of thought but points to the
non-difference between the knower, knowledge, and known. Because knowledge is
myself, the knower is myself, and the object of knowledge is myself, these three are only
apparently different. Thus, to say, 'I am nirvikalpa,' is to refer to the fact that there is no
real difference between the knower, knowledge, and known. This knowledge is always
nirvikalpa, there being no second thing. Whether you know it or not, this knowledge is
always there. Similarly, when you see, the seer, the sight, and the seen are all Brahman.
And when you hear, the hearer, the hearing, and the heard are also Brahman.

Thus, being in any situation is seeing Brahman everywhere - sarvatra
brahma-darganam. It is not a matter of opening one's eyes and trying to see Brahman.
Brahman is not an object to be seen with the eyes. To see Brahman everywhere is to
recognise the fact that the knower, jidte, is Brahman, the knowledge, jiina, is
Brahman, and what is known, jleya, is Brahman. All three are Brahman, but
Brahman is independent of all of them.

SEEING BRAHMAN EVERYWHERE IS KNOWLEDGE

In fact, all three - knower, knowledge, and known - can be shaken off; they can
be removed. And they can return to be removed again. You have them, you remove
them, you have them, you remove them - and all the while Brahman always is. And
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the one who has this knowledge, who sees Brahman everywhere, is called
brahma-karma-samddhi.

Brahma-karma-samadhi here refers to a person who has a buddhi that
appreciates that everything is Brahman - brahma eva karma - brahma-karma;
brahma-karmani samadhih (samdhita buddhih) yasya.' And what is to be gained by
the brahmakarma-samddhi, one who sees Brahman in all action? What is to be gained
when everything is Brahman? Nothing, except Brahman - brahmaiva gantavyam. If
everything is Brahman, what result can there be? If the doer is Brahman, the done is
Brahman, the doing is Brahman, and the reason for doing it is Brahman, where is the
result? For whom is the result? And for what purpose is the result?

Knowing that everything is Brahman, the jiianl who is engaged in activity
performs action for the sake of the people - loka-sahgrahdrtham. Even though there is
nothing for the wise person to accomplish, his time is available for helping people. The
jnani requires nothing to be secure or happy and therefore, his time is no longer required
for himself. Whatever time is left in the person's life can therefore, be given to the people
for them to make use of as best as they can.

Even if the jiani does not talk, people can go and sit with him, as they did with
Ramana Maharshi. He did not talk much and would speak only a few words, now and
then. This also is a type of teaching, a quiet teaching. When you sit with someone who
sits quietly, happily, you also become quiet. Your mind becomes quiet because you have
to come back to yourself. What else can you do when the person you are sitting with
does not talk?

When there is no interaction, you come back to yourself. And what kind of self do
you-come back to? Not the historical self, because the person you are sitting with is all
silence; he does not even blink! The situation naturally takes you back to yourself. This
is not enlightenment; it is only experiential.

There is some &Snti, some peace and contentment. People like this experience and
therefore, they seek it out. But, afterwards, the •anti is gone. It is only something they
can remember and talk about, just like when they come out of a movie and talk about
how enjoyable it was. This 'was' aspect of experience is there because there is no
enlightenment. The experience itself is something you can only recall and interpret in
your own way. Still, the person who gives some adnti to people is helping them and it is
certainly better than giving them excitement!

t I4 Wgfw, WTfWTT if : VM, T: wrrliT:i: ( Tro Wo I
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COMING BACK TO YOURSELF IS BETTER THAN EXCITEMENT

The rock musician gives people excitement for which they pay money. You sit

with the jihini and you are happy. At least, here, the sdnti is free. Excitement may

provide some release for pent-up emotions, but coming back to yourself is even better.

And it is beautiful, as well. Thus, thejiini who can give you some sdnti is performing
action for the sake of the people by not talking.

This is exactly what Ramana did. Hundreds of people used to go and sit with him.

A few, of course, were disappointed when they realised that he would not talk, but a lot

of other people enjoyed the peace and silence. Therefore, a jiidni may be performing a
variety of activities for the sake of the people or he may just sit quietly, an activity that

also helps people. In reality, however, whatever is done or not done is still akarma. It is

not an action or an activity at all because all actions, all karmas, have been nullified by

the knowledge of Brahman.

Whatever an actor does on stage, he knows that he is not the role and-that the role

is himself. He sees this very clearly because of his knowledge that the action he performs

is mithy&. So, too, the wise person knows, 'I am not the role. I am satya and the role is

mithya.' While all actions come only from the person, he knows that his nature is

mithya. This being understood, he performs no action in reality.

In this verse, which is unfolding this vision through a ritual, karma is converted
into akarma, all the khrakas being nothing but Brahman. In this way, the kdrakas are
nullified, bddhita. They no longer exist.

When one knows that everything is Brahman, doership is gone. When the

doership is gone, there is no real karma anymore. Therefore, in answer to the question,
- how can one see akarma in karma - karma is completely negated here and only

Brahman remains.

For there to be karma, there must be a karti, a doer, who is different from the
kriyd the action, one who performs the kriyd through the karana, the means of action,
for a given purpose. There will also be a karma-phala, a result. And the person is bound
by that karma. However, when the ahaikdra itself, the one who performs the action, is

resolved, that ahahkdra becomes identical with Brahman. But Brahman is free from
the ahanikdra.

Here one could get confused in the following manner and think that if the
ahahkdra is Brahman and Brahman is not ahakadra, all that has happened is that the

ahahkdra has gained a new name. Ahahkdra becomes a synonym for Brahman. I

thought of myself as an ego, ahahfkra, the doer. Now I have come to know the doer is

also called Brahman. Since the doer is Brahman and Brahman is not the doer, the doer
gains a new name. There is nothing more to it than that. But this is not so.
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Here, the doer is Brahman, doing is Brahman, everything is Brahman, whereas
Brahman is free from all of them. From this we understand that there is akarma in the
karma itself and karma itself is bddhita, negated. Thus, this verse unfolds the vision of
atmd. Giving up karma by knowledge, negating it, is called jid•na-karma-sannydsa.
This is also the title of this chapter.

IS THIS VERSE MEANT AS A FORM OF MEDITATION?

Here, Saikara raises an objection and answers it. Why not interpret the verse as a
kind of meditation by looking upon the arpana, the offering, as Brahman, just as the
Lord is invoked in an idol? But if it were intended to be a meditation, why was it said
that the person would gain Brahman, brahmaiva tena gantavyam? To take the verse in
this way would also be ignoring the knowledge previously stated that, one sees akarma
in karma.

The vision of atmd as akarta is the knowledge. Because everyone takes himself
or herself to be a kartd, there is samsara. Kartrtua is indeed samsdrit;a and nothing
else. When you look upon yourself as a kartd, you are taking yourself to be the physical
body-mind-sense complex, kdrya-karana-saighdta. The body, mind, and senses
become the 'I,' the atmd, for you. This is the only way you become a karta. And, if you
take the body, mind, and senses as dtmd, then you are a samsdri. This is why kartrtua
means samsdritua. When the kartrtva, doership, is there, samsdritva is there, meaning
that there is an enjoyer of the results of action, karma-phala-bhokta. Where there is
kartrtva, doership, there is bhoktrtva, enjoyership and this is what we call samsara.

The main problem of sanmsara, kartrtva, is negated in this verse by unfolding the
vision of dtmd as akartd. Therefore, to take it as meditation, for which there can be only
a limited result, is not correct. Moreover, the verse also says that Brahman is to be
gained, brahmaiva tena gantavyam. Brahman, being limitless, is not a limited result.
Besides, because the person is non-different from Brahman, there is nothing to be
accomplished for one who can appreciate this vision. Thus, the verse is an unfoldment of
this vision and, as such, cannot be a meditation.

By presenting a karma, a ritual, Krsna unfolds the knowledge of dtmd as
Brahman, free from any doership and enjoyership. This is how akarma can be seen in
karma. You do the karma and, at the same time, you see the akarma. You see the
karma and you negate it, just as you see a movie and then negate the reality of it by
knowing that the scenes you see are all projected on a plain surface by means of light
and shadows. Atmd itself is always detached, asahga. It remains clean, just like the
screen upon which a movie is seen. This is the nature of a jiidni. Atma performs no
action, naiva kiiicit karma karoti, and does not enjoy the fruit of action, na
karma-phalam bhuhkte.
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Because the verse presents the clear vision of dtmd as Brahman and karma as

akarma, no other meaning is possible here. To show that karma is akarma, the vision

had to be presented in the form of a karma and here it is presented in the form of a

yajiia. The vision is that all karmas are Brahman and, to praise this vision, Krsna

presents other yajiias in subsequent verses.

In order to praise something or to understand something, a background is always
necessary. For example, to bring out colour or shape of a precious stone, a particular
background is provided. A frame for a painting is also selected in keeping with the

colours on the canvas and those of the surroundings in which it will hang. Here, too, the
Vedic background of various rituals and disciplines are provided for the knowledge of
Brahman unfolded by the Vedas.

YAJNAS INCLUDE VARIOUS FORMS OF DISCIPLINE

In the following section, a discipline is called a yajiia, and it refers to anything that
is to be done or offered by someone for the purpose of self-purification and steadiness of
mind. The Lord presents the pursuit of knowledge itself as yajiia, jiana-yajiia against
the background of various other yajias that are helpful for preparing the mind to gain
the knowledge.

^c^m~t !ftzrj: -m 1 I

daiuamevupare yajiiam yoginah paryupdsate
brahmdgnavapare yajiiam yajnenaivopajuhvati Verse 25

3T ifFýi;: apare yoginah - some yogis (karma-yogis); tq zr-- daivam yajham

- ritual invoking deities; T� eva - alone; q4flnt paryupdsate - perform; 3t
apare - others (sannydsis); sWit brahmdgnau - unto the fire (knowledge) of

Brahman; zT-R yajham - the self (ahahkara); ztrT g yajiena eva - by the self

(ahahkdra) itself; sq^If upajuhvati - offer

Karma-yogis perform only those rituals that invoke the deities, while
others (sannydsis) offer themselves by themselves unto the fire
(knowledge) of Brahman.

At the beginning of the third chapter, Krsna told Arjuna that he had given the
world two committed life-styles.1 One life-style is sannydsa wherein the commitment,
nistha, is pursuit of knowledge alone. The other life-style is karma-yoga, a life of
activity wherein the pursuit of knowledge is coupled with karma. Krsna also made it
clear that both life-styles are for the sake of moksa, liberation.

SGita - 3-3
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Here in the verse under discussion, both the karma-yogl and the sannyasi are
discussed. For karma-yogis, apare yoginah, the enjoined karma is only for antah-
karana-suddhi, not for any other end. It is for preparing their minds for the knowledge
that is moksa, all of which we have seen in the previous discussions on karma-yoga.

When the karma-yogis perform rituals, yajiamrn paryupisate, the Lord or the
Lord in the form of a deity is always kept in view. Anything that is done with the Lord or
a deity, a deva, in view is called daiva. Indra is a deva, as is Agni, fire, and Aditya, the
sun. Thus any action done invoking their grace is daivam karma. Karma-yogis worship
in this way and do not see everything as Brahman as the sannyasi does. They are
simply performing rituals invoking the devatds, invoking the Lord's grace, for gaining
antah-karana-Suddhi.

We know the verse is not referring to those who perform rituals for ends other than
antah-karana-duddhi, like heaven etc., svargddi-loka, because the people performing
the action here are called yogis. Those who are not yogis may perform rituals for the
sake of gaining children, wealth, heaven, and so on. There are many rituals in the Vedas
that can produce these types of results and the people who perform them are called
kimya-karmis. Because the word yoginah is used in this verse, we know that the people
under discussion perform rituals for antah-karana-suddhi alone.

These rituals are performed meticulously, meaning that they are performed with
Araddha, with faith, alertness, and in careful adherence to the rules. The prefix pari with
the verb uplsate conveys the sense of the meticulousness with which the yajnias are
performed to invoke the grace of the devatas.

Apare, which usually means 'others,' is used here to distinguish between the
karma-yogis and the sannyasis discussed in this verse.

OFFERING ONESELF TO THE FIRE OF KNOWLEDGE

In the expression brahmdgnau, fire of Brahman, fire stands for knowledge, the
knowledge of Brahman. The word yajia, besides meaning ritual and discipline, means
5tmd, the self. Because there is a sacrifice involved for one who pursues knowledge,
knowledge also can be looked upon as yajiia and is therefore, called jWna-yajfia.

In any yajia there must be a performer of the yajiia. Here, the performer of this
jiiina-yajiia is the seeker, a mumuksu, a jijidsu, one who wants to know. The verse
points out that the seeker offers himself or herself. Since the seeker alone is offered, who
is it that does the offering? If the seeker were offered unto the fire by someone else, it
would be a simple case of homicide, but here, because the seeker offers himself or
herself, it seems to be suicide, not homicide, and a willing suicide at that! One offers
oneself -yajiiam yajiiena upajuhvati. Here yajiia means the self.
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Unto the fire of Brahman is offered the aharkara. The ignorant person looks
upon himself or herself as one who has doership and enjoyership because he or she takes
the body, mind, and senses to be the self. It is this small person, the seeker, who is
offered unto the fire of Brahman, the knowledge of Brahman.

To offer the ahahkara unto the knowledge of Brahman is the best form of 'hara-
kiri' there is. The seekers, the sannyasis, offer themselves by themselves into the fire
(knowledge) of Brahman. This means they are both the karta and the karma, the
performer of the action of offering and the object offered. The doer of the ji�na-yajia
is myself, the one who knows is myself, what is known is myself, and what is offered
unto the fire of Brahman is also myself. This means that I am Brahman.

This knowledge that I am Brahman is called samyag-darSana, clear vision, and,
being clear vision, it is opposed to the deva-yajia performed by karma-yogis. As Krsna
told Arjuna in the third chapter, when sannyasis follow pure jidana, it is jiauna-yoga,
which is the jiiana-yajiia mentioned in this verse. The two types of people are not being
compared here but the two types of yajia, deva-yajha and jiidna-yajia, are being
compared.

Having said this much, Krsna goes on to describe other yajiias, after which he
would again praise jifna-yajhia. The yajiias, mentioned in the next few verses are not
rituals at all; but, because they are disciplines whose purpose is to accomplish moksa by
antah-karana-Suddhi, they are considered to be yajhas. Such disciplines can
accomplish two ends. One is a certain composure, a certain tranquillity, and steadiness of
mind. The second end that can be accomplished is maturity, a freedom from the
thraldom of one's raga-dvesas, likes and dislikes, that hold one hostage. You can release
yourself from their hands by prayers and rituals, which help you gain certain attitudes.
These disciplines can also help you gain alertness and are performed by sannyasis and
karma-yogis alike. They may be practised in order to gain moksa or for lesser results,
such as a certain degree of composure or discipline in one's life so that the other
disciplines may be practised.

There is no rule governing which disciplines are to be performed by whom. You
may choose one or another, depending upon what you need. Thus, a few disciplines
performed as yajias are mentioned by Krsna.

Wi-frilM-S R lf4 -flqi ^Ii I I

1 hara-kiri, [Jap., = belly-cutting], traditional Japanese form of suicide, performed in cases

of disloyalty to the emperor. Obligatory hara-kiri was abolished in 1868, but voluntary
forms have persisted.
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Srotrddinindriydnyanye samryamagnisu juhvati
sabdadin visaydnanya indriydgnisujuhvati Verse 26

aF- anye - others; iR-alftil¶ samyama-agnisu - into the fire of self-mastery;

Nilif#f srotrddini - organs of hearing, etc.; �fli indriydni - senses; _T
juhvati - offer; 3a anye - others; W|ci4| sabdddin - sound, etc.; f1WR visayan

- sense objects; Rir indriydgnisu - into the fire of the senses; Trf juhvati -
offer

Others offer (their) organs of hearing and other senses into the fire of
self-mastery, (while still) others offer sound and other sense objects into
the fire of the senses.

The first yajiia described in this verse relates to the sense organs, the ears and so
on, srotradini indriydni. Srotra means ear and the suffix ddi, meaning 'etc.' refers to
the eyes, nose, tongue, and skin - sense of touch. These five are the organs through
which sense perceptions such as, hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, and touching,
respectively, take place. Here, the organs of sense perception and the organs of action are
all offered unto the fire of self-mastery.

Does this mean that the organs themselves are offered? Does one pluck off the ears
and nose or pull out the eyes and tongue to offer them unto the fire? Of course not. In
fact, the person does not do anything. The discipline described here is control of the
senses or inner mastery, sarmyama. People who follow this discipline are practising
samyama, meaning that they do not go by their fancies. In other words, they practise
alertness with reference to the senses.

A DISCIPLINE IS NOT AN END IN ITSELF

We see this alertness or deliberateness in Buddhistic meditation. Those who
practise this discipline remain aware of everything that they do, even the opening and
closing of their eyes. This practice definitely has its benefits, but it can create tension
also and should be followed up with inquiry. Inquiry should be the main emphasis,
whereas the practice itself is a discipline, meaning that it is not an end in itself. This
discipline is a means for gaining a certain composure.

Thus, the first yajha mentioned in this verse is a discipline wherein the sensory
activities, dictated by fancies, are offered unto the fires of self-mastery samyama-
agnisu. The sense organs being many, fire appears in its plural form here. It should be
noted that it is the activities that are offered, not the senses. All fanciful and mechanical
activities are offered unto the fire of deliberation, meaning that all one's activities are
conscious and deliberate. This is what is meant by control.

BG. Vol I - II
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The other yajila described here is the offering of the sense objects, sound and so
on - Sabdadivisaydn, which include touch, form, taste and smell. These sense objects
are offered unto the fires of the sense organs, indriya-agnisu. But then, this seems to be
no different than what is happening everywhere in the world today. People are lining up
to see all kinds of movies and are listening to all kinds of music, feeding their sense
organs with whatever sense objects they want. This, of course, is not what is being said
here.

Sankara explains the compound indriya-agnisu as, indriydni eva agnayah,
meaning that the senses alone are the fires. Unto the fires of sense organs the sense
objects are offered. Taken literally, it would seem that sounds are offered unto the ears,
forms are offered unto the eyes, smells are offered unto the nose, tastes are offered unto
the tongue, and touch is offered unto the sense of touch. This is what we commonly do
throughout our entire lifetime. Where, then, is the discipline here? We are talking about
yajia, which means discipline.

DISCIPLINE IN ACTIVITY

To clarify this point, Sankara says that for the people discussed in this verse,
there is a discipline in all this. Just as a mother decides what her child should eat, how
much and when, and this becomes a discipline for the child until he can decide these
things for himself, so too, yogis follow certain disciplines. Some follow Sama, which is
mentioned in the first line of this verse, and others follow dama, mentioned in the
second line.

The senses are offered with a certain discipline: how much to see, how much to
hear, how much to talk, how much to walk, and so on. Knowing how much to eat, for
example, the person eats no more, even though there may be a desire for another helping.
These are all disciplines, which are the practice of dama. Initially, yogis practise mainly
dama so that they can come to Sama later. In this way they live their lives with
discipline.

With reference to every sense organ, there is a sense object. The yogi offers the
sense objects to the sense organs, but he or she holds the trump card as it were. The
sense objects do not carry the person away. Even though he or she lets the sense organs
go out into the world, the person practises restraint, dama, by ensuring that only
dharma is followed, not adharma. The yogi feeds the sense organs with whatever is
proper, aviruddha. Aviruddha means that which is unopposed to one's pursuit or
conducive to one's welfare. This point is crucial in understanding the meaning of yajia
here. Without harming his pursuit, without hurting the dharma, the yogi perceives and
enjoys the sense objects, feeding the sense organs in a manner that is conducive to his
pursuit of knowledge.
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The wordjuhvati, in this verse, is also important. It does not simply mean to feed
the sense organs or to sacrifice something. It means that you are doing the offering, you
hold the trump card and are not letting the senses feed themselves. The senses want
more; your fancies always demand more; but you say, 'No!' This is like a child wanting
the chocolates that he had collected on Halloween, but the mother says, 'No!' 'Why not,'
the child says, 'they are my chocolates. I went around and collected all of them. Why
should I not eat all of them?' 'Yes,' the mother explains, 'they are your chocolates all
right, but I will keep them for you. You may have one today and another one tomorrow.'
Even though the child may cry, the mother remains firm. Here, you do the same for
yourself. You mother yourself by disciplining the demands of your fancies, which is the
practice of dama.

Further Krsna says:

ajpqWq4Wrpf -IP iW1tftihl I ^s II
sarvdnindriyakarmrini pranakarmani capare
dtmasarmyamayogdgnau juhvati jiinadlpite Verse 27

3Tq apare - others; In-fi• jiiana-dipite - lighted by knowledge; 3mT--W�Tl--
3ad dtma-samyama-yoga-agnau - in the fire of self-mastery; Wjt sarvdni - all;
$<tw~qirl indriyakarmani - activities of the senses; RiurqIjt pranakarmani -
activities of the organs of action and the actions of the pralnas; W ca - and; TrO
juhvati - offer

Others offer all the activities of the senses and the organs of action unto
the fire of self-mastery lighted by knowledge.

The seekers discussed in this verse are sannydsis but notjinanis. Because they are
sannyisis with no obligatory duties to perform, they offer all activities, except those
required to maintain the body, unto the fire of self-mastery - dtma-samyama-yoga-
agnau juhuati. Such people live a life of meditation and contemplation, called
Etma-samyama-yoga. Unto this fire of meditation that is helpful in self-knowledge,
those who are given to meditation offer all sensory and other activities.

For the people discussed here, the usual activities of life resolve into one life of
meditation. Thus, they do nothing but meditation and whatever that is necessary to
maintain the body so that the knowledge can be gained. The previous verse talked about
seekers who live in the world, but the seekers in this verse are renunciates. They remain
where they have to remain, live a life of meditation, and pursue knowledge. Here, then,
meditation is being emphasised. These seekers are sannyasis as well as yogis. For them
there is viveka, their discipline being lighted by knowledge - jiina-dipita. In other
words, they know exactly that they want the knowledge that is moksa.
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SELF-MASTERY LEADS TO KNOWLEDGE

Here, jhina-dipite means lighted by knowledge, a knowledge of what is right and

wrong, what is nitya and anitya, real and unreal. Thus, both varidgya and viveka are

there, but dama and Sama are still to be gained. In order to gain this self mastery, these

seekers have given up all activities and have taken to a life of meditation. Such

sannyasis are many.

In the next verse, Krsna describes more yajiias:

^l^mIm¶l Tqg Wfih ;0TI: I: I 6 11I
dravyayajiistapoyajiii yogayajfistathapare
svadhyiyajiinayajfhdsca yatayah samritavratJh Verse 28

WT tathd - so too; aT apare - (are the) others; T---7fT: dravya-yaji&dh - those

who distribute wealth; ItqT: tapoyajiih - those who follow prayerful disciplines;

hTf-;1T: yoga-yajiihh - those who practise yoga; if ca - and; TFuIlITH-qW-iI:

svddhydya-jhdna-yajihdh - those who pursue knowledge; iF* tal: sarmita-uratdh

- those of firm vows; TrqT: yatayah - those who make efforts

So too, there are'those who distribute wealth, those who follow prayerful

disciplines, those who practise yoga, and those of firm vows and efforts

who pursue knowledge.

Here, Krsna points out various other disciplines or yajiias that different types of

seekers are engaged in. Those who distribute wealth in the form of money or whatever

else that may be given as charity are called drauya-yajias.To distribute one's wealth,

dravya, can be purely charity or it can be given as a yajia, as an offering, to the Lord, as

a means of invoking the Lord in the form of this sacrifice. A person who does this is

called a dravya-yajiha' here in this verse.

For example, in India, a good part of the wealth, in the form of cows, land, gold,

clothing, vessels, or grain, that a man leaves behind when he dies is distributed to the

people. In fact, this distribution is the main part of the ritual performed after death.

Before the cremation, the distribution takes place. To distribute one's wealth as a yajiia,

while living, helps one gain antah-karana-Suddhi because there is giving involved.

1  a mt -f^1it XyiT-nTi Tf* -, -t . s-zT: I ?Tro ITO I I

Those who perform dravya-yajias, i.e., distribute money as a yajiia are called a dravya-

yajnas.
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Another set of seekers described in this verse are the tapoyajias. Those who
practise various types of tapas are called as tapoyajias.1 Tapas refers to any kind of
prayerful discipline undertaken for the sake of atonement or discipline. The vows that
one takes are also tapas. Some people, for example, take a vow of not eating on
ekddaAi, the eleventh day of the moon, each month and spend the day in prayer. Such
people are called tapoyajiias. Tapas is not just any discipline; it is prayerful discipline.
Otherwise, even jogging and aerobics would become yajiias! Here, the attitude is
religious and therefore, is again for antah-karana-Suddhi.

Those seekers who follow astdhga-yoga, eight-limbed yoga, are called
yoga-yajias. Astd•ga-yoga is a prayerful discipline wherein the Lord is worshipped.
ISuara-pranidhdnam is one of its prescribed observances, niyamas. Still others who
are yatayah samsitavratdh, people of effort and people whose vows are very clear, are
svudhydya-jiana-yajias, those who follow the discipline of study and knowledge.

Svddhydya-yajia refers to those who learn to chant or recite their own Veda.
There are some people who, having learned the Veda in this way, do nothing but recite a
portion of it daily. Such people are called svldhydya-yajiias - those who perform the
yajia of svddhydya. And those who study Veddnta, who inquire into the
Veddnta-S9stra are called jidana-yaj�as - those who perform the yajia of pursuing
knowledge, jiina. Here the svddhydya-jiina-yajFias are the people of great effort,
yatayah, whose commitment to the knowledge is complete, samsitavratih. And these
people do both these yajias and are therefore, referred to as svddhydya-jidna-yajFias in
this verse.

Other seekers follow the discipline of prdinydma or breath control, one of the
eight limbs of astd7iga-yoga, which is also looked upon as a yajia, as we shall see in the
next verse.

arn4 7trh Tni w's4tri wTlt I
IUI14q1l 'l-Il p i 4|UI||41f q U|I: 11 R I11

apdne juhvati prdnam prdne'pdnam tathdpare
prandpanagati ruddhvd pradnayadmapardyanih Verse 29

?lW tathd - so too; 3 apare - others; iUflr�R-qfrqul: prmdndyama-pardyandh -

those who are committed to the practice of prdndydma (breath control); lTal-•3FR-Tr

TTM prdna-apdna-gati ruddhvd - stopping the flow of inhalation and exhalation;

aNIA apdne - into the incoming breath; WTfU prdnam - the outgoing breath; 1T4

tapah yajiiah yesdm te - tapoyajidh - bahuvrihi-samdsah.
Those who practise the various types of disciplines ds a yajia are called as tapoyajhas.
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prdne - into the outgoing breath; 3Hm ' apdnam - the incoming breath; 'ff
juhvati - offer

So too, others, those who are committed to the practice of pradnydma
(breath control), stopping the flow of inhalation and exhalation, offer the
outgoing breath into the incoming breath (and) the incoming breath into
the outgoing breath.

Those who practise breath control as a yajia are called 'prd�ndyma-pariyands.'
These are people for whom prandydma is the param ayanam, the ultimate end. The
primary end for such people is the practice of prdndyd&ma. In other words, they are
committed to this practice for the time being. In the word prandyama, prdna means
breath and dyama means discipline. Thus, the discipline of breath control is called
prdndydma.

Prdna has several meanings, all of which imply living or breathing in one sense or
another. Life itself is called prdna. Sometimes, prdna is used to refer to metabolic
activity or to the entire physiological activity. Digestion, circulation, and so on, are each
referred to as different prdnas.

In addition to these general meanings, prdna also has a more specific meaning.
The outgoing breath or exhalation is called prdna and the incoming breath or inhalation
is called apdna.1 Apdna also has a more general meaning, referring to the system
responsible for elimination of anything that is thrown out of the body. In this verse, the
more specific meaning of prdna and apdna, exhalation and inhalation, is implied
wherein the act of respiration is presented as a discipline performed as a yajiia.

INHALATION AND EXHALATION AS A DISCIPLINE

Filling the lungs by inhaling the breath is called piiraka and emptying the lungs by
exhaling is called recaka. One can pause between inhalation and exhalation and again
between the exhalation and the next inhalation. During these pauses, the air is retained
inside the lungs and this is called kumbhaka. Each of these activities is a discipline that
can be followed consciously. And when they are followed deliberately and consciously
varying the duration of each according to the type of prniyadma, the prdndydma itself
becomes a yajia.

In this verse Krsna mentions three types of prdnayamas, the very practice of
which become yajiias. The first is the one in which the prdna, exhalation, is offered
unto inhalation, apdna. This is a kind of piraka-prandydma in which the inhalation is

WT TrP74R qrý: dNIM: I 3N17-WR zq: a: I
The air that goes out, that goes out in front of the person, is called prdna. The air that goes
down, that goes in, is called apdna.
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given predominance over exhalation - apane juhvati prdnam. The second is the one
in which apdna, inhalation is offered unto prdna, exhalation. This is a kind of recaka-
prdnaydma in which the prdna, exhalation, is given predominance over apdna,
inhalation - prdnejuhvati apanam. The third is the one in which both the flow of both

exhalation, and inhalation, are stopped and the air is retained either inside the lungs or
outside the lungs. This is the kind of prd•iyama called kumbhaka-pr5anyama. Here
the inhalation and exhalation are offered unto the retention - pr.na-apana-gati-

ruddhva.

BREATH RETENTION - KUMBHAKA

The exhaling flow of breath is called prdna-gati and the inhaling flow is called
apdna-gati. Both the prdna-gati and the apdna-gati are stopped by the person;

meaning that the breath is retained in the lungs for a certain length of time. This retention
is called kumbhaka, kumbha meaning a 'pot.' Just as water is retained in a pot, so too,
breath is retained in the lungs.

During kumbhaka, the person does neither prdna or apdna. Stopping both the
flow of prdna and the flow of apdna, prdna-apdna-gati ruddhvd, the person offers

one into the other. The exhaling breath, prana, and the inhaling breath apdna are each
offered in breath retention, called kumbhaka-prdnayS ma.

This kumbhaka is two-fold - the retention that takes place after inhalation,
called inside retention, antahkumbhaka, and the retention that takes place after
exhalation, called outside retention, bahiskumbhaka. The duration of each of these
kumbhakas depends on the relative duration of inhalation and exhalation.

Because the person practising prdndayma is carefully measuring the breath, he or
she does not cut short any of the three disciplines involved - inhalation, retention, or
exhalation. Any impulse to do so is not followed by the person. He or she maintains the
stipulated time. Therefore, there is yajia in the discipline. Into the outgoing breath, the
incoming breath is offered and into the incoming breath, the outgoing breath is offered.
This, then, is what we call the practice of breath control, prndyydma-abhyisa,
performed as a yajifa, prfnidiyama-yajia for gaining a certain tranquillity, alertness, and
steadiness of the mind.

PRANAYAMA AND A STEADY MIND

The logic here is very simple. By converting the involuntary action of breathing
into a voluntary action, you come back to yourself. All you do is breathe, but by
breathing deliberately, there is a certain discipline involved, a discipline which helps you
gain a steady mind. When this is the end in view, the discipline becomes a yajiia and,
because there is a prayer involved, there is antah-karana-huddhi as well.
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Nothing purifies the mind like prayer. Thus, the seekers here gain antah-
karana-Suddhi and also steadiness of mind because of the discipline. Having presented
the discipline of breath control in this way, Krsna then mentions in the verse the
discipline in eating as a yajiia:

a3Nr f tq m i: ý i lh iphrr | v I
ant3 iThI4rTW TUiW ^^T : 11 T0o I I
apare niyatdhdrdh pranan prdnesu juhvati
sarve'pyete yajiavido yajiaksapitakalmasdh Verse 30

3an apare - others; iMIU-3sFa•R: niyata-dhdrdh - who regulate their food intake;

W'\I prdndn - their desires to eat (more); 7vTi prdnesu - unto the digestive fires;

-•F juhvati - offer; •f sarve - all; a3q api - without exception; T- ete - these;
-iicT: yajia-vidah - who observe religious disciplines; W---- -T-W"PRT: yajia-

ksapita-kalmasah - (become) those for whom the impurities of the mind have been

destroyed by the yajiia

Others, who regulate their food intake, offer their desire to eat (more)
unto the digestive fires. All these (people) who observe religious
disciplines (become), without exception, those for whom the impurities
of the mind have been destroyed by the yajia.

Those who regulate or measure their food are called niyata-dahras. 'Only this
much will I eat and no more,' they say. While dhdra refers to anything that goes inside
of oneself - dhriyate iti dhdrah - including the sense objects enjoyed by the senses,
generally it means food, drink, and whatever else that goes into one's stomach. There is a
rule governing the quantities to be taken in, which says half of the stomach is to be filled
with solids, one quarter with liquids, and one quarter is to be left empty for the
movement of air. In other words, the fourth quarter is to be left alone! Nothing is to be
put into it. This, then, is how the quantity of food is to be measured by those who
practise this form of discipline.'

DISCIPLINED EATING AS AN OFFERING

In this particular discipline, there is a yajia because there is always the desire to
eat more or not to eat at all if the food that is available is not very tasty. Therefore, not
responding to the desire to eat or not to eat becomes a yajia by observing measured
eating, which is why such people are called niyata-dharas. They offer their desires with
reference to eating unto the digestive system, which creates the hunger and thirst -

W;E: -q<un4 4 1jHclNd I
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pranan prdnesu juhvati. Even though the person may still feel hungry, he or she stops
after the appropnie quantities have been consumed.

And, if eating between meals is what is to be avoided, then the person does not
take even the smallest snack, regardless of his or her hunger. Such desires for eating are
offered unto the prdna of digestion, unto the fires of digestion, unto the fire of hunger
that causes digestion.

Those who follow this discipline as a yajiia also live a life of prayer, in common
with the other types of seekers mentioned in these verses. A life of prayer enables the
seekers to gain a certain control over themselves, a certain self-mastery. Here, those who
offer their desires for food into the fires of digestion also offer their prayers, thereby
making this particular discipline another kind of yajiia.

There are various yajhas practised in terms of food, none being superior or
inferior to another. Everyone practises his or her own discipline and all such people are
called yajia-vids in this verse, meaning those who follow various yajica or disciplines in
terms of eating - what to eat, when to eat, how much to eat, and so on. Such practices
may be based on religious or cultural traditions or may be purely individual.

Any type of discipline is considered a yajia if it is a religious discipline. If a
discipline is practised for the sake of health alone, for example, it is not considered a
yajiia. A diet is also a discipline with reference to eating, but it is not a yajiia because
there is no prayer involved in it. Only when there is prayer involved is a discipline
considered to be religious and therefore, a yajfia.

THE RESULTS OF PERFORMING YAJNA

The word kalmasas in this verse means 'impurities' and can refer to any type of
defect, including any impurity in the mind, antah-karana-aguddhi. One's rdga-dvesas,
likes and dislikes, and any unsteadiness that may be in the mind because of the pressures
of the rdga-dvesas are all kalmasas. These kalmasas are destroyed, ksapita, for those
who practise yajna.

From the standpoint of the result gained and the means employed, a name is given
to these people - yajia-ksapita-kalmasah, those whose impurities of the mind have
been destroyed by yajha.

All religious disciplines are efficacious for achieving this purpose. A certain
integration, antah-karana-kuddhi, is gained whatever be the discipline followed. No
one discipline is superior to another. Which one to practise depends on what one wants,
what one needs. This alone must be kept in view when practising any religious
discipline.
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The difference between a religious discipline and any other discipline has to be

properly understood. Religious disciplines are not mere disciplines, which is why we do

not call aerobics or following a special diet a yajiia. For any discipline to be considered

ayajiia, it must be religious.

Further Krsna says:

T Qi t r ^U ql4 YfttST: WFgr-T I1'1 II
yajniaSistfmrtabhujo ydnti brahma sandtanam

ndyam lokostyayajiiasya kuto'nyah kurusattama Verse 31

y;5 kuru-sattama - 0 Best among the Kurus! (Arjuna); Zt-fr--3T-MT: yajia-

Sista-amrtabhujah - those who partake of the nectar (the result) that is left over after

the yajiia; Fi- J '-W sanatanam brahma - eternal Brahman; qPif yanti - reach;

a3TJir ayajiasya - for the one who does not perform yajiia; 3aTRayam - this; t:
lokah - world; atfk na asti - is not; 3-T: anyah - another; Tf-: kutah - how

O Best among the Kurus, those who partake of the nectar (the result) that
is left over after the yajifa, reach the eternal Brahman. For the one who

does not perform yajha, nothing (is gained) in this world. How, then,
(can anything be gained) in any other (world)?

Any yajfia that is performed has a result. Amrta, nectar, here means the prasada,
the result, whatever is Sista, left over, after the offering is made in the yajia. And those

who enjoy or partake of the results of these various yajiias are called yajha-iista-

amrtabhujas in this verse.

And what do they gain by performing these religious disciplines? They gain
steadiness and purity of mind, which enables them to enjoy a certain composure and

tranquillity. And, if they are seekers, mumuksus, this kind of mind will help them gain

the self-knowledge they are pursuing. Whether or not the person is a mumuksu, there is

always a result in the form of punya when a yajiia is performed. Whatever this punya
can give them, either in this life or future ones, it will give them. But moksa can only be
gained if the person is a mumuksu, a seeker.

Since we are talking about karma-yogts here, the word yoginah having been used

previously, the people referred to in this verse will naturally be mumuksus. Being
desirous of moksa, such people will gain the kind of mind that can inquire productively;
in other words, their inquiry will bear fruit. They will gain eternal Brahman - ydnti

brahma sanatanam.
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INQUIRY IMPLIES TIME

The word yanti here means they go to or they reach Brahman, both going and
reaching indicating time, kdla. Even though Brahman is the very nature of oneself, to
say that Brahman will be reached implies that an inquiry must be conducted, for which
some time is required. Enjoying the result of the yajia - a purified or steady mind -
they inquire and gain the knowledge of Brahman. This is the only way people can 'go
to' or 'reach' Brahman. The knower of Brahman being non-separate from Brahman,
atma already being Brahman, knowledge of this fact alone makes seekers gain
Brahman.

The knower of a thing does not usually become that thing. For example, the
knower of microbiology does not become the microbes that he knows. Nor does the
knower of history become history. In such instances, the knower is always different from
what he knows. Whereas, in the famous story of the tenth man, the knower of the tenth
man is the tenth man. If I am the tenth man and I am also seeking the tenth man, then as
the knower of the tenth man I become the tenth man. I am the tenth man and, because I
left myself out of the counting, I found the tenth man missing. When someone tells me,
'Hey, you are the tenth man,' I gain the knowledge of the tenth man as myself alone.
Thus, the knower of the tenth man is indeed the tenth man.

THE KNOWER OF BRAHMAN BECOMES BRAHMAN

In certain instances, then, where the knower and the object known are identical,
the knower of the object is the very object known. Whereas, where the object is separate,
the knower of the object is different from the object. Here, Brahman is myself, atma.
Therefore, the knower of Brahman becomes Brahman, which is the peculiarity of this
particular knowledge.

The word yajia is used because knowing has to take place. The seekers have to
know Brahman. Moksa cannot be gained simply by performing yajina; knowledge of
Brahman has to be gained, the gaining of which is moksa. Sahkara makes it very clear
in his commentary that the verb 'gains' is used here to indicate that an inquiry has to be
conducted, which involves time, and that through this inquiry, those who are mumuksus
will gain eternal Brahman - sanatanam brahma yanti.

THE USE OF PRAISE AND CRITICISM IN THE GITA

A common method of presenting the teaching, found throughout the Gita, is
demonstrated in this verse - the use of stuti, praise, followed by the use of ninda or
criticism. Praise is of the knowledge or the Sastra. The teacher and the student are also
praised. Even the result is praised. To praise the jidnl is, in fact, to praise the result,
moksa.
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Nindd or criticism is done for no other reason than to create vairdgya in the

student to what is inimical to the vision and to create a proper interest in this vision and

therefore, a stronger commitment to it. People may come to the study with lukewarm

enthusiasm. To stoke this mild enthusiasm into a burning desire to know, the Gita

employs both criticism and praise, ninda and stuti - stuti always coming first. Thus,
wherever you find stuti, you will find nindd later.

Here, in this verse, then, the result, the phala, is stated first - they gain eternal

Brahman. This means that the performance of such disciplines, sacrifices, and prayers is

productive in that it will indirectly help you gain the knowledge of Brahman. Whatever

taste you already have for them, whatever degree of commitment you have towards

performing them, is further increased by presenting them against the background of what

your lot will be if you do not perform them. This is done in the second line of this verse.

Only when contrasted against stuti - praise, can ninda - criticism, be properly

understood. A child, for example, should be praised or congratulated when he or she

deserves it and judiciously chided when necessary. When you tell a child what he or she

has done right, then when you point out what is wrong, the child will understand. This

psychology is seen uniformly throughout the Gitd. First, there is praise and then,

immediately afterwards, comes ninda.

In this verse, the importance of the yajia is easily understood because of this

method of stuti and ninda. Those who perform the various yajiias already presented,

and a few others found in the Veda and other Sastras that back up the Veda, gain

Brahman. And those who perform none of these prayerful disciplines do not gain

anything. Such a person is called ayajiia - one who performs no yajiia.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A PROPER ATTITUDE AND DISCIPLINE

This world that is commonly shared by everyone has certain things to give, from

simple pleasure to the joy of maturity. But, if there is no discipline, the world has

nothing for you - ayam lokah ndsti. If you do not have a prayerful attitude and

discipline, the world can give you only bumps and potholes, nothing else. When your

back is in trouble, even a small bump becomes excruciatingly painful.

Without having a certain attitude, there are a lot of bumps in life, a lot of situations

and events, that you find you cannot swallow and that are not very pleasant. Without a

proper attitude, how are you going to face them? And what are you going to accomplish

without discipline? Even material success is not possible. Thus, it is said here that even

this world, ayam lokah, which holds out certain joys to everyone, cannot be had by the

ayajia. Even small joys are not available for such a person. Where, then, is the

possibility of any other world, anyah lokah, for you? No other world is possible. And

where is the guarantee that you will be born again as a human being? All you can do is
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wait for another set of karmas to give you a human body and another chance to make
better use of it.

If you cannot gain what this world has to offer, how can you hope to gain another
world - kutah anyah? Any other world, a better life, a better world of experience, like
heaven and so on requires punya and therefore, sadhana, meaning rituals and prayer,
special meditations, and good acts all of which are possible only when you have
discipline. Therefore, there is no other loka available for you without prayerful discipline
in some form or the other.

Eternal Brahman, sandtanam brahma is what is to be gained in life and, for the
person without discipline, it is very far away indeed. Thus, if even this world is not there
for him, then what to talk of eternal Brahman?

EVEN ENJOYMENT REQUIRES A CERTAIN ATTITUDE AND DISCIPLINE

One may make money but, to enjoy what one has, there must be a certain attitude,
for which some education is required. The person who does not have a proper attitude
always postpones the enjoyment of what he or she has, thinking, 'When I get such and
such, it will be wonderful. Then I will enjoy.' But when such and such is gained, the
person does not feel wonderful at all - and the postponement begins all over again.
Something else has to be gained, over and over again!

If the discipline is not there, if the prayerful attitude is not there, if the values are
not there, you cannot really get anything. Whereas, if you have discipline - even if you
have no money - you can gain a lot. It costs nothing to enjoy the stars, for instance.
Like this, there are a lot of things to be enjoyed that do not require money. All kinds of
books are available from public libraries. You need never buy a book, in fact. Without
money, you can always borrow a book, read on any topic, and enjoy.

Whereas with money, but without the proper mind, what can you enjoy? All
enjoyments require a mind, after all. If the mind is always concerned with the future and
has no glad acceptance of what is, where is the question of any enjoyment for the
person? All go-getters are futuristic people who do not enjoy what they have. This
futuristic attitude motivates them to do all kinds of things and then they rationalise their
behaviour by saying they are success-oriented people. But what value does such success
have when they cannot enjoy what they have?

Success should necessarily be viewed from two standpoints. What one gets out of
this life is one type of success and what one accomplishes is another. The first one, that
is, what one gets out of life is the one that really counts. For one who has no discipline,
life will not even yield small gains and, as for eternal Brahman, it will be very far away
indeed. From this verse, then, we understand thatyajiia is definitely to be done.
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Krsna then concludes this section by saying:

7T q&fc^T ZT fcim Ww| 1tI|

evam bahuvidhd yajif vitatd brahmano mukhe
karmajan viddhi tan sarvan evamjiatvd uimoksyase Verse 32

WUT: brahmanah - of the Veda; ld mukhe - in the mouth (words); T)T evam -
in this manner; w'%T: bahuvidhah - many and varied; ZT: yajhadh - religious

disciplines; f�ffM: vitatah - are very elaborately mentioned; ?TH tan - them; v\li
sarvan - all; T4friF karmajan - born of karma; fcF4 viddhi - understand; Tq(

evam - thus; ��irjiatva - knowing; f¼4tK14 vimoksyase - you will be liberated

In this manner, many and varied yajiias, religious disciplines, are very
elaborately mentioned in the words of the Veda. Understand them all to
be born of karma (and therefore, anatma). Knowing thus, you will be
liberated.

Here, Krsna sums up this section on the various religious disciplines - all of
which are karma. In karma, he had said, the wise person sees only akarma. Then he
talked about rituals and other forms of yajiia in order to present the knowledge that
dtmd, the self, is akartd, a non-doer.

He also mentioned these disciplines because they are useful in the form of
disciplines themselves in addition to bringing about antah-karana-yuddhi. At the same
time, what is ultimately to be gained through all of them is the knowledge of dtma as
akartd, as Brahman. The word brahma in the present verse refers to the Veda in whose
pages or words the various types of religious practices already discussed are very
elaborately detailed.

Now, Krsna says, 'Understand all these religious disciplines to be born of karma
- tan sarvan karmajan viddhi.' Whether they are physical actions, kdyika-karmas,
oral, vacika-karmas, or mental, manasa-karmas, they are all born of a certain activity
on the part of the doer, karta. For this reason, they are called karmajas. Born of this
three-fold karma, they are anitya and therefore, are only andtma.

CAN ATMA BE A DOER?

And who is the doer, the karta, here? The disciplines are karmajas, born of
karma, not dtmajas, that is, not born of dtmd. This means they are born out of the
instruments, karanas, alone - born of the antah-karana, the mind, the vdgindriya, the
organ of speech, and the karmendriyas, the organs of action. They are either born purely
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of the mind or of the mind with the help of the senses and organs of action. Therefore,
the kartd can only be the body-mind-sense complex - the karya-karana-sakghdta.

This verse is a very interesting one. It has confused a lot of people, as we see by
some of the interpretations, English translations, and commentaries that have been
written on it. Having said that the religious disciplines are presented in the Veda and that
they are all born of action, Krsna then says that, knowing this, you will be liberated.
How can this be? How can you be liberated by understanding that these karmas are born
of various activities performed by the physical limbs, organ of speech, or the mind?

The point to be clearly understood here is that these disciplines are not born of
dtmd. One has to go back to the statement, 'karmani akarma yah pasyet,'t and
remember that Krsna is summing up here. To make this point clear, Safikara glosses the
word karmajan as anitmajdn and says that, 'Understand that all of these are born of
andtmd - tdn sarvdn andtmajdn viddhi.' The physical body, deha, is andtmd as are
the mind and all the indriyas, the organs of perception and the organs of action, which
include the organ of speech. This is why Saikara uses the word andtmajan. Karmajin
means andtmajan, born of andtmd alone. They are all andtmd because they are
karmas,2 objects, for you, the dtmd.

The physical body is not the kartd; it is only karma, itself being an object. The
karma is an object for the subject, the ittmr. And the subject, citm, is not subject to
objectification. Being a karma, the physical body is andtmd; it is not dtmd. It is an
object, not the subject. The disciplines are born out of the physical body, the organ of
speech, and the mind, all of which are objects, andtmd, for you, dtmd, the subject.
Therefore, karmajdn means anatmjdn. And Sahkara makes it very clear that this fact
is to be well understood.

Once you understand that these disciplines are born out of andtmd and not out of
dtma, you know that dtma, the self, is akartd, free of any type of activity, nirvydpdra,
free from any action. We need only to see that the disciplines are born of andtmd for it
to become evident that they are not born of dtmd.

All the karmas elaborately detailed in the pages of the Veda, some of which are
mentioned here, are andtmajas, born of andtma alone. They are born out of kirya-
karana-sahghdta, the body-mind-sense complex. And since they are andtmajas, we
understand that dtmd is not the kartd. This vision is called
karmani-akarma-darSanam - seeing akarma even when a karma is performed.

SGit - 4-18
2 Here in this statement and the following paragraph, Swamiji uses the word karma to
mean the karma-kdraka, the object of a transitive verb as used in grammar and does not
mean action as it has been used all along.
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WHEN THE DOER IS NEGATED, ACTION AND ITS RESULTS ARE ALSO NEGATED

We have seen earlier in this chapter how, even as one performs karma, the karta

is negated, everything being Brahman - brahmdrpanam brahmahavih brahmdgnau

brahmand hutam.' The other kdrakas, the object of action, the means of action, the

purpose of action, from whence the action comes, and the location in which the action

takes place, are all nullified along with the karta. Even though the karakas are

seemingly there, their reality is nullified by negating the contention that there are

divisions between them and Brahman. This negation is called sublation - sublating the

reality of division as such, seeing that there is no division whatsoever.

Knowing dtmd as akartd, knowing the karya-karana-saighata to be the doer,

knowing that the doer is atma but atma is not the doer, one is liberated from all karma

and karma-phala (asubha). Asubha means that which is not auspicious, that which is

not good for you. Thus, as Sahkara says in his commentary on this verse, you are

liberated from inauspicious karma-phala, which includes both punya and papa -

aSubhdkhydt karma-phaldt vimoksyase.

LIBERATION FROM BONDAGE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

This liberation can also be expressed in terms of release from samsara. You are

released from the bondage of samsara, which is due to ignorance about atmd being
akarta. The moment you take dtmi, the self, as karta, samsara is born and you become

a samsdr[. Knowledge of dtmd as akarta is the clear vision, samyag-dargana, of dtmd

as it is. Knowing this, you will be freed from all karmas and karma-phalas, which is

what samsara is all about.

Karma-phala is what accounts for a given birth, janma, during which there is

again karma and therefore, more karma-phala accrued to you, which results in yet
another birth. This cycle continues until you come out of its orbit by knowing that you
are not the doer. As Sahkara puts it in the last line of his commentary, you know that all

the activities that you perform are not your activities. You know that you are

nirvydpdra, free from all activities, and that you perform no action whatsoever.

KNOWLEDGE THAT I AM NOT THE DOER DOES NOT IMPLY INDIFFERENCE

Knowing that you are nirvyapdra does not mean that you are indifferent to

everything or that you do not exert yourself, which is sometimes how the word

nirvyapdra is understood. That I am devoid of activities is a fact, whereas to not exert

myself is a condition of laziness.

SGitd - 4-24
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Sahkara defines nirvydp2ra as uddsina, meaning here that atma is always the
sdksi, a witness who never gets involved in activity. Thus, without me, no activity can
take place but, at the same time, I am indifferent to all activities, meaning that I am
independent of all activities.

When you say, 'I am indifferent,' there is definitely a karta involved, an attitude
of doership. But, here, atma is purely the sdksi, the witness. It does not perform any
action. When this is your vision of yourself, dtmd, you will be mukta, free, from the
bondage of samsdra - samsdra-bandhandt vimoksyase. Seeing doership in the self,
ttmani kartrtva-dargana, is the only cause for bondage; there is no other.

If you see doership in the atmd, meaning that you take yourself to be a doer, then
there will be samsdra for you. And if you take yourself to be a non-doer, you are free,
released from the bondage of samsdra. This is the only difference there is between
bondage and liberation, as this verse makes clear.

In the next verse, Krsna goes on to praise the knowledge that is liberation:
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sreydn dravyamaydd yajiqijjndnayajiiah parantapa
sarvam karmdkhilam partha jiinine parisamdpyate Verse 33

STrq parantapa - 0 Scorcher of foes! (Arjuna); sc rq4 11?T dravyamaydt yajiat

- as compared to the religious disciplines performed with materials; Tl'-z-: jhina-

yajiiah - the discipline of knowledge; wHI sreyin - (is) superior; q14 pdrtha -

O Son of Prthd! (Arjuna); TIf sarvam - all; T4 karma - action; 3ibLg akhilam

- in its entirety; -II jiidne - in knowledge; q4Rfqfi2 parisamdpyate - is resolved

This discipline of knowledge, O Scorcher of foes, is superior to religious
disciplines performed with materials. O Pdrtha! All action in its entirety,
is resolved in knowledge.

In verse 24, the clear vision of dtma, samyag-darSana of the nature of the dtmd,
was given the status of ayajiia, that is, it was explained in the form of a yajiia. This was
done in order to present dtma as a non-doer by converting all the kdrakas' into
Brahman, which means that everything is Brahman.

To unfold this knowledge, many kinds of yajias were mentioned, each of which
can help a seeker gain a purified mind so that the knowledge can take place. Because of
their usefulness in gaining antah-karana-Suddhi, these yajias were pointed out.

SThe factors related to the action such as the kartd, the doer of the action, karma, the

object of the transitive verb, karana, the instrument, etc.
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However, one must avoid being carried away by the disciplines themselves because they
have a limited end; they can only prepare the mind for the knowledge. The ultimate end,
moksa, can only be gained by knowledge, not by the performance of religious
disciplines.

DISCIPLINES ARE ONLY A MEANS, NOT AN END

Therefore, the discipline itself is not an end. Any discipline is but a means for a
given end, one of which is antah-karana-Suddhi, purification of the mind, and another
is antah-karana-naigcalya, steadiness of the mind. With such a mind you will surely
gain the samyag-darsana, the clear vision of the nature of the self being totally free
from action.

This samyag-darsana is praised in this verse by contrasting it with the various
karmas mentioned previously. Clear vision means the clear knowledge of oneself. And
how do you gain this clear vision? Not by any of these disciplines, K.rsna points out
here. The samyag-darsana is something that has to be understood, for which there is
also a yajia to be done -jidna-yajha. This yajia, is being praised here.

Krsna addresses Arjuna as parantapa in this verse, meaning one who scorches
enemies. We have seen that the word 'enemy' can stand for one's kdma-krodha,
afflictions such as one's likes, dislikes, anger, and so on. Since Arjuna was a ksatriya, a
warrior, the word can also apply to enemies in the usual sense of the word as well.

We are told here that jiina-yajia is Sreydn, something superior, meaning that it
is definitely the thing to be done. Wherever the word 'superior' appears, the question
always arises, superior to what? But, there is no real comparison here. Instead, Krsna is
pointing out what jfiana-yajna is. It is superior, sreyan, because it gives you moksa.
Therefore, there is not the usual sense of better and best here. Here the word Sreydn
means 'the best.'

Dravya-yajiia refers to a yajia that is performed using oblations, which implies
the use of certain materials or objects. All rituals fall into this category. Because
dravya-yajias can only give you limited results, in the form of punya and a certain
satisfaction, jidna-yajiia is described here as being superior to them. For example, when
you offer a prayer, there is an immediate satisfaction, which is drsta-phala or a seen
result. That you are able to pray is an end in itself and, as a result of prayer, you will also
have some relative contentment. This too is drsta-phala. There will also be
adrsta-phala, an unseen result, in the form of punya.

KNOWLEDGE SWALLOWS THE DOER

Thus, there are two types ofphala for prayer. One is the immediate result that you
gain and the other is the invisible result that is accrued to you. Any ritual implies a
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kartd, a doer, as well as various materials, and it is therefore, an initiator of results,
whereas jhana-yajiia is a swallower of all results. The pursuit of knowledge itself is the
yajha -jhfnam eva yajihah.

Because jihina-yajha swallows the karta, the doer, it does not further perpetuate
the samsara; it swallows the samsdra. Jhdna-yajiia does not initiate any result - na
phala-drambhakah - because it devours the very doer. The moment you begin to ask
what isjihdna, what is dtmd, and so on, the karta is very much in question. As long as
you are questioning with your inference and perception, however, the karta, the one who
inquires, infers and perceives, will remain. If, on the other hand, the karta is exposed to
the teaching of Vedanta, the karta will be swallowed.

Vedanta will tell the karta, 'You are akartd, but you think you are karta because
you do not understand what dtmd is. Doership is just a thought that comes and goes.
When that thought is not there, like in sleep, where is the karta? Or, between two
thoughts, where is the karta? There is no karta; you are akartd only. You perform no
action at any time. You are not the thought; you are the one behind every thought. The
thought is you, no doubt, but you are free from the thought. When thought goes, you are
and when thought is, you are.' Like this, Vedanta teaches the karta that he or she is
akartd, thereby knocking off the karta.

KNOWLEDGE IS BEYOND THE RANGE OF COMPARISON

To say that this verse is comparing jiadna-yajia to the religious disciplines
mentioned earlier, is not appropriate because jiina-yajiia destroys all karma. To say
that something is better than something else implies that the something else is still there.
Here, the karma that jhina-yajiia is supposedly being compared to is gone - destroyed
byjhfina-yajiia. How, then, can it be said that jiina-yajha is better than karma?

When a person says, 'It is better to be married than to be single,' or 'It is better to
be single than to be married,' there is something better involved. But, here, it is not a
matter ofjiidna-yajia being better than karma since absolute knowledge of oneself is
beyond the range of comparison. It is not even the best. All comparisons are possible
only when both things being compared are within the range of comparison.

Knowledge and karma are two different orders of reality. Knowledge deals with
the absolute and karma is completely swallowed by that knowledge. Also, in terms of
the result achieved, there is no possibility of comparison. The result achieved by karma
is limited and that achieved by knowledge is limitlessness itself.

When I am limitless, where is the possibility of comparison? You can compare
members of the same order of reality. You cannot compare an achievement belonging to
one order of reality with the achievement belonging to another order of reality.
Therefore, karma is one thing and jiina is quite another. Still, for want of a better
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expression, the word Sreyan, superior, is used here. One of the beauties of this word is

that, even though it is a comparative expression, it indicates moksa. By one kind of

yajiia, i.e., jihna-yajia, you get moksa and, by the other kind, i.e., the dravya-yajiia,

you do not.

Dravya-yajia can only give you a limited result that is other than yourself -

either some external result or an internal result, called antah-karana-Suddhi. If you are

a karma-yogi, a mumuksu, you will gain antah-karana-Suddhi, which is useful for

gaining the knowledge. The various yajias or religious disciplines you perform as a

karma-yogi help you to perform the jfiana-yajia, the inquiry into the Sastra, properly.

Inquiry is the direct means for gaining samyag-dargana, the clear vision, whereas the

other yajiias simply help you in that inquiry.

THE DESTRUCTION OF KARMA IS TOTAL

Jiana-yajha is said to be &reydn, superior, because knowledge destroys all

karma, meaning that karma in its entirety resolves in knowledge - sarvam karma

akhilam. jidne parisamdpyate. Akhilam, with reference to karma, means that there is

absolutely nothing left over after knowledge takes place. All karmas and everything

connected with them are totally gone, without so much as a trace of anything left behind.

Sarva is used here to indicate that all karma goes in the wake of knowledge.

Sometimes, even when 'afl' is said, there is something left over. For example, when you

say, 'All the people at that beach are surfers' or 'All the people living in Beverly Hills

are rich,' these statements are not really true. There are people in Beverly Hills who are

not rich - the servants, for instance. There are also those who, while living in big

houses, have enormous debts, their liabilities being much greater than their assets.

Therefore, statements using the word 'all' are not always totally true. This word is

more often used to indicate a predominance, rather than an entirety wherein there is

absolutely nothing left over. Recognising that the relative meaning of sarva may exclude

some things, Krsna uses the word akhila also in this verse. Since both of these words

appear together - sarvam akhilam - there is no doubt whatsoever that, what was

meant here was karma in its entirety. And this karma resolves into knowledge -jiahne

parisamapyate.

THERE IS NOTHING MORE TO BE GAINED

When you gain this knowledge everything belongs to you; there is nothing more to

be gained. There is a verse in the Chdndogyopanisadi that describes this totality by

1 ____q_ f__\\__: _i__ _; r^Fl
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likening it to what happens in a game of dice. In the ancient times during the game of
dice, the four faces of the dice were called as follows: one - kali, two - dvdpara, three -
treta and four - krta. And the krta was considered to be the winner. That is, when one
threw the dice and he got the one with the number four, krta, facing up, he was
considered the winner. And when the number four, krta, wins then, in that winner all the
other lower ones are included.

Similarly, when you gain this knowledge, you get the whole thing. Everything
belongs to you. The idea here is that once you gain moksa, there is no way of anyone or
anything getting the better of you. You win all the way.

Karma-phalas can. give you only limited happiness, sukha, whereas knowledge
gives you absolute happiness, paramananda. In the parama-dnanda, all the little
'happinesses' are included, which is why Krsna says that karma resolves in knowledge
-jfiine parisamdpyate.

Another way of looking at this resolution is to see that, from the standpoint of the
knowledge, itmli is not subject to karma. Knowing this, all the karmas -
saicita-karma, prdrabdha-karma, and ig�mi-karma - resolve into the knowledge.
When I understand that 'I am not subject to karma,' it means that I am free from the
accumulated karma standing in my account and I am also free from new karmas
because I am akarta. And I am not subject to prdrabdha-karma because I am abhoktd,
I am not an enjoyer. Prdrabdha is only for the bhokt&, the enjoyer. Prarabdha is only
from the standpoint of the physical body, mind, and senses. There is seemingly some
action going on at that level due to prdrabdha; but that is a different thing altogether; it
has no effect on the dtmd whatsoever.

HOW DOES ONE GAIN THIS KNOWLEDGE?

By saying that all religious disciplines, karmas, resolve into knowledge, Krsna
once again praises the knowledge. Even though Arjuna knew what he had to do to gain
the knowledge and had already done it by asking Krspa to teach him, in the next verse
Krsna confirms that Arjuna had done the right thing.

Wrfgf Mf(1141ýk ftVA-l *ZrqT I
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tadviddhi pranipatena paripragnena seuayd
upadeksyanti te jidnam jifninastattvadarhinah Verse 34

yathd krtaya vijitdyddhareydh samyantyevamenam sarvam tadabhisameti
yatkifca prajdh sddhu kurvanti yastadveda yatsa veda sa mayaitadukta iti

(Chandogyopanisad - 4.1.4)
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urmnýI pranipatena - by prostrating; 'tf;Ay pariprasnena - by asking proper

questions; Ac�7T sevaya - by service; dT tat - that; t viddhi - understand;

Tih-: jiianinah - the wise; -rqiflH: tattva-darsinah - those who have the vision

of the truth; A te - for you; F-Rm jidnam - knowledge; 3q4k 9 upadeksyanti -

will teach

Understand that (which is to be known) by prostrating, by asking proper
questions, (and) by service. Those who are wise, who have the vision of

the truth, will teach you (this) knowledge.

Here, Krsna explains how this knowledge can be accomplished, how the

jiidna-yajia is to be conducted. Every yajiia is in the form of a ritual and has certain

stipulations such as - when it is to be performed, what kind of and how many priests
should participate, which materials to provide, who is to be paid what, and so on. These
stipulations are all elaborately detailed in the Veda.

For the jFina-yajia, however, you require no priests, only a teacher. Nor is there

a stipulated time for the yajnia, which is nothing but your inquiry. When you find your

teacher, when you are ready, then you begin. There is no question of 'when' here; there
is only 'then.' There are no other considerations. It does not matter whether you inquire
in the morning or in the evening, in the summer or in the winter; whether you inquire
before you are married, after you are married, or after your retirement. There are no such
rules because knowledge is involved, and not karma.

Only for karma, for religious disciplines, are there such rules. For example, only
married people can perform certain rituals. Without a wife, a man is not qualified to
perform them. Further, a brahmacari can perform certain rituals that a married man
cannot perform. Like this, there are varieties of stipulations with reference to karma
whereas for ajiidna-yajiia there are really only two.

Firstly, you must find a proper teacher. The next stipulation is that you yourself
must be proper. The propriety of the teacher and the student is all that really counts in
jiina-yajia. In this verse, Krsna says, 'Understand that - tad viddhi,' meaning,
'Understand how this knowledge is to be gained, by what means it is to be gained.'
Three other things were mentioned as the secondary means towards gaining this
knowledge - pranipdta, prostrating to the teacher, pariprasna, asking proper
questions, and seva, serving the teacher.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ACT OF PROSTRATION

To perform the act of prostration does not mean that you are doing exercises. First,
you have to find a teacher. Then, approaching the teacher, dacryam abhigamya, you
salute him or her. This is what is meant by pranipata, the literal meaning of which is
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'falling down properly' - that is, with the right attitude. This attitude is also called
namaskdra, the intention of which is to show one's respect.

There are different forms ofpranipata or falling down. One way is to bend down
and touch the teacher's feet. Another is to place your hands together and bend your head
slightly. Like this, there are a variety of namaskdras, one of which is called
astaliga-namaskira, a namaskdra in which all the eight limbs - the head, chest,
trunk, knees, hands, feet, the mind, and one's words - touch the ground.' To touch the
mind to the ground indicates that what you do with your body is to be backed by an
attitude or feeling of respect. By words, also, one pays one's respect saying, 'O
Bhagavan, I salute you.' Because one's whole body stretches out on the ground, this
namaskdra is also called dirgha-namaskara, dirgha meaning 'long.'

Prostration implies a certain surrender on one's part. I want to learn and I have
found a teacher. I therefore, approach the teacher with an attitude of surrender. I am
ready to give up my ahaihkra, my ego, because I want to know. This giving up is an
important attitude and the dirgha-namaskdra is a symbol of this particular disposition.

PROPER QUESTIONING AND SERVICE TO THE TEACHER

The second means for gaining the knowledge is proper questioning, pariprasna
- asking appropriate questions at the right time, taking into consideration the context of
what is being taught. We have seen such questions in our own inquiry into the Gta. To
name a few - What is this bondage? - ko'yam bandhah? How has it come about? -
katham bandhah? What is release from this bondage? How does it take place? -
katham moksah?

Only when the bondage is clear, will moksa become clear. In response to such
questions, the teacher will say, 'You require knowledge.' Then, you may ask, 'What is
that knowledge - kd vidya?' 'The knowledge, vidya, is opposed to ignorance, avidyd,'
the teacher will reply. In this way, certain questions may arise and, whenever
appropriate, they should be asked because the subject matter is something that must be
understood. This type of questioning is what is meant by paripragna.

The third means of gaining the knowledge, mentioned in this verse, is sevd -
service to the teacher. Anything that can be done for the teacher is done. This is a very
common aspect of the guru-Aisya relationship while the student is gaining the
knowledge. There is no other payment involved - no tuition fee, no charge for room

Tc ý wuTqT ^w rlt Tw TT f;3ým % Tmm I
Eram sTFn 1 wrffi TF Z3 1 I

padbhymr karabhyd� jinubhydam urasa Sirasa drgd
vacasa manasd caiva pranamo'stdriga ucyate
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and board, and so on. Guru-sevd is an attitude that is important for gaining the

knowledge.

And what happens when these three-fold means for gaining the knowledge are

followed? The teachers, who have been won over by your devotion and your

commitment to the knowledge, your seriousness, will teach you; they will give you the

knowledge - jianinah upadeksyanti te jiinam. The word 'teachers' is put in the

plural here either to refer to all teachers or for the sake of respect.

A TEACHER MUST HAVE THE VISION

In order to bless you with this knowledge, the teachers have to be jii�nis; they

have to know the Sstra. Because they themselves were exposed to the teaching, they

also know the methodology of it; therefore, they will definitely teach you.

Such teachers must also be tattvadar�is, those who have the clear vision of the

truth. Krsna adds this word because there are those who know the sstra, logic,

grammar, and so on, and who teach. But, because they still have some obstructions,

pratibandhakas, they do not see the vision very clearly. Thus, only those who know

exactly what they teach are called tattvadarsis - those who clearly see the truth about

themselves, the world, and God, according to the sdstra.

Those who know the sdstra are not merely informed in terms of the words, but

they also know the meaning of the words. They know the meaning of words like 'tat

tuam asi - You are That.' Thus, they are not the knowers of the words; they

themselves personify the content of these words of the Sdstra. Such people alone are

called tattvadarsis and, if they teach you, the teaching will do exactly what it is

supposed to do.

The purpose of the teaching is to reveal, not to advise. Advice is something meant

for you to do, like when a doctor advises you to follow a particular treatment. This is

purely advice, which you have to follow; in other words, it is karma. Whereas, if the

same doctor teaches you medicine - how to diagnose a problem, what it is, how it

happened, what treatment is to be given, why it is given, how it may affect the patient,

and so on - then it is knowledge, meaning that, it is something to be understood.

Here, the intention is to reveal the nature of the atma, the world, and God. This is

what the teaching does. And only when the words come from a teacher who knows what

he or she is talking about is the teaching able to accomplish what is intended. This is

why this teaching cannot be successfully taught by everyone. The words themselves can

put people on the right track. But only when they are spoken by a person who sees what

the words are, can they create the knowledge. When the words are spoken by one who is

himself the meaning of these words, there is real teaching, upadega.
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This description of the proper teacher given here by Krsna is also the contention
of the Aruti. Only when a teacher is a tattvadari, one who has the clear vision of the
truth, will the teaching be conclusive. Otherwise, your pursuit will not end; it will have
to continue.

The next verse describes what happens when one gains the clear vision:

Z 1W T iwrI4- H rci ~ qw$ n( I

yajjifitvd na punarmohamevam ydsyasi pdndava
yena bhutanyagesena draksyasydtmanyatho mayi Verse 35

tu f pdndava - 0 Pdndava! (Arjuna); \W r lI\ yat jhitvd - knowing which; 9:
punah - again; TiR evam - in this manner; -t: moham - delusion; T WPFi
na ydisyasi - you shall not get; 4T yena - by which; n3TiN aeesena - all; '-HF
bhittni - beings; awlii� dtmani - in yourself; a3t atho - and; rFT mayi - in
Me; 3^F7 draksyasi - you shall see

Knowing this knowledge (which was taught by them') O Pdndava, you
shall not again be deluded in this manner (and) by this (knowledge) you
shall see all beings in yourself and in Me.

The knowledge referred to in this verse is that, which is taught by the teachers
described in the previous verse. Gaining that knowledge, yat jdiitva, the delusion you
had about being a doer and an enjoyer will not return. I am a doer - aham kartd, I am
an enjoyer - aham bhokta, I am limited, I am a seeker, I am seeking knowledge, I am
seeking moksa - all these delusions, mohas, that have been with you thus far, you will
not gain again, punar na ydsyasi. Never again will you come under the spell of moha,
Krsna tells Arjuna, addressing him as Pdndava, the son of Pindu.

And how is it that this delusion does not return? Because delusion, moha, once
gone, is gone for good. Moha means confusion born of self-ignorance. Once the cause
for the confusion, ignorance of the self, has been removed, you cannot commit the same
mistake again. Previously, there was a mistake. But, if this mistake is corrected removing
the ignorance because of which the mistake was originally committed, how can you
again be in the same situation? Unless ignorance comes back, it is not possible. And
ignorance does not come back - like one-way traffic! Therefore, ignorance, once
removed, is gone for good. It goes, never to return.

The jfidnis and tattvadarSis mentioned in the previous verse.
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KNOWLEDGE NEVER GOES

Knowledge, on the other hand, comes and never goes, which is what makes it

impossible for ignorance to come back. Whatever ignorance you had before knowledge

took place is gone. For example, can you be ignorant of an apple for even a moment?

You cannot be ignorant of an apple because it is something you already know. What you

know you cannot again give up, even if someone asks you to, because ignorance is not

something that ever comes back.

You may ask, 'But suppose I were to have a brain haemorrhage or something and

lose all my knowledge, memory, and everything. Would ignorance not come back?' No!

Ignorance does not come back. The memory and other mental activity may be gone, but

the self-ignorance you had before cannot come back because it had already gone - and

gone means gone for good. 'Gone' means no more delusion, no more karma for you,

which means that samsdra is also not there for you. All that is lost, if the mind ceases to

function, is the capacity to enjoy the jivanmukta state. Jlvanmukta means that, while

living, one is free. When you are free inside, this freedom can be enjoyed through your

body, mind and senses interacting with the world. But if you are in a coma, or some

equivalent state, even if you are free inside, due to the absence of the interaction with the

world on the part of the body, mind, and senses you will not be able to enjoy this

freedom; nor will you have any problems of samsdra.

Once knowledge is gained, it is always gained, even though the physical body may

or may not continue to function, just as computer software cannot function if the

hardware is damaged. New hardware, of course, can usually be obtained, but here, once

knowledge of atma is gained, there is no longer any karma to generate new hardware.

Therefore, no new software is necessary either, dtma now being in the form of

ParameSvara. The jiva is gone. From the standpoint of the world, all there is now is

Isvara, the Lord. There is no longer the individual, you. The individual, the person has

become Isvara.

This is what is meant by 'gaining Isvara - isvara-prdpti.' If the jiva as an

individual is not there, there is only Brahman. And with reference to the people who

exist, what does that Brahman become? livara, the cause of the world -jagatkdrana.

Therefore, you are Isvara. There being no more jivatva, there is only isvaratua. This,

then, is the contention presented in this verse.

SEEING EVERYTHING IN ONESELF

The knowledge that removes your previous delusion and prevents it from returning

is described in one sentence here - the knowledge by which you will see all beings in

yourself, yena bhiltani asesena draksyasi atmani. All beings, bhiUtni, means all

living beings, without exception, asesena. Whatever being you come across, whatever
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you see, you will see in yourself alone - altmani eva draksyasi. Why? Because the
knower is yourself, knowledge is yourself, and the object of knowledge is also yourself.

Previously, you had this problem of kartrtva, doership, in that, you took yourself,
the dtma, to be the karta, the agent, of either knowing or doing. Because the kartd is
always opposed to what it is related to, you were always different from the objects you
related yourself to. Therefore, a subject-object division was a reality for you.

This duality, which was a reality before, is removed by eliminating the kartrtva,
the doership in the dtma. Now I see the self as pure consciousness that isnot involved in
anything but, at the same time, nothing is separate from it. All that is there is itmi
which is Brahman, which is what Krsna reveals here when he says, 'You will see all
beings in yourself-- atmani sarudni bhiatni draksyasi.'

The consciousness that is conditioned by the knower, the consciousness that is
conditioned by the knowledge, and the consciousness that is conditioned by the object of
knowledge is one consciousness alone - caitanya. The names and forms, nama-riipa,
have no independent existence apart from this consciousness. The knower, known,
knowledge conditioning is not separate from caitanya, the consciousness, because the
existence of everything, sat, is nothing but the existence of caitanya, consciousness.

BETWEEN YOU AND THE LORD THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE

Because there is no separation, Krsna says here that, once knowledge has taken
place, whatever you previously saw as existing separately, as different from yourself,
you will see in yourself alone. This means, you are the whole. And not only will you see
everything in yourself, you will see it all in Itvara, the Lord also. 'Because you see
everything in yourself, you will see everything in Me,' Krsna says talking as livara, the
Lord. This means that between you and the Lord, there is no difference.

If the Lord is both the efficient and material cause of everything, nothing is
separate from the Lord. Therefore, the entire creation and everything in it is the Lord.
This means that the five elements, k&ddidi-bhuatas, are the Lord and everything in space
being non-separate from the Lord, is also the Lord. So too your physical body being
included in the physical universe which is the form of the Lord, is the Lord, as are its
physiological functions, the mind, and senses. Everything, then, is the Lord.

YOU ARE THE CONSCIOUSNESS THAT IS THE LORD

Because consciousness is never created it was always there, just as the Lord was.
In fact, the Lord is this consciousness, the caitanya, and as such, is not created. In other
words, the Lord does not create himself, the caitanya. This Lord is the consciousness
that is the mind, the senses, and everything else. Given this fact, who is there? Only the
Lord is there; there is no individual. All that is there, including the physical body, the
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physical universe, the mind, and the subtle universe, are all included in the Lord. What is
left out is consciousness that is you. And the consciousness that is you is the same
consciousness that is the Lord.

The Lord is in essence uncreated consciousness; therefore, all that is there is the
Lord. And what is created by the Lord is non-separate from the Lord, while what is not
created by the Lord, the consciousness that is the Lord's essential nature, continues to be
the Lord. All that is there is one whole that is the Lord. Therefore, you are not an
individual separate from the Lord.

Or, we can look at this in another way. If you are not separate from the Lord,
either the Lord alone exists or you alone exist. When you say the Lord alone exists, there
is no you, no small 'I.' Either way, it is the same. Therefore, Krsna says, 'You will see
all beings in yourself and in Me' There is no difference whatsoever between the jiva, the
individual, and livara, the Lord.

This, then, is the vision that is the knowledge itself, which Krsna describes further
in the next verse.

31F ftiN T4T%4: ~A%: N9TqT: I
_e441tHOA M-fdru I I ý II

api cedasi pdpebhyah sarvebhyah pdpakrttamah
sarvamr jiinaplavenaiva vrjinam santarisyasi Verse 36

T3: ��tzr: a3il sarvebhyah pdpebhyah api - as compared to all sinners; {Ttl-I:

3fT 4? pdpakrttamah asi cet - even if you are the greatest sinner; *TI sarvam -

all; -r'T vrjinam - sin; wigl; jianaplavena - by the raft of knowledge; 1 eva

- alone; ¶FtRfl santarisyasi -you will cross with ease

Even if you are the greatest sinner among all sinners, you will cross all
sin with ease by the raft of knowledge alone.

Here, a question may arise as to how can one, who is limited in so many ways,
hope to gain such knowledge? After all, the knowledge being discussed is no ordinary
knowledge. It is the knowledge of the whole. It is the knowledge that I am the fullness
that is Brahman, that .am everything, that I am the Lord. To gain this knowledge seems
to be a very tall order indeed! It is too big a lump for me to swallow. It is not even a
lump; it is the whole thing!

If this is your problem, I would say that, because it is the whole, you need not
swallow it at all; you need only to understand. If it were a matter of faith, you would
definitely have to swallow it. Wherever faith is involved, one is not to inquire; it is
simply to be swallowed! Here, however, there is nothing to be swallowed because it is
the whole.
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Still, you may say, 'But it is too big for me, Swamiji! You have no idea of all that I
have done in my life! This knowledge is possible for the people who have lived a clean
life, who have dotted all the 'i's and crossed all the 't's, who have never crossed the
bounds, who have always lived within the framework of what is to be done and what is
to be avoided. You are addressing only those fortunate people who have not transgressed
the structure of dharma. This knowledge is much too sacred for a sinner like me.
Therefore, I do not see how I can ever qualify for it.'

OCEAN OF SIN

There are many people who, because of the particular religious doctrine they have
been exposed to, think of themselves as born sinners through no fault of their own. Since
their birth was not an immaculate one, they are told that they have been born of sin and
they accept it. And, after birth, of course they were sinners. If I am already a born sinner,
what difference does it make if I commit a few more sins? Therefore, I did whatever I
could do. I would have committed even more sins, no doubt, had there not been some
obstacle or the other in my way. Because I was born with certain limitations and Was
unable to do certain things because of my love for or commitment to dharma, I could
not commit certain sins. If I had even the slightest chance to commit them, I would
surely have done so. How, then, can you say that I am Isvara? Do you expect me even to
understand?

'Yes,' Krsna says in this verse. It is the glory of the knowledge that even the
greatest sinner can gain the vision of the identity between the Lord and the self. The
word 'sinners' here refers to the people who do things that are not becoming and
includes all types of sinners found in the world - bootleggers, drug pushers, hit men,
small sinners, big time criminals, and so on. To make his point, Krsna chooses the
greatest sinner of them all, papakrttama, as the subject of this verse.

Such a person is in the midst of the ocean of sin that is called sarvam vrjinam
here, vrjina meaning papa or sin. Even the greatest of all sinners can cross this ocean of
sin by a single raft, the raft of knowledge, jiiana-plava. This raft of knowledge is just
one short statement, 'You are That - tat tvam asi.' The meaning that these three words
convey is the knowledge after all. And, by this raft of knowledge, even if you are the
worst among all sinners, you can cross the entire ocean of sin - vrjinam sarvam
santarisyasi.

But, you may ask, will this crossing not take a long time and involve great
difficulties? Not at all; effortlessly you shall cross because all you have to do is to wake
up to the reality of atma, the self.

Suppose you dream that you have committed multiple murders and that you are
caught. In the dream, you appeared before the judge and the jury, you were declared
guilty, sentenced to death, and now, you are about to be executed. This is the entire
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scenario in the dream for you. And now you wake up! What happens to all the sins you
committed in the dream? By the raft of knowledge, by being awake to the fact that you
are not the doer of the dream actions, you are rescued from the entire scene - the sins,
the sentence, everything. None of it can affect you in any way.

Who was the doer of the dream actions, then? The doer was not you. It was
someone else, someone who was ignorant. That, doership was something you imposed
upon yourself and, therefore, all the problems of the doer were yours. Then, by falsifying
the dreamer, you falsified the entire act of dreaming and the dream itself - everything
that was done in the dream and the results born out of those actions. If the dreamer is
real, you cannot falsify him or her. But, in the wake of the knowledge of the waker, the
dreamer is resolved. In other words, the waker swallows the dreamer, along with the
dream world, the dream actions, and the dream results.

ATMA IS NEVER A SINNER

Similarly, the waker thinks that he or she is the kartd now, but this karta is also
false. The one who is able to see the falseness of doership of the self is free from
doership. Seeing the falseness is jiiana, the knowledge that releases you completely
from all that was done by the false doer. Atmd is not a sinner because it is not a karta;
dtmd is always pure, guddha, free from all doership.

You may say that previously you were a sinner, but now you are a saint because
the unbecoming actions you did in the past have been neutralised by good actions. But
the status of being a sinner or a saint is in the terms of doership alone. The kartrtua,
doership, is retained in both the sinner and the saint. When one says, 'I am a sinner,' or
'I am a saint,' both the statements have an equal implication of doership. Previously you
were a sinner; now you are a saint. You have given up all the sinful activities and are
now transformed. You have changed your ways and your life-style. But the kartrtva,
doership, is just as much there as it was when you were a sinner. The point here is that
dtmd, 'you,' was never a sinner. Even when you thought you were a sinner, you were
not a sinner.

Atmd is more than a saint. It has always been pure, Suddha. Atmd takes on no
blemish at all because it has neither doership nor enjoyership, neither happiness nor
sorrow. Atmd is neither a liker nor a disliker. It has always been free, pure consciousness
- nitya-Suddha-buddha-mukta-svabhdvah atmd. There is no action here. Where,
then, is the question of even the worst of the sinners not being able to gain this
knowledge?

Being a sinner, of course, is a problem. But, if you know you have been a sinner
and your intention is to be rid of all the sin, then you require only Sraddha, faith, about
which Krsna talks a little later. In fact, you need not get rid of anything. You need only
understand dtmd as already free from all sins.
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This is why Krsýna says here, 'you will cross all sin by the raft of knowledge.' By
saying this, Krsna leaves no excuse for an escape. Even if you are a sinner, you have to
strive. You cannot just say, 'I am a sinner,' and give up. With this knowledge, you can
cross the entire ocean of sin.

NO EFFORT IS REQUIRED

This verse is in praise of the knowledge itself. Even the worst sinner among the
sinners can be liberated without tears by knowledge. This is because the very idea of sin
and all that it implies is dependent upon the notion, 'I am the doer, the kartS.' This
notion of doership that is imputed to the self is the cause for all actions and their results.
In the wake of knowledge, the kartrtva, doership, is falsified. Thus, karma-phalas, the
results of action, are likened to the ocean and knowledge is the raft by which you cross
the ocean without effort because the self, atmd, is already free.

Since karma-phala can only be neutralised by another karma-phala, how can
this knowledge destroy the results of injurious, sinful actions? Is it not true that
destruction of something can only be brought about by another having the same order of
reality? For example, only a tangible object, like a bullet or sword can destroy another
tangible object like a physical body. Knowledge does not destroy it. But this particular
argument is not valid here; let us see why.

Upon inquiry, we find that the destruction of something belonging to a given order
of reality can be brought about by shifting to a higher order of reality. For example,
when the dreamer wakes up, everything that was done in the dream is destroyed.
Therefore, destruction can take place by falsification. To falsify that which is false is
knowledge. The false snake seen, instead of the rope, is destroyed in the wake of the
knowledge of the rope. And, by destroying the snake in this way, the products of the
vision of snake - fear and so on - are also destroyed.

Here, too, in the wake of knowledge, the notion of doership gets destroyed. In the
next verse, Krsna uses an illustration to prove this point.

t: �4iWr i- WHI-Th IIJI I ýh9 11
yathaidhdmsi samiddho'gnirbhasmasdtkurute'rjuna
jiindgnih sarvakarmani bhasmasatkurute tathd Verse 37

3TT arjuna - 0 Arjuna !; ztI yathd - just as; �f*: samiddhah - well-lighted;
3ft: agnih - fire; 'Nfit edhdmsi - wood; %TMR-ff bhasmasdt kurute -

reduces to ashes; NI tathd - so too; T�ffl: jiiandgnih - fire of knowledge;
iqcfilh sarvakarmdni - all actions; RTwmr Tj-ý bhasmasdt kurute - reduces to

ashes
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Just as a well-lighted fire reduces wood to ashes, 0 Arjuna, so too, the
fire of knowledge reduces all actions (results of actions) to ashes.

THE FIRE OF KNOWLEDGE

There are different kinds of fire. Even the flame of a matchstick is fire. A small
flame, however, cannot destroy everything unless it becomes big. Until then, even a
small breeze is its enemy. But, once it turns into a big fire, the wind becomes its friend.
This is true also with one's strength. If a man is weak, anyone can bully him, whereas if
he is strong, everyone wishes to be his friend.

If the fire is a huge conflagration, then all the wood, wet or dry, turns to ashes -
bhasmasdt bhavati. Krsna tells Arjuna here that, this is exactly what happens to all
one's actions in the fire of knowledge. Like the wood in a fire, all action turns to ashes in
the fire of knowledge, jiina-agni.

Knowledge itself is the fire, which is the meaning of the word jiina-agni, even
though this compound is translated into English as 'fire of knowledge.' And what is the
object of this burning to ashes? The object of burning is not the usual fuel like logs of
wood, edhamsi. The fire of knowledge burs all one's actions to ashes, karmani
bhasmasdt kurute; karmani meaning all karmas along with their karma-phalas.

Of course, when it is said that knowledge destroys all karmas like fire destroys
wood, it is not meant that there is any actual burning involved. Knowledge does not
'burn' karma like fire burning wood but it negates the doership and thereby all the
karma-phalas.

'All karmas' means saiicita-karma, those that have not yet begun to manifest,
those that were previously gathered and are still standing in your account like a fixed or
term deposit, and dgami-karma, those that you gather in this life before the knowledge
takes place. Both the saiicita-karma and agdmi-karma are reduced to ashes by
jhdna-agni.1

PRARABDHA-KARMA EXHAUSTS ITSELF

Only the prdrabdha-karma is not destroyed by knowledge, in the sense that the
physical body continues. A jid&ni is the one who, while living, is liberated -
jivan-mukta. If the knowledge destroys prdrabdha-karma also, the body, which is the
product of prdrabdha-karma would also be destroyed and there would be nojidni! But
we do not see this happening. Therefore, when it is said, 'all karma, sarva-karmani'
here, it excludes prdrabdha-karma, the karma that has already begun fructifying with
the birth of the body. This karma can only be exhausted by going through the

SRefer to page 418, Vol 1, for a discussion on the inexhaustible nature of karma.
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experiences for which this physical body has come into being. Thus, day after day, one's
prdrabdha-karma is being exhausted, even in the case of ajfianl.

Chandogyopanisad says, 'a jiani continues to be here until he is released from
this body. Then he becomes one with Brahman." As long as the physical body, mind,
and senses continue, the person lives here as ajivan-mukta. With the death of the body,
there is nojiva or karma to cause rebirth for the jiini. There is no separation between
the person, the Lord, and the world. In this way, the apparent divisions, the seeming
limitations, also disappear.

The prarabdha-karma of a jiihn continues until it gets exhausted, but the
karmas gathered in this life prior to gaining the knowledge are all destroyed in the wake
of knowledge. And what about the karmas done after the knowledge is gained? With the
knowledge, the jhini does various karmas. These are dgami-karmas, which along with
the safcita-karmas gathered from countless previous births, get burned to ashes -
sarvakarmdni bhasmasat kurute. In other words, all actions that had not yet begun
bearing fruit before the knowledge took place are burned in the fire that is knowledge
and also those done after the knowledge, or along with the knowledge, because they are
done without the notion of doership.

Therefore, Krsna says:

ri# ;'1fla: CT^rlRCHi ItrI uC II
na hi jiinena sadrsam pavitramiha vidyate
tatsvayam yogasamsiddhah kdlendtmani vindati Verse 38

* hi - therefore,; - iha - in this world; Tr RU jinanena sadrsam -
equivalent to knowledge; �jXTm pavitram - that which purifies; f•r na vidyate -
does not exist; lMT kalena - in time; 1T:ff: yoga-samsiddhah - one who has
attained preparedness through karma-yoga; aTliwT &tmani - in the mind; Tf
svayam - naturally; WT tat - that (knowledge); fqkId vindati - gains

Theiefore, in this world, there is no purifier equivalent to knowledge.
One who has in time attained preparedness through karma-yoga
naturally gains (knowledge) in the mind.

tasya tavadeva ciram yudanna vimoksye'tha sampatsya iti
(Chandogyopanisad - 4.1.4)

B G. Vol II - 13
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KNOWLEDGE IS THE GREATEST PURIFIER

The word sadrSa along with a noun in the third or instrumental case means

'equivalent to' in English. Thus, jiinena sadrSam means equivalent to knowledge in

terms of its ability to purify. There are many means, like rituals, charities, prayer and so

on, for self-purification. But none of them equals knowledge - self-knowledge.

Prayer is a very important means for purifier no doubt. But it is not equal to

knowledge. Only knowledge can destroy the karta. The one who prays being the karta,

prayer cannot destroy the karta. There is a person offering a.prayer. Because prayer

gives rise to a desirable result, it is also considered to be a purifier. But there is nothing

that purifies like self-knowledge. Prayer can lead you to the knowledge of what is, but it

is that knowledge alone that releases you completely - even from the need of prayer.

Prayer implies some impurity or imperfection, asuddhi, on your part. The sense of

limitation, bondage, and helplessness is a form of aguddhi, because of which prayer

emerges from you. This sense of helplessness is centred on the karta, the doer, the one

who prays. The greatest result of prayer is knowledge, which is the best purifier there is

because it eliminates all sense of helplessness by releasing you from the very notion that

you are imperfect, subject to various forms of limitation. Self-knowledge releases you

totally from doership and sorrow.

PREPAREDNESS THROUGH YOGA

In the Gita, the word 'yoga' is generally used in the sense of karma-yoga and

occasionally in the sense of jiiana-yoga, depending on the context. Here, yoga as a

means for gaining success in one's pursuit of knowledge means karma-yoga. One who

has succeeded in becoming eligible for the knowledge, who has gained the preparedness

of the mind to make him or her competent to receive the knowledge, is called

yoga-samsiddhah in this verse. Such a person has gained antah-karana-guddhi,

purification of the mind, meaning that the mind of the person is steady and enjoys a

certain freedom from rdga-duesas.

The accomplishment of this kind of mind requires time. It can happen immediately

or it can take time. The expression 'in time,' kalena, here does not necessarily imply a

long time; it only means some time. Therefore, if you ask, 'Swamiji, how long will I

have to do karma-yoga?' I cannot give you a specific period of time. I cannot say, for

example, 'Practise karma-yoga for three years and jilna-yoga for four years.' The

expression 'in time' does not have such a meaning here because we are not producing

anything. If there is production involved, as in baking cookies, for example, I can say,

'Mix the ingredients together and bake for twenty minutes at 350° Fahrenheit. Then, the

cookies will be ready.' The exact time can be stated only when something new is being

produced, or when something is happening that can be predicted in terms of time.
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Here, howeVer, nothing new is to be created. Since you are already Brahman,
where is the question of time? If you ask when you will get Brahman, there is no
answer possible because you 'are' Brahman. And if you do not know that you are
Brahman, you had better know. And when will you know? When you are ready. Then,
the next question is, 'When will that be?'

All you need to do now is to live your life with the right attitude and pursue
knowledge. In this way, gain of the knowledge will take care of itself; in time, you will
gain it - automatically, naturally - because what you are trying to gain is already
there. You do not have to create any thing.

And where does the knowledge take place? Knowledge takes place where it
always takes place - in the mind, in the buddhi, atmani. Here, the word dtmani is not
intended to convey its usual meaning, namely, 'in the self,' because that is not where
knowledge takes place. This knowledge of the self is like any knowledge, and it takes
place in the buddhi, dtmani - in the mind, that is prepared.

Then, in the next verse, Krsna describes what else is required for gaining this
knowledge and what is accomplished by the knowledge:

Sraddhavdmillabhate jinanam tatparah samtyatendriyah
ji�nam labdhvU pardrm Santimacirenadhigacchati Verse 39

TWnPI Sraddhavun - one who has faith (in the distra and in the words of the

teacher); "dqT: tatparah - one who is committed to that (knowledge); fi4r9 :

samyatendriyah - the one who is a master of one's senses; l-M' jildnam -

knowledge; W'ý labhate - gains; q'I. jiidnam - knowledge; ltl labdhvd -

having gained; 3aT | acirena - immediately; 7TU fl•fft pardm •,ntim - absolute

peace; aiTiiri adhigacchati - gains

One who has faith (in the gistra and in the words of the teacher), who is
committed to that (knowledge, and) who is master of one's senses gains
the knowledge. Having gained the knowledge, one immediately gains
absolute peace.

This is another verse of the Git� that is important, in that it is often quoted.
'Sraddhdivn labhate jiinam - one who has faith in the sdstra gains the knowledge,'

is an expression you will often hear quoted.

Sahkara introduces it by saying, 'This verse points out the means by which this
knowledge is gained without fail.' Knowledge will definitely take place when the
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appropriate means is present. And what is that means, because of which one will

definitely gain the knowledge?

First, one must have sraddha, faith, in the sdstra and in the words of the teacher.

Gaining the knowledge is dependent upon this sraddha because of which the sastra is

looked upon as a pramana, a means of knowledge.

Without sraddha in the sastra, one cannot look upon it as a pramana. Pramdna

means that which is instrumental in gaining pramd, knowledge, and should not create

doubts. Any doubt has to be converted into pramd, ascertained knowledge. The

motivation to inquire further in order to convert a doubt or contradiction into prama,

which is non-contradictory, is created by the attitude called sraddhd. Therefore, to gain

the knowledge, the sdstra must be looked upon as a means of knowledge; only then can

it deliver the goods.

COMMITMENT TO MOKSA

By adding two more qualifications, this verse also reveals that sraddhd alone is

not enough. Faith in the sdstra may be there, but there are people who are slow starters,
meaning they do not have the necessary commitment. Perhaps they do not see the benefit

of this knowledge or they may not have discerned the problem of life. For whatever

reason, there may be those who have sraddha in the sastra but do not have the

necessary commitment. When there is no commitment backing up one's faith in the

sastra, the approach or attitude of the person towards the pursuit will be lukewarm.

And what does commitment mean here? There is commitment when I recognise

that I must have this knowledge, that there is nothing else that is important to me, and

that I am prepared to burn all my boats. The person who has this kind of commitment to

the knowledge is called tatpara in this verse - para meaning 'one who is committed

to.'

Other than knowledge, there is no way to gain this freedom. You do not become
free from mortality; you already are immortal. The freedom is only in terms of knowing

that you are immortal.

It is possible for a person to be tatpara in that the person is committed to

liberation, but he or she may not have sraddha in the tdstra. Between liberation and the

sastra, there is a relation, a sambandha; one is sddhana, the means, and the other is

sadhya, the end. In order to gain liberation, moksa, you go to the Adstra, for which you
require &raddha. You need to know that the sdstra is the means of knowledge whereby
you will gain the knowledge that is liberation.

Sraddhd may be there without tatparatva, commitment, and tatparatva may be

there without sraddha. If both sraddhd and commitment are there, the person looks
upon the teaching as a means to freedom, moksa, and also has a love for that freedom.
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MASTERY OVER THE SENSE ORGANS

Both sraddhd and commitment may be there, but the person may still not make it.
Why? Because his or her mind is not together with reference to the senses and their
pursuits. Dissipation and distraction, therefore, stand in the person's way of gaining the
knowledge. Therefore, one more requirement is given here - samyatendriya, one
whose sense organs, meaning sense pursuits, are under control. This means that you do
not propitiate your fancies, that you are not controlled by fancies. If you always go by
your fancies, you will find no time for anything, even for something you have a great
love for.

Samyatendriya here means one whose mind is steady. When such a person also
has sraddha in the Sdstra and is committed to moksa, he or she will definitely gain the
knowledge.

RELATIVE SANTI AND ABSOLUTE SANTI

What happens when this knowledge is gained? The person who gains this
knowledge immediately gains absolute peace - pardnm dntim acirena adhigacchati.
This Adnti is not the kind of peace or truce that exists between two bouts of conflict. It is
the peace that is one's essential nature.

Peace is usually understood to be a state of the mind as opposed to agitation which
is also a state of the mind. You generally take yourself to be silent when actually the
mind is silent. And therefore, you think the self is agitated when actually it is the mind
that is agitated. But the peace referred to here is not a state of mind. It is rather the nature
of the self which is always silent, Sdnta, regardless of the state of mind. A sdnti for
which one does not depend upon the condition of the mind is called pard. Pard-SAnti
does not call for a non-thinking mind because it is not opposed to thinking.

We see here, then, two types of sgnti. One is the danti or tranquillity that is gained
through yoga. By karma-yoga, one can gain a certain tranquillity that is purely a
condition of the mind. Being a condition of the mind, this sdnti is subject to change.
This type of sdnti is also a necessity and is indicated by samyatendriyatva, mastery of
the sense organs.

A person who enjoys the sdnti gained by karma-yoga gains another sdnti too, the
absolute Adnti, through knowledge. This is what is called pard-sdnti. In spite of what
the mind thinks, the person knows, 'I am dinta' meaning that at the level of 'I,' there is
freedom - freedom from aAsnti because the person recognises that dtmd is always
sdnta. This recognition gives rise to pardi-dnti.

The peace discussed in this verse is your very nature - svarupa-bhuta-Sdnti.
And, in the wake of knowledge, it is gained immediately, na cirena, not after a time.
The person gains this santi, which is moksa, because of the knowledge of the self that is
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Sdnta. And what is the distance in terms of time between knowledge and moksa? There
is no distance between them because knowledge is the means and moksa is the end, just
as there is no distance, no interval of time, between eating food and appeasing hunger. In
the wake of one, the other takes place. In the wake of knowledge, there is liberation.
This, then, is the meaning of the words, acirena - na cirena, immediately.

In his commentary of this verse, Sankara clarifies the order involved in gaining
this knowledge. First, there is sraddha in the hdstra as a means of knowledge. Then, as
a result of this sraddhd, a commitment arises that causes a person to give up everything
and pursue the knowledge by approaching a teacher with the proper attitude. One who
approaches the guru has both sraddha in the Sdstra as the means of knowledge and
commitment to the knowledge. In addition, the person must also have the sense organs
under control. These three factors being there, the knowledge will definitely be gained.

OUTWARD EXPRESSION IS NOT ENOUGH

Sahkara also comments here on the three aspects of outward expressions of
graddha towards the teacher that we saw in verse 34 of this chapter - pranipdta,

prostration, paripragna, proper questioning, and seva, service. Because these are
external, they can be exhibited even without sufficient sraddha. You can always put on
an act. Just because you are smiling does not mean there is a smile inside. You may be
crying at that time, but as soon as someone approaches you, you can wash your face
quickly and smilingly say, 'Hello, how are you?'

In the same way, prostrating to the teacher, asking questions, and even the service
you perform to the teacher may be nothing more than an act. Therefore, Saikara says
that outward expression is not a guarantee for knowledge because it can be false.

Therefore, without sraddha, the prostration, questioning, and service are not
enough. Only when Braddha is there, does one's outward expression become a means
for gaining the knowledge.

Thus, in this verse, Krsna presents the positive aspect of sraddha by telling
Arjuna that a Sraddhadvn gains knowledge. In the next verse, he presents the negative
aspect by stating what happens to one who does not have sraddhd.

3mffm9T9T ̂ grqTH Nriqmq I
9t A#STf:T:r h$ -; " rqN : I I O I I

aj�acdSraddadhdnasca samsaydtma vinaSyati
ndyam loko'sti na paro na sukham samraydtmanah Verse 40

aT3: ajhah - one who has no discrimination; -I ca - and; a3T8ITF: asraddadhdnah

- one who has no faith (in the · istra and the teacher); -' ca - and; TiqTU Ni
samaaydtmd - one who has a doubting mind; -vwft vinasyati - perishes; ri•q-TF:
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samsaydtmanah - for the doubter; a3W t iR : ayam lokah - this world; ; rf
na asti - is not there; ; TR: na parah - nor (there is the) other (world);T sP[
na sukham - nor happiness

One who has no discrimination, and who has no faith (in the sdstra and
the teacher), and one who has a doubting mind perishes. Because, for the
one with a doubting mind, this world is not there, nor the world beyond,
nor happiness.

Ajha here means avivekl, one who does not have discrimination. Saaikara
clarifies this point here by saying that ajia means anatmajiia, one who does not know
dtmd, one who does not have dtma-andtma-viveka, discrimination between the self and
non-self.

Almost everyone is an anatmajifa. If the andtmajiia has sraddha in what the
Asstra says, he or she has some hope. Such a person knows what is right and wrong and

can follow his or her own dharma by performing the nitya-naimittika-karmas
enjoined by the sdstra. By living in this way, viveka will eventually be gained - and
knowledge also.

Because of sraddhd, the non-discriminative ignorant person can become
discriminating. And once there is discrimination, viveka, there will be detachment or
objectivity, vairdgya, because of which the person will have the desire for liberation,
mumuksutva. This desire for liberation will lead to the inquiry whereby the knowledge
is gained and, along with it, pard-danti. In this way, the person who has Araddha gains
this world as well as the other.

The problem comes when the person who is an ajina is also agraddadhdna. Not
only does the person not have discrimination, he or she has no Araddhd either. Such a
person cannot even give benefit of the doubt to the sdstra. But, disbelief is not based on
reason. How can you prove there is no heaven, for example? You can neither prove its
existence nor disprove it. How can you conclude something is right or wrong unless you
make an inquiry, for which you must have some sraddhd? No inquiry is made if

sraddhd is not there.

However, people who have no faith in the sastra may have faith in themselves or
in other people. They may also have faith in money or in power. This kind of faith will
give these people something, at least. If a person has faith in the world, he can gain some
happiness and security. The world does offer some sukha to such a person. And for the
person who trusts his or her abilities and has faith in the efficacy of the various means
and ends available to explore and use, there definitely are opportunities to pick up some
sukha. Such a person is deprived of the other world, but he does gain this world.
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The main problem presented in this verse is doubt, samraya. One who is a doubter

is called samsaydtmd, the word dtma meaning, the mind, antah-karana, in this

context. Doubt can exist only in the mind.

About the samraydtmd, Krsna says, 'Neither this world, nor the world beyond,
nor happiness, is there for the doubter.' In his commentary, Sankara explains that both
the non-discriminative person and the one who has no sraddha perish, meaning, they go
from death to death. But such people are not as badly off as the samraydtmd who has no
sraddha in the sdstra. He or she does not believe in the existence of punya and papa
and therefore, does not care to follow dharma, and is therefore, deprived of the world
hereafter.

The samgaydtmd cannot gain happiness in this world. Such a person cannot even
get married! He or she always asks, 'Will I be able to make a success of it? I doubt it.'
And even if the person does get married, how long will the marriage last when one is
always doubting the other person? Every phone call becomes a matter for doubt - even
if it is only a telephone operator on the other end! Like this, the samraydtmd is not only
a tragedy to himself, but also to everyone else around.

Thus, Krsna says that this world is not there for the doubting person; nor is there
the world beyond nor any happiness here.

While knowledge of dtmd is not possible without sraddhd, a person who has faith
in something other than the sdstra can get something out of life. But the samsraydtmd
has no trust whatsoever - in the scriptures, in other people, or even in oneself!
Therefore, even this world is not there for the person - ayam lokah ndsti. This world,

that is, whatever one can get from one's life is also not there for the samraydtmd.

Therefore, Krsna says:

-Irý -q Tq&T P^rmý N97ZT I I Y 1 I I
yogasannyastakarmanam jiiFnasaiichinnasa msayam
dtmavantam na karmdni nibadhnanti dhanahijaya Verse 41

%R¶T dhanaijaya - 0 Arjuna!; 4¶Tff karmdni - actions; * -yTFRT-THuHgyoga-

sannyasta-karmdnam - the one who has renounced action through yoga; 'rF-T3 -

"tir jjiiina-saiichinna-samsayam - the one whose doubts have been completely

severed by knowledge; 3TRca Eu d&tmavantam - the one who is together;r Pq q

na nibadhnanti - do not bind

O Arjuna, actions do not bind the one who has renounced action through
yoga, whose doubts have been completely severed by knowledge (and)
the one who is together.
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Krsna addresses Arjuna as Dhanaiijaya here, meaning one who has earned a
number of titles and all kinds of wealth. The actions, karmacni referred to in this verse
include all types of actions - proper and improper acts, Vedic rituals, and all worldly
activities. None of them, Krsna tells Arjuna, bind the person - karmani na
nibadhnanti.

And who is the one not bound by actions? Three qualifications are given here for
such a person - yoga-sannyasta-karma, jiina-saichinna-samsaya, and dtmavdn.

YOGA-SANNYASTA-KARMA

Sarkara explains yoga-sannyasta-karmd as one who has given up karma
through yoga characterised by the clear vision of reality - in other words, through the
knowledge of the true nature of the self.

Yoga refers tojiiana-yoga here, but the word is used also to include karma-yoga,
since, in order to have gained the knowledge, one should have lived a life of
karma-yoga. Thus, yoga-sannyasta-karmd is the one who has given up all actions
through knowledge. Such a person is a jihni, one who sees akarma in karma, as we
saw in verse 18 of this chapter.

A yoga-sannyasta-karmd is different from a sannyasta-karma. A
sannyasta-karma is one who is a sannydsi, who has given up all duties by will, in order
to pursue knowledge. A yoga-sannyasta-karma, on the other hand, is the one who on
account of the knowledge of the self as akartd knows he or she is not the doer, and is
therefore, not bound by any action whatsoever. The knowledge that one is not the doer
distinguishes the yoga-sannyasta-karmd from a mere sannyasta-karma.

JRANA-SANCHINNA-SAMtAYA

The second qualification is freedom from doubt. The person is described as a
jhina-saiichinna-samraya, one whose doubts have been completely severed by the
knowledge. In his commentary, Sarkara poses the question, 'How did the person
become a yoga-sannyasta-karma?' and replies, 'By knowledge.' He then describes this
knowledge, this yoga, as the vision of the identity between oneself and the Lord, the
vision that completely destroys all one's doubts. And what doubts are these? One may
doubt whether or not fullness is really the nature of oneself, or if atma is eternal and
andtmd non-eternal? Is there a connection between dtma and andtma? And, if so, what
kind of a connection? Is there division or identity between the individual and livara, the
Lord? - these are the doubts that arise.

The one who is free from all doubts knows that dtma is real, satya and andtmd is
unreal or false, mithyd. When the person has no doubt whatsoever about this fact, there
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is knowledge, not faith. Faith in the Sdstra as a pramana is required only until
knowledge takes place.

With reference to heaven and so on, mentioned by the sdstra, the statements are
not verifiable here. Therefore, existence of heaven remains a faith for you till death. If
there is a heaven, you will go there, provided, of course, you have done whatever is to be
done to get there according to the sdstra. But, what is to be understood here, is that this
heaven-going is purely faith - and, as such, is not verifiable while in this body.

When it comes to Veddnta, however, knowledge is involved, not faith. Here we
are talking about the self, the self-evident 'I.' 'I am' is self-evident, and hence I do not
need the Sdstra to tell me that I am, that I exist. The sdstra is required only to correct the
erroneous notions or conclusions that I have about myself.

That I am is a self-evident fact; it is not a conclusion, whereas 'I am a samsdri' is
a conclusion. This conclusion is purely notional, and is absent when I am asleep, is
absent between two thoughts, is absent in a moment of joy, and is falsified in the wake of
the knowledge. I do not need to verify that I am, that I exist; I need to only eliminate the
doubts and the errors about myself. The sastra enables me to do this.

The removal of the error is what is dtma-jilina - knowledge of the identity of
the self with Isvara. And the one whose doubts have all been removed by this
knowledge is called jiina-saichinna-samqaya.

ATMAVAN

The third qualification mentioned is dtmavdn, which explains how the removal of
doubt and error is achieved. The dtmavdn is a yogi, one who has the body-mind-sense
complex under control. Atma here refers to one's physical body, mind, and senses, and
the one who has control over them is called atmavan.

Although everyone has a body, mind, and senses, not everyone has control over
them. Instead, the person is generally under their control and is therefore, andtmavdn.
For the andtmavdn, it is the body, etc., that determines whether or not he is happy. If the
body puts on a little extra weight, becomes ill, or ages, the person thinks that he or she is
finished. In this way, the body is said to control the person when there is a lack of
maturity.

A person who is mature has the body-mind-sense complex with him. Such a
person is a yogi. Before knowledge, he was a yogi, a karma-yogi, and after gaining the
knowledge, the person continues to be a yogi. Krsna quietly mentions dtmavan here to
emphasise what he said in verse 39 of this chapter. There, he referred to someone who
has mastery over the senses, samnyatendriya; here he calls the person dtmavdn.
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In his commentary of this verse, Sarkara equates the word atmavan to
apramatta, meaning one who has no pramdda, no laziness, no indifference, no
dullness, or no lack of alertness - in other words, a person who is together.

Yoga-sannyasta-karmd is the real sannydsi. This person has given up all the
karmas, not necessarily by renouncing them, but by the knowledge, 'I am akartd.' In
this way, then, no action binds the person by producing unseen results, punya or papa.
Because of the knowledge, whatever would have accrued to the doer simply resolves
because doership is not there.

Knowing that the self is not the doer, the jiidni appears to perform karma based
on prdrabdha. Because the body-mind-sense complex is there, certain situations present
themselves and actions take place, which however, do not bind the person. Actions can
only bind the one who takes the self to be the doer, Krsna keeps saying throughout the
Gitd. When there is no doership, actions cannot bind. Even though the person appears to
be engaged in action, he or she performs no action - naiva kihcit karoti. This is
because of the knowledge of non-action in action, karmani akarma darsana - all of
which we have seen before.

Now after explaining all this Krsna concludes the chapter by urging Arjuna to
take to action with an attitude of karma-yoga, which will lead him to knowledge.

lf-^iT'l ra- rp T '-l "lf -lc i: I

ferNi Wr -Hiald' s"W I I &R II
tasmadajiinasambhiUtam hrtstham j7dndsindtmanah
chittvainam samgayam yogamdtisthottistha bhdrata Verse 42

?rlT tasmat - therefore,; •-TflR ajiina-sambhitam - born of ignorance

(lack of discrimination); -2lR hrtstham - rooted in the mind; WIq enam - this;

3TWI�f: dtmanah - about the self; rmzR samsayam - doubt; TF-3•FRTl jiina-asind

- by the sword of knowledge; f1-el chittva - slaying; !it yogam - karma-yoga

(leading to knowledge); a•ifIg dtistha - take to (follow); qTr? bhdrata -

0 BhWrata! (Arjuna); frf uttistha - get up

Therefore, O Bhdrata, slaying with the sword of knowledge this doubt
about the self, which is born of ignorance, which is rooted in the mind,
get up (and) take to yoga (karma- yoga).

In this verse, Krsna addresses Arjuna as Bharata, meaning one who is born in the
family of Bharata, and asks him to stand up and take to the life of yoga. Here, yoga
means karma-yoga which leads to jit•na, knowledge. When one lives a life of
karma-yoga, the knowledge will face no obstruction. Therefore, Krsna says to Arjuna,
'You have been listening to me all this time. Now, take to karma-yoga, through which
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you will gain the knowledge that is liberation.' In other words, since you should live a
life of karma-yoga for a length of time while pursuingjiidna, do it -yogam dtistha.

We have seen that a person does not become a sannydsi just by giving up all
duties, even though there is a life-style called sannydsa. A sannyasi, in the primary
sense, is one who gives up all activities by knowledge, by knowing that he is not the doer
of action. Thus, Krsna uses the word, 'therefore, - tasmdt' here. Krsna says,
'Therefore, take to karma-yoga so that you can gain the knowledge that will enable you
to become a sannydsi, the one whose doubts have all been slain by knowledge,
jitna-saichinna-samraya, and who has renounced all activities through the yoga that
is knowledge.' Having given up the doership, kartrtua, the sannydsi performs no action
in terms of knowledge even though action is apparently done by the person.

Krsna has already told Arjuna in verse 39 of this chapter that he had to destroy
whatever doubts he had. He did this by describing the samrayatmd, a person who
doubts himself, the s'stra, and everything else. Such a person, Krsna said, perishes,
meaning that he destroys the self. Therefore, in the present verse, he tells Arjuna that the
doubt in his heart, born of ignorance, must be slain.

DOUBT IS AN ENEMY THAT RESIDES IN THE MIND

Ignorance, ajihna, results in lack of discrimination, aviveka. One's doubt about
the self is born of ignorance and lack of discrimination. Therefore, Krsna says, 'And
where is this doubt, this enemy that can destroy you? This enemy is not outside of you,
Arjuna, not like Duryodhana who is outside of you. This enemy, this Mr. Doubt, is
inside you, in your heart; it is hrtstha - in your mind. The doubt, samsaya, has entered
into your mind and is rooted there.'

Doubt is born because of your own lack of discrimination. It is not born of simple
ignorance of facts but is born of lack of discrimination. Absence of discrimination here is
absence of atma-andtma-viueka which means that, there is no vicdra, no inquiry, about
life and therefore, everything is subject to doubt.

Doubts can be about anything, but the doubt referred to here is about oneself and
this doubt is to be slain. But to slay something one requires a sword and sword in this
context is in the form of knowledge. By this sword of knowledge, one should destroy
doubt about oneself, the doubt that is in the mind, born of ignorance and non-
discrimination.

THE SWORD OF KNOWLEDGE

To clarify Krsna's point, Sahkara defines jihna in his commentary as the clear
vision that destroys defects such as sorrow, delusion, and so on. 'Clear vision' here
refers to the discrimination, viveka, between dtmd and anatmd - the real and the
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unreal. Knowledge alone is the sword that can destroy all of one's defects, dosas, such
as, 9oka - sorrow, moha - delusion, raga-dvesas - likes and dislikes, krodha - anger,
and so on.

Because the doubt is in your own heart, born of your own lack of discrimination
between the real and the unreal, you alone can destroy it. Your doubt does not belong to
anyone else, even though others may have the same doubt. What is meant here is that the
doubt that is in your own heart, in your own mind, born of your own self-ignorance, can
only be slain by your gaining self-knowledge. And this knowledge can only be gained by
first taking to the life of karma-yoga.

'Atmanah,' here with reference to doubt, does not have the usual sense of the
genitive or possessive case here - that is, it does not mean 'one's own - svasya' -since
Krsna says that the doubt is in one's own heart, hrtstha. Therefore, the expression,
atmanah samrayam, means a doubt whose subject matter is dtmr and not one's own
doubt. For example, the expression, 'knowledge of the Gita,' is also in the genitive case,
but it does not have the sense of possession that 'the book of Rama,' meaning 'Rama's
book,' has. In other words, it does not mean 'the Gita's knowledge' in that the
knowledge does not belong to the Giti. Rather, 'knowledge of the Gita' means the
knowledge for which the Gita is the subject matter, just as 'knowledge of Electronics'
means the knowledge for which Electronics is the subject matter. In these examples and
in the use of 'atmanah' in this verse, the genitive case is used in the sense of object,
karma, rather than to indicate possession. This usage, which is called karmani sasthi is
common to many languages, including English and Sanskrit.

Therefore, itmanah jiidnam means knowledge of the dtma - knowledge for
which the subject matter is dtma. Similarly, .tmanah samSayam, a doubt about the
dtma means a doubt for which the dtma is the object, visaya.

This doubt about the self creates all kinds of problems; thereforeý it should be put
to rest. Doubt can only be put to rest by slaying it with the sword of knowledge, for
which you must take to karma-yoga. Therefore, Krsna says, 'Come on, stand up,
Arjuna! - uttistha yogam ttistha.'

Sankara also explains that the doubt being discussed is that which is the cause for
one's own destruction, following up on what Krsna has said in verse 39 of this chapter
- the one who doubts, perishes. For the doubter, samraydtmd, there is neither this
world nor any other; nor is there any happiness for the person.

Since doubt is the cause for your own destruction, you should not allow it to
remain in your heart. Only by gaining self-knowledge can you destroy it. For this you
must live a life of karma-yoga and pursue the knowledge that completely destroys the
doubt. Therefore, with graddha, one should take to yoga and pursue the knowledge.
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JNANA-KARMA-SANNYASA-YOGA

This chapter of the Glta, the fourth chapter, is called

jiina-karma-sannydsa-yoga because its subject matter, yoga, is sannydsa, the

renunciation, of karma, action, through jfidna, knowledge. Sannydsa here is not in

terms of the life-style of renunciation of all duties to pursue this knowledge; sannydsa
here means the giving up of all action by knowledge that the self is not the doer. With
this knowledge, one performs no action even when action appears to take place -

kurvannapi na karoti. The one who is able to see non-action in action has given up all
karma because there is no longer any doership for the person.

In this chapter, we saw that by the knowledge of dtmd as a non-doer, akartd,
karma is given up. When doership, kartrtva, resolves in the wake of knowledge, all
action, karma, along with everything connected with action, the karakas, also resolves.
They are all sublated, negated, in terms of reality. The kdrakas, you may recall, are
denoted by the six grammatical declensions, excluding the genitive case. They are the
kartd, the agent, karma, the object, karana, the means or instrument, the purpose,
apdddna, the source from where the action is produced, and adhikarana, the location
of the action.

When the knowledge is gained, the kartd or the agent of action is understood to be
mithyd. The agent of action being mithyd, the action itself is mithyd, the instrument and
purpose of action are mithyd, from where the actions takes place is mithyd, and the
location of the action is also mithyd. In fact, everything becomes mithyd for the person
who has the vision of non-action in action.

As mentioned earlier, the word yoga in the title of the Gitd chapters means subject
matter. The first chapter was called arjuna-visdda-yoga, indicating that the subject
matter was Arjuna's sorrow. To take yoga in its usual sense would be absurd since no
one wants to practise sorrow!'

Similarly, the second chapter, entitled shikhya-yoga is a chapter having
knowledge, sihkhya orjiina, as its subject matter. The third chapter has karma as its
subject matter. Here, in the fourth chapter, the subject matter is the giving up of all
karma by knowledge. Krsna completed this chapter by telling Arjuna to stand up and
take to karma-yoga in order to ultimately gain the knowledge.

The fourth chapter ends with the same words (given below) as the other chapters
in the Gltd, the meaning of which we have already seen.

SArjuna-visdda-yoga is to be taken as: arjunasya visddah eva yogah, visayah, yasya - a

chapter for which the subject matter, visaya, is Arjuna's sorrow.
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yogasdstre Srikrsndrjunasamvaidejiiinakarmasannyasayogo nama
caturtho'dhyvyah

This is the dialogue that took place between Krsna and Arjuna in the form of the
fourth chapter, entitled Knowledge and the Renunciation of Action, in the
Bhagavadgita, which has the status of the Upanisads, the subject matter being
brahma-vidya and yoga-hdstra.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE FIFTH CHAPTER

The fourth chapter concluded with Krsna's advice to Arjuna, 'Stand up and take
to karma-yoga.' That means Arjuna could not run off to the Himalayas to take up the
life-style of a sannydsl. He was advised to take to the life-style of a karma-yogi and
pursue the knowledge.

With the last statement of the fourth chapter the Gita seemed to be over. Arjuna
had already been told about karma-yoga. Now, he was to destroy all his doubts by the
sword of knowledge and take to karma-yoga, a means to knowledge. For Krsna then,
the teaching was over. But in Arjuna's mind, it was not. In fact, what Krsna had said
moved Arjuna to ask one more question.

Many of Arjuna's questions, although phrased differently, are essentially the same
in that they all relate to whether he should pursue sannydsa or karma-yoga. He wants to
know which one is better. Because he still has a doubt at the end of the fourth chapter, he
asks a question that marks the beginning of the fifth chapter. His question is really a
doubt - a doubt about sannydsa and karma.

Aahkara introduces the fifth chapter in great detail, explaining the reason for
Arjuna's question. Throughout the fourth chapter, Krsna talked about knowledge in
such a way that Arjuna found it contradictory when he was told that he should follow
karma-yoga. Krsna said that because of knowledge the wise person sees non-action in
action and described this person as one who has renounced all action through
knowledge. A number of verses also talked about total renunciation, ji•ana-karma-
sannydsa, the renunciation of all karma by knowledge. But after all this, Krsna said,
'Take to karma-yoga - yogam dtistha.'

In Arjuna's mind, there is a contradiction here. He thinks, 'If knowledge is the
ultimate end, and, once having gained it, all karma is given up, is it not more expedient
for me to seek knowledge straightaway instead of doing karma while seeking
knowledge?' If renunciation of all actions is the main emphasis and this renunciation has
to take place by knowledge, why not take to a life-style which is meant for gaining that
knowledge, the life-style called sannydsa? Arjuna's question is both obvious and
understandable, given what he understood so far from Krsna's teaching.

We have seen that there are two types of sannyasa accepted by the sdstra. One
type Krsna talked about was renunciation of all action through knowledge. This type of
sannydsa is called vidvat-sannydsa, the sannydsa of a vidvan, one who has the
knowledge that the self is not the doer. And by taking to the life-style of sannydsa, the
vidvdn releases himself from all the duties enjoined by the sdstra. The other is the
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sannyasa as a life-style where one renounces all duties, in order to pursue knowledge.
This is called vividisd-sannydsa.

If the wise person does not adopt the life-style of a sannyasa, continuing to
remain as a householder, he or she performs the enjoined duties so as to set an example
for the society. It is not proper for one who is a householder to give up the duties that are
to be done. However, for the jisni, there is a choice; he or she can take to sannydsa,
renouncing all the duties.

In this way, the jiihni can give up all activities or continue them. Even when
engaged in activity, he or she really performs no activity. KIrsna talked about these two
types of jianis - the one who is engaged in activity and still free from all actions,' and
the one who is engaged in only the minimum activity necessary to sustain the body2.

VIDVAT-SANNYASA

Vidvat-sannyasa - the sannydsa wherein a person gives up all activities
because he or she has the knowledge - means that the person is a sannydsi with all that
sannyasa implies. The person wears orange robes, has no family or societal connections,
and no job. And, within, he or she knows, 'I perform no action even if action is
performed.' In this way, the person is a karma-sannyds[ in life and by knowledge also.
Within and without, he or she is ajiiana-karma-sannyisi.

The vidvat-sannydsi has nothing to accomplish by performing Vedic rituals, or
any other action for that matter. Earlier in the Gita, it was said that for a jfini to
perform rituals enjoined by the Veda is as useful as well water is when the well is under
water because the whole area is flooded.3 Such a person can therefore, give up all the
duties and walk away, taking to a life of sannyasa, called viduat-sannyasa.

IS THERE ANY CHOICE BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE AND KARMA-YOGA?

Given this definition of vidvat-sannydsa, meaning sannyasa with knowledge, is
there any choice possible between jiiana-karma-sannydsa and karma-yoga? There is
no choice possible here because one is a means and the other is the end. This is like
choosing between enrolling in a doctoral program at a university and getting a Ph.D.
You cannot get a Ph.D. unless you enrol in a doctoral program. Where then is the
choice?

Between karma-yoga, which is the means, and jiiana-karma-sannyasa, which is
the end, there is no choice. There can be a choice only between the two life-styles -

1 Gitd - 4-20
SGit - 4-21
Gita - 2-46

B.G Vol. 11 - 14
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karma-yoga and vividisd-sannydsa. This distinction, made by the Sdstra is very
important and should be understood well because there is a lot of confusion about it in
the moder tradition of Vedanta. We must know that viduat-sannydsa is not open to
choice; it is something that happens as a result of knowledge.

Jiana-karma-sannyasa is the end, whether the person is a sannydsi in life-style
or not. The jiina-karma-sannyds[ may be a person like King Janaka who ruled a
kingdom. He was not a sannydsi in terms of life-style. Nevertheless, he was a
jii&na-karma-sannyasi. He was a politician and a ruler of a kingdom, and hence had
daily activities to perform. However, in spite of all the royal activities he was engaged
in, he performed no action because he knew he was not a doer. Therefore, he was a
sannyasi, a jhina-karma-sannydsi, even though he did not follow the life-style of a
sannyasi.

Choice is available between karma-yoga and uividisd-sannydsa, both of which
are life-styles. And Krsna made it very clear that Arjuna should choose karma-yoga.

ARJUNA'S CONFUSION ABOUT SANNYASA

When Arjuna expressed a desire to be a sannydsi, he meant it in the sense of the
life-style only. Thinking that karma was fraught with problems, he wanted to live the
life-style of a sannydsl. He knew he was not ajiidni, he did not have the knowledge,
and so he knew he should be pursuing it. And to do this, what better life-style was there
than that of a sannydsi?

This, then, was the thinking that prompted Arjuna's question, 'O Lord! which of
these two - sannyasa or karma-yoga - is better? Which one should I choose? If I
have understood you correctly, you are saying that karma is limited and therefore,
karma cannot liberate me. And, although you say that karma-yoga is for antah-
karana-.uddhi, you say that there is nothing equal to knowledge as a purifier.
Therefore, I should gain this knowledge, for which sannydsa seems to be the better
course. Furthermore, you have been praising the renunciation of all action. If
renunciation of all actions is the final end, why should I not give up all duties right now?
This definitely seems to be the more straightforward and appropriate way to gain the
knowledge.

To Arjuna, then, what Krsna was recommending seems to be an unnecessarily
cumbersome way to proceed. First, you perform actions and then, later, you discover that
you are not the doer! You perform karma and then you have to release yourself from
karma-phala. Hence, to give up karma and pursue knowledge seemed more
appropriate.

'As the end, so the means,' Arjuna thinks. If the end is renunciation of all action,
the means should also be renunciation of all action. Why should one have to perform
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activities in order to discover oneself to be free from all activities? Based on what
Arjuna had understood from listening to Krsna's words, he feels that Krsna had a great
value for knowledge and a value for sannyasa. 'You say that liberation is sannyasa.
Why, then, do you ask me to pursue karma-yoga?' - this is Arjuna's plea.

Arjuna wants to understand everything before he decides what he should do.
Therefore, he keeps asking the same question. At the beginning of the third chapter,
Arjuna had said, 'O Lord, if it is your contention that knowledge is better than action,
why then, do you engage me in this terrible action?'

Because Arjuna asked this question, Krsna continued to teach. Now two chapters
later, at the beginning of the fifth chapter, Arjuna again asks essentially the same
question, although he puts it a little differently, as we shall see presently. The same
question is asked at the beginning of the twelfth chapter and again in the eighteenth
chapter, each time in a slightly different form.

Arjuna is confused because Krsna has praised both sannyasa and karma-yoga.
And, having praised sannyasa, Krsna said to him, 'Take to yoga - yogam atistha.'
He therefore, wants Krsna to indicate which of the two is better - sannyasa or
karma-yoga - since the same result could not be gained from both.



CHAPTER 5

KARMA-SANNYASA

arjuna uvdca
sannyasam karmanam krsna punaryogam ca gamsasi
yacchreya etayorekam tanme brFhi suniscitam Verse 1

T9Jr: arjunah -Arjuna; q�N uvdca - said;

fWT krsna - 0 Krsna!; c�iurnl �1Thm karmanam sannyasam - renunciation of

actions; -q: punah - again (also); 4hl ! yogam ca - and karma-yoga; ififH

Samsasi- you praise; drit: etayoh - of these two; fyat - that which; 9t: Areyah

- better; WT T4M. tat ekam - that one; hfaedsuniscitam - definitely; 4 gIr me

brChi - tell me

Arjuna said:
0 Krsna, you praise renunciation of actions and also karma-yoga. Tell
me definitely which one of these two is better.

Once again, Arjuna raises the same doubt. In the last chapter Krsna continued to
praise the renunciation of all activities and ended by praising the person who gives up all
actions through knowledge. 1 Therefore, in Arjuna's mind, Krsna was clearly advocating
sannydsa. Why, then, was the Lord telling him to take to a life of karma-yoga?

Krsna was in fact praising renunciation of all activities through knowledge,
jii•na-karma-sannyasa. He said that all karma resolves in this knowledge.2 However,
Arjuna understood that to be the praise of karma-sannyasa, which is really a life-style
wherein one is free from the obligation of having to perform the rituals enjoined by the
Veda and other obligatory duties.

Thus, Arjuna understands that the renunciation of action is proper and that Krsna
is enjoining sannydsa as a means of knowledge. What confuses Arjuna however, is that

O Git - 4-41
2 Gitd - 4-33
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Krsna is also praising karma-yoga. Thus, at one and the same time, the Lord seems to
be praising the renunciation and the performance of action!

WHICH IS BETTER?

Since moksa means the knowledge ofakarma in karma, meaning one should see
the akarta, non-doer, in the kartd, the doer, Arjuna wants to pursue that knowledge. It
being very clear that this was what was to be done, renunciation of action seems to be
the right thing to do - especially since the knowledge, 'I am akarta' is the renunciation
of all activities. Why, Arjuna thinks, should I perform actions and then try to discover
the akarma in them? It seems so much more logical to him to renounce action.

In sannyasa, role playing being minimal, minimum action is involved. Whereas,
in karma-yoga roles are many and so are the actions. To be a son or daughter, husband
or wife, father or mother, citizen, neighbour, or a friend implies activities and duties that
have to be performed. Karma-yoga means that the activities and duties involved in the
varieties of roles one plays are to be done properly and at the right time. This is what is
meant by the proper attitude, the attitude of yoga. If, however, one takes to sannydsa,
there is only one role, that of the disciple and, later perhaps, that of the guru. There is no
other role for the sannyasi, meaning there are no other duties. The person is released
from all familial and social duties, thereby reducing the number of roles. Role reduction
is what is accomplished by the life-style of sannyasa, the roles having been reduced to
one.

This role-reducing life-style, sannydsa, seems to Arjuna to be the most
appropriate one for gaining moksa. And Krsna was definitely praising it by praising the
renunciation of all action by knowledge.

Whatever Krsna praises, Arjuna thinks he should follow. But Krsna was praising
both the renunciation and performance of action. Krsna had said there was nothing like
knowledge for gaining moksa. And Krsna was definitely praising it by praising the
renunciation of all action by knowledge.' And having praised knowledge in this way,
told Arjuna to take to yoga !2

Arjuna feels that Krsna was contradicting himself by praising the renunciation of
activity while asking him to perform activity. The advice does not seem appropriate. But,
Arjuna knows that Krsna knows better. Therefore, he expresses his doubt. Is the
renunciation of all action better or the performance of action? Which of these two -
sannyasa or karma-yoga - is better?

2 Gita - 4-38
1 Gita - 4-42
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By 'better' Arjuna means the one that would give him moksa, Areyas. Knowing
that renunciation and performance of action could not yield the same result, he wants to
know which one would lead him to moksa. His doubt, then, is centred on which one he
should follow. Both are good, but if one is better than the other, meaning one is a means
to moksa, and the other is not, then Arjuna wants to follow the better of the two.

The renunciation of action and the performance of action cannot both be pursued
at the same time. They are opposed to each other. One cannot simultaneously renounce
activities and do them also. And since they are contradictory, he cannot even follow each
of them partially - a little bit of sannydsa and a little bit of karma-yoga. Just as fasting
and eating cannot be followed by the same person at the same time, so too, sannydsa
and karma-yoga, being opposites, cannot be followed by the same person at the same
time. Therefore, Arjuna again asks Krsna to clarify as to which of the two is better.

Once again, Krsna responds:

?TeJ +i^|^|d^^N fcWr^ 11 ? II

Aribhagavanuvaca
sannyasah karmayogaSca nihSreyasakardvubhau
tayostu karmasannydsdt karmayogo visisyate Verse 2

AIhT Sribhagavan - Sri Bhagavan (Lord Krsna); WN uuvca - said;

TfIWT: sannydsah - renunciation (of action); w-4-trft: t karma-yogah ca - and the
performance of action as yoga; i# A rzf ubhau nidreyasakarau - both lead to
liberation; Trit: q tayoh tu - but of these two; W4--�WTmT karma-sannyasat - as

compared to (mere) renunciation of action; fi-�4 : karma-yogah - performance of

action as yoga; |lGj s vigisyate - is better

Sri Bhagavan said:
Both renunciation (of action) and performance of action as yoga lead to
liberation. But, of these two, the performance of action as yoga is better
than renunciation of action.

We have seen that, although the word Sreyas means 'better,' it also means moksa.
Nigreyasa means the same. And what leads to moksa? Krsna responds to Arjuna's
question by saying that both sannyasa and karma-yoga lead to moksa.

For Arjuna, it is an either-or situation. Either sannydsa can do it or karma-yoga,
but not both. For Krsna, however, there is no either-or; sannyasa and karma-yoga both
lead to moksa.
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The problem here does not have a simple either-or solution. But to appreciate this
fact requires that both sannyasa and karma-yoga be properly understood. In each
life-style, there are advantages and disadvantages, depending on the qualifications of the
person. One life-style may be advantageous to one person, while the other may be
advantageous to another.

Both life-styles have an equal status because both are means, sadhanas.
Therefore, between these two life-styles - sannyasa and karma-yoga - there is a
choice. But Krsna is not praising sannydsa as a life-style; he merely states that there
was such a life-style. Nor does he ever say that sannyasa as a life-style is preferable to
karma-yoga. He praises sannydsa only as an end to be gained.

At the beginning of the third chapter, Krsna said that there were two life-styles -
jiana-yoga and karma-yoga.' Jiana-yoga is characterised by the pursuit of knowledge
alone and karma-yoga combines the pursuit of knowledge with karma. In the verse
presently under study, Krsna again refers to these two life-styles as being equal. Since
both of them are means, what else could he do? Even though Arjuna wants to know only
one of them, Krsna has to teach both. Therefore, once again, Krsna seems to be
confusing him.

It is wonderful if you understand Krsna's statement, 'Both renunciation and
karma-yoga lead to moksa,' but it can be exasperating if you do not understand it. If
both sannydsa and karma-yoga lead you to moksa, you may also prefer sannydsa, as
Arjuna did. It is like being told that, to reach a certain place, there are two routes. One
route requires you to walk half a mile and the other route requires you to walk five miles.
Which one are you likely to choose? You will no doubt choose the easier of the two,
because we always go for the easiest way to do anything.

Similarly, if both sannyasa and karma-yoga lead you to moksa, you will choose
the easier. And which is the easier? At first glance, it looks as though sannydsa, doing
nothing or doing very little, is easier. But, in fact, sannydsa is definitely the more
difficult of the two if you are not ready for it. Krsna makes it very clear in this verse that
performing action is better than giving it up.

Renunciation of all actions means that you should be able to be with yourself, you
should be happy with yourself - for which you require preparation. This is why Krsna
says here that karma-yoga is better than renunciation.

This does not mean, however, that no one should take sanny&sa. It simply means
that sannyasa is difficult, and therefore, one should be ready for it, as Krsna makes
clear later on. Karma-yoga actually paves the way to sannyasa.

SGita - 3-2
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Here, Krsna is simply saying that karma-yoga is better than a mere life of

sannydsa, without the necessary preparation. He explains why this is so in the next

verse.

jieyah sa nityasannydsi yo na dvesti na kdniksati
nirdvandvo hi mahdbaho sukham bandhdtpramucyate Verse 3

Z4: yah - the one who; • &f na doesti -does not hate; W -Crh na kinksati -

does not long (for anything); T: sah - that person; f'4-T-Wi nitya-sannydsi -

always a renunciate; *T: jieyah - should be known as; TWE9 mahdbaho -

O Mighty armed! (Arjuna); f? hi - because; F-F: nirdvandvah - free from the

opposites (likes and dislikes); AT;T bandhdt - from bondage; it:g sukham -

effortlessly; RS pramucyate - is released

The person who neither hates nor longs (for anything) should be known
as always a renunciate O Arjuna, because one who is free from the
opposites (likes and dislikes) is effortlessly released from bondage.

We saw that, in answer to Arjuna's question, whether sannydsa leads to moksa or
karma-yoga leads to maksa, Krsna said that both lead to moksa. If you have the
knowledge, you already are a sannyisi. If you are not ajiAni, there is a choice in that
there are two life-styles for pursuing the knowledge. But, having said this, Krsna hints at
the difficulties inherent in merely giving up all action, karma-sannydsa, without the
necessary preparation, by saying that karma-yoga is preferable.

To say that karma-yoga is better than karma-sannydsa is strictly from the
standpoint of one's qualifications, since both are means for moksa alone. The
karma-yogi and the karma-sannyisi are both mumuksus; they both desire liberation,

freedom. The only difference is that the karma-yogi has duties to perform and the
sannydsi does not. And, if you have no duties to perform, you should be able to live
with yourself and pursue knowledge to the exclusion of all else, which takes a certain
preparedness. This is why Krsna says that karma-yoga is better than simply giving up
action.

LORD KRSNA'S DEFINITION OF A SANNYASI

Krsna wants Arjuna to understand what sannydsa means. You do not become a
sannydsl simply by giving up action, even though by your appearance people may look
ipon you as one. You are not a sannydsi if the inner preparedness or maturity that
characterises a sannyisi is not there.
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The external symbols, like wearing the orange cloth, may be of some
psychological help to the person who takes to the life-style of sannydsa in order to
pursue knowledge. Combined with the discipline of the life-style itself, external symbols
can help the person bring about the inner changes necessary to prepare the mind for the
knowledge. These external factors are an advantage if the person is ready for this
lifestyle, but if the person is not ready, such a life-style can become a decided
disadvantage.

Thus, without jiana or at least a certain preparedness, sannyisa can be a real
problem. You need not have complete knowledge, but some insight and a cheerful
disposition are definitely required. If this much is not there, sannyasa is definitely a
problem. The person is neither in the world where he or she can work things out nor is he
or she in the world of sannyasis. The person is somewhere in between - a sannydsi
without a field in which to polish oneself.

Under such circumstances, sannyasa becomes an onerous responsibility, one that
the person is not really able to fulfil. This is why Krsna says that karma-yoga is better
than simply giving up action. By merely changing your life-style, you do not become a
sannyasi. Whereas a person who neither hates nor longs for things is to be understood as
a sannydsl.

THE NITYA-SANNYASI

An adjective, nitya, is also added to the sannyasi. Nitya-sannydsl does not mean
'eternal sannysi.' Rather, the nitya-sannydsi is one who is a sannydst always, as
opposed to the person who is sometimes a sannyisl and sometimes not. This 'sometime
sannyasi' is called a kdddcitka-sannyasi.

With reference to certain things, everyone is a nitya-sannydsi. And, with
reference to everything for a certain period of time, everyone is a kiddcitka-sannyasi.
For example; with reference to balloons, spinning tops, and Barbie dolls, you are a
nitya-sannydsi. In fact, with reference to a lot of things you loved once, without which
you could not live because they were so important to you, and which you have
completely grown out of, you are a nitya-sannyasi. You did not give up these things;
you simply grew out of them.

If you had given them up, you would still be attached to them. But, if you have
grown out of them, you no longer think about them, let alone talk about your having
given them up. If a man says that he has given up a title and a job, for example, it is
because the person has only given them up; he has not grown out of them. A taste or a
value for what has been given up remains in the mind. This is why the person talks about
them.
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No one ever says, 'I gave away the garbage the day before yesterday.' You simply
leave the garbage out and forget about it. If, however, you still talk about the garbage,
then you still have a value for it. Similarly, when anyone talks about what he has given
up, it means that the person still has a value for it. Whereas, you do not say, 'I have
given up spinning tops, balloons, and dolls,' because you have grown out of them. If you
have only given them up, you will be afraid to face them because they still remain
tempting factors in your life.

Being tempting objects, you are not free from desire for them and therefore, you
cannot face what you have only given up. Naturally, then, you have to keep away from
them to protect yourself from them. If, however, you have grown out of them, you have
neither hatred nor longing for them.

Thus, with reference to a number of things, you are a nitya-sannyasi , but with
reference to other things, you are not a sannydsi at all. As long as there are things
without which you cannot live, you cannot call yourself a sannyasi because there are
things that still bind you and upon which you depend for your sense of well-being. Even
though you are a sannyasi with reference to a few things, if you are not a sannyasi with
reference to all things, I cannot call you a nitya-sannydsl. Nitya-sannydsi refers to a
person who is a sannyasi in all situations. If this is not the case, then you are a
kdddcitka-sannydsi only, meaning that you are a sannyisi whenever you confront
certain things; otherwise, you are not.

There are also times when you can be a sannyasi with reference to everything -
moments when you are totally free, when you do not need anything. For instance, in
your seat of meditation, you may feel that you are everything. At such times, you do not
need anything other than yourself; you are full, purna. There you can experience a total
contentment with yourself, which is sannydsa.

You are definitely a sannyasi whenever you are happy. The world does not seem
to have anything to demand your attention, which is exactly what is meant by sannydsa.
There is no longing or hatred, no rdga or dvesa. At that moment you are a totally free
person, a sannyasi. Everyone is a sannyasi in this way - occasionally, with reference
to everything. But, being only for the moment, this is kdddcitka-sannydsa, not
nitya-sannydsa.

And who is always a sannyasi? The one who neither hates nor longs for anything.
One can long to avoid things and also to have things. Both are longings. However, when
one wants to avoid things, we do not call it longing; we call it hatred or dislike, dvesa.

The sannydst is not bound by ragas and dvesas, meaning that he or she is not
under the spell of likes and dislikes. Only such a person can be a nitya-sannydsi. To be
free from rdga and duesa with reference to everything means that you are not affected
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by the presence or absence of a given thing. You are not overwhelmed or afraid in the
presence of something and you do not miss something when it is not there.

ESCAPE BREEDS WEAKNESS, NOT STRENGTH

Sannydsa is not simply giving up duties. It is very easy to give up one's duties,
especially those that are cumbersome and difficult. In fact, one's tendency is to avoid
them! You always want to escape from any situation that is painful or difficult to handle.
Therefore, sannydsa can become an escape.

But no one becomes strong by escaping situations; only by facing them do you
become strong. By escaping, you become necessarily weak. You may think you have
avoided something but, in fact, what has really happened is that you have lost something
- your strength. Escape means you have yielded to the enormity of the problem. By
running away from the problem, no matter how enormous it is, you become weaker.
Escape has another disadvantage in that in the future you will find it necessary to run
away from lesser problems. With each escape, you lose the strength you would have
gained by remaining and facing the problem, for you become stronger with every
problem you face, whether you are successful or not.

Krsna wants Arjuna to know that one does not really grow by running away from
duties, however painful they may be. Nor does one become a sannydst, in the real sense.
In fact, giving up the duties that are to be done, kevala-karma-sannyasa is exactly what
is not to be done! Only the person who neither hates nor longs for anything is a
sannyasi.

According to Sahkara, a nitya-sannydsi can be understood in an absolute as well
as a relative sense. Relatively, Saikara explains a nitya-sannydsi as a karma-yogi, one
who may have rdga-dvesas, but who does not come under their spell. In an absolute
sense, the nitya-sannydsi is one who has self-knowledge and is therefore, totally free
from rdga-dvesas.

SANNYASA WILL NOT WORK IF IT IS AN ESCAPE

If you are afraid of karma and you choose sannyasa as a life-style in order to
avoid it, then you are definitely under the spell of your raga-dvesas. A sannydsi is one
who is not under their spell. The fear of karma is dvesa and the love for sannyasa is
rdga. If sannyisa is an object of your rdga, it will not work for you. As a karma-yogi,
however, you have an opportunity to release yourself from the spell of rdga-dvesas.

By living the life of a karma-yogi, you allow your rdga-dvesas to manifest
themselves and, at the same time, you are able to manage them effectively. The ability to
remain free from their spell is what makes you a karma-yogi. This is why karma-yoga
is referred to as buddhi-yoga, the yoga of attitude, in the second chapter. Buddhi there
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means a particular attitude towards what is to be done, what is not to be done, and also
towards the results of action.

Towards the results of action, there is an attitude called prasdda-buddhi, wherein
whatever comes is looked upon as prasdda, a gift from the Lord. With reference to
action itself, you conform to dharma, which is looked upon as Isvara. This attitude is
called isvara-arpana-buddhi, an attitude of offering your actions to the Lord. These
two buddhis, attitudes - the prasada-buddhi, and the isvara-arpana-buddhi -

constitute karma-yoga. This attitude, maintained in the midst of activities, makes you a
karma-yogi and frees you from the spell of your raga-dvesas.

There is no problem once one is a sannydst, even relatively. But, until then, one
has to live a life of a karma-yogi. This is why Krsna describes the nitya-sannydsi in
this verse, as nirdvandva, one who is free of the pairs of opposites. 'Opposites' here
stands for rdga-dvesas, pleasant and unpleasant situations, success and failure, and so
on. All such situations are dvandvas, opposites. These dvandvas are always there, and
because of your riga-dvesas, they can bind you.

MASTERY OVER LIKES AND DISLIKES

The world does not bind you nor do the events that take place. What binds you is
only your raga-dvesas, dvandvas. All the opposites can be reduced to raga-dvesas, and
therefore, one who is free from the hold of raga-dvesas is nirdvandva.

In fact, even the opposites themselves do not really bind you; they are simply facts
of life. Not getting what you want is always in terms of your rdga, meaning that certain
situations are not in keeping with your likes. You want something to happen which may
not happen and instead, the opposite may happen. This is the very nature, the order, of
things - not because the world is bad or your raga-dvesas are bad but simply because
that is how it is. Since you are not omniscient, you are not free from raga-dvesas and
since you are not omnipotent, they will often remain unfulfilled. If you were almighty,
all-powerful, then you could fulfil all your raga-dvesas, but you are not.

The only way out, then, is to have mastery over your raga-dvesas. To the extent
that you have such mastery, you will have mastery over your life, over the world.
Management of your emotional life, spiritual life, everything, can be narrowed down to
the management of these two - raga and dvesa. This is why the psychology of the
entire gitld-sstra is based on r7ga-dvesas.

Therefore, in order to be ajiidni, in order to gain moksa, freedom from bondage,
you must be a nitya-sannydsi. A nitya-sannyasi is either a jilini or an accomplished
karma-yogi. An accomplished karma-yogi is a sannydsi. Anyone who has the maturity,
meaning that the person is not in the hands of riga-dvesas, is a sannydsi, whether he or
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she has the external symbols or not. This is the person that is fit to be released from
bondage.

Krsna also says here that, for such a person, the release is effortless - sukham
pramucyate. If a person is ready, if he or she is mature, not in the hands of raga-dvesas,
there is nothing that can deny him or her the knowledge; therefore, the release from
bondage is indeed effortless. Sukham can also be translated as 'happily' here. Happily,
the person is released from bondage if he is prepared.

MOK$A IS THE ONLY AIM OF THE KARMA-YOGI

A karmi is interested in karma-phalas, which are many and varied, and for which
the person performs a variety of actions. If, however, the karmi becomes a karma-yogi
he or she will not be doing these actions for heaven, power, wealth, or something else,
because the person has no interest in such things. The karma-yogl is interested only in
moksa.

A person who does not have moksa as the only end cannot be a karma-yogl. He or
she remains only a karmi, also called karmatha, one who is interested in the various
ends that action can provide. The person who is interested in heaven is also not a
karma-yogl, even though he or she may think that heaven is the same as moksa, because
it promises a certain security and pleasure. Therefore, such a person is an
artha-kima-kaml, one who desires security and pleasure, and not a karma-yogi.

Who, then, is a karma-yogi? The one who goes about doing the various actions
that are to be done purely for his or her own antah-karana-suddhi, the preparation of
the mind that is required in order to be freed from rdga-dvesas. Fulfilment of
rdga-dvesas is not the criterion for the karma-yogi. His or her motive is rather to gain a
mastery over the raga-dvesas.

In fact, antah-karana-4uddhi is itself a kind of moksa, freedom from the hold of
rdga-dvesas..This is the first moksa. Then, freedom from the sense of bondage, freedom
from ajiidna, is the ultimate moksa. One is of the nature of maturity and the other of the
nature of jiina, knowledge. Maturity itself is an accomplishment, for which one takes to
the life of karma-yoga. Later, there is the further accomplishment, knowledge.

Giving up activity and performing activity can only have the same end in view -
moksa. One person gives up action and gains moksa and the other continues all his
activities and gains moksa. But, how can this be? Should there not be a difference in
what is accomplished when the means are different? Surely, there should be a different
result when you perform actions, and when you do not. This was Arjuna's thinking.

Krsna addresses this doubt of Arjuna's, from the standpoint of the result, phala,
by saying that the result is one and the same for both karma-yoga and sannyasa.
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Vft ^ 1 ^15: W f: I
pcwqqirnji : ^r4Wýzj;A- I X I I
sdfikhyayogau prthagbaldh pravadanti na panditdh
ekamapydsthitah samyagubhayorvindate phalam Verse 4

WT-: balah - children (those who do not know); Wg--4i'• sadkhya-yogau -

knowledge and karma-yoga; 9W prthak - (as) different; 7qr pravadanti -

argue; t •-g-: na panditdh - not the wise; T•Fi' 3q ekam api - even one; V9T

samyak - properly; 3ý--iR: asthitah - the one who follows; 3;'r: ubhayoh - of

both; w'- phalam -result; fPic vindate - gains

Children (those who do not know), (but) not the wise, argue that
knowledge and karma-yoga are different. The person who follows even
one (of the two) properly, gains the result of both.

By nature, of course, sannydsa and karma-yoga are different, one implying the
renunciation and the other the performance of activity. Here, Krsna brings in the word
sankhya in the place of sannydsa, the reason for which we shall see later. In the
compound sahkhya-yogau, safikhya means knowledge and yoga means karma-yoga.

People argue that knowledge and yoga are different, meaning that they are not only
different in nature, but their results are also different.

And who argues.in this way? Krsna refers to such people here as children, bdlah,
meaning those who do not know. These people have studied the sAstra and know what it
says, but do not know what it means. Therefore, like children, they repeat what they have
heard without understanding. The child having been told by his father that money is
dangerous, keeps repeating the statement, 'Money is dangerous.' But he does not know
why. He does not know that his father means that money, if not handled properly, is
dangerous. There is always some truth in such statements, but the child does not know
the meaning even though he may constantly repeat his father's words. In the same
manner these people repeat the words of the sdstra without knowing what they mean.

KNOWLEDGE ALONE IS THE MEANS

Sannydsa, meaning renunciation of action, is not the means to moksa, nor is
karma-yoga. Jdina alone is the means. Only by knowledge is moksa gained. There is
no other way because the bondage from which moksa is sought is ignorance. To gain
this knowledge, you need a pramdna, a means of knowledge. Therefore, whatever you
follow, knowledge is common.

Separate paths are not mentioned anywhere in the sdstra. All that is mentioned are
only two life-styles, nisthds - the pursuit of activities, pravrtti, called karma-yoga,
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and the giving up of all activity, nivrtti, called sannydsa orjiidna-yoga. This is all the
dsatra talks about and both of these life-styles are meant for moksa.

Earlier in this chapter, Krsna said that karma-yoga is preferable to sannyasa.1
Knowing this to be the case for a person who is not ready for sannydsa, Krsna wants
the seeker to play it safe.

THE END IS ONLY ONE: MOKSA

Krsna says that whichever one you follow - sannyisa or karma-yoga - the
result is the same provided, of course, you follow it properly. The two life-styles do not
yield different results. The result is one and the same - moksa.

By following a life of karma-yoga, which means performance of duties and
pursuit of knowledge, you first gain antah-karana-guddhi and then knowledge. And,
by following a life of sannyasa, which is pursuit of knowledge, you gain the same end.
In other words, what can be gained by sannyasa can also be gained by living a life of
karma-yoga. Sannydsa deprives you of the field necessary for polishing yourself,
whereas karma-yoga provides you with all those factors which, by rubbing up against,
enable you to become polished in the process. This is the difference between the two and
is why Krsna says that karma-yoga is preferable to simply giving up the duties.

SANKHYA AND SANNYASA MEAN THE SAME

Now, why does Krsna use the word sa8khya instead of sannydsa in this verse?
At the beginning of the chapter, Arjuna asked Krsna to tell him which would give him
moksa, sannyisa or karma-yoga. Krsna responded in the second verse by saying that
sannydsa and karma-yoga both result in moksa. He followed this up in the third verse
by pointing out that the person to be known as a sannyasi was one who had no hatred or
longing for anything.

But here, in the fourth verse, Krsna replaces the word sannydsa with sainkhya.
This means that for Krsna, s8ikhya and sannyasa are one and the same. The word
sadkhya means 'that which is very well unfolded by Vedanta' - in other words
knowledge. This is the knowledge called brahma-jiina, the knowledge of the identity
between Brahman and atma. This knowledge is what the dastra unfolds. Therefore,
saJrkhya means brahma-jiina, which is also the meaning of the word sannyisa in the
primary sense.

Arjuna wants to know which of the two, sannydsa or karma-yoga, is better, and
Krsna begins talking about saikhya and yoga. Sarkara confirms in his commentary to
this verse that this is not something new that Krsna is introducing. In fact, Krsna had

'Glt� - 5-2
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already used the word sa�khya in the third chapter when he described the two life-styles
given by him, one of which was 'the pursuit of knowledge for the sannydsi.' In the
present verse, he uses the word again, the context having been made very clear in the
previous two verses by his use of the word sannyasa. Thus, shikhya here means the
same as sannyasa. It also fits into the metre of this particular verse easier than sannydsa
because it has one syllable less.

By using the word saikhya instead of sannyisa, Krsna is quietly telling Arjuna
that sannyisa is the pursuit of knowledge and that it is common to both karma-yoga
and sannyasa. And both of them produce the same result - moksa. All one has to do is
follow one of them properly.

You can be either a karma-yogi or a sannydsi, but moksa is the result ofjii�na
alone. Therefore, both the sannydsi and the karma-yogi have to pursue knowledge. No
one becomes liberated simply by taking to a life of sannyasa or by remaining a karma-
yogi. Only by knowledge does one become liberated.

There is no choice here at all. The choice is only between sannyasa and
karma-yoga as a life-style. That is what Krsna means here when he says that by
following either one properly, the result achieved is the same.

In the next verse, Krsna explains how the same result is accomplished by both
sannyasis and karma-yogis.

qc\7e: adý* WR dnt~^ T^ I

yatsdhkhyaih prapyate sthanam tadyogairapi gamyate
ekam shlkhyam ca yogam ca yah pasyati sa pasyati Verse 5

\-9%: sdiikhyaih - by the sannydsis; 7 TM pT yat sthanam - which end; MM

pr�pyate - is gained; ft4: 3t yogaih api - by the karma-yogis also; ?Tf tat - that

(end, moksa); Trg�l gamyate - is reached; 4-: yah - the one who; 1Fify -

sdikhyam ca - knowledge; 7T yogam ca - and yoga (karma-yoga); T�ii ekam

-as one; TZIC pasyati - sees; R: sah - he; T4r pasyati - sees (the truth)

The end (moksa) that is gained by the sannydsis is also reached by the
karma-yogis. The one who sees knowledge and karma-yoga as one, that
person (alone) sees (the truth).

The knowledge, which is moksa, gained by the sannyasis, is also the moksa
reached by the karma-yogis in time. First, they gain antah-karana-suddhi, a pure
mind, and then they gain the knowledge. Sthana means place or end and here the end is
the knowledge that is moksa for both the sannydsi and the karma-yogis.
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The use of the words 'gained, pripyate,' and 'reached, gamyate,' denotes a small
difference here - the difference in the degree of preparedness of the sannyasi and the
karma-yogi. That which is accomplished, prdpyate by the sannyasl is reached,
gamyate, by the karma-yogi in time, meaning when his or her mind has been properly
prepared by living a life of karma-yoga. This, then, is the only difference.

The karma-yogi lives a life of karma-yoga and gains the knowledge, either by
becoming a sannyasi or while still remaining a karma-yogi. Either way, the person can
gain the knowledge. Even when the knowledge takes place, he or she can become a
sannyasi or continue to remain as a karma-yogi, as King Janaka did.

The one who understands this clearly, is a wise person, pandita, whereas the
others are children, bilas, those who do not see clearly, even though they have studied
the adstra. One person may renounce activities, looking upon renunciation as more
desirable than karma-yoga, while another may perform action and look upon it as more
desirable than sannydsa. Thus, we have these two groups of people, one group insisting
that you must renounce and the other group advocating that you must do karma. In fact,
neither group knows the truth.

There are those who, analysing the Giti in their own way, have tried to prove that
the Gitd advocates karma only, that the performance of karma alone produces moksa,
and that it does not talk about sannydsa at all. This is an error and it creates problems
for others as well. Krsna has said very clearly that there are two life-styles in this world. 1

It is, therefore, difficult to understand how anyone can interpret the Gitd to mean that
karma alone produces moksa. But, being prejudiced, being committed to the hard and
fast conclusions they have made before even studying the Gitd, they do. This is why we
have to analyse if what they advocate is true and, to do so, we have to look into the Gitd
and see what it actually does say.

To first make a conclusion and then look into the Giti to support your conclusion
is not inquiry, pramana-vicara. It is merely your own interpretation. Pramana-vicara
is to see what the Gitd really says; for this, one has to be highly objective. When one
thinks, 'Because I have Sraddhd in the Gitd, I want to know what it says,' that is called
pramd•na-vic�ra.

SANNYASA ONLY LOOKS EASIER

Here, Krsna says the one who sees that sannydsa and karma-yoga are one is the
one who really sees. This means that both are equal.

If both are equal, I will take sannydsa because it is easier than karma.
Karma-yoga means that I have so many duties to perform, whereas sannydsa seems to
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be free from problems. Karma-yoga means that I have to get up early in the morning,
take a bath, and do the required rituals and prayers. The duties involved in a life of
karma-yoga are endless and, as in Arjuna's case, can even amount to killing people!
Sannydsa definitely seems easier. I have no duties and therefore, no problems!

This may have been Arjuna's thinking, and therefore, Krsna goes on to tell him
that knowledge is difficult to gain without the proper preparation that living a life of
karma-yoga provides. This is what we see in the next verse.

1WRT\Iq aW\i Rj:lg9\iqHWT: I

*qjf qfi 4^11q 1^1 I I ý I I
sannyesastu mahdbdho duhkhamdptumayogatah
yogayukto munirbrahma nacirenddhigacchati Verse 6

794 mahabdho - 0 Mighty armed! (Arjuna); W*riT: ayogatah - without

karma-yoga; R"IT: sannydsah - renunciation of action; T-F.T dptum - to

accomplish; S:WrT duhkham - difficult; - tu - whereas; Z•iT-zWf: yoga-yuktah -

committed to the life of karma-yoga; TgR: munih - one who is capable of reasoning;

-T fTiu na cirena - not after a long time (quickly); iWT brahma - Brahman;
ar3PrT adhigacchati - gains

Renunciation of action, 0 Arjuna, is difficult to accomplish without
karma-yoga. Whereas, one who is capable of reasoning, who is
committed to a life of karma-yoga, gains Brahman quickly.

Although sannyasa and karma-yoga are both the means to knowledge, without
yoga, it is not easy to live the life of sannyrsa, let alone gain knowledge. This is what
Krsna is telling Arjuna here.

If you take the word sannyasa to mean knowledge, it is certainly difficult to gain
sannydsa without karma-yoga which is essential for antah-karana-Auddhi,
purification of the mind. Without antah-karana-juddhi, you cannot gain the
knowledge. Without antah-karana-suddhi, you cannot even live a life of sannyasa.
Thus, karma-yoga is the means to accomplish sannyasa both in terms of life-style as
well as knowledge.

THE NECESSITY OF LIVING A LIFE OF KARMA-YOGA

Whether or not a person takes to the life of sannyasa, certain qualities of a
sannyasi are acquired by the person if he lives the life of karma-yoga. But a person
under the spell of rdga-dvesas will find it very difficult to live a life of sannyasa. Such
people sometimes take to sannydsa simply because they are disenchanted with life,
being unable to fulfil their raga-dvesas. Impelled as they are by their raga-dvesas, they
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continue to be frustrated. As a sannya-si also, a person may have to deal with the mind if
raga-dvesas have not been resolved and therefore, he has a lot to do in addition to
serving the guru, guru-seva. It is strictly with reference to one's raga-dvesas that the
two life-styles are given and choice exists only in terms of these two life-styles.

Suppose you go to a teacher with many raga-dvesas in your mind. If you are
lucky, the teacher who knows the subject matter perhaps can help you neutralise them.
By serving the teacher and following his instructions, you can gain antah-
karana-yuddhi. What Krsna points out here is that, without karma-yoga, sannyasa is
not easy to accomplish. He does not say it is impossible, but he does say here that it is
difficult to accomplish sannydsa without the preparation of karma-yoga - duhkham
dptum ayogatah.

You cannot become a sannyasi by will, by just deciding to do so. You need to be
endowed with karma-yoga, yoga-yukta, meaning that you need to live a life of
karma-yoga. One who is endowed with yoga is one who can understand and analyse
what is being said. Such a person is called a munih, one who can understand. This is the
person who gains Brahman - munih brahma adhigacchati.

SANNYASA IS BRAHMAN

Nydsa means renunciation and sannydsa means perfect or total renunciation, a
renunciation with maturity. Sannydsa, sadkhya, and Brahman all have the same
meaning. Knowledge of Brahman is called sdftkhya, which is also called sannyisa.
And sannyisa is also called brahma, which is gained by the yoga-yukta, the one
endowed with yoga, and who is a muni. Such a person gains Brahman, otherwise
referred to as sannydsa, knowledge of Brahman.

Adhigacchati means 'goes to' or 'gains.' And when does the person gain
Brahman? Na cirena, meaning not after a long time. Once a person has the maturity on
account of karma-yoga, he or she gains Brahman quickly. How this is so, is explained
in the next verse.

- f-jlcTl WfdaH~I fhRm I
^HwNyinrdLi Ti14T -1 iO5t44I I9I1
yogayukto viSuddhdtm vuijitdtma jitendriyah
sarvabhUtdtmabhatdtmd kurvannapi na lipyate Verse 7

T'-r'f: yoga-yuktah - one who is committed to a life of karma-yoga; fNJmil
uisuddhdtmd - a person who has a purified mind; fiNiair l vijitatma - one who has

mastered the physical body (organs of action); f�-': jitendriyah - one whose sense
organs are under control; I"d--3r'-p-3aWqT sarvabhita-&tmabhlta-dtma - one
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who knows oneself as the self in all beings; 4 3#F kurvan api - even though doing
(actions); f t na lipyate - is not tainted (affected)

One whose mind is purified by being committed to a life of karma-yoga,
who has mastered the body and has the sense organs under control, and
who knows oneself to be the self in all beings, (such a person) is not
affected even while doing (actions).

In this verse, Lord Krsna tells Arjuna in detail how one gains this knowledge and,
at the same time, explained the meaning of the expression, na cirena. It takes time to
gain the necessary maturity of the mind, and this maturity is the result of living a life of
karma-yoga. But once this maturity is gained, not much time passes before the
knowledge is gained, na cirena adhigacchati.

A natural order is presented in this verse. Lord Krsna begins by saying that the
person under discussion has the discipline of karma-yoga. As a result of that, the person
becomes a visuddha-atmd, one whose 5tm&, mind, is viuuddha, pure. The word atmd
refers to the mind here and so, viSuddha-dtmd means a person whose mind is free from
the spell of rdga-dvesas, likes and dislikes.

Next, the person acquires a control of the physical body, meaning the organs of
action, and also control of the organs of perception, he is a vijititmd. The word atma in
vijita-dtmd refers to the body, which has the ability to move and is therefore,
synonymous with the organs of action. The movements and actions of the physical body
must also be properly integrated. Therefore, the karma-yogi is one who not only has his
senses under control but also the organs of action.

THERE IS ONLY ONE SELF

To have the control of the organs of action is possible only when one's mind is
pure, when it is no longer under the spell of rdga-dvesas. Thus, there is an order
presented here, a natural order that is very beautiful. Having the discipline of
karma-yoga, the mind is pure and, therefore, the body, mind, and senses are under one's
control. Such a person then becomes the one who knows oneself as the self in all beings
and is called sarvabhita-dtmabhuta-dtmd. Sarva means 'all' and bhita means
'beings.' And who are these beings? Every being from Brahmaji to a mosquito - all of
them. This means that one's self is the self of all beings and that there is no other self or
anything else apart from the self.

Previously, the person knew the self as separate from every other self, but now the
person knows the self to be the one who is the self of all beings. This means that the self
is one non-dual self, the truth of all beings. Everything else being anatmd, this is the
only self there is, the non-dual self.
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The self does not become non-dual by any process. It is only by knowledge that
the self is discovered to be non-dual. By knowledge, the person discovers the fact that he
or she is the non-dual self that is the self in all. In the wake of this knowledge, the person
comes to be called sarvabhaeta-tmabhUta-atma; he or she performs no action even
though appearing to do so, being free from the sense of doership. Such a person performs
karma according to his or her prarabdha for the welfare of the world or just to sustain
the body, but he or she is not tainted, stained or affected by the result of the karma in
any manner - kurvan api na lipyate.

The person who knows that the self is the self of all cannot have the sense of
doership. The self performs no action whatsoever because it is all-pervasive. Even
though appearing to perform actions, the wise person is free from the notion of doership
and is therefore, not affected by karma. This is exactly what Krsna said in the fourth
chapter: the person who sees non-action in action and action in non-action is wise among
people and has done all that is to be done.' This, then, is the knowledge, sannydsa,
accomplished by the wise, who is sarvabhita-atmabhita-atma.

That the dtma in all beings is one's own atma is a fact, but previously the person
did not know that. Once this knowledge takes place, the person is no longer tainted or
affected in any way by the performance of action. The person finds himself or herself
free of karma even while performing it.

Where, then, is the question of the wise giving up karma? Only when you are
affected by karma does the question of giving it up arise. In that case, even if you give
up karma, you will still be affected by it in the sense that if you are not doing the karma
that you should be doing, you will be doing something else. This is why the life-style of
sannydsa is only appropriate if one is ready for it; otherwise it is difficult. Krsna tells
Arjuna here that only when action is given up through knowledge is there real
sannyasa, wherein the person knows that he or she performs no action even while doing
actions - kurvan api na karoti.

Krsnta then goes on to explain this 'not doing in spite of doing' in the next two
verses:

A q týYihsM d ^t iTq T 1 6i
HVly9T q^ T ccsn~ux S1~~C~I ~FII
naiva kilicitkaromiti yukto manyeta tattvavit
pasyai&rnvan sprhaiijighrannasnan gacchan svapahAvasan Verse 8

I IGitI -4- m 18
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pralapan visrjan grhnannunmisan nimisannapi
indriydnindriydrthesu vartanta iti dharayan Verse 9

wf: yuktah - one who is together; r�fAr tattvavit - one who knows the truth;

TWI pasyan - seeing; UfN srnvan - hearing; T1 sprsan - touching; f

jighran - smelling; aww asnan - eating; TI gacchan - walking; T-I svapan

- sleeping; WFT Avasan - breathing; 17W pralapan - talking; fk . visrjan -

releasing, TJ grhnan - grasping; P3fN unmisan - opening (the eyes); fThW

nimisan - closing (the eyes); 3•* api -even (while); tflii indriyani - the

organs; "ý indriydrthesu - in their objects; Wi vartante - are engaged; fi-

iti - thus; VTrWF dhdrayan - knowing (full well); fi kiiicit - anything; I

5f&t na eva karomi - I do not do at all; i� iti - thus; i'TFT manyeta - would

think (thinks)

The one who is together, who knows the truth, thinks, 'I do not do
anything at all,' even while seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating,
walking, sleeping, breathing, talking, releasing, grasping, opening and
closing the eyes, (the person) knowing (full well that) the organs are
engaged in their objects.

In these two verses, Krsna continues to describe the person who is a sarvabhita-

dtmabhiuta-atmd. It is not that such a person has done away with all actions; rather, he
or she is not affected by them in any way. The word 'doing - kurvan' in the previous
verse is in the present continuous tense, meaning that, while doing action, the
sarvabhiita-dtmabhUta-dtmd is not affected by the action or its result.

How can a person who performs action not be affected by the result of the action?
Whether the person likes it or not, the result is slapped on him or her by the law of
karma. Does Krsna really mean that the person who has this knowledge is not affected
by the results of action? Yes, because the person does not look upon himself or herself as
the kartd, the doer, and is therefore, not affected by the result. Krsna explains this in
these two verses, giving number of examples of the various actions that such a person
performs - seeing -pasyan, hearing - srnvan, touching - sprsan, smelling -jighran,

eating - aSnan, walking - gacchan, sleeping - svapan, breathing Svasan, talking -

pralapan, releasing - visrjan, grasping - grhnan, opening the eyes - unmisan, and

closing the eyes - nimisan. Thus, the word kurvan of the previous verse is explained
elaborately in this way in this verse.

Actions can be either voluntary or involuntary. Or they can be both, like breathing
and opening and closing the eyelids. The activities mentioned in this verse stand for both
voluntary and involuntary actions.
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Each sense organ and organ of action has its own function to perform, its own
purpose to serve. For example, the eyes see, the ears hear, and the legs walk. And the
one who knows this is described here as yukta, tattvavit. Tattvavit means the knower
of the truth of oneself and yukta means samlhita, a person who is together. Thus, the
same person who was previously referred to as yoga-yukta and sarvabhita-&tmabhata-
itmd is called yukta and tattvavit here.

The person who is together and who knows the truth of the atmd knows the self to
be one who performs no action. He knows that - 'I do not do anything - naiva kiiicit
karomi.' Unless a person is a yukta, together, he or she cannot be a tattvavit, wise.
Therefore, the words yukta and tattvavit are used here to describe the wise person.

LORD KRSNA IS NOT GIVING A MANDATE HERE

Lord Krsna is not giving a mandate to Arjuna, as the mood of the verb, manyeta,
here might suggest. He is not saying, 'You must look upon yourself as one who performs
no action.' What he is saying is that a person who is yukta and tattvavit does not
consider (na manyate) the self to be the performer of any action. Rather, the person
knows, 'I perform no action.'

Is this because there is no action performed by the person? No, even while
appearing to perform all these actions - seeing, hearing, touching, etc., the person
knows that it is the sense organs and organs of action which are engaging themselves in
their own spheres of activity, indriydrthesu vartante. And, knowing this very well,
dharayan, what does the person think while doing these actions? 'I perform no action
whatsoever, naiva kificit karomi.'

This means that aham, the dtmd, is akarta and performs no action. This person
does not have the notion of doership in the self, meaning that he or she does not look
upon the self as a doer. The tattvavit understands that the sense organs and organs of
action are simply doing their jobs.

In the next verse, the karma-yogi is again discussed:

aIu~1NN cj^f6T F ?4<Wi l dtf m: I
fq74ý -;-'r -9 T4 r q 4q:Nc1 I I ýo I I
brahmanyddhaya karmdni sahgam tyaktuv karoti yah
lipyate na sa pepena padmapatramivimbhasd Verse 10

4: yah - the one who; Tw<9 sahgam - attachment; ?Tqil tyaktvd - giving up;
ifth karmdni - actions; fýlf brahmani - unto Brahman; 3WIT ddhdya -

offering (one's actions); �#fft karoti - performs; RT: sah - he; �NTr aTO�RT R
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padmapatram ambhasd iua - like (how) the leaf of a lotus (is not wetted) by water;

*Tf pdpena - by sin; fo" na lipyate - is not affected

The one who performs actions, giving up attachment, offering (one's
actions) unto Brahman, is not affected by sin, just as the leaf of a lotus
(is not wetted) by water.

Here, karmani refers to all actions, those enjoined by the Veda as well as all other
actions. And how are these actions to be performed? Giving up attachment - saigam
tyaktvu - for the results of one's actions and offering all actions to Isvara, the Lord -
brahmani ddhdya. From this we understand that it is the karma-yogi who is being
discussed here.

When it is said that the karma-yogi offers his or her actions to the Lord, it implies
giving up one's attachment. Here a question may arise as to, how is it that one offers
one's actions unto isvara. I am walking, talking, seeing, hearing, and doing various
things. How can I offer these actions unto the Lord? I can understand that placing
flowers or fruit at the altar of the Lord is an offering, but how can all these actions be an
offering? When I am cooking, cleaning the floor, or washing the dishes, how does this
action become an offering to the Lord?

HOW ONE'S ACTIONS CAN BECOME OFFERINGS

We have already seen how one's actions can be offerings.' This is a very crucial
point in terms of understanding karma-yoga and dharma. We have seen that dharma is
two-fold - sdmanya-dharma and visesa-dharma. Sdamnya-dharma is a term used
to denote universal values such as not hurting others, not stealing, not doing things that I
do not want others to do to me.

The other kind of dharma, vigesa-dharma, which is born out of
samanya-dharma, refers to what you have to do in a given situation, given the role you
are playing. Every role has a script and that script becomes viSesa-dharma, which is
governed by sdmanya-dharma. This sdamnya-dharma and videsa-dharma is nothing
but Isvara. Only when ISvqra is looked upon as dharma can there be an attitude of
offering one's actions unto the Lord. Only then will it work. Otherwise, performing one's
actions in this way becomes I1vara's mandate which you have to obey. Of course, you
can take what is being said here as a mandate and follow it, or you can look upon the
dharma itself as isvara, which is how it is presented in the Gita.

We will see in the eighteenth chapter how Isvara and dharma are non-separate,
the creation being pervaded by livara - yena sarvam idam tatam.2 Since the Lord is

1 Refer to Gittl - 2-47 (Vol 1)
2 Gita - 18-46
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both the material and the maker, the creation is non-separate from the creator. Any
natural order is a part of the creation, not something that some individual has created; it
is universal - universal dharma.

In the eighteenth chapter, Lord Krsna says that your action becomes a worship of
the Lord when you perform your duty, sva-karma, the action that is to be done by you at
a given time and place.' By doing this, antah-karana-guddhi is gained. By living a life
of karma-yoga, antah-karana-Auddhi takes place, after which the knowledge can be
gained. This, then, is what is meant by karma-yoga.

DHARMA IS I•VARA

What we call dharma is to be looked upon as Isvara; then, offering actions to the
Lord is possible. Even if you look upon dharma as the mandate of sAvara, there is no
problem. But a mandate implies a master-servant situation, wherein the faithful, obedient
servant goes about doing what is to be done without necessarily knowing why, simply
because it is the mandate of the master. The servant's will is surrendered to the will of
mandator, the master. In the same manner, the individual may surrender his or her will to
the Lord, which is also isvara-arpana-buddhi.

Thus, either you take the dharma as a mandate or you take it as Isvara. Either
way, this awareness of Isvara makes you a devotee. A devotee is the one who is aware
that the mandate or the dharma is non-separate from 9vara. Such people alone are
devotees. They alone can be karma-yogis.

A karma-yogi is a devotee. What is commonly called bhakti-yoga is actually
karma-yoga, because only a devotee can perform actions as an offering to the Lord.
Thus, the karma-yogi performs an action saying, 'I perform this action for the sake of
iSvara - meaning according to His mandate, His order. I happen to be in this situation
and this is to be done. Let it be an offering, arpana, to the Lord.' In his commentary of
this verse, Sahkara equates this attitude to that of a servant who goes about doing
various actions for the sake of the master.

This expression. 'For the sake of IAvara' is further qualified in the verse by the
words, 'saigam tyaktvd.' Sariga means attachment, implying that the person is
impelled or dictated by rdga-dvesas. And tyaktva means giving up. When you are
impelled by likes and dislikes, you are performing action for your own sake. Whereas, if
you sacrifice your likes and dislikes and perform action with the awareness of dharma,
then you are doing it for the sake of lsvara.

You have no problem if what you have to do for the sake of ivuara happens to be
in agreement with your raga and what you should not do happens to be in agreement

1Gitd - 18-46
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with your dvesa. Then you are a bhakta and your actions become spontaneous. Only
when your raga-dvesas are against dharma does the conflict arise.

Therefore, what does a karma-yogi do? He or she conforms to dharma, even
though it may be unpleasant. In this way, the action of the karma-yogi becomes an
offering to lAvara.

In the next verse Krsna describes the kinds of action that a karma-yogi engages
in, and their purpose:

WFT 'rz 4m t3l^liR . I
*F-qP: Z4 f UT Oll * I I I I

kdyena manasa buddhyd kevalairindriyairapi
yoginah karma kurvanti sahgam tyaktvutmatuddhaye Verse 11

•4-R: yoginah - karma-yogis; "wV saigam - attachment; TWTI tyaktvd -

giving up; 31FqT-V•q dtma-Auddhaye - for the purification of the mind; iEI:
kevalaih - purely (without being impelled by likes and dislikes); f1FI kdyena - with

the body; T-T manasa - with the mind; TW| buddhyd - with the intellect; zfk:
3FR indriyaih api - and also with the senses; q4 karma - action; T4h kuruanti
- perform

Giving up attachment, karma-yogis perform action purely (without
attachment) with the body, mind, intellect, and also by the senses, for the
purification of the mind.

In this verse, we see what the karma-yogis do, how they do it, and why they do it.
The karma-yogi performs action by using his or her instruments or means, karanas -
the physical body, the mind, the senses, and the intellect.

Since everyone performs actions using the body, mind, senses, and intellect, why
does Krsna say here that the karma-yogi performs actions in this way? The karma-yogi
does exactly what others do with only one difference - giving up attachment, safgam
tyaktvd. Both the aviveki, a person without discrimination, and the viveki, karma-yogi,
may appear to perform action in a similar way, but the viveki does it having given up
attachment to the results of action.

We have already seen what giving up attachment means. All one's actions are
offered to the Lord without the mind being dictated by rdga-dvesas. This is the reason
why the adjective kevalaih is used here. Kevalaih means 'purely,' without likes and
dislikes. This attitude is called isvara-arpana-buddhi. With vsuara-arpana-buddhi, the
yogi performs actions. Giving up attachment also means that the results of one's actions
are taken as prasdda, a gift from the Lord. Actions are done in keeping with dharma,
which is I[vara. This, then, is how actions are performed by the karma-yogi.
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And what do karma-yogis get out of performing action in this way? They perform
action purely for antah-karana-Auddhi, for purifying the mind, dtma-Auddhaye,
nothing more. They do not perform action for their own pleasure and security as the
avivekis do. This is the only difference.

Between the karma-yogi and the jnani, there is one more difference. The jildhi
does not have the notion of doership. The jiini knows that the self is not the doer, he
knows very clearly that he performs no action whatsoever. All that is happening when an
action takes place is that the sense organs are engaged in their respective fields. Thus, the
difference between the jiiani and the karma-yogi is that jiiin does not have the sense
of doership whereas the karma-yogi does. But the karma-yogl has the proper attitude,
isvara-arpana-buddhi, the awareness of ISvara and, therefore, he or she gains antah-
karana-Suddhi.

Because karma-yogis are mumuksus, they perform actions as a means for moksa
just as sannydsis do, whereas those who are not mumuksus perform actions for the sake
of results. Karma-yoga is primarily for purifying the mind so that the knowledge can be
gained, but it is not a direct means for moksa. This is why it is said that karma-yogis
perform action for the sake of antah-karana-Suddhi, which prepares the mind for
knowledge.

Further, Krsna says:

WjF: WE P5 iilri~n ^f9_T

yuktah karmaphalam tyaktvud Sntimdpnoti naisthikim
ayuktah kdmakdrena phale sakto nibadhyate Verse 12

TF: yuktah - the one who is endowed with (karma-yoga); cWwy 4q karma-phalam

- the result of action; �rTI tyaktvd - giving up; MfAI# naisthikim - born of a

commitment to a life of karma-yoga; 7lflfi Adntim - composure; aTiOIf dpnoti -

gains; 3TF-: ayuktah - one who is not committed to a life of karma-yoga; cmir\fui
kdma-kdrena - led by desire; 1t •-•: phale saktah - (being) attached to the result

(of action); felz# nibadhyate - is bound

The one who is endowed with (karma-yoga), giving up the result of
action, gains a composure born of a commitment to a life of karma-yoga.
(Whereas) one who is not committed to a life of karma-yoga, led by
desire, is bound, (being) attached to the result (of action).

In this verse, Lord Krsna explains the meaning of 'purification of the mind.' Such
a mind is what is implied here by the word Sdnti, meaning composure. To the extent that
one has a pure mind, to that extent is his or her degree of composure.
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This anti is gained because of a certain freedom from rdga-dvesas that is gained
by living a life of karma-yoga. Prasdda-buddhi is an attitude wherein there is a glad
acceptance of whatever comes. Whatever comes now and whatever has happened before
are taken gladly, cheerfully. This means that nothing is taken personally, either as
something that has happened to me or something that I have accomplished. And this is
only possible when there is prasada-buddhi.

The karma-yogi does not impute to the self all the omissions and commissions of
the past. And, with reference to the present, whatever happens is taken as prasdda. He
or she is not dictated by raga-duesas.

BEING IN HARMONY WITH THE ORDER THAT IS ISVARA

As long as your likes and dislikes dictate your activities, you are bound to have
problems of frustration, anger, and so on. Because of the pressure of rdga-dvesas, such
problems cannot be avoided. Whereas, if you have isvara-arpana-buddhi, devotion to
the Lord or an awareness of the Lord as dharma, you are in harmony with the Lord.
This is why there is always a sense of relief when you do something that is right. There
is a certain satisfaction because there is no rubbing against the law. You know what is
right and, if this is done, you find you are in harmony. There is no conflict. This absence
of conflict is sdnti. On the other hand, if you go against the dharma in order to fulfil
your rdga-dvesas, conflict, aSdnti will result.

The yukta referred to in this verse is the karma-yogl, the person who performs
action in accordance with the dharma of fIuara or the dharma that is Ivara. We saw
how, if dharma is taken as the mandate of livara, there is a master-servant relationship,
wherein you become the servant and the Lord is the master. Then you simply do what
you have to do, and what is expected of you, given the situation in which you are placed.
In this way, there is a conformity to the natural order, Isvara's order, which gives you
sdnti.

And, if you look upon dharma as Isvara, which is how dharma is presented in
the Gita, you become a contributor. As an individual you are endowed with certain
means of action - hands and legs, for example - and with these you participate. You
are not a mere witness; you are an active participant in the creation, which itself is
IAvara's order. In keeping with the order, there is a huge offering, yajia going on and
you contribute to it through active participation. This active participation is nothing but
doing what is to be done by you when it is to be done.

If something is to be done by me right now, and I do it for Isvara and not just for
fulfilling my rdga-dvesas, I enjoy a certain attitude which gives me composure. I give
up the results of my action in the sense that there is no reaction on my part, whatever be
the result. I simply accept the karma-phala as prasdda.
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WHATEVER HAPPENS IS ACCEPTABLE TO ME

Since the action is not done for the fulfilment of raga-dvesas, there is no
attachment to the actions and their results. The karma-yogi does not desire that a given
thing should happen or that some other thing should not happen. The person does not
impose this kind of pressure on himself or herself. This pressure is something that you
can happily be without since it is always possible that what you wish should happen may
not happen, and what you do not want to happen can certainly happen. The only way to
deal with such happenings is to have the attitude that whatever happens is acceptable.
Otherwise, you will always have to cope with a sense of failure because, to use the
vernacular, you do not call all the shots. And, since you do not call all the shots, you had
better accept things as they are and do what you can do.

This is the attitude of the karma-yogi when he or she says, 'I perform actions for
IJvara.' And, with this attitude, buddhyi, having given up the results of action, the
person gains composure, gdntim apnoti. This is what is meant by purification of the
mind, antah-karana-Suddhi. Antah-karana-Auddhi is nothing but dinti, an inner
leisure because there is a glad acceptance of what is.

If you do not accept your past, for example, who is going to suffer? Whether
anyone else accepts your past or not, you must accept it because you are the one who
suffers if you do not. Of course, there may be people who do not accept your past, for
whom there is no forgiveness for the sins of others, but you must accept it, at least. The
glad acceptance of the past, whatever it is, brings about s�nti.

KARMA-YOGA IS NOT A TECHNIQUE

There is no technique involved in gaining this hdnti. If it were born of a technique,
it would not last long because any technique wears out. Either the technique becomes
monotonous or it becomes inadequate in itself to significantly change you, the person.
Techniques can be useful, but they cannot change the person. A restless person continues
to be restless; an angry person continues to be angry.

And, just as a technique will not give you the kind of santi being discussed in this
verse, so too, situations cannot give it to you. This is because the situation itself changes
or it eventually becomes monotonous. In either case, the s�nti is lost. For example, when
you go to a beautiful beach, you become happy, a state of mind that is also santi. But
this happiness depends entirely upon the situation. How long will you be able to enjoy
the sand and so on unless, of course, you are a beach bum? Even a beach bum cannot be
that happy when there is no surf.

What happens here is similar to the principle of diminishing utility in the
economics of Adam Smith. When you are hungry, food is very valuable but when you
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are not hungry, it is no more as valuable. As the utility of the food diminishes, so does

your value for it. Every situational santi is governed in the same way.

Karma-yoga is not a technique, like prdanyama, for instance. PrSdniyima can

give you a certain ganti, which you can utilise to understand yourself and your mind.

Thus, it is a useful discipline, but it cannot give you the agnti being discussed here

because you cannot do prdndydma all the time.

Unlike a technique or a discipline, karma-yoga is not a particular action. There is

no particular situation in which you follow karma-yoga. Karma-yoga is your life and,

as a karma-yogi, you are a devotee, whose devotion is not spasmodic. It is not

something that comes every now and then, and then goes away. A person who has

isvara-arpana-buddhi is one who is abidingly devoted to rsvara, taking things as they
come. And when such a person performs action, he or she conforms to dharma. This

awareness of isvara is what brings about the change in the person.

RELATIVE SANTI AND SVAROPA-SANTI

Naisthikim srnti, a composure, santi, born of a commitment, nisthd, can be

understood either as relative composure or absolute composure, depending upon the

interpretation of the word nisthd. Nisthd can be yoga-nisthd, commitment to the life of

karma-yoga, or it can be jinna-nistha, abidance in knowledge. The Zinti born of

yoga-nisthd will be a relative sdnti, meaning that there is a certain degree of composure,
which helps you gain the knowledge. Because of the purity of the antah-karana,
characterised by a relative degree of santi, the person gains jiidna-nisthd as a result of
which the person gains absolute Sinti, pard santi. Thus, there is an order here - yoga-

nistha-�anti, followed byjihina-nistha-Santi.

Sankara explains this order in his commentary of the verse. First, there is a santi

gained by antah-karana-suddhi or sattua-guddhi, sattva being another word for

antah-karana, the mind. When one has sattva-guddhi, as a result of which,
self-knowledge is gained - there is dtma-jihna-prapti. When knowledge is gained,

there is sarva-karma-sannydsa, renunciation of all karma. Atmd being free from the

sense of doership, the person knows, 'I perform no action.' This renunciation of action
by knowledge is in fact ijina-nistha. And the one who has this knowledge of the dtmd

has svaripa-gdnti.

There being two nisthds, both are pointed out here as the basis for gsnti - the
sdnti born out of knowledge and santi born out of karma-yoga. One is relative s.nti

and the other, suariLpa Santi, is absolute santi, para s§nti. Just as there is relative

Fnanda, happiness, and the inanda that is the very nature of dtmi, the svaripa-
ananda. Svariupa-dnanda is my nature, meaning that I am free from all limitations, I
am fullness itself, I am the whole, whereas relative inanda is the experiential happiness
dependent upon the disposition of the mind. Antah-karana-suddhi results in relative
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sdnti, whereas knowledge, jitna, gives you the svaripa-§dnti, the ginti, that is your
nature.

Between gaining the relative santi that comes from a life of karma-yoga and
gaining the sdnti that is the svar�pa of oneself, several stages mentioned in verse 7 of
this chapter have already occurred - viguddha-dtmd, vijitatma and so on. It was also
said that the wise man was sarvabhuta-dtmabhata-dtmm , the one who knows the self as
the self in all beings. This knowledge has to take place to convert the relative adnti to
svarapa-santi.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A PERSON DOES NOT FOLLOW KARMA-YOGA?

The second half of this verse is an example of how the Gltd sometimes states the
positive, followed by the negative, in order to emphasise the positive. The first line
reveals what happens when a person is committed to a life of karma-yoga. To emphasise
the value of karma-yoga, the second line of this verse tells what happens when a person
does not follow this life-style. Such a person is referred to as ayukta here, one who is
not endowed with karma-yoga.

The ayukta performs karma as dictated by rdga-dvesas, rather than for the sake
of Isvara. He performs karma to fulfil his likes and dislikes and not because of any
consideration for the natural order. Thus, the ayukta performs action only for his own
sake and fails to recognise the cosmic ecology, the divine ecology, the order that is there.
This person is completely oblivious to the fact that there is an order, a dharma, and thus
performs action strictly to fulfil his desires, kama. Because of the commitment to kdma,
meaning rdga-dvesas, the person is committed to the results of action, karma-phala
rather than to the dharma that is Isvara.

Thus, we have two opposing situations - actions performed for my own sake to
fulfil my rdga-dvesas, and actions performed for the sake of the world, loka-
sangrahdrtham, or for the sake of lSvara.

When a person is dictated by rdga-dvesas, consideration for right and wrong is set
aside. The ayukta remains bound, nibadhyate, to karma and karma-phala, to punya
and papa, and therefore, to the cycle of birth and death. Even in this life, let alone in
future lives, the person is bound by sukha-duhkha, being tossed from one to the other
all the time as the barometer of the mood goes up and down. Today, the person is up and
tomorrow he is down. Deflation and inflation are always there. Why? Because the ego is
so huge, so obese, that it inflates and deflates constantly. Therefore, Krsna says to
Arjuna here 'May you become a karma-yogi. Once you become a karma-yogi, you will
gain the sdnti that will lead you tojiiwna-nisthd.
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Lord Krsna explains thisjhiana-nisthd in the next verse:

sarvakarmdni manasd sannyasydste sukham vasi
navadvure pure dehi naiva kurvanna kdrayan Verse 13

Zif vasi - one who is self-controlled; * dehi - the indweller of the physical body;
WRIT manasd - mentally (by knowledge); -iWR- 1 sarva-karmani - all actions;

TFWs sannyasya - having renounced; 3-'WIt �t nava-dvare pure - in the nine-

gated city (the body); 7 eva - indeed; ; cq' na kurvan - not acting; T WR-I
na kdrayan - not causing (others) to act; Sq f sukham - happily; 3T daste -

remains

The indweller of the physical body, the one who is self-controlled, having
renounced all actions mentally (by knowledge), remains happily in the
nine-gated city (the body) neither performing action, nor causing (others)
to act.

Here, the jiina-nisthd is discussed by presenting the sannyasi who has
renounced all actions by knowledge.

We have seen previously the two meanings of sannydsa, one being the
renunciation of action by will when a person takes to a life of sannydsa and the other
being renunciation of action by knowledge. This latter sannydsa - renunciation of all
action by knowledge - is the one discussed in this verse.

Because this knowledge takes place in the mind, the word manas, the mind, is
used here in the sense of knowledge. Mentally, one gives up all karmas. How? By
knowledge. Therefore, manasd means jiinena, by knowledge - by knowing that the
dtmd, 'I,' performs no action.

The person who has this knowledge is called vasi here, one who has his
personality together. VaAa means control. Bringing any power, like money or a
kingdom, under your control is called vaS[karana.

What you can have under your control is your body, mind, and senses. In fact there
is nothing else in your vasa, not even your child. Otherwise, the child would always do
as you say which is not what happens. Therefore, only your own body, mind and senses
can be in your control and the person in whose control these are, is called a vasi.
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THE INDWELLER OF THE BODY

A jiini is naturally a vasi and in this verse, is also referred to as dehl, one who
dwells in the physical body, deha. Krsna says here that the one who has everything
under control, the indweller of the body, dehl, having given up all actions by knowledge,
remains happily in the nine-gated city, nava-d&vre pure. This nine-gated city is the
physical body which has nine apertures or gates - the two sockets of the eyes, the two
nostrils, the two ears, and a mouth, and the two lower apertures for rejection make a total
of nine. And in this nine-gated city, the jiini remains happily.

Here, one can raise an objection. Since everyone dwells in the physical body, why
does Krsna make a point of saying that the jiilnl alone dwells in the body? The reason
is that people do not know that they are dwelling in the body. If you ask them where they
are located, they will say, 'I live in this city, in this area, on this street, in this building, in
this apartment,' and so on. They all see themselves located somewhere, but no one says,
'I am seated in my body.' They take the body to be the self and the body is seated
somewhere; and so, they think the self is located in that place. The ignorant do not know
that the body is the place where the self dwells, and that the body is not the self.

To make it clear that the body is not the self, Lord Krsna describes the body here
as a nine-gated city in which the person, the self, dwells. The wise man knows, 'I am not
the body; I dwell in the body.' This is why giving up all action, knowing that action is
nothing but the sense organs being engaged in their respective fields, thejii•nl says, 'I
perform no action,' and remains happily in the body.

The jniani knows that he or she does no work. And, if you do not do any work,
how can you get worked up about anything? Therefore, for the jihni, there is no
problem; he or she simply remains happily, sukham dste. People think that they would
be happy if they did not have work. But, in fact, no one works at all because the self is
actionless. The wise man knows this and, therefore, work is not a burden for him at all.

ATMA DOES NOT CAUSE ANY ACTION EITHER

We saw in the third chapter how no one can completely give up all action - na hi
kahcit ksanamapi jdtu tisthati akarmakrt'. Even in deep sleep, certain involuntary
activities are going on. In the eighteenth chapter also, Krsna would say that it is not
possible for one who has a physical body to give up all actions entirely - na hi
dehabhrtd gakyam tyaktum karmdni agesatah.2 As long as the person is alive, some
action will go on.

SGita - 3-5
SGti - 18-11

BG Vol 11-16
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Why then does Krsna say here that all actions are given up by the jfilni? If it is
not possible to give up all actions completely, how does the jii-ni renounce all actions?
This verse tells us that they are given up mentally - manasa sannyasya. The word

manasd makes it clear that renunciation by knowledge is what is meant here - the
knowledge that dtmd, 'I,' performs no action whatsoever. We may think that dtmd itself
does not perform action but perhaps it makes the mind, the intellect, and so on, perform
action. But dtmd neither performs actions - na karoti, nor directs, the body, the senses,
the mind or the intellect to perform action - na kdrayati. This is what is meant by
saying that thejiiani has renounced all action by knowledge. And with this knowledge
thejidni abides in the happiness, fullness, that is his or her own nature.

THE MASTER OF THE NINE-GATED CITY

In a walled city, there would always be a king, a svdmi, or master of the various
activities going on inside the city. The wise person is also called a svdmi because he or
she is the master of the body, mind, and senses. This svdmi dwells in the body, the
nine-gated city, and remains happily, sukham dste, because he or she does not identify
with the body, mind, and senses.

This svdmi understands that physical body-mind-sense complex is a city, pura,
and that he is the pura-svdmi, the master of the city, performing no action. This person
does not have the problems that a king has because he knows that dtmd neither performs
action nor causes others to perform action. Krsna said the same thing in the second
chapter when he told Arjuna that the one who knows the ditmd kills no one nor causes
anyone to kill.' Such a person performs no action whatsoever, either directly or
indirectly.

The nature of dtmd is consciousness and, therefore, it performs no action. At the
same time, no action is possible without the atmd. Thus, there is no seer without the
dtmd, but dtmdn is not the seer; there is no hearer without the atmd, but itma is not the
hearer. Knowing this is what is meant by manasd sannyasya, renouncing mentally, in
terms of knowledge. Seeing, I perform no action of seeing; hearing, I perform, no action
of hearing; thinking, I perform no action of thinking.

Atma, 'I,' never performs any action. Atm& never performed action before, nor
does dtmd perform action now. Previously, the person did not know that and now he or
she does. Knowing this fact, he or she is free from all doing.

In the next verse, Krsna goes on to describe this freedom.

3 Gt i r T - 2-2tf : i

1 Gita-2-21
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na kartrtvam na karmani lokasya srjati prabhuh
na karmaphalasanyogam svabhdvastu pravartate Verse 14

MI.: prabhuh - the one who is self-effulgent (dtmd); *cW lokasya - for any
person; �•f kartrtvam - doership; 1 na srjati - does not create; i" l
(9fRi) na karmani (srjati) - nor (does he create) actions; r 4-'i5-A'i- (•-•lf)
na karma-phala-sarmyogam (srjati) - nor the connection with the results of action;

U tu - but; WiZW: svabhdvah - one's own nature; 'T pravartate - leads to
action

Atma creates neither doership nor action for any person nor the
connection with the results of action. But one's own nature leads to
action.

In this verse, we are told why the wise person can remain happily in the physical
body. Atmd, the one who is self-existent, is called prabhu here. Existence cannot be
established unless there is consciousness, and therefore, that which is self-existent must
be self-effulgent, and is calledprabhu here.

And this prabhu does not create, na srjati, doership, kartrtva, for the person,
lokasya. Atmd does not issue order to anyone, and therefore, does not create doership in
anyone.

Doership can be created in you if someone orders you, 'Please do this!' and you do
it. Atmd does not ask anyone to do anything, nor does it ask the mind, the intellect, or
the memory to do, to think, to decide. It does not say, 'Come on, recollect! Get
depressed! Get angry! Learn Vedanta!' It does not issue such orders to anyone. It is not
the cause of doership within oneself, nor is it the cause of anyone else's doership.

The person who knows this was described in the previous verse as a uasi meaning
master, one who is seated happily inside the nine-gated city, the physical body, just as a
king sits in his walled city with many gates. There is, however, as in all illustrations, a
defect in this comparison between a king and a vasi. All the work is done by others, but
still the king is a kartd, a doer. He sits on his throne wearing a crown and wields the
royal sceptre of power.

The question now is, is dtmd also a doer, like a king? Is dtmd seated in its inner
chambers ordering the mind, the intellect, and so on, to do this and that? If so, dtmd
would also be a kartd, a doer. In response to this question, Lord Krsna says that atmd
does not create or cause doership, kartrtvam na srjati, meaning that even indirectly the
atmd is not involved in doing anything.

Now a question may arise here. While I can understand that atma is not a doer, is
it not the dtmd that makes the mind and senses function? Even the sruti describes the
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dtmd as the ear of the ear, Srotrasya Srotram, the mind of the mind, manaso manah,
the eye of the eye, caksusascaksuh, and so on. Since dtmd is said to be behind all the
functions, does dtmd not order all of them? No! Krsna says here, that it is not so.

ATMA DOES NOT CREATE KARMA

Atmd does not create any action, karmani na srjati, meaning that dtmd performs
no action, karmdni na karoti. Thus, na srjati, 'does not create,' is understood as na
karoti, 'does not do.' Atmd does not perform action directly or indirectly.

If we translate the word karmdni in its grammatical sense, then the phrase,
karmdni na srjati, means that dtmd does not create objects. 'Karma' in grammar
means the object of a verb such as chariot, pot, house, etc. These are called objects in
terms of action. For example when you say, 'He makes a pot,' 'She bakes a cake,' 'The
children eat food,' the objects like pot, cake, food, and others are not created by dtmd.
Atma neither performs actions nor creates objects - karmdni na srjati. Thus, the word
karmdni here can be understood as the object of an action as well as the action itself.

ATMA ALSO DOES NOT CREATE KARMA-PHALA-SAMYOGA

Since the results of action are accrued to the doer, the kartd, Krsna also says that
dtmd does not create this connection between the result of an action and the doer - na
karma-phala-samnyogam srjati. The results of action are in keeping with the laws of
ISvara, but here we are talking about ISvara's svari2pa, which is also atma, the self.
Since ttmd does not create doership nor objects, it does not create the connection
between one's actions and the results of action.

If dtmd does not do anything, who is it that does all this? Krsna says,
svabhdvastu pravartate, one's own nature engages itself. We saw this in verse 9 of this
chapter when Krsna said, 'The sense organs engage themselves in the sense objects.'
The sense organs are svabhiva. The eyes see, the ears hear, the mind thinks, the intellect
decides, and so on.

Due to lack of discrimination, one superimposes these activities on the dtma. This
is why one thinks, 'I am the doer,' 'I am the thinker,' and so on. Since people do not
know that there is this superimposition, Krsna discusses it in the next verse.

a1IAnimr r1# uiF 9g mIIT I: 1A1 II
nadatte kasyacitpdpam na caiva sukrtam vibhuh
ajiidnendurtam jidnam tena muhyantijantavah Verse 15

fN%: vibhuh -the all pervasive (dtmd); c ftlr kasyacit - of anyone; qTcW pdpam

- pdpa; f 3a·wl n na idatte - does not accept; •�miR sukrtam - punya; - 1; T
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ca na eva - and indeed not; 3l#nTR aj#inena - by ignorance; IWIT jiianam -
knowledge; 3T dvrtam - covered; ýT tena - because of that (ignorance); RffT:
jantavah - people; �f muhyanti - are deluded

The atmd accepts neither the papa nor the punya of anyone. Knowledge
is covered by ignorance and because of that (ignorance) people are
deluded.

It was said earlier the atma does not create the connection between one's actions
and the results. That is being explained here by saying that itma does not take on punya
or ppa because atma does not have enjoyership, bhoktrtva. It is one luminous self that
lights up the antah-karana. Atma is called seer, drasta, because seeing cannot take
place without dtma, but in reality atma is the very svaripa of the seer, and not the seer
in the primary sense. The seer is itma, but atma is not the seer. Atma's nature is
caitanya, pure consciousness, which is why it is referred to as the ear of the ear, the eye
of the eye, and so on. Therefore, there is no connection between dtmd and the results of
action; neither the pdpa nor the punya of anyone is taken by atmd.

KNOWLEDGE IS COVERED BY IGNORANCE

If this is so, why do people think, 'I am the doer,' 'I am the enjoyer,' 'I am
performing this ritual for this reason,' and so on? There is nothing wrong with
performing action to invoke the grace of the Lord. It is all to be done - as long as you
do not understand atmd. Once you have the knowledge of the true nature of itma such
action is not necessary. Presently, this knowledge is covered by ignorance - ajiinena
avrtam. The very fact that you do not know that dtmd is not a doer means there is
ignorance. Since knowledge, jiidna, can only take place in your mind, not knowing
dtmd means that your mind is covered by ignorance.

The wordjiina here can be taken to mean either the discriminative knowledge of
dtmd and andtmd, or the mind. We can say either that the mind is covered by ignorance
or the discriminative knowledge is covered by ignorance, the idea. being that knowledge
is never created, it is only covered.

Human beings are deluded because the discriminative knowledge of dtmi is
covered by ignorance. And what is the delusion, the moha, here? 'I am a doer. I will do
this. I will get this result. I will go to heaven. I will accomplish this by doing that,' and
so on - all of which is because the knowledge is covered by ignorance.

The next verse explains what happens when this ignorance is removed:

t-Tqr •a W- "i -51f44r : I
A 8irwftli 4 MWhlrds ?WPiTrQI 1 I I
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jianena tu tadajfidnam yesdm nFaitamltmanah
tesdmddityavajjiihnam prakdsayati tatparam Verse 16

S tu - whereas; 3T•rT-: dtmanah - of the self; �, T jiidnena - by knowledge; *TfN

yesam - whose; f tat - that; 3�TfP ajiidnam - ignorance; H9fTd i ndsitam - is

destroyed; gmP tesam - for them; •F�M jifinam - knowledge; s,3Tilq.l adityavat

- like the sun; •T 7T, tat param - that (the self as) Brahman; miiliq

prakdcayati - reveals

Whereas for those whose ignorance of the self is destroyed by
knowledge, the knowledge reveals (the self as) that Brahman, like the
sun (reveals objects previously covered in darkness).

Ajhina, ignorance, here is not the absence of knowledge, but is that which is

opposed to knowledge. Ignorance exists only until it is removed by knowledge. This

word ajiFtna is not to be interpreted as absence of knowledge, because absence, abhdva,
cannot cause problems; only presence of something, bhdva can cause problems.
Therefore, ajiina is not absence of knowledge, jidana-abhdva. Ignorance is opposed to

knowledge and, because it causes problems, ignorance is a very crucial issue. Because it

is opposed to knowledge, ignorance has a certain status of existence as long as it lasts.

However, in the wake of knowledge, it cannot exist at all. Therefore, ignorance can rule
the roost only until another rooster, knowledge, takes its place.

WHEN DOES THE IGNORANCE GO?

Just as darkness is there until the light comes in, so too, ignorance will be there
until knowledge comes. This is what Krsna means when he says, 'Ignorance of the self
is destroyed by knowledge.'

This ignorance has an existence, bhvua, and therefore, causes error and problems.
Ignorance of the rope, for example, causes the error of a snake which causes fear. In
dream also, ignorance of the waker on the part of the dreamer causes problems like a
millionaire dreaming that he is a beggar and vice versa.

And by what knowledge is this ignorance destroyed? Just as ignorance of a pot can
only be destroyed by knowledge of the pot, and not by knowledge of cloth, so too,
ignorance of the ntma can only be destroyed by knowledge of the atma.

For whom is this ignorance of the self destroyed? The knowledge that the self is
Brahman takes place in the minds of those who were ignorant. Krsna likens this
knowledge to the sun. As the sun rises, darkness rolls away. And not only does the sun
cause the darkness to roll away, it also lights up everything there is. As the sun rises in
the eastern sky, the darkness rolls away and the objects that previously were not visible
now come to be lighted. Like the sun, self-knowledge destroys self-ignorance and
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reveals the self-ignorance and reveals the self as Brahman, tatparam prakdsayati, a
fact which was previously not known.

The analogy here between knowledge and the sun must be understood properly;
otherwise, this verse can be very confusing. It is not that knowledge lights up the self
that you can then see. Rather, knowledge destroys the ignorance you had about the self
and reveals a fact that was unknown to you - the fact that you are Brahman.
Knowledge does not light up the self; the self itself is the light. Knowledge destroys the
ignorance and reveals the nature of the self.

This knowledge is ortti-jidna. The word vrtti means thought. Here the vrtti is, 'I
am Brahman - aham brahma asmi.' This vrtti takes place in the mind and is what is
meant by the knowledge that destroys the ignorance of the self, revealing the truth about
the self being Brahman. 'I am Brahman' is the truth of all truths, the ultimate truth,
tattva, that one comes to recognise by this knowledge born of the teaching of the Sdstra.

In the next verse, Krsna describes those who have come to recognise the fact that
atma is Brahman.

dq94*(glCHN* rmB*(1c9II: I

Ii�1�'- 1 ?q4 I-If1Iw:l: I I :11 11

tadbuddhayastadatmdnastannisthdstatpardyandh
gacchantyapunardvrttim jiinanirdhitakalmasdh Verse 17

?I<-T: tadbuddhayah - those whose intellect is awake to that (Brahman); R9WR1 :
taddtmdnah - those for whom the self is that (Brahman); ?ffilg: tannisthdh - those
who are committed only to that (Brahman); •mIqulf: tatpardyandh - those for

whom the ultimate end is that (Brahman); �TT- -hi--m I: jhdna-nirdhi�ta-
kalmasdh - those whose impurities have been destroyed by knowledge; 3T |IW('
apunardvrttim - a state of no return; rmi-t gacchanti - they attain

Those whose intellect is awake to that (Brahman), for whom the self is
that (Brahman), who are committed only to that (Brahman), for whom
the ultimate end is that (Brahman) which they have already
accomplished), whose impurities have been destroyed by knowledge -
they attain a state from which there is no return.

In the previous verse, Krsna said that knowledge reveals the truth that dtmd is
Brahman. That Brahman is the meaning of the pronoun 'that,' tat, occurring in the
compound words in the present verse - tadbuddhayah, taddtmdnah, tannisthdh, and
tatpardyandh.

1 zRl#t wh f+tl - (nT- )
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Because of this knowledge, the wise become tadbuddhayah, taddtmdnah,
tannisthdh, and tatpardyanah. All of their impurities are destroyed by this knowledge
and, when they go, meaning when they die, they do not return again. There is an order to

be noted here, as we shall see by analysing these compounds one by one.

THOSE WHO ARE AWAKE TO BRAHMAN

Tadbuddhis are those whose buddhi is in Brahman, meaning that the buddhi is

awake to the knowledge of dtmd being Brahman. In Brahman, their buddhi is rooted.

Previously the buddhi was awake only to andtmd - the ahahkara, the ego, or

I-notion. When the buddhi is awake only to andtmd, it is always concerned with
securities, artha, and pleasure, kdma, because the 'I' always feels small and has to be
boosted up. Only then can the person feel good. Everything is centred on feeling good
and that is necessarily dependent upon a number of external physical and psychological
factors. Therefore, the aharikra always holds on to these factors, which are all
andtmds.

However, for the tadbuddhis, those who are awake to Brahman, whose buddhi
is in Brahman, everything is Brahman alone. The buddhi is Brahman, the mind is

Brahman, the body is Brahman, everything is Brahman alone. Therefore, the buddhi
is never away from Brahman. Go where it will, the buddhi is always in Brahman
alone.

THOSE FOR WHOM THE SELF IS BRAHMAN

Why are these people called tadbuddhis? Because, for them, the dtmd is
Brahman, they are tadatmds. Previously the body, mind, intellect, memory, and so on
were dtmd. History was atmd; biology was dtmd. Even the hair and skin were dtma -
'I am blonde,' 'I am black,' etc. Money was also dtmd - 'I am rich,' 'I am poor.' The
body's physiological system was dtmd - 'I am restless,' 'I am sad,' and so on. Even
time and nationality were dtmi - 'I am young,' 'I am old,' 'I am an American, Indian.'
etc. These, then, are some of the many notions people have about dtmd.

Do not make the mistake of thinking that all of these I-notions together constitute
the dtmd because some are contradictory. Each of them has its own problems. For
example, when you say, 'I am an Indian,' there is a problem and when you say, 'I am an
American,' there is another problem. If you take the sense organs to be the dtmd, there is
the problem of requiring reading glasses because you cannot see well, or having to have

f-r Fmr = f: = fTI: I

fTm = 3Týit: = dlrq4= -qrf -ir"f TsM? gt a qM t ^ ?Ii&l: I

T (ý) 1 'Rq 34 f= mT= TrI: f gqt ^ ý 7 lUTl: I wTo To I I
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everything repeated to you three times because you cannot hear well! Since all memories
are not pleasant or interesting, memory also is a problem. Everything is limited in some
way or the other and therefore, taking any of these to be dtma is a problem.

Everyone has this problem of placing the I-notion somewhere - one says, 'This is
I,' with reference to the body, mind, etc. This verse says that for the wise, the notion,
"This is I' is totally negated and the 'I' is recognised as pure consciousness - that which
is not limited in any way, and which is the truth that is the basis of the entire world. The
jagat is understood as mithyd by this person - mithyd being that which is dependent
on satya, while satya is self-existent.

Only the self can be self-existent. Nothing else is self-existent. Those for whom
the self, the 'I,' is this self-existent Brahman are called taddtmrinah.

THOSE WHO ARE COMMITTED TO BRAHMAN

Nisthii means commitment, as we have seen in our study of the third chapter. For
example, ajapa-nistha is one who is committed to the practice of japa, and a tapo-
nistha is one who is committed to the practice of certain spiritual or religious disciplines
called tapas. A yoga-nistha is one who is committed to the eight-fold discipline called
as.tdhga-yoga. There are thus a variety of nisthds, commitments. This verse refers to
those who are committed to Brahman alone.

For the tannis.thas, Brahman is all that counts because all there is, is Brahman,
and therefore, for them, there is nothing else to be counted. Having this knowledge, there
is nothing more for them to accomplish. If there were something more for them to
accomplish, their nisthd, commitment, would shift. Perhaps they would do japa for
some time and then their nisthd would shift to something else. Such a shift in
commitment does not happen for the tannisthas whose commitment is to Brahman
alone. This means that their knowledge of itmi is firm; it is no longer shaky. They have
no vagueness nor any more problems to solve with reference to the self, and therefore,
nothing further to accomplish.

THOSE FOR WHOM THE ULTIMATE END IS BRAHMAN

Having become tannisthas, brahma-nisthas, what else remains for these people
to do? Whether they do or do not do anything, it is the same for them because they have
already gained the ultimate end that is Brahman. Pardyana means the ultimate end, the
real home and those for whom the ultimate end is Brahman, tat, are called
tatpardyanas.

Knowing that Brahman is dtmd, is the goal that they have to accomplish. And
now that they have this knowledge, there is no more goal. This is what Krsna meant
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earlier when he said, 'The one who sees Brahman in everything attains Brahman, is
Brahman.'

People have different goals - security, artha, pleasures, kama - either here or

in the hereafter like heaven and so on. But, for the wise, there is no goal other than
Brahman, which they already are. Because they are tadbuddhayah, tadctmanah, and
tannisthdh, they are tatpardyanah. This means that their goal is accomplished; there is
nothing more to be done.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE REMOVES ALL ONE'S IMPURITIES

Krsna then describes these people as jifdna-nirdhita-kalmasas, those whose

impurities, kalmasas, have been removed, nirdhiita, by knowledge, jiinena. And what
are these impurities that have been removed? Likes and dislikes, ignorance and error,
punya and pdpa, happiness and unhappiness - all of these are referred to here as
kalmasa, impurities. These impurities are removed by knowledge.

When such people go, meaning when they die, they do not come back, that is, they
are not born again - apunardvrttim gacchanti. And while living, they are already
tadbuddhayah, taddtmdnah, tannisthdh, and tatpardyanah.

Jiina-nirdhFta-kalmasas are jivanmuktas, people who are free, even when
they are alive. And they cannot become bound again when they die, because there is no
'they.' They are Brahman and Brahman does not come and go, let alone come back.
For such people, there is no more duality; there is only Brahman who is iSvara and also
the world. Those who know the self as Brahman gain an end from which there is no
return, apunardvrttim gacchanti; there is no longer any connection to another physical
body.

How do these people, whose self-ignorance is destroyed, see the truth? Do they
see the world differently from those who are ignorant?

S fqlcM u tF^?iT: WT fTlh I I

vidyuvinayasampanne brihmane gavi hastini
Auni caiva Avapake ca panditah samadarSinah Verse 18

fiT-ýq-4-I'f vidya-vinaya-sampanne -'in one who is endowed with knowledge

and humility; iT*t brdhmane - in a brahmana; T F4 gavi - in a cow; -R1P hastini

- in an elephant; fq -e Asuni ca - and in a dog; 'wT : ~w Svapdke eva ca - and

indeed in a dog-eater; q#Fl: panditdh - wise people; F4-kFf: samadarsinah -
(are) those who see the same (Brahman)
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Wise people are indeed those who see the same (Brahman) in a
brahmana who is endowed with knowledge and humility, in a cow, in an
elephant, in a dog, and (even) in a dog-eater.

In this verse, Krsna says that wise people become samadarSis. They see the same
Brahman, sama, which is not subject to change, in everything. This means they are able
to recognise Brahman everywhere, as that which is not affected or stained in any way
by punya or papa or by different types of impressions, samskaras, be they conscious or
unconscious. They know everyone to be that Brahman that remains untouched by all
karma and karma-phala because it remains always the same, unaffected by any change
whatsoever.

Brahman remains the same, unstained by anything, eternally pure, and is never
involved in any way, at any time. Remaining uninvolved itself, Brahman is that without
which no involvement is possible. This is the beauty of Brahman, which is dtmd, the
self. Those who see this sama, Brahman, everywhere, in everything, are called
samadargis.

To make this point, Krsna points out a few instances in which the wise see the
sama, Brahman. The first is a brahmana, described here as a vidya-vinaya-
sampanna, one who is endowed with both knowledge and humility. In such a
brahmana, the wise person sees the same Brahman as he or she sees in a cow -gavi,
in an elephant - hastini, in a dog - Suni, and even in a dog-eater - 4vapdke.

From childhood onwards, a brahmana is brought up in a religious way and lives
according to the rules and stipulations set out for brahmanas in the Veda. Such a person
therefore, has devotion, a prayerful mind, knowledge, and humility. Naturally, such a
person also has good samskaras and a relatively happy mind free of emotional
problems. Because this person is endowed with knowledge and humility, his or her
actions are always good, thereby creating a lot of puwya for the person. Is the
brahmana-atma affected by good samskaras? 'No,' Krsna says here.

A cow, an elephant, and a dog, on the other hand, have no samskaras whatsoever,
neither good nor bad. They behave according to the particular programme governing the
species to which they belong. Still, there is a difference between a cow and an elephant,
for example, in terms of the qualities - sattva, rajas, and tamas. The cow is not a lazy
animal; it does not have a predominance of tamas. It has some sattva and a lot of rajas
in that it is active. An elephant, however, even though a very intelligent animal, has more
tamas because it moves slowly. And a water buffalo has much more tamas! Dolphins
and whales, for example, seem to have more sattva, intelligence, as evident by the
manner in which they respond to people, as compared to many other animals. Thus, there
are differences in qualities in different animals. Here, Krsna probably mentions the dog
in order to bring in the dog-eater, a person considered to be despicable.
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In all of them - the brahmana, the cow, the elephant, the dog, and the dog-eater
- the wise see one atmd. And what is that atma? Sama-dtma, dtmdi that is never

subject to change and, therefore, unaffected by either good or bad samskiras. Nor is
atmd affected by any of the qualities or attributes, gunas - tamas, rajas and sattva -

even though it is the basis for all of them. Atma is the truth of all of them because
without atma none of them can exist. However, atma itself is free from all of them. This
is the dtma, Brahman, that is the same in all. If dtma could be affected in any way, then
the dog-atma would be different from the elephant-atmd and so on. When the dog bends
its head, the titma will also bend! If this is your understanding, you may think that when
you were born, your dtma was innocent and now the atma has become wild, sad, or
whatever. You may also think that you are all of these things and that they cannot be
removed. To correct such thinking, Krsna makes it clear that atma is always pure,
suddha.

The wise people, called panditas here, are those who see Brahman, which is not
subject to modification, in everyone and everything. Because they have this vision, these
panditas are more than scholars; therefore, they are also called samadarsis.

Krsna then explains what is attained by those who have this vision of sameness:

04 Aff: T^ 7W fkthRT: I
f-TqN f* WýI# -P ýTý W fft -a iTfm. 11 1 I
ihaiva tairjitah sargo yesdm sdmye sthitam manah
nirdosam hi samam brahma tasmddbrahmani te sthitah Verse 19

|m yesdm - whose; 1R: manah - mind; 'IT\ sdmye - in that which is the same

(in Brahman); fwTq sthitam - rooted; 4W i iha eva - even here (in this life);

A: taih - by those (wise people); Wrf: sargah - the cycle of birth and death

(samsdra); fiw: jitah - is won over; f* hi - because; PfihW nirdosam - free from

any defect; -T brahma - Brahman; WV? samam - same; "Tl- tasmdt -

therefore,; A te - they; �fr brahmani - in Brahman; fril: sthitah -abide

The cycle of birth and death (samsdra) is won over by those whose mind
is rooted in the same (that is Brahman) here itself (in this life). Since
Brahman, that is free from any defect, is (always) the same, they (the
wise people) abide in Brahman.

We have seen how those who have knowledge of the itma being Brahman are
free from doership and enjoyership caused by ignorance and error. Their self-ignorance
and everything caused by it has been destroyed in the wake of knowledge. Their minds
are awake to atma being Brahman, being free from any sense of limitation. They know
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they are free because, for them, the 'I' is Brahman alone. There is no longer any doubt
or error and nothing more remains to be accomplished.

Such people see Brahman in everyone and everything, from the most exalted to
the lowliest. How? Because they know that there is only one atmrn in all of them and that
the dtmd in all beings is the atma that is their own self. They know that the 5tmd is not
affected by anything that happens to the body, mind, or senses, be it the respected
brZhmana's atmd or the dog-eater's dtma.

Atmd is one, whole, limitless, and is manifest in every intellect, just as there is one
whole space present in every stomach. Just as you find the all pervasive space wherever
you go, so too is consciousness everywhere. Consciousness is not limited by time and
space. Consciousness is always there in any place and all movement takes place in
consciousness. Atmd is this consciousness. Those who know this are samadarsis
because they recognise the mtml that is the same in all beings.

THE MIND HAS TO BE PREPARED

The wise do not take the atma as a limited entity, knowing that it is all-pervasive
and unaffected. Atma is not affected by the body or the nature of even a dog-eater, or
anything the person does, but the ignorant do not recognise this fact. If a wise man were
to teach a dog-eater, what would he teach him? Would he say, 'Your atma is impure
because you have been eating dogs?' Atma is ever pure and so, a wise man cannot make
such a statement. Therefore, all he can teach is 'tat tvam asi,' regardless of whether the
listener is an angel, a god, or a dog-eater. And how can one say, 'tat tvam asi,' unless
the self happens to be tat, the self of everything?

Atmk is the truth of everything and hence, it is always the same. It does not
undergo any change. This is why the wise can share his or her vision with anyone. The
question, of course, remains whether the listener will be able to understand the teaching.
He or she may require some polishing, for which we have various disciplines. First, the
dog may be removed from the dog-eater's diet so that the person can become a little
more sensitive, and that may be followed by other disciplines such as prayer. Only when
the mind of the listener has been prepared, can the knowledge take place.

None of the preparations being discussed here are to purify the itmr. It is only to
prepare the person's mind to recognise that the dtma has always been pure. There is no
other purpose for such a preparation. It is not a preparation for dtma; it is a preparation
for the mind. Nor does this preparation have anything to do with changing the cells of a
person's physical body. The preparation has only to do with the person's mind. The mind
has to be prepared and that is all we try to do.
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TREATING EVERYONE AS EQUAL IS NOT THE POINT

Another point that Sahkara clarifies in his introduction to this verse is that when
Krsna says that the wise see the same dtma in everyone, it does not mean that he treats
everyone equally.

Suppose a person looks upon a brdhmana and a dog-eater as equals, placing them
on the same pedestal, so to speak. Can you say that such a person has the vision of the
same, Brahman, in all? Not necessarily; the person may be ignorant, not wise.

What must be understood here is that it is not that the wise do not perceive a
dog-eater as a dog-eater; of course, they do. What Krsna says here is that they recognise
one dtma in everyone and everything - one self that is the self, the truth, of all. These
are the people being discussed in this verse; they alone are samadarSis referred to in the
previous verse.

The word sarga means birth and implies the cycle of births and deaths called
samsdra, the life of becoming that the ignorant are caught up in. The samsSra is now
won over (jita) by the wise, which means that there is no future birth for them. And the
winning over takes place while one is alive, in this body, in this life, at this time - right
now, here, iha eva. These people have gained a victory over this life of becoming
through knowledge, thereby proving that such a victory is indeed possible.

Krsna then describes the mind of those who gain this victory, as being established
or steady, sthita, in that which has sameness, sdmye, that which does not undergo any
change whatsoever - Brahman.

ATMA IS FREE FROM ATTRIBUTES

Not being subject to time, Brahman undergoes no change whatsoever. Brahman
has no qualities and therefore, there is nothing that can undergo change. A substance, for
example has its own peculiar attributes. By adding or taking away certain attributes, the
substance undergoes a change. Even if the substance is left alone, in the course of time
its attributes undergo changes. Thus, it always goes on changing.

There is only one thing that does not undergo any change whatsoever and that is
dtma, that is Brahman. Even space disappears in sleep, but not Brahman. Not being
subject to change, there is no death for the dtma. Atma neither dies nor does it cause
anything to die. Death is only for a substance that obtains within time.

If you analyse dtma, you will see it can only be caitanya, consciousness. The
analysis itself is possible because of my being conscious of my mind, senses, body, this
world, and other people, with reference to which I take myself to be a separate entity,
which is not true. In fact, all that I can objectify is andtmd,; tmd is the only one that is
self-evident.
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Even time is evident to this self-evident atmd. Time does not objectify
consciousness; rather, in my consciousness there is the concept of time. Anything other
than atma, being totally dependent upon atmd for its existence, is called mithyd and
dtmd, that is self-existent, is satya, the truth of everything. Not being bound by time,
satya-atma is not subject to change or death; it always remains the same. Therefore, in
this verse, atma is called samya, meaning that the self is in everything and yet is not
affected by punya-pdpa or the qualities of tamas, rajas, and sattva.

And for whom is this sdmya, the dtma? Certainly not for the one who is affected.
Suppose I take myself as one who possesses the good qualities of a brahmana, for
example, can I sit beside a dog-eater and watch him eat, even if the food is nicely served
and the table beautifully decorated with flowers and all? Of course not. Being a humble
brahmana, I will surely shrink and want to leave immediately.

If I am the atmd that enjoys the attributes of scholarship and so on, and another
atma is the one who has the attributes of ignorance and error, then definitely each atmd
is different. But the wise people, panditas, samadarsis, have the vision of the self that
is the same in all, unaffected by anything and everything that happens to be done by
anyone.

MOKSA IS NOT AFTER DEATH

For those whose minds are awake to this dtma, the life of becoming, samsdra, is
no more, even while they are alive, here, iha eva, in this body. This means that freedom,
moksa, is not after death. How can knowledge of atma happen after death? All you do
after death is travel. If you spend your life meditating on Brahman as the cause of
everything, praying to that Brahman and so on, without understanding that you are
Brahman, then you may go to brahma-loka, the heaven considered to be the greatest of
all the heavens.

Please. do not ask me if there is a brahma-loka. I cannot prove that there is, and
you cannot prove that there is not. Therefore, let us simply assume that brahma-loka is,
and that you, having lived a life of devotion to ISvara, will go there and live with
Brahmaji for some time. There you will enjoy peace and whatever happiness brahma-
loka has to offer. Eventually, Brahmaji may even decide to teach you. What will he
teach? He can teach only tat tvam asi, exactly what you were taught before; when you
were here in this life! Now Brahmaji is teaching you and you understand. You are
liberated by the knowledge. And when does this liberation take place? Only now; always
now.

There is no after-death moksa. If there is survival after death, there is only travel
- not moksa. Moksa gained by being taught by Brahmaji, is also not after-death
moksa. Moksa is not an event in time; it is an accomplished fact. Atma is always
liberated, mukta. If bondage were real, even God could not remove it because it would
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be a reality, God's own reality. Nor can God remove a bondage that is false because it is
not there. No one can remove something that does not exist, not even God. God can only
teach and make you understand that there is no bondage.

ATMA IS SINLESS, PURE

Krsna also describes samam brahma in this verse as nirdosam. Dosa means a
defect or blemish. Ultimately, any attribute or quality is a dosa, and it exists because it
can only belong to a substance. And a substance is always anitya, non-eternal.
Therefore, nirdosa means free from any defect, free from any attribute, such as
mortality, division, etc.

For those people who do not know the true nature of dtmd, dtmd is something that
has dog-eating, etc., as attributes, defects. When you say that a dog-eater is a sinner,
what do you mean? A sinner means one who has committed sins and therefore, all the
sins are sticking to the person. And who is this person? Is the physical body the sinner?
Are the senses or the mind the sinner?

The body itself cannot perform any action, and therefore, it cannot be taken as the
sinner. The senses are only instruments; they are not sinners either. Similarly, the mind is
not a sinner; it too is an instrument, a means. Who then, is a sinner? Atma is the sinner.
When you condemn a person as a sinner, you are condemning atma as the sinner,
because you look upon atmd as one that possesses all the attributes or defects. Then,
anything you do as though sticks to the atmd and dtmd is taken as defective, dosauvn.
This means that atma is already dosavan and keeps gathering more dosas. Atma is
equivalent to a substance, like any other substance with a nucleus, and attracts a variety
of seen and unseen results in the form of punya and pdpa.

All of this sticks to atma for those who are deluded, who do not know that atmd is
always pure and, therefore, never affected by punya and pdpa. Atma is not affected in
any way whatsoever by the dosa you impute to it.

Because Brahman, which is atmd, is nirdosa, it is sama, always the same, even
when the self is taken to be a sinner and so on. Sama means one, eka. Brahman does
not undergo any change; it is always one, the same. And in Brahman alone, the wise
people ever remain rooted, sdmye brahmani sthitah. They remain rooted because they
are Brahman, dtmd being Brahman. Brahmani te sthitdh means that the wise are
non-separate from Brahman.

Previously, due to lack of discrimination, aviveka, not knowing the true nature of
dtmi, they thought dtmd was subject to punya and pdpa, meaning subject to defect,
dosa. Therefore, everyone appeared different - 'I have my own punya-pdpa and you
have yours.' Each one comes with his or her own baggage, collects a lot of additional
baggage, and leaves the world taking only the subtle baggage with him or her. Just as
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you throw away useless baggage and take only what is important, the subtle baggage
calledpunya andpapa is carried to the next birth.

Even if you do not want to, you have to carry your punya-pdpa baggage with you,
because that is the law. As long as you look upon yourself as the receptacle for
punya-pdpa, assuming doership, there will be this connection with karma. When there
is the notion, 'I am the doer,' due to aviveka, one is bound. By viveka, one comes to
recognise that the self is Brahman now and always. They remain Brahman and there is
no question of re-birth. They never return, gacchanti apunrdvrttim. To remain in
Brahman means they are Brahman. Therefore, there is no question of their taking
another birth.

THE INTEREST IN SURVIVAL AFTER DEATH

You may say here that, while it is very pleasant to think of yourself as eternal, you
do not like the idea of not coming back. This is because you want to survive, which is
every mortal's desire. Survival being the original instinct, no one wants death and so one
thinks he has to survive. 'I want to survive' is a part of the original problem.

If I want to survive here, naturally I want to survive after death also. The scriptures
say that I will survive, a point that I am very much interested in. And if I am told that
after realising Brahman I will again come back, that I will be born with this
self-knowledge and I will enjoy this world, that too is very interesting. Or, if I am told
that, after gaining this knowledge here, I will have increasing layers of happiness, I can
enjoy that possibility. Perhaps I will have a different type of body, X-ray eyes, better
ears, and so on. If I am told all this, and similar things, I will definitely find it interesting.

The problem here is that I think I am imperfect. I am imperfect is a conclusion I
have made and because of that, there is a love for getting something later. This is the
problem of all samsaris. Therefore, they say, 'Swamiji, 1 don't like this idea of not
coming back. I want to return.' For the samsarl, I can definitely say, 'Don't worry, you
will come back. Who told you, you won't be reborn? Just don't ask me how you will be
born because there are so many possibilities! You may be born as an angel or as a
cockroach. But, definitely, you will return!'

Whereas, for the wise, no such thing happens. Knowing they are Brahman, the
wise are established in Brahman, brahmani sthitdh, meaning they are non-separate
from Brahman. There is no cause for fear.

The original fear is the fear of death. But atma, the self, just is; it is not born and it
does not die. The problem is that I think I am subject to mortality, imperfections, and
attributes. That I am subject to dosas is the original problem. As long as one thinks that
'I,' the atma, has attributes or defects, there are problems. Atmd being subject to time is
a dosa. Atma being subject to imperfection is a dosa. Atma being subject to sorrow is a
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dosa. Atma being subject to limitation is a dosa. Atma being subject to birth and death
is a dosa. Atma being subject to punya-pdpa, doership, and enjoyership is a dosa. As
long as you look upon atma as a dosavdn, there is no way of getting rid of the dosas.
Even if you remove one dosa, another will arise.

THERE IS NOTHING TO BE AFRAID OF

Therefore, Krsna makes it very clear here that because atma is free from defect,
nirdosa, it is sama - Brahman. Knowing this, the wise are Brahman. There is nojiva

left anymore to come back. Remaining in Brahman, they have won over the cycle of
birth and death. That is moksa, liberation. They are liberated right now and, after the
death of the present body, there is no coming back.

Does this mean they completely disappear? They cannot disappear because all that
exists is satya-atma alone. What disappears is the false and the truth alone remains.
Atmd is satya-brahma and Brahman is Isvara, the cause of the world. You are
Brahman and as Isvara, you are jagat-kdrana. All there is, is Isvara, there being no
other entity. This is the truth.

You are isvara even now. Who says you are not? 'Tat tvam asi' means 'You are
Isvara' - from the standpoint of the self. The self, atmd, is I9vara. When all there is, is
Isvara you do not lose anything by becoming Isvara. There is no birth and there is no
death. What, then, is there to be afraid of?

fTeqq4M" Tf44 -gg fqf: I I o I I
na prahrsyetpriyam prdpya nodvijetprdpya cdpriyam
sthirabuddhirasammr dho brahmavid brahmani sthitah Verse 20

d-N• brahmavit - one who knows Brahman; igf brahmani - in Brahman;

fP-•T: sthitah - established; f•IRcs: sthirabuddhih - one whose knowledge is firm;
'3R•=F : asammidhah - one who is free from delusion; iwtqqpriyam.- that which is
desirable; Wlz pripya - gaining; �l Tk. na prahrsyet - should (does) not rejoice

over; aJf5ZR q apriyam ca - and that which is undesirable; Tl4 prdpya - gaining;

;1 A-4-f na udvijet - should (does) not resent

The one who knows Brahman, who is established in Brahman, whose
knowledge is firm, and who is free from delusion, should (does) not
rejoice over gaining that which is desirable and should (does) not resent
gaining that which is undesirable.

In this verse, Krsna continues his discussion of the person who has the vision of
the self, atmd, as that which never undergoes any change, that which is always the same
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(sama). Such people were referred to as samadarsinah two verses previously because
they see this sameness, this atma, in everyone and everything - in a brahmana, a cow,
an elephant, a dog, and even in a dog-eater. It is not that they see everyone and
everything as equal but, rather, they see the dtmd, the self, in everyone that undergoes
no change. This is a very important distinction that.needs to be clearly understood.

Here, in this verse, we are told how such a wise person would respond to
situations, both the desirable, priya, and the undesirable, apriya. Examples have already
been given - a brdhmana, one who has knowledge and humility, vidyd-vinayavun,
and a dog-eater, §vapaka, respectively. The wise person is called sthira-buddhi in this
verse, which we shall discuss later.

IS A MANDATE INTENDED HERE?

Gaining something desirable, priyam prdpya, the sthira-buddhi does not rejoice,
na prahrsyet. The form of the verb used here, prahrsyet, generally implies a mandate
- 'May the wise person not rejoice. May he or she not become elated.' But is this really
a mandate? Krsna is not cautioning the wise here. He is not saying, 'Be very careful!
You are a knower of Brahman and, if you rejoice or get upset, your knowledge may be
disturbed. So, don't get elated or troubled by anything!' Since there is no question of a
wise person becoming elated or troubled, Krsna's statement, 'May one not become
elated by the desirable and troubled by the undesirable!' is not a mandate.

Whenever this kind of statement comes up in the Gita, there is a conversion to be
made because it is not Krsna's intention to mandate behaviour here or to set down rules.
The words as they are do, however, accomplish something in that they are quiet
statements for those who want to become wise, brahmavits, because they imply that, by
following karma-yoga, the mind will become prepared for gaining the knowledge. But,
with reference to the person who already has the knowledge, the sentence, 'May he or
she not rejoice - na prahrsyet,' should be translated as 'He or she does not rejoice -
na prahrsyati.' Similarly, 'May he or she not get upset - na udvijet' is to be taken as,
'He or she does not get upset - na udvijate.' This, then, is the intended meaning here.

What Krsna is saying here is that if a person is wise, he or she does not get elated
when confronted by desirable situations. Nor does such a person get upset by undesirable
situations, apriyam prdpya ca. This response to situations is quite unlike how others
usually behave. When something desirable comes along, you become so elated - you
hit the ceiling, to use the vernacular! And if it is something undesirable, you hit the
ground, rolling around moaning and groaning about your lot. In this way, your responses
are like the ups and downs of a yo-yo because anyone who is subject to elation is also
subject to the anti-climaxes that come in its wake.

The wise person, on the other hand, is disturbed neither by the desirable nor the
undesirable - na prahrsyet priyam prdpya na udvijet prdpya ca apriyam. The person
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does not become elated or dejected. He or she is happy with the desirable and not
unhappy with the undesirable, which does not mean that the wise person is happy with
the undesirable! What is meant is that he or she is not unhappy with the undesirable and
is not elated by the desirable. For the wise person there is only fullness, his or her own
fullness. Such a person's fullness does not depend upon situations because he or she is
sthira-buddhi, one whose knowledge of atmd, the self, is firm.

THE WISE PERSON'S KNOWLEDGE IS STEADY

In his commentary of this verse, Saikara defines sthira-buddhi as one who
knows firmly the one unchanging dtmd, free of all attributes, in all beings.' Such a
person's knowledge, buddhi is steady, sthira, meaning that it is firm, clear. Therefore,
the person is called sthira-buddhi. The word sthira is defined here because you may
think that, like a steady, well-rooted tree, if you shake the knowledge enough it may
become uprooted. In fact, steady knowledge cannot be shaken; this is why it is steady,
sthird. In his definition of sthira-buddhi, Sahkara adds a word - nirvicikitsd.
Vicikitsd means doubt and nirvicikitsd means that which is free from doubt.

Steady knowledge is firm knowledge, knowledge that is free from all doubt and
vagueness. The one who has this doubt-free knowledge is called sthira-buddhi - one
whose knowledge is totally firm, free from doubt. When one's knowledge is absolutely
doubt-free, the person is free from all delusion, moha. There is no delusion whatsoever
about the dtmd. The person does not take the dtmd as the karta, doer, or as the bhoktd,
enjoyer; nor does the person think that the dtmd is something that is located in a certain
place, which is different from everything else. Such a person is called asammidha here.

THERE IS NO BRAHMAN OTHER THAN ATMA

The person is asammiidha because he or she is a brahmavit, one who knows
Brahman. The one who knows dtmd is called an dtmavit and he is a brahmavit - the
one who knows the Brahman. The one who knows atmd is a brahmavit, and the one
who knows Brahman is an dtmavit because there is no Brahman other than dtmd.
Atma is Brahman; therefore, one who knows dtmd is a brahmavit. And being a
brahmavit, the person is said to be established in Brahman alone - brahmani eva
sthitah.

The knowledge of Brahman is not something you can lose because it is oneself.
Thus the one who knows Brahman abides in Brahman. Knowing Brahman is not a
matter for memory. Memory is something that you collect about an object. Here, the
person was ignorant about the nature of dtmd and ignorance is no longer there now.
Because the self is always there, there is no question of forgetting the self. The person
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who knows Brahman is Brahman and he or she remains in Brahman. Even after death
the person is Brahman! The entire meaning, then, is expressed by this one short
sentence - sthira-buddhih asammiidhah brahmauit brahmani sthitah.

In the next verse, Krsna describes the happiness of such people:

"G11ptfqAc Thlm F fq-qrM qN1
ýT f AWll•iCll qT4i9kq&1sFiA) I I • II

bdhyasparSesvasaktatma vindatydtmani yatsukham
sa brahmayogayuktatmd sukhamaksayamarnute Verse 21

Wif-Tii bdhya-sparsesu - with reference to external (sense) objects that contact (the
sense organs); a•mi-3•TFr asakta-atmd - one whose mind is not attached; 37TMi
dtmani - in the self; W "TI S yat sukham (aTfP -T asti tat) - that happiness
(fullness) (which is present); f9ij vindati - gains; -T: sah - he (or she); WI-*TT-

W~-3TIr•T brahma-yoga-yukta-dtmd - one whose mind is endowed with the
knowledge of Brahman; aT.Tf ;' aksayam sukham - happiness that does not
wax and wane; a3wt agnute - gains

The one whose mind is not attached to the external (sense) objects that
contact (the sense organs) gains that happiness, (fullness), which is in
oneself. One whose mind is endowed with the knowledge of Brahman
gains that happiness that does not wax and wane.

This verse can be interpreted in two ways. First, we will see how .aSkara
explains it. Then we will see the other interpretation. Bahya-sparsa refers to external
objects that come into contact with the sense organs. This compound is resolved by
Saikara as bdhydica te spardaica, meaning they are external, bahyas, and they come
into contact with the sense organs, sparhas. Generally, sparga is used only in the sense
of touch; that which is experienced by the sense of touch is called sparsa. Extending this
meaning, any object that a person comes in contact with is sparsa.

All the sense objects, sound, etc., are sparsas and they are external; therefore, they
are blhya-sparas. Sabdddayah, 'sound, etc.,' include all sounds, forms, touch, taste,
and smell. And, with reference to these external objects, bdhya-sparsesu, the person is
asakta-dtmd. That is, his or her mind, atma, is uninvolved, asakta, with any of them,
meaning that the person's mind is not hooked by them. In other words, the fancies of the
mind do not bother the person. The one whose mind is not carried away by such fancies
with reference to external sense objects is therefore, described in this verse in two words
- bdhya-sparsesu asakta-dtmd.
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FREEDOM FROM LONGING

Sankara expresses this bdhya-sparsesu asakta-dtmd as one who is free from
longing with reference to the sense objects, as visayesu priti-uarjita - a person who
does not miss the external objects. This being so, the person gains that happiness that is
in the dtma - dtmani yat sukham tat vindate. Atmd here means
sat-cit-dnanda-dtml.

Happiness, sukha, has to be mentioned in this way because people generally think
that the objects themselves give them sukha. But the wise person is also happy -
without objects being instrumental in any way. If a wise man is not elated by objects,
how does he become happy? He is happy because all the happiness is with himself.

Sukha is the very svarilpa, the very nature of atmd. Thus, the word sukha really
means fullness here, fullness being atma's nature. This sukha, fullness, is gained by the
jiRini who knows that the itmd is not affected by the external objects that come into
contact with the sense organs. He or she gains the sukha that obtains in the atma, which
is the person's svarupa.

And how do we know that the person being discussed here is wise? The next line
points this out, along with the context provided by the previous verse. The person is
referred to as brahma-yoga-yukta-dtma. Brahma-yoga is the recognition of atmd
being Brahman. This recognition itself is the yoga. Yukta, in this compound, means
'endowed with.' Thus, the one endowed with the knowledge of Brahman is
brahma-yoga-yukta and the one whose mind is endowed with, or resolved in the
knowledge of Brahman is brahma-yoga-yukta-dtmd, �tmd meaning the mind, antah-
karana, here. This, then, is the person who gains the happiness that is oneself -
brahma-yoga-yukta-dtmd dtmani (in oneself) sukham vindate.

RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE SUKHA

A question might now be asked, 'How much sukha is there in that dtmd? There
may only be a little bit of happiness, like the happiness one gets from eating ice cream,
for example. Such happiness comes, but it also goes. For a brahma-yoga-yukta-Itma, is
this the kind of sukha that is there in the dtmi? 'No!' says Krsna. The sukha in the
atmd is sukha that does not wane - sukham aksayam agnute. There is a song, the
theme of which is that if you give love away, it will grow. In other words, it does not get
spent or die. Similarly here, the sukha in the dtmd is a sukha that is not dependent upon
any situation, sukham aksayam; it is yourself, svaripa.

This verse can also be looked at as a description of two different people by taking
the two lines separately. The first line describes the karma-yogi who is not carried away
by fancies, bahya-sparsesu asakta-dtmd and the second line describes thejidt�ni who is
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endowed with the knowledge of Brahman, brahma-yoga-yukta-atma. If we look at the
verse in this way, we see that there are two types of sukha mentioned here.

A person who does not depend on any external object or situation for his or her
happiness - whether he or she lives the life-style of a sannyast or a karma-yogi - has
a certain attitude, a cheerfulness and contentment with whatever there is. And, because
of this attitude, the person gains a greater degree of sukha than a person who is entirely
dependent upon the presence of desirables and the absence of undesirables. The latter
person's sukha is definitely going to be more short-lived when compared to the sukha of
a person who is not dependent on situations. For example, you may like tofu, but it may
not be served in the way you want it. You may like it as it is and it may come to you
fried. Therefore, there are comparable degrees of sukha that people get. All over the
world, it is the same. Generally, people are dependent for their sukha upon desirable
things coming and undesirable things staying away.

THE SUKHA OF MATURITY

Suppose, however, there is a person who, because of an inner maturity, is able to
find a happiness, a cheerfulness, in doing what he or she can do. Such a person definitely
gains some sukha. Because of a prayerful attitude, the person picks up a sukha that is
not totally dependent upon his or her rdga-dvesas. Instead, it depends upon the person's
sense of satisfaction. This is the person who begins to discover that there are certain
things that are to be done and enjoys doing them as an offering to the Lord - isvara-
arpana-buddhya. Because the person is courting the Lord, so to speak, he or she will
naturally discover a certain joy. And, because of this love or cheerfulness that the person
enjoys, he or she is not held by rdga-dvesas.

The freer you are from your raga-dvesas, the more you can enjoy small things.
Even the stars will be enjoyable to you. There are many things in life you can enjoy
without fulfilling your likes and dislikes. Thus, the person who is bdhya-sparsesu
asakta-dtma gains sukha in the mind. Even if the person gives up something, he or she
does not really miss it and, again, there is sukha, a sukha which is limited but definitely
better than the sukha enjoyed by the person who is totally dependent on one's
rdga-dvesas.

The sukha of the person who is committed to rdga-dvesas is going to be very
limited and is not going to be lasting. Whereas, the one who is not in the hands of likes
and dislikes, whether a karma-yogi or a sannyasi, has a certain disposition because of
which happiness is gained in oneself - itmani sukham vindati. Here, dtmani should
be taken as 'in oneself,' i.e., in one's mind.

Now, what happens if this same person, the bahya-sparsesu asakta-dtma.
becomes a brahma-yoga-yukta-dtmd? By withdrawing from the hold of likes and
dislikes, the person definitely gains some sukha. But when this same person becomes
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one with Brahman, when the person's mind is alive to the knowledge of Brahman,
what sukha will the person gain? Such a person gains a sukha that does not wax or
wane, the sukha that is the svarupa of oneself.

We see in all of this, then, an order. For one whose mind is not attached to external
objects, there is some sukha, not because of the objects but because of the cheerfulness
of the mind. This is due to antah-karana-buddhi. And if such a person becomes a
brahma-yoga-yukta-dtma, the sukha gained will be one's very nature - unlimited and
eternal.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CONTEXT

Thus, this verse can also be seen as reflecting this order. If Sahkara were here, I
think he would agree with this latter interpretation, given that it holds with what was said
before and what was said later. Whenever you interpret what is said differently from
Sahkara's interpretation, you must see that it is contextually proper. Otherwise, anyone
who knows what it is all about can easily prove you wrong. If, however, having
understood the context properly, you are able to see another meaning, one that does not
go against anything that is said and fits better into the context, you can present it and the
tradition will accept it.

Sahkara himself often views a verse in two or three different ways, a practice the
tradition allows, provided of course, that it facilitates understanding without hurting what
the sastra says grammatically, contextually, and logically. Because the tradition
thoroughly analyses the sastra before giving its meaning, presenting any other meaning
requires the utmost care and consideration in terms of what has been said before and
what is said later.

We shall see how this latter interpretation is upheld as we proceed:

31RU;RT: ##rI t; Al Tqft T: II I
ye hi safnsparSajd bhogd duhkhayonaya eva te
ddyantavantah kaunteya na tesu ramate budhah Verse 22

cTi kaunteya - 0 son of Kunt!f; * hi - because; 4 ye - those which; fRPlT:

samsparjajdh - are born of contact (between the sense organs and desirable objects);
If'7 T: bhogdh - enjoyments; A te - they; J:'9- 4 Rt1: T duhkha-yonayah eva -

(are) the sources of pain alone; 3TfT-3W-rf : ddi-antavantah - (and they) have a
beginning and an end; WT: budhah - the wise person; A tesu - in them; -T r
na ramate - does not revel
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Because those enjoyments that are born of contact (between the sense
organs and desirable objects) are the sources of pain alone, and have a
beginning and an end, 0 son of Kunti, the wise person does not revel in
them.

Both the bahya-sparsesu asakta-atma and the brahma-yoga-yukta-atma of the
previous verse are again commented upon here. The objects contacted by the sense
organs are called samsparhas, sparia meaning 'contact' as we have seen. Between the
sense organs, indriyas, and the desirable objects, isfa-visayas, there is contact and
because of that contact there is a sukha, called bhoga here, meaning enjoyment, a
pleasant experience. These pleasant experiences are born out of the sensory contact with
desirable sense objects - samsparsajdh bhogah.

Krsna also says here that these enjoyments are the potential causes for sorrow,
duhkha-yonayah. Yoni means womb. Therefore, enjoyments or pleasant experience,
born of the contact between the sense organs and desirable objects, are the wombs or
potential causes for duhkha. They are sources of sorrow. Why? Because, even before
gaining these pleasant experiences, there is duhkha in that you have to work for them
until you get them.

To bring a desirable object or pleasant experience into alignment with the sense
organs is not an easy thing. If you want to see an object that is away from you, you either
have to take yourself to the object or bring the object to you. If it is a mountain, you have
to go to the mountain. If it is something else, you may be able to bring it to yourself.
Either way, you have to work for coming into contact with it. You either have to come in
contact with the object or it has to come in contact with you. This contact has to take
place, which itself implies a lot of effort on your part. And this is only the beginning!

When the contact takes place, it must be proper; it must be desirable. The sight of
a favourite dish may make you happy, but if, when you put it on your tongue, it is too
hot, there is a problem. The sight of it was one contact, which was desirable, and the
contact the food made with your tongue was another, which was undesirable. Thus, to
ensure that the contact is proper and desirable is not always easy.

DESIRABLE EXPERIENCES CANNOT LAST

How long the desirable contact can last is another problem. The process of
experiencing an object itself may exhaust the object and then you will miss the contact.
Or, you yourself may become tired and therefore, unable to continue the contact. The
attitude or the mood to enjoy also goes away and, again, you lose the contact. Whether
due to change of mood, the sense organs becoming tired, or the object no longer being
available, you always find that this kind of happiness is only temporary, if not
momentary. And when it goes, it leaves you high and dry; it leaves you unhappy.
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We see, then, that before gaining enjoyments there is duhkha. And after you get
them you spend your time thinking, 'I am going to lose this happiness.' Finally, when
they are over, there is more duhkha. Again, you have to work for them.

All enjoyments are the sources of sorrow, duhkha-yonis, because they have a
beginning, ddi, and an end, anta. Thus, they are called ddi-antavantah in this verse. A
desirable contact is the beginning; the end is when the desirable contact is no longer
available. This means that these bhogas are all anitya, not lasting; they are non-eternal.

The person who understands the limited nature of such enjoyments is called
budhah in this verse. Budha means viveki; thus, budha can be taken either to mean a
discriminative person or a wise person. In his commentary on this verse, Sahkara
defines budha in the latter sense - one who understands the real nature, the truth, of
oneself, avagata-paramdrtha-tattvah.

Because a viveki understands the limitations of ordinary happiness, he or she goes
after the happiness that does not wane, aksaya-sukha, which is why the person was
called bdhya-sparsesu asakta-atmd, one who is not carried away by the mind's fancies
for external objects. Because of the person's discrimination, he or she becomes
bdhya-sparsesu asakta-atmd.

Enjoying a natural cheerfulness, this person, the karma-yogi, goes about doing
only what is to be done, not bound by anything. The karma-yogi may enjoy certain
objects, but he or she is not bothered by any of them. And this karma-yogi, on becoming
a brahma-yoga-yukta-dtma, one who is endowed with the knowledge of atma as
Brahman, gains the happiness that does not wane.

GIVING ONESELF TO ONE'S DESIRES

In his introduction to the next verse, Saikara points out that desire or longing for
enjoyments is opposed to serious inquiry into oneself, an inquiry that requires a certain
maturity. A person who wants to understand dtmd, Brahman, the ultimate, and who, at
the same time, wants to go to discos will have no time for such an inquiry. First, the
mind of such a person has to be fixed up, but he or she will not have any time for that
either. The person is acting out of the likes and dislikes in his or her mind and not
dealing with them directly. Only when you begin to deal with your rdga-dvesas do you
become an inquirer and a serious person, a seeker.

You may have a hundred problems, but as long as you are ready to deal with them,
there is no real problem at all. The person, who deals with his or her problems, already
has a certain maturity and the problems of such a person will resolve in time. But, for the
person who is given to the problems themselves, where is the chance for him or her to
deal with them? Giving oneself to one's desires is the real problem and, as Saakara
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says, is opposed to the pursuit of liberation, moksa - kdmah sreyomarga-pratipaksl.
This problem, then, is the one that is the most difficult to deal with.

Being controlled by one's desires, kdmas, is considered to be the most difficult
problem, .ahkara continues, because it becomes the cause for that which you do not
want - duhkha in all of its many forms. For example, if you lose your health due to the
over-indulgence of certain desires, you will also lose your money and a variety of other
things in the process. Or, losing your money, you may lose your health! And these
kamas, in the form of rdga-dvesas, are not easy to eliminate, durnivara; in other
words, they are difficult to get in hand.

Therefore, extra effort is required in order to bring about an antidote for kdma, as
Krsna infers in the next verse:

kiWOd1It -4: wict- Mi\qhquaf I

Aaknotlhaiva yah sodhum praksariravimoksandt
kdmakrodhodbhavam vegam sa yuktah sa sukhi narah Verse 23

T: yah - the one who; WT Ti-fh .?T prdk Sarlra-vimoksandt - before release
from the body; wfN-•t4 - pT kdma-krodha-udbhavam - born of anger and desire;
-tir vegam - force; 1 t{1t iha eva-here itself (in this world); •i, sodhum - to
endure (to master); fIfitHr saknoti - is able; T: sah - he (or she); 4f: yuktah - (is)
a karma-yogi; s: sah - he (or she); ;It T: sukhi narah - (is a) happy person

The one who is able to master the force born of anger and desire here (in
this world) before release from the body is a karma-yogi. He (or she)
indeed is a happy person.

Here, Krsna is saying that you do not control kdma and krodha, desire and anger;
rather, you knock off the kdma-krodha-udbhavam vegam - the force born of kama
and krodha. First, you should know how to take care of the force, vega; then you can
take care of the desire, anger, and the pain that become the cause for that force. Behind
every pain, there is an expectation, and unfulfilled expectation leads to anger, as we have
seen. Kama and krodha have a certain sting and, by taking care of the force born of
them you remove their sting. Thus, one has to pay attention to kdma and krodha.

The entire psychology of the Gita is in terms of rdgas and duesas - the
management of one's likes and dislikes. By managing one's likes and dislikes, a normal
person can overcome all the psychological problems that he or she may have. Such
problems are natural. That one is angry is normal. That one has desires is normal. That
one is subject to pain is also normal. This normal psychology is dealt with by the Gltd in
terms of likes and dislikes.
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Kama, desire, is a common word for both rdga and dvesa. Kama is purely a want.
The thought process through which you desire an object, an end, is called kdma. The
desire can be either to gain something, rdga, or to avoid something, duesa; to retain
something gained, or to get rid of something that one already has. This kdma produces a
certain force, certain symptoms, which are indicative of the virulence of desire. If these
symptoms were not there, you would not know whether the kdma was a binding desire
or a non-binding desire.

If a person has a desire that is not fulfilled and he or she does not get upset in the
process, then that desire is not a binding desire. We are not dealing with non-binding
desires here; we are dealing only with those that produce a force, vega. This vega is the
outcome of desire and is something that indicates the virulence or the intensity of the
kdma, as well as the krodha, the anger, that results if the desire is not fulfilled. The
vega, then, described here by the expression - kdma-krodha-udbhavam vegam - the
force that is released by or born of kdma and krodha, is the ultimate object to be
mastered.

Another important expression used in this verse is prdk Aarira-vimoksandt. Prak
means 'before,' vimoksana means 'release,' and Sarira is the physical body. Therefore,
the expression means - before release from the physical body. Before one dies away,
then, one is able to master, sodhum Saknoti, this force born of kdma and krodha.
Krsna mentions this for two reasons, the first one being that if a person is able to
accomplish this before he or she dies, then the person is a mature human being, nara.
And, because he or she is mature, having mastered his or her own mind, the person is
happy - sah sukhi.

THE DEFINITION OF ADULTHOOD

It seems to me that human life is divided into two activities - one is to gather all
sorts of nonsense as a child and the other is to learn how to manage them all. Somewhere
along the way, you are able to realise that what you had gathered as a child has nothing
to do with what you are now. Only the person who realises this and then addresses the
problems that arise can be called nara. Until then, the person is still a child.

Therefore, I would say, that if a person is able to master the force born of desire
and anger, he or she has made it as an adult human being. I would say that he is a sukhi
and also a karma-yogi because to master the vega of kdma-krodha requires a certain
attitude.

Maturity also implies expressing one's free will in its highest form, meaning that
one can voluntarily appreciate and offer prayer. Prayer and a prayerful attitude are the
expressions of a mature will. In fact, they are based on will alone. No one is driven to
prayer. You are driven to swear, to cry, and to do varieties of things, but you can never
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be driven to prayer. Even if one prays in a moment of distress, the will is expressing in
its highest form.

In the act of prayer, you do not see the one to whom you pray. lAvara is nowhere
around. All you see are the contending forces that you have to deal with. Therefore, if in
the process of living, a person is able to appreciate an Isvara and offer a prayer to him,
that person becomes a karma-yogl. Without this, the kama-krodha-udbhavam vegam
is not easy to master. This particular religious conversion, as it were, has to take place in
the person and is what is implied here by the word yukta, meaning yogi And this
karma-yogi, this mature person who is able to master the force born of desire and anger,
is a happy person - sa sukhl narah.

KARMA-YOGA AND KNOWLEDGE REFLECT AN ORDER

In the previous verse we saw that this person does not get carried away by the
mind's fancies, knowing them to be the sources of pain and sorrow. A person who is
carried away by such fancies is one who is subject to kdma, to his or her raga-dvesas.
Such a person cannot get the happiness that a yogi can get.

Thus, there is an order involved here, meaning that everyone has to become a
karma-yogi first. The knowledge will then take care of itself. And when does all this
take place? In this life itself, iha eva, as we saw in the nineteenth verse, and also at any
time until death, until one is released from the physical body. While living, until death,
the yogi who is yet to be aji&ni must have this particular capacity, this mastery of kama
and krodha. You cannot simply say, 'I have already mastered my kama and krodha,'
and then sit back and think they will not come back. They will come back. There is no
such thing as, 'One day, I mastered them; therefore, they will not come back.' This is not
a one-day problem that one deals with for once. It is something that has to be dealt with
everyday, until death as Sahkara makes it clear here.

We have already seen that, in terms of knowledge, liberation or moksa can happen
at any time in one's life, even in old age.' This, then, is another meaning for the
expression prdk Sarira-vimoksanat - at anytime, while living here in this world, in
this physical body, this knowledge can be accomplished by a mature human being.

THE FORCE OF KAMA-KRODHA CONTINUES UNTIL DEATH

In his commentary to this verse, Saikara emphasises the 'until death' meaning to
make it clear that the force, vega, released by kama and krodha, by one's rfga-duesas,
operates throughout one's lifetime, until death, just as the force of hunger and thirst does.
For the living person, this vega definitely takes place. It is not something that happens

a T-la sfqr AcahalrHjmd u I (Gitd - 2-72)
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one day and goes away the next. And what is its cause? The causes are endless, Sahkara
says - ananta-nimittavdn hi sah vegah.

What makes you angry? There are countless situations that can cause anger.
Therefore, there is no end to the force, vega, that is born of desire and anger. In certain
situations, there will be no force, whereas in other situations, the vega will be there in
various degrees and the kdma-krodha from which this force comes can be virulent
indeed!

THE NECESSITY FOR ALERTNESS

Until a person sees something, he or she may not have kama at all. But once it has
been sighted, kama is there. Similarly, there can be kama with reference to what is
heard. Thus, you find that kdma can take place at any time, which is why Sahkara
describes the vega as that for which the cause is endless. Therefore, in terms of tackling
or mastering the force born of kama-krodha, you must be alert; you should not relax.
This does not mean that you should become tense; it simply means that you should not
become indifferent. And, from the standpoint of one who is a yogi and not ajiiani, this
alertness must continue until death.

As we have seen previously, kdma refers to both likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesas.
Here, the emphasis is mainly on raga, that which is desired by you. Within the scope of
your sense perception, an object is seen or heard. You may have experienced the object
before as something desirable and therefore, you remember it. When you experience this
object, it becomes the cause for your happiness and is therefore, desirable to you. Then
you long for it. This longing is like thirst, a thirst for the objects that make you happy.
The longing itself is called kdrma. All desires are not the kdmas that we discuss here,
only those which are binding.

Krodha is something born of your seeing or remembering something that is
opposed to your desire, opposed to your longing, causing you pain. Naturally, between
the kdma, desire, and, krodha, anger, a certain pain is involved. Anger would not come
unless there was pain in between.

When your expectation is not fulfilled, there is pain, and what you consider to be
the obstruction or cause of the pain becomes the object of your anger. Thus, kdma itself,
causing pain, dislike, and hatred, turns into what we call a 'locked-up' anger, krodha.
The force that arises out of this kdma-krodha, referred to in this verse as
kdma-krodha-udbhavam vegam is what must be mastered.

How do we know there is a force? Saikara gives a few interesting indications of
its existence. When you hear or see something that you find so desirable that you long
for it, what happens? Your very hair stands on end - romaiicana, your eyes open wide -
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prahrsta-netratva, and your mouth is agape - prahrsta-vadanatva. These are the
symptoms, says Sahkara, of the force of kama.

Each culture has its own way of expressing kdma and this expression takes many
forms. Naturally, you express the force of your desires according to your culture. How
you express also depends on how cultured you are!

Saikara also gives a few symptoms of the force of krodha. They are: shaking of
the body - gdtra-prakampa, sweating - prasveda, bloodshot eyes - rakta-netra, and
biting the. lips - sandasta-austhaputatva. Other symptoms of the force arising out of
anger are shouting, screaming, heavy breathing, and so on. When the force of
kdma-krodha is there, you are no longer in charge; the force itself is in charge. Thus,
this is the force that is to be mastered, the methods for which were already pointed out in
the third chapter, where Krsna talked about karma-yoga. In fact, this self-mastery is
mentioned all over the Gltd.

WHAT IS SELF-MASTERY?

Self-mastery comes with living a disciplined life, having a sound value structure
that includes prayer and a prayerful attitude, prasada-buddhi, all of which we have
seen. This attitude is based on a glad acceptance of what is, living in conformity with the
order of dharma, and appreciating this order as 1ivara. If you live in this way, you find
that the kdma-krodha-vega loses its sting. Even if anger comes, you are not overcome
by it. Only in this way do you become one who has self-mastery, one who is a yogi.

As a yogi, you are in charge and, therefore, you are a cheerful person, sukhl.
Otherwise, you will have a yo-yo life wherein the vega takes care of you. Under the spell
of this vega, you are likely to do anything because you are no longer rational. Whatever
wisdom or culture, you have becomes useless when the vega born of your desire and
anger is in charge. Whereas one who is able to address this problem, who can withstand
this force, is a nara, a mature human being.

PROBLEMS MUST BE ADDRESSED

People do not address this problem at all and for the most part suffer under the
force of kdma-krodha for their entire lifetime. They live a life of vega and then they die.
They do not even have a chance to address the problem. But everything does seem to
happen finally for the good in that there seems to be a new awareness in the society
today. For example, alcoholism has been causing problems that people were not really
aware of until fairly recently. But, now, it is understood that everyone who lives or has
lived in a house where alcohol is used, is affected. And, because of this realisation, a
huge movement has resulted, a brand new wave that is not an ordinary one, in which it is
commonly accepted that there is no way of resolving these problems without addressing
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them directly. And to do this, it is also accepted that there must be prayer and religious
conversion.

A better society may be the natural outcome of this particular awareness alone
because those who go through this programme of conversion, and experience the
changes that such a programme implies, will become really saintly people. These people
will be sensitive to the problems of others. They will be people who do not harm others
and who are very understanding and mutually helpful to each other. Having come
through their own problems, they understand the problems of others; they know what
pain is and why others behave the way they do. Perhaps, then, we are in for a new
society - because of alcohol!

Addressing the problem is the main point here. That you have a problem is not
important because you are not responsible for it. It has all been picked up over a period
of time. You did not go out Jooking for your problems because you wanted to have
problems. Rather, they are all problems that you happened to pick up. But you must
address them - here, while living in this life, in this physical body, before you die -
prak Sarira-vimoksanat.

First, we pick up the problems and then we solve them. This seems to be how
growth is. We create hurdles and then try to jump over them. That is the fun of it all. Life
is like a hurdle race. The race itself is fun, but when you create hurdles and then try to
jump over them, it makes the race even more fun. Because you have free will, this
situation is inevitable. The creation, the world, is like what it is, because, it cannot be any
better right now. If I were already programmed - that is, without free will - there
would be no human being, at all. Nor would there be a Gita or any further evolution. To
be a human being implies free will. And once free will is given to you, then wisdom is
something that has to be gathered by you - in other words, by free will.

Everyone is given innocence first. Then, while innocent, you gather problems. But
you will also become mature. Enough experiences, enough pain, enough sorrow, is given
to you so that you can become an adult. Thus, you find that the person who addresses the
problem becomes a happy person. This person alone is a true human being, a
karma-yogi, one who is ready to take the next step, meaning that the person's mind is
prepared for the knowledge.

In the next verse, Krsna describes the person who has this knowledge:

yo'ntahsukho'ntararamastathntarjyotireva yah
sa yogi brahmanirvdnam brahmabhato'dhigacchati Verse 24
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T: yah - the one who; a•,-: �i: antah sukhah - one whose fulfilment is in oneself;
3T"-3aTW: antar-drama4 - one who revels in oneself; ?IT tatha - so too; 1: yah
- the one who; 3i-ifm r: antarjyotih - one whose mind is awake to oneself; MT: - T
sah eva - he alone; 1ft yogi - is a wise person; WiT-T': brahma-bhMtah - being
the one whose self is Brahman; i�-1-P i brama-nirvanam - the freedom that is
Brahman; 3TfpT5Er adhigacchati - gains

The one whose fulfilment is in oneself, the one who revels in oneself, the
one whose mind is awake to oneself, that wise person alone, whose self is
Brahman, gains the freedom which is Brahman.

In the previous verse, Krsna talked about the karma-yogi, sukhl, the happy,
cheerful person. Here, we have three beautiful words to describe the wise person, one
who has the knowledge of the atma being Brahman - antah-sukhah, antar-aramah,
and antarjyotih - the meanings for which we shall see now.

The antah-sukha is one for whom fulfilment is in oneself alone. What kind of
self? The self that is sat-cit-dnanda-dtma that is Brahman. Generally, people look to
situations for their happiness, which is why they have problems - all of which have
been already pointed out. We also saw that the karma-yogi, because of his or her
attitude, enjoys a certain sukha. Here, knowing the atmd, the person finds fulfilment in
oneself.

Where else can you find fulfilment in fact? Because I am fullness, I am fulfilled.
You cannot say I am fulfilled because I am married, because I have a son, because I have
this job, because I have this or that. If you think your fulfilment depends on such things,
you will definitely find yourself in trouble sooner or later. The one who is fulfilled is one
for whom fulfilment is centred on the knowledge of '.' That '' is fulfilment in itself. It
is fullness; it does not lack anything whatsoever. It is free from any notion, free from
doership, free from any sense of limitation or imperfection. All that is there is pure
consciousness, which is fullness, which is whole. The person who is truly fulfilled with
this knowledge of oneself is called antah-sukha here.

NOTHINGIS REQUIRED TO AMUSE THE WISE PERSON

Because this person is antah-sukha, he or she revels in the self. The word 'revel'
here is used in the sense of play. People generally require a lot of play things to keep
themselves in good humour - like skating rinks, theatres, or a pack of cards. Because
you have to amuse yourself, you are always doing something. Here Krsna says that the
wise man amuses himself by himself. Nothing else is required to amuse the person. And
he is amused all the time! With eyes open or closed, he is amused. And, when he looks at

B.G. Vol. I - II
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his mind, he is definitely amused. Even the wise man has memories, but instead of

getting into them, he is simply amused by them.

The mind itself is like an amusement park; you require no one or nothing else to

thrill you. Your own mind provides all kinds of amusement, musings, and thrillers, too!
It has music and talk shows also. Because a wise man is amused in himself by himself,
he is called antar-ardma here.

Finally, the wise person is called antar-jyotih, meaning 'mind' here. Jyotih
usually means 'light.' Like light, the mind illumines objects for you to see. Therefore, it
is calledjyotih. In addition to illumining objects, the mind is also awake to the self, the
self that puts up the seeming show of division. In dream, you are the dreamer, the
dreaming, and the objects dreamt. In waking, it is the same thing. The seer or the knower

is the self; the sight, the thought, is the self; and the objects of the thought, the seen, is
the same self alone. The consciousness that is the self is the same knower consciousness.

All knowledge implies consciousness. Every thought is consciousness and the
object of thought is not separate from this consciousness, which is the existence, sat, of
everything. This knower-known-knowledge difference is purely a show, a good show.

And the one whose mind is awake to this dtma, who is aware of the self, is called
antarjyotih.

The wise person, also referred to as a yogi in this verse, is said to be one who is in
the form of Brahman, brahma-bhatah, meaning one whose dtma is Brahman, the one

whose dtmd is no more separate from Brahman, whose very self is Brahman. And
what does this wise person gain? Moksa liberation, brahma-nirvdna. Brahma- niruvna

means brahma-nirurti or brahma-&nanda, otherwise called moksa.

The one who is antah-sukha, antar-drdma, and antar-jyoti being one whose self

is Brahman, brahma-bhilta, gains moksa, freedom from a sense of limitation and

bondage. The self that is Brahman is understood by this person; therefore, the person is
Brahman.

And who is this person?

From verse 22 of this chapter onwards, Lord Krsna has started summing up his
description of a sannylsi as the person who is a sarva-karma-sannydsi, the one who
renounces all forms of action, not literally, but, by knowledge.

Krsna used the same word, brahma-nirvdna, in the last verse of the second
chapter; the person whose self is in Brahman is not deluded and, being established in
Brahman, even at the end of one's life, gains liberation.'

1Gltd - 2-72
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This person is called brahma-bhuta in the present verse, one whose itmd is
Brahman, free from doership and enjoyership. Such a person gains brahma-nirvdna,
which is moksa. Because the word nirvana alone is sometimes understood as some kind
of void, we use the word brahma-nirvana. Nirvana means dnanda, freedom from
everything - in other words, the limitlessness that is one's own nature.

Krsna then goes on to complete his summary of a sarva-karma-sannydsi in the
last few verses of this chapter.

FT s^-1 Ut hil : ih~l: I
f1WTE wMRp: \df ThT: 1 I t. If
labhante brahmanirvuanamrsayah ksinakalmasdh
chinnadvaidhU yatftmanah sarvabhitahite ratdh Verse 25

^f-fwr-R\: ksina-kalmasdh - those whose impurities have been destroyed; f•o'-'T :
chinna-dvaidhih - those whose doubts have been resolved; Wf-3TVcT: yata-
dtmdnah - those who have self-mastery; '4-TP'T-f Tl: sarua-bhata-hite-ratdh -
those who are happily engaged in the good of all beings; Elrq: rsayah - sages; irT-
fl"jUq brahma-nirvdnam - liberation; imR labhante - gain

Sages whose impurities have been destroyed, whose doubts have been
resolved, who have self-mastery (and) who are happily engaged in the
good of all beings, gain liberation.

In the previous verse, Krsna described the person who has already gained moksa,
using the words, antah-sukha, antar-drdma and antar-jyotih Such people are also the
subject of this present verse. They are called rsis, which is generally translated as sages.

For some people, the word rsi brings to mind an old man with matted hair, a long
white beard, and long finger nails, practising extreme forms of austerities. In reality, the
word rsi has two meanings - the one who keeps moving, atati, who does not get
caught up in any one place or situation and, the one who knows, jdndti. In the present
context, the latter meaning applies. All the teachers in the Vedas are referred to as rsis.
These are the people who gain moksa.

HOW DOES ONE BECOME A SAGE?

How did they become rsis? Once again we find that Krsna gives a complete
description of the wise man within the verse itself. First of all, they are ksina-kalmasdh,
those for whom all impurity, kalmasa is destroyed, ksina. Impurity here means one's
rdga-dvesas. By living a life of karma-yoga and inquiry, the impurities are gone.

They are also described here as sarva-bhata-hite ratdh, those who joyously
engage themselves for the good of all beings. This is a very important qualification for
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the one who wants to gain knowledge. Afterwards, of course, acting in this way becomes

natural to the person. Such people observe ahimsd, non-violence, with great alertness
and sensitivity. They do not hurt other persons or beings in any way - by word, action,
or even by thought. In fact, the vow of ahirmsa not to hurt another, is the main vow a

person takes when he or she takes to the life of sannydsa. This is why sannyasis give

up all competitive activities. For, in order to win or compete in anything, injury to
another person or living being is inevitable; it is inherent in competition of any kind. By
taking the vow of ahimsa, the sannyasi announces to all beings that they have nothing
to fear from him or her.

ALL DOUBTS ARE RESOLVED FOR GOOD

The word yatatmanah, in this verse, refers to those who have control or mastery
over the organs of action and organs of perception. Such people are also
chinna-dvaidhas. Dvaidha means samnaya, doubt, and chinna means resolved,

removed, uprooted. For these people, all doubts are gone. In this pursuit, doubts can take

many forms such as: Is atma limitless or limited? Is atma eternal or non-eternal? Is
dtma one or many? Is the individual, jiva, different from IJvara? Is the world real or
unreal?

The wise are free from all such doubts, which means a lot of inquiry has been
done. All the concepts have been carefully analysed and the knowledge has been freed of
all possible doubts.

SADHANAS FOR A SEEKER

While the qualifications given in this verse are natural to a wise person, they are
means or sadhanas for the one who wants to gain self-knowledge. Enjoying these
virtues, people become rsis and gain the freedom they are seeking.

Further, Krsna says:

a FrteTFrowThgi ^t 4A# Irf I d

kdmakrodhaviyuktandm yatin6m yatacetasdm
abhito brahmanirvdnam vartate viditatmandm Verse 26

f-1NT-i- hIF kdma-krodha-viyuktandm - for those who are free from desire

and anger; Mjai�wr yatacetasdm - for those whose mind is under control;

(II-T'llH" viditdtmanAm - for those who know the self; zrdYq yatindm - for the

sannyasis; 3iftT: abhitah - both here and in the hereafter; -wi-Fiw brahma-

nirvdnam - liberation; Wt vartate - there is
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For sannydsis, those who are free from desire and anger, whose mind is
under control, (and) who know the self, there is liberation, both here and
in the hereafter.

Throughout the GOta there is a repeated mention of kama and krodha and the
need to become free of them. Those who have freed themselves from kama-krodha are
referred to here as kdma-krodha-viyuktdh.

Kima, as we have seen, is desire born of one's likes and dislikes, raiga-dvesas,
and krodha, anger, is born of desire. These two, kama and krodha, hold people under
their control. And those who have freed themselves of them are the subject of this verse.
There are a few more words in this verse qualifying those who are wise.

Yati means a person who is a mumuksu, who has a desire for moksa. Such a
person makes proper effort, which implies yoga. In common parlance, yati means a
sannyisi but, in its true sense, it includes the karma-yogi also. Anyone who is engaged
in a well-directed pursuit or inquiry into the nature of oneself is a mumuksu and
therefore, a yati, whether the person lives the life of a sannydis or a karma-yogi.

Such a person who has his or her mind under control is called a yata-cetas.
Because these people are also described here as viditdtmas, those who know the dtmi,
in this compound the word yata indicates that they are sarva-karma-sannydsis, those
who have given up all action in terms of knowledge of the actionless self. Not only are
they totally free from kama and krodha, they are also free of all action because of the
knowledge of dtmd.

If all that is required is knowledge of dtma, why worry about kdmas and
krodhas? Is it not a waste of time to get rid of desire and anger? Why not pursue
dtma-jh�na straightaway? The answer is that unless kdma-krodha is addressed, you
cannot know the dtmd. Once again, then, what is implied here is the need for a certain
level of maturity and a commitment to the knowledge.

Once the commitment is total, you will gain the knowledge, you will be a
viditdtmd. Then there is nothing for you to worry about because knowing dtmd and
gaining moksa are one and the same. Because of the knowledge of the self that is ever
free, you are liberated.

ONCE LIBERATED ALWAYS LIBERATED

The word abhitah, in the verse, is explained as ubhayatah, meaning 'in both
ways.' Here, while living, there is moksa for these people and, later, in the hereafter,
also there is moksa. Knowing you are free is the greatest freedom. While living you are
liberated; you are free. This is one freedom. The second freedom is called 'after-death'
freedom, in that there is no coming back to this bondage because you are free, once and
for all.
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Some people worry about what happens after death, saying, 'I take all this effort
and gain liberation here, but suppose I come back?' Any supposing with reference to
coming back, having gained liberation by knowledge, is totally irrelevant. There must be
a nucleus of some kind for there to be any coming back. The nucleus is the jiva, the
individual, and that is what is falsified. Who or what, then, is there to come back?
Liberation having been gained, there is no one any more to come back. Thus, Krsna says
that in both ways, here and hereafter, those who know the atma gain moksa. Although a
two-fold moksa is talked about in terms of a here and a hereafter, in fact, there is only
one moksa. A two-fold moksa is mentioned only with reference to this question of
coming back.

There are, on the other hand, people who are afraid that they will not be able to
come back; they want to come back to this world. 'What for?' I ask. 'So that I can
accomplish something more or do something better next time,' they say. This means they
have already concluded that they are not going to make it in this life! First, let us take
care of this life. Then the next life will take care of itself!

INTRODUCTION TO MEDITATION

There are two types of sddhana - bahirahga-sddhana, or external means; and
antarahga-sddhana, or internal means. Doing karma is doing what is to be done by
you with the right attitude and following proper values. In other words, karma-yoga is
called bahiraiga-sadhana. Meditation, dhydna, wherein the mind alone is involved, is
called antarahga-sddhana. It can be a prayer, a contemplation, or any inner discipline,
but it is purely internal. No limbs are involved, nor is the organ of speech. Therefore, one
type of sddhana is external and the other is internal, both of which we should follow.

The external means, bahirahga-sadhana, take care of your likes and dislikes
because these can only be worked out through your interactions with the external world.
For gaining steadiness of mind and the composure necessary to gain self knowledge,
there is the inner discipline of meditation, antarahga-sddhana, which is also very
important. Thus, Krsna first gives a brief account of dhydna-yoga, meditation, in the
next three verses and then discusses it at length in the next chapter.

-TMýlf 49T flai rphKa 10: I
MI4mr ^ =TT -i|U41<-dti(<~ufl I I 11
sparadn krtuv bahirbdhydmScaksuscaiudntare bhruvoh
prdndpanau samau krtvd nasabhyantaracdrinau Verse 27
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yatendriyamanobuddhirmunirmoksaparayanah
vigatecchabhayakrodho yah sada mukta eva sah Verse 28

TrlIf bahyan - external; W7& sparsan - objects; fr: fPti bahih krtva -
shutting out; W ca - and; iq: caksuh - eye; t•O: a3w TT (W"l) bhruvoh antare
eva (krtvu ) - placing between the eyebrows alone; ;T1l-3TM-tW lRuft nasd--
Ubhyantaracdrinau - moving inside the nostrils; TlM-a.FqI prdna-apanau -
exhalation and inhalation; W rft i samau krtvu - keeping them rhythmic; 4: T-:
yah munih - the contemplative person, who; `1r-�f--f-i"j: yata-indriya-mano-
buddhih - (is the) one who has mastered his (or her) organs of action, senses, mind,
and intellect; TT-T•qgf: moksa-parayanah - (is the) one for whom moksa is the
ultimate end; fj -q-'if-'-.: vigata-iccha-bhaya-krodhah - (is the) one who is
free from desire, fear, and anger; f: sah - that person; WT sada - always; 9-F:
muktah - is liberated; 1T eva - indeed

Shutting out the external objects and keeping the eyes between the two
eyebrows, (closed), keeping the movement of the exhalation and
inhalation in the nostrils equal, (rhythmic), the contemplative person,
who has mastered his (or her) organs of action, senses, mind, and
intellect, for whom moksa is the ultimate end, who is free from desire,
fear, and anger, that person is always liberated indeed.

Here, Krsna gives out the small tips that would be of help in the preparation for
meditation. We have already seen that anything that comes in contact with a sense organ
is called sparia, object. And because they are external, bahya, to the body, they are
called bdhya-sparSa. The sense organs are exposed to the sense objects, meaning the
world. The eyes are exposed to colours and forms; the ears are exposed to sounds; the
nose is exposed to smells; the tongue is exposed to tastes; and the sense of touch is
exposed to the textures of various sense objects.

HOW THE SENSE OBJECTS ARE KEPT OUTSIDE

In his commentary, Sankara explains that all the sense objects - sound, etc. -
enter your mind through the gates of the sense organs - ears, etc. In meditation, all of
the external objects are to be kept outside, meaning you leave them alone for the time
being. You simply stop thinking about them. You turn your mind to something else. You
do not need to turn these sense objects away from yourself, nor do you have to turn away
from them. You just have to leave them right where they are.

The sense objects enter your mind in the first place by your thinking about them.
Therefore, you cannot blame the sense objects for being in your head. Do not think about
them, tahkara said, and they will not be there. The sense objects are already external
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and by not dwelling on them, they remain external. This, then, is how the sense objects
are kept outside.

The eyes are generally kept closed. You can meditate with your eyes open, but
keeping the eyes closed makes it easier for the mind to think about the object of
meditation. If your eyes are open, your mind may wander to what is in front of you.
Therefore, we close the eyes to eliminate distraction from this one particular sense
perception. The expression, caksugca bhruvoh antare krtud, used in this verse, means,
'keeping the eyes between the eyebrows,' meaning that the eyeballs are kept inside the
eyelids. In other words, the eyes are kept closed.

WATCHING THE BREATH

Then, breathing is mentioned - prdna-apinau samau krtvd, ndsd-

abhyantaracarinau. Here, prdna and apdna mean exhalation and inhalation,

respectively. How is this breathing to be done? Moving inside the nostrils, ndsd-
dbhyantaracrinau, the incoming air and the outgoing air should be kept rhythmic. By
making the inhalation and exhalation rhythmic, you become conscious of the breathing
process and, by watching the breath, the breathing becomes quiet, thereby relaxing the
body and quietening the mind.

Doing all this the person becomes one who has mastered the senses, organs of
action, mind, and intellect, yata-indriya-mano-buddhi. This person is called muni,
meaning one who has done a lot of listening, Sravana, and analysis, manana. For the
muni, moksa is the ultimate end - he is moksa-pardyana. The knowledge is relieved

of all doubt and the person is freed from all problems, meaning that he or she is always
liberated.

FREEDOM FROM FEAR

There is one more qualification describing such a person which serves to repeat
what has been said before - vigata-iccha-bhaya-krodha - meaning the person is free
from desire, fear, and anger. Previously, Krsna said that the wise person is freed from
kdma and krodha. Here, he added one more word - fear, bhaya. The person is
emotionally mature in the sense that he or she is not under the spell of desire, fear, or
anger. Such a person is a sannydsl. He or she is indeed always liberated because of
self-knowledge.

As an introduction to the next verse, Sakkara refers to the person who is totally
committed to knowledge, meaning one who has done a lot of sravana and manana, as
samdhita-citta, meaning one whose mind is steady and well absorbed in oneself and
who is more or less satisfied with himself or herself.

Krslna concludes this chapter with the next verse revealing the identity between
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the individual, jiva, and 1svara, the Lord and what any one gains knowing this identity.

^ ^di TM Ttf Ilr rd I 1R II
bhoktaram yajiiatapasam sarvalokamahesvaram
suhrdam sarvabhftanrnm jiddtvd mdmn Sntimrcchati Verse 29

ZW-flqlT yajiia-tapasdm - of rituals and disciplines; 1hiFRT bhoktaram - the
sustainer; -l4--ia -*Wso sarva-loka-mahesvaram - the Lord of all worlds; '�4-
T-TIT3t sarva-bhatdndm - of all beings; UTl suhrdam - friend; r�Tf mdm - Me;
111ji joitv - knowing; Vr1 s MBntim - peace (liberation); WWd rcchati - gains

Knowing Me as the sustainer of rituals and disciplines, the Lord of all the
worlds, friend of all beings, he (or she) gains peace (liberation).

Krsna is talking here as Isvara when he uses the word mdm, Me. He says,
'Knowing Me, the person gains Me -jifdtvd mam ? dntim rcchati.' Here gaining ainti
means gaining Ibvara, that is, by understanding the identity between oneself and Isvara,
one becomes IAvara as we shall see.

Generally, by knowing something, you do not become that thing. By knowing it,
you only know it. It can become an object of your desire. You can appreciate it, but you
cannot become the object. Here Krsna says that by knowing him, the absolute peace
sdnti that is one's nature, is gained.

The sdnti that is centred on oneself, that is one's svariipa, is gained by knowing
Me. Now, who is this Me? Is it Krsna, the son of Devaki? No, the verse says 'Me,' the
sustainer of rituals and disciplines, the Lord of all worlds, and the friend of all beings.

The word, yajiia, in the compound yajiia-tapas stands for all actions that are
performed by you, as well as the rituals enjoined by the Vedas. Tapas refers to all forms
of meditation and forms of discipline also. There are, of course, many forms of exercise
that can also be considered disciplines, such as jogging, walking, cycling, and so on.
There is, however, an important difference here.

For example, yogdsanas are much more than exercise; they are a form of prayer
also. For every dsana there is a devatd. Originally, every dsana was performed as a
prayer to its presiding devatd. Thus, there is a certain attitude involved on the part of the
person, a prayerful attitude. Only prayerful disciplines are called tapas.
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THE JiVA AND ITVARA ARE ONE

The one who sustains all yajias and who enjoys them is called bhokta. Who is the
one who enjoys the results of them all? The doer, karta, the enjoyer, bhokta - thejiva,
in other words. But then it is said here that the bhokta is the Lord of all worlds.

The word mahesvara is an important word because Iuara can be used in a
relative sense too. Any boss can be considered IAvara, as can a king or devatd; in their
own domains, they are livara. Thus, anyone who is lord in his or her domain can be
called Isvara. When the word mahesvara is used however, any chance of a local person
being mistaken for isvara is eliminated. MaheSvara means one who does not have a
superior or an equal. The two words - mahat and isvara - are in apposition with each
other, meaning that they enjoy the same status. They both qualify the same object; they
reveal the same object. The object they reveal is mah/n, one without equal; Isvara, the
Lord, is the mahesvara of all worlds, worlds here including all living beings also.

The one who is the Lord of all worlds is the kartd, the doer, and he is the bhokta,
the enjoyer of all the karmas. When, a ritual is performed there is always a doer
involved, who is Iuvara, and also a deity involved, who is also Isvara. Thus, the kartd
is Isvara, the devatd is IAvara, and the enjoyer of the results of the karma is also
Isvara, meaning there is no jiva at all. The one who is the karta and bhoktd is iAvara
alone. The one who enjoys the results of action is ParameSvara and the one who
performs the action is also ParameSvara. This means that doership, kartrtua, and
enjoyership, bhoktrtva, are false.

FRIENDSHIP WITHOUT EXPECTING A RESULT

The word 'Me' in this verse is also qualified by the expression suhrdam
sarva-bhltdnam, the friend of all beings. A friend is someone who helps you. Help can
be extended for a number of reasons. Someone may help you because he or she expects
something from you in return. This is generally the case. A return can be in any form -
simple thanks or some other expression of gratitude, or it may be the nice feeling you
receive from being able to help someone - all of which is related to ego. Some parents,
even when their children are grown up, like to be asked for help now and then so that
they can still have that feeling of being parents, of helping their children. When they are
asked for help, they feel they are wanted. This is one kind of help.

There is also the help that is given without the person expecting any kind of result.
Without so much as an introduction or without there being any friendship or affection
involved, one may help someone out of empathy alone. One who gives such help, even
to a stranger, without expecting any type of return, is called suhrd, different from a mere
mitra, friend.
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We all need a friend who will be able to do things for us. Due to friendship,
affection, sneha, then, one's help is extended. This kind of friend is called mitra,
whereas suhrd is one who extends his or her help without even knowing the person or
expecting any result. The Lord is also called suhrd. He is a friend to all beings, suhrd
sarva-bhtdrinm, and the giver of the fruits of action, karma-phala-data. You perform
the action and he gives the result without getting involved. His nature is to give
according to what you do.

If you want to think, you can. If you want to sleep, you can. If you want to
daydream, you can. He never says, 'No!' Sometimes even your own mind will say, 'No!'
If you want to think, the mind may say, 'No, let's go to sleep!' If you want to eat, the
stomach says, 'No, I can't eat anymore!' If you want to walk, the legs may say, 'No, we
have had enough!' Everyone says, 'No!' sometimes. The liver says, 'No'; the kidneys
say, 'No'; everything says, 'No,' except the atma. Even if you say, I want to keep the
ignorance going,' the atma will say, 'No problem!' It simply illumines the ignorance.

And ultimately, he is the end, N�dryana, that all human beings seek. Knowing
Ndrdyana, meaning Isvara, the 'Me - mam' in this verse, the person gains sdnti. Santi
here does not mean simple peace. It is the point where all forms of samsara resolve. It is
a gsnti that amounts to the resolution of samsara, of doership and enjoyership.

ATMA IS UNOPPOSED TO EVERYTHING

The atma is not opposed to anything; it is unopposed to everything. But this does
not mean that atmd is a 'yes-man!' A 'yes-man' says 'Yes!' only when it is convenient,
when it serves his ends. Here, 'yes' is absolute. Why is that?

Atma is that without which no action is possible, no enjoyment of the results of
action is possible. Therefore, the enjoyer is nothing but Parameivara, whereas
Paramesvara is not the enjoyer. Paramesvara is not the doer, but .the doer is
Paramesvara. B is A, but A is notB.

The teaching, that is self-knowledge, is for the doer/enjoyer alone, thejiva - and
the jiva is Paramesvara. Thus there is an equation between the jiva and Isvara. By
understanding this equation and by appreciating the identity that obtains between the
jiva, the individual, and IAvara, the Lord, the person gains the sdnti, dantim rcchati -
gains the sdnti, that is the resolution of samsara. The result of this knowledge of the
identity between jiva and Isvara is what is called moksa. This moksa, this sdnti is
gained by one who has this knowledge.
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Again, the fifth chapter concludes with the words that we have seen at the end of
each of the four chapters that have gone by.

S&Wlll~c 8 Ch t 3JT tWf5Sq1Th: I I

om tatsat. iti Srimadbhagavadgitisu upanisatsu brahmavidydaydm
yogadtstre Srikrsnarjunasamvdde karmasannydsayogo ndma

paicamo 'dhyiyah

'Om tat sat,' as we have seen before, is a statement made at the end of the
teaching, meaning, 'That alone is Brahman.' Om is the name for Brahman,
ParameSvara, the Lord. That Brahman alone is satya. The kartd is not satya; karma
is not satya, karma-phala is not satya; the karmaphala-bhoktd is not satya; the
devati is not satya; the world is not satya; the body is not satya; the mind is not satya.
But Brahman alone is satya. They are all Brahman, but Brahman is none of them.

Then what is satya? Om alone is satya. That ParameSvara, param brahma, the
cause of the world, jagat-kdrana, the cause of everything is satya. Therefore, the effect
becomes mithyd. If the effect is mithyd, the causal state is also mithyd, whereas the
svarupa, the essence of the cause, is satya. The causal state is mithyd because the effect
is mithyd. For example, clay is the cause for the pot. The pot being mithyd, the causal
state for the clay is also mithyd because, if you look into the clay, there is no cause;
there is only clay. Thus, the cause and the effect are equally mithyd and the suaripa, the
essence of the cause, is called satya. Everything else being mithyd, Om alone, the Om
that is Brahman, jagat-kdrana, is satya.

The following is always the conclusion.

When all is said and done, it is all Om tat sat. In the Bhagavadgita - in the GitW
of Bhagavdn or in the Gitd whose topic is Bhagavun - which contains the teaching
that is called Upanisads whose subject matter is the knowledge of Brahman which is
also the karma-yoga-gdstra, in the dialogue that took place between Krsna and Arjuna
there is the topic, yoga, called 'renunciation,' sannydsa-yoga, which is the fifth chapter,
paicamo'dhydya, is concluded.

t5A 6 tA 6 (0 6 (!A



INTRODUCTION TO THE SIXTH CHAPTER

The topic of the next chapter, the sixth chapter, is meditation, dhydna. Dhyana
means the act of meditation. Thus, dhyana is a sddhana, a means for gaining moksa.

We have seen that sddhana is two-fold - bahirahga-sddhana, implying karma;
and antaraAga-s&dhana, which is where dhyana comes in. Karma becomes a yoga
because it helps you gain the preparedness of mind, antah-karana-6uddhi, that enables
you to gain the knowledge that is moksa. Karma-yoga is an external means,
bahirakga-sddhana, whereas dhydna is purely internal, antaranga-sddhana.

Meditation is an action born purely of the mind. In fact, every action is born in the
mind, but it does not necessarily remain in the mind. The act of speaking, for example, is
born of the mind. The words are all formed in the mind and are then expressed through
the organ of speech. Although all forms of action emanate from the mind alone, they do
not always stop there. They may manifest through the various means of expression. But
in dhyana, the activity is born of mind and remains in the mind; therefore, it is purely a
mental action, mdnasa-vySdpra - an activity that is a sddhana, a means, ayoga.

Any worry is also a mental activity. But, can a person who worries constantly say,
'I am doing meditation?' No, he cannot say that. Dhyana is a mental activity in which
the subject matter is predetermined. It is an activity whose subject matter is
saguna-brahma - saguna-brahma-uisaya-mdinasa-vydpara. This is one definition of
meditation.

Saguna-brahma means limitless Brahman, satya-jiidna-ananta-brahma as
livara, the cause of the world. Saguna-brahma is the object for the mental activity
called meditation. Now, suppose I think of saguna-brahma for half-a-minute every
morning at nine o'clock and then again at twelve o'clock for another half-a-minute. Is
this dhydna? It is a mental activity, no doubt; I think of the Lord and then the thought
goes away. But, even though this thinking occurs in the mind and resolves there, it is not
dhydna. Therefore, the mental activity, the mdnasa-vydpara called dhynna, is defined
still further as a mental activity where all the thoughts other than those concerning the
chosen object are removed, vijdtlya-pratyaya-rahita, and only those concerning the
chosen object flow for a length of time, sajdtiya-pratyaya-pravaha. Then there is
dhydna.

The word jdti means 'species.' Here, vijatlya refers to external objects, objects
other than the one chosen for meditation. Pratyaya is a thought, vrtti, and
uijftiya-pratyaya is a thought other than the one chosen, in other words, other than
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saguna-brahma. Rahita means 'without.' When there are no thoughts other than
saguna-brahma, all of them having been removed, there is a flow, prauaha, of the
chosen vrtti, the chosen thought, there is a sajttlya-pratyaya-pravaha.

When the vijitlyas are removed and the sajatlyas are allowed to flow for a length
of time, then the on-going mental activity is called meditation, dhyana. Therefore,
dhyana is definitely an action on the part of the mind, a mental activity,
mdnasa-karma, the object of meditation being saguna-brahma. This is therefore, a
saguna-brahma-visaya-mdnasa-karma. This definition of the act of doing dhydna is

given in one compound that is given here. This one word defines it completely -
vijdtlya-vrtti-rahita-sajdtlya-vrtti-pravdha-ripa-saguna-brahma-visaya-manasa-
vydparah.

THE WANDERING MIND IS PART OF MEDITATION

Another aspect of dhyana that you must know is that when the mind moves away
from the object of meditation, it should be brought back to the object of meditation. This
'bringing it back' is a part of the definition, laksana, of dhydna. It is not going away
from dhydna, as you may think. Many times people say to me, 'Swamiji, when I
meditate, my mind goes away!' Going away is not a distraction to meditation; it is a part
of meditation. In fact, thinking that it is a problem is the problem. When the mind goes,
you simply bring it back. Bringing the mind back is a part of the definition of dhyina.
The mind running away is definitely a characteristic of dhydna and when it does you
bring it back. If the mind does not run away at all, it is called samadhi.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEDITATION AND CONTEMPLATION

When the vijdtiya-vrttis.come, we turn away from them and return to the object of
meditation, the saguna-brahma, the ista-devata. This is one definition of dhydna. The

other is the mental activity involved when the object of meditation is Brahman with no
attributes - nirguna-brahma-vyavisaya-mnasa-vypara - wherein saguna-brahma is

substituted by nirguna-brahma. This mental activity is called nididhydsana,
contemplation.

Both dhydna and nididhydsana are manasa-vydparas, mental activities. In the

former, there is saguna-brahma and in the latter, there is nirguna-brahma, meaning
suaripa-dhydna, contemplating on the truth of Brahman. In this nididhydsana, you

contemplate on certain words or statements such as, 'I am the whole, aham pirnah,' or
'my nature is nothing other than existence-consciousness-limitlessness, aham
satya-jiinna-ananta-svariipah.' This contemplation implies thought because, you bring
up a word and you see its meaning. Therefore, there is mnnasa-vydpara, mental
activity, but, at the same time, it is different than the mental activity involved in
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saguna-brahma-visaya-manasa-vyapara, which is why it is called contemplation
rather than meditation.

The topic of contemplation is naturally preceded by all types of meditation or
internal means, antarahga-sadhana, for gaining moksa. Therefore, any prayerful
meditation, which is saguna-brahma-visaya-manasa-vyapara, and nididhydsana,
which takes the form of a quiet contemplation, should be taken as dhyana. The dhyana
discussed in the sixth chapter, immediately after Krsna talked about sannyasa, is mainly
the second type of dhyana, that is, nididhyasana - which we shall see as we proceed.



CHAPTER 6

MEDITATION

'Rfim: mAb cT4 -q -4it z: I

sribhagavanuvaca
anagritah karmaphalam kdryarn karma karoti yah
sa sannyasi ca yogi ca na niragnirna cdkriyah Verse 1

#wlo; i grlbhagavdn- Lord Krsna; 34M1 uvaca - said;

T: yah - the one who; C4-F-•' karma-phalam - result of action; 3tifWT:
andsritah - without depending on; WT4i kdryam - (that is) to be done; 47- karma

- action; wiftR karoti - performs; T: sah - he (or she); Wfl sannyasi -

renunciate; t ca - and also; ft yogi - yogi (the one who has a contemplative mind);

ET ca - and; 3; na - is not; frtu: niragnih - the one who does not perform fire

rituals; 3 na - not; T ca - and; a-fiT: akriyah - one who does not perform (other)

actions

Sri Bhagavdn said:
The one who performs action that is to be done without depending on the
result of action, he is also a sannyasi and a yogi, and not just the
sannyasi who has renounced all fire rituals and who does not perform
any other action.

A means, sadhana, to an end, sddhya, can be with reference to anything. There
are even means for gaining imprisonment, such as breaking the law. However, when
what is to be accomplished is freedom from bondage, freedom from samsara, the
sddhana is two-fold, external and internal, as we have seen. Performing karma as a
yoga, called karma-yoga, is the external means, bahirafga-sadhana. Both the internal
and external means are meant to prepare the mind, antah-karana, for knowledge,
moksa.

Generally speaking, one can say that meditation gives you steadiness of mind,
citta-naiscalya. The mind is always in a state of flux, cala; that which is free from this
calatva, the state of being in a flux, is called nihcala. Steadiness of mind, also referred
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to as composure, is therefore, called naiscalya, the nature of being nigcala, which is the
result of the antaraiga-sadhana, called dhydna, meditation.

Meditation, is for antah-karana-naiscalya, steadiness of the mind, and
karma-yoga is for antah-karana-Auddhi, purification of the mind, by freeing oneself
from one's rdga-duesas. Both these sadhanas are for moksa.

Leading up to the topic of dhyana, which Krsna introduced in the last three verses
of the previous chapter, he again talks about karma-yoga in the first two verses of this
chapter. Karma-yoga was also discussed in the second, third, fourth and fifth chapters
and is mentioned throughout the Gita as a means for gaining moksa. Here, Krsna uses
the external means, karma-yoga, to introduce the internal means - dhyana, meditation.

KARMA TO BE DONE

In this verse, karma refers to any type of action that is to be done. How does the
person under discussion perform this action? Without depending on the result or various
ends of the action, the person does what is to be done. For this person, karma-phala
alone is not the principal criterion for performing action.

Whereas, for a karmi, the personal likes and dislikes are the only factors that
determine what he has to do. No other criterion is taken into account by the person
because he has raga-duesas that must be fulfilled. The person is a go-getter, always busy
trying to accomplish or acquire this or that. And, in the process 'of fulfilling the
raga-duesas, the person does not care about dharma and adharma, right and wrong,
since these are not the governing factors.

Rdga-dvesas being the only criterion for performing action, the karml is one who
is completely dependent on the result of action, karma-phala-a�ritah. And these are the
very tendencies that the karma-yogi has to give up; otherwise, he is still a karmi.

A KARMA-YOGI ALSO HAS RAGA-DVESAS

A karma-yogi is not a person who has no rdga-dvesas. He is someone who has
rdga-dvesas but gives them up, meaning that he does not go by them. Instead of going
by 'I must get this' and 'I must not get that,' the karma-yogi goes by what is to be done.
In other words, he gives up the desires for this and that and performs whatever action
that is to be done according to dharma and adharma, not going by his or her own
raga-duesas. In this way, one's rdga-dvesas are given up to a certain extent and those
that remain are pursued and fulfilled according to dharma.

CONFORMITY TO DHARMA

In fulfilling any desire, there is choice involved in both the means and the ends.
The choices themselves are determined by one's rdga-dvesas, which need not

B.G Vol 11 - 19
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necessarily conform to right and wrong. Sometimes one's raga-dvesas will conform to
right and wrong, but more often they may not. What, then, is a person to do? This will
depend on whether or not he is a karma-yogi. If the person is not a karma-yogi, he will
not care about the means and ends but will simply say, 'I want this; therefore, I will get
it!' Such a person is a karml, one who follows whatever means that are necessary to
accomplish his or her chosen end.

The approach of a karma-yogi is different, often implying some renunciation on
his or her part, the main criterion being conformity with dharma and adharma. The
karma-yogi renounces his or her rdga-dvesas and does whatever is to be done without
being guided by likes and dislikes. When a person says, 'This is to be done; therefore, I
do it whether I like it or not,' means that the person is renouncing certain raga-dvesas,
the results of actions, and therefore, is a kind of sannydsi. This is why Krsna says here
that such a person, meaning a karma-yogi is both a sannyasi and a karma-yogi. The
karma-yogi is not a complete sannyasi, but has the quality of a sannydsi in terms of his
or her renunciation of rdga-dvesas.

THE VALUE OF VALUES

Anything that anyone wants is very important to that person. Someone may say, 'I
am unhappy,' and go after certain pleasures. Here, again, the value of these pleasures is
not adequately understood. Their limitations are not known and, therefore, they are
over-valued. At'the same time, the universal values, also not being fully understood by
the person, are under-valued; they are de-valued. This means that, while we have
knowledge of values, we have no education with reference to them. The value of the
values not being known, we do not have adequate. knowledge of the values and this
situation creates conflict.

Upon analysis of the value structure, we see that if the value of all the values is not
known, the universal values naturally remain under-valued and the things which people
have a value for, like money and power, have an exaggerated value. However, when
such 'values' are clearly understood, they no longer have full value for you. Until then,
they rule; power rules, money rules, name and fame rule, influence rules. They rule the
roost, the roost of your heart!

VALUES REQUIRE ALERTNESS

To understand the value structure well and to see the limitations of what you
value, you have to live an alert life, a life of karma-yoga. Because the rdga-dvesas are
still alive in the karma-yogi, what he values will have a hold over the person. Thus, the
karma-yogi has to sacrifice his or her rdga-dvesas. He may not be able to use the most
convenient means available anymore, because his or her commitment now is to a life of
karma-yoga for the sake of moksa.
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The karma-yogi has a desire for knowledge, which implies purification of the
mind, antah-karana-§uddhi. If nothing else, he wants to be a mature person and, to
accomplish that, the person will definitely have to sacrifice something. The cause of
conflict, viksepa-hetu, is what has to be sacrificed here. The person gives up the cause
for conflict, meaning that he gives up doing wrong actions, the seeds of conflict.

Conflict begins even before doing a wrong action - 'Should I do it or should I
not?' In fact, there is always conflict - before doing, while doing, and after doing!
Before doing, there is the conflict of whether to do it or not. While doing, you have to
look to both sides, especially if you are stealing something. And after doing, there is also
conflict - when the police come looking for you!

If, however, you perform action in accordance with dharma, you sacrifice your
raga-dvesas. Then what happens? Before doing, there may be conflict because you have
to make a choice in order to avoid doing wrong. Doing the right thing is not always
spontaneous; if there is a choice to be made on your part, there is conflict. However,
once you have done the right thing, there is no conflict. Thus, the karma-yogi may start
with a conflict but does not end with conflict.

In this way, both the sannydas and the karma-yogi are free from the spell of
rdga-dvesas. Therefore, Krsna tells Arjuna that, by doing what is to be done without
depending on one's likes and dislikes, a person is both a sannyast and a yogl.

RENUNCIATION OF THE TWO-FOLD ACTIVITIES

Krsna then goes on to describe what this person is not - na niragnih na ca
akriyah. These two expressions refer to the two-fold activities given up by the person
who takes to a life of sannyasa - vaidika-karma, scripturally enjoined activities; and
laukika-karma, all other activities. Before becoming a sannydsi, the person performed
certain daily and occasional Vedic rituals, nitya-naimittika-karmas. All Vedic rituals
imply fire, agni, and, because a sannyast no longer performs fire rituals, the person is
referred to in this verse as niragni'. The sannydsi gives up all other activities also - all
forms of worship, familial duties, and business. In other words, he has no more roles to
play - as son or daughter, as a parent, as a friend, as a citizen. Thus, the person is also
referred to here as akriya, one who has given up all activities.

When, a person has given up all scripturally enjoined and worldly activities as part
of the ritual of sannydsa, he is called a sannyasi.

'Why did you become a sannydsi?' is a very interesting question that people often
ask a Swami. Each Swami has his or her own story, of course and, if the story is not a
very pleasant one, the Swami is not likely to answer the question. Nevertheless, there is
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always a reason. The person may have lost his business and had nowhere to go. A person
can even become a sannydsi by mail these days, I'm told! The point here is that if a
person takes to a life of sannydsa by choice, it does not mean that his or her
rdga-dvesas are gone. If nothing else, the person may have the desire to save people by
teaching them without really knowing what it is all about! Often, such people will say, 'I
have a burning desire to save the people, to serve the people.' The question must
therefore, be asked, is this really a desire to save people or to save oneself? Surely, to
save the people one should first save oneself! What service can you give when you
yourself require all the services! Some people are so full of raga-dvesas that they are
unable to understand even this simple fact. Therefore, taking sannydsa does not mean
that a person becomes a sannyasi in the true sense of the word.

Further, Krsna says:

C fl te4td, ii *) ft ^TE I I1 1
yam sannydsamiti prdhuryogam tam viddhi pdndava
na hyasannyastasahkalpo yogi bhavati kakcana Verse 2

T\uW pdndava - 0 Son of Pdndu! (Arjuna); ZTL yam - that which; TImITE iF
sannyasam iti - as renunciation; Rq-: prahuh - they say; ZTq tam - that; 1`T
yogam - as karma-yoga; f#f viddhi - know; % hi - because; W•'- kascana -

any one; 3TlT-T'--: asannyasta-sahkalpah - who has not given up desires (for

limited results like heaven, etc.); )trf yogi - karma-yogi; T �zF na bhauati- does

not become

What they say as renunciation, know that to be karma-yoga, 0 Pindava,
because, any one who has not given up desires (for limited results like
heaven, etc.) does not become a karma-yogi.

The person who becomes a karma-yogi has given up all sahkalpas. Sarikalpas
are those which provide the impetus for all desires - the desire to earn money, to
enhance the status of his or her family, to earn punya. Although the karma-yogi has
given up all sankalpas, he continues to perform action for the purification of mind. If
only the activities are given up and not the saikalpas, the person is neither a
karma-yogi nor a sannyasi.

How does a karma-yogi renounce all his or her sahkalpa? By giving up only
those rdga-dvesas that are opposed to dharma and adharma. Whereas the
paramdrtha-sannydsi, the real sannyasi, gives up all rdga-duesas, all activities, all
karma. How does the sannydsi do this? He does this by giving up the notion of doership
through knowledge.
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In this verse, Krsna uses the word sannydsi to mean the person who has taken
sannyZsa to pursue knowledge. Because both the karma-yogi and the sannydsi give up
all saikalpas, he equates the two here. Since both the sannyasi and the karma-yogi
have to give up sankalpas, yogi is a kind of sannydsl.

The topic of renunciation in terms of karma-yoga was also discussed by Krsna at
the beginning of the fifth chapter as an introduction to his discussion on sannyasa, real
sannyasa. Here, the topic is meditation, dhydna-yoga, for which you also require
karma-yoga. Thus, Krsna is praising karma-yoga as opposed to mere sannydsa -
simply giving up of action.

KARMA-YOGA AS A MEANS FOR MEDITATION

Even though meditation is something that one can do by one's will, it is not
effective unless the mind is ready for it. The mind's capacity to stay with itself or with
the object of meditation is what we call dhyana-yoga. Karma-yoga is the means for
preparing the mind and is, therefore, a means for dhyana-yoga. Thus, there is a
connection between karma-yoga and dhydna-yoga, the external and internal means for
moksa.

In the next verse Krsna points out how karma-yoga is a means for dhyana-yoga:

*Tibial f f T4 : cRtKuT 11 I I I
ruruksormuneryogam karma karanamucyate

yogarudhasya tasyaiva samah karanamucyate Verse 3

*T yogam - (the contemplative disposition of) yoga, (dhyina-yoga) ; a�3Tf : :
druruksoh muneh - for the discriminating person who is desirous of attaining; W4
karma - karma-yoga; T�uJK karanam - means; 3 a ucyate - is said; i�-
3aWiq yoga-drudhasya - for the person who has (already) attained (this) yoga; W?
tasya - for him (or her); Rq: Aamah - total renunciation; T1 eva -alone; WR|u|
karanam - means; 4 ucyate - is said

For the discriminating person wishing to attain (the contemplative
disposition of the) yoga (of meditation), dhydna-yoga, karma-yoga is
said to be the means. For the person who has (already) attained (this)
yoga, total renunciation alone is said to be the means for him (or her).

Aruruksu refers to one who wants to climb or mount something, for which there is
always a method. For example, a person who wants to mount a horse, which is not easy
to do, must have a method. Similarly, there are those who are desirous of mounting the
horse of yoga, yoga here meaning dhyana-yoga, meditation. And what is the means,
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karana, for doing so? Karma-yoga alone is the means because you have to take care of
the reasons for the problems that are created in your mind.

What are the reasons, the causes, for your problems? Your rdga-dvesas are the
causes; they have to be taken care of. For one who is desirous of gaining a mind that is
not under the spell ofrdga-dvesas, karma-yoga is the means.

MEDITATION DOES NOT INVOLVE THE WILL

A meditative or contemplative disposition is not created by your will, although
you can will yourself to sit in meditation. Such a disposition happens when you are ready
for it and that readiness is what is meant by the preparedness of the mind. Gaining this
preparedness is not given over to the hands of time, but is created by living a life of
karma-yoga.

We see that the external means, karma-yoga, for gaining moksa is not
unconnected to the inner means, dhydna-yoga. In fact, it is very much connected; it is a
part of the whole thing. Karma-yoga becomes the sddhana, the means, for the person
who wishes to mount the horse of dhydna-yoga, the capacity to contemplate. Once this
capacity is gained by living a life of karma-yoga, the person is called yoga-drudha.
Only then, Sama, sannydsa, giving up of all actions, takes place.

Karma-yoga itself does not make a person a yoga-dridha. By living a life of
karma-yoga, the person first becomes contemplative; then, he develops a complete
dispassion or detachment towards all activities that makes one a yoga-driidha. This
complete detachment - complete withdrawal from all activity, comes only through
knowledge.

COMPLETE RENUNCIATION IS POSSIBLE ONLY BY KNOWLEDGE

Sama here means complete withdrawal, total renunciation of all activities. And,
since this can only happen through knowledge, knowledge is the means. Therefore, as a
sadhana for gaining moksa, knowledge, is equated to renunciation, sannydsa. This is
why ajiiani, a wise person, is called yoga-Sriidha in this verse.

The yoga-driudha did not become wise by karma-yoga; he is wise because of
jiadna, knowledge. Thus, the direct means for becoming wise is given here as sannyasa,
which is nothing but jiina. On this particular point, this verse is often misinterpreted
even though Sarikara, in his commentary, has made its meaning very clear that only by
knowledge can one be free of all activities; there is no other way. In order to be a
yoga-drifdha, a complete renunciation of all karmas should take place. This is not a
withdrawal from all activity, strictly speaking, but a renunciation of activity in terms of
knowledge - knowing that one is not the doer. Therefore, total renunciation, sama, is to
be taken as knowledge.
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And when does this person become yoga-driidha? Krsna's answer to this question
is in the next verse:

yadi hi nendriydrthesu na karmasvanusajjate
saruasankalpasannydsi yogdridhastadocyate Verse 4

MT yada - when; f hi - indeed; T na - neither; -4W-W3- indriya-arthesu -
with reference to sense objects; ;T i' na karmasu - nor with reference to actions;
3jt anusaijate - is attached; ?T tadd - then; •- f-d l- -t• sarva-
sankalpa-sannyasi - one who has renounced the cause of all desires; T-l�T-I :
yoga-driidhah - one who has attained liberation; 3B# ucyate - is said

When one is attached neither to sense objects nor to actions, then it is
said that (the person) is one who has attained liberation, one who has
renounced the cause of all desires.

The person described here is one whose mind is not disturbed by anything. Such a
mind enjoys dispassion and contentment; it is a resolved mind. With reference to all
sense objects, indriya-arthesu, and with reference to all actions, karmasu, there is no
attachment whatsoever.

All actions, karmas, come under two types, as we have seen previously -
vaidika-karma and laukika-karma. With reference to both types of karmas, this
person no longer thinks of himself or herself as a doer. In other words, the person does
not have kartavya-buddhi, a mind that thinks in terms of, 'This must be done by me,
doing which I am going to better my lot.'

ONLY THE DOER PERFORMS ACTION

A karma-yogi, on the other hand, has this kartavya-buddhi - the attitude that,
something is to be done by me and therefore, I do it. This attitude itself is karma-yoga.
Here, however, Krsna is talking about a yoga-dridha, one for whom doership no longer
applies. In fact, the Veda does not address such a person at all; it addresses only the doer,
the kartS. This is similar to you calling someone by name, 'Hey! John, please come
here!' Only the person whose name is John will come. Similarly, the Veda addresses
you, saying, '0 kartd, 0 doer, do this action and you will get this result.' Who will
respond to this call? Only the doer, the one who has the kartavya-buddhi, the one who
thinks, I am the doer.

Thus, the person who takes dtma as the doer will respond. Whereas, the person
who recognises that he or she is not the doer will not respond at all. This is what is meant
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here by the statement, karmasu na anusajiate. With reference to all karmas, there is no
attachment because the kartavya-buddhi is not there for the person. When there is no
kartavya-buddhi, the person is not attached to, or bound by, the sense objects or actions
because they do not invoke the particular thought that makes the person think that he or
she will be different because of it. Therefore, for such a person, there is nothing to be
done.

In his commentary to this verse, Saikara uses the compound,
nitya-naimittika-kdmya-pratisiddha, to refer to the various types of action that people
generally do. As we have seen before, nitya-karmas are the Vedic rituals that are to be
done daily and naimittika-karmas are those that are to be done occasionally. There are
also vaidika-karmas to fulfil certain desires, such as desires for progeny, health, wealth,
or heaven, etc. These actions are called kamya-karmqs. Pratisiddha-karmas are the
ones prohibited by the scriptures. The point being made here is that, whether the action is
scripturally enjoined or worldly in nature, there is no kartavya-buddhi - 'this is to be
done by me' - for the wise person because being full, he or she is not attached in any
way to sense objects or the results of action.

FREEDOM FROM THE ROOT OF ALL DESIRES

Thus, the person is a sarva-saAkalpa-sannyads, sahkalpa referring to the notion
that 'I am the doer, kartd, I am the enjoyer, bhoktd.' Free of these notions of doership
and enjoyership, the person does not think that this is to be done or gained by me so that
I will be like this or that or I will liberate the whole world, I will save the world - which
is the greatest fantasy of them all. Such grandiose ideas are simply erroneous notions
about oneself, none of which the sarva-saikalpa-sannydsi has.

A person can only be a sarva-saikalpa-sannyasi when he or she does not have
the notion of doership, kartrtva. If this notion is there, then kdma, desire, will also be
there. And wherever there is kdma, there is karma, action. This is the action that has to
be made into yoga. As long as the kartrtva is there, the person is a karma-yogi. When
the kartrtva is no longer there, there is nothing more to be accomplished by performing
action and whatever the person does is due to prdrabdha alone. This is why Krsna said
earlier that, in all the three worlds, there was nothing not yet accomplished that had to be
accomplished by him, even though he was still engaged in action.1

Karma itself is not what binds you; it has no inherent hook that hooks you to it. It
is the notion that you will become something or accomplish something by performing
action that binds you to action. 'I will become someone, I will become greater, I will be
more secure' are all notions, fancies, sahkalpas, and the person who is free from all
saikalpas is called a sarva-sahkalpa-sannydsi.

1 Glt - 3-22
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Please do not conclude that you should become a sarva-sahkalpa-sannyasi.
Sarva-sahkalpa-sannydsa is not an ideal; it is a thing to be understood. It is freedom
from sankalpas, a freedom that comes from knowing that the self is free from doership
and enjoyership. The person who knows this is a wise person, a yoga-drudha, ajiinl.

Krsna is actually talking about sarva-karma-sannyasa in this verse. Giving up
all action implies giving up all desires since you cannot give up all actions unless you
give up the desires that prompt them. And you cannot give up the desires unless you
know, 'I am the whole.' Knowing this, the doership is gone; only then is the renunciation
of all desires possible. Thus, this giving up of desires, passion, and activity is nothing but
the discovery that the self, dtmd, is the whole.

Therefore, what should you do?

srw^t ml<ri t ap9Ijt fRTwlr*: ii k 1 I
uddharedatmanatmdnam natmdnamavasicdayet
dtmaiva hydtmano bandhurdtmaiva ripurdtmanah Verse 5

3TllFT dtmand - by oneself; 3ariq dtmdnam - oneself; Z uddharet - may
one lift; 3i9M ( dtmdnam - oneself; q 3wI na avasddayet - may one not
destroy; f hi - for; aTTi t� dtmd eva - oneself alone; 3WlT-: j: &tmanaj
bandhuh - is one's benefactor; 3TRT t dttmd eva - oneself alone; a3TWTF: ft:
dtmanah ripuh - is one's enemy

May one lift oneself by oneself, may one not destroy oneself. For, the self
alone is one's benefactor (and) the self alone is one's enemy.

This verse makes it very clear that you have to save yourself, that you should not
destroy yourself or allow yourself to be destroyed. Why? Because dtmd, oneself, is a
great helper, a great benefactor, for oneself. In other words, you yourself are the
benefactor. And who is the beneficiary? Yourself. Therefore, you are both the
beneficiary and the benefactor. Krsna also goes on to say that you are also your own
enemy, which means you can become a great friend, a benefactor, or an enemy to
yourself.

A person who is a yoga-�draha, a sarva-sahkalpa-sannydsl, has saved himself
or herself totally from all that is undesirable - in other words, from the life of samsara,
just as one saves oneself from drowning by pulling oneself out of the water. In fact, all of
a person's activities are meant only to save himself or herself. The person wants to
become secure, to be free of all problems, including loss of money or power, loss of
health, old age, and death, which means that he or she wants to save himself or herself
from insecurity. Thus, everyone is busy working for his or her own safety. Whether we
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call it self-safety, self-security, or self-welfare, there is no question that the pursuit is
'self-ish' - for the self alone.

UNDERSTANDING THE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM

Seeking an alternative life-style is not what is implied here. Rather, the person is
seeking answers to some very fundamental questions. Certain questions arise in the
person, however vague they may be, which tend to disturb the usual activities that people
naturally absorb themselves in. The questions themselves give a certain direction to one's
life until the person comes to understand that he or she is under the spell of likes and
dislikes, raga-dvesas, to use the language of the Gltd. One begins to recognise that the
natural pursuit, svubhavika-pravrtti, that everyone engages in, is out of these likes and
dislikes - 'I like it, I want it. Therefore, I do it.' All one's responses arise from these
rdga-dvesas alone.

And, within this particular sphere of reality, everything becomes right; anger is
legitimate; sorrow is legitimate; pain is legitimate. This, then, is where we get confused.
Where anger is legitimate, it is legitimate to get angry. Therefore, if someone says you
should not get angry, you get even angrier. Even if you do not get angry, you run into
problems! Once the legitimacy is accepted by you, you can move .ahead without
disturbing your natural activity. But, when you begin questioning the very activity itself,
you question the very life you are living. Only when you really question, when the flame
of inquiry is proper, can you come to understand the fundamental problem.

There is a mature way of approaching this problem and also an immature way of
approaching it. And, in the light of what we discover, there is something that can be
called a prayerful life, a life of enlightened prayer, not blind prayer. There is a prayerful
attitude or disposition, which is karma-yoga. Karma-yoga implies the acceptance or
appreciation of lsvara, the Lord, and living a prayerful life. This is what brings about the
capacity to be contemplative, meditative. Such a life creates this kind of a disposition
naturally, a disposition in which knowledge of dtma, oneself, takes care of itself. Thus,
it is very clear that because of karma-yoga one can gainjiiana, knowledge.

HELPING YOURSELF

In this verse, the word dtmd refers to you, the individual, who, by nature, is
already in the ocean of samsara. You did not suddenly slip into this samsdra; you were
born into it, along with it. And how do you get out of it? By your own will, dtmand, you
turn yourself about; you question yourself and your values. By questioning yourself, you
re-estimate the whole value structure and whatever there is about it that is confusing.

All problems are primarily due to improper priorities. Therefore, we have to
reorganise our value structure and, in the process, our priorities will become proper. This
inquiry, vicara, into one's value structure is done by oneself alone, dtmand eva; it is an
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inquiry into right and wrong, what one is to do and not to do. Because of this vicara,
your vision undergoes a certain cognitive change. This, then, is one stage of the inquiry.

The next stage of inquiry is also done by oneself alone. By one's own inquiry, one
appreciates one's helplessness in certain situations. This itself brings about a prayerful
attitude on one's part. A given situation raises certain doubts in you; then, afterwards,
there is an appreciation of Avara and then there is prayer. This makes a person a vasi,
one whose body, mind, and senses are together - all of which is done by one's own
efforts alone.

Going to a teacher to gain the knowledge is also done by oneself and implies a
certain effort on the person's part. In all of these ways, the person pulls himself or herself
up. This is why Krsna says here that one's benefactor is no one else but oneself - atma
eva atmanah bandhuh.

AN ENEMY TO YOURSELF

To have been born a samsari itself is destructive. If your mind is not in order,
however, if your value structure is confused, then your entire life and the lives of those
around you will be confused. Thus, Krsna also says that you are your own enemy. When
your own mind, atma, your own will, is abused, or when it is not used at all, then it
naturally becomes your enemy; it stands against you, it destroys you. The mind is where
all the notions that, this or that will save us, originate. These ideas are indicative of a will
that has been fooled - by itself and by others - because one allows oneself to be
fooled. This means that the final fool is myself alone. Because I am a fool, I can be
fooled! I allow myself to be fooled; therefore, I am my own enemy. What is the use of
blaming anyone? I myself am an enemy to myself - &tma eva &tmanah ripuh.

DO NOT LOOK DOWN UPON YOURSELF

Therefore, Krsna says, 'May one not destroy oneself, atmdnam na avasddayet.'
May you make use of the will and change, which does not happen without your
undergoing some kind of inner revolution. This inner revolution is a quiet revolution; it
is not the creation of a lot of conflicting ideas. Rather, a quiet, inner revolution takes
place in one's way of looking at things, in one's understanding. Therefore, 'do not look
down upon yourself,' is another way of taking the expression, atmanam na avasddayet,
because to do so, is to destroy yourself.

In this process, you may sometimes have to mother the child within you and thus
take care of it. If as a child you had been neglected then you have probably picked up
some problems along the way. And who has to care for this 'child'? Who is the friend to
this child? You alone, as an adult, have to mother the child within. This is what Krsna
was trying to convey when he said here, 'May one lift oneself up - atmdnam
uddharet.'
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The verse can be taken in an absolute sense in that, at every level, one can say,
'May one not destroy oneself - dtmdnam na avasddayet; may one lift oneself up -

atmand dtmdnam uddharet.' Since one has to take care of oneself at every level, in the

final analysis, there is no other force, nothing external to yourself, that can help you.
Oneself means one's own body-mind-sense-complex, kdrya-karana-sahghdta. This
karya-karana-sarighdta, along with the will, is both the friend of the dtmd and the

enemy of the atmd. In other words, you can be either your own benefactor or your own
enemy.

This means that to become free of this samsdra, another person cannot become a
bandhu, a benefactor, for you. Only you can do what is to be done. To grow or to
mature within the samsdra, another person may be helpful to you, but to get out of the
samsdra, you have to release yourself. In fact, where moksa is concerned, the very
person who was previously your benefactor could very well become an obstruction to

you. Bandhu implies affection and friendship, which can also be binding, even though
such qualities may be quite helpful to one's emotional growth. Therefore, in the final
analysis, in terms of gaining moksa, you are the only one who can be a friend to
yourself. And unless you become a friend to yourself, you become inimical to yourself
and become your own enemy.

Further, K.rsna continues:

<I 0RTiIH-RT Kr I ?(T 1f: I

a Tf rc Vr ?Trqf ^ rcT g I IFI I
bandhuratmatmanastasya yendtmaivdtmand jitah
andtmanastu Satrutve vartetdtmaiva Satruvat Verse 6

ýt yena - by whom; 3T4fRT t7  atmand eva - by oneself alone; 3TllT m tmd -

oneself; fTm: jitah - has been mastered; •T tasya - for that person (self); 3TMT
dtmd - the self; 3ThLFT: �tmanah - of oneself; yPj: bandhuh - friend; - tu -

whereas; 3-T9-'T: anatmanah - for the self who has not mastered oneself; aLTT dtmd

- the self; no eva - alone; .pI Satruvat - like an enemy; 7 -V gatrutve - in the

status of an enemy; T•- varteta -would remain

For that (self) who has mastered oneself by oneself, the self alone is a
friend of oneself. Whereas, for the self who has not mastered oneself, the
self alone would remain in the status of an enemy, like an enemy.

Tasya here refers to the dtma, oneself, discussed in the previous verse - for that
self, the self is a friend. When? When the self has been won over, jitah. And what self is
being discussed here? What dtmd can be won over? It cannot be sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd.
Because I can only win over something that I can objectify. And the only object in which
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I have the 'I'-notion, dtma-buddhi, is the kdrya-karana-saighata, the
body-mind-sense-complex. It is this complex, then, that is in one's hands and has to be
mastered. Won over by whom? By oneself, dtmand, meaning by one's own inquiry, by
one's own discipline, by one's own will and effort.

THE THREE POWERS AT OUR DISPOSAL

The one who has mastered the body-mind-sense-complex is called a vail and is a
friend to himself or herself. The body-mind-sense-complex serves this person with the
three-fold powers, Saktis, it is endowed with - the power to think, explore, know, and
remember -jihfna-Sakti; the power to desire, to will - icchd-sakti; and the power to act,
to make or do - kriya-aakti. These three powers are at the disposal of one who is a vail,
the one who has mastery over the entire kdrya-karana-sahghdta.

When you have mastery over the body, mind, and senses, then all their powers are
with you. Therefore, the kdrya-karana-safighata becomes a benefactor for gaining that
which is desirable; it can take you anywhere - to brahma-loka or even to Brahman, to
moksa. This is the maximum it can do because you cannot become greater than
Brahman. You are already Brahman, in fact. As one who has mastery over the body-
mind-sense-complex, you are endowed with the powers - you require to recognise this
fact.

Because you can gain punya by following a life of dharma, the kirya-
karana-sahghdta again becomes a bandhu. And, for gaining moksa, it also becomes a
benefactor to you. Thus, the same kdrya-karana-sahghdta, the body-mind-sense-
complex, is a benefactor to you all the way provided, of course, that it is won over by
you.

Now, suppose this body-mind-sense-complex is not won over by you but, instead,
is holding you hostage. Then what happens? The body-mind-sense-complex cannot
become a bandhu for you. Instead, you are a bandhu for the body, mind, and senses. In
this way, the same atma, kdrya-karana-safghata, becomes ripu, an enemy, one who
creates obstructions for you, one who puts the proverbial spokes in your wheels.

The person who does not have atma, oneself, in his or her own hands is called
anatma in this verse. This is the person for whom the kdrya-karana-saighdta remains
as an enemy alone, meaning that the self plays the role of an enemy. Krsna makes it
very clear that there is no enemy other than oneself alone.

Generally, we point a finger at someone other than ourselves and declare that
person an enemy. This is done by everyone to some degree or other. And, if no one is
available locally, Satan or some other planet will be accused! Everyone feels persecuted
by someone or something. Always, there is some imagined fear in people that makes
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them point at someone as an enemy. By doing this, of course, you are giving the other
person a handle with which he or she can disturb you.

No one can disturb you unless you allow them to. Nevertheless, people do have
this persecution problem to some extent and they suffer from it. In fact, whenever you
point out an enemy with your index finger, your accusing finger, there are three
remaining fingers that point back towards yourself. These three fingers, therefore, are
said to stand for the physical body, mind, and senses, the kdrya-karana-sahghata that is
atmd, oneself, the only enemy, there is. In this way, then, atma occupies the place of the
enemy. Just like an external enemy, it is inimical to you.

YOU TAKE YOUR MIND WITH YOU WHEREVER YOU GO

When you analyse your complaints, you find that they are mental, meaning they
are of the mind. You allow yourself to be affected by the world and then, afterwards, you
call the world bad and renounce it. You want to renounce this world you have labelled
'bad' and go to a world that you have imagined to be 'good,' which is called fantasy.
But, when you go to this good world, you find it is as bad as the one you left behind!
Why? Because you carry your mind, the enemy, with you; you do not leave it behind.

The same mind that interpreted the world as bad is not given up and, with that
mind, you move to the so-called good world. In this way, then, the mind is carried with
you wherever you go. Even if you go to heaven, you will find problems there because
the same mind goes with you - it is carried forward and carried over! And having this
same mind with you, this same complaining mind, you always find reason enough to
complain, whatever the place or the circumstances. This is what Krsna means when he
says that one is indeed like an enemy for oneself.

When you carry such a mind with you, mind that is always interpreting given
situations according to its own notions, even your guru, considered to be a great
bandhu, benefactor, cannot help you. What can any guru do if the person is always
thinking, 'My guru does not care about me. I don't think he considers me a good
student,' and so on. One makes such conclusions because of that same mind alone.
Finally speaking then, you are the only bandhu there is.

In the next verse, Krsna discusses the person who has been a friend to himself or
herself.

ffr1lr: PI^ WfTlT W\^: I
^d1^l^^:^| ̂ TT IRHt^: 11 \I I I
jitdtmanah praidntasya paramatmd samdhitah
sitosnasukhaduhkhesu tathd mandpamanayoh Verse 7
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tf-3r-W3jr-�j-i: sita-usna-sukha-duhkhesu - with reference to heat and cold,
pleasure and pain; ? tatha - so too; TRT-3•:rrit: mana-apamanayoh - with
reference to praise and criticism; f?-a·Hlr: jita-atmanah - for the one who has
mastery over oneself; - IWff praadntasya - for the one whose mind is tranquil;
3TRT dtmd - the mind; IW •Im-: param samihitah - is always in a state of
composure

For the one who has mastery over oneself, whose mind is tranquil with
reference to heat and cold, pleasure and pain, and praise and criticism, the
mind is always in a state of composure.

This verse can be looked at in two ways, depending on whether the word param is
placed with samdhitah or dtmd. First we shall look at it as - atm& (mind) param
samAhitah. And then we shall look at it as paramdtma samdhitah - as Sankara does
in his commentary.

We have already seen the meaning of jita-dtmd, one whose body, mind, and
senses are mastered. To have mastery over your mind means that you are not carried
away by its various moods. In other words, moods should be left to grammar, i.e.,
imperative mood, potential mood, subjunctive mood, etc.! For one who has mastered the
mind, there are no other moods than these!

People are generally subject to moods - in the morning there is one mood, in the
evening there is another mood, and in between there are so many more! When the moods
of the mind are understood properly, you are not carried away by the mind.

This is not to say that you should not have moods. To even suggest such a thing
puts you in a bad mood! Please do not think, therefore, I say that one should not have
moods. Have your moods, by all means - and understand them so that you will not be
carried away by them. Then, you are the master of the moods; they are not the master of
you. If you can gain the space necessary to come out on top of the mood, then, the mood
does not take you as its hostage. This, then, is what is meant byjita-dtmd, one who has
mastered his or her moods.

THE NATURE OF TRANQUILLITY

Naturally, such a person will be one whose mind is tranquil, prasanta. Why?
Because he or she is jitdtmd, one who is not carried away by the moods of the mind.
Thus, for one who is jitdtmd and prasanta, there is no situation that can disturb the
person. The mind is always in his or her hands, meaning that it is always composed,
param samdhita; it never loses itself in any situation.

When everything is going well, when the food you want is right there, when the
music is just right, when the people you want to talk to are readily available, it is not
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difficult for the mind to be composed. In this verse, however, we are talking about a
person whose mind is always composed, param samahita, in all situations. The
compound here, S1ta-usna-sukha-duhkhesu, stands for all situations, all the opposites.
Sita means 'cold' - not simply pleasantly cold but so cold that you cannot stand it.
Similarly, usna means unpleasantly hot. Thus, neither the cold nor the heat referred to
here is at all comfortable.

Then, again, there are situations that give people some comfort, some happiness,
some pleasure, sukha, and other situations that give discomfort, unhappiness, and
sorrow, duhkha. In all of these constantly changing situations, one who has mastery
over the mind, remains always composed. For such a person, there is no question of
duhkha coming; because, for duhkha to come, one's composure must already be gone.
The point being made here is that all those situations that generally bring about sukha or
duhkha for people create no disturbance whatsoever in the mind of the person whose
mind is always composed.

This verse also points out one more set of opposites - praise, mana, and censure
or shame, apamdna. These two are given special mention here because they are very
difficult to deal with. Even praise can be hard to handle sometimes because, when some
one praises you, you may think the person is going to ask you for something; therefore,
you are afraid. You can handle the praise alright, but if it is just a preamble to something
else, you do not hear it because you are waiting for what is to come.

Censure is always difficult to handle. Suppose someone says about himself that he
can handle criticism very well. And if another person counters that by saying 'No! You
cannot!' this in itself is enough for the person to feel offended. This is because he cannot
handle censure even though he thought he could. Another example of taking things
personally and getting offended is, when you are doing a particular job and someone tells
you that you are not to do that job, you are to do another. Immediately, you are inclined
to take it personally.

WHY CRITICISM IS SO DIFFICULT TO TAKE

Criticism is very difficult to take because it is personalised; it touches some
painful part of you. This problem comes from one's childhood. If parents constantly
criticise their child, the criticism becomes a problem for the child. It creates a vulnerable
area, a raw, sensitive area, and any subsequent criticism causes the pain to come out.
This is the aspect of criticism that makes it so difficult to handle.

The person discussed in this verse is one who has taken care of these problems
through proper understanding. Without the proper understanding, new philosophies may
be created, which are nothing but superimpositions upon the pain, sorrow, and other
problems. To simply conclude that you should not subject yourself to censure, for
example, does not work. You have to work on gaining mastery over your mind because
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these opposites - cold and heat, pleasure and pain, praise and censure - are all
disturbing elements for people.

What Krsna is saying here is that these pairs of opposites do disturb you;
therefore, make sure that they do not disturb you. To say, 'I should not be disturbed,' is a
superimposition upon yourself, the one who is disturbed and is nothing but confusion, in
fact. People who preach that you should not be disturbed never help anyone because
whatever they say becomes superimposed on the old pain that is already there. It
becomes a superimposed philosophy - a list of 'do's' and 'don'ts,' 'shoulds' and
'should-nots.' The old pain that is inside simply becomes confused by the new
superimposed philosophy, thereby adding to the confusion that was already there.
Instead of the new philosophy helping, it becomes a problem.

We must, therefore, understand very clearly what this verse is trying to say - in
all situations, the person's mind, dtma, is always in a state of great composure, param
samahitah, and we have to work for such composure, which does not imply the
superimposition of ideas.

The verse can also be taken as how Sahikara took it. The person whose karya-
karana-saigghta is mastered is called ajitatmd, and because his mind is tranquil, he is
also called praSanta in this verse. For such a person, paramatma, Brahman, becomes
the atma. In other words, the person who has the knowledge recognises
sat-cit-dnanda-dtma, paramdtma, as his or her own atma. And such a person is one
who is always the same, samehita, even when the situations change.

ý11HtrvmHlCHtI T<Z fýfitq: I
^ 4rif TxrmtMtg M: I I C I I
jiinavijidnatrptdtm& kRltastho vijitendriyah
yukta ityucyate yogi samalostd�makdicanah Verse 8

Ti-fm-TIR-FIT-3-Tt jiidna-vijiana-trpta-atma - one whose mind is content through

knowledge of the self; ,g- I: kitasthah - one who remains unchanged; fN-R :

vijitendriyah - one who has mastered the sense organs and organs of action; TW-#tF-
aTI-T-Wf: sama-losta-aSma-kdicanah - one for whom a clump of earth, a stone,

and gold are the same; 1WF: yuktah - a composed person; 4ft -iT yogi iti - as yogi;

3T-i) ucyate - is referred to

One whose mind is content in the knowledge of the self, who remains
unchanged, who has mastered the sense organs and organs of action, for
whom a clump of earth, a stone, and gold are the same, this composed
person is referred to as a yogi.

B.G Vol I - 20
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Krsna uses the word yogi in three ways throughout the Gltd. He talks about the
karma-yogi as a yogi, and also refers to the person who is committed to dhydna, to a
life of meditation, a life of sannyasa as ayogi. He calls thejihani ayogi as well. In these
three contexts, then, we find the word yogi is used.

In this verse, yogi means jii&ni, a person of knowledge. By using the word in this
way here, Krsna is pointing out the flow, the order, involved in gaining the knowledge
that is moksa. Before taking up the topic of meditation, Krsna says that one must lift
oneself up and not destroy oneself, 1 that one who knows oneself is steadfast in the fact of
all opposites,2 and that one who wants to attain this knowledge must commit himself or
herself to a life of karma-yoga.3 Having said all this, Krsna is now discussing the
yoga-ruidha, one who has mounted the horse of yoga - in other words, the person of
wisdom.

THE DEFINITION OF KNOWLEDGE

This wise person is called jiana-vijdina-trpta-dtma here. Both jiina and
vijii6na mean knowledge, but when they appear together, uijiinna is visesa jiFhna,
specific or particular knowledge, and is something more than jhina. Since both words
mean knowledge when they appear together there is a connection between the two,
which is purely contextual. When they appear together, as they do in this compound
describing a wise person, jii•na is to be understood as something a little less than
vijhina. Sahkara makes this clear by defining jiina as that particular knowledge
conveyed by the meaning of the words of the sdstra. And explaining the word vijiidna
he says that vijiidna refers to totally assimilated and owned up jidna, i.e., aparoksa-
jihna without any pratibandhakas, inhibiting factors. 4

Between a person and knowledge he has, there is a certain distance. For example,
when I tell you that the sdstra says atmd is Brahman, the statement itself is very clear
to you, which is a certain kind of knowledge. But you still have to realise it; you still
have to recognise the fact. Thus, there is a stage where knowledge is in the form of a
certain insight imbued with Sraddhi, or a certain faith pending discovery. The
possibility of the self being Brahman is established. At the same time, what the sdstra
says is also established, meaning that there is no confusion about whether the sdstra is
talking about the difference between the individual, the Lord, and the world or the non-
difference between them.

d1 "-051M-lMJH -Hl, c.MI lI (Gitd - 6-5)
2 3iri1W: WmTi ml TRiEr : F fldTh I q W hlRNmwqql: I I(Gita - 6-7)
3 •l•qR ,i T Chluilm I (Gitd - 6-3)

4 Wr-.-T- q1•'•,;V.•i q7f-ntW
TnH-ii -q r: wmwt dq Imnimi nrO I I
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The knowledge, jiidna, contained in the sdstra is converted into vijidna, for
which there is analysis, manana, and contemplation, nididhydsana. This conversion is
not necessary, however, if the person is an adhikdrl, one whose mind is properly
prepared for the knowledge. Because the person has viveka and vairdgya, discrimination
and dispassion, he or she recognises the fact immediately upon receiving the knowledge.
There are no problems obstructing the person's understanding because of his or her
maturity. This maturity is marked by a mind that does not concern itself with the past or
the future. This is the sanest kind of mind one can have and is the mind that a sannyasi
enjoys.

A MATURE MIND IS THE SANEST MIND

A psychiatrist, having travelled and met people from all over the world, wrote a
book in which he said that the mind of a sannydsi is the sanest mind. I think this is due
to the sannydsi's freedom from concern for the morrow. Having no money or
possessions and wanting none, a sanny&si is not concerned with maintaining or
protecting anything. If you do not have money and you want money, you are a poor
person, and being poor is your problem. On the other hand, if you have money, others
may think that you have no problems regarding money. But you too have the problem of
protecting what you have. Thus, both the rich and the poor have problems. Whereas, the
person who does not care what he has is the sanest person, a sannydsl, one who is
oneself alone. If such a person listens to the sdstra, there is no conversion necessary.
Any doubt that may arise is taken care of in the Sravana-manana process, and then it is
over; the knowledge is gained.

THE NEED TO CONVERT JNANA INTO VIJNANA

Generally, however, a person is not a complete adhikdri. While the desire to be
liberated, mumuksutva, and the desire for knowledge, jijfisd, may be there, the person
has to convert his or her jiina into vijhina by manana, nididhydsana, and anything
else that may be required. In this process, the jhdna that one has about atmd becomes
vijhflna, immediate knowledge of the self, aparoksa-jiina.

The sastra does not give you indirect knowledge, paroksa-jifdna. It says, 'tat
tuam asi - you are Brahman,' and that is a fact. Because the sdstra's vision is a fact,
this knowledge has to be as true as the fact. You cannot have indirect knowledge here.
At most, the word paroksa-jihna can refer to the insight a person has with reference to
dtma being Brahman, as opposed to vijiina, the truth of that knowledge.

The Sraddhd you have about atmd, 'I,' being Brahman, the whole, helps you do
the manana and nididhydsana that converts the jidna into uijh�na. This process of
conversion is called suanubhava-karana, meaning aparoksi-karana - converting it to
immediate knowledge. Anubhava means immediate knowledge. And the word
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svanubhava with reference to this knowledge means that whatever has been revealed
about the self is no more an insight or a possibility, no more an article of faith but
immediate knowledge. There is a sure recognition, the immediate knowledge of the fact
that 'I am Brahman.' And this sure knowledge is vijnana.

ONE WHO HAS ENOUGH - ALAM BUDDHI

Through jiina and vijhina, a person is trpta, a beautiful Sanskrit word defined
by Saikara as saiijdta-alam-pratyaya - one who has a sense of satisfaction or

completeness in himself. Alam means 'adequate' or 'enough.' Saiiljta-alam-pratyaya
means the one in whom this recognition that, 'it is enough or there is nothing wanting in
me' has been born due to the knowledge that he is sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd.

This person is always happy, always satisfied with-whatever comes. And how does
one become saiijdta-alam-pratyaya? Only byjihna and vijiina - wherein the self is

no more found to be inadequate. The person is freed from all the notions previously held
about the self. In its own essential glory, the self is pmrna, fullness, meaning that there is
nothing that is separate from the self and the one for whom dtmd is purna-atmi. Thus a
person who is saiijdta-alam-pratyaya is called trpta here.

The word dtmd in this compound, jii6na-vijhina-trpta-atmd, means the mind,
antah-karana. Thus, the trpta is one whose mind says, 'alam!' - an attitude born out

ofjiidna and vijiina, insight and Sraddhd. This attitude is born out of ajihina that has
been converted into immediate knowledge of oneself, vijiidna. This definition of a wise
person, jfiina-vijiina-trpta-dtmi, also reveals the nature of the knowledge itself. This
is the advantage of Sanskrit compounds. Not only do they name a person; they also serve
as definitions.

THE WISE PERSON AS ATMA IS NOT MOVED BY ANYTHING

The wise person is also described here in this verse as ki.tastha, one who remains
like an anvil, the solid iron block upon which the blacksmiths of yesteryear hammered
red hot iron bits into different shapes. Knives used to be made this way. The point here is
that, for all the hammering that went on, the anvil itself never changed. Since the iron
bits had to change, the block on which they were changing could not change. Therefore,
a person who does not change and allows all possible changes to take place is called
kFtastha. The person, like the dtmd, is not moved by anything.

In his commentary to this verse, Sahkara defined kiitastha as aprakampya, one
who is not swayed by any situation, internally or externally, because he or she isjiidna-
vijiina-trpta-dtmd. This person has gone through the necessary disciplines and has
gained the knowledge of dtmi as fullness, without which all problems exist. Having
gained this knowledge, there is nothing inside or outside to disturb the person. Such a
person is strong and unshaken, aprakampya.
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THE NATURE OF COMPASSION

The beauty of a person is not in his or her nose or hair colour; it is in the strength,
gentleness, and compassion of the person. Compassion is the readiness to share your
time, your mind, your wisdom, your wealth. This readiness to share is strength. Only a
truly rich person can share in this way. Therefore, this compassion is the beauty and also
the strength of the person.

Compassion is not something that one melts into, although it sometimes looks as
though, out of sheer compassion, people liquefy themselves to the extent that they begin
to cry at the plight of another. But this is not compassion; nor does it help anyone. If
someone requires help from you and you become liquefied in the process, what help is
that? Now you require help from yet another person, who may also get liquefied in the
process! We need solid people who have the compassion called strength, the compassion
that requires inner satisfaction. Such a person is therefore, called trpta.

HOW QUALIFICATIONS BECOME SPONTANEOUS VIRTUES

Please understand that we are not setting up ideals for ourselves. Rather, there is a
condition that is to be understood wherein the sense organs, meaning the mind and all its
fancies, are always mastered. This means that the eyes do not ask, 'Come on, take me to
see something,' and the ears do not say, 'I am tired of listening to Vedanta; take me to
listen to some music.' It is the unmastered mind with its fancies that makes one go after
the sense objects. With reference to fancies, then, the person described here is
vijita-indriya - what the person wants to do is done and what he or she does not want
to do is not done.

Because the vijita-indriya has this composure, or wisdom, the person is also
called yuktah. What were previously sadhanas for him as a mumuksu are now the
natural spontaneous virtues of a wise person. This is the person Krsna calls a yogi here.

THE ONLY SECURITY IS KNOWING ONE IS SECURE IN ONESELF

Further, the person is sama-losta-agma-khicana1, one for whom a clod of earth,
losta, a stone, ahma, and gold, kanicana are one and the same, sama, equal. This does
not mean that the person sees all three as clod of earth or as stone or as gold. Equal,
sama, is purely in terms of the person's response to these objects in particular and to all
objects in general. For the sama-josta-agma-kdiicana, there is no security in any of
them. For such a person, there is no more security in a precious stone or gold than there
is in a clod of earth or a simple rock. Any one of the three is as good as the other two.
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Even though the person understands what gold is and its value, he or she knows that it
does not give security and that one's only security is oneself alone.

Thus, this description of the wise person, sama-losta-asma-kdacana, is purely
with reference to security. The only security there is, is to know oneself as the truth of
everything - without which nothing exists. When this vision is clear, the person is
secure and, because he or she is secure, the person requires no security whatsoever. This
being the case, what would his or her vision be towards the so-called securities of gold
and the like? Of course, there would be an objective understanding of gold as gold, earth
as earth, stone as stone, and their respective values based on their availability to society.
Gold is definitely more valuable than stone because the gold is buried under the earth
and stone is not. If this situation were reversed, stone would definitely be considered to
be more precious than gold and stone ornaments would be everywhere!

Essentially, the only difference between a rock and gold is an objective difference.
Gold has a particular atomic weight and is a rare, highly malleable, shiny metal not
subject to corrosion. Because of these particular qualities, which are its nature, gold had
a value even before it was converted into the base for the monetary system, a value that
was heightened by its being thousands of feet down under the ground. But, regardless of
how greedy or gold-hungry a person is, no one will eat gold. Everyone knows that gold,
even in the form of biscuits, is metal and is therefore, not edible! This is what is meant
by the objective value of an object.

INSECURITY IS DUE TO ONE'S SUBJECTIVE VALUES

It is the subjective value, thinking that gold is security, that makes a person crazy.
But does gold always give you security? Suppose, for example, I ask you to watch over a
bundle of gold ornaments for me, valued at several hundred thousand dollars, while I am
away. At first, you may agree - until you find that you cannot sleep! You keep waking
up to see if the gold is still there. Whereas, if I ask you to keep an old vacuum cleaner for
me, which weighs much more than the gold, you will not lose any sleep. Even though
there is a lot more metal in the vacuum cleaner than there is in the gold, it is not a
problem because it does not have the same value as gold. Therefore, does gold give you
security or insecurity?

Similarly, if you are walking on the street with no money, there is no problem,
whereas if you are carrying money, you feel very insecure and look around to see if any
muggers are around. In fact, your very look will signal such people. Muggers are not
unintelligent; we are the unintelligent ones! When you have money, it is more intelligent
not to look around as though you were expecting to be robbed! The point to note in all of
this, of course, is that money is not security in spite of what you may think. And, because
it is not security, money can make you more insecure.
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Money does have an objective value. It has buying power which can provide you
with certain comforts. But, if you see more in money, if you think that it will make you
secure, then the value you have for it is purely subjective.

I AM SECURE

Everything is subject to change; it is always in a flux. The self alone remains
changeless and that self is me. I am the only one who is secure; everything else is always
changing. My mind is always changing; my thoughts are always changing; and the
objects of thought are always changing. Whatever changes is time-bound; it has a
beginning and an end. The only thing that remains untouched and comes out unscathed
in all of this is 'I,' the self.

If the knowledge of this 'I' is clear, if you have this vision of yourself as secure,
then you are a free person. You are a jihna-vijiana-trpta-dtma. You are one who
requires nothing to be free; you simply look out and see the world as it is. The world that
you see is a simple world because you do not project all your nonsense onto it. The
world remains as it is and you are a secure, free person. And why does this freedom
seem so difficult to gain? Perhaps because it is all so simple, too simple; in fact, it is
yourself. Because people always look for something big, this freedom, this security,
seems difficult to gain.

The self, being infinite, is not something that is produced. Since it is not produced,
it cannot be gained through effort. As long I look for something that can be produced by
my efforts, I will always miss out. In areas where I have to grow, effort certainly has its
place and involves alertness, among other things. Whereas, here, fundamentally
speaking, I am already secure.

DOES THE PROBLEM BELONG TO THE GOLD OR TO THE PERSON?

There is a story told about a guru by his disciples. It seems that one Aisya, wanting
to test the guru's vairdgya, dispassion, placed a gold coin under his pillow. When the
saint placed his head on the pillow, he found that he could not sleep. He tried everything,
but still he could not fall asleep - so great was his vairdgya. The Sisya, who was
watching all this, realised his mistake, and prostrating to the guru, admitted what he had
done. He then removed the gold coin and the guru fell asleep.

On hearing this story, one can question, whether the guru really had great
vairdgya. Suppose the coin had been placed under the pillow of one for whom gold was
everything. This person also would not be able to sleep for fear that someone would take
the coin. Or, if the person did sleep and woke up to find the coin was gone, he or she
would not sleep again until the thief had been found and the coin recovered. Thus, we
have a person who loses sleep because of the absence of the gold and another person
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who loses sleep because of its presence. Who is greater, tell me? Since both are hooked
to the gold, how can it be said that one is greater or lesser than the other?

In the guru's room there may be a variety of metals - a copper vessel, a metal
plate, and iron nails to hold his cot together, doorknobs, and locks - all of which are
metal. This iron and copper do not affect the person, whereas the gold does. What does
this mean? Does the problem belong to the gold or to the person? The gold itself does
not do anything; it is just what it is - metal with its own objective value, like any other
metal. It is Bhagavan's creation. Therefore, to a god-inspired person, how can gold be
any different than copper or iron, which is also Bhagavan's creation?

Are we to take the story to mean that the guru has a problem or that the sisya has
a problem? It is usually better to give the benefit of doubt to the guru and take the
problem to be the sisya's problem. Why? Because, sonletimes, when sisyas praise their
guru, the praise may actually belittle the guru without the sisyas intending to do so. In
this particular story, the sisya's vision was that, not being able to sleep proved the
greatness of the guru's vairagya. But, all it did was demonstrate the Sisya's lack of
understanding of vairdgya. Therefore, because vairagya may not have been properly
understood, the benefit of the doubt should go to the mahdtmd, not to the sisya or those
who wrote about him. In other words, we assume that the limitation belongs to the
writer; not to the mahdtmd whom we do not know at all. If the person was a mahdtmd
he would not have lost sleep over a piece of gold because, as a mahdtmd, the person is
sama-losta-asma-kdacana. Whether the object is losta, a lump of earth, aSma, a rock,
or ka�cana, gold, the person's vision is that each object is the same in the sense that
one's security does not lie outside oneself.

GOLD REPRESENTS ALL DESIRABLE OBJECTS, INCLUDING RELATIONSHIPS

This applies not only to gold but to everything. The gold, kiicana, is simply an
upalaksana, meaning that it stands for everything else of the same category. It even
stands for the notion that God is there and will protect me. Since God alone is there,
where is the question of him protecting me? He will protect himself, which is myself.
The security of one who is sama-losta-asma-kiWcana does not depend upon anything.
To everything, whether it is a lump of earth, a rock, or a piece of gold, the person
responds equally, meaning indifferently.

Since no one has any great response towards a rock or a clump of earth, why are
they brought in here? Simply to show that the wise person's attitude towards gold is the
same as his or her attitude towards a pebble or a clump of earth. Just as the clump of
earth or pebble does not enhance the person's security, neither does the gold. Generally,
gold imbues people with a false sense of security, but, in fact, an insecure person does
not become secure because of gold.
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In the past, the value of gold was purely in terms of its usefulness in ornaments.
Now, however, it is used in many ways, even in electronics, and has a bullion value as
well. Currency, on the other hand, loses its value, its buying power, due to inflation,
whereas gold retains its value. Therefore, people have a love for gold and retain their
money in the form of gold.

Gold has both an intrinsic value and a certain man-made value in that it does give
you a sense of security. This sense of security is false because it does not make you
secure. The insecure person does not become secure just because he or she has some bars
or bricks of gold. The insecure are always insecure. To have bricks of gold simply means
that you are attracting thieves and all those other people who would never visit you
otherwise! The point being made is that one commonly looks upon gold as providing a
sense of security, whereas the wise person looks to oneself alone for security. In fact, the
wise person is the only secure person on earth because he or she does not require gold or
anything else in the world in order to be secure.

Having described the wise person's attitude towards all objects in the world, Krsna
then goes on, in the next verse, to describe the person's attitude towards different types
of people:

suhrnmitrdryuddsinamadhyasthadvesyabandhusu
sddhusvapi ca ptpesu samabuddhirvitisyate Verse 9

"-q- -4- -•tW-i-•I- suhrd-mitra-ari-uddsina-madhyastha-dvesya-
bandhusu - with reference to a benefactor, a friend, an enemy, an acquaintance, an
arbitrator, someone who is deserving of dislike, and to a relative; fl sadhusu - -
towards good people; 3aR api - even; -t ca - and; rHl pdpesu - with reference to
sinners; Wm-ý : sama-buddhih - one whose vision is the same; iMkrI uvigisyate -
is the most exalted

The one whose vision is the same with reference to a benefactor, a friend,
an enemy, an acquaintance, an arbitrator, someone who is deserving of
dislike, and to a relative, and even towards good people and sinners, he
(or she) is the most exalted.

The compound that forms the first line of this verse is so long that Saikara thinks
it necessary to confirm that it was one word, a samasta-padam. This compound -
suhrd-mitra-ari-udasina-dvesya-bandhusu - describes various types of people.
There are also two other kinds of people described in the verse - the good people and
the sinners. With reference to all of them, sddhusuapi ca pdpesu, the wise person's
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vision or attitude is equal or the same. That is, he is a sama-buddhih. Such a person is
the most exalted among all people - sa visisyate. One by one, let us look at the types of
people Krsna mentions and Sarikara's definitions of them.

SUHRD AND MITRA

According to Sarkara's definition, a suhrd is a benefactor, one who extends a
helping hand without expecting anything in return.1 Generally, help is extended out of
friendship or because some return is expected. But the person who is suhrd helps
without expecting any help in return - a rare person indeed. The next type of person
mentioned is mitra, a friendly person or a person with whom you share a certain
understanding or friendship.

ARI

There is also the ari, an enemy, Aatru, one who is inimical towards you. Why
would a wise person consider anyone as an enemy, you might ask? Enemies are not
necessarily created; sometimes they are just there, especially for a person who is always
happy with himself or herself. That the person is always happy is often enough to make
certain other people inimical.

There are so many reasons for others to be inimical towards you. That you have a
longer nose and another person wants to have a similar nose can be reason enough! The
other person may have a flat nose, and, according to that person, you have a good nose.
Therefore, he or she may become inimical towards you without you having done
anything to the person. Therefore, an enemy is possible in the society, even for a wise
person.

Some people may become inimical towards a wise person because of their own
beliefs. They may think that a person teaching Vedanta, for example, is Satan himself,
simply because he or she is saying that everything is Brahman. Such people may
become very hostile towards a wise person and are therefore, described as enemies here.

UDASINA AND MADHYASTHA

Then there is the uddsina, one with whom you have a nodding acquaintance. This
is the person you often see at the bus stop, or at the gas station every time you go for gas,
or in the elevator every other day. You simply nod to each other and go about your
business. Another type of person mentioned in this verse is madhyastha, one who
arbitrates. If two people are fighting, the person previously mentioned, udasina, remains
neutral and joins neither side; this person just watches and, at the most, may thank the
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two who are fighting for the thrill he or she got from watching the fight. Whereas, the
madhyastha is an arbitrator, one who is interested in each of the contenders; therefore,
whatever the madhyastha says is acceptable to both of them.

An arbitrator is always appointed based on the confidence that both people have
about the person's ability to arbitrate objectively and not take sides. Switzerland, for
example, often plays this role in world affairs. When there is a conflict between two
countries that has resulted in the closing of one or both embassies, Switzerland is
sometimes asked to take over as an arbitrator because it is one country that remains
totally neutral. That the Swiss have gained considerably in terms of certain monetary
benefits from its neutral status is a result of having lived smartly in this way.

A madhyastha is one who does not join any group or either side of a conflict. A
person can be neutral, uddslna, or desirous of the happiness of all, hitaisl. If you are a
hitaisi, you try to bring about an understanding between people so that everyone can be
happy, and the person who does this is called an arbitrator, a mediator, madhyastha, the
literal meaning for which is 'one who is in between.'

PEOPLE ARE THE SOCIETY

The types of people mentioned here are people we find in every society. There is
no society, in fact; there are only people. 'Society' is not an entity unto itself; it is made
up of people, all of whom are referred to in this verse. Any society always includes all
these types of people. Whenever there is a dispute or fight between people, there are both
friends and enemies. There are also those who want to bring about an understanding and
others who simply stand by and watch.

DVESYA AND BANDHU

Another type of person mentioned in this long compound is the dvesya, one who
deserves to be disliked because of his or her actions. The duesya is someone who is not
at all likeable, according to you, because of what the person is or did. Such a person
therefore, becomes eligible for your dislike. Then, there are one's relatives, bandhus -
father, mother, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, etc. - the people whose opinions really affect
you. Because you want them to have a good opinion of you, they can control and
manipulate you emotionally and psychologically.

SADHUS AND PAPAS

Finally, Krsna mentions two more types of people, sddhus and papas.1 A person
who follows very closely what is enjoined in the dharma-sastra is called a sddhu here

SPipa here means a sinner, a papi The word pdpa means sin and the one who has sin is
also called a pdpa - pdpam asya asti iti pdpah.
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and one who does not is called papa or a papt. The sddhu is found in every society; he
or she is the person who follows what is right and avoids what is wrong.

The opposite type of person is also found in every society - those who always
transgress the norms laid down by the sastra. What is not to be done, according to the
s�stra and the society, is done and what is to be done is not done. These actions are
called papas and the person performing them is called a papi.

The sgstra does not specifically say that you should not take drugs because a drug
problem was not there at that time. Simply because the hastra does not say not to do
something is no reason to do it. If you say you do not take alcohol because the sdstra
specifically says it is not to be taken, but you do take heroin, you should not think you
are conforming to the sEstra. If people had been taking drugs in those days as they are
today, the ABstra would have certainly included drugs, along with alcohol, as substances
to be avoided. The mention of alcohol in the sastra is an upalaksana, meaning that it
stands for all substances that are harmful to you.

WHY PEOPLE REBEL

People love to rebel against statements such as 'May you not drink alcohol -
surdim na pibet.' Anything that is not to be done, they want to do. Rebellion is due to
some internal pressure. It may start with some sense of adventure, which is also due to
some inner pressure. This is not to say that conformists are good people. Some people
are good simply because they are incapable of being bad due to dullness or fear; such
people may even want to be bad, but their fear prevents them from doing what they
really want to do. Whereas, for people who conform as a result of their knowledge and
understanding, life is very pleasant; their conformity is a willing conformity in which
there is no internal pressure and therefore, no problem.

To rebel means there is pressure inside the person and that pressure itself is the
problem. The rebellious nature is not the problem: the pressure behind the rebellious
nature is the problem.

We are all rebels, really speaking. I am also a rebel - which is why I became a
Swami. I may not be a rebel in the eyes of the society in which I was raised, but certainly
in my mothers eyes, I am one. Which mother wants her son to become a Swami? No
Indian mother wants it. Only when the neighbour's son becomes a Swami is it alright!
All Indian mothers prostrate to such a person and give bhiksa and daksind - as long as
it is someone else's son! Therefore, to be a Swami, one has to be a rebel!

Rebellion can be due to some inner pressure or because there is some
understanding, some vision. More often than not, however, a rebellious nature is because
of some problem inside caused by one's upbringing or whatever. Due to this internal
pressure, people do what is not to be done - from picking pockets to acting as dons of
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Mafia groups, with so many others in between. Looters come in many shapes and sizes,
including the very dignified corporate looters, those who manage never to get exposed.
The word papl here covers all types of wrongdoers in every society.

DO WE RELATE TO PEOPLE OR TO A DEFINITION?

Thus, Krsna begins with suhrd and ended with papl, with everyone else in the
world being covered in between. And how are you to deal with all of them? Krsna says
here, in so many words, that you must always deal with them without differentiating
between them. Instead, what you tend to do is bracket these various types of people and
then deal with them. No one looks at a person as the person is; you look at the person
according to a particular category or definition you have applied to him or her. Only then
do you relate to the person. But this is not relating at all. When you look at people
according to definitions or categories under which you have put them, you are relating to
definitions, not to the people.

People relate to people very rarely. You define people and relate only to your
definitions. No one can fulfil a definition. For example, no one can fulfil the definition of
an enemy. What does it mean to define someone as your enemy? To what part of you is
the person an enemy? You are made up of so many parts. Is the person an enemy to your
nose? To your legs? To your hands? To your mind? To your soul? To what is the person
an enemy? From this you can see that no one really fulfils any definition; but, still, you
deal with people based on your definitions.

When you deal with people according to your definitions, you meet only your
definition - your definition of friend, enemy, or whatever; you do not meet the person.
This means you are stuck with yourself, with your own definitions. Therefore, you live
in an imagined world. And this problem will only go when one's front is gone.

I have a front for myself, I want to protect myself, because I have my own
insecurities, my own pains, etc. Therefore, there is always a shield, a mask, through
which I face the world. But the person being discussed here, thejmiAna-trpta-dtma, has
no such problem. By knowledge, this person is completely free, totally satisfied with
himself or herself. What front has such a person got? None, whatsoever; all fronts are
gone, and what remains is a simple person with a mind and senses. This is why the
person is called sama-buddhi here.

A WISE PERSON NEVER CONDEMNS ANOTHER PERSON

The sama-buddhi is not a dull, dumb person who cannot tell the difference
between a suhrd and a pdpi. He or she recognises a suh.rd as suhrd and a papi as a
papl. The point being made here is that the sama-buddhi does not condemn the person
as apdpi. Indeed, there is no such person as apdpi; there is only a person who has done
those actions that are papas. Therefore, you meet people as they are, take them as they
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are, and respond to them, deal with them. This particular vision, this capacity to take
people as they are, definitely implies a certain freedom on your part and enables a new
type of dynamic relationship, a true relationship, to take place.

If a man who has money, for example, goes to a party, he will search out a certain
class of people and talk only to them - either his own class or a little higher. Everyone
does this in one way or the other. You may come across someone who is informed, a
scholarly person, and run away, simply because he or she is a scholar. Because you feel
uneasy in this person's presence, you find it more comfortable to be away. You may
either run away from those who are moneyed and proud or you may seek them out.

This is not the same thing as being careful about your choice of friends. A friend is
one with whom you can share and be free. Therefore, there is some validity in choosing
your friends carefully. But we are not talking about empirical life here; we are talking
about a wise person, a jiina-trpta-dtmd. How does he or she respond to all these
different kinds of people? With reference to them all, this person is one of equal vision,
sama-buddhi, regardless of their social status, profession, astrological sign, or whatever.
The wise person does not bother about what a person was or is, what he or she did or is
doing, whether he or she is a follower of the Sdstra, sddhu, or one who goes against the
STstra, papl. Instead, the wise person takes people as they are because he or she is a free
person - in other words, a non-judging person.

THE FEAR OF BEING JUDGED

People are always afraid of being judged. Otherwise, why are they usually a little
shy when asked to talk in front of others? Even those who have had the experience of
talking publicly remain a little shy. Why? Because they are afraid of what other people
think. In fact, we spend most of our lives thinking about what others think. Now, I ask,
what do you think? What do you think about yourself? You are what you think about
yourself and you think wrongly. This is the thinking we are trying to correct, not other
people's thinking.

Others think you are an individual, a jiva. Are you accepting that? Who cares
about what others think? What you think about yourself is what requires correction. Let
others think what they think; that is their problem, not yours. Always thinking about
what others think is a common problem. It is not just your problem or someone else's
problem; it is the problem of the whole of humanity. You are not controlled by other
people; you are controlled by your own thinking, your own fear about what others think.

You think that people are thinking about you, even though they have their own
problems and have no time to think about you. In fact, they think only about themselves.
But, still, you allow yourself to be controlled by your own thought of what others think!
You think society is controlling you when, in fact, society does not control anyone. The
only controlling factor here is your own thinking of what society thinks.
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The wise person, on the other hand, is not subjectively involved in any of this; he
or she is totally non-judgmental towards everyone. This is not to say that you should
look at others in terms of whether or not they are non-judgmental. This would simply be
making a new judgement! Non-judgement begins and ends with oneself alone. With
reference to myself, I am non-judgmental. Otherwise, you are always going to be
judgmental. Therefore, may you not be judgmental towards yourself and towards others.

CORRECTION TAKES TIME

Empirically, being non-judgmental has a value and, 'for a wise person is very
natural. In fact, the quality of being non-judgmental is to be accomplished before
wisdom. Therefore, we say, do not judge yourself on the basis of your mind - that is, on
the basis of your mental condition. This is the basis of all judgement - judgement of
your qualifications, your skills, your physical body and its status in terms of age, weight,
colour, hair and so on. Not only do we judge ourselves this way, but we judge others
also. This is all false, absolutely false, which is why correction takes time.

In every area, there is a mistake, an error. One's whole perception of oneself and
the world is wrong. Therefore, a total revolution has to take place. First, we put things in
order empirically and, then, we say these are all judgements and the self is not to be
judged according to anything. The self is something that has to be recognised. Such
recognition is knowing, not judging.

Knowing is simply recognising the nature of the self as it is. The whole vision,
therefore, is a deconditioning programme. We have hypnotised ourselves into believing
certain things about ourselves, and that self-hypnosis has to be removed by de-hypnosis.
This de-hypnotising process culminates in the recognition that 'I am limitless, fullness
- aham pi2rnah, sat-cit-dnanda-dtmi.'

THE WISE PERSON IS THE MOST EXALTED AMONG YOGIS

Because this jiiana-vijiiana-trpta-�tma, this sama-buddhi, does not sit in
judgement, he or she attains the status of being the most exalted, vidisyate, among the
yogis. The expression, 'the most exalted,' has to be understood in this context here.

Among those who are not yet wise, there are different degrees of insight and
understanding, whereas among those who are wise, there is no such difference., Thus, we
cannot really compare the wise person being discussed here, the jiina-vijiina-trpta-
dtmd, with others. In terms of sama-buddhi, however, a word Krsna uses as some kind
of descriptive paradigm for the jiana-vijiWna-trpta-atma, some comparison can be
made. Thus, it is said here that the one whose buddhi is of equal nature with reference to
all these people, sama-buddhi is the most exalted, vigisyate.
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Another interpretation is also possible. In Sarkara's time all manuscripts were

hand written on palm leaves. Sahkara may have seen the word visisyate as vimucyate
or he may have had a manuscript that actually said vimucyate, meaning the person

whose vision is equal with reference to different kinds of people is liberated. Since one

who is liberated is the most exalted among yogis, the meaning is the same.

This verse and the one before it point out what is gained by this knowledge. The

person is said to be the most exalted, the most accomplished, among yogis and is called

brahma-nistha, one who has the knowledge of atma as Brahman. How to gain this

great result is the subject matter of this chapter.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

To gain the status of a sama-buddhi, to gain freedom from insecurity, otherwise
called moksa, one should follow the two-fold sidhana of karma-yoga and
dhydna-yoga. We have already seen that karma-yoga implies one's attitude with
reference to action. Dhydna-yoga or meditation is pointed out in the next verse:

TiT# g? tlr ITifrqfrW*: II do I

yogi yuhjita satatamitmdnam rahasi sthitah
ekki yatacittdtma nir•diraparigrahah Verse 10

1mI satatam - constantly; Tft rahasi - in a quiet place; fwl-: sthitah - one

who remains; T11 ekdkl - being alone; ^q(�fril yatacittdtma - one whose body

and mind are relaxed; frvt: nirdilh - one who is free from longing; BmfmFl :

aparigrahah - one who is free from possessions; Pit yogi - the yogi (the meditator);

3I-HMq dtmdnam - his (or her) mind; Zf yuijita - may (that yogi) unite (with

the object of meditation)

May the yogi (the meditator), one who remains alone in a quiet place,
whose body and mind are relaxed, who is free from longing and
possessions, constantly unite his (or her) mind (with the object of
meditation).

In this verse, the word yogi is qualified by several other words and this yogi
constantly meditates upon the self. Yogi means meditator, dhyatU, the one who does the
dhydna, and the advice given is yuhjita, may he or she absorb the mind, unite the mind,
commit the mind to the object of meditation; in other words, may he or she meditate
upon the object of meditation, which is mentioned later.

This is the general advice given by Krsna. May the yogi always, satatam, connect
his or her mind to the object of meditation. Although satatam means 'always' and can
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even mean 'eternal,' the context determines its actual meaning. Here, satatam means
that the person should meditate as often as possible or as long as possible.

MEDITATION DOES NOT REQUIRE AN ACCOMPLICE

And where should this meditation take place? In a secret place, rahasi, meaning a
quiet place, which in Saikara's time was a hilltop, giri, or a cave, guha. Thus,
Saikara explains Krsna's words, rahasi sthitah, as giri-guhddau sthitah meaning the
one who meditates remaining on a hill or in a cave. Because a person may take along
some other people when he or she goes to a quiet place, Krsna says that the yogi, the
meditator, is one who remains alone, ekdki, or as Sahkara puts it, without an
accomplice, asahdya. In meditation you do not require an accomplice. It is not a job to
be done that requires the help of others; no sidekick, accomplice, or understudy is
needed.

To do meditation, you do not need anyone, not even a friend. It is your own job, a
quiet job with yourself where you are your own friend, just as we saw earlier in the
chapter.' Your bandhu, friend, is yourself.

Sahkara uses the word asahaya, meaning without any accomplice (sahaya -
accomplice), because he takes the word ekdki to refer to a sannyasi, sannyasa being
synonymous with jhdna for him. Sahaya can also mean bhdryd, wife, whom the yogi,
being a sannydsi, naturally leaves behind. These kinds of mandates were meant as
simple rules, not absolute rules. Therefore, we can take the spirit of them and edit or
adopt them as necessary. Even so, how can you go to a quiet place, far away from home,
wife, and children, unless you take to a life of sannydsa?

If you are not a sannydsi, you have to remain at home and perform your duties.
Then the person who remains at home, who does not go away and leave all the people
behind, is called a grhastha, grha meaning 'home.' All married people are called
grhasthas whether they live in a house or a van! The word grhastha like all words, is
born of the tradition itself. Even if a man does not always remain in the house because he
has a job, he is at home in the sense that he has certain duties to perform. Thus, unless he
renounces these duties, he remains at home and is called agrhastha.

GRHASTHA- AtRAMA HAS ITS BASIS IN SANNYASA ALONE

We have seen that the status of grhastha, householder, is one of the four stages,
d�rama, of a person's life. First, the person is a brahmacdri and then a grhastha, which
is important because this stage prepares one for the third an4-fourth stages, vdnaprastha
and sannydsa. Once a person becomes a sannydsi he or she leaves home and is no more
a grhastha. Thus, grhastha, which means literally, 'one who remains at home,' is from

' Glt -6-5
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the standpoint of sannyasa alone. For instance, when a man leaves home as a sannyasi,
there is no sense of divorce implied in terms of his marriage. He is not renouncing his
wife in order to be free to remarry, which is not renunciation at all; it is simply
frustration. Rather, it is a growing out of, a maturing, because of which the marriage has
served its purpose; neither person requires the other; they are both sannydsis. So he
walks away and she remains where she is, protected no doubt, but also living like a
sadhu, the home having become an idrama.

Thus, the word grhastha itself has its basis in sannyasa, sannyasa being the
ultimate goal of the grhastha. Sannyasa is not a choice; it is the ultimate goal. A person
who is alone, who remains in a quiet place, and who has the attributes of a yogi can
meditate constantly, whereas a person who has a home and family cannot. It is
impossible. Therefore, Sankara says that Krsna is talkipg about a sannydsi here. First,
he had talked about the karma-yogi, and now he is talking about the dhyana-yogi, the
sannyasi, one who lives a life of meditation.

This dhydna-yogi is further described by Krsna as yata-citta-dtma. Citta means
memory, but here it refers more generally to the antah-karana, the mind, which
includes memory, usually the predominant factor that disturbs you in meditation.
Because your mind continues to operate in meditation, when as sound comes, you are
definitely going to hear it. This is why you withdraw the sense organs to the extent
possible - closing the eyes, for example - so that you can be absorbed with the object
of meditation. What, then, is left to disturb you? Citta, memory - memories from the
past. Therefore, citta is mentioned here.

Since citta stands for the mind in the compound, yata-citta-dtma, the word dtma
in this compound is taken to mean deha, the physical body, and yata refers to both the
body and mind being brought under one's mastery. The body is totally relaxed and the
mind is absorbed. Whatever problems there may be, they are taken care of, which is all a
part of meditation. Thus, yatacittdtmd is both a name for the yogi and a qualification.
Whenever a disturbance comes, the body is kept relaxed, and whenever a memory
comes, the mind is brought back again to the object of meditation, all of which Krsna
discusses later.

MEDITATION REQUIRES FREEDOM FROM LONGING

Further, if you have to sit in meditation, you have to be a person who is free from
longings, nirdsih. To sit in meditation means that there should be no pressure from
inside; otherwise, you cannot sit. This inner pressure is longing, and nirdsih, refers to
the one for whom all longings are gone. If you simply close your eyes, and if longings
are there in your mind, you will not even be able to keep your eyes closed, let alone sit
quietly. And, in no time at all, you will feel the fuming and fretting inside. Just by
closing the eyes, all the longings well up. At least with the eyes open, your mind is
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arrested by the objects you see because there is something going on and that gives you a
direction. But if the eyes are closed, then the whole world is within you and the longings
will create so much disturbance that you cannot remain sitting.

Whereas the nirdiih is dispassionate, free from longing. The niraih is relatively
satisfied with himself or herself and is therefore, a cheerful person. Because the
meditator is a person who has been living the life of karma-yoga, Krsna mentions these
particular qualifications here, which, according to Sahkara's definition of sannyasa, are
the qualities of a sannydsl.

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE FREE OF POSSESSIONS

Finally, Krsna describes the dhyana-yogl as aparigraha, one who is free from
possessions. Parigraha means hoarding or gathering, which can be a big problem. In
fact, it is a disease that everyone has to some extent. Because it is so difficult for people
to give up things, they keep on gathering. Even if you give them away, you go on
gathering more. This capacity to give things up is to be retained always so that you are
the boss. The person who is alert to this fact is called aparigraha here.

Sagkara himself questions how the word aparigraha could apply to a sannyasi,
one who is supposed to be free from gathering things. But even a sannydsL has the
tendency to gather. A person may be alone in terms of other people, but in terms of
possessions, he or she may not be aparigraha. Therefore, this gathering tendency has to
be kept away by continually giving things away.

Aparigraha is a very interesting word here. Not only does it mean to be free from
gathering things, but also from the longing to gather. This tendency to gather various
objects is a common trait of the samsarl - and an old habit. Because this habit may still
be there, and also because things do have a tendency to gather, the sannyasi has to
constantly maintain the status of being an aparigraha.

After this Krsna goes on to say that, all the necessary qualifications being there,
may one unite one's mind to the object of meditation - atmanarm yuijita; in other
words, may one meditate. Although Krsna's advice may look as though it is directed to a
sannyasi, it is really for anyone because everyone is ekdki, in fact. Even though you
may be married and have a family, you are ekdki, one who is alone, at least when you
close your eyes! Freeing yourself from all duties and roles, you become ekdki, whereas
if you think of the father you are, the mother you are, or the daughter or son you are,
then you are not ekdki. It is as though all these people, all these roles, are inside of you.
Therefore, to just be yourself, ekaki, you drop the roles and their problems when you
meditate. You strip yourself to be the simple person you are, whatever that person may
be, the one who is meditating, the one called ekakl, dhydyl, yogi.
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MEDITATION REQUIRES A CERTAIN DISCIPLINE

The next section of this chapter deals with what.has to be done by the person

striving for this meditation in terms of discipline, niyama, beginning with where and

how to sit, asana. In this section, Krsna discusses the eating habits, ahfra, of the

meditator, saying that one who does not eat at all will have no yoga, nor will the one

who eats too much. In fact, both of them may have roga, disease, instead. Discipline in

terms of other activities, vihara, that are conducive to yoga, to meditation, are also

mentioned by Krsna in this section.

Meditation itself is a means for the steadiness and clarity of mind that leads to

knowledge. But to live a life of meditation also requires a certain discipline, which is

considered to be a secondary means or sddhana for meditation. The remainder of this

section of chapter six is devoted to the accomplishment of this yoga - the discipline and

its results.

VI Xt yrd&M iAglczlr : 1
-mrffadý ' nicý i ýi^M~fl I ^ 11
sucau dese pratisthapya sthiramasanamatmanah
ndtyucchritam ndtinceam caildjinakudottaram Verse 11

T-)jZF TF: ^T ^rqT lRF r?^: 1
3r$sp4 NyW\ ^Hrr4tR f1 ^ \I I p I

tatraikdgram manah krtvd yatacittendriyakriyah
upaviSydsane yuijydd yogamatmaviSuddhaye Verse 12

7 i sucau - in a clean; 1 dese - place; ft sthiram - firm; 3 aq'fi , na

atyucchritam - not too high; - aift4jm , na atinicam - not too low; ^-3•T-�fT-

sw4 caila-ajina-kuSa-uttaram - a piece of soft cloth, a skin, and a grass mat layered

in (reverse) order; 3TWmT asanam - seat; 3T•lTW:: tmanah - for oneself; IFihE

pratisthdpya - having arranged; ?i tatra - there; amTR asane - on the seat;

3'fý upavigya - sitting; 'tf: manah - mind; Ti-E W ekagram - one-pointed

(absorbed in the object of meditation); yfqT krtvd - making; T'-fr--if4 -f^: yata-

citta-indriya-kriyah - one who has mastered the mind and senses; a3IT--fik dtma-

viSuddhaye - for the purification of the mind; 4M yogam - meditation; z .WT

yuhjydt - may one practice

Having arranged one's seat in a clean place, firm, not too high (and) not
too low, (made of) a piece of soft cloth, a skin, and a grass mat layered in
(reverse) order, there, sitting on the seat, making one's mind one-pointed
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(absorbed in the object of meditation), may the one who has mastered the
mind and senses practice meditation for the purification of the mind.

In these verses, the word dsana1 is used for the actual seat upon which the
meditator should sit. How one sits is also called asana, which Krsna discusses later. The
words, sucau deie, describe the place where one sits, meaning that it should be a clean
place. You cannot sit in a garage, for instance, simply because you bought a house that
has a garage and you do not have a car to put in it.

The place of meditation must be clean. For every action, everything you want to
do, you require an appropriate place. And meditation is no exception. It requires a place
that is inspiring and, if not inspiring, at least clean. Thus, Krsna says sucau dede. In his
commentary of this verse, Saikara adds that theplace should also be quiet, vivikta.

A riverside, a mountain, or some wooded area is considered to be clean and quiet
because there is usually no one there and the natural surroundings tend to be inspiring.
For a place to be inspiring, meaning conducive to meditation, there should be nothing to
draw your attention away from meditation and a clean, quiet place meets this
requirement. In such places, people can observe nature and spend time with themselves.
They need not be always meditating, but they can be meditative while watching.

This does not mean that one must say, I have to meditate and therefore, I have to
find a mountain or a riverside. By your own action ypu can make the place clean.
Wherever you are, you can make that a place where you ban sit quietly. Does this mean
that you have to drive away the people who may be there? No, you need not do that; nor
can you do it if the people are a part of your life. How, then, you might ask, are you
going to meditate?

YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND A QUIET CORNER IN WHICH TO MEDITATE
You can find a time, early in the morning perhaps, before the others get up, to do

meditation. When everyone is sleeping and you are the only one interested in meditation,
this is a good time to do it. If others in the house were interested in meditation and also
wanted to do it early in the morning, it could be a problem. So, by getting up a little
earlier, you have a quiet place. Some quiet corner is always available. Or, if your home
is always noisy, you can go to a nearby park or some other quiet place.

When Krsna says here that one should arrange his or her own dsana, he does not
mean it in a possessive sense. It is not that you have a particular seat upon which you
must sit every day; this is not the emphasis here. Rather, one's asana, one's seat of
meditation, is in terms of what is most conducive to meditation. For example, the seat

That on which one sits is called asana - a seat.
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should be positioned firmly, meaning that it should not wobble. The seat may be a
bench, a plank, or whatever, but it should be firm, sthira. It should not be too high, na

atyucchrita, a seat from which you could fall, nor too low, na atinica, meaning that you
should not sit directly on the ground lest you be bothered by insects and the dampness.

Because the body has a tendency to become very relaxed in meditation, and may
even fall asleep, the fear of falling will be there if the asana is too high. Instead of

meditating, you will be afraid and then distracted by the thought that you should not be

afraid. Similarly, if you sit directly on the ground there may be a fear of being bitten by
creepy, crawly creatures, a real concern for those who inhabited the jungle areas of India.

Na atyucchrita and na atinica can also be taken in another way. Some people

think that if they want to meditate they should go to the higher altitudes, atyucchrita, or

into a cave below the ground, atinica. But, here Krsna advises against both locations.

Meditation may seem to be very successful at the higher altitudes, like in Gangotri at

about 10,000 feet, because the person who meditates will have no disturbance in his or

her mind. But this is because the mind cannot think due to a lack of oxygen. We meditate
with a thinking mind, not an incapacitated mind.

Therefore, to incapacitate the mind by going to high altitudes is not an

accomplishment; in fact, you do not even know what is going on. Arranging one's asana

in too low a place is also a problem for the same reason. There may be no sounds to
disturb you in a cave dug into the ground, but, again, there is the problem of the mind not

being able to think because the oxygen supply is extremely limited in such places.

Therefore, Krsna says here that one's seat of meditation should not be too high, na
atyucchrita, nor too low, na atinica - in other words, neither on a mountain top nor

under the ground.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MATERIALS OF THE TRADITIONAL ASANA

Krsna then mentions one final thing about the asana itself -
caila-ajina-kuSa-uttaram. Caila means a soft cloth; ajina is a skin, such as a deer skin
or tiger skin used by the ancient sages; and kusa is a grass mat. The word uttara

completes the compound by referring to the order in which these three materials are to be
placed, one over the other. When three materials are given, one needs to know what
should be over what because it can be done in several ways.

If, for example, you arrange your asana by first placing a soft cloth on the ground
or floor, on top of which you put the skin and then the grass mat, you will not be able to
sit there because to sit on a mat made of grass is a problem, I assure you. Sahkara
confirmed here that the order to be followed is the other way around viparita - with the
kusa on the bottom, then the ajina, on top of which is the soft cloth. Only then is the
asana called caila-ajina-kuSa-uttara.
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All this had to be said because meditation should not be done on the damp ground.
In those days, all dwellings had mud floors and the benches or seats were made out of
clay. If a person were to sit in meditation on such an asana without these three layers of
material, after three months their minds may have bent in the right direction, but their
legs would be unable to bend at all, the knees having a tendency to develop arthritis
when exposed to dampness. So, to avoid the dampness the kusa was recommended, on
top of which was placed a furred skin, like a deerskin, to make the asana warm. Finally,
to avoid irritation from the skin, a piece of soft cloth was placed on the top of it.

This does not mean that you must find a deer in order to arrange your asana for
meditation. This was simply what was done at that particular time. The skin of a deer
was often chosen because the deer is one animal that is considered to be very clean since
it will not touch anything that any other tongue has touched. In the Indian religious
culture also, this is a very common custom. No one takes a bite of something and then
shares it with another person. Only in certain instances will people eat what has already
been touched by the tongue of another.

Food that has been offered to the Lord can be eaten, which is not a problem
anyway because the Lord has not actually touched it with His tongue. Similarly, food
offered to one's forefathers through the brahmanas who perform the ritual, called
Srddddha, is also eaten. The forefathers are invoked in the brahmanas and then the
food is eaten by the brahmanas who represent the forefathers. Again, the forefathers
have not actually touched on the food. Finally, a wife will eat from the same plate as her
husband after he has eaten and a Aisya will do the same after the guru has eaten. These,
then, are the exceptions to eating food that has been touched by others.

I actually tested this trait in deer when I was in a deer park one day. I gave the
deer some bananas and they ate them. Then, I put my tongue on another banana and gave
it to one of the deer. It sniffed at the banana and walked away. Whether an American
deer would be so careful about what it eats, I do not know! It seems to be the nature of
the deer. Besides being clean, the deer has enough fur for the skin to be very soft.

There was also a rule about the skin that was to be used for one's asana. It was not
to be one that someone gave you or one that had been taken from a deer that had been
killed. Some hunters would sometimes kill a deer and try to give the skin to a sadhu.
Therefore, the sadhu had to hunt for a dead dear and ensure that it had died naturally.

Having arranged one's seat of meditation, what is one to do? The verb here is
yunjyit, meaning 'May one practice.' And what is one to practice? Meditation, yoga.
Why? For steadiness and purification of the mind alone - dtma-visuddhaye - not for
anything else. Gaining knowledge of atma .is accomplished only by inquiry, vicara,
which requires atma-visuddhi. The obstructions in the mind that prevent this
knowledge from taking place have to be removed. This removal of the obstructions in
the mind, antah-karana-pratibandhaka-nivrtti, is done through dhydna, meditation.
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Therefore, Krsna says here, 'May one practice meditation for purification of the mind,
yunijyt yogam dtma-viSuddhaye.'

Sitting on the Zsana described earlier, may there be absorption, samadhdna, into
the object of meditation. How is this to be done? By making the mind single-pointed,
ekdgram manahkrtvd. Agra means what is in front and refers here to what is to be
meditated on, that being one thing alone, eka. Thus, Krsna is saying to bring the mind to
the object of meditation and let it be absorbed there.

The person who does meditation is described once again as
yata-citta-indriya-kriya, one who has mastery over the mind, senses, and their various
activities. Because we tend to take this qualification lightly, it is repeated over and over
again. And, since it has been repeated so often, we should take it seriously. This means
that the senses, which are usually directed outward, are withdrawn, along with all other
activities of the mind. And the person who does this is Called yata-citta-indriya-kriya.
Being such a person, may he or she meditate -yogam yuhjydt.

THE PURPOSE OF MEDITATION

Why should the person meditate? For the purification of the mind - dtma-
viguddhaye. In this context, the word dtmi refers to the antah-karana, the mind, and
not sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd, as sat-cit-ananda-dtmd is already viguddha and needs no
purification.

The word visuddhi can also be taken in a different sense. To be free from the hold
of rdga-dvesas is suddhi. Visuddhi can also be in terms of old memories, kasidyas, that
come up unexpectedly in contemplation when the mind is quiet. These memories lie
under the surface and are like the decaying organic matter that lies under the water,
producing certain gases that bubble up to the surface. A pond can be quiet and clean one
minute, but then, if you keep watching, you will suddenly see something coming up -
blub... blub... blub. Why do the bubbles come up? Because there is something
underneath.

Similarly, the mind is quietened by meditation, which can be either contemplative
meditation or purely prayerful meditation. Prayerful meditation is on Brahman with
qualities, saguna-brahma, whereas contemplative meditation is on Brahman without
qualities, nirguna-brahma. Here, the words are such that you can take them to mean
both saguna-brahma meditation and nirguna-brahma meditation, as you will see later
when the object of meditation, dhyeya, is discussed. In fact, meditation includes both
because you start with a prayerful meditation and end with contemplative meditation.
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YOUR THOUGHTS NEED NOT DISTURB YOU

When a certain peace, santi, is gained, the mind is composed, tranquil, and in that
tranquil mind, various thoughts may occur. These thoughts are to be understood as
kasiyas, memories that may pop up in a quiet mind at any time without any seeming
connection or relevancy. When you understand meditation properly, your thoughts will
not frighten you. You need not think you are disturbed; you just let the thoughts bubble
up and remain a witness.

Generally, when these thoughts come, we take them as ourselves. But here, in the
seat of meditation, because you have a certain composure, it is possible for you to
discover a distance between yourself and these bubbles of thoughts. So, you are neither
disturbed by them, nor do you need to try to avoid them. Just be an observer, a sdksi;
understand the thoughts as they are and do not be afraid of them. Let them rise and
watch them go away, like so many bubbles on the surface of a quiet pond. This is what
Krs.na means here when he said that for purifying the mind, may one practice meditation
- atma-visuddhaye yogam yuLjyat.

HOW PRAYER PURIFIES THE MIND

Prayer can bring about dtma-visuddhi because it brings about a certain change on
your part - a glad acceptance of what has gone before, or what has happened in your
life. Usually we spend our lives fighting against this! This glad acceptance of the past
requires a certain intimate acceptance on your part, a prayerful acceptance of what has
already happened. Therefore, prayerful meditation takes care of your raga-dvesas in
terms of the past - what I would have liked to have happened, what I should have done,
what should not have happened to me, etc., - all the things that usually bother a person.
This, too, is called ttma-visuddhi. And again, the release of various kasgyas -
samskdras or impressions, that are deep within the person, those unassimilated,
undigested, hurtful experiences that are stored in the form of memories - is called
dtma-visuddhi.

Identifying oneself with one's thoughts or the physical body, thinking that anything
that happens to the body happens to me, is an obstruction, pratibandhaka, a great
impurity, ahuddhi, for the one who desires liberation. This identification has to be
removed. Anything that has to be removed, anything that is unclean, is called aSuddhi.
To eliminate asuddhi, contemplation is helpful. Contemplation is not for atma-jilina; it
is for altma-visuddhi alone.

MEDITATION FACILITATES INQUIRY

Since Ctma-jiidna is vrtti-jiina, it can only take place by the operation of a
pramada. Pramdna-vicara alone produces vrtti-jli na and destroys self-ignorance.
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And, for this vrtti-jiina to take place, the various pratibandhakas that are there, due to
rdga-duesas, kasdyas, or viparita-bhavanas, have to be removed, and this removal is
taken care of by dhydna, meditation.

Saying that pramdna-uicara alone produces knowledge does not mean that you
give meditation or prayer a lesser place. There is no lesser place, in fact. Because
meditation is for dtma-viSuddhi, it occupies an important position in the life of a seeker.
Thus, Krsna says, 'May one do meditation -yogam yufjyat.'

This is an important point to note because it is commonly thought that Vedanta is
only a theory and it is dhydna, the practice of meditation, that produces the knowledge.
This is not true. Dhydna is for dtma-viSuddhi, not for dtma-jidana, even though
ultimately it enables dtma-jiidna to take place. The knowledge itself depends entirely
upon antah-karana-viSuddhi, because it depends on a mind that is fit for the
knowledge. In making the mind fit for knowledge, dhydna is important. Although there
is a certain order involved here in terms of dhydna being necessary for the first step of
preparing the mind, dhydna itself does not produce knowledge. The urtti-jifana
produced by pramana-vicara alone produces knowledge.

Having described the dsana and what is to take place while in the seat of
meditation, Krsna then talks about how one is to sit:

Wq z=hlsl<iJtci ^KrJT) frer: I

samam kdyaSirogriuan dharayannacalam sthirah
sampreksya nasikagram suam disagcdnavalokayan Verse 13

vw9l~lff rjl(14N6ml[<sO fkT: I
Tmr: #Prq 3f- Zii 3Tw4 qRf T: II ýx I I
pragantdtmd uigatabhirbrahmacdriurate sthitah
manah samyamya maccito yukta asita matparah Verse 14

rwT•iRt-f tr kdya-giro-grivam - body, head, and neck; VWI samam - in one
straight line; aT m acalam - without moving; %IWI dhdrayan - holding; Wf1:

(-q sthirah (san) - (being) firm; �mr Ii IU svam ndsikagram - the tip of
one's nose; 1T9 sampreksya - (as though) looking at; f�T: - digah ca - and

directions; a3Rctq anavalokayan - not looking; W|•ff-a3T'i prasdnta-dtmd -
one whose mind is tranquil; f-rl-•f: vigata-bhih - one who is free from fear;
siTiftl fTI: (Rf) brahmacarivrate sthitah (san) - (being) established in one's

commitment to the life of a brahmicdri; Tq: manah - mind; gqiT samyamya -
controlling; w-fi--M: mat-cittah - thinking of Me; W�IT-W: mat-parah - having Me
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as the ultimate goal; r: yuktah - yogi (meditator); a3T1 1 asita - may he (or she)
sit

Holding oneself firm without moving, holding the body, head, and neck
in one straight line, (as though) looking at the tip of one's nose and not
looking in all directions, being the one whose mind is tranquil, who is
free from fear, established in one's commitment to the life of a
brahmacarl, may (that) yogi (meditator) sit thinking of Me, having Me
as the ultimate goal.

To hold the body, head, and neck in one straight line means not to bend them in
any way - in other words, one should sit erect for meditation. But, even though the
body, head, and neck are vertical, you may sway or rock a little; therefore, Krsna adds
the word acalam, meaning that the body is to be kept still, and also sthira, meaning that
one should be very firm in one's seat. This means that, prior to meditation, the legs and
feet are placed in such a way that they do not require any kind of change. Thus, there is
both stillness and firmness in one's seat of meditation.

DOES ONE REALLY MEDITATE ON THE TIP OF ONE'S NOSE?

The posture described in this verse brings out a certain attitude or disposition in
the person that is conducive to meditation. This posture includes one's gaze also. The
expression, 'looking at the tip of one's nose - sampreksya nasikdgram,' is sometimes
misunderstood to mean that one should meditate on the tip of the nose! There are even
two schools of thought on this, one saying you should meditate on the spot between the
eyebrows and the other saying that you should meditate on the tip of the nose itself.
Because it could be literally taken and therefore, misunderstood, Sahkara explains what
Krsna means by this expression in his commentary of this verse.

In explaining the gaze, Krsna says, one 'sampreksya nasikagram - looking at
the tip of one's nose.' This does not mean that one must sit cross-eyed. Rather, given the
position of the eyes as they look out, they naturally fall or converge upon a particular
point and that is where they are to remain. This means you neither look up nor down;
you look 'as though' at the tip of your nose. Therefore, looking at one's nose is not what
is being enjoined here by the expression - sampreksya nasikagram; it simply
addresses where the gaze should fall. This is explained by Sankara as follows. §aAkara
says that there is the word, iva, understood here. The word, sampreksya, looking,
should be understood as 'as though looking' - darsanam krtva iva. The eyes are not
even closed in fact; they just look out in such a way that they do not look directly at any
particular object, which is another way of avoiding distractions.

Saikara questions what would happen if the person were asked to look at the tip
of the nose. Looking at the tip of the nose, where would the person's absorption be? At
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the tip of the nose, of course - which is not what is desired here at all. In contemplation,
the mind is to be absorbed in dtma alone and, for this, your mind must be available. If
you are busy looking at the tip of the nose, how are you going to make use of the mind to
contemplate upon dtmd? Therefore, the object of meditation, dhyeya, is not the tip of
the nose but something entirely different, as we shall see.

Sahkara also clarifies Krsna's words, digah anavalokayan, as meaning 'not
looking in any particular direction.' When you are sitting in meditation, it is possible to
look to the left, to the right, to the front, and to the back, as well as up or down. Krsna
already covered the possibility of looking up and down here by saying, 'samam
kdya-siro-grivam dhdrayan - keeping the body, head, and neck in one straight line.'
Since one can also look to the left and right, why not meditate that way? Because you
will develop a pain in the neck. Thus, to avoid such discomforts, the position for
meditation was established.

Sitting outwardly in meditation is one thing, but there is also another sitting
involved, an inside sitting. This inner sitting is what is meant by the word 'meditation'
and is what is referred to by the words mat-cittah and mat-parah.

Having already talked about the place of meditation, the seat itself, and the sitting
posture, Krsna points out the object of meditation and also the nature of the meditator
here. In fact, there are not many verses in the Gltd that talk about meditation as such,
whereas the meditator is talked about a lot. If you look at the entire Gita, you will find
only one or two other sentences on meditation itself.'

The emphasis throughout the Gitd is on the meditator. Who it is that meditates is
what makes the difference between a successful meditation and an unsuccessful one - a
mere act of meditation. The present verse also talks a lot about the meditator, referring to
the person as praSanta-&tmd, one for whom the atmd, the mind, the antah-karana, has
gained certain degree of tranquillity.

Krsna talks about the real s�nti later, the santi that is gained as a result of
meditation and knowledge. In this verse, however, because the person being discussed
is a mumuksu, a seeker, the sdnti talked about is relative, and refers to the degree of
tranquillity one has gained by living a life of karma-yoga. We know this by the context
since, in the previous verses, Krsna had been talking about the-meditator and what he or
she had accomplished thus far, all of which is conveyed here by describing the person as
praSanta-dtmd. The prasdnta-dtmd is one who has lived a life of karma-yoga, who
has taken care of his or her rdga-dvesas and is therefore, no longer pressurised by them.

Such a person is free from fear, vigata-bhl. There are many varieties of fear. The
fear of death, for example, is said to be a very common fear for some people in the seat
of meditation. When the body is as relaxed as it is in meditation, we generally go to sleep

1 Gtd - 6-25
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and there is no fear because there is nobody to be afraid of. But when the body is relaxed
and you do not go to sleep, there may be a feeling of going out of the body, which may
give rise to the fear of death if what is happening is not properly understood. The
physical relaxation itself is as though you are going out of this body. Then, the entire
internal defence system sends out an alarm and the person experiences fear.

DISSOLUTION OF THE DOER IS REALLY RESOLUTION

No matter how old you are, there is a fear in giving up the body even though you
know you have to give it up one day. However, what is involved here is the dissolution
of the doer, the karta. This means the very subject, the meditator, is resolved, which is a
kind of suicide. And because the person does not want to dissolve himself or herself,
there is fear. In fact, there is no dissolution; there is only resolution. The resolving of the
aharikara is also false because the ahaikara is atma, but attmni is not ahaihkra. In
contemplation the aharikra, the meditator, naturally resolves into atma.

THE SOURCE OF FEAR

The meditator is dtma, the meditated is atma, and the attempt is called meditation.
If the attempt is successful, the meditator is gone, having resolved into dtma. Therefore,
the means and the end become one and the same. The meditator resolves into the very
object of meditation as he or she attempts meditation. This is -the situation that some
people are afraid of because they feel as though they are being decimated or destroyed.
Thus, some people see fear where there is no fear at all. They feel as though something is
going to disappear and they retain it. In fact, the retention of the ahahkira is the only
source of fear there is, the ahahikra itself being the source of fear.

If the aharikdra does not want to quit, naturally there will be some fear. This fear,
then, is due to avicdra, a lack of inquiry alone. A person who inquires is free from fear
and is called vigatabhi here.

FEAR OF TOMORROW

Vigatabhi can also be taken as a person who is not afraid of tomorrow, a very
common fear. People often ask, 'If I keep on meditating, what will happen to me?
Suppose I go into samddhi and I don't come out. What will happen then? Or, suppose I
get enlightened, then what will happen to me? How will I behave? How will I hold a
job?' Because the person being described in this verse is a sannyist, this fear of
tomorrow is not possible. But a meditator need not always be a sannyasl; therefore, he
or she may have all these fears.

I read once that a woman approached Swami Vivekananda after a talk he had
given and asked, 'Did you say that the ego is to be destroyed?' 'Yes,' he replied. 'But if
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my ego is destroyed, who will run the house?' she asked. 'Who will do the dishes?' This
kind of problem arises because of the use of the word 'destruction.' Destruction of the
ego has to be properly understood. The ego is not really destroyed. It remains even for
the person who is qualified to talk about it. But it is an enlightened ego. The 'I' is
independent of the I-thought, whereas the I-thought is not independent of 'I.' Thus, the
I-thought is already nullified. It is only a shadow 'I.' It is not the 'I' itself.

The problem is only in the 'I.' If the I-thought is taken at one time as 'I,' and at
other times as I-thought, then 'I' become a yo-yo - now up, now down, now sukhi,
now duhkhi. Because the person identifies with the conditions of one's mind, the person
is subject to samsara. To be free of this identification is often described as the
destruction of the ego, but if it is not explained in this way, all kinds of problems and
fears are possible. However, for the person discussed here, vigatabhi, there is no fear of
tomorrow or of anything else.

THE LIFE OF A BRAHMACARI

The vigatabhi can also be called brahmacari-vrate sthitah, one who remains
with the vows or the commitment of a brahmacirl. And what is that commitment that
implies living the life of a brahmacadr? Sankara defines it in terms of service to the
teacher, guru-uSrilsa., eating happily whatever food comes one's way as alms, etc.
bhiksa-anna-bhuktyidi. A person with this kind of commitment does not bother about
tomorrow and is called a brahmacarl. Since Krsna is talking about meditation, the
context in which the word brahmacari is used here also implies an emphasis on the
study of the gastra; therefore, it is assumed that the meditator has done a lot of Sravana
and manana.

How to live a life of a brahmacarl is also mentioned in this verse. One must
withdraw from the various forms of thinking that takes place in the mind, manah
sarmyamya. And, because you cannot withdraw from them unless you apply the mind to
the dhyeya, the object of meditation, Krsna says here, 'Thinking of Me, may the
meditator sit - mat-citto yukta silta.'

THE IDENTITY BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE LORD

Mat-citta means one whose mind is in Me, Paramesvara - mayi paramesvare
cittam yasya. The 'Me,' of course, is Krsna as Paramesvara. Paramesvara has two
meanings and is a common expression throughout the sastra. It can mean either the Lord
as the cause of the world, jagat-karana, or the Lord in his essential form, Brahman,
paramtitma.

The word, paramatmd is used because the jiva, the self, the individual who
thinks, 'I am the jiva,' is equated to Paramesvara, even though there seems to be a
difference between the two. In reality, there is no difference.
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THE NEED FOR TWO TYPES OF VAKYAS

The resolution of the seeming difference is Krsna's upadesa and the teaching of
Vedanta. Thus, the jiva's predication as Paramesvara, the Lord, is the upadesa, for
which there are two types of statements, vdkyas, in the vedanta-'Astra. One kind of
vukya reveals the nature of atmd, Paramesvara, and the other reveals the non-
difference between thejiva and Paramesvara.

The nature of atmd is revealed either by saying that satya-jifnaa-ananta is
Brahman or by saying that sat-cit-dnanda is atmd. It is the same revelation in that both
are one and the same. The words that reveal the nature of the self or the paramatmd by
implication are always the same. But there is also the equation between the jiva and
Ivara, the equation itself being the upadesa, the teaching. Thus, there are these two
types of vdkyas - vastu-svaripa-para-vdkya, a statement revealing the nature of
atma, and ekatva-para-vdkya, a statement revealing the identity between the individual
and the Lord, such as, 'You are that Brahman - tat tvam asi,' or I am Brahman -
aham brahma asmi.

How is an identity between the jiva and SAvara possible? It is because the jiva is
sat-cit-ananda and Parameivara is sat-cit-dnanda. The svariipa of atma being
sat-cit-ananda, this jiva-1ivara-aikya-vakya, the equation stating that the jiva and
'Ivara are one and the same, is valid. If the svarupa of atmd were not sat-cit-dnanda,
the equation would have no validity at all. Therefore, both types of vdkyas are
important. The jiva-itvara-aikya-vdkya can be understood only when the vdkyas
revealing the nature of dtmd are available. If such vdkyas were not there, the equation
vdkya would be meaningless. Thejiva would be ajiva and Ivara would be lAvara.

When we say that the wave is ocean, the water itself must be understood. Then
only is the vdkya talking about the identity of wave and ocean will be meaningful. If
someone says to a wave that thinks it is a wave, 'Hey, you are the ocean!' the statemeAt
will only be understood by the wave if it has the knowledge that satya is water. Becauise
of the seeming difference, upddhi, one is called 'wave' and the other is called 'ocean.'
In fact, there is no 'one' or the 'other.' There is only one, water. Therefore, together,
both types of vdkyas do the job.

KRSNA AS I.VARA, THE LORD

Here, Krsna uses the first person singular, 'Me,' in the sense of Paramesvara, the
Lord. Whether or not the historical Krsna is the Lord is not our concern. We are talking
about Krsna who is the Lord because he talks as Itvara. Because the word Krsna
indicates Paramesvara alone, whenever Krsna uses the word aham, the first person
singular, Paramesvara is to be understood. Whether there was such a person as Krsna
who danced and played beautiful music on the flute is besides the point. These accounts
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are all stories designed to create a certain appreciation of the historical person who

walked along the banks of the Yamuna as an avatara.

Any wise person can use the word aham in the same way. There are such uvkyas

in the sstra in fact - 'I was Manu - aham manuh abhavam,' 'I am the Sun,' 'I am

everything' - all of which are statements that any wise person can make. What

happened before, what is here and now, and what is going to come later are all purusa,

atmd, alone, there being nothing separate from this purusa. And who is the purusa?

The one who knows the purusa as oneself, as 'That I am - so'ham,' becomes free from

all mortality - sa iha amrto bhavati. He or she is dtmd.

There is only one purusa and that is itmai; thus the purusa is the one who is

everywhere, but available only in the heart. 'That which is within my heart is dtmd' is an

expression that anyone can say; Krsna is not the only one who can say it. The point

being made here is that Krsna always presents himself either in the sense of

Paramesvara, the cause of the world, or pure paramdtmd. Either way it is one and the

same.

The word Paramesvara here can be taken as saguna-brahma, meaning iSvara,

the Lord, the one who creates, srsti-kartd, the one who sustains the creation, sthiti-

kartd, and the one who resolves creation into himself, laya-kartd. In this way,

Paramesvara is the kartd and performs these three jobs simultaneously. All three

activities are going on at the same time. At this second, an object is born; as it is born, it

is; and as it is, it is gone. It is cyclical and therefore, we do not know which is first,

second, or third - is/born/gone; gone/born/is; gone/is/born, or born/is/gone. Nor does it

matter because all three occur simultaneously.

Since the whole creation is in time, it is called mithya, time itself being mithya. Is

this present second, this micro-second, picosecond, etc., born or is it gone? It is born and,
as it is born, it is going. Going, it is born, which means there is no 'birth.' This, then, is

the nature of time and everything is in time, which is mithya.

MEDITATION ON PARAMEtVARA

The nature of time is nothing but the trick of the midyvi, another name for the

great magician, 1Jvara, who is the agent, kartd, of srsti, sthiti, and laya. If you absorb

your mind in this Paramesvara, it is called saguna-brahma-dhydna. To do this, you

meditate on the virtues of Paramesvara. Thus, for you, Paramesvara is one who is all

compassion, all mercy, all Unanda. Or, Paramesvara is the one who is the creator,

sustainer, and resolver of everything - srsti-sthiti-laya-kartZ. In this way, any one

virtue can be taken in its absolute sense and meditated upon. Or, the meditation can be in

the form of a simple prayer - 'Unto that Lord, my salutations - paramesvardya

namah.'
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The word 'mat' in the compound, mat-citta can also mean Parame.vara, the
cause of everything - param brahma. And that Brahman is satya-jii*na-
ananta-brahma, atmla. Here, the one whose mind is contemplating upon the svarUpa of
the dtma, pure consciousness, is called mat-citta. With reference to this caitanya-atma
there are other revealing words also, words that reveal the svarlpa of atma upon which
you contemplate. With the help of these words, you contemplate upon the meaning and
this contemplation is called meditation.

MEDITATION IS NOT A TECHNIQUE

The person being discussed in this verse is also called mat-para, another word
that describes the person in terms of the object of meditation. The person who meditates
in order to lower his or her blood pressure may be a blood-pressure-para but he or she is
definitely not mat-para. People meditate for many reasons - for one hundred percent
spiritual success or one hundred percent material success. This only proves that nothing
is sacred. This also proves that meditation is not properly understood. Meditation is not a
technique; meditation is life. Therefore, Krsna refers to the meditator as mat-para, one
for whom the Lord, Paramesvara, is everything. The mind of such a person will stay
with the object of meditation because there is nothing other than ParameSvara,
paramatmd, to be gained. And this is everything. The one for whom what is to be
accomplished is that paramdtma alone is called mat-para, Krsna says.

Sarikara adds here that such a person is very careful in terms of the objects that he
or she desires. For example, the person does not think of a particular woman or man as
the ultimate end, para; instead, this person has another para in that his or her mind is
committed to Itvara, the Lord, as the ultimate end. The svaripa of Iivara, the
param4tmd, as the ultimate end, para is called parama-pada and the person who has
this as the only pursuit is called mat-para.

THE ULTIMATE END

The expression 'ultimate end' can give rise to another problem if its meaning is
not properly understood. 'ultimate end' does not mean, 'Ultimately, I will reach that; in
the meantime, I have other ends to reach.' Thus, 'ultimate end' is not to be interpreted
here as an end to be gained later in time, like after retirement. The ultimate end is the
predominant end, meaning there is no other end. All other 'so-called' ends subserve this
ultimate end. Everything one does is for the ultimate end alone; one even eats to gain this
end alone as Krsna says later.

The study of Sanskrit also serves the same purpose. The study of Sanskrit is not so
that you may become a Sanskrit scholar! I study whatever is to be studied as a discipline,
as a means to gain access into what is being taught in the Veddnta-sastra. The 'ultimate
end' here is not to champion the cause of ISvara in any way, although there are

BG Vul 1 - 22
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self-appointed champions who say they want to propagate Isvara. Surely, Isvara does
not need any such help! By the very definition of lsvara, he should be able to achieve
whatever he wants to accomplish. He does not want you to champion him at all. If he
wants to accomplish something, he can accomplish it without you! Your commitment is
only to understand what Isvara is.

Isvara, paramdtmd, is the only end for the meditator, the dhyana-yoga. His or
her mind is lost in Me; he is mat-citta, Krsna says here, speaking as Isvara, the Lord. In
the mind of this person who is mat-citta, the predominant object is Isvara. Also, by
calling the person, mat-para, Krsna conveys the fact that isvara is something to be
accomplished; in fact, Isvara is the only end to be accomplished for this person. Both
these words, mat-citta and mat-para indicate the person's exact understanding of what
he or she wants to accomplish, to know.

Further, Krsna says:

<ir4 Nfimri -h* ft wq ^: IT w

yuhjannevam sadatmanam yogi niyatamanasah
sdntim nirvanaparamdm matsamsthdmadhigacchati Verse 15

TmR evam - in this manner; -T sadd - always; 3TrWcTfi dtmdnam - the mind;
4- yuiijan - connecting; ie4dzI": niyatamanasah - the one whose mind is

mastered; tft yogi - the meditator; fijT-r��i nirvdna-paramam - that, which is
the ultimate liberation; q�rNl matsamsthdm - that, which is centred on Me; rllFfH
s&ntim - peace; aThTr1i adhigacchati - gains

Always connecting the mind in this manner, the meditator, the one whose
mind is mastered, gains the peace, which is centred on Me (which is in
the form of an absorption in Me), which is the ultimate liberation.

In this verse, Krsna mentions the ultimate end to be gained as a result of dhydna-
yoga, meditation.

Here, the word sadd, 'always,' may raise the question, when does the meditator
have time for other activities such as eating, bathing, and sleeping? Sadd here simply
indicates that the person does not waste time, using whatever time is available for this
particular pursuit. Atma here, refers to the mind, which is always connected in this
manner - yunjan evam sadd dtmdnam - meaning in all the ways already described,
starting from finding the place and preparing the seat, etc. - Aucau defe ... caila-ajina-
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kusottaram.1 The mind is connected, absorbed, in Brahman, which is ParameSvara,
paramdtma, the svaripa of atmd.

And how does one connect the mind to the svaripa of atmd? Through
contemplative words, Aabda, which is why words are so important. Through a word you
can connect yourself to itmr. And what kind of words? In contemplation we make use
of revealing words, words that reveal the svarlpa of atma and thereby connect the mind
to dtmd. Yunijan means 'meditating' or 'connecting' - connecting the mind, the antah-
karana, to the object of meditation, which in fact is the act of meditating.

In this verse, the person is again described as one who has mastered the mind, one
whose mind is tranquil, whose mind is absorbed, niyatamdnasa. And what does this
niyatamdnasa-yogi gain? Meditating, the person comes to understand properly what is
being said. All that is taught becomes clear because there are no obstructions for the
person. Therefore, the teaching becomes real and he or she gains sdnti - dintim
adhigacchati.

THE MEANING OF 4ANTI

Sdnti usually means peace. Does this mean that after doing meditation, all you
will get out of it is the same peace that can be gained from a tranquilliser or a shot of
something? No, this sdnti is not that kind of peace; it is mat-samsthd and nirvana-
paramd. In his commentary, Saikara defined sdnti as uparati, uparati meaning
resolution or sarva-karma-sannydsa, wherein doership and enjoyership are renounced
as discussed at length previously. Nirvana means moksa. Therefore, this is a sinti that
has its basis in moksa. It is moksa-�dnti itself.

And what is this moksa-sdnti? There are three types of sdnti. One sidnti is where
there is no thinking whatsoever, which can be induced so that the frequency of thinking
is cut down. Another dinti is when you enjoy a siJnti along with a certain capacity to
manage an active mind. This is important because you need the mind in order to think.

The first sinti, which is freedom from thinking, can only be temporary and
requires a lot of inducements. This s'nti is that which is there between two thoughts or
between two spells of agitation. Whereas the second sdnti is there when there is a certain
distance between yourself and the mind, whatever be the situation. And because of this
you are able to manage your affairs with a certain amount of composure.

And the third sdnti is moksa, wherein the mind becomes a privilege. Whatever the
mind is, it is me, but I am not the mind. This knowledge is the freedom, total freedom.
You do not control the mind. You do not take the mind somewhere. Rather, wherever the
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mind goes, the person always has this knowledge. Then, the person is truly a devotee
because, wherever the mind is, there the Lord is for this person.

KNOWLEDGE-BASED DEVOTION

To express this knowledge-based devotion, there are many stories. One such story
is about a great devotee of Lord Siva. One day he came and found a sadhu sleeping
with his feet placed on a lihga. For anyone to do such a thing, let alone a sddhu, is a
desecration. Therefore, the devotee shouted angrily at the sadhu, 'Wake up! How can
you dare to put your feet on the lihga!' To this, the sddhu replied, 'I am very old. 1 am
tired and sleepy. I have no strength to move my feet. Therefore, please put my feet
wherever you want. I cannot lift them.' Then the devotee picked up the sddhu's feet and
moved them away from the lihga. But to his surprise, another lihiga appeared under the
sddhu's feet. Confused, he moved the sddhu's feet again. But wherever he placed them,
yet another lihiga appeared in that very place! Then he understood that there is no place
where the Lord is not. In other words, there is no place to put one's feet that is not the
Lord.

Similarly, wherever the mind goes, it remains in the Lord's presence. There is no
question of getting the mind out of or into anything here. To make this point, a seeker in
the Brhadaranyakopanisad said, 'It is as though the mind has gone away and,
therefore, I am as though meditating.' For the 'as though' gone away mind, 'as though'
meditation is good enough. And, when the 'as though' becomes clear to you, then the
mind does not go away and therefore, does not require any meditation. This is the sdnti
called nirvdna-paramd sdnti, moksa, the sdnti that is one's svarupa, in which there is
no coming and going, no degrees or variations, and for which no comparison to anything
is possible.

THE SANTI THAT IS ONESELF

Because this adnti is identical with oneself, Krsna describes it as mat-samsthd,
meaning mat-adhind, that which always obtains in the paramdtmd because
paramd•tmi does not move at anytime; it is kuitastha, immutable; it does not get
involved with anything, and does not stand opposed to anything either. If there is
opposition, there is some rub or resistance, which is aidnti. Santi is identical with
paramdtma in that it is not opposed to thought, it is not opposed to the world, it is not
opposed to knowledge, it is not opposed to ignorance, it is not opposed to anything. At
the same time, it lends itself to everything. Thus, the meditator gains this sdnti, this
freedom or liberation - mat-adhindm dantim adhigacchati.

u1 P )m"rl W I (Brhadaranyakopanisad 4.3.7)
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Nirvdna-paramad-� nti does not depend upon the condition of the mind, whereas
the iinti that depends on one's mental state is always subject to becoming disturbed.
Here, dtma is called ianta because it is a description, a laksana, revealing the nature of
dtma. This must be clearly understood. This sdnti is not something that sticks to atma
as an attribute, like the 'blue' of a blue pot.

An attribute, visesana, distinguishes an object from all other objects belonging to
the same species. Otherwise, attributes are not required. For example, if all pots were
blue, you would not need to use the word 'blue.' Attributes by definition can be
perceived. When we say atma is santa, the santi in dtma• is not something that is
perceivable but the word itself points out the nature of atma. Therefore, it is a laksana,
not an attribute of dtma.

SUPERIMPOSITION AND ITS NEGATION

The conditions of the mind, like agitation, are superimpositions on atma, which is
caitanya, consciousness, that which obtains in all conditions and is independent of all
conditions, free of all conditions. Words like adnta negate the superimposition, revealing
the svarapa of dtmd as something independent of the asanti that is superimposed upon
atma, when we say itmd is ahdnta.

Therefore, this santi is not a conditional Sdnti; it is svaripa-Santi. Because it is
not conditional, it is called svaripa. Atma is free from any form of vrtti, thought, even
though vrttis are not free from atma. When the vrttis happen and there is an
appreciation of •tmd as 'aham sintah,' the vrttis do not disturb the sdnta-dtmd. This
is what is meant by nirvdna-paramd-santi, a santi that is purely in the form of
knowledge, recognition.

The one who recognises oneself as the paramdtmd, and understands the svarupa-
danti ofparamdtmd is said to have gained this sdnti because he or she has gained the

knowledge. Such a person is called yogi here - not in terms of the eight fold yoga
called astdiiga-yoga, but purely in terms of the knowledge alone.

In the next verse, Krsna points out certain other conditions that make a life of
contemplation possible:

qm ý AiNSfir q ^Kq ^H: I
qr T4f0"WT1 m 4 I I I I I
ndtyasnatastu yogo'sti na caikdntamanasnatah
na catisvapnactlasya jgrato naiva c-rjuna Verse 16

aTq' arjuna -0 Arjuna!; 3NqTd: atyaonatah - for one who eats too much; I tu
- indeed; i'l: r aft yogah na asti - meditation is not; f ca - and; T W--,
31•mflf: na ekdntam anasnatah - not for one who does not eat adequately at all; ' ca
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- and; 3IT" Fi i- na atisvapnasilasya - not for one who sleeps too much;

-E ca - and; TT eva - indeed; -T rgn: na jdgratah - not for one who is always

awake

Meditation is not for one who eats too much or for one who does not eat
at all adequately; nor indeed, O Arjuna, (it is) for one who sleeps too
much or who is always awake.

Here, Krsna mentions the discipline with reference to eating required for
meditation. He does not go into details but simply makes the point that the extremes in
terms of the quantity of food eaten were not conducive to meditation. Later, he also talks
in a general way about what one should and should not eat from the standpoint of the
sattvika, rdjasika, and tdmasika aspects of food.

There is a certain quantity of food that is acceptable to a person and beyond that
one should not eat if one wants to be able to meditate. Thus, Krsna says here that for the
overeater or the poor eater, there will be no meditation, no yoga, even though there may
be bhoga, enjoyment, at least for the time being. And, if there is too much bhoga, roga,
disease, may follow just as it may for the one who eats too little. Yoga is the opposite of
bhoga and roga. For the orie who is a bhogl or rogi, a life of meditation and
contemplation is not possible - yogah ndsti. Here 'meditation' refers to
saguna-brahma-dhyana and 'contemplation' refers to nirguna-brahma-dhydna, as
discussed earlier.

In his commentary of this verse, Sahkara quotes from the Veda,l 'yadu ha vd
dtma-sammitam annam tadavati tanna hinasti yad bhiyo hinasti tad yat kaniyo na
tadavati - indeed the food that is acceptable to oneself (in quantity and quality) will
protect, nourish; it will not destroy (the person). The food that is more destroys; that
which is less does not protect.' Food eaten in the proper quantities will not bring about
the diseases that destroy a person who habitually overeats. No specific amount of food is
prescribed; you eat only to your own known limit.

Similarly, if one does not take enough food, the food eaten will not nourish the
person. It will not destroy the person, but it will not provide the necessary nourishment
either. Thus one who over eats, atyaSnat, and one who under eats, anahnat, will not be
fit for meditation. The yogi discussed here is a person who neither over eats nor under
eats. He or she eats only what the stomach allows.

m -c5 a ar^T ýw z ýso miW -r • To,•t so ý t ?r w i4 ( I I3:o, ? Io) II
To WTo - W ^To, R Tro, X To I I (R 3To, R WTo) 11
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Sarikara quotes a vakya concerning the quantity of food to be taken,' 'ardham
asanasya savyaijanasya trtiyam udakasya ca vuyoh saiicarandrtham tu caturtham
avaaesayet - half the stomach is for solid food, the third quarter is for water or other
liquids, and the fourth quarter is to be left empty so that there is enough space for the
churning that takes place during the digestive process.' For those who cross these
boundaries, there will be no meditation.

Naturally, a person who does not eat enough will be tired and will not be able to sit
for meditation and a person who eats too much will be sleepy, which is also a problem.
Thus, there has to be a certain measure applied to the food that one eats. But please do
not ask, 'Swamiji, how do I know when I have filled half the stomach?' When you feel
like having another helping, don't; just stop eating, that's all!

THE DISCIPLINE OF SLEEP

Equally important to the discipline required in terms of the amount of food one
eats is the discipline in terms of the amount of sleep one gets. There are people who
sleep so much that, even when they are awake, they are sleepy. This oversleeping goes
along with overeating and a lack of exercise. For one who oversleeps, atisvapnatilasya,
there is no meditation, yogah ndsti. Nor is there meditation for the person who deprives
himself or herself of sleep because he or she wants to meditate. Having heard that 4:00
AM in the morning is the best time to meditate, if a person goes to bed at midnight, and
gets up at 4:00 AM to meditate, the meditation becomes sleep in no time!

In the past, when there was no electricity and people went to bed as soon as it was
dark, getting up at 4:00 AM was natural. But now, the situation is quite different. In fact,
there are people who wake up, go to work, and live their lives after dark! So, for the one
who does not get adequate sleep, who is awake all the time, jdgrat, there is no yoga
because, having so little sleep, the person will be sleepy all the time.

The unfortunate thing here is that both types of people, those who sleep too much
and those who sleep too little, end up sleeping. Thus, Krsna says here, there is no yoga,
no contemplative life, for either of them. How, then, is this yoga to take place and for
whom? The answer is given in the next verse.

hy.tocl~lst iw. •iT ̂a : @:•TI ?s I i
yuktdhdravihdrasya yuktacestasya karmasu
yuktasvapndvabodhasya yogo bhavati duhkhaha Verse 17
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z--arifw-tq yukta-ahara-vihdrasya - for one who is moderate in eating and

other activities; w-4 karmasu - with reference to one's duties; -F-iE's yukta-

cestasya - for one who is moderate in effort; f-F-3CiMl-a•T yukta-svapna-

auvabodhasya - for one who is moderate in terms of sleeping and waking hours; T:'T

duhkhahd - the destroyer of sorrow; ta: yogah - meditation; itT bhavati -

becomes

For one who is moderate in eating and other activities, who is moderate

in effort with reference to one's duties, (and) to one's sleeping and waking

hours, (for such a person) meditation becomes the destroyer of sorrow.

Again, this verse names the person and describes the qualifications required for

meditation in the same compound. Yukta here means 'proper' in terms of having a sense

of proportion in all of one's activities.

The person is described here as yukta-dhdra-vihara, one whose eating and other

activities are proper; yukta-cesta, one whose activities are proper; and

yukta-suapna-avabodha, one whose sleeping and waking hours are properly

apportioned. In other words, this person follows a certain life of discipline, which in

itself is a yoga, a yoga that destroys the sorrow of samsara - yogo bhavati duhkhaha.

In his commentary to this verse, Saikara explains the compound

yukta-dhdra-vihara. He says, anything taken in by you is called dhdra - dhriyate iti

ahdrah, which in the present context means food, anna. VihCra refers to the moving

around that you do in terms of activities, like walking, running, etc. Therefore, the

person for whom both of these, dihra and vihdra, are proper, meaning that they are

done with the proper sense of proportion, is called a yukta-dhara-vihdra. In other

words, they are not allowed to become obsessions, which is always possible -

especially in terms of food.

'SPIRITUAL' OBSESSIONS

Spending all one's time planning meals, for example, is definitely an obsession.

Ahara, food, can take up your entire life; it even becomes a religion for many people.

Whereas, for others, some form of exercise becomes a religion. You may eat only junk
food and be obsessed with getting it out of your system by doing aerobics for hours

every day. In this way, aerobics too becomes a religion. Whole lifetimes are spent

exercising. For what? There are people who exercise so much and are so tired afterwards

that all they do is eat and go to sleep, only to repeat the same cycle again the next day.
No activity should be given this kind of time. Therefore, Krsna says here, whatever the

activity, it should be yukta; there should be a sense of proportion. Otherwise, ahara can

get you and vihdra can also get you.
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What you eat and how much you eat can become an obsession and, for a spiritual
seeker, eating can become a 'spiritual' obsession! Such a person thinks that eating
properly is being spiritual, whereas, in fact, eating properly is a matter of health, nothing
else. A demon can eat properly and still accomplish all his demonic activities in a
disciplined way. A thief may follow a proper diet and exercise daily, but still he
continues to commit crimes. Therefore, yukta, is a very important word here, meaning
the one who has a sense of proportion in all things.

One who is yukta-cesta, with reference to all activities, karmasu, is one who does
not waste his or her time fuming and fretting because there is a lot to be done. This
person performs each activity deliberately, consciously, one by one. In this way,
everything gets done efficiently and in the proper order. Cestf refers to any movement,
including those of the hands and legs. The yukta-cesta, therefore, is also a person who
does not waste the movements of his or her limbs while performing various activities.

WHY ONE NEEDS A SENSE OF PROPORTION IN ONE'S ACTIVITIES

We all know what happens if we want to do too many things at the same time. The
end result is that nothing gets done. You want to do a certain thing and suddenly you
remember something else. So, you leave what you are doing and go to the other activity.
Then you remember something else and off you go again. Some people cannot even take
a bath, without becoming distracted by other things they want to do at the same time!
These people are ayukta-cestas, whereas a yukta-cesta does each thing that is to be
done deliberately and consciously. Even the hand movements of the person are done
consciously. In fact, this is what the life of a Zen master is all about. Watching his or her
every movement, watching what the hands are doing and where they go becomes a form
of meditation for the person.

However, one need not go that far, the point being that a sense of proportion in all
activities is necessary so that nothing becomes an obsession. There is nothing to be
gained from an obsession, but there is something to be gained from being conscious
about what you do. What is gained is a sense of alertness. Thus, the word yukta means
that you are conscious about what you do and you do what is to be done. In this way,
there is an inner leisure that enables you to gain knowledge.

YOU MUST DECIDE FOR YOURSELF WHAT IS PROPER

The person discussed in this verse is also called yukta-svapna-avabodha, one for
whom there is a sense of proportion with reference to sleep, svapna, and waking hours,
avabodha. Again, please do not ask me how many hours you should sleep. What is
proper for one person is not proper for another because the amount of sleep required
depends on several factors such as how many hours you slept as a child and your
constitution. Sleep for as many hours as you require. The amount of time you sleep can
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be altered a little, perhaps by half an hour or forty-five minutes. But changing the time
you sleep by any more than this is likely to affect your whole day. You will walk around
like a zombie and be completely useless! Therefore, follow what your constitution tells
you. It knows what it needs and it tells you. And, if it does not get enough sleep, it tells
you that also. If, for example, you find yourself always feeling drowsy, this may indicate
that you require more sleep.

We must understand that the word yukta is used very cautiously here because
there is no set rule that applies to everyone all the time. Each person must decide for
himself or herself. It is not correct to assume that everyone should sleep a certain number
of hours. There are people who require only five hours sleep and others who require six,
seven, or eight hours. It all depends on the individual's constitution.

THE KNOWLEDGE THAT DESTROYS SORROW

Therefore, for the person who has a sense of proportion with reference to waking
and sleep, yukta-svapna-avabodhasya, there is yoga - yogah bhavati. And what kind
of yoga is it? Knowledge alone, the knowledge that destroys sorrow, duhkhaha. This
knowledge destroys sorrow by shifting the entire vision of the person who is subject to
sorrow. This shift in vision is in terms of self-understanding, self-knowledge, seeing
one's svarlpa as free from sorrow. By negating the doership, the sorrow is taken care of.
Thus, the destruction of sorrow is purely in terms of knowledge, jihana, and this
knowledge is called yoga here.

In his commentary to this verse, Sahkara emphasises that the word duhkha refers
to all kinds of sorrow, sarva-samsara-duhkha. You may say, 'Swamiji, my life is all
right, but the people around me are a problem!' This means that your life is not all right.
Therefore, commit your life to the pursuit of the knowledge that will destroy all sorrow.
Do not commit yourself to anything else - not to overeating or under eating, sleeping
too much or too little, or to exercising a lot or not at all.

EVERYTHING IN MODERATION

We must have discipline in our lives but in the proper proportions. Yogasanas and
prandyama, for example, are useful because they are disciplines. But this does not mean
that you should commit your life solely to the practice of yogdsanas orprinayama. Nor
does it mean that you should neglect such disciplines. In fact, a meditative life includes
yogdsanas and prdndydma. Every seeker follows a certain discipline based on
astahga-yoga. The point being made here is that whatever discipline is followed must be
kept in proper proportion, meaning that there is neither neglect nor over enthusiasm.
Everything is to be in moderation and one should not become a faddist, a very common
tendency in some people, whatever they take up becomes a religion for them. Because
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there is something to know, rather than to do, one should not become a faddist, Krsna is
saying here.

A person who is not too inactive, karmasu yukta-cesta, one who is moderate in
terms of what is eaten and who does not sleep too much or too little, one who looks after
the body properly without becoming obsessive about it, usually enjoys the necessary
health to enable him or her to gain self-knowledge.

The human body, Aarlra, was defined by Kdliddsa as the basic means, sadhana,
for gaining moksa, health being a basic requirement.' Therefore, whatever one must do
to maintain proper health, one does, which implies eating, sleeping, and exercising
properly. In other words, one should not be negligent about these basic requirements.

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?

Two questions may now arise: What is to be gained by all this and how long will it
take? Living a life of discipline, coupled with meditation and contemplation, when can it
be said that the person is accomplished? Samsaris always ask this question of 'when?'
Before they make a commitment, naturally they want to know if such a lengthy,
seemingly arduous pursuit is really worth the time and trouble! But here, we say, having
gained yourself, you do not gain anything because you are what you are - knowing
which is the greatest freedom there is.

All right, you may say, this freedom that implies total self-acceptance and the
vision that I am the whole seems to be very desirable. But when will I gain this vision?
How long will it take? I want to do it quickly so that I can pick up the threads of my life
and continue. Again, we say, this is life. There is no when or anything; there is just life.
There is no life other than this; everything subserves this. Whether you do one thing or
the other, a pursuit like this does not go away from you; it is always right there with you.
You have enough material with you - where ever you are, whatever you are doing - to
be with yourself. There is a growing clarity about this knowledge, which takes its own
time; but it doesn't matter because it is pleasant all the way.

Only when something is unpleasant does the question, 'How long do I have to do
this?' come up. The pursuit of self-knowledge is not a prison sentence! It is pleasant all
the way because it is atma-vidyd, knowledge of oneself, a knowledge that tells you how
wonderful you are. No religion does this; religions usually tell you how terrible you are
and that you have to be saved. Whereas, this knowledge tells you that you are already
saved. Because there is no problem here, the question of 'when' does not arise. What
must be addressed, however, is the condition of the person who has this knowledge, as
we shall see in the next verse.

7Rf3aw luiý qPfcHHJz
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PTqX: flfch*4 ZJT Uq I I [\^ I I
yadd viniyatam cittamdtmanyevdvatisthate
nihsprhah sarvakdmrebhyo yukta ityucyate tada Verse 18

zi yadd - when; fi# fq WTm viniyatam cittam - the mind, which has gained a

certain composure; airit# T dtmani eva - in the self alone; a�Eisg avatisthate -

remains; ?Tf tadi - then; --1Fr4Wi : sarva-kdmebhyah - from all the objects (of

desire); 1#::17: nisprhah - one who is free of longing; zF: r yuktah iti - as one

who is accomplished; J3ýL ucyate - the person is said (to be)

When the mind has gained a certain composure (and) remains in the self
alone, when one is free of longing from the objects (of desire), then (the
person) is said (to be) one who is accomplished.

The word viniyata is defined by arikara here as ekdgratd, meaning that the
mind, citta, has the capacity to remain single-pointedly on the object of contemplation
alone without getting distracted. In such a mind, both the object of contemplation and the
meditator, the contemplator, become one and the same, there being no separation
whatsoever between the two. The mind has gained a certain mastery, a certain
contemplative disposition, a composure by itself, in itself, through the disciplines that
have already been mentioned as qualifications for gaining such a mind. And this mind
abides in dtmd alone - tasmin dtmani eva avatisthate, which means that there is no

separation between the mind and dtmd.

Thus, for the person discussed here, there is no dtmdr to be contemplated upon
because both the contemplator and the contemplated are dtmd. Previously, there was 'as
though' contemplation, whereas now, there is no necessity for the 'as though'
contemplation because the self remains in the self alone.

THE MIND ABIDES IN KNOWLEDGE ALONE

And how does this contemplator's mind abide in sat-cit-dnanda-dtmdl? How is it
located there? Is it like two objects, one sitting upon the other? No, the mind abides in
dtmd purely in the form of knowledge, clarity. In other words, the meaning of the word
'I' is no more a matter for conjecture and mistaken notions for the person. It is not
something that one has to contemplate upon in order to understand it further. This
capacity of the mind to remain in dtmd is the meaning of the expression, dtmani eva
avatisthate, here.

Having given up all one's concerns and anxieties about the various things that are
external to oneself, the person is awake to dtma, meaning that the mind always remains
or abides in atma and therefore, is never separated from &tmd. For one who has gained
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this clarity of knowledge about atma, there is freedom from the longing for all objects of
desire; he is nisprhah sarva-kzmebhyah. This freedom is not something that must be
gained separately but is a natural condition of having gained the knowledge itself.

THE RESULT OF KNOWLEDGE IS FREEDOM FROM BINDING DESIRES

We have already seen that the word kama has two meanings - the desire itself
and the object of desire. The thought process wherein you want to gain an object is
called kama and that which you desire is also called kama. Because the word kima is
used throughout the Glti in this two-fold sense, we have to see the context in which it is
used to understand its meaning. Here, it means object of desire.

And what are these objects of desire? They can be both seen, drsta, and unseen,
adrsta. Drsta is whatever you can accomplish now and is seen by you, whereas adrsta
is something that is not seen by you, like punya. Punya is desirable to you because it
brings you something desirable later. In this way, punya is like currency. You cannot
enjoy it in and of itself, but it has a buying power; it can buy objects that you can enjoy.
Thus, punya is an intermediary goal, achieving which you are qualifying yourself,
empowering yourself, to accomplish various ends such as comfortable situations, wealth,
and power. Because these ends are not seen now, they are called unseen, adrfta.

Kima, then can be for either drsta, seen objects, or adrsta, that which is the result
of punya, punya itself being adrsta. Suppose a man performs a particular fire ritual for
the purpose of gaining something here in this world. The ritual itself does not produce
the object since what he wants out of the ritual is not the fire! Rather, by performing the
ritual, he gains a certain grace of punya, which removes all the obstacles to his effort to
gain what he wants. This is what is called adrsta. Naturally, then, there is a desire,
kama, for adrsta as well as drsta.

THE DEFINITION OF AN ACCOMPLISHED PERSON

The person discussed here is free from the longing for all objects of desire, both
drsta and adrsta - nisprhah sarva-kdmebhyah. The longing for all objects, known
and unknown, visible and invisible, has gone away. Therefore, the person is said to be
one who is accomplished - yuktah ityucyate - meaning that the person's
contemplation has become successful.

Calling someone accomplished means what? How can being with oneself cause all
the longings to go away? The reason one longs for objects is due to not knowing oneself.
Therefore, when this self-knowledge has been gained, when the mind abides in the self
alone, the person is fulfilled and happy. He or she knows that dtma does not require any
improvement for one's security or perfection. Because there is no lack in atma, the sense
of lack is not there for the person. The nature of dtma being piirna, full, the whole, there
is nothing to improve it; therefore, the person has no longings whatsoever.
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ALL DESIRES COME FROM A SENSE OF LACK

Whatever desires that may exist in the person's mind are simple desires and are
fulfilled. In fact, the desires of such a person are privileges in that he or she has a mind
that is privileged to desire, a mind that has this great capacity to desire, and therefore,
there is desire. The desire of such a person is born of fullness, not out of a sense of lack.
Whereas, for the ajFinni, one who does not have knowledge of the self, there is a sense
of want centred on 'I.' It is not that the mind is lacking in something or that anything else
is lacking in anything. For example, when you say the body lacks, the lack is centred on
'I,' which you identify with the body. The body naturally has its limitations and in that
sense it can be said to lack. But, that the body lacks in this way is not the problem; that I
lack is the problem, born out of the non-recognition of the svariipa, the nature, of 'I.'

All desires stem from this sense of lack centred on 'I' alone. These are the desires
that are binding in nature because their fulfilment is the basis upon which I think I am
going to discover some sense of security in myself, some kind of satisfaction from
myself. This is why fulfilling one's desires become one's main purpose in life. But,
sooner or later, you discover that desires have a knack of breeding like rabbits and you
either give up and become a hobo or go crazy. The point here is that desires born of one's
sense of lack are endless and, having discovered this fact, your inquiry begins.
Therefore, we ask, 'Who am I? 'Am I really seeking something?' 'Why I am seeking?'
'Am I seeking something other than myself or am I seeking myself?'

In fact I am seeking myself, the problem being that I have a sense of lack centred
on myself and I want to be free from this lack, This is all I want. If I am a person whose
nature is stuck with a sense of lack, then I can never get rid of it. But now and then I see
myself free from this sense of lack. Whenever I open my eyes and see something so
beautiful that I also open my mouth and say, 'Ah!' I find myself free from any sense of
lack. There is a heaven inside me. Whenever I laugh, it is all heaven. Because I have
these two versions of myself - one with the sense of lack and one without it - a very
valid doubt arises in me. I begin to think that, perhaps I am confused about myself,
perhaps my conclusions are wrong. This doubt marks the beginning of one's inquiry.

The person discussed in this verse has come to know the self by means of such an
inquiry, accompanied by whatever disciplines that were necessary to prepare the mind so
that the knowledge could take place. The mind of this person has no more doubts and is
totally awake with reference to atma. There is no more guesswork or vagueness and the
person is naturally free from all longing and attachments. In the next verse, Krsna uses
an oft-quoted illustration to describe the mind of such a person.

7M *it fN t 43F -4rM PTq I
*fý*t P MW JVF? MJI&WHki: I I 1 I I
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yatha dipo nivdtastho neigate sopamd smrta
yogino yatacittasya yuijato yogamdtmanah Verse 19

IN yatha - just as; fr�w-M : nivdtasthah - protected from the wind; ew: dipah -
lamp; ; - f na ifgate - does not flicker; 3Ml:•: TE dtmanah yogam -
contemplation of the self; WST: yuijatah - of one who practices; •it: yoginah - of
the meditator; qItmT yatacittasya - for the composed mind; TM sa - this; BrT
upamr - illustration; -T smrtd - is cited

Just as a lamp, protected from the wind, does not flicker - for the
composed mind of the meditator who practices contemplation of the self,
this illustration is cited.

An illustration cannot give you the knowledge of the object for which it is an
illustration, but it can bring one's understanding of it a little closer. To say, 'A water
buffalo is like a water buffalo,' is not an illustration because one's understanding of
'water buffalo' is not brought any closer to the object 'water buffalo' than it was before
the statement was made. Whereas the statement, 'A water buffalo is like a huge cow,'
gives one a somewhat clearer understanding of what a water buffalo is; it belongs to the
cow family and it is huge. When you actually see a water buffalo, you will then know
exactly how it differs from a cow. This statement, then, is an illustration, upamd.

Similarly, here, the people who have contemplated upon atma, who know atma,
have likened the mind of a wise person to a flame that is protected from the wind. This
mind, they say, does not tremble. This does not mean that it awakens in any way, but,
like the flame, there is a continuous flow of light. In fact, a flame is not really a flame; if
you could reduce the speed at which the flame rises, you would find that it is moving all
the time. The point being made here is that, in spite of this movement, the flame does not
shake at all. Similarly, the well-mastered mind of the yogi, the wise person, has a
continuous flow of vrttis, thoughts, but it does not tremble for any reason. It does not
tremble out of fear, agitation or anything else, meaning that it is never swayed by the
situations that confront the person, whatever these may be. And only those who know
the mind of a yogi can cite such an illustration, upamd.

WHY IS AN ILLUSTRATION NEEDED HERE?

An illustration must be known to both the person citing it and the person to whom
it is being cited. And it should be close to that which is to be conveyed. Why was an
illustration cited here by those who know the mind of a wise person? Because the one
being addressed cannot, at this point in time, envision the mind of such a person, just as
a child cannot possibly envision the problems of an adult not yet understanding the adult
aspects of life. Suppose a child hears his father saying, 'Oh, no! The stocks have gone
down.' He-sees that his father is unhappy, his mother is unhappy, and everyone around is
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unhappy, but the child does not understand why the adults are crying. All he wants is one

more toy. This is because there are two different minds here altogether. Only when the

child becomes an adult will he understand.

An adult mind can be stifled by the child's mind that he or she has carried over into

adult mind, but, until a child becomes an adult, his or her mind will have only a child's

problems. Even if a person who is twenty-five years old still wants balloons, dolls, and
marbles, the person has no real problem, although the other people around may naturally

think otherwise! The problem only comes when you are an adult with a child inside

craving for all kinds of security and attention. Such a person cannot relate well to

another adult who is an adult all the way, meaning a person with a mature mind, a mind

that does not pose a problem for the person, for whom the mind is only an instrument.

This mature mind is the one that is likened here to a flame for those who cannot envision

such a mind.

Something that can be seen or envisioned does not require an illustration. If it is

available, it can be shown to the person. For example, I can say, 'This is a crystal.' Since

I am showing it to you, I need not tell you that crystal is like glass. Because the crystal is

available, an illustration is not required. Whereas, if you do not know what a bison is,

but you know what a buffalo is, I can tell you that a bison is like a buffalo. Because there

is an approximation between the two, your understanding of a bison is a little closer than

it was. Similarly, the flame is an illustration to help you understand what the mind of a

wise person is like, cited by people who know what it is all about.

In this verse, the words, yogam yuhjatah, can be taken to refer either to a person

who is following Pataijali's eight-fold yoga called ast•hga-yoga or a person who

contemplates upon dtmd. Yoga itself is the practice, which means that the person

attempts to unite his or her mind with the desirable atmd - yuijatah yogam atmanah.

Sankara defined yuijat here as one who practices this yoga, this contemplation, uniting
the mind with atma, which Krsna discusses further in the next four verses:

U^<^F ~ rciT fhg ;1hAT I
7ff xtcq|rRgH| qyim1M Jul I I Ro I I
yatroparamate cittam niruddham yogasevayi
yatra caivdtmandtmanam pasyanndtmani tusyati Verse 20

z yatra - when; Atmi yoga-sevayd - by the practice of meditation; i#-
niruddham - mastered; WxeT cittam - mind; i3qw uparamate - abides (in

atmd); �W yatra - when; '9 ca - and; 3TFTLR dtmand - by oneself; SITrfM

dtmdnam - oneself; •Tl pasyan - seeing; a3TFRT tmani - in oneself; Ir eva -

alone; T�sd tusyati - one rejoices
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When the mind, mastered by the practice of meditation, abides (in atma)
and when, seeing oneself by oneself alone, one rejoices in oneself ...

Here the word, atma, in the word atmanam refers to sat-cit-dnanda-dtma -
meaning that one sees oneself as Brahman. And with what does one see itma as
Brahman? By the mind, atmana, by the vrtti, the thought. And, recognising oneself as
Brahman, one rejoices in &tmd, oneself - atmani tusyati. Thus, there are four case
endings here for dtma; the second case or accusative, atmanam, meaning 'oneself; the
third case or instrumental, dtmand, meaning 'by oneself; and the seventh case or
locative, dtmani, meaning 'in oneself.' And who rejoices? The yogi, the self, &tma, the
first case or nominative, the agent of rejoicing. Thus, seeing oneself by oneself, one
rejoices in oneself - dtmand dtmanam pasyan titmani tusyati. We will see the
implications of this verse in the discussion of the next verse.

The person rejoices in the atmd, the nature of Wtmi being dnanda, free from any
sense of lack. Further, Krsna says:

^tf;r ̂ ~r i~t lrafr r~ ii: 11 II
sukhamdtyantikam yattad buddhigrdhyamatindriyam
vetti yatra na caivdyam sthitascalati tattvatah Verse 21

qf M yat tat - that which (is); f T adtyantikam - absolute; -SImn
buddhi-grdhyam - recognised by the intellect; -WR: atindriyam - beyond sense
perception; quff sukham - happiness; z yatra - when; 3q 4t ayam vetti -
one recognises; TI ca - and; ft': sthitah - being well-rooted (therein); ?TWR:
tattvatah - from the truth of oneself; T t[ c iRf na eva'calati - one never moves
away

(And when) one recognises this absolute happiness, which is recognised
by the intellect, which is beyond sense perception and when, being rooted
(therein) one never moves away from the truth of oneself...

The vrtti, thought, by which one recognises an object, and the object of the vrtti
are identical. That is, in order to recognise the object, the vrtti must necessarily have the
object in itself. If I have to recognise a pot, ghata, the vrtti must assume the very form
of the pot. Therefore, the vrtti is called ghata-vrtti. By the ghata-vrtti alone, one
recognises the object ghata, pot.

For the recognition of atmi also, there must be a vrtti. This vrtti is created by the
sastra and it destroys self-ignorance. And this vrtti is brought back by the contemplator
in nididhydsana. In the recognition of the svarilpa of the self, the vrtti assumes the
very svaruipa of dtma, without objectifying it. This is not similar to knowing an object

B.G. Vol 11-23
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such as the pot. In the recognition of the svaripa of the atmd there is only one operation
involved; whereas in the objectification of a pot, there are two operations.

One operation is the vrtti assuming the form of the pot and the second operation is
the recognition of that vrtti, thereby recognising the pot. One is the objectification of the
object (by the vrtti) and the other is the recognition of the vrtti. The objectifying vrtti is
recognised by another vrtti, which is the drastit, the seer. I become the seer, the knower
of the pot. Therefore, this I-thought, the aham vrtti, assuming the status of the knower,
recognises an object through a vrtti, the ghata-vrtti, and says, 'This is a pot - ayam

gha.tah.'

Any piece of knowledge - where there is this peculiar connection, dtma-
andtma-sambandha, between the self, the knower, you, and the object that is
objectified by that knower - takes place by these two operations. That is, the object is
objectified by the vrtti and you cognise the vrtti. This is why you can say, 'This is a
pot.' But, you cannot say, 'This is dtma.' Who is there to say it? I am the one who has to
say it and, if it were to be so, then, the self, atma, would become an object of the self
who is objectifying it. Therefore, it would become andtmd, not atm&, just like any other
object of your knowledge.

SEEING ATMA IS DIFFERENT THAN SEEING AN OBJECT

Naturally, then, when Krsna said, 'seeing dtmd,' in the last verse, some difference
was definitely implied. The difference is that in the number of operations involved.
Seeing atmd implies only one operation; there is no second operation at all as there is
when one sees an object. Only the first operation is there, the vrtti that objectifies �tmd,
that assumes the very form of atmd. If I say dtma is pure consciousness,
kevala-caitanya, Suddha-caitanya, and the recognition of this fact takes place, that
recognition implies that the vrtti assumes the very form of consciousness and there is no
other object involved. That particular form destroys the ignorance with reference to the
svarupa of the atmd and then disappears. This, then, is the only operation that takes
place, meaning that there is no second operation in the form of the recognition, 'This is
dtmd,' as there is in the cognition of other objects.

The one operation that does take place is only with reference to one's confusion
about oneself, the self-ignorance that was there; that ignorance is destroyed by the vrtti.
This is what happens in self-knowledge, in knowing the self, more of which we shall see
later.

WHAT DOES A WISE PERSON HAVE TO REJOICE OVER?

Generally, a person rejoices only when he or she has something over which to
rejoice something other than knowing atmd. Some revelling situation is usually there for
any rejoicing to take place. But what is there for the person being discussed in this verse
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to rejoice over? It is the recognition of the absolute happiness that is one's own nature, a
recognition by the intellect that is beyond sense perception - sukham ityantikam
yattad buddhi-grdhyam atindriyam.

Atyantika-sukha, Saikara explained in his commentary, is a sukha, a happiness,
which is absolute - a happiness that is the nature of oneself, svariipa-sukha. This
means that it has nothing to do with the vrtti, in reality. It is a particular vrtti, no doubt,
but it is not born out of a particular condition external to oneself. The word, atmanam,
mentioned in the previous verse is converted here into dtyantika-sukha. Seeing the self
is recognising the self as sukha-svarupa, one whose nature is absolute happiness,
ityantika-sukha. And this recognition takes place in the intellect, in the buddhi alone.

At the same time, this sukha is beyond sense perception - atindriya.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ABSOLUTE SUKHA AND RELATIVE SUKHA

This dtyantika-sukha or dtma-sukha is something quite different from the
pleasure you pick up because of a sense object or a situation, visaya-sukha. Both
dtma-sukha and visaya-sukha are recognised by the buddhi. There is no nasal sukha
or other sukha that is not recognised by the buddhi. A sukha born out of hearing
something pleasant, for example, is always inside, not outside. There is also a sukha
born of having solved a problem or a riddle for yourself, the kind of happiness that
causes you to say, 'Eureka!' born of some recognition or a piece of knowledge. This is
called vidya-sukha. There is a clarity there, which, to use the language of the Gita,
increases your sattva disposition. This heightened sattva makes the mind more
composed - gives rise to a gdnta-antah-karana. Because knowledge and sattua go
together, there is sukha. Thus, whenever you pick up a piece of knowledge, no matter
how simple or complex, there is some sukha, which we call vidyd-sukha. But the
sukha that one picks up by a piece of knowledge is still a relative sukha because it is
subject to change. A challenge is met successfully, sukha is discovered, and then it is
gone. If the sukha was the result of having unravelled a few knots in a tangled ball of
wool, you pick up the yarn again and begin unravelling some more to gain some more
sukha.

There is also visaya-sukha, a sukha born out of fulfilling a desire for a particular
object and the experience thereof. An object of desire brings about sukha in different
degrees. Just the sight of it brings about certain sukha and owning it or experiencing it
brings about some more sukha. Thus, there are levels or degrees of visaya-sukha.
Everyone has this kind of sukha - even a cat or a dog - whereas vidyd-sukha is only
for human beings. Vidya-sukha includes any accomplishment and visaya-sukha implies
a certain situational gain in terms of a desire fulfilled.

There is also the sukha born of yoga. Yoga includes prayer and meditation in
which there is a certain sukha. Prdnaydima, etc., can also bring about some sukha.
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Thus, there are these three kinds of sukha - visaya-sukha, vidya-sukha, and

yoga-sukha. Vidyd-sukha and visaya-sukha are experienced by everyone, whereas

yoga-sukha is experienced by a disciplined person, a karmayogi, a prayerful person, a

devotee. Because of the person's maturity, a certain sukha is there. In the seat of

meditation there is a sukha. Discipline, health, and so on bring about a certain sukha, a

satisfaction, all of which is implied by yoga-sukha.

Then there is the fourth sukha, called turlya-sukha which does not depend on any
gain, accomplishment, or anything. It is not born out of any particular piece of

knowledge that you discover nor any object that you gain; it is just the recognition of

yourself alone, because of which there is a sukha. This sukha is the sukha mentioned

by Krsna in this verse, dtyantika-sukha, absolute sukha - this is also recognised by

the intellect, buddhi-grahya, and is beyond sense perception, atindriya.

THE SUKHA THAT IS YOURSELF

This is where people sometimes commit mistakes. Atindriya-sukha, means that

the sukha is not due to sense perception. At the same time, every sukha is

buddhi-grahya, recognised by the intellect. Visaya-sukha, vidyd-sukha, and

yoga-sukha are also buddhi-grahya but not atindriya, whereas this absolute sukha is

buddhi-grahya and also atindriya, meaning that it is not due to any external situation
or internal condition. Yoga-sukha also is not born of an external situation, but it is born
of an internal situation, while visaya-sukha is born of external situations. But the sukha

that Krsna is talking about here is not born of anything. It is yourself.

People naturally want to know what this sukha is born of, how can it be brought
into being. But this concept of sukha being 'born' is due to ignorance; it is a samsari's
approach - an approach of the ignorant, the non-discriminating person. Therefore, we
have to be very careful here. Absolute sukha is buddhi-grahya and, at the same time,
atindriya, which means it has nothing to do with sense perception or anything. It is
oneself.

When the person, the meditator, the seeker, comes to recognise the dtma-svarilpa,
yatra vetti, what happens? He or she does not slip away from the truth, the truth of itma
as absolute happiness, dtyantikam sukham - tattvatah na calati. Here tattva means

the svaripa, the essential nature of a thing - as expressed by the suffix 'ness.' There is
no appropriate word in English for svarapa. Here, tattva is the truth or svari�pa of the
atma, which is dtyantika-sukha-svariipa, which is free from any form of limitation,
piTrna-svaripa. From this, the person never moves away - na eva calati.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RECOGNITION AND EXPERIENCE

This recognition marks the difference between ordinary yoga, meaning
astdfiga-yoga, and what we are talking about here. You must know this well and not
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confuse this recognition with the samddhi of astdi.ga-yoga. Asftaiga-yoga is a
discipline which has its own place in preparing the mind for the knowledge to take place.
For this reason, you should not think of it as useless or anything. Asta•iga-yoga is a great
discipline, but if it is not understood as such, there can naturally be confusion between it
and the knowledge of oneself, atma-jiina, which is the ultimate end, the freedom that
everyone seeks.

The samddhi that astairga-yoga talks about is in terms of experience. In fact, if,
as a samssri, you have to accomplish anything in this world, that is in the world of
samsara, samadhi is the greatest accomplishment experientially; in this sense,
as.ta�ga-yoga has the last word in terms of nirvikalpa-samadhi, a state of absorption
wherein there is no second thing at all. The knower, known, and the instrument of
knowledge - all three of them - coalesce into one experience lasting for a length of
time. Although it does not take away the samsara, it is definitely the last word in
samsara.

Nirvikalpa-samddhi is the opposite of deep sleep. In deep sleep there is
nirvikalpa alright, meaning that the knower-known-knowledge division is not there.
But, in the nirvikalpa-samadhi the mind is awake, unlike in deep sleep where the mind
is sleeping. In both cases, there is ajf'ana, the difference being that when the mind is
asleep there is no vrtti, whereas in nirvikalpa-samadhi, the mind is awake, meaning
there is vrtti. Therefore, the greatest thing you can have in life is nirvikalpa-samadhi,
which is why it is the greatest hooker also. It baits people because it is the last thing that
you can think of accomplishing in samsdra, in your life here in this world.

EXPERIENCE ALWAYS HAS AN END

But nirvikalpa-samadhi has an end; it is something you come out of. All that is
needed is for someone to drop something in front of you or to start a vacuum-cleaner in
the next house. As soon as you become aware of the sound, you are not only out of
nirvikalpa-samadhi, you may be into anger as well! Why? This is because,
nirvikalpa-samadhi is something that does not last forever; you will come out of it in
time. And, once you are out of it, it becomes a past experience that you then talk to
others about - 'Swamiji, yesterday I had the most wonderful thing happen to me!' Even
the language used to describe the experience is different! But as soon as the thoughts
come, or someone begins hammering, or a child begins to cry, or a bug creeps up your
leg, real or imagined, it is gone; you have come out of nirvikalpa-samadhi.

There are those who will tell you that once you experience nirvikalpa-samadhi
and you come out of that experience, the world will be different. They also say that you
experience the dtmd in nirvikalpa-samadhi. How can this be? All that happened was
that the knower-known-knowledge difference coalesced. All differences disappeared -
a desirable experience, no doubt. It is recognised by the intellect, it is buddhi-grdhya,
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and is also beyond sense perception, atindriya. But how has this experience changed the

state of your vision? In fact, you may become very sad. Before you knew dtma, you

were only sad if you lost some money, some power, some hair, or a relationship. Now,

having known the atmd, you have a new item which can be lost and be a cause for

sadness - yourself. Previously, you lost certain things but retained yourself, but now

you have experienced a much greater loss - the loss of yourself.

Therefore, practitioners of samadhi may have a certain sadness - sadness if

samddhi does not come, sadness even when it comes, because, it does not last. And

even if it lasts for some time, there is sadness because it ends. All that can be said is that

I was eternal for half an hour! For that period of time, the division between the knower,

known, and knowledge that is usually there went away; time itself went away. For half

an hour you were free from time, which means you were timeless, eternal. And, after

half an hour, you become what? Non-eternal. Even if you have samddhi for two days,
you become non-eternal. In this way, it is no different than being in a coma for two days

and then coming out of it. While in the coma, there was no division whatsoever and the

person also did not know what was happening. Therefore, the length of time that one is

in nirvikalpa-samadhi has no meaning.

DISCIPLINE IMPLIES A CERTAIN MASTERY OF THE MIND

As a discipline, however, nirvikalpa-samddhi is great because, when you gather

such an experience, it indicates that you have a certain mastery. Otherwise, you would

not have been able to have the experience of nirvikalpa-samddhi. Because a certain

mastery is involved, nirvikalpa-samddhi is considered to be the height of experience
that one can gain; it is like a prize, the end for those who want to gain experience. To say

that it indicates a certain sdttvika-vrtti on one's part is fine, but to say that after you

come out of nirvikalpa-samadhi, you will see the world entirely differently is not

correct because how you see the world depends purely on your vision of reality. Having
experienced nirvikalpa-samddhi, you have to interpret that experience. And to interpret
the experience, you must have a pramdna, a means of knowledge.

Again, then, we come back to pramdna because you do not interpret an

experience in any other way than by what you know. All interpretations depend entirely
upon your knowledge, which is dependent on the pramdna available to you. And all the

pramdnas that one has, perception, inference, etc., operate by maintaining a duality -

duality of kartd - the doer, karma - the object of doing, kriyd - the act of doing itself,

karana - the instrument of doing, etc. All these are collectively called as karakas.

Retaining the duality alone, one's pramanas, the various means of knowledge, operate.

Perception, pratyaksa, and inference, anumdna, do not swallow the kdrakas.

Only the dgama, the teaching, swallows them. It says that you are not the knower,
pramdtd; you are the very essence of the knower, the knowledge, and the object of
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knowledge, all three of them being one and the same. In this way, the agama resolves
the division, which is exactly what this verse is saying. Knowing dtmd, not moving from
the truth of dtma there is no knower-known-knowledge division for the person. Nor is
there any question about when you are going to get out of yourself - because both
thought and the object of thought are you, litma.

THOUGHT IS YOU

There is no way of getting out of yourself because, with thought, you are and
without thought, you are. Whether you are with the world or without the world, it is you
all the time. This we shall see clearly later. Because the statement 'tattvatah na calati,'
in the verse under study, implies jinana, knowledge, the word yoga is not to be taken in
its usual sense. It is more viyoga than yoga, as Krsna explains a little later. Previously,
due to ignorance, there was an association, samyoga with duhkha, sorrow, taking it to
be oneself, which was the problem. Yoga means joining, association, and viyoga means
dissociation from the association. Previously, the person was in association with the
body, mind, and senses, which was not a simple association because the person actually
took the body-mind-sense-complex to be himself or herself. Then, the person dissociated
himself or herself from sorrow by knowledge, which does not imply astdhga-yoga.

In order to remove any confusion here, Krsna first says, tattvatah na calati, and
then redefines the word yoga in one sentence later in keeping with what he is teaching.

zfWp fi&f r ^ P ^T pf1 fcNFiq 1 I1I
yam labdhv� ciparam lrbham manyate nddhikam tatah
yasmin sthito na duhkhena gurundpi vicilyate Verse 22

-T -T4tjjhot hts9iThf~d u 1 1 I4
tam vidydd duhkhasamyogaviyogam yogasaiijiiitam
sa niscayena yoktavyo yogo'nirvinnacetasd Verse 23

-I ca - and; ZT W ff yam labdhva - having gained which; dT: 3afff tatah
adhikam - better than that; S3qTr aparam - other; 5WF ldbham - gain; � -P4t
na manyate - does not think; If9 n yasmin - in which; 1f-: sthitah -
established; •Tip adf :•-T gurund api duhkhena - even by a great sorrow;
iq (hl" na vicalyate - is not affected; -W tam - that; 4:1-•4•it-farlMT duhkha-
samyoga-viyogam - dissociation from association with sorrow; *iT-'f1r yoga-
saiijiiitam - called by the name of yoga; wfaf vidydt - may one know; 3Ft-Tfu-
-4ff anirvinna-cetasd - with the mind that is not discouraged; T: 4Tt: sah yogah -
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that yoga; ft4Af niscayena - with clarity of purpose; "Tfy: yoktavyah - should be

pursued

And, having gained which, one does not think there is any other better

gain than that, established in which, one is not affected even by a great
sorrow (sorrowful event), may one know that dissociation from
association with sorrow, to be what is called as yoga. That yoga should

be pursued with clarity of purpose with a mind that is not discouraged.

The person being discussed here does not slip away from the truth of himself or

herself, atma-tattva, because dtmd is not some place he or she went to and can return

from. When it is said that you go to the abode of atma and rejoice there, some location
comes to mind and the question then becomes, for how long? All kinds of imaginations
are therefore, possible. You may think it is like going somewhere as a guest, staying as
long as you are entertained, and then, afterwards, coming back. However, when it is

clear that remaining with atma is in terms of knowledge of the suartpa of atmi,
conveyed here by the expression, tattvatah na calati, then there is no question of ever
being away from it because remaining does not depend even on memory.

People sometimes ask, 'Swamiji, suppose I forget the atmd?' You can forget the

words I use to point out the atma, but you cannot forget the meaning of those words
once you have understood it. The meaning of the words is atmi. You can forget
sat-cit-dnanda, but if sat is understood by you, cit is understood by you, and ananda is
understood by you, how can you forget? The words themselves are only the laksana of
atmd, for revealing the nature of dtmd; therefore, they can be forgotten. But the
meaning is you. How can you forget you? You cannot because knowing yourself is not
something that is memory-based. Even if you lose your memory in an accident or
whatever, it is the same.

DOES LOSS OF MEMORY NOT AFFECT ONE'S KNOWLEDGE?

People often pose this question also, 'Swamiji, suppose a jinni, a man who
already has self-knowledge, has a car accident and loses the use of all his brain cells. His
head is so smashed up, he remembers nothing, not even his own name. Isn't his
knowledge of atma also gone?' No, his knowledge is not gone because there was no
'his' knowledge. There was only 'This self is Brahman - ayam atma brahma.'

Recognising this fact, he was already liberated. There is only one moksa and that takes
place while living - jivanmukti. Moksa is a matter of understanding, not of memory.

And once you gain this understanding, this knowledge, there is no moving away.

Then, the question may come, 'Swamiji, suppose I do gain dtmd. Then what
should I do?' Previously, you had many adventures and now you are thinking about
having an dtmd adventure. Naturally, then, you want to know what your next adventure
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will be after atmi has been gained. You have been to the Caribbean, to Hawaii, you
have scaled mountains, skied the slopes, and you have learned how to roller-skate. All
these adventures being over, you say, 'Let me do some atma adventure; let me see what
it is all about,' because there are people who keep talking about it. Wanting to cover
everything, you come to dttmd.

This wanting to cover everything is a different attitude than that of a mumuksu, of
course. Unlike the mumuksu, this person does not want anyone to know more about
anything than he or she knows. Perhaps the person had heard the word atma or
Brahman at some dinner party and he or she wants to know what it is all about so as not
to appear ignorant in this particular area. Suppose, in the process of finding out, this
person gets caught in this particular pursuit and gets this atma-jhana, &tma now being
covered, what would the person do next, is the question.

Some people really think like this. They say they have tried this and that and they
have tried Vedanta also! This verse is for such people. The word 'gain' is used here with
just this kind of person in view, the one who always wants to cover all areas. The word,
'gaining,' labdhvd, means 'knowing,' jFi�tua. Thejiaina itself is the gain here because
it is sukha. This gain is in terms of human ends, purusdrthas, what people go after.
Gaining atma, the person does not think, na manyate, that there is anything other,
apara, that is better than dtmd, tatah adhikah, to gain.

IS THERE A BETTER GAIN THAN SELF-KNOWLEDGE?

Why is there no better gain, Idbha? Because a gain is something that should make'
you better. If you gain something that makes you worse, it is not a gain; it is a problem.
You thought you bought a gain, but instead you bought a problem, just like when you
buy a property, the property itself is a great gain, but the litigation against it is the
problem. And because you do not know how to get out of the problems, the property is
not really a gain; it is only a problem gained.

Gain, then, means that you must feel that you are better off than you were before.
If you gain atma, its svariipa being dtyantika-sukha, a sukha that is not dependent
upon anything because ittmd is everything, it is pi2rna, what gain is greater than that?
How are you going to better it? By what are you going to better it? Therefore, the person
discussed in this verse does not even think there can be another gain. He or she does not
say, 'Okay, I have seen ltmd. Now let me look for something else.' There is no
something else; something else is also dtma.

Even if this is accepted, the question may then be asked. Suppose the person does
not come out of this gain and go after something else, there being nothing else, what
happens if some great tragedy occurs to him or her? Will the person's dnanda not be
disturbed? No, remaining in that, yasmin sthitah, meaning knowledge of dtma, the
person is not affected even by some colossal tragedy - duhkhena gurund api na
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vicdlyate. The word guru has many meanings; here it means 'big' or 'heavy' and is the
opposite of laghu, meaning 'easy,' 'simple,' 'lightweight.'

One may be able to endure a great deal of pain or sorrow without being affected,
but suppose a great tragedy happens? Will this person not come out of that atmd in
which he or she remains and go somewhere else? No. The person remains in atma. To
come out of atma and go somewhere else is not possible because somewhere else is also
dtmd. Therefore, whatever the duhkha, the person remains in &tma, confirming what
Krsna had said previously when he said tattvatah na eva calati, the person never
moves away. Here, he says that this person is not shaken, not affected, by any situation
because, for this person, all situations are also not other than dtma.

This yoga Krsna is talking about here, is a yoga that is more a dissociation than
association. In verse 20, the word yoga referred to the practice of contemplation, the
object of which is dtmd seeing which one rejoices in oneself - yatra uparamate
cittan niruddham yoga-sevayi; yatra ca eva atmand dtamnam pasyan dtmani
tusyati. This yoga is called jiidna-yoga because dtmd is seen with the mind with the
help of knowledge. And, in the wake of this self-knowledge, naturally there is
self-rejoicing because self-seeking is no longer there. There is freedom from seeking.

In verse 21, the nature of dtma was said to be absolute happiness, recognised by
the intellect and yet beyond sense perception - sukham dtyantikam yat tad
buddhi-grdhyam atindriyam, knowing which one remains in oneself, never moving
away from the truth of oneself - vetti yatra na ca eva ayam sthitah calati tattvatah.
The truth of oneself is absolute happiness, dnanda, whereas all other happiness always
depends upon a mental condition. Ordinary enjoyments, bhogas depend upon our
external condition plus our mental condition. Some external object must be available in a
certain situation and in a form that is desirable.

Even if the external situation is available, you may not be in the mood for it.
Therefore, it has to wait for you to be in a better mood. You may have bought a
particular tape of music that you generally love - but not today. The music has to wait
for you to enjoy it until you are in the mood for it. This is because the sukha that is born
of an external condition depends upon two situations - the external condition itself and
a conducive internal, mental, condition. Whereas the svariipa-sukha that we are talking
about does not depend upon either. Rather, it is born out of the recognition of the self
being free from any sense of limitation.

Krsna then points out that the person who recognises this svaripa-sukha never
comes out of it because there is nothing better to be gained - yam labdhvu ca aparam
Idbham manyate na adhikam tatah. This gain in the form of self-knowledge is also
called yoga. It is not a challenge that, once achieved and no longer holding your interest,
has to be followed by another challenge. Looking for greater and greater challenges iS
based on the desire to prove oneself, to prove that one exists, for which one has to do
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something adventurous, something different, something new, something challenging.
Only then does one feel alive and not like an old piece of furniture. This feeling is what
keeps people going, in fact. Because they have to live within themselves, a challenge can
become so important that they sacrifice everything for it. If a person does not feel that he
or she is a 'somebody,' naturally the person has to create some challenge or other in
order to feel, 'I exist,' 'I am somebody,' etc.

THE RESOLUTION OF ALL SEEKING

Having gained, dtma, then, would I still have to create new challenges for myself?
No, because gaining dtmd is a gain, gaining which there is no better gain. The person
does not move from the truth of oneself - tattvatah na calati, meaning that the seeking
after challenges is resolved. This resolution is the gain in fact.

All seeking can be reduced to self-confusion. Therefore, the resolving of the
self-confusion is the resolving of the very seeking itself. In this resolution, the seeker and
the sought become one and the same, which was what Krsna meant in verse 22, when he
said, 'And, having gained that dtma, one does not think that there is any other better
gain -yam labdhvu ca aparam labham manyate na adhikam tatah.'

And if a big tragedy should occur, what happens to the person? Krsna covers that
also. He says, 'Firmly established in that atmd, he (or she) is not disturbed even by great
sorrow - yasmin sthitah duhkhena gurund api na vicalyate.' Therefore, there is no
question of getting out of itmd. No external situation is going to affect the person, nor
will the person become tired of himself or herself and get out. Moving away from
something can take place either by slipping away froin it, or by withdrawing from it, or
by something else coming and disturbing you. But fullness cannot be disturbed in any
way. Neither the world nor anything else can disturb fullness. Fullness accommodates
every event that can take place in one's life. Also, fullness is not something that one can
get out of because it is oneself.

Therefore, knowing all that has been discussed in the previous three verses, there
is no coming back from the sukha that is atma. The gain of it, the joy of it, the fullness
of it, the freedom of it - all that has been pointed out - is called 'yoga.' 'Yoga-
saiijiiitam,' Krsna says. Thus, he gave us a new way of looking at the word 'yoga.'

ANOTHER DEFINITION FOR YOGA

The root yuj, from which the word 'yoga' is derived, has two meanings - yojana
and nirodha. Yojana means connecting or uniting two things. Thus, when two things are
put together it is yoga. Whereas, nirodha means control, stopping, mastering, which is
how Pataijali defined yoga in the second sitra of the yoga-sdstra - yogah
citta-vrtti-nirodhah, meaning 'yoga is the mastery of one's thinking processes,'
indicating that yoga is a discipline by itself. Since both meanings for the word 'yoga' are
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used in the Gltd, we have to see from the context whether the word is used in the sense

of union or control.

Here, originally there seems to be union of the mind with atma. The mind

contemplates upon atmi; therefore, atmd becomes the dhyeya, the object of
contemplation. The mind is the one that becomes united with the object of
contemplation, atma, and the attempt to unite the two is called yoga, which is the sense
we generally get from the word 'yoga.' It implies two different things coming together,
just as two people come together in marriage, a connection, sambandha, of some kind,
whatever the nature of the connection may be.

WHAT IS JOINED TOGETHER CAN ALSO FALL APART

Now, whenever two things come together, there is a tendency for them to fall apart
also. Therefore, they have to be kept together somehow. If two people are involved, the
tendency is for them to move away from each other, each one going off in opposite
directions. Similarly, two pieces of material tied together will stay together only as long
as that which binds them lasts. Once the binding factor wears out, the two-pieces of
material will fall apart.

Here, too, the mind can move away from atma if it is attracted by some external
object. It can be disturbed by a vrtti, a thought, for which there is an object, for which
you are given senses, etc. And if your senses do not operate, your memory is always
there. Your memory is good enough to provide you with the whole world! Because of
memory, the mind will never find itself wanting in terms of objects to think about.
Therefore, the sense of connection between the mind and atma, conveyed by the word
'yoga,' makes it seem that the mind, contemplating on dtma, will come away from
atma. Because the word 'yoga' has this intrinsic problem, Krsna redefines it here in an
opposite sense. This redefinition is called viparita-laksana, meaning that the word is
used in its limited sense and then the limitations are knocked off by redefining it. In fact,
because words have to be used, the whole teaching is like this. A particular word is used
and then its limitations are knocked off to reveal its absolute sense which is atma.

YOGA: DISSOCIATION FROM ASSOCIATION

Until now, Krsna uses the word yoga in its limited sense. And, here, he knocks off
the limitations. In fact, he knocks off the very word itself by presenting yoga in a
different way. He defines yoga as samyoga-viyoga. Samyoga has the same meaning as
yoga, union, the prefix 'sam' conveying the sense of being very well united. When the
prefix 'sam' is replaced with the prefix 'vi,' the resultant word is viyoga which conveys
exactly the opposite meaning - that of dissociation. Sarmyoga means 'association,' and
wherever there is association, there can be dissociation, which is the meaning of viyoga.
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In either case, the word yoga remains, one prefix being replaced by the other to create
the opposite meaning.

For this reason, prefixes, upasargas, are very important in Sanskrit. In English
also, prefixes can be used in this way, as in 'declinable' and 'indeclinable,' for example,
where a negative prefix is used to arrive at the opposite meaning of the word. Similarly,
the prefix 'vi' added to 'yoga' points out the negative aspect or the absence of yoga. In
this way, Krsna is saying that the yoga we are talking about here is more a dissociation
than an association.

All that was said before in terms of yoga - how to sit, how to live one's life, etc.
- all the disciplines that were advised earlier, are for the sake of which yoga? For the
yoga being discussed here in the previous three verses. May one know that, tam vidyat.
May one know that yoga as what? As duhkha-samyoga-viyoga, as the dissociation from
the association with sorrow. This is what Krsna calls 'yoga' here and this is the yoga
that is to be known -yoga-samnjhiitam tam vidydt.

Association with duhkha means association with pain, with sorrow. Anything
undesirable is connected with duhkha - there is duhkhena sarmyogah. And this union
or association with duhkha is no ordinary association; it is a very well-entrenched
association. Because this association with sorrow is not ordinary, Krsna uses the word
samyoga here. No one wants to have duhkha, but the yoga with it, the union with it, is
so complete that, although you want to get out of it, you cannot. Even though no one
wants sorrow, everyone is subject to it. Since we do not want to be sad, why do we
become sad? It is not that one wants to get into a state of sadness, but then there is yoga
with sadness and that yoga seems to be samyoga, a connection that is very difficult to
pull out of. In fact, you cannot pull out; there is no way of pulling out.

WHY IS SORROW SO WELL ENTRENCHED?

People have been trying to pull out of duhkha-samyoga but are not able to. Why
not? Because it is the duhkhl, the sad person, who wants to pull out of duhkha. The
very person who wants to pullout of duhkha has created the duhkhi by taking himself
or herself to be limited and therefore, there is association with sorrow. Being associated
with duhkha, how can he or she pull out?

'I am a human being, I am a mortal, I am a man, I am a brahmana or a ksatriya, I
am young, I am old, I am only this much,' - for the duhkha, the one associated with
sorrow, this is exactly what I' is. The person thinks of himself or herself as limited,
small, a samsanr, one who is subject to pain and sorrow. That very aham, 'I,' the ego,
by its very standing, is doomed. Its very standing is on duhkha, on a sense of limitation.
In fact, it is nothing but the sense of limitation. Therefore, all you have to do to be sad is
to remember yourself!
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You just need to remind yourself of how limited you are. What happens sometimes
is that you forget yourself because the samsara has so many fascinating objects that can
take your attention away from yourself for the time being. That is when you forget
yourself, when you laugh and pick up those gleaming moments of joy. Then, afterwards,
you come back to remember yourself. And that is enough to make you sad!

Whenever I forget myself I am fine and, whenever I remember myself, Ifeel sad
because of the 'I' that I am. Therefore, duhkha-sarmyoga is my self-identity. Because I
identify with the body-mind-sense-complex, which is limited, I take myself to be limited
and I say, 'This is me.' If this is me, then of course I am duhkhl. Fortunately, however,
this is not me.

When I say 'This is me,' then I want to get rid of myself. But how can you get rid
of yourself? Wherever you go, you are there very much; This is why, wherever you go,
you carry your duhkha with you. You do not even need a situation to cause you
duhkha; you just go and it will be there with you. Furthermore, you will contribute your
duhkha to others, even if you go to a place where everyone is laughing. Sitting in a
corner, you will create duhkha in that place because you have brought duhkha with
you. This, then, is the nature of a samsari. It is not something unique to a given person.
Every samsart, wherever he or she goes, is going to create duhkha in that place,
because he or she is a duhkhl. Then this is samyoga - the union between dtmd and
andtmd - dtma-andtma-samyoga.

The word, duhkhi reveals an 'I,' a person. And that person is separate from what
causes the person sorrow, duhkha. The person is what we call dtmd and what causes the
person duhkha is anatma. And between this person, this atmd, and anatmd, there is
samyoga. How did the person get this samyoga? Atmd, as we have seen, is pure
caitanya, consciousness. Its nature is consciousness. It does not have any kind of
attribute. If dtmd had any attribute, it would stick there always and you would not be
able to know anything new. The nature of dtmd, consciousness, then, does not have any
particular attribute. This being so, how is it that, this consciousness has samyoga? How
is that, between atmd and andtmd there is samyoga?

IGNORANCE MAKES THE IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBLE

Consciousness has no samyoga, in fact. Samyoga is possible because of
ignorance, avidyd. By definition, ignorance is capable of making the impossible
possible. Avidyd is capable of doing anything; it can even make a snake out of a rope
and mirage water out of a desert. Ignorance can do all these things because, there is a
lack of knowledge. This means that the connection between dtmd and anatnia, atma-
andtma-sambandha, is brought about purely by aviveka, the lack of discriminative
knowledge. Therefore, that there is duhkha-samnyoga is established.
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When duhkha-samyoga is established, and I understand this samyoga, then, the
next step is to find the way to withdraw from this duhkha. But, because the connection
itself is born of avidya, there is no physical withdrawal possible. The association with
duhkha being born of a lack of discrimination, dissociation from the association that
Krsna refers to here as duhkha-samyoga-viyoga can only be by knowledge.
Association with duhkha is due to a self-loss, a self-confusion, and therefore, a self-not-
self identity. That is resolved by discriminative knowledge. In other words, I have to
know that atma is atmd and andtmd is andtma, but that atmn is not anatmd.
Therefore, there is nothing separate from me.

If atma and andtmd were two separate entities enjoying the same reality, then
there could be no moksa. Any inquiry would just bring in one more item because of
which one would feel separate. Atma would be one entity sitting somewhere and the
many andtmas would be something different. Again, you would have the same problem,
but you would be extending it to include the separate entity called atma.

THERE IS ONLY ATMA

Unfortunately, or fortunately, andtma is never separate from dtmd at any time.
No thought can exist apart from consciousness that is dtmd. While one depends upon the
other, the other does not depend upon it. Viyoga means seeing atma as distinct from
dtma. Now you have a situation wherein duhkha-samyoga itself is not there - unless
you take the thought or any other anatma as 'I.' This is because anatmr is not distinct
from dtmd. This, then, is the yoga of duhkha-samyoga-viyoga, which is more a
dissociation than an association, the binding material could go away, but since it is a
dissociation, there is no possibility of the mind coming away from dtmd.

Whatever you are bound to can go away, which is what happens with any
happiness that depends on time and various other conditions. When the conditions
change, any experience, whatever it is, is gone. Therefore, anything experiential is
definitely dependent upon or associated with conditions, and it will go away. But if it is
not experiential, if it is more a dissociation from your false association, it will not go
away. This dissociation is what is called dissociation by knowledge -jiidnena viyogah.
There is nothing physical about it. Because andtma is dtmd. You cannot pull dtmd
away from anatma. Nor is there any necessity to do so because dtma is in no way
involved with andtmd. This recognition, this knowledge, which is more a dissociation
than an association, is what Krsna calls yoga here. 'May one know that dissociation
from the association with sorrow is yoga - tam duhkha-samyoga-viyogam yogam
vidydt,' he says.
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THE BINDING FACTOR IS IGNORANCE

If an association with someone or something is a legal association, then you can
only become dissociated from it legally. And if the association is physical, the
dissociation will also be physical. If two physical objects are brought together, they can
be separated by removing whatever binding factor that closed the physical distance
between them in the first place. Here, the binding factor between &tma and andtma is
avidyd, ignorance. The binding factor being avidyd, what removes the association is
vidyd, knowledge.

That yoga, that duhkha-samyoga-viyoga, from which there is no question of loss,
beyond which there is nothing greater, which is an end in itself, which is yourself, is not
an association. It is more a withdrawal from duhkha; and therefore, it is easy, just as it is
easier to drop something than to lift it. The only problem here is that the dropping
happens to be the dropping of ignorance, dropping all one's false notions about oneself,
which is not easy to do. It is not just a matter of surrendering them unto the Lord, as
some would have us think.

ERRONEOUS NOTIONS CANNOT BE SURRENDERED

It has been said that in the present age, Kali Yuga, devotion is the easiest path.
You simply surrender to the Lord and He will take care of everything. But what do you
surrender? Whom do you surrender? Since everything belongs to the Lord, who are you
to surrender anything? This is like my taking your coat and then telling you that I am
surrendering it to you. There is no surrendering here. Then what are you going to
surrender? And where does it go? Whatever is surrendered does not go anywhere. It all
just remains there as it is.

If you surrender something to the Lord and he says, 'Thank you,' picks it up, and
goes away, then you may have surrendered something. But he does not pick up anything;
therefore, you do not surrender anything. And who is it that surrenders? 'Myself,' you
say. But how are you going to surrender yourself? This only means that you want to
surrender, perhaps because you think your ego is a little bloated and needs to be kept in
check by performing acts of surrender. But who is this 'I' that has to surrender? I cannot
surrender the 'I.' There has to be another 'I' to surrender this 'I.'

The 'I' that wants to surrender is the ahahikira, the ego. It is a false entity; it is
not aham, 'I,' dtma. The ahahkira is a notion and it cannot go away unless you falsify
it. This falsification of the ego is what is called ji•na, knowledge, and surrender as well.
The yoga discussed here is also the same. That is the yoga that has to be undertaken -
sa yogah niScayena yoktavyah - meaning that it definitely has to be practised by you.

Dropping notions about oneself is difficult because ignorance is involved. At the
same time, it is easy because all you have to do is destroy the ignorance. The destruction
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of ignorance is only difficult if your mind is not prepared. Trying to make a two-year-old
child understand that one plus one is two does not work because the child's mind is not
yet prepared, whereas once the child has undergone the necessary preparation, it is very
easy.

LIVING INTELLIGENTLY PREPARES THE MIND

Similarly, if you are already cheerful, it is easy for you to understand that you are
Brahman, that you are the whole. Samsara can give you this preparation; it can make
you a fairly cheerful person - if you live very intelligently. But, sanmsara also gives
you duhkha and, if you come to Vedanta to remove this duhkha, Vedanta will just
become another pain in your neck. Vedanta is meant for a cheerful person because, to
understand you are fnanda, you have to be fairly cheerful. Thus, Vedanta is not an
answer for the ordinary sorrows of samsira, which is why there is karma-yoga, which
includes ast.liga-yoga and other such disciplines.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE IS THE ONLY PURSUIT THAT SOLVES THE PROBLEM

Nor does one have to have all the qualifications - viveka, vair�gya, sama-dama,
etc., and mumuksutva in full measure. Such people exist only on paper. Living a life of
karma-yoga means living a religious life, not a secular life. A prayerful life prepares the
mind for the knowledge that is Vedanta. In the wake of this knowledge, all the notions
about oneself get dropped. Therefore, it is easy and it is difficult. And it has to be done
- yoktavyah. If it is difficult, you had better go for it because there is nothing more
appealing, more inspiring. And, if it is easy, where is the difficulty? Go for it also. There
is nothing more attractive or more purposeful because the whole pursuit is for me and is
the only one that solves the problem.

And how is this knowledge to be pursued? Niscayena - by understanding what is
real and what is unreal, by knowing with certainty that this clarity is to be gained by me
by viveka, discrimination. Further, Krsna says, 'anirvinna-cetasa - by a mind
(cetasa) that is not dejected, frustrated, tired (anirvinna), by a mind that is not
indifferent, afflicted, or discouraged.' Can you understand all this without becoming
discouraged? Of course you can because it is more a dissociation, viyoga, from sorrow.
Therefore, there is nothing to discourage you on any score. There is nothing greater
either, so, what is there to be discouraged about? Even if it were discouraging, there is
nothing else available, so, what are you going to do? Thus, without being discouraged,
anirvinna-cetasa, and with a singleness of purpose, niScayena, this yoga should be
undertaken by you, yogah yoktavyah.

In fact, we are always trying to get rid of sorrow, to drop duhkha-sarmyoga. We
are constantly searching for duhkha-samyoga-viyoga. This, then, is the yoga that gets
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rid of the sorrow. Thus, Bhagavan uses the word 'yoga' here in the sense of viyoga,
about which he talks further in the verses to come.

iRAi^TtTi fPiPN1 N TRT I I H K I I
saikalpaprabhavan ka�mdmstyaktua sarvdnaeesatah
manasaivendriyagramam viniyamya samantatah Verse 24

3 IWRW WI: ^r r I ?^ i1
sanaih Sanairuparamed buddhya dhrtigrhitaya
dtmasamstham manah krtva na kiicidapi cintayet Verse 25

TFiqT-T•iWF sarkalpa-prabhavan - born of thought; \i• sarvdn - all; wfi
kamdn - desires; '3t"T: adesatah - totally; AFTI tyaktvd - giving up; ITFM
manasd - by the mind; tq- eva - alone; TWfiTd: samantatah - completely; ,Fq-
T9H indriya-gramam - the group of sense organs and organs of action; fjimp
viniyamya - withdrawing; RffE-TidflT dhrti-grhitayd - endowed with perseverance;

<i;1 buddhya - with the intellect; W'4: �T4: sanaih sanaih - slowly, slowly; 3<*f
uparamet - may one resolve (the mind); 3a-tiWH TH: TiqT dtma-samstham

manah krtvu - making the mind abide in the self; f-,f 3r1P kiiicit api - anything
else; 1 r na cintayet - may one not think of

Giving up totally all desires, which are born of thought, completely
withdrawing the group of sense organs and organs of action by the mind
alone, with the intellect endowed with perseverance, may one resolve the
mind (in dtmd). Making the mind abide in the self, may one not think of
anything else.

In verse 23, we saw that yoga, which means 'union,' was defined as dissociation,
viyoga, from one's association samyoga with duhkha. In other words, in the present
context, the union is more a dissociation than an association - dissociation from
duhkha, meaning dissociation from one's identification with the body-mind-sense-
complex - kdrya-karana-saighdta. Dissociation from this identification, which takes
place by knowledge alone, is called yoga - yoga-samnjiitam. This, then, is the yoga
that has to be pursued, sa yogah yoktavyah, Krsna says.

Krsna also says that this yoga can be pursued without the mind being afflicted by
any sense of despair or discouragement, anirvinna-cetasa. This is because it is more a
dissociation than association. The pursuit of knowledge is not like climbing Mount
Everest; it is more like dropping a rock that you are holding in your hand. Because it is
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more dropping than climbing, it is not as difficult as one might think. It is simply a
question of dissociating oneself from one's own identity of being only so much. Thus,
there is no cause for despair.

Having summarised what he had said before in this way, Krsna begins to discuss
the same topic again. Why? Because this yoga is something that has to be pursued,
certain problems tend to arise; therefore, Krsna emphasises certain points again and
again. In the verse under study, he presents the same topic in a slightly different form,
repeating two statements made several times before.

THE BASIS OF ALL DESIRES

First, there is the complete giving up of that from which all desires are born - he
says, 'sahkalpa-prabhavdn sarvan kamdn asesatah tyaktvd.' We have seen how
kama can refer to either a desire itself or to the object of desire. Here, kama means the
desire for objects, the source of which is sahkalpa. From sahkalpa alone, desire is born.
Saikalpa is a thought such as, 'May this be for me,' 'May this come to me,' etc., which
immediately turns into a desire. This source of all desire, sahkalpa is what is given up
totally asesatah. Therefore, renunciation here is in terms of the saikalpa, the basis of
the desire, and not for the desire itself.

Sahkalpa is one simple thought and because that thought is capable of becoming a
desire, sakkalpa is said to be the root of all desire. Desire is that which the mind returns
to over and over again. Saikalpa comes and then goes away, but once it becomes a
desire, the desire has to be fulfilled. Therefore, sahkalpa is what has to be dealt with.

Sahkalpa is dealt with by analysing the thought itself. For instance, the thought,
'May this come to me,' is analysed. By this particular inquiry, vicra, sarikalpa is dealt
with.

The desires themselves need not be dealt with. Sahkalpa alone is the problem and
therefore, it is the only thing that has to be dealt with. If you deal with the sahkalpa,
'May I have this or that,' desires are not a problem at all. They become only fancies
because they are not backed up by sahkalpas. The backing up of a desire is only from
your sahkalpa, 'May I have this,' which slowly becomes, 'I should have this.' Once this
sahkalpa has turned into 'I should have this,' then you have had it! Therefore, the
sahkalpa is to be analysed.

WITHDRAWING THE SENSE ORGANS

Krsna also repeats here that the group of senses are to be completely withdrawn
by the mind alone, manasa eva, meaning by a mind endowed with discrimination. The
common meaning for grama is village, which does not work here. Therefore, we go for
its other meaning, jdta, group, meaning the group of sense organs and organs of action,
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indriydni. Indriya-gramam viniyamya, means putting these indriyas in their place,

which is to withdraw them from their respective fields of activity. Again, then, we have

here a piece of advice, to be followed, with reference to the mind while sitting in

meditation. And that is, seated in meditation, let the mind be brought back to the object

of meditation. Krsna talks about this later.

Withdrawing the sense organs or putting them in their places means that they do

not go towards their various sense objects because the sahklpas have been taken care of.

Because they are withdrawn from all activity, this withdrawal is described here as total,

samantatah.

What is said in verse 24, is intended to cover all that was said before about how to

sit in meditation - the posture, the gaze, etc. - and is completed in verse 25.

Dhrti means firmness and also dhairya, courage which imply care and wisdom as

well. Dhrti-grhita, here, means that the buddhi is endowed with courage, firmness, and

wisdom, meaning discrimination, viveka. With this kind of buddhi, then, the mind is

made to abide in dtma, which we shall come back to later.

The use of repetition in this verse, 'Sanaih Aanaih,' meaning 'slowly, slowly,' is

typical of Sanskrit. And what does one do slowly, slowly? May one resolve, uparamet,

the mind, meaning oneself, in this particular way - by making the mind abide in dtmd,

without thinking of anything else - atma-samstham manah k.rtv na kifcit api

cintayet, thinking only of dtmd, the object of meditation.

In this verse, two things have to be understood - what are this courage and

discrimination that are required and what does it mean to place the mind in atma, the

object of meditation, dhyeya-visaya. What kind of placing is involved here? Is the mind

to be placed in dtmd like one places an orange in a basket? Or is the mind to be placed

on top of dtmd perhaps? If 'atma-samstham manah krtvd' is not properly understood,

making the mind abide in dtmd becomes a very big problem. But once

'atma-samstham manah krtva' is clearly understood, there is no problem and dhrti

also becomes clear.

DEFINITION OF ATMA

In the expression, dtma-samstham manah krtvd, what does itmd mean? It is

that wherein another thing is not heard, yatra anyat na 9.runoti, as the Chandogya-iruti

points out. It is that wherein another thing is not seen, yatra anyat na pasyati, wherein

another thing is not known, yatra na anyat vijdndti.' The Bruti also reveals dtmd as

one that is free from all attributes, nirvieesa, and that is purely in the form of caitanya,

consciousness, alone - cinmdtra-svariipa eva.

1 Chdndogyopanisad - 7.24.1
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Then, again, atmd is presented as one that is the seer but not the seen - drasta na
tu drhyam, the hearer but not the heard - irota na tu irutam, the knower but not the
known - vijfita na tu vijiieyam, the thinker but not the thought - manti na tu
mantavyam. This is how the nature of atma is defined by the sistra.

Given this definition of dtma, how can I place the mind upon atma? How can I
even think about dtmd? To think of dtma means that atma becomes the object of my
thought, which contradicts what the sruti says. Therefore, I cannot think of dtma and
that is why it is said in the Taittirlyopanisad that, having not gained atma, all the words
come back, along with the mind -yato vaco nivartante aprdpya manasd saha. It is as
though the mind and the words join forces and go after dtmd, only to return without it,
having found it too tough a nut to crack! Unfortunately, this is how atma is sometimes
presented.

HOW CAN ATMA BECOME AN OBJECT OF ONE'S MEDITATION?

Still, how is one to place the mind upon dtmd? How can atma become an object
of one's meditation? There is no way of placing the mind upon atma because the mind is
atma. It is not that one takes the mind to atma and, having had the mind sitting upon it
for some time, tmnd eventually yields because of the mind's pressure, etc. Some
translations have taken this verse to mean this way and therefore, can be very
misleading.

In the expression dtmd eva idam sarvam, dtmd, oneself, is defined as 'all this is
atma alone.' 'Idam saruam' implies the knower, jiidtd, the knowledge, jiina, and the
object of knowledge, jieya. Sarva, meaning 'all,' means all three with nothing left out.
Within this sarva is the seer, the object seen, and seeing - dras.ta, drsya and darsana,
the hearer, the object heard, and hearing - grotd, Aruta and sravana, etc., all of which
come underjidtd, jiidna andjifeya, knower, knowledge, and that which is known.

Any object, anything that is there, is jieya, an object to be known alone. Even
what is unknown is known and is therefore, included under jheya. Thus, we deal with
these three, jiitd, jiina, and jieya alone. Jiidtd, the knower, is non-separate from
dtmd because jiata is atma alone. And, although we may clearly see the fact that the
jiadtd is atma, we still think of jiina as belonging to atmd, saying 'This knowledge
belongs to me. This is my knowledge.' I have the knowledge of a particular object, a
tree. The tree is the object of knowledge and the vrtti, the knowledge itself, belongs to
me. Therefore, I take myself to be different from this knowledge whose object is the tree.

THE KNOWER, KNOWLEDGE, AND KNOWN ARE ONE

This notion is nullified here by recasting it into an entirely different mould
altogether. And what is this mould? Jidtd, jfilna, iijeya - all three are made into one
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dtmd. Everything is myself alone - atmd eva idam sarvam. Jiidta is dtmd, jiina is
atmd, and jieya is also dtmd.

The example that is always used here is the dream. In dream, there is a knower of
the dream, there is a known dream world, and there is knowledge of the dream itself.
And these three are nothing but one light, jyotih, one consciousness, caitanya.
Consciousness alone is the knower, known, and the knowledge in dream. All three of
them are nothing but one caitanya-dtmd alone.

In terms of the dream, this is very clear to you. Getting up, you understand that the
dream knower, the dream known, and the dream knowledge all resolve into you again.
Therefore, jiitd is nothing but consciousness, knowledge, is nothing but consciousness,
andjieya is also nothing but consciousness.

Defined in this way, we understand that consciousness is as though qualified or
limited by the status of being a knower -jiatr-avacchinna-caitanya. We can refer to
this as knower-consciousness, knowledge-consciousness, and known-consciousness,
there being no knower, knowledge, or known apart from consciousness. Can a known
object ever be separate from consciousness? It cannot. When the known object is,
consciousness is. When the known object is not, consciousness still is. You can destroy
the object, but you cannot destroy the is-ness.

NOTHING IS SEPARATE FROM EXISTENCE

Thus, with reference to the nature of existence, there is a two-fold argument, one
in terms of existence itself and the other in terms of knowledge. In terms of existence, no
object is apart from what is existent. For example, when you say, 'The table is' or 'The
chair is,' the 'is-ness' that is there is qualified by the object - the name and form,
ndma-rlpa, called table or chair. Further, if you analyse what a chair is, you find that
the chair does not have any existence of its own; only the wood out of which the chair is
made has an existence. And, if you analyse the wood, you find that it also has no
existence; only the pulp from which the wood is made has existence. Similarly, the
particles that form the pulp has existence, whereas the pulp does not. If you keep on
shifting in this way, you find that existence always remains.

Only that which is self-existent can be called existence, satya, which is nothing
but consciousness, caitanya. Consciousness alone is self-evident and everything else is
evident to the self. Anything that you come to know, everything that you question, is all
for the knower, the person who is using the pramdnas, the various means of knowledge,
to ascertain the validity or the veracity of a particular object or statement of proof.
Whereas, the existence of the very knower requires no proof. The knower must be a
self-evident person. But who is this knower?
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There is a part of the knower that is known to me. I know that I am the seer of the
pot, ghata-drastd, for which there is a thought aspect, an adjective, visesa, for the
consciousness that is 'I.' The thought aspect is an adjective and the substantive is
nothing but atma, consciousness. Therefore, for the knower there is consciousness, for
the knowledge of course consciousness is present, and for the known also consciousness,
- the self-existent aspect of consciousness - is present. All three - knower, known,
and knowledge - are non-separate from the presence of consciousness. Appreciation of
this fact is what is meant here by atma-samstham manah krtud.

REDIRECTING THE MIND TO THE VERY BASIS OF THOUGHTS

This appreciation enables me to see the mind, whereas, previously, the mind was
always engaged in thinking about this and that. The mind will still think about a variety
of things, but now my attention is not upon what I see because I turn it away from the
thoughts themselves and direct it to the very basis of the thoughts. This turning the
attention is what is called dhydna, contemplation. You turn your attention from the
object of thought, whatever it may be, to the basis of thought.

The basis of thought is consciousness, whereas the object of thought can be
anything, for example, a tree. The object of a tree-thought is the tree and the basis of the
thought is consciousness. Therefore, the tree-thought is not separate from consciousness,
the tree is not separate from consciousness, and the knower of the tree-thought is not
separate from consciousness, all three being nothing but consciousness, dtma.

This very appreciation is also a thought. And what does this thought do? It simply
destroys the ignorance that the three are separate and then it resolves. By not thinking of
anything else but the oneness of all three, it resolves. Therefore, Krsna says here, 'May
one not think of anything else, na kiiicit api cintayet.' In fact, there is nothing else
because everything is atma.

The point being made here, of course, is not to move away from the appreciation
of dtmd as non-separate from everything else because if you think of something else,
this appreciation will go. One can also appreciate that a certain object is a tree and that
he or she is someone who is looking at the tree, which is true. But, then, the tree, the
thought of the tree, and the dtma, the one who looks at the tree, are all one and the same.
Turning one's attention to the basis of these three is the appreciation, the contemplation,
being referred to in this verse.

In order not to think of anything else, you require dhrti, wisdom which is gained
by exposing the buddhi to the teaching. Only with the insight gained, with the help of
the knowledge alone, can one practice this contemplation. Dhrti also implies courage
here because contemplation requires a certain steadiness, firmness, or commitment in
order to understand that knower, known, and knowledge are one and the same, given that
our orientation has always been that they are separate.
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SEEING THE FACT REMOVES THE OBSTACLES

Because the orientation that they are one is against our experience, there will
naturally be some obstruction in appreciating this fact. Until it becomes clear, we can
assume that there is some obstacle, which will be taken care of by seeing the fact.
Therefore, we do not worry about the obstacles; we simply keep on attempting to see, for
which courage, firmness, and commitment are necessary.

To emphasise this point, Sankara defined, sanaih sanaih - slowly, slowly, here
as, na sahasd, meaning 'not immediately.' When he said, atma-samstham manah
krtvd, it does not mean that you immediately turn your mind to some object called dtmd.
Atmd is not something you can put the mind into or on; the mind itself is atmd. There is
no job to be done here; there is simply an appreciation. Therefore, a certain inner care is
involved, wherein a contemplative atmosphere is created. In this atmosphere, recognition
takes place for which no will whatsoever is involved. Slowly, slowly, during the period
of time in which contemplation takes place, you take to dtmd.

NO WILL IS REQUIRED IN CONTEMPLATION

In meditation, will is only with reference to sitting and other preparations; once
these are taken care of, the will does not do anything. In fact, will is the problem and
therefore, has to be surrendered to the contemplation itself. The contemplation takes over
your will, so to speak. The mind becomes as though possessed. You, as a person, the
contemplator, are possessed by that very contemplativeness. Therefore, no will is
required here.

What will do you require to appreciate something beautiful? None; the very will
gets resolved in the appreciation of that which is beautiful, that which is inspiring. What
will is there when you have a love for something? Whatever will there is, just resolves.

Similarly, in contemplation, you do not push your will in order to gain dtmd. You
do not grind your teeth, roll up your sleeves, sit in your seat of meditation, and say,
'Today I am going to get that dtma.' There is no such thing. It is not like wanting to do
something or gain something that the world has to offer. If you want to do a particular
job, for example, you can assert your will and get it done, but you cannot sit down, crush
your eyelids together tightly, and say that you are going to get the dtmd. All that you
will get is a headache! A person who tries to gain atmd by using his or her will, will not
gain atmd because the person is dtmd.

Therefore, first one creates contemplativeness, which is taken care of by one's
exposure to the teaching. You must know what you are aiming at, conveyed here by
dtma-samstham manah krtud na kiiicit api cintayet. Let the appreciation of dtmd
take place in the mind, either by contemplating on the non-separation of
knower-known-knowledge or by taking a particular expression such as
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"satya-svarUpoham - I am the truth of everything,' and meditating upon it. This is a
contemplation that is in keeping with the teaching.

Nothing new, no new knowledge, is created here. Rather, your mind is brought to
focus on what is already understood, again and again. This, then, is the meaning of the
two expressions in this verse - dtma-samstham manah krtva na kiiicit api cintayet.
Having said this much, Krsna adds a little more.

Wt ̂ fhrm wTF4gqsrlwq

yato yato niscarati manaScaicalamasthiram
tatastato niyamyaitadatmanyeva vaiam nayet Verse 26

IWF caicalam - always in a state of flux; 30l-4 asthiram - unsteady; TH:

manah - the mind; M.: W•: yatah yatah - for whatever (reason); fReR niscarati

- goes away; -T: ?- tatah tatah - from that (reason); wf etat - it (the mind);
p T niyamya - bringing back; 3aT# dttmani - with reference to the self; 7i eva

- alone; WEi vasam - into one's own hands; 9T nayet - may one bring

For whatever reason the unsteady mind, always in a state of flux, goes
away, bringing it back from that, with reference to the self alone, may
one bring (the mind) into one's own hands.

Here, the mind is being dealt with, because it is the mind that is to be placed in
dtma, and it is the mind that has to contemplate upon dtma. And also it is the mind,
manas, that goes away - niscarati. For the mind, Krsna uses two words - caiicala
and asthira.

Calicala means that the mind is always in a state of flux. This is in fact the nature
of the mind. This is how the mind is made and it is good that it is made so. Otherwise,
you would become stuck in one thought. And, the mind being caicala, it is also asthira,
meaning that it is not at all steady. Always being in a state of flux, the mind is not
steady, not firm. Thus, both words, canicala and asthira, qualify each other - being in
flux, the mind is not steady - cahcalatvdt asthiram, and being unsteady, the mind is in
flux - asthiratvdt cajcalam.

THE MIND ITSELF IS NOT A PROBLEM

Krsna further describes the mind here by saying that it goes out, ni4carati. That it
goes out is not a problem; it is natural. Because the mind's nature is caicala and asthira,
it goes away from the chosen object of meditation for whatever reason, yatah yatah.
You hear something, the sound of a bird perhaps, and you go along with the sound. You
recognise it as the warble of a particular bird, and then you try to identify the kind of bird
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and so on. Or someone says something and off the mind goes. You do not even need the
outside world for the mind to go away; there is a whole world right in your head. Is this
not why we have gathered so many lifetime experiences - so that we can sit back and
enjoy thinking about them? Even from inside then, all the birds warble; all the people
you have ever known do this and that. Therefore, we have enough reasons for the mind
to behave as it does.

For whatever reason the mind goes away from the object of meditation, and from
that reason, from that situation, disciplining it, niyamya, you bring it back. Here,
Sarikara gives an excellent piece of advice on how to do this. You do not try to pull it
back; rather, you look at the very object to which the mind went. Let that itself be your
object of attention for the time being. And what do you find?

Does it exist independent of consciousness, atmd? Does it continue to exist if you
question it in this way? No, you find that it becomes mithyd and you get back to satya,
the truth of it, which is yourself.

The entire Veda talks about the subject, object, action, instruments of action, and
so on. And then, in the last chapter, it says that all that was said so far is not true, that it
is all mithyd. By looking into the very thought that took you away, the very object that
took you away from the object of meditation, the thought itself, along with its object, is
converted into mithyd, simply by seeing the truth of it. Therefore, Krsna says that, one
should bring the mind back into one's own hands - vagam nayet. As it moves away
from you, may you bring it back to the object of meditation, meaning may you return to
the contemplation of atma.

No force is used here. You just look at whatever took your mind away, thereby
converting the object of distraction into the object of meditation. In other words, your
attention is turned from the distraction to the very vastu itself - to consciousness.
Therefore, you have no problem. What object is going to distract you? By the strength of
this practice of meditation, dhydna-yoga, the mind resolves in dtma. There is no
question of distraction or false identity for the person. The mind remains as a mind alone
and, therefore, does not pose any problem.

In the next verse, Krsna discusses the results of such meditation:

praSdntamanasam hyenam yoginam sukhamuttamam
upaiti Sdntarajasam brahmabhiitamakalmasam Verse 27

-�r-wrTFw praadnta-manasam - one whose mind is tranquil; |T-I-' H SW dnta-
rajasam - one whose impurities have all resolved; 31Fiq b akalmasam - one
whose life is free from all defects; �-ýW-% brahma-bhitam - one who has become
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Brahman; TT enam - this; *fipq yoginam - meditator; f hi - indeed; Tmi
uttamam - the most exalted; a sukham - happiness; 3T� upaiti - reaches

Indeed, the most exalted happiness reaches this meditator whose mind is
tranquil, whose impurities have all resolved, whose life is free from all
defects, who has become Brahman (through knowledge).

Here, Krsna says that the most exalted happiness, uttama-sukha, reaches the
person as a result of contemplation. This sukha is such that it cannot be compared with
any happiness or joy that we know. It is a fullness, pirnatva, that is the very svaripa of
dtmd.

In any moment of joy or happiness, the seeker-sought difference is resolved, there
being nothing but dtma even though there is an object or situation involved. Take music,
for example. The music is there, the person enjoying the music is there, and the
appreciation of the music in the form of thoughts, vrttis, is/also there. In this music
sukha, the division between these three is resolved; the differences between knower,
knowledge, and known experientially coalesce into one whole experience, called sukha.
And what makes the experience whole? Atma whose nature is oneness, consciousness,
makes it sukha.

Sukha is a word that we already know; therefore, it can be used as a definition, a
laksana, to point out the svariipa of dtma as the wholeness, the limitlessness, that
stands undivided between an object and oneself. This undivided whole that is oneself,
atma, is pointed out here by the word sukha. Therefore, it cannot be ordinary sukha, the
sukha we know in moments of joy. It is not comparable to anything we know because it
is dtyantika-sukha, absolute sukha, uttama or ultimate sukha, a sukha that is the very
nature of dtma, svarapa-sukha.

AND WHO QUALIFIES FOR ABSOLUTE SUKHA?

And whom does this uttama-sukha reach? The person who meditates upon dtmi
described here as prasdnta-manas, Adnta-rajas, brahma-bhiita and akalmasa. Again,
as we have seen before, these words describe the person and, at the same time, reveal the
results of practising dhydna-yoga and the qualifications required by a person before the
knowledge can be gained.

A person who is praSdnta-manas is one whose mind is resolved, tranquil, for
whom the mind poses no problem. Therefore, this uttama-sukha reaches him or her.
The person is also Sdnta-rajas, one for whom all the impurities, rajas, are resolved.
Saikara defines such impurity as the fascination for things that are totally false,
mohddi-kleda, based on one's rdgas and duesas. Whereas the person being described
here is one who is no longer in the hands of rdgas and dvesas, which is why he or she is
akalmasa.
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Kalmasa means a defect in terms of adharma, pdpa. Therefore, one whose
pursuits in life are not improper is referred to as akalmasa. Such a person can become
brahma-bhMta, one who has the niscaya, the definite knowledge that Brahman is

everything - idam sarvam brahmaiva. And, because Brahman is everything, I am

that Brahman - tat brahma aham asmi. Brahman being everything, I am everything

- aham idam sarvam. Knowing this, the person is brahma-bhata. And this

brahma-bhita, who is akalmasa, Sdnta-rajas, and prasAnta-manas, gains
uttama-sukha, dnanda, it being the svarUpa of atma. Because of the knowledge of

atma, this sukha as though reaches the person.

DOES SUKHA REACH THE PERSON OR DOES THE PERSON GAIN SUKHA?

In this particular verse, uttama-sukha is the subject of the sentence and the person
it reaches is the object. Generally, we think of uttama-sukha, dnanda, as something
that must be gained, but here it is said that it reaches you, which is a different thing
altogether. You become the object and ananda becomes the subject, the agent of the
action of reaching. Thus the question may arise, does dnanda reach me or do I reach
dnanda?

In fact, either way is correct, as we shall see in the next verse:

g fl( W ihf 1 rld<=m: I
sT slok'w clil qqqq;o11 II

yujliannevam sad5tmdnam yogi vigatakalmasah
sukhena brahmasamsparSamatyantam sukhamagnute Verse 28

Tq", evam - in this manner; MRT sadd - always; 3TT9R 1 dtmanam - the mind;

-,- yuijan - connecting; fI--••fri: vigata-kalmasah - free from the conflicts
born of adharma; *Mt yogi - the meditator; WT sukhena - easily; "w-wTpH
brahma-samsparSam - (born of) contact with (recognition of) Brahman; 3aTFTF

atyantam - absolute; p"T sukham - happiness; 3aT4 asnute - gains

The meditator, free from the conflicts born of adharma, always
connecting the mind in this manner, easily gains absolute happiness (born
of) contact with (recognition of) Brahman.

In the previous verse, the kartd, the subject, was uttama-sukha and the object,
karma, was the yogi, the meditator, who receives the sukha. Whereas, in this verse, the
kartd is the yogi and the object gained is atyanta-sukha, atyanta being a synonym for
uttama to complete the metre. Why does Krsna say that this sukha reaches the yogi in
one verse and that the yogi gains it in the next? Does this mean there is some confusion
about who is the kartd, and who is the karma? No. He expresses the result of
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contemplation in both senses in order to resolve whatever confusion there may be, in
fact.

By saying uttama-sukha reaches the yogi, the yogi becomes an object. Now, does
that mean that ananda comes and overwhelms the person? If so, there is a problem. It
means that the meditator is drowned in the ananda. In other words, the inanda got the
person! When one looks at it this way, the person seems to be an object, which is not so.
The person is the only subject in the world; therefore, he or she cannot be the object. To
make this clear, Krsna also puts it the other way, saying that the yogi gains ananda,
uttama-sukha, which means that the difference between karta and karma is not there.

RESOLVING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND OBJECT

There is really no difference between karta and karma, just as there is no
difference between a river and the ocean at the point where the river reaches the ocean.
You cannot tell whether the ocean receives the river or the river reaches the ocean. In the
confluence of river and ocean, you will find that the river is all salt for miles. Therefore,
it looks as though the ocean is entering the river. Who is the karta then? Who is the
karma? We do not know. Sometimes we say the river reaches the ocean and at other
times we say the ocean reaches the river.

Similarly, here, the karta, the one who gains the ananda, does not see an ananda
other than himself or herself. Therefore, the object and the subject are one and the same
- kartd eva karma. This is unlike any other thing; it is the knowledge of oneself. Thus,
these two verses are to be read together.

In the present verse, 6tmanam yuijan means connecting or uniting the mind. The
word evam, meaning 'in this manner,' indicates what the mind is to be connected to,
meaning that it is united with the knowledge that dtmd alone is indeed everything -
aham eva idam sarvam. And, uniting the mind with the object of contemplation, the
meditator gains atyanta-sukha, uttama-sukha.

The person is called a yogi here to indicate that his or her contemplation is
successful. The yogi, the meditator, is one who is free of all obstacles. Again, this person
is further described as one who is free from adharma, from all punya and papa,
vigata-kalmasa, because how one lives one's life is very important to the success of
one's meditation. A successful meditator is one whose daily life is free from adharma.
Living according to ethical values renders the person free from obstacles, in the form of
conflicts. A vigata-kalmasa is one whose life is free from the conflicts born of
adharma. And that vigata-kalmasa, that yogi, gains atyanta-sukha.
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ATYANTA-SUKHA IS NOT EXPERIENTIAL

As has already been said, atyanta-sukha is a sukha that is not comparable to the
degrees of sukha that you gather. This is where people make mistakes and talk about
eternal bliss, etc. This sukha is not eternal bliss; it is one's nature, suarizpa.

To refer to suarilpa-sukha as bliss means that it is experiential. Then, comes the
question, what is eternal bliss and how can I get it? If it is something that you gain and
that only lasts for a period of time, how can you call it eternal bliss? If it is something
experiential, there is no jiana, no knowledge, there. Then what is this atyanta-sukha?
The verse itself defines it as brahma-samsparSa-atyanta-sukha, a sukha that is born
out of recognising Brahman, contacting Brahman.

Whenever you touch something pleasant, the sukha you get is called
sparsa-sukha. Does this mean that by contacting Brahman, by hugging Brahman, you
will gain atyanta-sukha? No. Brahman is not an object available for hugging.
Brahman is a word used by the Sastra for revealing oneself as the whole. Because of
the knowledge that dtma is Brahman, there is sukha, called brahma-samsparga-
sukha, a sukha born of the contact of Brahman meaning the recognition of the self as
Brahman. This sukha belongs to Brahman; it is the very nature of Brahman, in fact.
Therefore, it is called svariupa-sukha.

Svartpa-sukha is not a sukha that is experiential. It is the sukha that is
recognised as the nature, svaripa, of every form of sukha. In any form of sukha that
you get, the sukha is because of svaripa-sukha, the wholeness that is the nature of
Brahman. Born out of the knowledge that the self is Brahman, the meditator is said to
gain this svaripa-sukha.

BLISS ALWAYS COMES TO AN END

In his commentary to this verse, Sankara says that atyanta-sukha is that which
does not come to an end. If this sukha were bliss, it would come to an end because any
experience has a limit. Therefore, bliss is a finite sukha, not atyanta-sukha that
transcends all limits - the limits of time or degrees. Such limits do not exist for the
sukha that is one's very nature because svaripa-sukha can never be experiential sukha.

For sukha to be experiential, there must be a particular condition of the mind and
that condition will always change because it is within time. Since it is within time,
experiential sukha is non-eternal. But, in every sukha, there is a svariipa, a truth, and
that truth is the nature of atmd, which is free from any form of limitation. This
limitlessness, wholeness, piirnatva, implied by the non-separation of the knower from
all that is known, the firm understanding that, 'sarvam aham asmi,' is the
svarilpa-sukha, referred to in these two verses as uttama-sukha and atyanta-sukha.
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And, being the very suarapa of atma, it cannot come to an end. As long as dtma is
there, sukha is there, and dtma, being beyond time, is eternal.

NO EFFORT IS REQUIRED TO GAIN SVARUPA-SUKHA

And how is this sukha gained? We always ask this question because, generally,
the more one does in the world, the more one gains. The more you work on something,
the greater the result. This being a rule very well known to us, how much should one do
to gain infinite sukha? Infinite karma? No. The logic that we have for finite situations
in this finite world does not work here. In fact, if karma were infinite, you could not
even blink because blinking, like any action, is finite. Therefore, if you had to do infinite
karma, you would do no karma at all!

In fact, no karma is involved in gaining atyanta-sukha, as Krsna indicates here
by the word sukhena, meaning 'easily,' without tears, without sweat, because this sukha
is yourself. The self is Brahman and atyanta-sukha is born out of the recognition of
this fact. Naturally, then, it is gained easily, sukhena.

Generally, in order to gain sukha, we have to do something that almost always
involves some duhkha also. For example, if you see a man packing and you ask him
where he is going, he may say, 'I am going to Hawaii.' When you ask him why, he will
say, 'To get some sukha.' On the way to the airport, he runs into a traffic jam and
becomes upset - duhkha. On arriving at the airport, there are more problems - and
more duhkha. At the Hawaii airport, he finds that his baggage did not come - duhkha.
Even at the hotel, there is duhkha for him because the travel agency did not book a
room for him as arranged. All the way, then, there is duhkha - and for what? Just to
gain a little sukha, to get some sun. And everyday he is there, it rains! On the day the
sky clears, he has to catch a plane; his holiday is over.

This, then, is what we call alpa-sukha, so much effort, so much invested, and so
much duhkha for a little sukha. Whereas, here, how much effort is required, how much
duhkha is there, for atyanta-sukha? All the way it is pleasant. Pleasantly, sukhena, the
person discovers. The very inquiry is pleasant because the &astra says you are the whole.
It does not say that you are an idiot or a sinner, etc. It says that you are everything and
that not seeing it is idiocy. Therefore, listening to the sastra is very pleasant indeed. No
one else tells you that you are everything, that you are the whole. Only the sastra
accepts you totally. The prophets and great gurus do not accept you. Your father and
mother, having their own ends to accomplish through you, certainly do not accept you.
Parents always want their children to be something other than what they are. Thus, no
one accepts you totally except the Aistra.
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THE VISION OF THE SASTRA

No theology accepts you either. Every theology condemns you and then tells you
that it will save you. Everyone wants to save you, it seems; everyone wants to be a
saviour to others. All religions and theologies are meant only for this purpose because, in
their eyes, you are condemned, whereas the sdstra says, 'tat tvam asi - You are That.'
It does not say, 'tat tvam bhavigyasi - You will become That.' When the sastra says,
'tat tvam asi,' it is total, absolutely total. It is not even a matter of acceptance; it just
points out that you are the whole. Because this is its vision, the sdstra could not
condemn you, even if it wanted to!

You are the only satya that is in the creation; there is nothing else, everything else
being andtma, dependent upon the dtma alone. You are the only one who is
self-existent, suatah siddha, and everything else is dependent upon the self-evident
being that you are. Therefore, you are always totally accepted by the sastra - at the
beginning and at the end also. In the beginning, sastra says moksa, liberation, is
yourself, moksa being in the form of knowledge of atmd alone. The very starting point,
then, is that you are already free, even though you do not know jt. Therefore, the subject
matter of the sdstra is something that is already established, siddha-visaya, and gaining
this knowledge is a gain of something that is already gained, prdptasya prdptih, not the
gain of something not yet gained, na tu aprdptasya prdptih. To begin this way is very
pleasant indeed and the journey itself is also pleasant.

Other kinds of sukha require effort and may not always be pleasant. Even going to
heaven requires a lot of effort, according to the astra. You have to spend a lot of time
performing certain rituals properly, for which a lot of tears have to be shed, literally,
since you have to sit before a fire to perform the rituals. Suppose, after having shed all
these tears, you go to heaven, you gain heaven sukha. How long will you enjoy this
sukha? Heaven sukha is also comparative sukha, heaven being just another place in
which you cannot stay forever. There comes a time when you have to leave. Therefore,
sukha that one gains in heaven is anitya-sukha, non-eternal sukha, that requires a lot of
effort to gain.

ALL DESIRES ARE FOR ATMA ALONE

But, here, there is no effort; it is all sukha. This may seem a little silly or overly
simplistic, but that is how it is. When you do a right-about-turn, your entire logic also
reverses. Generally, all our desires are for antmna, not for dtma. Even heaven, svarga,
is andtmnz, not oneself, not I. Whenever you say, I am going to reach somewhere or gain
something, the object to be gained or reached is andtmd, like heaven, money, or
anything that you want.
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All the anatmas, are for dtmd alone. To gain sukha is for itma, for my
happiness, for my welfare, for my experience of something, I want this or that. I want to
go here or there - all of which are andtmi for the sake of atmd. Thus, there is always
this connection between atma and anitma, and as long as the connection is a desirable
one, there is some kind of sukha, but it is always anitya, non-eternal.

It is this anatma-icchd, desire for andtma, that you give up and, in its place, you
choose itma-iccha. Andtmd-icchd and dtmd-iccha are opposites and are, therefore, two
different things. Atma-iccha is the right-about-turn, wherein you have a desire for the
very �tmd itself. Being a right-about-turn, the logic that was applicable to andtma-icchd
is not applicable at all to dtma-icchd, itma being accomplished already. Atma is; you
are not going to create a new itma.

ATMA IS ETERNALLY PRESENT

Nor are you going to polish the &tmd. It is not that dtmd is covered and needs to
be cleaned up so that its original colour will shine through. Atmi is never coloured; it is
always self-shining, nitya-prasiddha. Because it is eternally present, it is never covered
by anything. The only covering possible, if the word is to be used at all, is ignorance.
And ignorance is not something that is scraped off; ignorance just goes in the wake of
knowledge, which is why Krsna says that, without effort, the meditator gains the sukha
that is his or her nature.

A sukha that is born out of contact with anitmd is anitya, non-eternal, whereas
the sukha born out of the knowledge of Brahman is nitya, eternal. Atma contacting
Brahman means yourself contacting Brahman in terms of recognising Brahman. Thus,
samsparga is used here only to point out that this is not like any other sparsa, meaning
'contact' the context here being that the recognition that dtmd is Brahman takes place,
because of which one gains nitya-sukha without any effort.

In this verse, it is said that the jiva recognises and gains the sukha and in the
previous verse it was said that the sukha reaches thejiva. Krsna explains it in this way
because thejiva is sukha-svarapa. There is no kartr-karma difference because there is
no kartd and no karma; there is only dtmd. Nor is there any reaching. There is only the
dropping of ignorance and error, which is why it can be explained either as sukha
reaching the person or the person reaching sukha. Ananda approaching the yogi and the
yogi gaining dnanda are one and the same.

THERE IS ONLY ONE TRACK - JNANA

In all of this, one must be very clear that yoga is not something independent of
knowledge. There is no yoga track by which you come to gain this sukha. Nor is there a
karma track, bhakti track, or any other track, each track leading to the goal. There is
only the track of jifina. Here in this chapter, yoga is dhyana, the track of jiidna,
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consists of knowledge, alone. To pursue knowledge, you can follow all kinds of yoga -
astdriga-yoga, karma-yoga, etc. These disciplines will definitely be useful because you

have to become a uigata-kalmasa. Therefore, you have to live a life of dharma, which

implies a certain attitude called karma-yoga. This attitude includes bhakti, prayer,

devotion, etc., all of which are useful for gaining jiina.

In this pursuit one uses whatever is required, but the track is one and the same.

There is no other track. Since this is how it is, what else can you do? Atmd is Brahman

and the problem is one of ignorance. Thus, the only track open to us is knowledge. The

knowledge of the oneness of Brahman is the end result of the practice of contemplation.

Therefore, let there be no confusion about there being any other track. The yoga

discussed in the Gita has its results injiidna alone. It begins withjiidna and ends with

jnana.

Before contemplation, nididhyasana, there is gravana, listening to the vision of

the sastra that says ltmd and Brahman are one. Therefore, nididhydsana is to make

this vision clear of any obstacle.

Further, Krsna says:

sarvabhitasthamdtmdnam sarvabhitidni catmani

iksate yogayuktdtmd sarvatra samadarSanah Verse 29

zizjTr-iM-T yoga-yukta-&tmi - one whose mind is resolved by this contemplation;

vfq sarvatra -everywhere; VTq-1: sama-darSanah - one who has the vision of

sameness; kIFRFR dtmdnam - the self; '-%Fidw sarva-bhatastham - abiding in

all beings; �pl4- sarva-bhatdni - all beings; N ca - and; qiifp Htmani - in the

self; -I iksate - sees

One whose mind is resolved by this contemplation, who has the vision of
sameness everywhere, sees the self abiding in all beings and all beings in
the self.

Here, Krsna says that the yogi, the meditator, sees the self, dtmdnam iksate,
meaning that he or she knows the self. And what self does this person see? Everyone
knows oneself as a person having a history, a biography, which is identical with the
physical body and the experiences one has had.

This body is connected to some other bodies and therefore, there is a brother,
sister, son, daughter, or someone else. Generally, then, this self that is known is
connected to a given physical body, as a person who abides in that body.
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Whereas the yogi being discussed in this verse recognises himself or herself as the
self that abides in all beings - sarva-bhiitastham atmdnam pagyati. And it is not just
that; all the beings have their being in himself or herself alone - sarva-bhZutni ca
dtmani. Thus, dtma runs through everything and, at the same time, everything is in
dtmd. And who is it that sees this? Yoga-yukta-dtmd, one whose mind is resolved by
contemplation, who has achieved success in this contemplation.

THE SAMENESS THAT IS IN EVERYTHING

Such a person is also sarvatra sama-darSanah, one who sees the sameness,
sama that is dtma, in everything. In other words, there is an appreciation, a vision, of
that which is always the same in all beings. In all beings, in everything, there is
something without any special attribute, nirvisesa, and there is something peculiar to
each, visesa. We see this nirvisesa and visesa in different types of golden ornaments -
chains, bangles, rings, and so on. In all of them there is one thing that is nirviaesa -
gold; while the particular form such as chain, etc., is visesa.

Although gold is also an attribute, this example illustrates the point being made
here. With reference to all these chains, bangles, and rings, there is something common
in all of them, something nirvisesa, something that is the truth, satya, of all of them -
gold. There are many visesas - all the various names and forms, ndma-ripa. The
attributes, chain, bangle, ring, etc., have their existence in the satya, gold.

Similarly, all ndma-rilpas have their basis, their truth, their existence, satya, in
dtmd, i.e., Brahman and that itmd, Brahman I am. The one who knows the nirvisesa,
that is free from attributes, the satya in everything, sarvatra, that, which lends its
existence to all names and forms, is called sarvatra sama-darsanah. Wherever the
person looks, he or she sees Brahman.

CONTEMPLATION IS THE APPRECIATION OF WHAT IS BEING SAID HERE

There is no real looking implied here. What is meant is that, for this person, there
is no ignorance about the self. The vision of the person is that the self is in all beings and
all beings are in the self. This vision, the vision of Vedanta, described in its entirety in
this verse and the next two verses, is what is referred to as the knowledge. In fact, these
three verses lend themselves to contemplation because contemplation is primarily the
appreciation of what is being said here.

The meaning of the word 'I,' is not exactly as we understand it to be. It is not this
physical body-mind-sense-complex. When you say, 'This is my body, my mind, my
senses,' you become someone who abides in the body-mind-sense-complex. For this,
you require no special knowledge; in fact, it is very common for people to take
themselves in this way. And, not only do you take yourself to be someone who abides in
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the body-mind-sense-complex, you also take the body, mind, and senses to be yours,
which is why you say, 'This is my body, my mind, my senses.'

Similarly, when you say, 'I am fat,' the body itself becomes the 'I.' When you say,
'I am restless,' the mind becomes the 'I,' and when you say, 'I am tired,' the prtna
becomes the 'I.' This makes it possible for us to have two situations here - either the
physical body itself is dtmi or dtmd abides in the body. Both are being negated here.
This dtmd that you talk about is the dtmd that abides in all beings - sarvabhUtastha,
not just in one bhiita, in one body.

HOW CAN I RECOGNISE ATMA WHEN IT IS NEVER AN OBJECT?

And how do you appreciate this sarva-bhitastha-dtmd? Since dtmd never
becomes an object, you cannot see it like you can see the string that runs through
different beads, thereby holding them together. Because you can see both the beads and
the string, you can say that the string is sarva-bhutastha, the beads being all the bhitas.
The string is not just in one bead; it runs through all the beads. Even if the beads are of
different shapes, colours, and value, all of them are run through by one string. Here, both
the beads and the string are objects. Both of them are andtmd.

Although this illustration is used to explain sarva-bhatastha-dtmd, like any
illustration, it is subject to defect. The defect here is that both the beads and the string are
andtmd. As an object perceived by you, the string is andtma, and so are the beads. Even
if the string is not seen by you because the beads are strung so closely together, you can
infer that the string is there. Thus, the string is an object inferred by you. Whether an
object is perceived or inferred, either way it is an object known by you and is, therefore,
anatmd.

But, here, how does the one who recognises the dtmd in all beings, recognise it? I
recognise the various beings, but if I recognise in all of them one dtmd, dtmd becomes
an object of recognition. Atma can never be recognised as an object. How, then, is this
statement, sarva-bhutastham atmdnam iksate, to be understood?

Atmd is only one and that is 'I.' There is no other atma because everything else is
andtma. If we define atmd as one thing referred to as the first person 'I,' then
everything that is evident to this dtmd becomes andtmd. Therefore, is there not some
difficulty here? How am I to recognise dtmd in all these anatmas?

This problem arises because this dtmd that I recognise as myself is not only in my
physical body. It is not in any one physical body alone. When you associate it with one
body, it becomes ahahkdra, the 'I' notion. It becomes the jia, the individual. Then you
go one step further and recognise the jiva as pure caitanya, pure consciousness, alone.
Then everything else in the world, all the beings, all the minds, etc., have their being in
that consciousness, which has no particular location.
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CONSCIOUSNESS, ATMA, IS NOT LOCATED ANYWHERE

If consciousness had a location, then it would be located only in living beings. In
other words, consciousness would be here in one living being and at another place in
another living being. Then how would we recognise the one that is present in all these
beings? Between two beads we can see or infer there is string; this is how we know that
the string obtains in space also. But if consciousness had a particular location, how could
we recognise it? There is no way to recognise consciousness, atma, except by
understanding that it has no location. It is not located anywhere.

Location itself is always in terms of spatial inquiry. The very concept of location is
based upon the various forms that you see abiding in a space context. You see one object
existing in one place, 'place P,' another object existing in 'place Pi,' and between them
there is space. Therefore, you say, 'This object is located here and that object is located
there.' The location for two objects not being the same, you ask where particular objects
are located or from where a certain person comes, etc.

A physical body definitely has a location; it has to be located. Even concepts have
their own location. And, if you analyse the location of all these, you will find that they
exist within the framework of time and space alone. All concepts, time-space concepts
and objects within time-space concepts, exist where? That in which they are located is
dtma, consciousness, called sarva-bhitastha-atmd, the self or the truth of all beings.

TIME AND SPACE ALSO HAVE THEIR EXISTENCE IN ATMA

Why? Because dtma is not located in any one particular place. To understand this
is to have an appreciation of nirvigesa-caitanya, attribute-free consciousness, which is
the svarFpa, the nature, of atma. Nirvisesa-caitanya is not located in time or space
because time and space are not absolutes existing parallel to dtm&. Time and space have
their existence in the being that is caitanya. Consciousness, cit, is the being, the
existence, sat - sat is cit, cit is sat. And in this sat-cit-atma, all beings have their
existence.

Consciousness has no particular location in living beings because, wherever there
is a mind, consciousness is manifest there and where there is no mind, consciousness is
not manifest. There is nothing more to it than that. Therefore, manifest consciousness is
seen as though it is a conscious being. A thought, a certain response on the part of the
person, is manifest and from this you may say that the person has consciousness. In fact,
this is not the way to look at it. The object of such an inference is anatma. Whatever
you infer is andtmd alone.

The caitanya has no location whatsoever; in caitanya everything is located. If this
is understood, then wherever there is a being, the being has its being in the self. The self
is the basis, adhisthrna, for all beings. All beings have their adhisthana, their basis, in
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the self alone. Therefore, the self runs through any being that you think about and that
being is sustained, vivified, by this same self alone. In this way, atma becomes the
adhisthdna, the basis, for any bhita. Being limitless, atmd is not bound by time or
space. And, in this limitless consciousness alone, all beings have their being, their
existence. Each one of them has its adhisthdna, its basis, in atma and therefore, in 'I,'
aham. Aham, atma, is not the self of any one being; it is the self that abides in all
beings - sarva-bhatastha-atmd.

THE RESOLUTION OF ALL BEINGS INTO THE SELF BY KNOWLEDGE

The other statement in this verse, 'sarva-bhitani ca dtmani iksate,' is also
important. It means 'and (the meditator) sees all beings in the self.' How? This is what is
meant by resolution. To understand this, let us look at the different types of resolution or
dissolution, called laya or pralaya.

One type of laya is called nitya-laya, the resolution that takes place daily when
you go to sleep. Everything is resolved into yourself - all your projections, your
experiences, the world and all its beings - all of them resolve into yourself alone in
sleep. This is called nitya-laya, daily dissolution.

Then there is mah�-pralaya, cosmic dissolution, referred to by the expression
srsti-sthiti-pralaya, the creation, sustenance, and dissolution of the world itself. This
type of laya is like deep sleep but with reference to the total, the cosmos, rather than to a
given individual. Nothing is really lost in these two types of dissolution since everything
is merely in its unmanifest condition and when it manifests again it is just as it was
before. When you come back from sleep, you are as you were before and everything else
comes back in the same form also. Similarly, after mahd-pralaya, the creation also
comes back exactly as it was before and can therefore, be considered an extension of the
deep sleep condition alone. Because these manifest and unmanifest conditions form a
cycle, nothing is really lost.

From a manifest condition to an unmanifest condition is called pralaya,
dissolution or resolution; and from the unmanifest condition to a manifest condition is
called srsti, creation. And the continual change that the manifest form undergoes is
called sthiti, sustenance, wherein the same manifestation seems to appear but with
certain changes. Sthiti is not a stationary condition; it is time-bound and always
changing. Everything is always in a state of flux, but still recognisable.

Even though constantly changing, the same mountain is recognised by you, the
same sun, the same moon. Meeting an old friend after ten years, you recognise the
person in spite of the changes that have taken place in each of you. If, moment to
moment, things were to change in such a drastic way that you could not recognise them
at all, there would be continuous dissolution, pralaya, and no sthiti at all. Continuous
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dissolution and continuous creation is meaningless. There is, then, a recognisable sthiti,
sustenance, in spite of the changes taking place.

The sun itself is imploding all the time and thus is not exactly the same sun that
you just saw a minute before. It may run out, too. In the same way, nothing remains the
same; everything is constantly changing. There is creation, srsti, constant change within
itself, sthiti, and dissolution, pralaya. This srsti-sthiti-pralaya cycle is nothing but the
manifestation and unmanifestation of consciousness, atma.

MOKSA IS ALSO DISSOLUTION

A third type of pralaya is called atyanta-pralaya, total dissolution, and is what
we call mokra. Atyanta-pralaya or moksa does not involve any kind of disappearance.
You look at the same object and resolve it in the appreciation of its cause, the truth of the
object, satya-vastu. For example, when you see a thousand pots all born of clay, you
resolve all of these objects by appreciating clay as the satya of every pot. Then there is
maha-atyanta-pralaya.

When all names and forms, with their various distinct features, go into a state of
unmanifest condition, it is called either laya or pralaya. This means that it is either
nitya-laya or maha-pralaya. Whereas, here, without changing any object, things are as
they are, but at the same time, they are envisioned by you as non-separate from the
cause, brahma-atmn. This particular vision is unfolded in this verse by the words -
sarva-bhutdni ca ttmani lksate.

Vedanta reveals the cause, kdrana, of everything as satya and the effect, kdrya,
as mithya. This particular analysis is therefore, called kdrana-kdrya-vdda, cause-effect
analysis. In fact, there is no real kdrana or kdrya because one of them becomes mithyd.
This means that the status of being a kdrana is also incidental. Everything that is here is
satya-brahma alone. Knowing this, you look at the world, the same world, with a
different buddhi. You look at it as the purusa, 'I,' the cause. Therefore, the entire
creation is only in terms of subtle and gross bodies - saksma-sthila-ariras. These
alone are created, whereas atma, being timeless, is not created. Uncreated, atma is the
truth of everything, satya-vastu, the basis, adhisthdna, of any creation that may be
there. Atmn is the very basis for the vision implied by the words in this verse -
sarua-bhUtastham dtmanam sarva-bhutdni ca dtmani iksate.

Here, a problem can arise. Wherever there is adhisthdna, a confusion is possible
between the basis, Jdraya, and the based iSrita. For example, when I say, 'On the rope
is a snake' or 'On the gold is a chain,' you may think that the snake is actually lying on
the rope or the chain is actually sitting on top of the gold. This would mean that the rope
and the snake, or that the gold and the chain are two different things, when in fact they
are not. This is just a way of describing something wherein there are apparently two
objects, but in fact, there is only one. When we talk about the snake on the rope, or the
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chain on the gold, one object is the adhisthdna, the basis, and the other is something
that is based, dependent on this, adhisthdna, basis.

BETWEEN ATMA AND THE WORLD THERE IS NO BASIS-BASED RELATIONSHIP

Thus, we see that this basis-based relationship generally implies two different
things. Here too, the jagat, the world, all the beings, sarva-bhUtani, are based upon
dtmi; and this is called sarva-bhatastha-atmd, the dtma that is the adhisthana for all
beings. Even so, this is not a basis-based relationship. Such a division is not there
because all the bhiitas are non-separate from dtmd, which is why Krsna says here,
sarva-bhitdni &tmani iksate. The person, the sarvatra sama-dari - the one who

sees the sama, dtmd, in everything - recognises all beings as non-separate from the
paramdtma, just as he or she sees the clay in the pots and the gold in the chains.

Seeing all beings, time, space, everything, in dtmd is called atyanta-pralaya, a
dissolution of the difference between objects and their cause. Atyanta-pralaya is not the
dissolution of the world; it is the dissolution of the difference between the world and its
khrana, a difference born out of pure ajiihna, ignorance. This difference, division, is
resolved in the vision that, whatever that is here is non-separate from dtmd that is
Brahman.

-ýTý -: Aulqft UW tq l I I Io I
yo mdm pasyati sarvatra sarvam ca mayi pasyati
tasydham na pranaaydmi sa ca me na pranasyati Verse 30

Z: yah - the one who; zp mdm - Me; Tf4 sarvatra - everywhere (in all beings);

9w[d pasyati - sees; 1fT mayi - in Me; W ca - and; W4 sarvam - everything

(all beings); Trif pasyati - sees; ?WT tasya - for him (or her); 3iq aham - I;

-4 -Iulit na pranabydmi - am not remote; -T: sah - he (or she); -W ca - and; f me

- (from) Me; ;t XulR na pranasyati - is not remote

The one who sees Me in all beings and sees all beings in Me, for him (or
her) I am not remote and he (or she) is not remote from Me.

The vision of dtmd given in the previous verse is restated, using a different
language, in the first line of this verse. The earlier expression, 'sarva-bhiitastham
dtmdnam,' is put into the first person here - the one who recognises Me in all beings,
yah mdrm pasyati sarvatra.

'Me' does not, of course, refer to the person, occupying the driver's seat of
Arjuna's chariot, named Krsna. Seated in the chariot, the person, Krsna, seems to have
a definite location and, yet, when talking to Arjuna, he refers to himself as one who is
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everywhere, sarva-bhitastha-atma. Wherever there is a bhilta, a being, it has its being
in Me alone. This 'Me' is dtma.

Thus, by replacing the words 'sarva-bhutastha-atmdnam' with maim, meaning
Idvara, Krsna quietly brings out the non-difference between IJvara and the individual,
jiva. The one who sees Me, IAvara, in all beings, meaning as the adhisthina, the basis,
of all beings, knows himself or herself to be that same JAvara, paramdtma, being non-
separate from dtma.

Krsna also says here that everything is in Me alone - sarvam ca mayi eva. I am
the ktrana, the cause, for everything. I am the adhisthana for everything, the basis for
everything. Thus, the person being discussed here recognises himself or herself in all
beings and all beings in the self alone. The only difference between this verse and the
previous verse, then, is that the word dtma has been replaced by the first person, mdm,
'Me.' Between the 'Me' in the present verse and atma in the previous verse, there is no
difference whatsoever. One who sees atma in everything and everything in dtma
recognises Isvara, 'Me,' in everything and everything in 'Me.' I am the one who is the
basis of all beings and in me all the beings have their being, their existence.

CAN i•VARA BE A SEPARATE ENTITY?

Between Isvara, Krsna, and jiva, the individual, there is no difference
whatsoever. Is there another Isvara? Since Isvara is everything, how can he be separate
from consciousness, caitanya, that is the ttma•? If caitanya-dtma is limitless, i.e.,
Brahman, then, there is no way another being called Isvara can be standing separately
somewhere. If this were the case, Isvara would become just another guy! Then there
would be a difference betweenjiva and Isvara that could never be resolved.

There are various contentions in terms of Idvara, the Lord, and the individual,
which have to be analysed to see if there is any truth in them. Suppose you say, as some
do, that the Lord is everywhere and I am a fraction of that Lord. Does this mean that all
these fractions together make the Lord? If not, what does it mean? Which is the fraction,
please tell me. Is your physical body the fraction? Is your mind the fraction? Or is
atma-caitanya the fraction? And, in all of this, what is dependent on what? What is the
reality of what?

What is the reality of this physical body, this mind, etc.? When you analyse them
all, you find only one existence, satya, and the svarilpa of this satya is nothing but
param brahma, which is caitanya-ttma. When the Sastra talks of Isvara, it is from
one particular standpoint. All that is there is Parameivara alone; jiva is also just a
standpoint. Only from a particular standpoint is there a difference between jiva and
Isvara - from the standpoint of the upadhi, there is jiva and there is Isvara. The
resolution of the two takes place only in the appreciation of the essential paramatma,
the satya-vastu.
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Therefore, when the Lord says, 'I am the Lord - aham isvarah' and the jiva
says, 'I am an individual - aham jivah,' the aham is common and the difference is
mithyd, meaning that it is entirely dependent upon satya. The problem is the difference
because, being dependent upon satya, mithya is not another thing. The whole jagat is
mithyd, depending upon the satya-vastu for its existence, and the satya-vastu is what is
referred to by everyone as 'I,' aham. Therefore, anyone who says 'I,' including a
mosquito, is param brahma alone. You are not 'I' and param brahma, you are only
param brahma.

Even the person who does not know is param brahma. The statement, tat tram
asi, means you are param brahma right now; it is not something that you become later.
Sruti does not say, 'Ye shall become.' It says, 'That thou art - tat tvam asi.' This
sentence is possible only when the self is already Brahman, which is the vision unfolded
in the previous verse and restated in the first line of the present verse; the one who sees
Me in all beings and all beings in Me - yah mam pasyati sarvatra, sarvam ca mayi
pasyati.

This person is one who has the vision of the oneness of atmd. Seeing atma in all
beings and all beings in atmd is the vision.

THE RESULT OF THE VISION

And what is the result of this vision? Here, Krsna uses the first person. Here the
first person indicates that Krsna is talking as Isvara. He says, 'For the person having
this vision, I will not become remote - tasya aham na pranaSydmi,' meaning that, 'I
will no longer be something known only indirectly to the person.' Why? Because livara
is atma. I do not become an indirect object of worship that is sitting somewhere. I do not
become someone who is away from the person, because, Isvara is oneself, atma.

And not only that - the person also does not go away from Me - sa ca me na
pranaiyati. I do not become remote for the person and the person does not go away
from Me. This fact was already there, but previously the person did not know it. And
now he or she knows. This is not something that just happened because of some
interference on the part of the Lord. It was true before and it is true now. All that has
happened is that the person did not know it before and now he or she knows. The person
now sees himself or herself in all beings and all beings in the self. A person of this vision
never goes away from Me, meaning there is no distance between Me and the person.
Neither the person goes away from me nor I go away from the person. I do not become
remote for the person and he or she does not become remote for Me.

This means that previously there was a certain remoteness and Isvara,
paramdtma, was something that was sought after. Isvara was someone whose grace
was invoked, etc. Now all the prayers and rituals have paid off. The payoff is the vision
that betweenjiva and isvara there is no difference. The difference is all resolved. This is
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what is meant here by the statement - tasya aham na pranasyami. I do not become
something that is away for this person nor is the person away from Me.

The Lord is usually presented as though he is behind a veil, and that, he can see us
but we cannot see him. Therefore, the Lord is someone who always seems to be looking
into your private affairs. But, here, in this verse, Krsna is saying that the Lord has no
veil or cover, that prevents you from seeing him. Ignorance is the only veil there is and
that covering has already been removed. Therefore, there is no obstacle; there is only one
vision, the vision of the para-atma, the whole. Everything resolves into this one atma
alone.

I AM EVERYTHING

Elsewhere, .Saikara says, 'In half a verse I shall explain what has been said
before by millions of words and texts - ardha-Alokena pravahsyami yaduktam
grantha-kotibhih.' And, having already used one half of a verse to say this much, he
completes the verse by saying, 'Brahman is satya and the whole world, jagat, is
mithya - brahma satyan jagan mithya,' and 'Jiva is non-separate from Brahman
-jivah brahmaiva na aparah' This means that the body, mind, and senses are also
mithyd. And thejiva that is other than the physical body, mind, and senses, that is atma,
is Brahman. This means that, I am everything - idam sarvam aham asmi.

This vision, then, is the vision that resolves the difference between the jiva and
Isvara, which is why Iivara is never remote from you nor are you ever away from Him.
There is no difference other than what is caused by ignorance. Ignorance being removed,
all that is there is one flame of consciousness in which everything exists - everything
that is inquired into, everything that is not inquired into, the known and the unknown, all
exist in atmd, alone. The itma of IAvara and the atma of the jiva is one and the same
atma whose svaripa is consciousness. This consciousness, this atma, alone is
self-existent, the whole, which is Isvara, which is thejiva.

Further, Krsna contiues:

*%Ed*# * *T --iwattwIftd: I

sarvabh/tasthitam yo mam bhajatyekatvamisthitah
sarvatha vartamano'pi sa yogi mayi vartate Verse 31

4: yah - the one who; TqM ekatuam - oneness; 3f ?: P (W adsthitah (san) -
having gained; T4-'r-f•' sarva-bhilta-sthitam - abiding in all beings; Tff1 mam
- Me; nir bhajati - gains (the vision); 9i: Zi sah yogi - that yogi; wkf
sarvatha - in whatever way; TAqw: vartaminah - remaining; Ai api - even; Tqt
mayi - in Me; WM vartate - abides
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The one who gains (the vision), having gained the oneness of me abiding
in all beings, that yogi abides in Me whatever he (or she) does.

This verse continues to discuss the person who has the vision of the oneness of
dtmd in all beings, who knows that dtmd is himself or herself alone, and is therefore, not
separate from IAvara. Such a person knows himself or herself to be Isvara in fact. All
this is restated here.

'Mdm sarva-bhita-sthitam yo bhajati' - this refers to the one who gains the

vision, i.e., the one who has this vision of livara as that, which abides in all beings.
Therefore, the self is non-separate from ParameSvara. The vision that is gained is in
terms of the oneness of atmS - the oneness of atma that is never divided, that is the
undivided whole. And the one who recognises Isvara in this undivided form, ekatuam
dsthitah, the one who gains this vision of Isvara, that yogi, however he or she may live,
remains with IAvara - sarvathd vartam5nah api sah yogi mayi vartate. Thus Krsna

says, 'The person remains in Me alone.'

This verse answers the question of whether, having gained the vision, it can ever
be lost. I am often asked, 'Swamiji, suppose a person gains this vision, is it not possible
that living in the day-to-day world of duality, the person can lose the atma? 'No!' Krsna
says here. Whatever the person does, whatever happens to the person, seeing, hearing,
talking, walking, in whichever way he or she happens to live, whether as a brahmacdri,
a grhastha, or a sannyasi, whether a man or a woman, young or old - sarvathd

vartamanah api - the vision remains. The stage of life the person is in or the
profession he or she happens to be pursuing is all because of the person's prarabdha. In
fact, there is nothing wrong for the person and there is nothing right either.

FOR THE PERSON WHO HAS THE VISION, SASTRA IS NO LONGER APPLICABLE

Whatever the Sfstra says with reference to dharma and adharma no longer
applies to the person who is above dharma and adharma. This must be clearly
understood. The person is free and therefore, called mukta, nitya-mukta, one who is
always free. This free person never goes away from Me. Never again do I become
remote for the person because one can never be away from oneself.

Even now, I am not away from the truth of myself, sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd. Only
ignorance can keep me away and, for the person being discussed here, ignorance is gone.
Therefore, wherever the person is, whatever he or she is doing - sarvathd vartamanah
api - the person remains in Me, oneself, alone - mayi vartate. There is no moving

away from Me for the person who is a jivan-mukta i.e., living, the person is liberated.
This liberation, moksa, is the phala, the result of this vision, this knowledge of dtma.
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WHEN YOU 'BELIEVE' IN i•VARA, HE IS REMOTE

The conclusion here, then, is that IAvara is not something remote from oneself -
Isvarah na paroksah. Paroksa is what is inferred, believed, or presumed. You have a
presumption that there is an Isvara, which amounts to a belief because there is no
verifiable proof. And, as long as existence of Ivara is simply a belief, 'Avara is remote,
something that exists for you indirectly, i.e., paroksa, because it is a belief.

Similarly, if you say that a tree exists, but you do not directly see it, it is paroksa.
For example, by seeing smoke, you can assume there is fire, even though the fire is not
directly seen by you. Any object whose existence is arrived at by you through inference
is called paroksa, indirectly known, for you.

Whereas anything that is sensorily perceived - anything you see, hear, smell,
taste, or touch - is called pratyaksa. When I hold up a piece of crystal, knowing it is
crystal it is pratyaksa for me, but for you it will be paroksa if you do not know whether
it is crystal or glass. You can infer it is crystal until you feel the weight of it and then you
will know. The point to be understood here is what is directly perceived is called
pratyaksa and what is indirectly arrived at is called paroksa.

iAvara cannot be pratyaksa. If Ivara could be directly perceived, it would mean
that he is other than yourself - anatmi. Isvara cannot be anatmd because he can
never be an object for you. Anatmrn is entirely dependent upon caitanya, dtma. If
Isvara were to become anstma, he would be. mithyd and you, being dtmd, would
become satya! Because sAvara cannot be andtmd, he can never become pratyaksa, an
object of your perception. Nor can he be inferred, inference being based on perception.
Still, you believe that Isvara exists, which means IAvara is paroksa.

The person who believes that Isvara exists is called an dstika, one who believes.
And, for the dstika, there is a pramdina, a Sdstra, through which he or she comes to
understand, comes to believe, that Isvara exists. And because you believe, you give
validity to the means of knowledge, the ghstra, even though what is said is not
verifiable. Because some supporting logic is available, you accept that IAvara exists -
and this belief, this acceptance, is paroksa-jiifna, indirect knowledge.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE IS IMMEDIATE KNOWLEDGE

But the knowledge being discussed in this verse is not paroksa-ji•ana. The one
who has gained the knowledge of &tmd is the one who has gained the knowledge of
oneself. Such a person concludes, 'I am everything. There is nothing separate from me.'
Here, when the Lord says, 'Me,' what is implied is pure consciousness, caitanya, which
is param brahma, satya-jfiina-ananta-brahma, and everything else is dependent upon
that. And this satya-jitina-ananta-brahma, is dtma, oneself. Because there is no
difference between IAvara, Brahman, and myself, I never become paroksa to him; nor
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does he become paroksa to me. This is what we call advaita, the non-difference,
abheda, between Iuvara, and the jiva. This identity between the jiva and LSvara,
jiva-isvara-aikya, was pointed out in the previous verse also.

Saikara also points out in his commentary of the previous verse that dtmd never
becomes paroksa, Atmd is always free, nitya-mukta. There is no bondage for dtmd
because there is nothing other than oneself; therefore, Krsna says, 'The person remains
in Me alone - mayi eva vartate. This means that once ignorance is no longer there,
there is no question of the knowledge being lost.

Knowledge of oneself, atma-jiiana, is not memory-based. Only knowledge that is
memory-based can be forgotten. Whatever you have, you can always lose. Memory is
for me, dtmd. Because memory is something I have, I can lose it. But, here, what is
known is myself alone. The self-ignorance I had before is gone in the wake of
knowledge wherein the self is equated with Brahman. Once gained, this knowledge is
never lost.

Unless dtmd becomes paroksa, there is no question of the wise person being away
from Me and atmd can never become paroksa because it is nitya-aparoksa, it is always
directly known by you. Whether you are a confused person, a discriminating person, or a
jnfni, dtmd is never paroksa. Samsdra is directly known by the person; it is not
something that is inferred. It is an experience for the person and, therefore, aparoksa. As
a samsarl, ajiini, 'I am' is aparoksa; and as a viveki, jiini also 'I am' is aparoksa.
Therefore, dtmd is nitya-aparoksa, always self-evident.

Being nitya-aparoksa, dtmd is nitya-mukta, always liberated. Knowledge makes
the person recognise the fact of being ever liberated. This is why the person is also called
jivan-mukta - living, the person gains the knowledge that is liberation. Once this
knowledge has been gained, let the person do whatever he wants, perform
vaidika-karma or not, teach or not teach. Let the person be in any stage of life and
perform any action, he or she is still with Me alone. Even, for the sake of argument, if
such a person were to commit murder, the person would not be away from Me because
he or she is not a doer.

The next question, of course, is 'Could such a person commit such actions?' 'No!'
says Krsna in the next verse. Wrong action is not possible for the person.

aI07 * ZIT uS t v 4 fer I
Si1 II

dtmaupamyena sarvatra samam pagyati yo'rjuna
sukham ud yadi vu duhkham sa yogi paramo matah Verse 32

ST arjuna - 0 Arjuna!; -: yah - the one who; 7TI sarvatra - everywhere;

3-wR ztf sukham ua - either pleasure; 7f ;WT v:W yadi va duhkham - or pain;
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a3T-3lq• atma-aupamyena - taking oneself as an example (basis); WFM samam
- the same; 'qWq paSyati - sees; TT: sah - that; trf yogi - yogi; Tqf: paramah
- the most exalted; Tf: matah - is regarded

If one who, taking oneself as an example (basis) in all situations sees
either pleasure or pain as the same, that yogi, 0 Arjuna, is regarded as
the most exalted.

Here, Krsna obviates the problem of whether the wise person can perform any
action of adharma, by showing that there is no way of his doing that. For such a person,
dtma, oneself, is the upama, the example. The self itself becomes the example - atma-
aupamyam.

One who is oneself as an example sees that which is equal in all beings, sarvatra
samam pasyati, as being equal to oneself alone. The person does not look upon others
from any other matrix except himself or herself alone. With reference to all beings, the
vision is equal, the same. One looks upon others as oneself alone on the basis of the
example of oneself. This is one meaning. There is also another meaning, which we shall
see later.

In the second line of the verse, the vision of sameness is pointed out in terms of
happiness and pain, sukham va duhkham vd. My happiness, sukha, my welfare, is
highly desirable to me and, therefore, I go for it, which is the same for everyone. Every
being is equally interested in its own sukha. Therefore, 'I' become the matrix, the basis,
for my interaction with other beings. Similarly, duhkha is what is not desirable for me
or for anyone else either.

THE BASIS OF DHARMA

Here you can see how dharma itself is born. The very basis of dharma is the
universal mutual expectation of people. What I expect of others is what others expect of
me. If what is desirable, sukha, for me is desirable for others and what is undesirable,
duhkha, for me is undesirable for others also, then there is a common basis, which is
what is meant by dharma.

Having the vision of sameness in all beings, then, the person discussed here does
not do what is not desirable. Therefore, what Krsna said in the previous verse,
'Whatever the person does, he (or she) remains in Me - sarvatha vartamdnah api
mayi vartate,' is further explained here. What was said there could be misunderstood to
mean that a j&inl could do things that are adharma and yet he remains in iUvara.
Therefore, answering the question, 'Will such a person do actions that are considered to
be wrong, adharma?' Krsna says 'No!' It is not possible because what is good for the
jiini is good for others too. And what is bad for the jn•dni is bad for others also. If the
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jidni does not like getting hurt, then he or she is not going to hurt anyone else. In this
way, non-injury, ahimsa, becomes natural to thejiani.

Even for a viveki, a simple, mature person, ahimsa is a very common dharma.
And, for ajfidni, one who has lived a life of dharma and who has deliberately pursued
and gained the knowledge, dharma becomes spontaneous, very natural.

If you look at any crime, like hurting another person, or any kind of action
considered to be adharma, behind it there is always a small ego. Every ego is small, in
fact. A big ego is also small, any ego being just a bubble filled with air. Whether the
bubble is big or small, it is nothing but air. That is all there is to this ego business, just so
much air. Ego itself is a false entity and this false entity is behind every crime, large or
small.

THE NATURE OF THE EGO

And what kind of ego is this? The ego of an insecure person, an insecure ego that
has fear and greed. Because it has fear and greed, it is insecure; because it is insecure, it
is frightened. A frightened person or a greedy person can perform actions that are not
very committed to dharma. In fact, all unbecoming actions stem from the insecure ego
and no ego is secure. Because the nature of ego is isolation, there is duality, dvaita.

In the Brhaddranyakopanisad, it is said that wherever there is duality, there will
be fear - dvitlyad vai bhayam bhavati.' A similar statement is found in the
Taittiriyopanisad conveying the same sense - udaram antaram kurute atha tasya
bhayam bhavati. The original duality is the duality between the individual, jiva, and
isvara, the Lord - jivesvara-dvaita - meaning that Isvara is something other than
myself. This dvaita makes you small. If Svara is everything else, you become whatever
is left out. Naturally, then, you become small. Everything else is infinitely large and you
are small. And, once this original dvaita is there, there is the duaita between one
individual and another - jiva-jiva-dvaita and between the jiva and the world -
jiva-jagat-dvaita.

Now, if the duality between jiva and jva and between jia andjagat is real, then
the duality between jiva and Isvara is also real. Why? Because, if the jiva-jiva-dvaita
and the jiva-jagat-dvaita are real, there must be an isvara other than this jagat. Then
that IAvara is just another guy, like any other jiva, and between him and the other jivas,
including myself, there will be a difference. Also, between all these andtmds and myself
there will be difference. All the way, then, there is difference, there being dvaita
between the jivas, the jagat, and IAvara. If there is dvaita between the jivas, between
the jiva and the jagat, and between the jagat and .Ivara - if there is dvaita between

1 Brhaddranyakopanisad - 1.4.2
2 Taittiriyopanisad - 2.7.1
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these three - then your isolation is established. Mortality is established, imperfection is
established, inadequacy is established all of which are accompanied by fear, greed, pain,
sorrow, etc.

EGO IS IGNORANCE-BASED

Since ego implies isolation, behind every crime there is ego. But the yogi Krsna is
talking about is the one who has pricked the bubble of this ego. The bubble, ego, is no
longer there; one ocean alone is there. Ego is ignorance-based, ignorance of atma. Once
the ignorance of dtma is gone, all that remains is one atmd, which is param brahma.
There is no ego anymore. And, when the ego is not there, where is the question of the
person doing anything improper? The person abides in ivara alone - mayi eva
vartate. But for the sake of argument, you can say that'the person can do anything he or
she likes. Even though the person still does various things, whatever these may be or
however they are done, the person remains in me alone. This is s8stra.

When the Lord says, 'remaining in Me alone,' it means that the person is never
separate from him - in other words, the person and the Lord are one and the same. A
person who has this equal vision everywhere has no necessity to do things that are not in
keeping with dharma. The person naturally sees that what is sukha for him or her is
also sukha for others and what is duhkha for him or her is duhkha for other people as
well.

But will the person who has this vision not compromise it in any way? After all,
most people understand that what makes them happy or unhappy affects others in the
same way, but still they do not always behave according to dharma. Suppose something
becomes so important to this person, is it not possible that the vision will be set aside,
temporarily at least? In fact, this problem will not arise because, for the person who has
this vision, there is no notion that 'I am limited.' There is knowledge that the same dtma
is in all beings and all beings are in oneself, dtma, alone. The ego for this person is
bddhita, sublated. It is no more taken as real.

Therefore, this person is one for whom ahimsd is natural, which is in fact the
spirit of sannydsa. A person who has this clear vision of atma,
samyag-dargana-nistha, who is naturally, spontaneously, given to ahimsd, who no
longer needs to practice ahimsd deliberately because it is his or her very nature, is
described here as the most exalted, parama, among yogis.

A SECOND INTERPRETATION OF THE VERSE

We can look at this verse in another way using the option offered by the word 'va'
as 'or,' by adding this va (or) to sukha and duhkha - sukham vd yadi vd duhkham.
Here, situations are categorised in a two-fold way, those producing sukha and those
producing duhkha, both of which the wise person looks at equally - samam pahyati.

B.G. Vol. - 26
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This means that, for the person, sukha and duhkha are the same. Why? Because he or
she looks at them both with the example of himself or herself alone. Atmd being the
example, the basis of measurement, the matrix of judgement, the person sees that which
is equal in both sukha and duhkha.

How is this possible? Because the person understands the nature of atmd as
fullness, wholeness, and from this basis, he or she looks at sukha and duhkha. Both are
within that fullness alone. This does not mean that the person does not meet with
situations producing sukha and duhkha. The point being made here is that the person
looks at all situations, even the duhkha of death, from the basis of atma alone. Because
the person knows oneself, dtma as fullness there is no ripple of reaction whatever the
situation. To put it another way, when sukha comes, the person's fullness does not
increase and when duhkha comes, the fullness does not decrease, meaning that the
person is always with ISvara - mayi eva vartate. There is no situation which is going
to take the person away from Isvara.

This, is the connection with the previous verse where it was said, 'Whatever the
person does - sarvathd vartamanah api.' There is no question of the person 'being
away from Me, Isvara' or 'forgetting Me, iSuara,' because of any situation involving
duhkha or sukha. Why? Because dtma is the example, the basis, upamd for the person
- the atmd that is aham, 'I.'

Previously, it was pointed out that dtmd is ParameSvara, paramdtma. Therefore,
paramdtma is the upamd, the example, for the person who comes to bear upon all
situations with the fullness that is the nature of atmd. This particular interpretation is in
keeping with the example of the river and the ocean in the second chapter of the Gitd.

The verse says:

[Tliu[H-40yr Vqs^N: AqF&' 79fT_
?TIWTFI 4 WNfqf0 0 i4 ;r nlffdm ;r wrtchAI 1 90 o II
apiryamdnamacalapratistham samudramdpah pravidanti yadvat
taduatkdmd yam prauisanti sarve sa sdntimdpnoti na kdmakdmi (2-70)1

Apilryamana means fullness, that which is completely filled from all sides, like
the ocean, samudra. Acala means that the ocean remains in its own glory and does not
move around. Pratistha is that which is well rooted, meaning the ocean is well rooted in
its own glory.

And, into this ocean, waters enter - dpah pravisanti, from different directions. Is
the ocean affected in any way by this event? Does the oceanness increase? No. And if no

' Refer to page 379, Vol. 1
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waters enter for a time, because of drought, etc., the oceanness also does not decrease.
Oceans do not dry up; nor do they overflow. Such situations simply do not occur.

FULLNESS DEPENDS ON NOTHING

This example is a good one in terms of the fullness that is the nature of dtma; the
example holds water in other words! Whether the waters enter or do not enter, the ocean
always remains the same. It is always oceanness because oceanness does not depend
upon any other source of water to be ocean. Similarly, here, the yogi, a wise person, who
is ananta, does not depend for his or her fullness upon a given situation. Whatever
happens, sukha or duhkha, the person sees them both equally; therefore, he or she
remains tranquil - sa A&ntim dpnoti. Whatever objects, kdmas enter, from whatever
direction, through the gates of the five sense organs, they do not disturb the person at all,
just as the ocean is not disturbed by the waters.

Whereas, the person who is a desirer of various objects, kamakami, who is
dependent upon their presence or absence for his or her happiness, is likened to a pond.
If too much water comes in the form of rain or floods, you do not see the pond at all, and
if there is no rain, it dries up altogether. Similarly, the kAmakdmi is like a yo-yo; if
something desirable comes along, he or she goes up and if it is something undesirable,
the person goes down. However, for the yogi discussed here, there is no yo-yo because
he or she remains with Me, the self, alone. Whatever the tragedy, even if it meets the
classical orthodox definition of a genuine tragedy, the person remains the same. This is
the yogi Krsna is discussing here in keeping with the previous verse.

Thus, there are two interpretations possible here; the yogi remains the same in any
situation, whether it be sukha or duhkha, and the yogi looks upon others as he or she
looks upon himself or herself. This being so, the person will not perform a wrong action.
To treat others as you would have them treat you is applicable to everyone, in fact. Every
human being is supposed to live this way, what to talk of a yogi!

TO HURT OTHERS IS TO BE HURT IN THE PROCESS

No one can hurt another without getting hurt in the process, even though it may

sometimes seem to be otherwise. We see this even in tennis matches. You begin with

'love' and then you fight to win. And, when you do win, you are ecstatic. On the way to
the net to shake hands with your opponent, you jump up and down and throw your racket

into the air. You are very happy - until you see the other person's sadness in having
lost! Then, all your joy goes. Do you know why? Because no human heart was ever

made that cannot empathise with a person who is sad.

You know what it is to be on the other side of the net because you, too, have had
days like that. Therefore, you cannot but pick up the other person's sadness immediately.
Why? because, you can never hurt another without getting hurt in the process. It is just
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not possible. We think that there are criminals who have so hardened their hearts that
they can automatically do harm to others, but this is not true. Even psychopaths have
their spells of empathy because of how the human heart is.

INSECURITY IS THE PROBLEM

That you cannot hurt another without being hurt in the process is a fact for which
there is a very simple rule: all human beings must follow what we call the order of
dharma. This is the common basis for everyone, although it is not commonly pursued
because of a fundamental insecurity. This fundamental insecurity is the human problem.
The insecure person acts in unbecoming ways because there are priorities for the person,
based on likes and dislikes. Wherever these priorities are, there will be confusion in
terms of values, unless the person frees himself or herself from the sense of being small.
The person who does this sees the sameness in all beings always - sarvatra samam
paSyati. It is very clear to such a person that whatever is good for himself or herself, is
good for others also. This, then, is the yogi whom Krsna praises here.

Even a mature person who tries to follow dharma will breach it now and again
because some priority or other will always be there. Thus, you find that there is
legitimate criticism, legitimate hurting. Because you cannot always take the hurt,
sometimes you will hurt back, and this is considered to be legitimate in human
interaction. Only a jfian is able to view sukha or duhkha in the same manner and,
therefore, only ajiini can be free. This is why, with reference to all people, he or she is
considered to be the most exalted - sa yogiparamo matah.

Thus, we have these two ways of looking at the verse - the first in keeping with
the Sdstra and the other in terms of behaviour. One refers to the vision of the person and
the other is expression in one's interaction.

This much having been said, the topic of dhydna-yoga, meditation, contemplation,
is complete. In fact, Krsna has actually covered the topic twice, in two different ways.
Thinking that he had done a good job Krsna may have sat back a bit. Seeing that Krsna
had finished, Arjuna thinks it is a good time to ask a question, and does so in the next
two verses. These verses make the nature of Arjuna's problem very clear.

4ts4 -flTrlw itih: -|- 7TFj& I
wrTirT ? 'wWp ^^r(^iFo fuwm i i i? I1
arjuna uvdca
yo'yam yogastvayd proktah sdmyena madhusildana
etasydham na paSyami cahcalatvdtsthitim sthirdm Verse 33
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a3't: arjunah -Arjuna; 3T\I uvaca - said;
JRTf madhusadana - 0 Slayer of Madhu! (K.rsna); ?T tvaya - by you; 79T

samyena -as sameness; 4: aITE -fT: yah ayam yogah - this yoga; iwr: proktah -
which was talked about; T1d? etasya - of this; firw sthiram - steady; iR
sthitim - state (vision); YEaldr1M caiicalatvat - due to agitation; alwMaham - I;
;ITf 7rl na pasyami - do not see

Arjuna said:
This yoga that you have talked about as sameness, 0 Krsna, I do not see
its steady vision due to agitation.

Here, Arjuna presents his problem, saying that this vision of sameness that Krsna
had just talked about was not as simple as it seemed, given the condition of his own
mind. He describes his mind as agitated, caiicala. In fact later he is going to say,
'agitation is mind.' Because of this agitation, Arjuna does not think that, there is any
such thing as a steady vision of sameness and, even if there were, it would be very
difficult to deal with his mind in order to gain such a vision.

Arjuna presents a problem that everyone can identify with, one that is very
common for anyone who has a mind. What Krsna had taught thus far seemed to have
gone into Arjuna's head, but still he has a very valid doubt. For him, the whole teaching
seems to boil down to two things - the mind that is composed and steady is the proper
receptacle for this knowledge and the knowledge had to be clear. This clarity could
perhaps be gained easily by proper inquiry, etc. - if the mind were composed and
steady. Therefore, Arjuna's question relates to the means for making the mind steady.

He finds his mind very turbulent. He also says that, it has its own roots. This
proves that what is considered to be modem psychology can also be found in the Gita.
The mind does not seem to follow any rational way of operating. One may reason very
clearly about how silly the mind can be, but still it has its own roots and its own modes
of thinking. Therefore, Arjuna is asking, in a sense, whether there is a means, updya, for
making this mind steady enough to gain the knowledge.

HOW DOES ONE GAIN THE MIND THAT CAN GAIN THE VISION?

Introducing Arjuna's question, Sahkara indicates that the yoga Krsna has been
discussing thus far, that is, seeing the sameness in everything, has the status of being
difficult to gain. Seeing that it is thus difficult to gain - yathoktasya
samyag-dargana-laksanasya yogasya duhkha-sampddyatam alaksya - Arjuna
wants to know the ways and means of gaining a mind that will easily assimilate this
knowledge. That which is common in everything, the truth of everything, is called
samyag-dariana or atma-dariana, the vision of the sameness that is Brahman, that is
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dtmd. Because this vision is gained through the mind, Arjuna wants to know how to
gain that particular frame of mind through which the knowledge could be gained.

Arjuna addresses Krsna as Madhusizdana, meaning the destroyer of Madhu, the
name of a particular demon Krsna had slain. Madhu also means honey and is another
name for the ego, ahahkdra, in Sanskrit. Everyone loves his or her own ego and wants
to fatten it up, it seems. As a teacher, then, Krsna was capable of destroying the
ahahkdra, the false ego, with right knowledge. That is why Arjuna addresses him as
Madhusiidana here.

Arjuna wants Krsna to know that he does not think he could have this abiding
vision of sameness. Occasionally, he might gain a little insight, but he knows that his
mind does not remain steady for very long. Not only does Arjuna not see how this vision
could remain steady, but he also knows the reason. It is because, his mind is always in a
state of agitation - cahcalatuvt. Because his mind was always in this state, he does not
see the possibility of an abiding vision. The mind seems to have its own logic, its own
roots, and even though he might gain some knowledge, that knowledge seems to have its
own quarters, with no connection between the two. Naturally, then, Arjuna wants to
know what could be done about this.

Further, Arjuna says:

caicalam hi manah krsna pramathi balavad drdham
tasydham nigraham manye vayoriva suduskaram

fiT krsna - 0 Krsna!; f hi - as we all know; WF: manah - mind; VEFqI

cahcalam - is agitated; WVfTf pramathi - tyrant; W ? balavat - strong; Tq
drdham - well-rooted; 31WT aham - I; -Ti tasya - of it; f•-•u, nigraham -

control; 4t: c vuyoh iva - like the wind; • tf''. suduskaram - too difficult

(impossible) to do; T'q manye - think

As we all know, Krsna, the mind is 'agitation,' a strong, well-rooted
tyrant. I think of it as impossible to control as the wind.

Using a rather long compound, Sahkara defines Krsna here as
bhakta-jana-pdipdi-dosa-dkarsanah, one who removes, dkarsati, all the limitations,
dosa, such as sins, etc., pdipdi, of people who are his devotees, bhakta-janas. This,
then, is why the Lord is called Krsna in the Gitd.

The words pramathi, balavat, and drdha are attributes of the mind that Arjuna
talks about. Not only is the mind caicala, it is also a tyrant, pramithi - that which
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shakes one up. To say that the mind is agitated is not enough. In fact, the mind is
agitation.

The mind has the capacity to bring one's senses, body, reason, everything, under
its control; it just takes charge of everything. One's reason does not seem to have any say
over this mind. For instance, no one volitionally wants to become sad, but one is sad. No
one wants to be angry, but one is angry. Emotions like sorrow and anger are all
conditions of the mind and seem to have a hold over the person. One's culture,
upbringing, status, and knowledge do not seem to have any say when one is angry.

In fact, one's culture seems to be totally forgotten and an entirely new language
emerges - one that is not found in any dictionary! This language, although generally
understood by everyone, since everyone uses it occasionally, is usually kept suppressed.
Culture implies language, but when a person becomes angry and uses such unbecoming,
unexpected language, the person's culture is gone. No matter how refined and cultured,
no matter how manicured and pedicured, all the culture the person has ever cultivated is
nowhere to be seen in moments of anger.

The person's knowledge also is not available at such times. Everyone knows very
well that sadness does not produce a desirable result. The sadder one is the more
problems one has. No one has solved any problem through sorrow. This is all very clear,
very rational, as Krsna himself had said when he first began his dialogue with Arjuna
saying, 'You grieve for those who should not be grieved for and yet you speak words of
wisdom - agocyan anvasocastvam prajnivd4dan ca bhasase.'

Everyone knows this and other people tell you also. But sadness seems to be
something that does not take your permission. If it did, you would definitely not give it.
Who wants to be sad? Only when permission is sought is there a question of you
granting it or not.

SADNESS IMPLIES A CERTAIN TYPE OF THINKING

Sadness means there is a particular type of thinking going on; without thinking,
you cannot be sad. Sadness is not like hunger, thirst, or sleep. Without thinking you
become hungry, without thinking you go to sleep - especially after a big meal. And, in
the morning, without thinking you are as hungry as a wolf. So, to be hungry you do not
have to think, whereas to be sad you do. In fact, to be sad, angry, hateful, agitated,
depressed, frustrated, you need to think a lot.

The mind is very much present, but, at the same time, it does not take your
permission. This implies two people here, one who is cultured, highly educated, highly
sophisticated, and very considerate, and whose language, style, demeanour, and decorum
are quite different from the other person, the angry person. This person seems to have a
parallel life, occupying the same mind and the same place, but this person seems to have
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his or her own roots and definitely seems to be in charge. And when this person takes
charge, everything is gone. This is what is called pramdthin here, a tyrant that can
disturb and take control of the body, mind, senses, everything.

One may now ask, 'If it takes charge like this, why not take control of it with some
other greater force? After all, if someone wants to control you, you can also control that
person. All you require is to reinforce yourself properly with enough weapons, enough
strength. Then you can regain control. But this kind of reinforcement does not work here.
Whatever strength I manage to muster for myself to control this pramdthin is not
adequate. The other always seems to be stronger. It controls me and it is strong, balavat.
Its hold is so strong that I cannot wrench myself away from its control. I cannot even
wriggle out of it. Nor can anyone else get out from under it either.

Arjuna describes the mind as d.rdha here, meaning that it keeps one under its
control, just like the silk that winds around the worm, keeping it inside the cocoon until
it grows adequately to come out. Drdha also can be translated as well rooted. This mind
has its own roots that seem to be so deep that nothing is strong enough to uproot it.
Storms generally uproot things, but this mind cannot be uprooted by any storm. No
amount of brainstorming can do it.

THE MIND HAS ITS ROOTS IN CHILDHOOD

The mind has its roots in childhood and has picked up all kinds of problems from
childhood onwards. As a child, one's perceptions are limited. And, to those perceptions,
others are added along the way. Thus, there is a certain core personality with a lot of
added embellishments. Together, they seem to be a person, someone, who is altogether
different, whom we call the mind, the psychological mind. It is this psychological mind,
the emotional mind, that Arjuna is talking about here, the mind that is drdha, the
well-rooted mind that controls everything. To control such a mind, Arjuna says, is
something he considers to be very difficult to do - tasya aham nigraham manye
suduskaram.

Duskara means 'difficult' and suduskara means 'very difficult.' Arjuna
compares any attempt to control the mind with trying to catch the air in one's hand -
vuyoh iva suduskaram. The air is not available for catching; therefore, to control it is
impossible. Even if he tries to trap the mind somewhere, like one can trap air, he can not
do it because the mind would always be outside of the trap he set for it. It would just
look at him, teasing him almost.

Is this not what happens? You think you have given the mind a job to do, like
chanting a mantra, 'Come on, turbulent mind, chant! OK?' Then you think that the
mind is doing it - until you find that it is outside somewhere! The mind may have taken
you so far away that you do not know how long you were there or remember what you
were doing before. Somewhere, the mind trips you up and then takes you for a ride. It is
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so elusive that you cannot even set a trap for it. This is why the mind is compared to a
monkey.

STRESS NEED NOT BE A FACTOR OF AGITATION

Therefore, to have to do something with this mind is no small job, Arjuna said.
And he lived in an era where stress was not the concern it is today, since the society was
not under so much pressure as it is today. Arjuna had a lot of leisure and did not have all
the hurry that we have today. But, still, he had a mind, albeit a very cultured mind, that
was cahcala. And ifArjuna's mind was cahcala, you can imagine what the mind of his
cousin Duryodhana must have been like. Arjuna, at least, had no conflicts because he
did not live a life of adharma. He always lived a clean life, an unquestionable life,
which meant that he slept well because he did not nurse any guilt inside. Whereas
Duryodhana was a guilty person from head to foot, with all the conflict that goes with a
life of adharma.

Arjuna was a man given to a life of dharma, right conduct and right values, and
great achievements also. Thus, there was nothing for him to smart or feel spiteful about.
He was successful in all his pursuits and had a lot of titles showered upon him. In other
words, he was a master of his age, a man who, on any given day, could be proud of his
life and his achievements. Everyone in the society looked up to Arjuna, even before the
great war of Mahdbharata took place. He was a versatile person, a man of music,
dance, archery, and other disciplines of knowledge. He was a great warrior and also a
prince. But, even with all these qualifications, Arjuna's mind was caicala.

ARJUNA'S PROBLEM IS UNIVERSAL

If Arjuna's mind was nothing but agitation, what about those minds given to the
modem phenomenon called stress? Something happens in Iran and, having read about it
in the morning paper, you are already upset before you even have your shower! Anyone
living in today's world, where the input is so much, can identify with Arjuna's problem
and ask the same question. The problem is very well known, as Sahkara also confirms.
In Arjuna's time the question was relevant. In Satkara's time it was relevant. And
today it is relevant. In fact, the nature of the mind being what it is, it will always be
relevant. Therefore, one has to know the ways of the mind by paying attention to it and
gain a certain mastery.

In the next verse, Krsna answers Arjuna's question about how to manage the
mind:

,3TW 5 -q T O i ihl
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Sribhagavdnuvdca
asamSayam mahdabho mano durnigraham calam
abhydsena tu kaunteya vairdgyena ca grhyate Verse 35

PF gribhagauvn - Lord Krsna; c(- uvdca - said;

'W" mahabaho - 0 Mighty-armed! (Arjuna); a�" i asamiayam - no doubt;

FT: manah - mind; Jlf'i durnigraham - very difficult to control; • calam -
agitated; q tu - but; ElT kounteya - 0 Son of Kunti! (Arjuna); SaTIfT
abhydsena - by practice; i[ ca - and; •ATIu vairdgyena - by objectivity; TJA
grhyate - is mastered

Sri Bhagavan said:
No doubt, 0 Mighty-armed (Arjuna), the agitated mind is very difficult
to control. But, 0 Son of Kunti, by practice and objectivity, it is
mastered.

Here, Krsna first addresses Arjuna as '0 Mighty-armed! - mahdbaho.' Being a
great warrior, Arjuna was of course considered to be mighty. But his might, his strength,
should include his mastery over his mind. One's strength may be useful for knocking the
heads of others, but it is not enough to take care of one's own silly mind. Krsna confirms
this here by saying, asamsayam, 'no doubt,' indicating that there was no doubt that the
mind is restless and difficult to master.

Who says the mind is not restless? To recognise that the mind is restless is to have
won half the battle. Suppose someone tells me that his or her mind is agitated and I say
that getting agitated is not good at all, that it does not solve anything and therefore, do
not get agitated. All that will happen is that the person will become more agitated! What
use is such advice? It is not as though the person wants to get agitated. Therefore, this
particular advice is useless. Telling someone not to get agitated does not help at all.
Whereas, if one accepts agitation as the nature of the mind, half the battle is won.

ACCEPTANCE IS THE FIRST STEP

In the programme of recovery sponsored by Alcoholics Anonymous, the first step
is for the person to say that he or she has no power over alcohol. This has to be accepted
first; otherwise, there is no hope of recovery. The same thing is true with everything, not
just alcohol. I have no power over anger. I have no power over this restless mind. When
I accept this, then half the battle is won.

Krsna accepts this one great psychological fact - that the nature of the mind is
agitation. One does not try to remove the agitation; one simply accepts that it is agitation.
Do not get agitated over agitation, thinking that it is something you are going to solve.
Also, do not think that your mind is something peculiar, because, it is not. Any mind is
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agitation. Agitation is the nature of the mind because the mind has to change, it is meant
to change. Try to imagine a mind that has a constant thought. A constant thought means
that you cannot see anything else. Ten miles ago, you saw one tree, and still the tree is
right in front of you! Nothing else is there, no car, no person, nothing. You would not
even survive with such a mind.

The mind must necessarily change. Just as in a movie, the frame must always be
changing at a certain speed for you to be able to see objects, movement, etc., here too,
the mind has to keep changing all the time so that you can see. This is why the mind is
called ksanika. One particular thought is always ksanika, meaning that it does not even
last for a second. Just to say the word 'second,' involves so many parts, so many frames,
so many changes - all of which are ksanika. This is the nature of the vrtti, the thought.
Even to recognise this fact, the mind has to be ksanika.

Since the nature of the mind is ksanika, naturally it is going to change. Therefore,
Krsna says, 'There is no doubt about it, Arjuna, the mind is cala, canicala, restless.'
The word cala also means agitation. 'And, being cala, it is very difficult to control -
manah durnigraham calam,' he said. In other words, he agrees with what Arjuna has
said about the mind, that it is as difficult to have mastery over the mind as over the wind.
By repeating what Arjuna has said, he is saying that the nature of the mind should be
accepted as such. Accept the fact that the mind is agitation, that it has its own roots, that
it has its own logic, and that therefore, it is never illogical.

We always think the mind is illogical, but that is not correct. The mind does have
its own logic. If we suddenly think of something, we think that the thought has come
from nowhere. But it has not come from nowhere; it has come from somewhere,
meaning there is some logic for it. But, why, when nothing has happened outside, when
everything is calm, do I suddenly have this thought? This simply means that outside
situations are not required for a thought to occur. We have enough going on inside for
this to happen! Why, for example, in the midst of meditation, do I suddenly think of
okras? And why, when I am talking and wanting to come up with some funny word, did
this word 'okra' come to me? There must be some logic for it. The point here is that
whatever suddenly occurs in your head has its own logic.

THERE IS NOTHING ILLOGICAL IN THE WORLD

There is nothing illogical in this world; there is always some logic. Originally, of
course, everything is illogical, but then, afterwards, it is all logical. Within the illogical,
we find there is a logic. That is, we understand that when something occurs, there is
some reason for it. We must understand, then, that the mind is like this; this is its nature.

Does this mean that I should leave the mind as it is? We could say, 'Yes; the mind
is agitation. Forget about it. Do not worry about it.' The problem, however, is that when
the mind is agitation, I am agitation. Therefore, we have to learn to discover the distance
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between the mind and 'I.' This is the whole trick here, which is why Krsna tells Arjuna
that the mind can be mastered by practice and objectivity - abhydsena tu kaunteya
vairagyena ca grhyate.

CARING FOR THE CHILD WITHIN

By addressing Arjuna here as Kaunteya, meaning the son of Kunti, Krsna is
indicating that the child was still there in Arjuna, which is where the mind has its own
roots. This child has to be taken care of by the person. Therefore, there is double child
care. When you were a child, someone else took care of you, but now you have to take
care of your inner child. The first child care is done by one's parents or certain other
adults, whereas this child care must be done by the person. Everyone nurses a child
inside and that child has to be taken care of; everyone has to do it.

There is always a child who was disappointed in his or her perceptions, 'My
mother does not like me. My father hates me.' These were the child's perceptions and,
because of the behaviour of the people involved, they have some validity. This is why
the thild remains inside the person. There is always a crying child, a weeping child,
down below, which is why the mind suddenly takes off - especially when you reach the
age of 35 years and over. This is the time that all the disappointments of the child come
out one by one. And if you begin to study Vedanta, they all come out!

Studying Vedanta means that you look at yourself. Previously, you were doing
other things. Looking at yourself is the first thing that must be done here, which is when
the child comes out. When else will this child be taken care of? It has to be taken care of;
it has to be addressed. Otherwise, you become seventy-five years old and are still a
child. This, then, is the point Krsna is making here by calling Arjuna, as Kaunteya.
First, he refers to Arjuna as an adult, mahabdho, and then asks him to take care of the
child by addressing him as Kaunteya.

Krsna then tells Arjuna how this is to be done, saying that by practice and
objectivity the mind can be mastered - abhydsena vairdgyena ca grhyate. And what is
this practice, abhydsa? The practice is the practice of yoga just discussed by Krsna,
through which a certain distance is gained between your mind and yourself. This
distance enables you to look at yourself positively, to see yourself exactly as you are, to
see what the nature of 'I' is. In this way, you come to understand that every thought is
you, no doubt, but that you are free from thought. Seeing this particular fact more and
more, seeing it inside very clearly, is what is meant by abhydsa, practice. Seeing this
particular situation - thought being 'I,' while 'I' is not any thought - is what is called
nididhydsana. And doing the same thing again and again is called abhydsa, which
enables you to gain mastery over your mind - abhydsena grhyate.
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PRACTICE OF JAPA

Here the practice, abhydsa, of japa can also be included. Because the mind's
nature is not predictable, what your next thought will be is also not predictable. It can be
anything. And, since the next thought can be anything, since you cannot predict what it
will be, you create a predictable situation. Then only can you understand how the mind
moves, etc. In this way, you get to have a certain hold over the mind, over the thinking
process itself. This is why the mental repetition of a given mantra, a meaningful name,
word, or sentence, calledjapa, is a must and is never given up, even by a sannyast.

THE USEFULNESS OF A MANTRA

A brahmacarl has a mantra, a g.rhastha has a mantra, a vanaprastha has a
mantra, and a sannyasi also has a mantra. There is no one who is without a word that
is meaningful, either chosen by the person or given to that person. A particular mantra
is important because it gives you a certain hold. That is why japa of some sort is
common to all traditions; it gives you this particular capacity of knowing exactly what is
going to happen next. It is the only situation where the mind is predictable.

Even when you find yourself dwelling upon a particular object, you do not know
what your next thought is going to be. And when you decided to dwell upon a given
object, to inquire into it, you are not very clear about how the inquiry is going to
proceed. Whereas, here, repetition being what it is, you have a definite occupation. This
gives you a handle over the mind so that when it moves away, you understand what is
happening, and again, and again, you bring it back to the object of meditation.

Here, atma is 'as though' the object of meditation in order to make the mind abide
in the atma - to make the mind atma-samstha. This abhydsa, this practice, is the
meditation that is in keeping with the teaching.

The repetition itself is called abhyasa. Even is Sanskrit grammar, abhydsa means
duplication. Because of this abhydsa, you learn the ways of the mind; you come to have
some insight about it. In this particular abhyasa, even the object of distraction becomes
an object of meditation, as discussed earlier. Wherever the mind goes, there I turn my
attention - yatra yatra mano yati tatra tatra samddhayah. This turning the attention
from one thing to another becomes contemplation in which the attention moves from the
object to the very basis of the object, atma. Therefore, there is no real distraction.

CONTEMPLATION IS APPRECIATION OF A FACT

In this way, the distance between the thought and the self becomes very clear. 'The
thought is this; thought is not everything; thought is imbued with the self- this
becomes very clear. And, if I turn my attention towards the self, it becomes
contemplation. I appreciate the self as independent of the thought. The more you
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appreciate this fact, thought becomes purely a role; it is not taken as everything. This is

the distance that we come to know, a distance that does not imply physical distance or a

particular condition of the mind. It is insight, appreciation itself, and this appreciation

becomes the reality. This, then, is the practice that Krsna says would enable one to

master the mind.

WHY THE MIND WANDERS

The second means for making the mind abide in itself, mentioned here by Krsna,

is vairagya, objectivity. Why does the mind go here and there in the first place? The

mind goes elsewhere purely due to lack of interest. The nature of the mind is to go
wherever there is some kick, wherever there is something more interesting. Some

interest must be there and towards that it goes. Thus, without your trying to dwell upon
anything in particular, the mind naturally goes towards the objects that it finds more
interesting.

The mind goes towards an object of love and towards an object of pain also, since
pain means that something requires attention. These are the two places towards which
the mind goes without any effort on your part. Why? Because one is interesting and the

other requires attention. In an object of love there is a certain joy, a certain pleasantness,
to which the mind naturally goes. And, towards any object that hurts you or has hurt you,
the mind also goes quite naturally. One is positive, whereas the other, being something
that requires attention, is negative.

Objects of pain can be taken care of by abhydsa, whereas vairdgya is with

reference to objects of love. By abhydsa, a certain distance can be developed between
oneself and the pain, although this may take some time. Vairagya is mentioned here
separately because the source of all desires for happiness and security is what we call
Sobhanadhydsa, meaning that you superimpose certain attributes upon various objects
in the world, and then think these will bring you happiness and security. That a particular
object is going to make me more secure is one such attribute. Or, by achieving this or
that, I am going to be different; I am going to become somebody. I am going to be
acceptable to myself and to others, first to others and thereby to myself.

WHY WE SEEK ACCEPTANCE FROM OTHERS

This seeking acceptability from others is nothing but self-acceptance,
self-acceptance through others. Why should anyone accept you? So that you can accept
yourself. Therefore, seeking the acceptance of others can always be reduced to
self-acceptance. Whether you seek the acceptance of others or you seek self-acceptance,
it amounts to self-acceptance alone. Thus, either you seek acceptance through others or
you yourself understand that you do not accept yourself and try to find out whether the
self is acceptable, which is the real way of dealing with the problem in fact.
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Seeking self-acceptance, then, we superimpose certain attributes upon certain
objects, thinking that a particular object is capable of giving something more than it can
really give. Superimposing attributes that do not belong to the objects is what we call
adhyasa. When what is superimposed, adhyasta, is something positive, according to
your thinking, it is called gobhanadhyasa, meaning that which is very pleasing, for
which there is a certain enchantment and infatuation. This infatuation or obsession is
nothing but a superimposition, Aobhanadhydsa.

THE MEANING OF VAIRAGYA, OBJECTIVITY

The absence of sobhanadhyasa is what is meant by vairdgya. Vairagya enables
one to separate the objective attributes of any object from the subjective
superimpositions one may have placed upon it. When superimposed attributes are
understood as attributes that are superimposed, the object is reduced to its own status.

To think, for example, that the absence of money makes you a nobody is not true.
The absence of money makes you money-less, that's all. This is a fact - the absence of
money makes you money-less. Money-less, I cannot buy things, is another fact, which
can be followed by still more facts. That you cannot buy is true and that you cannot buy
on credit is also true, since you have no money to pay later. Even if you buy on credit
and do not pay it back, the time will come when you cannot buy on credit either. Who is
going to give you credit if you do not pay? Endlessly, then, one can talk about facts.

But, that I am a nobody is not a fact; it is a superimposition. The feeling of being a
nobody is something very intimate because one has a stereotype of success, a
conditioning that takes place by growing up in a society where money is respected with
awe and wonder. In such a society, a person's success is talked about only in terms of
money. To value money in this way is meaningless really. Any Mafia Don, any
mercenary or hit-man, may also have a lot of money. Just because a person has money
does not mean that the person is successful. Nevertheless, this is the orientation of some
societies in the world.

There is also another orientation that to be money-less is something wonderful.
This orientation holds that without money one should be able to live one's life.
Therefore, the person who lives without money, even a beggar who lives in the streets, is
highly praised. This orientation is equally silly. Both orientations place a value on
money, which is a problem. The problem is not the money itself; money is just money. It
is neither the problem, nor the solution, although money can solve some problems, like
anything else. Even a toothpick can solve certain problems.

THE SUPERIMPOSITION IS NOT DELIBERATE

Therefore, to think that money is the source of the problem is not correct. There is
a superimposition here, which is not deliberately done by a person, but is something
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innate in a psyche that is exposed to a certain value structure obtaining in a given
society, causing the person to place an attribute on money that is not really there. This
superimposition, sobhanddhyasa, has to be neutralised by looking at money as money
is, nothing more. To say that money has no value is just another adhydsa. You are
seeing something that is not true. Similarly, if you add something more to money than is
really there, it is also adhydsa. Reducing the objects to their own status is enough. By
doing this, you will find in yourself a certain dispassion, which is vairagya.

A person is dispassionate in the sense that he or she is objective in his or her
judgements. Vairigya is understood more in terms of objectivity. Unless we understand
its meaning clearly, there will be more problems. It does not mean that there are no
desires. To think so means that every desire becomes a new source of problems! We are
not creating ideals here, which would only further distance ourselves from ourselves.
Therefore, we must be careful not to pick up any further confusion here. Vairdgya
means to be free of the longing that implies superimposition, bobhanadhydsa. And this
is accomplished by neutralising the sobhanadhyasa, thereby judging situations properly.

NEUTRALISING THE SUPERIMPOSITION

Any object of liking can become an object of obsession, sooner or later, and
therefore, a problem. There are books being written today about people who love too
much, meaning they cannot love at all. Because they cannot keep an object of love in its
proper perspective, it becomes a problem for them. The object of love can consume a
person so completely that it becomes an obsession, leading to attempts to control, vying
for position, etc.

To neutralise a sobhanddhydsa, one has to understand the difference between the
objective value and the subjective imposition of values upon the object. And how is it
possible to see this difference? Saikara defined vairagya here as the capacity to
repeatedly see the limitations in both the seen and unseen objects of enjoyment, meaning
here and in the hereafter - vairdgyam ndma drsta-adrsta-bhogesu
dosa-dargana-abhydsdt vaitrsnyam.

Limitations here refer to what a given object can and cannot give. Any object has
some virtues, gunas, and some defects, dosas, or limitations. Therefore, one must see
these limitations clearly. For example, money can buy, but it cannot make you enjoy.
Seeing this is what makes you dispassionate. And, once you are dispassionate, then your
relationship with money is proper. It is an objective relationship, which is what we are
talking about.

SEEING THINGS AS THEY ARE

The capacity to look at things as they are is called objectivity. There is no
judgement involved here, just an understanding of things as they are. This objectivity is
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especially important in terms of our subjective values because we do not know the
objects of these values as they really are. We are not concerned here with the physical
structure of objects, only with the value we superimpose upon them.

When I look at a given object, I see that there are a lot of projections involved.
Therefore, I see these projections for what they are and I deal with them. By separating
them in this way, I can look more objectively at how the object is going to make my life
any better than it is now. Doing this again and again is abhydsa and seeing the
limitations of the objects is vairdgya. Repetition is essential because the subjective value
does not go away just like that. This is because the value is something that is not
deliberately imposed upon the object by you.

OBJECTIVITY AND SUBJECTIVITY

Suppose you buy a piece of bronze, thinking it is an antique. In fact, it has been
oxidised to make it look very old. An ear has been cut, the nose poked, and some
scratches put on it to make it look as though it has fallen down a few times. All of this
has been deliberately done to increase its value. And you buy it, thinking it is an ancient
piece. And when you realise that it is not an antique, you are disappointed and
experience a sense of loss. Now, what did you lose here? Only the subjective value that
you had superimposed on it. The bronze does have a certain objective value. Thinking it
is an antique, you had placed a subjective value on it. That subjective value has little or
nothing to do with the objective value of the object. To think of a simple piece of bronze
as something great is purely subjective, nothing more.

People do the same thing with blue jeans, buying new jeans that have been made
to look old. These jeans may even come with patches! Why? To make it look as though
you have been around, for which you are prepared to pay a higher price. Again, this is
purely a subjective value. From this we can understand the difference between the
objective and subjective value of an object.

Previously you looked at the piece of bronze as an antique and now, knowing it is
not an antique, you look at it as bronze. The object itself is the same as when you bought
it - it had no ear then and it has no ear now! Only in your look is there a change. For all
you know, it may be an antique. Perhaps the person who told you that it is not, wants to
take it off your hands and sell it for a fortune! If this were to happen, you would feel like
a fool - if you find out, of course. In the realm of subjective value, anything is possible.

The point I am making here is that if the vision of the object as an antique goes
away, then the attitude you will have is dispassion towards the object. If it is an antique,
it is an antique - there is no problem. You simply look at it as an antique. That, society
has jacked up the price because of the subjective value placed upon it, need not concern
you at all. Whereas if you are an antique collector, everything about you becomes
antique!

B G Vol 11 - 27
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There are people who want to collect and own certain objects to the point that it
becomes an obsession with them. They call it an investment, but they will not part with
it. For something to be an investment, you have to be able to sell it, but they will not sell
because they have developed such an attachment for the object. There is no investment
here; there is only a new problem that has been created. Only when the antique buddhi
goes away, when the person can look at the object objectively, can there be vairdgya.

VAIRAGYA IS KNOWING THAT AN OBJECT IS JUST AN OBJECT

When a subjective value superimposed upon an object is gone, then the object is
just the object. This holds for all objects. That there is Aobhanddhyasa, a
superimposition that has taken place naturally, an extra attribute that does not really exist
in the object, has to be recognised. Therefore, again and again, I see the object as it is.
And, in the wake of this knowledge, the superimpositions go.

This does not mean that you need to continually remind yourself, 'This is not an
antique, this is not an antique.' Such a japa you need not do. But, with reference to
money, power, and the acceptance of others, abhydsa and vairagya are both necessary.
Seeing the limitations of objects and situations, over and over again, is very important if
one is to master the mind. Repetition is necessary because the superimposition is not a
deliberate thing; it is not a mistake that you have made by taking something to be more
valuable than it is. If it were a mistake, a one time correction is adequate. Then there is
objectivity. But, here, it is not by a one time mistake that there is superimposition. It is
by your being what you are, a psychological being, very firmly rooted in terms of your
concept of success.

All concepts of success and vairdgya, dispassion, are within the range of
psychology alone. Vairdgya is nothing but the emotional growth of the person. Growth
is strictly in terms of understanding the limitations of an object or situation, again and
again, until the superimposition falls apart. Then the world does not have a hold over
you. Otherwise, the mind runs towards certain objects naturally because they have been
given such importance by the society.

There is a certain pain involved with reference to certain old objects - what you
could not get before, what you have lost in the past - which can cause problems in the
mind. Whereas, if vairdgya is there, the old failures, those things that were sources of
some pain for you, fall apart and new objects also do not have any hold over you. This is
what is meant by seeing the limitations, dosa-darsana, again and again, thereby
bringing about a cognitive change, which frees the mind to a greater extent.

By abhydsa and vairdgya, then, the mind can be mastered, manah grhyate. The
mind that is always chattering, always preaching, the mind that is in the form of agitation
because it is away from the dhyeya, the object of meditation, dtmd, this mind, this
agitation, that is so difficult to master, can be mastered. But you cannot simply sit there
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and expect the mind to take care of itself. You have to pay some attention to it, as Krsna
says here.

w IHm - zmm vr11q 9sf m qff9d: 1 1 I I
asarmyatdtmand yogo dusprdpa iti me matih
vayadtmand tu yatata sakyo'vdptumupdyatah Verse 36

3Tir#f-s RT asarmyata-itmand - by the one for whom the mind is not mastered;
tTr: yogah - yoga; "•[N: dusprdpah - difficult to gain; "T iti - thus; - me -
My; qrf: matih - vision; - tu - whereas; Vr|cFr T vasyatmand - by the one
whose mind is mastered; WIrT yatata - by the one who makes effort; •m9 f:
updyatah - with the proper means (i.e., practice and objectivity); 3T'1F WTI:
avdptum sakyah - (it) can be gained

Yoga is difficult to gain for the one by whom the mind is not mastered.
This is My vision. Whereas it can be gained by the one whose mind is
mastered, who makes effort with the proper means (i.e., practice and
objectivity).

One who does not practice meditation, abhydsa, and who does not have
objectivity, vairdgya, is called asamyata-dtmd in this verse, meaning that the mind is
not brought under control. And can the mind be brought under control? Yes, Krsna says,
but with difficulty - it is dusprapa. Furthermore, unless the mind is mastered, it is not
possible to gain the yoga being discussed here, the capacity to see the sameness that
exists in all beings and in which all beings exist. What Krsna says here is his vision,
mati, which is not the same as an opinion since it is not something that can be contended
and dismissed.

By the practice of abhydsa and vairagya, the mind is brought into one's own
hands, which is why the person who can do this is also called vasya-dtmr here. Such a
person is always alert. Alertness is something that should always be with you, not
something practised for a period of time. For example, you cannot say that you practised
alertness for six years and it was very good, just as you cannot say you practised
breathing for six years. It is not as though you give up breathing after having practised it
for some time; it is your very life. Alertness is the same. By such a person who continues
to maintain this alertness, yatata, by the one who has a certain mastery over his mind,
vasyatmand, it is possible to gain the vision of sameness, yogah avipturm sakyah.
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NOT SOMETHING TO BE DONE

Krsna mentions in this verse that this yoga is gained by a particular means,
updyatah. And what is that means, updya? Abhydsa and vairdgya are the means for
gaining this vision, as Krsna had already told Arjuna. Because abhydsa and vairdgya
are the means, Arjuna's gaining the yoga was no longer in Krsna's hands, because
Krsna has already covered the subject matter. Now, this is something that has to be done
and it is up to Arjuna to do it. He has to pay attention to his mind. Krsna had said
everything he could say. There was nothing more to be taught, only something to be
done. Vairdgya and abhydsa would take care of any problems, any obstructions to
gaining the knowledge. This is why Krsna does not say very much about the doing of it.

When there is something to be discussed, like the vastu, brahma-atmd, then one
can talk indefinitely, which is what Krsna does and which is why there are eighteen
chapters of the Gita. But, here, there is something to be done now by Arjuna; therefore,
Krsna leaves it at that. You will find that Krsna talks a lot about dtmd, about the wise
person, about the vision, but when it comes to meditation, which is to be done, there are
only a few verses because it is something to be done.

Wherever there is something to be done, Krsna states it briefly and adequately,
and then continues on. Whereas, wherever something is to be unfolded, he goes on and
on because it is something that has to be understood, not something that has to be done.

In the next verse, Arjuna presents another problem, which is purely an imagined
problem.

JTr t ? lTF^~ f ^f l Tpgi 5 ii I n
arjuna uvdca
ayatih Sraddhayopeto yogdccalitamdnasah
aprdpya yogasamsiddhim kam gatim krsna gacchati Verse 37

3TT arjunah -Arjuna; -q uvdca - said;

JTI krsna - 0 Krsnal; 5TT Sraddhayd- with faith in the adstra; A3f: upetah -

endowed; 3qF�: ayatih - one of inadequate effort; �iTri yogt - from yoga;

•4foaTm-•: calita-manasah - one whose mind wanders away; "wMriF s yoga-

samsiddhim - success in yoga; 3TWT aprdpya - not gaining; 5Ti\ Tr\ �T\f kam

gatim gacchati - to which end does he (or she) go
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Arjuna said:
0 Krsna, not gaining success in yoga, to which end does the one who is
endowed with faith in the Sastra (but) whose effort is inadequate, and
whose mind wanders away from yoga go?

Just look at Arjuna's question. Suppose there is a man who has renounced all
karmas, meaning vaidika-karmas and laukika-karmas, all the spiritual, social, and
family duties that he is allowed to give up if he takes to a life of renunciation, sannydsa.
Why does anyone give up all this? In the hope of what? In the hope of gaining this yoga,
the vision of atma in all beings and all beings in dtmd (samadarSana), he gives up all
types of karma. This particular vision was the end in view when the person, Arjuna was
talking about, became a sannyd.s.

As a sannyssi he denied himself the various pleasures that-can be picked up by
living in the society and became a bhiksu, a person who lives on alms. He has no money
and does not know from where his next meal will come - that is, he lives on whatever
comes his way. But, although he does not have the pleasures that a life of samsdra
would have given him, renunciation is a good investment because he is going to get the
great vision, liberation, moksa. It was for the sake of moksa alone that he gave up the
other three human pursuits security, artha, pleasure, kdma, and dharma.

A CERTAIN EFFORT IS ALSO REQUIRED

This person has great Araddhd in the vision of the sastra and the possibility of his
gaining the knowledge of himself, atma, being Brahman is definitely there. He knows
that this knowledge is the moksa that he seeks. In the hope of gaining this knowledge, he
has taken to the life of sannydsa and continues to be a sannyas. In time, however,
having not yet gained the knowledge, he becomes frustrated. He may have started his
pursuit when he was very young and now he is old. Something has prevented him from
gaining the knowledge. The teaching may not have been proper or, perhaps, he did not
have enough inspiration. Or the problem may have been from the past, some backlog,
some obstacle, from the past. Having reached this point, although he still has sraddha,
he is now an ayati, meaning that he does not have adequate effort.

Yati means a person of effort, one who has the capacity to make right effort,
which is why a sannydsi is called a yati. The person has a direction and is committed to
a life of renunciation in pursuit of self-knowledge. But the sannydst Arjuna was talking
about cannot be called a yati; he has become an ayati because adequate effort is not
there and he does not know what it is, and is incapable of that effort.

That the effort is not adequate is very clear. Why? Because the problems continue.
Things are not very clear to the person and therefore, he is ayati. He may have studied
and done a lot of meditation. But all that he has accomplished is to become more aged,
tired, and frustrated, calitamanasa. Arjuna wanted to know what would become of this
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tired, frustrated sannydsl? He has Sraddhd and therefore, he wants this knowledge. But
things are not clear to him at all. Now Arjuna's doubt is, 'What would be his lot if he
dies away before gaining the knowledge?' Therefore, Arjuna asks, 'What does he gain
Krsna - kdm gatim krsna gacchati?'

We know very well what his lot in this life is. He has neither the joys of samsara
nor the joy of moksa. The small pleasures of samsara are denied to him and also the
pleasures of heaven, since he gave up all the karma that would earn him such pleasure in
the hope of gaining jhina. And he does not get jilina either! What then? Is he just left
hanging somewhere or what?

A person who performs no karma obviously cannot gain the results of karma;
therefore, there is no karma-phala for him. Instead of performing karma, he spent his
time sitting with his eyes closed, but nothing happened inside - except sleep perhaps.
And nothing can be accomplished by sleep! Dreaming or day-dreaming at least gives a
person some kick, but what does sleep give? Nothing. Therefore, the ayati has not
picked up any of the simple joys of samsara. Nor has he picked up any punya for the
next life; much less has he gained the knowledge that is liberation.

DOES THE PERSON JUST FIZZLE OUT?

Will he become like a cloudlet that has become separated from a body of clouds,
will he just disappear, fizzle out? Is this kingdom lost and the promised kingdom as
well? For the sannydsi of inadequate effort who has died, moksa is gone and samsara
is also gone, there being no accrued punya. With both of them gone, what will happen to
him? Where will he go?

Of course, this was an imagined situation on Arjuna's part. He was not himself a
sannydsi, but perhaps he planned to become a sannyasl. This did seem to be on his
mind, as we saw earlier in the Gita. In any case, Arjuna wants to know exactly what
would happen to the sannydsi who did not gain the vision. Although this was not
Arjuna's immediate problem, his question was a relevant one in terms of understanding
what the S�stra has to say about sannydsa and karma-yoga. Arjuna knew Krsna to be
the all-knowing ISvara and therefore, qualified to remove this particular doubt. No one
else was equal to Krsna; only he could answer this question, which was not a simple
one, dealing as it did with what happens after one's life, as we know it, comes to an end.

Therefore, Arjuna says, 'Please tell me, Krsna, where does such a person go who
has not gained success in yoga (in the form of gain of knowledge) - aprdpya
yoga-samsiddhim kdm gatim k*rsna gacchati?' When knowledge is gained, moksa is
gained. Therefore, knowledge is called a means for moksa. Thus, between the
knowledge and moksa there is a connection, a connection of 'means and end' -
sadhana-sddhya-sambandha.
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Arjuna wants to know what happens to the person who, having sraddhd in the
vision, renounces everything and lives a life of yoga but does not gain the knowledge
that is moksa. Having denied himself the pleasures of samsara and also those of the
other world, the person has been performing this yoga, this meditation, for a long time
and now he is very old and is dying away. He has given up all hope of gaining anything
more in this life, let alone the knowledge that he has pursued for so long. What will
happen to him? Will he not be completely destroyed?

Arjuna puts this question to Krsna in the next verse:

hryc N i

kaccinnobhayavibhrastaSchinnabhramiva nasyati
apratistho mahdbaho vimadho brahmanah pathi Verse 38

1rwr mahnbaho - 0 Mighty-armed! (Krsna); W•UT: *q brahmanah pathi - in
the path (knowledge) of Brahman; f�j's: vimiidhah - the one who is deluded; 3•aSl•:
apratisthah - one who is without any support; 3WOM : ubhaya-vibhrastah - one
who has fallen from both; fTi-a3TUI i chinna-abhram iva - like a cloudlet torn
asunder; wfa --T "9fr kaccit na nasyati - is he not destroyed?

Deluded in the path (knowledge) of Brahman, is one who has fallen
from both, being without any support, not destroyed, O Mighty-armed
(Krsna), like a cloudlet torn asunder?

The person being discussed here is the same sannyasi described previously by
Arjuna as ayati one whose effort has not been adequate to gain the knowledge that is
moksa. Ubhaya-vibhrasta refers to the one who has fallen away from both life-styles,
karma-yoga and sannydsa. This person has given up, fallen away from the way of life
called karma-marga or karma-yoga. This karma-yoga is a life of activity in which one
also pursues the knowledge. The purpose of this lifestyle is to make one ready eventually
to pursue knowledge by taking to a life of sannydsa. Because he has slipped away from
karma-marga, the person is called vibhrasta with reference to the karma-marga. And,
the life of renunciation, yoga-mdrga, brahmanah panthd, for which he gave up
karma-marga, has also proved to be abortive, fruitless. Therefore, in both, he is the
loser; from both he has fallen away -he is ubhaya-vibhrasta.

Having fallen away from both, where will he go now? He cannot go back to
karma-mdrga because he is perhaps too old to do anything. Besides, it is not proper to
go from sannydsa to karma-marga. Nor does he have any enthusiasm to do so because
he knows the anityatva of it all. Any enthusiasm he may have had for a life of samsdra
as an aviveki, one without discrimination, is all gone and he does not have the
satisfaction of being a jhini, a wise man, either. Therefore, he is ubhaya-vibhrasta,
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hanging somewhere in the middle, with no place to go. He cannot identify with the wise
sannyasis nor with the ordinary people.

Not only does he have no place, no group to identify with, he is also deluded
vimidha. He either feels he has made a mistake or he feels confused about whether he is
a jiva, an individual, or param-brahma. Since this doubt remains, he has not
accomplished anything by having taken to this path, this pursuit of the knowledge of
Brahman.

THERE IS NO PATH TO BRAHMAN

Sankara clarified the meaning of the word pathi - in the path, in his commentary
of this verse by adding the word mdrga, thereby indicating that the life-style of
sannyasa is what is implied here. There is no 'way,' no 'path,' to Brahman as such;
you are Brahman. And to gain this knowledge of Brahman, there is a pursuit, the
pursuit of knowledge. And in this pursuit, the sannydsi under discussion is deluded,
vimi2dha. Thus, 'deluded in the path of Brahman' means that in gaining the knowledge
of Brahman, in the pursuit of that knowledge, he is still confused, still deluded.

Does such a person not destroy himself, nagyati na kim? Asking this question,
Arjuna compared the destruction to that of a cloudlet that has separated itself from a
large body of clouds, chinna-abhram iva. Not wanting to wait for the big body of
clouds perhaps, this cloudlet separates itself in its haste to reach the Himalayas where it
can sit on top of the mountains and not be disturbed. Instead, somewhere in the middle
of India, tossed about by the howling winds, it just disappears, fizzles out.

So too, this person had dropped out of conventional society in his attempt to reach
moksa quickly. He may even have gone to sit in the rarefied air of the Himalayas, but
instead of becoming a true sannydsi, he became a dropout, just like the cloudlet. Does
he not destroy himself in the same way that the cloudlet does?

Just as a cloudlet that remains with the large body of clouds can travel along and
enjoy the view, so too, you can attach yourself to the main body of society and have
some of the joys that such a life has to offer. The cloudlet that is prepared to travel at the
same slow speed as the big body of clouds can look down at the mountains, up at the
stars, and be protected by the winds of destruction. Otherwise, it gets destroyed.

IF THERE IS NO STRUCTURE, YOU CAN BECOME ANYTHING

Similarly, when you hurry ahead, you can become completely lost in the process
because you have left the structure behind. Sannyasa means just that - no structure.
You can become anything. Without a structure, without any particular mode of life,
nothing to pressure you into doing anything, you can become lazy also.
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As a sannyasi, you can also become lazy. When you are hungry, you can go for
bhiksd and then lie down back again without doing anything. The life of sannyasa gives
you this kind of licence. No one is going to question you. Society is not going to
question you. And, since there is no work for you to do, there is no employer or
employee. There is also no father or mother to worry about you, which sometimes keeps
people on track. If the sannydsi once had a wife and children, he has given them up also.
Therefore, none of the societal norms are there for the sannydsi. Nor is there any
religious norm because the person who takes sannydsa is absolved from performing all
the karmas enjoined by the Veda. Therefore, there is no problem; you can be anything
you want, even a hippie!

Thinking that such a person destroys himself, Arjuna asks Krsna to clear his
doubt with reference to the fate of the ubhaya-vibhrasta.

W^ W;t ^CTT -T^^IM: I

etanme samSayam krsna chettumarhasyaSesatah
tvadanyah samqayasydsya chetta na hyupapadyate Verse 39

WTT krsna - 0 Krsna!; f me - of mine; TW etat - this; #wm t samSayam -
doubt; 3at$'T: aSesatah - totally; -- chettum - to eliminate; .Sf3 arhasi - you
should; *f hi - for; M�g": tvadanyah - other than you; 3TWT �RWi asya
samrayasya - of this doubt; trW chettd - the remover; ;T wTf t na upapadyate -
is not there

You should eliminate this doubt of mine totally, O Krsna. For, other than
you, there is no one who can be the remover of this doubt.

Arjuna knows that there was no one else who could answer his question. Only the
all-knowing Krsna, as Isvara, could answer it because only IAvara knows what will
happen to the sannyasi after he dies away from this life without gaining knowledge of
the self.

Chettd means the one who cuts or removes. Here it refers to the one who removes
the doubt. Krsna, then, was the hit-man for the doubt - in fact, the only possible
hit-man. He alone was capable of eliminating Arjuna's doubts totally. Anyone else
would have to say, 'This is what the ASstra says.' Whereas, Krsna is the one who
initiated the sastra itself, as he said at the beginning of the fourth chapter. 'I gave this
eternal knowledge to Vivasvdn who gave it to Manu, who gave it to Iksvaku - imam
vivasuate yogam proktavan aham avyayam, vivasvun manave prdha
manuriksvdkave'bravit.l Therefore, Krsna as Isvara knew1 what it was all about. He

Gita - 4-1
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also told Arjuna earlier that they had a number of births before, but only he, Krsna,
knew these births while Arjuna did not - bahini me vyatitani janmdni tava carjuna
tanyaham veda sarvdni na tvam vettha parantapa.1

From this, Arjuna concludes that Krsna knows what happens to a soul after death
and therefore, is the right person to talk about it. Arjuna is praising his guru here, saying
that there was no one equal to Krsna, no one who could eliminate his doubt totally. In
other words, no one else is qualified to answer his question.

Had Arjuna not asked this question, the Gita would have ended three verses ago.
But, because Arjuna asks the question, Krsna begins talking again.

51vrr~ff I
TO 44 97F Nr -fsRWT f4Uý I
-;:f WFMc~lch^^fý-EfTiR m ̂TFMlf I I do I I
Sribhagavunuvdca
partha naiveha ndmutra vinadastasya vidyate
na hi kalydnakrt kagcid durgatim tdta gacchati Verse 40

FITqT3 srirbhagavan - Lord Krsna; 3qT uvdca - said;

4 partha - 0 Son of Prthd!; lfR tasya - for him (or her); f�4Ti : vinadah -
destruction; W iha - here; f4T i na eva vidyate - indeed is not; : na - nor;
3 Fp amutra - in the hereafter; Tm- tta - 0 My son! (Arjuna); * hi - because;
hIf'•a kakcit - any one; c .ur| kalyanakrt - the one who performs good actions;

TifT durgatim - bad end; TT3 0 na gacchati - reaches

Sri Bhagavun said:
Indeed, 0 Son of Prthd (Arjuna), there is no destruction for him (or her),
neither here nor in the hereafter, because any one who performs good
actions never reaches a bad end.

Again, the person being discussed in this verse is that sannydsi, that yogi, who
was referred to previously as ubhaya-vibhrasta, one who had fallen from both
karma-mdrga and yoga-marga for the reasons we have already seen. In fact, the person
is not ubhaya-vibhrasta because, here, Krsna says that there is no falling as such.

For the sannydsi who has not completed the job properly, destruction is not there,
vind�ah na vidyate, either here in this world, iha, or in any other world, amutra. Why?
Because this person, although an ayati, has Sraddhd in the Sastra. Having Sraddhd,
there can be no loss for him in this life and, therefore, the life of sannydsa is not a bad
investment. He knows what it is all about. Because he has sraddha, there is no question

SGita - 4-5
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of his being frustrated or sad in this world. He will simply continue to pursue the
knowledge, pleasantly, happily, until he gains it. And, if Araddha were not to be there,
the person would naturally think that he had made a mistake. Thinking so, he would
always go back. In either case, then, the problem of his being sad for what he has
undertaken would not be there for the person.

'Nor will there be a problem later, i.e., after death, amutra,' Krsna says. He will
come back to a situation that is conducive to the continuation of his pursuit of the
knowledge that will give him moksa. Thus, Krsna assures Arjuna, that destruction is
definitely not there for him - vindsah tasya na vidyate.

THE SANNYAST NEVER COMES TO A BAD END

Destruction here can only mean that the person comes back to a life that is worse
than before, meaning that he gains a worse birth, a lower birth, than the one he
previously had. But this will not happen, Krsna says. There will be a higher birth, a
better birth, because the person has lived a good life, he is a kalyanakrt. Kalydna means
moksa and this person has taken a step towards moksa by living the life of sannyasa.
The kalyanakrt is not a drop-out or a hippie. For the sake of moksa, which implies an
understanding of ISvara, the person has given up everything. And, being a kalyanakrt,
the person does not come to a bad end - durgatim na gacchati.

Anyone, kaScit, who has done good action, charitable action, does not gain an
undesirable end. At the worst, such a person, just proceeds from birth to birth, depending
on the accumulated karma that precipitates a new body. But, once a person makes a step
for the sake of moksa, whatever he or she has done before has already paid off. The
moment the person turns his or her attention towards himself or herself, there is no going
back.

TAKING CARE OF ANATMA IS FOR ATMA ALONE

Generally, a person only goes after andtmd, not atmd. For example, the physical
body being andtma how to take care of it is also anatmd. How to take care of my mind
is with reference to andtma. How to take care of my money, power, family is all with
reference to andtmd. How to take care of my future, meaning my next body, is also
regarding andtmd. Like this, everyone is interested in taking care of andtmd alone -
and struggles to do so constantly!

In fact, all this taking care of anatma, is only for taking care of dtma. Taking care
is not for the sake of andtma. You do not take care of the body for the body's sake; it is
for your sake, dtma's sake. Therefore, you take care of the anatma, for the sake of dtmd
and, in the process, you totally neglect the dtmd! This, indeed, is the wonder and we call
it mdyd.
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The moment a person begins to question whether he or she is doing the right thing,
dtma is being taken care of. And this does not take place in everyone. To ask, 'What is
this dtmd that is so anxious to take care of andtma' is to question atma itself and is for
Utma's sake, for one's own sake, alone. The person who begins to pay attention to dtmd,

whether successful or not, has already traced his or her way back. To question what is
considered to be normal is to discover that the normal is abnormal. Such a person has
made a step towards moksa and therefore, he or she is kalydnakrt.

Kalydna means 'auspicious.' Therefore, moksa is kalydna. Marriage is also
called kalydna because it marks the end of the brahmacarya stage of life and the
auspicious beginning of the grhasthdsrama which will finally prepare one for moksa -
the most auspicious. Moksa is the ultimate kalydna and marriage is a sddhana, a means
for gaining the grand finale called moksa.

CHANGING THE COURSE OF KARMA

Therefore, anyone who has made a step towards moksa is called kalydnakrt,
whether the person is a karma-yogi or a sannydsi. Both of them are kalydnakrts alone
because some action has been taken for the sake of moksa. Thereafter, progress is
assured. Any karma waiting to take the body of a frog, a celestial, or anything else is all
subjugated and no longer has any chance to express itself. Once the person is
kalydnakrt, the entire order, the entire flow, changes. Whereas, if you are simply going
along with the flow, then all the accumulated karmas have the same chance. But when a
particular set of karmas exerts more pressure for expression, then it has a greater chance
of getting fulfilled.

Once you have changed the course, the order has to change. Therefore, for the
person who has Sraddhd, all other karmas have to wait and the one for pursuing the
knowledge proceeds. And how long will the others have to wait? Until the person gains
kalydna, moksa. And once moksa is gained, all karmas disappear. They are finished for
good; they do not exist at all. Therefore, to question whether one is a karta is no
ordinary question. Assuming one is a kartd, one performs good and bad actions. But,
here, the very kartd is questioned. One asks, 'Am I a kart?' This, then, is the question
that makes one a kalydnakrt and, having asked it, no one reaches a bad end.

Krsna addresses Arjuna here as tdta, a name used affectionately for either a
father or a son in recognition of the closeness between them. A father is one who
protects himself in the form of his son, the son being as good as himself. When the son is
happy, the father is happy. When the son grows up nicely, the father feels that he too has
grown nicely. If the son is successful, the father also feels successful. Like this, whatever
happens to the son happens to the father in that, it very much affects him. Therefore,
there is no distance between the son and the father. For this reason, they are both called
tdta.
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Here, Arjuna is not Krsna's son. But he is a father in the sense that a creator can
be called 'father,' janaka. There is the father who creates a body for you -
deha-janaka, and a father who creates wisdom in you - vidya-janaka. Because the
wise person who is a teacher, dacrya, is one who gives you a complete rebirth in the
form of wisdom, he is called 'father.' Therefore, the author of the body and the author of
the knowledge are called tita - 'father.'

The word tata is used for a son as well as for a disciple, Aisya. Arjuna is not
Krsna's son, but he is his iisya, and a Sisya is like a son -- equal to a son. Therefore,
Krsna affectionately addresses him here as tata, telling him that the sannyisi who has
Sraddha, but who does not gain the knowledge, does not come to a bad end. In the next
verse, Krsna begins his explanation about what does happen to this person.

W'gI y"T ^l jT VTTNf: WT: I

%qWT *ff tt * vrZ sfith 1smii 1 I I
prapya punyakrtlim loklinusitvd sdsvatlh samdh
sucinam srlmatamr gehe yogabhrasto'bhijeyate Verse 41

jT-W: yoga-bhrastah - one who has fallen from (did not succeed in) yoga; TqiTH
punya-krtdm - belonging to those who do good actions; #ER lokdn - worlds; RTRT
pr�pya - having gained; lTTft-: •TW: sdvatdh samdh - countless years; 3ac
usitva - having lived (there); -- fjE| sucintm - of the people committed to dharma;
iWiRd grimatdm - of the wealthy (and cultured); t gehe - in the home; 3Mfi
abhijdyate - is born

Having gained the worlds belonging to those who do good actions (and)
having lived (there) for countless years, the one who did not succeed in
yoga is born in the home of the wealthy (and cultured) people who are
committed to dharma.

Both the here, iha-loka, and the hereafter, paraloka, are covered in this verse.
Punya-krt.dm loka refers to the worlds, lokas gained by punzyakrts, punya-karmakrts,
those who have lived a life of dharma, performing good actions that produce punya.
And, having gained these worlds, prdpya punya-krtdm lokan, how long does this
person live in those worlds? For countless number of years - sisvatdh samdh, Krsna
says. That is, he will live there for a very long time.

It must be remembered that the person being discussed here is the same
yoga-bhrasta mentioned earlier, one whom Arjuna thought would lose both worlds by
not having succeeded in the pursuit of yoga, meaning the knowledge that is moksa. In
fact, the person is not a bhrasta at all because there is no falling here, as was mentioned
before. Krsna uses the word yoga-bhrasta here because, in Arjuna's mind, the person
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had fallen somehow. Therefore, Krsna wants to negate any kind of falling with reference
to this person by telling Arjuna that the person he thought of as yoga-bhrasta is born,
abhijdyate, into surroundings that are conducive to the pursuit of this knowledge.

Krsna describes these surroundings with the words, sucindam rimatadm gehe,

meaning in the house of a person of wealth and culture who is also committed to
dharma - therefore, called a Auci. The word Srimat suggests wealth and abundance of

comforts, etc. By the word suci, culture is emphasised here because there can be an
abundance of wealth in a home where, for example, the father is a Mafia don. Such a

house is not conducive to the pursuit of knowledge; it is more like a prison than a home
with its high spiked walls and sentries posted everywhere. In such circumstances, wealth
itself becomes a prison. This kind of wealth, then, is not referred to here, the point being
made by the word suci.

ONE'S SURROUNDINGS SHOULD BE CONDUCIVE

The words, 'sucinam gehe,' implies a family that has a value for values, a value
for living a life of dharma. This, then, is the kind of family into which the yoga-bhrasta
is born, Krsna says. In these conducive surroundings, the person will pick up certain
values. To be born into such a family is not easy and is to be recognised as a great
advantage since a person can also be born into a place with some handicap or other. To
have a father or mother who is an alcoholic is considered to be a wrong start. A wrong
start, however, does not mean that there is nothing to be gained. Perhaps the person can
exhaust something, which makes it a good start since all's well that ends well.

What is to be appreciated here is that to get out of a wrong start is very difficult.
Whereas, where the start is conducive, then the person's pursuit of moksa can proceed.
In the very beginning of his life, he will show the signs of a sannyasi because he has to
fulfil what he has started. The conducive surroundings enable him to live a life of prayer
and think constantly of ivara. Thinking always of ivara, he looks into what ISvara is,
questions what the truth of everything is, what the cause of everything is - all of which
is thinking of ilvara, [svara-smarana.

From this we can see that there is no such thing as a bad lot for the person either in
terms of this life or in the hereafter. Even coming back to this life, he picks up the thread
and continues. And to facilitate his pursuit, his birth will be in a better place, meaning
that it will be more conducive for gaining the knowledge.

Krsna then mentions another possibility for the person who had not yet gained the
knowledge.

aTfw ZhpT yi w I Fi7 J I Q II
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athava yoginameva kule bhavati dhimatam
etaddhi durlabhataram loke janma yadidrkam Verse 42

3TT athav• - or; qIZqf dhimatdm - of people who are wise; dTf*H yoginam -
of yogis; 1Z eva - indeed; H kule -in the family; i#fr bhavati - is born; W1Q

TTWrf 3 yat idrsam janma -this birth of this kind; f hi -indeed; # loke - in
the world; W(I 5fl4Wr etat durlabhataram - this (is) very difficult to gain

Or he is indeed born into the family of wise yogis. A birth such as this is
indeed very difficult to gain in this world.

We have seen that there is no such thing as a bad lot, durgati, for a yogi, a
sannydsi, who has the desire to know the self. Anyone who has taken a step towards
knowing oneself has already initiated a process of unwinding oneself from samsara.
You wind yourself in samsdra by karma without even questioning whether you are a
karta, a doer or not. Then, within the samsdra, retaining the doership centred on the
self, you try to accomplish various ends. And these ends are accomplished on the basis
of the desire for something other than atmd, all of which we saw earlier.

But, here, you are questioning the very svarapa of atmd. You may not know
whether you are a kartd or not, but at least you are questioning, you are inquiring into it.
By asking, 'What is atmd?' you are not taking whatever atmd is for granted. Generally,
people only try to avoid the duhkha that results from the limitations and bondage
experienced by the kartd, the subject, without ever questioning the subject itself.
Therefore, all their activity is only to bring about something desirable. This kind of life is
called sarmsara.

SAMSARA IS A DISEASE AND NO ONE GOES FOR THE CURE

Samsara is a disease and no one goes for the cure. But, once you pay attention to
the very subject and ask, who is this subject, what is this 'I,' etc., then you have initiated
an auspicious desire - subheccha, a desire for atmd - atma-iccha, that has to result in
moksa. Thus, Krsna's assurance that there is no way that the person will come to a bad
end. He also gave Arjuna a little inside information, as it were - 'The one you call
yoga-bhrasta, Arjuna, just picks up the thread in his next birth and continues his pursuit
of knowledge.' The person's prayerful life itself produces certain punya. And because of
that punya, the person gains a pleasant stay in the hereafter followed by rebirth in a
situation conducive to his pursuit of knowledge.

The idea being conveyed here is that if there is a life after death, a world other than
this one, that world will be good for the person. All experiences there will be happy
experiences. Therefore, even in the hereafter, there is no such thing as a bad lot for the
person. And, having enjoyed the result, the punya, of his prayerful life in the hereafter,
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he then comes back to this earth with an adhikdri-&arira, a body that is qualified to gain

the knowledge, meaning that the person returns as a human being. He will not come back

in a lower form but will definitely be born as a human being into a set-up that is

conducive for his pursuit. Therefore, there is no question of a bad lot anywhere.

Any physical body is called yoni, yoni meaning 'womb,' of which there are three

types - deva-yoni, a celestial body; manusya-yoni, the body of a human being; and

adho-yoni, the body assumed by lower-life beings. Manusya-yoni is the incarnation in

which a physical body enjoying a free will is assumed, meaning a human body or its

equivalent, here or anywhere else. A person need not be born on this particular planet

necessarily, but in some set-up or other he will be born.

Here, Krsna describes the set-up into which the person under discussion will be

born as the home of a person who is highly cultured and wealthy, and at the same time,

righteous - Sucinam Srimatdm gehe. There may be wealth, but there will also be

culture. And, if there is no wealth, there will definitely be a lot of culture. The family
will also be highly ethical and committed to living a life of values. In this way, the

person does not have a false start, a start that is handicapped in any way, and therefore,

can easily pick up the thread of his pursuit of the knowledge.

EVEN BETTER IS TO BE BORN INTO A FAMILY OF YOGIS

Or, Krsna goes on to say, that the person can be born into the family of a

karma-yogi, a mumuksu. A father can be a cultured person, a religious person, and

perhaps a wealthy person, without being a karma-yogi. Even to be born into such a

family gives a person a good chance to gain the knowledge that is moksa. But, if the

person is born into the house of a karma-yogi, he has an even better chance, is the point

Krsna is making here.

In this verse, yogis refer to karma-yogis since sannyasis do not have families.

And these karma-yogis are also well-informed people, dhimats. Because the word

'dhimatam' is used here, the father can be either ajiiAn or a mumuksu. The very least

he will be is a mumuksu. In either case, from childhood onwards, the person picks up

certain values and has no problem taking to his pursuit again without any hindrance

whatsoever. In other words, he will not need to work through problems related to his

past, etc., because there is no problem.

In his commentary of this verse, Sarikara took the family of yogis to mean a

family in which there is a lack of wealth, he said 'daridr�nam yogindm kule' but where

the father is a yogi. A poor man can also be a beggar and to be born into such a home

implies all kinds of problems. Whereas, here, the father is a karma-yogi and also a

well-informed person who has no wealth whatsoever. He is a pandita, a brahmana.

There is no such thing as a rich brahmana because, to be a true brahmana, the person
must have no wealth. Therefore, Sahkara was actually praising poverty here.
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To be born as a human being there has to have been some punya and pdpa. The
poverty of the person will exhaust all his papas and his punya will be available for
yoga. In this way, the person can take to the yoga track, thejiiana track, without any let
or hindrance. This is why Safikara said that it is better to be born into a family of
karma-yogi who may not be rich than to be born into a rich family that has a lot of
culture.

Riches have a way of getting into your head and creating certain complexes that
become problems. Poverty can also create complexes, it is true. Both inferiority complex
and superiority complex are problems that have to be dealt with. But, if you are born into
a family where there may not be riches but where the parents are yogis, there is no
problem. Because they are yogis, the value structure is sound and the person does not
have a complex that 'I am poor.' Even though there is no money, he does not think of
himself as a poor person. Instead, he thinks of himself as a blessed person. To have the
parentage where both parents feel blessed to be what they are, even though they have no
money, is the right parentage. The point being made here is that if there is money, that is
fine, but if there is no money, it is better - provided, of course, the parentage is proper.

WHY TWO DIFFERENT KINDS OF FAMILIES?

Why does Krsna mention two different kinds of families in these two verses?
Should not every yoga-bhrasta be born into the same kind of family? No; the family one
is born into depends upon the person's karma, their accrued punya and pdpa, and
everyone's punyas and papas differ. These punya-papas determine where a person is
born, who his parents are, whether there is money or no money, etc. Wherever the person
is born, however, he retains his yoga-samskaras, those impressions, those tendencies,
that he had gathered before; in other words, he comes along with his previous
impressions, in the form of potential tendencies, which often manifest very early in life.
A baby who cries all the time may become a musician and the child who destroys
everything in sight may become a civil engineer. Let's see!

These tendencies are what we call samskaras and they manifest in your life
without your cultivating them. This is why two children who are born to the same
parents are so different. One child has certain tendencies and the other child has other
tendencies. One child goes for music and the other for art because of their samskaras.
These samskaras are what is meant by prarabdha-karma, the karma that results in a
certain body being born into a given situation and having a particular set of experiences.
The samskaras have to manifest themselves and they do so through certain professions,
etc. Yoga-samskaras are the same; they will be there in the psyche of the child whether
he is born into a cultured family committed to dharma or into the family of karma-yogi.

Therefore, the criterion is not to be born into a particular kind of family. This does
not come into the picture at all because there is no necessity for it. Wherever the person

B.G. Vol. - 28
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is born is fine because he is born with the yoga-samskaras. However, certain
opportunities are necessary so that the yoga-samsk&ras that manifest will not be
overwhelmed by adharma-samsakras, which is also possible. Because wrong
tendencies can be gathered as a child, these can overpower the yoga-samskdras you had
previously gathered. In order for the yoga-samskdras to manifest naturally in the form
of a serious pursuit of knowledge on the part of a person who was previously a yogi, the
'born-again' yogi should not be overpowered by a life of adharma, wrong values, false
values, etc. Therefore, it is important for this person to have the proper set-up to pick up
the thread and continue from where he left.

A SEEKER CAN BE BORN ANYWHERE

These two verses do not imply that everyone who takes to this pursuit has to be
born in one of these two places either in a rich, cultured family or in a family of
karma-yogis. That is not the point here. The point is that those who desire
self-knowledge are born everywhere. But we are not talking about all seekers here; we
are talking specifically about people who were sannydsis or seekers before and did not
accomplish what they had set out to accomplish before they died away. These are the
people whom Arjuna thought of as fallen people because they seem to have lost both
worlds, the world of samsdra and the worlds produced by performing karma, and they
did not gain the yoga, the vision of sameness. Therefore, in response to Arjuna's
concern, Krsna tells him here that they are born in a set-up where there is no obstacle to
their pursuit of knowledge.

The yoga-samskdra will always be there; once the person directs his or her
attention there, the yoga-samskara never dies. But it can be overpowered by adharma.
And, even if it is overpowered by adharma, provided the person realises it, the
adharma can be exhausted, purified, by living prayerfully. In this way, whatever
adharma-samskara are there are all exhausted; you are rid of them for good. Then the
yoga-samskdra comes up again and the person continues.

And, to pick up this thread naturally, without any obstacles whatsoever, the person
has to be born into a certain environment. For example, an environment, where the father
is seriously studying vedanta-gdstra and the mother is always talking about it, is a
wonderful start indeed. As a child, I used to hear such talk constantly. For instance, if I
asked my mother for something before going to bed, she would never say, 'I will give it
to you tomorrow.' Instead, she would say, 'If you get up tomorrow, then I will give it to
you.' This is a wonderful thing 'if you get up' means 'if you survive.' And my mother
was not the only person saying this; every other mother in India did the same thing. It is
the culture. There are no promises, only the attitude, 'If we survive, we shall see.' This
means that, from childhood onward, you accept the fact that you do not have complete
control over things.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF AN ATTITUDE OF ACCEPTANCE

Control is a problem. Because you want to control, all the problems come.
Whereas, if you accept that there can be many a slip between the cup and the lip, that
there are certain things that you have no control over, then there is an attitude towards
life that is very healthy. You do what you can and you are ready to take what comes. To
have this attitude from childhood is a very good start, whatever other problems there
may be. If everything else is also conducive, if there is education, values, and
communication, it is a very wonderful start indeed.

Such a start is what Krsna is referring to in these two verses. First, he says that to
be born into the highly cultured and ethical family of a rich man is great. And then he
says that there is another birth that is even greater, meaning rarer, more difficult to
accomplish - a birth enjoying the parentage of well-informed karma-yogis.

Well-informed yogis are those who know they are yogis, which means they are
mumuksus. They know they are seeking knowledge, that they have to gain knowledge
to gain moksa. To be born to parents of such wisdom, to have a birth of this nature -
yat idrramjanma, is very difficult to gain in this world - etat hi durlabhataram loke,
Krsna says here, definitely more difficult than being born in a rich man's family, which
is also difficult. Having gained the parentage of yogis, however, the situation is much
better, much more conducive, than the other, there being absolutely nothing to stop the
person from pursuing yoga further.

RICHES ARE USUALLY ACCOMPANIED BY A CERTAIN EGO

The saying that a rich man can pass through the gates of heaven as easily as a
camel can pass through the eye of a needle is not directed at the riches themselves.
However, along with riches, there is usually a certain ego; therefore, there is no humility.
A rich man thinks he can buy anything, accomplish anything. This is the problem; the
riches themselves are not the problem.

Further, Krsna says:

zcfr * -4 w 9 7: *Wi y^WqýI I 'o II
tatra tam buddhisamyogam labhate paurvadehikam
yatate ca tato bhiyah samsiddhau kurunandana Verse 43

ff tatra - there; r�ffr�s paurva-dehikam - what existed in a previous body;
""P? tam - that; <Itft 'W1 buddhisamyogam - connection through the intellect; W'tA
labhate - gains; yW- kurunandana - 0 Joy of the Kuru family! (Arjuna); - ca
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- and; ?T•: %F: tatah bhayah - further than that (gained previously); ^i
samsiddhau - for success (in yoga); zTr yatate - strives

There, he gains a connection through the intellect with that which existed
in his previous body and strives for further success (in yoga) than that
(gained previously), O Joy of the Kuru family!

Tatra refers to either of the two families referred to in the previous two verses, the
cultured, dharmika family of the wealthy man committed to dharma or the family of
yogis. There, the person picks up the thread of what existed in his previous life when he
was a sannyasi.

Previously the person enjoyed a particular body and, in that body, he began a life
of yoga, a pursuit of knowledge which he did not gain before he died away. Now, in the
present body, his buddhi connects itself to what existed before - tam
buddhi-samyogam labhate paurva-dehikam. What kind of a connection is this? Is it
something like spaceships docking? No. The connection with what existed before means
that the person picks up the thread from where he left behind in a previous birth and
continues to gain greater success.

And then what happens? The person again becomes a sannydsi, a yati, and
because of the previous samskdras, makes an even greater effort to gain more than he
gained before, tatah bhuyah. Why? For success in yoga, samsiddhau, to gain the
knowledge that is moksa.

Krsna uses Arjuna's words again here. Arjuna had asked, 'Krsna, having not
gained success in yoga, what end does the person reach - aprapya yoga-samsiddhim
kdm gatim Krsna gacchati?' Answering Arjuna's question, Krsna talks about the same
samsiddhi, success in yoga, which is in the form of self-knowledge. For gaining that
samsiddhi, the person can make further effort because he has the buddhi-samyoga, the
connection with the samskdras he had before.

THE CONNECTION WITH THE PAST IS BY MEANS OF THE INTELLECT

This is why, wherever there is a man studying the §astras, generally at least one of
his children will show an interest at a very young age. This child will go and sit with the
father and will not be interested in things that children are usually interested in. Why?
Because there is a connection with the previous tendencies, pihrva-samskaras, through
the intellect.

Arjuna was addressed as Kurunandana here, Kuru being the name of the family
into which Arjuna was born. Kurunandana means the joy of the Kuru family. Krsna
perhaps uses this name here to remind Arjuna of the advantages of this present birth.
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Further, Krsna says:

Tguwy q AcT *qý gr=Tfsfq R. |
hW ft ½rTq srd 1 Ii'A I
pirvdbhydsena tenaiva hriyate hyavago'pi sah
jiiidsurapi yogasya Aabdabrahmdtivartate Verse 44

Aq '-3T�ai tena pirva-abhydsena -by this previous practice; Tr eva -alone;
3-47: 3TPf avaaah api - even helplessly; TW: sah - he; f60 f* hriyate hi - is
indeed carried away; 4m yogasya - of yoga; if�Tr: a3qT jijnsuh api - even as
one who is desirous of the knowledge; W1K sMabda-brahma - the Veda; afITA
ativartate - goes beyond

By this previous practice alone, he is carried away helplessly. Even as
one who is desirous of the knowledge of yoga goes beyond the Veda -
that is beyond the karma-kanda of the Veda.

Here, Krsna intends to remove any doubt about whether the person would gain the
knowledge once he began the pursuit. 'Suppose, just suppose, he does not gain the
knowledge. What will happen to him?' is the question dealt with here. Suppose he gets
caught up in Sesame Street 1 as a child and then later gets lost on the 42nd Street,2 what
then? After all, there are no end to the streets in life that one can get lost on. Suppose the
person gets lost in this way, then, how do the yoga-samskdras stand a chance?

These hypothetical situations have no chance of occurring, Krsna says here. Even
if the person is not interested in this yoga, even if he wants to avoid it, it will keep
popping up for him because the samskdra is there. No matter how hard he tries to avoid
it, he will be taken away by it, helplessly - avaaah api hriyate. Why? Because of his
previous practice itself, by the pursuit of yoga that he had undertaken before - tena
p•rva-abhydsena eva. He need not do anything now to become a seeker; the old pursuit
is enough to carry him along.

The word avaka here implies that he has no control over the matter. He is
absorbed by the yoga, taken away by it, pulled into it by the previous practice - even if
he is not interested!

But, he is interested in it; in fact, he is interested in nothing else. He wants to know
what it is all about. And, even if he is not that' interested, even if he is only mildly
curious, this yoga will keep popping into his head and he will want to know what
self-knowledge is, what all the talk about enlightenment means, and so on.

1A popular TV serial in the United States.
2A street in Manhattan, New York, famous for its night clubs, etc.
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Even a simple, curious desire is enough, Krsna says here, for him to be above the

Veda, to transcend the Veda, i.e., the karma portion of the Veda - sabda-brahma
ativartate. It will cause him to give up all the karmas again, become a sannyasi, and
continue his pursuit of the knowledge.

Nothing will interest him except the subject matter known as Vedanta. Nothing
else, none of the means and ends discussed in the Veda, will interest him at all. In other
words, in no time this person will discover vairdgya, dispassion, because it is natural for
him.

ONCE SELF-INQUIRY HAS BEGUN, THERE IS NO GOING BACK

Krsna answers Arjuna's question by telling him that once you have started to
inquire into the self, there is no going back. Nor is there a bad end of any kind; there is
only a continuous pursuit until what is to be gained - self-knowledge - is gained.
Until then, the pursuit is never stopped, is never affected, in any way. This, then, was an
assurance. Krsna's words are the pramdna here. Although there is some supporting
logic, the words alone are the pramdna, there being no other way of proving them to be
right or wrong.

In the next verse, Krsna describes the ultimate result of this pursuit.

31FuR#i-4 Tft ZiftI #i TEf r1½ I i I
prayatnddyatamanastu yogi samsuddhakilbisah
anekajanmasamsiddhastato ydti pardm gatim Verse 45

- tu - whereas; W�l4 prayatndt - by means of the will; �FTr: yatamdnah - one

who makes effort; ft yogi - the yogi; #�4--�5i# : samguddha-kilbisah - the one
who is cleansed of all impurities; Z3i-•-W- -ii@: aneka-janma-samsiddhah -

accomplished in many births; UW: tatah - then; qRi param - ultimate; Tffl gatim

- end; rft ydti - gains

Whereas the yogi who makes an effort by means of the will (and who),
cleansed of all impurities, is successful after many births. Then, he (or
she) gains the ultimate end.

In this verse, Krsna picks up from where he left off when he had been talking
about yoga and the yogi before Arjuna asked his question. Having defined yoga as the
vision of sameness in all beings, he now talks about the yogi who has this vision, first
referring to him as yatamdna, a person who is making effort. The word prayatna also
means effort. .Saikara clarifies the use of these two words here, saying that prayatna
refers to the will of the person, meaning that there is great will on the person's part
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because what is to be gained is very difficult to accomplish. It is against all odds, so to
speak. Thus, 'prayatndt yatamdnah' refers to the one who is making effort with his or
her will.

The yogi discussed here is also the one for whom all the impurities have been
removed, cleansed - samsuddha-kilbisa. These impurities are the raga-dvesas, the
papas and-their psychological outcome like guilt, etc. The person who has cleansed
himself or herself from all of them, by living a life of karma-yoga is
samsuddha-kilbisa. This purification is not something that is accomplished in one
lifetime, Krsna says. It has taken many births to remove these impurities.

TO BE A SEEKER IS NO ORDINARY ACCOMPLISHMENT

Even to have gained the upadhi, the body, of a seeker, a mumuksu, to have the
desire for moksa, is itself not an ordinary accomplishment. It has taken many births to
come to this pursuit. The many births, aneka-janma, is only with reference to the past
because now the person is studying the Gita. Therefore, the person being addressed here
is called aneka-janma-samsiddha, one who has taken many births to come to the point
of wanting to inquire.

The desire for liberation itself is something born out of aneka-janma. The proper
antah-karana, the mind, and the proper upadhi, body, has to be gained for gaining this
knowledge - all of which has now been accomplished by this person after many births.
In each janma the person gathered a little bit of yoga-samskdra, the samskara that is
conducive to the pursuit of knowledge.

Gathering adequate yoga-samskara over many births is a little like becoming a
millionaire after you have gathered coupons for a long period of time. Even at the cost of
money, you gather this kind of samskara, which is an entirely different type of wealth.
The person under discussion here has amassed yoga-samskdra; he went on gathering it
and accumulating it like some great miser until, finally, the punya gathered makes him
an aneka-janma-samsiddha. Therefore, tatah, having prepared himself in this way, the
person is qualified for the knowledge.

We can also take samsiddha here to mean one who has clear knowledge, since the
person is said to be a samsuddha-kilbisa, one whose mind is pure and who has gained
samsiddhi, the vision of sameness. This clear knowledge is the result of a number of
janmas in which the yoga-samskdra was gathered. Having this clear knowledge, then,
the person is called aneka-janma-samsiddha.

AN END THAT NEVER ENDS

Knowledge being moksa, the person is also said to have gained the most exalted
end - para gati. Every end comes to an end, but moksa is an end that does not come to
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an end. It is the one end from which one does not return. After all, any end that comes to
an end is not really an end; it is only a lap, a circular lap. You keep moving around in the
circle of samsara, not getting out. All that happens is that you keep coming back to the
same point. To distinguish moksa as an end from which, there is no coming back, the
word 'end,' gati, has an adjective here - pard, the most exalted end. Moksa is the end
that is gained by one who pursues self-knowledge and it is an end from which there is no
return.

Therefore, Krsna tells Arjuna to be a yogi in the next verse.

^R^vfffst sf r kft tST ftsi4w: I
Tfrr#g ftT T -,q) mpwdjrf tc xF I I
tapasvibhyo'dhiko yogijhinibhyo'pi mato'dhikah
karmibhya&cddhiko yogi tasmddyogi bhavdrjuna Verse 46

"4ff yogi-- a yogi; ftf'c: tapasvibhyah - to those who live a life of meditation;

a-dk: adhikah -superior; Wif•• : jiinibhyah - to the scholars; 3JT api - even;

34fTW: adhikah - superior; frY yogi - a yogi; •Tf : 7 karmibhyah ca - and to

those who perform action; aft-W: adhikah - superior; Tq: matah - is considered;

?RZI tasmdt - therefore,; 344 arjuna - 0 Arjuna!; jist q- yogi bhava - be a

yogi

A yogi is considered superior to those who live a life of meditation,
superior even to the scholars, and superior to those who perform action.
Therefore, O Arjuna, be a yogi!

Here, adhika means utkrsta, the best, the most exalted, in terms of what a person
has to be. Krsna has already defined the most exalted person as a yogi, a definition that
he repeats in the next verse, as we shall see. In the present verse, this yogi is described as
one who is superior to all the tapasvis, those who perform various kinds of meditation,
and to all the karmis, meaning those who perform the enjoined vaidika rituals.

Both types of people, tapasvis and karmis, are mumuksus and are in no way
being condemned here. In fact, they are people who engage in their respective activities
for the sole purpose of becoming the yogi who is the most exalted of them all, the one
who either pursues dhyina-yoga, contemplation on Ftmd as Brahman, or who has
already accomplished it, having gained this knowledge. Such a yogi is definitely superior
to these two types of people, said here.

SCHOLARSHIP ALONE DOES NOT GIVE ONE THE VISION

The tapasvi is not one who has to find a particular end; rather, the very tapas has
to resolve into this yogi alone. Thus, it can be said that the yogi is superior to the tapasvi
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- tapasvibhyah adhikah yogi. In the same way, the yogi is superior to the scholars -
jianibhyah adhikah yogi. Here the wordjid�ni refers to the one who knows the Veda.
They can recite it and they may even know the meaning of the words. However, one
does not gain the knowledge, the vision of the Veda, by mere scholarship alone. There
has to be a commitment to this knowledge and its pursuit for there to be any possibility
of gaining the vision of sameness in all beings.

Since this verse is about a yogi who already has the knowledge, scholarship that is
talked about here must necessarily exclude Vedanta. Therefore, jiinni has to be taken as
someone other than the yogi under discussion. Sahkara clarifies this point in his
commentary to this verse by referring to jidnis as those who have scholarship,
pdnditya, with reference to the meaning of the Veda, Sastrartha, specifically the first
portion of the Veda - the parva-mimdmsd-sdstra. We can also include the veddnta-
Sdstra here since scholars can know the meaning of the words without understanding
that it is the meaning of themselves. However, vedanta-sastra would usually not be
included here because the verse itself is veddnta-Adstra. These scholars, then, are those
who have scholarship in all the other adstra but the veddnta-Aastra, and their
scholarship has to pay off in the form of this yoga, a yoga characterised by clear vision
of the vastu, the truth of everything. Already having this vision, the yogi is said to be
superior to the scholars -jianibhyah adhikah yogi.

THEREFORE, BE A YOGI

The yogi who is understood to be superior to the scholars and to the tapasvis is
also thought to be superior to those who perform rituals, the karmis - karmibhyah ca
adhikah yogi. Therefore, what does Krsna tell Arjuna to become? 'Be a yogi, Arjuna
-tasmdt yogi bhava arjuna!' Krsna says here. Having been given this advice, what
was Arjuna to do? Based on everything Krsna has just said, this yogi is a sannydsi, one
who gives up everything and sits in meditation. Does this not mean that Arjuna has to do
the same?

Originally, Krsna had asked Arjuna to get up and fight, explaining that karma
was better for him than sannydsi. Whereas, now, Krsna is telling him to become a yogi,
a sannyasi. What does Krsna mean by all of this? Again, then, Arjuna was confused.

FIRST A KARMA-YOGI, THEN A YOGI

The point Krsna is making here is that first one lives a life of karma-yoga in order
to gain a mind that is prepared for the knowledge. Then one becomes a yogi, a sannydsi.
In other words, you have to become a yogi after being a karma-yogl. This is what Krsna
means when he says, 'Be a yogi, Arjuna! -yogl bhaua arjuna.'

"Yogi' here means one who is firmly established in the clear vision
samyag-dargana-nisthd, which means a sannydsi. 'Become that sannydsl, Arjuna,'
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Krsna is saying. 'You need not give up your karma or anything. Running away is not
going to help you in anyway. You must work towards becoming that yogi who has the
clear vision. Therefore, become that yogi!'

Why does Krsna compare this yogi to other yogis here? Once the word yogi is
mentioned, all kinds of ideas come to mind. Therefore, which yogi should I become,
becomes the question. Because everyone wants to become the best person, the most
exalted person, Sresta-purusa, Krsna compares the yogi with the tapasvis, the
panditas, and the karmis. Having said that the yogi is superior to all of them, he urged
Arjuna to become that most exalted yogi.

Krsna defines yoga here in the sixth chapter of the Gitd as
duhkha-samyoga-viyoga, dissociation from association with sorrow. The verse
presently under study has to be understood in the context of this definition and in terms
of everything Krsna has said previously. The sameness of vision, seeing oneself in all
beings and all beings in oneself, is all part of what he has said.

That the yogi discussed here is one who has this vision is made very clear in the
next verse.

;THi#m wt^ sTwKT RT~ I
4PIT-1 "L4 4N ST T ̂  ^Thdil ^T: f1 I II

yogindmapi sarvesdm madgatenantaratmand
sraddhadvn bhajate yo mdmr sa me yuktatamo matah Verse 47

'-: yah - the one who; JTWI sraddhdvdn - has Sraddhd; -ý h 3iTiTýT

madgatena antariftmand - with a mind (antardtmd), absorbed in Me; TTT WTz
mam bhajate - contemplates upon Me; T: sah - he; �iq rmIF sarvesam

yogindm - among all the yogis; at* api - even; yfý: yuktatamah - the most

exalted; l W'•: me matah - (this is) my vision

The one who has sraddhd, who with a mind absorbed in Me,
contemplates upon Me, he is the most exalted among all yogis. (This is)
My vision.

Krsna knows that there were many kinds of yogis, but he is not talking about any
of them here. For yogis who meditate on various deities, there is a certain duality in that
they take themselves to be different from that upon which they are meditating.
Therefore, they retain their sense of kartd, doership, and, as doers, they do various types
of yoga. Although these meditators are all laudable, they' are not the yogi. Krsna is
pointing out here the most exalted among yogis -yogindm api sarvesram yuktatamah.

The yogi being discussed is the one who contemplates upon Krsna as the livara
- yah mam bhajate - not on a particular deity. Such a person meditates on the one
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who is everything, the one who is the cause of the world, jagat-kirana and who is not
separate from the jiva-dtma. The mind of this yogi is totally absorbed in this
Parameivara. Therefore, Krsna says, 'madgatena antardtmana mdm bhajate.' In
effect he was saying 'I am he; he is I.' It means that, for this person, there is no
separation between himself and ISvara. For this reason, then, the person is considered to
be the most exalted among yogis.

THERE ARE NOT TWO YOGIS HERE

Here Krsna is not comparing the yogi with the yogi in the previous verse; he is
simply describing that same yogi further. If this point is missed, as it sometimes is,
certain problems in understanding can arise. The yogi under discussion is the one who
was said to be superior to those who meditate, superior to the scholars who know the
Veda, and superior also to those who perform rituals. And why is this yogi superior?
Because, contemplating on the ParameSvara, the para-atma, alone the mind of the
person is completely resolved. Having gained this identity, the person is said to be
accomplished in yoga.

The previous verse actually completed this chapter on meditation, but Krsna
wants to briefly restate exactly what yoga is. The identity between Paramesuara and the
jiva is yoga. And who gains this yoga? The one who has Araddha, sraddhdavn, gains
this yoga. Sraddhd is the attitude born out of the appreciation that the gastra is the
means for gaining the knowledge that is moksa. Such a person gains the knowledge by
meditating on Paramesvara until the identity between the jiva and Paramesvara, as
revealed by the Sdstra, is clear. Having gained this knowledge, the person is a yogi, the
most exalted of human beings, there being no one superior to this yogi.

With this verse, then, the sixth chapter comes to an end.

Atbun^^cm ^ g '|1* %N TRt m qiS%1: I I I I
om tatsat. iti Arimadbhagavadgitasu upanisatsu brahmavidydaydm

yogadAstre srikrsnarjunasamvude dhydnayogo nama
sas.tho'dhyiyah

In the Bhagavadgitd, which has the status of Upanisad, having the knowledge of
brahman and karma-yoga as its subject matter, in the dialogue that took place between
Lord Krsna and Arjuna, this is the sixth chapter, entitled 'The Topic of Contemplation.'

eAi~ dbd~~~g~~~b



A SUMMARY OF FIRST SIX CHAPTERS

With the completion of the sixth chapter, the first satka - a group of six chapters
- of the Gita is over. Although the same topic, 'tat tvam asi,' runs through all eighteen
chapters, there is a marked difference between each of the three groups, as you will see
when we take up the seventh chapter. 'Tat tvam asi' is an equation that can be looked at
in terms of these three groups of six chapters, each group called a satka in Sanskrit. In
the first satka, the meaning of the word tuam is analysed, in the second satka, the
meaning of the word tat is analysed, and in the third satka, the meaning of the word asi,
which equates tvam and tat, is analysed. Thus, the three groups of six chapters deal
predominantly with tvam-pada-artha, tat-pada-artha, and asi-pada-artha,
respectively.

The six chapters that we have seen so far talk about tvam, 'you,' as a person with
dharma-adharma conflict. In the first chapter, Arjuna was presented in a tight
situation, wherein his affections conflicted with the call of duty. One's duty is one thing
and one's affections are quite another. And Arjuna found himself more moved by the
love and affection he had for the elders of his family than by his duty.

As long as your duty does not come into conflict with your affection, it is easy to
perform your duties. And, if your call of duty is so pronounced that your affection does
not overpower it, you can still heed to the call and do your duty, meaning that you make
your affection subserve the duty. However, there are also occasions where the affection
gets the better of the duties, resulting in a conflict. This happens because you cannot
dismiss duty just like that; it is something that you know is to be done; nor can you
dismiss your affections just like that. The very fact that you sometimes go by your
feelings proves that they are equally powerful and are capable of completely
overpowering you occasionally, which is what happened to Arjuna.

ARJUNA'S PREDICAMENT

Arjuna had a legitimate argument for wanting to get out of this particular situation
because it was one in which a lot of blood would be shed. Since killing was involved,
Arjuna's problem definitely had a valid basis. His entire predicament, leading to an
action on his part, was presented in the first chapter by Arjuna himself. And, after he
had finished, he sat back in the chariot, prepared to give up the battle. This was the
action.

He had come to the battlefield armed and ready to fight. He had even asked Krsna
to take him to a spot where he could see those against whom he would be fighting. Until
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then, there was no problem. But, when he saw the people involved, he became different;
only then did the problem arise. Only when one faces a situation can one understand the
implications, and Arjuna saw the implications of this particular situation immediately.
He saw that he had to fight against Drona and Bhisma, and he tried to tell Krsna that
this was not proper.

This, then, was Arjuna's predicament, the predicament of 'you,' tvam, the
individual, the jiva, who is subject to emotions, to right and wrong, dharma and
adharma, and also to sorrow, Soka. Arjuna represented anyone who gets into a conflict
and ends up in a state of sadness. Because Arjuna wanted to be free of this sadness, he
talked to Krsna. And this talking helped him not to get out of sorrow but to discover, in
the process of talking, a problem that is more chronic to the human condition than the
acute problem that was right there in front of him.

In front of Arjuna was the problem of having to fight this particular battle,
whereas the more chronic problem was the human problem, 'I am subject to sorrow,'
which is also a 'you,' tvam, problem. This is discerning the problem, discovering in
oneself a desire for freedom from the original problem of sorrow. Krsna had the
knowledge that could make one free. Arjuna knew this fact, but he had not drawn upon
it earlier because he had no interest in it before.

The first few years ofArjuna's life had been spent gathering valour, marrying, and
so on. Later, of course, he got involved in all the problems that resulted in his going to
the forest, where he spent thirteen years with no time for anything but survival and
thinking about how to settle accounts with Duryodhana. With every thorn he removed
from his foot, while walking in the forest, Arjuna was reminded of the hurt rendered by
Duryodhana, whose scheming ways were responsible for his having to suffer in the
forest in the first place. Therefore, Duryodhana was a much bigger thorn for Arjuna
than any of the thorns he had to remove from his feet.

Arjuna had been born with a golden spoon in his mouth but, still, he had to suffer
this period of exile. The presence of his wife, Draupadi, in the forest was also a
reminder of the account to be settled with Duryodhana, especially since she had decided
not to tie her hair until the insult she had suffered had been avenged. Thus, her flowing
hair would definitely have been a constant reminder to Arjuna about the need to get
even with Duryodhana. Naturally, then, Arjuna had no time no chance, to think about
dtmd, Brahman, or anything.

ARJUNA'S LOT IS EVERYONE'S LOT

What is to be understood here is that Arjuna's lot is the lot of any human being
whose mind is possessed, seized by, certain situations. This is all the meaning ofjiva,
individual, the meaning of the word 'you' - tuam-pada-artha. That I am hurt is 'you.'
That I am subject to sorrow is 'you.' That I am called upon to do certain duties, having
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been born as a person into certain situations, is also 'you.' And that I am not able to fulfil
these duties is 'you,' as well. Why am I not able to fulfil them? Because my affections
are different from my duties, which is also 'you.' Therefore, all problems are 'you-
problems' alone.

Arjuna recognised this problem in the battlefield when he saw all the implications
of the impending war. He knew that no one really wins a war, that both sides are always
losers. Even if you have victory, the loss is very big. That Arjuna saw this very well was
clearly demonstrated when he said, in so many words, 'Even though, I may get back the
kingdom and have all kinds of comforts and enjoyments at my command, they would all
be stained with the blood of such great people as Bhisma and Drona -
rudhira-pradigdha-bhogas. If, in order to buy this pleasure, I have to kill all these
people, what a cost it is!'" This clearly shows that Arjuna thought that the battle was not
a worthwhile activity on any grounds.

Having concluded that the battle was not worthwhile, his next thought was, 'What,
then, is worthwhile?' If you cannot see anything worthwhile, you get frustrated and
become a drop-out. Dropping out itself is due to frustration, the frustration that comes
from realising that what is commonly pursued is not worthwhile. Nothing else being
very clear, the person may just drop out of everything altogether and, taking a guitar in
hand, live the nomadic life of a wandering musician. A drop-out can become a simple
hobo also - all because of frustration.

Here, Arjuna's frustration was not due to a psychological problem. The problem
was much more than that. Arjuna was a man of valour, a man of courage, culture, and
education - a man who was highly worshipped by everyone. Because he was already
known as a great man, he no longer needed to prove himself on the battlefield or
elsewhere. He did not come from a dysfunctional family to have psychological
problems. He was a normal person whose life was functional all the way. In fact, since
he was a prince and a worthy person as well, he had grown into much more than an
average person. Even so, Arjuna was a person - which is what people tend to forget.

REGAINING THE KINGDOM WAS NO LONGER IMPORTANT

Arjuna was a human being with affections and, because of these affections, he
could not see anything worthwhile about fighting. Therefore, he could not avoid the
question, what is it that is worthwhile? Arjuna knew the answer to this question because
he was born into a culture that had a value for self-knowledge. That was why his father
had gone to the forest, in fact. Arjuna also had known other people who pursued this
knowledge. But, even though he knew such knowledge existed, he had not been drawn to
it previously for the reasons we have already seen. Now, however, he found that he had
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no reason to fight, that regaining the kingdom and all that went with it would not solve
the problem.

If Arjuna had not known about the knowledge, he would have had no place to go
and nothing worthwhile to pursue. But he did know there was a direction. He knew the
problem could be solved by gaining Areyas, moksa, and that there was no other way of
solving it. He also knew that, to gain the knowledge, he had to become a sisya, a
disciple, which meant he had to have a teacher. Knowing Krsna as he did, Arjuna knew
that he would find no better teacher anywhere. Therefore, he said to Krsna straightaway,
'I am your disciple. Please teach me all that is to be taught, so that, I may gain Sreyas -
yat Areyah syat nikcitam brihi tanme gisyah te aham sadhi mam tvam
prapannam.'

Arjuna's problem is to be understood within the meaning of the word 'you,'
tvam-pada-artha, because the conflict belongs to 'you,' tvam, alone. There is no
problem whatsoever for Brahman, Isvara, as we shall see in the second Satka of the
Glta, which talks of the tat-pada-artha. Isvara, has no problem; the individual, jiva,
has the problem and the individual has thejijdasd, the desire for knowledge.

Until now, Arjuna's life had been worthwhile; even though it required a
battlefield, it had helped him. And, here, on the battlefield he had a desire for the
knowledge. No one else on the battlefield had this desire, it seems, least of all
Duryodhana. Fortunately, for Arjuna, Krsna was also on the battlefield. Arjuna could
talk to Krsna, and, because he was ready for this knowledge, Arjuna found a teacher in
Krsna. How do I know Krsna was a teacher? Because he taught Arjuna; he did not say,
'Shut up and fight!' and leave it at that. Although, Krsna did say something similar to
Arjuna in order to encourage him to do his duty, he taught him. If he had not, there
would be no Gita. Instead, Krsna could have responded to Arjuna's request to teach
him by giving Arjuna whatever psychological pep talk it would take to get him to fight.
But Krsna did not do this; with utmost seriousness, he began teaching Arjuna.

First, Krsna told Arjuna that there was no reason for sorrow - agocydn
anvasocah tvam - and then proceeded to prove it in the remaining chapters of the
G[ta. He told Arjuna that the wise people do not subject themselves to sorrow, whereas
he, Arjuna, is subject to sorrow, in spite of talking words that smacked of wisdom.
Krsna was as much as telling Arjuna here that he was not as wise as his words would
indicate. He did this, so that, Arjuna would listen to what he had to say. From the second
chapter onwards, then, Krsna taughtArjuna what the nature of tvam and tat is, and then
talked about the connection between the two.

i Gita - 2-7
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'TAT TVAM ASI' IS VEDANTA

Tuam means 'you,' which means 'I' for each person. Therefore, the nature of 'I' is

the meaning of the word tvam in the maha-vikya, tat tvam asi. Veddnta is nothing

else but 'tat tvam asi,' the statement that reveals the identity between the jiva and

Brahman. In the first six chapters of the Gitd, Krsna analysed this tvam-pada, the

word 'you' meaning 'I,' and all that is connected to it. And how did he begin? By saying

that Ztmd is neither the subject, kartd, nor an object, karma.

To subject oneself to sorrow, one should be either a kartd, the subject, or karma,

an object. But, Krsna said, the atma is not subject to objectification; therefore, it can

never be destroyed. Since dtma is not even available for anyone to look at, where is the

question of doing something to it? Time, kdla itself cannot approach the dtmd and no

other means of destruction can make dtmd the subject of its destructive measures. Atmd

is therefore, definitely not an object, karma.

Here, it might be said that dtmd is not an object, perhaps it is the subject, kartd.

No, Krsna said, it is neither a direct doer nor an indirect doer of any action. Therefore, it

is free from kartrtua, doership. It has neither doership nor enjoyership, nor does it have

the status of being an object to anything else. All that is there is dtm6, Krsna said, dtma

that is free from everything and therefore, free from sorrow.

When Arjuna asked him to describe a wise person, Krsna told him that a person

of wisdom is one who is happy without there being any reason. Knowing the nature of

dtmd, the suarupa of dtmd, such a person is free from any limitation, being identical

with Brahman, isvara. Here, the topic being tvam-pada-artha, Krsna mentioned the

identity of tvam with Brahman, the tat, of the mahdivkya, tat tvam asi, but did not go

into the meaning of tat at length, as he did in the second group of six chapters dealing

with Isvara. Because tvam-pada-artha is equated to tat-pada, a proper analysis of the

meaning of tat is also necessary to complete the unfoldment of the equation, tat tvam

asi.

If the individual is indeed Brahman, this knowledge has to be gained. Therefore,
Arjuna had a doubt about what he should do. Should he just go with karma or take to a

life of sannydsa? Since knowledge would deliver the goods, he naturally thought he

should go for the knowledge, but in the process of discussing this with Krsna, he was

advised to do what was to be done. Krsna supported his advice with a number of

arguments, saying that from any standpoint - from the power standpoint, the pain

standpoint, or the duty standpoint - there was nothing that really barred Arjuna from

doing what was to be done here and now. All this was discussed in the body of the

second chapter. And, because Arjuna had a natural doubt, there is a third chapter, again

covering tvam-pada alone.
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IF KNOWLEDGE LIBERATES, WHY DO KARMA AT ALL?

In the third chapter, Arjuna asked why he should not take to knowledge, which for
him amounted to taking to the life of sannyasa, if knowledge is what liberates? For him,
sannyasa and knowledge were identical. He acknowledged that if he were interested in
anything other than knowledge, then of course he should do karma. But he was not
interested in anything else. Therefore, he thought that he should take sannyasa and
pursue knowledge.

Arjuna knew that taking sannyasa was the only way to be absolved from
performing his various duties, that it was a ritual to release you from all rituals and all
other duties as well. In other words, it is the final ritual. Once this ritual is over, there are
no more roles to play and you are free to pursue knowledge alone. To Arjuna, then, this
seemed to be the most desirable thing to do because he was no longer interested in the
kingdom; he was only interested in moksa. It seemed to be the only course open to him
and, therefore, he thought it correct.

While telling Arjuna that he should do his duty, Krsna also made sure that
Arjuna understood that knowledge alone liberates, that only the one who knows is free,
and so on. Naturally, then, Arjuna wanted to know and to know thoroughly. From his
question, however, it was very clear that he had some insight, but that his understanding
of karma and sannydsa was not at all clear. This was why he kept asking Krsna to tell
him which was better, karma or the pursuit of knowledge.

It seemed to Arjuna that Krsna was contradicting himself, praising knowledge as
the means for liberation and, at the same time, asking him to fight. Because Arjuna was
confused, he asked Krsna to decide which would be better for him. Would karma give
him moksa or would jiina give him moksa?

THE TWO-FOLD LIFE-STYLE

In order to clear up Arjuna's confusion, Krsna began again, saying that he himself
had introduced this two-fold life-style in the beginning - loke asmin dvividhd nisthd

purd proktd mayd anagha jhana-yogena sdrikhyndmn karma-yogena yogindm.' One

is called jihna-yoga or nivrtti-mdrga and. the other is called karma-yoga or

pravrtti-mdrga. In jiina-yoga, one withdraws (nivrtti) from all activities to pursue

knowledge and, in karma-yoga, one performs activities (pravrtti) with the right attitude
and pursues knowledge also. These same two life-styles are also found in the first two
verses of the IAdvasyopanisad.

Having told Arjuna all this, Krsna described karma-yoga, repeating what he had
already said in the second chapter. He told Arjuna that karma-yoga is a means for
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moksa, that it is not something opposed to moksa, nor is it opposed to sannyasa.
Rather, it is another way of gaining moksa, a way that is available for those who are not
prepared to live the life of a sannydsi.

The life-style known as sannydsa is not an easy one. Why? Because, in sannydsa,
you do not have a field wherein you can express yourself, and being able to express
yourself is what helps you to mature, Therefore, it is preferable to be in the field, the
world, and live a life of relationship within it. Relationship means playing various roles
in the world whereby you get rid of your ragas and dvesas. This is why Krsna talked
about karma-yoga predominantly in the third chapter. And who is this karma-yoga for?
Not for lAvara. It is for thejiva, tvam-pada-artha.

KRSNA AS TSVARA

Then, Krsna told Arjuna that what he had been telling him had been coming
down throughout the ages. He had given this vision to humanity through the great sages,
a few of whom K.rsna named at the beginning of the fourth chapter. Many kings knew it
and all the rsis knew it. Even so, it is not easily available, which is why Duryodhanas
are so many. On hearing this, Arjuna had a problem.

Krsna had said that he had taught those who had lived at the beginning of the
creation, like Vivasvan, etc. How could this be? Krsna was his contemporary. What was
he talking about? Therefore, he wanted to know who this Krsna really was? In reply,
Krsna told him that they both had had a number of births, and that he, Krsna, knew all
of his births, whereas Arjuna did not - bahiini me vyatitani janmani tava ca arjuna
tdni aham veda sarvani na tvam vettha parantapa.1 In other words, if Arjuna knew
himself, he would be as free as Krsna.

Krsna then told Arjuna that he, Krsna, was not an ordinary jiva, and that he was
an incarnation of ISvara - in other words, an avatdra. Even though he was available
empirically in human form, he did not subject himself to the empirical rules of reality
and therefore, he was not born of karma. He was born because of the prayers of the
people. In fact, he was not even born. Knowing he is never born, he simply assumed a
body.

RENOUNCING THE DOER

He also told Arjuna that this was not only true for Krsna but that it was true for
Arjuna as well. If Arjuna knew he was only assuming a body, that only a form is born,
that he is never born, he would be the same as Krsna. One has to know that 'I,' atmd, is
never born. This is wha is meant by jidna-karma-sannydsa, the renunciation of
karma through knowledge. Krsna then defined jiana-karma-sannydsa as giving up
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kartrtva, doership. And this giving up of kartrtva is not an action; it is a fact that has to
be understood. Atm& is already given up in the sense that dtmd is already and always
was free from doership. Knowing atmd as being free from doership is jihna-karma--
sanny�sa, whereas in karma-sannydsa, karma is given up but the doer is still there
giving up the karma.

You may tell everyone that you have given up all your karmas, that you are a
sannydsi, but it is the kartZ that says this and this karta has to be dealt with - even if
you take to a life of sannydsa. The person who says, 'I have done the last ritual,' is the
kartd and that kartd is the one who has to be given up. Therefore, Krsna told Arjuna
that doership is what has to be given up.

Strictly speaking, only the person who is able to see actionlessness in the midst of
all activities - karmani akarma yah paSyet - can be called a sannyasi. This person
is ajiidna-karma-sannydsi, one who gives up all action by knowledge, by knowing that
dtmd is not the doer. To make this even clearer, Krsna said that the fire of knowledge,
jii&na-agni destroys all karmas.

Although Arjuna was getting the knowledge from Krsna, still Krsna told him, as.
part of the teaching, to gain the knowledge with the help of a teacher who knows.
Approach such teachers, Krsna said, and they will teach you. Having said all of this,
again he told Arjuna to get up and take to karma-yoga - yogam ttistha uttistha.
Why? Because karma can only be given up in terms of knowledge and karma-yoga
would prepare him for that knowledge. Therefore, it is not karma-sannydsa that is
important, but jhIna-karma-sannydsa, and the difference between the two is to be
clearly understood here.

Having again been told to take to yoga, Arjuna asked the same question, using
different words, 'You praise sannydsa and you also praise yoga, Krsna. Of the two,
please tell me, once and for all, which one is better - sannydsam karmani•m Krsna
punaryogam ca samrasi yat hreyah etayoh ekam tat me brihi suniscitam.'2 Here,
Arjuna was saying that now he did not think that Krsna was praising both sannydsa and
karma, but that he still had a problem. He still wanted to know which one would give
him Sreyas.

From this, we see that Arjuna was still beating the same drum, still harping on the
same string of doubt. Therefore, once again, Krsna told him that both life-styles give
moksa, but because sannydsa is not as simple as giving up all of one's activities, the life
of sannydsa cannot be of any use to a person who is not prepared for it.
Contemplativeness does not come by sheer will alone; in fact, the will does not come
into it at all.
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IS THERE REALLY A CHOICE?

Krsna was telling Arjuna here that he could take to sannydsa if he wanted to, that
no one could stop him. But whether he would be a sanny•si in temperament, in
disposition, was anyone's guess. Whereas karma-yoga would in no way deny him the
knowledge. In time, he would reach Brahman - yoga-yuktah munih brahma na
cirena adhigacchati.'

Krsna went on to say that the one who is endowed with yoga is one whose mind is
purified and therefore, there is mastery over the sense organs. This is the preparation
needed for the knowledge to become very clear to the person. Then, the person knows
that the self is the self of all beings and all beings are in the self. Once a person
recognises this fact, then, even though he or she performs action, the person is not
affected by the action, which is renunciation of action by knowledge.

Therefore, what one is aiming for is to become a knower of the truth, a tattvavit.
And, to become a tattvavit, there is a choice of life-style, but it is really not much of a
choice. In other words, if you prefer to live a life of sannyisa, thinking it will be more
convenient than a life of karma-yoga, then you had better become a karma-yogi, Krsna
was saying. Whereas, the moment you think you do not require sannydsa, then you can
become a sannydsi. That's how it is; sannydsa will stick with you if you are ready. But
if you are not ready taking to the life-style itself will not make you a jiidna-karma-
sannydsi. Because this point has to be understood, Krsna kept talking to Arjuna.
Otherwise, he would simply have told him that he was unfit for sannydsa.

KARMA-YOGA AND THEN SANNYASA IS THE ORDER

Krsna was not saying there is no sannydsa. He was saying there is sannyisa,
which is what Arjuna found so confusing. But Krsna was not confusing Arjuna; he was
educating him. He wanted Arjuna to see the difference between karma-sannydsa and
jiina-karma-sannyasa, because his question arose from confusion. He looked at
karma-yoga and sannyisa as black and white. In fact, there is no black and white here;
nor is there any grey. Both karma-yoga and sannydsa are equally efficacious, the only
difference being that you have to be ready for a life of sannydsa. This preparation is
possible by living a life of karma-yoga before becoming a sannydsi.

If you take to sannydsa before you are ready, then, as a sannydsi, you will still
have to make yourself ready. This is a very difficult thing to do - a little like becoming
a professor and then becoming qualified in your subject matter. This is not an easy
situation - especially for your students! Similarly, if you take to sannydsa before you
are ready, you are a sannydsi in name only. To become a sannyasi in the true sense of
the word in such a situation is not impossible, but it is certainly very difficult.
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Therefore, Krsna wanted Arjuna to understand that the real meaning of sannyasa
is giving up action in terms of knowledge alone. There is no literal giving up here. By
knowing you are not a doer, you give up doership, and then you are free. In the
meantime, Krsna said, just do what is to be done, without being excited or restless about
what you are doing or not doing, and in time, this knowledge, this sannyasa, will be
gained. And whom is the sannyasa for? Is it for livara or for the jiva? Again, it is for
thejiva alone.

MEDITATION

At the end of the fifth chapter, Krsna introduced the topic of meditation, the
predominant subject matter of the sixth chapter. The meditation discussed here can be
taken as that which invokes the grace of the lsvara, saguna-brahma, or contemplation
on dtma that is Brahman, nirguna-brahma. Both interpretations are possible because
both are meant forjiidna.

Meditating on Isvara is meant for grace and that grace is also necessary forjfiana.
With that grace, one gains a teacher and thereby the knowledge that is moksa. And if
you have already done that, if you have a teacher and have done sravana and manana,
then you can live a life of contemplation, meditation - nididhydsana. How one sits in
meditation was also pointed out in this chapter. Again, we see that all this - the
meditation and what precedes it - is for thejiva alone.

Thus, the first six chapters are about thejiva, the meaning of the word 'you,'. the
tvam-pada-artha, and everything that concerns this 'you.' What the individual has to do
as a karma-yogi, that karma-yoga is a way for this person to prepare the mind for
gaining the knowledge, that there is knowledge to be gained, that there is sannydsa also
- all this are relevant to the tuam-pada-artha alone. The nature of this tvam, atma,
was revealed as being free from being either a subject, kartd, or an object, karma, and
was equated to 1guara, tat-pada-artha.

Because tuam and tat were equated in the analysis of the meaning of the word
tvam, lAvara, tat, has to be also analysed. Who is this Ivara? How can I be lSvara?
Because there is this doubt about the validity of the equation, IAvara is analysed in the
next six chapters. Even though every chapter talks about the equation, the predominant
topic of these next six chapters is IAvara, the Lord.

THE BASIS OF ARJUNA'S FEAR

For example, in the eleventh chapter, Arjuna gained a cosmic vision of the Lord
with the grace of Krsna. But, although Arjuna gained this vision, it was not total
because he did not include himself in it. And, because he makes this distinction between
himself and the whole, there is fear.
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Arjuna's fear was so great when faced with the cosmic vision of Isvara that he
begged Krsna to revert to his human form. He found the old form, the one with the whip
in hand, much easier and more pleasant to deal with, where as in the cosmic form, the
whole world was being devoured by Krsna. All the beings that one could possibly
imagine were between the molars of this Isuara. Hanging there, in the jaws of Isvara, in
the jaws of time, all thejivas were being ground to powder, as it were. Arjuna saw all of
this. Naturally, then, he was very frightened. Why? Because he excluded himself from
the cosmic vision, meaning that he excluded himself from the whole! And because of
that he was overwhelmed by that whole.

Concluding the second satka, called isvara-satka, Krsna talked about devotion to
isvara, i9vara-bhakti, the topic of the twelfth chapter. The third satka, the remaining
six chapters of the Gltd, begins with Krsna telling Arjuna that between him, Arjuna
and lsvara there is an identity. This identity is represented in the mahavdkya, 'tat tvam
asi,' by the word asi, and is analysed in the last six chapters - what is this identity,
what brings it about, etc., are analysed. Again, Krsna went into the means for this
knowledge, the values, and a variety of other topics. This is because, although the
identity between the jiva and Isvara exists, it is not recognised. Therefore, the means
that are to be used to bring this identity about, in terms of knowledge, is discussed from
the thirteenth chapter onwards.

In this way, then, the three words, tat, tvam, and asi, are each analysed in the
three satkas. We have already seen the first six chapters, dealing with the tvam-pada.
Now, from the first verse of the seventh chapter onwards, we will see the second group
of six chapters, the topic of which is tat, IAvara.



CHAPTER 7

JNANA AND VIJNANA

INTRODUCTION

The last verse of certain chapters of the Gita can seem out of context and therefore
an interpolation. But if you look at the verse from the standpoint of what is going to
come it proves to be a building block, a connecting link. In the fifth chapter, for instance,
we had a couple of verses introducing meditation, the topic of the next chapter. In the
sixth chapter, Krsna says in the second last verse; 'tasmdt yogi bhava - therefore, be a
yogi.' That statement sums up the yoga of meditation. But another verse follows and in
this last verse there is a building block. It contains a pragna-byja, a seed of a question,
but not an explicit question. Let us look into the verse.

0iPH11fi -fý HO--rmiiciI I

yogindmapi sarvesrdm madgatendntardtmand
Araddhdvdnbhajate yo mnam sa me yuktatamo matah (6-47)

Here Krsna says, 'By the one whose mind is absorbed in Me, the Lord,
madgatena antardtmand, the one who worships Me, he is the most exalted among the
yogis.' This is the seed for two obvious questions.

1. How does the yogi become the one whose mind is absorbed in livara?

2. What is the nature of Krsna, the Lord?

Such a doubt is possible because this has not been explained in detail so far.

The questions are detected by Bhagavdn and he answers them in the chapters that
follow - 'idrtam madlyam tattuam, this is the nature of Myself, this is how one is
absorbed imrMe.'

UNFOLDMENT TO TAT-PADA BEGINS

In the first six chapters of the Gltd, the meaning of the word tvam, you thejiva, in
the mahvdukya, tat tvam asi, was unfolded in detail. Now in the following six chapters,
the word tat, the cause of everything, the Lord, is the predominant topic.
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With a desire to unfold this, Sri Bhagavdn says:

51lnc|N I
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sribhagavanuvica
mayydsaktamandh partha yogam yuiijan maddarayah
asamsayam samagram mam yathd jiisyasi tacch.rnu Verse 1

sitTrF Sribhagavan - Lord Krsna; 3i uvaca - said;

TfO partha - 0 Pdrtha!; TIA mayi - in Me; .3-·TRTf : dsaktamandh - the one

whose mind, manah, is dsakta, committed; T•giTl : maddsrayah - having surrendered

to Me; T -. i i yogam yuiijan - uniting oneself to yoga (karmayoga); W'T yathf

-in which way; 3T"JW4 asamsayam - without any doubt; TRT' samagram - in

totality; 4Tl mdm - Me, livara; Pfiff& jitsyasi - you will know; -T tat - that

way; �9 srnu - please listen

Sri Bhagavdn said:
0 Partha, please listen to the way in which you will know Me totally,
without any doubt, by taking to yoga, with a mind committed to Me and
having surrendered to Me.

With the word mayi in the verse, Bhagavin introduces himself as the topic of this
and the subsequent chapters. Mayydsaktamanih - mayi, in Me, dsaktamandh, a
person whose mind is committed. The one who has such a commitment is called
mayydsaktamanas. Maddsrayah - the one whose adraya, basis, is Me,
ParameSvara. He is the one for whom ParameSvara is the only dsraya.

In his commentary, Sarkara explains the meaning of maddiraya as follows. A
person becomes a desirer with reference to a desired end. To accomplish it he adopts a
means appropriate to that end and that means is called diraya. A ritual, like daily
agnihotra is an dsraya for gaining the punya to go to heaven. So, the person is called
agnihotrasraya.

Now to accomplish moksa which dsraya should you have? The Lord says you
should be maddsraya, iSuardiraya, the one whose dsraya is IJvara. Generally one
resorts to Isvara for some other end. But here, the end he is committed to is Isvara
himself which is expressed in the word mayydsaktamanas. The isvardaraya wants
Isvara. In other words, he wants to be free from being ajiva. That is called moksa.

Paramesvara becomes the very end and also the means. Giving up all other
means, Saikara continues, the one who seeks only Paramesvara as the adraya, in
order to gain Paramesvara, becomes a mayyasaktamanas. He is the one whose mind is
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committed only to Me because for him the means is Myself. I am the means; I am the
end. These words are all to be explained in the chapter.

IN SEEKING PARAMEtVARA THE END AND THE MEANS ARE THE SAME

Here he is seeking knowledge, knowledge of the whole. This seeking is very
peculiar because you can gain the whole by a means which is other than the whole. Since
the whole is always whole, the only means of gaining it is to know that I am the whole.
There is no other way. Therefore, the end and the means, in the final analysis, become
one and the same.

If the means is separate from the end, the end is going to be a limited one,
appropriate to the means. If the whole is the end, the only means will be the whole; it
cannot be less than that. Therefore, there are no means and end here. That is why it is
said that the wise man's track leaves no footprints. We want to follow the track of a wise
man, a man who has followed a path and reached the end, wisdom. It is said that
following the track of a wise man is like following the footprints of a bird in the sky.
What footprints does the bird leave behind as it flies? Such are the footprints left behind
by the wise man. The idea is that the means and the end are one and the same. There is
no track between time and the timeless, between finite and infinite, between the part and
the whole, between jiva and ivara.

Having defined the seeker as one who is totally committed to the pursuit of
Paramesvara, Krsna continues. Asamrayarm samagram mdm yathd jiisyasi
tacchrnu. Yathd - in which way, jnfisyasi - you will know, mdm - Me, ISvara,
samagram - in totality, asamsayam - without any doubt, as a whole, as the one who is
everything, the one who is endowed with all glories like strength, power, overlordship
etc., tat - about that way in which you will know Me, srnu - please listen. By what
means, following which trail of thinking you will recognise Me in totality, to that means,
please listen.

This verse introduces what is going to come, not only in this chapter but in those
to follow. These second six chapters deal primarily with Paramesvara. And there is one
more verse of introduction here.

7rmH ^ts ^liV#1Hr nu^idm I
Zll<T Wt4 tSl? Td R4TlE I I IkI
jii�nam te'ham savijfhinamidam vaksydmyasesatah
yajifftvd neha bhi�yo'nyajjiiatavyamavaSisyate Verse 2

Tq, •TRm idam jiifnam - this knowledge; ýfdpm savijiianam - along with
knowledge that is immediate; # te - to you; a3T W�TlfI aham vaksydmi - I will
tell; 3a*lT: ahesatah - without anything being omitted; Z nItlT yat jiitvd -
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knowing which; -g iha - in this world (or in the Sgstra); %jT: a3T---T bhuyah anyat -

any other thing that is more than this; |d jiihtavyam - to be known; Z 3fi
na avasisyate - does not remain

I will teach you without any omission, this knowledge, along with
immediate knowledge, knowing which, there is nothing more than this
remaining here to be known.

VIJNANA IS DISTINGUISHED FROM JNANA

Idam sauijdinam, this immediate knowledge, knowledge for which the subject
matter is Me, ParameSvara, the cause of everything, and who is everything, te, to you,
vaksydmi, I will tell, adesatah, without anything being omitted.

What kind of knowledge is this? When jniana and vijiiana are mentioned together,
it means that vijiina is something a little different from jiiina. Jidna can mean
immediate knowledge but because he says jiiana with vijnana, the jihna is a little less
than vijhana. Here, vi means visesa, distinctive. Therefore, vijfiana is immediate
knowledge and ji�na is indirect knowledge.

Krsna says, 'I will give you this jhina with vijiidna. For me it is a reality and
therefore, what I teach you is something that I see. It is not merely what I have heard.
This is what I see and what I see I am teaching you.' Because of that these words have
prdmdnya, the capacity to produce the same knowledge, the same vision in you. Once
you see, you have vijiidna and you are left with no doubt, no vagueness. This is one
meaning.

Another meaning would be, 'I will teach you this knowledge in a manner that will
make it immediate for you, not indirect.' Again we understand that this knowledge is
something to be gained only as immediate, direct, knowledge, not as indirect knowledge.
Generally knowledge of Paramesvara is understood to be indirect. We tend to think of
Paramesvara as someone unknown. One devotee said, 'yd•drosi mdhddeva tddrsdya
namo namah - 0 Bhagavan, I don't know how you are, what you are, where you are.
So, in whichever form you are, I salute you again and again.' This person has a feeling, a
sense, that there is a God. But how he is, what he is, he doesn't want to conclude. It is a
prayer which has some faith but at the same time, a certain vagueness and doubt. Perhaps
that is the right prayer. We tend to make conclusions about livara. He plays it safe. In
effect he asks iSvara, 'Please fill in all the qualifications you require to define yourself.'
It is like addressing a letter, 'To Whom it May Concern.' The one who receives the letter
has to think, 'It is addressed to me.

Here, however, it is just the opposite. Krsna says, iSvara-jidna need not be
paroksa, indirect. It can be aparoksa. Only aparoksa-jiina of Isvara is moksa.
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Paroksa-jilna is useful for offering prayers etc. But the final result of the prayer is this
aparoksa-jinana, the immediate knowledge of Paramesvara. With any other
understanding you will be omitting yourself from Parameivara and thereby editing him.
Minus you Paramesvara is only another anatmd, not atma. And if he is other than you,
he becomes located somewhere. So, there is someone called jia in the heart and another
person called IAvara out there somewhere in the vast space. This is duality. Anything
other than me is anatma and since only atma is conscious, anatmd is inert. It cannot
reveal itself to me, the conscious being. If Isvara is other than me, he is inert - and still
we say he is sarvajiia. It is all lip service. But here Krsna says, I will teach this
immediate knowledge in its entirety without anything being left out.

PRAISE OF KNOWLEDGE - KNOWING THIS ONE THING EVERYTHING IS
KNOWN

Then to draw our attention, and to complete the thought, he praises this
knowledge. Yajijitvu - knowing which, iha - in this world or in the gastra, bhuyah
anyat - anything else which is more than this, jhatavyam - to be known, na avagisyate
- is not there at all.

Generally when you know one thing, even though you know that one thing there is
always something else to know. In fact, even within that one thing there are a lot of areas
to be known. But here he says you will know only one thing knowing which you will
know everything. And that one thing is Me, he says. Know Me and you will know
everything because I am everything.

But, one may ask, 'How can I know everything? I am capable of knowing only a
few things.' And Krsna says that there is no jiitavya vastu, i.e., something that really
deserves to be known. After knowing this, nothing remains that deserves to be known. In
this entire world only one thing is satya, and once you know satya, mithya becomes
naturally evident. What is mithyd is satya but satya is not mithya. We discussed this in
detail while dealing with the verse - nasato vidyate bhvuah.1

What is reckoned here as something to be known makes the difference in life. To
know the svaripa of sAvara is to know everything. And the one thing that is real, satya
happens to be the svarupa of sAvara which is yourself. That is why it is possible to shed
your ignorance about the fact. You are a self-evident being whose svaripa is satya. The
knowledge of satya, the atma, is knowledge of everything. To know that is to know that
everything is Me while I am independent of everything.

When you take the self as something different from everything, you find that
everything else keeps colliding with you. The whole world becomes an impediment
which you somehow have to surmount. This is how one looks upon the world. And this
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aham, opposed to the world, is to be understood as sarva-ltma, the self of everything; it

is ParameSvara. Krsna is going to prove that aham is paramdtmd - that 'I' is

everything. Later he says, 'I am Brahman, the cause of the whole creation, the tat-

pada-artha and you are that Brahman.' And then he will say, 'The one who knows Me

as the self is the one who is not separate from Me. He knows everything.'

In other words, Saikara says here, knowing this there is no longer anything to be

known in order to achieve something. The end that is to be achieved for a human being
is achieved; nothing remains. He says further that the one who knows the truth of ilvara

becomes all-knowing. There is no other knowledge that can make this claim. Every other

form of knowledge is only of a given thing which is mithyi. Here, the knowledge is of

that thing which is everything. Therefore, all you have to know is that one thing. This is

the secret of this knowledge.

Lord Ganesa knew this secret. Lord Siva had a certain partiality for Ganesa. And

his younger son, Subrahmanya, was always complaining, 'Why are you so fond of

Ganesa' etc. So, Lord Siva gave them both a test. He asked each of them to go around

this entire world and come back. Now Subrahmanya thought, 'This is a wonderful

chance for me to prove how great I am.' He was confident because he had a fine vehicle,

a peacock. And he knew that Ganesa was a slow-moving guy with a huge stomach and

had only a mouse for a vehicle. Now if he gets up on this vehicle when is he going to
return? That poor mouse cannot even move. And so, Subrahmanya knew that he was

going to win and he set off on his peacock. But when he returned after his big tiip, he

found that Ganesa already had the prize in his hand.

Surprised, he asked, 'How could you finish before me on your mouse? Where did

you go?' Then Lord Siva said, 'Do you know what he did? He went around me and

PdruatL.' Subrahmanya went all over the universe and Ganesa just went round the

Lord. And when Lord Siva asked Ganesa what he was doing, he said, 'You asked me to

go around every place. You are everything. Therefore, I go around you.' And here it is

the same thing; knowing this, there is nothing left out.

This simple story tells us that the Lord is everything and knowing his svariipa,
which is oneself, upon which the whole world exists and by whom the whole world is

sustained is knowing everything.

Praising the knowledge of the one that is to be known, Krsna presents its rarity.

wEflh ftUTZT tWP\ dm ^: 1 w II
manusy@dndm sahasresu kascidyatati siddhaye
yatatamapi siddhdanm kagcinmSm vetti tattvatah Verse 3
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•W- sahasresu - among thousands; P ru(| manusyana.m - of human beings;
•fif kaicit - a rare person; Tff yatati - makes effort; fg4 siddhaye - for
moksa; d-I- afq Nr-9_ f1R yatatdm api siddhdnam - even among (these) seekers
who are making effort; �fi' kascit - one person; mW Af mam vetti - knows Me;
f-fT: tattvatah - in reality

Among thousands of people, a rare person makes effort for moksa. Even
among those seekers making effort, (only) a rare person comes to know
Me in reality.

THIS KNOWLEDGE IS RARE IN TERMS OF ITS RESULT

Sahkara says that since this knowledge has an extraordinary result, moksa, it is
difficult to gain. The difficulty lies in the very uniqueness of this knowledge and it is this
that accounts for its rarity.

Generally knowledge itself is not an end. It is made use of for an end to be gained
later. But here, upon knowing this there is nothing more for you to know, to gain,
meaning you no longer have any purusartha. In the choice of moksa, the results of the
other three purusdrthas - dharma, artha, and kdma - are included because in
choosing moksa, you choose the whole. Moksa means freedom - freedom from the
pursuits of dharma-artha-kMma - since it includes what is essentially achieved by any
one of them. But moksa is not included in any one of them, or in all three of them put
together. And this result, moksa, is identical with knowledge. The jiidna itself is the
end. Because of this unique nature of the result, this knowledge becomes a rarity.

THIS KNOWLEDGE IS RARE IN TERMS OF ITS DIFFICULTY TO GAIN

This particular knowledge is also rare because it is difficult to gain. Any
knowledge is difficult when one is not prepared and easy when one is. The nature of
knowledge is such that it can be either difficult or easy. Easy is not even the word. You
open your eyes and see a flower; it is neither easy nor difficult. All you require is
eyesight and immediately the knowledge is gained. So, if a person is prepared,
knowledge is simple; if not, it is not that simple. And the preparation for this knowledge
is difficult. Therefore, the knowledge is called durlabhatara, most difficult!

How difficult it is, Krsna points out by saying, 'manusyandm sahasresu kascit
yatati siddhaye.' 'Sahasresu manusyan.am kaacit' - this is a typical Sanskrit
expression. In English we have an equivalent expression - one in a million. Sahasresu
means among thousands, among thousands of people. A qualified recipient, adhikdri, is

,required for any knowledge to take place. The adhikdrls, those who are qualified to gain
"this knowledge are all human beings, manusyas. This is the general qualification. Then,
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among these thousands of human beings who are capable of this knowledge -
manusyadndm, only one of them, the rare one - kascit, makes effort - yatati. He makes

effort for the purpose of siddhi, moksa. In general, siddhi means success. But success
in a human life is moksa, so, he says 'siddhaye - for moksa.'

AMONG THOUSANDS, ONE GIVEN PERSON SEEKS ATMA

Why does he say, kascit yatati, one person makes effort when all human beings
are active? Because, everyone makes effort; but for things other than oneself, for
andtmd. When one is not happy with oneself, one has to keep oneself in good humour.
To do this one has to pursue a few desirable things.

But here it is different because one questions why one is unhappy with oneself,
'Am I unhappy by nature or am I just taking myself to be so?' Seeking an answer to this

question is dtma-icchd - a desire to know oneself. If one wants to know the dtmd, he's
not seeking anything else for the sake of dtmd. For the sake of dtmd, dtmdrtha alone,
he seeks dtmd; for the sake of himself, he seeks himself. This is the difference.

Self-knowledge is for self-freedom. This is something one has to know and yet it
doesn't strike people as a possibility. Therefore, Krsna says, kascit yatati siddhaye.
Among all the human beings, there is a given person, a rare person, kascit, who makes
effort for the purpose of moksa -yatati siddhaye.

AMONG THE SEEKERS, ONE GIVEN PERSON KNOWS THE REALITY

Further, he says among these people who are making effort - yatatam api
siddhandm, here is a rare person - kascit, who knows me - mam vetti, in reality -

tattuatah.

Siddhas are people who have become successful. Here he says among the
successful people, only one fellow knows me. Then what about the others who are also
called successful by you? Don't they know you? If not, how can you call them
successful? Therefore, siddha here is only a seeker. Being an adjective to yatatdm,
siddhfdndm means - among the people who make effort for siddhi. The one who does

so is considered a siddha already. Why? Because once he makes an effort, he will reach
his end. Krsna has already said anyone who makes effort for moksa does not come to a
bad end - na hi kalydnakrt kascit durgatim tdta gacchati.' So, keeping moksa in

view as the result of their efforts, he calls a seeker siddha here. We also use words in
this way. For example, a medical student is called a doctor even though he has only
completed two years of college. And it is accepted because he is going to become a
doctor later.

i Gtd - 6-40
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Therefore, Sahkara considers those who are making effort for moksa to be
siddhas, because they are going to become siddhas, if not in this life, later. Among
them there is one who now, at this time, knows Me, kascit mam vetti. Here Krsna uses
the present tense. One person knows Me; others are in the process of knowing Me.

Spiritual seekers are of many varieties. But you can't call them all siddhas. Only
those who engage themselves in the pursuit of the knowledge of the svarupa of
ParameSvara, are the siddhas. And they are very few. Why is this so? Adhikdritva,
qualification is necessary. It is like marathon running. A lot of people start but finally
one person reaches the destination.

Krsna says all this not to frighten Arjuna, but to enthuse him. If someone tells
you that among thousands, one person really chooses to know and among those people
who choose to know, one person knows, then even before you start you will think, 'I
have no chance!' But Sarikara looks at the whole thing as something that is meant to
create interest in Arjuna's mind. Why? Because the knowledge that Krs.ea is going to
unfold is something that is very important. So, this verse is to draw Arjuna's attention,
and not to discourage him.

Having drawn Arjuna's attention by these three introductory verses which only
mention the topic, Bhagavdn now starts the description of ISvara. We will see the
verses later; now let us just see the meaning.

LORD KRSNA REVEALS HIMSELF AS THE TWO-FOLD CAUSE OF CREATION

There are two prakrtis. The word prakrti means that which has the essential
capacity to create. Prakrti is also called kdrana, the cause. Krsna says, 'I have two
prakrtis; one is svarupa-prakrti, and the other is svabhava-prakrti.

SVARUPA-PRAKRTI

One prakrti is the cause of everything; the truth of everything, without which
nothing is possible. This is called svaripa or para prakrti. Svarlpa, is that which
makes something what it is. For example, ice is cold and that coldness is its svaripa.
You cannot remove it and still have ice. And here similarly, dtmd cannot give up its
nature, consciousness. Consciousness is the suarlpa of atmda; it is not a quality, an
attribute of dtmd. There is no other person there for whom consciousness is an attribute.
In fact that 'I' itself is in the form of a conscious being alone. Therefore, consciousness
is the svaripa of the dtmd. It is not an attribute of dtmd.

And if consciousness is the svarupa of dtmd, there are a few other facts we
recognise about consciousness. It is satya; it is ananta, etc. From the various
standpoints of our knowledge about the world, we say this consciousness is satya. That
means everything else is not satya; this consciousness alone is satya. It is not that we are
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refusing to accept another satya. There is only one satya; that is dtma. Generally, we
think that what exists is satya. Here, we take that existence itself to be consciousness.
And because it is satya it is ananta, without limit. Satyam jiianam anantam brahma

is dtmi. This is the prakrti of everything. Here you must understand prakrti as the
cause of everything, sarvasya karanam. Therefore, it is called the svariapa-prakrti.

SVABHAVA-PRAKRTI

Then there is another prakrti which we call svabhdva-prakrti or aparU prakrti

consisting of the five elements, both subtle and gross. It is divided into cause, kdrana,
and effect, kdrya. Because the effect, karya is not separate from the cause, the kdrya is
also called prakrti. Therefore, we have the expression kdrya-prakrti. A physical body
consisting of the five elements is also kdrya-prakrti as are the sense organs, the mind,
and prn.as. In other words, anything created, anything put together is a kdrya-prakrti.
Kdrya here is anything that is produced, anything put together. If we look at this prakrti,
this is also called maya, avyakta, or mila-prakrti. This prakrti is the upddhi from

which the whole creation has come. And the upddhi is for paramdtma. Therefore,
sat-cit-dnanda-atma becomes the real cause, svarupa-prakrti, for this entire world and

mdya is the svabhdva-prakrti or kdrya-prakrti.

Now where does this miya& have its being? Is it in the product or in Brahman? It
is in Brahman. It cannot be elsewhere because the product itself is mithyd. So, this
mdyd has its being in Brahman - brahma-dgrayd hi mdya. Brahman is satyam

ji•inam anantam which is dtmd. That Brahman is the dSraya for miya and its

products.

In this chapter, Lord Krsna first talks about kdrya or apard prakrti. Then he says
there is another prakrti, pard prakrti, that is the real cause, without which there cannot
be any creation. The real cause means that which supplies the existence, and without
which there is no creation possible. He says, 'The truth of the whole creation, the real
cause, is my svaripa. And you are that svarilpa. That is the real prakrti and therefore,
what you have to know is that real prakrti which is isvara in reality. You have to know
these two types ofprakrtis, and know that the svariipa or pard prakrti without which
there is no creation at all, is yourself. I am you. In fact, I am the cause of everything and
I am you.' This means you are the cause of everything as satyam jiidnam anantam
brahma.

Then next question you'll ask, will be, 'How can I be the cause? How can I be
ISvara?' If you say you are ajiva, you'll continue to be a jiva. You'll never become
isvara. An individual is an individual; he is not going to become isvara.

And if you say, 'I am Isvara,' then the problem is, where is this 'I' placed? That
has to be understood. Therefore, in the verses that follow, Krsna unfolds the two types
of prakrti to prove that Ivuara is everything and his suariupa is you.
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3^^vfi pd-ffTRR C I I y II
bhimirdpo'nalo viyuh kham mano buddhireva ca
ahahkara itiyam me bhinna prakrtirastadhd Verse 4

9f: bhUmih - earth; aTRP: dpah - water; a3-5: analah - fire; zT3: v&yuh - air;
W kham - space; TF: manah - mind; #f': buddhih - intellect; sT11: Ta Tq
aharkarah eva ca - and indeed the doership, the 'I'-sense; *t iti - thus; P f
f-i-: iyam me prakrtih - this my prakrti; 32Tll astadhd - in an eight-fold way;
iir bhinna - is divided

Earth, water, fire, air, space, mind, intellect and indeed the sense of
doership - thus this prakrti of mine is divided in an eight-fold way.

The two-fold prakrti, mentioned in the introduction to this chapter is the cause of
this entire world. In this chapter they are called pard and apard prakrtis. Para prakrti
is the ultimate cause without which there is no effect possible. Then the immediate cause
is called apard prakrti, in other words, mdya and all that is immediately born of maya.
Because subtle elements are the causes for the gross elements which come later, they are
mentioned first here as apard prakrti.

lyam, this entire world, is my prakrti, me prakrti, divided in an eight-fold way,
astadhd bhinnd. As.ta is eight; astadhd is eight-fold. Here he tells us what are the
eight-fold subtle constituents beginning with the earth, bhizmi, as a tanmdtra, a subtle
element. Tanmatra means tat matra, that alone is there. In grossification, each element
combines with the other four elements. But in the subtle form, such a combination has
not taken place; so, they are called tanmdtras. Each element has its own guna which we
experience sensorily. For instance the earth has its own guna, smell, and so, the smell-
tanmdtra is what is referred to here as bhWmi. Similarly, the taste, rasa-tanmdtra is
water, dpah; form-tanmdtra is fire, agni; touch-tanmatra is air, vdyu, sound-tanmatra
is space, kham.

PRAKRIYA - A TEACHING MODEL

Using a particular model like this to teach the nature of the creation is using a
srsti-prakriyd. A prakriya is a particular discussion which is useful for understanding
the vision. The intention of using any prakriya is only to point out that there is nothing
other than param brahma. So, the intention of a prakriya dealing with creation, srsti, is
not to reveal the creation but to establish that there is nothing other than Brahman.

Like the srsti-prakriyd, there are many other prakriyds, teaching models, such as
avasthd-traya-prakriya, an analysis of the three states of experience,
paFca-koka-prakriyd, an analysis of the five levels of one's experience of oneself, and
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drk-drgya-prakiyd, subject-object analysis to distinguish dtmra from andtmd and later
prove that andtmd is not separate from atma because it is mithyd. The five elemental
model of this universe is a part of the creation or cause-effect prakriya, srsti-prakriya
or karana-kdrya-prakriyd. We find this srsti-prakriyd in many Upanisads.

SRSTI-PRAKRIYA - ANALYSIS OF CREATION IN CHANDOGYOPANISAD

In the sixth chapter of Chdndogyopanisad, the sage Uddelaka tells his son,
Svetaketu, that before the creation of this world there was only one thing. It was sat,
existence, advitiya, non-dual, and there was nothing except that. Advitiya because there
was no other sat-vastu like itself nor was there any vastu unlike itself and in itself there
were no parts. It was one, non-dual. Since there was no difference within itself nor was
there any differentiating factor, it is a part-less whole.

Mentioning this sat-vastu in his opening statement, Uddalaka talks about the
creation of the elemental world from this sat-vastu. He mentions only three elements,
the elements which have form, m•rta-bhitas - agni - fire, dpah - water, and prthivi
- earth. The two elements without a form, dkdsa and vuyu, are not mentioned. The
purpose was only to show that having come from sat-vastu, they don't have a being of
their own apart from the sat-vastu. In fact, the creation is non-separate from its cause
like the pot is non-separate from the clay.

Finally he says, 'O Svetaketu, that sat-vastu is dtma.' Everything else is created.
The body is created; the mind is created; the senses are created. But what is not created
is dtmad. And that is sat-vastu which was existent even before creation. Even now it is
sat-vastu, uncreated dtma. And therefore, tat tvam asi - 'you are that.' From nine
standpoints he points out that the vastu is always the same. Before and after the creation
it is the same; that dtma-vastu did not undergo any change. Now, even though it is
updadna-kdrana, material cause, it is upddina-kdrana in terms of maya. Without
undergoing any change itself, the sat-vastu manifests in the form of this world with the
aakti of maya. And the creation, being purely ndma-ripa, is mithya. The truth of the

creation, the sat-vastu is you, atma. So, to create this vision that you are the sat-vastu
and the world is non-separate from the sat-vastu, we have a srsti-prakriyd.

AVASTHATRAYA-PRAKRIYA - ANALYSIS OF THE THREE STATES OF
EXPERIENCE IN MANDUKYOPANISAD

Similarly, we find the avasthd-traya-prakriyd in Mdndi•kyopanisad. The first
verse says all that is, all that was, and all that will be is but om-kara. Each individual
letter of om was made to stand for something. A-kdra represents waking, the waker and
the waking world. U-kdra, the dreamer and the dream world, ma-kara the sleeper and
the sleep experience. All three of them are shown to be non-separate from the same
dtmd, which itself is neither the waker consciousness, nor is it dreamer consciousness, or
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sleeper consciousness. And it is not the consciousness in between waking and dream
consciousness nor is it all consciousness, or unconsciousness. Naturally what remains
after negating all this is consciousness as such. All other things qualify that
consciousness. And this is the nature of yourself; that is called caturtha. It is neither
waker, dreamer, nor sleeper. Therefore, caturtham manyante sa atma sa vijineyah. -
what is looked upon as caturtha, the fourth, that is the real dtmd. It is all three and is
itself independent of all three. It doesn't undergo any change and is the dtmd in all three
states. That has got to be known. This is the auasthd-traya-prakriya discussed in the
Mandiikyopanisad, which is discussed in other Upanisads as well.

PARCAKOtA-PRAKRIYA - ANALYSIS OF THE FIVE LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE
OF ONESELF IN TAITTIRIYOPANISAD

In Taittiriyopanisad there is a pahacakosa-prakriyd. It begins with the physical
body, anna-rasa-maya, which is like a cover, koSa, because everyone mistakes it for
dtmd. It is born out of the essence of the food that is eaten, anna-rasa. The assimilated
form of food is anna-rasa-maya. The affix mayat means modification, vikdra, so,
anna-rasa-maya is a modification of the essence of food. We generally conclude that
the body is dtmd. Therefore, sruti points out that there is another atmd which is more
interior, subtler. This is prdna. Sruti then describes the physiological function, prdna-
maya. If you think this is dtmd, sruti leads you further to another dtmd, mano-maya
and from mano-maya to vijiitna-maya, the doer, then from vijidna-maya to
dnandamaya.

Sukha, happiness is also experienced in different degrees because of shades of
difference in vrttis. So, within that dnandamaya, priya is the first stage of happiness.
Something that is pleasing or desirable to you is sighted; that is priya. Then what is
desired is possessed by you; this is moda. The third stage in which it is experienced by
you is called pramoda. These are degrees of ananda, all of which are particular modes
of thought, vrtti-viSesas. But in all the three, priya, moda, and pramoda, what is
present is dnanda. And that ananda is myself. That is Brahman.

TANMATRA-PRAKRIYA - A TYPE OF SRSTI-PRAKRIYA

Here, Krsna uses the tanmdtra-prakriyd. Tanmdtra, as we have seen, means the
five subtle elements. These five subtle elements undergo a process of grossification
whereby each element shares half of itself with the other four. Therefore, each gross
element is five-fold and has one eighth of each of the other elements. For example,
sthfla-akda is one half siiksma-dka4a, one eighth suksma-vdyu, one eighth
silksma-agni, one eighth saksma-dpah and one eighth sfksma-prthivi. Thus every
gross element is five-fold and because it is formed of these five-fold elements, the world

' Mndikyopanisad - 7
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itself is called prapahca, five-fold, in Sanskrit. This prapaica was originally tanmdtra.
Only that alone, tat-matra, was there. In other words, in dkada, dk�da alone was there;
in vuyu, vdyu alone; in agni, agni alone; in dpah, dpah alone; in prthivi, prthivi alone.
In the siksma form they don't have these five-fold combinations, therefore, they are
called tanmdtras.

These tanmdtras, akada, vdyu, agni, apah, prthivi, have been listed in the
reverse order in this verse. If they are listed as space, air, fire, water, earth, it is in the
order in which they were created, srsti-krama. But because Arjuna is now looking at
the already created, the srsti that is there, the elements are listed beginning with bhimi.
These five elements have many synonyms. Here prthivi, the earth, is called bhiimi;
agni, the fire, is called anala;' dakda is called kham. All the five of these elements are
to be understood here as subtle, i.e., sisksma, because they are mentioned as the cause
here.

Then manas, buddhi, ahaikdra are also added to these elements. Since they are
all products, they have to be looked at from the causal level. The five subtle elements
with these three are the eight-fold cause for this entirejagat.

The cause of the mind is ahahkara. So, in this verse, the word manas stands for
ahahkdra; the word buddhi stands for mahat-tattva; the word ahakhkra stands for the
unmanifest, avyakta. Krsna wants to point out all the causes and he arranges them in the
order that is generally discussed elsewhere. Ahahkdra is mentioned last because
avyakta, the unmanifest is the primary cause with reference to the creation.

It is upddna-kdrana, the material cause for the creation. While Brahman does
not undergo any change, the updddna-karana undergoes all the change and is therefore,
looked at as parinami, that which undergoes modification.

Then there is a new problem. If you say Brahman is the cause, then Brahman
must undergo some change in order to become the creation. Yes. As parindmi-kdrana it
does and that change takes place only in the mdyd-upFdhi. Only from the standpoint of
mdyya is it parindmi-kdrana; from the standpoint of itself it is vivarta-updddna-
karana; It doesn't undergo any change. The material cause itself is analysed as a cause
that undergoes change and as that which doesn't undergo any change. Satyam jhdnam
anantam brahma cannot undergo change. The avyakta, the mdyd, alone undergoes
changes.

Lord Krsna says that, this mdyd-Aakti itself has become this eight-fold cause for
the entire creation. So, in an eight-fold way this mdyd-sakti, which is non-separate from
Me, is the cause for everything. Mdya is not a parallel reality; it is the Lord's own Sakti.
And in an eight-fold way, it becomes the prak.rti for the creation. This is called apard
prakrti. The other prakrti, pard prak.rti, is the svarupa, the svariipa of dtmd.

'Alam na vidyate yasya - the one who never says enough (in terms of fuel)
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Aqt"Ppt aR^t W" " 'l I FT I I
apareyamitastvanydm prakrtim viddhi me pardm
jivabhiitdm mahdbdho yayedam dhiryatejagat Verse 5

Tirl n mahdbdho - 0 Mighty armed! (Arjuna); ZQW 3ZT iyam apara - this
(prakrti) (is) lower; a tu - whereas; *T: 3�jrn itah anyam - the one that is other
than this; 4 WR rym me param prakrtim - my higher prakrti (my very nature);
"A�WirilT jiva-bhutdm - that which is the essential nature of the individual; f1f1
viddhi - please understand; IT yaya - by which; ýgg :, M idam jagat - this
world; %UZi dhdryate - is sustained

O Mighty armed, (Arjuna), this is (my) lower (prakrti). Whereas, please
understand the one other than this, my higher prakrti (my very nature),
which is the essential nature of the individual, by which this world is
sustained.

WHAT HAS BEEN DESCRIBED SO FAR IS APARA (SVABHAVA) PRAKRTI

lyam, this apara prakrti is the prakrti which is the cause for everything created.
This should not be taken as myself. It is apard prakrti, a lower prakrti. Therefore,
Sakkara says, it is indeed anarthaka, something that brings about the undesirable. This
is the prakrti that creates all the problems. It is the one that causes you duhkha by
giving you a jiva-rarira, etc. Out of this prakrti, your body, mind, and senses are
produced. And because of this alone, you have all the duhkha associated with them in
the form of all their limitations. All these are caused by this apard prakrti. Its very form
is the bondage of samsdra. For this reason it is the lowerprakrti.

MY REAL NATURE - PARA PRAKRTI

Then what is the higherprakrti? Tu, whereas, itah anyim - other than this, me
param prakrtim viddhi - please understand my higher prakrti. Other than this, please
understand the svariipa of myself, my very nature as the para prakrti. This pard
prakrti, Sahkara says, is visuddha, pure, not touched by anything. Para means
utkrsta, the most exalted prakrti. With reference to the other one, it is utkrsta, because
if you know this prakrti, you are liberated. The other prakrti will bind you.

MY REAL NATURE IS YOU

Here, Krsna, speaking as Iuvara says please understand my real nature and that is
jivabhita - in the form of the jiva. And that is you. In this prakrti, dtmd always
remains the same. That dtmd, sat-cit-dtma is the ksetrajiia, the one who knows the
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entire ksetra. The ksetra is the mind, intellect, doership, memory, body, senses, sensory
world, etc. The atma that illumines all of them is called ksetrajia. That is the real
meaning of the word jva, the one who is in every ksetra. Later Krsna is going to say
that in every body-mind-sense-complex, sarva-ksetresu, the one who remains there is
atma, ksetrajiia. This is not included in the apard prakrti.

MY REAL NATURE, PARA PRAKRTI, SUSTAINS EVERYTHING

In apard prakrti only the elements, the ahahkdra, buddhi, and manas are
included. Atmd is omitted. That is pard prakrti which is the one by which this entire
world is sustained. Yayd - by this pard prakrti alone, idam jagat - this entire world,
dharyate - is sustained.

Therefore, please understand that part prakrti, which is other than this - itah
anydm parimr prakrtim viddhi. Although both must be understood, Krsna is going to
say, this is the real prakrti. This is my real nature, the cause for everything, and
therefore, it is called prakrti. It is this prakrti from which everything has come, which
remains always the same, which is indeed the jiva, the dtmd. Therefore, understand that
prakrti to be pard, utkrsta. The other one is apard prakrti, the five elements, etc.
Having set this up, he's now going to reveal that there is nothing other than this para
prakrti.

wr 'PrT4 7rT: WET: SW5IT II 1 11
etadyonini bhiutdni sarvunityupadhdraya
aham krtsnasya jagatah prabhavah pralayastatha Verse 6

jifrl ¶ui sarvuni bhuttni - all beings and elements; T--ti f#l etad-yonini -
are those that have these (the two prakrtis) as their causes; fR 3ýTTKT iti upadhdraya
- thus please understand; aTrf. aham - I; fi l •T T: krtsnasya jagatah - of this
entire world; T[l-: prabhavah - am the cause; ?TW tathd - so too; T7-T: pralayah -

(I am) the source into which everything resolves

Please understand that all beings and elements have their cause in this
two-fold prakrti. (Therefore,) I am the one from whom this entire world
comes; so too, I am the one into whom everything resolves.

Gitd - 13-2
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EVERYTHING HAS ITS BEING IN THIS TWO-FOLD PRAKRTI

Etad means this two-fold prakrti. It includes all beings beginning from Brahmaji
right down to a worm. In other words, all living beings, from A to Z, and all non-living
things also, from the space to the earth. All of them are included. Nothing is left out.
Everything known and unknown, everything that may be there in the cosmos, and
whatever is there sustaining it, all the forces, all the laws, all the phenomena, then
varieties of lower lokas like atala, etc., and all the beings therein, and all the higher
lokas with their celestials - yaksas, gandharuas, etc., devas - Indra, right up to
Brahmiji. With that everything is covered - all fourteen lokas, seven up and seven
below. All this together is called one brahmanda. That brahmanda and everything that
is there in it is saruvni bhitdni. Etad, this is the two-fold prakrti. One is ttma,
sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd, ksetrajia-svaripa-.tmd, the pard prakrti of IAvara. The other
is the mdyd-upddhi and because of that all the elements, etc., is the apard prakrti.
Krsna says, please understand this - upadhdraya.

So, etat-yonini means those that have these (the two prakrtis) as their causes.
Yoni means cause. These two prakrtis are the cause for everything in this jagat.
Therefore, all the things in this jagat are called etat-yon[ni.' The apard prakrti is
everything that is there and pard prakrti is the real cause, satyam jiidnam anantam
brahma. That alone is the cause for everything. Please understand that prakrti. It is
jivabhata, in the form ofjiva, dtmd, pratyagdtmd. That is the real svarzpa, the real
cause for everything. All the bhiutdni, space, air, mind and so on, have their being only
in this, in paramdtmS. All beings have their basis only in the sat-cit-dtmd. Therefore,
etad-yonini sarvini bhitdni iti upadhdraya - please ascertain, come to understand
that all the things in thisjagat have these two prakrtis as their cause.

I AM THE CAUSE FOR THE PROJECTION AND RESOLUTION OF CREATION

The Lord says, 'aham krtsnasya jagatah prabhavah - I am the cause for the
projection of this entire world.' Which 'I'? This 'I' - the one who has the two-fold
prakrti. The one that is in the form of this entire jagat - apard prakrti and the other
one which is the real 'I' - satyam jiidnam anantam brahma, the pard prakrti. And
therefore, I am indeed the cause for the entire creation. Not only that. I am also the one
into which this entire creation resolves - pralayah tatha. Tathd - so too, krtsnasya
jagatah pralayah - I am the source into which everything resolves. I am the one from
whom everything comes. I am the one into whom everything goes back. Therefore, there
is nothing other than myself. When the creation is there, it is me because from me it has
come. As I told you, this apard prakrti which is the parinatmi-updddna-karana is also
nothing but me alone.

Sete yoni yesdim te - etadyonini.
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Bhagaudn has already said that all the five elements, etc., are not other than

Myself; but as sat-cit-atma, as the ksetrajia, I have undergone no change whatsoever

to become all this. So, now, when he says here, 'I am the one who is the jiva, ksetrajiia,
and I am the one from whom the entire world has come, and unto whom it returns,' in

effect he is saying, 'like me, you are also the cause of this entire world.' From the

standpoint of paramatmd, you are the one who is para prakrti, the cause for

everything.

Then what is iSvara? If you look at the jagat as an individual, then naturally you
have a physical body, mind, and senses. The world is there. For all this you require a

cause which is what we call mdyd-upddhi. Satyam jihnam anantam brahma with

mayd in the form of this entire world is Paramesvara.

From the standpoint of para prakrti, all that is there is one, without which there is

nojagat at all. It alone gives sattd, existence, to every aspect of the creation and it also

gives sphuirti, that by which you come to know each and every thing. Satta - sat and

sphitrti -cit, by which this entirejagat is sustained, is atma. That is pard prak.rti.

DEFINITION OF THE CAUSE - THE MAKER AND THE MATERIAL

In the previous verse, Krsna said, 'I am the cause of the entire creation and also its
point of dissolution.' When the Lord says he is the cause, how does he mean this? As a
conscious being, the nimitta-karana, he is the cause in a three-fold way - as the

creator, as the one into whom everything dissolves, and as the one who sustains
everything.

Taittirlyopanisad also says the cause is the one from whom, yatah, all these
beings come, by whom, yena, they are sustained and into whom, yat,(here it means
yasmin) they resolve.' This is the definition of the cause. The word yatah represents the
fifth case used in the sense of that from which something is born. This indicates the
upddana-kdrana, the material cause. Then he says yena, by whom they are sustained,
then yasmin, unto whom they go back - yatprayantyabhisamvisanti. Apart from this

pronoun, yat, there is no mention of any other cause. From this we understand that this
kdrana, the cause is both nimitta-kdrana and uptdana-kdrana.

Earlier in the Taittirlyopanisad, it is said, 'so'kdmayata - He desired.' This

clearly indicates the nimitta-karana. The one referred to later by the pronoun, yat, from
which everything has come, upaddna-karana, is the same one who desired to become
many and then created everything, nimitta-kdrana. From this it is clear that according

Z rdýf TMTp %FftT T7TT I Z 7Tf4 A4PT N I qRe4-r&d fýMPld
yato va imdni bhutani jayante, yena jdtani jivanti, yatprayantyabhisamvisanti.

(Taittiriyopanisad - 3-1)
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to the Sruti, the cause for this world is ParameSvara - both in the sense of the maker
and the material.

NATURE OF THE CAUSE DEFINED

When the Sastra analyses the cause, it unfolds what we call the svaripa, the
nature of that very cause. For that it has a different definition altogether - satyam
jiinam anantam brahma. You'll find that none of these words, even though they are
defining words, has a particular quality. In fact, these words negate all qualities.
Therefore, Brahman, the cause, is revealed as nirvigesa - free from attributes, by words
which negate all the attributes we know. Thus, the cause is presented as nirvikalpa -
free from any form of duality.

The definition is that it is satya. And it is anantam satyam. Therefore, it is not
existent, as we usually understand - that is its existence is not in terms of time.
Similarly jihna is not the knowledge of any given thing. It is anantam jiinam,
unlimited jiina, that is limitless consciousness. This definition, satyam jnianam
anantam brahma, is svarupa-laksana.

THE TWO TYPES OF LAKSANAS

SVARUPA-LAKSANA

There are two types of laksanas, svarupa-laksana and tatastha-laksana.
Svaripa-laksana reveals the essential nature of something. For example, if you
describe water as H20, this is svarapa-laksana. Water is nothing but these atoms so if
you describe water as H20, you are explaining the svarupa of water. Here, the definition
of Brahman as satyam jitnam anantam brahma, reveals the nature of Brahman, the
vastu. It negates all attributes and then points out by implication that the vastu is the
existence of anything that is existent and is the content of any form of knowledge.

TATASTHA-LAKSANA

Then, if, for example, you want to indicate a certain house and do so by saying it is
the house on which the crow is sitting, that is tatastha-laksana. The crow is not a part
of the house even though it helps you recognise the house. The next time you have to
identify that house you need not wait for the crow to come and sit on it. Once you
recognise the house, the crow is not a part of the understanding of the house. That is
called tatastha-laksana.

Whenever creation is discussed in the sastra, Brahman is presented as the cause
from which everything has come, by which everything is sustained and into which
everything resolves. Therefore, everything is Brahman. This is tatastha-laksana.
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It is important to understand that Brahman itself has not undergone any change
whatsoever to be this world. Because the world is mithyd. Anything you analyse reveals
itself to be only a name and form which is reducible to another name and form which
again has its being in something else.

SATYA MUST BE UNDERSTOOD TO UNDERSTAND MITHYA

A Buddhist will claim that, if you continue analysing like this, you will end up in
non-existence. The conclusion will be that the world has its cause in the non-existent and
the discovery that I am that non-existent is nirvana. Nirvalna means extinguishing
everything. This is the Buddhistic approach.

But we do not mean that. The discovery here is that, I am the only satya, the only
reality. Even though the Buddhistic analysis of mithyd looks the same, it is not; because
mithyd is truly mithyd only when satya is appreciated. Otherwise mithyd becomes
satya, a reality. Mithyd is defined as anything that has no independent existence, no
basis of its own. So, by the very definition there is no such thing as mithyd without
satya. Even though one may say the world is mithyd, he cannot appreciate it as such
unless he appreciates satya. When the clay is appreciated as the truth of the pot, the pot
is appreciated as mithya. So, only in the wake of the appreciation of satya does mithyd
become clear.

TWO TYPES OF MATERIAL CAUSE - VIVARTA-UPADANA-KARANA AND
PARINAMI-UPADANA-KARANA

Satyam jiinam anantam brahma is the svariipa of dtmd and at the same time
is the cause of everything. A question now arises whether as the cause of everything it
undergoes any type of change in becoming the world? Further, does it have any other
material apart from itself with which it creates the world? The Sastra makes it very clear
that Brahman is satya and the jagat, the world is mithyd. This being so, the world is
non-separate from Brahman and so Brahman is the material cause. Here a problem
arises. IAvara, Brahman with reference to the creation, is both nimitta-kdrana, the
efficient cause and updddna-kdrana, the material cause. We can understand, that there
is an Ifvara who is all-knowing and so on, who is the efficient cause. But how can he be
the material cause? Any material cause undergoes a change to become the effect. If the
Lord himself is the material cause then he too must undergo a total change to become
space, air and so on.

VIVARTA-UPADANA-KARANA

Here we have to make a very careful note. When we say Brahman is the
upddana-kdrana of this jagat, we mean it as vivarta-updddna-kdrana. This is one
particular word I have not unfolded so far. Vivarta-updddna-kdrana is different from
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simple upddAna-kdrana. Upadana is the material and as a material, generally we
would expect that it undergoes a change to become the effect. This is what we
commonly understand as upddana-kdrana. This is called parindmi-upddana-karana.
It undergoes a change. The example generally,given to illustrate this is of the milk
turning into yoghurt. Milk was sweet and liquid; now it is sour and semisolid. It has
undergone some change. No doubt milk is the upddadna-karana for the yoghurt, but the
yoghurt is definitely not in the form of milk. The milk, which is the upddana-karana
has undergone a change to become yoghurt.

Similarly if the Lord, is understood to be the upadana-kdrana, one may think that
perhaps he also undergoes some change to become this jagat! - that is perhaps as
parinami-updddna-karana, he has indeed become the world, and as the material cause,
must have undergone a change. If he has undergone a change, he is no longer in his
original form. Therefore, all that is here now is the world. Where is the Lord? There is
no Lord at all! This is an argument raised by some people to negate the Lord being the
upddena-kdrana.

This is too simplistic! The Lord, no doubt, is the material cause, upddana-karana.
But he is not the parindmi-updddna-karana. He is the vivarta-upddana-kirana. That
is, without undergoing any change he is the upaddna-kdrana. This kind of upaddna-
kdrana is called vivarta-upidddna-karana.

The definition of vivarta is, sva-svaripa-aparitydgena-riýpa-antara-.pattih -
assuming another form without giving up one's own nature. An example is your own
dream world. There you are the nimitta-kdrana; and you are the upd�dna-kdrana.
Without undergoing any intrinsic change, without giving up its svarlpa, dtmd has
become the world in the dream. There is the subject; there is an object; there is an action.
All the kdrakas are involved. A kdraka is anything connected to an action.
Relationships are also included like, this is my house, this is my son etc. All these take
place there without bringing about any intrinsic change in the dtmd. Atma, pure
consciousness, alone is in the form of this dream. As in the dream, so it is in this waking
state.

When we say the Lord is the upaddna-kdrana for the creation, we mean it as
vivarta-updddna-kdrana. It is like the rope which, without undergoing any change,
becomes the basis for the snake that is seen. Rope is vivarta-updddna-kdrana for the
snake.

PARINAMI-UPADANA-KARANA - MAYA

Since Brahman itself cannot undergo any change in order to be the cause of this
creation it must have some upddhi which is as good as the creation. If the creation is
mithyd, there must be an upddhi which is equally mithyd. That upddhi, we call mayd,
the upddhi for Brahman to be Uivara, the creator. We can now say, from this
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standpoint, that livara has undergone a change to become this jagat. From the

standpoint of mdyd-upadhi we call Isvara the parindmi-updddna-kdrana.

When we look at I9vara, Brahman, as the cause of everything, we look at it as the

vivarta-upaddna-kdrana. That isvara you are. When I say that you are that Isvara, I

mean Isvara as vivarta-updddna-kdrana. When we talk about the world as

non-separate from Isvara it is Isvara that has become space, air and so on. Here we look

at Isvara from the standpoint of the mdyd-upidhi which has undergone all the changes.
When we say Brahman, besides being the nimitta-kdrana, the efficient cause, he is

upddina-kdrana, the material cause, what we mean is that, Brahman is the

vivarta-upidadna-kdrana. And because of this vivarta-upididna-kdranatva alone, it is

possible to appreciate dtmd as sat-cit-dnandam brahma.

One high school teacher once told me that Sahkara has said that God became the
world. In the beginning there was God and then he created the world out of himself. So,

God became the world. And now there is no God. It is exactly like making idli out of

rice. The rice is gone; only idli is there. Later, I repeated this as Sahkara's philosophy
to someone and he laughed so hard that I knew that there was some mistake in what I

had said. But I didn't know what the mistake was and he didn't correct me either.

It is obvious. The mistake is that God is taken as parindmi-updddna-kdrana, a
material cause that undergoes a change. We require the technical term, 'vivarta,' to
understand this. Once we say Brahman is vivarta-upaddna-karana, Brahman remains

as Brahman. That alone will work. Satyam jihdnam anantam brahma always remains

the same. Its svaripa being what it is, it cannot undergo any change.

To understand the non-dual nature of Brahman, that there is nothing beyond
Brahman and that the creation is not different from Brahman, this
kirana-kdzrya-vada, discussion of cause-effect is the set-up. Through this, one
understands that all that is here is Brahman and I am none other than that Brahman.

lqf: 7crTh4T g*fmufrrtnz \3 I
-* Tk# 7i ^t ý14 ^HNl 9fi 1 l I 11ý9 I I
mattah parataram ndnyat kiicidasti dhanarijaya

mayi sarvamidam protam sitre maniganlt iva Verse 7

4FIR dhanaiijaya - 0 Arjuna!; rWr: 7qrc mattah parataram - superior to me;

3P---T fqf• • anyat kificit - any other thing; ; sfT na asti - there is not; , siitre

- in a string; Ifuhll•P: 4T manigantdh iva - like the group of beads; 4N mayi - in

me; Tqf TT4f idam sarvam - all this; si'•m protam - is woven

0 Dhanaijaya, there is no other cause superior to Me. All this is woven
(has its being) in Me, like the beads in a string.
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In this verse, Krsna says, 'O Dhanaijaya, (Arjuna), there is no other (cause)
which, is superior to Me.' Previously he had said, 'I am the creator of this entire world
and I am the place to which it returns.' There, he definitely talks about himself as
vivarta-upaddS na-karana. He says, 'Out of Me everything has come; unto me
everything returns.'

A pot maker can not say, 'From out of me came this pot,' because it does come out
of his efforts. But when the pot is destroyed, it does not go back to the pot maker. If
something goes back to its cause, we understand that cause to be the upddana-kdrana.
The pot came out of clay, unto clay it will return. Therefore, when we say the effect goes
unto the cause, it is always the upaddna-k&rana, the material cause.

In saying that the Lord is the one from whom the creation has come and to whom
it goes back, we accept that the Lord is the nimitta-k�rana, the maker, as well as the
updddna-kdrana, the material. We have to understand this material cause to be the
vivarta-updddna-karana.

So, in this verse the Lord says, 'In this world, there is no cause other than Me.'
Here, na kinrcit dsti can be either kiicit anyat ndsti - there is no cause other than Me,
or kificit parataram ndsti - there is no other cause superior to Me.

This indicates that the Lord is the uncaused cause of everything. If there were to be
a cause for this cause, it in turn would require another cause and we would get into an
infinite regression. Here we are talking of the cause which is satyam jfidnam anantam
brahma. That is the point in which the whole world resolves. It is the point in which
both the seer and the seen resolve and that is presented here as the cause of everything.

Then Krsna says, 'mayi sarvamidam protam sutre manigand iva' - into me
alone all this is woven like a group of beads on a string.' Sankara says that, this entire
world is pervaded by Paramesvara like how a cloth is pervaded by its threads. As a
tapestry is not separate from its threads, the world is not separate from Paramesvara.
Krsna says it is, sutre manigana iva - as in one string a group of beads is strung
together. By saying a group of beads he takes into account the variegated nature of the
world. As beads of various shapes, sizes, colours and values are all strung together on a
single string, similarly, 'in Me,' paramatma alone, this world in all its variety is strung.
As pratyagatmd, I am the truth of everything that is here.

The limitation of this example is that the beads are different from the string. This
is duality. The thread runs through the beads but is distinct from it. Paramesvara can
also say, 'I am the thread of all the beings but I am distinct from all of them - being the
basis of all of them and being asahiga at the same time.' But here, there is no duality.
Anything one experiences is non-separate from dtmd, the sustaining factor. Therefore, I
am the dtmd, the pratyagFtmir of all beings experiencing different worlds. This is
another meaning.
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The word prota also suggests the expression 'otah protah - the warp and the

woof.' As in weaving, I am the warp and I am the woof. This variegated tapestry of the

world is woven in sat-cit-dtmd alone. Existence, which is in the form of consciousness
is sat-cit-atma, Brahman, and in this Brahman alone are all the modifications of

maya. Wherever there is mdya, I am there because mayd has no existence apart from
Me, Brahman. This entirejagat, which is mithyd is non-separate from Me.

Now we can understand how this jagat is isvara-srsti - from livara alone the

jagat has come, mattah parataram na anyat kificit asti. In the previous verse the Lord

says, 'I am the cause of the birth of this creation; I am the place where it resolves.' In
this verse he adds, 'I am the sustaining factor. Not only does the creation come from Me
and go back to me, it is sustained by Me. The essence of each and every thing
everywhere is Me alone at all the different levels. I am the one who is in the form of the

subtle elements; I am the sustaining factor of the gross elements. All the gross elements
can be reduced to the subtle, like matter can be reduced to energy. Similarly one can say
matter is sustained by energy. If the Glta were to be written today, Bhagavun could say,
I am energy in the form of matter and therefore, all forms of matter are sustained by Me,
the energy. Then what is energy? That also can be reduced to mdya which has no
independent existence apart from Brahman. And that Brahman, satyam jhdnam
anantam brahma, is atma.

Now he shows how each and every thing is non-separate from him because he is
the essence of everything. That particular essence he points out here in order to reveal
that the world is sustained by him. One can ask Bhagavan, 'What is the essence of each
thing by which you sustain it? What are the characteristics you have with which you
sustain everything?' A few more verses elaborate this.

TitefP9 7mfP W T wfftwI : I
W'W: -. k¶< TKi: -4 dtf, 1 I cI I
raso'hamapsu kaunteya prabhdsmi kadisaryayoh
pranavah sarvavedesu sabdah khe paurusam nrsu Verse 8

Wt kaunteya - 0 Son of Kuntl!, (Arjuna); 3Iff 3rI1F aham asmi - I am; 3aJ

apsu - in the water; ig: rasah - taste; TlFT-1qt: sasi-suryayoh - in the moon and

sun; WiT prabhd - light; *iEfl sarvavedesu - in all the Vedas; sWl: pranavah -

Om; j khe - in space; WT : sabdah - sound; ; nrsu - in human beings; #f'
paurusam - strength

0 Kaunteya, I am the taste in the water; I am the light in the moon and
the sun; I am Om in all the Vedas; I am sound in the space; and I am the
strength in human beings.
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0 Kaunteya (Arjuna), raso'ham apsu - I am the taste in the water. I am the
essential characteristic of water which you experience in the form of taste. I am the
subtle element of this gross element which you experience, the cause for water to be
water. In other words, I am the essence of water. Essence here means taste because the
taste of water is its unique property. If water has a quality of its own it is rasa, taste.
Because of which water is water, that indeed I am. I am the truth of water. What makes
the water distinguishable as an element from everything else? That is Me, the taste in
water.

Prabha asmi sagi-siiryayoh - I am the light in these famous luminaries, sagi, the
moon and siirya, the sun,' says the Lord. There is no sun without light and without the
sun's light the moon also would not be visible. I am the light in the sun; I am the light in
the moon. Once you are the light in the sun then naturally you are the light in the moon
because moonlight is nothing but the reflection of sunlight. That sunlight itself is Me. I
am the essence of the sun, the light because of which the sun is sun. And the reflected
light because of which the moon is moon, that is also Me, prabhd, the light that shines,
aham asmi, I am.

Pranavah sarva-vedesu - in all the Vedas I am pranava. The Vedas discuss
varieties of things. And all those things can be reduced to one thing - Om. In
Kathopanisad it is said, 'I will tell you briefly that one thing that is talked about by all
the Vedas desiring which people take to a life of brahmacarya, study, etc. - Om
ityetat - it is this Om." Pranava, Om is a well known symbol for Brahman and also
the whole Veda can be reduced to Om. I am that Om.

'Sabdah khe' means, I am the Sabda, the sound, in space. Sound is not
experienced by any other sense organ except the ears. To reach the ears sound has to
travel in space, so, the sound is manifest in space. Also, 'sound' stands for the subtle
element of space which sustains the gross element space as its cause.

Then again I am paurusam nrsu - in human beings I am paurusa, the strength.
In the human physical body, whether it is a male or a female body, there is a certain
strength. That strength I am. The body has got the capacity to do, to walk, even the
capacity to procreate; that is all paurusa. Whatever strength or capacity the body has,
that paurusam aham asmi.

Two elements, water and space, are covered. Now the earth and the fire that lends
its heat are dealt with in the next verse. All the elements are not named here. Four are
mentioned and the fifth, vdyu, we have to add. The idea here is not to enumerate
everything but to mention a few things to prove that anything that is here is Me.
Anything that has a form, a particular quality is Me. It doesn't gain its uniqueness by
anything else. It is my creation, non-separate from Me. In each and every thing, that

Kathopanisad - 1.2.15
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which makes it so distinct, so different from everything else is all Me. And therefore,
everything is Me.

*n4t ir~qj: f qTý T qtrf fItTdT¶ I

punyo gandhah prthivydm ca tejascdsmi vibhdvasau
jivanam sarvabhiitesu tapakcdsmi tapasvisu Verse 9

f-oqiT W prthivydm ca - and in the earth; •Tr: TW: punyah gandhah - the sweet

fragrance; f4ic --4 vibhdvasau ca - and in the fire; AT tejas - the brilliance and

the heat; a4Fq asmi - I am; *�1j sarvabhitesu - in all the beings; 4m 7

jivanam - the life itself; - ca - and; ?1dý tapasvisu - in the ascetics; cR tapas

- the ascetic disciplines and their results; aTfi asmi - I am

And I am the sweet fragrance in the earth and the brilliance and heat in
the fire. I am the very life in all beings and the ascetic disciplines and
their results in the ascetics.

Krsna continues to say that the essence of each object is himself. All have come
from Me; they are non-separate from Me. I am, punyah gandhah prthivyam, the sweet
fragrance in the earth. Because earth has the special quality of smell, all fragrance is
from prthivi. Krsna mentions the sweet fragrance because that is the special fragrance
which attracts people, like the sweet fragrance in a flower. That sweet fragrance, even
though it is manifest in various things, has its source only in prthivi. And therefore, in
the prthivi I am in the form of sweet fragrance. That is the suksma aspect of prthivi.

Tejas ca asmi vibhdvasau - vibhdvasau - in the fire, tejah asmi - I am the
brilliance. Tejas can also mean heat. The heat as well as the brilliance in the fire are
Myself.

Jivanam sarva-bhiitesu - sarva-bhitesu - in all the beings, I am jivana - the
life that is there. Jivana if taken as that which makes life possible will mean anna, the
food because of which the growth and sustenance of the physical body is possible. That
anna, jivana, is Myself. Or we can take jivana as the life that is present in all living
beings; that life, that very prdna is Myself. Both prdna and anna are jivana - they
make life possible.

So far Bhagavdn has been speaking of the essence of things. Now he cites certain
qualities. He says, 'tapas ca asmi tapasvisu - I am the austerity in the ascetics.'
Tapasvins are the ascetics, those who follow a life of prayerful disciplines. Tapasvisu,
in these tapasvins, in these ascetics who live a life of discipline, prayer, and meditation,
I am the very tapas. I am that quality that makes them ascetics, tapasvins. That means
any accomplishment, even in terms of tapas, is non-separate from Isvara. All the
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powers that one can accomplish - the power of concentration, power of absorption,
power of a purified heart - are called tapas. A tapasvin's power is nothing but the
manifestation of what is already possible in an unmanifest form because we can only tap
what is available as a potential; we cannot create anything that is not there. These
tapasvins only tap the potential which is Isvara. Once a potential is tapped, it manifests.
The discipline is born of the free will of the jiva, but when it manifests, the power
enjoyed by the tapasvin is livara. If that result were not there, nobody would do tapas.
Like anything else, one does it for the karma-phala, the result. The tapas is the means
for the result, which is already locked up as a potential in the jva. That is what comes to
manifestation. That is Myself.

The power because of which a person becomes a tapasvin is also Myself. Unless
the means is there, no end can be accomplished. And the means to become a tapasvin,
like all means and ends are according to the laws. Those laws are Myself. Therefore, the
tapas in every tapasvin, because of which he is a tapasvin is also Myself. So, I can't
say I am the tapasvin, unless the I is ParameSvara. And when I am borrowing the
tapas from ISvara, I cannot say I am the tapasvin.

Sahkara says here, 'In the tapas that is Me all the tapasvins are woven.' We can
keep on extending this. I am the voice in the musician. I am the sound in all the musical
instruments. I am the very quality in the creation because of which a thing is a thing, a
violin is a violin, a guitar is a guitar, a vin& is a vind. That because of which all these are
what they are is myself.

j4t* rr r# ii N l I

bijam mam sarvabhiitanrim viddhi partha sandtanam
buddhirbuddhimatamasmi tejastejasvinamaham Verse 10

q4 pdrtha - 0 Son of Prtha!, (Arjuna); • rn mam - Me, the Paramesvara;

y1dmfTR sarvbhUtdndm - in all beings; WTr1-H #4H. sanatanam buamn - as the
eternal seed; ftf viddhi - understand; jsfRiTl buddhimatam - of those that have
the capacity to discriminate, i.e. human beings; Se.: buddhih - the intellect; M4flir=
tejasvindm - in the brilliant; tm tejas - the brilliance; 3�r a4f aham asmi - I
am

0 Partha, (Arjuna), understand Me as the one who is the eternal seed in
all beings. I am the intellect of those that have the capacity to
discriminate; I am the brilliance in the brilliant.

Viddhi - understand, mam - Me, Paramesvara, as the bija - seed
sarva-bhiWtdnm - in all living beings. The sense in which bija is used here is different

BG Vol 11-31
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from the sense in which yoni was used previously when Bhagavan said, etad-yonini

bhatani sarvuni, this prakrti of Mine is the cause of everything. Here bija is the seed
form of any living being. Each tree has its own seed which is the essence that makes it a
given tree and not any other. Similarly, each animal, each human being is what he is
because of a particular seed. That biological source is myself. Again it is the laws that
make all this possible and those laws are i9vara. When a seed is planted, it sprouts
within a given time. The biological law that causes the sprouting of the seed is Myself.
As it was pointed out earlier, here Krsna is not talking about the general cause for the
creation. Within the creation there is a further cause for creation. That final cause is also
Me.

Then he says sanatana, eternal. Sanatana can go with mam, Me, the one who is
eternal, the seed of all the beings. It can also be an adjective to bija but that would make
it the general cause which cannot be the meaning here. Even though that meaning is
possible, it is not appropriate in the context. Therefore, the meaning is 'please
understand that the eternal Me, ParameSvara, is indeed the bija, the seed, of every
living being.' This is in keeping with the flow of the unfoldment.

Similarly the statement, 'buddhih buddhimatdm asmi.' This removes all

ahahkdra. Buddhimats are those who have the capacity to discriminate. Not all living
beings have an intellect; so, the word buddhimatam means, 'among the human beings.'
Each one has an intellect, a buddhi because of which he is called buddhimat. That
buddhi, the rational capacity or the free will is the Lord. Therefore, if there is a person
who can think properly, that accomplishment in terms of intellectual discipline, is Me.
That buddhi, that capacity itself is Me. Therefore, nobody can say that I am buddhimat.
That aham can only be ParameSvara.

Tejas tejasvindm aham - Tejas means the shine of health or brilliance. 'Among
the brilliant people, I am the brilliance.' He has already said 'I am the buddhi,
intellectual capacity, in the human beings who are capable of thinking.' If so, why do
only some become brilliant? It is true that everybody is buddhimat but the person who
makes an effort is the one who becomes brilliant, who becomes educated. The brilliance
that he is able to tap within himself is also Myself.

wq wTc cnmtoi mi irw w

balam balavatam caham kamardgavivarjitam
dharmdviruddho bhiitesu kdmo'smi bharatarsabha Verse 11

"Ni ca - and; tRTMiT bharatarsabha - 0 foremost in the clan of Bharata! (Arjuna);

Acm-ý balavatdm - of the strong people; FiT-TpT-f�#WSf kama-rdga-vivarjitam

- that which is free from kama, desire, and raga, attachment; W5 balam - the

strength; % bhiitesu - in the beings; A-3-4F4: dharma-aviruddhah - that
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which is not opposed to dharma; W•;I: kamah - desire; awT a3I# aham asmi - I

am

And in the strong, I am the strength that is free from desire and
attachment. In all beings, I am the desire that is not opposed to dharma,
O the foremost in the clan of Bharata!

'Balam balavatdm asmi' - I am the strength of all people who are strong.
Developing physical strength requires dedication because strength is a potential which
can be brought to manifestation. And what is potential is ivuara. So, the strength that is
developed is Bhagaudn. People are not born with large biceps; they work for them.
Even the free will required to accomplish this is Bhagavdn. Therefore, that strength
which is latent in all people and is manifest in the balavat, the strong person, the
strength because of which he is called balavat, that strength I am. So, the person who is
strong cannot say, I am strong, unless that 'I am' is Isvara.

Isvara is not simply any bala but a bala that is devoid of kdma and rdga -
kdma-rdga-vivarjitam balam aham asmi. Generally, kama is a word that covers rdga
and dvesa. But here kama and rdga are mentioned separately; so, we have to look at the
meaning a little differently. Here, kama is a desire to accomplish what you don't have
and rdga is an attachment to what you have. In his commentary on this verse, Saikara
says that, kama is a longing for objects which are not with you, which are away from
you and therefore, to be accomplished by you. Raga is attachment to objects which are
already gained by you.

Here Bhagavin is saying, 'The strength in the strong that is without kama and
riga is Me.' This has to be mentioned with reference to strength. Earlier he has said, I
am the buddhi of the buddhimat, the tejas of the tejasvin, the tapas of the tapasvin.'
But unlike here, there he did not qualify those with any adjective. But when it comes to
strength, a condition is mentioned because where there is strength, there can always be
abuse. Kama and rdga signify ahaikara. Therefore, it is a strength which is free from
ahaihkra.

Even though it is not specifically mentioned, this can apply everywhere. If
somebody has brilliance, it should also be kdma-rdga-vivarjitam. Kama and rdga are
centred on ego, ahahkira, so, what is there without the misappropriation of the
ahaikdra, is naturally Bhagavdn. When ego is present, it sullies the whole thing. If
Bhagavdn is not appreciated, the person with strength becomes a source of fear. If he
has strength and also kama and rdga, he is no longer Isvara; he becomes a ruffian. If
there is really a strong man who doesn't have kama and rdga, you will see only Isvara.

It is true even in music. If someone has a gift for music but has the sense that 'I am
a musician,' then you can't enjoy his music. The ahanikdra vitiates the beauty. And to
the extent that he doesn't have aharkara, you can enjoy his music.
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Here Bhagavun says, understand Me to be the very strength in the people who are
strong and free from ahahkira. Even in the people who have ahahikdra the strength is
Myself, but it is not visible. A strong person can be a great support because if you have
the protection of a strong man, you are fearless. But if he has kdma and raga, he
becomes a source of fear. Therefore, strength with aharikra is dangerous. That is why
he tells all this here. In fact the whole thing is to remove the ahankdra.

"Dharma-aviruddhah bhitesu kdmo'smi bharatarsabha' - In the living
beings I am the desire that is not against dharma,' said Krsna. This is another beautiful
thing. We always hear it said that desires should be removed. That is nonsense. 'Oh
Bharatarsabha, the foremost in the clan of Bharata, listen, aham kdmah asmi - I am
desire.' I am the very desire because kdma is a Sakti, a power. Without that desire, there
would be no creation. Therefore, I am that very form of desire, kdmo'smi
bharatarsabha. And what should this desire be like? It should be dharma-aviruddha,
unopposed to dharma. There you can see ivuara. Suppose a person is free from
ahahkara. He has a lot of talents, skills, wisdom and so on, but no desire to do anything.
Then it all just remains inside. He doesn't have a desire to talk; he doesn't have a desire
to write; he doesn't have a desire to share. Suppose he doesn't have those desires -
because he need not have desires - then Bhagavin has to say, I am the silence in the
silent people.

But he can also have desires because desire itself does not bind. Therefore, he says
that he is dharma-aviruddha kdma. Dharma is in keeping with the hSstra and in
keeping with the universal order of ethics. And the desire that is in keeping with dharma
is the beauty of Bhagavun. It is the expression of Bhagavan. Anything beautiful has
come out of such a desire. This is what we call icchd-gakti, the power of desiring which
is a part of mdya-aakti. So, in all beings, any desire that is unopposed to dharma is
Myself.

Previously he indicated the jihina-gakti when he said, I am the buddhi in the
buddhimat and the tejas in the tejasvi. ThatjiFna-bakti is Bhagauan. He also said that
I am the bala in the balavat. This bala indicates the kriyd-Sakti which is also
Bhagavdn. Here, iccha-sakti is referred to and that is also Bhagavdn.

Since Krsna has said that I am the desire which is not against dharma, if a desire
is against dharma, it belongs to the jiva. Even though the jiva is non-separate from
Isvara, since for the time being we are giving the jiva a free will, those desires and
desire prompted activities which are against dharma definitely belong to thejiva. They
are not I9vara.

Concluding this particular section using ca to connect, Krsna says:

s Ta -d p a~ ^ ^ i~ ^q II q I- I
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ye caiva sattvika bh�dv rajasastdmasaica ye
matta eveti tanviddhi na tvaham tesu te mayi Verse 12

-~ ye ca - and those; 114 eva - indeed; �0iflh: sattvikdh - born of sattva; twlT:

bhdvah - beings and things;4 -' ye ca - and those; UMT|: rdjasdh - born of rajas;

(l ca - and;) frIlmT: tamasdh - born of tamas; �mF tdn - them; WI: TF4 mattah

eva - from Me alone; r iti - thus; f•r viddhi - may you know; A 4fN te mayi -

they are in Me; q tu - but; ;T f fT na aham - I am not; t tesu - in them

And those beings and things which are indeed born of sattva, rajas, and
tamas, may you know them to be born from Me alone. They are in Me
but I am not in them.

Ye ca eva sdttvikdh bhdvdh - those things which are born purely of sattva.
Desires which are sdttvika in nature, like a desire to know, are born of sattva. If the
antah-karana consists of three qualities, sattva, rajas and tamas, sattva accounts for
anything noble, anything in keeping with dharma. Even experiences like happiness,
sukha, and tranquillity, Sdnti, are born of sattva. Right attitudes, devotion, prayer, are
all sdttvikdh bhdvuh.

Then those things which are born of rajas like ambition, dislike, anger and so on,
are all rdjasa. And those things, which are tdmasa in nature are born of tamas.

Or we can take it this way. Ye bhavdh can mean those living beings, and
sdttvikas, can mean those who are born of sattva, like the devatas. In this case it would
mean predominantly sattva. And all the rdksasas and so on are born of predominantly
rajas. Similarly, tdmasas can mean those who are born of predominantly tamas, such
as the animals. Then we have the human beings who are sattva, rajas, and tamas put
together. This accounts for all types of beings.

Or we can take 'ye bhdvahu' as those people who are predominantly sdttvika, or
rdjasa or timasa. Such people, all these various beings are all born out of their own
karma. That being so, they are all born of Me because the very karma is Me, the law of
karma itself is Me. And further, the cause for everything is Me; so, nothing is separate
from Me. To be born you require a physical body and for that you require all five gross
elements. These are all Me. And you require subtle elements because without the subtle
elements there would be no subtle body nor would there be any gross elements. And the
subtle elements are also born of lIvara. Therefore, there is nothing that is away from
Me. To be born with a given body, all these ingredients are required. All of them are Me.
I provide the upaddna, I am the material for all of them. So, according to one's own
karma, whatever form one takes, whether it is a tdmasa or a sdttvika form, that form is
non-separate from Me.
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Even though they are born of Me, na tu aham tesu - I, however, am not in them.
This means I am not under their control, I don't depend upon them. Since they are born
of Me, I do not depend upon their existence. This is similar to how the existence of the
clay does not depend on the existence of pot. But they are in Me - all of them, sdttvika,
rdjasa, tdmasa, all depend entirely upon Me, upon My laws. According to My laws
they are born and the laws are Me. And everything is Me, so, to exist they entirely
depend upon Me. To breathe they require air which is Me; they require water which is
Me; they require fire which is Me; they require earth, food that is Me. They all depend
entirely upon Me. But I am not in their hands.

Here Saikara gives an introduction to the next verse. Even though this is how it
is, even though I am the taste in water, I am the strength in the strong, I am the desire
itself, I am the one from whom all of the sdttvika, rdjasa and tdmasa are born and even
though nothing is separate from Me; even then, the world of people does not recognise
Me, ParameSvara. Who is that ParameSvara? Sanikara tells here that he is parama as
well as isvara. Parama indicates the svarizpa of Isvara. Whenever we use the word
Paramesvara, it covers both the svarlpa of the Lord as well as his status of being
sarva-kdrana, the cause of everything.

Why do we say sarva-kdrana? In the world we draw a line and delineate different
causes. Physical bodies are born of the physical elements. Therefore, the physical
elements are the cause for the physical bodies. Then, the physical elements themselves
are products of the subtle elements and so, the subtle elements become the causes. In this
way, we can keep on tracing the cause. From the standpoint of a product we can trace the
cause elsewhere, and that cause again is a product for which the kdrana, cause is
elsewhere. Since there are many karanas in this world we have to use the word
sarva-kdrana for the cause of all. Sarva-kdrana is called Isvara.

I&VARA'S SVARUPA
ETERNAL, ALWAYS PURE, ALWAYS ENLIGHTENED, ALWAYS FREE

Then what is parama, ISvara's svarapa? That alone is the thing that is to be
understood here. Therefore, Sankara says that isvara's svarilpa is nitya-Auddha-
buddha-mukta-svabhdva. This is an expression often used by Sahkara when he wants
to reveal the svaripa of atmd which is para. The word para always qualifies either
dtmd or Brahman.

The word nitya is an important word and it has to be understood properly. That
which always is, is called nitya. If it always is, it is outside the scope of time. This is
what we mean by eternal. Atma is nitya, eternal. The word nitya alone points out the
nature of dtmd and also accompanies all the other words here. Nitya also serves as an
adjective to Suddha, pure. And Suddha is the svarilpa of the dtmd, which is nitya.
Because it is nitya, it doesn't become pure nor is it subject to becoming impure.
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Therefore, he says nitya-Auddha. Suddha here means that which is free from bondage,
free from samsara, free from all punya-pdpa-karma.

Then he says nitya-buddha, always enlightened. In fact, nitya-buddha means
never bound at all. Buddha means the one who is enlightened. If we say he is
enlightened, it implies that there was a time when he was not enlightened. If he got
enlightened, it was an event that took place at a given time. But here, dtmd is
nitya-buddha. When a person says he is enlightened he only recognises the fact that he
is always enlightened. Therefore, the word nitya-buddha expresses the fact that dtmd is
always enlightened. Since the source of bondage is ignorance one who is nitya-buddha
is naturally nitya-mukta, always free.

ARE THESE QUALITES?

If we look upon nityatva, suddhatva, muktatva as qualities, then the enlightened
person may be considered to have these qualities. Any object has its own qualities
because of which we call it an apple or by some other name. Unlike atmd, an object
does not have nityatva, suddhatva and muktatva. If these were qualities, then dtmd
would be another object which has the attributes of nityatva, tuddhatva and muktatva.
It would become another substantive enjoying its own qualities. This is not the case.
Atmd is not a locus in which qualities reside. When you identify an apple as sweet or
red, you recognise those qualities in the particular object which you call apple. If you
identify a green leaf, then the leaf is seen and its colour green is seen abiding in or
qualifying that leaf. Similarly, when you realise the atma, will you see in the atmd
nityatva and so on, like you see the green in the leaf? No, you will not see all these
qualities. A word like nitya is not a quality; it is a laksana.

LAKSANA - A WORD THAT NEGATES AND RETAINS PART OF ITS OWN
MEANING

Nitya is used to reveal that the nature of dtma is not time-bound, anitya.
Everything that we know is anitya; therefore, the word nitya becomes a laksana to
reveal the svariipa of dtma. Atma being a self-evident, self-effulgent being we only
have to negate all the erroneously superimposed attributes like anityatva, etc. And this
is done by a word like nitya which becomes a laksana. The meaning of the word is
retained. But any attribute which is time-bound is negated by the word nitya.

Similarly, the word huddha negates all impurities like rdga-duesas and punya-
pdpa-karmas. The word buddha negates ignorance as well as inertness. Atmd is not
inert; it is consciousness. And bondage is negated by saying dtma is mukta.

Each word negates and also retains a part of its own meaning. It negates the status
of being a quality but retains the root meaning. This is what we call laksana, and the
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words are given a context to reveal the nature of atma which is free from attributes. It is
our own suarlpa and it is the svardpa, the atma of all beings, sarvabhita-dtmd.

tSaikara says that the seed of samsara is nothing but ajiina, ignorance.
Therefore, knowledge of this nitya-Auddha-buddha-mukta-svabhdva-atmd, is the

cause for the burning of all samsara. Any knowledge is not going to be different from
the very svariipa of the object. And so, here knowledge of titma is not separate from the
very svarupa of atma. Naturally then, the very knowledge of atmd becomes the cause
for burning samsara.

Sahkara continues to say that people do not know this 'I,' ParameSvara, who is
the cause for burning the seed of the defect of the entire samsara. They know Me in
some form; but they do not know Me properly. They have some kind of appreciation that
there is a cause but even though I am themselves, they don't know Me. In the following
verse Bhagavan shows the cause of the ignorance of the world.

JjrfumNIM91f: TO* -uFI1
tThf~r 1TFWM rd WR~f9 : tl<tqlWI I II
tribhirgunamayairbhdvairebhih sarvamidam jagat
mohitam ndbhijadnti mdmebhyah paramavyayam Verse 13

tfi: ebhih - by these; n1t: bhdvaih - things; W•iT: T-T-4: tribhih guna-mayaih

- that are the modifications of the three gunas; v4 sarvam - all, entire; TK. idam

- this; WI�Tjagat - world; -dff., mohitam - being deluded; lTM mdm - Me; 7WT:

Tq ebhyah param - who is beyond, distinct from these (gunas); 3TaWqZ auyayam -

who is changeless; T fFR i na abhijdndti - does not know

This entire world (of human beings), deluded by these things, which are
the modifications of the three qualities, does not know Me who is
changeless, distinct from, and beyond these (modifications of the gunas).

Mayat is a suffix which has two meanings - vikdra, modification and prdcurya,
predominance or saturation. Here it is used in the sense of modification. What is
modified is guna. Ebhih tribhih gunamayaih means by the modifications of these
three qualities - sattva, rajas, and tamas. The modifications of these gunas, Sahkara
says, produce varieties of likes, dislikes, delusions and so on.

MODIFICATIONS OF THE THREE GUNAS

Rdga, is born of both rajas and sattva. There is a sdttuika-rdga, a desire born of
sattva and a rdjasika-rdga, a desire born of rajas. Suppose you want to study Gitd. It is
a sdttvika desire. Any desire for knowledge is sdttuika. A desire born of rajas, like
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ambition, is a rajasika-raga. Desire for name, fame, power and so on are all
rdjasika-ragas.

Dislike, duesa, is always born of rajas. Delusion, moha, is born of tamas. Tamas
is ignorance and moha is its product. It is responsible for all false values. False values
are born of delusion which in turn is born of tamas, ignorance. So, the root of all
non-thinking and false values is ignorance. Later, in Chapter 14, we will discuss the
three gunas, sattva, rajas, and tamas, in detail.

PEOPLE ARE DELUDED BY MODIFICATIONS OF THESE THREE GUNAS

Sarvam idam jagat, this entire world, is mohita, deluded, by the modifications of
these three gunas. When Saikara talks of the whole world here, he does not mean the
various objects. They don't have these problems. Even thoughjagat means the world, it
has a restricted meaning here. Therefore, Safkara immediately brings in the word
prdni-jdta, the living beings, the human beings.

Mohita means deluded, which here means lacking in discrimination. There is a
lack of discrimination between what is eternal and what is non-eternal Which is the basis
of a lack of understanding about what I am seeking, purusartha. There is also a lack of
discrimination with reference to atma and andtma. So, at every stage it is a problem of
discrimination.

DELUDED, THEY DO NOT RECONGISE IAVARA AS THEMSELVES

Krsna says here, 'Nobody understands Me - mam na abhijanati.' Being
carried away by all this, they don't recognise Me, even though I am not different from
them. Then what is the nature of that 'I'? Krsna says further, I am param avyayam.
Para means the one who is distinct from all the gunas and in whom all the gunas exist.
He is the one because of whom the gunas have their status of being gunas. People do
not recognise Me, the one who is free from the three gunas.

Auyaya means that which does not die. Here it also includes what is not born.
Therefore, Saikara says it is free from the six-fold modifications beginning with birth
and ending with death.' If it does not die, it means that it is not born. It means further
that it is not a particular object existing now. And it does not undergo growth, then
metamorphosis and death. Vyaya, therefore, includes death and all those things that take
place between birth and death, greying, ageing, wrinkling, and so on. And avyaya means
the absence of all these six-fold modifications.

The sad-bhava-vikdras, the six-fold modifications, are jdyate, asti, vardhate,
viparinamate, apaksiyate, uinaiyati - birth, existence, growth, modification, decline, and
death.
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Deluded by these three modifications of the gunas, people don't recognise 19vara
as the one who does not undergo any of these changes. In their delusion they are busy
trying to fulfil their desires all the while complaining about their inadequacy. In fact,
they recognise Isvara only as a cause of complaint. They keep complaining, 'You did
not give me this or that. Why did you do this? Why didn't you do this?' and so on. So,
the Lord becomes an altar of complaint. He is like the supreme court, the last place of
appeal. But he is not recognised as he is. He has pointed out the reason for this. And in
the next verse he will tell who is going to cross this mdyd made up of these three gunas.

In the previous verse Krsna said, 'This entire world, deluded by the modifications
of the three gunas does not know Me. Overcome by whatever happens in the mind, one
identifies totally with it and therefore, does not recognise Me - even though I am there
as the very dtma of all beings, independent of all the gunas and their modifications.'

Then how is one to be released from this delusion and recognise the Lord? How do
people cross this mdya which belongs to Visnu, the Lord, if at all they can cross it? This
is answered here.

*Wff T rpW~t 'Trq q v z f I

daivi hyesa gunamayi mama maya duratyayd
m.dmeva ye prapadyante maydmetam taranti te Verse 14

f hi - indeed; WT esd - this; Wq rTT mama miyd - My mday; N -U41 gunamayi

- which is in the form of the modification of the gunas; Wt daivi - that which

belongs to the Lord; <m41 duratyayd - is difficult to cross; 4 ye - those; 'T1 1ý

mam eva - Me alone; WrA prapadyante - who seek; A te - they; 1Pm rT-r1

mdydm etdm - this mdyd; 9T% taranti - cross

Indeed this My maya, which is in the form of the modification of the
three gunas, which belongs to Me, (the Lord), is difficult to cross. Those
who seek only Me, they cross this maya.

MAYA IS DIFFICULT TO OVERCOME

Right in the beginning Lord Krsna says, 'Esa mama miay duratyayd hi -
Indeed this mdya of mine is difficult to cross.' Deluded by the modifications of the mind
we are not able to recognise our identity with Isvara.

Further, he says that this mayd is daivi - belongs to the Lord and is gunamayi -
endowed with the three gunas. As we have seen, the conditions of the mind are all
products of the qualities of mayd, that is, products of sattva, rajas, and tamas. Thus
mdya is gunamayi, endowed with the three gunas. It is this miay manifesting as the
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mental modifications that seemingly obstructs the recognition of Isvara. That has to be
overcome; the reality has to be seen as it is.

And it is daivi, it belongs to iLvara. The very basis of maya is Paramesvara. So,
it does not affect him; it becomes a power for him. Pervading everything Parameivara
is called Visnu and this maya is his svabhdva, his nature, His svaripa is different as we
have seen, but his svabhdva is omniscient, almighty and so on. All these qualities are
due to mdyd. And it is the product of this maya that we are not able to easily overcome.

Even though it is not impossible to cross this mdya, Lord Krsna acknowledges
here that it is difficult. The difficulty is that when you are overwhelmed by or under the
spell of the gunas, there is no possibility of overcoming them. Unless you are able to see
yourself as distinct from them, you cannot recognise them as the causes for all the
activities of the mind. The difficulty is that one sees this only when one is not under the
spell of the gunas, in other words, to get out of the spell, you have to be out of the spell.
This is a problem. You cannot get out of the spell unless you are out of the spell and as
long as you are under the spell, you cannot get out of the spell. And you want to get out
of the spell. This is a very difficult situation.

EVEN THOUGH DIFFICULT, IT IS POSSIBLE TO CROSS MAYA

Having said how difficult it is, Krsna does not leave it there. He says here that
there is one way out - ye mam eva prapadyante etdm mdyam taranti te - those who
seek only Me, they cross this maya. Those who pursue only Me - m5m eva
prapadyante, they cross over - te taranti, this mayd - etam rmyam. If they are under
the spell of maya, searching for a way to overcome it within the very maya, they cannot
cross it. In the name of searching for a solution, they will remain under the spell of
maya. They have to seek Me alone. Only then can they get out of the spell of mdya.

Later Krsna is going to say, having totally surrendered all dharmas (and
adharmas) unto Me, may you approach Me as the only refuge - sarva-dharmdn
parityajya mam ekam Saranam vraja.' Keeping that fact in view, he says here, 'mam
eva ye prapadyante, those who seek me alone.' Sahkara immediately follows this
mmn with the adjective, svdtma-bhitam, the one who is of the nature of oneself, the
one who is sarva-dtmd, the self of everything. Me, who is of the nature of oneself, they
seek as the self of everything, the basis of this miay which is non-separate from oneself,
the seeker's atma. At the same time it is totally free from maya and its products, the
guna modifications. Those who seek refuge only in this atmd will cross maya.

Sahkara's expression, sarva-dtmd, can also mean those who seek paramttmd
with all their being, with their whole hearts and souls. For the inquiry and the vastu
itself, there is love, and the commitment is total. So, sarva-dtmd can mean a person who

Git - 18-66
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is emotionally committed to this pursuit. Such a person alone, such people alone, cross
this mdyd which, Saikara says, is mohini.

MAYA IS MOHINI - THE ONE WHO DELUDES

Mohint means the one who deludes by fascinating you and luring you away from
your purpose. Lord Visnu sometimes came as a mohini assuming the form of an
enchanting girl. In one instance, he appeared in this form to an asura who had invoked
Lord Siva, who is a reckless giver. He is easily satisfied, therefore, he is called dgutosa
(FSu - quickly, tosa - one who is satisfied), and he does not think of the consequences of
his giving. So, when the asura performed austerities, tapas, and prayed, Lord Siva
appeared and asked him what he wanted. Being an asura, he did not ask for anything we
would consider very desirable. He asked that anyone whom he happened to touch should
be reduced to ashes.

Because of that, he is called Bhasmdsura. Bhasma means ashes. And Lord Siva
said, 'tathdstu,' so be it. Once Lord Siva says tathdstu he does not think about it. He is
so satisfied with the devotee and his devotion that he grants whatever he wants. Thus
when Lord Siva said 'Tathastu - let it be so. As you have asked, you will have.
Whomsoever you touch, you will find to be a heap of ashes.' When this was granted to
Bhasmdsura, he wanted to know if it worked. He said to Lord Siva, 'You may be
deceiving me, so, please give me your head. Let me try it on you first.' Lord Siva ran for
his life. He ran from one place to another and finally went to Lord Visnu who is
generally the rescuer. Lord Visnu then appeared to the asura in the form of a mohini, a
highly fascinating girl. Now when Lord Visnu assumes this form, he manifests all
charms wrapped up in one physical frame. With all his wiles and charms, Lord Visnu
came in the form of this mohini whom he created out of his mdyd. And when the asura
saw her, he forgot what he was searching for. He had been running after Lord Siva. But
Lord Siva disappeared and the mohini entered his head. And wherever the mohini went,
he went after her.

Then the mohint said, 'You are an asura and without chanting the gdyatri-
mantra, you cannot touch me because I am a celestial damsel.' He said he would touch
her after chanting the giyatrl. Now, before one chants the gdyatrt-mantra, one has to
touch one's head and say, 'Pranavasya.' When he put his hand on his head, he became a
heap of ashes. Because of this, he was known as Bhasmdsura.

Lord Visnu appeared as a mohini in many such instances. Midy, therefore, is
sarua-bhita-mohini, the deluder of all creatures. No one is an exception to this. Mdyd
lures a person and keeps him fascinated; therefore, he forgets everything. This is mohini
and it comes in a variety of forms - power, money, and so on. This mdyd, the one who
enchants everyone, keeps all people under its spell until they cross over.
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How do they overcome mdya? Krsna says, 'Because I am the one who has
crossed over, by seeking Me alone they overcome the mday. In fact I am the one who
has always been free. And I remain as the atmd of everyone. Therefore, there is no real
difficulty if they seek Me. Therefore, those who seek Me alone cross over this maya -
mdm eva ye prapadyante mdyam atitaranti te.'

SOME ERRONEOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF VERSES LIKE THIS

These verses are all celebrated by devotees. Devotion itself is not a problem. The
problem arises when, out of that devotion, a philosophy is created. In commenting on a
verse like this some devotees will say, that this statement, means that by worshipping
Krsna alone, one can cross this maya. If anyone worships any other god, that person
cannot cross this miya. There is a small Upanisad, called Kalisantaranopanisad,
which presents the mantra - hare rdma, hare krsna. And based on this there is a
popular verse' which says that to overcome impurities in this kaliyuga chanting the
name of Hari alone is enough. Whether this Upanisad was added later or not, we do not
know. But it is counted as one of the Upanisads in the 'Hundred and eight Upanisads.'

In it, there is the mantra - hare r�dma, hare rd-ma, radma rdma hare hare; hare
krsna, hare krsna, krsna krsna hare hare.

In this mantra, Rdma is called first, Krsna second. Now a devotee in the Hare
Krsna sect will not say Rdma first. He will start with hare krsna and then say hare
rdma because he considers Krsna superior. The belief is that you must worship only
Krsna because Lord Krsna said here - mdm eva, krsnam eva. Therefore, he alone
should be worshipped. Then he will take you away from mdyd - to his abode in
Vaikuntha. The problem is, Vaikuntha is also within maya.

PRAPATTI

Another religious sect claims that in this verse Bhagavan is saying that the only
way to cross mdyd is to totally surrender to Visnu. They ritualise it and call it prapatti.
As a part of the ritual they tattoo a conch, Aarikha, on one hand and a disc, cakra, on the
other symbolising a total surrender to Lord Visnu who carries a sahkha in one hand and
a cakra in the other. It is symbolic and there is no problem with this. The ahikha
symbolises a call, a message, and cakra stands for the destruction of ignorance. Perhaps
the idea is that apparently Krsna is saying, 'If you respond to My call of the Veda, then
My disc will take care of your samsdra. It will destroy your ignorance, your sorrow.'

kalau kalmasa-cittanSdm pdpadravyopajivinam
vidhikriydvihindndm harerndmaiva kevalam
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But in the Vedic tradition, you are not supposed to injure your body or anyone
else's. It is himsd, injury. Burning, especially, is considered to be a very sinful action. In

any case, some devotees do this with the thought, 'You are the only refuge for Me. With

my body, my mind, senses, etc., 1 surrender to you.' This surrender is very beautiful. But

the difficulty is, how do you surrender? How are you going to surrender the body, mind,
and senses to the Lord when they are the Lord? Further, you yourself - your physical
body, your mind - and all the created products are born of midy. If your dtmd, the one

that is surrendering, is also a product, how are you going to cross mdyd by surrendering
in this way? You can only remain within it.

The religion of prapatti advocates surrender alone and claims that Bhagavin
teaches this here when he says, ye mdm eva prapadyante. It says that the word mdm in

this statement indicates Visnu because Krsna is Visnu. The word eva indicates that

Visnu alone is to be worshipped, not any other devatd - not Siva, Allah, or the Father

in heaven. And a simple act of devotion, he says, is not enough. Prapatti, total
surrender, is required. 'Ye prapadyante' means those people, who are doing this
prapatti, surrender.

A further difficulty is that since Krsna says 'ye mdm prapadyante' we now have

mam, indicating iSvara and ye, indicating the jvuas, individuals. The devotees are doing
the act of prapatti and the object of their surrender is Lord Visnu. Therefore, there is

duality - kartr-karma-bheda and jva-sivara-bheda. To consider that ISvara andjiva

are different is to dismiss moksa because there is no possibility of moksa when there is
duality.

My intention here is not to discredit prapatti or any other form of worship. I just
wanted to show you some of the endless distortions that are possible and how necessary
proper understanding is for moksa.

RESOLUTION OF THE SEEMING DUALITY

When Lord Krsna says, ye mdm prapadyante, there is a seeming duality. So, we
have to understand what he means by looking into the context. In the beginning of this
chapter he said, 'I am going to teach you exactly what is knowledge along with
immediate understanding without anything being left out - jiinam te aham
savijnidnam idam vaksydmi asesatah. I will give you, not merely knowledge, but

immediate knowledge.'

Later he is going to say, 'There are many people who are devoted to Me. The
distressed raise their prayers to Me as do those who want to accomplish things. And the
people who want to know about Me, of course are devoted to Me as are the ones who do
know Me, the jhdnis. All of them are devotees. But understand that the jfiani is no
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longer separate from Me. He is Myself, jiian tu dtmaiva me matam.'1 So, the
knowledge, that Bhagavun has promised to teach, resolves the duality between jiva and
ISvara.

He will also say very clearly that, he is the one who has entered into all beings as
'I.' And that he is the atma of all beings - sarvasya caham hrdi sannivistah.2 As the
space seemingly enters the pot as it is created, dtma having created everything,
seemingly enters everything, remaining the same, as the uncreated basis of everything.
Throughout the sastra, the jiva is never said to have been created - a very important
thing to understand. The physical body, the mind, the senses are all created because they
are assembled. But thejiva is never created. It is the changeless atma, the very dtma of
every being. After the entire process of creation, atma remains the same as the 'I' of
everything. And that 'I' is independent of all the three gunas.

These three gunas are to be overcome. How? Since Lord Visnu has already
overcome them, has them all under his control, Krsna says here, 'mam eva
prapadyante - they seek only Me, the one who is everything. Then they are released.

Introducing the next verse Sahkara says, if this is so, why doesn't everyone seek
you? Krsna answers this here.

ml�qIlFin aii •'mIf-iRT: 1I 1 I
na mam duskrtino miidhah prapadyante naradhamah
mdyaydpahrtajdand asuram bhdvamdAritdh Verse 15

"�fd'i : duskrtinah - those who do wrong actions; Wil: miidhah - those who are
deluded; TmrT: narddhamdh - the lowest among men; 4 Wqr 5Wr1F na mdm
prapadyante - do not seek Me; TFRf mdyayd - due to mdyal; 9Sql TI:
apahrtaji&ndh - robbed of their discrimination; 3TTT'ff rq dsuram bhdvam -
state of revelling in sense pursuits (or doing things that are not good for them); aflTrlT:
dsritah - they are the ones who have resorted to

Those who do wrong actions, who are deluded and the lowest among
men do not seek Me. Robbed of their discrimination by mdyd, they have
resorted to the condition of those who revel in sense pursuits.

SGltd - 18-7
2 Git - 15-15
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WHO ARE THE PEOPLE WHO DO NOT SEEK iTVARA AT ALL?

These are those who, even though they can cross over this mdyd by seeking Me do
not seek Me, mdm na prapadyante. Why? Because they are madhas, duskrtins,

narddhamas and mdyaya apahrta-jiindh. You cannot say more. Krsna simply piled

up all these characteristics which, in short, make them dsuram bhivam a$ritdh -
people who have resorted to the condition of indulging in what is not good for them. Let
us see the meaning of the individual words.

Duskrtinah means those who, either in this life or in the previous ones have done
wrong actions, papa-karmas. And duskrtins can also be taken as those who continue to
do so.

Mildhdh means those who are deluded. Why do they do these wrong actions?
Because they are mdhddh, deluded. To put it in a simple form they have a confusion of
priorities. What exactly is important and what is not is not very clear. As a result,
sometimes the end becomes so important, the propriety of the means is not considered.
Even for religious fanatics the end becomes so important that they compromise with
reference to the means. This is an unfortunate thing. These people are called midhds,
deluded as they are about what is to be done and what is not to be done, kdrya and
akdrya. As a result, they become duskrtins, people who did wrong actions previously
and continue to do so under the spell of myda.

Nara-adhamah - Saikara says among the human beings, there are people who
are exalted - utkrsta, lowly - adhama and in between, average - madhyama. Being

lowly in terms of behaviour is entirely due to thinking. Essentially there is no sinner. But
due to ignorance and a lack of discrimination, people do behave improperly. They can
gain a good discriminative faculty through doing good karma at least in this life. But
even for this, a change in thinking has to occur. That is why grace is required and
therefore, prayer.

WHY ARE THEY LIKE THIS?

Mayayd apahrta-jhdndh - These are people whose discrimination is robbed

away by mayd. Apahrta-jiiZnas means those who have lost their viveka because of the
very mdyd that they have to cross. Mdya, we have seen, means ignorance and its
products, likes and dislikes and so on. It becomes a decoy. Robbed by this mdyd one is
bereft of his treasure, jiina, which here means viveka. That rational discriminative
faculty is our treasure. And if the treasure which is given only to a human being is taken
away by mdyd, these people becomes totally given to the condition of an asura, dsuram
bhduam agritdh.
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WHO IS AN ASURA?

'Asuram bhdvam adritah' refers to people who have resorted to the qualities of
an asura. Sura means the one who revels in himself or in things that are good. Asura
means the opposite, i.e., the one who revels in all the things that are not good. It can also
mean asusu ramate, the one who revels only in the sense organs meaning the sense
enjoyments - wine, woman, horse races, discos and so on. Or, as Sankara takes it,
himsa-anrtldi-laksanam dsuram bhavam - dsura-bhdva is nothing but a tendency
to hurt others, to tell lies, etc. Himsa means hurting another for the sake of personal gain
like money or pleasure. Anrta is falsehood and ddi can be taken to mean all other false
values like stealing. Laksana means characteristic. So, these are the characteristics of
the state of mind and lifestyle of an asura. Given to this, naturally they do not seek
Isvara. Carried away by fancies and wrong values, they will be totally given to the life
of an asura, and they do not come to isvara at all. They do not even think of Ivara.
The Lord just does not come into their lives.

Krsna himself tells us in the next verse that to overcome this seemingly hopeless
situation one need not even know I9vara as oneself. Just the understanding that there is
Isvara is good enough. Then a certain attitude and prayer will develop and one will find
that changes begin to take place. These changes occur only with a prayerful attitude and
recognition of Isvara in one form or another. That is what really paves the way for an
inner conversion to take place.

Therefore, it is not totally hopeless; there is a chance. Krsna is going to explain
that in the next verse. From here till the end of the chapter he will be talking about
people given to good works and attitudes, sukrtins. Even for those who are prayerful
only in distress, there is hope. They may not think of Isvara at all until they get into
trouble; but at least they think of Isvara at that time. There are some who, even in
trouble will not think of him. But even if they think of him only in distress, there is a
change. That is what we call conversion. Once Idvara is accommodated in one's life, the
change takes place thereafter.

#3TA fl^r 'rT W*I T: ft I I I I

caturvidha bhajante mdn jandh sukrtino'rjuna
irto jijisurarthdrthi jini ca bharatarsabha Verse 16

qqFT: caturvidhah - four-fold; -Rm: janah - people; lid': sukrtinah - who
do good actions; qTr r mdm - me; Wt bhajante - worship; 3P arjuna -

O Arjuna!; 44i: artah - the one in distress; aMWf artharthl - the one who wants
security and pleasure; irWH: jijidsuh - the one who desires to know; ' ca - and:

B.G. Vol. I -32
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Tift j�idni - the one who knows; %T� bharatarsabha -0 foremost in the family
of Bharata!

0 Arjuna, the people, given to good actions who worship me are
four-fold. They are, the one in distress, the one who wants security and
pleasure, the one who wishes to know (Me), and the one who knows
(Me), O foremost in the family of Bharata!

Sukrtinah jandh - the people who do good deeds. As a contrast to the duskrtins
who do not seek the Lord, in this verse Krsna tells us of the sukrtinah janah, those
people who do good actions now, or did them in previous lives. He says, 'They seek Me
- bhajante mdm. And it is because of the punya earned through their good actions that
they seek Me.'

TWO TYPES OF PUNYA

There are two types ofpunya. One gives wealth, pleasures, comfort, parentage etc.
For this you do not require any culture or inner growth. There is another type of punya
which is purely spiritual. And that punya-karma expresses itself no matter where one is
born. Even if a person has a difficult beginning, it does not deter him at all in his
seeking. Those who have this type of punya-karma, those sukrtins, worship Isvara,
mdm bhajante. They recognise Isvara.

FOUR TYPES OF DEVOTEES

Among those sukrtins who recognise and worship lsuara, there are four types,
catur-vidhdh - caturvidhdh bhajante mam. Vidhd means variety. Therefore, there
are four varieties of devotees. All of them have sufficient recognition of Isvara to be
devotees but among them there is a gradation. The degree of recognition, their attitude,
approach, prayers, etc., all determine the four types. And they are, he says, 'Zrtah
jij�disuh arthdrthl jiini ca bharatarsabha.'

ARTAH

Arti means any sorrow or grief. Sadness, distress, discomfort, trouble are all called
drti. Sahkara defines drta as one who is seized by a distress, caused by a thief, tiger, or
disease. Tigers were common in those days when India was full of forests; so, Sankara
commonly uses the tiger as an example. When a person is seized by some distress, whom
he will call as a last resort? If he has some punya-karma, there is Isvara in his life and
he will call upon him. But only when he is in distress. Till then he does not think of him.
But at least during that spell of distress he does think of him because he does not see
anyone else who can help him. This kind of devotee is called drta. a devotee in distress.
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ARTHARTHI

Artha means that which is desired. In this context it means wealth and things
similar to it - power, progeny and so on. One wants all these and to get them, the
artharthi invokes the grace of Bhagavan. He thinks that he cannot live happily without
these things and so, he makes use of various means to get them. He uses local influence,
money, etc., along with Bhagavun, because he recognises that there is always a factor
over which he has no control. As a devotee, he is mature enough to recognise the chance
element. That he recognises as daiva. And there is no way of having any control over it
without some grace. So, whenever he wants to accomplish something, he invokes the
grace of Isuara to control certain factors that he cannot control or even know. He will
perform rituals in order to invoke Isvara's grace to help him gain whatever he wants.
This is kdmya-karma, a karma done with a desire to accomplish a given end within
samsdra. The one who does kdmya-karma is an artharthi. But he is also an drta, a
devotee in trouble. When he is in trouble, he will of course, invoke the Lord. An drta,
however, is not an artharthi. Because only in distress can he think of God.

JIJNASUH

The third one isjijiisu. The order in the verse, drta,jijidsu, artharthi is for the
sake of metre. But in order of their understanding the irta and the artharthi belong to
one group, thejijiisu and thejiimn to another. Jijhdsu is the one who desires to know.
What does he want to know? That is also important because even the one who does
wrong actions, the duskrtin, wants to know a lot of things - like how to open locks,
etc. But here, the subject matter is Isvara, the truth of IAvara, bhagavat-tattva. He is
not invoking livara's grace for simple accomplishments. He wants to know the truth of
Isvara, the ultimate cause of everything. And thisjijdsu is a great devotee. He does not
use Bhagavdn as an accomplice for his small little pursuits; he wants to know who is
Isvara. As a bhakta he invokes Isvara's grace for this. He also offers his prayers; he
also performs his daily and occasional duties, nitya-naimittika-karma. But he does all
this to gain a clear mind, antah-karana-guddhi, and the knowledge of IAvara.

Knowledge of Isvara is nothing but knowledge of dtmd. JIvara, the cause of
everything happens to be in essence, oneself. If Ilvara were other than dtmd, he would
be andtmd, and therefore, inert. The only conscious being is utmd, and Isvara is not
separate from it.

This seeming difference between Isvara and the individual is due to upadhi, as
we have seen. There is only one reality and that the jijhdsu wants to know. He is a
devotee because he seeks the help of isvara and performs prayerful actions to earn this
help. But his actions are not for limited ends within samsara, kdmya-karmas. The drta
and artharthi are kdmis because their karmas are kdmya-karmas. The jijrisu.
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however, is a karma-yogi; so, his is a different type of devotion. Because of his extra

punya, he has discrimination, viveka, and because of that he is ajijiihsu.

JNANI

And then there is a fourth bhakta. All four recognise me and to the degree they
recognise me they are in union with me. The fourth one's recognition is complete; so, his
identification is total. When you are ajijii•su you necessarily become ajinani, the one

who knows the truth of Lord Visnu, ParameSvara, as himself. He is a real bhakta.

HOW THE JNANI'S DEVOTION DIFFERS FROM THAT OF ALL OTHERS

The jiihn's devotion is what we call sadhya-bhakti. There are two types of
bhakti. One is sddhana-bhakti, a devotion to Isvara as a means. This is the devotion of
a jijiisu. But the bhakti of one who understands Isvara, who recognises the truth of
isvara as atma, is sadhya-bhakti. It is a bhakti that has fulfilled itself, a devotion in the
form of absolute love - parama-prerna-svaripa-bhakti.

What is this absolute love? Between the object of love and the person who loves,
there is no difference at all. Love consumes all the differences. That is what we call
absolute love and it is only in the form of knowledge. The non-difference is already
accomplished because Isvara is atmd. This is a fact which has only to be recognised.

When there is already non-difference, its recognition is called ananya-bhakti.
Ananya means there is no other. The altar of bhakti and the seeker, the devotee, are one
and the same self. That bhakti is not time-bound or comparable because it is a fact. This
is the devotion of ajiianl. For him, all the bhakti has fulfilled itself. So, how can we call
him a bhakta? He is still a bhakta if we consider a bhakta as someone who is in union
with IAvara. The other three are also in union with Isvara, but, for them, Isvara is other
than themselves and therefore, remote, paroksa. For a jiiani, Isvara is immediate,
aparoksa. That is the only difference, and it is a great difference. Again among the three,
IAvara is always paroksa for the arta and the arthirthi but for ajijh�su he is paroksa

only for the time being.

Paroksa means indirectly known - as omniscient, almighty and so on. The
difficulty is with the little knowledge I have, how can I appreciate omniscience? And
with' my limited power, how can I appreciate what is all powerful? By no stretch of the
imagination is that possible. For an arta and an arthdrthi then, Ilvara is always
indirectly known, nitya-paroksa.

For the jijisu, however, there is a possibility of livara becoming aparoksa and
for the jiini, he is aparoksa because Ilvara, the cause of everything, is non-separate
from dtmd. Even though he is the atma, of everyone, only the jintn appreciates it. Only
he has an intellect subtle enough to recognise what is true for everyone. And thejifiani is
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distinguished here among the bhaktas as a fulfilled bhakta. The jijidsu is going to be
fulfilled and even the others will be fulfilled in time. Eventually they will come to
IAvara. The drta, the devotee in distress, will become an artharthi and then a jijniisu
because he has devotion. His recognition of Ivara paves the way for his progress.

Bhakti, devotion, is any type of union between jiva and IAvara. By a proper
action or even a thought you are uniting yourself to Iuvara. But jfani doesn't try to
make a bridge between jiva and (Ivara. Gaining the knowledge, he finds that he is
always united. There's only one thing there. That is Isvara; that is atma. There's no
second thing at all to unite with. So, he is always united, nitya-yukta. That is told in this
next verse.

tesdm jiuini nityayukta ekabhaktirviSisyate
priyo hi janino'tyarthamaham sa ca mama priyah Verse 17

Arq. tesam - among these; ft jiiadni - the one who knows (Me); 1Wi-tFi: eka-
bhaktih - whose devotion is resolved in oneness; Th'w-r: nitya-yuktah - always
united (with Me); ffsR� f viiisyate - is distinguished; * hi - because; 3IF' aham
- I am; TPF{: jnianinah - to the jiini; 3T'Ni atyartham - totally; fl4: priyah -
beloved; V W sa ca - and he; rFTM : mama priyah - is My beloved

Among these, the jfini, always united (to me), his devotion resolved in
oneness, is distinguished because I am totally beloved to him and he is
absolutely My beloved.

THE JNANI IS ALWAYS UNITED TO itVARA

Tes.m jiini nitya-yuktah - among these four devotees, the jiini is always
united to Isuara. Jiini means the one who has immediate knowledge of the truth of
Isvara. He is a knower of the truth, tattvavit. Because of this knowledge, he is always
united to Isvara, nitya-yukta. This is a very important word here.

As long as Isvara is remote, paroksa, one has to make a connection with him. If
one has a certain recognition of Isvara, one connects oneself by some prayer, a thought,
a mantra, some meditation, or some act like a ritual. If the connection is for redemption
from some distress, it is the connection of an drta-bhakta, but it is not permanent, nitya.
He is united for now; later he will not be. It is the same for the arthdrthl. When he
undertakes something important, he thinks about Isvara and then begins that action. At
this time he is united to isuara. The jijiisu is more or less always united because his
whole mind is consumed by the desire to know the truth. And the truth is isvara.
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Therefore, his mind is more often than not connected. As a mumuksu, he is a
karma-yogi and therefore, has prasada-buddhi. His attitude is, 'Whatever action I do, it
is all offered to you - yat yat karma karomi tat tat tava aradhanam. He conforms to

dharma because that is isvara for him. Therefore, he is more or less nitya-yukta. More
or less because he does not yet know Isvara's truth, tattva. So too, a renunciate,
sannydsi, seeking moksa is more or less a nitya-yukta.

The jldnl, however is nitya-yukta. There is identity between isvara andjiva and
he recognises that. This fact is revealed by the �Sstra which he exposed himself to as a
jijiisu. Because of his desire to know, he inquired into the meaning of the mahdvakyas
like tat tvam asi. And in these, the identity is revealed. The one who understands that
revelation is called the tattvavit, the knower of the truth. And he is always united to
I¶vara, nitya-yukta.

Further, he is eka-bhakti. For him there is only itmd. Previously he was also a
devotee, but now his very devotion resolves into one dtmd. The difference betweenjiva
and Isvara is resolved and in his understanding of the identity between jiva and isvara,
there is resolution of his devotion. His devotion to inquiry, etc., all resolves into that.
Therefore, he's called eka-bhakti. And he is vigisyate, distinguished as the most exalted
among the four.

THE JNANI IS DISTINGUISHED

All of them are devotees but the jiidni has a special feature that makes him stand
out. This is told here not to set the jiiani apart as someone extraordinary. What is pointed
out is the extent to which our devotion has to mature. It has to mature in a knowledge by
which one becomes always united to Isvara, nitya-yukta. All the devotion should
resolve in that knowledge. Therefore, the one who knows is distinguished, jiidni
viisiyate.

Bhagavun started off this chapter saying jfi�nam savijii&nam vaksydmi, I will
tell you about knowledge along with vijiiana. Here he says that the one who has that
knowledge is ajiihni, the most exalted among the four types of devotees. Why is he so
exalted?

WHY IS THE JNANI DISTINGUISHED?

When someone is in distress, he calls upon Me and for the time being he is one
with Me. At that time he considers Me to be his only refuge. But it is only when he is in
distress. So, what is he really interested in? Is he interested in Me or is he interested in
getting relief from his distress?

He is not interested in Me, really. He wants to make use of Me like any other
commodity. Because there is no other commodity that will release him, he resorts to Me.
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For him I am another source of help that he makes use of, all for release from his plight.
Being a samsdri he is subject to getting into one difficulty after another, and then he has
to make use of all the help available, local as well as non-local. The non-local help is
Myself, isvara.

Therefore, Bhagavan continues and says, it is not exactly that I am a value for
him. The value is to get out of trouble. My value is that I am useful for that. I am a
common tender, like money. For all the devotees for whom I am paroksa, I am not truly
beloved, priya. Even ajijin�su has not understood Me; so, I am not totally priya for him
either. For him what is priya is moksa. He wants release from bondage and therefore, he
invokes Me.

Only for the jiadn, am I the most beloved -. priyah hi jiianinah atyartham
aham - because only he knows Me as dtma, the object of all love. Atmd is dnanda,
the only value in the whole creation. It therefore, becomes the object of all love. Here
Krsna uses the word atyartha - absolutely. So, for the jiani, I am totally beloved.
Atmd is known to him as sat-cit-dnanda-dtma and all love resolves into that dtma.
Ananda, the fullness which is the nature of dtmd, becomes love whenever there is a
relationship. If the object to which he is related happens to seek a certain redress, then
the love becomes service or compassion. The same love keeps on changing into various
forms. Emotionally, dtma, being dnanda and I being known to him as dtmd, I am the
most beloved for thejiiani.

And that jiini is also the most beloved to Me - atyartham sa ca mama priyah.
Atyartha is used for both IAvara and the jiihni. Therefore, the Lord says that he, the
jiadni, is the most beloved for Me because he is Me. In the next verse he says this -
jidni tu atmaiva me matam. He is My most beloved because he is Myself,
sat-cit-ananda-dtma. Priya is at, 1. Why? Because dtma is the most beloved. So, sah
- he, is mama - My (the Lord's) priyah i.e., atmd.

In these two verses, Krsna has shown that four types of people worship him. They
are, drta, a devotee in distress, the arthdrthl, the one who invokes him not only in
distress but also when he wants to accomplish something, the jijihsu who wants to
know the suarapa of Bhagavdn, and the jiihni who knows the svari2pa of Bhagavdn
and knows that essentially he is not different from Bhagavdn. Among these four, the
jidni is the most exalted. Even though they are all devotees, the Lord singles out the
jii•ni as the one who has accomplished what devotion can accomplish. All the others are
united to him whenever they pray, but the jfini is always united to him because he is a
tattvavit; he knows the truth of Isvara as not separate from himself. Naturally he is
always united. Because of this knowledge - that I am the dtmd, and dtmd, being
dnanda-svaripa, the object of absolute love - the Lord says, 'I am the most beloved to
him and he the most beloved to Me.'
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Now if this is so, what about the other three devotees? Are they not beloved to
Bhagavun?

3mf: Tdt tnrfit 1 iwH#Ri VT O I I I
udirdhi sarva evaite jidni tvdtmaiva me matam
dsthitah sa hi yuktdtmd mdmeudnuttamdm gatim Verse 18

-A 1 �i sarve eva ete - all these indeed; 3•T(: uddrdh - are exalted; t [ jii nl

tu - but the one who knows (Me); 3TJTT �i atma eva - is Myself alone; ( T) "4

Tqr (iti) me matam - this is My vision; f hi - because; T: sah - he; -3Tr-TT
yukta-dtma - the one whose mind is absorbed in Me; TIT �4a mam eva - Me alone;

3TT1iTh' 'ifTO anuttamdm gatim - the end beyond which there is no end; a3Tf••:

dsthitah - abides in (has reached)

All these indeed are exalted, but the one who knows (Me) is myself
alone. This is My vision. Because he, the one whose mind is absorbed in
Me, has reached Me alone, the end beyond which there is no end.

ALL DEVOTEES ARE EXALTED

Sarue ete uddrdh - all of these devotees are exalted. All of them recognise Me;
so, from the standpoint of those who do not recognise me at all, they are exalted. They
are all mature people because they recognise Me. This is what Krsna says. But Sahkara
takes it slightly differently. He takes the word ete, these, to mean the other three devotees
because Bhagavdn has already singled out thejifini as the most beloved.

BUT THE JNANI IS MYSELF

The Lord said, 'I consider the jiienl as Myself - jiidni tu ttmaiva (iti) me
matam.' If they are all exalted, why is the jiidni distinguished as the most beloved?
Sahkara says that there is no devotee of iSvara, who is not beloved to him. Each one
becomes the recipient'of his grace. But the jihdni is the most beloved, because, the Lord
says, 'He is Myself alone. He is not separate from Me. Therefore, he is definitely
different. The others are also not different from Me. But they have not recognised the
fact. I have no partiality because I am already everyone. It is not that only the jfiini's
dtmd is My dtmd. The fact remains for all. But because of the jiitni's recognition that
dtma, is ParameSvara, he becomes Me and I become him. 'Me matam' means 'that is
My vision.' The word mata used in the sense of 'an opinion.' It is a very clear vision for
Krsna. What he means by this is that the jijhni's dtmd, is not different from Krsna, the
Lord. Therefore, the jhini is the most beloved for the Lord.
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WHY IS THE JNANI NOT DIFFERENT FROM BHAGAVAN?

Why is this so? In answering this he defines the jfinl - sa hi yuktdtmi midm
eva anuttamdm gatim dsthitah. He is the one whose mind is absorbed in Me - sa hi
yukta-dtma. For that ji$ni, the most exalted end is Me. Anuttam& gati means an end
beyond which there is nothing greater. In other words, there is no other end. And the
jii�ni, the one who accomplishes that end, who reaches Me, is indeed the most exalted
because he is Myself. We can also take anuttamdm gatim &sthitah as the one who
remains in this end of all ends, the one who is established in this knowledge, who has
jifdna-nis.thi. That jildni, is indeed the most exalted because he is not other than
ISvara.

The praise of the jiidni here is to point out that devotion is meant only for this
knowledge. There is a claim thatjinina is for devotion. The thinking is that you must
know Idvara, so that you can have devotion for him. But if I know dtma, as JIvara, the
devotion resolves. Till then it is devotion; its culmination is knowledge. So, it is clear
that devotion is not after knowledge; it is before. Devotion is for the sake of knowledge
and knowledge itself is devotion.

The definition of bhakti is - parama-prema-svartpa. Prema means love; so,
parama-prema-svaripa is absolute love. Between the object of love and the one who
loves there is no difference whatsoever. When there is a love then there is no other,
ananya, the devotee and the altar of devotion are one and the same. That devotion is
nothing but knowledge, ji ina. Expressing the same thing another way, this is
sddhya-bhakti, an end in itself, the fulfilled devotion ofthejiiani.

In the next verse, the jnini is again praised.

qlTa : -mýM -. r ^Tm: I 1 1Ii
bahCtirn janmandmante jiiinavdnmdm prapadyate
vdsudevah sarvamiti sa mahdtma sudurlabhah Verse 19

T T s-HTi bahiundmjanmandm - of many births; a�T3 ante - at the end; 1r Fl
jiianavdn - the one who has knowledge; iq: Tr T5 r vdsudevah sarvam iti -
'Vdsudeva is everything' thus; T9RT wm mdm prapadyate - reaches Me; -T: rTqT
sah mahdtmd - that wise man; M'4T: sudurlabhah - is very rare

At the end of many births, the one who has knowledge reaches Me by
knowing, 'Vdsudeva is everything.' That wise man is very rare.

At the end of many births - bahundm janmanam ante, the wise man - jitinavdn
seeks Me, mdm prapadyate. Does this mean that if you begin in this life, you will
become a jiini only after a number of births? No. Saikara says here that, the word
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bahunam indicates a number of births wherein one had gathered enough punya

conducive to knowledge. One has any number of births before one begins to recognise

the fundamental problem and seek a solution.

The word jinavdn can be taken in two ways. He can be the one whose mind, at

the end of many births, is mature enough to gain this knowledge. Because of his

maturity, he seeks Me, mdm prapadyate. Such a person alone becomes a jinani. Or

jiianavan is the one who has the knowledge. He reaches Me.

EVERYTHING IS VASUDEVA

How does he reach Bhagavin? Because of his knowledge, he understands

Vasudeva alone is everything, as himself - vasudeuah sarvam. Vdsudeva is

non-separate from dtmd. So the gain is a recognition of the identity between the 'I' of

the jiva and the 'I' of Igvara and sees that all that is here is Vasudeva. Everything is

non-separate from that cause. And the product, the creation is mithyd. It has no

existence apart from its cause which he recognises as satya. And he sees very clearly

that the only satya is ttmd, which is Brahman and recognises therefore, that everything

is Vatsudeva. In this knowledge he reaches Me.

This makes it very clear that devotion after knowledge is not what is meant here. If

Vasudeva is everything, he cannot be separate from Me. If he is minus Me, he is not

everything. And he would also be andtmd, which, as we have seen, would mean he is

inert, jada. If Ivara is inert, he depends entirely upon Me to be known, like any other

inert object. But it is not so. Everything depends on itmd, the only thing that is real, the

satya-vastu. And itmd, happens to be Ivara. Therefore, you can say 'I am all this -

aham idam sarvam.'

This is what the sdstra says throughout in various ways. All this is Brahman

alone; there is no multiplicity here at all - sarvam khalu idam brahma neha nand

asti kiiicana. And further, without the world, dtmd is whole, puirna, and with the world,

it is whole - pUrnamadah parnamidam. Wholeness is not going to be improved

upon. Therefore, the world, being mithyd is not an addition to Brahman; it is dependent

on and non-separate from Brahman. And Brahman itself has not undergone any change

whatsoever to become the world. Without Brahman there is no world either. Without a

reality, there is no mithyd.

HOW THE SASTRA REVEALS IDENTITY

BADHAYAM SAMANADHIKARANYAM

To reveal this, sistra uses a linguistic method called badhiyaim

saimindhikaranyam. The word samana means 'the same.' The word adhikarana

means 'locus.' When two things have the same locus, then one is said to be a samana-
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adhikarana with reference to the other. The condition in which two objects enjoy the
same locus is called sdmdnidhikaranya.' There are two types of sdmdnadhikaranya.
In a blue pot, both the blue colour and the pot are in the same locus; they have the same
adhikarana. Similarly, when you say, 'Rama is a musician,' both Rama and the
property of being a musician reside in the same locus. Rama is the musician and the
musician is Rima. A is B and B is A. Therefore, there is sdmdnddhikaranya between
A and B.

But when we say the world is Brahman, the situation is different. The world is
Brahman alright but Brahman is not the world. A is B but B is not A. This kind of
samdnadhikaranya is called bddhdydm sdmdnddhikaranyam. To illustrate, let us
consider the following situation. Suppose a stump of a tree is mistaken for a person.
Then someone who knows that it is not a person, points out that it is not a person but a
stump of a tree. He says, 'sthanuh ayam purusah - this person is a stump of a tree.' It
means - what you see as the person is a stump of a tree. In Sanskrit, both the word
'person,' purusa, and the word 'stump,' sthf•nu, have the same case ending. This
indicates that they have the same locus. But are there two things here? No. What is
referred to as a person, purusa, is the stump of a tree, sthanu. First you see it as the
person and then the person resolves into the stump. The person does not qualify the
stump, like blue qualifies the pot; the person resolves into the stump. This kind of
sdmanadhikaranya in which one is negated, that is, one resolves in to the other is
called badhZdyam sdmanddhikaranyam. And the Mgstra uses this technique of
bddhdydm sdmdnddhikaranyam to explain the fact that what we perceive as the
pluralistic world is in fact one non-dual Brahman.

This is what is said here by the statement, vdsudevah sarvam. The word
Vasudeva we have seen is the one in whom everything has its being and who is in the
form of consciousness, caitanya. Vasu is the one in whom everything exists, by whom
everything is sustained. It causes every thing to exist in itself and is the basis of every
existence. And vasu is deva. Its own nature is pure consciousness, deva. From the
standpoint of the world, it is vasu, the cause of everything and from its own standpoint it
is in the form of consciousness,deva. This vasudeva itself is Vdsudeva.

That is why it is only oneself, the conscious being, pratyagdtmd. Therefore, his
knowledge is, 'I am everything - aham idam sarvam or Vdsudeva is everything -
vdsudevah sarvam. In this way he reaches Me.

THE ONE WHO HAS THIS KNOWLEDGE IS VERY DIFFICULT TO FIND

Sa mahdtma sudurlabhah. Such ajidni is sudurlabha, very hard to come by.
He recognises Me as the dtma, of all beings; so, his atma, is mahan, great, limitless.
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One who has that knowledge is called mahatma. Generally the word mahdtma, is used

for any sdhu, any saint. In that case, the word atma refers to the antah-karana and the

word mahatma indicates a person whose mind or heart is very big. But here, because of

the context, mahatma is the one whose atmi is Brahman. There is no one equal to that
mahatma because you cannot improve upon limitlessness. He is a mahatma. And he is
very difficult to find. This is why, even though all are beloved, the jiaini is
distinguished.

In this verse Krsna has said that it is very difficult to find a mahatma, who knows
everything is Vasudeva. Even though only devotees are being discussed here, all of them
are not able to recognise Vasudeva as dtma. Why is it so difficult to recognise that the
Lord is everything? This is the reason.

^l^dt^Hm w WsT^^cCT: I

T 4h HIRe4Iq hlR TI ftTT: -TMII R o I I
kamaistaistairhrtajiihndh prapadyante'nyadevatah
tar tam niyamamdsthSya prakrtyd niyatah svayd Verse 20

A: A: -fT: taih taih kdmaih - by those particular desires; WIrMl: hrta-jihnah -

whose discrimination is robbed away; T - i fwEm tam tam niyamam - whatever

are the stipulations for that; 3IFR14 dsthdya - following; Ml ~�l prakrtyd svaya

- by their own dispositions; Pfwi: niyatdh - driven; 3P-qtW: anya-devatah -

other (lesser) gods; yW1A# prapadyante - they worship

Those whose discrimination is robbed away by their own particular
desires, driven by their own dispositions, worship other gods following
what is stipulated.

DESIRES ROB ONE OF DISCRIMINATION

Hrta-j5in&dh - are those whose discrimination is robbed away. Hrta means

robbed, taken away, and what is robbed is jiidna, discrimination. If they do not have
discrimination between atmi, and andtmd, what they want will not be very clear to
them.

How have they been robbed of their discrimination? Kdmaih taih taih - by
those desires. Because desires differ from person to person, the plural is used here. Each
person has his own unique desires and by those he is robbed of his discrimination.
Without an object you cannot have a desire. So, Sahkara says here that their
discrimination is robbed away by objects like son, wealth, heaven and so on -
putra-pa.u-svargddi visayaih. Putra is son. If one has money, one wants a heir. If he

has no money, even though he has nothing to give, he still wants a son. Perhaps the hope
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is that the son will improve his lot. Each one wants to continue to live in the form of his
son. A man also wants a son to continue the family name. And every woman has an
inbuilt desire to have a child because there is a natural fulfilment there. If she chooses
not to, it is because of other problems. In Indian society there is also a religious reason to
have a son. Only a son can perform the funerary rites of a parent. Putra also stands for
kdma, all forms of pleasure. This desire for progeny is one of the most powerful desires
and is therefore, mentioned separately. Pasu, cattle, is the symbol for all forms of
wealth. In an agricultural society, the number of cattle a person had indicated the amount
of land he owned. Suarga is heaven. The word adi meaning etc., indicates power, fame,
and so on.

By these various objects of desire, people are hrta-jhfnas, those who are robbed
of their discrimination. Because of the predominance of the desires for various things,
discrimination between atma, and anatmd, or between nitya and anitya does not arise
in such people. They are too busy fulfilling their desires.

THEY IMPLORE OTHER GODS

Anya-deuatdh prapadyante - they propitiate other devatas. In doing so, they
meet with a number of obstructions. To ward these off and enhance the results of their
efforts, they invoke fIvara in the form of different devatas. They implore -
prapadyante, other gods - anya-devatas. There are prayers to invoke a specific devata
for a specific result and for certain results there are certain specified rituals. So, to fulfil
their desires they invoke various other devatas.

All the devatas they worship are looked upon as other than atmd, which is
Vasudeva. They do not think about dtma, being Vdsudeva and that they have to gain
this knowledge. The desire for knowledge, jjijhsd, does not arise in them.

EACH IS IMPELLED BY HIS OWN DISPOSITION

Driven by their own dispositions - svayd prakrtya niyatdh-- they approach
other devatas for what they want or they go to deva-loka and become devatas
themselves as a result of their worship. When the same result can be achieved by
worshipping any deity why should one choose a given deity? It all depends upon his own
samskara, tendency. Perhaps he had worshipped that deity in his previous life, or in this
life. Because bf what was done before, certain things attract, certain things do not. Even
though they may not have prejudices against other deities, still, one attracts. So, they
follow that particular form of worship - all for the fulfilment of their own unique set of
desires.
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WORSHIP IS ACCORDING TO STIPULATIONS

How do they worship? Following a particular stipulation - tam tam niyamam
dsthaya - they invoke a given devatd. The repetition, tam tam, indicates that
according to each desire, there is a particular type of worship available. If one wants a
son, he cannot perform a ritual which is meant to bring rain. He will perform
putra-kdmesti, a particular ritual meant for the birth of a son. There are rules about, how
to perform this ritual, who are the devatds involved, what are the oblations, what are the
mantras, and what are the gifts to be given. All these are called niyamas, rules.
Asthaya means 'following these rules or stipulations.'

Driven by their own disposition, following a particular set of rules, they worship
devatds other than dtmd, Vasudeva. There is nothing wrong in this. The only problem is
that they are only interested in dharma or artha or kama. So, it becomes very difficult
to see that Vdsudeva is all this. To gain that vision they have to see the limitations of
these desires and pursue the understanding of dtmd. And for that they must have
nitya-anitya-viveka. The desire for moksa must be there. If it is not, the desire for
dharma, artha and kama loom large in their minds.

Even Arjuna, up to now, was only interested in dharma-artha-kdma. He became
interested in moksa only a few chapters ago, a few hours ago, perhaps. Since Krsna
started talking to him, only an hour or two would have passed. Before that Arjuna was
interested in fighting and in establishing dharma.

Therefore, robbed of their discrimination by various desires, driven by their
particular disposition, they propitiate different devatas according to the stipulations. As
a result, they don't come to Me. This applies to all forms of religion where ISvara is
other than you. In the next verse, Lord Krsna says that in whichever form they worship,
in that form I bless them.

tf Tt n ^ F r: -qff 4T I
*wT I r4 i Stw t1 f fd lwHwII R I I

yo yo yam yam tanum bhaktah Araddhaydrcitumicchati
tasya tasyacaldm sraddhdm tdmeva vidadhamyaham Verse 21

-T: T: yah yah - whoever; 1-T: bhaktah - the devotee; -R 74 ydm yam -
whichever; ITT tanum - particular form; 8rýT Sraddhayd - with faith; a3FTq,
arcitum - to worship; �-?rT icchati - he desires; IRPT ?I tasya tasya - for each

one of them; -f t ,RPT tdm eva sraddhdm - indeed that same Sraddhd; 3TW5
acaldm - unshakeable; feTTrfl 3l vidadhami aham - I make

Whoever be the devotee and in whichever form (of a devatd) he wishes
to worship with faith, indeed that same faith, I make firm for him.
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Yah yah bhaktah - whoever be the devotee, whether he be an arta, a devotee in
distress, or an artharthi, someone who wants help for his accomplishments, yam yam
tanum - whichever particular form, sraddhayd arcitum icchati - he desires to worship
with faith, I make that faith unshakeable - so says Bhagavdn. Bhakta here is a person
whose primary concern is fulfilling his desires; but because he has sraddha, he is a
devotee rather than a simple kmid. This restricts the meaning of bhakta to an drta and
an arthirthi. He will invoke the Lord in a particular form, tanu, according to his
sraddhi; but because he does not see that Vdsudeva is everything, he propitiates a
particular aspect of the Lord and performs a specific ritual invoking that form of devatd.

With Araddha he desires to worship, or to praise a particular form of devata.
According to his understanding he may insist that this is the only form of the Lord or he
may accommodate other forms of worship.

THE LORD HIMSELF ESTABLISHES A DEVOTEE'S SRADDHA

The Lord says 'tasya acaldm sraddhdm vidadhdmi aham. The important thing
here is sraddhi. Earlier Krsna had said that, the one who has Araddha gains knowledge
of the identity of the individual and lsvara - Sraddhuvan labhate jiinam.' In this
verse he says whatever sraddha he now has, that, I make it firm, unshakeable, for him
- tasya acaldm Araddhdm vidadhimi aham. For the one whose Araddhd manifests
as a worship of a particular devati for a particular result, I make his sraddhc firm.
How? By giving the results. Suppose someone performs a particular ritual and he does
not get the promised result, then his sraddha will quickly disappear. I make sure that it
does not by giving the results. They are doing karmas for which results are to be given.
That result I give. Even though they are worshipping only a fraction of me, even though
they don't worship me totally, still I make firm whatever sraddha they have. I am
available in the particular form of devati that they invoke. No devati is separate from
Me but I am more than these devatis. The difficulty is that these devotees think that this
particular devati is Isvara. But I do not disturb that at all. I give them results only
according to their sraddha. If I were to interfere and tell them, 'I am you,' it would not
help because they are not ready for it. Even if the Lord appears before such people, they
will ask for a promotion. They already have a certain firmness in their sraddha. I make
it more firm by giving the result. This he tells in the next verse.

T TWT N1;T iTfrl^rwfeim- I
-q i -(M: ^Hm^-qi cf fcdHfý ?TFT I NO I I
sa tay A raddhayd yuktastasydrddhanamihate
labhate ca tatah kiman mayaiva vihitdn hi tan Verse 22

There are two different ways of reading the second line of this verse as given

SGta - 4-39
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below.

maya eva vihitdn hi tan kdmdn labhate

mayd eva vihitan hitdn kdmdn labhate

T: sah - he; TM W59i taya sraddhayd - with that faith; %i-: yuktah - being

endowed; ýI tasya - of that (form of devatd); 3TRmFF( darddhanam - worship; it

lhate - he engages in; 'f ca - and; MT: tatah - from that (worshipped devata);

(1) M - maya eva - by Me alone; f�4iuF vihitan - ordained; * hi -

because/definitely; ?W �mtI| tan kdmdn - those objects; ýr* labhate - he gains;

(2) WT 'tI mayd eva - by Me alone; NIffrF vihitdn - ordained; if ii �mi hitdn

kdmdn - those desired objects; �'A labhate - he gains

Here in the second reading, hitdn kdmdn will mean very desirable objects.

1. He who, endowed with that faith, engages in worship of that
(devati), gains from that (devat5 he has worshipped) those objects of
desire that are definitely ordained by me alone.

2. He who, endowed with that faith, engages in worship of that
(devati), gains from that (devata he has worshipped) the very
desirable objects of desire that are ordained by Me.

A DEVOTEE WORSHIPS WITH SRADDHA

Sah yuktah tayd sraddhayd - this is a person endowed with Sraddhd in the
Veda which promises a particular result for a given ritual. A given means is capable of
producing a given result and the connection between them is permanent. This is the
order, the law of karma which is Ivara. How do we know these various means and
ends are connected? When you perform a ritual, what is its connection to a son, or the
rains, etc.? This connection is revealed in the Sastra which is given by Isvara. Sraddhd
means the acceptance of that connection. 'If I do this, this will happen. Therefore, I do
this.' This is the sraddhd of the person spoken of here. Then he engages in worship of
that form of devata with this sraddha - tasya dirdhanam !hate.

HE GETS THE RESULTS FROM ISVARA

Labhate ca tatah kdmdn - from that devatd he gains those objects of his desire.
Kama can mean both the desire and the object of desire. Here it means the desired
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objects. Tatah, from that, means from the devata whom he has worshipped. And Krsna
says here that the devata this person has worshipped is nothing but himself.

The Lord says 'maya eva vihitan hi tan - by Me alone the results of their
worship are ordained.' People perform rituals or offer prayers with sraddha and obtain
the results. These results are determined by Me, the Lord, but they think they come from
the devata that they worshipped. They don't recognise 7Iuara, but it doesn't matter. The
prayer has given the result, and therefore, the sraddha becomes more firm. Next time
the prayer will be better in order to get a better result until there is a maturity in the
understanding.

The first reading is: tan vihitan kdmin labhate hi - they gain those ends
because they are ordained by Me. Here hi means 'because.' It is all arranged by
Paramebvara, who is omniscient and therefore, knows that this karma has precisely this
result. Everything that is done is taken into account; so, we sometimes see different
results for the apparently same action. Two people may perform a ritual, putra-kamesti,
for the gain of a son. One has a beautiful son who is very bright and healthy. The other
has a son born with poor eyesight. This means that in the performance of the ritual by the
second person, there was some problem. He did get a son, but there was some omission
or commission in the ritual and the results have to be given only according to the karma
performed. Both of them did the same ritual but one did it better than the other; so, he
gets a better result. Who is to decide all this? Saikara says here that the one who is
omniscient, the Lord, gives the result.

Hi can also mean definitely. A given means produces a given result and there are
degrees of results because there are variations both in how the ritual is performed and the
person's knowledge of what he is doing. How much one understands when performing a
ritual also determines the nature of the result. All these conditions, including his attitude
when giving the gifts affect the result. If he had a sense of loss, that affects the result
because one is supposed to give with a full heart, with the feeling that he could not have
given more. A person's sraddhd, his knowledge, and the mode of performance are all in
different degrees, and these determine the result. So, each one gets exactly what he must.
Here hi has the meaning of definitely, necessarily. These are the meanings if we read the
words as follows - vihitan hi tan. Here the words hi and tan have been read
separately as two words instead of hitan as one word.

In the second reading it is read together as one word - hitdn. In that case the
statement would be maya eva vihitan hitan kdman labhate. Here these results are
desirable ends, ends, kamas, that are hita, good for you - hitdn kdmdn. Sahkara
cautions here that they are not totally desirable because kama is never really desirable,
hita. Desires and desired objects which are other than ourselves, are not what is good for
us. They cause pain when they are unfulfilled and even when they are fulfilled, they

BG Vol. -33
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ultimately come to an end and cause grief. They have limitations; so, they are not hita,
the most desirable. Krsna elaborates this in the next verse.

antavattu phalam tesdm tadbhavatyalpamedhasam
devdn devayajo ydnti madbhaktd yanti mdmapi Verse 23

i tu - but; a�3W¶ TR AqTR alpamedhasam tesdm - of those who have limited

discrimination; M 'lý5 tat phalam - that result; 3[•W antavat - finite (having an

end); '1f-T bhavati - is; "-w M: deva-yajah - those who worship the gods; O19
devan - the gods; #f yanti - go to; MRl: mad-bhaktdh - those who worship

Me; 3af api - indeed; 1R #l1 mtm yZnti - reach Me

But for those who have limited discrimination, that result is finite. Those
who worship the gods go to the gods; those who worship Me go to Me
indeed.

FOR THOSE OF LIMITED DISCRIMINATION, THE RESULT IS LIMITED

Tesdm alpa-medhasdm - alpa means a little, medhas means capacity to think;
so, alpa-medhas is one who has a limited capacity to think, to inquire. Because they
engage in such limited pursuits they are alpa-medhasah. Here it specifically means the
one who has limited viveka. They do have some viveka because they are devotees. They
have dharma-adharma-viveka and they recognise ISvara in some form. But this is a
limited viveka. For those of alpa-medhas...

Tad phalam antavad bhavati - the result (of all the karmas they do) is
antavat. Antavat means that which has an end. In terms of time there is an end. Being a
result it will definitely perish. In terms of place, it is finite. Any result that takes you to
another place is limited because in going to one place another is missed. If a person goes
to heaven, he doesn't go to other lokas such as brahma-loka. Even in heaven, he will
occupy a given position and enjoy only the benefits of that position; so, there is a
limitation in terms of what is enjoyed. Some things are available for enjoyment, some
are not. The degree of pleasure he will experience is again limited because of the
limitation of the body he gets. And whatever be his enjoyment, it is only for a finite
length of time. So, in every respect the result is antavat, limited. For these people of
limited discrimination, the result of worship is only finite; it has an end.

Devdn deua-yajah ydnti. Because they worship various devatds or perform
rituals invoking various deities, they are called deva-yajah. As a result of such worship
they go only to those devas, devan ydnti. They go to the world where the particular
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deity resides and become devatds, denizens of the heavens etc. If one worships Indra he
goes to indra-loka and becomes another deva in that world. But that deva is still ajiva.

Heaven is definitely a limited end. And this is the maximum one can get from
karma. There they may find themselves employees in the palaces of the devas. But the
devas themselves look up to Indra who looks up to Brhaspati who is his guru. These
are all places, positions, and are therefore, upadhis. Therefore, those who experience
them are mere jivas. They have better powers, better sense perception, and a better
capacity to enjoy; but it is all only for a given length of time. Later Krsna is going to say
that when the punya that got them there is exhausted, they will leave that particular loka
and enter another - ksine punye martya-lokam viSanti.

THOSE WHO SEEK iVARA DIRECTLY GAIN HIM

Mad-bhaktdh mam apiyanti - whereas those who seek Me directly come to
Me; they become Me. If they want to know what is Paramesvara, what is this dtma,
they become Me because Paramesvara is dtma. What was said before is confirmed
here. They become mahdtmds, who know that all this is Vdsudeva, vasudevah sarvam.
There is only one dtmd, which is Me and that they come to recognise as themselves.
Thus they come to Me alone.

BOTH MAKE EFFORT; THE RESULT IS VASTLY DIFFERENT

Sahkara points out here that even though the effort is the same, there is a great
disparity in the result. Those who pursue the devatas make effort but they do not seek
Me for a result that has no end. Rituals are fraught with effort, physical, kaya-karma;
oral, vdcika-karma; and mental, manasa-karma. One has to gather the materials and
then take great care to perform the ritual properly. Then he has to distribute wealth.
Appropriate mantras are to be chanted and they must also be done properly. Meditation
upon the deity is prescribed and this also is not easy.

In the seeking of ParameSvara also there is effort. You have to dedicate yourself
to the pursuit of this knowledge and deny yourself certain pleasures that you might have
otherwise enjoyed. Then there is the study of language, and in earlier times, the study of
logic. Today we assume that you all have some logic from your general education
because for Vedanta, you require a certain intellectual discipline. Previously it was
acquired by the study of logic and grammar. In fact just the study of Sanskrit grammar
develops the capacity to think properly. All this requires effort. The study of logic,
especially, is most tortuous. It requires a lot of effort. You have to keep track of
everything that was said and learn its jargon. The whole language changes. To say a pot
is filled with water they will say the object that is conditioned by the word called pot is
filled with the thing which is conditioned by the word water. And filled is neither less
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nor more. By the time he completes the statement, it will be in the form of two
paragraphs. This is Indian logic. It is very thorough.

For a ritual you make a lot of effort and to conduct this inquiry you make a lot of
effort. But for the first, you get a limited result and for the other, the result is limitless;
the very seeker is resolved. What kind of a bargain is this? There is no bargain at all.
And for the vivekl, there is no choice either. Only for the aviveki does there seem to be
some choice.

EVEN THE EFFORT IS DISPARATE

The effort, however, is not really equal. Paramatmn is not separate from dtma,
the seeker; it is already accomplished. It is oneself alone. And yet, without viveka, a
person abandons it and pursues something else. He has nectar in his hand and he gives it
up and extends his hand for some gruel. Atmd is already available without any effort. He
has only to claim it, nothing else. Only one effort is involved here, knowledge. But if he
does not discern this, he has a lot of things to do.

If he has vairdgya, a clarity about what produces what, and if he loves knowledge,
all he has to do is only to inquire. What effort is there in that? And yet when he
undertakes this pursuit, the whole society will sympathise with him, thinking that he is
making a great sacrifice and wondering what is wrong with him. But he doesn't feel he
has sacrificed anything. He has a commitment to the pursuit of knowledge; and so, there
is no real giving up and no effort.

For a person with such a commitment this concept of giving up is all nonsense.
When the fruit is ripe it detaches itself from the tree; it does not give up anything. It falls
off the tree because otherwise it would hang and rot. It has to fall so that another tree will
come out of it. Giving up is only from the standpoint of a person who has some
difficulties, not for the person who has maturity. For him there is no giving up; there is
simply growing out of.

Others consider that he has made a foolhardy step. But if he is a viveki, he will
understand them. They have their own value system. If they ask him what he will do for
his next meal, he will say, 'When I am hungry I will think about it.' The future is not a
problem for him. For such a person there is no effort at all in this pursuit.

The whole pursuit being in the form of inquiry, all he requires is his mind. For
rituals, a lot of ingredients are required but for knowledge, only the mind. And there is
no sense of effort in the inquiry because all along he is discovering something. And that
is all he wants. All along it is beneficial, not just at the end. It is one continuous pleasant
affair. From the beginning it is an end in itself and therefore, it is entirely different from
any other pursuit.
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So, in fact, there is no equality of effort. And in terms of the result they are
definitely different. One is samsara; the other is moksa. They are opposites. But still
people do not come directly to Bhagavan, so, he shows him sympathy here in this verse.

Those who seek Me directly attain Me while those who look upon artha and
kdma pursuits invoke various deities and gain only the limited results they seek.'Krsna
has already explained the meaning of the word mam, Me, here as the one who is the self
of everything, the one the ji7-ni knows as himself. He says that these people recognise
his essential form and therefore, are non-separate from him, the Lord. The whole
presentation here is from the standpoint of paramatma. Either Vydsa introduces Krsna
here as ISvara or Krsna introduces himself as iSvara. Whether Krsna was a historical
figure or an avatara or not, does not matter.

In this verse he is introduced very clearly.

.To o'lq•lAlli Tqqllr wq1q;: I

M TziHqiM zif l¶^Th I P II
avyaktam vyaktimapannam manyante mamabuddhayah
param bhavamajananto mamdvyayamanuttamam Verse 24

a•4PT: abuddhayah - those who lack discrimination; aarfrq avyayam -
changeless; a3ffiT anuttamam - beyond which there is nothing greater; 'f TWRf
qTR mama param bhuvam - My limitless nature (as dtma); 3a•PI : ajinantah -
not knowing; I 1ff aTaM mam avyaktam - Me who is not manifest (to any means of
knowledge); Bqifwi 3Trqwi vyaktim apannam - endowed with a particular manifest
form; W�E manyante - consider

Those who lack discrimination, not knowing My limitless, changeless
nature beyond which there is nothing greater, look upon Me who is
formless as one endowed with a manifest form.

LACK OF DISCRIMINATION DENIES RECOGNITION OF TiVARA

Abuddhayah means those who have insufficient viveka. The negative particle 'a'
here means inadequacy as used often in an expression such as, 'I have no money.'
Everyone has intellect, buddhi, but if they lack viveka, they are called abuddhis, people
of limited discrimination. In the context here they are devotees but because they are
abuddhis, lacking in discrimination, they look upon Me as Visnu in this particular form
of Krsna.

Avyaktam mam vyaktim apannam manyante - they look upon Me who is
avyakta as vyakta. Avyakta has two meanings. sarkara takes it here as aprakdaa, not
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known (as an object). It is not accessible to any means of knowledge we have and
therefore, is not known directly.

The other meaning of avyakta is unmanifest. Because they lack discrimination
they look upon Me as now endowed with a particular manifest form - manyante
uyaktim apannam. I am considered to be Lord Visnu who was in heaven, Vaikuntha,
and has now come here as Krsna.

I§VARA'S REAL NATURE IS NOT KNOWN

Why do they consider Me as vyaktim apannam when I am avyakta? Because
they do not know My limitless nature - mama param bhdvam ajanantah. They do
not know My limitless nature, the nature ofparamatmd. So, it looks as though what is
avyakta has become vyakta.

The word vyakta can be looked at in another way. The nature of paramdtmd,
Isvara, is always vyakta, always manifest. It is always available, nitya-aparoksa, for
the following reasons. Any experience is imbued with the very nature of dtmd.
Whatever the experience, there is the presence of consciousness, the nature of dtmd. A
given experience is of an object which was previously away from you and has now come
into the range of your experience. Since it was not there before, it will not be there in the
same form the next minute. The object can also be a thought form without a
corresponding external object. Whatever be the object, in the experience of every object,
one thing is invariable - experience. The object is a qualifying factor to experience.
Without a particular object there is pure experience.

Just as through all the beads of a necklace runs one thread, similarly in all forms of
experience, what is always present is consciousness, the svaritpa of dtmd. Is it away
from you? i.e., is it paroksa? Is it perceived by you as an object, pratyaksa? If it is, it
was not perceived previously and therefore, later it won't be perceived. This contradicts
our experience of ourselves. Atma, is not an object of perception, much less an object of
inference. All inference is because of the presence of atmd. Therefore, atmd, is neither
something remote that is inferred, paroksa, nor an object of perceptual experience,
pratyaksa. That is why it is called aparoksa. It is immediately known yet not perceived
or inferred.

AN ORIENTATION CAN PERSIST AFTER KNOWLEDGE

One who knows this contemplates upon the knowledge constantly recalling Me,
ParameSvara, to his mind. This recollection is always preceded by listening to the
sastra - Aravana. Unless you have already collected an experience you cannot
recollect it. Paramesvara is understood through the sdstra. But even after exposure to
the sdstra and analysis of it, one can still have the orientation that he is the body. This is
called deha-atma-buddhi.
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There is a difference between an orientation and a confusion. A simple confusion
requires clarification only once. Suppose you use the wrong key to unlock a door. You
immediately understand the confusion because the door does not open. Therefore, you
choose the right key and confusion is resolved. There is no further problem. But suppose
a door gets sealed off and a wall is erected behind it. Even though you know there is no
longer a functional door there, out of habit you will try to open it for some time. Then
you remember yourself. This is an orientation.

For me this problem is very visible. When I travel by car, I always sit in the
passenger seat. In India, I know the cars have right hand drive and that I am supposed to
go to the left door, not to the right door. But when I go to India after being in America
for some time, I go only to the right door. Why? There is no confusion. I know what is
left and right. I know in America it is left hand drive and in India right hand drive. But
still I commit a mistake because there is an orientation.

When there is such an orientation you have to remember. It does not go away just
because you have resolved the confusion. Nor does it go by a single recollection of what
you know. The notion that dtmn is the body and the body is atma, is what we call
deha-atma-buddhi. This confusion is resolved by the hastra. Once it is resolved you
should not have any problem. But we see that the problem continues. Either the Mdstra is
not properly understood or the problem continues because of orientation. Even in one
life so many years have been invested in this notion. How are you going to remove it just
because somebody said 'tat tvam asi?' The orientation has to go.

HOW DOES ONE CORRECT THE ORIENTATION?

To help remove this orientation we need the exposure to the teaching, direct and
indirect. Then there is what we call brahma-abhydsa which consists of dwelling upon
that - tat-cintanam, talking about it - tat-kathanam, mutual discussion among seekers,
- anyonyam tat prabodhanam. Contemplation is also included. Living with the
knowledge in this way for a length of time is remembering - smaranam. And it is
absolutely necessary.

This is to be done as long as necessary. Saikara says elsewhere, satatam
smarati nityasah. Nityasah means always and so does satata. Why does he use two
words with the same meaning? Satata has the sense of without any interval -
remembering Ivara constantly. Remembering here is spending one's time in
contemplation, in dwelling on the truth of livara as revealed by the words of the sastra.
The word nityasah also means 'always,' but it has the sense of a length of time. You can
dwell constantly for one day, two days, one week or one year. So, constantly, for how
long is this to be done? For this Bhagavun says, 'nityadah - for a long time.' The affix
Sas on nitya gives the meaning of abundance. Nitya means always and adding sas to it
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extends it. It is not a one or two days or a three year affair. It is to be done as long as one
is alive.

But it is not an unpleasant task. It is a very pleasant affair. Constantly
remembering the fact that aham is Paramesvara is something that one loves. It is the
highest form of joy because you cannot be better than that. It is not simple self -
hypnotism. It is a knowledge born of gastra and again and again we dwell upon that.
Somehow the mind will pose the question, 'How can I be ParameSvara?' It may argue,
'How can you be ParameSvara in spite of a backache.' You now have a contemplative
theme. This is how the contemplation continues. Anything that opposes the vision has to
be met with. How long should this go on? Sahkara says - as long as one is alive. In the
beginning perhaps it is something that has to be done consciously. Then later it becomes
very natural. There is really nothing for you to think about.

If the fact, 'aham paramesvarah' is very clear to you, then, there is no problem.
Your mind does not pose any objections. Neither a mental condition nor a condition of
the physical body is taken to be the nature of dtma. Things are viewed as they are. In
this case one does not need to do anything.

But when someone requires smarana, for how long should it be done? As long as
it has got to be done, it is done. 'The one who constantly dwells upon Me through
listening, answering objections, contemplation and even satsaiga, as long as he is alive,
for him I am sulabha, easily gained,' says the Lord.

THE GAIN OF PARAMESVARA IS EASY - SULABHA

There are a number of reasons why ISvara is easily gained. Any accomplishment
requires some effort, even wearing your clothes. Suppose you have a shirt that is a little
tight. When you are in a great hurry, you would rather not wear it because it takes a half
a minute extra to put it on. You want to avoid that extra time and effort.

Now suppose you need some money. You have to put in effort. If you want power,
you have to put in effort. If you want pleasure, it takes some effort on your part. To
create a pleasurable situation you have to manipulate a lot of things. Only then can you
relax and enjoy. And if you want to go to heaven, a lot of effort is involved. A lot of
things have to be avoided; a lot of things have to be done.

But the gain of Brahman is 'sulabha,' says the Lord. While going to brahma-
loka requires the maximum amount of effort, gaining Brahman is no effort. If it is
argued that always dwelling upon Brahman is an effort. It is not. Because there is no
effort in dwelling upon what you love. Everybody loves to stand before the mirror. Even
an old man who has cataracts in his eyes and does not see well at all, still stands before
the mirror and tries to look at himself. Why? - because of love for dtma. So, here, it is
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not an effort, because, love is not an effort. It is very natural. For a mumuksu, dwelling
upon Paramesvara is a matter of love.

And it is very natural because, atma is of the nature of absolute love. Any form of
love extended towards any object is, after all, for my own sake. That object makes me
pleased and therefore, becomes an object of my love. What I really love is my pleased
self, dtma. And since atmd, is Paramesvara, whose nature is ananda, there is nothing
more to be desired. Being absolute fullness, dtmd, becomes the object of absolute love.
So, dwelling upon it becomes a joyous thing. Because it is the most desirable, dwelling
upon it is not a painful affair. It is a love affair; it is what you love the utmost.

And nothing new is produced either, because, dtmd is already existent as
Paramesvara. The result is not born of effort; it is born purely of recognition. There is
no effort involved; nothing new is added; nothing old is removed. The accomplishment
is of an already accomplished fact. Therefore, it is sulabha, easily gained.

Then you may argue that the removal of ignorance is an effort. In fact, you only
recognise and in the recognition, ignorance gets removed. You do not do any action. It is
purely an activity of the pramdna. Therefore, it is sulabha. The one who dwells upon
Me is endowed with a mind, which is tranquil, contented, and under control, in the sense
that it does not have any problem with reference to reflection on Parameivara.

Whenever the mind is free, it goes towards Bhagavdn, like a person in love with
someone. The mind very naturally goes towards the object of love. It does not require an
appointment. Similarly here, the mind of a mumuksu, a jijnasu, will naturally go
towards paramatmd, the vastu. He has understood the nature of paramdtmd as
something that is not different than himself. So where else will the mind go?

Until that takes place, he continues to do sravana. Will is used in the beginning
and later the very subject matter takes over. Afterwards he doesn't require any will at all.
It is something like going to.a kumbha-mela. You don't require a road map. All you
have to do is get into a crowd that is going. Soon the momentum of the crowd is so great
that even if you want to go back, you cannot. It becomes like a moving ramp. People
from behind push you and you keep moving. You are in the stream. You keep moving
and you find yourself right in front of Gahgd!

This is exactly what happens here. A certain will is required until you get into this
stream of thinking of understanding. Once a certain clarity is there, there is no effort at
all.

In the previous verse, Krsna said that these people who lack discrimination, not
knowing my real nature, look upon Me as someone who has a form. They think I am
someone remote from them who has assumed a body and come here from another place.
In fact, I am the whole world and I am the dtmd of everyone. This is My real nature -
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changeless and beyond which there is nothing greater. Not knowing Me in this way, they
regard Me as having a given form.

Saikara asks, what is the reason for this ignorance? Why do they worship other
devatds and pursue smaller ends? Why do people not directly seek the Lord? Krsna
points this out in the next verse,

ndham prakasah sarvasya yogamdydsamdvrtah
midho'yam ndbhijnadti loko mamajamavyayam Verse 25

`nfl-•T-TT-: yoga-mayd-samdvrtah - completely covered by yogamdyd; Rfr
sarvasya - for everyone; ; 3ýq, -f[rT: na aham prakidah - I am not recognised,
known; 3TR -t-i: ayam lokah - this person/world; Is: miidhah - being deluded;

39TR ajam - one who is unborn; �TJEm avyayam - one who is changeless; TIFT
mdm - Me; T -f�mil na abhijnati - does not know

1. I am not recognised by everyone. A person, completely covered by
yoga-mdya (mdyd united with the three gunas) is deluded and does
not know Me properly as the one who is unborn and changeless.

2. Alternate Reading: I, completely covered by mdyd, united with the
three gunas, am not recognised by everyone. A person is deluded and
does not know Me properly as the one who is unborn and changeless.

COVERED BY MAYA, NOT EVERYONE RECOGNISES BHAGAVAN

Na aham prakdiah sarvasya - I am not known to all people. Na aham
prakdsah means I do not come to light. Even the people who see Me now, see only this
boy from Brinddivan. They do not recognise Me, ivuara, at all. The Lord says, 'I cannot
be known by all people.' And, Sahkara adds here, that the Lord can be seen only by
certain bhaktas, certain seekers. This means Isvara comes to light only for those who
seek him and are qualified to recognise him, not to everyone. Why?

People are covered by mdyd - lokah yoga-mdyt-samdvrtah. Yoga, Sarikara
says, means the connection or tying together of the three gunas. That is mday. By that
mdyd, united to the three gunas, they are covered. Previously it was said that people are
deluded by the three gunas - tribhih guna-mayaih bhdvaih ebhih sarvam idam
jagat mohitam.1 As we saw, it is the product of the gunas that delude. Sattva accounts
for happiness, rajas for sorrow, and tamas for dullness. By these, people are covered.

SGltd -7-13
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Avrta means 'covered' and samavrta means 'totally covered.' By this yoga-miya -
the three gunas and their products - people are totally covered.

WHAT IS COVERED?

The question is, what is covered? Suppose consciousness, 5tma, is covered, then,
you would not be able to know anything; there would be no world - that is, there will
bejagadandhya-prasanga.' You must know this expression. It is one that is used often
in the sdstra. How would there be no world? If the eyes are obstructed I cannot see; if
the ears or any of the five sense organs are obstructed, they cannot perceive. Similarly,
suppose consciousness is really obstructed by this yoga-miya, then, you will not
perceive anything. The mind will not be able to observe the world - there would be
jagaddndhya-prasanga. Jagaddndhya means being blind to the world. This is contrary
to our experience. We do experience the world. And consciousness is not covered by
anything. That is why we are able to see, to hear, to think, even to say 'I am a samsarl
and therefore, a mumuksu.' All this is possible because consciousness is never covered.

Then what is covered? The verse says, 'lokah.' Loka is defined as that by which
something is known, experienced - lokyate anena iti. If that is so, is it the
unconditioned consciousness, atma-caitanya, or is it the consciousness, conditioned as a
knower, pramdtr-caitanya, that is indicated by the word loka? Consciousness is never
covered. We have seen that. Therefore, loka here means the knower, pramatr-caitanya,
the one who recognises an object. It is only from his standpoint that there is covering,

What is covered for him is the nature of atma. It is not understood. All
understanding is for the knower. Therefore, it is from his standpoint that we say the
nature of tmd is covered by mnya&, by ignorance.

It is mistaken for a doer, an enjoyer, and therefore, someone subject to birth and
death etc. The whole thing is an error on the part of the knower who is consciousness
essentially. That very consciousness obtaining as the knower is covered by ignorance.

DELUDED, THE PERSON DOES NOT RECOGNISE ME

Miidhah na abhijdnati mam - being deluded the person does nor recognise Me.
Naturally when the mind is totally covered by m�ya, a person is deluded and does not
recognise Me. The external world, the physical body, and so on, are not deluded, nor is
consciousness, dtm&. There is only one thing in this world that can be deluded - the
mind, antah-karana. All delusion resides there. Loka, the consciousness conditioned by
the mind, called the knower, does not know Me. That knower alone is deluded. Nothing
else. Therefore, he does not know Me, mmrn na abhijnntti.

The possibility of the world being absent for a person.
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Abhijdnati is a very good word here. Jdndti means 'he knows;' abhij�nati
means 'he knows properly.' Na abhijdnati means 'he does not know properly.' All
devotees know ISvara in some form other than themselves; as another individual located
somewhere in the world - as paroksa. The Lord says, 'The whole world is Me but a
devotee looks upon it as something different from Me. Even though I am his very dtmd,
he does not recognise that. On the contrary, all that he recognises about Me, I am not.'
Only one thing is there - Brahman; no history, no biography, no problems, only
satyam jidnam anantam brahma - it was like that before, it is like that now and it
will always be like that. But that he does not know. And not knowing Me like this, he
also does not know himself. He knows only what he is not. After saying, 'I am,' he will
relate an elaborate history and will add psychology to it by bringing in the subconscious
or the unconscious. Therefore, he has a variety of histories. And they are all valid,
because he does not know Me - mam na abhijdnati. He knows Me, but only well
enough to commit a mistake about Me.'

Even to mistake something you must have some knowledge of it. You must see the
rope; only then can you mistake it for a snake. Similarly dtmd has to be known in some
way before you can commit any mistake about it. And it is always available for one to
commit a mistake. Atmd is always self-evident, nitya-aparoksa. Evident enough for the
buddhi to commit a mistake uniformly.

Then we keep compounding it. Through experiences, the mistake gets more and
more complicated. That is what we call living. There is one fundamental error followed
by a variety of others. These entrench the original mistake. It is buried under all the other
mistakes you are now busy correcting. But it is always there.

Therefore, no matter how much you keep correcting the secondary mistakes, you
do not arrive at the right solution. It is like solving an arithmetic problem. You commit a
mistake in the first step of simple addition, then you commit a mistake in multiplication,
then in division. Afterwards you correct the mistakes in multiplication and division. But
you do not think you can commit a mistake in addition because it is such a simple thing.
Therefore, you get the wrong answer. The same is true with samsdra. The original
mistake is not corrected. Before continuing the seeking, the first step is to find out, if am
I a seeker. Do I have to seek? If that is not answered properly and you keep on correcting
every subsequent step, it is meaningless.

UNIQUENESS OF IGNORANCE OF ATMA

This ignorance of dtmd is different from ignorance of an object like a pot. There
are a lot of things in this world, like a pot, which you do not know and are therefore,
objects of your ignorance. Atmd, however, unlike a pot, is not an object of ignorance -
or knowledge. It does not have its basis in yoga-mayd and therefore, like a pot, it cannot
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be an object of yoga-mayd, ignorance. It is self-evident and is the basis of both
ignorance and knowledge.

Being covered by yoga-myiy amounts to this. The knowledge, which has to take
place in the buddhi is now covered or obstructed by the products of the three gunas.
The obstruction is not for atma; it is for the mind where the knowledge has to take place.
Therefore, we say that there is ignorance of rtmd until the knowledge takes place. In
other words, it is there until it goes away for good!

UNIQUENESS OF KNOWLEDGE OF ATMA

When we say knowledge is obstructed by yoga-mdya, what do we mean by
knowledge, jiidna? Two meanings are possible. One is pure consciousness -jiiapti-
svarilpa-jiinam. The other is, that by which a given object is known, i.e., the
instrument of knowledge -jndyate anena iijii&nam. This is vrtti-jidna.

Now, consciousness is not obstructed by yoga-mdyd. As we have seen, that
would mean that there would be jagaddndhya-prasahga. That is, the world would not
be recognised. Therefore, the only other thing that can be obstructed is vrtti-jiina, that
by which something is known. This knowledge, which removes ignorance and error,
takes place only where a vrtti can take place, that is, in the buddhi. There is no other
place where it can occur. Atma has to be understood only by the mind - manasd eva
anudrastavyah.

Not understanding the sistra, people interpret statements like, 'yato vaco
nivartante apripya manasd saha,'" to mean, 'You must transcend the mind, etc.' What
is said there is that, along with the mind the words come back having not accomplished
the dtmd, that is, having not objectified the dtmd. Atmm is not available for
objectification by a vrtti. You cannot relate to it as you would to an object like a pot or a
tree.

You relate to the object of a vrtti as, 'This is the object, I am the knower of this
object.' Can you relate this way to a vrtti for which the 'object' 2 is dtmi? Can you say,
'This is dtmd' like how you can say, 'This is pot?' If you can, then, who are you? This
knower-known difference, which is always present between the object and the knower
does not exist with reference to the nature of the knower. Then how do you ever
recognise it?

STaittiriyopanisad - 2.4.1
2 The word object is put within quotes to indicate that dtma can never be an object of our
perception.
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A SPECIAL PRAMANA, A SPECIAL VRTTI - AKHANDA-AKARA-VRTTI

Any vrtti leading to knowledge can be produced by only a means of knowledge, a
pramana. To generate a vrtti that will remove self-ignorance, our known means of
knowledge, perception and inference, will not work because they reveal only objects.

Only Sabda-pramana can create the vrtti that destroys ignorance of the subject, dtmd.

Atma is not created by the pramdna; it is because of dtma that the pramdnas can even

be operated. It is the vrtti that is created. And the Sastra is the pramana which can

create this new knowledge, vrtti-jiiana, by a sentence that reveals the truth of the
knower. This sentence, mahd-vakya, creates the vrtti that removes the ignorance of the
nature of the knower. That vrtti is the akhanda-kadra-vrtti.

Akhanda-dkdra-vrtti means that between the object of knowledge and the
knower there is no difference. What is common between Isvara and the jiva is
limitlessness, akhanda. After negating the differences, the sastra says, 'tat tram asi -
that IAvara is you.' This creates a vrtti that brings about the understanding that the
meaning of the word 'you' and the meaning of the word Isvara are the same. What
abides as the basis of everything, jiva and isvara, is one consciousness. This particular
recognition, brought about by the v.rtti, takes place in the mind destroying ignorance of
the fact that atmd is akhanda, limitless.

Before that, the knower is covered by yoga-mdyd and therefore, does not
recognise his limitlessness. When the mind is under the spell of the gunas and their
products, there is no possibility of this vrtti-jihdna, 'I am Brahman - aham brahma

asmi.' Hence the Lord says, 'Being covered by yoga-mayd naturally, people are deluded
and do not recognise Me - miidhah ayam madm na abhijdndti.

WHAT IS NOT KNOWN?

Bhagavdn says, 'One does not know Me properly...' Who is that 'Me'?

It is aja, the unborn self. Certain things are not born but they die, like ignorance. It
cannot have a beginning. If it began, something must have been there before it came into
existence - something that is opposed to ignorance must have been present before it.
That can only be knowledge. Where there is no darkness, there is necessarily light.
Similarly, where there is no ignorance there is necessarily knowledge. But if knowledge
was there, how could ignorance come about? Therefore, we understand that ignorance
has no beginning. Can we also say it has no end? No. Ignorance of dtmn or anything else
has no beginning but it ends when you know what it is.

Atma also cannot have a beginning. If it came into existence at a given time,
someone must have been there to note it. Otherwise how do we know that it was born? If
someone was there to observe the birth of dtma he had to be a conscious being. But that
is dtms. Atmd cannot simultaneously exist and observe the termination of its own
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non-existence. And when atmd does exist, there is no possibility of its having had a
non-existence and subsequent birth. Therefore, atma has to be aja - unborn.

Atma is thus beginningless, but unlike ignorance, it is endless. It is avyaya, it does
not change - na vyeti iti avyayam. It has no decline, no destruction. Krsna says, 'They
do not know Me as the one who is not born and is never destroyed, the one who is
eternal.'

IS BHAGAVAN ALSO COVERED BY YOGA-MAYA?

Sarikara raises a question here. If Bhagavan cannot be known properly by all
beings because he is covered by yoga-mdyd, then, is his nature also not covered to
himself by yoga-mdyd? After all, that yoga-mayJ is his myad. Without it, he cannot
function. May be he is also covered by it and he does not know himself! Sarikara refutes
this argument. He says that the difference lies in the fact that isvara is the m&ydul, the
one who wields this mdyd. And yoga-maya is his upddhi. All three gunas of
yoga-mdyd are glories for him; they do not bind or obstruct him in any way.

The ancient Indian mayudi, as reported even in Safikara's bhdsya, is a type of
magician who creates a spell. His magic is not simply a sleight of hand. He makes you
see things that he apparently produces and then makes them disappear again. Everybody
else is under the spell, but the maydvi is not. If he were, there would be no magic.
Similarly, I9vara with his myad is the greatest magician. He creates all these names and
forms which, if analysed, do not exist at all. All that is there is consciousness. But still
the names and forms appear. That is the magic.

Therefore, Isvara is a magician alright, but he does not come under the spell of his
magic. All the jivas, however, are very much under the spell. To break it what should
one do? Just as one goes to the local mdydv( and asks him what the trick is, one must
seek the mdyavi, Parameivara, to find out, what the truth of this mayd is, and who this
mdyavi is. That is what the distra does. It tells us who this mayaul is and what this
mayd is. It is like a magic book that reveals the secret of what looked like a great trick.
You expected to discover something miraculous and complicated. When it is explained,
it looks so simple. You feel foolish. It is the same thing here. Once you know, all your
seeking seems foolish. That I was seeking is itself a foolish thing. To know this you go
to the mryavi and ask him to explain what it is all about. That is what the Lord explains
in the Gita.

Avara, the myav1, is not affected by his maya. That is the difference between
jiva and IAvara, which the Lord explains in the next'verse.

qNN IN zq %Flld -iT k ýI I cRH I I
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veddham samatitani vartamindni carjuna
bhavisydni ca bhutani mrn tu veda na kascana Verse 26

a3T arjuna - 0 Arjuna!; \R4Thf %rjm samatitdni bhfitni - all things/beings

that have gone by (those that existed before); cIHAit q vartamdindni ca - and all

things that are existent; %TflTf 7 bhavisydni ca - and those that will exist (in the

future); 31a ý aham veda - I know; - tu - but; - c "FT na kagcana - no one at

all; TR 4FT mdm veda - knows Me

I know all things that have gone before, that exist now and will exist in
the future, Arjuna. But no one at all knows Me.

'I, however, know not only Myself but also what had gone before, samatitdni.'
says the Lord. Atittni is what had gone before and the prefix sam makes it each and
every thing that had gone before. Bhitdni means all beings. And also Arjuna, all things
that are existent now, vartamdndni ca, and all the beings that are going to be born in
different forms, bhavisydni ca, I know, aham veda.

'Mdm tu veda na kascana - but there is no one at all who knows Me,' says
Bhagavdn. And to that Sahkara adds here, 'No one knows the Lord except that one
person who has reached the Lord's refuge, who seeks the Lord as his most intimate self,
pratyagdtmd.' There has to be at least one such person, otherwise the dastra would be
useless.

WHEN ISVARA IS NOT KNOWN

In any theology, livara is accepted as the efficient cause, the author of the entire
world. And the creation, in most theologies, is looked upon as real. That is the problem.
Certain theologies confound this further by claiming that Isvara has created this world,
which is real, out of nothing. How something has come out of nothing is not intelligible.
A variation on this is that Isvara has created the world out of his power.

Not only has he created the world, he has created each individual - every body,
every mind and every soul. Among the theologies that hold this view, some contend that
only human beings have a soul. Animals and other creatures do not. That is why even a
very religious person will have no qualms about killing animals and eating meat. His
theology tells him that they have no souls and are meant for food.

Thus each human being has a soul and each soul has to seek God - because God
loves him. First he creates me, condemns me to this body with all its problems, creates
all kinds of difficulties for me, and then asks me to believe that he loves me, because he
is my father. If he loves me why should he create all these irritants - some of which are
not even visible? At least if I can see them I can deal with them. But no. I simply
innocently breathe in, because I was made that way, and inhale all sorts of germs. Then
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when I breathe out, the germs remain inside and cause disease in me. And I am told he
loves me! When this is so, every individual has to seek the mercy of ivara - through a
mediator, of course, because he is a sinner. This is an erroneous conclusion, and as long
as it is there, there is no way Isvara can be known. He is, by the very definition,
eternally remote, nitya-paroksa.

If Isvara is other than me, I have to assign a place for him somewhere in this
creation. Suppose he is in heaven, and suppose I go there and get very near to him. After
all he must have a body of his own, his own dtma, mind and senses etc. No matter how
near I am, I will only see that he has a body and he is right in front of me - still
paroksa. I will not know the truth of Isvara. Even though, I am standing before Isvara
and saying that he is all-knowing etc., with my limited knowledge, how am I going to
understand that? I will still know only as much as my limited understanding will allow.
How am I going to understand omniscience? It can never be understood by someone
with limited knowledge, an alpajiia can never know what omniscience is.
All-knowledge will remain only with the one who is all-knowing.

Every contention of this sort was covered by Bhagavan himself in the simple
statement, 'avyaktam mam vyaktim apannam manyante abuddhayah - those who
lack discrimination consider Me, the one who is unmanifest as one endowed with a
particular form. So, they do not know Me." This is what Sahkara is talking about here
- the absence of knowledge of the truth of iAvara. Because of that, all these beliefs
arise.

THE TRUTH OF TiVARA

The truth is that Isvara is consciousness, Brahman, conditioned by mayd -
mdyd-avacchinna-caitanya. Mdya is the upddhi for Brahman. At this point, one may
ask as to what is the difference between livara, which is Brahman conditioned by
mayd-upddhi, and Brahman? Mayd does not exist apart from Brahman. It depends
upon it entirely. Being mithya, mayd's reality is Brahman, so, mdya is also Isvara.
And Isvara is nothing but Brahman.

The sruti points out and my own experience confirms that when I look at this
world, I find any given thing is nothing but a name and a form. No matter what I analyse,
I find it reduced to something else which is in turn reduced to something else. I cannot
say categorically of anything that it exists of its own accord. Everything is reduced to its
constituent reality. The constituent reality of the table is nothing but its substance, wood,
which itself is reduced to particles and so on. Everything is reducible; so, we have a
world whose reality is mithyd; it exists but not independently. -

SGitd - 7-24

BG Vol. 11-34
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To create this mithya world, Isvara requires some material, a mithyd cause. That
is mayd, the factor responsible for making that same limitless consciousness appear as
all-knowing, sarvajia; all-powerful, sarva-uaktiman, the author of this whole world,
sarva-srsti-karta, and so on. The authorship, and so on, belong only to what is
conditioned by maya, Brahman. That Brahman, consciousness, dtmd, with reference
to mdyd becomes the author of the creation. Because he is sarvajia, he does not have
doership. He knows himself. Omniscience, and so on, is with reference to mdyd-upadhi.
With reference to himself he is satyam jidnam anantam brahma, pure consciousness.
He is not ignorant of this fact.

The material, because of which he is called Isvara, his mdyd-upadhi, becomes
the material cause for the whole world. As a material cause, mdly must undergo changes
to become this variegated world and is therefore, as we have seen,
parindmi-upddana-kdrana, a material cause that undergoes modification. Midy
changes to become space, air, fire, water, earth, plants, food, a physical body, etc. The
whole world is mdyd. And midy is isvara. Therefore, the world is Isvara who, in
reality, is nothing but consciousness, Brahman. Brahman, however, does not undergo
any change and is therefore, as we have seen, vivarta-upldana-karana, something that
does not undergo any change, and yet makes all changes possible. From the standpoint
of consciousness, Brahman is vivarta-updddna-kdrana. Whereas mdyd is
parindmi-updddna-kdrana. Thus Brahman is the material and also the efficient cause
for this entire world because Isvara is nothing but Brahman.

HOW ItVARA IS APAROKSA

When one talks of the entire world, one generally excludes one's own body. That is
the whole problem. Everything that is created has to be included - your physical body,
prdna, senses, mind, and the entire subtle and gross world have to be included. All this
you can now say, is isvara. That Isvara is nothing but Brahman. Now between Isvara
and the world what is the difference? There is none at all. And between 1vara and
Brahman there is no difference. Therefore, all this is nothing but Brahman - sarvam
khalu idam brahma, there is nothing else here - neha ndnd asti kifcana.

Right now, I as an individual am discussing all this about lsvara. And the physical
body of this individual as well as your physical body is included in the livara-upddhi.
The prdana, sense organs, mind, intellect, memories are all included. Only dtma,
consciousness is left out. Now it is very clear how 1svara is aparoksa. When you say, 'I
am,' that 'I' is Brahman, consciousness. There is no other 'I.' Consciousness is
Brahman and Brahman is Jivara. This entire world, including the body, the mind, the
senses etc., is Ilvara. And what is behind it all is consciousness, Brahman. Therefore,
all this is you. So, where is ISvara? You, consciousness, are the only Isvara; there is no
other. Everything is lsvara and therefore, everything is you. This is what we call
jiva-ISvara-abheda, the non-difference between the individual and lsvara. Isvara is
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nothing but Brahman, consciousness, and that consciousness is yourself. This is
aparoksa.

PAROKSA-T•VARA IS A CONCESSION

There is no paroksa-i4vara in reality. Only the one who does not have this
knowledge looks upon Isvara as paroksa. He is only interested in an Isvara who is
paroksa. And this is because he has not understood that there is no such thing as
paroksa-isvara.

Bhagavan has said however that even if they invoke Me as paroksa-iSvara, still I
will establish their sraddha by giving appropriate results for their actions. 1 The hope is
that one day, because of their good karma, they will also come to know him. A devotee
will never go to a bad lot, whatever be his religion. And one day, he will realise the truth
because good karmas have their results.

But why do they worship these other devastas? Why don't they seek you directly?
It is because they do not know; they not even suspect the truth of Myself. In fact they
establish a theology, which is against it. That theology may draw out of them a certain
emotional commitment, which does not allow them to analyse the theology objectively.
They cannot even acknowledge the possibility of knowing the Lord. If that is so, how
can they recognise him as aparoksa i.e., as oneself?

-Obstructed by yoga-maya, people do not understand the truth of the Lord and
therefore, do not know him. What are these obstructions? The expression, yoga-mdyd,
indicates these very broadly but now these are given in some detail in this verse.

W4TafgW T Rý9 II
icchidvesasamutthena dvandvamohena bhirata
sarvabhitani sammoham sarge ydnti parantapa Verse 27

tRfm bhdrata - 0 the one who is born in the Bharata race! (Arjuna); wr,<
parantapa - 0 Scorcher of enemies! F sarge - in the world; T��T-'q-TFc' icchd-

dvesa-samutthena - born of desire and aversion; f4jl- dvandva-mohena - due to

the delusion of opposites; 4c4%Vi sarvabhitfini - all beings; �ni1 ir
sammoham ydnti - go to total delusion;

0 Bh�rata, 0 the Scorcher of the enemies, all beings, due to delusion of
the opposites arising from desire and aversion, go into a state of total
delusion in this creation.

SGlta - 7-21, 22
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Sarva-bhiitani sammoham sarge ydnti. All beings in this creation, from the
beginning of creation, go to a state of total delusion. Sarge, in creation, means they have
this delusion even when they are born. What is that delusion and how is it caused? It is a
delusion, which is born of dvandva, the opposites dvandva-mohena. What are those
opposites and where do they come from? They arise from desire and aversion - iccha-
dvesa-samutthena. Likes and dislikes create opposites, committed opposites, out of
which, delusion, moha, is born.

THE PROBLEM WITH OPPOSITES

The opposites themselves are not a problem. Heat is not a problem nor is cold.
Similarly success or failure is not a problem. In fact, even labelling something a success
indicates that there is already a problem. How do you label something a success? It is
purely from the standpoint of your expectation. Suppose you are a cook and tasting the
food you have prepared, you decide it is a failure. But the person you have prepared it
for thinks it is wonderful. You think it is failure because it is overcooked. But that is
exactly the way he likes it. So, is it a success or a failure? There is no such thing as
success and failure; it is all our own creation. We set arbitrary goals for ourselves and
then judge ourselves as a success or failure. The very word success has an element of
subjective judgement. And so does the word failure.

These opposites are all created by our own iccha and dvesa. Icch/ is rdga -what
you want. Duesa is what you do not want. Some opposites are created by Isvara; like hot
and cold, night and day. What you do and do not want are created only by you. Suppose
you want the day to be lengthened and the night to be shortened. This is a dvandva
created by you. isvara only created day and night. It is your own likes and dislikes that
make it a set-up for you in terms of opposites. You want one; you do not want other.
This is what we call being caught between the horns of the opposites. You can only get
caught if you have powerful likes and dislikes. Only then will you have a delusion about
success, failure, gain-loss etc. These consume your attention, keeping you busy and
worried either about the previous failure or the imminent failure.

It is because we want to control everything that we have all these problems. With
two hands and legs and five senses, some of which do not function at all well, and a
mind, which has very limited information, we want to control the whole world. We
cannot even control the bugs. How are we going to control the entire world? In this
attempt to control, we fall under a great spell of delusion.

Sahkara says that the iccha and dvesa themselves are the opposites, opposed to
each other like heat and cold. One is the cause of pleasure, the other of sorrow. An iccha
has as its object something desirable, something capable of giving you pleasure. A dvesa
has something undesirable, something capable of giving you pain. In their own time,
Sahkara adds, meaning now you have one set of likes and dislikes, later they may be
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different. They are connected to the individual. As they arise in one's mind, they create
delusion, moha. Strong likes and dislikes control the discriminative faculty causing a
multifaceted delusion. This obstructs the rise of knowledge of the reality of the jiva and
Iuvara. In the Gita, all of psychology is brought under icchai and dvesa; and it is
adequate to explain all the problems. If you are able to manage your likes and dislikes,
you have the right mind for this knowledge. But this moha, born of the opposites,
completely deludes people.

WHAT IS A DELUSION?

A delusion obstructs even the desire for this knowledge, leave alone the
knowledge. In a mind which is possessed by likes and dislikes, even correct knowledge
of external objects is not possible. For example, I once knew a man who was possessed
by greed. To save money he always purchased the cheapest items. Once he bought a bag
of coffee for only three rupees when its normal price would be ten rupees. When he got
home, he discovered that only the top half-inch was coffee; the rest was sawdust.
Because of icchd, his greed, his vision was blinded.

Icchd-dvesas also include anxiety and fear. Icchd produces anxiety and duesa,
produces fear. A person with fear will see a snake in every rope, a thief in every post.
When they are powerful, likes and dislikes cause a variety of mental conditions
producing an inner torpor that does not allow you to see things as they are. That is moha.
It is like a veil that partially blinds the intellect and as a result things, are not seen
properly. What has no value seems to have an overwhelming value. If even external
objects are not very clear, one will not be able to discern between what is proper and
improper. Purusidrtha will definitely not be clear and priorities will be all confused.
Where is the question of knowledge of dtmd?

In the verses 18 and 19, of this chapter, Bhagavdn had talked about theji•ni, the
one who knows him. Who are these people who come to know Bhagavdn directly?

yesdm tuantagatam pdpamjanandm punyakarmandm
te dvandvamohanirmuktd bhajante mrdm drdhavratah Verse 28

Stu - but; �R yes.dm- for those; yoqWh4unilt 7 r punya-karmandm jananaim

- people of good actions; R9 a1TTHWq pdpam antagatam - p�pa has come to an

end; A te - they; dR-iiT-f�TI: dvandva-moha-nirmuktah - being released from

the delusion of the opposites; g-E-l: drdha-vratdh - being of firm commitment; RTT
Wf m'dm bhajante- seek Me
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But people of good actions, for whom papa has come to an end, being
released from the delusion of the opposites, being firm in their
commitment, they seek Me.

The word tu meaning 'however,' is to distinguish these people from those in the
previous verses. Yesdm jandnrm punyakarmandm means 'for those people who have
done good karmas.' They refuse to be under the spell of their likes and dislikes and
instead use their free will to do good karma and refrain from pdpa-karma. In doing
good karma they neutralise the old papa by creating adrsta. And they insulate
themselves against doing new pdpa-karma by daily prayers and adherence to dharma.
These are punyakarmas, that is, these are people whose actions are good and are done
with a proper attitude. Sahkara defines punya-karma as karma which causes
purification of the mind. And the person who has done such actions is called a
punyakarma. And also these are those for whom the pdpa-karmas have reached their
end - yesdm pdpam antagatam. This means the tendency to do wrong actions is no
longer there. It is not necessary for them to use their will to avoid pdpa-karma. These
are mature people. They are free from pdpa-karma because they no longer have even
the tendency to do them.

HOW TO FREE ONESELF FROM PAPA-KARMA

In the beginning you use your will against pdpa-karma and later it is not
necessary. For example, in every culture there are swear words. Suppose a person has
been brought up in an environment where it is common to use these words. One day he
decides that he is not going to use them any more. In the beginning, especially when he
gets angry, they will come to the tip of his tongue. But using his will he can curb them
there. Very cautiously, very wilfully he will choose words which are more objective. He
will have to do this for some time. Afterwards those words do not even come to his
mind; they just disappear from his language. No will is required. They are out of his
system.

This is how you change. The tendencies for pdpa-karma cannot remain in you
when you keep doing punya-karma. There is a reason for this. When you do any type of
action, it produces a saqmskdra. The more you do it, the more you reinforce a tendency
for that type of action, a samskdra. If water flowing down a mountain repeatedly
follows the same track, the track becomes deeper and deeper. This is also true with
reference to samskdra. Karma creates a samskdra and because of the samskdras we
tend to repeat the karma. This is why criminals become habitual offenders. They are
prone to a given type of offence and a certain way of doing it. Some are burglars. Then
among them, one always comes through the window, another through the door. That
tendency, once it is formed is like water running down a mountain creating a deeper and
deeper track and making it more and more impossible for the water to go anywhere else.
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Similarly, samskdras create thought ravines that result in habitual actions. A tendency is
formed to do the same thing and the more it is done, the stronger the tendency becomes.

To break out of it, one has to use one's will. And to do this, one must undergo a
cognitive change. He has to look at his life differently and that is possible only by some
grace, some help. Once he gets it, the course of his life changes and the old tendencies
start to fall away.

For the punya-karmas, for those who do punya-karmas, the pdpa-samskdras
themselves have been eliminated. And the pdpas, which were done before are
neutralised to a great extent. Such people have reached the end of their pdpa-karmas.
That is, they have almost reached the end. It is not complete because both pEpa and
punya will go away only with knowledge. These are people whose minds are more or
less unaffected by pdpa-karmas. The mind abides. It is a pure mind.

FREED FROM DELUSION, ONE SEEKS ITVARA

Te dvandva-moha-nirmuktdh - they become completely liberated from the
delusion of the opposites, rdga-dvesas. Mukta means 'liberated,' nirmukta means
'totally liberated.'

Because of powerful likes and dislikes, one can only think of what one wants.
Right and wrong are not considered; naturally, he will do pdpa-karma. But if these likes
and dislikes are taken care of, the mind will present him with what is proper and what is
not. Then he is freed from the inner torpor, the delusion of the dvanduas.

Mdm bhajante - they worship me. People like this are the ones who recognise
what s really to be sought in life. Then they see the meaning of all the words of the
Sastra. Before, because of rdga-dvesas, they had no time even to look at the Sdstra.
Now the words all become alive and they seek ParameSvara, paramdtma. Who are
they?

THIS SEEKING REQUIRES COMMITMENT, SANNYASA

Drdha-vratdh are people with a firm commitment. Vrata is a vow, a
commitment; drdha means 'firm.' These are people of firm vows, of great commitment.
Sahkara says that only in this way can you gain the truth, paramdrtha-tattva. It
requires a firm resolve. Because of that, they give up all other pursuits. They are no
longer under the spell of rdga-dvesas and pursue only those desires useful to their
purusdrtha, which is moksa. They become sannydsis either in spirit or take to the order
itself.

A real sannysil's mind is the most mature mind because it has no concern for
tomorrow. Such a mind can be either careless or mature. A foolhardy, misadventurous
person also does not think about tomorrow. He squanders everything today and
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tomorrow, he begs. Even though he has a lot of desires to fulfil, he does not plan for the
future. That is foolish. Whereas a sannyasi is a person who does not care about
tomorrow because he knows tomorrow will take care of itself. And he is content with
what he has. Such a person has the sanest mind. You think about it. There is no saner
mind. It is not born of carelessness but of a certain contentment and a trust in oneself and
in Ivara.

He understands that a person's daily requirement is very little and he will always
get it. That is sannyasa. Such people of firm commitment, 'seek Me and they gain Me,'
says the Lord. Bhajante can mean both the above; but 'they seek' is more appropriate in
view of the following verse. Totally free from the delusion of the opposites they seek
ISvara. They give up everything else to recognise paramatmd.

For what purpose do they seek you? What do they gain?

W7RTUTtft3 wmfwfqr Vfrr I
- Wl 4dtS: feri'4 w4 ViFdt I I 11 I
jaramaranamoksdya mam&dritya yatanti ye
te brahma tadviduh krtsnamadhydtmam karma cdkhilam Verse 29

WT-IT-rt T jard-marana-moks ya - for freedom from old age and death; m9
3TffTm mam dsritya - having taken refuge in Me; -4 m4df ye yatanti - those who
make effort; A te- they; (ifl tad brahma - that Brahman (the cause of creation);

W-r'T 3R TTT'• f krtsnam adhyatmam - wholly as themselves; w4 W 3TFW(rJ karma
ca akhilam - and karma in its entirety; f1-: viduh - know

Having taken refuge in Me, those who make effort for freedom from old
age and death, they know that Brahman wholly as themselves and they
also know karma in its entirety.

Bhagavdn says, 'Those who make effort for freedom from old age and death,
jaramaranamoksaya ye yatanti, by taking refuge in Me, mdm agritya, they know that
Brahman wholly as themselves, tad brahma adhyatmam viduh. One always wants
freedom only from what is undesirable never from the desirable. Old age is undesirable.
No one wants to age because it means death is nearing. A human being is allotted only a
finite number of years. Therefore, every year that goes by is a year closer to death. That
is one problem with old age. The second problem is that one by one, the bodily functions
begin leaving you. The presiding deities of the sense organs, take their leave as though to
say, 'This is enough. I supported you for so many years. What did you accomplish?
Good-bye.' When the presiding deities which make the eyes see, the ears hear, etc.,
leave, all that remains is a cavity, a golaka, where once there was sight, hearing etc. As
these deities depart, one by one, you find that the sense organs are no longer as efficient
as they once were; everything becomes a nuisance. Nobody wants that.
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The rest of the body also begins to disintegrate. The joints become stiff and it
becomes difficult to take the body around. Getting up is a chore; lying down is a chore.
Then getting up from lying down is a chore. Sometimes the peristaltic movement stops
functioning and even eating is a chore. Remembering becomes a very big task. This is
jard, old age. Who wants it? Everyone wants freedom from it. And certainly nobody
wants death, marana. There is always a love to be free - free from ageing, free from
death.

Ageing and death stand for all the other changes a body goes through - birth,
growth, metamorphosis, decline, as well as all the mental modifications such as,
doership and enjoyership in the form of pleasure and pain. All our notions about
ourselves are based on these and it is from these that we want to be free.

The intense desire for this freedom is born of the conclusion, 'I am subject to
ageing; I am mortal.' As long as such a conclusion is there, there will be a desire for
release. But it is not possible and we know that. So, there is always a desire to live a day
more. And we know that is not always going to be possible. So, there is a helplessness
and naturally, a fear. If you could help yourself, there would be no fear. But you cannot
stop ageing, much less death.

DISCERNING THE PROBLEM

A person who is not under the spell of raga-dvesas has a mind that can discern
this and seek a real solution. He understands what has value in this life and seeks
paramdtmd - now, before old age and death come. He discerns that he wants to get out
of this problem entirely not just out of the ageing body. He wants to get out of the
notion, 'I am subject to old age and death.'

The body does not say, 'I am afraid of old age.' It just survives the years like a
stone or any other inert object. It has no notion that it is getting older. You are the one
who recognises yourself as someone subject to old age and death. Therefore, moksa is
not from physical old age or physical death. It is from the notion that I am subject to old
age and death. From that notion alone is freedom and that is the dnly freedom possible.

It is also the only freedom required because 'I,' aham, alone is the problem. All
the problems are centred on 'I.' This problem of self identity is what causes fear.
Therefore, for release from it, one seeks paramdtma.

HOW DOES ONE SEEK FREEDOM FROM DEATH?

Taking refuge in IAvara, they make effort - mam Zdritya yatanti. Mam means
Me, Isvara. So, pursuits based on their likes and dislikes are given up and now they are
seeking Idvara. After analysing their experiences, they find that fulfilment of
raga-dvesas is not exactly what they are seeking. That I am subject to raga-dvesas is
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the problem. If that is very clear to a person, his refuge is Isvara and he becomes a
jijhdsu.

Now that he is no longer under the spell of his likes and dislikes and the tendency
for improper actions is gone, discrimination has arisen. He wants only to know what
Paramesvara is and seeks his grace for that knowledge. And to know Paramesvara is
to know him as oneself. There is no other Isvara. He is not separate from you nor is he
separate from the world. If there is any sense of separation it is due to ignorance.
Therefore, Bhagavan says, 'Taking refuge in Me, invoking My grace, they seek to know
Me.' For this they make efforts -yatanti.

How? With a mind absorbed in Me through Sravana, manana, and
nididhydsana. These three things keep one absorbed. Previously the mind was dwelling
upon the objects of rdga-dvesas and now it is led to dwell upon Paramesvara through
inquiry into the sdstra.

To see the difference between this and all other pursuits, just observe your mind
when you turn the pages of an attractively printed catalogue. Potential rdga-dvesas, even
unheard of rdga-dvesas would surface. You see something you had never even thought
about and suddenly it is a want. That is one type of mind.

Then see what happens when you read the pages of the Upanisads or Gita. The
mind is entirely different. The words of the sdstra create a mind that is fulfilled,
resolved, the opposite of a mind in pursuit. That is why they say that listening to the
Adstra is to be done again and again - paunah punyena gravanam kurydt. It creates

an orientation. Even though there is only one thing to be understood, and that is the
statement, tat tvam asi, the elaborate study of the sdstra is to keep the mind exposed for
a good length of time to this thinking about realities. While doing Sravana, there is
naturally manana. Doubts are raised and answered. Through this exposure you get a
certain insight. A certain vastu-jhiSna takes place. That you contemplate upon and gain
increasing clarity. This is nididhydsana.

Spending one's time in these three - Aravana, manana, and nididhyasana - is
reflecting on Paramesvara. This is the brahma-abhydsa that we saw previously - tat
cintanam tat kathanam anyonyam tat prabodhanam. Reflecting on the subject
matter, talking about it to others and discussing with fellow students trying to understand
and help each other is all part of brahmabhydsa. This is what is meant by taking refuge
in Paramesvara.

It is important to understand the meaning of expressions such as this. One
commentary I read long ago interpreted taking refuge in lsvara to mean going to him for
protection as one would go to a stronger person when one is in trouble. Such appeals will
definitely bless you. Any good karma will give its result. But to think that Isvara is just
another person who is protecting you is simplistic. Paramevuara-a�raya is something
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that requires understanding. It is not a simple thing. It is an absorption, a committed
thinking and dwelling upon, which is accomplished by Aravana, manana, and
nididhydsana. This is paramesvara-adraya.

THE RESULT OF SEEKING itVARA DIRECTLY

Te brahma tad viduh - having resorted to ParameSvara, these people - te,
come to know - viduh, that Brahman - tad brahma. It is clear from this that dAraya is
in the form of enquiry and the result is that they come to know Me as not separate from
themselves. Tat is param brahma, who is satyam jifinam anantam brahma and the
cause of the whole creation. Taking refuge in Me, the cause of everything, coming to
know Me, he naturally knows everything.

Now look at this sentence. Mdm a�ritya yatanti - taking refuge in Me they
make effort. And what do they get? They get to know that Brahman, te viduh tad
brahma, because I am paramdtmd. This makes the meaning of yatanti very clear; the
effort is for the sake of knowledge.

That knowledge is for freedom from old age and death -jard-marana-moksdya.
This means all you require for freedom is knowledge. But by knowing how can anybody
escape from old age and death? All the jiinis are dead and gone! That is, the bodies of
the jiinis are gone. A jiLini is never gone because he is param brahma; he is not
separate. Bhagavdn had said earlier 'jidni tu atmd eva me matam - I consider the
jiini as myself.' 1

THE IMMEDIACY OF THEIR KNOWLEDGE

From this we understand that they know Brahman not only as the cause of
creation and therefore, remote, paroksa, but as not other than themselves, aparoksa. It is
unlike what happens to Arjuna in the eleventh chapter, Krsna gave Arjuna the capacity
to see him in his cosmic form. As Arjuna looked, he saw the whole cosmos within Lord
Krsna. All the stars and heavens, the earth, all the people, the Pdndavas as well as
Duryodhana and his group were within him. He saw everyone on the battle field
writhing within the mouth of time, sticking between the teeth of Lord Death as they were
being consumed by time. He saw them all, not dead, but in the process of dying. And he
was frightened. He saw the whole cause of creation in a particular form. Everything was
included in that form, both cause and effect, so, it was impossible to distinguish them.
Seeing all this, he was frightened because he did not see himself there. That is enough
for fear. Wherever one makes even a small division, there he will have fear, udaram
antaram kurute atha tasya bhayam bhavati.2 So, Arjuna asked Krsna to return to his

Gitd�- 7-18
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original form and experienced a great relief. The fear and the relief were all because
Arjuna did not include himself. So, Brahman has to be understood not just as the cause

of creation but as oneself.

They also know that Brahman entirely as themselves - krtsnam adhyatmam.

Krtsna means total, entire. Adhyatma, means with reference to dtmd, with reference to

yourself. You have to see that Brahman as totally identical with yourself, pratyagatma.
The truth of dtmd happens to be identical with Brahman. The one who knows this

understands everything connected to atmd as identical with Brahman - krtsnam

adhyatmam tad viduh.

THEY ALSO UNDERSTAND KARMA

Because of that, he now understands karma also very well - karma ca akhilam

te viduh. He understands, 'I do not do any action nor do I cause anything to be done.' At
the same time actions are done. He understands the truth of karma and the word akhila
means 'entirely.' Therefore, it indicates that now he understands karma in its entirety.
The truth about karma is that the doer, the object of the action, the means of doing the
action, the purpose of doing the action, from where the action originates, anything
connected to the action, and the locus of the action are all Brahman. We saw this in the
fourth chapter. In a ritual, the means by which an oblation is offered, the oblation itself,
the fire unto which it is offered and the one who makes the offering are all Brahman.1

This is the truth of karma and he knows this also. In his vision, karma is neither
opposed to Brahman nor is it something that has Brahman as its result. The one who
knows this sees Brahman everywhere.

What is this Brahman that these people come to know so totally?

\Tr f~di t -fri -q -4 fc r: i
qqUP)^~f R qf tAN tfl: I I ? I I

sadhibhutadhidaivam mam sadhiyajFiam ca ye viduh
praydnakdle'pi ca mdm te viduryuktacetasah Verse 30

Sr ye ca - and those; RTT mam - me; & -Jf-3fkTk-F sddhibhata-adhidaivam

- as centred on the physical world and as centred on the devata; �lfTi -T
sddhiyajham ca - and as centred on the rituals; fs: viduh - know; A te - they;

T-id' : yukta-cetasah -whose minds are absorbed in me: MifcMl 31h• praydna-

kale api - even at the end of their life; •Rm fo•: mdm viduh - they know me
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Those who know Me as centred on the physical world, the devatis and
the rituals, whose minds are absorbed in me, even at the end of their life,
they know me.

'Those who know Me in this form they alone gain Me.' says the Lord. Here
moksa is the phala, result i.e., the purusdrtha is moksa. It was said previously in verse
28, that these people are drdha-vratas. And Saikara had pointed out that these people
are suniscita-vijidndh. These are people who have ascertained the purusdrtha before
they commit themselves to the pursuit of the knowledge of Paramesvara. So, it was
said, in verse 29, that having taken refuge in Me, those who make effort for freedom
from old age and death, they know that Brahman wholly as themselves -
jardmaranamoksiya mam adritya ye yatanti, te tad brahma viduh. Up to verse 28,
Bhagavun was talking in the first person. Now suddenly in verse 29, he put it in the
third person and said, 'te adhydtmam brahma viduh -they understand the
pratyagdtmd as param brahma and also understand all that is connected to
pratyagatmd. They understand that the kartd, karma, karma-phala, etc., are all
mithyd. Now in this verse he reverts back to the first person again and continues.

He says that, previously what was said as Brahman is Myself. He says, those who
know Me, as sddhibhita, sddhidaiva and sadhiyajiia, they know me as themselves -
adhydtmam te viduh, dtmatvena te viduh. Brahman as jagat-karana is adhibhita,
adhidaiva and adhiyajiia. This Brahman they know as themselves. This is a particular
way of talking. This is called rdajkrtya kathanam - a collective mention, putting
everything together and saying, 'All this is Myself.' Otherwise it will be an endless
process of saying, 'I am this, I am that, etc.' By saying that I am the one who obtains in
the form of all the devas, in the form of all the factors related to yajia or yajifa-purusa
and in the form of all the bhitas - the five elements or the kdrya-karana-saighdta, the
body- mind-sense-complex. That means sarvam brahma. This is a way of saying that
all this is Brahman. You will often find this particular expression in the sdstra -
adhibhfta, adhidaiva and adhiyajia. It is very important to know what these words
mean. Bhagavdn will also talk about it in the next chapter because Arjuna is going to
ask a question about these words.

The Lord says, 'They know Me, Isvara, who is sddhibhlta, sddhidaiva and
sddhiyajia - sddhibhiita-adhidaivam mdm sldhiyajiamr ca ye viduh. The word sa
that is compounded to the words adhibhata, etc., is saha which means 'along with.' In
all those expressions, what is indicated is IJvara, the one who exists in the form of the
Sun, Moon, stars, etc., and all the devatds thereof.

AdhibhUta is all that is centred on the bhitas - bhUtdni adhikrtya bhavati iti
adhibhata. The bhutas can be taken as the kdrya-karana-sahghdtas. Therefore,
Bhagavdn says, 'What obtains in all the kdrya-karana-sanighdtas is Myself alone as
pratyagdtmi. The bhatas can also be taken to mean the five elements. Similarly,
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adhidaiva is what is centred on the devatds - devan adhikrtya vartate iti adhidaiva.
adhiyajha is what is centred on the yajias, the rituals etc. This means that Bhagavun is
the one who is the form of the very ritual - yajio uai Visnuh, yajiiddhipati because he
is the real receiver of the offerings in the yajiia. And he is the one who is in the form of
karmddhyaksa and the karma-phala-data.

Thus Bhagavdn says, 'These people recognise Me as the one who is in the form of
this world, as adhibhita, from whom nothing is separate and also as all the devatas, as
adhidaiva, the one from whom no devati is separate.' Further he says, 'They also
recognise Me as adhiyajiia.' Yajiia means a ritual. Thus he says, 'These people see that
the result of the karma, the karma and the devat5 invoked are all Me. They recognise
Me as the truth of karma.'

Adhydtma is what is centred on the individual. In the previous verse, Bhagavdn
talked only about adhydtma. He had said that they know Brahman as adhydtma,
pratyagdtmd. Now he converts the whole thing into isvara again. That is he says
Isvara is Brahman. This is how it is established that there is non-difference between
Isvara and the jiva.

KNOWLEDGE OF ItVARA AS BOTH EFFICIENT AND MATERIAL CAUSE

When a given phenomenon, like the sun, is looked upon as Isvara, Isvara is
considered the material cause, updddna-k6rana. This is the adhibhuta vision of
Isvara. When Isvara is considered as the efficient cause, the nimitta-kdrana of the sun,
etc., it is the adhidaiva vision. These are the two levels - Isvara as the nimitta-
kdrana is adhidaiva, and as the material cause is adhibhiita.

These people know isvara as also adhydtma, which was pointed out in the
previous verse. Adhydtma is also Brahman. That is, they see themselves as Brahman.
Then what is left out? Nothing! Everything is Bhagavdn. The world is Bhagavdn; all
the devatds are Bhagavdn; your physical body and mind and senses together called
adhydtma and pratyagdtma are all Bhagavdn. This is one way of saying everything is
Bhagavun. Nothing else is there here in this universe other than Bhagaudn.

Therefore, the Lord says, 'Those who know Me in this form are non-separate from
Myself.' First, you recognise Iuvara as paroksa, that is, you understand that this entire
jagat is Isvara. Then afterwards, you internalise the whole thing and understand, 'my
own body, mind, senses are all Bhagavun. And the consciousness, pratyagdtma, behind
this body-mind-complex is the truth of Bhagavin.

Those who are yukta-cetasah - yuktam ceteh yesam te, meaning those whose
minds do not have any inhibiting factors - know Me like this even at the time of travel,
death. There is a belief - which can not be supported with any great logic - that what
kind of course the departing soul takes depends on what the final thought of the person
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was when he or she was dying. That is why in India, there is a custom of naming people
with the names of the Lord. A person dying is likely to call out his son by name and if
that is the name of the Lord he will be reminded of Bhagavdn and that would give him a
good gati.

But it is not easy to remember the Lord at the time of death. Unless all one's
lifetime one has lived a life keeping the Lord in mind, it is not possible. The thought of
N&rdyana will not come evenf if one has named his son as Ndrayana. He will tend to
use some diminutive of the name and never remember Bhagavan. Even a great updsaka
is not going to remember his upasya at the time of death because his attachment to his
own children etc., is so much that he will remember only those things. Or he will think
of his omissions and commissions and will be riddled with guilt and hurt. Unless a
person is very mature, it is not easy to have the thought of the Lord at the time of death.

While this is so, the Lord says, 'If you know Me there is no such problem.
Whether it is at the time of death or not there is no question of your losing sight of Me
- vismaranam nasti. Because without knowing the Lord, it is a question of narayana-
nama-smarana, remembering the name of Narayana; but here it is ndrayanasya
tattva-jinana, knowing the truth of Bhagaudn as myself. Here there is no ignorance of
Bhagavan at all. The knowledge that 'I am Ndrayana - ndaryanah aham' is not
subject to vismarana, forgetfulness. Ignorance can not come back. Even if a person goes
into a coma, that does not really create ignorance. The mind may not function and the
mind may be incapable of responding to the external world but the ignorance gone is
gone. It can never come back.

Therefore, Bhagavan says, 'prayanakale api mam viduh - even at the time of
death they know Me.' This is the meaning of the word api in this statement. At the time
of death even though there is generally visamarana for most people including the
upasakas, the janis do not have this vismarana. When they are alive and well in the
body and mind with strong commitment they put forth adequate and proper effort to
know Bhagavan - mam viduh. How do they know? They know that all that is here is
Bhagavan - idam saravam aham asmi iti viduh, sadhibhiita-adhidaivam
sadhiyajiiam mam viduh

And also they know that Bhagavan, who is in the form of all this, is not separate
from themselves. That is, they know the Lord who is in the form of all this as themselves
- sddhibhata-adhidaivam sddhiyajiiam rnam (Ivaram) atmatvena viduh. And
they know this even at the time of death when generally there is vismrti. This is because
there is no smrti-apeksa, dependence on memory for this knowledge unlike the
knowledge of other things in this world. Self knowledge is not to be remembered; only
self ignorance has to go. This is because the self is always evident. Therefore, he says
these people who are yukta-cetasah, and do not have any inhibiting factor that prevents
the knowledge, know Me even at the time of death.
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KNOWLEDGE, EVEN AT THE TIME OF DEATH, RELEASES

Finally what the Lord says with reference to the final moment also means this:
'Even those who only know Me at the time of death, who gain this knowledge then, or
those who have been living with this knowledge and are not swayed from it right up to
the time of death because it is so clear, they know - prayana-kdle api mam te viduh
yukta-cetasah. Those minds are united to Me, know Me, not just remember Me, even at
the time of death. There is no return for them.'

They are Brahman. When I am everything and everywhere, who is to return, and
from where? I can go to some place and return, if I am not there already. If I am only
here, then I can go to heaven and come back. But heaven also is Me, the heavenly bodies
are Me, all the devatas are Me, all the angels are Me, all the celestials are Me. The local
world is Me, the sun, the moon and stars, the physical body, mind and senses, are all Me
because I am Brahman. Tell me now, who is to go and where?

Thus those who know these five, i.e., adhydtma (pratyagatma their innermost
self, and the body-mind-sense-complex), karma in its entirety, adhibhata, adhidaiva
and adhiyajia as Brahman, for them their knowledge of the identity between
themselves and Isvara stands firm and unaffected even at the time of death. They were
free living; they are free when this body has fallen.

Thus ends chapter seven in which the tat-pada-vocya, the actual meaning of the
word tat which is the svarfpa of lIvara and the tat-pada-laksya, the implied meaning
of the word tat, which is Brahman, was explained. We have already seen in the first
satka that the tvam-pada-laksya, the implied meaning of the word tvam is also
Brahman. This is how the vukya, tat tvam asi is unfolded.

34 f I -ýT N^ l4" qh^ 34fhWry ZJw7t 41\11½
uu|Hsifc^niik W1itiic lftN ^T ̂ w^STw: I 1I ' 1 I

orn tatsat. iti Srimadbhagavadgitdsu upanisatsu brahmavidyayam
yogagdstre Srikrsnarjunasarmvde jiinauijiinayogo nama

saptamo'dhydyah

Om tat sat. Thus ends the seventh chapter called jiiana-vijiina-yoga in the
Bhagavadgita, which is the dialogue between Lord Krsna and Arjuna, which is also
brahmavidyd and yogagdstra.

We have to see what this Om tat sat means. Later Bhagavdn himself is going to
say 'om tat sat iti nirdegah.' Here in this statement all the three words are in
samdandhikaranya, that is they are in apposition. It means this: what is Om, that, tat, is
sat. Om is the name for ParameSvard. Therefore, it is an invocation consisting of a
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single syllable. Thus it is a bijiksara. Bijaksaras are actually words consisting of a
single syllable. Om is considered in the mantra to be the bijaksara of all bijaksaras -
bljdksardnam bijaksaram om. That is, from it originate all the other bijaksaras. This
is because Om is used to invoke Paramesvara who is everything, i.e., all that was in the
past, all that is in the present, all that will be in the future - bhUtam bhavat bhavisyat,
sarvam omkdra eva, yat ca kdlatitam tadapi omk�ra eva.

Then there are other bijas that invoke various aspects of Paramesvara. For
example, the bijaksara hrim invokes the Aakti of lSvara. Since this Aakti has the power
to create or the power to destroy either of them can be invoked by adding the appropriate
bij�ksara. Thus if you want to invoke, Laksmi, you add a grim. Thus the mantra now
would be om hrim srim - Om stands for ParameSvara, hrim stands for the sakti of
Paramesvara and srim stands for Laksmi. Similarly gam stands for Ganesa. Thus we
have a variety of these bijaksaras and through these we invoke an aspect of Ilvara. Om
is the source of all bijiksaras. Thus it invokes Parameuvara. That is why it is added
before every nama invoking Isvara.

Omkdra thus is the abhidhdna, the name for the abhidheya, the named,
Brahman. Therefore, om tat sat, Brahman alone is sat. That is, Om is that Brahman,
which isjagat-kdrana, and tat, that, alone is sat, satya, the truth of everything. A lot of
words have been said and all said and done, that Brahman alone is the satya-vastu, the
truth of everything. A lot of things have been said. They may or may not have been said
properly; they may or may not be understood properly. Finally what is to be understood
is om tat sat. Thus it marks the conclusion.

This chapter is called the jihna-vijfidna-yoga. This chapter has the topic ofjii&na
and vijdina. The word jiina indicates that this chapter has the knowledge of
Paramesvara. The knowledge of what the tat-pada stands for is the predominant topic
of this chapter. The word vijihna indicates that the knowledge is so complete that even
at the time of death there is no possibility of vismarana. Thus ends the seventh chapter.

^ dh ri^ ^ t.'fkc~~i ~
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